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PREFACE.

The Handbook for Russia f, now issued in English for the first

time, is intended to supply the traveller with such information as

will render him as nearly as possible independent of hotel-keepers,

commissionnaires, and guides, and thus enable him the more

thoroughly to enjoy and appreciate the objects of interest he meets

with on his tour.

The Handbook is based mainly upon the personal observation

of the Editor and his Associates, who have repeatedly explored

the country with a view to procuring the latest possible informa-

tion. As, however, absolute accuracy is unobtainable, and changes

are constantly taking place, the Editor will highly appreciate any

suggestions with which travellers may favour him. Hotel-bills,

with annotations showing the traveller's opinion of his treatment

and accommodation, are particularly useful.

The Maps and Plans, on which special care has been bestowed,

will often render material service to the traveller, and enable him

at a glance to ascertain his bearings and select the best routes.

Distances are generally given in versts (1 V. = 0.663 M.).

Heights are given in English feet (1 Engl. ft. = 0.3048 m^tre =
0.1429 sazhen), and the Populations in accordance with the latest

data obtainable.

Hotels. Besides the first-class hotels, the Editor names others

of a less pretending kind. The asterisks indicate hotels which the

Editor believes to be well-managed, reasonable, and adapted to

'^1

:

t The contents have been divided into eif^ht set'tions, each of whioh
may be separately removed from the volume by cutting' the ^auze buck-
ing vi8ii)le on opening the book at the beginning and end of the portion
to be d«'tached. These sections are — (1) General (lovornmciit of Warsaw
(Poland), pp. 1-.'J0; (2) Western llussia (liultic Provinces), pp. ni-84;

(8) St. Petersburg and Knvirons, pp. H5-19G; (4) (Jrand Duchy ot Finland,

pp. 197-24G; (5) Central and Nortliern Russia, pj). 247-870; (r>) Southern
Kussia, pp. 371-43r.; (7) The Caucasus, pp. \'A1-\S)i\\ (8) Teheran, Uuilways
in Asiatic Kussia, Port Arthur, Peking, pp. 497-5(58.
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modern requirements. The more modest houses are sometimes de-

scribed as 'good', 'fair', or 'very fair'. The hotel and other charges

are stated either from the personal experience of the Editor and

his staff or from that of his numerous correspondents, and will

enable the traveller to form an estimate of his expenditure.

To hotel-keepers, tradesmen, and others the Editor begs to in-

timate that a character for fair dealing towards travellers is the

sole passport to his commendation, and that no advertisements of

any kind are admitted to his Handbooks. Persons calling them-

selves agents for Baedeker's Handbooks are impostors.

For the transliteration of Kussian names, comp. p. xiii and the

Manual of the Russian Language (published separately; Is. Qd.).

Abbreviations.

R. = room, route.

B. = breakfast.

dej. = dejeuner, luncheon.
D. = dinner.

S. = supper.
pens. = pension.
rfmts. = refreshments.
omn. = omnibus.
carr. = carriage.

r. = right.

1. = left.

hr. = hour.
min. = minute.
O.S. = Old Style (Russian Calendar).
M. = English mile.
S.M. = sea-mile, knot.
V. = verst.

Kil. = kilometre.
m. = m6tre.
kg. = kilogramme.

The letter d with a date, after the name of a person, indicates the
year of his death. The number of feet given after the name of a place
shows its h^'ight above sea-level. The number of versts. miles, or kilo-

metres placed before the stations on railway and carriage routes indicates
their distances from the starting-point of the route.

In the case of Hotel Xampjh ending in -aya the word Gostinitza
(hotel) i.s understood, in the case of Street Names ending in the same
way the word ITlitza (street) is understood.

Asterisks denote objects of special interest or imply commendation.

yd. = English yard.
ft. = „ foot.

N. = North, etc.

S. = South, etc.

E. = East, etc.

W. = West, etc.

incl. = including.
comp. = compare.
PI. = plan.

ca. = circa, about.
inhab. = inhabitants.
adm. = admission.
rb. = ruble, rouble.

cop. = copeck.
JC = German mark.
pf. = „ pfennig.
m. = Finnish mark.
p. = „ penni.

$ = (Mexican silver) dollar

c. = cent.
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INTRODUCTION.

I. PRACTICAL INFORMATION.

1. Travelling Expenses. Language. Money. Equipment,

Expenses. The cost of travelling in Russia is considerably

higher than in Central Europe. The railway fares, regulated by

the zone tariff, are comparatively moderate, in spite of the long

distances to be traversed, but the ordinary traveller will none the

less find it difficult to keep his average expenses for hotels (6-10 rb.)

cab-hire, commissionnaires, etc., down to less than 12-15 rb. per

day. Travellers who know the country and language, and a party

of two or three travelling together may do a little better than this.

Language. Even the slightest acquaintance with the language

is a considerable help, and all who visit the country should at least

learn the Russian alphabet, in order to be able to read street-names,

etc. The Manual of the RussianLanguage {price Is. 6d.), issued by
the publishers of this Handbook, will be found of service in teaching

the rudiments of the language. It contains useful vocabularies,

common phrases, and the grammatical rules necessary for the con-

struction of simple sentences.— In the upper classes French is

almost universally understood; the middle classes are more familiar

with German. Outside the capital, Moscow, and the seaports,

English is little spoken. In the Baltic Provinces and in the larger

towns of Finland, German is generally understood.— For a list of

Polish words, see p. 2 ; for Finnish^ see p. 203 ; for Persian, see

p. 498; and for Chinese, see p. 549.

The system of Transliteration employed in our text as given below
follows mainly that of the Royal Geographical Society, but diverges from
it in a few points intended to make the pronunciation easier for the
traveller.

A,

a

a H, H i P,P r HI, III shtch
B,6 b fi i or mute C,c 8 Tb mute
B,B v I, i i T,T t LI ui, i

r.r ff, h K, K k y y u b mute
4,;i d JI, Ji 1 o,* f -B, t y©
E,e e, ye M, M m X, X kh 9 3

K), lo

e

S 0. yo
zh

H, H n ^,^ tz yu
:k,« O, o M,VI tch H,H ya
3,3 z n,ir p 111,111 8h e, e f

Most of the maps and plans follow the R.O.S. system, differing from
the text in such noints as ch for h and shch for irj. Somo of them,
however, are transJitoratcd according to other systems. Thus the general
maps of Russia, the maps of tho Caucasus and Volga, and the plan of
Novgorod follow the German usage (b = w, jk = sh, 3 = 8, c = ss, x =: ch,

II = z, M = tsch, 111 = schj III = schtsch, ti = y, -a = je, K) = ju, n — ja),

while the maps of tho Crimea and of the Environs of Warsaw are French
(>K = j, y = ou, m = ch, ni = chtch, n — ie, lo = iu, si — ia).
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Money. The Russian monetary unit is the Ruble or Rouble
(PyCjit), divided into 100 Copecks (KoneiiKa). The gold coins

are pieces of 5, l^j,,^ 10, and 15 rb. The pieces of 15 and 7^2 rb.,

known as imperials and half-imperials, are scarce. The old impe-

rials and half-imperials still occasionally met with have the same

value as the current coins of these names, though nominally w^orth

only 10 and 5 rb. Half-imperials may easily be mistaken for pieces

of 10 rb. The silver coins include pieces of 1 rb. and of 5, 10, 15,

*2(), 25, and 50 cop. Silver coins with a hole in them should bo

refused. In co])per there are coins of ^4^ V27 ^7 '^1 ^^? ^^^ ^ ^^p.

The paper-uKmey (the so-called credit-notes) consists of notes of

1, 3, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, and 500 rb. The notes of 5, 10, and 25 rb.

issued in 1887, and those of 100 rb. issued in 1866 are no longer

legal tender. The ruble is worth about 2s. Id. and the copeck

about ^l^d. The ordinary rate of exchange is \l. = 9 rb. 58 cop.,

100 rb. = 10/. lis. 2d. ($ 1 := 2 rb.). Comp. Table at p. ii.—
Finnish Currency, see p. 201.

English banknotes and sovereigns may be changed without loss in

Moscow, Odessa, Riga, St. Petershuig, and Warsaw. Circular Notes or

Letfers of Credit, obtainable at the principal English aud American
banks, are the moat convenient form in which to carry large sums;
and their value if lost or stolen is recoverable. The Travellers' Cheques
issued by the American Express Companies and by the American Bankers
Association may also be recommended. It is not advisable to carry on
one's person larger siim.s than are necessary for current expenses. A
supply of Russian money should be obtained in London or Berlin, so as
to avoid trouble at the frontier or on arrival at one's destination. Russian
banks are all closed on the numerous holidays (comp. p. Ixi). — The
traveller should always be provided with small change (10, 15, and
20 cop. pieces) as the habit of Tipping is very widely spread in Russia.

Clothing should not be too light, for even in summer the nights

are often chilly, and clianges of temperature are frequent and ex-

treme. Woollen underwear is re(;ommended. The traveller should

be provided with a pillow or an air-cushion, linen sheets (useful

on long railway journeys and in provincial hotels), towels, a cov-

erlet or rug, a small india-rubber bath, and some insect-powder.

Visitors to S. Russia should have a light summer suit; the Russians

themselves often wear suits of linen.— For winter-journe3^s warm
furs and well-lined rubber-boots (best obtained in Russia) are

indispensable. In spring a spell of warm weather is often suc-

ceeded by a sudden frost; it is therefore safer not to discard winter
clothing until summer has actually arrived. — Unboiled Water
should be avoided. Tea is a good substitute.

In making Purchaseh in Russia the traveller should not rely quite
80 implicitly on the bona fides of the shopkeeper as he does at home.
It is quite customary, especially in the less fashionable shops, to accept
10-20 Dcr cent less than the price originally demanded. In the Caucasus
a third of the price is often abated in this way. The best furs are dearer
than in England. Footgear of all sorts is good.
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Those who visit Eussia for the first time will naturally be

anxious to gain a general impression of the country, for which the

geographical and historical sketch at p. xxxiii will form a useful

preparation. The AYestern Provinces (the former kingdom of

Poland), the Baltic Provinces, and Finland have all preserved their

national idiosyncrasies. The land in its general features resembles

the great North German plain, and the architecture of the towns

is also of a predominantly W. European character. Russia proper

begins at the line drawn from St. Petersburg via Smolensk and

Kiev to Bessarabia. Both country and people are so uniform that

the long railway journeys are of themselves enough to give a super-

ficial acquaintance with them. Those who have visited the chief

places of one or two provinces will discover little that is new by
further exploration. Moscow, however, the heart of the Russian

empire, is of extraordinary interest.

The busy industrial city of Warsaw, once the capital of Poland,

and still its intellectual centre, impresses the visitor as an essen-

tially Western European town, to which a Russian tinge is given

by the numerous Russian officials and officers. More than one-third

of its inhabitants are Jews. WillanoWj near Warsaw, deserves a

visit on account of its association with John Sohieski. —Vilna, the

former capital of Lithuania, is charmingly situated, and contains

many quaint old buildings.— Riga, the most important town in the

Baltic Provinces, is a seaport and a busy manufacturing town, still

substantially German. It has, however, little except its churches

to remind us of its media3val importance. Narva, however, and

Revalj the ancient walls of which are still in great part extant,

are both more mediaeval in appearance. The valley of the Aa near

Kremon is very attractive (Livonian Switzerland).

—

Pskov (Ples-

kau) possesses an interesting Kremlin.

St. Petersburg, on the banks of the wide Neva, the capital of

the empire since 1712, combines the character of a great modern
centre of trade and industry with that of a political city swarming
with officials. Its museums are the most important in Russia, and
the Hermitage is one of the finest art-collections in the world,

especially in the spheres of painting and the minor productions

of the Greek genius. The season is in winter; the imperial theatres

are closed at the beginning of May (O.S.; comp. p. xxxii). The
spring parade of the Guards generally takes place at the end of

April. The early summer (middle of May to middle of June, O.S.)

is to be recommended t'oi" a visit to St. Petersburg; during this

part of the year the environs of the city (J'cterkofj Pavlovsk^
Tza/rskoye Selo) can be seen with their magniJicent grounds in

the glorious illumination of the 'white' summer nights. On June
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21st the sun does not set at St. Petersburg till 9.22 p.m., and it

rises at 2.43 the next morning.

Finland, the 'Land of a Thousand Lakes', is geographically as

well as ethnographically allied to Sweden rather than to Russia.

Travellers, however pressed for time, should not fail to visit Vihorg,

with the beautiful park of 'Monrepos', the Imatra^Falls, and the

Mankala Rapids. Heldngfors is the modern, Abo the ancient

capital. Finland is seen at its best from the middle of June to the

end of August. Comp. p. 203.

The railway from St. Petersburg to Moscow forms an almost

absolutely straight line. At Tchudovo a branch-line diverges for

sleepy Novgorod, 'the Great', once the capital of a powerful com-

mercial republic. Tver is the starting-point for a trip down the

Volga, the chief artery of traffic in E. Russia. On the journey from

Warsaw or Riga to Moscow we touch at the ancient walled city of

Stnolensk.

Moscow, the 'white -walled, golden -crowned holy city', for

centuries the capital of the empire, shares with Kiev the most
interesting associations with the real growth and history of the

Russian race. Moscow is the most important trading and manu-
facturing town in the Russian Empire. In the middle of the town
rises the Kremlin, the storehouse of Moscow's past memories. The
Tretyakov Gallery contains a collection of pictures as important as

the Alexander III. Museum in St. Petersburg for the study of the

Russian school of painting. The season, as in St. Petersburg, is

in winter. In summer the surroundings will be found very beautiful,

and excursions may be made with advantage to places of interest

like Tzaritzuino and the Troitzko-Sergiyevskaya Lavra, to which
pilgrims from all parts of Russia resort.

To the E. of Moscow lies Rostov-Yaroslavskij with a Kremlin
dating from the 17th century. On the Volga are Yaroslavl, with

churches of great architectural interest, the picturesque Nizhni-
Navgorod, which should be visited at the time of its world-famed
yearly fair (comp. p. 344), and Kazan, the population of which
includes many Tartars. — A Trip on the Volga from Nizhni-Nov-
gorod to (2 days) Samara via Kazan may be recommended. It is

hardly worth while to continue the voyage to (3 days) Astrakhan,
although its mixed population and harbour traffic are interesting.

From Samara a railway journey of three days towards the W.
brings us to Kiev, in Little Russia, the 'Mother of all Russian towns',

beautifully situated on the Dnieper, with its renowned Lavra, the

most famous convent in Russia. The churches, from the architectural

point of view, are inferior to those of Moscow.
Odessa, the most important of Russian commercial ports on

the Blank Sea, is a modern town, and offers little of interest to

the tourist.
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The Crimea is described in R. 58, the Caucasus at p. 437.

Eor the Crimea and the Caucasus early summer and the autumn

are the best seasons, and for the Caucasian mountains, July to

October.— For the Transcasjpian Provinces, Teheran, the Trans-
Siberian Raihuay, and Peking, comp. RR. 75, 74, 77, and 80.

For a Tour of 8-9 Weeks the following time-table is recommended.
The use of express trains is everywhere presupposed.

Days
From London via Berlin to Warsaw (R. 1) 2

Warsaw (R. 4) and Willanow (p. 24) IV2
From Warsaw to Vilna (R. 9) V2

Vilna (p. 36) V?
From Vilna via Pskov (half-a-day) to St. Petersburg (R. 8) . . I-IV2

St. Petersburg and environs (RR. 15-21) 7

From St. Petersburg to Viborg and the Imatra, and back to

St. Petersburg (RR. 22 & 23) 2-3

From St. Petersburg via Novgorod and Tver to Moscow (RR. 36 & 37) 3

3roscow (R. 38) 5

From Moscow to the Troitzko-Sergiyevskaya Lavra (R. 40) . . 1

From Moscow to Nizhni-Novgorod (R. 43) 1/2-1

Nizhni-Novgorod (R. 44) 1

From Nizhni-Novgorod by steamboat down the Volga via Kazan
to Samara (R. 45) • 2-3

From Samara by rail via Tula and Kursk to Kiev (RR. 48 & 46) 3

Kiev (R. 54) 1

From Kiev to Odessa (RR. 55 b & 56) 1

From Odessa to Sebastopol by steamboat (R. 58 a) 1

The Crimea (R. 58b-e; comp. p. 404) 6

From Yalta (Crimea) to Batum (RR. 58e & 62) 3-5

The Caucasus (comp. p. 446) 10
From Pyatigorsk (Caucasus) via Rostov-on-the-Don to Birzula 2-3

From Birzula to London via Lemberg and Vienna 3-4

57-64 Days
Three to four weeks suffice for a visit to St. Petersburg , Moscow,

and Warsaw. At Vilna we may deviate from the direct route to St.

Petersburg and travel via Riga, Reval, and Narva, an extension in-

volving 3 additional days.— Finland (comp. p. 203) may be visited from
St. Petersburg. — Those who are able to divide their visit into two parts
are advised to confine their first tour to N. Russia, and return from Kiev
via Warsaw or Lemberg. The second tour could begin at Kiev, and em-
brace S. Russia. From Odessa we may go by steamer to Constantinople
(comp. Baedeker^ 8 Mediterranean).

Koutes from England to Russia.

Railways. The quickest route from London to St. Petersburn;

is that followed by the Nord Express, starting from Charing
Cross station. This train runs daily as far as Berlin (via Ostend,
Brussels, Cologne and Hanover), and twice a week (daily service

projected) goes on to St. Petersburg (carriages changed at the fron-

tier-station of Wirballen), taking just under two diiys for the whole
journey (1745 M.; fare 14/. Is. 8(Z. ; ticket from Sleeping Car Co.).

Other routes (change at Wirballen^in all cases) lead via Ostend,
Brussels, Cologne, Magdeburg, and Berlin (1739 M., in 2Y5, days

from Charing Cross; fares 10/. 78. i\d., i\L Ms. Id.)', via FluMny,
Wesel, Dortmund, llanover, and Berlin (1683 M., in 2-272 ^^ays

Bakdekkk'h KuBsia.
\j
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from Victoria; tares 9/. l'2s. 4^/., G/. Gs. lie?.); via Calais, Lille,

lirnsseLs, Cologne, Hanover, and Berlin (1766 M., in 2^/2 days from

I'haring Cross; fares lOZ. 19s. 2d., 11. 5s. 7r/.); and via Hook of
Holland, Kotl««rdam, Ctreeht, Hanover, and Berlin (1647 JM., in

1>>
.^ days fr(wn Liverpool Street; fares 9^. 12s. 4d, 6^. 6s. \\d.).—

On Tues. (Mon. from London) the Nord Express (p.xvii) connects

at Berlin with a train to Warsaw (carriages changed) and Moscow,
which is reached from London in 2^2 f^ays (1937 M.; through-fare

14/. ^s. '^d.). Other trains to Moscow (change at Warsaw), taking

2'/2-3 days, travel via Ostend, Boulogne, Flushing, or Hook of

Holland. The fares by these trains are somewhat lower.

Stkamers. To St. Petersburg direct fiom London by th(;

St. Petersburg Express Line via the Kiel Canal, once weekly in

4 days (fares 11. 10s., 5/., including meals); direct from Hidl by

the Wilson Line once weekly in 4^/2-5 days (fare 11. 10s.).

To Piga from London by the St. Petersburg Express Line
via the Kiel Canal, once weekly in 4 days (fares 6/. 15s., 5Z., incl.

meals); during the winter, if Riga is closed by ice, the service is

maintained between London and Windau (same fares). From Hull
by the Wilscm Line once \veekly in 4 days (6L los.).

To Libau from London by Det Forenede Dampskibs-Selskab
once weekly (fare 5/. 15s); from Hull by the Wilso}i Line once

weekly (fares hi. 15s., 21. 5s.).

Libau is also reached from Neiv York via Rotterdam (IV2 day's stay)
by the Russian America Line once fortnightly in 17 days (fare $ 70-120
or $ 50).

To Odessa from London by the Westcott and Laurance Line
about every 3 weeks in 28 days, via Malta, Alexandria, Pirseus,

Salonica, and Constantinople (fares 15Z. 15s., including food).

For steamers to ports in Finland, see p. 201.

3. Passport and Customs Regulations.

A Passport (nacnopTt) is indisp^ensahle for all foreigners

vi.siting Russia. It must be furnished with the visa of a Russian
consul in the traveller's own country (fee 274 rb. = 4s. 9f/.) before

the frontier is crossed. The visa is good for six months, and allows

the frontier to be crossed more than once. The Russian Consulate

General in London issues a circular for the information of visitors

to Russia.
Passnorts may he obtained in England direct from the Foreign Office,

Whitehall (f<'e 2s.), or through any of the usual tourist-agents (fee ?>s.

W. to hs.). In the United States applications for passports should be
made to th»' Burefiu of Citizenship, State Department, Washington, D.C.

The passport is demanded at the frontier, but the manner of pro-
cedure varifH. Usually the passports are collected bv gendarmes (p. xxi)
beforo the passengors leave the tmin; sometimes the baggage examination
^. xix) do<,'8 not take place until the passports are returned. At some
frontiiT-Btations the passports are collected as passengers enter the baggage
room, and the baggage examination begins at once. When the baggage
is passed, the passengers receive their passports back or ask for them
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from the gendarmes. At other stations passports are not returned till

the travellers have taken their seats in the Russian train. If a passport

is not in order, its unhappy owner has to recross the frontier, the train

by which he came waiting: for this purpose.
Passengers going to Russia by sea give their passports to the ship-

ping agent, and get them back on landing.

For Turkestan, comp. p. 506.

The passport is valid for six months. It must be shown to the

police in each place where the traveller stays, this duty being

generally undertaken by the hotel-keeper. It is often of use in

securing admission to galleries and museums, so that it is advisable

to carry it on one's person.— Visitors who stay longer than six

months deposit their passports at the Government Passport Office

and receive a Russian permit of residence (Bh^'l na MCHxejiLCTBo),

good for one year throughout the empire (fee 60 cop. or more).

On leaving Russia, the traveller has to report his intentions to

the Police Authorities (stamp 75, office fee 30-40 cop.), handing in

his passport and a certificate from the police officials of the district

in which he has been living to the eifect that nothing stands in the

way of his departure. As the preparation of this application takes

several hours at least, it is advisable to procure the necessary form

as soon as possible at the last town in which the traveller resides.

The passport is returned, provided with a permission to cross the

frontier unimpeded within the next fortnight or more (according

to the distance from the frontier). This function also is usually

left to the landlord.— Strangers holding a permit of residence

(see above) have on leaving Russia to procure a special travel-

permit {0^/2 rb.), which is given up at the frontier-station.

At the Russian frontier-stations passports are examined and returned
to passengers in their carriages after the second bell.

Travellers holding direct through-tickets to China or Japan need no

Sermit to leave the country, even when they break their journey in

Russian territory.

Customs. Whether at the railway frontier-station or at a seaport

the customs examination of passengers' luggage is generally thorough.

The examination takes place in the presence of the passenger, who
should give his luggage-ticket to a porter (p. xx) and observe where
his boxes are placed. Passengers are strongly advised not to send

their luggage in advance. Unprinted paper only should be used

for packing, to avoid any cause of suspicion.
The only things that pass Duty Frek ar<'! lined Ohjecfs indispensable

for tlio journey, such as clothing (not in (luantitics exceeding the usual
nfeds of a traveller), cushions, bed-linen, and tlie like (all in very small
quantities); one set of fur garments, sucli as coats, mutts, or caps; gold
and silver objects not excc^eding .S lbs. in weight; 1 dozen pairs of new
gloves; lOOci^jars; one opened ])acket of tobacco or snulf; and needful
provisions. Photographic cameras and appliances, even if not new, an^
subject to duty, whi<!h is recoverable on leaving the, country, provided
the traveller has taken tin; })recaution to get a receipt for tin; duty paid
at the frontier-station (comp. also p. xxviii). Small cameras, however,
are usually admitted free ot duty.
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For the iutroduetion of tirearms a special permit is necessary, for

which application must be made some months beforehand to the ambas-
sador at St. Petersburg:. This permit is valid for six months, and the
traveller may be reuuired to deposit tlie amount of duty leviable, which
is refunded only after considerable delay. After the expiration of six

months full duty must be paid.- Books in large quantities are submitted
to a censor. Travellers sliould avoid works of a political, social, or histori-

cal nature; bound books are subject to duty.— Luggage booked through
to Eastern Asia, China, or Japan is not examined in Russia.

For all dutiable articles present in larger quantities the duty-

is charged according to a tariflf, generally levied by weight. Trav-

ellers found in possession of dutiable articles which they have not

declared have to pay (in addition to the duty) a fine of two-thirds

of the amount levied. Prohibited goods, such as gunpowder and

playing cards, are confiscated. When the total levy is less than

i^Aj rb., no charge is made. Passengers are particularly warned
against offering gratuities; the porters who assist at the customs

examination receive 10 cop. for each large piece of luggage.
The Ri/ftsian Duty on cigars is 7 rb. 20 cop. per lb. (Russian); on

cognac ca. IVa rb. for an ordinary quart bottle (^/^ litre); on firearms
(including gun-cases, etc.; see above) 43 rb. 20 cop. per pud (36 lbs.), on
bicycles 30 rb. each.

The Gerviaii Duty on jam, marmalade, and preserved fruits is 60 pf.

per kg. (2»/r, lbs.), on chocolate 80 pf. per kg., on tea 1 JL per kg., on
cigarettes 10 Jt per kg., on tobacco 7 Jt per kg.

Letters of Introduction to officials will be found most useful,

'specially when one is travelling off the great railway routes.

4. Railways and Other Means of Communication.
Yov tiio railways in Finland, see p. 202.

Railways (}Keji'fe3Hi>m ^oporn). The sale of tickets begins

^/g-l hr. bj'fore the departure of the train. The traveller should

reach the station in good time, and leave the purchase of his ticket

(BHJieTT,), the registration of his luggage, and the securing of his

seat to one of the numerous Porters (Nosilshtchik; fee 30-50 cop.),

who are thoroughly trustworthy. The porter's number should of

course be noted. A bell is rung 3 times before the departure of the

train: the first time (pervi zvonok) 74^^^- before, and the second

(vtoroi zvonok) 5 min. before, while the train leaves immediately
after the third (treti zvonok).— The speed of the Ordinary Trains
(ITacca/KHpcKie or IToqTOBwe ncfes/ja) is very low, not exceeding
20-25 M. per hr., besides which they make long halts at the stations.

The Exj/rcss Trains (KypbepcKie or CKoptie ncfes^a) attain a

Hpeed of 35-40 M. per hr. The trains are frequently late. On many
lines there are only two trains daily in each direction. The gauge

(5 ft. 7^ in.) is wider than the standard of Europe (4 ft. 8V2 in.).

Most of the railways belong to the State.— The stations (BoKsaJi-B)

are usually at some distance from the centre of the towns. At Kiev,

Moscow, Nizhni-Novgorod, St. Petersburg, Warsaw, and other large
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towns, tickets may be purchased and luggage registered in the

town-offices of the State Railway (Fopo^CKiH cxaHi^iH ; small com-

mission charged). In many cases no one is allowed to enter the

platform without a railway ticket or a platform ticket (IleppoH-

HBiii 6HjieTi>; 10 cop.).

The chief railway and steamer guide is the 0*Hi|iajiLHi>iH yKaaaxejiB
Hceji'fesHO/loposKHBixi, napoxo^tHBixt H ^ipyrHxi. naccasKHpcKHxt co-

o6iijeHiH (price 85 cop.), appearing twice yearly (April & Oct.) and obtain-

able at all railway stations. The local trains are dealt with in a separate
section and are not shown in the tables referring to international or

long-distance trains. The 'Kursbuch fiir Eussland', published in Riga
by N". Kymmel (80 cop.), is sufficient for the more important routes, and
gives the names of stations in both Russian and German. St. Petersburg
time is given throughout, except in regard to the steamers, which are

scheduled according to local time.— St. Petersburg time is 61 min. in ad-

vance of Central European, and 2 hrs. 1 min. in advance of Greenwich time;
comp. the table at p. xxxii. The station clocks keep St. Petersburg time,
and occasionally local time as well.

Order at railway stations is maintained by Gendarmes (HCan-

^apMTb). Complaints may be registered in the Complaint Book
(}KaJio6Hafl KHiira), kept at every station for this purpose. —
There are three kinds of employes on the trains: the Head Guard
(OCep-LKOH^yKTopt), who comes to examine the tickets ; the Guard
(KoH^yKTopt), who assigns the seats; and the Provodnik (IIpo-

bo^hhk-l) or attendant, who gives out the bedding, makes the beds,

locks the compartments at the stopping-places, and makes himself

generally useful. This last, like the negro porter in Pullman cars,

expects a fee for his services. The head-guard and guards are

dressed in a uniform consisting of a black blouse with belt, wide
trousers tucked into the boots, and a round fur cap; the head-guard
may be recognized by his silver and red braid and shoulder straps.

The Carriages (BaroHt; 1st cl. blue, 2nd cl. yellow, 3rd cl.

green) are corridor coaches, with doors at each end ; they are divided

into compartments and are provided with lavatories (YCopHafl).

The Russian takes as much hand-luggage (PyHHon 6araHCT>) into

the carriage as he possibly can. The traveller should provide

himself with pillows, towels, and soap (comp. p. xiv). All the trains

have carriages for non-smokers (jiJia. HeKypnmHXx) and for ladies

{A-JI^ 4aMT>). In winter double windows are universal. The car-

riages are steam-heated or are provided with stoves.— First-class

carriages have compartments for two or four persons, with a lockable

corridor-door, and broad ii])liolstered seats witliout arm-rosts; at

night the back-cushion is hoisted up by the provodnik to form an

upper berth.— Second-class carriages on the long-distance trains

are fitted up in much the same style as tlie lirst-class, but are often

overciowded; there are also compartments for travellers without
seat-tickets (p, xxiii), as on the ordinary trains. Passengers who
wisli to transfer from second to first class, buy a third-class ticket,

which costs exactly the diireronce between the first and tlie second
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rlass fares.— Third-olass oarriao^es have a central corridoi* and

wooden seats.

Fares arc reckoned accord in^^ to a Zone Tariff. Finland has

Us own tariff, and reckons by Finnish marks (see p. 202). Zone

taritf of the Chinese Eastern Railway, see p. 532.

For Ordinary Trains the Russian zone tariff starts at the minimum
of « v., and theii .rises with eacli verst up to 300 V. After 300 V. it rises

with each 25 V. to 500 V., then with each 30 V. to 710 V., etc. For
dotails, consult the following table, which gives the principal fares: —

Excess
Enpl. 1st 2nd 3rd Luggage,
Miles class class class per

10 lbs.

rb. cop. rb. cop. rb. cop. rb. cop.

1-1 1-6 V —.23 —.14 -.09 — .00.35

17 25 V —.95
1.88

2.83

3.75

7.00

9.50

10.15

—.57
1.13

1.70

2.25

4.20

5.70

6.10

—.38
—.75
1.13

1.50

2.80

3.80

4.05

— .01.44

33 50 V. —.02.88
49 75 V —.04.32
UG 100 V —.05.75

133 200 V. . . — .11.50

19V» 300 V. . —.17.25

215 301-325 V —.17.25
232 326-350 V 10.75 6.45 4.30 — .18.75

219 351-375 V 11.40 6.85 4.55 — .20.25

265 376-400 V 12.00
—.50

7.20
— .30

4.80
— .20

—.21.75
From 401V. to 500V. add for each 25V.

331 500 V 14.00
—.50

8.40
—.30

5.60
-.20

—.27.75
From 501V. to 710V. add for each 30 V.

471 710 V 17.50
—.50

10.50
— .30

7.00

—.20
— .38.25

?>om 711V. to 990V. addforeac?i55F.
«;:>»] 990 V 21.50 12.90 8.60 —.50.25

From 991V. to 1510V.add tor each 40V. -.50 —.30 —.20 —
ii)(»i l.jlOV 28.00 16.80 11.20 —.69.75

From 151 lV.to28G0V.a(ld for eac;i45F. —.50 —.30 —.20 --

1 s'.m; 2860 V 43.00 25.80 17.20 1.14.75

From2S6lV.to.S010V.add for eac/i50F. —.50 -.30 —.20 —
I'.t'jfj 3010 V 44.50

1.00

26.70
—.60

17.80
—.40

1.19.25

From3()ll V.upwards add ior each70V.
'f.'.U lor.o V 59.50 35.70

44.10
23.80

29.40

1.41.75

.',11 5040 \ 73.50 1.62.75

t;()20 V 87.50
101.50
116.50

52.50
60.90
69.90

35.00

40.60
46. ()0

1.83.75

7000 V 2.04.75

H050 V 2.27.25

o9»{> 9030 V 1.30.50 78..S0 52.20 2.48.25

Every ticket costing over 2 rb. is subject to a tax of 10 cop. for the

benefit of th»; Red Crows Society.
Tickets are availaliio as follows: 1-200 V. 1 day, 201-500 V. 2 days,

501-800 V. 3 (lays, 801-1100 V. 4 days, 1101-1500 V. 5 days, 1501-1900 V.
6 days, 1901-2300 V. 7 days; each additional 400 V. increases the validity

of the tirket by 1 day.
The fares in th(; text of this Handbook refer to first and second class,

except where otlierwiso stated. Third-class fares can be ascertained by
deducting th'- second from the first.

In nM2 a system of Clrculai' Tour Tickets (KpyroBfcie

nifjioTLi), available for both express and ordinary trains, was intro-

(lucpd. These are valid for ?, months, ;ind allow 1 pud of lii<z:^age

fnM*. Reserved seats (p. xxiii) are extra.
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Luggage. The allowance of free luggage is 1 pud (36 lbs.).

Each additional 10 lbs. (Russian) is charged for according to the

distance (comp. the table at p. xxii). In breaking the journey the

traveller is entitled to obtain access to his luggage on production of

a voucher, which has to be produced on again booking or registering

his baggage. Luggage may be deposited in the Left Luggage Office

(Kanepa jiJia xpaHenia py^HOH kjir^h) for three days (fee 5 cop.

daily for each article).

For Express Trains it is necessary to take not only Supple-
raentary Tickets (IIpHnjiaxa 3a cKopocTt) but also Reserved Seat

Tickets (IIJiaitKapTa). Early application is advisable (town-offices,

see p. xxi). As the number of seats is limited, the traveller cannot

count on securing one at an intermediate station.— Seat-tickets

must be procured at the booking-office and not from the train-

conductor. The charges are reckoned according to a zone-tariff:

1st and 2nd class up to 650 Y., IV2 rb.; from 651 to 2250 Y.,

11/2 rb. + 30 cop. per 200 Y.; from 2251 Y. to 4250 Y., 3 rb.

90 cop. + 20 cop. per 200 Y. ; from 4251 Y. onwards, 6 rb. 10 cop.

Third-class seat-tickets cost half the above charges. Trans-Siberian

Railway, see R. 77. When one passenger wishes to reserve a double

compartment for himself, he has to take four seat-tickets. At the

time of taking their tickets passengers must state whether they

prefer a smoking, a non-smoking, or a ladies' compartment, and

whether they prefer a lower (HHSKnee M'fecTo; odd numbers, except

on the Baltic Railway) or an upper berth (Bepxnee M'fecxo; p. xxi).

Bedding is obtained from the provodnik for 1 rb. ; the passenger

is entitled to occupy his berth from 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. (local time).

Sleeping Cars (CnajiLHtift BaroHt) of the International Sleeping
Car Co. run from St. Petersburg to Wirballen (Berlin), to Yienna (via

Warsaw), and to Moscow & Sebastopol; from Moscow to Nizhni-Novgorod,
to Warsaw, and to Siberia, and so on. By purchasing two supplementary
tickets a passenger can secure the exclusive use of a first-class com-
partment; advance booking is necessary (-Vrl rb. for each ticket).

—

Restaurant Cars (Baroiit-pecTopaHt) are run on a few trains (B. 35 cop.,

d6j. IV4, D. IV2 rb.), with sections for smokers and non-smokers.

On some lines the conductor collects the tickets in the evening,

giving a receipt in exchange, and returns them the following morning.

Passengers who desire to Break the Journey (oTMlvrKa ()67>

O0TaH(3BKli) at an intermediate station must on quitting the train

present their tickets to the stationmaster (HaqaJii>HHKT> CTaHLiiH)

to be stamped, and on resuming the journey must present them at

the booking-office (Kacca) at least 10 min. before the departure of

the train to be •again stamped.

On most railways the Railway Restaurants (By«i>eTi.) at th(j

chief stations may b(; safely recomrn(!nd(Ml. The food is good and

inexpensive; the prices, which are fixed by the Railway Manage-
ment, are usually to be found on th(! dishes. Tea is juocurable at
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any l»our of the day or ni<;ht (10 cop.).— Those who leave their

compartment during a stoppage at any station should ask the

conductor or the provodnik to lock it, or at least get a nosilshtchik

(porter) to look after their belongings (fee 20-30 cop.).

The liailuay Book' Stalls of the larger stations generally offer a

small assortment of English, French, and German books (not cheap), but

foreign newspapers are seldom met with.

Posting (IIoMTa). There are no diligences or stage-coaches

in Ivussia, l)ut travellers by road can obtain carriages and horses

at a regular tariff at the various posting-stations. The horses are

always good, but the carriages leave much to be desired. In winter

sleighs (kibitka) with hoods are provided.
The Tele(/a (Tejiera) or mail cart, is a four-wheeled conveyance

without springs and somewhat resembling a rude edition of the American
buckboard. As a rule no seats are provided except for the driver, the
passengers sitting on their trunks or on the hay or straw with which
the bottom of the cart is littered. As the roads are bad, travelling is

v»'ry rough and often painful. The so-called Mail Telega (IlepeKJia^HaH
xejiera) is somewhat better. Where procurable, as it is in most towns,
the Tarantass is to be preferred. It is somewhat like a hooded victoria,

the body swung by leathers on the wooden frame, or furnished with
springs. The Taratdika (TapaTafiKa) is generally a two-wheeled vehicle,

and is especially common in Finland.

The Posting Tariff (Prog6n, IIporoHHafl njiaxa) amounts to

3-7^/2 cop. per verst and horse; to this must be added the government

tax (Focy/iapcTBeHHbiH c6opT>), amounting generally to 20 cop. per

stage, and sometimes toll or road-money (UIocceHHbiH cSopt).

From two to six horses are used according to the state of the road

and the character of the weather. The carriage is seldom paid for

separately. Horses, driver, and vehicle are changed at every station,

unless the traveller has hired the vehicle or horses for the whole

joumey (Ha ^ojirnxt). The driver (HMiyniCL) expects a tip of 20-30

cop., and the ostler receives 5-10 cop. for helping to change horses.

Carriages. The straggling nature of Russian towns necessitates

a frequent use of cabs. These are fast and comparatively cheap;

6eperHCL (beregis), the warning of the driver, means 'look out!'

'i'he usual Droshkies or Izvoshtchik (H3b6uihkt>, i.e. 'cabby') are

one-horse vehicles with the well-known Kussian harness (p. xxv).

They have barely room for two persons and often lack a cover.
The Fare for a drive of 1/4 hr. is about 20-.S0 cop. either day or

night, and if the driver has driven fast he expects a tip of 5-10 cop.
Even in the towns possessing a fixed taritf a bargain should always be
made beforehand. Pleasure drives (KaxaHie no ropo/jy) do not usually
«:ome under the tariff. The drives mentioned in the tariff are not reckoned
by time. Disputes should be referred to the nearest policeman (gorodovoi)
or to the police station. The driver often does not know how to read; he
does not always know his way about the town and sometimes raises diflfi-

rulties about giving change. — (Jomp. the Manual of the Russian Language.

The KarHa is a four-seated vehicle with two horses, found only
in the larger towns. The Troika (TpoHKa), drawn by three horses,
is a fairly comfortable conveyance, but its tarifl' is high. The middle
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horse runs between the shafts under a wooden arch or hoop (duga)

;

the two side-horses are loosely harnessed, and are 'checked up' so

that their heads are turned outwards ; they canter or gallop, while

the middle horse never breaks from a sharp trot. Karetas and tr6ikas

(unlike the one-horse cabs) occupy fixed stands. The driver is called

Yamshtchik.— In S. Russia, the Caucasus, and Transcaspia the

characteristic vehicle is the Phaeton^ a two-horse four-wheeled

carriage with a cover.— Motor Cabs and Taximeter Cabs exist

in a few towns only.
*

The little one-horse Sleighs (CaHH) in the towns are wider and

more comfortable than the cabs. When they are going fast, pass-

engers must be on their guard against being thrown out.

The 'Line' Droshkies or Lineikas (JiHHeHKa) correspond to the old-

fashioned 'knife-board' omnibuses. The passengers sit back to back,
with their feet on a running footboard.

Commissiomiaires or Q-uides (called Factors in Poland)

are to be found at the larger hotels; they are paid 4-5 rb. a day

(half-day 2-3 rb.).

Messengers (nocMJiBHBiH, Hochjibiijhkb) receive 20-40 cop. for an
errand ; they belong to a guild (Artel, Apxejit), which is responsible for

all its members, and they are therefore thoroughly trustworthy.

5. Motoring. Cycling.

Motoring. The great national highroads connecting St. Peters-

burg, Moscow, Warsaw^, and Kiev are admirably adapted for motoring

and are kept in good condition. Petrol stations, established by Nobel
of Baku, occur on these highways at intervals of 200 Kil. (124 M.).

Lists of these stations and good motoring maps (printed in German)
may be obtained from the Baltic Automobile Club, Nikolai-Str. 23,

Riga. The highroad from Tiflis to Vladikavkaz (Caucasus; Georgian
or Gruzinian Military Road; see p. 473) is good and passes through

magnificent scenery. The roads maintained by the provincial author-

ities are of a very diff'erent character, and the traveller is advised

not to try any of them until he has made enquiries at a local motor
club. The roads in Finland and the Baltic Provinces, however, are

often very fair. The best months for motoring in Russia are May,
June, and August. The duty on a motor-car entering Russia varies

from ca. Ibl. to ca. 2'dl. (according to size), which is refunded if

the car leaves the country within 12 months. Members of the Royal
Automobile Club, of the English Automobile Association, and of

the American Automobile Club, however, may deposit the amount
of the duty with their clubs, in exchange for a document ('triptyque'),

which exempts thorn from any customs formalities. The new Inter-

national (Customs i^iss ('Carnet de Passages en Douanes'), also

obtainable from the abov(^-name(l clubs, serves the same purpose
as the 'triptyquc' but is avaihible for nearly every European country

(Germany and Finland excepted). There are no speed regulations
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applying to tlio whole country, but the experienced motorist will
'

tint) no (litViculty on this liead if he adheres to tlie rules usual in other

European lands. In St. Petersburg the chautieur should report him-

self at the Police Station, Nevski 91 (8 p.m.). The rule of the road is

to pass to the right and overtake on tiie left. The chaufi'eur must stop

when horses are shy. Imperial Russian Automobile Club, see p. 93.

The host route for a motor-car entering Russia from Germany is via

Tilsit, Tauroi(gen, and Rifi:a to St. Petersburg. A Russian soldier accom-
panies the car from the Russian frontier-station (Plekisliki) to Tauroggen,
whore the (-ustoms formalities are observed. Motorists bound for Moscow
leave the St. Petersburg road at Feofilova-Piistuin (between Pskov and
Luga) and follow the highroad via Novgorod.

Cycling. On entering Russia cyclists deposit the duty (30 rb.

or 3/. 3.S'. 4t/. ; motor-cycles 20 rb, or 21. 2s. 3c/,) at the frontier

custom house. The deposit is returned at any custom house if the

cyclist leaves the country within six months. Seals are attached to

the machine in such a way as not to interfere with the rider's move-
ments; and these seals must be kept intact until application is made
for the return of the duty. Members of the Cyclists' Touring Club

receive the privileges of the Touring Club of Russia without pay-

ment. Comp. the 'Road Book for N. and Central Europe' published by

the C. T. C. (2S0 Euston Road, London, N.W.). Maps, comp. p. Ixiv.

6. Hotels. Furnished Rooms. Restaurants.

The large Hotels (FocTHKHija, Oxejii,) in St. Petersburg, Mos-
cow, Warsaw, Riga, Odessa, and Kiev are little inferior to those

of Western Europe. The usual charges are: R. from 2^2 or 3, B. ^/4,

(lej. I-I72) ^- ^VV^V^ ^'b- '^^^ managers and porters all speak

(ierman and French, and many of them English. The hotels in

provincial towns, especially the older ones, satisfy as a rule only

the most njoderate demands, and they often leave much to be desired

in point of cleanliness. In spite of these failings they frequently

have high-sounding names, such as Grand-Hotel, etc. The traveller

is thrown back upon Russian, as no other language is understood.

He should at once ask the charge for his room in case there is no

card of rates shown on the wall. The washing arrangements are

generally unsatisfactory, usually consisting of a tiny wash-basin

communicating with a small tank, from which the water trickles

in a feeble stream, lied-linen and towels are often charged for

separately. Every candle used appears in the bill (10-15 cop.).

There is no charge for attendance; but it is customary, when the

bill is fairly high, to give about 10 per cent in tips; in respect of

a bill of 3-10 rh. the waiter, chambermaid, and porter receive at

least 2.') cop. each. When the traveller pays his reckoning he
8hould not forget to reclaim his passport (comp. p. xix). Most of

the hotels have restaurants attached, but there is no compulsion
to take nieals in them. Meals are usually paid for at the time.
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Breakfast is often taken in one's own room ; the tea is usually better

than the coffee. Foreign newspapers are very scarce, even in the

best hotels.— No notice should be taken if the izvoshtchik declares

there is no room in the hotel he has been told to drive to.

Furnished Rooms (Me5jiHp6BaHHLifl KOMHaxBi) or Num-
bers (HoMepa) are not recommended unless the traveller means to

make a prolonged stay in one place and finds hotel life too expen-

sive. Previous enquiry should be made in each case. A bedroom
costs 20-30 rb. per month, exclusive of bed linen and gratuities.

The front door is closed at 10 or 11p.m., after which hour the

porter (dvornik) receives a tip (he ^aii) of 10 cop. for opening it.

Restaurants (PecTopaHT>) are opened at 11 a.m. (on Sun.

usually at noon), and remain open until 2 or 3 a.m.; in the large

towns dejeuner is served from 12 to 2, and dinner from 5 to 8 p.m.

Beer-saloons, tea-rooms (TpaKTHpt), and eating-houses or cook-

shops (KyxMHCxepcKaH) are frequented by the lower classes only.

— Cafes exist in a few towns only.

The Restaurants of the First Class are lavishly decorated and

sumptuously furnished. In them the foreigner makes the acquain-

tance of the Russian cuisine at its best. Moscow is perhaps better

than the capital in this particular, as in St. Petersburg the influence

of French and German cuisine is very noticeable. Dejeuner costs

1-1^2: dinner V/2-2'^/2 rb. ; meals a la carte are considerably dearer.

A striking characteristic is the enormous number of waiters (often

Tartars). They answer to the call of Tchelovyek (man). Tips range

high (10 per cent of the bill, with a minimum of 30 cop.). Overcoats,

overshoes (goloshes), and hats are left in the vestibule, and a gratuity

of at least 10 cop. is given to the attendant, who does not as a rule

give a check for articles left in his charge. There is no compulsion

to take wine; good beer and the refreshing kvass (rye-beer) may
be had almost anywhere.— In Restaurants of the Second Class
it is possible to have a good midday meal for 50-75 copecks.— The
Delicatessen Shojjs (FacTpoHoiviiH) found in a few of the larger

towns generally have a restaurant attached, which may be recom-
mended for dejeuner (closed on Sun. and holidays).— P'oreign wines

are dear; the native Bessarabian, Crimean, and Caucasian vintages

(from the imperial domains, y;i1iJii,noe b'^tiomctbo, and elsewhere)

are good and cheap (from 1 rb. per flask).

A peculiarity of tho Russian cuisine is th(3 so-callod Zahvi<ha (Gaicycica
;

hors-d'aiuvrc, snack, relish), reseinl)lin^ the Finnish Snuirgashord (comp.
]>. 202). In the larger restaurants there is always a sideboard or even
a separate room for tlie zakuska, which consists of caviare, different

kinds of fish, patties (nupoMCicii), pickled cucumhers and niushroonif, and
BO forth, along with vodka or other spirits. The? visitor regales himself
on these dainties in order to get an appetite for dinnc^r, though some-
times the zukuska takes the place of luncheon. The zakiiska is always
charged for extra, and it is not included in the meals d prix ffxe. It is

also an institution in private houses. l''or the names of the commonest
iIIkIm 4 see the Manual of the HuaHian Lanifua^ic.
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7. Consulates. Public Safety. Police. Photography.

In the event of any dilliculty, and particularly in the case of

differences with the Russian officials, the traveller should at once

communicate with the nearest Consul of his own nation or of some

friendly power.

Public safety is maintained in Russia in pretty much the same

way as in the rest of Europe. Weapons may not be carried without

a police-licence (comp. also p. xix). The Police (Gorodovoi), at

least in the larger towns, are helpful and obliging.

The taking of photographs near fortresses is naturally for-

bidden; and even in less important places the guardians of the law

are apt to be over -vigilant. In order to escape molestation the

photographer should join the Russian Photographic Society

(PyccKoe *OTorpa<i>iiHecKoe 66inecTBo). Its headquarters are in

Moscow (Kuznetzki Most, Dzhamgarov Arcade; entrance fee 2 rb.,

annual subscription 6 rb.). Imperial chateaux and the like may not

be photographed without the permission of the majordomo.

8. Post and Telegraph Offices.

Post Offices. The addresses of letters should be written in

Russian or legible Roman characters. Important letters should be

registered. Letters containing money must be declared, or they are

liable to be confiscated. In the country-districts addressees have

to collect their own letters from the nearest post office or railway

station. The post offices (no^TaMTt) are generally open on week-

days from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. (Sun. 8-10 a.m.).— Postage Stamps
(see p. xxix) are best purchased at the post offices; if they are ob-

tained at shops, hotels, or restaurants, a commission has to be paid.

The post offices are closed throughout the country on Jan. 1st, March
25th, Easter Day, Dec. 6th, and Christmas Day. Letters are, however,
delivered on these days.

Postal Rates. Letters (nHCtMo), inland, 7 cop. per lot (0.15 oz. av.):

foreign, 10 cop. per 15 grammes (1 Ve lot). — Post Cards (OTKpbiToe hhcbmo),
inland 3, foreign 4 nop.- Registration Fee, in addition to the postage,
inland 7, foreign 10 cop.

—

Postal Wrapj)ers containing printed matter
(BaiiaepojifcHtifl OTopaBJieniH), inland, 2 cop. per 4 lots or fraction thereof
(maximum 4 Russian lbs.) ; foreign, 2 cop. per SOgrammes (3.9 lots) or fraction
thereof (minimum charge 10 cop. ; maximum weight (2 kg. or 4 lbs. 28 lots).

— Parcel Pont, inland, under 2 lbs. 25-«J5 cop. (according to distance), 2-7 lbs.

45 cop. to 11/4 rb., (jvcr 7 lbs. and under 12 lbs. i'ib cop. to 1 rb. 85 cop.;
to England 1 rb. 20 cop. per 5 kg. (11 lbs.), to France 90 cop., to Germany
70 cop. - Inland Money Orders and Telegraphic Money Orders are issued
up to 5000 rb. (poundage 15 cop. to 12Vi» rb.). - Foreign Money Orders are
i«8u»'d to or from England (up to 30Z.), the United States ($100), France
(8f)0 fr.), Belgium (800 fr.), Germany (050 ./i^), Austria-Hungary (762/0, and
Switzerland (800fr.j; poundage 10 cop. per 10 rb., for the United States
20 cop. per 20 rb.

Registcn-d letters must be marked 3aKa3H6e (registered). If a letter

18 meant to lie at a ^ost office till called for (up to 6 months), it must
be marked 40 BOCTpe6oBaHiii (poste restante). Parcels containing books
mnst bear the wonls cl KH^raMH (books).— In the larger towns money
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sent through the post and parcels containing valuables (in St. Petersburg
up to 500 rb.) are delivered at the addressee's residence. In other places the
addressee receives an Advice Note (IIoB'icTKa) telling him that the parcel

has arrived at the post office. If the addressee is not known at the office,

a certificate of identity from the local police or from the hotel jproprietor

must be shown also.

—

Postage Stamps (IIo^tobbih mepkh) are issued for

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 14, 20 cop., and upwards.
For postal arrangements in Finland, comp. ;pp. 202, 203.

Telegraph Offices. In the large towns messages are accepted

in almost all languages, but at rail, stations and the smaller offices,

Russian messages only are accepted.
Telegraph Rates. Inland Telegrams. Each word 5 cop. (to Man-

churia 12 cop.), besides an initial payment of 15 cop.; words of more than
15 letters count as two. Telegrams marked cpo^Han (urgent), at treble

rates, take precedence of other messages.— Telegrams within the Town
Limits cost 1 cop. a word, plus the initial rate of 15 cop. — Foreign Tel-

egrams. To Grreat Britain 18 cop. per word; United States from 73 cop.

upwards ; Australia 97 cop. ; Germany and Austria-Hungary 11 cop. ; Sweden
12 cop.; France 13 cop.; Belgium, Holland, and Denmark 14 cop.; Norway
15 cop.; Switzerland 16 cop.; Italy 17 cop.; Spain 20 cop.; Rumania 8 cop.;

Turkey in Europe 25 cop. ; Persia 24 cop. ; China 75 cop. ; Japan 1 rb. 31 cop.

9. Theatres. Concerts. Amusements. Sport.

The Imperial Theatres in St. Petersburg and Moscow receive

a considerable subvention from the State. The larger houses are

closed in summer, and all theatres are closed on the eves of the

chief church festivals, and also for several weeks in Lent. The
price of a reserved seat usually varies between 2 rb. and 5 rb.,

but is often considerably higher for benefit performances.

The peculiar talent of the Russians is seen at its best in Comedy
and Comic Opera. Operas are presented with great magnificence,

and the excellence of the Russian Ballet has been amply demon-
strated both in other parts of Europe and in America. The stranger

will be chiefly interested in the Russian National Dances (see

p. xxx).—A visit should also be paid to the so-called People's

Houses or Palaces (Hapo^HBiH Jiowh)^ institutions subsidized by
Government for theatrical and musical performances, and so on.

Concerts are given daily in summer in the parks and pleasure

resorts near the larger towns by military and other bands, but

during winter orchestral music is found in a few towns only. Those
who do not shrink from an expensive supper and somewhat Bo-

hemian society should make a point of hearing one of the Russian
or Gipsy Choirs. The very characteristic performances of these

choirs are generally given in the fashionable restaurants on the

outskirts of the large towns, which on winter evenings are much
frequented by the jeunesse dor^e in their throe-horse sleighs.

The RuH8ian8 are groat lovers of Mittdc. Social cntcrtainincntH without
ti'iu^ln^ arc almoHt unhoard of. Tlio workman also li^litfiis his labour
and the soldier his long marches with charatttoristic soiif^s. The concertina
or accordion is very common, butjth(; old Balalaika^ a kind of thrco-
etringed zither, has lately become again very popular.
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Thr Russian National Dances (genemlly round or country

(lances; KhorovAdi, Xopono;iBi) have a markedly dramatic stamp.
Amon^' those natiounl daiu-os are the Gohihetz (i.e. pig-eon dance),

representing the fallinii: ont and reconciliation of two lovers; the Trepdh'

;

the K(tm(irin.^ka!/<t : tiie Kazatcfiok or Cossack Dance. Polish dances,

such US the Maztirkn (Ma3;C'pKn) and the Cracovienne (Krakovidk), are

also very popular. - A feature of all Russian dances is the so-called

v'prisyadku or peculiar method of beudin^^ the knee.

Among the Russian National Amusements are swinging,

tobogganing, the so-called gulyani (from ryjiHTL, to take a walk)^

and racing, especially trotting-races in summer and sleigh-races

in winter. Most of these are best seen in the Maslenitza (Macjie-

HHua) or ^Biffte-r Week^ (i.e. the week before Lent). In spite of

the name the (Tulyani (FyjinHBe) are really drives (KaxaHbe), not

walks, as the Russians have no taste for pedestrian exercise. Gulyani,

corresponding to the corso of West Europe, are held in the large

towns on the chief holidays; ordinary cabs are not allowed to take

part in the more fashionable displays. The gulyani arranged from

time to time in the various pleasure-gardens are a kind of fair. The
Toho(j(jan Slides or Moatayncs Busses (Fopti) resemble those fa-

miliar to every American, Canadian, or winter visitor to Switzerland.

Sport. All who wish to shoot must take out a shooting-licence

(3 rb.; good for a year). In European Russia, except a few pro-

vinces in the N., shooting rights belong to the owner of the ground.

The state-forests are let out on lease. The shooting of the aurochs

or bison is forbidden under a penalty of 500 rb. The same rule

applies to the elk-cow, the hind, and the doe.

The FJk, whicli is by no means rare in N. Russia and Siberia, is hunted
with hounds or decoys.— The Bear is hunted in winter with beaters.

There are men who earn a livelihood by locating the bear's den and offer-

ing the bear to a hunter at so much per pud. The Siberian natives hunt
the hear with small dogs and dispatch him with a kind of lance (PoraTKa).
— The Wolf is hunted with heaters, generally after he has gorged him-
self with a carcase provided as bait at a suitable place. A more exciting
sport is coursing him with wolf-hounds, a method in vogue in Central
Russia and on the steppes. The Kirgl.izes hunt the wolf on horseback
and kill him with knouts. — The Tiger still exists in the Lenkoran Terri-

tory, around the shores of the Caspian, in Turkestan, and on the Chinese
hank of the Amur. - JF'o.res are coursed with greyhounds. — Lynxes, Roes,
Wihl Boars, Grey and White Hares, and Badgers are hunted in the same
way as in other countries, as are also Capercailzies, Black Game, Ptarmi-
gans, Wood Grouse^ and Partridges. In N. Russia large quantities of

these birds are shot during the winter months for exportation in a frozen
condition. — In the steppes Bustards are chased with greyhounds. — Small
far-bearing animals are caught in traps or shot with small-calibre guns;
great care is taken to hit only the head, so as not to spoil the pelt; the
native Siheriaiis especially show great skill in doing this. — Waterfowl-
shooting has no peculiarly Russian characteristics. In the N.K., where
wi]<l diirk and similar birds are very numerous, they are caught in nets.

--In th»? Baltic*, Sea the f^eal is hunted with harpoons or short guns, or

is duhbed to death as on the White Sea.
Close Season (O.S.):— Bull Elk, Jan. Ist to Aug 15th. — Stag, March

1st to July 15th. — Roebuck, Nov. 15th to May 31st. — Capercailzie Cock
and Bla«k.ork, May 15th to July 15th. —Capercailzie Hen and Gray Hen,
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Wood Grrouse, and Ptarmigan, March Ist to Aug. 31st. — Woodcock, June
Ist to July 15th.—Wild Duck, March 1st to June 29th. — Partridge, I3ec.

1st to Aug. 15th.— Pheasant and Hare, Feb. 1st to Aug. 31st.

10. Tobacco.
The smoking of cigarettes is common among all classes of society

and both sexes; the Russian smokes even at meals, between the

courses. The Old Believers (p. Iviii) do not smoke. Cigarettes

(IlanHpocfci, papirosi) cost 15-50 cop. per 25 in the tobacco shops.

Russians generally roll their own cigarettes. Imported cigars are

dear, owing to the prohibitive duty, but 100 may be taken in duty

free. Smoking is forbidden near certain buildings, e.g. the Custom
Houses (Kypenie Ta5aKa BOcnpeuiaeTCH, no smoking allowed). In

government offices this injunction applies to the public only.

The Cigarette Tobacco comes from Bessarabia, the Crimea, and the

Caucasus. Crimean tobacco is easily mistaken for genuine Turkish.

11. Baths.
St. Petersburg, Moscow, and the larger provincial towns gener-

ally possess two kinds of baths; the ordinary bath-houses (BaHH)
containing one large room for all sorts and conditions of bathers

(IIpocTOHapoABe), and the more pretentious establishments, which
have, in addition to the common rooms (06miH ; 20-50 cop.), private

suites or 'numbers', as they are called (HoMepa; from 1 rb.). At
the entrance a banshtchik or (for ladies) a banshtchitza (bath-

attendant; fee 25-50 cop.) may be hired. The Numbers generally

consist of three rooms: the dressing-room, an anteroom with a

bath, and the vapour ('Turkish') bath proper, containing several

rows of wooden couches in amphithcatrical form, opposite which is

a large stone stove radiating great heat. Saturday is the most
popular day.— Compare the Manual of the Russian Language.

12. Weights and Measures. The Calendar.
Weights (B-fect).

1 Berkovetz = 10 pud = 163.80 kg. =: 361.12 lbs. = 3.22 cwt.

1 Pud = 40 pounds (Russian) = 16.38 kg. =: 36.11 lbs. (62 pud
= 1 ton).

1 Pound (Russian) =: 32 lot= 96 zolotnik := 410 gr.= 14.44 oz. av.

1 Lot = 3 zolotnik = 12.80 gr. =: 0.45 oz. av.

1 Zolotnik = 96 doli = 4.26 gr. = 0.15 oz. av.

Measures of Length (JiHHeHHBifl M-fepw). Com]), p. ii.

1 Verst (BepcTa) = 500 sazhen = 1.067 km. = 0.663 M. (7 V.

= ca. 1 gcogr. M.).

1 Sazhen (CawenL; fathom)= 3 arshin =: 48 verHhok=:2. 1 34 metres

= 7 Kngl. ft. (1 ft. = 0.305 m. = 0.143 sazhen).

1 Arshin = 16 vershok = 712 millim(Hr(!s =: 2S incl)(\s.

1 Vershok = 44.45 mm. = Vj^ inch.
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Square Measure (IIoaeMejiBHbifl M^fepti).

I Desifdtina = 2400 sq. sazhen = 1.0925 hectare = 2.7 acres.

1 Si^uare Vtrst = 104.17 desyatiua = 1.138 sq. km. = 281 acres.

Measures of Capacity (M'fepw gmkocth).

1 Botchka (cask or barrel) = 40 vedro = 4.92 hectolitres (108.28

gallons).

1 Ve(lr6 = 10 krushka = 12.299 litres.

1 Trfu'tvei't = 8 tchetverik = 64 garnetz = 2.099 hectolitres

= 184.797 gallons.

1 Tchetverik = 8 garnetz = 26.238 litres = 23.099 gallons.

1 Cubic Sazhen = 9.71 cub. m. = 343 cubic ft.

The Calendar.

In all parts of Russia except Finland the Julian Calendar,

established by Julius Caesar in 46 B.C., and adopted by the Council

of Nicaea in 325 A.D., still remains in force. This reckoning is

13 days behind the rest of Europe, which long ago adopted the

Gregorian Calendar; thus Jan. 1st in Russia is really Jan. 14th.

When the dates in the text are given according to the Russian

Calendar the letters O.S. ('Old Style') are appended.

13. Table of Local Time.

Twelve o'clock midday in St. Petersburg is in:

Abo . . . 11.28 a.m. Moscow . . 12.29 p.m. Taiga . . 3.44 p.m.
Archangel . 12.33 p.m. Nizhni-Nov- Tambov . . 12.45 ,,

Astrakhan . 1.11 „ gorod . . 12.56 Tashkent . 2.36 „
Baku . . . 1.18 „ Odessa . . 12.12 Tchelya-
Erivan . . 12.57 „ Omsk . . 2.52 binsk . . 2.04 „
Grodno . . 11.35 a.m. Orel . . . 12.23 Tiflis. . . 12.58 „
Heleingfois
Irkutsk . .

11. .39 „ Orenburg . 1.39 Tobolsk . . 2.32 „
4.56 p.m. Peking . . 5.48 Tomsk . . 4.39 „

Kazan . . 1.15 „ Penza . . 12. .50 Tula . . . 12.29 ,,

Kertch . . 12.25 „ Perm . . . 1.44 Tver . . . 12.23 „
Kharhin. . 6.25 „ Petroza- Tzaritzuin . 12.57 ,,

Kharkov . 12.24 ,, vodsk . . 12.16 Ufa . . . 1.43 „
Kherson 12.09 „ Poltava . . 12.17 Viborg . . 11.54 a.m.
Kiev . . . 12.01 ,, Pskov . . 11.52 a.m. Vilna . . 11.40 ,,

Kishinev 11-.44 a.m. *Reval . . 11.37 Vitebsk . . 12.00 noon
Kostroma . 12.43 p.m. *Riga . . 11.35 Vladimir . 12.40 p.m.
Kovno . . 11. .34 a.m. Rostov- on- Vladivostok 6.46 „
Krivosh- the-Don . 12..38p.m. Vologda . . 12..38 „
tchekovo . 3..30p.m. Ryazan . . 12.38 Voronezh . 12.36 „

Krasno- Samara . . 1.19 Warsaw. . 11.23 a.m
yarsk . . 4.10 „ Saratov . . 1.03 Wirballen . 11.30 „

Kursk . . 12.24 „ Sebastopol .

Simbirsk .

12.13 Yaroslavl . 12.38 p.m.
KutaYs . . 12.50 „ 1.12 Yekaterin-
Libau . . 11.23 a.m. Smolensk . 12.07 burg . . 2.01 „
Minsk . . 11.49 ,, Sryetensk . 5.49 Yekaterin-
•Mitau . . 11. .34 „ Taganrog . 12.35 oslav . . 12.19 „

In th e Baltic Pro\nnces St. Petersburg time was introduced in 1899.



n. GEOGRAPHICAL AND ETHNOGRAPHICAL
SKETCH OF EUROPEAN RUSSIA

by

Professor Alfred Philippson,

a. The Land.

The E. half of Europe consists of an enormous plain, which

is sharply distinguished from the smaller and more articulated W.
part of the continent by its uniformity and unbroken continuity. It

is bounded on the S.W. by the Carpathians, on the S. by the moun-
tains of the Caucasus and the Crimea, and on the E. by the Urals.

Its edge is touched by four seas, one of which, the Caspian Sea, to

the S.E., is really a large inland lake, Avhile the three others (the

Arctic Ocean, the Baltic, and the Black Sea) are all so much separ-

ated from the ocean as to be practically lakes. This great plain con-

nects with Central Asia by the so-called Caspian Depression, or gap
between the Caspian and Ural mountains, and with Sweden through

the narrower and lower part of Finland ('Finnish Bridge', p. xxxvii).

On the W. it merges into the great North German plain, and on the

S.W. into the plain of the Danube. This territory corresponds ap-

proximately to European Russia, which (without the Caucasus) has

an area of 2,075,700 sq. M. and contains 131,200,000 inhabitants.

f

The political and natural boundaries do not always coincide; in

Poland, for instance, the political boundary lies beyond the natural

frontier, while in the Carpathians it falls short of it. In the S.W.
it just touches it at the mouth of the Danube ; while on the S. it

includes the mountains of the Crimea. In the S. part of the Urals

the European boundary encroaches upon what is naturally Asiatic

Russia, while, on the contrary, the N", part of the Caucasus is left

to Asia. European Russia, with the exception of the group of Arctic

islands known as Nova Zembla (Novaya Zemlya), reaches from 70"^

N. hit. {i.e. from a point within the Arctic Circle) down to 44° N.

lat. (the same latitude as Florence). This huge territory forms,

with regard to the other lands of Europe, as clearly defined a

natural as a political whole. Russia's position as a world-power is

hampered by the fact that it nowhere reaches the open sea; the

scanty coast-line that it does possess is not of much use to it, sinc(;,

if we except Lapland on the N. and the Crimea on the S., it is com-
pletely ice-bound in winter. Its E. frontier towards Asia is very

much longer than its W. frontier towards the rest of Europe. Russia

t The total area of tln^ RiiHsian Empire, indliulinp its Asiatin pow-
HfiHHions, is 8,«00,000 sq. M., arid itw population (1W\)) ir,2,10O,0O(). Kuropo
has a total area of .S,800,0()0 sq. M., ami a popuhitioii of 443,500,000.

Baedekuk'h KuHuia.
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is thus a thoroughly continental country. Its natural outlets on the

\V. are the Baltic Sea and the Bosphorus. Its Baltic gateway has

already been utilized; whether equal success will attend its en-

deavours in the S.W. remains to be seen. One advantage of its

position is that all its European neighbours (Norwegians, Swedes,

Germans, Austrians, and Rumanians) are on the same side, while

its rear is protected by its huge Asiatic possessions. The enormous

extent of the country, combined with its scanty population (63.7

per sq. M.), renders it practically invulnerable to military attack,

as was illustrated by the campaign of Napoleon in 1812 and the

Crimean War of 1854-55.

Geology. The Russian plateau may be described as consisting

of one gigantic and homogeneous mass which has remained rigid

since the earliest days of the earth's history, and so has escaped

the folding from which the rest of Europe has suffered. The greater

part of Scandinavia also belongs to this region. We thus find

that only the Archaean or primaeval rocks (gneiss, granite, cry-

stalline slate) in this vast territory are found in a folded or tilted

position, while all the sedimentary formations from the earliest to

the latest remain in a flat or horizontal position. In the surround-

ing mountain-ranges and in the rest of Europe these formations

have all been folded by lateral pressure. This is the main geological

peculiarity of the land under consideration.

Two subordinate divisions may also be noticed:—
(1). The so-called Baltic or Scandinavian Shield^ in which

the folded Archaean rocks form the surface, since the overlying

sedimentary rocks have nearly all been carried away. This in-

cludes Sweden and the so-called 'Finnish Bridge', the S. boundary

being formed by the Gulf of Finland, Lake Ladoga, Lake Onega,

and the White Sea.

(2). The Russian Tableland^ consisting of flat layers of sedi-

mentary rocks of various ages, including early Palaeozoic in theW.,

Carboniferous in the middle, Permian in the N.E., and Cretaceous

and Tertiary in the S. Within this may be mentioned the following

special zones: — the Timan, a branch of the Ural mountains, run-

ning N.W. to the Tcheskaya Bay of the White Sea, and consisting of

folded sedimentary rocks; the Soidh Russian Granite Floor ^ lead-

ing N.W. from the Sea of Azov to Volhynia; and the Donetz Coal
District^ adjoining the granite. These are exceptions to the general

flat structure of the Russian tableland. Breaks or faults, however,
occur in the tableland, so that different formations have often been
brought to the same level through vertical disturbance. All these

earth movements have, however, long ceased; there are no vol-

canoes, and earthquakes are very rare. In spite of this, the geo-

logical map of Russia is still a fairly variegated one, since, as we
have said, the most heterogeneous formations are represented in
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the outcropping strata, albeit without much vertical expression.

As a rule, however, each formation occupies an extensive area, and

there is by no means so much variety as in the folded regions of

W. Europe.

It follows then that the level character of the surface is con-

ditioned by the horizontal stratification of its rocks, but is not al-

together caused by it. The truth is rather that during a compar-

atively recent geological era destructive external forces wore down
the territory to an almost level surface or Peneplain, which renders

almost indistinguishable such various formations as those of the

primaeval mountains of the Baltic Shield, the Granite Floor, and

the Timan Hills. The whole of this peneplain was elevated at a

later epoch, so that it now forms a Plateau, the variation in level

of which, occurring in gentle undulations and shallow valleys, is

very insignificant compared with its vast area. In the greater part

of Russia this plateau stands between 650 ft. and 1000 ft. above

sea-level. Towards the sea it gradually diminishes in height, but

it generally ends in a low marginal or littoral scarp, and absolutely

flat coast-districts are rare. Hills attaining a height of 1300 ft.

occur at a few points only in Russia.

River System. The position of the plateau at a height of a few
hundred feet above the sea causes it to be split up by various rivers

into Valleys. Absolute plains are thus for the most part found

only on the watersheds and in the broader parts of the river-valleys.

The Russian plateau is thus by no means a monotonous expanse,

but a more or less undulating district, which at certain points, as,

e.g., on the banks of the Volga and in the Volga ravine above Samara,
actually assumes mountainous features. Here and there the walls

of the valleys attain a height of 1000 ft. and become quite pictur-

esque. The upper parts of the river valleys are often narrow and
winding, while farther down the great rivers have carved out largo

shallow Basins. It is a characteristic and well-known feature of

the great rivers of S. Russia, such as the Volga, the Don, and the

Dnieper, that they always incline to the right (W.) side of these

basins, with the result that their right bank is always a 'moun-

tain bank' and their left a wide plain or ^meadow bank'.— In

S.AV. Russia the lower as well as the higher river-valleys are apt

to be narrow.

The rivers thus provide an orographical dissection of the Russian

plateau which is quite independent of the geological constitution.

For the better understanding of this fact it is necessary to bear in

mind that, though the Russian rivers flow slowly (only a few, such

as the Dnieper and the Narova, having rapids), they are very copious

on account of the vast size of tlieir drainage-basins, and carry down
enormous quantities of water, especially during the spring-floods

and the break-up of the winter ice and snow. In summer, on the
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other hand, it is true that they often dwindle away to shallow

streams at the bottom of their broad channels, and in consequence

of the increasing}: deforestation have often become so silted-up that

naviijation is seriously impeded. The Voljija is an especial sufferer;

all the same it and the Dnieper are really imposing streams even

in summer. Of quite a different nature is the short but impetuous

Neva, which is kept uniform by the waters of Lake Ladoga.

The Petchora, Mezeu, and Dvina flow into the Arctic Ocean,

the Neva, AV. Dvina, and Nicmen into the Baltic. The S. rivers

are much larger. The Volga, the largest river in Europe, describes

a gigantic arc open on the S.AV., and then (at Tzaritzuin) bends

sharply to the S.E. and enters the Caspian Sea. The Don and the

Dnieper also describe huge 'bows' before they flow into the Black

Sea. The Bug, Dniester, and Pruth flow in a straight S.E. direction.

A glance at the map will show how many of the Russian rivers

radiate from the comparatively unimportant Altai Hills in N.W.
Russia. This fact, combined with the relative insignificance of

the watersheds, has facilitated the union of the rivers by means of

Canals into one vast network of inland navigation. This has proved

an immense economic advantage for Russia, although it is subject

to interruption in winter, when most of the rivers are frozen.

The parts of the Russian plateau lying between the broad river

basins are generally known as ^Heights ofLancV or '•Land Ridges'.

These are, as may be gathered from what has already been said,

not isolated elevations but broad flat tablelands. Many of these

ridges radiate from the Valdai Hills, the hydrographic centre of

the country. The main ridges are:—
(1). The Nm^th Russian Ridge, leading to the Urals, from

which diverges the subsidiary Timan Ridge, extending between
the broad plains of Arctic Russia to the White Sea.

(2). The West Russian Ridge, leading to the Prussian frontier,

with one side sloping towards the Baltic Sea.

Uij. The Central Russian Plateau, sloping towards the S., and

connectinfj with the South Russian Ridge (the Granite Floor), from

which the S. Russian tableland descends to the Black Sea. Between
the AV., Central, and S. Ridges lies the basin of the Dnieper, which
extends on the W. through the marshy district of the Polyezye (the

Pripet Swamp) to the Vistula. The basin of the Vistula itself, i.e.

Poland, naturally belongs rather to the N. Cerman plain than to

Russia. Its physical configuration resembles that of N. Germany,
which it is l)eyond our province to describe.

On the other side, starting from the neighbourhood of Moscow,
in the middle of the central Russian plateau, the real heart of Russia,
is a land ridge running E. ])etween the basins of tlie Don and the

upper course of the Volga. This ultimately expands into the Volga
I'fateau, which terminates on the 'mountain-bank' of that river.
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Towards the S. it is continued by the Yergeni Hills. Beyond the

Volga the Ural Plateau slopes up to the Urals. On the S. the Ural

plateau is bounded by an elevated semicircular border formed by
the Obshtchi-Suirt and the Yergeni Hills. This forms the step by

which the Russian tableland descends to the Caspian Depression^

which is in part below sea-level. This also forms practically the

frontier between the cultivated land and the nomadic steppes, and

thus is by many authorities considered as the real boundary be-

tween Europe and Asia.

The latest superficial deposits are of the utmost importance for .

the Russian empire, since they form the soil of the land, and so

condition not only its scenic features but also its productive capa-

city. They are independent of the geological structure of the un-

derlying strata. From this point of view we may distinguish their

characters in the following regions:—
(1). The Finnish Bridge, including the peninsula of Kola, is

part of the centre of the great N. European Glacier Area of the

Ice Age. The process of glaciation has here worked mainly as a

destructive agent, so that the predominant feature of the landscape

consists of barren rocks of the primseval crystalline group polished

by glaciers with kames or eskers of glacial detritus. Long trough-

like valleys have been cut between gently rounded ridges, and they

are often filled by long, narrow, and much ramified lakes. The
rivers form numerous rapids and waterfalls. Lakes and waterfalls,

rocks and woods thus combine to cause the unique charm of Finnish

scenery, which resembles that of N. Sweden. This 'Finnish Lake
Plateau' is traversed and bounded by large terminal moraines.

(2). North-East Russia, the basin of the Petchora and the

Dvina, is covered with the clay and sand deposits of the Arctic

Ocean, which flooded these lowlands at the end of the Ice Age.

(3). The rest of North Russia, down to a line drawn through

Lemberg, Tula, Nizhni-Novgorod, and Perm, is occupied by the

Deposits of the Nm^th Glacial Area, consisting of lateral and
terminal moraines and sand. The continuation of the Baltic plateau

running from E. Prussia across the Valdai Hills to Lake Onega is

specially distinguished by morainal liills and lakes. The glacial

deposits gradually disintegrate into a light sandy soil known as

'podzol', the fertility of which varies but is seldom more than

moderate.

(4). To the 8. of this comes the region of the Loess, a yellowish

steppe soil, transported by the wind during tlie so-called intcrglacial

periods of the Ice Age. From the above-mentioned l)oundary down
to the neighbourhood of the Hlack Sea it forms a continuous cover-

ing, the superficial black colour of which is due to the so-called

Black Earth (Tchernozyom), a humus of quite extraordinary fer-

tility. To the P]. of the Volga, and on the coast of the Black Sea,
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this loess envelope is more or less intermittent; the underlying

>trat;i come to the surface, while the percentage of humus and

consequent fertility of the soil decrease.

(5). Tlie Casj)ian Dejjvession consists for the most part of

unfertile sandy and salt-earth steppes, deposits of the Caspian Sea

in its earlier and more extensive form.

The Climate of Russia is quite continental, ^. e. the variation

hetween summer and winter temperatures is very great. Thus at

Moscow the mean January temperature is 54° lower than that of

July, as compared with a range of 34° in Central Germany; the

July temperature corresponds to that of Paris, the January to that

of Haparanda. Owing to the enoi-mous extent of Russia from N.

to 8., the temperatures in different parts of the empire are naturally

very diti'erent. The cold and length of winter decrease as we go

from N.E. to S.W.: summer heat increases from N.N.W. to S.S.E.

The greatest extremes of temperature consequently occur in the S.E.

The following table gives a summary of the mean temperatures

according to the Fahrenheit scale. The coldest month is January,

except in Uleaborg and Helsingfors, where February is colder.

The warmest month throughout the whole empire is July:—

Town Latitude
Coldest
Month

Warmest
Month

Vari-
ation

M(

Mini-
mum

)an

Maxi-
mum

rieaborg 65°1' 12.6 60.4 47.8 -17.4 78.3
Archangel 60°33' 7.3 60.4 53.1 -32.1 84.6
Helsingfors 60° 10' 19.6 61.9 42.3 - - 9.0 77.4
St. Petersburg 59°56' 15.3 63.9 48.6 -19.3 84.7
Riga 56°57' 22.8 64.2 41.4 — —
Moscow 55°46' 12.2 66.0 53.8 -22.9 88.5
Kazan 55°47' 7.2 67.5 60.3 -26.3 88.0
Warsaw 52°13' 25.9 65.8 39.9 - 6.3 89.6
Kiev 50°26' 20.8 66.6 45.8 - 9.8 89.8
Orenburg 51°46' 3.4 70.9 67.5 -27.8 96.1
Odessa 46°29' 25.3 72.7 47.4
Astrakhan 46°2r 19.0 77.9 58.9 -15.0 97.3

The winters in the S. are thus very severe, except on the 8.

coast of the Crimea; Odessa (e.g.) is colder than East Prussia and
Poland. Sudden variations of temperature are very frequent. The
snow lies for months, except in S. Russia, where the traces of its

violent snowstorms soon disappear. Winter in Poland, the Baltic

Provinces, and 8.W. Russia is comparatively mild; it is coldest in

N.E. Russia and to the E. of the Volga. In the higher latitudes

the summers are generally cool, with one or two exceptionally hot
days. The summer climate of the Russian and Finnish coasts of
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the Baltic Sea resembles that of the German Baltic coast, having

much fog and a heavy rainfall; spring is late and autumn very

short. In Central Kussia the summer climate corresponds to that

of Central Germany, while on the Volga and in S. Russia, especially

near Astrakhan, very high temperatures are reached. The heat,

however, is generally dry and neither oppressive nor sultry. The
traveller must always be on his guard against sudden falls of

temperature, especially in the evenings.

The Annual Rainfall in N. and Central Russia is moderate

(20-24 in.), but quite sufficient for the vegetation, as it is spread

over the whole year. As we go S. it decreases rapidly (8-12 in.),

and in the extreme S. it is very low indeed in late summer, autumn,

and winter, so that the period of vegetation is too short to allow

of the growth of trees. Thus we find the Forests of N. Russia

counterbalanced by the Steppes of S. Russia, a contrast which
makes itself felt in every department of economic and national

life. The boundary between the two territories coincides roughly

with that of the glacial deposits (p. xxxvii), and may be considered

as a line drawn from Lemberg through Kiev, Kazan, and Ufa to

Orenburg. The extreme N. consists of a treeless wilderness known
as the Tundra.

The Forest District begins at the Arctic Circle with the

Coniferous Belty including firs, pines, and birches, and extending

almost uninterruptedly to St. Petersburg and to the upper course

of the Volga (Kazan). In Russia scarcely any attention is given to

arboriculture, so that the forests often present a very primaeval

appearance. The scanty population (1.3 to 36 per sq.M.) is clustered

round the navigable rivers, and supports itself by timber-cutting,

hunting, and fishing. Even in the somewhat warmer Finland (den-

sity of population, 21 per sq. M.) agriculture and cattle-rearing are

relatively unimportant. Central and W. Russia form the region of

the Mixed Forests^ including both deciduous trees and evergreens;

beeches, however, occur only in Poland and Podolia. The agri-

cultural districts, which alternate with the forest in larger and
smaller areas, are mainly confined to the cultivation of rye and oats,

and produce little more than is necessary for the comparatively

dense population (52-145 per sq. M., exclusive of Moscow). The
products of the Baltic Provinces are more varied, and the returns

higher, partly on account of a more rational system of agriculture,

partly oh account of their more favourable situation (density of

population 60-80 per sq. M., exclusive of St. Petersburg). The
fertile Poland supj)orts a dense agricultural and industrial popu-

lation (238 per sq. M.).

The Steppes (p. xxxvii) in the provinces of Bessarabia, Podolia,

Kiev, Poltava, Kharkov, Kursk, Voronezh, Tambov, and Penza are

almost wholly under tillage, and the population varies in density
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between 119 and '22S per sq. M. The excellent soil of the Black

Earth, moistened by a moderate rainfall, produces all kinds of

grain, and aLso sug:ar beets. The huge Russian exports of wheat and

other orrain are duo entirely to the yield of these provinces, which

include numerous small and moderate-sized towns, besides a large

rural population. Near and beyond the middle course of the Volga

(density 54-124 per sq. M.) and towards the Black Sea agriculture

gives place more and more to cattle-rearing. Large portions of the

steppes are still untilled, but the wandering nomads are increas-

ingly hampered by the progress of Eussian colonization. Genuine

nomadic life, however, is still found in the desert salt-steppe of

the Caspian Depression, where oases are non-existent except in

the vicinity of the Volga. In spring the Pontic Steppe is a grassy

carpet gay with flowers, which withers away completely in autumn,

when the only growth of the soil consists of thistles and dun-

coloured shrubs such as wormwood.—Wine is grown in Bess-

arabia, in the Crimea, and on the Lower Don.

The great Russian plateau is thus moulded on simple general

lines, and lacks the manifold variety of W. Europe; still it can

show considerable diversity in scenery, climate, vegetation, and

culture, though this occurs rather in gradual transitions than in

sharp contrasts. The traveller, if he is on the alert, will notice

these difl'erences even from the windows of the railway carriage.

The greatest contrast is between the N. and the S., and after a night's

journey the traveller will often awaken to a scene strikingly

different from that of the evening before. In the forest-district the

train often runs for hours at a time through lonely w^oods, consist-

ing of a wild chaos of all kinds of trees and shrubs, and showing no

trace of human activity except the numerous felled and rotting tree-

trunks. Between these gloomy forests occur tracts of arable land

and straggling villages of small blockhouses, dominated by the

shining dome of a church. The fields are enlivened with the red

shirts and petticoats of the men and women workers. Now and

again the more numerous domes and larger houses of a town may be

descried in the distance. The railway stations are usually crowded
with a motley throng, full of interest to the stranger as displaying all

the different racial types and every class of society. Every variety

of uniform is to be seen. Outside the stations stand the curious

rountry carts and little droshkies. In many districts we find gently

rounded hills, winding valleys, and verdant meadows; at oti;er times
we traverse endless plains. Other features of the landscape include

large rivers with quaint boats and rafts, and extensive swamps
dotted with alders. —In the Black Earth region the characteristic

feature is the wide expanse of huge and treeless tilled fields, with
large though infrequent settlements; but even here we may suddenly
Come across a narrow valley with steep wooded sides, or meet with
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picturesque rocks. In the Steppes proper, to the S. and E., we
traverse an undulating district with numerous furrows and vast

uncultivated stretches of rocky soil, green in spring and grey in

autumn. The only signs of life in this sparsely populated district

are the whitewashed mud-huts and the half-wild cattle.

b. The People.

Alongside of the physical diversities of the country range those

of its inhabitants. The various peoples have gradually become
united to form one nation, but are still far from being welded into

one race. They still show wide discrepancies in type, customs, and

dress. The phlegmatic forest-dwellers in the N. have always differed

in many respects from the more emotional inhabitants of the Steppe

district in the S. In the beginning of the historical period we find an

ethnographical distinction between the Aryans in the S.W. and the

Finns in the N.E., the latter being a branch of the Mongolian race.

The Slavs are of Aryan descent. Their original home was on

the Upper Dnieper and the Upper Dvina, whence they gradually

spread over the whole country, branching into several different

peoples. The most important Slav people is the—
Russians (PyccKie), who number about 78,000,000 f, and so

account for 75 per cent of the population of European Russia. All

of these are members of the Greek Catholic Church or of its sects.

They are divided into three stocks: the Great Russians (the stand-

ard-bearers proper of the Russian feeling of nationality), the White
Russians, and the Little Russians. The first two of these are

closely connected as regards language.

The White Russians (B'fejiopyccBi) occupy what were probably

the original homes of the Slavs in White Russia (provinces of Minsk,

Mohilev,Vilna, Vitebsk, and Grodno). They number about 6,000,000,
and probably derive their name from the light colour of their cloth-

ing. They are the poorest and the least advanced of the three stocks.

Their villages are small, and solitary farms are frequent. A disease

of the hJir known as Plica Polonica (KojiTyn^) is very common
among them.

The Great Russians (BejiHKopyccBi) , of wlioni there are

52,000,000 in European Russia, migrated in early times from their

original homes towards the E., driving the Finnish peoples before

them. They have, however, to some extent mingled with the Finnish

race, which probably accounts for the broad faces, fiat noses, and

other Mongolian features found frequ(!ntly among them. Thi^y now
occupy not only 'Great Russia' (i.e. N. and Central Russia, with tlie

N.E. part of the Black Earth region;, but also E. and S.E. Russia,

t Tho figures for tlie iiHlivi<lnal pcoplos mc lakcii fro

of 1897.
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th«^ former territory of the Tartar Khans. Their speech, customs,

and character are spread over the whole empire. Physically they

are blond, blue-eyed, and vigorous, with broad shoulders and bull

necks, often somewhat clumsy and with a strong tendency to obesity.

Their character has been influenced not only by a long history of

subjugation to feudal despotism, but also by the gloomy forests,

the unresponsive soil, and the rigorous climate, and especially by

the enforced inactivity of the long winters. In disposition they

are melancholy and reserved, clinging obstinately to their tradi-

tions, and full of self-sacrificing devotion to Tzar, Church, and

feudal superior. They are easily disciplined, and so make ex-

cellent soldiers, but have little power of independent thinking or

of initiation. The normal Great Russian is thus the mainstay of

political and economic inertia and reaction. Even the educated

Russian gives comparatively little response to the actual demands
of life; he is more or less the victim of fancy and temperament,

which sometimes lead him to a despondent slackness, sometimes

to emotional outbursts. Here we have the explanation of the w^ant

of organization, the disorder, and the waste of time which strike

the western visitor to Russia. This pessimistic outlook finds ex-

pression in the word that is forever on Russian lips — HH^ero
(nitchevo), 'it doesn't matter'; the Russian derives his faults as well

as his virtues from his 'wide nature' (mnpoKafl naxypa). The im-

portant and fascinating literature of Russia reflects this dreamy
and melancholy outlook on life, which is seen also in the national

songs and music.
The Towns of Great Russia generally cover a great deal of ground,

and are all laid out on the same pattern. The centre is occupied by a

spacious square, from which radiate broad and badly paved streets crossing
each other at right angles. In the central part of the town the houses
are built of stone and painted white, yellow, or pink. The public build-
ings seldom possess any architectural interest. In the suburbs the houses
are of wood and stand at considerable distances from one another. The
onlv effective arcliitectural features are the large churches, which gen-
erally stand in open spaces at the intersection of the streets. Their
gilded, silvered, or brightly coloured cupolas are very conspicuous. The
commerce of the place, especially its retail trade, is often concentrated
in Oriental fashion in bazaars or 'factories' (rocTHHLie ;tBopi>i). Each
shopkeeper has his abacus (cMexLi) and samovar or tea-machine (caMOB^pt).
A large proportion of the population wear uniforms, including not only
soldiers but civil servants, students, schoolboys, and so on.

The Villages (Ceji6, village with church; /{epeBHfl, village without
<hurt-h) generally consist of one long straggling and unpaved street. In N.
Russia the miserable houses (ri36i>i) are composed of logs placed horizon-
tally one above the other, the interstices being filled with tow (naKJiH)
and moss. The interior consists of a single room. The brick stove
(neHb) is used for heating, cooking, and })aking, and also as a couch and
bed. Every house in town and country has its ikon (66pa3T>), with a
perpetually burning lamp (jiaMna/ja), before which every Russian crosses
nimgelf on entering the room. The court is surrounded by an open shed,
adjoined by the stables, barns, and threshing-floor. Every village
posHRsses a simple kind of vapour bath, which is much frequented,
especially on Saturdays (comp. p. xxxi).
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The regular dress of the Great Russian peasant consists of a coloured
shirt (Rubdshka) generally of red cotton (Kumdtch), which is worn
outside the trousers and not tucked in. Broad leathern boots (Sapogi),
reaching to the knees, or puttees fOnutchi), fastened to sandal-like bast
shoes (Lapti), cover the ends of the coloured and baggy trousers (Portki).

In winter felt boots (Vdlenki) are common. The long-skirted coat (Kaftan)

^

Avith a low collar, is held together by a belt or coloured sash. In summer
the upper garment is the Armydk, made of coarse cloth with a broad
collar, in winter the sheepskin Tulup or the fur Shuba. The head is

covered by the low Shapka, made of felt or fur, or by the peaked Kartuz.
The ordinary Russian lets his beard grow, and allows orAy the hair of

his head to be cut. — The chief garment of the women is the Sarafdn, a
skirt and bodice with shoulder-straps, all in one piece, or the Panyova,
a linen skirt. Above these is a short Kaftdn. Round the head they wear
a gaudy handkerchief, which is often replaced on holidays by a sort of

tiara (Kokdshnik) adorned with imitation pearls.

The Little Russians (MajiopoccBi ; 20,000,000) are settled in

the Black Earth district {i.e. in Little Russia proper), and in the

Ukraine, which includes the provinces of Kiev, Poltava, Kharkov,
and Tchernigov. They are also found in Volhynia and Podolia,

whence, under the name of Ruthenians, they spread into Galicia

and N.E. Hungary. In recent times they have also colonized Bess-

arabia, Kherson, and Taurida, in which provinces they now form a

majority of the inhabitants. They are slender and dark, and they

have the emotional southern temperament; their poetry and music

are of a high order, as is evidenced by their popular songs and
proverbs. Their dialect is very different from those of the Great

and White Russians. The settlements of the Steppes are still more
straggling than those of the forest region; owing to the lack of

timber the houses are generally built of mud or clay.

The Cossacks are not a distinct stock, but are descended from
the refugees and outlaws who occupied the frontier districts between

the settled and the nomadic tribes. These were afterwards organized

as a frontier militia and as light cavalry. The only Cossacks now
in European Russia are those in the lower valley of the Don and
in the Urals (Orenburg Cossacks).

A unique position is held by the Poles, a Slav race occupying

the Russian part of the old kingdom of Poland. They are also to

be found sporadically throughout W. Russia, which was formerly

under their sway. Their total number is about 8,000,000. Their

history and their mode of life as well as their religion (they are

Roman Catholics) all bring them into much closer connection with

"W. Europe than with Russia. The Polish language is a member
of the W. Slav family, employing Roman characters (comp. p. 2).

The Poles are of the middle height, with slender but muscular

bodies and light hair. The contrast between the lower classes and

the noblesse is very striking, the latter being physically and in

character refined to an almost excessive pitch of elegance. Polish

women arc renowned for their grace and beauty.
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To the Slavs also belong, broadly speaking, the Xei^s (1,400,000),

who occupy Courland and S. Livonia, and the Lithuanians

(1,200,000), who form the bulk of the population in Russian

Lithuania. The foriucr are Lutherans, the latter Roman Catholics.

The Non-Slavonic Aryans in European Russia number
3,500,000. The most numerous are the Germans (2,000,000), who
are the country gentlemen and citizens of the Baltic provinces in

virtue of their descent from the former masters of the country.

There are also agricultural settlements of Germans on the Upper
and Lower Volga, in S.W. Russia, and in the Caucasus and the

Crimea, many of them established in the reign of Catherine II.

German manufacturers, merchants, and artisans are found in all

the large towns. German influence on Russia lias always been con-

siderable. In Finland the Sicedes were the pioneers of civilization.

Tliey now number a1)out 370,000, and are especially numerous in

the coast-towns. Rumanians (1,100,000) form the bulk of the

population in Bessarabia. Bulgarians and Greeks are also more
or less numerous in 8. Russia.

The Je'WS (5,100,000) migrated in the middle ages from Ger-

many to Poland, and speak a German dialect intermingled with

Hebrew expressions. Many of them, however, now speak the lan-

guage of the country. They are not allowed to live either in Great'

Russia or in E. Russia. Strictly limited in their privileges, and

subject to numerous economic restrictions as well as to the caprice

uf the Russian officials, they subsist for the most part in a state

of physical and moral degradation. As a result, they migrate in

large numljcrs to other countries.

The Mongolian Race is represented in Russia by 9,000,000
souls, belonging partly to the Ural and partly to the TurJcish

group. The former are found in the N., N.E., and N.W., the latter

in the 8. and S.E. In the province of Astrakhan there are also

170,000 nomadic Kalmucks, who are of pure Mongol blood and

profess the religion of Lamaism.
In the Ural Group (5,400,000) the Samoyedes or reindeer-

possessing nomads of the Tundra (p. xxxix) are an insignificant

item. The great bulk of the group consists of the Finnish Peoples,

who were the aboriginal inhabitants of the whole of N. and N.E.

Russia, but were split into two groups (E. and W.) by the Russian

advance.

The East Finns include the Uyrians and the Permiaks, who
;ilong with the Syryenians and the Votyaks (650,000 in all) 0(;-

copy the river disti'icts of the Petchora, Dvina, and Kama, and also

the I'olya Finns (1,860,000) on the Middle Volga, a remnant of a

people that flourished in the Middle Ages (Tcheremisses, Mord-
vins, Tchuvashes). They are all agriculturists, and occupy colonies

interspersed among the Russians. They have, however, mingled
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freely with their Russian neighbours, and thus present no distinct

Mongolian type. They belong to the Greek Catholic Church.

The West Finns comprise two main stocks. The Finns proper,

including the Karelians (2,800,000), live in Finland and the ad-

joining parts of Russia. They are also strongly mixed with Aryan
blood, and are consequently fair-haired, blue-eyed, strong, and of

medium stature. Civilized by the Swedes (comp. p. 198) and con-

verted to Protestantism, they have considerable achievements to

show in science, art, and literature. Their patriotism is very keen

and they cling obstinately to their own language (comp p. 199).

The Esthonians (about 900,000) are also Protestants, and inhabit

Esthonia and the N. of Livonia.— With these may be mentioned

about 3000 Lajjps, who live in the extreme N. of Finland and in

Kola as reindeerowning nomads and fishermen. They are small

in stature and of a strong Mongoloid type. A few Tchudes and

Livonians also belong to this group.

The Turkish. Group, all of whom are Mohammedans, is pre-

dominantly represented by the Tatars or Tartars, descendants of

those tribes of the Turkish family who migrated from Central Asia

along with the Mongolians and once dominated the whole of E. and

S. Russia. They have now, however, almost lost their Mongolian
features. Geographically, they are divided into agricultural Crim
Tartars., whose number (200,000) is constantly decreasing through

emigration to Turkey, and Kazan Tartars (1,700,000), who are

known in the province of the Volga not only as agriculturists but

also as shrewd merchants and pedlars. They are also met with

throughout Russia as waiters and porters. The Kazan Tartars are

of the middle height and light-yellow in colour, with an oval face,

narrow and oblique black eyes, and scanty beards.
Their Costume consists of a long sleeveless coat surmounted by a

kind of kaftan (Khaldt). The head is shaved and covered with a skull
cap (Vermolka), over which the ordinary man wears a white felt hat or
a {^rfv or black fur cap (Burnikj. The well-to-do classes wear a finer

fur cap, l>roadcr at the top than at the bottom. Their feet are shod
with bright-coloured morocco-leather boots without soles and slippers
(Basihmdk) or leathern overshoes. — Their Mosques (MetxMt) are large
and simple prayer halls, dominated by a minaret.

The Bashkirs (1,400,000), in the provinces of Ufa and Oren-

burg, are a Finno- Turkish mixed race, speaking the Tuikish

language and having Mongoloid features. The Mountain Bashkirs,

a tall and strong race, with daik hair, had their own military or-

ganization ('JJashivir Army') down to 1874, and are now in a tran-

sition-state between the nomadic and the setthul life. The Slep])€

BashkirHj the result of intermixture with the Meshtcheryaks, are

still all nomads, but live in houses during the winter. They subsist

mainly on Kumiss (p. ;ir)8).

The Kirghizes are u Turki.*sfi nomadic ract:, extending- IVoin
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Central Asia to the Lower Volga. In the province of Astrakhan,

where they live side by side with the Kalmucks (p. xliv), they

number 250,000.

Alongside the present official division into governments (p. Ivi)

there still subsists a vivid recollection of the great Historical
Districts which played their roles in the past. In the census of

1909 the population and area of these latter were as follows: —

Great Russia, N. division

(govts, of Archangel, Olonetz,

Vologda, and Novgorod)

Great Russia, S. division

Baltic Provinces . . . .

W. Russia

Little Russia

S. Russia

E. Russia

Poland
Finland

Total:

Area
in sq. M.

577,905

303,112

53,638

161,235

80,212

156,104

526,715

49,017

144,252

Population

4,089,000

34,621,000

5,456,000

19,763,000

14,059,000

13,995,000

24,522,000

11,672,000

3,059,000

2,052,190 131,236,000

Density,
per sq. M.

7.0

114.2

101.5

122.2

174.8

83.6

46.6

237.8

21.2

63.7

Religion (p. Ivii). About 87,000,000 of the total population

belong to the Greek Catholic Church; 2,000,000 are Raskolniks or

Old Believers. The Roman Catholic Church has 11,400,000 ad-

herents. Besides these there are 6,500,000 Protestants, 5,100,000

Jews, and 3,600,000 Mohammedans. There are about 300,000
Pagans.

ni. SKETCH OF THE POLITICAIi, ECONOMIC,
AND SOCIAL HISTORY OF RUSSIA.

The formation of states in the great E. European plain radiated

from two main centres. In the N. the Swedish Northmen, the Variags
(Varags) or Varangians (foreigners) of the Russian annals, founded

the oldest kingdom about the 9th century of our era. The name Ros
or Ru8^ applied to them by the Finns (probably because they came
from the Swedish coast-district of Roslagen), is supposed to be the

origin of the present name of the people. At a somewhat later

date flourished the commercial republics of Novgorod and Pskov
fPlesJcau). In the S., Kiev was under the influence of Byzantium,

to which the Russians owed the introduction of Christianity (10th

cent.), the Greek alphabet, their ecclesiastical art, and other

important elements in their civilization. To these must be added
c»Ttain Mohammedan races, such as the E. Finnish Bulgars on
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the Volga, and the Khazars and other constantly varying occupiers

of the Steppes farther to the S. All these states were overthrown

in the 13th century by the aggressions of the Mongols. Out of

the Mongolian empire emerged the Mohammedan khanates of the

Tartars. On the W. side of the plain we find the Teutonic Order
in possession of the Baltic Provinces, the Swedes ruling over

Finland, and Lithuania and Poland stretching over the whole

of W. and Little Russia. The Principalities of Great Russia
were subject to the Tartars, until the Grand-Princes of Moscotv
shook off the yoke at the end of the 15th century. This may be

taken as the beginning of the conscious expression of the Great
Russian Power. The other Russian principalities and republics

were next overthrown, and then (1552-54) the khanates on the Volga.

This opened the way to Siberia, and the Pacific Ocean was reached

as early as the middle of the 17th century. On the W. side of the

plateau Little Russia was wrested from Poland in 1667, while in

the following century the Baltic Provinces were conquered from
Sweden, which had already driven out the Teutonic Order. The
foundation of >S'^. Petersburg on the Baltic Sea inaugurated a new
phase in the development of the empire. In the three partitions

of Poland between 1772 and 1795 the whole of that country as far

as the Niemen was absorbed, while the rest of what is now Russian

Poland was added by the Vienna Congress of 1815. Finland had

already been ceded by Sweden in 1809. In the meantime there

was no break in the progress towards the S. ; in 1774 the Turkish

sovereignty over the Tartars was overthrown, and the Russians

established themselves on the Black Sea and at the foot of the

Caucasus. During the 19th century Bessarabia, to the S.W., and
the Asiatic side of the Caucasus and part of Armenia were added,

Siberia much extended, and Turkestan conquered.

The following short Chronological Outline will supplement
the above general remarks :

—

1. Old Bussia. Period of the Local Principalities.

862. Invasion of the Norsemen, led by the Variags Rurik,
Sineus, and Truvor, in answer to the invitation of

the Slav republic of Novgorod, worded, according to

the Chronicles, as follows: 'Our land is great and fruit-

ful, but there is no order in it; come and reign and
rule over us.' On the death of his kinsmen, Rurik

became sole ruler.

879-912. 016g, regent during the minority of Rurik's son Igor,

conquered the duchy of Kiev in 882.

912-945. Igor. Treaty made with tlie Byzantine Emperor, 945.
— Christianity establislied at Kiev.
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945-957. Olga (St.), widow of Tgor aud regent for her son Svya-

toslav, accepted^ the Christian faith at Kiev in 957.

957-97*2. Svyatosldv I. Igorevitch.— Division of the territory

among SvyatosUv's sons.— Civil war.

980-101."). Vladimir I. (St.; the Apostle). Greek Church estab-

lished as the state religion (988). Vladimir married

the Greek Princess Anna, sister of Theophano, wife of

Emperor Otho II. Succession disputed on Vladimir's

death.

1019-1054. Yaroslav I., the Wisej married a daughter of Olaf,

King of Sweden. Of his daughters, the eldest married
Harold, King of Norway; another Henry I. of France;

a third, Andreas I. of Hungary. Many towns founded.

The first Russian Code (PyccKHH npaB^a) issued.

—

On his death, the kingdom was divided, and civil and
foreign wars ensued.

11 13-1125. Vladimir II. Monomakh. Defeated the Polovtsi.

His wife was Gyda or Gytha, daughter of Harold II. of

England.
\\ '20-1132. Mstisldv I.j Grand-Prince of Kiev. — Innumerable

divisions and endless wars.— Great Novgorod became
an independent republic.

2. Period of the Mongol Supremacy.

1224. First invasion of the Tartars uiider Genghis or Jenghiz

Khan. Defeat of the Russians on the Kalka.

12;}7-]242. Second Tartar invasion under Baty-Khan.— The king-

doms of the Bolgars, Polovtsi, etc., destroyed.

12;j.S-124(). Yaroddv II. Vsevolodovitch, Grand-Prince of Vladi-

mir. The Avhole of Eussia under Tartar suzerainty.

1252-1263. Alexander Nevski, Grand-Prince of Vladimir, the

Russian national hero and saint.— His son Daniel, as

Prince of Moscow ^ founded the line of Moscow princes

of the Rurik dynasty.— Alexander's victory over the

Swedes on the Neva (whence his surname), 1240. Defeat

of the Teutonic Order on the ice of LakePeipus (1242).

132S-lo40. Ivoii I. Danllovitch Kalitd, Grand-Prince of Moscow,
A'ladimir, and Novgorod.— The Metropolitan removes

his seat from Vladimir to Moscow.
1363-1389. Demetrius of the Don (Dmitri DonskoiJ ; defeated tlie

Tartars on Kulikovo Field on Sept. 8th, 1380.

1425-1402. Vaslli II. Vasilyevitch.

1402-1505. Ivan (lodnn) III. Vasilyevitch, Grand-Prince of

Moscow, and the real founder of the Russian Empire.
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Marriage with Sophia Palseologos, 1472. Perm reduced

to subjection, 1472. Novgorod overthrown, 1478. Rout

of the Golden Horde, 1478. Overthrow of the tribes

on the Ob and the Irtuish, 1483-99. Kazan conquered

and held for a short time, 1487. Karelia captured,

1496. Unsuccessful campaign against the Livonian

Order, 1501-1503.

3. Period of Muscovite UniJa.cation.

Formation of the Russian Empire.

1505-1533. Vasili III. Ivdnovitch united most of the independent

principalities with Moscow.
1533-1584. Ivan (lodnn) IV. Grozni (the Terrible) ruled at hrst

under the influence of Shiiiski, Glinski, and the Boyars;

then under that of the monk Sylvester and Alexis

Addshev.— Title of Tzar of all the Russias assumed,

1547. Conquest of Kazan (1552) and Astrakhan (1557).

— The English begin to trade with Muscovy via Arch-

angel, 1582.— Beginning of the conquest of Siberia

by the Stroganovs, Yermak, and other bold Cossack

chieftains.— Russian Law Code (Sud^bnik) formulated;

printing introduced at Moscow.
1584-1598. Feddar or Theodm^e I. Ivdiiovitchj the last sovereign

of the line of Rurik. Peasants deprived of right of

free migration. Patriarchate established.— After the

murder of all the blood-relatives of Theodore and also

of his step-brother Dmitri or Demetrius (d. 1591),

Boris Godun6v, the brother of Theodore's wife, became
sole ruler.

Interregnum. Period of the False Demetrius.

1598-1605. Boris Fe6dorovitch Goduii6v. Appearance of

the First and Second False Demetrius, both of whom
were supported by the Poles. The First False Deme-
trius (1605-1606) was murdered on May 17th, 1606.
— The Second False Demetrius appeared after the

boyar Vasili Shuiski (1606-10) had been elected Tzar.

1 610- 1 61 3. Interregnum. Kosmd Minin and Prince Fozhdrski;
the Poles driven from Russia.

Rise <jf the RomAnov Dvnasty.

1613-1645. Mikhail Fe6dorovitoh Romdnov, kiusiiiau of

Theodort; 1., elected Tzar and founder of the present

dynasty. Peace of Stolbovo, 1617 (cession of Ingerman-

iiAk.uicKKH'a Russia. {[
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laud to Sweden); Armistice of Deulino, 1618; Peace of

Polyanovka, 1634 (territory ceded to Poland; claims to

1 jvoiiia, C'ourland, and Esthonia renounced).

1645-167('>. Alexis I., Mikhailovitch. — Introduction of the

new I'ode ('Ulozheniye') 1649.— Treaty of Andrusovo
(^occupation of Smolensk and the Ukraine, suzerainty

etablished over Kiev and the Cossacks), 1667.— Schism
in the Russian Church due to innovations by Nikon
(see p. Iviii).

167()-168-i. Peodor (Theodore), Alexeyevitch. Abolition of

the system of preferment by 'hereditary rank' (Myestni-

ichestvo).— On the death of Theodore, Grand-Duchess
Sophia Alexeyevna (1682-1689) became regent on

behalf of her half-brothers, the Tzars Ivan and Peter

(b. 1672).

4. The St. Petersburg Period.

1689-1725. Peter I., the Great, imum red Sophia Alexeyevna
in a convent and became, with the free consent of his

brother Ivan (d. 1696), sole ruler of the empire. Par-

reaching innovations; introduction of W. European
customs and culture. — Northern War (1700-1721),

carried on, in alliance with Frederick IV^ of Denmark
and Augustus II. of Poland, against Charles XIl. of

Sweden. Victory of Poltava, 1709; loss of Azov, 1711.

By the treaty of Nystad (1721) Russia gained Livonia

and Esthonia.— Foundation of St. Petersburg, 1703.

—

War with Persia; Russian dominion extended to the S.

shore of the Caspian Sea.— Peter's son Alexis (Alex^i)

died in 1718.— Assumption of the imperial title, 1721.

1725-1727. Catherine I., widow of Peter I., ruled under the

influence of Prince Menshikov. Foundation of the

Academy of Sciences, 1725.

1727-1730. Peter H., Alexeyevitch, grandson of Peter the

Great, removed the court to Moscow and ruled during

his minority under the influence of the Dolgoriiki,

1730-1740. Anna Ivanovna, daughter of Ivan, half-brother of

Peter the Great, took part (at the instigation of her

favourites Biron and Field-Marshal Munnich) in the

War of the Polish Succession (1733-38), and regained

Azov in a war waged against Turkey (1735-1739).
1 740- 1741. [van VL, great-grandson of Ivan, half-brother of Peter

the Great, succeeded as an infant to the throne, which

he occupied for a shoi't time under the regency of his

mother, Anna (Elizabeth; Leopoldovna. He was deposed

ill 1741 fl. at SehlCisselbuj-g in 1764;.
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1741-1761. Elizabeth Petr6vna, daughter of Peter the Great.

In 1742 Elizabeth's uephew, Karl Peter Ulrich of

Holsteiu-Grottorp was created heir-appareut. War with

Sweden (1741-43), resulting in the Peace of Abo, by
which Russia acquired Finland as far as the Kymmene-
Elf.— Alliance with Austria against France and Spain,

1746 ; alliance with Austria and France against Prussia

(Seven Years War), 1756.— Foundation of Moscow
University (1755) and of the St. Petersburg Academy
of Arts (1757).

House of Romanov-Holstein-Gottorp.

1761-1762. Peter III. died six months after his accession.

1762-1796. Catherine II., widow of Peter III. Russia becomes a

Great Power.— Russian territory greatly extended by
the three Partitions of Poland.— First Turkish War
(cession of parts of the Crimea and the Caucasus; pro-

tectorate of the Danubian Principalities), 1768-74.

—

Rebellion of the Cossack Pugatchovput down, 1773-75.
— Conquest of the Crimea, 1783. — Second Turkish

AYar, ending in the Peace of Jassy, by which Russia

acquired the whole district up to the Dniester, 1787-92.
— Unsuccessful war with Sweden, 1788-90.— Annex-
ation of Courland, 1795.

1796-1801. Paul I., Petr6vitch, son of Catherine, entangled

Russia in a war with France (1798).

1 801 - 1 825. Alexander I., Pavloviteh, son of Paul I.— Wa r w ith

Fiance terniinated by tho Treaty of Tilsit (June 25th,

1807) ; that with Austria by the Peace of Yienna (1809)

;

thai with Sweden by the Peace of Fredrikshamn
(Sept. 5th, 1809); that with Turkey by the Peace of

Bucharest (May 16th, 1812). — Napoleon's invasion of

Russia; annihilation of the Grande Arm6e, 1812.--
Treaty of Paris (April 21st, 1815).

1825-1855. Nicholas I., Pavloviteh, third son of Paul I. —War
with Turkey and P«!rsia, 1828. -Publication of the

final and complete form of the Russian Code of Laws,
1830. — Opening of the Nikolai (Nicholas) or Nikola-

yevski Railway from St. Petersburg to Moscow, 1851,

(Jrirneari War (1853-1856;.

1 855- 1 881 . Alexander II., Nikolayevitch. - - Treaty (d" Paris,

1856. -(Jon(iuest ol' the Caucasus. liberation of the

serfs, 1861. - Introduction of the new Judicial Pro-

cedure;, 1866. New .Mufiicipal Law, 1870. Li-

st it ution of (•()mj)uis()iy military servic<N 1874. Husso-

d-*
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Turkish war (1877-78), ended by the Treaty of San

Stefano and the Berlin Congress.

lftHl-lM91. Alexander HI., Alexdndrovitoh. Conquests in

Central Asia. -- ]ieii:iniiinii^ of the Trans-Siberian

Railway.

lH94»'tse(i. Nicholas II., Alexaiidrovitch. Completion of the

Trans-Siberian Railway, 1903.— Russo-Japanese war
(^190-4-5), ending in the defeat of the Russians. Peace
of Portsmouth (U.S.A.), 1905.— Opening of the first

parliament (Imperial Duma), 1906.

Russian Civilization. Like the Russian state itself, Rus-

sian civilization is the result of a combination of very diverse

elements. In the development of the Slav the Greek Christian cul-

ture of Byzantium came into contact with the Mohammedanism
adopted by the races from the steppes of Asia. Nor must we forget

the influence of W. Europe, which first made itself felt through the

Variags and later, and to a greater extent, through the (lermans on

the Baltic and the Poles in W. Russia. The interior of the country,

however, remained so isolated that the inhabitants of W. Europe
had scarcely any idea of it even at the time of the great transoceanic

discoveries. It was the growth of the Muscovite state towards the

middle of the 16th century that aroused the attention of other coun-

tries. The first detailed information was revealed in 1549 in a

book by Baron Sigismuud von Herberstein, whom Charles V. had

entrusted with an embassy to the Great or High Prince. About the

.same time English mariners under Sir Hugh Willoughby penetrated

the White Sea via the N. Cape, and established the Russia Company,
f»f which the most famous members were Sir Anthony Jenkinson

and Sir Jerome Horsey (p. Ixii). From this time forward Archangel

became a seaport of some importance. Towards the end of the 17th

century began the 'Europeanization' of Russia through its relations

with France and Germany. The most zealous promoter of the new
spirit was Peter the Great. It was, however, only the upper classes

that received a veneer of W.European culture; the masses still held

fast to their primitive Slavonic, Byzantine, and Asiatic predilections.

Hence arose that cleavage of interests between Russia proper and

the sophisticated AV. parts of the empire which is typified in the

eontrast between the two great cities, the Old Russian Moscow in

the heart of the country and the upstart St. Petersburg on the coast.

The Pkasants lost their liberty as early as the Middle Ages to

the Boyars or territorial nobility, who at first held seignorial rights

over the land and later on became absolute owners of it. The
military services of these nobles during the enormous expansion

of the empire were rewarded by constant extensions of their manorial

rights, until at last in ]r)9*2 the peasants were reduced U\ a con-

dition ui" abrxjlub- atJifdoiii. The aucieut communal system of the
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Mir (comp. p. Ivii) was further developed about the same time in

Great Russia. The Muzhiks or peasants form corporations which
hold the land in common and are responsible for the payment of

dues to the state and the landlord. The ground is distributed

afresh every 12, 15, or 20 years, with the result that, as no one has

any permanent interest in its improvement, no trouble is taken over

it and the laws of scientific agriculture are disregarded. As there

is not enough land for the increasing population, the younger peas-

ants seek temporary employment in the towns as domestic servants

or factory hands, without thereby losing their right to a share in

the soil. The emigration to Siberia also is not inconsiderable. In

1861 serfdom was abolished; but its demoralizing eifects have by
no means disappeared, since practically nothing is done for the

elevation of the peasant. It must, however, be noted that the per-

centage of recruits who can neither read nor write has sunk from
79.1 in 1876 to 51.1 in 1900. The dues payable by the peasants to

the ground-landlords as compensation for their emancipation were
so oppressive that in 1905 all arrears were remitted. In 1906 and
1910 the compulsory character of the Mir was likewise modified.

The Russian Nobles are very different from those of W. Europe.

The political rights of the owners of property were at an early stage

limited in favour of an absolute monarchy, and were totally abolished

by Peter the Great. The privileges of the comparatively few ancient

noble families now left are limited to precedence in holding offices

at court and in the Imperial Guards. The mainstay of the supre-

macy of the government and the police is the so-called Tchin or

Official Noblesse. This is constantly recruited from all classes of

the population, as everyone who attains the rank of Privy Coun-
cillor or Colonel thereby acquires hereditary nobility. The personal

or life nobility, attainable by officials of a lower class, is of no

importance. The hereditary nobility form special corporations in

the provinces, which exercise considerable influence on the ad-

ministration (comp. p. Ivi).

The Citizen or Middle Class is still little developed. There
are only 33 cities in the vast empire with populations exceeding

100,000. The chief of thc^se are St. P(!tersburg, with 2,075,000 in-

habitants; Moscow, with 1,617,000; Warsaw, with 872,000; Odessa,

with 630,000; Kiev, with 590,000; Riga, with 530,000; and Lodz,

with 450,000. Citizens art; usually divided into burgesses (or upper
class citizens), shopkeepers, and artisans, the; first class consisting

of members of the learned professions, the leading artists, wholesale

merchants, manufacturers, and so on. Among the shopkeepers and

artisans are many Germans (especially in St. P(!t(;rsburg). Poles

and Jews are also strongly represented. An Aktisan (Jlass began

to come into existence in 1861, on the abolition of serfdom (comp.

above). It consists mainly of peasants employed in manufactures,
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and has not yet attainod a high standard of productiveness. Both

hurjjhors and artisans are, however, growing rapidly not only in

nuMibrrs. hut in intelleetual dev(*lopuient as well.

Thr total population of Russia, apart from the Jews and the

Nomads in the East and North, is divided into four classes: nobles

and officials, clergy, citizens or townspeople, and peasants, the last

including the hibourers. The really sliarp distinction, however, is

that bctwern the great mass of the people on the one side and the

hereditary and otTicial nobility and the burgess class on the other.

Even in the upper ranks of society the consequences of the sudden

transition from the Old Russian civilization to that of W. Europe
are easily discernible. Alongside of admirable achievements in all

spheres of intellectual activity, we find also a great deal of merely
outward imitation of western forms, with a tendency to rest content

with a veneer of western culture and a stock of western catchwords.

Side by side with the unquenchable desire for scientific knowledge,

which shuns no sacrifice and is constantly drawing new elements

from the lower classes, there is only too often a total inability

to put into practice and make an effectual use of what has been

learned. Fancy and emotion are much more widely develo])ed in

the soul of the Russian than true energy and joy in creation. The
upper classes are noted for their luxury and extravagance and for

their reckless gambling, their better side showing itself in their

unlimited hospitality. The lower classes live in unspeakable poverty

and destitution. Beggars are very troublesome, especially in the

vicinity of churches.

Economic Conditions. Russia's situation as well as its

natural features and its history make it a land of Raw Products,

though in the last 50 years manufacturing industry has developed

fast. Fully 80 per cent of the population live by Agriculture.

Yet only 2().2 per cent of the total area is under tillage and 15.9

per cent occupied by gardens, meadows, and pasturage. Forests

cover 88.8 per cent; 19.1 per cent is wholly barren. Moreover,

in the greater part of the empire, agriculture has to struggle

against the poverty of the soil and the rigour of the climate. A
failure in crops is regularly followed by famine, especially in the

unproductive provinc(!s on the Volga. A striking contrast to this,

liowever. is afforded by the fertility of the Black Earth district

'p. xxxvii), which exports its surplus grain by way of the harbours

of th«,' Black Sea, and is one of the most important sources of the

world's corn-markets. Flax also is extensively cultivated, especi-

ally in the provinces of Pskov, Vyatka, Smolensk, Livonia, and

Yaroslavl. — The Furn obtained in the hyperborean parts of the

empire are very valuable, but their yield is steadily decreasing.

Manufacturing Industry is still much less important than

aj^riculture. Tt is true that the Government has done much to el-
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evate it in recent times, but there is a great lack both of native

capital and of competent workmen (comp. pp. liii, liv). The entre-

preneurs and managers of factories are largely foreigners. The

products are limited to articles of common use for distribution in

Russia and the interior of Central Asia. In Poland the manu-

facture of cotton and other textiles is the predominant industry; it

flourishes chiefly to the W. of the Vistula, near the coal-fields ot

Upper Silesia and Poland (Lodz, p. 5). The important Industrial

District of Central Russia centres in Moscow and extends on

the S. to the coal-fields of Kaluga and Tula (p. 360), on the N. to

Tver und Yaroslavl (pp. 267, 330), and on the E. to Ivanovo and

Vladimir (pp. 338, 337). The chief manufactures here are textile

and metal wares, but tlie domestic industries of the forest-zone

still persist to a certain extent. The huge expansion of the iron

industry of South Russiaj where iron and coal are found together

on the Donetz (p. 429), has already materially decreased the im-

ports from foreign countries and has even led to a small export

trade. Its production is now more than twice as great as that of

the old and familiar iron industry of the Ural, which has to depend
on lignite for fuel. The manufactures of St. Petersburg, Riga,
and other towns on the Baltic are very varied, and include cotton,

metal wares, machinery, and chemicals. In Finland there are

wood-pulp, paper, and allied industries, which depend on that

country's wealth in timber and water-power. The only industries

(»f the Steppes (p. xxxix) centre round such quasi-agricultural

institutions as flour-mills and sugar-factories.

The FoREiGx Trade of Russia is still small compared with th^

extent of the country. The commercial coasting fleet is insignif-

icant. The Russians are not a maritime nation, and their captains

and pilots often come from Finland and the Baltic. On the other

hand, owing to the number and size of the rivers, the inland naviga-

tion is of considerable importance. The most important exports are

corn and flour, timber, flax, eggs, sugar, and butter, the last coming
chiefly from Siberia and rapidly becoming of great importance. The
imports include raw cotton, machinery, tea, wool, metal wares,

and coal. (Germany now heads the list both in expoits and imports,

with Great Britain in the second place.

The Railway System of European Russia is n<>arly as large as

that of Germany so far as its mileage is concerned (35,447 M. being

open for traffic in Jan. 1st, 1912), but the proportion of mileage

to area (1 M. for every r)3 sq. M. of territory) is less than for any
other country except Norway (United Kingdom 1 M. per 5.3 sq. M.

;

Germany 1 M. per 5.8 sq. M.; United States 1 M. per 15.7 sq. M.).

The difference of gauge (p. xx) is a serious hindrance to through
traffic with W. Europe.— The High Roadh are almost universally

in bad repair ''comp. p. xxv).
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IV. GOVERNMENT AND ADMINISTRATION.

Leoislaturk. Sinco 1905 the Russian Empire (PoccmcKaH
IlMn^pifl or Poocin) has l)oen a constitutional monarchy with an

autocratic soveieiojn (IlMriepaTopT>, Pocy^apt, or L(apb) at its

head. The legislative power is exercised by the Tzar, the Imperial

Council or First Chamber (PocyviapcTBeHHtm CoB'feTT>), and the

Imperial Duma or Second Chamber (Pocy^^apcTBeHHaH Jlyua).

The First Chamber ctmsists of 98 members nominated by the Tzar

and of 98 additional members elcct(Hl lor a period of nine years;

the Second Chamber consists of 442 members elected for five years.

Executive. The executive power is vested in the Tzar and is

delegated to: (1). The Council ofMinisters (Cob'^t'l Mhhhctpob'l),
consisting of the eleven ministers and of three other high officials

enjoying similar privileges. This forms the Supreme Council of the

Tzar in all matters of administration that are beyond the compe-
tence of individual ministers.— (2). The Ruling Senate (IIpaBfi-

rejifcCTByioiiiin CeH^xi,), divided into various departments. Its

functions include the publication and registration of laws, and it

constitutes the final Court of Appeal in both civil and criminal

cases.— (3). The Holy Synod, see p. Iviii.

Local Government. The Russian Empire is divided into

(jrovernme7its (PySepniH) or provinces, and Territories (06jiacTH),

i.e. Asiatic provinces under military rule. Sometimes several gov-

ernments are united to form a General Government (PeHepd.7n»-

rySepHaxopcTBo) or (as in the case of the Caucasus) a Viceroyalty.

European Russia, exclusive of Finland, contains 59 governments
and 1 territory. St. Petersburg, Odessa, Sebastopol, and certain

other cities, are each under a City Governor (Ppa;iOHaqajii>HHin>).

Each government is divided into Districts (Yfe^fci), TovjnSy and

Rural Cantons (Bo.tiocth).— For Finland, comp. p. 199.

Zembtva. In European Russia the provincial executive is as-

sisted by the Zemstva (3eMCTB0, pi. S^MCTBa) or provincial assem-

blies, representing the nobles on the one side and the rest of the

electors on the other. Representatives of the peasants are elected

by the 'volost' or cantonal assemblies, and must be approved by the

Governor. These provincial assemblies, in which the nobles are the

predominant factor, represent the economic interests of the province

;

the public health and to a certain extent the educational system

also fall within their sphere.— There are both District and Pro-

vincial Zemstva (yf,34Hi>iH h ry6epHCKifl seMCKin eoSpaniH). The
District Zemstvo consists of a representative assembly and of an

executive board known as the Uprava (YnpaBa), nominated by the

assembly and formed of three members elected for three years.

The SyezfL ;i coriimittee of provincial officials, is specially con-
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cerned with the affairs of the peasants.— The Provincial Zemstvo
consists of the provincial representative assembly, the members of

which are elected by the district assemblies for three years, and is

presided over by the president of the provincial nobility (IIpe^BO-

4HTejib 4BopaHCTBa). The business of the province is carried on

by the Provincial Board (FydepHCKaH SeucKaa ynpana), consist-

ing of a chairman and six members chosen by the provincial

assembly. Both District and Provincial Zemstva meet twice a year.

The Governor has the right to veto any action of the Zemstvo which

in his opinion oversteps its province. —Finland has its own diet

or assembly.

Municipal Dumas. Municipal administration in the Russian

provinces is regulated by the New Municipal Ordinance of June

16th, 1870. The Municipal or Town Council (Fopo^CKafl ^y^a)
consists of members elected by the citizens, and it in turn appoints

a Town Board or Board of Aldermen (Fopo^CKaa YnpaBa).
Council and Board are both under the presidency of the Maym^
(Fopo^CKdH FojiOBa).

Peasant Assemblies. The Russian peasants are divided into

self-governing communities. Their rights have, however, been

seriously curtailed since 1889, when a new class of officials named
Rural Supe^^visors or LandCaptains (S^mckIg Ha^ajiLHUKH) was
introduced. Communal ownership of the land (Mir) still prevails in

Great, South, and Eastern Russia, while individual ownership is

the rule in Western Russia (comp. p. liii). There are two kinds of

communities, theVillage Community (CejiBCKoe 06mecTBo), which
regulates its affairs in the Communal Assembly (CejiBCKiH Cxo^t
or MipT>; FpoMa^a in Little Russia) under the presidency of the

Starost (CxapocTa), and the Cantonal or Volost Assembly, consist-

ing of several village communities grouped together. The executive

authorities of the Volost are the Volost Assembly (each group of

10 farms sends a deputy), the Starshina (CxapinHH^) or Elder of

the Volost, the Volost Council, and the Volost Court.

V. THE RUSSIAN CHURCH.

Christianity was late in coming into Russia. It was not till

the year 988, in the reign of Vladimir J., that Gn^ek monks from

Byzantium introduced the Orthodox or Greek Catholic faith (ni)a-
BOC.>7^BHBiH) into Kicv. Vladimir converted his people to (Jhristi-

anity by baptizing them by hundreds at a time; in the Dnieper.

The Russian liistorian Kostomarov r(?niurks: 'the introduction

and propagation of the new faith was unattended by any great

disturbances, sinro the ancifmt Knssian Slnvonie paganism, con*-
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sistinj^ in nature-worship, possessed no definite priesthood'. In

the time of the Monjjols, who suffered the Russians to keep their

h»Tedit:irv princes and did not interfere with their reh^ion, the

(Jnind-Prinre Ivan Kalita niio^rated in 1328 from Vladimir to

Moscow, which thus l)ecaine the political and religious centre of

the Russian race. The power of the Muscovite Patriarch developed

side hy side with the increasing influence of the Tzar. But long

before the State grew strong enough to throw off the yoke of the

Mongols the Church had ceased to recognize the supremacy of

Hyzantium, and had separated itself from the trend of Occidental

Christianity. The attempts of the Popes to bring about a reconcilia-

liim with the Roman Catholic Church met with no success. In

1591 the Oriental patriarchs recognized the Metropolitan of

Mt>scow as the fifth patriarch. About the middle of the 17th cen-

tury, in the reign of Alexis Mikhailovitch, Nikon, Patriarch of

Moscow (p. 295), placed hiinself at the head of a movement to

revise the ceremonies and liturgy of the Russian Church. A
council held at Moscow in 1667 approved this liturgical reform,

and resolved to introduce it into the church after its confirmation

at Jerusalem in 1672. This led to a schism. Those who left the

motiuM'-church on account of the new liturgy call themselves to this

day RasLolniks (Separatists) and Starovyerl [I.e. Old Believers).

At a later date the schism becami; still more acute. Peter the Great

made the church closely dependent on the state, by a])pointing no

successor to the patriarchate after it became vacant in 1700, and

by substituting in 1721, in the form of the 'Holy Synod', a colle-

giate body of practically government officials for the supreme
personal rule of the church. The Holy Synod (CBJiT'feiiuiiH Chh671T>)

consists of the highest dignitaries of the Russian churcli, sum-
moned by t.he Tzar. Its president is the Metropolitan of St. Peters-

burg. The Tzar is represented by the Procurator General, a

layman, who introduces the subjects to be discussed, and without

whose consent no resolution is valid. Catherine II. seized the

church property in 1764, giving fixed salaries in return.— Ac-

cording to the census of 1897 the empire contains over 87, ()()(),000
members of the Greek Catholic church (69.54 per cent of the total

|>(»pulation), and over 2,000,000 Old I>elievers.

P^v«!r since the Oxford movojiioiit th(ne has been a question of a

possihlc union hctwef'ii the Aiif^lican and th(> Eastern Orthodox Churolies.
Though th<' oh8tacl»!s hch'Iti to be insurmountable, ospecially in view of

th<* Anglican ret«!ntion of the Filioque clause in the Creed, the two
••hurchcH have novertiiele.ss much in common, such as their denial of tini

nniviTsal supremacy of the Pope. Elforts to find a modvs vivendi have
not hfen wantinj^ ou either side; and there have been interchanges of

courtesi^'S hetween high dignitaries with a view to promote 'the brotlierly
feeling between the two churclies'.

Russia is divided into 66 Eparchies or dioceses, each of which
is under an Archbishop ("Arkhieplskop) or a Bishop (Episkop). Three
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of these eparchies (St. Petersburg, Moscow, and Kiev) are ruled

by Metropolitans or ecclesiastics of the highest rank. In each

eparchy there is a Consistory, of which the bishop is president.—

-

The general Clergy^ strictly separated from the laity by tradition

and assent, though not by law, are divided into two entirely distinct

classes, the Black Clergy or Monks (HepHoe TjyxoBeHCTBo), re-

presenting the Greek tradition, and the White Clergy or Secular

Priests (B'fejioe ^yxoBencTBo), representing the national element.

In spite of their name, the White Clergy wear robes of a brown
or blue colour. The higher officers of the church are pledged to

celibacy, and are chosen exclusively from the Black Clergy. They
include the Arkhierei (metropolitans, archbishops, and bishops), the

Archimandrites (abbots), and the Igumens (priors). The Secular

Clergy consist of the Protoierei or Protopopes (ranking next to

the igumens), the lerei or Popes (CBHineHHHKt ; known popularly

as BaxiomKa or Little Father), and the Protodeacons, invested with

deacon's orders only. The secular priest must be married; if his

wife dies he may not marry again, but he may enter a monastery

if he does not want to lead a secular life. The rivalry and en-

mity between the monks and the secular clergy is a noteworthy

peculiarity of the Russian church. The Black Clergy are the ruliug

order, and maintain the management of the church almost entirely

in their own hands, since they have a monopoly of the highest

offices, and supervise and manage the theological training-colleges

(seminaries, academies;. They keep a jealous eye on their privi-

leges.— Dissenting Sects arc numerous, and the importance they

have attained proves how strong religious feeling is in Russia.

— The relations between the clergy and the laymen are very

different from those obtaining elsewhere. The function of the

parish priest is not so much the cure of souls as the regular per-

formance of the ceremonial duties of his office. He is more honoured
in his status than in his person.

Chuiuii Buildin(JS and Services. Most of tlio Russian churches arc
r«M'tan^ular in form, with fivo domes, the larj^est of which is in the middle.
Kach of theHe dora«iS is gild«'d, silvered, or painted some bright colour,

and surmounted by a (rrtjck cross. Tlie main entrances is on the W. sidtN

aod in front of it there genru-ally rises a detached l)cll-tower or campanile
(KoJiOKOJitHH) without a clock. The bells are tixed (not swung), only the
tongues being movable. There is usually a well-harmonized chime of

several bells. The interior has no seats, organ, or sculptures. At the E.
end is the raised choir for tiie j)riests and the singers. The choir is

8eparat(;d from the inner sanctuary fAjiTapi.) l)y the Ikonostas, a scre<M»

with sacred pi(;tures (HKOUhi or C)6i)a:}a). In front of the sacred pictures,

which are enclos<Ml in costly frames, burn |)(M|)(!tual lamps (in the wc^althicr

chur«dies only) and numerous wax candles ])lac(Ml by the devout. The
ikonostas has thnM» doors, of whicli the (central o\n', known as the 'holy
door' fHapcKiii iipaTA), may be; us(mI by the priests only. In the sanctuary,
opposite tin; sacred door, stands the altar f IIj)(3CT(')JII>), on which lie a New
Testament and the Host. Women are not allowed to enter the sanctuary,
and men must lay aside hat and umbrella before doing so. It is forbidden
to pass in front of the altar. The language of the church services is Slavonic,
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but tho sormon, whon one is given, is in Russian. The singing is of

v«»ry high quality, especially at the chief festivals in the larger churches.

The musio consists mainly of three-part tunes, striking in their stern

simplicity, and generally sung by men and boys without accompaniment.
The words 'Gospodi pomilui' (Lord have mercy upon us) are used very
frequently. Tho congregation does not usually Join in the singing.

The most important festivals are Easter (the chief festival of the

(ireek Catholic cliurch). the .Jordan Festival or Blessing of the Waters
Uan. 6th, O.S.), and tlie birthdays and saints' days of the Tzar and
Tzaritza (Tzarina). On Good Friday the churches are draped in black,

while a cnrtain with a representation of the Entombment (IIJiaiiiaHiina)

is exhibited on a catafalque. Shortly before midnight on Easter Eve, the
priests, followed by the people, proceed round the outside of the church,
oearing pictures of saints and church banners. At midnight precisely all

the bells are rung, the liglits are turned on full, and the procession enters
the church. The priests then greet the congregation with the words 'Christ
is risen' (XpHCTOCT> BOCKpece). and the people answer 'He is risen in-

deed' (Bo rtcrnny BOCKp^ce), and kiss one another.

The Dress of tho priests consists of the Stikharion or alb (a long
garment with sleeves), the Orarion or stole, the Over-sleeves, the Girdle,
a sleeveless outer garment known as Phelonion or Riza, with an opening
for the head, and the Karailavkion (Gk. xafxiXot-jxiov) or cylindrical hat. —
The bishop wears the Sakkos instead of the Phelonion and a mitre in-

stead of the Kamilavkion; he also carries a pastoral staff.

Every foreigner will be struck by the frequeiicy with which

the people cross themselves, by their obeisances or prostrations

before every open church door, and by the kissing of the tioor and

the relics (M6mH) inside the churches. The pious Russian also

salutes the ikon on entering a room. Though the Russian attaches

great importance to the observance of all these rites and customs,

he welcomes strangers to his churches, and places no difficulties in

their way in examining the churches and their contents even during

divine service.

The following are some of the most frequent Names or Churches
(Ll6pK0Bi. or XpaMt, church; Co66p'i,, cathedral): —
U^pKOBt BjiaroB-MiieHiH TTpeCBHTott Borop64Hui.i, B-TiaroB-^meHCKaH
U^pKOBL, Churcli of the Annunciation.

BoroHBJieHCKafl ii<5pkobl, Church of the Epiphany.
II^pKOBL Bo3Hec^HiH Focno^HH, Bo3HeceHCKaH ij^pKOBfe, Church of

the Ascension.
BocKpec^HCKaa u^pkobb, Church of the Resurrection.
Sn^MeHCKaH ij^pkobk, Church of the Apparition of the Virgin.
U^pKOBJ. lofiiiHa npe^T^HH, Church of John the Baptist.
KpecTOB034BrtyKeHCKaH u^pKOBfc, Churcli of the Elevation of tho Cross.
noKpoBCKaa uepKOBh, Church of the Protection and Intercession of

the Virgin.
U^pKOBL ripeoopasKeHiH rocn(34HH, npeoCpasK^HCKafl ijepKOBt,

Church of the Transfiguration.
Fo'/K/iecTBa npecBHT<5ft Borop6;iHiiM, Church of the Nati-
vity of the Virgin.

Cbhtoh TpfjHUW, Church of the Holy Trinity,
ycnenin IIpecBflToii Boropoj^HijLi or Bomeft MarepH,
ycncHCKaH udpKOBL, Church of the Assumption.

Next to the Greek Church the Roman Catholic Church
has more adherents than any other (11,420,000). Most of the

Roman Catholics live in Poland and the adjoining governments.
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The ProtestantChurch has 3,743,000 adherents (not counting

Finland), most of whom are Lutherans. It is most strongly repre-

sented in Finland, the Baltic Provinces, Poland, Lithuania, and the

Grerman colonies in South Russia.

For the Armenian Churchy comp. p. 441.

The Je"ws (p. xliv) include Talmudists (in Poland) 'dnd Karaites
(in Taurida).

Russia contains about 14,000,000 MohammedanSj most of whom
are found in the 8. and E. Provinces. Many persons of the Finnish

stock are Pagans^ especially in the Volga and Kama districts.

Russia in Asia has, of course, many Buddhists and adherents

of other Oriental faiths.

List of the Russian Eoolesiastioal and National
Festivals.

Old Style Old Style
Jan. 1st New Year's Day. Aug. 30th St. Alexander Nevski.

n 6th Epiphany and Jordan
Festival.

Sept. 8th Nativity of the Vir-
gin.

Feb. 2nd Purification of the „ 14th Elevation of the Cross.
Virgin. „ 26th St. John the Evan-

Mar. 26th Annunciation. gelist.

Apr. 23rd Saint's day of the Tza- Oct. ist Protection and Inter-

rina. St. George. cession of the Virgin.
May 6th Birthday of the Tzar. „ 5th Saint's day of the Tzar-

, 9th Festival of the Trans- ^vitch.

ference of the Relics „ 21st Accession of Tzar Ni-
of St. Nicholas the cholas II.

Wondor-Worker. „ 22Dd Festival of the Wonder-
^ 14th Coronation. working Ikon of the

„ 25th Birthday of the Tzariua. Kazan Virgin.
Jane 29th SS. Peter & Paul. Nov. 14th Birthday of the Dow-
July 22nd Saint's day of the Dow- ager EmpresH.

ager Empress. „ 21st Presentation of the

., 30th Birthday of the Tzar- Virgiu.
^vitch Alexis Nikoli- Dec. 6th Festival of St. Nicholas
yevitch. the Wonder -Worker

Auk- 6th Transfiguration. and saint's day of the

„ 15th Assumption. Tzar.

„ 29th Beheading of Jolin the n 25th, Christmas.
Baptist. 26th, 27th

In addition to these may be mentioned the Friday and Saturday of

'Butter Week' (Lt. the week befon^ Lent), tlie Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday of Holy Week, tiut Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday of hastei*

Week, Ascension Day, Whitsunday, and Whit Monday.
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BIBLIOaRAPHY.
Tho following- is a brief list of Eiie:lish books on Russia, mainly of

reoeut date. Except where otherwise indicated, the place of publication

iH London. For books on Fiiilanil. seep. 20d; the t'rhnea, see p. 103;

the CnuctiUNit, see p. 140; Fersia, see p. 498; Turkestan^ see p. 509;

.Sihtiria and Manchuria, see p. 525.

Note. The Russian names in this bibliography do not follow any
particular system of transliteration, but are spelt, in order to facilitate

reference, as they appear on the title-pages of the books.

General Information.

Haritig, Mat/rice, The Russian People (1911; 15s.).

Wallace, Sir D. 31., Russia (new edition, 1912; 12s. 6d.).

These are perhaps the two best English works giving a general de-

scription of the social and political institutions of Russia. The former
has the merit of beinf;- written more recently, but the latter is somewhat
fuller, and has been brought up to date in the last edition.

Williams, Harold W., Russia of the Russians (1914; Gs.), another
admirable work.

Alexinsky, 6f., Modern Russia (Engl, trans, by Bernard Miall; 1913;
15i>'.). This book is a "well-informed work on Russia by a native, intended,
in his own words, 'to be a small encyclopedia of Russian life in all its

manifestations.' It is written in a somewhat severely critical spirit.

(Jraham, Stephen, Uiidiscovered Russia (1912; iti<. Grf.); Changing
Russia (1913; 7s. 6rf.); With the Russian Pilgrims to Jerusalem (1913;
7s. Gf?.). These are three charming books written from a somewhat
romantic and idealistic standpoint by a man who has had most unusual
opportunities for studying Russian peasant life.

Ltnuj-BtaHlieu, A., L'Empire des Tsars (3 vols., 1882-88; Engl, trans..

1893-9f))."

Lf.yras, J., Au. Pays Russe (Paris, 1895; 3 fr. 50 c).
I'alnier, F. 11. E., Russian Life in Town and Country (1901; 3s. Ot/.).

Rappoport, A. S., Home Life in Russia (1913; 10s. Qd.).

Reynolds, Rotlmy. My Russian Year (1913; 10s. Grf.), a very read-
able work.

Meakin, Annette M. B., Russia: Travels and Studies (London, 1900;
Philadelphia, 1907; 16s.).

Steveni, W. B. Things seen in Russia (1912; 2s.), a convenient little

manual.
Baring, M., What I saw in Russia (1913; Is.); The Mainsprings of

Russia (1914).

Hare, A. J. V., Studies in Russia (1885; 10s. Oti.).

Norman, Sir Henry, All the Russias (1902; 18s.).

iJrage, Geoffrey, Russian Affairs (1904; 21s.).

Dohsoii (G.), Grace (H. M.J, and Steicart (H.j, Russia (with coloured
illustrations by F. de Haenen; 1913; 20s.).

Jarintzofj; Mine. N., Russia, the Country of Extremes (1914; 16s.).

Winter, X. O., Tlie Russian Empire of To-day and Yesterday (1914;
lOx. v,d.).

'Stepniak' , The Russian Peasantry (new ed., 1905; 3s. 6d.).

Kovalevsky, M. M., Modern Customs and Ancient Laws of Russia
1891; 7s. 6rf.); Russian Political Institutions (Chicago; 1902).

Urusov, Frlnce, Memoirs of a Russian Governor, an interesting per-
sonal record, of which an English translation appeared in 1898 (Gs.).

Sicinton, Andrew, Travels into Norway, Denmark, and Russia (1792).

Horsey, Sir Jerome, Travels (ca. 1588).
Fletcher, Giles, Russe Commonwealth (1590).
These two books were republished by the Hakluyt Society in 18.56

ill one volume, entitled Russia at the close of the Sixteenth Century.
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The article on Russia in the 11th edition of the Encyclopaedia Bri-
tannica (1911) is an exhaustive account of the countr5\ It is written by
Walter Alison Phillips (government and administration), John Thomas
Bealby (geography and statistics), Prince Kropotkin (geography and sta-

tistics), Sir D. M. Wallace (recent history), Ellis Hovell Minns (language),
and W. R. Morfill (literature). See also the Russian Year Book (annual;
edited ])y Dr. H. P. Kennard ; 10s. 6d.); the Official Report on the In-

dustries and Trade of Russia prepared for the Griasgow Exhibition (1901);
the Russian section (by D. Aitoff) of the International Geography edited

by H. R. Mill (1907); and the Russian Revietv, published quarterly by
the Board of Russian Studies, Liverpool University.

Among other English books on Russia, some of which are now a little

out of date, are those by Albert J. Beveridge, John Foster Fraser, Wirt
Gerrare, R. Martin, Wm. English Walling, Edmund, Noble, Isabel F.
Hapgood, and Edna Dean Proctor.

The traveller will find his tour much more interesting if he has some
acquaintance with the novels and romances of Turgenyev (Turgeniev),
Dostoyevski (Dostoievski), Grorki, and Tolstoi. Most of them are to be
had in English translations, of which those by Mrs. Garnett maj^ be spe-
cially commended.

History.

Rariibaud, Alfred xV., History of Russia (from the French; 3 vols.;
1895-1900).

Munro, H. H., Rise of the Russian Empire (Boston; 1900).

Ralston, W. R.S., Early Russian History (1874; 4s. 6^.).

Skrine, F. H., The Expansion of Russia, 1815-1900 (Cambridge; 1903).

Bain, R. Nisbet, The Pupils of Peter the Great (1897; 15s.); The
Daughter of Peter the Great (1899; 15s.); The First Romanovs, 1613-1725
(1905; 12s. ^d.)] Peter III. (1902; 10s. 6d.); Slavonic Europe (1908; 5s. C(/.).

Kelly, W.K., History of Russia (1888; 7s.).

Kluchevsky, V. O., History of Russia (Engl, trans, by C. J. Hogarth;
3 vols, at 7s. 6d. each; 1911-13).

Waliszewski, K., Paul the First of Russia (1913; 15s.).

Rappoport, A.S., Russian History (1905; Is.), a brief but convenient
manual; The Curse of the Romanovs (1907; 16s.).

Voyii^, Vicomte E. M. de, A Czarevitch of the 18th Century and
Other Studies in Russian Historv (Engl, trans, bv C.Mary Anderson;
1913; 78. 6c?.).

Morfill, W,R., Russia ('Story of the Nations' Series; 3rd edit., 1897);
History of Russia (1902; 7s. 6d.).

Parmele, Mary Piatt, A Short History of Russia (New York ; 1899 ; $ 1).

Dole, Nathan Haskell, Young Folk's History of Russia (Boston; 1881).

Steuart, A. Francis, Scottish Influences in Russian History (Glasgow,
1913; 4s. iSd.).

John Milfoil's Brief History of Moscovia (1682) may be glanced at for

th(^ sake of its illustrious author, but it has no historical value.
Mavor, Prof. Jarnex, An Economic History of Russia (2 vols., li)14;

31s. 6d.).

Th<^ Russian revolutionary movement may be studied in the works
of ^Stepniak', Kropotkin, Arnaud, Von der Briiggen (Engl, trans.),

Nevinson, Miiiukov {Ei\\^\.iii\\X., 1905; P'rench edit., 1907), Bernard Pares,
(j>. Perris, and others.

Comp. the cliaptcrs on Russia in the Cambridge Modern Ilistori/

(1902-10) by Bernard Pares, R. N. Bain, J. Holhind Rose, U. Drage. and
(tther writers.

Art.
Holme, Charles, Peasant Art in Russia (special antumn number of

th<' Studio, with a.'iO iliuHtriitions ; 1«»12; Is. m.).
Atkinson, J. B.. An Art 'i'our to Northern Capitals of Europe (with

a long account t)f thr Hermitage Picture Gallery; 1878; 12s.).
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ViolIet-le-Duc, L'Art Russe (Paris, 1877; 25 fr.).

3frt.fAW/. Alfred, Russian Art and Art Objects in Russia (1875; out
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Antiquities of the Rutiftimt Einpire (Moscow, 1849-53; 5 vols.; 50U

plates with English toxt).

Literature.

Wiener, Leo, Antholop:y of Russian Literature (New York, 1903;
vis. 6rf.)-

Brilckner, A., Literary History of Russia (Engl, trans, by E. H. Minns

;

19(>8; 12s. 6c?.j.

Volkonski, Prince Sergitis, Pictures of Russian History and Russian
Literature (1898).

Waliszewski, A'., History of Russian Literature (1900; 6s.).

Morflll, W. R., Slavonic Literature (1883; 28. 6d.).

Kropotkin, Prince P. A., Ideals and Realities in Russian Literature
.1905; 7s. 6(7.).

Vo2/nich, E. L., Humour of Russia (New York; 1895; $ 1.25).

Ralston, W. R. S., Russian Folk Tales (1873; 12s.).

08sip-I<ouri^^ La Psychologie des Romanciers Russes (Paris; 1905;

7V.2 fr.).

Dole^ N. H., The Great Masters of Russian Literature in the 19th
(..'entury (translations; Boston; 1886 et seq.).

Voyiif^, Vicomte de, The Russian Novel (trans, from the French by
(lol. Sawyer; 1913; 78. 6(Z.).

Garnett, Edic, Three Great Russian Novelists (1914).

Phelps, W. L., Essays on Russian Novelists (New York; 1911).

Merezhkovski/, Tolstoi as man and artist, with an essay on Dostoyevski
I'Engl. trans.. 1901).

Patouillet, J., Cstrovsky et son Theatre de Mceurs Russes (Paris; 1912).

Baring, Maurice, Landmarks in Russian Literature (1910; Qs.).

Among the best-known Russian histories of literature are those of

.1. Pypin, A. Skabichf^vski, and Ovsianiko-Kulikovsky.

Maps.

Russia:!. The Russian General Staff has issued a Militaru Topo-
yraphical Map of f^uropean Russia on a scale of 1 : 126,000 (3 versts
^ 1 f^nglish inch); price 50 cop. Between 500 and 600 sheets of this

have appeared, but there are none as yet for E. and N. Russia. — New
Special Map of European Russia, on a scale of 1 : 420,000 (10 versts
= 1 English inch). The 177 sheets are issued in two forms, at 50 or

75 cop. per sheet.- The Marcks Atlas contains Russia in 16 sheets
i\

: 2.000,000). For maps of the Caucasus, comp. p. 447.

(iKBMAJr. Karte des eurojjdischen Russland, in 6 sheets (1 : 8,700,000;
from Stieler's Handatlas; 1 JC.). The Topoyraphische Speziulkarte von
ytitte/europa {Rt^ym'dun', 1:200,000) and the Vhersichtskarte von Mittel-

turopa (1:800,000), both published in Berlin, include W. Russia; the
GeiieraUcarte von Mitteleuropa (1 : 200,000), published in Vienna, includes
S.W. RuBsiu.

Enolibu. Stanford's London Atlas Map of R/issia and Poland, in

1 sheet (1:5,702,400; Ss.); W. & A. K. Johnston's Royal Atlas Map of
Ht4H8ia (1 : 3,370,000; 3a., on cloth and in case U. Qd.).



I. GENEEAL GOVEENMENT OF WAESAW
(POLAND).

Warsaw time, which prevails throughout the General Grovernmeiit of

Warsaw, is 37 min. behind that of St. Petersburg and 24 min. ahead of

that of Central Europe.— Polish names are given with Polish letters and

spelling, except a few (like Warsaw) which have become familiar in their

English dress; rules for pronunciation, see p. 2.

Route Page

1. From Berlin to Warsaw via Alexandrovo 3

Ciechocinek 3. — Brzesc. Ai'cadia 4.

2. From Breslau to Kalisz and Warsaw 5

3. From Vienna to Warsaw 6
From G-ranitza to Ivangorod 6. — From Koluszki to Ostro-

wiec 8.

4. Warsaw and Environs 9

Bielany. Election Plain. Wola 23. — Willanow. Bialo-
Igka 24. — G-rochow; Wawer 25.

5. From Warsaw to Mlawa (Marienburg) and Ciechocinek 25
Pultusk 2.5.— The Vistula from Warsaw to Ciechocinek 26.

6. From Warsaw to Ivangorod and Kovel (Kiev, Odessa) . 27

7. The Yistnla from Warsaw to Sandomierz 29

ChTonologieal Outline of Polish History.— In the 9th

cent, the Slav colonies along the Vistula gradually fell under the

dominion of the Poles, whose leader, according to tradition, was
Piast, the founder of the dynasty of that name.

962-992. MiEczYSLAW I., the fourth successor of Piast. Intro-

duction of Christianity, 966.

992-1025. BoLESLAUs I. Chrobry (the Bold), founder of the Polish

Kingdom.
1102-1139. BoLESLAus III. Krzywousty ('Wry Mouth'). At his

death he divides the kingdom among his four sons.

1241. Mongol invasion. Battle of Liegnitz.

1306-1333. Wladislaus I. Lokietek (the Short) builds up the do-

minion; Cracow becomes the royal residence (1320-1610)

and henceforth the Polish kings are crowned there.

1333-1370. Casimir III. (the Great).

1386-1434. Wladislaus II. Jagiello, Grand-Prince of Lithuania;

marries Judwiga, daughter of Louis of Hungary (d. 1382).

The LiTnuANiANK, the northern neighbours of the Poles, were the last
to abandon paganiHin. Rijnqold (1176-1240) was the first Lithuanian (hand-
Prince. In 1320 Ged/pnin (Uilb-iO) conquerc^d Volliynia, Vitebsk, and 'JV'her-

nigov. The campaigns of Olgierd (1345-77) extended as far as Moscow.
His son JagiellOf who introduced Christianity into Lithuania, became King
of Poland.

1410. Victory over the Teutonic Order at Tannenberg.

Bacdekeu'u Russia. l
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I.")()(>- 1.">4S. Si(iisMrNi) 1., fourth son of Casimir IV.

l'i4S-ir>72. SiciisMrxi) II.— lo09. Union of Poland and Litluiauia.

l.")7.'>-l3tS(;. Stkphkx Bathokv. Surcessfnl canipaig'us against Russia;

treaty of Zapolye, ir)82. Couutcr-Reformatiou.

l.')S7-l()3*2. Skusmtm) 111., son of John 111. of Sweden and of

Catherine, sister of Sijtrisniund II.

1 i)74- 1<V.K>. John I II. Sobieski.— 1 083. Defeat of the Turks at Vienna.

I(;i)7-I73:i An;i:sTrs 11. (the Strono). Elector of Saxonv. Northern
War.

17:33-I7r.3. Anu'STUs 111. (Briihl, chief minister and favourite).

17t>;S-l7i)rj. Stanislaus II. Poniatowski (d. 1798),

1772. First Partition.— Insurrection, 1792.

1793. Second Partition.— Insurrection, 1794.

1795. Third Partition. Poland loses its independenc^e.

1815. Union of the Grand-Duchy of Warsaw with Eussia.

l^<31,18(j3. Rebellions. —1866. Poland (grand-duchy of Warsaw)
reduced to the condition of a Russian province.

The Polish Language .surpasses all the other Slav tongues in rich-

ness, fiexihility, and conciseness. -Of the consonants c is pronounced as
ts, c before i and c = tsy, es = tsh (like the Italian c in cittii), dz = ]

(dsh), h or ch are guttural aspirates resembling the Spanisli j, J = y, I = 11,

n = ny, rz or z = z (as in azure ; like the French j in jour), .9 = sy, sz = sh,

JO = y, z = zy. The vowels have the Italian value (ah, eh, ee, oh, oo); q is

pronounced as the French on, f like the French ain, while an accent over the
o (6) lengthens the vowel. Jn Polish the accent is upon the penultimate.

Among the most important words for tourists are: hotel, gospoda, hotel

;

rest(nn-(ic]ja, iGHtsiurant; pokdj, room; lozko, bed; swieca, candle; ogien,
^re; jadalnia, dining-room; loidelec, fork; noz, knife; szklankn, glass;

flaffzka, bottle; ivoda, water; loino, wine; plwo, beer; kawa, coffee; her-

bata, tea; mleko, milk; chleb, bread; maslo, butter; tni^so, mesit
;
jaja,

eggs; iter, cheese.

—

Kolej zelazna, railway; foksid, dworzec kolei, railway
station; konduktor, guard; pakiniek, luggage; tragarz, porter; icejscie,

entrance; ict/jstcie, exit. — Miasfo, town; wies, village; idica^ street; plac,
square; dom, house; palac, palace; kokci6l, church; kla.Hztor, convent;
poczta, post oflfice ; telegraf, telegraph office; featr, theatre; kmoiamia,
cafe; aikieniia, confectioner's. — Foicoz, carriage; kon, horse; pr^eiyocZ-

nik, guide (please guide me to the Hotel X, proszg zaprowadzic mnie do
hotelu X). — Drof/a, way; most, Inidge; o/yrocZ, garden ; drzewo, tree; laft,

wood; Iqka, meadow; gora, moujitain; dolhia, valley
;
jx>i^oA', brook; rzeka,

river; jezioro, lake.

—

Batio, morning; dzieu, day; poh/dnie, midday;
loieczor, evening; iwc, night; poniedzialek, Monday; wtorck, Tuesday;
kroda, Wednesday; czivartek, Tliursday

;
pi^^eA:, Friday; sobota, Saturday;

niedziela, Sunday. — Pmt, Mr.; pani, Mrs.; m^zczyzna, man; dziecko,

child. — AngeUki, Englisli ; amerikanski, American; niemiecki, German;
riifiki, Russian; poMcl, Polish; auMrgacki, Austrian. — Wielki, large;

malg, small; wt/fsoko, high; jii.sko, low; blifiko, near; daleko, far; loczesnie,

early; poino, late; poicolny (adv. poi^vj^i), slow; predki (adv. pr^dko),
fast; dobrze, good; zU, bad; za drogo, too dear; ?/ doltt, ])elow; u gdrg,
above; na lewo, to the left; )ia 2>/'aW(), to the right; J)ul, half; cal/j, whole.
^ Czerwoug, red; niebieski, ])lue ; bialy, white; czarng, black; zielong,

vv.an. — Swlfitu, holy; zabnmioiig, forbidden; jefit, is; 7na, has; dzl^kujPy

thank you; prosz^, please.

—

Jeden, one; dioa, two; trzy, three; cztery,

four; pi^c, live; hzpM, six; Hiedm, seven; ohm, eight; dziewi^c, nine;
dzietiipc, ten; jedenascie, eleven; dicu)ia8Cie, twelve

; i? if/;ias'C/6, fifteen;

divadzieicio, twenty: trzydzieHci, thirty; czterdziekci, Hovty, pipcdz'iesiqt,

fifty; 8to, hundred; tijHiqc, thousand.

f



1. Prom Berlin via Alexandrovo
to Warsaw fSt Petersburg, Moscoiv).

392 M., via Bromberg (or Frankfort) and Alexandrovo. Express train
in 111/2 hi-s.; fares bll Jo 80, 'dl JC 70 pf. ('train de luxe' in lOi^brs.; fare
74 Ji 60 pf .). Sleeping-car 10 ^fC 55, 8 ^fC 44 pf . Besides the sleeping-car,
there is one through-car (1st & 2nd class) attached to the night-express to

"Warsaw; in other cases there is a change of carriages at Alexandrovo.

—

From Berlin (Stadtbahn stations) to Alexandrovo, 251 M. (405 Kil.),

express train in 6V2 bi-s. (fares .S3 .S 30, 21 Jl, 45, 13 ^^ 80 pf
.

; sleeping-
car 80/^, i\ JC bO pf.). — From Alexandrovo to Warsaw, 140 M. (211 V.),
express train in 4 hrs. (fares 9 rb. 3 cop., rb. 12 cop.; reserved seat

IV2 rb.. see p. xxiiij; ordinary train in 6 hrs. (fares 7 rb. 28, 4 rb. 37 cop.).
— Baggage is examined at Alexandrovo (in the reverse direction at Thorn).
Money is exchanged to the best advantage in Berlin, but Russian money
may also be obtained in Warsaw or at the money-changer's stall in
Alexandrovo. For Warsaw time, see p. 1. — Pas-Sports, see p. xviii.

—

Pronunciation of Polish words, see p. 2.

The route from Berlin to Warsaw via Kalisz and Lodz (comp. R. 2)

takes longer. Alternative routes to Kalisz are via Sagan (carriages changed)
and Ostrowo (express train in 13V-2 brs. ; fares 54 JL 35, 35 Jl 60 pf., reserved
seat IV2 rb. extra) and via Bentschen and Ostrowo (15 hrs.; sleeping-car
^ JC, QJC 50 pf.).

From Berlin to (240 M.) Thori) (Thorner Hof), see Baedeker's
Northern Germany.— The train then passes (248 M.) OttlotscMuy

the last Prussian station, and crosses the Russian frontier, which is

here formed by the Tajzyna, a tributary of the Vistula.

252 M. Alexandrovo, AjieKcaHTipoBO, Polish Aleksandrow
(Raihvay Restaurant, fair, D. 75 cop.), where a halt of about

174 hr. is made. Passports and luggage are examined here (pp. xviii,

xix; for greater details, comp. p. 34).

From Alexandrovo to Ciechocinek, 7 V. (5 M.), branch-railway in

V4 hr. — Ciechocinek, L(iixoi|HHCicT> (120 ft.; Rallwaij Restaurant; Hotel
Midler, at the station, 11. from l'/4rb., D. 75 cop. ; cab from the rail, station
to the town 30, from the steamer-pier 70 cop. ; visitors' tax, after 3 free
days, 5 r)).), a watering-place with salt-springs and salt-works, situated

iV/j M. from the left bank of the Vistula. In the Kur-Park is the Kursaal,
with reading-room and caf^-restaurant. Steamer to Warsaw, see pp. 27, 26.

Between Alexandrovo and Warsaw the train traverses the plains

of the present Government of Warsaw, the ancient Kujavia and Ma-
sovia. The country is dotted with miserable-looking villages and is

largely populated by Jews. As far as Wloclawek the river Vistula

is visible at intervals, on th(i left.

14 V. (9 M., i.e. from Alexandrovo) Nieszawa, Heiuaea (p. 27).

The little town of that name, 2V3 M. to the N. of the station, con-

tains 5000 inhab.. a Roman Catholic church of the 14th cent., and

a Protestant church in the Gothic style (IHDO).

.'J5 V. (2v3 M.) Wloclawek, BjIoHJianoin.. Ruihran Rmtaurant.
Ilr.TELs. Thrtf Croir)in (J'od Trenu/d Koronfrini, Ilo^i'i. TpcMH Kopo-

ifUMH), Stary liynt-k i>, It. l-;5 rb., 1). (12-:{ p.m.) 50 cup., onui. 20 cop.;

Mazoiciecki. — Caw from tlie niilw-iv sfntion or th»' stcanibont-laiiding to

the town iJO-50, pei In. 75 coj.

I

••



4 Route 1. SKIERNIEWICE.

Wfocfawck'y a busy industrial town of 37,400 inbab., the capital

of a district in the Government of Warsaw, is situated on the left

bank of the Vistula . It is one of the oldest towns in Poland, having

been founded at the end of the 11th cent., and destroyed in 1329 and

1431 by the Teutonic Knights. From the railway station we keep

to the right, turning to the left after a few paces and following the

Zelazna, which leads to (12 niin.) the cathedral, passing the Town
Hall (1.), crossing the Brzeska, and then passing the Lutheran

Church (1.) and the Post Office (1.). The handsome Cathedral, with

its two towers, built in the Gothic style in 1365, contains hatch-

ments and the nionunients of several bishops. A little to the N"., on

the Vistula, is the Episcopal Palace, dating from the 17th century.

— Steamer to AVarsaw, see pp. 27, 26.
About 8V9 M. to the W. of Wloclawek , in a plain surrounded by

swamps, lies Brzes6, Suss. Brest-KuydvsJd (BpecTt-KynBCKiii), a place
of 3500 inhab., formerly the capital of Kujavia. It is surrounded by its

old walls, ramparts, and moats, and contains an interesting Roman Catholic
ohurch of 1240.

87 V. Kuino (Kail. Restaurant), a town on the Ochnia, with
ir>,200 inhab.; 104 V^. Pineivo, IlHeBO. Before reaching Lowicz
we cross the Bzt/ra.

129 V. Ijow^icz (Lowicz Wiedenski, JIoBHqt B-feHCKifi; War-
szawski Hoieljj a district-town in the Government of Warsaw, with

14,500 inhab., lies on the right bank of the Bzura. It contains a

handsome abbey-church, several other churches, an old chateau in a

line park, and cavalry-barracks.
From Lowicz to Kalisz, see pp. 6, 5. The station (Lowicz Kaliski) is

connected with the station of Lowicz Wiedenski by a branch-line, 2 V. long.

About 3 M. to the S.E. of Lowicz is Arcadia, a magnificent chateau
belonging to Prince Radziwill, containing rich collections of art. It stands
in a large park.

Xear (139 Y.) Niehorow (He6opoBT>) is an old chateau of the

liadziwill family, with valuable pictures, a library, fine gardens,

jnid a large orangery.

149 V. (99 M.) Skierniewice, CKepHeBiluBi (405 ft. ; Railway
ReHtauratit, fair), a district-town of 11,500 inhab., which was for-

merly the residence of the Archbishop of Gnesen, Prince Primate

of Poland. To the S. of the station is an imperial cliateau, in a tine

park.— To Vienna, see pp. 8-6.

The train crosses ihc Rawka, a tributary of the Bzura, and then

runs due X.E. to Warsaw.— 171 Y. Zyrardoiv (JKHpap^OBx; pop.

32,000), with a large woollen and linen factory (Zyrardow) founded

by a Frenchman named Gerard. In the vicinity arc several impor-

tant sugar-refineries.

183 \ . Grodzisk (rpo/i3HCKT>), with a fine park. About 23 M.
to the N. (carr. there and back 3V2 1'b.) lies Zelazowa- Wola (p. 26),

the birthplace of Chopin (1810-49), to whom an obelisk with a medal-

lion-portrait was erected in 1«94.— 186 Y. Milanowek, with many
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villas. Beyond (196 V.) Pruszkow we traverse woods, passing

numerous country-houses.

211 y. (140 il.) Warsaiv (Vienna Station
; p. 9). — Thence to

St. Petersburg, see R. 9.

2. Prom Breslau to Kalisz and Warsaw
(St Petersburgy Moscow).

250 M. Express train in lO^/a hrs. (fares 35 ^ 15, 23 JC 10 pf
.

; reserved
seat IV2 rb. extra, see p. xxiii). Through-carriages from Kalisz to St. Pe-
tersburg, Moscow, Kiev, and Baku. Baggage is examined at Kalisz, in

the reverse direction at Skalmierzyce or Ostrowo. Warsaw time, see p. 1.

—

Passports, see p. xviii. — Pronunciation of Polish words, seep. 2.

The route from Breslau to Warsaw via Sosnowice and Z^bkowice
(comp. R. 3) takes longer: express train in 12V2 hrs. (fares 42 j(( 10, 2^ JC
15 pr.; reserved seat IV2 rb- extra). Baggage is examined at Sosnowice,
in the reverse direction at Kattowitz.— There are no express trains on
the (Breslau) Oppeln-Herby-Czgstochowa section.

From Breslau to (78 M.) Ostroivo, see Baedeker^s Northern
Germany.— Beyond (89 M.) Skalmierzyce, the last station in

Prussia, the train crosses the Russian frontier.

93 M. Kalisz, Kajrum-L, Ger. Kalisch (Bail. Restaurant

;

Stadt WienJ, the capital of the government of that name, lies on

the Prosna, and contains 52,500 inhabitants. Above the high-altar

of the Roman Catholic Church of St. Nicholas is a Descent from the

Cross by Rubens. Lutheran church.

The railway crosses the Prosna and proceeds to the E.— Beyond
(50 y. from Kalisz) Sieradz (C-fepaT^STi), with 8500 inhab., it

crosses the Warthe (Pol. Warta).— 92 Y.Pabianice, a factory-town

with 39,000 inhabitants. An electric tramway runs hence to Lodz.

105 V. (6972^1-) Lodz, Polish Lodz, JIo^sl. — The Railway
Station (restaurant) for Warsmv and Kalisz lies on the W. side of tlie

town, that for Kolnszki on the E. — Hotels. Grand-HMeJ, Piotrkowska
72, at the corner of the Krotka, with a caf^-restaurant, R. IVr'^^ B. i/.^,

d^j. (12-3 p.m.) 11/4. D- (fi-11 p.m.) 2rb.; Savoij Hotel, Krotka, new;
Maiifeuffel, Zachodnia 45, with concert-garden and varietv theatre, R.
IV4-5 rb., B. 40 (;o|)., dej. (12-:^ j).m.) 3/^, D. (from G j).m.) iVa'j'h. ; Victoria,
Piotrkowska 67, R. from 1 rb., D. 75 co]). ; Imperial, Piotrkowska; Hotel
fie Pologne, Piotrkowska .S.

Restaukants in the hotels; also A. ^tenipkowski, Passage Maier,
I), a la carte.

Cah from tlie Warsaw & Kalisz station to tlie towji 50, with two horses
HO cop. (to the Hiiburbs 10 co|). more in each case), to the station 40 or
50 cop. (from the sul)Uibs 10 cop. more in each (•as(»); from tlic Koluszki
station to the town :;o or 40 cop. (to th(; suburbs 20 cop. more in each
case), to the- station 25 or :{0 cop. (from the suhurhs 20 cop. more in each
case); drive in the town 20 or 25 cop., to tlie suburl)K 40 or 50 cop. At
night flO-0) 10 cop. more in all cases; luggag*' over 1 j)U(l, 10 <'op. Cubs
witli rubber tyres (b'nmnd 5 cop. more.

Va.va'tuu- Thamwavs tr;ivcrst' tlie main streets and the environs.
Post & 'I'KLE<inAi'n Okkice, corner (»f the Witlzrwska and Przejazd.
T/inlia Theafn' ((icrmun), Dziclna, ojjcn in wintci- only: Ihlriicuhof,

a ph*asure-rcsort to the N.E. of the Old Town.
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Lodz (700 ft. I, a l()n<: strag<i:liii«j: place on the .sandy hills border-

ing' the Ltulkd and tlie Jasietf, contains ca. 4r)0,0(H) iiihab. (220,000

Poles, 121,000 Germans, 100.000 Jews; pop. 190 in 1793, 00,000 in

1S(>1>). It is the c«Mitral point of the textile industrv of Poland, its

annual products reaching a value of ca. 150,000,000 rubles. The
Carl Scheiblrr factory alone employs about 7500 workmen. The
main street, named the Piotrkowska, intersects the town from S. to X.

Fmm Lodz a branch-line runs to (25 V.) Koh^szli (p. 8).

From (115 V.) Zfjierz (3re])»:T>), an industrial town with 23,200
inhab., an electric tramway runs to Lodz. 161 V. howicz (Kalisz

Station: p. 4).

23() \. (157 M.) WarsuLVj see p. 9. Tiie express train halts

at the Kovel Station and then goes on to the Brest Station. The
ordinary train stops at the Kalisz Station.

3. Prom Vienna to Warsaw (St. Petersburg,
Moscoiv).

Fkom Vienna (North Railway Station) to Warsaw, 433 M., express
train in 16 hrs. ; fares 84 ii' 10, 52 /T, 31/C20/j; sleeping-carriage (tlirough

to Warsaw) 20 and ir» K. In winter a 'train de luxe' runs from Nice via
Vienna and Warsaw to St. Petersburg;; fare from Vienna (North Railway
Station) to WarsaAV 112 fr. 40, to St. Petersburg 208 fr. 85 c. From Vienna
express train t(» (244 M.) Gmnitza in S'/a hrs. (fares 47 /\'50, 29 K, 18 7C50 li

;

sleeping-carriage 12 iv 50 h, 11 K). From Orranitza express train to (288 V.;
im M.) Warsfur. in 6 hrs. (fares 11 rb. 45, 7 rb. 77 cop.; reserved seat, see

p. xxiii, lV-> rb.); ordinary train in 8 lirs. (fares 9 rb. 20, 5 rb. 52 cop.).

—

From Vienna to St. Petersbuko (throug-h-carria^es from Granitza via
Ivan^orod and Warsaw; comp. below and pp. 7. 27), 1141 M., express train

ill 37'/a l>i>^. ^farcs 157 /T 90, 99A'30 7i).

The customs examination for travellers entering Russia takes place at

(iranitza, for those leaving Russia at Szczakowa. Warsaw time, see p. 1.

' PaxHports, see p. xviii. — Pronunciation of Polish words, see p. 2,

From Vienna to (242 M.) Szczal'owa, see Baedcker\s Austria.
— We then cross the Russian frontier and reach (24-1 M.) Granitza,
FpaHHua, Polish Granica (Railway Restaurant). A delay of fully

one hour takes place here. Passports and luggage are examined
(process similar to that at Wirballen, p. 34).

From Cthamtza to Ivangorod (Moscow), 279 V. (185 M.), railway in

»J'/4-^ hrs. — H V. Sf.rzeJnie.Hzi/ce (p. 7). — 29 V. Olkriaz, with an old collegiate

church and zinc mines. A pleasant excursion may be made hence to

'21 v.; carr. 2-3 rb.) the villaf^e of Otjrdtv, at the entrance of the so-called

Polish Switzerland, a name given to the narrow rocky valley, about
10 M. in Ifiif^th, of the trout-stream Prqdiiik. At the widest part of the
valley are the hot(,'ls Pod Lokiefhifjn and Pod Kazmierzeiu, as well as
nuiiierous villas an<l summer boardinj^-houses. — Beyond (64 V.) Miechoio
(M'kxoB'Lj. to the left, rise the finely wooded Li/m Gora, the last foot-

hills of the Carpathians on the N. On the liighest summit is a quaint-
looking monastery. —87 V. Sp^dzinzew, Ceif^'JiiuieBi, (Rail. Restaurant).

-

140V. Kielce, Kijimti (875 ft. ; Railimy ReHtmiraid; Hotel BrUtol; carr.

& pair from the station to the town 25, witli luggage 35, at night 35 and
45 cop.), an industrial town and capital of a province, with 32,100 intiah.,
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picturesquely situated ou the Slelnica. In the old episcopal palace, now
occupied by the provincial authorities, are portraits of the bishops from
1293 onwards. There is a Lutheran church. A pleasant walk may be
taken to the suppressed Bernardine convent of (2 V.) Karczovjka, which
commands an attractive view. A branch-line runs to (110 V.) Czgstochowa
(see belov;). — 188 Y. Skarzi/sl'D (Rail. Restaurant; p. 8). — 226 V. Radom
(570 ft.; Bailioay Restaurant; Hotel E/tropejski, Sobornaya Square 3,

R. IV4-3 rb., D. 60, omn. 25 cop. ; ITofel de Rome or Rzymskl, Lubelska 1.8,

R. 3/^-2, D. 3/4 rb., omn. 25 cop.; cab from or to the station 45 cop.) is the
capital of a government, with 49,200 inhab., tanneries, and a Lutheran
church.—We cross the Vistula just short of (279 Y.) Ivdtigorod (see p. 27).

The AVarsaw Railway leads through the busy manufacturing

province of Piotrkow (cotton and woollen mills, etc.), at first inter-

secting the great plateau of Upper Silesia and Poland, with an

average height of 650-1000 ft. above the sea. Between Zabkowice
and Cz§stochowa we cross the watershed of the Yistula, Oder, and
Warthe. Below the surface is a prolongation of the great coal-beds

of L'pper Silesia; and iron and zinc ores also occur. Beyond Czq-

stochowa the plateau subsides; to the N. of Novo-Radomsk begins

the fertile plain of Poland.

6 V. (from Granitza) Strzemieszyce, CxpsKeMeuiHiiBi (p. 6). —
13 Y. Zabkowice, 3om6kobhixbi (Raihvay Restaurant), the

junction for the line from Kattowitz and Sosnowice.

30 Y. Zawiercie and (43 V.) Myszkow, both factory-towns.

We cross the Warthe. As we approach Czestochowa, we see on the

left the lofty tower of the Pauline monastery (see below).

72 Y. (-ISM.) CzQstochowa, ^eHCTOXOBt. — i^azZ. Restaurant,
fair, D. 1 rb. — Hotels. Angielski, opposite the station, R. IV2-4, D.
(1-4 p.m.) V2-I ih.; Victoria, clean.

—

Cah (two horses) from the station to

the town 85, to the convent 50 cop.; from the town to the convent 25 cop.

Czestochowa (800 ft.), capital of a district of the government
of Piotrkow, is an industrial town with 72,600 inhab., situated on

the left bank of the AV^arthe. It is a celebrated place of pilgrimage.

On the Jasna Gora, V/2 M. to the W. of the railway station,

stands the famous Pauline Monaste:^y, surrounded by a penta-

gonal wall with bastions. [On leaving the station we turn to the

left; in 3 min. more we cross the railway bridge to the left, and
follow the Ulica Panny Maryi, a well-sliadcd avenue.] To the E.
of the monastery, at the end of the Ulica Panny Maryi, is a bronze
statue of p]mp. Alexander II., erected in 1889. Tlie entrance (Brama
Lubomirskich; 1723) is on the S. side.

TlKt I*auliri(' Monastery, founded by Kinp^ Wladisl.ius Ja^iello, was once
so u'Oiilliy that it is said to have owned or held in j)led^c one-lil'teenth of
all tlie lan(h'd cHtatc^.s in Poland. It w.is attacked and i)lnndered )»y the
HuHHitesin 11:50; th(! fortiticntions, hcj^un in 15<<u. wore lone'itcdly sticnj^th-
ened at later dates. In 1<')55 the; monastery was bravely <lefende«l by Prior
Kordccki fp. 8) against the Swedes, ;ind in 1705 the monks aj^ain success-
fully resisted the attack of an army of 10,000 Swedes. In 1772 it had to
Murn-ndcr, aft«'r an obstinate rcisistancc, to thr Rnssi;iM troojts, ,'ind it was
again tak<'n bv the Prussians in 170:i. 'I'he f(.rtifi«;itionH were disniantled
in 1813.
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The spar ions Church j rebuilt after a fire of 1690, has a tower,

802 ft. in height. The battle-paintings on the ceiling are by the

Swedish painter, P. Dankwart (1()95). In a chapel on the N.E. side,

above the altar, hangs the celebrated and wonder-working picture

known as the 'Black Madonna' (Eegina Regni Polonice). This con-

sists of a painting of the Virgin and Child on cypress-wood, much

darkened by age and adorned with costly jewels. The picture, which

has been in Oz(^stochowa since 1382, is shown unveiled twice daily

during the chief services. The treasury, adjoining the sacristy,

contains many valuable and interesting objects. The chief festival

of the church is that of the Nativity of the Virgin (Sept. 8th).— On
the ramparts, to the right of the entrance to the church, stands a

bronze statue of Prior Kordecki (p. 7), erected in 1861. The ram-

parts afford an extensive view of the surrounding country.

From Cz^stochowa a branch-line runs W. to (l(i V.) Herbn (FepCfci),

on the Prussian frontier, wliich is connected by railway with Vossowska
(Oppeln, Breslau). — Another line runs E. from CzQstochowa to (110 V.)
Kielce (p. 6).

Beyond Czgstochowa the railway is accompanied on the left by

the foot-hills of the mountainous district, and on the right by the

marshes of the Warthe. The train returns to the right bank of the

Warthe just before reaching (110 V.) Novo -JRddomsk ('New Ra-

domsk'), a district-town of 19,700 inhabitants.

152 V. (101 M.) Piotrkow, ITeTpoKOBTb, German Petrikau.—
Railway Restaurant. — Hotels. Liteivski, Mariinskaya Square 8; Folski,
opposite the station, R. from 1 rb. 10 cop., B. 40, D. (12-4 p.m.) 50 cop.

—

Cab from the station to the town 30, with two horses 40 cop.; per drive
within the town 15 and 20 cop.

Piotrkfhv (685 ft.), capital of the government of that name, is a

town of 41,200 inhab., situated on the small river Strawa. It contains

four old convents and the ruins of a royal palace, now incorporated

in a Russian regimental chapel (^4 M. to the E. of the station).

Lutheran church.— Piotrkow is one of the oldest towns in Poland.

In the 15-16th cent., under the Jagiellos, the Diets were held and

the Kings were elected here; at a later date it was the seat of the

supreme court for the provinces of Great Poland.

189 V. (125 M.) Koluszki, Kojuouikh (Railway Restaurant).
From Koluhzki to Ostkowiec, 152 V. (101 M.), railway in 6^/4 hrs. —

26 V. Tomaszdiv (ToMameBt), an industrial town of 27,500 inhab. in the
provornnicnt of Piotrkow. Near it is the imj)erial liunting-lodge of Spala,
surrounded by beautiful woods.— 73 V. Konskie, with 10,000 inhab. ; 108 V.
Skarzysko, see p. 7.— 152 V. Ostrovnec (OcxpoBeiit), a town of 13,500 inhab.
in the government of Radom.

Another railway runs from Koluszki to (25 V.) Lodz (p. 5).

226 V. (150 M.) Skierniewice (p. 4), the junction of the

Alexandrovo and "Warsaw Railway. From Skierniewice to—
288 V. (191 M.) Warsatv, see p. 4. Thence to St. Petershnrq,

seeR. 9.
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4. Warsaw and Environs.
The Names of Streets on our two plans of the city are given in

Polish ; at the street-corners tliey are given both in Polish and in Russian.
It should be noticed that the adjective follows the noun in Polish street-

names (thus, Ulica Petersburska).

Arrival. The larger hotels send carriages to meet the trains. Cabs
and Tramioaijs, see p. 10. — Departure. Tickets of the state-railways may
be purchased at an advance of 10-20 cop., and baggage may be registered

at an extra charge of not less than 50 cop. at Dluga, No. 30 (PI. E, 4; I)
and Moniuszki, No. 2 (PL F, 5; //); open 9-4, on Sun. & holidays 9-12.

The office of the International Sleeping Car Co. is in the Hotel Bristol

(see below; open 8.30 to 4.30, on Sun. & holidays 10-12).

Rail-way Stations. Warsaw has five railway stations. On the

Left Bank of the ViRtida: 1. Vienna Station (B-feHCKiii BOKsajii, ; Foksal
Warszawsko-Wiedenski ; PI. E, F, 0, Z"), for Cracow, Vienna, Thorn, Berlin,

and Sosnowice. A policeman, posted at the exit, hands the traveller a

metal ticket with the number of a cab. 2. Kovei. Station (KoBeJiBCKift
BOKsajit; Foksal War.-Kowelski; PI. D 2, /), to the S.W. of the citadel,

for Mlawa (Marienburg), Lublin, Kovel (Kiev), and Moscow (three express
trains daily ; the other Moscow trains start from the Brest station). 3. Kalisz
Station (KajiHincKiii BOKsajit; Foksal War.-Kaliski; PL I) 6, /), near the
Vienna Station, for Lodz and Kalisz (express from the Brest and Kovel
stations). — On the Bight Bank of the Vistula, in Praga: 4. St. Peters-
burg Station (nexepSyprcKiH BOKsajii.; Foksal War.-St-Petersburski;
PL H, 2, 3, /), for Vilna, Dllnaburg, and St. Petersburg. 5. Brest Station
(BpecTCKift B0K3ajn>; Foksal War.-Brzeski; PL H, I, 3, /), for Brest-
Litovsk, Moscow (see above), Kiev, Odessa, and Granitza (Vienna). — The
various stations are connected by a junction-line.

Hotels. *H6tel Bristol (PL a, F 4; /), Krakowskie Przedmiescie 44,

first-class, R. from 3, B. 3/^, dej. (12-3 p.m.) IV2, D- (5-8 p.m.) 2, omn. 1 rb.

;

*H6tel de i.'Europe (Europejski; PL b, F 4, /), Krakowskie Przedmiescie
13, R. from l^/^ ^'^-j B. 50 cop., D. (2-8 p.m.) IVa rb., omn. 50 cop. ; *aRAND-
IEotel Bruhl (Bruhlowski; PL c, E 4, /), Ulica hrabiego Kotzebue 12, R.
lVa-3=^/t rb., B. 50 cop., d^j. (11-1) «/4, !>• (1-7 p.m.) V^ I'h. ; Polonia Palace
Hotel, Aleja Jerozolimska 53, new, opposite the Vienna Station (PL E,
F, 6; Z), R. 2-15, B. -^U. dej. (12-3 p.m.) Vj.,-'^, D. (0-8 p.m.) 2-2i/a, omn.
lV-2 rb.; II6TEL ue Rome (Rzymski; PL e, F 1. /), Nowosenatorska 1, fre-

quented by country gentlemen, R. from l^l.^ rb., B. 40 cop., d^j. (12-3 p.m.) 1,

I). (3-G p.m.) IV4 rb., omn. 50 cop.; Savoy (PL i, F 5; /), Nowy Swiat 58,

R. from l'/4 rb., B. 50 cop., D. (1-7) I-IV4 il)., omn. 50 cop. ; Victoria (PL d,

F5;/j, Jasna 26, commercial, R. 1-3 rb., B. 40 cop., d^j. (12-2 p.m.) =74?

D. (1-f) p.m.) 1, S. (from 9 p.m.) '74 ih. ; Hotel de France (Francuski ; PL f,

E 5, /), Zielony Plac 11 ; Hojel d'Anoletkrre (Angielski; PL g. F 1, /),
VVicrzbowa 0. -Second-elass: Hotel de Paris (Paryski; PLh, E4, /),
Biflanska 9, R. from l'/4 rb., B. 35 cop., D. (1 -fi p.m.) Va" IV2 ib. ; Hotel
Royal (PL o, F5; /), Chmielna 31, R. from 1 rb., 1). (l-(> j).ni.) ('>0-75 coj).;

PoLSKi fPl. k. El ; /), Dluga 29; Niemiecki (PL 1, El ; /), Uhiga 31; Kra-
KOW8K1 (PL m, K4; /j, BielaAska 7.

Penfiion. Widhorska, Jasna 4 (PL F, 5, //), U. 1-4, board V/^-VL rb.—
Th(! Home of the Brotentant AHsociatio)i for Vo/tmj Women ('Jungfrauon-
verein'), Widok 20 (PL F, 5,6; /), and the Home Franc/iU, Warecka 15
(PL F, 5; //), ar<' intended for womcn-tciudicrs and girls travelling alone.

Restaurants. ^Hotel liriKtol, ^Z/o/,. Briihl (Muni(!h or Pilsen beer
on draiightj, * Hotrl dr V BKrojK^ Polonia, Balare Hotel, Hot. de Rome,
see, above; VevHailleH, Abga ITjazdowska (PL Cr, i\, 1; I)\ Hotel (TAiiyle-
terre (see above); Caft^-ReHtanrant Oxtron-nki, Marszalkowsk.'i, eorner of
the ZIota (PL E, F, 5, 6;./), 1). (1-5 p.m.) 75 cop.; Wi'dbely Muzowiecka 14

rPL F, 5; //), D. 50 cop., well spokon of. Wink. Lijewfiki, Krakowskie
Ma h;i»i;k CKs WnHHi;i. 2
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Przoilmiesoie 8 iPl. F, 4; /); Eremitage, at the corner of the Widok aud
Marszalkowskn (PI. F, 5, 6; /), near the Vienna Station, plat du jour,

40 cop. : Fukitr, on the W. side of the Plac Stare Miasto (No. 27; PI. F3, 1),

an old establishment which has occupied its present unmeteudiug (juarters

since loiH). — Caf^.s-Restaurants. ^Empire, Krakowskie Przedmiescie 7,

opposite the University (PI. F, 4; //) ; Cristal, Aloja Jerozolimsku CO

i,Pl. F, G, 5, »>; /), near the Vienna Station; Varsovie, Nowy Swiat b

(PI. F, 5, 6; /), near the x\leja Jerozolimska.,— Bars (moderate pricis;

•juite respectable). Bar a la Haicelka, Xowy Swiat 59 (PI. F, 5; II) ai.d

Marszalkowska 129 (PI. E, o; II); Bar Artystyczny, Sienna 2 (PL D, E, 6;
/); B<tr Centrabn/, Nowy Swiat 21 (PI. F, 5; //); Bar Express, Aleja
Jerozolimska 80 (PL F, G, 5; /).

Caf^s and Confectioners (Cukiernie; glass of cofiFee 15, tea 10-15.

chocolate 20 cop. ; also cold viands and beer). Lardelli, Nowy ^wiat 27

(PL F, 5, t), /; near the Aleja Jerozolimska), Marszalkowska 87 (PL E, F,
5-7, /; to the S. of the Vienna Station), and Boduina 5, a side-street of the
Szpitalna (PL F, 5; /); Hotel Bristol (». 9), a large cafe ; Hot. de VEurope
(p. 9); Cafe de Saxe, in tlie Saxon Grarden (p., 15); Semadeni, in the Grand
Theatre (p. 19); Udzialoica, cor. of Nowy Swiat and Aleja Jerozolimska
(PL F, 5; /), with dairy restaurant; Bott, Krakowskie Przedmiescie 37,

at the corner of the Tr^backa (Pl.F, 4; //). Warsaw Pastry is good.
Good milk can be obtained in the larger Dairy Restaurants (Mleczarnia).

Theatres. Grand Theatre (TeatrWielki; PL E, F, 4, //), in the Plac
Teatralny, for operas and ballets; box 6V4-14rb., parquet from 1 rb. 40
to 4 rb. 75 cop.; closed in summer. Teatr Rozmaitosci, in the W. wing of

the Grand Theatre, for Polish dramas; box from 10 rb. 40 to 15 rb. 10 cop.,

parquet from 1 rb. 35 to 3 rb. 35 cop.
;
performances usually begin at 8 p.m.

;

closed in summer. Teatr Polski, Ohozna (Karasie; PL F, 4, 5, II), for

comedies and dramas. Maly Teatr. Moniuszki 5, in the building oi the
Philharmonic Society (p. 16), for modern plays. — Second-class: Teatr
Xowoczesny, Boduina 4 (a side-street of the Szpitalna; PL F 5, /), for short
dramas, comedies, and operettas (performances at 8 aud 10 p.m.); I^ew
Theatre (Teatr Nowy), Krolewska (PL E, F, 5 ; //). in summer only ; Novelty
Theatre (Teatr Nowosci ; PL E 4, //), operettas ana comedies, in winter only.
— Polish Summer Theatre, in the Saxon Garden (p. 15), parquet from 1 rb. 50
to 3 rb. 35 cop.— Variety Theatres. Aquarium, Chmielna 9 (PL D-F, 6, 5;

/); Renaissance, Nowy Swiat 43 (PL F, 5; /).— Cabaret. Oaza. Wierz
bowa (PL E, F. 4; //). — Circus (PL F, 5; //), Ordynacka, in winter only.

Pleasure Resorts. Vallee Suisse (Dolina Szwajcarska; PL F,G, 7, /).

Ulica Szopena 5, not far from the Aleja Ujazdowska, with roller skating-
rink, and good music on summer-evenings (30 cop.), symphony concert:*

on Wed. & Sat. (50 cop.); Dynasy, Obozna (Pl.F, 4, 5; /), light music
(25 cop.); Bayatela, in the Bagatela (Pl.G, 8; /), operettas in summer;
Jfarcelliii, Sielanka, both beyond the Rogatki Belwederskie (PL G, 8; /).
— In winter the Philharmonic Orchestra gives concerts almost every day
in the hall of the Philharmonic Society (p. 1(3).

Cabs (Dorozki, H3b6iiihkh). Per drive within the barriers (Rogatki)

20, at night (12-7 a.m.) 35, with two horses 35 and 50 cop.
;
per hr. 55, 70,

80, 95 cop., every additional hr. 35, 50, 55, 70 cop. From the railway sta-

tions (except tlie Vienna Station) to the town 55, 75, 90 cop., 1 rb. 15 cop.

;

to the stations in Praga, from the Vienna Station to the town, or from
the town to Praga, the citadel, Lazienki, Czerniakowska, or Solec 30, 45,

.50, 70 cop. — Baggage 10 and 15 cop. per pud. —^The ordinary one-horse cabs
drive slowlv, but the two-horse cans, equipped with good horses, drive very
fast. The drivers of the two-horse ca))s with rubber tyres expect a gratuity
of 20-.50 cop. — Motor Cabs charge 20 cop. per Kil. (ca. 30 cop. per mile).

Electric Tram"ways (fare per section, 1st class 7, 2nd class 5 cop.).

The chief intersecting points are the Krakowskie Przedmiescie (Statue of

Mickifwirz; PL 23, Yi, I), for Nos. 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 17, 18, 22; Aleja Ujaz-
Howska ^Pl. G, •., 7; /;, Nos. 0, 1,9, 14, 21; Vienna Station (Pl.E, 6; 1),
Xo8.0,'^8, 8, 14, 10, 17, 18; St. Petersburg Station (PL H, 2, S; /), Nos. 5, 18;
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Brest Station (PL H, I, 3; /), Nos. 4, 22; Willan6w Station (p. 11), Nos. 1,

3, 9,. 14, 18, 21.~0 (circular line). From the Plac Zbawiciela, vi?L the
Marszalkowska, Zlota, Karmelicka, Nalewki, Miodowa, Krakowskie Przed-
miescie, and Aleja Ujazdowska to the Plac Zbawiciela ; l^l^ M., in 62 min.
— 1. Mokotdw (PI. F, 8 ; /) to Cmentarz Poioqzkoioski (PI. B, C, 3 ; /) ; 43/4 M.

;

37 min. — 3. Mokotoiv (PI. F, 8 ; I) to Plac Krasinskicli (PL E, 3, 4 ; /) ; 8 M.

;

25 min.— 4. From the corner of the Dzika and the G^sia (PI. D, 3, 4; I)
to Foksal Warszawa Brzeski (PL H, I, 3; /); 3 M.; 26 min. — 5. From
Wola (PL A, 6: 7) to Praga (PL H, 2; I); 41/4 M. ; 36 min.— 7. Towaroiva
(PL D, 6; /) to Cmentarz Povjqzkoivski (PL B, C, 3; /); 4 M. ; 35 min.—
8. Foksal Koivelski (PL D, 2; /) to Rogatki Jerozolimskie (PL D, 6; I);
4 M. ; 33 min. -9. Wola (PL A, 6 ; I) to Mokotdw (PL F, 8 ; /) ; 43/4 M.

;

.36 min. —14. Plac Mnranoivski (PL D, E, 3 ; /) to Mokotdw (PL F, 8; I)

;

4 M. ; 34 mill. 16. M^ola (PL A, 6; /) to Plac Zbawiciela; 3 M.; 25 min.
— 17. Foksal Kowelski (PL D, 2; /) to Plac Zbaiciciela: S^U M. ; 36 min. —
18. Mokotoic PL F, 8; I) to Praga (PL H, 2; /); '42/3 M. ; 37 min.

—

21. Plac Minanowski (PL D, E, 3; I) to Mokotoiv (PL F, 8; /); 42/3 M.

;

88 min.- 22. Towarowa (PL D, 6; /) to Foksal Brzeski (PL H, I, 3; /);,

4 M. ; 33 min.
Light Railways. From the Rogatki Mokotowskie (PL F, 8; /) via

(7 V.) WillaMiv (p. 24) to (23 Y.) Piaseczno ; also to (15 V.) Piaseczno
direct and thence to (31 V.) Gord Kalvdriija (p. 29). From the Most
Aleksandro^^^ski (Alexander Bridge; PL F, Gr, 3. /) to the N. to (17 V.)
Jablonna (p. 25), and to the E. to (5V.) Waiver (p. 25).

Steamboats. Small passenger-steamboats (50 cop. ; restaurant on
board), starting from the x\lexander Bridge (PL F, Gr, 3; /), ply up and
down the Vistula in summer (May-Oct.), in the afternoon and evening.

District Messengers (recognizable by their red cap). Per message
in the iuDer city 10 cop., longer distances 20 cop. and upwards.

Baths. Central Baths (Laznia Centralna), Krakowskie Przedmiescie 16
(PL F, 4; /).

—

River Baths in summer near the Most Aleksandrowski
(Alexander Bridge; PL F, Gr, 3, /; 10 cop.).— Public Lavatories (5 cop.)
in the Plac Teatralny (PL E, F, 4; //), the Saxon Garden (p. 15), etc.

Booksellers. Gebethner & Wolff, E. Wende & Co., Krakowskie
Przedmiescie 15 & 9 (PL F, 4; /) ; F. Hdsick, Senatorska 22 (PL E, F, 4; /).

Banks. Imperial Bank (Bank Panstwa; PL E 4, II), BielaAska 10,

open 10-3; Commercial Bank, WJodzimicrska 27; Discount ^anfc, Ulica
hrabiego Kotzebue 8.

Consulates. British Consul, H. M. Grove, Sluzewska 3 (10-2). Amer-
ican Consul, T. E. Heenan, Aleja Ujazdowska 18 (10-3).— Branch of the
Russo-Britisii Chamber op Commerce (p. 93).

Physicians (English-speaking). Dr. Ilorodi/nski, Nowogrodzka 34;
Dr. Raum (surgeon), Brackji 5; Dr. Solman, Jerozolimska 63; Dr. Zabo-
rowski (for ladiesj, Jerozolimska 58.— Protestant Hospital (Szpital
Ewangelicki; PL D, E, 4, /), Karmelicka 10.

Post Office (PL 21, F5; /), Plac Warecki 8. The department for

|>ftrcels and moncy-ordor business is to the left (open 8. a.m. to 2 p.m.;
entrance at the corner of the Warecki Square and the Ulica Swipto Krzyzka).
The department for ordinary, registered, and poste restante letters is to

the right (8 a.m. to 8 p.m.; entrance from the Warecki Square). Letter
within the town :} cop. — Telegraph Office (PL 21, E, F, 1; /), Ulica
hrabiego Kotzebue 3.

Police station and Pansjjcrt Bureau in the City Hall (Ratusz;
PL Vj, F, -1, /;. Tlio otlieial Register of Addresses is also kept hero and
luity b(! conHulted daily (9-3 & 5-8, Sun. and holidays 9-12;.

Churches. Enf/lisfi Church tService (11 a.m.) at Hortensja 3; chap-
lain, Rev. 11. C. Zimniermanu.

—

Luthera)i Church (p. 15).— Gei'man Re-
formud Church ([>. 20j.— The Roman Catholic Churches are oj»ou all day.

Collections, eto.
Art Union (p. 15;. Daily 10-7; adni. 30 cop. The Chojuowski Collection

is open daily 10-3; adm. 30 cop.
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Bflveiif're {[k 18\ open in winter ouJy, daily, except Sat., lO-n. Adni.
Iiy tickets given out gratis at the Palace Office (p. 12).

Liizieuki (I). 17), o^)en daily, except Sat., 10-15, holidays !-(>, in winter
10-3 or 1-:?; ailui. by tickets which may be obtained gratis at the Palace

Ottioe ([>. 12) or from the majordomo at Lazienki.
Mii.'ieiim of luduatrfi ami Commerce (p. 14), open daily, except Mon.,

10-3; adm. 20 cop.. Sun. 5 cop.

PdUwe, Huf/nl (p. 13), open daily, except Sat., 10-6, holidays 1-6 (in

winter 10-;{ or 1-3); adm. by tickets obtained gratis at the Palace Office

^^iBopuoBoe yiipaBJienie; open week-days 0-3), to the left of the S. main
entrance of the Palace (second floor).

rictm-e (inUerj) (p. 10), open free, Tues., Thurs., & Sun. 11-3.

I'nii'frsiff/ Lihnin/ ([). 16), open on week-davs 10-4; during the vacation
on Mon., Wed., & Frid. 11-2.

Wilhuidir, Vidncf, of (p. 24), open on week-days i-iS,

Principal Attractions (1 day). Royal Palace (p. 13); street scenes
in the Krakowskie Przedmiescie, the Marszalkowska, and the Nowy Swiat;
ASaxon (larden (p. 15); view from the lantern of the Lutheran Church
[u. 15); Aleja Ujazdowska (p. 17), especially towards evening; Imperial
Chateau of Lazienki (p. 17); Cathedral of St. John (p. 21); Old Town (p. 21);

Alexander Bridge (p. 22).— Those who have a little more time should not
omit a visit to Willanow (p. 24).

Warsaw {Warszatocij BapmaBa; Cler. Warschauj Fr. Var~

sovie; 320 ft.), the capital of the General Government of Warsaw
or Poland and an important railway centre, lies on the left bank of

the VisfuLfij on the elevated edge (120-130 ft.) of a valley, descend-

ing nbruptly to the river, here ^/^-i/^M. in width, and gradually

merging on the W. in a wide and undulating plain. The city con-

tains 872,500 inhab., including 15,000 Protestants, 300,000 Jews,

and a strong garrison. It is the intellectual centre of Poland, and

its appearance is far more like that of West Europe than of Russia.

AVarsaw is the seat of the Governor-General of Warsaw, of a Civil

(rovernor, of Archbishops of the Greek and Roman Catholic churches,

of the Commandant of the military district of Warsaw, and of those

of the 15th, 19th, and 23rd Army Corps, and of a Russian university

nnd a Russian technical college. The city, which is divided into

twelve police? precincts (including Praga), consists of the Old Toivu

(Cxapoe M-fecTo, Stare Mlasto), of the Neiv Town (HoBoe M'fecTo,

Noire Miasfo)^ to the N., and of Wola, Mokotoiv, and other suburbs.

On the right bank of the Vistula lies Praga. The river is crossed by

three bridges. The streets teem with activity; the great shopping

district lies in the Marszalkowska and the Krakowskie Przedmiescie.

Whole quarters of the town (p. 19) are occupied by Jews, whose

inattention to personal cleanliness has become proverbial. Warsaw
is a flourishing industrial centre (machinery, wooden w^ares, leather,

and tobMcco) and carries on a considerable trade.
The lIisTonv of Warsaw makes a f^reat i)art of the history of Polaml

fcomp. j). 1). It is saiti to have b<'('n founded in the 12th cent., and from
the beginnin{< of the 14th cent, till 152<) it was the residence of the Dukes
of Masovia, on whose extinction it fell to Poland. King- Sigismund IT.

Augustus tixed liis resid(*nce here in 1.550, and Sigismund III. mad*' il

the capital of Poland. Aft(;r the extinction of the Jagiello family in

1572, all the kings of Poland were elected on the field of Wola. Tlie
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three days' battle of Warsaw was fought on July 28-30th, 1656 (see p. 24).

— Both Augustus II. and Augustus III. took great pride in the beauti-

fication of their capital. On May 24th, 1702, during the great war of the
Northern Powers, Warsaw was cai)tured by Charles XII. After the death
of Augustus III. (Oct. 5tli, 1763) Warsaw was for a time the scene of

constant disorder, until the Russians under Prince Repnin took possession
of the city (1764) and (with the co-operation of the Prussians) forced the

electors to choose the colourless Stanislaus Poniatowski as their king.
The quiet thus secured was of short duration. Fresh disorder in 1794
ended in the storming of Praga (p. 28) by Suvorov on Nov. 5th, and
led to the third partition of Poland. Poniatowski (p. 2) abdicated; War-
saw fell to the share of Prussia and became capital of the province of

South Prussia. - -On Nov. 28th, 1806, the French, under Davout and Murat,
entered Warsaw. By the Peace of Tilsit (July 7th, 1807) South Prussia
was separated from Prussia, and AVarsaw was made the capital of the Saxon
Grand-Duchy of Warsaw. — The Congress of Vienna (1814) transferred the
grand-duchy to Russia, which raised Warsaw to the rank of capital of the
kingdom of Poland. The great Polish Revolution of 1830 began with an
uprising in Warsaw, and ended on Sept. 7th, 1831. with the storming of

the city by the Russians under Paskevitch. Warsaw was also the focus of

the risings against Russian rule in 1861-64. Since the restoration of quiet
the growth 0^ Warsaw's pros])erity has been continuous.

a. Palace Square. Ijazienki. The Southern Quarters.

In the centre of Iratlie, between the Old Town and the S.E.

suburbs which have supplanted it in importance, lies the Palace
Square (SaMKOBan njic3ma4b, I-lac Zanikowy; PI. F -1, //), adorn-

ed with a Moinimeift to King Sicjisininid III. (VasaJ, erected in

1G44 by his son, Wladislaus IV. On a monolithic column of light

Cracow marble, 30 ft. high, stands a bronze statue of the king,

8^/2 ft. in height, holding a sword in his right hand and a cross in

his left. The Tritons at the foot of the column were modelled by
Kiss (1854). The total height of the monument is (j6 ft.

On the E. side of the square;, near the Vistula, stands tlie Royal
Palace (KopojieBCKiH 3aM0KT>, Zainei' KrolewsJd ; PI. F, 3, 4, If:

adm.. see p. 12), founded by the Masovian dukes, rebuilt and fittinl

up as a royal residence by Sigismund III. and Wladislaus IV., and
greatly embellished by John Sobieski and Stanislaus Poniatowski.

The E. part of the palace, with the former apartments of the Polisli

kings, is now occupiou by the (lovrrnor- (icncral of Poland; the W.
part, Hunnount(;(l by a tower, is used ])y military otticials. Among tiie

mo8t notable a])artments are the Throne Room, the rooms formerly used
by the Senate and Chamber of Dcjiuties, and the Marble Ball Room, with
its ceiling- painting by Baeeiarelli. Most of the oldrr works of art and
objects of value were removed to St. Petersliurg and Moscow in 1831,
but the palace still contains several portraits of Polish kings, views of
Warsaw by Canalctto, scenes of P<dish history by Bacciar(dli, etc.

On the S. the R(»yal Palace is adjoined by the small Palais pod
lilaclui iJXowh ri(>;ri» ojihxoh; PI. F 4, //), which lies on a some-
what lowe-r level. This palaces once belonged to Count Lubomirski,
but was purchasiul by King Stanislaus Augustus mfkI presented by

him to bis nephew Joseph Poniatowski.
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Bv following the Zjazd (Ct'fesA'L; PI. F 4, //), the wide street

which descends from the Palace Square to the Alexander Bridge

(p. 22), we obtain a good view of the water-front of the palace,

with its terraced gardens. Below the terrace lie some of the stables

of the S(')tnyas (s(inadrons) of OircassicufS and Cos.sacks forming the

(Tovernor-Genorars body-guard.

The KuAKowsKiE Przedmiescie ('Cracow Suburb'; KpaKoncKoe
iipe;i>rfecTbe ; PL F 4, IJ), one of the liveliest streets in Warsaw,
with large palaces and imposing churches, leads from the Palace

Square towards the S. Immediately to the left, opposite the pro-

longation of the Miodowa, is the Church of St. Anne {Ko.4cidf .^w.

Anny ; PI. o, F 4, 77), founded in 1454 and formerly connected with
a Bernardine convent. The remains of the original building include

part of the cloisters on the S. side and the sacristy (fine intarsia).

The aisleless interior was painted in 1749 ; the fagade dates from 1788.

No. Ot), adjoining the church, is the Mtiseum of Industry dt

Commerce (Muzeum przemyslu i handlu; adm., see p. 12). The
collection of industrial art and the Polish ethnographical collection,

both on the second floor (the latter to the left of the entrance), merit

notice. To the Icift, farther on, at the corner of the Bednarska, is the

House of the Charitable Sodety (Warszawskie Towarzystwo Do-
broczynnosci; PI. F 4, //), bearing the inscription 'Res sacra miser'.

Louis XVIII. spent part of his exile here. In front of the house is

a small Statue of the Vii'gw (1683).

Farther on in the Cracow Suburb is the Monument to Adam
Micklevncz (1798-1855; PL F 4, 77), by Cyprian Godebski (1898).

On a podium of dark-grey granite rises a column of light-red granite,

forming the pedestal for a bronze statue of the poet, 13 ft. in height.

The total height of the monument, which is enclosed by a handsome
railing, is 47V2 ft.

To the left is the Church of St. Joseph (PL 11, F4; 77), founded

in 1643 as a Carmelite church. The fa(;ade dates from 1782. No. 46

is the Palais Bzqdu GuhernialnegOj formerly the Palais Radzi-

will, now the seat of the Provincial Government (S^anie Mhhm-
CTepcTBa BHyTpeHHHXT> Jl'^jvh). In front of the palace is a Bronze
Statue of Prince Pask6vitch (p. 13), by Pimenov (1870).

Farther on, to the right, is the Plao Saski ('Saxon Square';

CaKc6neKa>i rKi6ma,ii>; PL F 4, 77), in which rises the Greek Ca-

tholic Cathedral of St. Alexander Nevski (Co56p'B cb.

KHii3H A,;ieKcaH4pa HeBCKaro), built in the Byzantine style in

1894-1912 from the plans of Benois. It has five gilded domes and a

detached b-lfry, 240 n. high. — To the W. of the cathedral stands

the former Saxon Palace (S^anie YnpaBJieHifl BapmaBCKaro
BoeHHaro oKpyra, Palac Okr^gu Wqjennego ; PL E, F, 4, 77), once

thi- residence of the Polish kings, torn down in 1842, and supplanted

by two unsightly masses of building connected by a colonnade. Since
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1869 it has been the headquarters of the Warsaw Military District.

— To the N. of the Saxon Palace is the former Brilhl Palace^ built

by Count Briihl (d. 1763), the favourite of Augustus III., and now the

telegraph Office (PI. 24, E, F, 4, //; p. 11).

Behind the Saxon Palace, and reached by the Colonnades, lies the

Saxon Garden (CaKc6HCKiH ca4T>, Ogrod Saski ; PI. E, 4, 5, //),

a public park of 17 acres in extent, laid out by Augustus the Strong

and containing fine old trees (open in summer from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m.,

in winter 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.; cafe, see p. 10). In the N.W. part of

the garden is a Summer Theatre (JTiTHin Teaxpi,, Teatr letni;

p. 10). On a mound near the Niecala gate, opposite the pond, is a

round temple containing the reservoir of the old aqueduct.

The W. gate of the park leads to the Market Place (JKejifeHaa

6paMa, Zelazna Brama; PI. E o, //), with a Bazaar (rocT^HLift

^Bopt, Goscinny Dwor) and large market-halls (Hale targowe).

—

The S. side of the garden abuts on the Krolewska, where stands the

Exchange
J
with its portico of six columns.

To the S. of the Saxon Garden is the Lutheran Church
(EnaHreji^qecKO-AyrcdyprcKiH xpaMTb, Ko^dol EwangieUcki;
PI. 7, F 5, //), a large and conspicuous rotunda, begun in the time

of King John Sobieski and completed in 1799 (sacristan in the pas-

sage at Kr<51ewska 19, in the first house to the right, Quarter 10).

The lofty dome is surmounted by a lantern of considerable architec-

tonic interest, which affords, perhaps, the best *Yiew of Warsaw
and its environs (185 steps).

From the lantern we see the Palace Square to the N., and to the
right of it the Zjazd leading to the Alexander Bridge. The main lines of
thoroughfare are clearly defined. Two of these run N. and S. and nearly
parallel: the one leading from the Old Town across the Palace Square to
the Krakowskie Przedmiescie, Nowy t^wiat, and.Aleja Ujazdowska, the
other running from the Nalewki via Przejazd, Zabia, and Graniczna to

Kr61ewska and Marszalkowska. The third great artery of traffic runs
W., via Elektoralna and Chlodna. The winding course of the Vistula can
be traced for a long distance.

In the Erywanska, to the 8. of the church, is the office of the

CrMt Fonder (PI. F, 5; //), by Marconi (1856;. The Erywahska
leads W. to the Plac Ziklonv ('Green Square'; PI. E, F, 5, //). Here
rises the Monument commemorating the loyal Polish generals who
tell on Nov. 29th, 1830. The monument, wiiich was originally erected

in the Saxon Square by Tzar Nicholas I. in 1JS41, was transferred

to its present site in 1898. it consists of a truncated steel obelisk

on an octagonal marble base, surround(;(l by eight lions couchant.

No. 17, Krcjlewska, to the N. of the Ijuthcran Church, is the build-

ing of the Art Union (3;(anie oCmiacvh'a. nooiiipeiiiH xy/toJKOcTB'fc,

Dom Towarzyatioa Sztuk Pi^knych; PI. F 5, //), erected in 1898-

19U0 from the plans of St. Szyller (adm., see p. 11; entr. in the

Mazowiecka). On the groundfloor, to the left, is the (Jhojnowski

(.'ollection, comprising ])n'histuric objects, Greek, Koman, Sarmatiau,
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;uitl Gothic antiquities found in Russia, Polish and Russian weapons,

and modern pictures. The first floor contains rooms used for picture

«'xhil>itions and also the Bloch Collection of 1000 original drawings

by old and modern masters. — At the corner of the Krolewska and

Mazowiecka is the Palais Kroneiiherg, by Hitzig (18()9).

We now return through the Krolewska to the Kkakowskik
pRZEDMiKSciK. Hcrc, faciug the Krolewska, is the Wizyteh Church
or Church of St. Joseph (Vl. 17, ¥ 4; II), a rococo building of 17H0.

Close by, but standing a little back from the street, is the

Uiiiversitij Lihrary, built in 1894 and containing ca. 576,000
vols. and'iaS4 MSS. (adm., see p. 12). Behind the library is the

University (P1.F.4: //), which was founded in 1816, suppressed

in \KV2, reopened as a high school in 1861, and again made a univer-

sity in 1869, with Russian as the language of instruction. There are

about 2400 students. At No. 2^, Krakowskie Przedmicscie, is the

entrance to the extensive Zoohx/icftJ Museum (open in winter on

Thurs. & Sun., 12-3).

Xeai-ly opposite the university is the Chi^rch of the Holy
Cross (KocTejit CnHTaro KpecTa, Kosciol Sw. Krzyza; PI. 13,

F o, //). one of the largest churches in AVarsaw, built by Giovanni

Hellotto in 1682-96. The towers were added from the plans of A.

Fontanna in 1726-56. The upper church contains a monument to

Fr. Chopin (see p. 4: by the first pillar, to the left of the entrance),

with a marble bust by Marconi. The heart of the great musician

is buried in the lower church, whither it was brought from Pere

Lachaise at Paris. The iron -work of the pulpit (upper church) is

noteworthy.

At the end of the Krakowskie Przedmicscie, in the fork between

the Aleksaiidrya and Nowy Swiat, lies the First High School (PI. 19,

F 5; 77), with a tasteful Greek Catholic chapel. In front of it is a

seated bronze figure of Copernicus (b. at Thorn in 1473, d. at

Frauenburg in 1543), by Thorvaldsen, unveiled in 1830. — To the

right of the gymnasium, in the No\\y Swiat. stands the old Zarnoyski
Palace (PI. P, 5: 77), now used by the military authorities. The

Russian (Jluh occupies one of the rear buildings. — Near this point

is the Warecki Square (PI. P, 5; II), with the Post Office (p. 11).

At No. s. Moniuszki Street, is the large building of the Philharmonic
Society (Gmach Filharmonji; P1.P5, 77), erected from Kozlowski's

plans in 1899-1901.

We return through the Swigto Krzyzka to the Nowy Swiat ('New

W^orld'; IIoblih CB-ferb; PI. F, 5, 6, 7), forming the S. continuation

of the Krakowskie Przedmicscie. To the left diverges the Ordynacka,

with the former Palais Ordynackij begun in 1597 and used since

1'559 as a Conservatorium of Music. The Nowy Swiat now intersects

the Ab'ja .Trrozolimska (p. 21), the left branch of which leads ove?-
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a viaduct, 765 yds. long, to the New Vistula Bridge^ 550 yds.

ill length, built in 1904-14. Farther to the S. the Nowy Swiat

reaches the Alexander Square (Iljiouia^i* CBHxaro AjieKcaH^pa,

Plac Sw. Aleksandra; PI. F fi, /), with the Church of St. Alex-
ander (PL 4), built in 1826 and enlarged in 1891. The last station

of the long-vanished chapels, 28 in number, of the Aleja Ujazdowska,

stood in front of this church. Two of its three crosses still remain

(restored in 1910), and between them is a statue of St. John Ne-
pomuc. Farther to the E., on the left side of the Ksiazeca, is the

Hospital of St. Lazarus (Szpital Sw. Lazarza; PI. F, G, 5. /). To
the S., on the Wiejska, lies the Frascati Park (Ogrod Frascati; PI.

G 6, /), belonging to Count Branicki and inaccessible to strangers.

Three streets (Mokotowska, Aleja Ujazdowska, Wiejska) run from

the Alexander Square towards the S. We follow that in the middle,

the Aleja Ujazdowska (Yfls/^OBCKaH ajiJien; PI. F, G, 6, 7, /), an

avenue of stately lime-trees. The avenue is particularly lively to-

wards evening. To the E. are the Ujazdowski Park, laid out in

1895, where a monument to Chopin (see p. 4) by W. Szymanowski
is to be erected, and the Church of the Archangel Michael, belong-

ing to the Lithuanian Regiment of Gruards; behind the latter is the

Militarg Hospital (Szpital Ujazdowski; PI. G 7, /), formerly a

royal summer-palace. Farther to the S. is the Botanic Garden
(Ogrod Botaniczny; PI. G 7, /), containing the Observatory.

The small imperial_chateau of *Ijazienki (i.e. ^Baths'; Jlasen-

KOBCKin 4BopeuT>, Lazienki Krolewskie ; PI. G, H, 8, 1) makes a most
attractive impression, especially when viewed from the artificial

water, and its light colouring contrasts very effectively with the

verdure of the park (adm., see p. 12; entr. in the Agrikola Gorna).

It was built in the Italian style for King Stanislaus Poniatowski in

1767-88 and was acquired by Emp. Alexander I. in 1817. The so-

called Solomon Room has a ceiling painted by Bacciarelli with scenes

from the life of Solomon; portraits of Stanislaus Poniatowski and

his suite are introduced in the picture of Solomon's Sacrifice. The
bathroom is adorned with reliefs. On the walls of the 'Green

Cabinet' hang the portraits of numerous beauties of Warsaw in the

reign of Stanislaus. Other rooms contain ])ortraits of Polish kings

and celebrities and ])ictures of momentous evcmts in the history of

Poland. To the \V., connected with th(; chateau by a bridge, is the

Alexander Nevski (Jhaj)el, built in lH7r). The bciautiful *Park con-

tains several small villas; a (.Miinese palace; \\ Rotundity with marble
inists of Polish kings: and a Natural Theatre, th«! auditorium of

which has been constructed in the; form of a stones amphitheatre, while

the stage, frainfMl by Corinthian columns and shrubbcj-y, lies on an

i<iland in th«; lake. Opposite th(; chateau, to the N., on the bridge

of the Agrikola Dolna, is an I^Jf/uestrian Statue of Jnlm Snhieskl

(11. 22, G7; /), in sandstone, erected in 17hh.
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To tho W. of the Lazienki Park is the chateau of Belvedere
(PI. (t, 8: /), the hcautiful fiardon of which, laid out in the English

style, extends to the Belvedere Barrier (Be.7ii>Be;jepcKaH sacTasa,

Rojratki Belwederskie). The chateau (adni., sec p. 12; entr. from

the Aleja Ujazdowska), now the summer-residence of the Governor

General, was rebuilt in 1822 and occupied by Grand-Duke Con-

stantine Pavlovitch (d. 1831). The rooms used by the Grand-T)uk(;

and his wife. Princess Lowicz, are still in very much the same con-

dition as durint^ their life-time. In the upper tioor are ])ictures

illustratino^ the uniforms of old Polish regiments.

From the Belvedere theBagatela leads to the W. to iheMokotow
Barrier (MoKoxoBCKaH sacxaBa, Rogatki Mokotowskie; PI. F8, /).

To the right stretches the extensive Mokotdw Military Exercise
Ground^ where horse-races are held in Oct. and June. To Willanow,

see p. 23.

From the Mokotow Barrier we return to the N.W. through the

3Iarszalkowska (PI. E, F, 5-7, /; p. 21) to the J^wigto Krzyzka (PI.

E, F, 5, //; 1^3 M.), turn here to the left, and follow the Bagno to the

Plac Grzybowski (PI. E, 5; //). On the 8. side of this square stands

the large Church of All Saints (PL 18, E 5 ; II), completed in 1893.

Thence we return along the Kr^lewska to the Krakowskie Przed-

miescie (p. 14).

b. Theatre Square. The Western Quarters.

From the Palace Square (p. 13) the Senatorska and its prolon-

gations, the Elektoralna and Chlodna, lead to the S.W. to the Wola
Barrier. To the left, in the Senatorska (PL E, F, 4, //; No. 15),

stands the former Palace of the Prince Primate, now the head-

quarters of the Artillery (PL 25, F 4; //).

Xearly opposite the Palace, to the right, diverges the Miodowa
(Me^oBaa; PL E, F, 4, //), on the left side of which is the Church
of the Transfiguration (PL 10, F 4; //), erected by John So-

bieski in 1G03 in gratitude for his victory over the Turks before

Vienna. In the Chapel of St. Peter (to the right of the high-altar) are

a sarcophagus of grey marble, containing Sobieski's heart, and a

marble urn, with a bronze crown, holding the heart of King Stanis-

laus Augustus Poniatowski. The urn is inscribed : 'Morte quis fortior ?

Gloria et amor.' — Adjacent is the Palais Pac (No. 11), built in

1823 and now occupied by the District Court (OKpy^KHOH cy4^i>,Pa}ac

Sadu Okregowego; PL E 4, //). Opposite is the Greek Catholic

Church of the Assmnptlou (PL 3). Next, No. 13, comes the Palace

of the ArchhishojJ of Warsaw (Palac Arcybiskupi; PL E 4, //).

containing the Roman Catholic, Lutheran, and Reformed Consistories.

The Miodowa ends at the Plac Krasinski (KpacHHCKaH njioma^B;
1*1. E 3, //). To the right, at the corner of the Miodowa and the
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Dluga, is the Greek Catholic Cathedral of the Trinity (Co66pt
Cbhtoh TpoHixBi, Cerkiew Katedralna Sw. Trdjcy: PI. 1, E 3,

//), rebuilt in 1837 in the Renaissance style, with five gilded domes
and an elaborate ikonostas. Prior to 1832 it belonged to the Piarists.

— On the W. side of the Plac Krasiriski are the Judicial Archives

and the handsome Krasifiski Palace (PI. E, 3; II), built iu the

Italian Renaissance style in 1692. Bequeathed by Count Krasinski

to Poland, the palace was used during the 18th cent, as the meeting-

place of the Chamber of Deputies. It was burned down in 1782, but

was rebuilt and has been used since 1876 as the seat o*f the Supreme
Court of the District of the Vistula (Cy^eSnaH najraxa, Palac Izby

S^dowej). — Behind the palace lies the Krasinski Garden (Kpa-
chhckIh ca/iT., Ogr6d Krasinskich) , open to the public and fre-

quented almost exclusively by Jews. To the W. of the garden lies

the Jewish quarter of Warsaw.

We now return through the Miodowa to the Senatorska, which
soon expands into the Plac Teatralny ('Theatre Square' ; Teax-
paJiBHaa njionja^B; PI. E, F, 4, //), with its flower-beds. On its

N. side stands the City Hall (PaTyma, Batusz), originallv built

in 1725, destroyed by fire in 1863, and rebuilt in 1870. The chief

feature of the interior is the Alexander Hall, two stories in height.

The tower is 190 ft. high. — On the S. side of the square is the

Q-rand Theatre (Bo.TiBuioft xeaTpi,, Teatr Wielki: PI. E, F, 4, //;

p. 10), dating from 1833, with colonnades on the groundfloor. The
ballet is at its best iu such national dances as the mazurka and

cracovienne.

The Municipal Picture Gallery (Myseft H3HmHi>ixi>

HCKyccTBT,, Muzeum sztuk pi^knych), lying to the AY. of the Grand
Theatre (entr., Wierzbowa 11), contains 350 paintings by masters of

the older schools. Among its treasures are pictures by Jordaens

(No. 42), Dttrer (72), Rembrandt (173), Stokade ^.91)," Zurbaran

f308), and Olouet (330). Adm., see p. 12; catalogue 10 cop.
From the entranco wo traverse Room V, and then turn to the left in-

to Room I, whicli lies at the end of the buildinf^. On the end-wall:
1. Flemiish School (beginning of the l<5th cent.), WingtMl altar-piece, with
the Pieta, the donors, and their patron saints; H. Barend van Hey (Jaw
Gop8aert?j. Madonna; 7. Mostaert (Ambr. Benson?), Sibylla Persica;
2. School of Brnaes (early K^th cent.), Triptych, with the Immaculate
Conception and the donoris; 22, 23, 28, 29. B. Si)ranger, Snaiu, Austria,
Rome, and France. - Room II (second half of Room I): Netherlands
SoiiooL. 42. Jorddevs, Holy Family; 4(5. Jan lirueyhel, Robbers in a

wood; Sitydtm, r>(). Fruit, 5K. Soji^-birds.- Room III: (jeumax School.
(jO. Filye?', Venus and Vulcan; ()2. L. Crd/iach the Kfdcr, Wooing; ().S.

Ha}/fi lialdnny drien, DepoHJtion in the Tomb; (')('». ITnJbrin the Voiniyer (f)^

Portrait; i\l. Schdttfdiv, Mocking of (JhriHt; •'»«. //. S. ii<7/cn/i (not 'Orllne-

wald), Portrait; 72. JJiirer, Portrait of a young man; 75. A. Kan/Jmann,
Feabt of Venus. -- Room IV: Dutch School. To the loft of the entrance,
107. Sir A. More (MierevultV), Portrait of a woman. To the right of
the entrance, U.S. N. Mnes, Rembrandt's brother; 1J]«), 1.S7. (^. Do ft,

Portraits, the Howers and fruit by SfyhcTH ; 141. Schnlckeu, Old woman
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with u caudle; Rtmbraudt, 178. The artist's sister, 175. Portrait of himself;
171. B. ran der Heist, Portrait of A. van don Hulst; 178. G. van den
Feckhnut, Jacob's Dream; 183. ir. CI. Ilcda, Still-lifo; 181. Ph. Wonver-
man. Starting- for the chase: 18(5. Lievens, Jacob blessing the sons of

Joseph; 170. F. BoL Judgment of Paris. - -Room V : Dutch School. -

Room VI. To the left. 195. Florentine School, John the Baptist and St.

Francis; 19t>. A. Prcvitali (f), Deposition in the Tom)). To the right of

the entrance, 191. Helt Stokade, The artist and his family; 20i. Tinto-
retto, Baptism of Christ; 228. Pintui'icchio (f), Madonna. - Room VII:
239. Holy Family witii tlie Lamb, a replica of RaphaeV i^ picture in the
Prado Gallery at Madrid. Room VIII: 292. French School of the 18th
cent., Venus, Mars, and Mercury; 297, 298. Crdlot, Genre-sc-iMies; 80(».

X. [\)Ui<t'tin, Last Supper; 308. Zvrbaran, Capuchin monk. — Room IX:
318. Pedro de Mojja (?), Cheesemonger; 380. Cloiiet, Finding of Moses,
with portraits of I)iana of Poitiers, Catherine de Medici, and the sons of

Henry II. of France. Also drawings. — Rooms X and XI (to the left of

R. VI) contain 18th cent, portraits and modern Polish pictures.

To the N.W. of the Plac Teatralny (Theatre Square) is the large

rit'w building of the Imperial Bank (Bank Panstwa; PI. E 4, //).

— To the S.W. of the Theatre Square, in the Senatorska, is the

Church of St. Anthonij (Koseiol ^w. Antoniego; PI. E4, //), built

in 1(179. In front of it is a Statue of the Virgitf.

A little to the S.W. of St. Anthony's is the Plac Bankowv
(•l>ank Square'; PI. E4, //), with the Palace of Count Zamoyski
or the lUue Palace^ built in a few weeks by King Augustus II. for

his daughter, the Countess Orzelska. It is now the property of the

rich family of Zamoyski, a familiar name in Polish history, and

contains valuable art-collections and an extensive library. Oppo-

site is the MerchanfH' Resource or Club (Kesursa Kupiecka), with

a Statue of St. John Nepomuc (1881) in front of it.

To the N. of the Hank Sq., in the Rymarska, rises the columned

facade of the l)ui]ding of the Finqiicial Administration (Sv^anie

KaseHHOH najiaxti). In the Tlomackie is a large Synagogue (PI.

E. 4; //), built by Marconi in the German Renaissance style (1877).

— A little to the N. is the Prison (Wiezienie; PI. E 4, //), the

scene of the bloodiest fighting at the outbreak of the Revolution on

Xov. 29th, 1830.

We retrace our steps and turn into the Lkszno Street (JleiUHo

3''JiHna; PI. E 4, //). Here, to the right, stands the Reformed Church
(PI. 8, E4; //), a Gothic building with a lofty open-work tovrer

(1882), and a little farther on is the Church of the Nativity of the

Virgin (KocTejn> PojK^ecxBa ITpecBHTWfl Boropo/iHUbi ; PI. 14,

1)4, /), erected in 1683-1731, and containing a high-altar-piece

(Crown of Thorns) ascribed to Oorreggio (?).

We now follow the Solna (PI. D, 4, 5; /) to the Elektoualna
O.ieKTopajibHaH ; PI. D, E, 4, 5, /j, in a small square at the end of

which is the Church of St. Charles Borromeo (PL 12, B 5; /),

with two graceful towers (1849).

The Chlodna, a eontinnation of the Elektoralna, leads W. to the
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WolaBarrier (BojiLCKaa sacTaea, Rogatki Wolskie ; PL C, D, 5, /),

beyond which lie the suburbs of Wola (p. 23) and Czyste.

From the Wola Barrier the Towarowa leads to the S.E. to the

Jerusalem Bamer (lepycajTHMCKaa sacxaBa, Eogatki Jerozo-

liniskie ; PL D 6, 7), at the AV. end of the Aleja Jerozolimska

(lepyc. AJurea; PL D-G, 6, 5, /), which crosses the Nowy Swiat

(p. 17) and descends to the new bridge over the Vistula.— To the

S.E. of the Jerusalem Barrier, in the Koszykowa, is the Filtration

Station of the City Water Works (Stacya>iltr6w; PL D, E, 7, 7),

constructed in 1884-87. Adjacent are the extensive buildings (1901)

of the Hospital of the Infant Jesus (BojibHHiia Mjia^eHi^a Incyca,

Szpital Dzieciatka Jezus; PL E 6, 7), with the university clinics.

— In the Xowogrodzka is the Po7nological Garden (Ogrod Pomo-
logicznv; PL E6, 7). To the E. is the Romanesque Church of SS.
Peter & Paul (PL 15, E 6, 7; 1886). Adjacent is the Church of St.

Barbara. To the S. stands the Polijtechnic School (Grmach Poli-

techniki; PL E, F, 7, 7; 600 students), built in 1901.

At the Vieiina Railway Station (Foksal AVar.-Wiedeuski ; PL
E, F, 6, 7) we bend to -the N. into the Marszalkowska (Mapmaji-
KOBCKan), one of the chief shopping-streets, and then either proceed

in a straight direction to the Saxon Garden (p. 15), or follow the

Krolewska to the right to the Krakowskie Przedmiescie (p. 14).

c. Old Town. The Northern Quarters.

To the N. of the Palace Square (p. 13) lies the somewhat un-

savoury Old Town (CTapoe M-fecTO, Stare Miasto; PL F 3, 77),

with its narrow, crooked streets. In the Swieto Janska (Cbhto
HncKan), to the right, stands the—

Cathedral of St. John,(Kaee;tpajibHi>iH koctgji'b CBHTaro
loaHHa, Ko.sdol katedrahty Swi^tego Jana; PL 10, F3, 77), con-

nected with the Palace by a covered gallery. It is a Gothic edifice,

with nave and aisles of equal height, founded by the Masovian dukes

about the middle of the 13th cent, and embellished by John III. So-

bieski and others.

Intekior, By thft first pier to the left is a mosaic ])ortrait of Prince
Primafp, Michael Poniatowfiki (brother of Kinpf Stanislaus Aiif2;ustus). At
tlie liif^h-altar is a Madonna with John the Baf»tist and St. Stanislaus, by
Pulma Gi()V(i)i(',. There ar(i many monuinents of (imincnt l*oh;s. In the S.

aisle is Thorvaldscn's monument <d' Coviit SUtiUHldiiH Mubtchownkl {\1'M\-

1H09;, Marshal of the Diet, the chief author of the constitution of May Mrd,

1791; it is inscribed 'Przyjacielowi ludu' (Ho the Friend of the People').
Adjacent is the tomb of JUnhop Albertrandi (d. 1808), a man of great
h'hr\\'i\\\f. The stalls are in the rococo style. Most of the numerous hatch-
ments ar*; (J the ITth century.

A little to llie N.W. of tlie Cathedral of St. .John we cross the

Plac Stauk Miamto (^'Old Town Sf|uar«!'; 1*1. F 3, 77), formerly the

inarket-plucc. It contains many (quaint old buildings, bearing the
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roats-of-arms of toriHcr owners, mottoes, iiiia«2:es of saints, and reliefs.

One of the most notewortliy of tlit>se is the house at the N.W. corner

of the Diiiiaj. Here also is the office of the Society for the Protec-

tion of Historical Monuments. Continuino; our walk towards the

X.W., we next reach the Freta (PL E, 3; //), Avherc the so-called

New Town (Noire Miasto) begins. At the corner of the Dluga

(

J6.ira>T\ which diverges to the left, is the Church of the Hohj
Ghast (Kosciol Sw. Ducha; PI. E 3, //), also known as the Panh'ffe

Churchj founded in the 13th cent., rebuilt in 1717, and restored in

1810. Opposite stands the Dominican church of St. Hyacinth (Kosciol

Sw. .lacka: PI. 0, F 3, //), dating from 1038. In the chapel to the

left of the entrance are some elaborate marble sculptures. Farther
nn, to the right, is the Xcav Town Square, Avith the Sacramental
Chfirch of St. Cadmir (Kosciol Sw. Kazimierza; PI. E, F, 3, //)

and the convent connected Avith it, both erected in 1683-88 by Marya
Kazimiera, wife of John Sobieski.— To the N. is the Church of
the Virgin (Kosciol Panny Maryi ; PL E, F, 3, //), a Gothic edifice

of 1419, the exterior of which was altered to the Romanesque style

in 1883.

AVe now folloAv the Zakroczymska (SaKpoTiHMCKaa ; PI. E,2, 3, //),

passing the Franciscan Church (Kosciol Sw. Franciszka Sera-

lickiego; 1737), at the corner of the Franciszkanska, and the Sapieha
and Sierakoirsli Barracks (Koszary), built at the expense of the

families of these names. AVe then pass between the forts of Alexei

and Vladinnr, cross the railway, and reach the Alexander Citadel
(AjieKcaH^poBCKan i^Hxa/tejib, Cytadela Alelsandroivska ; PL E2,

/), situated on the Vistula, at the X. end of WarsaAV. It was built

in 1832-35, at the cost of the city, as a punishment for the revolution

nf 1^^30. In the interior (adni. only by permission of the Commandant)
are barracks, a prison for political olfenders, and the Alexander

Xevski Church. An obelisk of bronze, 50 ft. in height, was erected

in honour of Alexander I. in 1835. — Just below the Citadel the

Vistula, here 74 ^I- wide, is crossed by ^/Raihvay Bridye, con-

structed in 1876. On the right bank \s Fort Sliimcki, a tete-de-pont;

the left bank is very steep.

(L Praga.

Again stalling from the Palace Square (p. 13), we follow the

Zjazd (p. 13) toAvards the E. and reach the Alexander Bridge
(Most Aleksandrotaski ; PL F, G, 3, T), an iron girder-bridge su])-

ported on five piers rising from the river. It is 560 yds. long and

Avas constructed by Kierbedz in 1865. Smoking on the bridge is

forbidden.
The hrifljfe affords a pretty view of Warsaw. To the N. Ave see the

CitadeL coniinanding the Vistula, the railway-hiidf^e, and the hiiildings

of the Old and New Towns, extending down to the brink of tlie river.
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III flout of US, on the hill, lies the Royal Palace, formiug a charming group
with its terraced garden and the church of St. Anne. Above the bridge
are the streets skirting the Vistula aud the promenades and gardens sur-

rounding the imperial chateau of Lazienki.

The bridge leads to the once fortiiied suburb of Praga, on Ihe

right bank of the Vistula.

After the second partition of Poland Praga was defended by ca.

23,000 soldiers and 5000 civilians, but Avas captured by iSuvorov, at the

head of 25,000 Russians , on Nov. 5th, 1794, after a struggle lasting

12 hours. Two days later Warsaw also fell. Suvorov informed the Em-
l)ress of his victory in the three words 'Hurrah, Praga, Suvorov', and
she replied, as laconically, 'Bravo, Field-Marshal, Catherine.'

In the Alexandrowska, to the right, is the Gothic Church of
SS. Florian & Michael (Kosciol ^w. Florjana; PL G3, /), erected

in 1901; to the left is the small Greek Catholic Church of Mary
Mafjdalen (PI. 2), with five gilded domes (1869). The Alexander
Park (Park Aleksandrowski ; PI. F, G, 2, 3, /), stretching along the

Vistula, is frequented mainly by the lower classes.

e. Environs of Warsaw.
Carriages (with two horses), see p. 10; fare 4-5 rb. per half-day,

8-10 rb. per day (bargaining advisable).

The Mlociny Road, on the Left Bank of the Vistula, leads to

the N.AV. from the Marymont Barrier (Rogatki Marymonckie; PL
C, D, 1, /) to (^/4 hr.) Marymont (MapHMOHXTb), with a chateau

and park, once a summer-resort of Marya Kazimiera, wife of John
Sobieski, but no\v fallen wholly into decay.

About 2 M. to the X. of Marymont, beyond Potol: and Riida, is

the Forest of Bielany. On a height here stands the imposing palace

of Bielany (B-fejiHHLi), with a suppressed convent and a small but

interesting Caraaldulensian church. To the AV. of Bielany is a mili-

tary summer-camp.
About 3 M. to the 8. of Marymont lies the great Election

Plain (Pole Elekcyi Krolow ; Pl.B 4, /;, where, during the 16-18th

cent., the Kings of Poland were elected, often amid scenes of storm

and bloodshed. The famous, not to say notorious Polish Diets were
also held here.

To the W. of the Wola Barrier (Rogatki Wolskie; PL C, I), 5, /)

is (lY'j M.) \\u) village of Wola (Bcjjih). The Russiait Cemetery
(Wolski cmentarz prawoshiwny; PL A, 5, 0, /) occupies the site of

the earthworks thrown up in Sept., J831. Close to the Wolska is

the Church of the Vladimir Mado/rfta, tlie interior of which is

adorned with military emblems, even the chandeliers being formed

of gun-barrels.

I''rom the Mokotow Barrier a liglit railway (see ]». 11) runs to tli(!

8. to (7 v., inST) niin.j {Villandtv (return thinl-chiss tare If) cop.; carr.
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there & back 3-5 rb.) via (372 ^') Czerniak&iVj with a beautiful little

pil'jrimairo-church, built by Prince Stanislaus Luboniirski in HYM.
Willanow {i.e. Villa Nuova; Bn.iHHOBt) belongs to Count

Hranicki. From the station we proceed in a straight direction to

(3 mill.) the handsome domed church, built in 1857-72. Opposite is

the Zelechowski Restaurant.

The *Palace, 4 min. farther on, built in the Italian villa style,

on a terraced height, lies at the entrance of the beautiful park, which
contains a lake formed by an old arm of the Vistula, the river itself

being fully 2 V. distant. The central structure and the two towers

were erected by John III. Sobieski in 1678-94, from the plan of

J. Belotti; the wings were added by later occupants.
The interior (adm., see p. 12) is handsomely fitted up in the style

of the period of its erection. — Ground Floor. From the Avte-Chainber
of the main Imilding we enter the Velvet Room (II), containing a

magniticent chest which belonged to Sobieski. Adjacent is the room in

which Sobieski died (June 17th, 1690), converted into a Chapel by the
Countess Alexandra Potocka. In the Amaranth Room (V) are a fine

card-table and three paintings by Fr. Silvestre. A cabinet here con-
tains the swords of Stephen Bathory, Sigismund III., and G-rand-Marshal
Felix Potocki; in a second cabinet is a reliquary of John Tasimir. The
Japanese Room (VI) contains a chess-board that belonged to Sol)ieski. The
walls of the Cabinet of the King (VII) are adorned with painted deco-
rations. Room VIII has furniture in the style of Louis XIV. It contains a

cabinet with a clay statuette of Moses, by Michael Angelo (?), and another
with Limoges enamels, dishes of the 15th cent., and works by B. Palissy.
Room IX (bedroom), with portraits of Sobieski, his son Constantine, and
his daughter Theresa, contains a writing-table inlaid with ebony, ])resented

by Pope Innocent XI. to Sobieski after his relief of Vienna (1683). In
the Room of the Mirrors (XI) is a bust of Queen Marya Kazimiera, the
wife of Sobieski. The Dressing Rooin (XII) has a tine painted ceiling,

two pictures by Silvestre, and tasteful furniture. Among the ])ortraits are

Sobieski on horseback; Queen Marya Kazimiera; Marya Anna and Marya
Clementina, granddaughters of Sobieski, the latter the wife of James Stuart,
the Elder Pretender ; So})ieski in the bosom of his family; Francis Bacon;
Bishop Denhof. The remaining rooms contain a collection of Etruscan
antiquities and paintings by Raphael Mengs, Jordaens, Guido Reni. Paolo
Veronese, and others.

On the First Floor are the so-called Chinese Rooms.
The Library contains numerous beautiful prayer-books, one of which

belonged to Queen Bona Sforza.

About 7.3 ^I- to the N.E. of Willanow lies Morysinek^ another

chateau of Count Branicki's, with a large deer-park.

By following a road leading to the S. from Willanow and \\\v,\\

an avenue diverging from it to the right, we reach Natolin^ a

charming villa with a beautiful garden, also belonging to Count

Branicki. It lies 6 M. from Warsaw and 2^2 ^^- fi'om the Vistula,

on an eminence rising abruptly from the riverine plain.

On the Right Bank op the Vistula lie the battlefields of Bialol^-ka,

Grochow, and Wawer. To the N., between Praga and (3V2 M.) Bialoleka,
lies the battlefield on which took place the great Battle of Warsaw
rJuly 2>i-:;oth, 1656), in which the allied Swedish and Brandenburg troops,
under Charles X. Gustavus and the Great Elector, routed the Polish army
"f 60,'XX) men and so gained possession of Warsaw. — To the E. of Praga
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are the battlefields of Grochow (rpoxoBt) and "Wawer (Basept;
light railway, see p. 11). About 3/4 M. beyond the Moscow Barrier (Rogatki
Moskiewskie; PI. K-l, I) and 220 yds. to the left of the road rises a

Monument^ erected in 184G by Tzar Nicholas I. on the spot where, during
the battle of G-rochow (1831), the Prince Albert Cuirassiers made their

decisive charge. About V4 M- farther on, also to the left, is an Obelisk
erected in the reign of Alexander I. Farther on extends the wide plain

in which Joseph Poniatowski defeated the Austrians on April 25th, 1809,

and where some of the closing scenes of the Polish drama of 1831 were
also enacted.

From Warsaw to Alexand7'ovo (Berlin), see E. 1 ; to Kalisz (Breslau),

see R. 2; to Granitza (Vienna), see R. 3; to 3Ilaua (Marienburg), see R. 5
;

to Kovel (Kiev, Odessa), see R. 6; to Vilna and St. Petersburg, see R. 9;
to Brest and Moscoiv, see R. 32; to Kiev and Odessa, see R. 52.

5. Prom Warsaw to Mlawa (Marienburg)
and Ciechocinek.

Railway from Warsaw (Kovel Station) to (116 V.; 77 M.) Mlawa in

4 hrs. ; from Mlawa to (93 M.) Marienburg in 4 hrs. This forms the
most direct line between Warsaw and Danzig (Elbing, Konigsberg). The
Russian custom-house is at Mlawa, the German at Illowo.

The Steamboat Voyage on the Vistula from Warsaw to (174 V. ; 115 M.)
Ciechocinek (15 hrs.; fare 3 rb. 60 cop.; no provisions supplied on board)
cannot be recommended. The time-table varies according to the state of
the water, so that careful inquiries should be made beforehand.

a. Railw^ay from Warsa\v to Mlaw^a.

Warsaw, see p. 9. The train crosses the Vistula by the rail-

way-bridge mentioned at p. 22 and turns towards the N., traversing

parts of the battlefields of 1656, 1794, and 1831. The line runs at

no great distance from the right bank of the river, but the stream

itself is seldom visible.

17 y. Jablonna, K6ji6uiia. (also reached by light railway, p. 11),

a favourite resort of the Warsovians, with a fine old park and an

interesting chateau, belonging to the Potocki family.—We now enter

a wooded region. At (31 V.) Nowy-Dwor the train crosses a girder-

bridge over the Nareir, near its junction with the Vistula.

35 V. !N"ovo-Ge6rgiyevsk (fIoBO-rooprieBCin>; pop. 10,500)
lies 2 M. to the S. of the fortress of that name (365 ft. above the

sea, 100 ft. above th(; Vistula), constructed l)y Napoleon T. in 1807.

Down to 1831 it w;us known as Modli/t.

50 V. Nasielsky llacfejihCKx.
About 26 V. (17 M.) to the N.E. of Nasielsk, and connected with it by

diligence, licsPultusk, or IIyjiT.f cici. (260 ft.; Inn, Jewish, in the market-
place), a town of 18,600 inhab., on* the right bank ••f tlie Narnr. It contains
several churchc^H Tone Lutheran) and convents, and is doininJited by u
large chateau on a hill, forin(!rly occupied hy the Bi«hoj>s of IMoek. In
170:i CliarlcH XII. here def(!ated a;id captured a Saxon army under Steinau ;

ind the Frencii were here victori<ju.s ov«:r the ilussians on Dec. 26tli, 180C).
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\U\\. (77^1.) Mlawa, M.iaBa {Eaihvay Bestaurant ; pop.

KS,()00). the Kiissiaii Iroiiticr-statioii. - Hcnro to Marievlyurg, sec

linedehers Xorthern Gennrunj.

I>. Steamer down the Vistula from Warsavvr to
Ciechocinek.

The Vistula (Gtrnuiu Weichsel, Polish Widu,, Russian Bi'iCJia) rises

aiuiii the Jal)lunka Mts., in Austrian Silesia, and is formed by the union
of three streams, tlie Wiiite (Biala), the Little (Malinka), and the Black
(Czarna) Vistnla, Its total length is 715 M., of whieh ;M2 M. are in the

Russian Kmpire. The stream enters Russia below Sandoniierz and Hows
across the country iu a wide curve, openinj? tcnvards the W. As far as

Pnlawy the lianks are steep and wooded. Farther on the banks become
more level, and the river attains a width of Vs-^/ii M. Beyond Novo-
Ueorpyevsk the right bank again increases iu height. As there arc no
artificial limitations of the channel within Russia, the flat banks are
Hooded at high water, which generally occurs thrice a year. The chief
flood takes place at the beginning of March; those in summer, the so-

called Janowka and Jakobowka (about the time of the festivals of St.

Jtdin and ^^t. James, June 2'lth and July 25th) are less serious. Navigation
is considerably impeded at midsummer by sandbanks and shoal water.

Warsaw, see p. 9. The boats start at the Alexander Bridge

(PI. F, G, 3; /). The steamer passes under the railway-bridge and

steams past the Citadel (p. '22), Bielany (p. 28), and Mlociny.— 15 Y.

Jahhjiiha (railway, see p. 25).

31 V. Novo-Georgiyevsk, see p. 25. The dark-green water of

the Xarew contrasts sliarply with the yellow water of the Vistula.

34 Y. Zakrorzyrn, SaicpouiMM-L, a small town with 6900 inhab.

on the right bank of the Yistula. The prettily situated Capuchin

Monastery was converted into barracks in 1893.

55 Y. Czei'ivinsk was the point where the Polish army under

Wladislaus Jagiello crossed the Yistula in 1410 on its cam])aign

against the 'J'(!utonic Order. The two handsome rubble towers of

the former conv<'ntnal church are conspicuous far and wide.

04 Y. Wyszogrod, Bbiiiierp64T>, a town with 4600 inhab. and

a l)risk trade, lies on the right bank of tlie Yistula, opposite the

mouth of the Bznra. In the middle of the town rises a hill, formerly

crowned by the castle of the Dukes of Masovia. The Protestant

church formerly belonged to a Franciscan convent built in the 12th

or 13th century. About ] V2 ^^- below Wyszogrod is an old entrench-

ment known as the 'Okragla Gora' ('round hill).— To the S., 11 M.

from Wyszogrod, lies Zelazowa-Wola (p. 4).

101 Y. (67 M.) Ptock, njiouKt (290 ft.; Polski, K. l^j^-'^, D.

from 7., rb.; Warszawski; cab to the town 60 cop.), one of the

oldest towns in Poland, was formerly the seat of a bishop and the

residence of th(; Dukes of Masovia and Poland, and is now the capital

of a government. Pop. 31,000, mostly Jews. Flock is prettily

situated on the right bank of the Yistula, here 200 ft. in height, and

is divided into an Old Town and a New Town, the latter laid out
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at the beginning of the 19th century. Among its numerous churches

is the Romanesque Cathedral (early 12th cent.; restored in 1903),

lying high above the river and containing the tombs of the Dukes of

Poland and of Kings Wladislaus Hermann (1081-1102) and Boleslaus

Krzywousty ('AYry Mouth'; 1102-39). It commands an attractive view.

A little to the E. is the Protestant CJnrrch, built in the 17th cent.,

and formerly belonging to a Dominican monastery.

129 Y. Dohrzijn, 4o6pacHHi> (155 ft.), a small town on the right

bank of the Yistula, with the ruins of an old castle which formed
a frequent object of dispute between the Poles and the Teutonic

Order. It was in the possession of the latter from 1233 to 1410. —
Near Skempe, 17 M. to the N. of Dobrzyh, is a wonder-working
image, to which numerous pilgrimages are made.

143 Y. Whclawel'j see p. 3.— 158 Y. Bohroivnikij a village

on the right bank, with the ruins of an old castle, perched on a

hill projecting into the river.— 164 Y. Nieszawa, the Russian

customs-station for the river-traffic (comp. p. 3).

174 Y. (115 M.) Ciecliocinek, see p. 3.

6. Prom Warsaw to Ivangorod and Kovel
(Kiev, Odessa).

315 Y. (209 M.), Railway in 10 hrs. The ordinary trains start from the
Kovel Station (p. 9), the Warsaw, Ivangorod, and G-ranitza express from
the Brest Station (p. 9).

Warsaw, sec p. 9. The railway crosses the Vistula and tra-

verses the plain on its right bank, passing extensive forests, inter-

mingled with cornfields.

26 Y, Otwock, frequented by the Warsovians in summer. From
(51 V.) Pilavm a branch-i-ailway runs to (25 Y.) Novo-Minsk (p. 248).

97 Y. (04 M.) Ivangorod, HBanropoTii,, Polish Iwangrod
(375 ft.; Railway Restavraid). The fortress, which lies 2 M. to

the 8., at the confluence of the Wieprz with the Yistula (here about
220 yds. wide), forms along with Novo-Georgiyevsk (p. 25) and Brest-

Litovsk (p. 249) the important Polish Trilateral.— To Granitza, see

pp. 7, 6; to Lukow (Moscow), see p. 249; steamer, see p. 30.

Beyond (101 Y.) Fort Ivangorod (HBaHropov5T»-Kp'£nocTL) we
r-ross the WieprrL

119 \'. (79 M.) Novo-Alexandriya, Hono-AjioKcaH/ipiH,
I'ol. Pulawy. About 2 M. to the \V. of the rail, station, on the

right bank of the \'istiila (cab 30, with two horses 50 cop.), lies the

little town of Novo-Alexandriya (H6tel-Hest;iurant Bristol). To
reach it we turn to the right at tlie station and again after a few
yards; afhT 8 min. we follow tln' Iiigl;ioa<l io (lie left iuot erossiriL!,-
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the railway) direct to (35 min.) the Bristol HoteL The Tnstytowka,

5 mill, beyond the hotel, leads to the left to (5 niiii.) the former

chateau of Prince Czartoryski, now occupied by an Institute of

Forestry and Agriculture. In the shady park is the Temple of

the Sibvls, built in imitation of the temple at Tivoli. — Steauier,

see p. 30. — About 10 Y. (7 M.) to the S.W. (cab there & back
i\L, rb.) is Kazimierz (p. 30).

Beyond Pulawy the train turns to the S.E., and skirts the N.

margin of the hill-district of Kazimierz (to the right).— About 3 M.
from the station of (143 7.) Naleczow (HajieHHOBT»; cab V/^-^ i"h.)

lies the prettily situated watering-place of that name (710 ft.), with

a hydropathic institute (pens, from 4, visitors' tax 8 rb.), a Kurhaus,
and chalybeate and mud baths (65 cop. to 1 rb. 20 cop.).

164 y. (109 M.) Lublin, JlK>6jlilH'h. — Railway Bestaurant. -

Hotels. Polski, Kaiuicyiiska, opposite the theatre, with restaurant, R. 1^4-3,
1). (1-4 p.m.) 3/^Tb.; Victoria, Krakowskie Przeamiescie; Yevropeiskaya,
Krakowskie Przedraiescie 29, R. from 85 cop. — Cafe in the Industrial
Bank (p. 29).— Cab from the station to the town 45, per hr. 60 cop.

—

Post & Telegraph Office, Krakowskie Przedmiescie.

Lnhlin (630 ft.), an important city with 65,800 inhab., stands

on an eminence rising from the Bystrzyca and is surrounded by
hills, lakes, and swamps. It is the capital of a province, the seat of

a Roman Catholic bishop, and the headquarters of the 14th Army
Corps. The old town, still retaining its ancient gates, rises above

the lower-lying modern quarters.

Lublin was founded in the 10th century. Under the Jagiello dynasty
the whole trade of Podolia, Volhynia, and Red Russia passed through
the liands of its mercliants, its markets were renowned far and wide,
and its poi)ulation increased to 70,000 souls. It became tlie seat of the
Polish Royal Tribunal, and several diets were held within its walls,
the most important being the Diet of 1569 in the reign of Sigismund
Augustus, which lasted a whole year and completed the union of Poland
and Lithuania. Even in the 18th cent. Lublin was one of the most
im])ortant towns of Poland.

From the railway station, which lies to the S. of the town, we
bear to the right, cross the Bystrzyca, and follow the Zamojska. At
(2r> min.) the N. end of this street, to the right, stands the Roman
('atholic Cathedral (16th cent.). AVe then pass to the left through

the Trinity Gate (fine view from its lofty belfry) and proceed direct

to the market-place, in the middle of which is the Palace of the Royal
Tribunal (XAih cent.), now occupied by the Court of Arbitration. Or
we may turn to the right beyond the Trinity Gate, follow the Jezuicka,

turn to the left (3 min.), and reach the Dominican Churchj with

the Firlej Chapel, built by Casimir the Great. From the N.E. corner

of the market-place the Grodzka descends to the E. to (5 min.) the

Okl Castle (r.), now a prison, with the Trinity Chapel built by
Jagiello.— To the W. of the market-place is the Cracow Gate,

tliiough which and past the (r.j Town Hall and Church of the
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Holy Ghost we reach the Krakowskie Przedmiescie, the chief street

of the town. Here stand an Obelisk (1825; r.), commemorating the

union of Poland and Lithuania; the Greek Catholic Cathedral (r,);

the Post Office (1.); the Industrial Bank (1.; 1900); and (standing

back from the street) the Lutheran Church (r. ; 1784). Behind the

obelisk is the Residence of the Governor. At the end of the

Krakowskie Przedmiescie, ^4 ^^- ^^^^ ^^^ market-place, are the

pretty Municipal GardenSj with an unpretending caf6 (military

band on Thurs. & Sun.).— We now return along the Krakowskie

Przedmiescie to the Hotel Victoria and turn to the right (along

the Kapucyhska) to visit the Church of the Virgin (Wizytkowski

Church), built by Jagiello in 1426 to commemorate the victory of

Tannenberg. The church has a N.W. tower and a crow-stepped

gable. Opposite, to the X., is the Theatre, and a little to the E.

is the Bernardine Church, containing the marble tomb of Oczko,

the physician (16th cent.; at the end of the S. aisle). The Bernard-

ynska and the Zamojska lead hence to the S. back to the railway

station.

A branch-railway runs to the N. from Lublin to (104V.) Lukdic (p. 249).

Beyond Lublin the train crosses the Wieprz.

231 Y. (153 M.) Kholm, Xojimt>, Polish Chelm (610 ft. ; Rail.

Restaurant ; Victoria Hotel, R. 72" 3 rb.; carr. & pair from the

rail, station to the town 35, with rubber tyres 50 cop.), a provin-

cial capital with 23,100 inhab. and the seat of a Greek Catholic

bishop, lies in a fertile grain-growing district on the Ucherka,

a feeder of the Bug. The festival of the Kholm Virgin is celebrated

in the conspicuous cathedral on Sept. 8th (O.S.). Close by is a small

museum of ecclesiastical antiquities.— About 5^4 M. to the S.E.

of the town is the German colony of Karaien, with a Lutheran
church in the Q-othic style (1885).— From Kholm to Brest-Litovsk,

see p. 249.

Beyond (251 V.) Dorochusk (^oporycKi.) we cross the Bug.
On the Bug, 10 M. to the S. of Dorochusk, lies the small town of

Dubienka (4^6eHKa), where Kosciuszko, the 'Hero of Dubienka', offered

a gallant but unavailing resistance to the overwhelming Russian forces
on July 17th, 1792.

315 V. (209 M.) Kovel, KoBejiB, the junction of the railway from
Brest-Litovsk to Kiev and Odessa (see p. 374).

7. TheVistula fromWarsaw to Sandomierz.
210 V. (189 M.;. 8teain«T-fares 2Vy, P/.j rb. - ("omi). p. ^f).

Warsaw, h«:c p. 9. The steamer jjusses under the new Vistula

bridge (p. 17;.

34 V. (22^2 M.) (/ora Kalvdrtya, Fopa KujiLnapiH, a village
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with a lai-ge convent, picturesquely situated IVa ^' ^^om the pier,

on a hill rising steeply from the left bank of the Vistula. Light

railway to Warsaw, see p. 11.

At Muiszew the Vistula reci'ivi'S the Pilica on the right.

75 V. Maclejoicirej a village on the right bank, with a chateau

belonging to Count Zamoyski. On Oct. 10th, 1794, Kosciuszko was
here defeated and taken prisoner by the Russians.

106 V. (70 M.) Ivdngorod, see p. 27 ; the fortress is about 5 V.

from the landing. On the left bank, 3^4 M. from the river, lies

SieciechoWj one of the oldest Benedictine abbeys in Poland. — The
steann']' passes under the bridge of the Kadoni railway.

Near Ginetcoszeiv (FH'feBoinoB'L), 0^/2 M. to the S. of Ivangorod,

the hills on each side begin to approach the river, and beyond Novo-
Alexandriya the Vistula flows through a valley enclosed by the N.

spurs of the Sandomierz ^Its. on the AV. and the S. Poland Hills

on the E.

126 V. Novo-Alexaiidriyaj Polish Fulaivy^ see p. 27.

132 V. Parchatkaj on the right bank.

138 V. Kazimiei'Zy Ka3Mep5KT>, an ancient town in the province

of Lublin, pleasantly situated near the right bank of the Vistula

and on the steep sides of a small lateral valley. It contains 4700
iuhab., mostly Jews. The Gothic parish church was built by Casimir

the Great (1333-70), the founder of the town. Outside the town is

a ruined castle, also built by Casimir.— Opposite Kazimierz, on

the left bank of the Vistula, lies JanowieCj with the ruins of an

old castle of the Firlej family on a steep hill to the N.

194 V. Zaivichost, 3aBHX0CT'L, a small town on the left bank,

is the station of the Russian custom-house.

210 V. (139 M.) Sandomierz (SandomirJ, CaH^OMHpx (Folski

Hoteljy a small town of 7300 inhab. and the seat of a Roman
Catholic bishop, is situated on a lofty blutf on the left bank of the

Vistula, above the mouth of the navigable Sa/t. It was founded in

1236 and j)ossesses an old cathedral and a castle built by Casimir

the Great. In 1;j70 Sandomierz was the scene of a General Synod

of the Protestants of Poland, Avhich produced the Act of Union

known as the Consensus Sandomiriensis.

Opposite Sandomierz, on the right bank of the Vistula, lies the

Austrian village of Nadhrzezie^ connected by railway with (121 M.)

Cracow.
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II WESTEEN EUSSIA (BALTIC PEOVINCES).t
St. Petersburg time, which was adopted by the Baltic Provinces in 1899,

is 61 min. in advance or that of Central Europe.

Route Page

8. From Berlin to St. Petersburg 34
Birshtani 36. — From Vilna to Rovno ; to Romni 39.

9. From Warsaw to St. Petersburg via Yilna .... 44
From Malkinia or Lapy to Ostrolgka 44. From Bialystok

to Brest-Litovsk; to G-rajewo ; to Baranovitchi 45.

—

From G-roduo to Suwalki 46.

10. From Berlin to Riga. Libau . 46
a. Yia Yilna and Diinaburg . 46

From Kreuzburg to Tuckum. From Stockmanns-
hof to Walk 47.

b. Yia Koshedari and Mitau 48
From Libau to Hasenpoth. Goldingen 50. — Doblen
50. — Bauske 52.

11. Riga and Environs 53
From Riga to Hafendamm; to Miihlgraben. Island of Runo

62. — From Riga to Windau. The Riga Coast 63.

12. From Riga to Reval 65

a. By Railway via Walk and Dorpat 65
Livonian Switzerland 66.

b. By Railway via Walk and Moisekull . . . . 71
From Moisekull to Pernau 71.

c. By Sea via Arensburg 72

13. Reval 74
From Reval to Baltic Port; to Hapsal; to St. Petersburg

79, 80.

14. From Riga to St. Petersburg 80
a. By Railway via Pskov 80

b. By Railway via Dorpat 80
c. By Sea via Reval . 84

The Baltic Provinces of Courland, Livonia, and Esthonia

are bounded on the W. by the Baltic Sea, and on the E. by the

West Rnsfiian Ridgej which runs as a continuation of the Baltic

Hills from the middle course of the Niernen to the Valdai Hills.

The greater part of the provinces consists of a lowland district, but

towards the coast they are intersected by several outliers of the

great Russian plateau, which is interrupted by various broad open-

ings. The most important river is the Dwhia, or Dvi/ia {iU'Vinun

Dana; Russian 3aiia;iHaH /l^MHa, i.e. Western Dvina; Lettish

Ddufjawa)^ which flows into the Gulf of Kiga, l)ut is navigable in

its short lower course only. In the S. the inhabitants are Letts, in

t The lettering of the maps and plans in this section (except in the
town-plans of Vilna, Pskov, and Narva) is giv(Mi in Ociinaii, that being
the predominant tongue in the Baltic Provinc«'8.

Baedeker's Hussia. 3
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the N. Esthouiuns; in the towns, however, and among the landed

proprietors, clergy, and the like, are many Germans, while there

are also Russians, Poles, and Swedes. The chief occupations arc

grain-growing and cattle-raising. Conrland and Livonia possess

extensive forests of pine, tir, and birch. Of late an active in-

dustrial life has sprung up in Riga, Libau, and Reval. Railways
furnish the ports with a wide 'hinterland'.

CouKLAND, the southernmost of the Baltic Provinces, 10,237

sq. M. in area, consists of a plateau, 625 ft. high, jutting out into

the Gulf of Riga between the Niemen and the wide depression of

the Dvina. — Livonia, 18,154 sq. M. in area, stretches N. from
the Dvina, across the Aa-Plateau (Livonian Switzerland) and the

East Livonian HeightSj to a depression through which runs the

Embach, a river connecting Lake Wirzjariv with Lake Pelpus.
The Great Mwiamdgi (1063 ft.), one of the East Livonian Heights,

is the highest summit in the Baltic Provinces. The inhabitants of

Livonia are (as in Courland) Letts, with some Esthonians in the N.

part of it.— EsTHONiA, the northernmost of the Baltic Provinces,

7^sl7 sq. M. in area, consists of a tableland of Silurian limestone,

which descends abruptly to the coast in the so-called 'Glint' (p. 81)

and is overlain in the S. by Devonian sandstone and dolomite strata.

The islands of Dag'6 and Oesel, in the Baltic Sea, form a prolon-

gation of this tableland.

The Letts, who (like the Esthonians) belong to the Lutheran church,
live in separate farms (mahja) which are often grouped together in pairs,

but seldom in greater numbers. Their wooden dwelling-houses, barns
(rihja), corn-lofts (kleiits), and bath-houses (pirts) still retain their an-

cient appearance. Few traces of the old national dress have been re-

tained, though sandals of leather, tied round the ankle with strips of

flax, are still often seen, while shoes of bast also occur. — The Esthonians
belong to the Mongolian race. Their speech is poor in the expression of

abstract ideas, but their folk-lore is exceptionally rich. The dwelling-
house of the Esthonians, with wooden cross-bars on the top of the thatched
roof (wares-pun), consists of three parts— the living-room, the corn-loft

(serving in winter as a kitchen and often also as living-room), and the
threshing-floor, used in winter as stables. Round the dwelling-house lie

the barns (ait), the cow-stable (laut), the summer-kitchen (koda), and the
bathroom (saun). The farmyard (oue) and the fields are surrounded by
lattice fences. In the less advanced regions (on the islands and among
the Esthonians in the government of Pskov or Pleskau) the picturesque
national costume is still retained, but it is giving way rapidly to newer
fashions, especially among the men.

Chronological Outline of the History of the Baltic
Provinces.

In the middle of the 12th cent, the Gernians established them-

selves on the banks of the lower Dvina.

1188. Foundation of the bishopric of Uxktill in Livonia; in-

troduction of Christianity by Bishop Metnhard, an

Augustine monk from Segeberg in Holstein.
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1201. Foundation of Riga and (1202) of the Order of the

Sword by Bishop Albert.— 1207. Division of Livonia

between Bishop Albert and the first Master of the Order,

Venno.
1219. Waldemai' II. of Denmark takes Lindanissa (Reval)

from the Esthonians.

1237. Union of the Order of the Sword with the Teutonic Order.

1245. Appointment of an archbishop for Livonia and Prussia;

in 1251 Riga is chosen as his see.

1330. Eherhard von Munheim, Master of the Order, conquers

Riga. Predominance of the Order.

1346. Esthonia sold to the Teutonic Order by Denmark.
1422. Samogitia (belonging partly to Livonia, partly to Prussia)

is lost to the Order; Livonia and Prussia are thereby

isolated from each other.

1452. Agreement between the Archbishop and the Order at

Kirchholm, by which the government of Riga is divided

between them.

1494-1535. Under the rule of Master Walter von Plettenherg the

Teutonic Order reaches the zenith of its power.

1522. Introduction of the Reformation into Livonia and Riga.

1558-1561. Invasion of Ivan IV., 'the Terrible'. Loss of the ter-

ritories of the Order. Master Gotthard Kettler becomes
hereditary Duke of Courland and Semgallen; Livonia is

annexed to Poland, Esthonia to Sweden, and Osel to

Denmark.
1562. Grant by Sigismund Augustus of privileges whereby Li-

vonia is guaranteed civil and religious freedom and right

to use the German tongue.

1600. Beginning of the Polish-Russo-Swedish war, ended by

the Peace of Stolbovo in 1617.

1621. Conquest of Riga by Gustavus II. Adolphus of Sweden;
Livonia, with the exception of the Polish districts, falls

under his sway.

1656. Tzar Alexis Mikhdilovitch devastates Livonia and lays

siege to Riga (without success).

1700-1721. The Northern War; the Peace of Nystad (1721) assigns

Livonia and Esthonia to Russia. Peter the Great con-

firms the privileges granted by Sigismund Augustus.

1795. Courland annexed to Russia.

1819. Abolition of serfdom in Livonia.

1881-1894. Introduction under Alexander III. of the Russian lan-

guage and judicial system.

;jX-



8. From Berlin to St. Petersburg.

1017 M. Express train in 2Ghrs.; fares \\b Ji , 1^ JC 15 pf. (exclu-

sive of tlie charge for reserved seat, see below). The North or Nord
Express (see p. xvii) takes 251/2 his. (fare 187,.^ 90 pf.). — From Berlin
(Stadtbahn stations) to Wirballen via Dirschau and Konigsberg, 4G2 M.,
express train in IOV2 brs. (fares 152 c^ 80, '61 JC 70 pf.; sleeping berth
12 or 10 c4J ; tickets for the latter may be obtained of the conductor,
but it is safer to order them in advance). Another express runs via
Poseu, Thorn, and Insterburg.

—

From Wirballen to St. Petersburg,
8:^7 V. (555 M.), express train in 15 hrs. (fares 24 rb. 20, IG rb. 40 cop.;
seat-ticket, p. xxiii, 1 rb. 80 cop.; sleeping-car Brb. 70 cop., 5 rb.); ordinary
train in 28 hrs. (fares 19 rb. 50, 11 rb. 70 cop.).— From Wirballen to
ViLSA, 179 V. (119 M.), express train in 3 hrs. (fares 8 rb. 3, 5 rb. 44 cop.;
seat-ticket IV2 i*b.), ordinary train in 51/2 hrs. (fares 6 rb. 48, 3 rb. 89 cop.).

— From Vilna to St. Petersburg, 658 V. (436 M.), express train in

IIV2 brs. (fares 19 rb. 5, 12 rb. 25 cop.; seat-ticket 1 rb. 80 cop.; sleeper
5 rb. 25, 3 rb. 95 cop.), ordinary train in 191/2 brs. (fares 17 rb., 10 rb. 20 cop.).

Passports, see p. xviii. — Bussian Money (p. xiv) may be obtained at

the money-changers' stalls at Eydtkuhnen or Wirballen, but it is better
to procure it at Berlin before starting.

To St. Petersburg by Steamer (fares incl. meals): from Stettin

(70 JC) once weekly in 65 hrs.; from Liibeck (60 JC) twice M'^eekly in

80 hrs. ; from Stockholm (36 kr.) four times weekly in 42 hrs. Comp.
pp. xviii, 201.

From Berlin to (462 M.) Eydtkuhnen, see Baedeker^ s Northern
Germany.— l^y&t'k.vih.ri.eri (Welter^ s Hotel, R. from 2^/^^; Hotel

de BussieJ, a village with 5500inhab., on the frontier-stream Lepone,
is the last Prussian station. The train halts here for ^4 hi'- ("^ the

reverse direction 1 hr.).

1 V. (from Eydtkuhnen) Wirballen (BepsKGojioBo; Railway
Restaurant, with bedrooms, fair) is the lirst Eussian station. Pass-

ports and baggage are examined here (see pp. xviii, xix), causing a halt

of 1 hr.— When the customs revision is finished, the traveller should

engage a porter (p. xx) to take care of the small articles and bring

them afterwards to the train; he should give him his seat-number.

As far as Kovno the railway lies through Polish territory, tra-

versing the province of Suivatki, which is included in the General

Government of Warsaw. The N. part of the province is inhabited

by Lithuanians^, the S. by Poles, intermixed with whom, especially

in the towns, are numerous Russians, Germans, and Jews. The

district to the N. and 8. of the Niemen is intersected by ranges

of small hills and dotted with small lakes. It forms a continuation

of the terminal moraine ridge of E. Prussia, which is crossed

obliquely by the railway in its course through Lithuania.

16 V. Wifkovjyszki. The small town of this name, V/^ M. to the

S. of the station, was the headquarters of Xapoleon on June 22nd,

1812, before he crossed the Niemen, and here he dated his procla-

mation announcing the beginning of a 'Second Polish War'.
At the beginning of the campaign the 'Grande Armee' consisted of

684,000 men. The total number of French troops that eventually crossed
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the Russian frontier was 612,000, including 300,000 French, 190,000 Ger-
mans, 90,000 Poles and Lithuanians, and 32,000 Italians, Spaniards, and
Portuguese, with 1242 field-jneces and 130 siege-guns. In December, 1812,

only 110,000 were left.— The entire military force of Russia amounted to

480,000 men, of whom 428,000 actually came into touch with the French.
The total loss of the Russians amounted to 200,000 men.

Beyond (28 Y.) Pihuiszki and (63 Y.) Mavrutzi we reach the

Niemen (HiMam*), which the train crosses by an iron tubular

bridge, ^4 ^- loi^g-

83 Y. (55 M.) Kovno, KOBHa.— The Railivay Station (restaurant)

lies to the E. of the town. — Hotels. Metropole (R. Va-S rb.), Leivinsohn,
Versailles (R. from 75 cop.), all three in the Nikolayevski Prospekt.

—

Restaurant in the small Ihinicipal Garden, Nikolayevski Prospekt. — Cab
from the station to the old town 50, to the new town 40 cop.— Tramway
from the station through the town to the market-place (3 Y. ; fares 10,6 cop.).

— Steamers, starting at the bridge-of-boats, ply via Georgenburg (25 cop.)

to Tilsit (an attractive trip).

Kovno (110 ft.), the capital of a government of the same name, is

prettily situated on a tongue of land between the Viliyd (Bujiia)

and the Niemen, the banks of which are here about 200 ft. in height.

The town, which contains 88,000 inhab. (one-half of whom are Jews),

consists of the old town and the new town, the latter stretching up
the river. It is strongly defended by advanced works.

Kovno, supposed to have been founded in the 13th cent. (?), was in

the 14th cent, a great bone of contention between Lithuania and the Teu-
tonic Order. It passed, together with Lithuania, into the hands of Poland
under Wladislaus Jagiello, and in the 15- 16th cent, it became the centre
of the export-trade from Poland and Lithuania to Russia. An English
Trading Factory was also established here. In 1655 Kovno was plundered
and burned down by a Russian army under Tzar Alexis. At the Third
Partition of Poland in 1795 it was finally annexed to the Russian empire.
On June 23rd, 1812, the French army reached the left bank of the Niemen,
opposite Kovno; and a hill near the village of (3Y.) Ponyemon Cp. 36) is

still known as Napoleon's Hill.

From the rail, station we follow the Mikhailovski Prospekt,

turning after 10 min. to the left into the Pestchanaya. In 4 min.

more we take the Kiyevskaya to the right and reach (6 min.) the

Greek Catholic Cathedral of SS. Peter and Paul, completed in

1895. Turning to the left at this point, we reach the Nikolayevski

Prospekt, the chief thoroughfare of the town. At (18 min.) the W. end
of the Prospekt we turn to the left and enter the Old Town through

the Peterburgskaya, a little to thoE. of which stands the old Cliapel

of St. Gertrude. We then follow tlie Yilenskaya, in which (r.

;

12 min.) is the Gothic Church of SS. Peter and, Paul, the largest

Roman Catholic church in Lithuania, built of brick in the 15th

century. Close by is the Market Place, with a pyramidal Moini-
ment in cast-iron, erected in 1843 in commemoration of the discom-
fiture of the French in 1812. On the W. side is the Tovm Hall, a

building of the 10th vn\t. (rebuilt in 1038), with a tower. A little

to thf W. of the market-place is the Church of St. (reorcje (1471).

To the S. is a briclgc-nf-lioats across th<* Xicmcn. To liic 10. of the
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bridge is tiie Lutheran Churchy built in 1()8() in the early-Gothic

style.— The industrial suburb of Shavtzi is adjoined by large bar-

racks. Opposite lies Pofn/enwn (p. 35), best reached by the rail-

way-bridge.
About 21 M. to the S. of Kovno (motor-omnibus 1 rb. 90 cop.) lies

Birslitiini (BnpiuTaHti; Stdraya,, Ndvaija^ and Malaya Oostimtza, R.
lo-S'i rl). a month), with saline springs, pleasantly situated on tlie right
hank of the Niemen (season from May 20th to Aug. 20th, O.S.). Visitors'
tax 5 rh.

Beyond Kovno the train threads a long tunnel and skirts the

Niemen (right) for a short distance.

117 V. (78 M.) Koshedari (Kome^apti ; Railwmj Restau-
rant), the junction of the line via Muravvevo (Libau, p. 49) to Riga
(R. 10 b).

163 Y. (128 M.) Landvarovo (Railway Restaurant), the junc-

tion of the St. Petersburg & Warsaw Railway (p. 46).

We now approach the valley of ih^Viliyd, penetrate the Pondri
Hills by a tunnel, aud reach (179 Y. or 119 M.) Vilna.

[Those who leave their compartment during the long wait here

should hire a porter to guard their belongings (comp. p. xx).]

Vilna, Bhjilhh, Polish Wilno. —Railway Restaurant, D. 1 rb., fair.

— Hotels. Georgiyevskaya (PL a; A, 2), G-eorgiyevski Prospdkt 20, with
restaurant, fair, R. 1-10 rb., B. 40 cop., D. (2-6 p.m.) IV4 rb., omn. 60 cop.;
Palace Hotel (Pl.d; B, 4), Bolshaya 9, new; Grand-Hotel (PI. e; B, 5),

Ostrovorotnaya .5, with restaurant; Bristol (PI. f; A, 2), Georgiyevski
Prospekt 22; Yevropa (PI. b; A, B, 4), Blagovyeshtchenskaya 1, with re-

staurant, R. 1-8 rb., B. 45 con., D. (2-5 p.m.) ^/^-l rb., omn. 60 cop., well
spoken of; Continent (PI. c;B, 4), Nyemetzkaya 37, opposite the theatre,
with restaurant, R. from 1 rb., B. 45 cop., D. (1-6 ]).m.) V2-I vh. — Bestatir-

ant Narushevitch, Bolshaya 86 (1st tioor), a little to the E. of the theatre
(PI. B, 4). — Pleasure Resorts. Bernardinskl Garden (PL D, 8), witli

military music in summer; Botanical Gardens (PL C, 2), with vaudeville
stage.- Post & Telegraph Office (PL B, C, 3), Bolshaya.

Cab from the rail, station to the town 35, with two horses 50 cop. (at

night, 12-7, 40 & 60 cop.); per drive in the town, 20 cop.; per hour
50 cop., with two horses 1 r))., each additional hour 45 and 90 cop.

Tramways (fare 5 cop.) from the railway station (PL A, B, 6) through
the town to the Zelyoni Bridge (3ejieHtifi mocti>; PL A, 1); from the

Protchistenski Cathedral (PL C, 4), along the Georgiyevski Prosp(5kt to tlie

Xikolayevski Bridge (beyond PI. A, 1); from the Stanislaus Cathedral
(PL B, 2) to the suburb of Antokol (beyond PL D, 1).

Chief Attractions (.3 hrs,). Ostra Brama Chapel (p. 37); Cathedral of

St. Stanislaus (p. 38); Castle Hill (p. 38).

Vilna (525 ft.), the capital of the General Government of the

same name and formerly the capital of Lithuania, is pleasantly

situated, with its suburbs (Antokol, Zaryetchyej Poyulydnka, and

Lukishkijj on a group of sand and clay hills (820 ft.) rising at the

confluence of the ViUika. and the Viliya. It is now an important

railway and commercial centre, with a trade in timber and ca.
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192,700 Jewish, Lithuanian, and Polish inhabitants. It contains

the headquarters of the 3rd Army Corps and is the seat of a Greek

Catholic archbishop and of a Roman Catholic bishop. The streets

in the older parts are narrow and badly paved, but contain many
quaint old churches.

The history of Vilna stretches back to the earliest times , when it

was a great centre of Pagan worship. A sacred tire was kept constantly
burning at the foot of the hill upon which G-edymin, Grrand-Prince of

Lithuania, built his castle. In 1323 Vilna was raised to the dignity of a
town and was made the capital of Lithuania. The Grand-Prince Wladislaus
Jagiello, who became King of Poland in 1386, introduced Christianity in

1387 and erected a cathedral (St. Stanislaus) on the site of the heathen
temple. Vilna is afterwards often mentioned in the history of the
struggles of the Poles with the Teutonic Order, the Tartars, and the
Russian G-rand-Prince. During the 17 -18th cent. Vilna was frequently
pillaged by the Swedes, Russians, and Cossacks, and lost much of its

former importance. In 1794 it offered a gallant resistance to the Russian
army, but was captured on Aug. 12th after a severe bombardment. At
the opening of the war of 1812 Napoleon fixed upon the line of the
Niemen as his base of operations and made Vilna (at the point of inter-

section of the roads from Konigsberg and Warsaw to St. Petersburg
and Moscow) the strategic centre of the French lines. On his retreat
from Russia he again visited Vilna, which he finally left in disguise on
the night of Nov. 24th (Dec. 6th), 1812.

From the railway station (PI. A, B, 6), which lies at the S. end of

the city, we follow the Vokzalnaya to the right (E.) and turn to the

left into (6 min.) the Ostrovorotnaya (PL B, 5, 6). Here stands the

Ostruiya Vorota (Polish, OstraBrama), a town-gate of the 16th cen-

tury. Above this gate, on the N. side (entrance), is the Ostra Branaa
Chapel (PL B, C, 5), containing a large wonder-working image of the

Virgin, which is highly revered by Greek and Latin Catholics alike.

The street is always filled with kneeling worshippers; but the image
is not visible except during divine service, when the chapel windows
are opened. Beyond the gate, to the right, is the R. C. Church of
St. Theresa, with a marble fagade, founded in 1626. Farther on,

also to the right, is the Greek Catholic Monastery ofthe Holy Ghost
(CBHTO-^yxoBCKiH MOHacTLipt), fouudcd in 1597, opposite which
is the Monastery of the Trinity (Cbhto-TpohukIh MOHacTLipt),

dating from the end of the 15th cent, and belonging to the same
confession.— The Ostrovor6tnaya ends at the Theatre Square (PL

B, 4), with the Theatre, originally the town hall, rebuilt by Gutze-

vitch in 17K3, and converted to its present uses in 1845. Opposite

rises the imposing Cathedral of St. Nicholas, erected in 1596-1604

and in the hands of the Greek Catholics since 1832.— At the S.W.

corner of the Theatre Square begins the Nyemetzkaya or 'German

Street', now exclusively occupied by Jews but containing the

Lutheran Church (PI. A, 4), built in 1555.

The main thorougbfare of the city, named the Holshaya, runs

fo the X. from tin; Theatre Square;. To the right stands the; Church
of St. Nicholas (PI. B, C, 4), founded at the beginning of the 16th
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century. Farther on, in the midst of a small square, is the Pydf-

uitzkaija Church (PI. H, 4), built in 1345 and last restored in

IHr*;").— From this point we proceed to the E. through the Spdsskaya

to the Prefrhistenshi Cathedral (PI. C, 4), which, after a career

full of vicissitudes, was rebuilt in 1867.— Farther on in the Bol-

shaya, to the left, is the R. C. Church of St. John (PI. B, 3), begun

by Jagiello in 1388, completed in 1426, restored in 1571 and 182().

Beyond St. John's the Mikhailovski Pereulok leads to the right

from the Bolshaya to the handsome Church of St. Anne (PI. C, 3),

a Gothic brick structure of the close of the 14th century. Adjacent

is the Church of SS. Bernard and Francis, founded in 1469 by
King Casimir.

The Bolshaya ends at the Cathedral Square (PI. B, 2, 3), in

which is a bronze Statue of Empress Catherine II. (PI. 1), by
Antokolski (11)03).— On the N. side of the square stands the R.C.

Cathedral of St. Stanislaus, a building in the form of a Greek
temple, founded in 1387 on the site of a sanctuary of Pcrkunas, a

pagan god of light. The lower part of the tall belfry is said to

date from the 14th century. Six massive Doric columns form the

portico. In the pediment is a group of the Sacrifice of Noah; above

it are statues of SS. Helena (with the cross), Stanislaus, and Casimir.

The whole church was restored in 1801.

Interior. A baroque marble chapel to the right of the high-altar
fontaius the silver coffin of St. Casimir and eight silver statues of Polish
kings and queens. On the E. wall (1.) is the tomb of Grand-Prince Witowt
(d. 1430); under . the epitaph is a picture of the Virgin, presented to

liim by the Greek emperor Manuel Palseologus in 1386. The vault to

the right of the tomb is the oldest part of the church. There are also

numerous monuments of scions of distinguished Polish and Lithuanian
families.

On the Castle Hill (SaMKOBan ropa; PI. C, 2; adm. 3 cop.),

which rises 165 ft. above the Viliya and is most easily ascended

from the Botanic Gardens (7 min. to the tower), are the fragmentary

remains of a castle built by Gedynnn (p. 37). The tower (rfmts.)

commands a view of the city and its surroundings.

In the Georgiyevski Prospekt, leading to the N.W. from the

Cathedral Square, are the Imperial Bank, the District Court

(1898j, and the Girls^ High School.

The l)vortz6vaya leads to the S. from the Cathedral Square to

the palace and the buildings of the former university. The Pala("e

(PI. B, 3), occupied by the archbishops in the 16-18th cent., is now
the residence of the Governor-General. Here also is the Mvravyev
Museum, with reminiscences of Count M. Muravyev, who was
Governor of Vilna in 1863-65 and suppressed the Polish revolt (en-

trance through the office of the Governor-General, Dvortz6vaya 6,

first floor). In front of it is a bronze statue, by Gryaznov (1898),

of Count Muravyev (PL 2).— Opposite the palace, to the E., is

the former University (Dvortzovaya 5), established as an academy
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by Stephen Bathory in 1578, made a university by Alexander I. in

1803, and suppressed in 1832. On the groundfloor, to the left, is the

Public Library (open on week-days 12-8; closed in July, but ac-

cessible to strangers), which contains 220,000 vols, and 10,000 MSS.
(most important exhibited in show-cases). To the right is the Zoo-

logical Department ; on the first floor is the AntiquaHan Museum
(Myseii ^peBHOCTeii; PL B, 3; open on Sun., 12-3, except in July,

to strangers at other times also); it contains numerous objects of

the stone, bronze, and iron ages, coins, weapons, portraits, and

other paintings.

In the suburb of Antokol (beyond PL D, 1; tramway, see

p. 36) are the CJiurch of SS. Peter & Paul, prettily situated on

a slope, and completed in 1684, and the Military Hospital, built

in 1691 as the chateau of the Princes Sapieha.
About 5 M. to the N. of Vilna (pleasant steamer trip; 35 cop.) is the

manor of Verki, picturesquely situated on the high right bank of the Viliya,

with a garden in the English style. On the bank of the river is a restaurant.

From Vilna to Rovno, 480 V. (318 M.), express train in IOV2 hrs. The
railway traverses the provinces of Vilna, Minsk, and Volhynia, and its

S. part intersects the Polyesye (p. 249) from IST. to S. — 49 V. Binyakoni
(Rail. Restaurant) ; 89 V. Lida (Rail. Restaurant

;
p. 249), a district-town

with 14,800 inhabitants. Beyond (113 V.) Nyemdn we cross the Niemen.
138 V. Novogrudok (Rail. Restaurant). —188 V. (125 M.) Baranovitchi
(BapaHOBHHH; Rail. Restaurant), the junction of the railway from War-
saw to Moscow (p. 250) and of a branch-line to Bialystok (see p. 45).

—

297 V. Luninetz (Rail. Restaurant), the junction of the railway from
Brest-Litovsk to Bryansk (p. 249). We cross the Pripet. — 397 V. Sarni
(Rail. Restaurant), the iunction of the Kovel and Kiev railway (p. 374).
— 435 V. Mokvin (Rail. 'Restaurant).- 480 V. (318 M.) Povno, see p. 374.

From Vilna to Romni, 711 V. (471 M.), railway in 20 hrs. — At (9 V.)

Novo-Vileisk (p. 40) this line diverges to the S.E. from the St. Petersburg
line.— 79 V. Zalij4sjje (Sajiscte; Rail. Restaurant); 101 V. Molodetchno
(p. 249); 173 V. Minsk (p. 250); 273 V. dsipovitchi (Rail. Restaurant).
— 313 V. (208 M.) Bobruisk or BoSpyftcin. (Bail. Restaurant; Berezina.
R. from 1 rb., D. from 60 cop.; Syevernaya), a town in the province of
Minsk, lies 2V2 V. (cab 30 cop.) from the railway, in the midst of the
forests of the Polyesye (p. 249) and on the commanding right bank of the
Berdzina, here 330 ft. in width. About half of the 40,800 inhab. are Jews.
Down to 1897 Bobruisk was strongly fortified. —We cross the Berezina.
374 V. Zhlohin (>Kjio6hhi>; Railway Restaurant); hence to Vitebsk, see

pp.258, 257. The train crosses the Dnieper.—^M\. (301 M.) Homel
(FoMejiL ; Rail. Restaurant; Continent, Zamkovaya, R. from 75, D. from
60 cop.; Syevermiya, Rumydntzevskaya 30; cab to the town 20, with two
horses 30, per drive 15 or 25, per hr. 30 or 45, in spring and autumn 5-15 cop.
more) is a town in tlie government of Moliildv, with 97,900 inliab. and a
considerable trade. It lies on tlie lofty right bank of the Sozh, a tributary
of the Dnieper. On i\w terrace of Prince Paskevitcli's chateau (on the Sozli;

25 rain, from the station viA, the Zamkovaya) is an equc^strian statue of

Joseph Poniatowski, cast in bronze from Thorvaldsen's model and originally
destined for Warsaw. T^w. mojiunuint of (Jhanc(dlor N. 1*. Runiyantzev
(d. 1826), in the adjacent Onthcdral of SS. l^;ter & T'aul, is by X'anova.
Railway to Brest-Li towsk and to Bryansk, see p 2^19; steamer to Kiev
fj). 378). — 549 V. Snovskaija (Hail. Restaurant). We cross the Desnd.
638 V. Bakhinatch (F,axMaq'i>; Rail. Restaurant), see p. 876. — 711 V.
(471 M.) Romni, see p. :i91.

From Vilna to Warsain, »ee R. 9.
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Continuation of tiik Railway to 8t. Pp:terskuiio. The first

station beyond Vilna is (187 A\) Novo-Vil^isk (HoBO-BHJieHCKt

;

Raibray Restauravt), the junction of the line from (Libau) Yilna

to Romni (see p. 39).— From (251 Y.) Novo-SvyeiUzydm (Rail-

way Restaurant) a light railway runs to the N.W. to (136 V.)

Ponevyezh (p. 48).

334 V. kalkuhnen (KajiKyHbi ; Rail. Restaurant), the junction

of the line to (187 V.) Radzivilishki (p. 48).— The train now crosses

the Dvifui (p. 31) by an iron bridge and enters the station of

Diinaburg.

340 v. (225 M.) Diinaburg, Russian Dvinsk, ^bhhckt,. _ - Rail-
way Stations. St. Petersburg Station (fair restaurant), IVa M. from the
town, for St. Pctcrsburp^, Vilna, Wirballen, and Warsaw; Riffa Station
(restaurant), for Riga (R. 10a) aud Moscow (R. 33a). The two stations are
connected by a junction line 2 M. long.— Hotels. Central, Alexandro-
Nevskaya, R. from f>0 cop. to 2'/2 rb., B. 50, D. (1-5 p.m.) 50-75 cop.;
Grand-Hotel (Bojitman rocTHHiiija), Ofitzerskaya, R. 2-5 rb., B. 50 cop.;
Kapp, at the Riga Station, R. 1-2 rb., B. 50 cop., D. (12-4 p.m.) V2-IV4 I'b.

— Cabs. From the St. Petersburg Station to the town, first-class 50, second-
class 40 cop. ; from the Riga Station 20 or 15 cop. ; at night 50 per cent
more

;
per hr. 50 cop.

Diinaburg (330 ft.), built by Stephen Bathory in 1582 and

ofTicially named Dvivsk since 1893, is a fortified depot and capital

of a district in the government of Vitebsk (Polish Lithuania). It

lies on the right bank of the Dvina (German, Diina), carries on a

brisk trade in flax, grain, and timber, and is an important railway

centre. Pop. 1 10,900.— About
1 V4 M. from the St. Petersburg Station

and 3 M. from the Riga Station lies the Greek Catholic Garrison
Churchy a two-towered structure of the middle of the 18th cent.,

formerly belonging to the Jesuits. The barrel-vaulting of the nave

is borne by piers, each of which is articulated by four slender

columns. The choir-ending is rectangular. The Lutheran Church
was built in 1892.

On the Warsaw highroad, 9 M. to the S.W. (carr. 2 rb.), lies Meddum,
a climatic resort on a small lake. — Amid pine-woods on the Dvina, 5 M.
to the W. of Diinaburg (steamboat in V2 hr. ; fare 15 cop.), lies the open-
air resort of Pognlyanka, with a hydropathic institute.

Beyond Diinaburg the railway traverses the government of

Vitebsk, the scenery of w hich offers little variety. 401 V. Antonopol
(Rail. Restaurant) ; 419 V. Ry^zhitza (Rail. Restaurant; to Moscow,

see R. 33 b), with the picturesque ruins of the castle of Rositten

''right); 460 V. Korsovka (Rail. Restaurant). From (491 V.) Puita-

lovo (Rail. Restaurant) a branch-line runs via Marienhausen, with

a ruined castle of the Archbishops of Riga, to (63 V.) Sita.— On
passing the boundary of the government of Pskov, we enter Great

Russia proper. We cross the Velikaya.— 531V. Ostrov (Rail.

Restaurant), a town of 7300 inhab., carrying on a brisk trade in flax,

great quantities of which are grown in the government of Pskov.
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About 52 V. (35 M.) to the S.E. of Ostrov, and reached via (30 V.)

Novyorodki, lies the village of Tabalenetz, with the Svyatogorski Convent,
where Pushkin lies buried (comp. p. 115).

580 y. (384 M.) Pskov, Uckob-l, Grer. Pleskau (Plan, see p. 42).
—Railway Restaurant, good.

—

Hotels. London (PI. b; B, 2), Sergiyev-
skaya, R. 1-3, D. 3/4 rb., very fair; St. Petersburg (PI. a; B, 2), Sergiyev-
skaya, R. 1-2 rb., B. 50, D. (1-6 p.m.) 75 cop.— Restaurant at the Kutuzov
Garden (PI. 20; B, C, 2, ?>).— Military Band thrice weekly in the Muni-
cipal Grarden (PI. C,3).— Electric Tramway from the rail, station through
the town (6 cop.).— Cab from the railway station to the town 30, per
drive 15, per hr. 50 cop.

Pskov, an ancient town Tvith 36,000 inhab. and an important

trade in flax, the capital of a government of the same name, and the

seat of a Greek Catholic archbishop, is situated on both sides of the

Velikaya (German Muddau) and the Pskovd. Pskov is divided

into four parts: the Kremlin (see below), with the adjoining forti-

fications by Dovmont; the town proper, built in the 14-15th cent,

between the Yelikaya and the Pskova; the Zapskovye, or quarter

on the right bank of the Pskova, reached by an arched iron bridge

(1898; fine view of the cathedral); and the Zavelitchye, or quarter

on the left bank of the Velikaya, connected with the town by two
bridges. All of these quarters, except the last, are surrounded by
partly preserved walls and towers.— The town contains a Lutheran

church (PI. 12; B, 3), a Roman Catholic church (PL 10; B, 3), and

45 Greek Catholic churches.
Pskov, which is said to have been founded in 965, was united with

Novgorod to form a bishopric in 992. A republic like Novgorod (corap.

p. 262), Pskov rose in the middle ages to be the emporium of a con-
siderable trade with Oermany and other countries, and it became a member
of the Hanseatic League. The German factory lay on the left bank of

the Velikaya, and the German mercliants were debarred from crossing tl»e

bridge-of-boats which connected it with the town. During the Mongolian
invasions of Russia the town asserted its independence and it also beat
off the attacks of the Teutonic Order, under the leadership of the cou-
rageous Lithuanian Prince Dovmont (p. 43). Walter von Plettenberg, Grand
Master of the Teutonic Order, failed in his attem])t to capture Pskov
in 1502, l)ut won a victory over the Russians at the lake of Smolina on
his way back to Livonia (Sept. 13th, 1502). In 1510 Grand-Prince Vasili III.

Ivanovitch at last succeeded in destroying tli<^ independence of the city and
incorjjorated the repu})lic with the principality of Moscow. In 1570 Tzar
Ivan the T«'rrible advanced against Pskov, whose inhabitants he suspected
of treason, but he allowed himself to be turned from his plan of destroying
the city by tln! r(!j)reH('ntations of the monk Nicliolas Salos, who feigncul

madness to effect his end.

The Kremlin (KpoMJii, ; PI. 15, 1, 2), situai(!(l in the angle be-

tween the Velikaya and lh(; Pskova, is snrrounded by a limestone

wall, dating from \'2iW>. It ('ommands a good vi(;w of the town and
of the valleys of the two rivers. — In the fiiiddle of the Ki-eniii!)

rises th(! conHpicnous —
^Cathedral of the Holy Thinitv (PI. 0; li, 1), founded nhmii

ll.'iH f)ut dating in its present forni from UVM-\)\). It is HX) ft. lon<r,

IlM It. wide, and i^nC) ft. \]\<r\\ (to \\\r lop i,\' the cross). There are
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Plan of Pskov. No. 1 (B, 2), Alexandor II. MonumeDt; 2 (B, 3), Arch-
Ijishop's Palace; 3 (B, 2), Bazaar; 4 (C, 3), Cadet Xcsidemy. -- Cathedrals

:

-13 (B, 3), Club of the Noblesse; 14 (B, 2), Consistory; 15 (C, 3), Girls'

High School ; 16 (B, 3), Governor's House; 17 (B, 3), High School; 18 (B, 3),

Imperial Bank; 19 (A, 1), John the Baptist Convent; 20 (C, 2, 3), Kutuzov
Gar(i«-n; 21 (B, 2), Law Courts; 22 (C, 3), Modern School; 23 (B, 3), Novo-
Voznesenski Convent; 24 (B, 3), Pogankin House; 25 (B, 3), Police Sta-

tion; 26 (B, 2), Post & Telegraph Office; 27 (B, 3), Seminary; 28 (B, C, 2),

Theatre; 29 (B, 4), Training College.
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five domes. The entrance is preceded by a wide vaulted flight of

steps, thirty-three in number.
The lofty vaulting of the central space is borne by four massive

piers. To the left of the ikonostas is the Tomb of St. Gabriel (Vsevolod),
the first Prince of Pskov (d. 1138); the tomb is of silver and dates from
1834. Vsevolod's sword is also shown, bearing the inscription 'honorem
meum nemino (sic) dabo'. — On the pier to the right of the ikonostas is

the Crucifix of St. OZgra (reconstructed in 1628). The oak Tomb of Prince
Dormont (d. 1299), who was afterwards canonized, is in a chapel to the
right of the ikonostas. Above hangs Dovmont's sword, with which the
princes were girt at their coronation in tlie cathedral. — To the right of

Dovmont's tomb is that of St. Nicholas Solos (HnKOJiaH K)po;iHBi.iH

;

p. 41).— The Sacristy contains some ecclesiastical antiquities, old town-
seals, and coins of Pskov. — The vaults below the church contain the tombs
of Princes of Pskov.

The Pogdnldn House (IIoraHKHHLi najraxBi ; PI. 24, B 3), built

about the middle of the 17th cent, and restored in 1902, contains a

small museum of antiquities (open free daily, except Mon., 10-3;

entrance from courtyard). A little to the N. of the Archiepiscopal

Palace (PI. 2) is a Museum of Ecclesiastical Antiquities (Myseii

uepKOBHaro HCTopHKO-apxeojiorH^ecKaro KOMHTexa, open free

daily 11-1, Sun. 12-1). In front of the Law Courts (PI. 21; B, 2)

is a bronze statue of Alexander II., by Opekiishin (1886).— The
Cathedral of the Transfiguration, belonging to the Spaso-Mirozhski
Convent (PI. A, 4), is adorned with frescoes of the 12 -13th cent.,

restored in 1900.

About 7 V. (5 M.) to the S. of Pskov lies Tcheredkha (Kurhaus, with
restaurant), a ])leasant group of villas, reached by ascending the Velikaya
by steam-launch for 35 min. and then taking the tramway (7 min.; through-
fare 20 cop.). — The village of Vznbntino (Libutino), on the Velikaya,
12 V. (8 M.) to the S. of Pskov, is said to have been the birthplace of
St. Olga (d. 9G9; comp. p. xlviii), wife of Igor, Prince of Kiev.

From Pskov to Bologoye, see p. 266; to Walk, see p. 80. — Steam-
boats to Dorpat, see p. 69 (pier at the bridge-of-boats ; PI. A, B, 2).

644 V. Strugi-Bydaya (Rail. Restaurant) ; 708 V. Luga (Rail.

Restaurant), a town of 11,600 inhab., in the government of St. Peters-

burg. 757 V, Di\:evskaya, 773 V. Siverskaya, both with railway

restaurants.— Shortly before entering the station of Gatchina, at the

S.E, end of the town, we intersect the Baltic Railway, which has a

station on the W. side of the town.

794 V. (526 M.) GdtcUiKi (Rail. Restaurant), see p. 186. To
Taps (Riga, Reval), see pp. 83-80. A branch-line also runs to (46 V.)

Tosno (p. 262). — 816 V. Alexdndrovskaya. The train now de-

scribes a wid(; curve; to th(! left, in the distance, is a range of hills,

skirting i\w. Gulf of Finland from this point to St. Petersburg, On
one of its summits li(!S the observatory of Pulkovo (p. 1H9).

837 V. (555 M.) St. Pelersburg (p! 88; Warsaw Station).
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9. From Warsaw to St. Petersburg
via Vilna.

104fi V. (698 M.). Express train in 18Va hrs.; fares 27 rb. 90, 18 rb.

90 cop. (reserved seat 2 rb. 10 cop., comp. p. xxiii; sleeping-car 8 rb. 35,
t\ rb. 30 cop.). [In winter this route is also traversed by the Nice and
St. Petersburg Express; comp. p. 6.] Ordinary train in 81 hrs. ; fares
22 rb. 50, 13 rb. 50 cop. — From Warsaw to* Vilna, 388 V. (257 M.),
express train in 7 hrs. (fares 14 rb. 90, 10 rb. 10 cop.; seat-ticket li/a ib.);

ordinary train in 11 hrs. (fares 12 rb., 7 rb. 20 cop.).

WarsaWy see p. 9. The train runs N.E. through the ancient

duchy of Masovia, which embraced the three modern governments
of Warsaw, Kholm, and Lomza, and traverses extensive forests.

—

From (32 Y.) Tluszcz (Tjiym-L; Rail. Restaurant) branch-railways

run N.E. to (70 V.) Ostrolgka (see below) and S. to (33 V.) Novo-Minsk

(p. 248).— 51 V. Lochotv (Rail. Restaurant).— Just short of (79 V.)

yfaU:inia (Rail. Restaurant) we cross the Bug.
From Malkinia to Ostroleka, 52 V. (35 M.), railway in 2 hrs.

—

Ostroleka (OcxpojieHKa), a town with 16,000 inhab., on the left bank
of the Xareic, which is here spanned by a bridge. The French defeated
the Russians here in 1807, and the Russians gained a victory over the
Poles on almost the same field in 1881.

Another line runs from Malkinia to (63 V.) Siedlce (p. 248).

141 V. (93 M.) Lapy (Rail. Restaurant).
From Lapy to Ostroleka, 88 V. (55 M.), railway in ca. 4 hrs. —

49V. Tchervonni-Bor. About 14V. (9 M.) to the N. \\q^ Lomza (JIoMma

;

Polskaya Hotel), the fortified capital of a government of the same name,
situated on the left bank of the Narew and containing 27,800 inhabitants.
— 83 V. (55 M.) Ostroleka, see above.

The railway now crosses the Narew and passes under the line

from Brest-Litovsk to Grajewo (see p. 45).

162 V. (107 M.) Bialystok, B'^JJOCTOK-l. — The Railway Station
(Restaurant) lies to theN.W. of the town. — Hotels. Nyemetzkaya, Bazar-
naya, with restaurant, R. 1-4 rb.; Grand-Hotel, Nikolayevskaya, with
caf^, R. 1-4 rh. — Restaurant Eremitaqe, Nyemetzkaya. — Izvoshtchik
from the station to the town 40-50, per drive 15-20 cop.

—

Tramway from
the station to the town, 5 cop.

Bialystok (440 ft.), the capital of a district in the government of

Grodno and headquarters of the 6th Army Corps, lies on the river

Biala and is strongly garrisoned. Of its 86,200 inhab. about three-

fourths are Jews. The town is the centre of an important woollen-

manufacturing district. "We turn to the right at the rail, station,

then cross the railway-bridge (r.), and proceed through the Novo-

Shosseinaya, Lipovaya, Tuikotzkaya, Bazarnaya, and Nyemetzkaya,

to (72 hr.) the Town Park, passing on the right the Tzar Nicholas

Institute for Girls, in a converted chateau, formerly belonging to

the Counts Branicki. A little to the E., in the Alcxandrovskaya, is

the new Lutheran Church, the tower of which commands a view of

the town and of the; well-wooded and hilly surroundings.
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From Bialystok to Brest-Litovsk, 126 V. (84 M.), railway in 4 hrs.—
5 V. Starosielce, where the afternoon train to Brest-Litovsk is separated
from that to Grajewo (see below).— From (45 V.) Bielsk (9400 inhab.) a

branch-railway runs via (28 V.) Gd'movka (p. 249) to (49 V.) the village

of Bijelovyezh (Pol. Blalowieza), with a prettily situated shooting-lodge of

the Tzar, built by Count Rochefort in 1893. The Byelovy^zh Forest
(B'fejiOB'feHCCKafl nyiija), 896 sq. M. in area and attaining a height of 645 ft.,

is a bleak hilly district in the government of Grodno, overgrown with firs

and pines. The aurochs or bison (Bison bonasus L.; 3y6pi>) occurs here as

in the Caucasus (comp. p. 440). There are believed to be about 600 head,
which may not be shot or hunted without the permission of the Tzar.

—

78 V. Tcheremkha (p. 249).— 126 V. (84 M.) Brest-Litovsk, see p. 249.

From Bialystok to Grajewo, 78 V. (52 M.), railway in 31/2 hrs.

—

5 V. Starosielce, see above; 54 V. Osowiec {Ocqobqw^), a strong fortress.
— 78 V. Grajewo, the Russian frontier and customs station. The German
frontier station is Prostken, whence a railway runs to (12 IM.) Konigsberg.

From Bialystok to Baranovitchi, 201V. (133 M.), railway in 8 hrs.

The line runs to the E., tlirough the government of Grodno.— 87 V. Ba-
grationovskaya (Rail. Restaurant; p. 249). At (90 V.) Volkovuisk (Polish
Wolkoicysk ; Rail. Restaurant), a district-capital with 15,600 inhab., Ja-
giello assumed the Polish crown in 1386.— 154 V. Slonim-Alh&rtin (Rail.

Restaurant), a district-town of 21,400 inhab., on the Shtchard.— 201V.
(133 M.) Baranovitchi, see p. 39.

201 Y. Sokolka (Rail. Restaurant); 216 Y. Kuznitza. We cross

the Niemen by a lofty viaduct and reach—
241 V. (160 M.) G-rodno, Tponna.—RaiL Restaurant — Rothi^s,

M^tropole, Bankovaya, R. 1/2-2 rb., with restaurant; Yevropeiskaya,
Slavydnskaya (hotel garni; R. 3/4-4 rb.), both in the Sobornaya.— Izv6sh-
TCHiK from the railway station to the town 30, per drive 15, per hr. 40 cop.

Grodno (385 ft.), the chief town of the government of that

name and headquarters of the 2nd Army Corps, with 66,500 inhab.

(two-thirds Jews), is situated on the right bank of the Niemen, at

the point where that river begins to penetrate a barrier of hills

and forms a valley enclosed by sides 100 ft. in height.
Grodno, first heard of in 1120, was almost totally destroyed by the

Mongolians in 1241 and by the Teutonic Knights in 1284 and 1391. Ste-
phen Bathory, King of Pohind, made Grodno his residence and died here
in 1586; his grave, however, is in the palace church of Cracow. At the
Grodno Diet of 1793 the Second Partition of Poland was signed, and at

that of 1795 (Sept. 25th) the abdication of King Stanislaus Poniatowski
was accepted. — The town was occupied by the French on June 18th,

1812, ana King Jerome fixed his headquarters here.

From the railway station, which lies on the N.E. side of the

town, we at first proceed in a straight direction and then (2 min.)

bend to the left into the Ulitza Grafa Muravyeva. TJiis leads to

(13 min.) the District Court (OKpyHcutifi cy4T>), passing the House
of the Goveriior on the right and the General Post Office on the

left. We turn (1.) into the Sobornaya and follow this street to the

(7 min.) Farad*; Ground, in which, imm(;diately to the right, is the

Cathedral of St. Sophia. We then proceed (r.) through the Zdm-
kovaya to the (5 min.) ()Id Palace, a 15th cent, building, now used

as the Officers' Club, its garden aifording a view of the valley of the

Niemen. On the E. side of the Parade Ground stands the Parish
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Churchy erected in the baroque style in 1610. About ^L M. to the

S., reached by the Myeshtchanskaya, is the Bernardme Churchy
erected in loUS, and containing some good contemporary stone-

carvings of the Stations of the Cross.

Fkom Gkodno to Suwalki, 98 V. (G5 M.), railway in 4 hrs. — C9 V.
Augustow (ABrycTOBx; Rail. Restauraut), a district-capital in the govein-
meut of Suwalki, with 15,200 inhab., contains some factories and dye-
works, and is tlie scene of important cattle and horse fairs. The horses,

the so-called 'Lithuanians' ('Litauer'), are small but wiry. — 98V. Suwalki,
CyBajiKH {Rail. Restaurant ; Yevrop&lskaya, R. '^U-'d^j^ ib., D. GO, omn.
30 cop. ; cab to the town, 60 cop.), the capital of the government of that
name, contains 33,000 inhab. and a Lutheran church. Hence to Orani,
see below. About 17 V. to the S.W. of Suwalki (carriage 8 rb.) lies Raczki
(PaHKii), a market-town which formerly belonged to the Pac family. The
church is elaborately decorated with sculpture; the Gothic town hall has
a tall and slender tower. About '^j^ M. from Raczki is the handsome
chateau of Rospnda, which also belonged to the Pacs. In 1815 General
Louis Pac settled a number of Scottish colonists at Rospuda, and with
their help made that estate famous for its admirable cultivation. About
9 V. to the E. of Suwalki, in a beautiful situation, is the former Camal-
dulensian convent of Wigry.

A branch-line runs from Grodno to (55 V.) Mosti (see p. 249).

270 V. (179 M.) Druskyeniki (Kail. Restaurant).

A highroad (motor-omnibus 1 rb.) runs hence to the N.W. to (17 V.
or 11 M.) Druskyeniki (635 ft.; Kurortnaya, Yevropeiskaya, R. V2-3V2 i"h.)>

a watering-place on the right bank of the Niemen, with cold saline springs
containing iodine and bromine. The season lasts from May 1st to Sept. lOtli,

U.S. (visitors' tax 6rb.).

The train enters the government of Vilna.— 315 V. Ordni (Kail.

Restaurant). A branch-railway runs hence to (133 V. or 88 M.)

Suwalki (see above), passing (9 V.) Artilleriskayay with artillery

ranges and a summer camp for sappers and infantry.— 371V. Juand-

varovo (p. 36). Beyond a tunnel we reach —
388 V. (257 M.) Vilna (p. 36). Thence to (1046 V. or 693 M.)

St. Petersburgy see pp. 40-43.

10. Prom Berlin to Riga. Libau.

Instead of the railway routes described below, travellers may use the

Steamers plying once weekly from Stetti7i to (45 hrs.) Biga (fares 36 Ji,

25 c^ ; meals extra). The steamer 'Regina' takes 88 hrs. only (fares 55 Ji,

Hb ^, incl. meals). — Another steamer plies once a week irom Liibeck to

Riga, via Warneraiinde, in 50 hrs. (fares 55 Ji, 40 Ji, with meals).

a. Via Vilna and Diinaburg.

82.S M. Railway (express train as far as Wirballen or Diinaburg) in

2(?l2hrH. (fares 100.^ 75 pf., 62 Ji 80 pf.). Sleeping-car from Berlin to

Eydtkuhneu 12 or 10 Ji. As far as DUiiaburg use may also be made of the

North (Nord) Express (p. 34). Passport, seep, xviii. — From Wirbali.en
TO Riga, 544 V. (801 M.), express train in 14Va 1»J«- (fares 17 rb. 60 cop.,

11 rb. 60 cop. ; reserved seat 11/2 rb., see p. xxiii); ordinary train in 19'/2 ^"'«-

(fares 15 rb., U rb.).
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From Berlin to (462 M.) Eydtkuhnen and thence via Wirhallen
to (340 y. or 225 M.) Dimaburgy see R. 8. In Dlinaburg we are

transferred by the junction-line to (3 Y.) the Riga Station.

Beyond Diinaburg the line skirts the right bank of the Dvind
(p. 31), traversing the wooded districts of Polish Livonia. On the

left bank of the river lies Courland, this part of it being named
Semgalien.

423 V. (280 M.) Kreuzburg (300 ft.; Rail Restaurant), with

an old palace, formerly belonging to the Roman Catholic Archbishops

of Riga and now to the Yon Korlf family.— Opposite, on the left

bank of the Dvina, lies (4 Y.) the Courland town of Jakobsstadt,

with 5900 inhabitants.
From KREuzBURa to Tuckum, 181V. (120 M.), railway in 51/2 hrs.

—

We cross the Dviria by a bridge 245 yds. in length. 17 V. Selburg, with
the scanty remains of a lodge of the Teutonic Order on the steep bank
of the Dvina; 58 V. Tauerkaln, amid extensive woods; 99 V. Gross-
Eckau, with the estate of Count von der Pahlen. Near (129 V.) Mitau
(p. 51) we cross the SemgaUer Aa. — 181 V. Tuckum II., see p. 64.

From Kreuzburg to (744 V. or 493 M.) Moscow, see R. 33b.

The train crosses the Ewst and enters the government of Livland

(Livonia).— 439 Y. (291 M.) Stockmannshof (255 ft.; Railway
Restaurant ; Plawingkrug, on the Dvina, 74 M- f^^om the station,

R. ^/^-l rb., unpretending), a small place with the chateau of Count
Medem. It is famous for its orange liqueur ('Pomeranzenlikor'). On
the steep rocky bank of the Dvina is the ruined castle of Loxten.

A pleasant trip down the Dvina may be made from Stockmannshof
to (25 V.) Kokenhusen (6-8 hrs., including stops; boat with two rowers
5-6 rb.). On the Courland bank (left) rises the moss-clad rock of Stabburags
('Rock of Tears'). The following stretch, as far as Griitevshof, is accom-
panied by picturesque limestone cliffs. On the left is the ruined castle
of Altona (p. 48). We land at the ruin of Kokenhusen.

About 22 M. to the N.E. of Stockmannshof lies the manor of Tootzen,
the birthplace of the Austrian Field Marshal von Laudon (1717-90).

Fkom Stockmannshof to Walk, 197 V. (131 M.), light railway in
12 hrs.— 123 V. Marienburg (Rail. Restaurant), with the relics, on an
island in a lake (625 ft.), of a lodge of the Teutonic Order, built in
1342. The future Empress Catherine I. (1679-1727) was brought up in
the parsonage here as the foster-daughter of Pastor Gltlck. — 197 V.
Walk II. (p. 71).

45G V^ (302 M.)Kokenhusen (285 ft. ; Inn, opposite the railway

station, unpr«jlendin;r^ I{. 70 cop.; in summer local train service to

Riga). The ruins of Vhq Castla of Kokenhusen are picturesquely

situated on the Dvina, l^j^ M. by road from the railway. On quitting

the station we lirst turn to the left and then (2 min.) to the right,

into an avenue of poplars. At (Y4 hr.) the end of this avenue we
turn to the left, and at (5 min.) the nnj)reten(ling Moscow Inn we
descend to the right to the bank of the Dvina, which we then skirt

(to the right) to (Y4 hr.) the mouth of tlie Perse and the ruin. [By

keeping to the right at the end of the poplar avenue, we reach the

new chateau of Kokenliusen, belonging to Herr von Lovvt'nstern.J
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Ahoui '/._. M. to tho N. of the ruin, high up on the left bank of the

l*erse, is an arbour atfording a view of the ruin and the wooded
valley of the Perse. The castle of Kokenhusen, built by Bishop

Albert in 1*20U and occupied by the Archbishops of Riga from 1397

to 1500, was blown up by the Saxon and Polish troops in 1701, during

the Northern War. — On the left bank of the Dvina, 2 M. above

Kokenhusen, is the ruined castle of Altova, erected by the Teu-

tonic Order.

The train crosses the Perse. — 470 V. Romershof (200 ft. ; Rail.

Restaurant).
About o M. to the E. of liomershof lies Ascheraden, the property of

the Barons von Schoultz, with the ruins of a lodge of the Teutonic Order,
huilt after 1211.- On the left bank of the Dvina, 2V2 M. to the S. of

liomershof, is Friedrichsstadt, a Courland town with 6500 inhabitants.

496 V. Ringmundshof ilbOii.). On the Dvina, IV3M. from the

railway station, on the left, is the manor of Lennewarden (Yon Wulf
family), with the ruins of a castle of the Archbishops of Riga.

—

Short of (512 V.) Oger (90 ft.; several pensions), a summer-resort of

the people of Riga, we cross the river Oger.

519 V. tyozkllll (110 ft.). About l^/^ M. to the S. is the Church of

Cxktill, the oldest in Livonia, a double-naved building of 1186, altered

in 1881 and provided with a tower.— About 15 V. to the S. of Uxkull

(carr. & pair 3 rb., omn. 70 cop.) are the small sulphur baths of

Baldohfiy with a Kurhaus (restaurant).

Near (525 V.) Knrte^ihof lies a summer-camp. An earthwork

near the Lutheran Church of St. George, V/2 M. to the S., marks

the scene of a defeat of Charles IX. of Sweden by the Poles (Sept.

17th, 1005). On the Dvina are the ruins of the castle of Kirchhohn.

544 V. (303 M.) Biga (Orel Station; p. 53).

b. Via Koshedari and Mitau.

763 M. Railway (express train as far as Eydtkuhnen or Koshedari;
sleeping-car 12 or 10 Ji) in 24 hrs. (fares 94 J6. 15, 57 JC 50 pf.). Passport,
see p. xviii. —From Wikbai.t.en to Riga, 457 V. (803 M.), railway in 12 hrs.

(fares 13 rb. 50, 8 rb. 10 cop. ; sleeping-car 3 rb. 60, 2 rb. 70 cop.) ; to Mitau,
4i;5 V. (274 M.), in 16 hrs. (fares 12 rb. 50, 7 rb. 50 cop.); to Libaii, 412 V.

(273 M.), in 15V2 hrs. (fares 12 rb. 50, 7 rb. 50 cop.; sleeping-car 3 rb. 30,

2 rb. 50 cop.). Seat-ticket IV^ rb.

From Berlin to (402 M.) Eydtkuhven and thence via Wlrhallen

to (117 V. or 78 M.) Kosheddri, see pp. 34-30. Our line now^ diverges

to the N. from that to Vilna (R. 8). Near (143 V.) Ydnov we cross

the Viliya.— 172 V. Keiddni lies on the right bank of the Nevyazha,

which formed the E. boundary of the dominions of the Teutonic Order

from 1384 to 1422. Beyond Keidani the wooded region (the old Samo-

gitia) becomes hillier. — From (233 V.) RadziviUshki (Rail. Restau-

rant) a branch-line runs via (51 V.) Frmevyezh (Rail. Restaurant;

p. 40) to (187 V. or 124 M.) Kalkuhnen (p. 40).— 251 V. Schaulen
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(IllaBJiH; Kail. Restaurant), a district-capital in the governuient of

Kovno, with 22,700 inhab., many of whom are Jews.

324 y. (215 M.) Muravyevo, MypaBLGBO, or Mozheiki (245 ft.

;

Railway Restaurant).

From Muravyevo to Libau, 86 Y. (57 M.), railway in 2^2 l^^'s.—
Just short of (8 Y.) Venta the train crosses the Windau, and be-

yond (19 Y.) Lusha we enter the government of Courland.— 86 Y.

lAbau (Eailway Restaurant; tramway, see below).

Libau, JlH6aBa, Lettish Leepa/a. —Hotels. Hotel de Rome (PL
a; B, 3), Neuer Markt 1, R. from IV4 rb., B. 60 cop., D. (1-4 p.m.) IV4 I'b.,

good ; Hot. St. Petersburg (PL b ; B, 3), G-rosse-Str. 15, with garden, R.
from 1, B. V2> D. (1-6 p.m.) 1 rb., well spoken of; Hot. Imperial (PL c;

B, 3), Neuraarkt 11, with concert-garden.

—

Restaurants at the hotels;
also in the Kurhaus (p. 50).— Cafe Bouitz, Korn-Str. 42 (PL B, 2, 3), with
garden. — Cettinje (PL D, 2), a pleasure-resort on an island in the Lake of

Libau (small boat from the Stadt-Briicke 5 cop.).

Cabs. Per drive inside one of the four zones 15, with two horses 20 cop.

;

to the Main Railway Station 30, 40 cop.; from the Main Railway Station
to the town 40, 60 cop. ; each article of luggage 5 cop.

;
per 1/2 hr. 30, 40,

each 1/4 hr. additional 15, 20 cop.

Electric Tramways. From the Main Railway Station (PL C, 1) to

the Neumarkt (PL B, 3) and to the Kurhaus (PL A, 2), 20 minutes. From
the Kurhaus to the Naval Harbour (beyond PL B, 1), V2 hr.

Post & Telegraph Office (Pi. 10; B, 2), Hclenen-Str.

Consulates. British, Yice-Consul, C. J. Hill, Stender-Str. 14; United
States Consular Agent, Alfred Seligmann, Nordost-Hafen-Quai.

—

Lloyd's
Agents, Helmsing & Grimm, Grosse-Str. 13.

English Church and British Seamen's Institute, Hclenen-Str. 2

(PL B, 3); services at 8.30, 11, & 7; chaplain. Rev. F. Hamilton Banks.
Numerals on the Plan of the Town. No. 1 (PL B, 3), District Court;

2 (C, 2), Exchange; 3 (B, 3), Church of St. Anne; 4 (C, 3), Greek Catholic
Church; 5 (B, 3), Roman Catholic Church; 6 (B, 3), Trinity Church ; 7 (B, 3),

High School for Girls; 8 (B, C, 3), House of Peter the Great; 9 (B, 3),

Police Station; 10 (B, 2), Post & Telegraph Office; 11 (C, 3), Modern School;
12 (B, 3), Town Hall; 13 (B, 3), Synagogue; 14 (C, 3), Theatre.

LibaUy being the N. terminus of the Romni & Libau Railway,

which opens up a wide 'Hinterland', is the chief port and commer-
cial town of Courland, containing 90,000 inhab.; it lies at the point

whore the Lake of Libau (17 sq. M. in area) discharges into the

Baltic Sea through a channel dug in 1703. The chief exports are

timber, grain, and eggs; the chief imports are coal and herrings.

Th<; harbour is op(m all the year round.— To the N. of the town is

the fortilied 'Naval Harbour of Kmpciror Alexande.r HI.' (no admis-

sion), with the (ircM'k (Jatholic Marine Cathedral, consecrahid in 1903.

liibau, originally a tishiiig-villago but long known for its excellent
harbonr, was burned (b)wn by the Lithuanians in 1418 and given in pawn
to Duke Alb(!rt of Pi ussia in 1500, In ir»0'.) it reverted t<t Courlaiuf, and
in lf»25 it rcceiv«Ml its nainicipal charter from Duke Fr(Ml(!ri(;k (Kettler).

On Sept. 13th, 1701, it waH taken by Charles XII., who fortified it at
the expeuHe of the citizens. In 1812 it was occupied by th<? Prusbian
allieH of Napoleon, under MacdonaJd.

Baedekek's Russia. 4
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From the Main Eailway Station (PI. C, 1) the Bahnhof-Str.

l«>ads to the S. to the (25 min.) Stadt-Brucke, or bridge over the Com-
mercial Harbour (lU. B, C, 2). On the other side of the bridge, to

the left, is the Silger-Platz, with the Exchange (PI. 2). From the

bridge the Grosse-Str. leads to the S.AV. to the (10 min.) Neuer Markt,

passing the Lutheran Church of the Trinity (PI. 0; 1758; line organ)

and the Totvn Hall (PI. 12). To the S.E. of the Neuer Markt, at

Herren-Str. 24, is the house (PI. 8), which Peter the Great occupied

in 1697.

Libau has a good sandy beach and well laid out pleasure-grounds,

and is frequented to some small extent for sea-bathing (June-Sept.).

The Korn-8trasse, running to the N.W. from the Neuer Markt, and
then the Kurhaus-Prospekt (left) bring us to (20 min.) the Kurhaus
(PI. A, 2; R. IV4- i) S- V21 -^' ^ ^^-i concert daily in summer). A
little to the S. are the Municipal Baths (Kurbad), the Nikolaibad

(warm bath 60 cop.), and the bathing-places for ladies and gentlemen

(bath 15 cop.).

Steamers to Riga, see p. 54; to Reval and St. Peterslnirg fortuightly
(first-class fare 8rb.); to Stettin fortnightly (18 rb., including meals); to

Liibeck weekly (19 rb., incl. meals); to Copenhagen once a week (18 rb.);

also to London, Hull, New York (comp. p. xviii), etc.

From Liijau to Hasenpoth, 46 V, (31 M.), light railway in 2V2 hrs.

(station by the bridge, PL C 2). — 11 V. Grobin, on the Alandhach, with
1500 inhab. and the remains of a lodge of the Teutonic Order. Beyond
(21 V.) Legen we skirt the W. bank of the Lake of Durhen (.3 sq. M.).

—

Abont 6 V. to the N.W. of (40 V.) Marienhof is the manor of Zlerau, near
which are the so-called Serva)its of Kinte (Kintegesinde), a series of pagan
Standing Stones, consisting of blocks 10-13 ft. long and 3-6 ft. broad, en-

closing an area 300 yds. in length by 170 yds. in breadth. Other stones
of equal size stand in a circle hard by, under the shade of venerable oaks.
This is believed to have been a pagan place of sacrifice or assembly. The
erection of the stones is popularly ascribed to Kinte, a man of gigantic
strength. — 46 V. Hasenpoth (Railway Restaurant; Balfi.^cher Hof, R.
from 70 cop.), a town of 3800 inhab., picturesquely situated on the TeMher.
On the left bank is a ruined castle of the Teutonic Knights, while on the

right bank lay the bishop's castle. Parts of the church-walls date from
tiie 15th century.

About 37 V. (25 M.) to the N.E. of Hasenpoth by road (diligence) lies

Goldingen (Vereinshaus, R. from ^14 rb.), a town on the left bank of the

Windaii, with 10,500 inhab. and the scanty remains of a lodge of the

Teutonic Order. St. Catharine's Church dates from 1672. — The old manor
of Edvxihlen, 14 V. (9 M.) to tlie W. of Goldingen, which was formerly the

property of the Bishops of Pilten, has belonged since the 16th cent, to the

Barons von Behr. The chateau stands in a large and fine park. The
church contains old armour and coats-of-arms.

Continuation of Railway from Mukavyevo to Riga. Near

(343 V. or 227 M.) Rivyen the train enters the government of Cour-

land. 361 V. Autz (310 ft.).— 392 V. Friedrichshof.
About 9 V. (6 M.) to the N.W. of Friedrichshof (diligence thrice

daily, fare 30 cop.) lies Doblen, a small town with 2000 inhab., pic-

tur»'squely situated on the Behrse. It is commanded l)y the well-preserved
ruin of a Cantle of the time of the Teutonic Knights, which stands on
the lop of a bill descending precipitously to the river. The castle is sur-
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rounded by a strong and high wall, measuring nearly ^2 M- ^^ circum-
ference. At the N. end of the castle-square lie the ruins of the castle of

Duke Grotthard Kettler, including the chapel. On the E. side are the
remains of a palace of the ducal period (16th cent.). The commandery
of the Teutonic Order has been destroyed.

399 Y. Pfahgrafen.

413 y. (274 M.) Mitau, MnxaBa (Plan, see p. 49).— The Railway
Station (PI. C, 4; restaurant) lies in the S. part of the town. — Hotels.
Linde (PI. a; C, 2), Schloss-Str. 7, with restaurant, R. from 1, B. 1/2) D.
(1-5 p.m.) 1/2- IV4 i"b.; Courland (PI. b; C, 2), Markt, R. from 75, B. 25,

D. (1-5 p.m.) from 60 cop.; Imperial (PI. c; C, 3), Palais-Str. 39.— Re-
staurants (D. from 1 to 4 p.m.). Gewerbeverein (PI. 2; 0, 3), Palais-

Str. 37, with garden: Purring (late Torchiani ; also confectioner), G-rosse-

Str. 6 (PI. A, B, 2);' Siinssouci (PI. S; C, 1), in the Palace Grardens, con-

certs in summer daily at 8 p.m., except on Sat. & Sunday. — Confec-
tioner. Leutzijiger, See-Str. 1 (PI. B, C, 1). — Cab from or to the railway
station 20, with two horses 30 cop., per drive in the town 15 or 20 cop.,

from the station to the Palace 30 or 40 cop., per V2 hr. 30 or 40, per hr.

40 or 60 cop. — Steamboat (comp. PI. D, 1) to Dubbeln (p. 64) in 31/2 hi'S.

(fare 45 cop.).

Mitau (Lettish Jelgawa; 25 ft.), the capital and intellectual

centre of the government of Courland and the seat of a General

Superintendent of the Lutheran Church, lies in a flat and fertile

district on the left bank of the navigable Semgaller Aa. Its 40,000
inhabitants include Germans (9500), Jews (6500), Letts, Russians,

and Poles.

The castle of Mitau was founded in 1265 by the Grand-Master Konrad
von Mandern and was made a commandery of the Teutonic Order. The
town, which was not founded till 1561, became the residence of the Dukes
of Courland. Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden took Mitau in 1621 and again
in 1625. The Duchy of Courland reached the height of its prosperity under
Duke James of the family of Kettler (1642-82). In his time Courland
had colonies on the Gambia (Africa) and owned the W. Indian island of
Tobago. In 1658 Mitau was captured by the Swedes under Count Douglas,
but they relinquished it in 1660. The Russians made themselves masters
of the town in 1706 and destroyed the old castle of the Teutonic Order.
In 1795 Courland was permanently incorporated with the Russian empire.
In 1812 Mitau was occupied by the French and their Prussian allies under
Macdonald.

The most prominent building in Mitau is the Palace {Schloss;

PI. C, D, 1), an extensive edifice in the early rococo style, situated

outside the town upon an island formed by the Aa and the Drixe

(about I'/'i ^I- from the railway station). It was begun in 1738 by
Duke John Krnest Biron, on the site of the old castle of the Teutonic

Order (see above), and was finished in 1772. The architect was
Count Kastrelli (p. 112). The palace was occupied in 1 798-1801 and
1804-7 by Louis XV^III. of France, who here found a temporary
asylum during his exile. It now serves as the residence of the Gover-

nor of Courland. The entrance is in the Schloss-Str; the castellan's

rooms are in the E. wing, entrance on the 8. side (PI. K; fee 30 cop).

Visitors arc; shown the rooms reserved for the emperor and also the

Ducal Burial Vault (PI. (7), containing 25 coffins.

4*
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The CouRLANi) Phovinctal Museum (PI. C, 1) is housed in a

biiildiuj!: in the Museuins-PIatz (No. 1), erected by Neumann in 1898.

Jt was founded by J. F. von Recke in 1818 and is closely connected

with the Courland Society of Arts mid Letters, founded three years

earlier by the author Schlippenbach. It is open on Sun., 12-2 (adni.

20 cop.), and at other times on application to the janitor (next house

io the left; adm. 40 cop.). Director, H. Diederichs.
Ground Floor. To the right is the library (20,000 vols.). To the left

are the collections of natural history.

—

First Floor. To tlie ri^lit is the
room of the vSociety of Arts & Letters, on the end-wall (r.) of wliich is a

contempi'iary portrait of the Livonian patriot, Joli. Reinliold Patkul
(il. 1707). Room I (r.) contains prehistoric antiquities, armour, and views
of old castles of Courland. In Room II are documents, coins, and portraits,

the last including those of the Duchess Dorothea of Courland (d. 1821)
and Duchess Dorothea of Dino (d. 1802), by Gerard (on the exit-wall).
Room III (second section): Portrait of Elisa von der Recke (d. 183^), by
A. (rraff. Room IV : Modern pictures and a torso of Eros, after Praxiteles
(found in Italy).

The Church of the Trinity (PI. C, 2) contains stained -glass

windows with scenes from the history of Courland. — At No. 6,

Palais-Str., one of the oldest houses in the town, is the Kathariveii-

stift (Pi. C, 2), a home for indigent gentlewomen, founded by Katha-

rina von Bismarck in 1775.— In the Grosse - Str., the principal

business-street of the town, is the Church of St. Anne (PI. A, B, 2),

built in 1573. — The Government High School (PL 3; C, 2), built

in the baroque style in 1775, contains a library of 50,000 vols.,

established by Duke Peter. — In the Eoman Catholic Graveyard

(entr. from the Kalwensche Chaussee) is the neglected sepulchral

chapel of Abbe Edgeworth (d. 1807; PL J5;, C4), the father confessor

of Louis XVI., who accompanied the king to the scaffold.

Among the pleasure-resorts near Mitau are (IV2 V.) Sorgenfrel and
(4 V.) Langerwald. The former is reached by a footpath leading to the
left from the bridge over the Aa; the latter, with a restaurant and
wooded park, lies to the right of the highroad to Riga and is visited by
a Sun. steamer in summer.

From Mitau a highroad leads to the 8. to (44 V. or 29 M.) Bauske
(Hotel Fetersburyj, a Courland town with 7500 inhab., picturesquely sit-

uated on a height at the confiueiice of the Memel and the Muhs, which
unite to form the Kurische Aa. It contains the imposing remains of a

lodge of the Teutonic Order.
Railway from Mitau to Kreuzburcj and to Tuckum, see p. 47.

Just beyond Mitau the train crosses the Semgaller Aa and the

Eckau, and near (432 V.) Olaiy where the delta of the Dvina begins,

we enter the government of Livonia. 451 V. Thoroisberg (p. 63).

— The train now crosses the Dvina by the bridge mentioned at

p. 60 and enters the Tuckum Station or the Orel Station at —
457 V. (303 M.) Riga (see R. 11).
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11. Riga and Environs.
In the plan-references in the text, the main plan of the city is in-

dicated by /, the plan of the inner (or old) town by II.

Arrival. The main railway station is the Okel or Dvinsk Station
('Riga I'; PI. E 4, /; Restaurant), in the Moscow suburb, for Dilnaburg
(Moscow, Warsaw, Wirballen), 3Iuhlgraben, Pskov (St. Petersburg), and
Dorpat (Reval, St. Petersburg). The Tuckum Station ('Riga II'; PL D,
E, 4, J), ioY Mitau (Libau, Wirballen), Tuckum (Riga Coast), Windau, and
Bolderaa, is to be demolished in 1914. Cabs and tramways, see below
and p. 54. — Agency of the International Sleeping Car Co., Kauf-Str. 4;
open on week-days 9.80-4, holidays 10-12.— Steamers from foreign ports
lie to in the customs harbour ('Zollquai'; PL C, 2, 3, /).

Hotels. Hotel de Rome (PL a; //), Theatre Boulevard 5, with
restaurants on the groundfloor and in the basement, R. 2-8 rb., B. 60 cop.,

D. (1-6 p.m.) lV2rb., omn. 50 cop.; St. Petersburg (Pl.b;//), Schloss-
Platz 4, in a quiet situation, R. from iVa I'b., B. 60 cop., D. (1-5 p.m.) 1-

IV2 I'b.; Imperial (PL c, E 3; /), Alexander Boulevard 3, R. from IV4 rb.,

B. .50 cop., D. (2-7 p.m.) lV4rb.; Bellevue (PL g, E 3; /), Thronfolger
Boulevard 33, near the Orel Station; Metropole (PL d; //), Theatre
Boulevard 12, with restaurant on the groundfloor; Frankfurt-am-Main
(PL e, E2; /), Alexander-Str. 25, Avith garden, R. from IV2, D- (2-6 p.m.)
11/4 rb.; Central Hotel (PL f; //), Scheunen-Str. 25; Victoria (PL h,

E 2; /), Alexander-Str. 7, with concert-garden; Hotel de Commerce (PL i;

//), Theatre Boulevard 13, v/ith Russian fare; Stadt London (PL k; II),
Kalk-Str. 21, commercial.— Christian Hospice, Nikolai-Str. (PL C, 2, 3; I).

Pensions. Eckardt, Andreas-Str. 1 (PL D, 2; /), pens. 21/2-4 rb.;

Von Goetschel, Paulucci-Sti . (PL E, 3; I), R. I3/4-4, board 1 rb. 90 cop.;
Keussler, Thronfolger Boulevard 3 (PL D, E, 3; /), pens. 2 rb. 65 cop. to

3 rb. 15 cop.; Ilasen, Alexander-Str. 2 (PL E, F, 2 ; /).

Restaurants. Hot. de Rome, Metropole, Imperial, Frankfurt-am-
Main (D. I-IV2 rb.), see above; A. Kropsch, Scheunen-Str. 30, opposite
the Exchange ('Borse'; PL //) ; Johannis-Keller, in the house of the Small
(xuild (p. 59; garden), D. 65 cop. ; Kloster-Keller, in the house of the G-reat

Guild (p. 59); Roland, Kauf-Str. 22 (PL D, 3; /), opposite the former city
hall, D. from 60 cop. to lib.; restaurant in the Wohrmann Park, see

p. 60. —Wine Room. Otto Schwarz, Bastei Boulevard 2 (PL D, 3; /); hot
dishes served; closed in summer at 8.30 p.m.

—

Atdomatic Restaurant,
Scheunen-Str. 19.

Caf^s and Confectioners. Borsen-Cafe, Grosse Sand-Str. 11 (PL II)
;

Reiner, SUnder-Str. 4 (PI. D, 4; /) aud Kalk-Str. 6 (PL D, 3; /); Bastel-
berg PardJion (p. 56), open in summer only.

Cabs (licre called 'Fiihrleutc'; each driver must show the tariff in

German and Russian). The town is divided into eight 'rayons' or districts,

the most important of wliich for the stranger is the lirst, including the
whole of the inner town, and the Si. Pcjtcrshuig sui)urb as far as the
Elizabeth-Str. aud Turg6nyev-Str. One I Two
1. By Distance. \\(n'HQ.

\

horses.

Drive within one rayou
Extra payment for each additional rayon

2. By Tlme.
Within rayons, per Vu f""

EacJi additional '/a
'"'

Beyond rayojis, per V4 '""

Each additional "/^ hr

The above tariff covers 1-2 purs.; cacii a<iditinna] jjcrson pays '/;» '"<"0
An extra fee of 10 or 15 cop. is pjiid for drives from the Orel Station

15 CO]),

6 „

80 cop,

10 „

00
40
60
30
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Kaoli piece of Lufjgai/e 5 cop. At Night (12-7) double fare is charged. The
pasj^enger pays Bridge Toll in both directions.

Electric Tramways (fi cop.), l. From the Bank of the Dvina
(pontoon hridi^o; PI. D 4, /) round the Inner City, either via the Tuckum
Station (PI. D, E, 4; /) or via the Castle (PI. D, 3; J), to (31/4 M. ; 28 min.)
the Phoenix Factori/ (beyond PI. H, 1; /). Name-boards red. — 2. Round
the Inner City as in No. 1, going ou via the cemeteries (beyond PI. F, 1 ; /)
to (3V4M.; 28 min.) the Military Hospital Station. Name-boards green.
— 2 b. From the Military Hospital to the (2 M. ; 13 min.) Kaiserioald.
Name-l)oards white and green. — 3. From the Bank of the Dvina (railway
bridge; PI. D 4, /) via the Orel Station (PI. E, 4; /) to (2 M.; 19 min.)
the Pernaner-Strasse (G-riesenberg Park; PI. H 2, /). Name-boards white.
--4. From the Exchange (Borse; PI. II) to (2 M. ; 17 min.) the corner of

the Marien-Strasse and the Revaler-Strasse (PI. G, 2; /). Name-boards
green and white. — 5. From the Bank of the Dvina (railway bridge; PI.

D4, /) to (3M.; 25 min.) the Kuznetzov Factory (beyond PI. H, 5; /).
Name-boards yellow.— 6. Round the Inner City as in No. 1, going on to

(32/3 M.; 25 min.) the Red Dvina (beyond PI. D, 1;/). Name-boards blue.
— 7. From the Bank of the Dvina (PL D 4, /) over the pontoon-bridge
to (4V2 M.; Va iir.) the Bienenhof or to the Children's Hospital (beyond
PI. C, 6; /). Name-boards white and red. — 8. From the Bank of the Dvina
(PI. 1)4, /) over the pontoon-bridge to the (3VaM. ; 28 min.) Regimentshof
via the Schlocksche-Str. (beyond PI. A, 4; /). Name-boards green and red.
— 9. From the Phoe)iix Factory (comp. No. 1) to (2M. ; 11 min.) Gross-
Schmerl. Name-boards blue and red.

Post Office (PI. E, 3, 4: /), at the corner of the Suvorov-Str. and
the Theatre Boulevard, open on week-days 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4-9 p.m.,
Sun. 8-10 a.m. Letter within the town 3 cop.— Police Station (PI. //),
in the Theatre Boulevard.— Passport Bureau (10-3) for foreign passports,
in the Castle ('Schloss'; PI. D 3, /;.

Theatres. City Theatre (Stadttheater ; PI. II), German, perfor-

mances from Aug. 2bth to May 20th (0. S.), 1st parquet 1 rb. 85 cop. to

2V2 rb.— Hagensberg Summer Theatre, in the Hagensberg Park (PI. A,
B, 4; 7), German. — Russian Theatre (Russisches Stadttheater; PI. II),

^ikoUi-Stc— Lettish Theatres, Pushkin Boulevard (PI. D, 2, 3; /), etc.—
' Circns, Paulucci-Str. 4 (PI. E, 3; /).

Pleasure Resorts. Wohrmann Park (PI. E 3, /; p. 60), military
band in summer daily, except Sat., 5-11 p.m., no charge; on winter-even-
ings, cojicerts in the winter-garden 20 cop.

—

Imperial Garden {Kaiser-
licher Garten; PI. D 1, /; p. 61), concerts and variety performances in

summer, skating and tobogganing in winter.

—

Arcadia, near the station

of Thorensberg (PL C, G; I). -Casino, Alexander-Str. 80 (PL E, F, 2; /).

Baths. Dr. S. Kroeger's Medical Baths, Kirchen-Str. 18 (PL E, 2; /),
with small swimming-bath, etc.

—

River Baths in the Rosenbach Bathing
Establishment (PL C, D, 4; /), at the pontoon-bridge.

Consulates. Great Britain, V. H. C. Bosanquet, Paulucci-Str. 21.

--U. S. A., W. F. Doty, Albert-Str. 11. — Lloyd's Agents, Helmsing &
Grimna, Grosse Schloss-Str. 21.

English Church (St. Saviour's; PL II), on the Dvina, near the

Roman Catholic Church; services at 11 a.m. and (in winter) 6 p.m.— Eng-
Lisir Cluij, see p. 58.

Steamboats. To (7 min.) Hagensberg, every 6 min., fare 5 cop.; to

Ilgezeem, every 1/2 ^^'-i 1^ cop. ; to Bolderaa (p. 62 ; 1 hr.), hourly, 15 cop.

;

to Miihlgraben (^. 62), every Va hi'-> 15 cop. ; to Milhlgraben and the Stint-

See, thrice daily, 25 cop.; to Dubbeln, twice daily, .30 cop. —To Libau via

Windau, once a week, in 20 hrs., fare 7 rb. (to Windau, in 12-13 hrs., fare

6 rb.). — To Pernau, twice a week, in 8-9 hrs., fares 5 & 3 rb. — To St. Peters-
burg via Arensburg and Reval, see p. 84. — To Stettin or LUbeck, see p. 46.

— To Stockholm, in 24 hrs., fares 17 & 13 rb. — To Copenhagen, in 48 hrs.,

fare 19 rb. - To London, in 4 days, fares 65 & 48 rb., including meals (comp.
p. xviii).--To Htdl, in 4 days, fare 65 rb., including meals (comp. p. xviii).
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Principal Attractions (one day). Cathedral (p. 57), Dom-Museum
(p. 58), St. James's Church (p. 59), Ritterhaus (p. 59), Castle (p. 58), Hall
of the Blackheads (p. 56), St. Peter's Church (p. 59), Grreat and Small
Gruilds (p. 59), Art Museum (p. 60), Imperial G-arden (p. 61).— Pleasant
excursions may be made to various beach-resorts and to the Livoniau
Switzerland.

Miga (20 ft.), Pnra, Lettish Hihga, the capital of the govern-

ment of Livonia, is situated in a sandy plain on both sides of the

Dvina (p. 31), here Y2 ^I- wide, about 9 M. above its mouth in the

Grulf of Riga. Riga is, after St. Petersburg, the most important

Russian commercial and industrial town on the Baltic Sea, and it

is the headquarters of the 20th Army Corps and the residence of

the G-reek Catholic Archbishop of Riga and Mitau, as well as the

seat of the National Consistory of the Lutheran Church. The popu-

lation is estimated at 530,000. The Germans, Letts, and Esthonians

belong almost without exception to the Lutheran church (2/3 of the

total population). The town consists of the Inner Town or Old
Town, the St. Petersburg Suburb (with handsome modern dwell-

ings) to the N., the Moscow Suburb to the E., and the Mitau
Suburb to the W., on the left bank of the Dvina. Riga, with its

many towers and domes, makes a pleasing impression, especially

when approached by sea. The inner town, which is surrounded by
a ring of boulevards (p. 56), is the quarter of the trading and official

classes. Its chief streets are the Kalk-Str., Kauf-Str., and Scheunen-

Str. ; the Alexander-Str. is the main street of the St. Petersburg

Suburb. The exports consist of wheat, skins and hides, timber,

eggs, oilcake, linseed, flax, and hemp ; the chief imports are herrings,

coal, and machinery. The value of the over-sea exports in 1912 was
225,628,000 rb., of the imports 155,000,000 rb.

History (comp. also p. 32). About the middle of the 12th cent., some
G-erman merchants i)enetrated, via Wisby, to the mouth of tlie Dvina,
and formed settlements here. In 1201 Bishoj) AlheH (d. 1229) built the
town of Riga on the Rege, an affluent of the Dvina, and colonized it

with G-erman settlers ; next year he founded the Order of the Brethren
of the Sword, which became united with the Teutonic Order of Prussia
in 1237. Riga soon acquired great privileges and possessions, and at the
e/id of the ll-ith cciit. adopted the Hamburg Code. In 1282 it joined the
HanHeatic League. The bishops (after 1255 archbisho])s), citi/.ens, and
knights were almost constantly at variance with each other, the two former
parties generally uniting against the third, which, however, maintained
the upper hand. In 1522 Riga embraced the t(;nets of the Reformation,
and in 1541 it joined the League of Schmalkalden. In 15(U Livonia was ceded
to Poland, and Riga also became Polisli in 1582. In the wars Ix^lween Sweden
and Poland, Riga was captured by Gustavus Adolitlins on Sept. 15th, 1(521,

after a protracted siege, and from that time on it remained in the hands
of Sweden. In the wars l)etween Sweden and Russia, tlie town was un-
Huccessfullv besieged by the Tzar Alexis Mikhailovitch in ir)5(). In the
Northern War the city resisted tlie Russians under General Sheremdtyev
for eight months, but was finally compelled to omni its gates on July 4th,

1710. By th(; Veace of NjjHfad (1721) Ijivonia and Riga were ineori)orated

with the Russian enijdre. Herder lived in Riga jis a teacher and i)r(!a(;her

from 17()4 to 1769, and Hardf^nberg h<!re wrote; his menujir on the reorgan-
ization of the PruHsian state in 1807. The French bombarded Riga in 1812,
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setting tire to tho wooden houses of the suburbs, and the English under
Admiral Sir Charles Napier blockaded it in 1854. In 1857 the fortifica-

tions were demolished, m 1877 the old constitution was abrogated, and in

188t» Riga was organized on the model of the Russian towns.

In tlu' square in front of the Orel Railway Station (PI. E, 4; /)

stands a Chapel^ erected to commemorate the escape of the imperial

family at Borki (p. 400). From this point a series of *Boulkvards,
tianked cm both sides by handsome houses, runs towards the N.

These follow the course of the old ramparts, Avhich have been trans-

formed into an attractive park traversed by the city canal. On the

E. side of the boulevards lie the Lomonosov High School for Girls

(PI. 20, E3; /), the Alexander High School (PI. 12, E 3; /), the

PoUjteclivic (PL 24, E 3, /; 2000 students), built in 18G9 from Hil-

big's designs, and the City High School (PI. 27, D, E, 3; /).— On
t he AY. side are the Chief Police Office, the Post and Telegraph

Office (PI. E, 3; /), and the City Theatre (PI. E 3, /; p. 54), built

by Eohnstedt in 1863 and restored after a lire in 1887. Farther on

is the so-called Powder Totver (Pulverturm; PL //), which dates

from 1650 and is the only wholly preserved tow^er of the former

fortifications. In 1892 it was provided with a pointed roof, and

taken possession of by the 'Kubonia', a student society (visitors

admitted to see the interior). Adjacent is a monumental fountain

with the figure of a Knight of the Teutonic Order, by Neumann
(1898). The castle-like structure a little to the N. is the Gas Works
(PL //), now used as offices only.— The Basteiherg (PL //; cafe, see

p. 53) affords a view^ over the ring of boulevards.

In front of the old town, at the S. end of the Alexander Boule-

vard, is a bronze equestrian Statue of Peter the G^^eat (PL 23,

E3; /), by Schmidt-Cassel (1910). On the left side of the busy

Kalk-Str.j which leads hence into the old town, is the Russian club

Ulei (No. 30; PL 11, //). Opposite, at Grosse Konig-Str. 4, is the

house of the German Mussen-Gesellschaft, where the theatrical

performances took place until 1863; Pichard Wagner was conductor

of the orchestra here in 1837-39. — The Kalk-Str. runs into the

Rathaus-Platz, in the middle of which is a fountain with a figure

of Pioland, in sandstone, by Neumann and Volz (1897). On the N.W.
side of the square is the former City Hall (Rathaus; PL 8, JI),

built in 1750-65 by Von Ottinger, which now contains the Office

of the City Orpjhanages, the Municipal Discount Bank, and the

(Jity Library, with 100,000 vols., incunabula from the former Riga

convents, letters of Luther and Herder, etc. (week-days 1-4; from

June 12th to Aug. 12th, 0. S., on Wed. and Sat. only).— Opposite

the City Hall, to the S., stands the—
*Hall of the Blackheads fSchwarzhdujjferhaus; PL 9, II),

one of tlx- olflrst biiijflings in the city, built in 1330. The Gothic

gable was reconstructed in the Renaissance style in 1620, and in
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1889 it was adorned with figures of Neptune, Unity, Peace, and Mer-

cury, above which are the arms of Riga, Hamburg, Liibeck, and

Bremen. At the entrance on the side next the square are two 'Bei-

schlagsteine' (slabs from a 'stoop') of 1522, with reliefs of the Virgin

Mary and St. Maurice. Among the objects of interest in the interior

are the Golden Book, with autographs of royal and other eminent

visitors, some silver plate (table-ware and loving-cups of the 16-

17th centuries), weapons, and portraits of Swedish and Russian

rulers (admission on application on the groundfloor of Grosse

Waage-Str. No. 1).

The Blackheads, a society of uumanied citizens of the better class,

are first mentioned in 1413. Originally they formed merely a kind of

club of the unmarried merchants from other towns living in Riga, but
they soon acquired a very considerable influence in the town. The so-

called 'Blackheads' in the small Livonian towns and in the castles of the

Teutonic knights, were, on the contrary, military companies in the ser-

vice of the Order, which were of a later origin than the Blackheads of

Riga and disappeared with the abolition of the Order in 1561. — The
Blackheads chose St. George as their chief patron-saint, and associated
with him St. Maurice, who is always represented as a Moor. One of their

chief festivals takes place upon the first Saturday after Shrove Tuesday,
when the 'Fastnachtsdrunken', or Carnival drinking-bout, is still observed
in the ancient fashion.

Proceeding to the N.W. from the Rathaus-Platz through the

Kleine Neu-Str. and the Palais-Str., we reach the Herder-Platz, in

which there is a bronze Bust of Herder (p. 55), by Schaller

(1864). On the S. side of the adjacent Dom-Platz stands the

^Cathedral or Church of the Virgin {Dom; PI. D 3, /; sac-

ristan in the adjoining Domkirchenhaus), a brick building in the

late Romanesque style with a square tower. The cathedral was
begun in 1211, and in the second half of the 15th cent, it was con-

verted into a basilica; it was restored after a fire in 1547 and again

in 1883-1910.

The S. aisle contains stalls belonging to the Blackheads (17th cent.)

and six modern stained-glass windows, with scenes from the life of Christ.
On the N. wall of the chancel is the monument of Bishop Meinhard (d.

lll^H; n. 32), The choir-stalls date from the 14th century. In the floor

of the N. transej)t is the tombstone of William of Brandenlmrg (d. 1508),
the last Archbishop of Riga. The pul|)it was made in 1641. The Ecke
Chapel (N. side, the third to the left of the main entrance) has two stained-
glass windows, the one representing Grand-Master Waiter von Pletten-
berg confirming tin; religious freedom of the city in 1525, and the other
the reccjjtion of Gnstavus Adolphns of Swciden by the town council in

1021 at the entrance of the cathedral. The windows in the l)ridal chaj)el

(adjacent, to the left) represent Engelhrecht von Tiescnhausen and the
foundation of th<; catliedral. — The Orffaii, whicli was bnilt in 18H4 and
is contained in an organ-case madn by Jacob R:uil> in lOOl, has 125 stojjs

(frequent recitals). — The CloiftterH, with their Romanesque columns and
(xothic arcades, and the Tonsorium were reconstructed in W.K\ (admission-
ticket 15 cop.). The cloister-garth, adjoining the S. wall of the ciiurch,
contains an em}x)Hsed copj)er statue of Bishop Albert (]). 55), by K. Berne-
witz (1807), and (on the K. side) a font from the church of UxkUll (p. 48).

In th(! old calhedral (•()nvent, r('niori<'Il('(l in 1H8<>, is the so-rallcd
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Doni Miifleum (PI. 2, //; entrance in the Palais-Str.), containing

the Municipal Archives (open on week-days, 10-3), the museum of

the Historical Society (see below), and the Collectioiis ofthe Natural
History Society (open on Sun. 12-2; admission 15 cop.

;
guide, 1911,

20 cop.).

The Museum of the Historical Society, which occupies the first and
second floors, is open on Sun., 12-3 p.m. (adm. 20 cop.), and at other times
on application to the castellan, next door, Palais-Str. 2 (30 cop.). Illus-

trated catalogue (1911) 50 cop.

First Flook. Room I. (Session Room). Pictures of the 17th century.
— Room II. Locksmith's work, musical instruments, town-banners of

Riga of the 17-18th cent.; chemist's shop of Riga in the 18th century.

—

Room III. Objects found in graves from the flint ])eriod to the later

iron period; ecclesiastical robes; so-called goblet of Emperor Otho (10th
cent.; window-case 38). — Room IV. Riga corporation room of the middle
of the 18th century. — Room V. Suite of furniture of the second half of
the 18th cent. ; ceramic ware; objects in glass and silver.— Rooms VI-VIII.
Arms and armour. — Room IX (entered from Room V.). Furniture, minia-
tures, coins, dies for medals.

Second Floor (reached from R. II). Room X. Portraits of eminent
ecclesiastics, generals, scholars, and artists of Livonia; costumes and
embroidery. — Room XI. Portraits, views of Riga (including a large and
unique copper-plate of 1612), plans, and albums.— Room XII. Portraits
of representatives of the Livonian noblesse. — In the cloisters of the
cathedral (p. 57) are some Riga cannon of the 16-17th cent, and some
architectural fragments.

Near the cathedral, at the corner of the Jakob-Str., is the

Exchange (Borse; PI. II), built in the Venetian Renaissance

style from the plans of H. von Bosse in 1852-55 (business-hours

10.30-12). In the Grosse Schloss-Str., which leads to the Schloss-

Platz, is the English Institution (with a Sailors' Home and the

English Club ; entrance in the Anglikanische-Str.), behind which
is the English Church (PI. //), a tasteful Gothic structure, built in

1850 from the designs of J. B. Felsko. At the end of the Grosse

Schloss-Str. is the Roman Catholic Church (PI. 77), consecrated in

1785.— The Schloss-Platz contains a granite Column of Victory,

26 ft. in height and surmounted by a bronze figure of Victory erected

in 1818 in memory of the momentous years 1812-1814. On the W.
side of the square stands the—

Castle (Schloss; PI. D3, I), formerly the commandery of the

Teutonic Order and now^ occupied by the Governor of Livonia. It

was erected in 1330, rebuilt in 1491-1515, and again altered in

1682 and 1783.
From the Schloss-Platz we enter the court of the old outer castle by

the so-called SSchwedentor' ('Swedish Gate'). To the right are the rooms
occupied by the Governor. To the left is the main gate of the old castle,

outside which, to the right, are a statue of the Virgin Mary, patron

saint of the Order, and another of the Grand-Master Walter von Pletten-

berg (p. 67). Both the figures date from 1515. The gateway, with its

two star-vaults, leads to the court of the old inner castle, on the o|)])osite

side of which is another vaulted archway leading to the Roman Catholic
Church (see above).— Within the castle are still j)resorved the old chapel
of the Order and the refectory, but both have been remodelled to serve
as oflRce-rooms.
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From the Schloss-Platz we proceed to the E. to the G-rosse Jakob-

Str., in which stands the so-called Ritterhaus (PI. II; open on

week-days, 10-3), rebuilt in 1864-66 in the style of the Florentine

Renaissance and extended in 1908. On the main fagade, which is

turned towards the Kloster-Str., is a statue of Walter von Pletten-

berg, after Schw^anthaler. The Hall of the Knights, in which the

Diet of Livonia meets, contains the armorial bearings of the noble

families of Livonia. The Library (open on week-days, 1-3 p.m.

;

librarian, K. von Low is) contains the original MS., engrossed with

Indian ink on parchment, of the Rhymed Chronicle of Livonia

(14th cent.). — Opposite is the Church of St. James (St. Jakobs-

kirche; PL 77), a brick structure in the Transition style of the be-

ginning of the 13th cent., practically rebuilt in the 15th century.

The sacristy contains portraits of former general superintendents.

Passing the Exchange (p. 58) and following the Scheunen-Str.

and the Grosse Pferde-Str., we reach the house of the *Great or

Virgin's Guild (PI. 5; 77), the guild of the merchants, probably

dating from the second half of the 13th cent., but rebuilt from plans

by Beyne in 1853-59 (caretaker in the house).

The great hall ou the groundfloor has a vaulted ceiling, supported
by six slender pillars, and is adorned with a modern painted frieze of

municipal coats-of-arms. On one side is the seat of the 'Dockmann' or
president^ so called from the 'Docke' (i.e. doll), an image of the Virgin
Mary, dating from the beginning of the 16th cent., which is placed be-

hind the seat at meetings of the guild. Above the door leading to the
Bridal Chamber are the remains of a gilded wood-carving (from an altar),

representing the Death of the Virgin (end of the 15th cent.). The beautiful
sandstone chimney-piece of the Bridal Chamber dates from 1638.

Opposite is the Small or ^S'^. John^s Guild (PI. 6 ; 77), the guild-

hall of the artisans, built by J. D. Felsko in the Gothic style in 1866.

The Hall of the Elders contains stained-glass windows representing

the presidents of the guild in mediaeval costume (1888).

From the Guilds we proceed to the S.E. through the Scheunen-Str.

and the Scharren-Str. to the Church of St. Peter (PI. 77;
sacristan, Petri-Friedhof 7), the choir of which was erected in 1409

after the model of the Church of St. Mary in Rostock, while the

nave was added in 1456-66. The three portals in the baroque style

dale from 1692. The interior contains interesting hatchments of the

17-1 8th cent., a marble pulpit of 1793, and an altar-])iece by Steinle

(Descent of th(; Holy Ghost). In the ambulatory (r.) is a seven-

branched brazen candelabrum of 1596. The Tower (404 ft.), topped

by a spire with three galleries, dates in its j)re8(mt form from 1746.

The first gallery commands a splendid view of the town and sea.

A little to the E. is the ancient Church ofSt.Johv (PI. 77),

formerly belonging to the Dominicans, with a fine W. gable. Adja-

cent are the remains of the cloisters of tlu^ Dominican Convent,

which was the episcopal residence; down to 1234. Close by are a

hospice called Eckels Coiiveitl, huill in 1596 and renewed in 1770,
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and another hospice known as the Convent of the Holy Ghost

(PI. 7; //), incorporatinjj: the remains of the St. G-eorge's Church of

the Brethren of the Sword, dating from 1202 and thus the oldest

building in Riga.

From St. Peter's the Siinder-Str. leads S.W. to the Dviva, across

which three bridges lead to the Mitau Suburb (p. 62). One of these

is a Pontoon Bridge, bib yds. long, another an iron Girder Bridge
(PI. D, 4; /), V2 ^^- l^"ni supported by eight granite piers, and the

third a new Railway Bridge, adjoining the Girder Bridge.

The busiest scenes on the quays of the Dvina are witnessed near

the Market Place {?\.II), beside the Customs Harbour ('Zollquai';

PI. C, 2, 3, /), and at the Amhai^en, or w^arehouses, above the rail-

way-bridge. At the Ambaren may be seen the so-called Strusen, i.e.

large flat barges, which descend the Dvina loaded with country-

])roducts during the high-water of spring and after discharging

their cargoes are taken to pieces and sold for fire-wood,— On June
22nd (O.S.) the so-called 'Krautabend', a floral fete with illumina-

tions and fire-works, is held on and near the Dvina.

To the E. of the circle of boulevards (p. 56) lies the attractive

Wohrmann Park (PI. E 3, 7; music, see p. 54), presented to

the town in 1817 and containing a Mineral Water Establishment

(PI. 22), and a fair Restaurant (p. 53).

In the Paulucci-Str. (No. 13) is the House of the Lettish Society

(PI. 19, E 3; /), containing an ethnographical collection, with inter-

esting figures in local costumes (open on Sun. and Wed., 11-2; adm.,

20 cop; new museum proposed for the Pushkin Boulevard).

To the N. of the Wohrmann Park are the District Court (PI. 15,

E 3 ; /) and the Court of the Justices of the Peace (PI. 16; 1). Op-

posite, in the Esplanade (PI. D, E, 2, 3; /), which is partly adorned

with pleasure-grounds, is the Greek Catholic Cathedral (PI. 17; /),

erected in 1877-84 from the plans of Pflug. To the N.E. of it stands

a monument, to Field-Marshal Barclay de Tolly (1761-1818),

by W. Wandschneider (1913). On the N.W. side of the Esplanade,

to the left, stands the Commercial School (PL 18; /), built by Bocks-

lafl* in 1905 in the Gothic style. To the right is the—
Municipal Museum of Art (Kunstniuseum; PL E 2, /J,

a building in the S. German baroque style, erected by Neumann in

1905. It contains 500 pictures and is open from March 1st to Sept.

30th on week-days (except Mon.) 11-4 (adm. 30 cop.), on Sun. 11.30

to 4 (20 cop.) ; in winter it closes at 3 p.m. Visitors are not ad-

mitted between June 15th and July 15th (O.S.). Catalogue 30 cop.,

with illustrations 1 rb. Director, Dr. W. Neumann.
Ground Floor. On the left are Sculptures, mostly (jasts. — On

tlic riirht is tli*; colloction of Engravings.
Upper Floor. On the left are the rooms of the Riga Art Union.

On the same side is also the Bredeklo Gallery. Room I. <•/. A. Incfres,
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Raphael and the Fornarina; 89. Sir E. Layidseer, Resting; 102. B. Man-
fredi, Musical entertainment; 188. E. Vernet, Flight of the Kabyles
from Constantine; 198. Sir D. Wilkie, Illicit still in Ireland. — Room II.

17. Jan de Bray, Christ appearing to the Virgin; 36. A. van DycJc, Prince
William of Orange as a child; 40. A. Elsheimer, Landscape; 86. C'hr. van
der Laenen, Prodigal Son; 97. Lilbeck Master of 1520, Domestic altar

(triptych) ; 115. Josse de Momper, River-scene. — Room III : 4. L. Bakhtdsen,
Rough sea; 35. J. Droochsloot, Village-festival; 67. M. d^ Hondecoeter,
Cock-fight; 96. J. van Loo, Portrait of a scholar; 98. G. Lnndens, Boors
laying cards; 127. E. van der Neer, At the cradle; 140. E. van den Poel,

'arm. — Room IV : 19. Q. Brekelenkam, Visiting the sick; 54. Ha7'men
Hals, Pancake-baker; 69. L. de Jongh, Family-scene; 114. P. Molyn the

Elder, River-scene; 141. J. Porcellis, Rough sea; 159. S. van Rmjsdael,
River-scene; 176. M. Siceerts, Shepherds in a cave; 196. J. Wynants;
Scene on the dunes. — Room V. (lit from above) : 1, 2. A. Achenbach, Land-
scapes ; 22. H. Biirkel, Italian rural life ; 46. K. D. Friedrich, Sea-beach
by moonlight; 49. F. Gauermann, Stag-hunt; 82. A. Koch, Italian land-

scape ; 84. Franz Kriiger, Groom ; 90. K. F. Lessing, Scene in the Eifel

;

151. L. Richter, Tiber at Acqua Acetosa.
On the right is the Municipal Gtallefy. Cabinet I: K. Spitzweg,

199. Old Commandant, 200. Hermit ; F. Sonderland, 196. On the way to

school, 197. The two malefactors. — Cab. II: 11. A. Beyeren, Fish; 59.

Wyhrandt de Geest, Portrait of a gentleman; 147. J. Mancada7n, Ruins. —
CaD. Ill: 73. Barmen Hals, Cobbler's workshop; 81. H. HerscJiop, Por-
trait of the physician, Seyger van Rechteren; 137. J. M. de Jonge, Ca-
valry skirmish. — Cab. IV: 39a. L. Dill, Fishermen at Chioggia; also,

paintings by modern Baltic artists. — Of the three rooms lit from above,
the first contains pictures by Baltic and Russian artists (G. von Boch-
mann, E. Dilcker, E. von Gebhardt, A. Spring, K. von Winkler, ISf.

Kasdtkin, J. Aivazovski, and N. Bogolyubov) ; the second pictures by
H. Makart (9), F. von Lenbach, A. Feuerbach (Pieta, Study), W. and
H. von Kaidbach, K. Rottmann, and others; the third works by Flemish
masters of the 17th cent, and by Italian and French masters.

To the N.W. of theEspLanade lies the -plesLsant SchUtze7i-Gartev

(PI. D, 2; /), to whicli strangers may obtain entrance on introduction

by a member of the Schiitzenverein. Farther to the N. is the

^Imperial G-arden {Kaiserlicher Garten; PI. D 1, /; Restaur-
ant; comp, p. 54), laid out in the time of Peter the Great and con-

taining some fine old lime-trees. — AVe now return to the centre of

the town by the Peter-Paul-Str., passing the Greek Catholic Cath-
edral of SS. Peter and Paul (PI. C, D, 2; /), built in 1786 within

the citadel, which has since been demolished. Farther to the 8. are

the building of the lAvlcindischer Kredit-Verein (PI. //), completed

in the Renaissance style from Koch's designs in 1890, and the Rus-
sian Theatre (Russisches Stadttheater; PI. //), by Reinberg (1901).

The St. PKTKRsn[;R(j SriRUKu, to the N.E. of th(; old town, con-

tains the Minticijjal ITo.sjntal (Stadt-Krankenhaus; PI. E, F, 1,2; /)

and the dhnrchofSt. Gert7'nde{V\. E, 2; /), completed in th(^ Gothic

style fron! J. D. Felsko's designs in 18()7. Not far oil', in the Nikolai-

Str., are the extensive Waffncr Nursery Gardens (PI. E, F, 1, 1

;

open to th<; public on week-days till 7 p.m.).

In thf PeterBburgor CliausHCMi, prolongiiif^ the Alexandcr-Str. {V\. G, 1
;

/) towards the N.E., are Hiweral largo f:^ctori^H. - Ou tli(^ S. bank of the
Stintsec (p. i\b) \h the KaiHerwald (restaurant at the tt-rniinus of tin;

tramway mentioned at p. 54), with a group of villaB, a recreation-ground
(80 cop.), and a zoological garden.
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In the Moscow Suburb, which is inhabited by the poorer classes,

may be mentioned the Church of St. Paid (PL G, 2, 3; /), built in

1S87 from the designs of Hilbig; the Greek Catholic Church of the

Aiuuiu elation
J
dating from 1814-18; the wooden Church of Jesus

(Pi. E 4, 1; Lutheran); the Synagogue (PI. F, 5; /); and the Roman
Catholic Church of St. Frauds (PI. F, 4; /), built in 1889-92 in

the Gothic style. To the left of the last is the grave of Konradin
Kreutzer (d. 1849), the composer.

The MiTAu Suburb, reached by one of the bridges mentioned at

p. 60, contains the Seamen's Home (PL C, 4; /), built by Scheel

in 1884. For the Hagensberg Summer Theatre, see p. 54. — In

Thorensberg (p. 63) are the large and new Peter Park, the Luther
Church (PL C, 6; /), built by Koch in 1891, and (farther to the W.)
the Roman Catholic Church of St. Albert (PL A, 6; /), built from
plans by Bockslatt' in 1903. Hagensberg contains the Church of
St. Martin, near which, on the bank of the Dvina, is a promenade
known as the Philosopher's Walk, so named after J. G. Hamann,
who lived in Riga in 1755 and 1759.

From Riga to Hafendamm, 18 V. (12 M.), railway in 3/^ hr. (steamer
to Bokleraa, see p. 54). — From Riga to (6 V.) Sassenhof, see p. 63. Beyond
(15 V.) Bolderaa the train crosses the Courland Aa (Kurische, BulleVy or
Bolder Aa), which here joins the Dvina, and reaches (17 V.) Diinamiinde,
officially named Ust-Dvinsk, a fortified town on the left bank of the Dvina,
at the point where it flows into the Gulf of Riga. Diinamiinde owes its

origin to a Cistercian convent founded on the right bank by Bishop Albert I.

in 1205. This was purchased by the Brethren of the Sword in 1305 and
turned into one of their lodges. The fortifications on the left bank were
constructed in the 17th century. — 18 V. Hafendam^n, with a winter-
harbour. Visitors who wish to ascend the lighthouse must obtain per-

mission from the commandant of the fortress.

From Riga to Muhlgraben, 10 V. (7 M.), railway in V2 hr., starting
from the Orel Station. The train passes the Military Hospital (left) and
the Alexatidershdhe, on which are two lunatic asylums.

—

Miihlgraben
has a winter-harbour, important shipbuilding-yards, and several large
manufactories. Steamboat to Riga, see p. 54.

The excursion to the Island of Runo (100 V. or 66 M. to the

N. of Riga) offers little to the ordinary tourist, but is interesting to

ethnographers. There is no regular communication with the island, but a

sail-boat, which may be hired for 2-3 days for about 10 rb., crosses the
intervening strait in 12 hrs. Excursion-steamers also sometimes ply to

Runo in June. The traveller should take his own provisions, including
coffee, tea, and sugar, and may apply for accommodation to the pastor
(Pastor ooh Kyrkeherre pa Runo).— From Riga to (17 V.) Diinamiinde,
see p. 72. Beyond this we traverse the Gulf of Riga.— The island of

RunO is 3V2 M. in length, 21/2 M. across at its widest part, and at its

highest point 100 ft. above sea-level. It is inhabited by 300 Swedes of

pure blood. The E. portion is covered with coniferous trees; on the W.
coast are large erratic blocks. The village lies in the middle of the is-

land. The wooden church of Mary Magdalen, built in 1641, is situated

on a hill to the E. of the village. From the platform of the iron light-

house (177 steps) a wide view is obtained. The inhabitants are engaged in

fishing and sealing, but do not allow strangers to share in either of these.

From Riga to Berlin (Mitau, Libau), see R. 10; to Reval, see R. 12;
to ,S7. Petersburg, see R. 14; to Moscow, see R. 33.
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From Riga to Windau. The Riga Coast.

Railway from Riga to Windau, 165 V. (109 M.) in 5V2 hrs. ; the trains

start from the Tuckum Station (p. 53). Reduced fares to Bilderlingshof
50 or 30 cop., to Majorenhof (1 hr.) or to Dubbeln 65 or 40 cop., to Kem-
mern 1 rb. 15 cop. or 70 cop. — Steamer to Majorenhof and Dubbeln, or

to Windau, see p. 54.

Riga, see p. 53. After leaving the Tuckum Station, the train

crosses theDmwa by the bridge mentioned at p. 60.— 2 Y. Thorens-

herg (p. 52).; 6 V. Sassenhof {^. 62). Near (9 Y.) Solitude is a

racecourse. Beyond (16 Y.) Sosnovi we cross the Courland Aa
(p. 62), an arm of which runs into the Gulf of Riga a little farther

to the E.

We now reach the first of a series of bathing-resorts, situated

on a peninsula between the Courland Aa and the Gulf of Riga,
and surrounded by pine-woods. These resorts stretch from Bilder-

lingshof to Assern, a distance of 8 M., and are annually frequented

in June, July, and Aug., by 80,000 visitors. There are numerous
summer-villas (datchas), and the sandy beach is good. The cab-

tariff, visitors' tax, and hours for bathing are in each case the same
as those at Majorenhof (see below).

19 Y. Bilderlingshof (Railway Restaurant ; Hotel Bilderlings-

hof, PI. a, at the corner of the Grosser Prospekt and Marien-Pro-

spekt, with concert-garden, R. 1-3 rb., D. from 60 cop., pens. 60-

90 rb. monthly; Pension Tannenheim, corner of the Grosser Pro-

spekt and 10th Linie) is the first of the resorts, and is especially

visited by the citizens of Riga. On the dunes is the Marien-Park.

20 Y. Edinburg, with two stations (Kurhaus, with a sea-pa-

vilion, D. 60 cop. to 1 rb.; Pension Klapper, Yermolov Prospekt 46;
Pens. Kevitch, Yermolov Prospekt 39, pens, from 3^^ I'b.), is the

most fashionable of the resorts, with handsome villas in the Yer-

molov or Jermolow Prospekt. Next door to the Kurhaus is the

Sanatorium of Dr. Maximovitch.

22 Y. Majorenhof. —J2aa. Restaurant. —IIorh's Hotel (burnt
down in 1913), Johmen-Str. 11, 4 min. from the station, with concert-garden
and sea-pavilion, R. from V/.^, B. i/'j, D. (1-5 p.m.) ^U-V/.^ rb., pens. 25-35 rb.

weekly. Admission to the concert-garden 50 cop., for the season H rb.

—

Pensions. Radecki, See-Str. <)3, pens. 4-6 rb.; Mischke, See-Str. «1. — Cahs.
Each resort forms a cab-distri(;t, except Assern, which is divided into two.
Per drive 15 con., with two horses 25 cop.; from one district to the next
25 or 35 cop., througli two districts into a third 35 or 45 cop., per hour 50
or 65 cop. —Steamjioat Whakf, near the Kail. Station. -JiA'rniN(» llouiis

:

men till 10 a.m. & 1-3 p.m., women 10-1 & 3 to 5.30 p.m. Bath 10 cop. —
Yisitoich' Tax 1 rb.

Majorenhof in the most crowded and popular of the resorts on

the Ki^a coast. 'J'hosc who wish quiet(;r quarters should sc^lect the

See-Str. in preference to the lively Johnien-Str. Anion^ the visitors
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are many Kussiaiis. lk»atiiig may be liad on the Aa, but caution

must be observed with sailing-boats.

-4 V. Dubbeln. -i?a/7/rrt/y JXes^a/^ra?!^. — Hotels. Knrhaus, op-
posito the rail, station, with concert-garden, R. 2-5 rb., D. (1-6 p.m.) 85 cop.,
jiens. from 4 rh. ; Briickmaun (PI. b), Gontcharov-Str. 3.

—

Marienbad
Hydropathic, on the beach.

Dubbelfiyiho oldest of the Riga bathing resorts, is (like Majoren-
liof) very noisy; among the visitors are many Jews. The Kurhaus
is the centre of activity.

26 V. Karlsbad (Kurhaus) and (29 V.) AsserUj the w^esterumost

of the larger Riga beach-resorts, are both simpler and quieter than

the others. Strawberries are grown in the neighbourhood.

33 V. Schlock, a small tow^n with 4500 inhab., has a large

celluloid factory. The railway enters the government of Courland.

42 V. Kemmern (Rail. Restaurant; Annenhof, Tuckumer-
Str. ; Kurhaus, Direktor-Allee; cab from the rail, station to the

village 25 cop.) is a spa with six cold sulphur-springs, mud-baths,

and a pleasant Kur-Park. It is visited annually by over 6000 per-

sons. The season lasts from May 15th to August 25th (O.S.). Visi-

tors' tax 3 rb. A sulphur bath costs 80 cop. to 1 rff. 30 cop., a mud
bath 1 rb. to 1 rb. 10 cop.— About 41/2 M. to the N.E. is the sea-

bathing place of Neu-Kemmern, to which an electric tramw ay runs

from the railway station.

61 V. Tuckum {Railway Restaurant ; Riga, in the market-

place), a district-to w^n with 12,000 inhab. and the remains of a castle

of the Teutonic Order, founded ca. 1300. About 472 M. to the N.E.

(carr. & pair in ^l^\iY.\ return fare, incl. 1 hr.'s stay, 3 rb.) rises

the Hunlngsberg (365 ft.), the view from which has been partly

spoiled by the growth of the trees.— From (63 V.) 7^ucku7nVto-

roi (i.e. Tuckum II.) a railway runs to Mitau and Kreuzburg (see

p. 47).— 86 V. Zehren.
About 4 M. to the S. of Zehren lies Kandcm (Jagerraann, R. 1, D.

^/4-l rb.), a village in the so-called 'Courland Switzerland', with 2400 inhal).

and the tower of a castle of the Teutonic Order erected ca. 12.50.

104 V. Stenden (Railway Restaurant), wath a fine park.
About 8 M. to the N. lies Talsen (St. Petersburg, R. 1-2 rb.), a prettily

situated village with 5000 inhab. and a public park affording a fine view.
- The prettily situated village of Zabeln, 8 M. to the S. of Stenden,
contains 1800 inhab., most of whom are Jews.

Beyond (122 V.j Spahren, to the left, lies Lake Usmaiten
(16 sq. M. in area), with four islands, one of which, named the

Moritzholrn, is noted for its luxuriant vegetation and is maintained

as a natural ])ark.

165 V. Windau, Bun Ji'dBSi. - Railway Refffxmrant. — Rot-ei.s.

Hotel de Rome, R. 3/4-5 rb., B. .SO cop., D, (1-5 p.m.) 1 rb., omn. 50 cop.;
Hotrl Royal.- Cah, with one horse, from the railway station to (10 rnin.)

the town 50, in the reverse direction '60 cop.; per drive 10, per hr. 40 cop. -
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British Vice-Consul, E. H. Ruffmann.— Lloyd's Agents, Helmsing &
Grimm, Wasser-Str.— Steamer to Libau (6-7 hrs.) and Riga (see p. 54).

Steamers also ply to London (p. xviii), Copenhagen, and other ports.

WindaiL, the capital of a district in Courland, with 25,000 iu-

hah., lies on the left bank of the Windau, at its mouth in the Baltic

Sea. The harbour is open all the year round. Windau has a large

trade in wood and grain and is the chief shipping port for Siberian

butter (see p. 524). The railway station and the grain elevator lie

on the right bank, and are reached by a bridge-of-boats (railway

bridge in course of construction). The Casthj an unpretentious

building erected in 1290, was once the seat of a lodge of the Teu-

tonic Order; the well-preserved chapel is now used by the Greek
Catholics. There is a good bathing-beach ; at the edge of the wood
is a pavilion with a restaurant.

About 50 V. (33 M.) to the N.E. of Windau lies Dondangen, the
largest estate in Courland, surrounded by extensive forests in which the elk
is still hunted. To the N. of this point Courland tapers off to a long
narrow tongue reaching out into the sea. About SVa M. to the IST., at the
extremity of this peninsula, which is named Domesrids, there is a light-

house, situated on an artificial island.

12. Prom Riga to Reval.

a. By Railway via Walk and Dorpat.

414 V. (274 M.). Railway in 13 hrs. (fares 12 rb. 50, 7 rb. 50 cop.

;

reserved seat IV2 i"b.)- In summer there are local trains to Wenden.
For land-journeys it is advisable to order horses in advance (horse

4 cop. per verst, caleche 50 cop.). The railway stations at which post
horses may be procured are indicated below.

Riga, see p. 53. The train starts from the Orel Station (PL
E, 4; /), and makes its first stop at {QY.) Alexander-Pforte (25 ft.).

— Beyond (10 Y.) Jdgel we reach a bridge across the river Jctgel,

which connects the Jdgelsee (right) with the Siintsee (left; p. 61).

To the left is the Aa and Dvina Canal, completed in 1903. Herder
(comp. p. 55) used to spend his summers on Lake Jagel. — 39 V.

Hivtzenherg (175 ft.; posting-station). The line now ascends.

50 Y. (33 M.) Segewold. — i^aii. Refitaurajit, well spoken of.—
Hotels. Hotel Segewold (PL a), R. from 75, D. 70 cop.; Central Hotel
(PI. b), R. from 60, D. (1-H p.m.) C5 cop., pens. 40-70 rb. monthly. — Pen-
sions. Schwenn (PI. c); Nachtigal (PI. d); WelsHea Huts (PI. c), pens.
^'Vi-^Va rb. — Cak from the rail, station to the cliatoau of Segewold 25 cop.,

, to Kremon or Treyden 75 cop., per hour 50 cop. Segewold is a posting
Btation.

Segewold {i^30 ft.), the property of Prince Krapotkin, is visited

as a summer-resort and is the best starting-point for exploring tiie

Livonian Switzerland (p. 66). It is also freqiKMited foi- winter sj)orts.

Nurrnisf, the estate of Count Dunten-Dalwigk, witii a lino park, lies
r. M. to the N.E. of Segewold; 5 M. to the S.K. of Nurniis is lAgat (p. 07).

Haki>i;kkh'm HuhmIu. 5
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Between Krunenberi!; on the AV. and Segewold and Treyden
on the E. tlie Livonian Aa flows in a winding course through a

valley, the geological formation of which consists mainly of red

sandstone. Since the beginning of the 19th cent., this valley, with

its prettily wooded slopes (rising to a height of 265 ft.), its three

ruined castles, and its two large caverns, has been known as the

"Livonian Switzerland (Llvlclndlsche Schweiz). A hurried

visit may be made to it in 4 hrs.— From the raihvay station of

Segewold (p. 65) we proceed in a straight direction, passing the

Segewold Hotel (PI. a) on the right. After 9 min. we keep on in

the same direction, avoiding the road to the left, and in 5 min.

more we pass the Central Hotel (PL b) on the left. In 3 min. more
we reach a fork, where we either descend the road to the left to

the Aa ferry (see below) or go on in a straight direction to (4 min.)

the ruin of Segew^old, passing the new chateau of Prince Krapotkin
on the left. The castle of Segewold, of wliich imposing remains
are preserved, was built of rubble by the Teutonic Order in 1208,
and was destroyed at the beginning of the 17th cent., during the

wars between Sweden and Poland. A pavilion to the left of tlie

entrance commands a fine view of the valley of the Aa, with the

chateau of Kremon on the opposite bank.

We now return to the fork mentioned above, and descend to

the right to the (74 br.) ferry across the Aa (fare 1 cop.). On
reaching the opposite bank w^e keep to the right; after 3 min. w^e

may either ascend, by the curving road to the left, to (74 hr.) the

Schweizerhaus Inn at Kremon (PL f ; R. 75 cop., D. 65 cop. to 1 rb.,

pens. V/2-^ rb.), or w^e may turn to the right for (12 min.) the

Gutmanns-Hohle (see below). A little to theE. of the Schweizerhaus

are the scanty remains of a castle erected by the canons of Riga.

Between the Schweizerhaus and the new^ chateau of Princess Lieven

is a pavilion affording a view of Segewold.
If time allows, we may descend by the 325 steps beginning at the

pavilion, and proceed to (1 hr.) the Teufels-H6hle, a cavern situated on
the Aa.

Near the ruin of Kremon, at the Bellevue (just before reaching

which we have an open view of the valley of the Aa), w^e descend

a series of 380 steps. At the bottom we turn to the right, cross

the brook, ascend a little, and then proceed along the side of the

hill to the (25 min.) Gutvianns-Hohle, a large sandstone cavern

containing a spring, and with its walls covered with roughly carved

inscriptions.

From the cave we go on in the same direction (N.E.) along the

slope, and after 5 min. turn to the left into the road, from which,
after 6 min. more, a steep footpath ascends to the right to the ruin
of Treyden. The road continues to ascend to (9 min.) a fork, the

I'-ft branch of wliich leads to (5 min.) the Schweizerhaus Hotel
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(PI. g; R. 60-75, D. 50-60 cop., pens. V/c, rb.), while the right

leads to (5 niin.) the ruined castle of Treyden (1214), formerly

belonging to the Archbishops of Riga but now the property of Baron

Stael von Holstein. The chief feature of the ruins is a round brick

tower, 90 ft. high. The garden affords a good view of the Aa
valley. From this point we regain the railway station of Segewold

in 1^2 hr.

Beyond (61V.) Ligat (395 ft.) we cross the stream of that name.

About 6y. to the N. (sliadeless road) lies the prettily-situated paper-

mill of Ligat— A-hout 5V. to the X.E. of (70 Y.) Ramozki (385 ft.),

in the smiling valley of the Ammaty lies the manor of Karlsruhe.
— To the left lies Arrasch (485 ft.), the highest point of the line,

situated on a small lake, on the 8. bank of which are the scanty

remains of a ruined castle.

88 Y. (58 M.) "Wenden, BeH^eHi* (Plan, see p. ^^y) . -- RaiUcaij
Restaurant. — Hotels. Baltischer Hof (VI. a,), Rigasche-Str. 21, Vs M.
from the station, with garden, R. 1-1=74 i"b-» D- 65 cop.; Central Hotel
(PI. b), Rigasche-Str. 17, R. '•''U-V^ rb. ; Schloss Wenden (PI. c), near the

castle, R. '^U-l^l^ rb., D. (1-4 p.m.) 75 cop. — Cab from the station to the
town 20, per hr. 40 cop. — Post & Telegraph Office, Burg-Str. 19.

Wendoi (Lettish Zehsis; 355 ft.), capital of a district, with

6800 inhabitants, is pleasantly situated 2 M. to the E. of the Aa.
Tlie castle of Wenden was built by Volkquin (1209-36), second G-rand

Master of the Brethren of the Sword, and from 1237 on it was occupied
by Masters of the Teutonic Order. It was considerably enlarged by Walter
von Plettenberg (1494-1535), the most celebrated and fortunate of all the
Masters who resided here. In 1577 the garrison blew themselves up in

the castle in order to avoid falling into the hands of Ivan the Tcrrihle.
At a later date the castle became the residence of Bishop Patricius Nidecki,
who had been appointed by King Stephen Bathory of Poland in 1583.

Since a destructive fire in 1748 the castle has been little more than a ruin.

From the railway station we proceed, in a straight direction,

along the Ronneburger-Str. and the Rigasche-Str. After 6 min. wo
either proceed to the right, through the 8chloss-8tr., to the castle,

or in a straight direction to (3 min.) the market-place. A few paces

to the right of the latter is the Church of St. John, built in 1283-87
and last restored in 1900 (sexton, to the W., at Schmiede-Str. 1).

In the vestibule, to the left, are some remains of tlie tombstone of

Walter von Plettenberg: in the choir, to the right, are those of

(fraud-Masters Briiggeney and Freitag. At the end of the S. aisle is

a bronze bust of Walter von Plettenbeig, a replica of that by Sch wan-
thaler in the Walhalla, near Ratisbon. At the end of the N. aisle,

in the wall, is the monument of Bishop Patricius Nidecki (d. 1587;
see above), with an effigy of tlie (bccased.

A little to the .V. of the Church of St. John (via the Turm-8tr.),

in the middle of a park belonging to the estate of (jount Sievers,

li«' the well-preserved ruins of the old Castle of the Teutonic Order,
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I»iiilt in 1210 (iiilm. '20 cop.). The nioyt interesting feature is tlie

late-Gothic reticulated vaulting of the Grand-Master's room in the

W. tower. The top of the tower commands an extensive view of

the town, and of the iiilly country round it.

Birkennthc- (•V4 M. to tlie W. of Woiuleii), a well-known school for

hoys, commands a tino view of Wenden and the ruined castle. — About
1 M. to the S.W. of Wenden is the wooded park of Meiershof.— Ronne-
hunj, with the extensive ruins of an arcliiepiseopal chateau, lies 14 M.
to the E. of Wenden. — About 40 M. to the S.E. of Wenden rises the

Gaisiiuikalns (1030 ft.), the second-highest hill in the Baltic Provinces.

The railway crosses the Vallej/ of the Rmme, by a viaduct 80 ft.

in height.— li4 Y. (76 M.) Wol'mar (165 ft.; Rail. Restaurant,-

Riga, R. '^^-1 rb.; cab to the town 40 cop.; posting-station), a town
of 5800 inhab., with the scanty ruins of a castle of the Teutonic Order,

founded in the 13th cent, and destroyed by the Russians in 1702.
To the N.E. the town is adjoined by Wohnarshof, tlic property of

the Von l.owenstern family, the extensive woods of which teem witli game.
In the chateau are souvenirs of Queen Louise of Prussia. — About 13 V.
(9 M.) to the W. of Wolmar is the Blcuibercf (425 ft.), said to be an old

l)agan sacriticial station.— To the S.W. of Wolmar is the tinely situated

churcli of Papendorf (12 V.).

Light railways run from Wolmar to Hcifjnasch, on the Gulf of Riga,
and to Smilten, with the remains of a castle of the Archbishops of Riga.

Just short of (133 Y.) Stackeln (posting-station) the train crosses

the A a. It then traverses the extensive Forest of Luhde.

1 58 V. (105 M.) AATalk (240 ft. ; Railway Restaurant ; Baltischer

Hofj R. iVa-'^i ^^- V21 I^- 1 I'b.; cab to the town 25 cop.), a pleasant

little town with 20,500 inhabitants.
From Walk to Pskov and St. Petersburg, see R. 14a. — Light railways

t'» rt'rnau and Eeval, see R. 12b; to Stocktnannshof, see p. 47.

The train now leaves the Lettish part of Livonia for the Esthonian,

and crosses the Embach just before reaching (171V.) Saguitz. —
102 V. Bocken hof {4:10 ft.; posting-station); near Odenpdhy 10 M.
to the E., is the beautiful Heiligei^ See, a little to the S. of which
is the Kteiver Munamdgi (800 ft.).— 212 V. Elwa (posting-sta-

tion), a summer-resort on the Lake of Uddern.

236 V. (156 :M.) Dorpat, officially styled Yuryev, lOpBeBi..
Hail. Restafirant.- -KoTKLH. London (PI. a; B, 4), PromenadenStr. 2,

II. lV«-2 >b., B. 3.5 cop., D. fl-H p.m.) Vg-l^'h., no public dining room;
»SV. Ptterf(hur<j (PI. b: (', 4), Neumarkt-Str. 22, 3 niin. from the steamboat-
landing, R. 3/4-;i rb., B. 35, D. (12-4 p.m.) 50-75 cop.; Bellevm (PI. c; C, 3),

Rathaus-Str. 2; Corarnerz Hotel CPl. d; B, 4j, Rigasche-Str. 39.

Restaiicants. Polrier, Grrosser Markt 2 (PI. B, 3), at the corner of
tlM- Johannis-Str., D. fl-5p.m.) 45 cop. ; JA/chsinger, Johannis-Str. 20 (PI.

B, ;|), <:onff'('tioncr and wine-room. — The 1[(mdicerkerverein IV]. A, B, 4),

Tfich-Str. .5H, where all strata of society mecjt, has a large garden (concerts)
and a German Miunmer-theatre.

Post & Tei,e(;kai>h Office (PI. 4; B. ;,), Ritter-Str. — Rivku Batpts
at the Schvriniinanstalt (PI. (.', 3).

Cab per drivo 10, with t^70 hoises 20, per hr. 50 cop. or 1 rb.; from
;>'^ Htatioij ;iu or 50, to tlie station 20 or 35 op.
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Steamboat (landing-place at the end of the Neumarkt-Str. ; PL C, 4)

to Pskov (p. 41), thrice Aveekly in 9-10 hrs. (fare 4 rb.).

Dorpat (195 ft.), tlie capital of a district in the governnieiit of

Livonia and the seat of a university, is situated on the navigable

Emhach and contains 50,000 inhabitants. The Embach, of which

the right bank, with the Domberg, is about 115-130 ft. higher than

the left bank, is crossed here by two bridges, one of stone (Stein-

brftcke; PI. C, 3) built by Catherine II. in 1783 and having two gates

in the middle of it, and the other one, farther up, of wood (Holz-

briicke; PL B, C, 2, 3).— A much-frequented agricultural show is

held at Dorpat yearly in the last days of August (0. S.).

The Russian G-rand-Prince Yuri is said to have established a fortress

called Yuryev on the site of the present Dorpat, once a sanctuary of

the Esthonians. Later we find here an Esthonian castle called 'Castruni

Tarbatum', which came into the hands of the Germans in 1224 and was
made the seat of a bishop. The town, of which we find no mention before
the middle of the IBth cent., was already a member of the Htnseatic
League in the 14th cent., and attained considerable prosperity through its

trade with Pskov and Novgorod. It accepted the doctrines of the llefor-

mation ia 1525. In 1558 Dorpat passed to Russia and in 1582 to Poland,
while in 1G25 it was captured by the Swedes after an obstinate resistance,

duriug whicli the town was partly burned down. Peter the Grreat besieged
it in 1704 and compelled its gallant defender Skj'^tte to surrender on July
13th. In 1708 the town became once more a prey to the flames. Tlie

Peace of Nystad (1721) allotted it to Russia.— The university was founded
by G-ustavus Adolphus of Sweden in 1632, was suppressed in 1710 during
the Nortliern War, and was reopened by Alexander I. in 1802, with German
as the language of instruction. The number of students amounts to about
2680. With the exception of those in the Lutheran theological faculty,
the lectures have all been delivered in Russian since 1895.

From the railway station (PL A, 4) we first follow the Marien-

hofsche-Str. in a straight direction, then descend to the left to the

AVallgraben, bear to the left, and ascend to the (12 min.)—
DoMiiERG (PI. A, B, 3), which formerly bore the old pagan and

then the episcopal fortress and is now laid out with shady grounds.

On the N. side lie the picturesque Ruins of the Cathedral (Dom-
ruine; PI. A, B, 3). The cathedral, an early-Gothic brick building

dedicated to SS. Peter and Paul, with two towers, was burned down
on June 23rd, 1624, owing to the careless use of the tire of St. John.

It is worth while ascending the N. tower for the sake of the view.

The choir has been rebuilt and is occupied by the Uj/iversiiy Li-

brary (PL 8;, containing 247,000 vols, and' 202,000 graduation

theses (open on week-days 11-3, in vacation 12-2). Among the cliief

contents of the lihraiy are the collection of books made by Klinger
(d. 1831), a friend of Goethe's youth, drawings by Goethe, and por-

traits of Goethe (1808), Wieland, and Herder by V^on Kiigelgen.

—

A little to the N. is the seated bronze iigure of tlie naturalist Karl
Ernst von Baer (1 792-1876), by Opekushin (188(;). To the S., in

front of tlie Surgical Clinic (PI. A, IJ, 3, 4), is a monument (1913)
with a bust of Ernst von Boigmann (1830-1907), th(! surgeon of

Lnip. Frederick Hi. On the S.K. side of the DonibtTg stands the
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Obstriittonj (Slernwarte; PI. B, 4; 225 ft.), the name of which is

wiili'ly known through the achievements of F. Gr. W. von Struve

(1,^20-30). J. H. von Madler (1840-65), and other eminent directors.

From the Domber*!: the Schloss-IStr. leads to the E. to the Grosser

Makkt (IM. B, 3), in which stands the Toivn Hall (PI. 5), containing

the municipal archives. From the Grosser Markt the Ritter-Str.,

the chief street of the town, runs towards the N., and at the corner

is the Old Uftiversify (PI. 7; B, 3), containing the important col-

lections of the EstJioifiajf Society of tScholars (adm. on application

to the keeper).

A little to the S. of the arosser Markt is the Barclay-Platz (PI. B, 4),

ntlorned with a bronze bust of Field-Marshal Barclaij de Tollij (p. 60),

by Domiith-Malinovski (1849).

To the N. of the Markt, in the Johannis-Str., are the Buildiags

of the University (PI. 0; B, 3). Between the two Avings w^hich it

sends out towards the Domberg is the spirelcss University Church
(PI. 1(3; Lutheran). In the university is the Art Museum, containing

trrracottas, plaster casts, and a few original sculptures (adm. on

application to the attendant).

Farther to the N. is the Lutheran Church of St. John (PI. 12;

B, 3), dating from the beginning of the 13th century. The W. tower,

200 ft. in height, is adorned with terracotta busts and figures of

saints. — On part of the former ramparts lies the Botavic Garden
(PI. B, 3) of the university.

On the W. side of the' town lies the Techelfer Park (PI. A, 2, 3).

— From the wooden bridge over the Embach the Bussische-Str. and

its continuation the Petersburger-Str. lead past the {left) Veteri^iary

Institute (PI. \), C2: 350 students) and the Show Grounds (Aus-

stelhings-Park; PLC, 2; view of the town) to (20 niin.) the Ratshof
(PI. J), 1), the chateau of the Von Liphart family, containing one of

the most important collections of pictures in the Baltic Provinces

(visitors sometimes admitted on personal application).

JJ. ISoccacciiio , Madonua and Child; A. Bronz'uio , Portrait of the
(i-rund-Duchcss Christina of Tuscany; Plero di CoRwio, Mary and Joseph
r('turnin.(? to Nazareth after finding Jesus in the Temple; A. van Dijck,
Karl Malery, the engraver, and Jacob Hagboldt; Jan van E(/cl:, Portrait
of a man (suiall); Garoffdo , Madonna with SS, Kochus and Sebastian;
FrauH llaU, l*ortrait of a man; B. van dar Heist, Two portraits; J). Ptdif/o,

Holy Family; S. van fiin/sdael, River-scene; Jan Steen, Portrait of a man;
D. Teniern the Elder, Adoration of the Magi (1609); Terhurg, Young
Hcholar; Tintoretto, Venetian nobleman (1547). — Among the sculjjtures
nihy he mentioned: Domdello, St. Jerome; Michael Angela (?), Marble
relief with Ap(»llo and Marsyas (10 in. high & 12 in. wide); Luca delta
Itnhhia, (Jhilcfren's heads.

On the left bank of the Embach (11 V. or 7^2 M. up the river) lie the
ruins of the Cistercian abbey of Falkenan. — A steamboat plies 5 times
daily (1 hr.) down the Embach to the summer-resorts of Haselau (right),

Kabbina (left), and Kawershof (right; 25 cop.), the last containing the
remains of the episcopal fortress of Oldentorn.

Beyond Dorpat the train crosses the Embach. About 12 \'.

(>> M.j to the K. of {'2H1 \ .) Luishohu lie the ruins of Lais, a castle
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of the Teutonic Order. Just short of (299 Y.) Wdggewa, we enter

the government of Esthouia.— 341 Y. Taps (305 ft. ; Railway Re-

staurant). Hence to St. Petersburg, see R. 14b.— 401 Y. Laakt.
— As we approach (414 Y. or 274 Si.) Reval (p. 74), we have the

Oberer See to our left, while on the right we enjoy a fine view of the

town, the S. and W. sides of which the train skirts.

b. By EAILWAY VIA Walk and MoiSEKtJLL.

405 V. (268 M.). State Railway from Riga to (158 V.) Walk in 3V2-5 hrs.

(fares 5 rb. 93 cop., 3 rb. 56 cop^; reserved seat IV2 I'b-)- Light railway
from Walk to (247 V.) Reval iu 14 hrs. (fares 8 rb. 5 cop., 4 rb. 75 cop.;

no first class; sleeping-berth IV2 i"b- extra).

From Riga to (158 Y. or 105 M.) Walk, see pp. 65-68.— 164 Y.

Walk Vtoroi (i.e. Walk II.), station for the light railway to (197 Y.)

Stockmannshof (p. 47).— 174 Y. Ermes (Rail. Restaurant), with the

picturesque ruins of a castle. About 1^/4 M. to the S. of (205 Y.)

Rvjen (Rail. Restaurant; posting-station) are the remains of another

castle. The train now leaves the Lettish and enters the Esthonian

Livonia.— 225 Y. (149 M.) Moisekilll (Railway Restaurant).
From Moisekull to Peknau, 50 V. (33 M.), narrow-gauge railway in

21/2 hrs. — Pernau, ITepiiOBTb, Esthonian PdriiK {TRail. Resta^irant ; Hotel
du Nord, near the harbour, R. from 60, B. 50 cop., D. from 60 cop. to 1 rb.

20 cop.; Hotel Bristol., near the raiL station; restaurants at the Kurhaus
or Strand-SalOii and at the Park-Salon, open in summer only; cab from
the station to the town 50 cop.; British vice-consul, J. Dicks; Lloyd's
Agent, W. A. Schmidt), a flourishing town with 25,000 inhab., situated
on the Grulf of Pernau and at the mouth of the river of that name, was
founded about the middle of the 13th century. Of its former fortifications,

the Reval G-ate and parts of the circumvallation still remain. The church
of St. Nicholas dates from 1529. There is a sandy beach, and the sea-

bathing is good. To the S. of the town is the large wood-pulp factory
of Wntdhof. Steamer to Riga, see p. 54. —About 25 V. to the N.E. of

Pernau lies Torqel, with a well-known stud.

267 Y. (177 M.) Fellin, Esthonian Willandilin (Rail. Restau-
rant; Park Hotel, R. 1 rb. 15 cop. to 1 rb. 65 cop., B. 35, D. 60-

75 cop.), with 7700 inhab., is situated on the high N.W. bank of the

small lake of Fellin (150 ft.). The station lies about 1 M. to the

S.W. of the town (cab 35 cop.). On the castle-hill are pleasure-

grounds and the noteworthy remains of the large lodge of the Teu-

tonic Order. The Museum of the Fellin Literary Society contains

many valuable objects found amid the ruins of the castle and in

prehistoric graves, and also industrial products from the 18th cent,

onwards (adm. free on Sun., 12-2). The horses of Fellin are renowned.

Beyond (296 Y.) Wechma the railway enters Esthonia.— 31 6 Y.

Allenkilll (Rail. Restaurant).
A hrannh-line runs from AllonkllU to the N. to (13 V.) Weissenstein

(Klub-Hotel, R. 1 rl).), a Hinall town with 3000 inhabitants. Of the castle
of the Teutonic Order, which was built here in 126G, the keoj> (100 ft.

high) is Htili extant (wide vi(;w from the top). In th<^ RevalHchc-Str. is

a muHcuiu of provincial anti(|uiti«'s fopc/i on Sun., 12-2; adm., 20 <!op.).
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341V. Lelle (posting-station); 357 V. Hermet (Rail. Restaurant;

posting-station). — 405 V. (268 M.) JReval (Town Station); 409 V.

(271 M.) Heval (Harbour Station; p. 74).

c. By Sea via Aup:nsburg.

Steamboat twice weekly to Arenshin-g in 8V2 hrs. (fares 5 and 3 rb.);

Xo Hapsal in 17-18 brs. (fares G and 4rb.); to Reval in 25-26 brs. (fares

and 4 rb.). Stoppapjes are not reckoned in tbe above times. Dinner,

IV4 rb. (lirst class) or 1 rb. (second class). In spring and autumn most of

the steamers leave Arensburg untouched.

JRigctj see p. 53. • The steamer at first descends the Dvina for

1 hr., passing on the left the Meadow of Spilwe, where Charles XII.

of Sweden defeated the Saxon and Polish army in 1701. Of the

fortress of Dilncuawfde (p. 62) nothing is visible from the steamer

but a few ramparts and walls. To tlie right is the former mouth of

the Dvina, with the so-called 'Schanze', a remnant of the castle of

Diinamiinde. The steamer now enters the Gidf of Riga, the coasts

of which gradually disappear as we advance. In about 4hrs. more
the Island of Runo (p. 62) is seen to the right. Another 3Y2 lii's.

bring us to Romasaar, the landing-place for Arensburg on Oesel

(160 V. or 106 M. from Riga; carr. from the pier to the town, 3 V.,

1 rb. 20 cop.).

Arensburg. _ Hotels. Meissner, R. from 80 cop. to '6 rb., B.
40 cop., D. (1-4 p.m.) Va-lj pens. 40-70 rb. per month; Hotel Osilia.

—

Pensions of Baroness Stackelherg (2V2 rb. daily) and Frav E. Michelsen
(60-75 rb. monthly).— Lloyd's Agent, Carl Bergmann.

Arensburg, the capital and only town of the large island of

Oesel, is situated on the S. coast of the island and on the Gulf of

Riga, and contains 5000 inhabitants. It has a Lutheran and a Greek

Catholic church and a gymnasium (high school). To the S.W. of

the town is the well-preserved Bishop^s Castlcj a building of the

14th cent., with two towers, a handsome chapel, cloisters, and rooms
for the knights ; the cellar is also interesting. In the outer court

of the castle is a well-arranged Museum, with objects found in

graves of the bronze period and the middle ages. The costumes

worn by the inhabitants on market-days are interesting.— The town
is frequented annually by 3500 visitors, who here enjoy sea-bathing

and salt mud-baths (three establishments). The season lasts from
May 20th to Aug. 20th. There is a Kurhaus (restaurant) in the

town park.
The Island of Oesel, Esth. Kure-Saare (i.e. Island of the Cour-

landorn; or Saare-Ma (i.e. Insular Land), is about 1010 sq. M. in extent
and contains 05,000 inhab., mostly Est|_ionians. Like Grothland, it consists
of a limestone olateau covered with a diluvial stratum wliich at places
18 veiy thin. Along with Moon, Runo, and other islands, it forms the
Oesel district of the province of Livonia. The small horses of Oesel are
known ff.r tln-ir mettle and endurance. — In the 13th cent, the island of
Ofcsel (Osilia, with the strong town of Valflia) was occupied by Wa]floni?ir,
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King of the Daues, but the castle which he erected was soon destroyed
by the Esthonians. Soon after the conquest of the island by the Brethren
of the Sword in 1227, the Esthonians embraced Christianity and were
placed under the sway of a bishop. Joliann von Miinchhausen, the last

bishop, sold the island in 1559 to Denmark, in whose hands it remained
till its surrender to Sweden in 1645. In 1721 Oesel (with the rest of

Livonia) was incorporated with Russia.— Excursions (diligence per verst
and horse 4 cop., caleche 50 cop.). The church of Carmel, 12 V. to the

N. of Ai-ensburg (carr. there & back in 3-4 hrs., 2-3 rb.), contains a fine

wooden carving of the Coronation of the Virgin, dating from the 15th
century. About 17 V. to the N.E. of Arensburg is Lake Sail, a crater-

like basin, with a high margin, formed by a volcanic upheaval and now
filled with water. A visit may also be paid to the so-called Tank' at

Miistel, a perpendicular cliff on the N.W. coast, 24 M. from Arensburg.
Some fine sculptures in Esthonian marble may be seen in the church of

Karris, 22 M. to the N.E. of Arensburg. Hill-fortresses and lofty ring-

walls of pagan date are met with in several parts of the island.

After quitting Arensburg, the steamer at first pursues an easterly

course , and after a voyage of 472 ^n's. anchors oflT Kiiiwastj on the

island of Moon. It thence proceeds to the N. through the Great
or Werder Soundy passing on the right the lighthouse of Werder
and the rocky island of Scliildan, and in 3 hrs. reaches Hapsal.

Hapsal, FancajiB, Esthonian Haapsalolin (Hotel St. Peters-

burg, in the market-place, R. from 50, B. 30 cop., D. V2'l ^'b.;

cab from the harbour to the town o.r per hr. 40 cop., from the sta-

tion to the town 25 cop. ; Lloyd's ilgent, Julius Blauberg), the capital

of the district of Wiek in Esthonia, is situated upon a bay and

contains 3300 inhabitants. It was founded in 1279 and contains the

picturesque ruins of an episcopal palace, with which the Lutheran

church has been incorporated (good view from tower). It is fre-

quented for sea-bathing and mud-baths.— Railway (station in the

S.W. part of the town) to Reval, see p. 79.

The steamer leaves Hapsal in the same direction in which it

approached it, but on reaching the island of Worms (34 sq. M. in

area) steers to the N. After Vj^ hr. it calls at the island of Harry,
the station for the large island of Dago (350 sq. M. in area).— On
the voyage between Dago and (6^/2 hrs.) lleval, we sec to the left

the small island of OdinsJiolm (2 hrs. from Harrj^), with a light-

house and the so-called tumulus of Odin. To the right, \^j^ hr. farther

on, is the lighthouse of Packerort (p. 79), 1 hr. beyond which we
see the light oi Surop on the mainland to the right, and that of the

island of Nargeif to the left.

On entering th(! Gulf of Keval we enjoy a line view of ]iev(d

(p. 74), with the Domberg; to the left are the Laaksberg (p. 7S)

and the ruinerl Convent of St. Bridget (p. 79).
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13. Reval.

The Mill II lia'dtran Stution (PI. A, o; restauraut), for Doi'i^at (Riga),

St. Pi'ti'islimi;, Baltic Port, and Jlapsal, lies to thcW. of the lower town;
tlie Frllin Stuthni (PI. 1), 2) lies to the E.— The Harbour (PI. C, D, 1, 2),

1 M. from the Maiu Railway Station, is on the N. side of the town.

Hotels (i>riees of rooms raised and sometimes doubled during- the
fairs held March lst-12th, June 22nd-25th, and Sept. lst-12th, 0. 8.). St.
Pktkksbimu; (PI. a; A, H), corner of Dunker-Str. and Rader-Str., R. 1-5 rb.,

B. 50 col)., D. {2-i) p.m.) GO cop. to 1 rb., good restaurant; Goldenek L()we
UM. o; A, B, 4), Schmiede-Str. 40; Hotel du Nord (PL b; A, 3), Rader-
Str. ;5; Royal (PI. d; A, 8), Stistern-Str. 8; Hotel de Russie (PL e; B, 3),

Schmiede-Str. 21, R. 1-3, B. 1/2^ ^- (2-6 p.m.) V2-I rl>- — Evangelical Hospice^
Falkensteg 4 (PI. A, 4), R. -'U-l^j^rh.

Restaurants at the hotels. Summer restaurants at the Strandpforte
iPl.A, B, 2; concerts) and the Sch7niedepforte (PL A, 4; variety enter-
tJiinments).-- ;S^7/rfe (confectioner), Lang-Str. (PL B, 2, 3). — For Katharinen-
tal, see p. 78.

Post and Telegraph Office (PL B, 3), Russ-Str. 9.

Police Station (PL B, 3), Russ-Str. 2'6. —Passport Bureau, in the
Palace iSchloss; PL A, 4; 11-3).

Theatre (PL B, 4), German performances from Sept. to April.

Cab i)er drive within the town 10, with two horses 15 cop. ; from
the main station into the town 15 or 20, to the suburbs 25 or 35 cop.;

from the main station to the Fellin Station 60 or 80 cop. ; from the harbour
to the town or suburbs 30 or 50 cop.; per 1/4 br. 20 or 25, per 1/2 ^^^' -^^^

or 40, per hr. 50 or 60, each addit. hr. 40 or 50 cop. At night (10-6) 50 per
cent more. Drives to the Dom (see below) 5 or 10 cop. more. Small
articles of luggage free, trunk 10 coj). — To Katharlueatal 30, with two
horses 45 co]).; to Ziegelskoppel 60 or 70 cop.

Tramways from the Alter Markt (PL B, 3) to Katharinental, in 12 min.,

every 5 min., 5 cop.; from the Russisclier Markt (PL B, C, 3) through the
(irosse Dorptsche-Str. (PL C, D, 3,4) and tiie Pcrnausche-Str. (beyond PL B, 4).

Baths. Krauspsche Seebadearistalt (PL 15; B, 2), Hafen-Str. ; Stempet
(PL 16; B, 3), Nengasse. Also sea-bathing at Katharinental (p. 78).

Steamboats to St. Petersburg, see p. 84; to Riga, see p. 72; to

HeUiagfors, in 4 hrs. (fare 6 or 5 rb.) ; to Stettin, in 42 hrs. (faro 56 or

40 JC, meals 6 JC ])er day), and to Liibeck (fare 56 or 40 JC). —Bowing
Boats may be hired at the Kauffahrtci-Brttcke in the harbour.

Consulates. British Vice-Consul, W. Girard. United States Con-
sular Agent, Rustan Radau. — Lloyd's Agent, C.R. Cuttley, Hafen-Str.

Principal Attractions (1 day). Forenoon: Grosser Markt (p. 75),

Church of St. Nicholas (p. 77), Domberg (p. 76), Lang-Strasse (p. 77), Strand-
pforte (p. 78). —Afternoon: Strand Promenade (p. 79), and then (best by
cab) Katharinental, Kosch, and ruins of the Convent of St. Bridget (p. 79).

RevMl (45 ft.) or Pesejib, Esth. Tallimta or Tannilin'ii.a. 'Town
of the Danes'), the capital of the government of Esthonia, contains

lo 1,000 inhab. and is picturesquely situated on a bay of the Grulf of

Finland. The town, which is more mediseval in appearance than

any other in the Baltic Provinces, is divided into three parts, the

I'pper Town or 'Dom', the Lower Town, and the Suburbs. The Dom,
lies on the Domberg, at a height of 140 ft. above the sea; the Lower
Town, or town proper, the seat of the merchants and municipal
anihorities, extends from the Domberg to the sea, and is surrounded
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by promenades, the old bastions, and the tower-strengthened wall,

dating from the 14th cent, and still well preserved in parts. The
extensive Suburbs, beyond the town proper and extending along

the shores of the bay, are the headquarters of a flourishing industrial

activity. The chief articles of commerce are cotton (imported to

the amount of 97,000,000 lbs. in 1910), coal, grain, flax, bristles,

and hides. A special branch of industry is the capture and pickling

of a small silvery tish resembling the sardine (Killostrdmlingen,

KiiJiBKa ; clupea latulus), large quantities of which are exported in all

directions.— The construction of a naval harbour was begun in 1912.
The Esthouian fortress of Lindanissa (p. 76) was captured and de-

stroyed in 1219 by Waldemar II., King of Denmark, and a new one was
built in its place. During the contest, says the legend, a red banner
with a W/hite cross on it fell from heaven, and this was forthwith adopted
as the national standard ('Danebrog') of the Danes. In 1228 a town began
to grow up under the walls of the castle ; this became the seat of a bishop
and in 1248 it was invested by the Danish king with the same legal and
civic rights as were enjoyed by Ltlbeck. In 1284 it joined the Hauseatic
League. From its very foundation Reval was divided into two parts

:

the Dotn, under the sway of the royal and (later) knightly officials, and
the Towyi Froperj ruled by the municipal authorities. In 1346 Esthonia,
and with it Reval, was purchased from the Danes by the Teutonic Order.
In 1521 the town became Protestant. Having placed itself under Swedish
protection in 1561, it was bombarded in 1569 by a fleet of 30 Liibeck and
Danish war-ships, while it was unsuccessfully besieged by the Russians
for 41/2 mouths in 1570-71 and for seven weeks in 1577. As a result of
the Northern War Esthonia and Reval passed into the hands of Russia.
Peter the G-reat did much for the prosperity of the town, and expanded
its harbour for the use of his navy. In 1790 an attack by the Swedish
fleet was beaten off. In 1809 the harbour was blockaded by the British,
and in 1854-55, during the Crimean War, it was again blockaded by the
combined British and French fleet.

From the Main Railway Station (PL A, 3) the SUstern-Strasse

leads slightly to the left. To the right rises the Domberg (see

p. 76), while to the left stand the buildings used at the Agricult-

ural Show held here in June. P'rom the end of the Siistern-Strasse

the 'Langer Domberg' (PI. A, 3,4) leads to the right, through an old

gateway, to the Domberg (see p. 76), while the Fuhrmann-Strasse
leads straight on to the Grosser Markt (PI. B, 3), situated in the

lieart of the inner town.

On the S. side of the Grosser Markt stands tlie City Hall (PI. 12),

a plain Gothic building of the 14th cent., with a slender tower
added about 1635. It is the only extant mediteval city hall in the

lialtic Provinces. The former 'Lauben' or arcades have been con-

verted into shops.
The groundfloor contaiiiH a collection o( Archives (open on week-days,

10-2j, of especial iiitercnt in connection with the history of the llanseatic
League. On the sanic floor is the Ohaifreliery (shown on application to
the attendant), with four pieces of Flemish tapestry (1517) and some old
silver ware. On the lirst floor, to the left of the staircase, is the rocm
u{ \\\it Tovm Council, contaijiing old carved fnrnitnre (15-l()tli cent.). The
heautiful carved frieze, with hnnting-scenes, was ))reHented in 1HI>7 by
< harlenXI. of Sweden. Above it are eight oil-itaintings of liildical in-
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oidents by Hans Aken (1(U"»7\ chiefly after engravings by Rubens and
UtMnbrandt.

The Grosser ^larkt is adjoined on the E. by the Altkr Markt,
where we may notice the Boclder Hovse (No. 8; PI. 3, B 3). Its

p^able is adorned with reliefs of the KHh cent., representing the

Evangelists (sides), the Trinity (middle), and the Saviour (at the

top). From this point the busy Lehm-Strasse leads to the E. (to

Katharinenta], see p. 78), and the Russ-Strasse (PI. B, 3) to the N.

On the right side of the latter are the Roman Catholic Church of
SS. Peter J; Pcndy built in 1845 in the refectory of an old Domin-
ican convent and having two-storied cloisters, and also the Greek

Catholic Church of St. Nicholas, dating from before 1422.

Proceeding to the S. from the Grosser Markt (p. 75) through

the Goldschmiede-Strasse and then to the right via the Nikolai-

Strasse (PI. A, B, 3) and the 'Kurzer Domberg' (stone steps, ending

nt a gateway), we reach the *Domrerg or Castle Hill (PI. A, 3, 4),

on which lies the upper town. The Esthonians believed the hill to

l)e the burial-place of the demigod Kalev, the father of the legend-

ary hero Kalevi-poeg {i.e. 'son of Kalev'). Their old fortress on this

site was named Lindanissa after Linda, the wife of Kalev.

In the middle of the Scldoss-Platz rises the Alexander NevsH
Cathedral (PI. 2), with its live gilded domes, built by Preobra-

zjienski in 1894-1900. — On the W. side of the square stands the

Palace
J
now the residence of the governor, originally dating from

tiie 13th cent, but rebuilt in 1772. A splendid view^ of land and sea

is obtained from the 8. tower, the so-called 'Long Herman' (150 ft.;

Pi. 19), the key of which is kept in the right corner of the first court

(15 cop.; ascent not recommended to ladies).— From the Schloss-

Platz the Douglas-Strasse leads N. to the—
Csithedral (Domkirche)y or\gh\a]ly dsiiing from the 13th cent.,

l>iiriied down in 1433, 1553, and 1684, but rebuilt on each occasion.

The Inteuioh (sacristan ia tlic 'Kirchenhaus', o]>i)osite the S. side of

the church) contains a fine altar-piece (Crncifixion) by Ed. von Gebhardt.
To the right, by the S, wall of the choir, is the monument of the Swe-
dish general Pontiis de la Gardie (d. 1585) and his wife (d. 158;i), a natural
daughter of John III. of Sweden, with effigies, by Passer (1580). Count
Matthew von Thurn (d. 1(540), a j'roinincnt figure in the Thirty Years'
"War, was also buried in the choir. Outside the choir-screen, to the right,

in the floor, are the tombstones of tlie Swedish marshal Karl Horn (d. IGOl)

and his wife (d. IGll). On the N. wall of the church, near the organ,
is the marble monument of the Kussian admiral Sir Samuel Greig (1735-

1788), a native of Scotland. Adjacent, to the left, rests Admiral Krusen-
Htern (p. 172). Numerous liatchments hang on the walls.

Opposite the choir of the cathedral lies the Bitterhaus (Pi. 13),

the meeting-place of the Esthonian chamber of nobles. The large

hall is decorated with the coats-of-arms of the Esthonian noblesse,

and other rooms contain their archives.— To the E., opposite the

liittf-riiaiis, is the Prorinrird Afuseuvt (PI. 11;, witli j)rehistoiie,
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ethnographic, natural history, and other collections (open on Wed.,
Sat., and Sun., 12-3, adm. 25 cop.; at other times through the

castellan, fee 50 cop.).— To the N. (left) of the Ritterhans is the

Bm^ough Court (PL 7), behind which (passage on the right) is a

stone parapet affording a fine view of town and sea. Below is the

Patkul Promenade.

We now descend again from the Schloss-Platz by the 'Kurzer

Domberg' and turn to the right into the Ritter-Strasse. In this

street rises the—
*Church of St. Nicholas {Nikolai-Kirche ; PI. A, 3, 4), a

building of limestone, known to have been in existence in 1316. On
the W. side rises a huge tower, erected in 1681-95. The sacristan

is to be found in the small house to the right of the tower (door at

the back of the house).

Interiou. By the W. wall are the carved *Stall.s of the Blackheads
(1556; p. 78;. Behind is a beautifully carved screen, representing angels
with instruments of torture (18th cent.). By the third pillar in the S.

aisle is the oaken pulpit of 1624; by the fourth pillar is a seven-branched
brazen candlestick, 16Va ft- high, with a small figure of the Madonna on
its middle arm (1519). Numerous hatchments.— On the W. wall of the
Chapel of St. Anthony (entrance in the W. wall, to the left) are the remains
of a Dance ofDeath, forming a reduced reproduction of that iu the church
of the Virgin at Ltlbeck, with rhymed verses in Low G-erman (16th cent.).

The same chapel contains a large winged altar-piece by a Netherlandish
painter of the school of Gerard David (retouched in 1654), On the N.
wall of the same chapel is a carved altar, 10 ft. in height, with double .

wings painted by Hermaym Rode of Llibeck (scenes from the lives of
SS. Victor and Nicholas) and also a beautifully carved reredos, with pictures
by Bernt Notke (1488).

AVe next foUoAv the Rader-Strasse, or N. prolongation of tlie

Ritter-Str., and turn to the right into the Lang-Strasse (PI. B, 2, 3),

the busiest street in Reval. Here, to the right, at the end of the

Ileiligcgeist-Strasse, is the Church of (he Holy Ghost (PI. 8), a

small l)uilding with two naves of equal height, known to have existed

as the chapel of the municipal poorhouse in 1316. The slender spire

datrs from the 17th century. It contains stalls with mediaeval carv-

ings representing the story of Virgil.— No. 17, opposite tlui church,

is th«; so-calb.'d Grosse Gilde (PI. 4), now used as the Exchange as

well (business-hour 12-12.30), a Gothic gabled structure of 1410,

with two door-knocknrs of 1430. The vaulting of the great hall rests

on three pillars. — No. 20, fartlier on, to tiie rigiit, is the Canutujilde

(I'l.o), built in 1861, with bronze statues of Luther (r.) and St. Caniitc

(\.) on its fa(;a(b'.

'JMie Schwarzhaupterhaus (i'l. 14; No. 2i\), or ILdl of the

/ilftc/chcadHj has a itcnaissance facade adorned with a blackamoor's

head and sev<'ral ridicfs. It has h(M'n in the i)ossession of the society

since 1531. The portal dates from ir)'.)7. while; the 'H(;ischlagflteine'

^|). 57) immured to thr right and left of it arc 22 years older. Th<!

interior conlMins ar<'hivcs. In the iippci- lloor is a P'Icmish winged
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altar-piece from the church (Kathariiien-Kirche) of the old Dominican

convent (end of 15th cent.). The building also contains the rooms

of the Blackhead Society, with portraits of Swedish and Russian

rulers, valuable silver-plate, weapons, and other antiquities.

'V\\(} Sociefi/ of Blackheadfi (comp. p. 57) was founded in the 14t]i cent,

hy the foreign nieichants. They formed a military organization, had their

own peculiar ceremonies and usages, and often fought under their own
banner, inscribed 'aut vincendum aut moriendum', against the numerous
foes of the wealthy town of Reval.

At the N. end of the Lang-Str. rises the Gothic *01ai-Kirclie
(PI. B, 2; sacristan opposite the S. entrance), one of the largest and

h'nest churches in the Baltic Provinces. It is consecrated to St. Olaus

or Olaf, King of Norway, who introduced Christianity into his dom-
inions at the beginning of the 11th century. The church, which is

lieard of as early as 1267, has been struck by lightning nine times.

After the last lire, in 1820, twenty years were allowed to elapse

before it was restored. The Toiver, 456 ft. in height, is the loftiest

in Russia, and its gallery commands an extensive panorama. On
the S. side of the choir is the Bremer Chapel. On its exterior, on

the side next the Lang-Str., is the fine monument of Hans Paulsen,

a( whose cost the chapel was built in 1513.

To the N. of the Olai-Kirche is the Strandpforte, witli an old

tower known as the 'Dicke Margarete' or 'Rosenkranz' (PI. 17). To
the left is a small park (restaurant, see p. 74).— In the S. suburb,

reached via the Schmiedepforte, with the tower called 'Kiek in die

fvffik' (PI. 18, A 4; restaurant, see p. 74), arc the Church of St. John
(.Iohannis-Ki]-che;. PL B, 4), with a handsome tower (1867), a bronze

Statue of Peter the Great (bv Bernstamm; 1910), and the Esthonian

Dom-Karls-Kirche (PL A, 4), with two towers (1870). — To the S.

of the Lehmpforte (PL B, 3), two towers of w^hich are still extant,

are the Esth/mian Bank, by Saarinen, and the Esthonian and the

German Theatres (PL B, 4), the former by Lindgrcn & Lonn (1913),

the latter by Bubuir and Vasilyev (1910).— A pleasant walk (1 hr.)

may be taken round the promenades encircling the inner town, which

atfoj-d a good view of the towers of the city-wall.

Environs of Reval.— From the Alter Markt (p. 76; cabs and

tramway, see p. 74) the Lehm-Strasse (PL B, 3) and its prolongation

the Narvsche-Strasse lead to (iVg ^I-) ^Katharinental (PL F, 2:

Resfaiiravty with concert-garden), an imperial chateau, surrounded

by a tine park. Peter the Great, who was a frequent visitor to Reval,

erected the Chdteav, in 1719 (architect, Michetti) and presented it

to his wife, Catherine. A little to the E. is the so-called Peter-

hnnHcheif, the modest little house which Peter first occupied here

and now containing various reminiscences of him (shown by an

attendant; 20 cop.). About 200 yds. farther to the E., on the Laaks-
''f'r(j, is the Whiffy TAfjlitJioiise (view best in the forenoon). On the
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adjacent Strand Promenade (view; sea-baths) is the Rusalka
Monument (PL F, 1), erected in 1902 to commemorate the loss of

the man-of-war of .that name in 1893. The bronze angel on the

lofty granite pedestal is by Adamsohn.
About 2^/2 M. to the ^^.E. of Katharinental (cab in 25 min., fare

65 cop.; omn. 20 cop.) lies Koseh, situated in a charming little

wooded valley, watered by the Brigittenhach (tickets obtained from

J. C. Koch, Lang-Str. 68, Reval). Starting from the Rusalka Monu-
ment (see above), we proceed to the N.E. along the esplanade, then

follow the seashore, passing the Chateau of Marienherg on the

right (1 M.), with a fine retrospective view of the town. After

9 min. more we turn to the left (not to the right or inland) ; after

3 min. we come to a fork in the road near a country-house on the

left, the left branch leading downhill to (^2 ^^•) ^^- Bridget's Nun-
nery (see below), and the other branch running straight through the

pine-woods to (1 M.) Kosch.

About 1 M. to the W. of Kosch, on the right bank of the stream
(ferry), not far from the sea, lie the picturesque *Ilums of St.

Bridget's I^unnery (Brigittenruine)j including the walls of the

church, the lofty AV. gable, and some of the window-tracery. The
convent, which was erected in 1407-36, was destroyed by the

Russians in 1577. The space in front of the church was the com-
mon burial-ground of the district. Among the houses surrounding

it is an unpretending Restaurant.
On the coast, about 3^/4 M. to the W. of Reval, is the villa of Rocca

al Mare, with a park and some old tombstones (tickets at the office

of Thomas Clayhills & Son, Brokusberg, Reval). The fishing-village of

Tischer lies 41/2 M. farther to the W. (omn. from Reval, 50 cop.).

From Reval to Baltic Port, 45 V. (30 M.), railway in 2 hrs. — 9 V.
((y M.) N'dmme, a summer-resort.— 26 V. (17 M.) Kegel (posting-station;
carriages and horses should be ordered by telephone from Reval). About
2 M. to the X., near the old double-navcd church, is a bronze statue of
Martin Luther, by Baron Klodt (1862). About 13 V. (8V2 M.) to the N.W.
Ccarr. & pair there & back 2 rb. 38 cop., with fee of 50 cop.), at the point
where the Kejfel enters the (rulf of Fijiland, is Prince Volkonski's Chateau
of Fall, built by Stakenschneider in the English Gothic style and sur-
rounded by a large and well-kept park, containing a waterfall (16 ft. high).
About 7>/j M. to the N. of Kegel and 5 M. to the S.E. of Fall is Baron von
Stackelberg's chateau of Fdhna, containing a collection of pictures (carr.

& pair from Kegel via Fahna to Fall and l)ack to Kegel 2 rb. 8() cop., Avith

fee of 50 cop.). A highroad leads S.W. from Ktigel, past the marble quarry
of Waaalem, to (21 V.; 11 M.) tlie fine ruins of the monastery of PadiH,
built by the Cistercians in 1310. Railway from K(^gel to Jfaj)sal, see below.
— 45 V. ^30 M.) Baltic Port or KajirittcKiH lIoi)T'h (RaUnaif Restafu-ant:
Hotel Guida; Lloyd's Agent, (4. F. Uivrlrhi^en), a small town on the W.
coast of Esthonia, with 1200 inhab. and an ice-free harbour. A walk may
be taken to the N. along the rocky coast to (3 M.) the lighthouse of

J'arkerorf, where the (Jlint (se(^ p. 81) ends (extensive view from the
gallery). Thr i)ark of J.eefz is 2-^4 M. to the E. of Baltic Port.

Frcm Reval to Haphal, 98 V. (65 M.), railway in 3 hrs.- To (26 V.)
Kef/el, see above. — 49 V. RieHcnbfru, thn rstatc of Baron von Stackclborg.
with a fine park; 78 V. FaUip'i^ the manor of Hcrr von Lu-'dcr. II8 V.
JlapSftl, H«'e p. 73.
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FuoM Reval to St. Peteksbukg, 347 V. (229 M.), railway (no ex-

press trains) in lO^/a l»rs. (fares 10 rb. 75, 6 rb. 45 cop. ; reserved seat IV2 rb.

;

iiiu'-car 2 rb. 75, 2 rb. 10 cop.). To (73 V. or 48 M.) Taps, see p. 71;
tu ^274 V.) ^7. Petersburff, see R. 14b. — To St. Petersburg by sea,

:;. Mc.

From Reval to Higa, see R. 12,

14. From Riga to St. Petersburg.

a. By Railway via Pskov.

549 V. (364 M.). Express train in 11 hrs. (fares 17 rb. 20, 11 rb. 20 cop.

;

reserved seat IV2 I'b. extra; sleeping car 4 rb. 40, 3 rb. 30 cop. j.

From Riga to (158 V.) Walk, see pp. 65-68.— 180 V. A/ftzen

(posting-station). About 25 Y. (17 M.) to the N. lies Odenpah (p. 68).

— 205 V. SomtnerjJahlen. Farther on we have a view to the right

of the Grosser Munamagi and the Welamagi (see below). — 214 V.

(142 'M.) "Werro (275 ft. ; Bail, llestaarant; Hotel Alexander, Kath-

arinen-8tr. 4; eab from the rail, station to the town 40 cop.). The
town, which contains 5000 inhab., lies on Lake Tatamiila (2^3 sq. M.
in area), on the X. margin of the E. Livonian Hills, which reach a

height of 1065 ft. in the Grosser Munamagi, 9^/^ M. to the S. (carr.

& pair there and back 6 rb.) and of 1010 ft. in the Welamagi, l^j^ M.
to the S.— Beyond (231 V.) Neuhausefi we enter the government of

Pskov. The village of Xeuhauscn, with a picturesque ruined castle,

lies 12 V. (8 M.) to the S. of the railway.— Farther on we descend

somewhat rapidly to (249 V.) Petchori, IleqopM (Rail. Restaurant).

About 2 M. to the S.AV. of the station is a cave-monastery occupied

by Greek Catholic monks.— A little short of Pskov we cross the

]'elikaija.

292 V. (194 .M.) Pskov (Pleskau), see p. 41. Thence to (549 V.

or 36 1 M.) >S7. Petersburg (Warsaw Station), see p. 48.

b. By Railway via Dorpat.

•U5 V. f 408 M.;. Railway (no express trains) in 21 lirs. (fares IH rb.,

'.) rb. HO cop. ; reserved seat IV2 I'b.)-

From Riga to (341 V. or 226 M.) Taps, see pp. 65-71. — 367 V.

Wesenherg, Esth. Rdkvjerelii? (235 ft.; Rail. Restaurant; Hotel du

Xord ; cab to the town 25 cop.), the capital of a district, on the

Soli, with 5900 inhab. and the considerable remains of a castle of

the Teutonic Order.
X private railway runs from Wesenberg to the N.E. to (ISVaV.j K?inda,

with cement-works, a line park, and a harbour. Hard by, on a promontory
jutting out into the sea, are the ruins of the Tolsburg or Fredebnrg, a

fastle of the Teutonic Order, built in 1471 (fine view).

427 V. (2H3 :\I.) Jeive (Rail. Restaurant).
From Jewe we may proceed by diligence vifi Kuckers and Tvrpml

to '14 v.; Ontikdy in order to visit the rocky coast of the Grlint. From
Outika the island of Tlogland ([). 216; is visible on the N. horizon, (35 V.
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(43 M.) distant. —The Glint is the precipitous N. scarp of the great

Esthonian plateau, stretching along the Grulf of Finland from Narva to

Packerort (p. 79). The clitfs, which reach a height of 185 ft., are clothed

with luxuriant vegetation. Their upper strata consist of limestone, contain-

ing numerous fossils, while below are layers of clay and sandstone.

466 Y. (309 M.) Narva, Hapsa (Plan, see p. S2). -Rail.
Restaurant. —RoTKL, St. Petersburg (PI. a), Vuishgorodskaya, R. IV2-
6 rb., B. 40 cop., D. (2-6 p.m.) 1 rb. — Cab (stands in front of the hotel

and in the market-place) from the rail, station to the town 25, per hr.

50 cop.; fares at night (11-8) 35 & 60 cop.— Steamboats 6 times daily to

Hungerburg in 1 hr. (fare 30 cop.) and twice weekly to St. Petersburg in

6-7 hrs. (fare 3 or 2 rb.).

—

British Yice-Consul, George Cottam, Krahn-
holm Factory.— Lloyd's Agent, F. N. Dieckhoff.— Those whose time is

limited will find 2-3 hrs. enough, especially with the aid of a cab, to visit

the town and the waterfalls.

Narva (70 ft.), formerly an Esthonian fortress and now a town
in the government of St. Petersburg, contains 50,000 inhab. and lies

picturesquely on the left bank of the Narova, which issues from

Lake Peipus and flows into the Grulf of Finland, 8 M. below the

town. The town has several Lutheran and Greek churches and a

harbour. Its inhabitants are engaged in fishing (lampreys and sal-

mon), manufacturing (p. 83), and the export of timber.
Narva, founded in the 13th cent, under Danish supremacy and in-

habited almost exclusively by Germans, carried on a brisk trade with the
interior of Russia. In 1347 it came into the hands of the Teutonic Order,
and later it had much to suffer as a frontier-town in the wars of the
Order and of those (after 1581) between the Swedes and Russians (Nov-
gorod). In 1558 Narva was captured by Ivan the Terrible, and it was
again besieged by the Russians m 1590 and 1700. In the last case, however,
it was relieved by Charles XII. of Sweden, who gained a brilliant victory
over the Russians in spite of the fact that they outnumbered his army
three to one (comp. p. 84). In 1704 the town was taken by Peter the
Great after a gallant resistance under Horn, and from that time on it has
continued in Russian possession.

The inner town has been compressed into a very narrow space

by the unusually strong and high fortifications, which rise over the

precipitous bank of the Narova (here 165 yds. in width). The Castle

of the Teutonic Order is now used as an arsenal and barracks. The
lofty square tower on the S.E. side, known as 'Long Herman', dates

from the middle of the 16th cent, and affords a wide view of the

town and its environs (keeper at the foot of the tower).— Opposite,

on the high rocks on the right bank of the river (bridge from the

site of the old water-gate), lie the imposing walls and towers of the

dismantled Fortress of Ivdngorod (or John's Town), built by the

Russians in 141)2 when the left bank was still Cjerman.

From the station we turn to th(; left and in 3 min. reach a fork.

By turning to the I(;ft and crossing {\\v, tracks, we reach (^4 hr.) the

large buildings of th<; Krahnholm cotton-mill and the; waterfalls

(p. 8,'}). By keeping to th(! right we reach (8 min.) the Baltiskaya,

which we follow to tlie right (leaving \\\i\ PetnWskaya S(j. to the

left), des(rend a little, and then (4 min.) ascend to the left through the

Vuishgorodskaya, passing the Cathedral of the Transfiguration (see

Baedekek*8 Ru88ia.
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p. 83) and ill 5 iniii. reaching the market-place of the inner town.

On the W. side of the market-place, which is embellished with an

obelisk erected in honour of Peter the Great in 1872, rises the Town
Ildll (,P1.2), bnilt in 1(»71 and containing a few curiosities. On its

i^* SVTcLfxslnirg'
"VTagncx ^Debes^Leipzig

1. Cathedral of the Transfiguration. —2. Duma (Town Hall).— 3. Girls'
Hif^'h School.— 4. High School.— 5. Peter the Great's House. — 6. Post
Office. — 7. St. John's Church. — 8. St. Michael's Church. — 9. St. Peter's

Church.— 10. Theatre.

S. side is the Theatre (PI. 10), built in 1698 as the Exchange. At
the E. end of the Riiitzarskaya, to the right, at the corner of the
O.sterskaya, stands the so-called House of Peter the Great (PI. 5),

recognizable by the four columns in front. It now contains the Muni-
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cipal Museum (furniture, books, pictures) and various objects which

belonged to the Tzar (keeper in the Osterskaya; fee 15 cop. ; Russian

catalogue 20 cop.). The Ruitzarskaya ends at the Promenades laid

out above the river, which afford a good idea of the picturesque

situation of the town (we turn to the right). On the right bank

is Ivangorod, on the left are the Castle and the new Lutheran

church (in the background). A still more extensive view, especially

down the river, is obtained from the pavilion above the steamboat-

wharf.— About 300 yds. to the S. of the market-place is the G-reek

Catholic Cathedral of the Transfiguration (npeodpaaceHCKiii

coSopT*; PI. 1), a Gothic building with a circular W. tower and a

dome, built before 1502. The interior of the church, which was
formerly used both for Roman Catholic and Lutheran services, is

interesting. A little to the E. is the Prot. Church of St. John
(1636-48; PI. 7).

About 1 V. above the town (cab from the station in 6 min.,

20 cop., conip. p. 81; from the market-place in 1/4 hr., 30 cop.)

the Narova forms two broad "Waterfalls, 26-33 ft. high, the

waters of which unite again below the island of Krdhnholm. The
river rushing over layers of hard limestone here falls upon soft

clay, the gradual washing-away of which has formed the falls. Be-

low the falls the channel of the river is deep and enclosed by pre-

cipitous banks, but above the falls the banks are more level. The
beauty of the falls is much impaired by the mills erected to utilize

the water-power. On the left bank, on this side of the bridge lead-

ing to the island, is a bronze statue of Baron Knoop, the founder

of the Krahnholm Mills, by Tchizhov (1899). The bridge commands
a good view, to the right, of the W. fall. The view of the E. fall

is finer, but special permission from the management of the mills

is required for the island.

The Jlermannsberg, 2 M. to the W. of Narva (cab there & back, in

3/4 hr., 1 rb.), commarias a ^ood survey of the battlefield of 1700. — On
the sea lie the bathing-resorts of Tlungerbiirg (Kurhaus; Lloyd's Agent,
A. A. Peters; steamer, see p. 81), which is prettily situated and has a good
sandy beach, Schmetzke, and Merrekiill (Kurhaus). Tlie last, which is

15 V. (10 M.) from Narva (carr. 2-2V2 ^b.), is within Va hr.'s drive of
Hungerburg (cab 1 rb., with two horses iVa ih.).

The train now crosses the Narova by an iron bridge (good view
of Narva and Ivangorod to the left and of tli(; waterfalls to the right)

and enters the government of 8t. Petersburg. A little short of

(488 V.) Jarnbury (Swedish, Jama) we cross the Luga. 53() V.

Volf'jsovo (Rail. Restaurant). — 573 V. Gdtchina (Baltic Station;

Rail. Restaurant), and tluMice to —
615 V. (408 M.) St. Petersburg (Hallic Station), see R. 17.
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c. By Ska via Rkval.

Steamer in 4;^45 hrs., exclusive of stops (fares t) & fi rb.); from Keval
to St. Petersburg in 18 brs. (fares 5 & 4 rb.).

From Riga to Reval, see R. 12 c. — On leaving Reval the

steamer at lirst proceeds to the N. across the Gulf of Finland, but

it strikes a N.E. course at the island of Wulf {\ hr. from Reval)

and steers to the E. when off the island of Kokskiir (pron.

Kokshare), 1 hr. farther on.— The naval battle of Hogland (p. 216)

took place off the island of Ekholm, 8^/2 hrs. from Reval. To the

right, b^l^ hrs. from Reval, rises the lighthouse of ^tenskdr, —
S hrs. To the left are seen the picturesque granite and porphyry

cliffs of the island of Hogland (p. 216); to the right are the flat

islands of Great and Little Tutters. — 10^2 hrs. To the right, the

island of Lavensaari. — 12 hrs. Seskdr^ with a lighthouse. —
14 hrs. The steamer steers into the narrowing E. end of the Gulf

of Finland. The coast on each side becomes more distinct. —
16 hrs. Cronsfadt (p. 184). We enter the Sea Canal (p. 129).—
Farther on we pass Oranievhanm (p. 182) and Peterhof {}^. 179)

on the right. St. Petersburg gradually comes into sight ahead,

dominated by the conspicuous gilded dome of St. Isaac's Cathedral

(p. 109).— 18 hrs. The steamer reaches its berth at St. Petersburg,

in the Vasili Ostrov, below the Nikolayevski (Nicholas) Bridge

(p. 111).
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15. St. Petersburg 88
I. Arrival. Departure. Railway Stations 88,— II. Hotels.

Restaurants. Cafes. Confectioners 88. — III. Carriages.
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tions, and other Sights 97.

I. Quarters on the Left Bank of the Neva . . . 103
a. Nevski Prospekt 103.— b. Western Admiralty
Quarter 107. — c. Eastern Admiralty Quarter

112.— d. Spasskaya and Kazanskaya Quarters to

the N. of the Nevski 117.— e. Spasskaya and
Kazanskaya Quarters to the S. of the Nevski.

Kolomenskaya Quarter 122.— f. Liteinaya and

Rozhdestvenskaya Quarters 124. — g. Moscow,
Narva, and Alexander Nevski Quarters 128. —
h. Hermitage 131.

II. Quarters on the Right Bank of the Neva . . . 165
i. Vdsili Ostrov 165.— k. Fortress Island and St.

Petersburg Quarter 173.— 1. The Islands. Staraya

Derevnya and Novaya Derevnva. Viborg Quar-

ter 176.

16. From St. Petersburg to Peterhof and Oranienbauni.

Cronstadt 178
a. By Railway to Peterhof and Oranieubaum . . 178

From the Chateau of Stryelna to Sergiyevskaya Pu-
stuin 179.— Babigon 182.

b. By the Coast Road to Peterhof and Oranienl)aum 183
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17. From St. Petersburg to Krasnoye Selo and Gatchina 185
Ropsha 185.

18. From St. Petersburg to Tzarskoye Selo and Pavlovsk 186
Pulkovo 189.
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80V0 193
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Lake Ladoga. Lake Onega 195.

Baedbker'h RuHHia. Q
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47. Lavra of Kiev . . . I)

48. Mother of God (PI. II)

49. Mother of God . .

50. Presentation . . .

51. Raising- of the Cross
52. Resurrection . . .

53. — (Armenian) . .

54. St. Boniface (Rom.
Cath.)

55. St. Catharine . . .

56. the Martyr .

57. St. John (Luth.)
58. St. Matthew . . .

59. St. Michael (Luth.) .

60. St. Nicholas . . .

61. St. Pantaleon (PI. II)

62. SS. Boris & Glyeb .

63. Samson
64. Transfiguration . .

65. Transfiguration . .

66. Trinity
67. Virgin Mary (Luth.)
68. (Rom. Cath.) .

69. Commissariat (PI. II) .

70. Commissariat Office .
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72. Exchequer (PL II) . .

73. — , Chief (PL II) . .

74. Finland Office . . .

75. Fire Brigade ....
76. Fiscal Board (PL II) .
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4. Military Medicine .

5. Nicholas (Military)
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17
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F7

E6
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14
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F6

F5

Barracks.

18. Araktcheyevskiya . .

19. Artillery, 1st Brigade
(PI. II)

20. Artillery, 2nd Brigade
21. Artillery, Foot (PL II)
22. Cossacks
23. Finland Regiment . .

24. Izmailov Regiment . .

25. Local Troops ....
26. Moscow Regiment . ,

27. Naval
28. Palace Guards (PL II)

29. Rifle Brigade ....
.SO. Telegraph Corps (PL 11)

31. Cadet Corps, 2nd . . .

32. — , Nicholas (PL II) .

Cathedrals.

33. Izmailov ....
34. Resurrection . . .
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36. St. Andrew . . .

37. St. Vladimir . . .

38. Transfiguration . .

39. Trinitv

CllURCHKS.

40. Ascension
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42. British and American
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44. PLpiphany
45. Intercession ....
46. Jesus (Luth.) ....
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88.
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90.
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Kalinkin ....
Military ....
Naval
Naval (Paul I.) . .
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Olga ......
Orthopaedic . . .
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SS. Peter & Paul .
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Wylie
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100. Engineering, Civil

101. — , Electrical . .

102. Marie
103. Medical (Women)
104. Medical Research
105. Mining ....
106. Patriotic ....
107. Pavlovski . . .

108. Smolna ....
109. Ways of Communi

cation
110. Ivanovski Convent .

111. Library, Imperial Publi'

112. Lunatic Asylum . .

113. — — , Nicholas . .

F7
F2
15
F2
El
C6
D5
H5
K4

re
E2
G5
G3
D6

Markets.

114. Alexandrovski . . 16
115. Andreyevski ... D5
116. Central F3
117. Litovski D,E,6
118. Nikolski E7
119. Novo-Alexandrovski E7
120. Pustoi (PI. II) . . G4
121. Suitni E3
122. Syennoi (PI. II) . . F6
123. Yamskoi G, 6, 7

124. Meteorological Obser-
vatory C6

125. Mint (PI. II) ... . F4

Monuments.

126. Alexander I. .

127. Alexander II. .

128. Catherine the Great
129. Glinka ....
130. Krusenstern . .

131. Lomonosov (PI. II)

132. Pushkin ....
133. Steregushtchi . .

134. Victory ....
135. Wylie ....

136. Museum, Alexanderlll
137. Museum, Nicholas I

138. National Debt Commis-
sion (PI. II) . . . ,

139. Orphanage, Nicliolas9. Orphanage
(Pf. II) .

140. Ozone Waterworks .

E,F,8
E7
F7
E6
D5
G6
H6
F3
E7
G8
F5

E,F,6

F6

F5
F,G,3

Palaces.

141. Kamcnno-OHtrovski . El
142. Mikhail Mikhailo-

vitch (PI. II) . . . E5
143. Nicholas Nikolaye-

vitch F4

144. Prince of Oldenburg
(PL II) F4

145. Yelagin Cl
146. Peter the Great, Cot-

tage of F4
147. Printing Office, Govern-

ment D7
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PL II) ...
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lery)
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(PL II) ... .
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(PL II) ....
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(PI. II)
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166. Industrial . . .
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168. Military Electrical
Engineers (PL II)

169. Modern School, 1st

170. Modern School, 2nd
171. Modern School, 3rd
172. Modern School, Prince

of Oldenburg .

173. Paul (Military)
174. Peter (Girls) .

175. Seminary, Greek
Catholic ....

176. Synagogue . . .
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H4
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F7
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Theatres.

177. Alexandra .... (i (>

178. Hermitage (PL II) . F5
179. Kamenno-Ostrovski . 1)1

180. Marie E6
181. Michael F5
182. Vjisili-Ostrovski . . C6

188. Theatres, Office of Im-
perial (16

184. Ways of Communication,
Ministry of E7
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15. St. Petersburg.
Plans of the City. In the following pages the large general plan

of the city (p. 87) is referred to as PL /, the plan of the central part of
the city (p. 103) as PI. //.

I. Arrival. Departure. Rail"way Stations.

AuuiVAi-. Conveyances from the principal liotels meet the trains at

iStationtt J-.'i (see ])elow). Most of the commissionnaires from the hotels
speak French and German, and some of tliem speak English. Cabs, see

p. 90. — The landing-stage for Steamers from foreign ports is on the
(lutuyevski Island (PL B, 7, 8; /); those from Rnssian and Finnish ports
are berthed at the Nikolayevskaya Naberezhnaya (PL C, D, 5, 6; i).

DEPAKTruE. Tickets for the State Railways, with the exception of
the Finnish Railway, may also be obtained (for an extra fee of 10;40 cop.)

at tbe city booking-office (Fopo^CKan cxaiiijia Ka3eHHtixi> jjce.nlisHwx'B

;iop6n0, Bolsliaya Konynshennaya 29 (PL F, 5; //), which is open on
week-days 10-4 and on holidays 10-1. Luggage may also be booked here
for a fee of 7 cop. per pud (minimum 50 cop.). For Tourist Agencies,
see p. i)«;.

Railway Stations. St. Petersburg has seven railway stations:
1. Warsaw Station (BapmaBCKift B0K3ajn>; PL E 8, /), at the S. end

of the Izmailovski Prospekt, for Pskov, Diinaburg, Vilna, Warsaw (Berlin,

Vienna; RR. 8, 9), Riga (R. 14a), and Gratchina (pp. 43, 186). — Tramways
Nos. 3, 8, 9 (p. 91).

2. Baltic Station (BajixificKiH BOKsajii,; PL E 8, /), on the S. hank
of the Obvodni Canal, for Reval, Baltic Port, Dorpat (or Yuryev), and
Riga (R. Mb), and also for Pcterhof and Oranienbaum (R. 1(5), and for

Krusnoye Selo, Gatchina (R. 17), and Tosno (p. 43).— Tramways Nos. 3, 8, 9

(p. 91).

3. Nicholas Station (HHKOJiaeBCKiH or MocKOBCKifi BOKsajit; PL H6,
/), in the Znamenskaya Square, for Tver and Moscow (R. 37), Novgorod
(R. 36), Ruibinsk (p. 267), and Vologda (Archangel) and Tcbelyabinsk
(Siberia; R. 35). Tramways Nos. 5, 7, 11, 13, 14, 19 (pp. 91, 92).

4. Finland Station (^HiiJiHH/iCKiH BOKaajit ; PL H 3, /), on the Viborg
side, near the Alexandrovski Bridge, for Finland.— Tramways Nos. 1, 8,

9, 10, 19 (pp. 91, 92).

5. Tzdrskot/e Selo Station (tJapcKocejitCKiH BOKsajit; PL F 7, /), in

the Zagorodni Prospekt, for Tzarskoye Selo, Pavlovsk (R. 18), and Vitebsk
(R. 34). — Tramways No. 9, 15, 16 (piK 91, 92).

6. Sestroryetzk Station (CecTpop-feiiraH BOKsajit; Pl.Dl, /), in Novaya
Derevnya, for Ozcrki, Lakhta, and Kurort Sestroryetzk (R. 20). — Tramways
Nos. 2, 3, 15 (pp. 91, 92).

7. Irinovka Station (HpHHOBCKift BOKsajit; PL K 4, /), for Sheremet-
yevka (Schlttsselburg, comp. R. 19). — Tramways Nos. 13 & 14 (p. 92) and
steamer from the Smolni Convent (PL I, K, 4; I) to Okhta (2 cop.).

II. Hotels. Restaurants. Caf^s. Confectioners.

Hotels. *Astoria (PL c, E 6; //), at tbe corner of the Morskaya and
Vozncs.-nski Prospekt, R. with bath from 4, B. 1, d6j. (12-3) IV4, D- (6-^) 2'/4

& 3, oniii. 1'/.^ rb. ; *n6T. i>e i/Europe (EBponeHCKaa rocTHHHiia ; PL a, F5,
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B. 3/4J dej. (11-3) 1, D. (4-8.30) l'/?, pens, from 7, omn. 1 rb.; *H6t. Regina
(PL 0, F5; //), Moika 61, R. from 2 rb., B. 60, dej. (11-3) 75 cop., D. (4-9)

IV4-2, pens, from 6, omn. ^/^ rb. ; G-rand-Hotel du Nord (C'tBepnaa rocxH-
HHi^a; PI. g, H 6, //), Nevski 118, opposite the Nicholas Station, R. from
2 rb., B. 60 cop., dej. (11-3) 1, D. (3-8) IV4-2 rb. ; Hotel de Paris (napiiaKi,;

Pl.f, E5, //), UlitzaG6golya23, R. fromli/2, dej. (11-3)3/4, D. (3-8)3/4-172 I'b.

;

Hot. Dagmar (PL h, G5; //), Sadovaya 9, R. from 2 rb., B. 50, dej. (11-2)

75-90 cop., D. (4-8) I-IV4, omn. 1 rb.; Rossiya (PL i, E, F, 6; II), Moika 60,

hotel garni, R. I1/4-8 rb. ; Victoria (PL k, E, F, 6 ; //) , Kazanskaya 29, R.
from 13/4 rb., B. 40,- dej. 60 cop., D. 1 rb.; Hermitage (PL p, H 6; //),

Nevski 116, R. from 1 rb. 10, B. 35, dej. 60-75 cop., D. 60 cop. to 1 rb.

;

Old Riga (CxapaH Piira; PL m, E 6, //), Novi Pereulok 8, modest, R.
from 1 rb., dej. 35 cop., D. 1/2-I ^^-— Hotels in the Russian style: Moskva
(PL 1, G- 6; II), Nevski 49; Balabinskaya (PL n, H6; //), Nevski 87.

Pensions. Pens. Ritterholm, Nevski 11, R. from 2, B.3/4, dej. (12-2) 1,

D. (4-7) 1-2 rb. ; Pens. Sperl; Mikhailovskaya 2 (PL F, 5 ; //), pens, from 6V2
(in winter 8V4) to 12 rb. ; Hospice of tjie Evangelical Society (FocnHiji*
EBaHrejiH^ecKaro (36ii(ecTBa), Vasili Ostrov, Tenth Line, No. 15 (PL C,

D, 4, 5; /), R. IV4-5, D. (12-3) 3/4, pens. 23/4-6 rb. —Furnished Rooms
(Me6jiHp6BaHHtifl KOMnaTLi) are numerous in the Nevski (e.g. St. Peters-
bury, No. 54) and the Morskaya (30-100 rb. a month).

Restaurants (comp. p. xxvii). Most of the large restaurants are in

the hands of French or German proprietors or of Waiters' Unions, and
entirely lack those national peculiarities which characterize the Moscow
'traktirs', Wine is dear, but beer is usually to be had. Many of the
restaurants have an orchestra. — Restaurants at the *Astoi'ia, *Europe,
*Grand, *France, "^Angleterre, and Paris Hotels (see p. 88). Other first-

class restaurants are the following. In the City: ^Restaurant de Paris
(late Ciihat), Morskaya 16 (corner of Kirpitchni Pereulok; PL F5, II),

dej. (1-3) IV4, D. (6-9) 21/2 aud 3 rb.; *A V Ours ('Me/jBi^t'), Bolshaya
Konyushennaya 27, near the Nevski (PL F, 5; II), with large dining-
room (closed from May 1st to Sept. 1st; much frequented in winter after

the theatre), dej. (12-3) IV4, D. (6-9) 21/2 ib. ; *Donon, Moika 24, near the
Py^vtcheski Bridge (PLF5, //; entrance by the porte cocliere), with a
small garden, dej. (12-3) l"/2? 1^. (5-^) 2V2i'b.; Contant, Moika 58, by the
Krasni Bridge (PL F, 6;//), with garden, dej. (12-3) lV4r l^- i^-^) 2V2 ih.;

Old Donoji, Blagovyeshtchenskaya 2, near the Nikohiyevski Bridge (PL
D, 5, 6; //), D. (:5-7) 21/2 rb., frequented by the demi-monde at night after

the theatre; Pivato Freres, Morskaya 36, near the Mariinskaya Square
(PL E, 6; //), dej. (12-3) 1, D. (5-9) 2 rb. — Outside the City: *Datcha
Ernest (PL E, 2; /), Kamenno-OstrcWski Prospekt QO, D. (6-9) 3 rb.; *Cuhat
Freres (formerly Bellevue; PL D 1, /), Kiimenni Ostrov 24, near tlie Bol-
shaya N(!vka, D. from May 1st to Aug. Is^ (5-8) 3 rb., at other times a la carte.

Less pretentious: Vienna (B-fena), Ulitza Gogolya 13 (PL K, F, 5; //),
d^j. (ll-.S; '^U, D. (3-8) 3/4-I rb.; Lelnner, Nevski 18, near the Politzeiski
Bridge (PL F, 5; //), drj. (12 3) '/2-'V4, !>• (^-8) 1 ib., with view of the
Nevski, much frequ(;nted by Germans; Restaurant Fran(^als Albert, in

the same building, dej. (11-3) 3/4, D. (3-8) 1-11/2 >b.; Dominique, Nevski 24,
opposite the Kazan (lathedral (PI. F, 5; //), a favourite lunclieon-resort,
with billiard-room, dej. (12-3) 40-75 cop., 1). (3-8) 3/, . 1 ,1). Metrapale,
Sadovaya 14, at th(! cornef of the Nevski (PL F, (J,5; II), 1). (3-8) '/i-

1 rb.; liernhard, Vasili Ostrov, at the corner of the Nikolayevskaya
Naberezhnaya and Kighth Linc! (1^1. D, 5;/), ddj. (12-3)3/4, !).(;;-«) l ib.;

Brochinann, Yekaterininski Canal 45, near the; ivamcnni Hridgc^ (IM. \'\i>i

II); Quisisana, Nevski 46, oppositt; the (rostiui Dvor (PL F, 5, (5; //),
d6j. (12-3)3/4, I). (3-8)3/4-1 vh.-C'ave la drave, Bolshaya Konyushen-
naya 14 (\*\. F, 5; II). iifar the Nevski, a small bur, with good cooking
and KuHsian wines, moderate charges; Ma/tdfjer, N(*vski 23, bar with
Russian cooking and wines of the (Jaucasus. — Tlier*' are alsft restauraniR
near the landing-ntages of the Neva sleunierH at the Ali-xamler and Sunnner
OardenH.
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KrssiAN DiNiNo Rooms. Solovijdv (late Falki7i), Nevski 47, at the
lonuT «.f till' Vladimirski Pius])okt (PI. G, G; //), dej. (12-2.30) 1, D. (2.30-8)

l>/4-2rb. ; Jlalo-Varosldretz, Morskaya 8, next to the Hot. de France, dej.

(12-8) ^V*. I>. (-^8) 1, S. (10-2.30) li/jib.; Kuznetzov, Nevski 29, near the
Duma (PI. F, 5; //), a 'Delikatessen' shop with a small restaurant on the
first floor, d«fj. 80 cop., D. (from 5) IV2 ih. ; Grand-Hotel du Nord (p. 89).

Caf6s and Confectioners. Better, Nevski 50, at the corner of the
Sadovaya (PI. F, (r. 5; //); Tzvyetkov (lalo Andreyev), Nevski 6, near the
Admiralteiski Prospekt (PL E, 5*; //); Domhuqne, see p. 89; Cafe Central,
Nevski 44; Polish Cafe, Mikhailovskaya 2 (PI. F, 5;//), also frequented
by ladies for luncheon (50 cop.).— Pies and Pastry (IlnposKKH) at Filippov's,
at the corner of the Nevski (No. 45) and the Troitzkaya (PI. G, G; II).

III. Carriages. Tramw^ays. Steamers,

Carriages (comp. xxiv and tlie Manual of the Russian Language).
St. Petersburjj contains about 23,000 public vehicles of various kinds.

The IzvosHTCHiKS, or one-horse cabs, hold two persons and are fitted

with folding hood and rubber tyres.

Tariff 1/4 hr. 20 miu. 25 min. V2 br.

By Day
At Night (12-7) . .

20 cop.

30 „

25 cop.

35 „

30 cop.

40 „

35 cop.

50 „

Tariff 35 rain. 40 min. »/4 br. 1 hr.

By Day
At Night (12-7) . .

40 cop.

55 „

45 cop.

60 „

50 cop.

70 „

60 cop.

90 „

This tariff is for the district enclosed by the Volkovskoye (PI. H, 8, 9; I)
and Mitrofaniyevskoye (PI. E,9; /) Cemeteries on the S., the Smolenskoye
Cemetery (PI. B, 4, 5; /) and Petrovski Ostrov (PI. C, D, 3; /) on the W.,
and Aptekarski Ostrov (PI. D-F, 2; /) and the Roman Catholic Cemetery
(PI. H, 2, 3; /) on the N.

From railway stations, landing-stages, theatres, and places of enter-

tainment 15 cop. extra. One person is entitled to 3 puds of luggage free,

two persons to 1 pud. The drivers are bound by the tariff and must drive

at the rate of at least 10 versts (6^/3 M.) per hour. For all drives of any
length it is, however, better to make a bargain beforehand, paying 40-45 cop.

for V2 br., GO cop. tor 3/4 hr. ; drive to the Admiralty Quarter from the

Warsaw and Baltic Railway Stations 80, from the Nicholas Station 60 cop.,

from the I'inland Station '^^l^,-!
rb.

Travellers with much luggage who do not wish to use tlie hotel

omnibus should engage a four -seated carriage (KapeTa; IV2 ib. from the

Warsaw or Baltic Station to the Admiralteiski Prosp6kt).

Taximeter Cabs (scarce) for the first verst 20, for every following

verst 10 cop. From railway stations, etc., 15 cop. extra.

The LiKHATcjii (JlHxaiH), superior one-horse cabs with pneumatic tyres,

are not bound by the tariff and usually charge 1 rb. for a short drive.

The ordinary charge for a Two-Horse Carriage, taken from the rank,

is l-l'/afb. per drive on the hither side of the Neva, and 1V2-^ r^- beyond
the Neva; to the Islands 2-3 rb.; for 4-G hrs., 3-5 rb. ; for the whole day
10-15 rb.; for the night ()-8 rb., with a gratuity of 1 rb. on all the longer

drives. Stands (HyBOiUHHLH 6up7Ku): Isaakiyevskaya Square (PI. E, 5;

//); Sini Bridge (PI. E^ G; //); between the Kazan Cathedral (PL F, 5; //)
and the Yckaterininski Canal, etc.

Troikas (p. xxiv;, us(;d in winter only (chief stand behind the Kazan
Cathedral; Pi. F 5, //;, are expensive, the j)rice ranging from 8 to 20 rb.

according to distance, besides a gratuity of 1-2 rb. to the driver.

Motor Cabs (TaKco-MOTopw; PoccificKoe TaKCOMOxopHoe AKi^io-
Hepiioe 66mecTBO, abbreviated to P.T.A.O.; headquarters at Bolshaya
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Konyushenriaya 17): 1-2 persons per verst 20, at night (12 to 7 a.m.) 30;
3-4 pers. 30 or 40 ; waiting 5 cop. for 21/2 minutes. — Motor Cars may be hired
outside the Gostini Dvor (PL F, 5, 6; //). They are subject to no fixed tariff.

The Electric Tramways run from 8 a.m. to midnight and even
later on holidays in summer. Services 4, 5, 7, 11, 13, & 14 touch the Nevski
Prosp^kt, 4, 5. & 7 the Admiralteiski Prosp^kt, and 2, 4, 7, 10, & 12 Mi-
khailovskaya Square. Fare for one section 5 cop.— In winter an electric

tramway runs over the frozen surface of the Neva from the Winter Palace
to the Miiitninskaya Naberezhnaya (PI. E, 4; /), fare 3 cop.

1. Finland Station (PI. H, 3 ; /) to Narva Triumphal Arch (PI. 0, 9; /),
via Sampsoniyevski Bridge (PI. G, 3; /), Troitzki Bridge (PI. F, 4; /),
Suvorovskaya Square (PI. F, 4; /), Sad6vaya (PI. D-G, 5-7; /), Syennaya
Square (PI. F, 6; /), Kalinkinski Bridge (PL D, 7 ; /), and Peterhofski Pro-
sp^kt (PL D, 7, 8; /). Fare 15 cop.; 4 sections; blue and yellow lights.

2. Mikhdilovskaya Square (PL F, 5; I) to Novaya Derivnya (for

Sestroryetzk Railway Station; PL D 1, /), via Marsovo Pole (PL F, 4, 5; 2),
Suvorovskaya Square (PL F, 4; 2), Troitzki Bridge (PL F, 4; /), Kamenno-
Ostrovski Prosp^kt (PL E, F, 2-4; /), and Stroganovski Bridge (PL E, 1; I).

Fare 10 cop.; 2 sections; blue and red lights.

3. Novaya Derevnya (for Sestroryetzk Railway Station; PL D 1, /)
to Baltic Station (PL E, 8 ; /), same route as Service 2 to Mdrsovo Pole, then
via the Sadovaya (PL F, G, 5, 6; /), Syennaya Square (PL F, 6; /), ZabaL
kanski Prospekt (PL F, 6, 7 ; I), First Rota (PL E, F, 7 ; /), and Izmailovski
Prospekt (PL E, 7, 8; /). Fare 15 cop.; 4 sections; green and red lights.

4. Lafonskaya Square (PL I, 4; /) to Smolenskoye Cemetery (PL B,

C, 4, 5; /) via Suvorovski Prospekt (PL H, I, 4, 5; /), Eighth Rozh-
d^stvenskaya (PL H, I, 5; /), Bass^inaya (PL G, H, 5; J), Inzhenernaya
(PL F, G, 5; /), Mikhailovskaya Sq. (PL F, 5; /), Mikhailovskaya (PL F, 5;

/), Nevski (PL E, F, 5; J), Admiralteiski Prospekt (PL E, 5; //), Konno-
Gvard^iski Bulvar (PL D, E, 5, 6; /), Nikolayevski Bridge (PL D, 5; /),
Eighth Line (PL C, D, 4, 5; /), Bolshoi Prospekt (PL C, D, 5; /), Sixteenth
Line (PL G, 4, 5; /), and Mali Prospekt (PL B-D, 4, 5; /). Fare 15 cop.;
4 sections; yellow lights.

5. Zndmenskaya Square (PL H, 6; /) to GaUrnaya Gdvan (Nalitchni
Pereiilok; PL B 5, /), via Nevski, Admiralteiski Prospekt, thence as in

Service 4, as far as Bolshoi Prospekt, the whole length of which it then
traverses. Fare 10 cop. ; 3 sections; red lights.

7. Mikhailovskaya Square (PL F, 5; /) to Zndmenskaya Square (PL
H, 6;/), via Sadovaya, Tr6itzki Bridge (PL F, 4; /), Kronvorkski Pro-
spekt (PL E, F, 3, 4; /), Ved^nskaya (PL E, 8; /), Bolshoi Prospekt (PL
D, E,3, 4; /), Tutchk6vBridge(PLD, 4; /), Kadetskaya Liniya (PL D, 4, 5;

/), Nikolayevski Bridge (PL D, 5 ; /), K6nno-Gvardeiski Bulvar (PL D, E, 5,

6; /), Admiralteiski Prospekt (PL E, 5; //), and Nevski. Fare 15 cop.

;

5 sections; green lights.

8. Finland Station (PL II, 3 ; J) to Tutchkdv Bridge and Baltic Station
(PL E, 8; /), via Sampsoniyevski Bridge (PL G, 3; /), Arkhiyereiskaya
(PL F, 2, 3; /), Bolshoi Prospekt (PL D, E, 3, 4; /), Tutchkov Bridge
(PL D, 4; /), Nikolayevski Bridge (PL D, 5; /), Ulitza Glinki (PL E, G; /),
and Izmailovski Prospdkt (PL E, 7, 8; /). Fare 15 cop.; 4 sections; green
and yellow lights.

9. Finland Station (PL II, 3; /) to Baltic Station (PL E, 8; /), via

Alexandrovbki Bridge (P1.G,4;/), Liteini ProHi)(5kt (P1.G,4, 5; /), Za-
gorodni Prospekt (PL F, G, 0, 7; I), First Rota (Pi. E, F, 7; /), and Izmai-
lovski Prospekt (PL E, 7, 8; I). Fare 10 cop.; 3 scH-.tions; white lights.

10. Mikhdilovskaya Square (PL F, 5; 7) to Wylie Clinical Hospital
(PL 95, a 3; /), via Inzhenernaya (PL F, G, 5; i), Liteini Prosprkt (PL
G,4,5; /), Alexandrovski Bridge (Pi. (i, 4 ; /), Finski Pcrnilok (IM. (J, 11, 3;

/), and Botkinskaya (PL G, 3; /). Fare 5 cop.; red and yellow lights.

11. Zndmenskaya Square (PI. II, 6; /) to the Putilov Railway (beyond
PL F, l>; I)f viji Nevski, Sad6vaya (PL F, 6; /), Syennaya Square (PL
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F, fi; /), Zubiilkanski Prosp^kt (PI. F, 6-9; J), and Moscow Tiiumplial
Arch (PI. F. 9; /). Fare 10 oop. ; 3 sections; red and blue lights.

12. MikhdHovskaya Square (PI. F, 5; /) to Vedenskaya (PI. E, 3; /),
via Sadovaya, Troitzki Bridge (PI. Gr, 4; i), and Kronverkski Prosp(Jkt
i^Pl. E, F, 3,4; /). — Fare 5 cop.; yellow and green lights.

13. ralmenhdkhskaija (PI. I, K, 4; /) to Pokrovskaya Square (PI.

1), 7; i), viji Suvorovski Prospt^kt (PI. H, I, 4-6; /), Nevski, and Sadovaya
(PI. D-G, 5-7; /). — Fare 10 cop.; 3 sections; white and red lights.

14. Palmenbdkhskaya (PI. I, K, 4; /) to Narva Triuinphal Arch (PI.

C, 9; /), via Suvorovski Prosp^kt (PI. H, I, 4, 5; /), Second Rozhd^stven-
skaya (PI. H, 6; i), Znamenskaya Square (PL H, 6; /), Nevski, Sadovaya
(PI. D-G, 5-7; /), and so on as in Service 1. Fare 15 cop.; 4 sections;
yellow and red lights.

15. District L'ouH (PI. G, 4; //) to Novaya Derevnya (for Sestro-
ryetzk Railway Station (PI. D, E, 1; /), via Liteini Prosp6kt (PL G, 4,

5; /) and Zagorodni Prosp^kt (PL F, G, 6, 7 ; /) to the Zabalkanski Pro-
sp^kt, thence as in Service 3. Fare 20 cop.; 6 sections; blue lights.

16. Putilov Raiiiray (beyond PL F, 9; /) to Bolshaija Bolotnaya
(PL 1. 5; /), via Moscow Triumphal Arch (PL F, 9; J), Zaljalkanski Pro-
spekt (PL F, 7-9; I), Zagorodni Prospekt (PL F, G, 6, 7; /), and Basseinaya
(PL (L H, 5; /). Fare 10 cop.; 3 sections; white and green lights.

17. Smolni Prosx>ekt (PL I, K, 4; I) to Corner of Sredni Prospekt
and Ticenty-fifth Line (PL C, 5; /), to the Nikolayevski Bridge (PL D,
5; /) as in Service 4, thence via First Line (PL D, 5; /), Bolshoi Pro-
spt^kt (PL D, 5; /), and Eighth Line (PL D, 5; /). Fare 15 cop.; 4 sections;
white and yellow lights.

18. I'cerskdya (PL I, 4; /) to Mikhdilovskaya Square (PL F, 5; /),
via ShpaU^rnaya (PL H, I, 4; /), Voskresenski Prospekt (PL H, 4; /), and
Liteini Prospekt (PL (I, 4, 5; /). Fare 5 cop.; white and blue lights.

19 (V). Nicholas Station (PL H, 6; /) to Finland Station (PL H, 3; /),
via Znamenskaya (PL H, 5; /) and Liteini Prospekt (PL G, 4, 5; i), in

course of construction.

Horse Tramways. The chief lines run from Universitetskaya
Sdhtrezhnaya (PL D, E, 5; /) to Krestovski Island (PL C, 2; J), and from
Suvorovski Prospekt to Alexander Nevski Monastery.

Steam Tramways. 1. From the Ligovskaya (near Znamenskaya
Square; PL H G, //) to the S.E. via the Nevski (Alexander Nevski Mon-
astery, see p. 130) and Schliisselburg Prospekt (6-/3 M. ; Imperial Porcelain
and GhiHs Factory, see p. 192) to the village of Murzinka (8 M.); every
12 min., 20 and 12 cop. (To the Alexander Nevski Monastery in 9 min.

;

5 and 3 cop.)— 2. From the Wylie Hospital (PL 95, G 3; /) to the (4 M.)
Forestry Institute, every 11 min., in 3t min., fare 6 and 4 cop.; thence
to the Polytechnic 3 and 2 cop.

Steamboats, a. Ferries (IlepeBOQti; 2 cop., at night 3 cop.). Pere-
voznaya (PL 0, D, 6; /) to Mining Institute (PL 105, C 6; /); Senate House
(PL E, 5; //) to Kumyantzev Square (PL D 5, //; temporarily suspended);
Dvortz/n'i Bridge (PL E, 5; /) to Muitninskaya Naberezhnaya (PL E 4, /;
Zoological Gardens); Frantzuzskaya Naberezhnaya (Alexandrovski Bridge;
PL G 4, /) to House of Peter the Great (PL 146, F4; I). — b. Longer
Trips. From Lyetni Satl (Summer Garden; PL F, G, 4, /) down the Bolshaya
Nevka to Krestovski Ost^ov (PL C, 2; /), every V4 t»r., 10 cop.; from the
Eleventh Line on Vasili Ostrov (PL D, 5; /) to Lyetni Sad (PL F, G, 4 ; i)
and Irinovka Railway Station (PL K, 4; /) ; from the Wylie Hospital
(PL 95, G 3; /; to Lyetni Sad (PL F, G, 4; /), Fontanki^, and Kalinkinski
Bridge (Pl.D, 7; I); from the Eleventh Line on Vasili Ostrov (Pl.D, 5; /)
to Lyetni Sad (PL F, G, 4; /) and Sel6 Smolenskoyp (beyond PL K, 8; /),
every V4 hr.; from the Twelfth Line on Vasili Ostrov (Pl.D, 5; /) to

the Harbour and Morskoi Canal (PL A, 8, 9; /).
The time of departure of the steamers to C'ronstadt (p. 184) and

SchlUgselbnrg (p. 191) is often changed; particuL'trs will be found in the
(HnMHiati) Police Gazette.
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IV. Post and Telegraph Offices. Commissionnaires.

Post Office. The General Post Office (FjiaEHLiH no^raMTx; PI.

E 6, II; p. Ill), Potchtamtskaya, near St. Isaac's Cathedral, is open on
week-days 9-7 (for money orders and letters or parcels containing valuables,
9-4 only), on Sun. and festivals (comp. p. xxviii) 9-11 a.m. The various
offices for public business are in the large covered court entered from the
Potchtamskaya. Window No. 8 (to the right) is for foreign money orders,

No. 16 for foreign registered letters, Nos. 18 & 19 for the payment of money
orders, No. 26 for the delivery of parcels from abroad, and Nos. 28 & 29 for

the despatch of foreign parcels. Window No. 43, in the middle of the court,

is for paste restante letters, No. 44 for the delivery of registered letters,

and Nos. 45 & 61 for the sale of postage stamps. Money orders and parcels
not exceeding 500 rb. in value are delivered at the addressee's residence

(10 or 20 cop.). — Branch-offices are open on week-days from 8 to 2, on Sun.
and holidays from 8 to 10. — City letters cost 3 cop.

Telegraph Office. The General Telegraph Office (rjiaBHaa xejie-

rpa«>Haa craHLiiH; PL E6, II; p. Ill), Potchtamtskaya 15, is always open.
So also is the telegraph office at the Warsaw Station. The branch-offices

are open from 9 a.m. to 9 or 11 p.m. Telegrams within the city 15 cop. plus
1 cop. per word. Letters may be registered at the General Telegraph
Office between 8 p.m. and 8 a.m.

Comniissionnaires (nocBijii>Hi,ie). The 1st St. Petersburg Commis-
fiionnaires wear orange caps, the 2nd red, the 3rd; blue, and so on. The
charge for an ordinary message or parcel is 20 cop., for long distances
40 cop. ; at night double those rates.

V. Embassies. Clubs. Police. Churches.

Embassies and Consulates. Great Britain: Ambassador, Sir
George William Buchanan, G.C.V.O., K.C.M.G., C.B., Dvortzovaya Nii-

berezhnaya 4 (PI, E, F, 4, 5, //; 11-3); Consul, Arthur W. Woodhouse,
Konno-Gvardeiski Bulvar 13 (PL E, 5, 6, //; 10-3); Vice-Consul, O. H.
Mackie. — United States of America : Ambassador (vacat), Furshtat-
skaya 34 (PL G, H, 4, //; 11-3); Consul, Dr. J. E. Conner, Nevski 1 (PL
F 5, //; 10-12 & 1-3); Vice-Consul, H. Veseij.

Lloyd's Agent, (Jhaa. R. Cattley, Konno-Gvard^iski Bulvar (PL E, 5, 6;
//). -Russo-Bkitish Ciiamber of Commerce, Gorokhovaya 4 (12-4).

Clubs and Societies. - New English Club (Hobbih AnrjilHCKiH
KJiy6i,). Morskaya 36 (PL E, 6; //), for Englishmen and Americans. —/?/<,-

perial Yacht Club (MopcKofl Hxt'b KJiyCt; Pl.Eo, //), Morskaya 31 (for

the higli aristocracy and diplomatic corps).

—

English Club (AnrjiiHCKoe
co6paHie; PL F 4, //), Dvortzovaya Nabcrczhnaya 16 (for the nobility,
high officials, vtc.). — New Club {KoBhiu KJiy6Ty), Dvortzovaya Naberozli-
iiaya 14, similar to the preceding.

—

Army & Navy Club (0*imepcKoe co6-
panie apMlH h *Ji6Ta ; PL G, 4, 5, //), Lit6ini Prospekt 20. -Club of the
Noblesse ('B..iaropf3;iHoe cofipaiiie; PL F 5, II), Nevski ^5, cor. of the
Morskaya. — Commercial Club (KoMMepMCCKoe co6paHie), Angliskaya Na-
herezhnaya 18 (PL D, E, 5, 6, //; ricli mercliants). />'<7er<r/7/ and Artistic
Society (JiHTepaTypHo-apTMCTHMecKift KpyjKOici.), Dv(nt/.6vaya Naborezh-
naya 12 (PL E, F, 4, 5; //); the Society is lessee of the Little Theatre (p. 94).— Imperial River Vaclit Club (PhHHoii Hxri, KJiyCi,; PL B 1 , i), Krestovski
Island. — Imptri<d /lutomobile Club (HMiioparopcKoe PoccittcKoe Abto-
Mo6^jiLiioe 66ui0CTKOj, Dvortzovaya Xabcrczhnaya 10 (IM. E-(}, 4, 5; II).

Count V. /\S?iff(>v's Institute of Art and History {HiicTinyTh HCTopiii
hck5^(;(;th'I.)i Jsaakis t-x skaya Square 5 (I'l. H, 5;i/). - Institut Fran(;uis
de St. P('trj'sl)Ourg, (ior/jkliovaya 13 (PL E, F, 5, 6; //).

Police. City Governor^ or Prefect of Police (Fpa^ioHaMajiLUHKi.;
PL E5, II), Gorokhovava 2. For pasHiJortH, certiHcatc^H of rcHidcnce, etc.,

Hce p, ^s\\\. — Address liurenu (PL 4, E7; /), Sad/jvaya r»H (week-days i>-6;

holidays 10 3).
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Chm^ches. St. Mary & All Saints (PI. 43, D 6; /), Angliskaya Na-
berczhnaya 50; chaplain, Rev. Bousfiold S. Lombard, M. A.; services at

8.15, 10.30, & C.30. Mission Church, in the Schlusselburg Quarter; ser-

vices in summer on 2ud & -1th Sundays, at 8.30, 11, & 6. — British and
American Congregational Chapel (PI. 42, E6; //),Novo-Isaakiycvskaya 10;
minister, Rev. W. Orr;, services at 11 & 6. — Methodist Episcopal Church,
Tenth Line 37, Vasili Ostrov (PI. D, 4, 5; /). — French Protestant Church
(PI. F, 5; //), Bolshaya Konyusliennaya 25. — There are also several Ger-
man Protestant Churches.

Roman Catholic Churches. Cathedral of the Assumption, First Rota
of the Izmailovski Regiment 11 (Pl.E, F,l ; I). — Chnrch of St. Boniface
(German; PI. 54, E 3,/), Geslerovski Pereulok 11, new building at Tzerkov-
ijaya 9 (,P1. D, E, 4; /).— Salvator Chapel (German), Ninth Line 00, Vasili
Ostrov (PI. D, 5; I).— Church of St. Catharine (PI. F, 5; 11), Nevski 34.—
Church of St. Stanislaus, Malaya Masterskaya 9 (PI. I), 0, 7 ; /).

V.M.C.A., Nad^zhdinskaya 35 (PL G, H, 5, 0; II).— Girls' Friendly
Society, Gal^rnaya 57 (PL D, E, 5, 6; II).— Princess Alice Home for
Gover}iesses, Kuznetchni Pereulok 18 (PL G, H, 0; //).

VI. Theatres. Pleasure Gardens. Places of Entertainment.

Theatres. The season lasts from the end of Aug. to the beginning
of May (0. S.). Tickets may be procured in advance four days before the
performances. There is a Central Theatre Agency at Nevski 23 (booking-
fee 10 per cent of price of ticket).

Imperial Marie Theatre (MapinncKiH xeaxpt; PL 180, E 0,7; p. 123),

for Russian opera and ballet (both very good; ballet every Sun. and also

often on Wed.). The building seats 2000 persons. Performances begin at

8 p.m. Most of the seats are let to subscribers.— Prices (booking in ad-

vance). First tier boxes for ballet 24 rb. 90 and for opera 22 rb. 70;
baignoire 22 rb. 70 and 18 rb. 85 or 20 rb. 50 and 17 rb. 20; bel-6tage

24 rb. 90 and 27 rb. 10 or 22 rb. 70 and 24 rb. 90; second tier 17 rb. 75 or

10 rb. 10; third tier from 10 rb. 00 to 12 rb. 80 or 9 rb. 50 to 11 rb. 70;
fourth tier 9 rb. 50 or 8 rb. 40; parquet from 3 rb. 40 to 11 rb. 10 or

3 rb. 40 to 8 rb. 90; third balcony 2 rb. 85 cop. Much higher prices rule

at benefit performances.

Imperial Alexandra Theatre (AjieKcaH^pHHCKiii Teaxpt; G 0, //;
p. 100), for Russian drama and comedy. — Tickets (in advance). First

tier and bel-etage boxes 11 rl). 00 and 13 rb. 80; second tier 9 rb. 40 and
10 rb. 50; third tier 7 rb. 20 and 9 rb. 40; fourth tier 5 rb. 80 and 7 rb. 20;

parquet from 2 rb. 30 to 4 rb. 50; balcony 1 rb. 50 cop.

Imxjerial Michael Theatre (MHX5iHjioBCKiii Teaxpt; F 5, //; p. 119),

for French and Russian drama and comedy, and Russian opera.— Prices in

advance. First tier and bel-etage boxes 18 rb. 20 to 22 rb. 00; second tier

11 rb. 00 to 13 rl). 80; third tier 7 rb. 20 to 9 rb. 40; fourth tier 5 rb. 80

to 7 rb. 20; parquet 2 rb. 30 to rb. 70 cop.

Grand Opera in the theatre of the Conservatoire of Music (Teaxpt
MystiKajifcHOJi ;ipaMi.i; PL E 6, //) in winter; boxes 10-30 rb., parquet
1 rb. 40 cop. to 7 rb. — Performances are also sometimes given in winter
in the Aquarium (p. 95).

Little Theatre (Majitifl xeaxpt; PL F 0, II), in the Fontanka, leased

by the Literary & Artistic Society (p. 93), for plays by modern Russian
dramatists; boxes 8-18 rb., parquet 1-0 rb.

Palace Theatre (PL F, 5; //), Mikhailovskaya Square 13; Russian
comic operas. — Casino Theatre, Kryukov Canal 12 (PL D, E, 0; I). —
Russian Dramatic Theatre, Admiralt^iskaya Naberezhnaya 4 (PL E, 5;

II).— Nevski Farce, Nevski bij. — Arcade Theatre, in the Arcade (Passage;
PL F, G, 5, //), «;iitrance in the Italyanskaya, for Russian operettas.—
Opdra Comique, Otitz^rskaya 39 (PL E, 0; II), at Luna Vm)^. — Theatre
'/.on, KAmenno-Ostrovski Prosp^kt 40 (PL E, F, 2, 3; I).— Emperor
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Nicholas II.'s People's Theatre (PL E, F, 3, /; tickets booked in advance
at the Central Theatre Agency, p. 94), opera and drama; seat for opera
1 rb. 65 to 3 rb. 40 cop., box 21/2 1^.

Music. In winter symphony concerts take place under the direction

of Kusevitzki, Zil6ti, Safonov, etc. Other good concerts are given by
Count Sheremetyev's orchestra at the Assembly of Nobles (PI. 17, F 5,

II; seat 20 cop. to I1/2 rb.) and by the Imperial Court Orchestra.

Pleasure Gardens (the summer season lasts till the middle or end
of Aug., 0. S.). PdvJovsk, see p. 189.— Zoological Gardens (PI. E4, I;

p. 175), on the Petersburg Side, with band, adm. 32 cop.; pteam-ferry,
see p. 92; tramway No. 7 (Kronverkski Prospekt), see p. 91.— Arcadia
(PI. D, E, 1; /), near the Sestroryetzk station, in Novaya Derevnya, opera
in summer; tramways Nos. 2 & 3, see p. 91.— Aquarium (PL F, 3; /),
Kamenno-Ostrovski Prospekt 10; tramways Nos. 2 & 3, see p. 91.

—

Villa
Rode (PL E, 1; J), near the Str6ganovski Bridge; tramways Nos. 2 & 3,

see p. 91.—Luna Park, Ofitzdrskaya 39 (PL E, 6; II).

Ciniselli Circus (PL G, 5; //), on the Fontanka; performances in

winter only. Side-boxes (6 pers.) 15 rb. 60, barriere-boxes (4 pers.) 10 rb. 40,

first tier boxes (4 pers.) 8rb. 40; strJls 4 rb. 10 and 3rb. 10; reserved
seat 2 rb. 10 cop. — Cirqtie Moderne, corner of Kamenno-Ostrovski Prospekt
and Kr6nverkski Prospekt (PL E, F, 3; /).

Sport. GoL-F Course (nine holes) a,t Murino (p. 194). — Rowing.
Arrow Rowing Club, at the Krestovski Ostrov.—Lawn Tennis at the
Pargolovo, Krestovski, Tavritcheski, and Cadet Corps clubs.— Shooting
Clubs (the members of which enjoy the right of shooting over the club
preserves) : Krasnoye Selo, Pavlovsk, Malaya Vishera, Tcherentzovo, etc.

— Skating (KaTOKt) in the Ice Palace of the Aquarium (PL F 3, /; see
above), adm. 1-7 p.m. 1 rb., 8.30 p.m. to 1 a.m. 2 rb. (restaurant, D. 3 rb.);

also in the Yusiipov Garden (PL E, F, 6, 7, I; p. 123), on the Fontanka, near
the Semyonovski Bridge (PL F, 6; J), etc.

Horse Races (CKa^KH) are held from June 1st to Aug. 15th (0. S.)

thrice weekly on the racecourse in the Kolomyagskoye Chaussee (p. 177).
— Trotting Eaces (B-fera) take place in the Semyonovski Square (PL F,

G, 7; /), in autumn and winter; entr. to the stands opposite the Nikola-
yevskaya.

Public Entertainments (Hapo^Htm ryjiaHta; good theatrical

performances, etc.) are arranged by the Temperance Society (Fopo^CKoe
noneMHxejifcCTBO o iiapo^Hoii xpesBOCTH) every Sun. and holiday, in

Emperor Nicholas II.'s People's Theatre (see above), the Petrovski Park
(PL D, 3, 4; 7), the Tauric or Tavritcheski Garden (PL H, 4; J), and
Yekaterinhof (PL C, 8; /).

ViX. Baths. Physicians. Chemists.

Baths (BaHH; comp. p. xxxi). Centred Baths (PL F, (>, 7; 7), Kazdtchi
Pereulok 1 1 ; Tzelibfjf^.jjev (PL Cf, 5 ; //), Bassdinaya 14 ; Voronhi (PL E, fi ; 11)^
Moika 82, warm bath at these two 1 rb. — Rivkr Baths (very primitive),
on the Admiraiteiskaya Naberezlinaya, near the Dvortz6vi Bridge (PL E, 5;
//). Jjatli 5-10, sheet 10, towel 5 cop.

PiJHLic Lavatorikh (Kjioriexw). Alexander Garden, near the Senate
(PL E, 5; //); in the l)um;i (PL F, 5; //), entrance in the Dumskaya; near
the I»ublic Library (PL 0,5; //); Yekaterininskaya Square (PL I, 4; /);
Lyetni Sad (PL F, G, 4; //); Znamcnskaya Square (PL 11,0; //).

Phynicians (lipa'iri; Knglisli-Hpfjiking).
.
Dr. Webb, at tlie Alexander

HoH|)ital (see below;; Dr. IJaron i^fernberg, Angliski Prospekt; Dr. Ger-
Honi (for diseases of women), l^'ifth llozlideHtvenHkaya 4; Dr. Butz (sur-

geon), Second Line 19, Vasili Ostrov.

Alexandkk Hohi'Ital (PL 78, C, I), 5; /), Fifteenth Line 4, Vasili
Ostrov, for men, founded l»y (jerniMns and maintained hy voluntary con-
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tributious (25-aO rb. per week; without private room 10 rb.). — Protestant
Hosi'iTA!, (,1*1. H, 5; ll)j Ligovskaya 4, for women (fees as above).

Chemists (Aittokh). FriedUinder, Gorokhovaya 24 (portable medi-
cine ehests); Dletz, Nevski GO, near the Anitehkov Bridge; Kressling, Bol-
shaya Konyushennaya 14; Homeopathic Chemist, Gorokhovaya 17, ete.

VIII. Tourist Agencies. Banks. Shops.

Tourist Agencies. Interuatioual Sleeping (Jar (Jompany (Mem^y-
Hap6;iHoe OoiuecTBO cnajiLHtixt BaroHOBt), Nevski 22 (fee 2 per cent
of price of tickets); open on week-days 9-5 (cash department closed at

4 p.m.), on 8iin. and holidays 9.30-12. — Nordink Resebm-eau, Bolshaya
Konyushennaya 29 (PI. F, 5; //), mainly for travellers to Finland, Sweden,
and Norway.— R. Edgren (bookseller), Bolshaya Konyushennaya 8 (PI. F, 5;
//), is the agent for the Finland Tourist Society (p. 203).

Banks. Imperial State Bank (Focy^ripcTBeHHtiH 6aHKT>; PL F 6, /),

Sadovaya 19, entrance at Yekaterininski Canal 30; Azov-Don Commercial
Bank (A36bcko-/Johck6h KOMMepqecidH 6aHKi.), Morskaya 5; Commer-
cial Bank of Siberia (CHSiipcKiH xoproBLift 6aHKt), Nevski 44; Credit
Lf/onnais (JlioHcidil KpeAHTT>), Nevski 48 (Arcade); Rus:^ian Bank for
Foreign Trade (PyccKift ^jih BH-femneH ToproBJiH 6aHKT>), Morskaya 82;
Russian & English Bank (PyccKO-AHrjiificKlH 6aHKT>), Nevski 28; Russo-
Asiatic Batdv: (PyccKO-AsiaxcKiH 6aHKri>), Nevski 62; St. Peterslmrg Com-
mercial Bank (C. Il.ToproBWH 6aHKT>; formerly G. Wawelberg), Nevski 7;

St. Petersburg Commercial Joint Stock Bank (MacTHtifl KOMMepiecidH
GaHKT,), Nevski 1; St. Petersburg Discount Bank (C. II. yHGTHtiH u
Ccy;iHi>iH 6aHKT>), corner of the Nevski and Yekaterininski Canal; St.

Pchrsburg International Cotnrnercial Bank (C. H. Me^K^yHapo^HtiH
KOMMepnecKiH oaHKt), Nevski 58; Volga-Kama Commercial Bank (B6ji5k-

CKO-KaMCKiH KOMMepMGCKiH GaKKt), Nevski 38, cor. of the Mikhailovskaya.
— J. \V. Junker & Co., Nevski 12 ; E. M. Meijer & Co., Angliskuya Naberezh-
naya ^0. — Usual office-hours 10-4; State Bank 10-3.

Shops.-- Antiques. L. Grisard, Alexandrinskaya Square 5; Sdvostin,
Sadovaya 13.

BooKSKLi.EKS. English, Watkins, Morskaya 36. French, Russian, and
German, Mellier & Co. (A. Zinserling & Co.), Nevski 20, near the Politzeinki

Bridge; M. O. Wolff, Nevski 13 and Gostini Dvor 18. German, Eggers& Co.,

Moika 42 ; ^. Isler, Nevski 20 ; Karl Ricker, N evski 14. Russian, /. Glazunov,
N(;VHki27; A. S. Siivorin ('Novoye Vremya'), Nevski 40. -Second-hand
iiooksellers, W. I. Klotchkov, Liteini 55; L. F. Mellin, Jjiteini 51.

Boots. Mechanical Shoe Factory, Nevski 61 and Morskaya 26; Weiss,
Nevski 66.

Cigars. Feik & Co., Nevski 20; Laferme, Nevski 26; A. Schramm
ik Co., Morskaya 11; Ten-Cate & Co., Nevski 18.

Confectionery (excellent). Ballet, Nevski .54 ; Berrin, Ulitza Gogolya 8

;

Bormann, Nevski 30 & 21 ; Conradi, Nevski 20 & 36 ; Kotchkur&v, Mikhailov-
skaya Square 4, corner of italyanskaya; Krafft, Italyanskaya 10; Rabon,
Nevski :M).—Abrik6.wv, Nevski 42 (good candied fruit; MapMejia^t).

—

IJried Fruit from Kiev, Baldbukha, Vladimirski Prospekt 15.

Domestic Industries (including lace, fancy work, etc.) at Nevski 3

(66iuecTBO yjiyimcHiH Hapo^naro Tpy^a), Morsktiya 30 (66iiiecTBO
iioMoiijH pymioMy Tpy;iy b'l C. IleTepByprli), Liteini 28 (KycTapiiLiii
CK.'ia4'i>), and Fonti'inka 21 (Ckjih^'i, KycTapHi,iXT> HS^'fejiift rpa*HHH LLIy-

BajioBottj. Also Frau Behrens, Universitetskaya Naberezhuaya 17 (Aca-
denjy of Arts; entr. from the Fouith Line), and Vogt, Gostini Dvor, Perin-
naya Line 1 b.

Furs. AIerf£7ift, Nevski 21.

G0LO8HE8, Indiarubber Boots, and Overshoes. Kirschten, Admiral-
t«;iHki Prospekt 8; Malm, Morskaya 34; Provodiak, Morskaya 14.
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Jewellers. Russian Groldsmith's and Silversmith's Work: Gratchev,
Nevski 19; Y. E. 3Tor6zov, Grostini Dvor 85; 31. P. Ovtchinnikov , Mor-
skciya 35. — Goldsmith's Work and Jewellery: K. I. Bock, Morskaya 9;
K. E. Bolin, Morskaya 10; L. E. Burchard, Nevski 34; C. Faberge, Mor-
skaya 24; A. Tillander, Morskaya 25.— Bronzes and Objects in malachite,
lapis lazuli, and other Siberian stones: A. K. Denisov-Urdlski & Co.,
Morskaya 27 ; Worfjfel, Nevski 36.

Maps and Plans. Depot of the General Staff (FjiaBHtifi mTa6i>),
Nevski 4, and A. Ilyin, Yekaterininskaya 3.

Newsvendors in every street. St. Petersburger Zeitung, Herold (Ger-
man), 5 cop.; Russian papers 7 cop.; foreign papers at Wolff"' s, Nevski 13,

and at Viollefs, Malaya Konyushennaya 16.

Photographs. A la Palette de BapJiael (Avanzo), Morskaya 9, near
the Nevski; Avavzo, Nevski 5; Daziaro, Morskaya 11; J. Fietta, Mor-
skaya 36; Trenti, Morskaya 21; Velten, Nevski 20. — Photographic Mat-
erials: 0. & K. Jochim, Nevski 1; Kodak, Bolshaya Konyushennaya 19;
J. Steffen, Kazanskaya 5.

Porcelain. KornUov Bros., Nevski 66 (cups, etc., with paintings after

Karazin); Kuznetzov, Nevski 64.

Tea. p. Botkin & Sons, Nevski 38; K. & S. Popov Bros., Nevski 26.

IX. Museums, Collections, and other Sights.

Gentlemen are not allowed to wear their hats in museums and galleries.
— All collections are closed on the chief holidays.

Academy ofArts (p. 169), open free daily, except Mon., 10-4 (in winter
10-3). It is closed in July (0. S.), but foreigners are admitted on appli-
cation. — For temporary Exhibitions of Art, see the daily papers.

Academy of Sciences, see p. 166. — Library, on Wed. in summer 11-3,

in winter on Mon., Tues., Thurs., & Frid. 11-3; closed for a fortnight at

Christmas and Easter.
Agricultural Museum (p. 126), open free daily, except Mon., 11-3

;

closed on holidays.
Anthropological & Ethnographical Museum of Peter the Great (p. 166),

Sun. & Mon., 11-3, free; Wed. & Frid., 11-3, adm. 25 cop.; closed on Frid.
from June 20th to Sept. 1st.

Artillery Museum (p. 174), Mon., Wed., feFrid., 11-3; entrance by ticket,

procured free of charge at the Depot, corner of Malaya Dvoryanskajja
and Konni Pereiilok (Pl.F, 3;/); closed on festivals.

Asiatic Museum (p. 167), daily, except Sat., Sun., and festivals, 11-3

(closed on Wed. in summer and for a fortnight at Christmas and Easter).
Botanical Gardens, Imperial (p. 176), open daily from 7 a.m. till dusk;

Uot Houses in summer from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Sun., and festivals till

3 p.m.), in winter till dusk; Museum, Tues., Thurs., & Sat., 1-3; Library
and Herbarium, week-days 11-3.

Botkin Collection (p. 172), sliown on application.
Carriages, Museum of Imperial (p. 117), open free on week-days

(except Mon.) 11-3, Sun. 1-3.

Commissary-General, Museum of (p. 124), open free on Tuos. & Frid.,
10-8; closed on holidays and from July 10th to Aug. 15th (0. S.).

Education, Museuvi of (p. 126), open on week-days (in winter also
on Sun.), 12-3.

Guard Mounting at the Winter Palace at midday.
Hermitage Cp. 131), open daily, except Mon. and most of tjic high

festivalH, 11-4 fOrt. Ist to March Ist, ll-.S).

huluHtrinl Art Museum Cp. 110), week-da yn in snninior (except Mon.)
10-4, in winter daily 10-3; 80 cop.

Kvstarni Museum (p. 126), open free on week-days (ex('ept Mon.)
ll-.S, Sun. 12-3.

Marine Museum (p. 108), open free on Tui's., Thurs., & Frid., 11- J,

Sun. 12-4; closed from May 15th to Aug. 15th (0.8.).
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Michael Xikoldijevitch, Museum of Grand-Diike (p. 116), Thurs. &Sun.
11-2; tickets obtained free on the previous day in the office, Milli6nnaya 19
(open 2-4 p.m.).

Mining Academy & Museum (p. 172), open free from June 1st to

Aug. 31st, on Tues., Wed., & Thurs., 10-3 (closed on festivals); from
Sept. 1st to May Slst, on Tues., Wed., Frid., & Sat. 10-3, Sun. and
festivals 12-3.

Ministrg of Ways of Cojnmnnication, Museum of the (p. 128), Tues.,
Thurs., & Sun. 10-3; 25 cop.

Old St. Petersburg, Museum of (p, 169), Mon. & Frid., 2-5; free.

Porcelain and Glass Factory, Imperial (p. 192), open free on week-
days in summer, 10-12 & 2-5 (Sat. 10-12 only); in winter on week-days
10-3 (Sat. 10-12).

Public Library, Imperial (p. 105). The Reading Room is open to the
public daily from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. (Sun. & holidays 12-3); it is closed
during Passion Week, for three days at Easter, from July 1st to July 3rd,
and from Dec. 24th to Jan. 1st (0. S.). Those who wish to consult MSS.,
engravings, or the like, recjuire a special permission from the Director.—
Inspection permitted on Tues. & Sun., except on the days on which the
Library is closed (see above), under the guidance of an official. Visitors
assemble in the entrance-hall at 1 p.m. The explanations by the guide
are usually given in Russian.

Russian Museum of Emperor Alexander III. (p. 119), open free daily
(except Mon.) 10-4, in winter 10-3.

Semenov Gallery (p. 171), adm. on application.
Stieglitz Museum of Industrial Art (p. 125), open free daily, 10-3.

Stroganov Gallery (p. 103), open every forenoon, except Sat., Sun.,
and holidays, on application at the 'Kontor' in the court (left).

Suvorov Museum (p. 127), open free daily, except Mon., 11-4.

Technical Society, Imperial (p. 126), open free on week-days (except
Mon.) 11-4, on Sun. & holidays 1-3; from June 15th till Sept. 1st (O.S.)
on Wed., 11-4, only.

Tolstoi 3Tuseum (p. 169), daily, except Mon , 11-5; 20 cop.

University Library (p. 169), open from Aug. 20th to June 10th (0. S.)

on week-days, 10-3, and also on Mon., Wed.. & Frid., 6-10 p.m. (during
the Christmas holidays on Wed. & Frid. only, 11-2); from June 11th to

Aug. 19th, Mon. & Thurs. 11-2.

Winter Palace (p. 112), open daily, 11-3, during the absence of the
imperial family. Visitors obtain cards of admission on presenting their

passports at the office of the Chief of the Palace Police (to the left of the
chief entrance, opposite the Alexander Column).

Zoological Museum (p. 167), daily, except Mon. & Thurs., 11-3; adm.
on Tues. 70 cop., Wed. and Frid. 25 cop., Sat. & Sun. free. It is closed
from June 15th to Aug. Ist, l)ut foreigners are admitted, on application
at the office, Tamozhenni Pereiilok.

The Greek OHhodox Churches are generally closed at 6 p.m.

Chief Sights. At least a week is necessary to see the chief objects
of interest in St. Petersburg and its environs. As the distances are often
considerable, a liberal use of cabs will be found an economy of time.

It should be noted that most of the collections are closed on Mon., and
open only from 10 or 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. on other days.

Drive through the Town (IS'/a M. ; 3-4 hrs.). Fare for an izvoshtchik
Tone with a good horse should be selected) 2'/2 I'b., with two horses (pre-

ffrable; stand at the Admiralty), S'/^j rb. A motor-cab costs 5-8 rb. — From
the Admiralty (j). 107) we follow the Nevski (p. 103) to the Litdini Prosp^kt
(p. 124), follow this to the left to the Frantzuzskaya Naberezhnaya, cross
tht; Troitzki Bridge (1.; T. Most, P- I'^'^l view), follow the Kamenno-
Ostrovski Prosp^kt to Kamenni Ostrov (K. Island; p. 177), traverse this
i/iland by its chief avenue, and cross the First Yelagin Bridge to Yelagin
Ostrov (p. 177); we then make the circuit of this island (to the right),
pass the 'Pointe', and cross the Second Yeldgin Bridge to Krestovski
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Ostrov (p. 177) and then the Krest6vski Bridge to the St. Petersburg Side.

Here we follow the Bolshaya Z,elenina to the Bolshoi Pro.sp^kt and cross
the Tutchkov Bridge to Vasili Ostrov (p. 165). On Vasili Ostrov we drive
through the First Line to the Neva, skirt its bank to the right, cross the
Nicholas Bridge (p. Ill ; view), and follow the Angliskaya and Admiralt6i-
skaya Naberezhnaya, passing the Winter Palace Garden, to the Admiralty
Square. —An excursion by steamboat on the Neva (p. 92) is interesting.

1st Day. Drive through the town (seep. 98). — Afternoon, Alexander
Nevski Monastery (p. 130). — Towards evening, steamboat excursion to

the Islands (p. 176; Botanic Oardens, Pointe).
2nd Day. Hermitage (p. 131).— Afternoon and evening, Pavlovsk (p. 189).

3rd Day. Kazan Cathedral (p. 104); Carriage Museum (p. 117); Church
of the Resurrection (p. 118); Russian Museum of Emperor Alexayider III.

(p. 119).— Towards evening, Sestrori/etzk (Kurort; p. 194).

4th Day. St. Isaac's Cathedral, with ascent of dome (p. 109); Peter
the Great Monument (p. 108); Winter Palace (p. 112); Imperial Library
(p. 105).— Afternoon, Tzdrskoye Sel6 (p. 186).

5th Day. Hermitage (second visit) ; Marine Museum (p. 108) ; Industrial
Art Museum (p. 110). — Afternoon, Cathedral of SS. Peter & Paul (p. 173);
Peter the Ch^eaVs House (p. 175). — Evening, Zoological Garden (p. 175).

6th Day. Mineralogical Museum of the 3Ihii7ig Academy (p. 172);
Zoological Museum (p. 167) or Anthropological & Ethfiographical Museum.
(p. 166); Stieglitz Museum of Industrial Art (p. 125).— Afternoon, Smolni
Convent (p. 127).— Evening, Aquarium (p. 95).

7th Day. Peterhof (p. 179).

Excursion to the Imatra Waterfall^ see p. 207.

St. Petersburg, CaHKTt-IIeTepdypr'L (popularly known as

nHTept), is named after its founder Peter the Great. It is the

second capital of the Russian Empire, the chief residence of the

Tzar, the seat of the highest government officials, the headquarters

of the Commander of the Guards and of the 1st and 18th Army
Corps, the most important commercial town on the Baltic, and one

of the principal manufacturing towns in Russia. Pop. (with the

suburbs) 2,075,000 (192,000 in 1784; 425,000 in 1825; 861,000 in

1881), including 11,200 Germans, 2400 Frenchmen , and 2100 English-

men. It lies on a flat plain, at the mouth of the Neva in the Gulf

of Finland, in 59° 57' N. lat. and 30° 20' E. long., and covers an area

of 35 sq. M. The Neva, 42 M. long, flows out of Lake Ladoga

(p. 195), reaches the town at the Alexander Nevski Monastery, and
farther on takes a sharp turn to the W. and (now 650 yards in

breadth) divides into three branches: the Great or Bolshaya Nevd^
which is spanned by five bridges, and into which the four drainage

canals of the left bank (M/iika, Catherine Canal, Konlanka, and
Obv(5dni Canal) open at both ends; the Small or Mdla.ya Nevd;
and the Great or Bolshaya N^vka, from which two arms diverge,

enclosing the 'Islands'. Floods are not uncommon, especially in

autumn during prolonged and violent S.W. winds. From the middle
of Nov. to the beginning of April (O.S.) the river is frozen.

St. Petersburg has on the whole the outward appearance of a

modern and western city; its national or Russian features are less

obvious. It' is seen to greatest advantage from the Neva. Exce})t
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for tho imperial palaces and some of the public offices, the build-

ings ill the chief thoroughfares are wholly modern and of large

(sometimes of huge) proportions. They are, however, somewhat
iiumotonous in style, and their only unusual characteristic is the

bright colours with which they are painted. The rows of secular

edilices are interrupted by numerous churches. Both private and
public buildings usually stand on piles, necessitated by the swampy
nature of the ground.

The main part of the city lies on the Left Bank of the Neva
and includes the following districts. 1. The Admiralty Quarter
(AaMiipaxreiicKaH qacTi>; pp. 107, 112), between the Neva and the

Moiiva, forming with the two following quarters the most fashionable

part of St. Petersburg. It contains the Senate House, Falconet's

monument to Peter the Great, St. Isaac's Cathedral, the Admiralty
(at the head of the main thoroughfare of the town, the Nevski Pro-

spekt), the Winter Palace, and the Hermitage, one of the most im-

portant galleries in Europe.— 2. The Kazan Quarter (KasancKan
nacTb; pp. 117, 122), between the Moika and the Yekaterininski

or Catherine Canal, contains the Marie Palace, where the Imperial

Council sits, and the Kazan Cathedral.— 3. The Spdsskaya, Quarter
(CnaccKan MacTB; pp. 117, 122), between the Catherine Canal and

the Fontanka, contains the Government Offices, the Imperial Public

Library, the collection of Russian paintings in Tzar Alexander III. 's

Museum, and the new Cathedral of the Resurrection. —-4. Kolo-
menskaya Quarter (KojiOMeHCKan nacTB; p. 124), to the W. of the

three above. — 5. The Narva Quarter (HapBCKan qacxt; p. 128),

to the S. of the Kolomenskaya Quarter, contains factories, the

harbour, and the Baltic and Warsaw Railway Stations.— 6. Moscow
Quarter (MocKOBCKan qacTb; p. 128), between the Fontanka and

Obvodni Canal. — 7. The Liteinaya Quarter (.HHTeHHaa qacxt;

p. 124), to the N. of the Moscow Quarter, contains the most fash-

ionable residential streets (Sergiyevskaya, Furshtatskaya, and

Mokhovaya; also hospitals and barracks). — 8. The Rozhdestven-

skaya Quarfe^r (Po^^iecTBGHCKaH qacxB; p. 124), to the E. of the

Liteinaya Quarter, contains the Tauride Palace, in which the Imperial

Duma or House of Representatives meets. — 9. The Alexander
Nevski Quarter (AjieKcaH^po-HeBCKaH qacxt; p. 128), to the S.

of the Rozhdestvenskaya Quarter, contains the Nicholas Railway

Station and the Alexander Nevski Monastery. The two last-men-

tioned quarters are chiefly inhabited by workmen.— On the Ric4nT

Ba\k of the NevA are the following districts: 10. The Vasilyev-

skaya QuarU^ (BacH.7ii>eBCKaH qacxt; p. 165), on the Vasili Ostrov

(island of Vasili), contains the Mining Academy, the Academy of

Arts, the University, the Academy of Sciences, and the Exchange.

—

11. The St. Petersburg Quarter (nexep6yprcKaH nacxt; p. 173),

between the Nev4 and Bolshaya Nevka, is the oldest part of the
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town, containing the Peter Paul Fortress and the house of Peter the

Great. The Islands (p. 176) adjoin this quarter on the N.— 12. The
Viborg Quartei^ (BtiSoprcKan qacxt; p. 177), with its factories,

lies to the E. of the Petersburg Quarter.

The Streets in St. Petersburg are wide (50-100 ft.) and straight,

but the paving is sometimes defective. Streets of the first class are

called Prospektij or Perspectives. Among these are the Nevski and

Voznesenski Prospekts (radiating from the Admiralty), the Liteini

Prospekt, the Yladimirski Prospekt, and others. Streets of the

second rank are called Ulitzi, amongst which are the Gor6khovaya

(named after a Count Harrach; often mistakenly called Pea Street,

from ropox-L^pea), the Morskaya (Sea Street), the Gogol Street

(formerly Malaya Morskaya), the Millionnaya, the Sad6vaya (Garden

Street), the Kazanskaya, the Konyushennaya (Stable Street), and the

Ofitzerskaya. Streets of the third rank are called Pereulki (lanes).

On Vasili Ostrov every street consists of two LineSj the right side

of the street (reckoned from the Great Neva) being denoted by
even numbers (Line II, lY, etc.), the left side by uneven.— The
business of St. Petersburg centres round the Nevski (between the

Admiralty and theFontanka) and the neighbouring streets. Promena-
ders throng the Neva Quays in spring, the Kamenno-Ostrovski Pros-

pekt (p. 176) and the Islands in summer (especially towards evening),

and the Morskaya in winter (particularly from 2 to 4 p.m.).— The
town possesses about 80 open Squares, some of which can accom-
modate 60-100,000 persons.

The Streets of St. Petersburg are much less animated than those of
other European capitals, though they are a little less dull on Sun. and
holidays. The horses are generally good, especially those of the private
carriages; and the drivers, in their heavy wadded gowns, usuallj'' urge
them through the streets at great speed. The scarlet liveries of the royal
carriages are conspicuous. Nearly one-tenth of the male population of
St. Petersburg wear some kind of uniform, including not only the numerous
military officers, but civil officials, and even students, schoolboys, and
others. Characteristic street figures, which are, however, fast disappearing,
are the vendors of ices (morozheuoye) and kvass (a cooling drink brewed
from rye-bread or fruit), who carry their pails and glass jugs on their heads;
the itinerant cooks, with pirogis (pasties), various purees (especially 'kisel

malinovi' and 'kis(il gorokhovi', raspberry-puree and puree of peas), and
Sancakes (blini); the razn6shtchiks (pedlars), especially near the G-ostini

•vorj the vendors of old clothes (mostly Tartars; offciring 'khalati', i.e.

dressing-gowns) and linen (polotno). Other street cries are: 'tzvyeti,

tzvyetotchki' (Howers); 'kartottel' (potatoes); 'okuni, yershi, sigi, loso-

sina, ruiba zhivaya' (perch, rut!', char, salmon, live lisli); 'gribi moloduiye,
gribotchki' (mushrooms): 'apelsini, liraoni khoroshiye' (oranges, lemons);
'klubnika sadovaya, klui)nika' (strawberries); 'klyi'ikva podsnyezhnaya,
kJyiikva' (cranberries) ; 'zt-mlyanika spyelaya, zemlyanika' (ripe wild straw-
berries). — At night numerous Dvoi'iiikn or yard-porters (from dvor = yard
or court), clad in polnshuboks (short fur coats), sit by the house-doors.
They combine the functions of the Fn^nch coiieierge, tlie AnuMican chore-

man, the English hall-porter, and a subordinate polie(!-official. — Tho
GorodovoiH or policemen are clad in a black uniform with green facings,

the officers in grey.

Bakdeker'b Russia. 7
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The wot 11111-808, drossod in bright and rich national costume (blue,

when their charges are boys, and pink for girls) are a conspicuous feature.

They e:onorally woar a white mantle richly ornamented with silver tas-

sels; thoir becoming headgear (kokoshnik), is of the same colour, shaped
like a diadem, and adorned with imitation pearls and silver.

The Climatk of St. Petersburg is raw, damp, and very un-

settled; woollen underclothing is the best protection against chills.

Unboiled water should on no accoimt be drunk. — July is the

warmest month ((U"" Jb'ahr.) and January the coldest (15° Fahr.), the

annual mean being 40° Fahr. Rain or snow falls on about 200 days

in the year. Winter lasts for six months, and snow often falls as

late as May. June, July, and (often) August are pleasant summer
months, but sometimes the second half of August is raw and in-

clement. In September and the first half of October the weather is

generally more settled.— In summer, owing to the long light nights,

most people go late to bed (comp. p. xv); the more important shops

do not open until 9 a.m.

History. Ingermanland, the land between Lake Peipus, the Narova,
and Lake Ladoga, which belonged at one time to Novgorod, then to

Moscow, and in 1617 at the peace of Stolbovo was given to Sweden, was
reconquered in 1702 by Peter the Great, who wished to erect, at the mouth
of the Neva, a new capital that could be reached more easily from W.
Europe ('a window towards Europe', in Algarotti's phrase). On 16th (27th)

May, 1703, was laid the foundation-stone of the Peter Paul Fortress, the
citadel of the town. In 1704 the first houses on the N. bank of the Nev;i
were built. The work was carried on for many years by 40,000 men
from all parts of the empire, whose numbers were frequently decimated
by the poisonous exhalations of the swamps and the enormous strain of
the work. The Tzar built his first small house in 1703, not far from
the Troitzki Church (p. 128); theu, in 1711, the Summer Palace in the
Summer Garden (p. 116). Later on he built a winter residence for himself
(on the site of the present Hermitage), with its chief facade towards the

Neva. An attack on the town by the Swedes in 1708 failed, and the defeat

of the Swedes at Poltava (1709) removed all danger threatening from that
quarter. In 1712 St. Petersburg was made the imperial capital. In 1713
the celebrated architect and sculptor, Andreas Schltiter, was summoned
to St. Petersburg, but he died in the following year. In order to confer
on the town the dignity of a shrine of the national religion, Peter had
the bones of Alexander Nevski brought to St. Petersburg in 1724, and
over his tomb he built a church and monastery (Lavra). In 1725 the city

contained 75,000 inhabitants. — Peter's death was followed by years of

inactivity. Catherine I. (1725-27) and Peter II. (1727-30) preferred Moscow.
Anna Ivanovna (1730-40) was the next ruler who took up her residence
in St. Petersburg, and under her and her successor Elizabeth Petrovna
''1741-61), the town grew rapidly. Anna built the Admiralty Tower, with
its gilded spire, and also began the Winter Palace; Elizabeth erected the
Anitchkov Palace. Most of the pul)lic buildings, including some of the
iinest, date from the reign of Catherine II. (1762-96); amongst others, the
Academy of Arts, the Marble Palace, and the Tauride Palace (in which
the Imperial Duma now assembles); the Winter Palace was finished and
th<; equestrian statue of Peter the Great erected. Emperor Paul I. (1796-

1801) fostered the spirit of building (Old Michael Palace, now the Engi-
neering Academy; Kazan Cathedral). Alexander I, built the Exchange and
the New Michael Palace (now the Alexander III. Museum) and began St.

Isaac's Cathedral. Nicholas I. erected the Hermitage in its present form.
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I. QUARTERS ON THE LEFT BANK
OF THE NEYA.

a. Nevski Prospekt.

Stroganov Palace. Kazan Cathedral. Imperial Public Library.

The Xevski Prospekt, from the Admiralteiski Prospekt to the Znameii-
skaya Square, is traversed by tramways Nos. 5 & 7, and portions of it also

by Nos. 4, 11, 13, 14, & 17 (comp. pp. 91, 92).

The *Nevski Prospekt (HeBCKifi npocneKTT>; PI. E-I, 5, 6,

77) is 115 ft. wide and 2^/^ M. long, being the longest street in St.

Petersburg. From the Admiralty (p. 107) it runs in a straight line

as far as the Znamenskaya Square (PL H, 6; 77), where it trends

slightly to the S. and runs through a poorer quarter to the Alexander

Nevski Monastery (p. 130). As far as the part W. of the Anitch-

kov Bridge is concerned, it is the busiest street in St. Petersburg.

Between the Admiralty and the Politzeisld Bridge the Nevski

is flanked on both sides by business houses. On the right, at the

corner of the TJlitza Gogolya, is the St. Petersburg Commercial
Bank (p. 96), built by Peretyatkovitch (1912). Farther on the

Nevski crosses the Morskaya (p. 110), No. 5 in which, to the left,

is the ^201; & Don Commercial Bank (p. 96), by Lidval (1909).

Immediately beyond the Politzeiski Bridge, on the right, Nevski

17, is the Stroganov Palace (PI. F, 5; 77), built in the baroque

style by Rastrelli (p. 112) in 1754.
The palace contains an interesting Art Gallery (adm., see p. 98).

Passing through some anterooms adorned with bronzes, views of Italy, and
copies of the paintings in the loggie of the Vatican, we enter the Picture
GrALLEKY proDBr. The most notable works are the following: l^erughio, Ma-
donna, a good school-piece; A. van Z)//cA, Portrait of a man; Euheiifi, Helena
Fourment ; A. Bronzino, Madonna with angels ; Boltraffio, St. Louis ; Bubens,
The artist and his son: Tintoretto, *Portrait of a general with a white
beard, a masterpiece of the artist; Tintoretto , L. Uarzoni , Governor of
^2tolia; C'lcuide Lorrain, *Heroic landscape; Le Sueur, St. Cecilia; Fiiip-
pino lAppi, Annunciation; Andrea Orvitani, St. James the Great; Petrun
(JrifduH, Madonna (1441) ; Ortolano, Gathering manna (after tlie engraving
by Marc Antonio). The room also contains miniatures, works in glass
and jxHcelain, prehistoric antiquities from E. Asia and Mexico, l)usts by
llondon, and other objects of interest. — Adjoining the })ictur('-gallery is

the library, containing th(; so-called Apollo Strof/anov, a bronze statuette
held by Furtwilngler to be a modern forgery based on the ApoUo Bel-
vedere; the left hand, holding a skin, fornieily taken for tlie a^gis, lUw.s not
belong to the stattx'tte. The library also cojitains a Dancing Satyr and
a silver statuette of Venus (bc^th antique), a bust of Liidovico Gonzaga by
J)o}iafeU(), terracottas, Byzantine silver cups, w<»rks in ivory, and enaujcls.

To the left stands the Dutclt Chnrcli (HopKoub FojiJiaH^CKaii

;

PI. F 5, 77), completed in \H\M and inscrilu'd 'J)eo et Servatori

Hacrum'. — Farth(;r on, beyond the Holsbaya Konyushennaya (p. 1 17)

and standing a little back from th«! street, is the Lutlicran (Imrch
of SS. Peter dc Patdj vrccUd in 1832 by A. liryullov, and possessing

two low towers. The altar-piece (Crucilixiori) is by K. 1'. HFyulb'tN .

7*
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Nearly opposite St. Peter's, in a large open space, rises the —
*Kazaii Cathedral (CoCop'L KaaancKOH BoHcieH Maxepii;

PI. F "), 77), approached by a semicircular colonnade of 136 Cor-

inthian columns, modelled on that of St. Peter's at Rome. The
church, erected in 1801-11 from the designs of Voronikhin and at a

cost of 4 million rubles, is in the form of a cross 236 ft. long and

180 ft. wide. It is surmounted by a metal dome 65 ft. in diameter,

the drum of which is adorned with 16 pilasters. The total height

to the top of the cross is 260 ft. On the N. fagade, turned towards

the Nevski, are niches containing colossal statues of SS. John the

Baptist (by Martos), Vladimir, Alexander Nevski (these two by

Pimenov), and Andrew (by Demut-Malinovski). The bronze doors of

the main entrance are copies of the doors of the Baptistry in Flo-

rence. The church is closed at 6 p.m. in winter and 7 p.m. in summer.
Inteuiok. The dome is borne by four piers, from which radiate four

rows of Corinthian columns, leading to the high-altar and to the three
principal entrances of the church. The columns, 56 in number, are mono-
liths of Finland granite, 40 ft. in height; the bases and capitals are of
bronze. The Ikonostds, with its beautiful modern paintings, and the
balustrade in front of it are made of silver (about 3600 lbs. in weight),
presented, as the inscription on the balustrade records, by the Cossacks
of the Don after the war of 1812. On the left side of the ikonostas is

tlie Wo)ider-Working Virgin of Kazan, found in Kazan in 1579, removed
to Moscow in lt)l2, and transferred thence to St. Petersburg in 1710. On
the altar behind the ikonostas is the Tahernacle, presented by Count Str6-

ganov, with columns of costly stone.

On the pillars and walls are 103 banners and eagles captured from
Napoleon , which give the church a military aspect. On the two pillars

of the bay to the right of the main entrance are the keys of 25 captured
towns (Hamburg, Leipzig, Dresden, Rheims, Breda, Utrecht, etc.) and
the baton of Marshall Davout. — To the right of the entrance is the Tomb
of Prince. Kiitiizov (d. 1818), on the spot where he is said to have performed
his devotions before starting in 1812 to join the army at Smolensk.

The grounds in front of the cathedral contain the monuments of

Pnnce Kutuzov-SmoUnsld (1.) and Privce Barclay de Tolly (r.

;

p. 60), from the designs of Orlovski (1837).— To the W. of the cath-

edral is a square with handsome railings designed by Voronikhin.

Beyond the Kazdnsld Bridge is the Roman Catholic Church of
St. Catharine (P1.P,5; //), built by De la Mothe in 1763, and

approached by a large archway. Inside, on the floor of the N.E.

arm of the transept, is a simple slab marking the grave of Stanis-

laus Augustus Poviatowski (d. 1798), King of Poland. The French

general ./. V. Moy^eau, mortally wounded at the battle of Dresden

(1813), rests under the iirst window to the right of the entrance.

To the right is the City Hall, or Duma (Fopo/iCKaH /lyMa;
P1.P5, //j, built in 1802 by P'errari, with a pentagonal tower.

The Gostlni Dvor, or Bazaar (FocTHHtiH /jBopt; PL F, 5,

6, //), bounded on the E. by the Sadovaya and on the S. by the

'J'chernuishov Pereulok, is an extensive building painted white and

enclosing several courts. It was erected in 1761-85 by Vallin de la
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Mothe and completely rebuilt at the end of the 19th century. The

arcades on the groundfloor and the first floor contain about 200 shops,

which, however, are less elegant than the other shops of the Nevski.

To the left, opposite the Gostini Dvor, and lying back a little

from the street, is the Armenian Church of St. Catharine (ApMSH-

CKaa LfepKOBB Cbhtoh EKaTepHHBi; PI. F 5, //), built in 1772 by
Yelten, at the cost of Lazarev (p. 115).

To the right (No. 37), between the Sadovaya and the Alexandra

Square, rises the —
^Imperial Public Library (HMnepaxopcKaa nj6jimHa.a

6H6jiioTeKa; PL G5, //), the entrance to which is in the Alexandra

Square (adm., see p. 98). The main fagade is adorned with Ionic

columns and statues of Greek philosophers. The building was begun

in 1794 under the superintendence of Sokolov. The corner building

was finished in 1810; the wing in the Alexandra Sq. was added in

1828-30 by Eossi; and a further extension was completed in 1902.

The library, which was opened in 1814, now contains 2,044,000
books, 21,900 maps, 102,120 engravings and photographs, and

124,140 MSS., autographs, and documents. Director, D. F. Kobeko.
Ground Floor. Room 1 ('Cabinet of Faust') was fitted up in 1857 in

imitation of a monastic library, and contains over 7000 Incunabula. —
Room 2. Specimens of Printing of the 16- 17th cent. (Elzevir). — Room 3.

Departme7it of Languages. Bibles, including a Gutenberg Bible (ca. H50);
Imitatio Christi in the Paris Edition de luxe of 1855. In the Oriental
Section is an Arabic Gospel, x>iinted in 1708 for the Cossack 'hetman'
Mazeppa. Greek and Latin Classics.—We then cross a ball to Room 4,

containing Modern Classics and Hebrew Literature and Hebraica. —
Room 5. Bulgarian, Servian, & Rnthenian Literature ; also modern print-
ing (since 1880) in Ecclesiastical Slavonic letters. — Room 6. Slavonic and
Oriental MSS. Ecclesiastical Slavonic and Old Rtissian Priiited Books.
In the front of the first case on the right is the first Russian newspaper
(MocKOBCKiii B'£;iOMOCTH ; 1703), and at the back is the first Russian Bible
(1581); in the second case (r.) is the first book printed in Russia, the Acts
of the Apostles {JX'ksimsi anocTOJitcidH ; Moscow, 1564); in the case to

the left is the translation of the Bible by Dr. Fr. Skorina of Prague
(1516-19). — Room of Alexander I., or Oval Room. Ecclesiastical Slavonic
Printed Books down to 1880; Hebreio MSS., including 47 rolls of the
Pentateuch of the first millennium A.D. ; marble bust of Tzar Alexander I.

by Bemut-Malinovski
;
portraits of Russian writers.

Main Hall. Se(;tion I. On the left, by the windows: Slavonic-
Russian MSS. of the 11 - 18th cent., including the Svyatoslav Collection

(1076) and the Chronicle of Nestor (1377); Servian, Bulgarian, and Glago-
litic MSS. from the \2\\i ocui. onwards; Greek MSS., including papyrus-
leavOH of the 2nd c«'nt. A.I)., «'pi8tleH of St. Paul in (}r<'<'k and tiatin

C7th cent.), a psalter of 862, a book of the (lOHpcls of 8.'55, and pal-

impsests. On the right, under the windows, autogmphs of composers;
in the row of glass-cases, Oriental 3ISS., including Eus<'})ius'K church-
history in Syrian (462), the epistles of St. Paul in Araltic (892), a (Jruzinian
book of the fiospels (995), fragments of richly decorated Korans of the
9th and lOth cent., Persian and Turkish miniatures, and sumjituous )»ind-

ings; Lnfiti MSS., from the 6th cent, onwards. Bindings, inchiding a

(Jreek book of tlie Gospels on i)uri)l<' iiarchment with lett(!rs of gold
(9th cent.). In the centre of tln^ hall: Koran of Caliph Osman in Cufwr
characters (9th cent.). caj»tured at Samarkand; .Jagataic MSS. In the glass
cases between the columns: MSS. on Parchment viih Miniatures (in Case

4
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a prayer-book of Mary, Qiieoii of Scots; in Case 6 a Gospel of Demetrius
I'alsBolopus, adorned with Greek and Italian miniatures, and a portrait

;»f Emp. Manuel II. Pala3olojj:us). On the walls: Autoj^raphs of sovereigns
and famous men (arranged according to countries). In a case by the rear
wall, the Zographu Gospel in Glagolitic characters (from the monastery
of Zograj)hu on Mt. Athos; 11th cent.). - Section II. In the centre: on
th«' left, the celebrated Codex Sinaiticus, found by Professor Tischendorf
in the Sinai Monastery in 1859, and next to that of the Vatican the oldest
(rreek text of the New Testament (Ith cent.). To the right is the Sar-
masakhli (fospel, written in Greek on purple parcliment (6th cent.

;
pur-

chased in Sarmasakhli near Kaisariyeh in 1896). Between tliese, farther
back, is the Ostromir Gospel (1056), the oldest dated Russian MS. On the
right: Autographs of Russian sovereigns (Romanov dynasty), writers, and
ecclesiastics. On the left: i>/?A9/crtZ /.Scores and autograplis of Russian and
F]uropean celel)rities. On the walls: Autographs of famous Russians,
including a passport in the name of the 'Emperor' Constantine Pavlovitcli.

FiK.sT Floor. Circular Room : Theology above, Riif^sian Section below.
— In the four rooms to the left the Russian Section is continued. — We
retrace our steps through the Circular Room, and turn to the right into
Room I, the lower part of which is devoted to Art and Technology ^ the
upper to Theology. On the right side, adjoining tlie entrance and exit, are
two cases containing the 7000 volumes of Voltaire's Library^ bought by
Catherine II. In the centre of the room, on a low case, is a woodcut of

1576, rejiresenting the Embassy of Prince Sugorski to Emp. Rudolf II.

—

Room II fPeter Gallery), with portraits of Peter the Great and the
Rovinski Collection of over 30,000 foreign portraits (engravings). - Room .3.

Historical Section. Catherine II., a highly idealized painting ])y Levitzki

;

in the second case to the riglit are two portraits of Empress Elizabeth,
one of which was suppressed in 1744; in the third case is a Cat of Tzar
Alexis Mikhailovitch, engraved by Kollar {lQ61). — Korff Room, with a

collection of all foreign works on Russia (over 150,000 vols., including
periodicals). — To the right in the Vestibule is Zvenigorodski's book on
cloisonne ename}. - Larin Room. Works on Russia and History.

The groundfloor of the Extension mentioned at p. 105 is devoted to

the dej)artments of Natural History and Mathematics.— The unper floors

are reached by a marble staircase. On the first floor are the department
of Jurisprudence and the handsome Reading Room, accommodating 500 per-

sons. It is adorned with busts of Russian emj)er()rs and authors. — The
second floor is devoted to PoJygraphy and I'hilosophy, while the third

floor contains the duplicates.

To the E. of the Library is the Alp:xandra Squark (Ajigk-

caH;ipHHCKaa u.i6uis.;ih), which is adorned with flower-beds and

contains the Monument of Catherine II. (naMflTHHKt EKaxe-
pHH-fe II. ; PI. G6, //), erected in 1873 from the designs of Mikeshin

and Opekushin. A base of reddish granite supports a bell-shaped

pedestal bearing a figure of the Empress, 13 ft. in height, clad in an

ermine mantle, and holding the imperial sceptre in her right hand

and a wreath in her left. Round the pedestal are nine colossal bronze

figures of celebrated contemporaries of the Empress.
On the 8. side of the square stands the Alexandra Theatre

(AjiOKcaH/ipHHCKiH Teaxp-L; PI. Gr 6, //; see p. 94), built from

Ro.ssi's designs in 1832 and named after the consort of the then

reigning Tzar, Nicholas I. The main facade consists of a loggia of

six Corinthian columns, and the pediment is surmounted by a

quadriga in bronze. — To the W. of the theatre is a private house
in an elaborate Ilussian stvle.
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From the Alexandra Square the Teatraluaya, passing the Iinperial
Dramatic School on the left, leads to the Tchernuish6vskaya Square
on the Fontanka (PL F, G-, 6; //). On the S.W. side of this square is the
Miyiistry of the Ijiterior (MnHHCxepcTBO BHjfTpeHHHXi. /j-fejit), while to the

"W. is the Ministry of Public Instruction (M. Hapo^naro npocBinjemH),
both designed by Rossi. In the middle of the square is a Memorial Bust
of the Poet Lomonosov (1711-65; PI. 131, G- 6, //), erected in 1892.

Farther on in the Xevski, to the right, adjoining the Fontanka,

is the Anltchkov Palace (Ahh^kob-l ^Bopeitt; PL Gr 6, II;

no admission), erected in 1741-47 by the Empress Elizabeth, from

the designs of Rastrelli, for Count Razumovski (d. 1771). It was
resumed by the Crown in 1785, rebuilt by Sokolov and again under

Alexander II. in 1866, and is at present the winter-residence of the

Dowager-Empress Marie Fe6dorovna.

On the E. side of the Palace the Fontanka is crossed by the

Anltchkov Bridge (Ahhhkob-l moct-l; PI. Gr, 5, 6, //), which is

adorned with four colossal bronze groups of horse-tamers, cast at

St. Petersburg in 1841 from the models of Baron Klodt. — Beyond
the bridge, to the right, rises the Palace of the Graiid-Duchess
Elizabeth Feodorovna, an elaborate baroque structure formerly

belonging to Prince Byeloselski-Byelozerski.

Beyond this point the Nevski offers nothing of interest. The
ZnAmenskaya Square (PI. H 6, //; p. 129) contains a massive bronze

Equestrian Statue of Tzar Alexander III. by Prince P. Trubetz-

koi, erected in 1909. On the S. side of the square is the Nicholas
Railway Station. For the Alexander Nevski Monastery, see p. 130.

b. Western Admiralty Quarter.
Admiralty. Equestrian Statue of Peter the Great. St. Isaac's

Cathedral.

The *Adniiralty (FjiaBHoe A/iMHpajiTeHCTBo; PI. E o, //), on

the left bank of the Neva, lies to the W. of the Dvortzovaya Square

(p. 112), to the N. of the Alexander Garden (p. 108), and to the E.

of the Peter Square (p. 108). It was founded by Peter the Great

in 1705, and re-erected in 1806-23 after the plans of A. Sakharov
(d. 1811). The extensive building consists of a central block, 458
yds. long, and two wings, turned towards the Neva and each 196
yds. long. The space between the wings has been filled up since

1871 by other buildings (No. 4, the former PanAyev Theatre; No. 8,

Palace of Grand-Duke Mikhail Mikhailovitch, now approjjriated by
the Ministry for Trade and Industry; Nos. 12-14, Land Bank of the

Noblesse), so that the ends of the wings are the only pari of the

Admiralty visible from the river side. The entrance is in the centre

of the facade towards the Alexander Garden; to the right and left

are groups (by Th. Shtchedrin) of three female figures bearing the

terrestrial gl()])f. The attic contains a relief by A. I. Terebenev

(Foundation of the Russian Navy), and at each of the four corners

is a figure of a seated warrior, by Shtchedrin. Over the gateway
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rises the Admiralty Tower, 230 ft. high, ending in a tapering gilded

spire, and surnionnted by a \veather-vane in the form of a crown and

ship. The lower part of the tower is adorned with 28 pillars and

28 statues. The extensive inner rooms contain the Board of Ad-
miralty, a library, and (on the first floor) the—

^Marine Museum (MopcKon uyseu; adm., see p. 97; entr.

opposite the Alexander Garden, first door to the left of the main
entry). Director, Gapt. A. A. Popov.

Room I. Models of the churches on the Shipka Pass and at Borki

;

paintings (Arrival of William II. at Reval in 1892; French fleet at Cron-
stadt in 1897). — Rooms II & III. Model ships and 19th century uniforms.

—

Room IV. Models of Russian and captured foreign ships; uniforms and
flags of the time of Catherine II. — Pete7' the Great Room (3ajn. nexpa
BeJiHKaro), containing souvenirs of him : seat which he used at naval court
martials; a wooden model made by him of a small battleship; his working
overalls, etc. In the middle are models of an English warship, presented
by King William III., and of a French galley, a gift of Louis XIV. ; also

other model ships and uniforms of Peter's day. In a cabinet near the
entry is a naval uniform of Catherine II. — In the passage are models of

more recent Russian warships. — As we retrace our steps along the passage
the second room on the left is the Hall of Heroes (3aji'i> repoeBt), con-
taining portraits of officers and men who have distinguished themselves
in naval battles; also souvenirs of the Chinese campaign of 1900 and the
Japanese war of 1904-5. In the fourth room is the model of a merchant-
vessel built at Archangel in 1697.

In front of the Admiralty, on the N., are two bronze Statues of
Petet' the Greatj by Bernstamm (1909). In one he is represented

as building a boat, in the other as saving drowning men.

To the S. of the Admiralty is the Alexander Garden
(A.^eKcaH^poBCKiii ca^t; PI. E 5, 77), with a fountain, near the

Gor6khovaya, and several bronze busts. To the E. are the poets

Zhukovski (1783-1852) and Lermontov (1814-41), and the composer

Glinka (1804-57) ; to the W., the poet Gogol (1809-52) and the

Asiatic traveller Przhevdlski (1839-88).

To the W. of the Admiralty lies Peter Square (IIjidma^B

ITeTpa I.), with flower-beds, and (near the Neva) the famous

^Equestrian Statue ofPeter the Great (XlaMHTHHKt IleTpy I.

;

PI. £ 5, 77; comp. p. 119). The Tzar, riding up a rocky slope, has

his face turned to the Neva, and points with his right hand towards

the scene of his labours. The horse is balanced on its hind-legs and

tail, while its hoofs trample on a writhing snake. The statue is

U)^/., ft. high. The sculptor E. M. Falconet (1716-91) made the

model in 1769 and supervised the work of casting it (1775). The
Tzar's head was modelled by Marie Collot, who later became Fal-

conet's daughter-in-law. The enormous granite block which forms

the pedestal is 46 ft. long, I9V2 ft. wide, and I61/2 ft. high. On one

side it bears the proud inscription, IleTpy IlepBOMy EKaTepiiHa
BTopaH 1782; on the other side, 'Petro Primo Catharina Secunda
MDCCLXXXIT'. The monument was unveiled on Aug. 7th, 1782,

Olid cost 425,000 rb.
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The whole of the W. side of Peter Square, between the English

Quay (p. Ill) and the Konno-Grvardeiski Bulvar (see below), is occu-

pied by the large Senate House (IIpaBHTejiBCTByiomiH cenaTT*;

PI. E 5, //; comp. p. Iv), and the Holy Synod (IIpaBHTejib-

CTByiomiH CBHTfeHuiiH CHHO^'L ; PI. E 5, //; comp. p. Iviii) of the

Greek Catholic Church, both built in 1829-32 after plans by Rossi.

-The two buildings are joined by a high archway, adorned with

sculptures, and spanning the Galernaya ('Galley Street').

On the S. side of the wide Konno-Gvardeiski Bulvar (Horse

Guards Boulevard; PI. E, 5, 6, 77), which extends W. to the Bla-

govyeshtchenskaya (p. Ill), lies the Manege of the Horse Guards
(KoHHorBapzteHCKiH ManeMct), or Nicholas Riding School^ built

in 1804 by Quarenghi.

To the S.W. of the Alexander Gfarden (p. 108) lies Isaac Square
(PI. E,5; 77), bounded on the E. side by the War Office (BoeHHoe
MHHHCTepcTBo), a large triangular building by Ricard de Mon-
ferrand. In the centre of the square stands—

*St. Isaac's Cathedral, or Cathedral of St. Isaac of Dal-
matia (Co66pi> HcaaKia /J^JiMaTCKaro ; PI. E5, 77), the largest

church in St. Petersburg, built in 1819-58, in the place of an earlier

church, after plans by the French architect, Ricard de Monferrand.
The cost of the building amounted to more than 23,000,000 rb.— The
cathedral, built of granite and marble with a lavish disregard of

cost, is in the shape of a cross 364 ft. long and 315 ft. wide, and is

crowned by an enormous gilded dome, visible at a great distance. The
doors are approached by wide granite steps. The chief entrances, in

the longer (N. and S.) sides, form beautiful Porticoes^ modelled on

that of the Pantheon in Rome, each with 16 monolith columns of

polished red Finnish granite, 54 ft. high and 7 ft. thick, with bronze

bases and capitals, arranged in three rows. In the shorter sides (E.

and W.) are smaller porticoes, with eight columns each. The columns

are surmounted by four pediments (those on the longer sides 112 ft.

long), adorned with large bronze reliefs: on the S., 'Adoration of the

Magi', by Vitali; on the E., 'St. Isaac foretelling his approaching

death to Emperor Valentinian', on the N"., 'Resurrection of Christ',

these two by Lemaire; on the W., 'Meeting of St. Isaac with Em-
peror Theodosius', by Vitali. (The portrait-heads in the last relief

include one of Alexander T.) Above are statues of the Evangelists

and Apostles; the statues of angels at the corners of the roof are by
Vitali. — The gilded Centre Dome, 87 ft. in diameter, rests on a drum
surrounded by 24 liollow columns encased in granite, and each 42^2 ft.

high. The dome is crowned by a lantern lOVy f<. higli, with 8 pillars;

from the top rises a cross 19 ft. high. The inner height of the dome
from the floor is 269 ft. (St. Peter's in Hom«^ 404 f(., St. Paul's in

London 225 ft.); the height of the whole buihling to the top of the

cross is 333'/.^ ft. Vonr smaller gilt domes surround the central dome,
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Intekiok (closeil at p.m.). — Four colossal bronze doors, richly

adoriu'd with sculptures by Vitali and others, lead to the interior, which
is dimly lig^hted by twelve windoAVs in the dome and nine others on the

sides. The walls are lined with beautiful polished marble of various
kinds, and are adorned with about 200 paintings by Russian artists (now
being rejdaced by mosaics). The Celling Painting of the Central Dome
('Virgin surrounded by Saints, Apostles, and Evangelists') was begun by
Bryullov and tinished by Basin. Under the windows of the dome are
bronze-gilt figures of angels.

On the Ikonostds (223 ft. long), which is of richly gilded marble,
are 33 large mosaics of saints, arranged in three tiers. The beautiful
'holy' door in the centre, 23 ft. high and 13 ft. wide, was cast in bronze
after a design by Vitali. On each side of it stand five semicircular
columns, the two nearest being of lapis lazuli 16 ft. high and 5 ft. in

diameter, while the rest are of malachite 29V'>ft. high and 2'/2 ft. in dia-

meter; the bases and capitals are richly gilded. [The columns are really
hollow cylinders of iron, veneered with malachite and lapis lazuli.] Adja-
cent are two pilasters, also overlaid with malachite.— The tabernacle in

the Holy of Holies is in the form of a model of the Cathedral, in silver-

gilt. The stained-glass window with the Resurrection was made in Munich.
In front of it is the marble Chair of the Metropolitan.

With the exception of the seven bronze chandeliers, all the eccle-
siastical vessels are of gold and silver, their exquisite workmanship being
worthy of their pecuniary value (the silver articles weigh over a ton).

Special mention may be made of the 15 large silver chandeliers, of a
beautiful Evangelarium (in the binding of which 44 lbs. of gold were
used), and of a model of the Holy Sepulchre in silver and silver-gilt

(in the S.W. corner of the church).
The Dome (562 steps up to the lantern) affords a fine *View over the

city and the Neva. It is reached from the S. side, to the right of the
entrance to the church (1-5 persons 1 rb., each addit. pers. 20 cop.).

To the S. of the Cathedral, in the Makie Square, stands the

Monument ofEmperorNicholas I. (IlaMHTHHKT. HHKOjiaio I.

;

PI. E 6, //), by Baron Klodt, 49 ft. high and erected in 1859. The

Tzar, in the uniform of the Chevalier Guards, is represented on a

prancing horse. The pedestal is adorned with bronze trophies, and

four reliefs depicting events in the Tzar's life. At the corners are

Hgures of Justice, Strength, AV^isdom, and Faith (portraits of the

Tzar's wife and daughters).

To the S. of the Nicholas monument, on the other side of the

Sini ('Blue) Bridge, at the corner of theVoznes^nski Prospekt, stands

the Hall of the Imperial Council (PI. E, 6; //), formerly the

Mark Palace^ built in 1844 in the Italian style by Stakenschneider

and presented by Nicholas T. to his eldest daughter Mario, Duchess

of Leuchtenberg, and her husband. In the Council Chamber is a large

painting by I. E. Ry^pin (Session of the Council held in celebration

of its centenary in 1901).

To the E. of the monument, at the corner of the Marie Square

and the Mr>usKAvA, stands the Ministry of Agrictdture (PI. 11,

EO; //). No. 38 in the Morskaya is the Indmtrial Art Museum
of the Society for the Advanceraevt of Art (Xy^osKecTBeHHO-
npoMLiiii.TOHHWH My3eH 66mecTBa noompeHifl xy^oJKecTBi*

;

PI. E6, //; curator, M. P. Botkin), a permanent exhibition of objects

"f applied art and paintings (adm., see p. 97). — No. 41 in the
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Morskaya (to the AV. of the Nicholas monument), at the X.W. corner

of the Marie Square, is the German Embassy (PI. E, 6; //), rebuilt

in 1912 after the designs of Peter Behrens; on the roof stands a

copper group, 16 ft. in height, by B. Encke. No. 43 is the Italian

Embassy ; farther on (1.) is the German Reformed Church (Pe«»op-

MaxcKafl LCepKOBt; PL E 6, //), built in 1863-65.

To the N. of the church diverges the Potchtamtski Pereulok,

in which are (r.) the Office of the Postmaster-General (FjiaBHoe

ynpaBjienie no^Ti* h Tejierpa^oBTb), and (1. ; No. 3) the General
Post Office (PjiaBHtm noHTaMTT>; PI. E 6, //; p. 93). The

General Telegraph Office (PL E 6, II; p. 93) is at Potchtamt-

skaya 15.— In the Novo-Isaakiyevskaya (No. 16) is the British and
American Chapel (PL 42, E 6*^; II).

The Potchtamtski Pereulok ends on the N. at the Konno-Gvar-
deiski Bulvar, in which are (r.) the Manege (p. 109) and (1.) the long

Stables and Barracks of the Horse Guards. At the W. end of

the boulevard, in an open space adjoining the Blagovyeshtchenskaya,

is the Church of the Annuiiciation (I^epKOBB BjiaroB'tineHia

npecBflTBifl Borop6;(Hi|Li ; PL D, E, 6, //), built under Nicholas I.

after plans by Thon. The edifice is in the shape of a Greek cross,

with a gilded tower above the intersection and four gilded domes
at the sides. To the N. of the church stands the histitute of Grand-
Duchess Xenia (KceHtHHCKiii iiHCTHxyTTb; PL D 6, //), a school

for girls of the upper classes, built in 1862 by Stakenschneider as

the Palace of G^^and-Duke Nicholas Nikoldyevitch (d. 1891), and
converted to its present use in 1895.

We follow the Blagovyeshtchenskaya to the English Quay (Ang-

liskaya Naberezhnaya), on the Neva (Ni<'.holas Bridge, see below).

Turning to the left, we pass (No. 56) the English Church (LJepKOBb
AnrjiiHCKaH; PL D 6, //), an unpretending building of 1815, ori-

ginally designed by Quarenghi, with six columns in front and a

statue of Christ above the pediment.— At the W. end of the Galer-

naya is the New Admiralty (HoBoe A^MHpajiTeHCTBo; PL D 6,

/), built under Nicholas I., with docks and wharves. There are al-

ways some men-of-war at anchor here. To the right of the entrance

stands the Church of Our Saviour on the Water (HepKOBt bo
HMH Cnaca Ha BO/iaxT>), erected from the plans of PeretyAtkovitch

& Smirnov (1910) and commemorating the seamen killed in the

Russo-Japan(!se War of 1904-5.

The Nicholas Bridge (HHKOJiaeBCKifi moct'l; PL I) 5, /;
view), which leads from tin; P^nglish Quay to Vasili Ostrov (p. 165),

is a granit(; and iron structure r«'stirig on sev<Mi piers, and was built

in 1842-50 by Ki«^rbedz. At the N. rnd is an opening for ships (1.15-

2.15 a.m. and 5.15-6.15 a.m.). At tin; fartln^r end (»f the bridge is a

HU]d\[ Afarhk Chftpel ere.cti^d in 1851 and dedicated to St. Nicholas,

containing a mosaic portrait of the saint after an original in i^ari.
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c. Eastern Admiralty Quarter.

Winter Palace. Summer Garden.

To the E. of the Admiralty (p. 107) lies the Dvortzovaya Square
(Palace Square; PL E, F, 5, //), on the N. side of which stands the

Winter Palace (see below), and on the S. and E. the large crescent-

shaped buildings of the General Stall' (p. 115). In the centre of the

square rises the *Alexander Column (A.TieKcaHj^poBCKaH Ko-
.iohhh), erected by Nicliolas T. in 1834 to the memory of Alexander I.

after a design by Monferrand. On a pedestal 26 ft. high, hewn out

of a single piece of granite, stands a huge pillar, of polished red

Finnish granite, the largest monolith of modern times, 98^2 ft. high

and 13 ft. in diameter; the bronze capital is 13 ft. high. On the

ball at the top a bronze angel by Orlovski, 13 ft. in height, holds

a cross (20 ft. in length) in his left hand, while his right is lifted

towards heaven, and his foot tramples on a snake. The height of

the whole monument is 15372 ft- C)n the side facing the Winter
Pahice is the inscription: "AjieKcaH^py IlepBOMy B.^iaro/iapHafl

Poccih" (Grateful Russia to Alexander I.).

The *Imperial Winter Palace (ShmhIh ^Bopeut; PI. E,

F, 5, //; adm., see p. 98), the imperial winter residence, finished

in 1764 from a design by Rastrelliy was partly burned down in

1837 and restored by the beginning of 1839. The building, which

is 499 ft. long, 384 ft. wide, and 92 ft. high, is painted a brownish

red and faces the Neva on the N. and the Palace Square on the S.

On the W. side of the palace is the garden, laid out by Nicholas II.

and surrounded by a beautiful wrought-iron railing.

The State (private) entrances are in the Dvortzovaya Nabe-
rezhnaya (Jordan Gateway) and in the Dvortzovaya Square. The
Jordan entrance on the Neva Quay leads up to the Imperial State

apartments by means of the Grand or Ambassadnrial Staircase

(p. 114), of which the steps are of Carrara marble. The entrance-

hall is lined with stucco-work in the Renaissance style and orna-

mented with statues; below is a gallery adorned Avith marble groups

(by Falconet, Pigalle, etc.) and busts.— The following description of

the rooms is given in the order in which they are shown to visitors.

Entr. from the Dvortzovaya Naberezhnaya through the Councillors'

Entrance (CoB-fexcKlH nojiTAsji^h) in the Hermitage. The visit takes

two hours.

We first enter the so-called Neiv Rooms (IIobbih KOMHaxBi) of

the Old Hkumitaoe of Empress Catherine II., used for the accom-

modation of royal visitors, and facing the Neva.
The rooms retain tlieir old decoration of beautiful furniture and fine

inlaid doors. Room I: Mosaic furniture fold Florentine workmanship);
four vases of pink aj^ate. — Passing through the small adjoining Room II,

we reach Room III, containiag a Florentine cabinet in pietra dura and
a table of malachite. — The two following rooms (IV and V) lead into
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the semicircular Room VI, with pictures by Bassano and Ma7'atta.— Then
through the Boudoir (VII), overlooking the courtyard, into the Bedroom
(VIII), in blue silk; over the door is a painting (Turkish Ladies) by
J. B. Vanloo. The ceiling of the Bathroom (IX) is also by J. B. Vanloo
(Genii doing homage to Venus).— We return through the boudoir and an
adjoining room (X) into the Large State Room (JKejiTtift sajit; XI), with
8 pillars of black marble veined with white, resting on high bases of

brown marble decorated with gilded bronze foliage. The two fire-places

are flanked by columns of ribbon-jasper; the mantelpieces are of white
marble ornamented with lapis lazuli; the ceiling -paintings are of the
Venetian School. Cabinets of Florentine mosaic. Doors of buhl work.

—

Room XII contains paintings by De Vos, Bloem, and D'Hondecoeter.—
Corner Room XIII (Cbhhljoblih sajit): Snyders, Still-life; Italian mosaic
tables.

We return and enter the Small or First Hermitage of Empress
Catherine II.

Adjoining the Pavilion^ which contains four fountains, a fine

mythological mosaic, and two large portraits (Empress Marie Feo-

dorovna, by Mme. Vlgee-Lebrun, and Catherine II., by Lampi), is

the Winter Garden, decorated with marble statues.

Then follows the Romanov Gallery, with good portraits of

members of the House of Romanov, beginning with the Patriarch

Philaret Nikititch, father of Tzar Michael.
Among the portraits the following are worthy of notice: Sophia

Alexeyevna as Regent. — Peter the Great, by K. (j£ Moor, Nattier (9), Belli
(copy of the portrait by Kneller at Hampton (Mnrt), etc.— Catherine I.

as Empress, by Nattier. — Elizabeth I., by Tocqu4.— Catherine II., by
Eriksen (on horseback, in the uniform of the Preobrazhenski Regiment),
P. Falconet the Younger (1769), Shebdnov, etc. — Paul I. with his first

wife, Natalie of Hesse, and his second, Marie of Wurtemberg, by Falconet,
Roslin (1777), Borovikovski, etc.— Queen Anna Pavlovna with her hus-
band, King William II. of the Netherlands, by N. de Keyser.— Sons and
daughters of Emperor Nicholas I., by Mme. Robertson.

At tlie exit we notice the curious Instructions issued by Catherine II.

in regard to the Hermitage, with which everyone had to comply. Every
visitor 'has on entering to leave his title, hat, and sword outside', and so on.

We next enter the St. George^s Saloon (FeoprieBCKaH 3ajia),

154 ft. long and 65^2 ft. wide, with white marble Corinthian pillars

and six beautiful chandeliers; at the N. end stands the throne,

behind which is a large imperial coat-of-arms embroidered in gold

on red velvet. In this room the first Russian Parliament was opened

on April 27th (May 10th), 1906. 8t. George's festival is celebrated

here on Nov. 26th (Dec. 9th), and the Emperor receives here the

congratulations of the diplomatic corps on New Year's Day.— The
rococo Palace Chapd (C()66pi> Cnaca IIepyK()TB6i)Har() oCpasa)
contains some valuabb; church-plate.

The following room is the Armorial Saloon (FepdcjaaH rjajia),

with gilt pillars; in the four cornc^rs are groups of ancient lUissian

warriors, holding military banners on which the coats-of-arms of

the various Russian provin(U!s are repres(!nted. Jiy the side-wall,

in nine sections, are exhibited the bowls in which salt and bread

were presented to the Kmperors.
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We now come to the Throne Room of Peter the Great (Ile-

TpoBOKan 3a.ia), the walls of which are hung with red velvet strewn

with Russian eagles worked in gold. In a niche between two jasper

pillars is a picture by Amigoni (Peter the Great led by Glory); in

front is the imperial throne. The chandeliers, candelabra, and tables

are of silver.

Next comes the Field Marshals^ Room (4)ejiL;tMapmajiCKaa

3aJia), with portraits of famous Russian marshals, and other pictures.

The East or Pompeian Gallery (BocxoqHafl or IIoMneHHCKaH
rajiepen), which is hung with battle-scenes from the Russo-Turkish

War of 1877-78, leads hence into the Avant Saloon, which is de-

corated with the vessels in which the symbolic 'salt and bread' were
presented to Catherine II. and her successors. To the right of this

room is the Grand or Ambassadorial Staircase (p. 112). To the left lies

a second Winter Garden.—We turn to the right into the Nicholas
Salooitj which is the largest in trhe palace, being 200 ft. long by
61 ft, broad. Here the court balls are held. It has 16 windows
overlooking the Neva, and is adorned by a portrait of Emperor
Nicholas I. on horseback, by Kriiger, and four large wall-trophies

with vessels of gold. Adjoining is a Concert Hall.— Then follows

the Moorish Saloon (ApancKaa KOMnaTa), which leads (1.) to the

Rotunda, containing^ifesize portraits of Emperor Nicholas I. by
Rothmann, Alexander I. and Alexander II. by Augeli, and Empress
Alexandra Feodorovna by Winterhalter.

The Dark Corridor^ which opens out of the Rotunda, contains

lifesize portraits of the Knights of the Order of St. Andrew. To the

left is the Marine Room, with paintings of the battles of Grenham
(1720) and Hango (1714), by Bogolyvibov.— It was in Alexander II. 's

Dining Room, which contains a few models of ships, that an explo-

sion in 1880 nearly caused the death of the Tzar.— We pass from

the Dark Corridor into the Smaller Field Marshals' Room, with

portraits of Russian generals of Nicholas I.'s time. The cannon was
presented by Emperor William I. to Alexander II.

Then follow three Rooms of Alexander 11. , viz. his Library,

his Study (with the iron bed on which he died), and a Reception

Room. Beyond these are the rooms of Empress Marie Alexandrovna,

wife of Alexander II.— We return through the Dark Corridor into

the Golden Saiooii (Sojioxan sajia), fitted up in Byzantine style,

with a fine mosaic (view of the temples of Psestum) over the lire-

place, in a corner is a seated marble figure of Empress Alexandra

Feodorovna, by Wichmann. — In the next room we find a few

smaller pictures and a clock which requires to be wound up once

a year only.

We now come to the beautiful White Saloon (dining-hall), with

tine marble statues.— 'J'he next seven rooms are adorned with battle-

scenes by Aiviizovski, Bogol} I'lbov, P. Hess, Kotzebue, Rechlin, Rosen,
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Sauerweid, Sukhodolski, and Willewalde.— The Hall of Cohimn8j

which follows, leads into apartments for royal guests.— The Gal-

lery of 1812 contains several flags and half-length portraits of 250

princes and generals who distinguished themselves in 1812 and suc-

ceeding campaigns, painted by Dawe (and his assistants).

On the upper floor of the Winter Palace is the *Crown Jewel Room
(BpHJiBflHTOBaa KOMHaxa); adm. obtained only from the Court Chamber-
lain at the request of the traveller's ambassador. The glass-case in the
centre contains the Imperial Regalia (copies, see p. 163). Of these the
Sceptre (CKHneTpt) is the most valuable (2,400,000 rb.) ; among the jewels
with which it is set is the Orlov Diamo^id., weighing 185 carats. This
diamond originally came from India, where it was stolen by a sepoy, and
afterwards fell into the hands of an Armenian merchant named Lazarev,
from whom Count Orlov bought it in Amsterdam, afterwards presenting
it to Empress Catherine II. The price paid was 450,000 rb., besides which
the merchant received an annuity of 2000 rb. and a title.— The exquisite
Irnperial Crown, of Byzantine form, was ordered by Empress Catherine II.

from the court-jeweller Loubie, but was tinished only in time for Paul I. 'a

coronation. It is valued at 1,100,000 rb. On the top is a cross of five

magnificent diamonds, resting on a very large unpolished ruby and held
by a gold ring containing 7 large diamonds. On each side of the ring is

a half-circle of 38 big pearls, which give the crown the form of a mitre,
symbolizing the supremacy of the Russian Emperor in the Church. The
circle of the crown resting on the forehead is set with 28 brilliants. —
The Crown of the Empress is also studded with the most valuable dia-

monds.— The Orb is surmounted by a large diamond cross resting on a
magnificent sapphire.— Other cases contain Sets of Jewellery, Diadems,
etc. The unset Shah Diamond, a present from a Persian prince to the
Tzar, is elongated in form, weighs 86"/i6 carats, and is engraved with the
names of Eastern potentates. Noteworthy also are an exquisite pale-
red Ruby, an Order of St. Andrew set with five rose-diamonds and two
Siberian beryls, the diamond chains of the Order of St. Andrew, etc.

Opposite the Winter Palace, on the S.E. side of the Dvortzovaya
Square (p. 112), stands the Office ofthe General Staff(FjiaEHMH
IIlTadt; PL F 5, 77), the facade of which (three stories, with

768 windows), 570 yds. in length, is broken by a large archway,

through which a passage leads to the Morskaya and the Nevski Pro-

spekt. The archway is surmounted by a bronze group of Victory in

a six-horse chariot, by Demut-Malinovski and the elder Pimenov.
The building, which was erected in lHP,)-47 after plans by Rossij

contains considerable collections of books and maps, a printing-office,

and a cartogi*aphical institute.— The Ministry of Finance and the

Ministry for Foreign Affairs are in the same building.
Near by, on the other side of the Pyevtcheski Bridge (1*1. F, 5; II),

is th(; Court Sinyimi School (IlpH^Bopnaii IHiBMecKaii Kaiioji.ia), in

which pupils ar(! ])r('parcd for the imp(uial cliDir.- Not far ort" (Moika 12)

stands the house in which Pushkin died on Jan. 2*Jtli, IHM? (marl)le UHiniorial

tablet; comp. j)p. 11, 19.'i).

Adjoining the Winter Palace on the P]. rises tlie ilcrmitagc;

(p. 131). Following the Dvoktzovaya NAmkkkzhnava towards the

K., we cross the \Vint<ir Canal at its junction with th(^ Nevd by means
of the Hernntaye Bridye C^\)siiiT'dmuiAii Mocn.). To thr right is

the hajMrial Ifn'mifaye Theatre (V\. 178, K5; //), built in 1785

by (r. (luarenghi (\). 131), and used for (Mturt f«'stivals. n<'liiri(l tiie
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theatre, and faring the .Milliuiinaya, are the Barracks of the

Ist Battalion of the Preobrazlienshi Regiment (KaaapMBi Ilpeo-

opinKOHCKaro nojina; PI. E 5, //).— Earther on (No. 26), with its

fai^ade towards the Neva, stands the Palace of Grand-Duchess
Marie IWrlovna (PL E, o; //), widow of Grand-Duke Vladimir
Alexandrovitch; it is an elegant building of 1870 in the Elorentine

style. No. 18 is the Palace of Grand-Duke Nicholas Mikhdilo-

vitch (PI. F, 4, 5; //), built by Stakenscbneider in 1863, and some-

what over-elaborate in its ornamentation. It contains the Museum
of the Grand-Duke Mikhail Nikolayevitch (d. 1909), with souvenirs

of him (entr. to the left of the main door; adm., see p. 98). No. 14

is the New Club (p. 93), No. 16 the English Club (p. 93).—A little

farther on stands the Marble Palace (MpaMopHtiii ^Bopei^Tb;

PI. E4, //), built in 1768-85 of marble, granite, iron, and bronze

from the plans of Rinaldi and presented by Catherine II. to Count

Orl(3v. It is occupied by Grand-Duke Constantine Constantinovitch,

To the E. of the Marble Palace lies the small Suvoiiov Square
(PI. F, 4; //). In the middle rises the bronze Suvorov Monument
(pp. 127, 130), by Kozlovski, erected in 1801; the general is re-

presented in Roman costume, wielding a sword in his right hand,

while his left holds a shield over the Papal, Sardinian, and Nea-

politan crowns.— Troitzki Bridge (PL E, 4; /), see p. 173.

The Mahsovo Pole (Eield of Mars; PL E, 4, 5, II) stretches to

the 8.E. of the Marble Palace as far as the Moika. The great military

parades, usually held at the end of April (O.S.), took place here from

1818 till a few years ago, since when they have been held at Kras-

noye Selo or Tzarskoye Selo. The mounts of each of the regiments

of the household cavalry are all of one colour (Horse Guards black,

Gatchina Hussars dapple-gray, Chevalier Guards chestnut, etc.).

To the E. of the Suvorov Square, in the Dvortzovaya Naberezh-

naya, are the British Embassy (No. 4; p. 93) and (farther on) the

chief gate of the Summer Garden (JI-feTHiii ca^t; PL E, G, 4, 5,

//), in front of which is the principal landing-stage of the steamers

plying to the Islands (p. 92). The Summer Garden was laid out by

iiCblond in 1712 in the Eranco-Dutch style, and forms a long rect-

angle about 37 acres in area. On the side next the Neva it is en-

closed by a handsome iron palisade (by Velten, 1783). At the chief

entrance stands a Chapel erected to commemorate the escape of

Tzar Alexander II. from an assassin (April 4th, 1866). The park,

with fine old trees, contains 75 marble sculptures (from Venice) of

the early 18th cent., by V. Grupello, P. Baratta, G. Bonazza, etc.

—

A little to the left of the entrance on the Neva side is the so-called

Small Palace of Peter I. (^Bopeu-fc nexpa I. ; PL G 4, //), an un-

pretentious two-storied building erected in 1711 as a 'Summer Palace'.

The interior has been frequently restored. On the groundfloor are

d rlock, a chest of walnut-wood (stairway to the first floor), and
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other objects made by the Tzar himself; on the upper floor are a

lifesize portrait of Peter, and numerous mediocre pictures (fee to

the attendant, 20 cop.).— Farther on, to the loft of the chief avenue,

in the children's playground, is a seated bronze figure, by Klodt

(1856), of Ivan Kruilov (IlaMHTHHKT, KptiJioBy; 1768-1844), the

La Fontaine of Russia. On the granite pedestal are four bronze reliefs

with figures from his animal-stories. Hard by is a refreshment-

kiosque.— On the S. side of the garden are a pond and a Porphyry
Vasej presented in 1839 by Charles XIV. John of Sweden.

If we leave the Summer Garden by the S. gate, turn to the left,

and cross the Fontanka by the Panteleimonski Bridge, we reach

the Stieglitz Museum of Industrial Art and the E. Quarters of the

town (p. 125). Dire(;tly opposite the gate is the Irizlienerni Bridge,

leading across the Moika to the Engineers' Palace (p. 118).

From the Field of Mars we return via the Millionnaya (PI. F,

4, 5; //) to the Dvortzovaya Square (p. 112). In this street (1.), at

the corner of the Tzaritzuinskaya, are the Barracks ofthe PdvlovsJci
Regime?it, while farther on are the Hermitage (r.

;
p. 131) and

the Office of the Imperial Archives (1., opposite), built in 1883-7.

d. Spasskaya and Kazanskaya Quarters to the N.
of the Nevski.

Church of the Resurrection. Museum of Alexander III.

Michael Square (Mikhailovskaya Ploshtchad ; PI. F 5, II) is reached
by tramways Nos. 2, 4, 7, 10, 12, 17, & 18.

From tbe Nevski (p. 103), to the E. of the Politzeiski Bridge, the

BoKSHAVA KoNYusHENNAYA (PL F, .5 : //) ruiis towards the N. To
the left is the French Reformed, Church, founded in 1737 and

rebuilt in 1862: it contains a chair which Peter the Grreat is said to

have occupied at a christening on July 31st, 1724. To the right is

the Fiinnsh dhurch of Si. Mary, built in 1801 by Velten (?). To
the left, at the corner of theVoliiinslvi Pereulok, are the Co-operative
Stores of tlie Offjcers of the Guards, which ai'e open to tlie ))ublic.

— At the ciicl of the stn-et is the -

Museum ofImperial Carriages (IIpH/uiopiio-Komoiiicn-

HWH Myseft: P1.F5, //), built in 1800 from the designs of Sadov-

nikov. 'J'he entrance is at No. 2 Konyushennaya Square (adin., see

p. 97; illus. Russian catalogue 1 rb.; Director, N. A. Kavelin). The
objects of interest on the upper floor include Frencli and Russian

tapestry (the latter tnad(.' at the St. Petersburg factory, which existiid

from 17H) to 1857); a travelling-sleigh made by Peter the Great;

the* coronal ion-carriag(! of the empresses, presented by Frederick

the Great to tlie Kmpress Klizabeth I.; several Htnte-c()aches with

paintings by VVatteau and Boucher; sleighs, saddb^s, and so forth.

The shattered carriage occupied by tin; Fmperor Alexander II. at

the time of his asHassination (p. llHj is also kept here (covered).

Bakokkkk's UuHsia, ^
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Opposite are the Impeiial Stables (S^^nie npn^BopHMXT*
K<)HK)meHi»; PI. F5, //).

To the E. of the Carriage Museum, beyoud the Yekaterininski

or Catherine Canal, extends the Mikhdilovski Garden, which con-

tains many line old trees, and is open to the public in summer
(^entrance from the Sadovaya and the Catherine Canal). — On i\w.

AV. side ol' the ji^ardeii, adjoining the Catherine Canal, stands the—
^'Church of the Resurrection (XpaMi, BocKpeceHia Xpn-

cTona; PI. F 5, //) or Church of Expiation, erected between
1883 and 1907 by ^. Parland, on the spot where Tzar Alexander II.

was mortally wounded by the Nihilists on March 1st (O.S.), 1881.

The church, which is built of granite, marble, and coloured bricks

in the Russian style of the 17th cent., is 190 ft. long, 148 ft. wide,

and 266 ft. high (to the top of the central dome). Of the nine domes
the main dome is overlaid with mosaic, and the four side-

domes and the two which surmount the entrances are adorned

with brilliant enamel. The dome over the apse and that of the

bell-tower (194 ft. high) are gilded. The best mosaic is a Cruci-

fixion by Parland, under the large W. window. Inside, on the AV.,

under the belfry, the exact spot of the assassination is marked by
a canopy borne by four columns of jasper. The mosaics which
cover walls, piers, and vaults have a total area of 176,400 sq.ft.

(3600 sq. sazhens; St. Mark's, Venice, 45,790 sq. ft.). On the

walls we have Scenes from the Life of Christ, from designs by
Parland, Byelayev (Deposition in the Tomb, on the W. side), Khar-

lamov (Last Supper, on the ceiling of the E. apse), Koshelev (Trans-

tiguration, in the side-dome between the apse and central dome),

and others. On the piers of the central dome are Apostles, Prophets,

Martyrs, and Church Fathers.

To the E. of the Mikhailovski Garden lies the Engineers*Palace,
or Old Michael Palace (HHMceHepHBm 3aM0KT>; PI. G5, //; adm.

on application at the office), built in a mediaeval style in the reign

of Paul I. between 1797 and 1800, probably by Brenna from a de-

sign of Bazhenov, on the site of a sumn)er- palace occupied by the

Empress Elizabeth. Its total cost was 18,000,000 rubles. In' 1822

the building was littcd up as an Engineering Academy (IIhko-

.laescKaa HKHceHepiiafl aKa^eMin). It forms a massive quadrangle

enclosing a large octagonal court, on the W. side of which rises the

tower of the palace-church. The main S. facade, looking over the

great square, is relieved by groups of Ionic columns, while the pedi-

ment is adorned with reliefs of historical scenes and the imperial

roat-of-arms. On the main frieze is an inscription, originally in-

tendfd for St. Isaac's Cathedral : ]X6wy TBoeMy nOv!(o6aeTT> cbhtmhh
rocn64HH BT> ;iojiroTy ^hgh ('Holiness becometh thine house,

f-ord, for fver': Ps. xciii, 5"). A magnificent marble staircase, bc-

^^inning on the left side of the court, leads to the first floor, where
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the old Throne Room and the so-called Round Room still remain in

their original form. The latter now contains the rich technical

collection of the Academy. — Paul I. died in this palace on March
24th, 1801, and the room in which he died was converted into a

chapel in the reign of Alexander II.

To the S. of the palace is an Equestrian Statue of Peter the

Great (PI. G- 5, //; comp. p. 108), cast in the reign of Elizabeth

from designs by Rustrelli the Elder, and set up under Paul I. The
inscription on the marble pedestal runs 'To the Great-Grandfather

by the Great-Grandson 1800' (Hpa^-ib^y HpaBHyKT, 1800).

From this monument the Klenovaya leads direct to the large

Michael Ma/fcf/e or Riding School (MnxaiiJiOBCKiH MaHeacT>; PI.

G5, //). in front of which, to the S., is a bronze equestrian statue.

16 ft. high, of Grrand-Duke Nicholas Nikoldyevitch (d. 1891),

after a design by P. Cauonica of Turin (1914). The reliefs on the

pedestal, which is 23 ft. high, represent the battles of Plevna and
the Shipku Pass. From the N. side of the Michael Manage we follow

the Inzhenernaya to the Michael Square (MHxaHJiOBCKafl njio-

iJUa^t: PI. Fo, //), which is laid out in pleasure-grounds. On the

W. side of the square is the Michael Theatre (p. 94), erected byRossi

and Bryullov in 1835.— On the X. side of the square stands the—
^Russian Museum ofEmperor Alexander III., ovNeiv

Michael Palace (PyccKin Myseil HMnepaxopa AjieKcan^pa III. ;

PI. F, G, 5, //), erected in 1819-25 in the Tuscan style, from designs

by Rossi, for Grand-Duke Michael Pavlovitch, and converted into

a Museum of Russian Art in 1895-98. The right wing is new and
is destined for the new Ethnographical Museum. The collection of

pictures rivals in importance the Tretyakov Gallery at Moscow
(p. 316) for the study of Russian painting.— Admission, see p. 98.

Director, Grand-Duke George Mikhailovitch; Assistant Director,

Count D. I. Tolstoi. All the pictures and sculptures are labelled.

Alterations in the arrangement are not infrequent. Russian cata-

logue 35 cop., with autotypes 80 (^op.

Gkoum) Flooh. - Room I, to the left of the entrance. Por-

traits of Russian Rulers and Grandees, mostly by unknown painters

of the 18th century. — Room II. Portraits by F. S. Rokotov
(1730-18101, D. M.'Levitzki (1735-1822), and others.— Room III.

To the right, 278. /. M. Tankov (1 750-99), Village-festival; 270.

P. I. Sokolov (1753-91), Mercury and Argus; 14. F. Y. Alecrcijev

(1753-1824), Kremlin of Moscow in 1810. — Room IV. Cartoons
by K. P. Bryullov (1799-1852). - Koom V. Portraits by 1". /v.

Borfwikocfiki' (\7r)7-\H2r)}: 3093 (on the right), Empress Cathe-

rine II.; 42. Khan Feth-Ali-Mustapha-Kuli ; 2333. M me. Neklyud(»va ;

43. D. P. Trosht(;hinski. -Room Vl. Paintings by A. (K Orlovski
(1777-1832); Italian landscap(;s by S. F. Shfrhrdrin (1791-1830);
Allegories of tho War of Iiiberati(»n bv Count F. P. Tolstoi (1783-

8*
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187:J; wax relit-t's); 1622. 0. A. Kiprenski (1783-1836), Portrait

of the artist. In the centre, B. J. Or^^)rsH (1783-1838), 957. Satyr,

9r)8. Paris (in marble).

Room VII. Main wall, 284. V. A. Tropinin (1776-1857),

liuitar-player; A. G.Venefzidnov (1780-1847), 90. Threshing-floor,

1620. Fortune-tellers, 97. Portrait of the artist. In the middle,

9r>l. A'. M. Klimtchenko (1817-1848), Girl with mirror (marble).

-Room VII 1. Drawings and Water-colours by artists of the 18-

19th centuries.— Room IX. Cartoons by F. A. Bruni (1800-75).
— Koom X is devoted to sculpture. To the left of the entrance, 1002.

Edirarrh (b. 1861), Glory to God in the highest; to the right, 1552.

L. A. Bcnistamw (b. 1859), Christ and the AVoman taken in Adul-

tery. On the main wall, 919. F. A. Bekleinishev (b. 1861), St. Bar-

bara. On the exit wall, to the right, 918. M. M. AntokolsU (1842-

1902), Yermak, the conqueror of Siberia; to the left, 924. P. A.

1 'dionskl (b. 1849), Russian bard w4th boy.— Room XI. Drawings and
Water-colours by Prince G. G. Gagarin (1810-73).—Room XII.

Drawings, Water-colours, and Engravings.— Room XIII. Water-

colours and Drawings by V. M. Vasnetzov (b. 1848).— Room XIV.
To the ri^ht, 172. /. 5. Zam^i (1775-1837), Count P. V. Zavad6vski;

portraits by //. F. IWir (1750-1812?).— Rooms XV & XVI. Water-

colours and Drawings presented by Princess M. K. Tenisheva.

—

The next rooms, which are closed, contain pictures of saints.

Staxrcase. In the arcade at the top, 969. K. B. Rastrelli

(d. 1744), Empress Anna Ivanovna (bronze).

Upper Floor. Room XXII. To the right, 36. A. P. Boyolyuhov
(1824-96), Golitzuin Hospital; 2. /. K. Aivazovski (1817-1900),

Clouds. In the middle, 972. P. A. Stavasser (1816-50), Nymph
(marble)-— Room XXIII. To the right, 1619. A. A. Ivdnov (1806-

58), N. V. Gogol. Portraits by P. V. Basin (1793-1877), Bruni,
and K. P. Bryullov. — Room XXIV. To the left, 4. /. K. Aiva-

zovskly Odessa; K. P. Bryullov, 2230. Count A. A. Perovski, 58.

Last Days of Pompeii (1833; one of tlio artist's masterpieces); 50.

F. A. Bruniy Brazen Serpent (1840).

Room XXV. To the riglit, 275. V. L Surikov (b. 1848), Yer-

mak lighting with native Siberians; 243. V. D. Polyenov (b. 1844),

Christ and the Woman taken in adultery.— 255. /. E. Ryepin
(b. 1844), St. Nicholas the Wonder-worker. — 259. I.E. Eyepin,
(Jossacks preparing a letter to the Sultan of Turkey; 266. H. J.

Sieialrddzld (1843-1902), Phryne exhibiting her charms to th(;

public; 188. K. E. Makovski (b. 1839), Kiss after the feast.

260. K. A. Savltzki (b. 1845), Departure for the front.— In tli(!

middle, 914. M. M. Antokolskij Mephistopheles, in marble; 934.

F. F. Kamenski (b. 1838), The first step (marble).

Koom XXVI. To the right, 115. N. N. Gay (1831-94), Peter

Ihf Great 'exarniuing the Tzarevitch Alexis at Peterhof; 1624.
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7. N. Kramskoi (1837-87), Y. G. Perov; 121. N. D. Dmitriyev-

Orenburgski (1838-98), Drowned; 2883. N. N. Gay, N. A. Ne-

krasov ; 1662. N. A. Yaroshenko (1846-98), Swiug. —Room XXVII.
Temporary exliibitious.— Room XXYIII. Works by V. V.Vere-
shtchdgiri (1842-1904). —Room XXIX. To the right, 35. N. P. Bog-
ddnov-Byelski (b. 1868), Sunday School in the village; 3019. 7. 7.

Shishkin (1831-98), Wintry landscape; 144. A. D. Kivshenko

(1851-95), Sorting feathers.—Room XXX. Portraits by I. E. Rye-
pin (2244. Count Leo Tolstoi; 1891). In the middle, 915. M. M.
Antokolski, Tzar Ivan the Terrible (bronze).—Room XXXI. To
the right, 179. A. D. Litovtchenko (1835-90), Tzar Ivan the Ter-

rible showing his treasures to the English ambassador; 298. A. A.

Kharldmov (b. 1842), I. S. Turgenyev (1875).

RoomXXXII. Tothe right, 1883. TT. Y. KruishUzki {1S5S- 19 11),

First snow ; 231 . Orlovski, Ai-Petri, in the Crimea; 130. 7. 7 Yendo-

gurov (1861-98), Beginning of Spring; 272. R. G. tSudkovski

(1850-85), Gorge of Daryal, in the Caucasus; 220. A. N. No-
coskoltzev (h. 1853), Last moments of the Metropolitan Philip.

—

Room XXXlll. To tlie right, 3139. Afarir Bashkhizev (1860-84),

Landscape; 2183. Y. E. KraU-kkovskl (b. 1854), Spring in the

Crimea. -Ro(.m XXXI V. Above the entrance, 3245. N. M. Fokin
(1869-1908), Wintry landscape. To the left, 2009. A.M. Vasnetzov,

Old Moscow; 2018. M. ]\ Nedcnw (b. 1862), St. Sergius; 2902. B.
M. Kusiodiyn^ (b. 1878), Child in a bath; 332. A. EdvlfcU (1854-

1905;, Washerwomen. Studies by /. I. Leritnn (1861-1900).—
KooniXXXV. To the right, 2968. T. A. Syrrov (1865-1911), Bath-

ing; 3226. K. A. Somov (b. 1869), Portrait of his father.—
R()(.ni XXX VI. Watrr-colonrs. To the left of the entrance, 2229. L.
O. PoHtitrnuk (b. lH62j, Family of Count Leo Tolstoi (1902).—
Room XXXVU. On the mantelpiece, 932. V. J\ Brodski (1825-

1904), Christ with two angels (marble;.
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In the Ttai.yanskava, to the E. ol' the ^Jichael Square, are

the Miftistrt/ of Justice (MuHUCTepcTBO locTrmiH : ?1. R 5, 11),

on the ri<;ht, and the Alexander Cadet Corps (A.rieKcaH/ipoB-

OKiii Ka.ieTCKifi Kopnyeik), on the left.— Eroni the S. side of the

.Miehael Square the Mikhailovskaya leads to the Xevski Prospekt.

On the W. side of this street stands the large Hotel de I'Europe

(p. 88), opposite which is the building of the Assembly of the

Nobles (^BopHHCKoe co6panie: PI. 17. F 5. //). containing- a hand-

some concert-i'ooni.

( . Spasskaya and Kazanskaya Quarters to the S. of the
Nevski. Kolomenskaya Quarter.

The Sadovaya is traversed by Tramways Nos. 1, 3, 11, 13. & 14 (pp. 91,
^2).- Steamer on the Fontanka, see p. 92.

To the S.W. of the Kazan Cathedral stands the large FoundUny
Hospital ( BocnHTaTejiBHBiH ]\owh; PI. F 6. //), i-ebuilt at the (mi\

of the 18th cent, (olfice at Moika 54).

From the Gostini Dvor (PI. F, 5, 0, //; p. 104), adjoining the

Nevski, we turn to the S.W. and enter the Sadovaya (PI. D-G,
7-5; /). To the left, at the corner of the Tchornuishov Pereulok. is

the building of the Corps of Pages (IlamecKiH Ero Hivmep^-

TopcKaro BejiHqecTBa KopnycL; PI. F 6. //), built in 175()-r)8 by

Kastrelli as the palace of Count Vorontzov.

This buildiiif? iiichides the Eoman Catholic Friorij Church of the

Maltese Order of 8t. John of Jerusalem, and also a Chapel of John the
Baptist, ))oth l)uilt in 1799 by Q,narenghi under the Tzar Paul I., (rrand-

Master of the Maltese Order. The present fayade of the priory-ehureh,
which is turned towards the inner court, is articulated by four large

pilasters and two smaller columns, and bears the inscri])tion : *I)ivo Joanni
BaptistJe Paulus Imp. Hospit. Magister'. Two rows of yellow marble
columns divide the church into a nave and aisles, eacli about r>5 ft. in

height. To the left of the high-altar is the gilded throne occu])ied by
Paul at the meetings of the Order, and also the chapel in which Duke
Maximilian of Leuchtenberg fd. 1852) is buried. — The Chapel of the Baptist
was built by Paul in 1800, and handed over to the Corps of Pages in 1810.

On its ceiling are 15 Maltese crosses. The Corps of Pages educates
too boys, whose fathers or grandfatheis must have attained the rank of

lieutenant-general.

Farther on, 1o the ri<^ht, is the Imperial Bank (Focy^ap-
CTBeHHLiM BaHKt; PI. F (5, //), a large horseshoe-shaped building

erected by Quarenghi in the reign of Alexander T. Opposite, to the

l»'ft, are the Marie and Apraxin Markets (MapmncKlH ptiHOK'B,

ArrpaKCMiri> pwiioKt). We next reach, beyond the Gorokhovaya,

the PfIrish dJuirch of the Assumption (IJepKOBL ycneniH
ITpecBHTbiH Bor()p(34HHw, popularly known as CnacL; Pl.FO, 77),

built in 1753-65 and enlarged in 1826. Most of the Syennaya
Pi.osHTCHAi> ("Hay-inaiket': PI. F 6, //) is occupied by four Market
Halls of iron.
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Following the ZabalkAnski Prospi^kt (PI. F, 6-9 ; /) to the left from
the Syenndya Square, we reach in 3 min. (No. 9, to the right) the Institute
of the Engineers of "Ways of Communication (Hhctht^tttb Hhhcg-
HepoBt nyxeS Coo6njeHiH; PL 109, F6, /), built in 1810 by B(5tancourt (?).

From the Obukhovski Bridge, about 3 min. farther to the S., we obtain a
distant view of the Moscow Triumphal Arch Tp. 128). For the Tech-
nological Institute, see p. 128. — To the N. of the Syennaya Square, at

Demidov PereiUok 8 a, is the building of the Imperial Geographical Soci-
ety (PL E, F, 6; //), which was founded in 1847.

In the Sadovaya (No. 50) stands the Museum of the Ministry of
Ways of Commurdcation or Museum of Tzar Nicholas I. (Mysen
B-fe^OMCTBa nyxeii coodixjeHia HMeHH HMnepaxopa HHKOjiaH I.

;

PI. 137, E, F,6, 7), which was completed in 1902 (adm., see p. 98;
Russian catalogue 1 rb). On the first floor are models of bridges,

railway rolling-stock, locomotives, ships (including the paddle-

steamer made by Kulibiu of Nizhni-Novgorod in 1804), locks, and
the like ; also relics of Tzar Nicholas T. In a pavilion in the garden
is an imperial saloon-carriage constructed in 1847. — Adjoining
the Museum is the Yusupov Garden (lOcynoBt ca^^T.; PI.

E, F, 6, 7, 7), frequented chiefly by the lower classes in summer,
and by skaters in winter.— On the S.W. side of the garden, at

No. 117 Fontdnka, is the Ministry of Ways of Communication
(MHHHCTepcTBO nyTGH cooSmeHlH ; PI. 184, E 7, 7), built by Qua-
renghi as the Yusupov Palace.

At the corner of the Sad6vaya and Voznesenski Prospekt is the

New Alexander Market (Hoblih AjieKcaH^poBCKiH pmhok'b;
PL 119, E 7, 7), a kind of rag-fair.— To the N., in the Voznesenski
Prospekt, is the Church of the Ascension (PL 40, E 6; 7), built in

1772 by Rinaldi and altered at the beginning of the 19th century.

From the Sadovaya (farther on) the Novo-Nikolski Bridge leads

to the right across the Catherine Canal to the Nicholas Square
(HHKOJTBCKaa njioiija^B ; PL E, 6, 7, 7). Here, surrounded by attrac-

tive gardens, is the so-called 'Sailors' Church', or Cathedi'ol of St.

Nic?iolas{Mo\)CK6u HHKO.TiaeBCKiii BoroHBJieHCKiH Co^op-L), built

in 1758 by S. T. Tchevakinski, a pupil of Rastrelli, and surmounted by
five gilded domes. A good view is obtained from the detached belfry.

Following the Glinka Street to the N. from the Cathedral, we
reach the Tiieathe Square (TeaTpaJiLHaa riJioma^i*; PL E 6, 77),

in the middle of which stands the Conservatorium (PL E, G; 77).

This building, formerly called the 'Grand Theatre', was rebuilt in

1891-96 from the plans of V. Nikold. On the first floor are the

Glinha and Jhdnusteiv Museums, open in winter on Sun., 12-2.

The grand hall was reconverted into a theatre in 1912; the foyer

contains statues of the composers Tchaikovski ((L 1893), by Bekle-

mishev, and Kubiiisti'in (d. 1894), l)y iiernslamm (1902). — The im-

perial Marie Theatre (MapiHiiCKiM Toarpi.; PL 180, EG, 1;

J). 94j, built in 18(iU, stands opposite, in front of this, on tin; S.,

is a Statue of Glinka (d. lHo7; PI. 129, EG, 7), by Bach fl90G).
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At No. 94 Moika, on the S. bank, is the Palace of Princess
Yusiipov, which contains an extensive collection of paintings

(adni. (tn application).

Ht'mhiuDidf, *Portrait.s of a man and woman (companion-pictures),
Portrait of a youth; G. van den Eeckhout, Jacob and liacliel hearing-

the false re])ort of the death of Joseph; 1\ de Hooch, Woman with cradle;
D. Teniers, *Piper, *Girl with a drum, and four other ])ictures; J. van
Oiifddf, Several p:enre- scenes; J. Moleuaer, Concert; J. van Euysdael,
Moonlit landscape; J. van der Does, Landscape with sheep; J. D. de Heem,
Fruit; Demanie, Scenes of popular and fashionable life. There are five

tine specimens of Ph. Wonverman. Claude Lorrain is represented by
three pictures, Bencher and Greuze by several.

From the Theatre Square the Ofitzerskaya and the Vozne-
senski Prospekt lead to the E. back to the Marie Square (p. 110).

To the W. of the Theatre Square lies the unattractive Kolomenskaya
Qnarter.

Kolomenskaya Quarter.

At the corner of the Ofitzerskaya (PI. D, E, ('> ; /), on the Kryukov Canal,
beyond the Theatre Sq., rises the so-called Lithnaniati Palace (PI. D, G; //)
or Priso)} (Topo^CKaa TioptMa), which was built ujidcr Catherine II., but
received its present form under Nicholas I. Farther to the W. in the
Ofitzerskaya are the Si/nagogue (PI. 17G, D6; /), erected in the Moorish
style, and the Esthoniaii Chnrch of St. John (PI. 57, D 6; /).— New Admi-
ralty, see p. 111.

Other noteworthy points in the Kolomenskaya Quarter are the Com-
missariat Office (PI. 70, D, E, «>, 7; /), Yekaterinhdf Prospekt 51, which
contains a collection of uniforms and accoutrements (adm., see p. 97); the
Church of the Resurrection (L(epKOBi> BocKpeceHia XpucroBa ; PL 52,

D 7, /); and the Roman Catholic Church of iSt. Stanislaus, at the corner
of the Torgovaya and the Malaya Mastcrskaya. To the S. of the Catherine
Canal is the Church of the Intercession of the Virgin (LfepKOBE IIoKpoBa
Boropo^Hijw ; PI. 45, D 7, /).

f. Liteinaya and Rozhdestvenskaya Quarters.
Stieglitz Museum. Imperial Duma. Smolni Convent.

The Liteini Prospekt is traversed by tramways Nos. 9, 10, 15, & 18

(pp. 91, 92).— Nos. 4, 5, 11, 13, 14, 17, 18, & 19 will also be found useful
by the visitor to this quarter.

By crossing the Anitchkov Bridge (p. 107) in the Nevski, and

taking the first cross-street to the left, we reach the Liteini Pro-

spekt (JiHTeHHLiH npocnein'-L; PI. G, 4, 5, //), the main street of

the Litrinaya Quarter.

Near the beginning of the street is a large group of charitable

institutions and gardens, occupying the whole space between the

Fontinka and the Znanienskaya. No. 53 is the St. Catharine Institute

for Girls (y^iiijiume Op^ieuR cbhtoh EKaTepHHLi; main entrance

at Fonlanka ;jfj;, built in 1804 by Quarenghi. Opposite this is the

Marie Ilosjntal (MapiiiHCKafl SojiLimiia), a huge building with

two wings by Quareughi (I80.-5); in front is a bronze monument
to Pripce Peter of Oldevhurff (d. 1H81). by Schroder (1889). At
Viidezlidiiiskaya No. 12 is the Alexandra Hospital for women
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(AjieKcaH^pHHCKaH ^eHCKaa: 6ojihHuixa), and at Znamenskaya
No. 8 is the PdvlovsJd Institute for Grirls.

Fontanka No. 34 is the Palace of Count S. D. 8herem4tijev (PI. Gr, .5;

/i), built in the reign of the Empress Elizabeth, and containing a collec-

tion of weapons, which may be visited upon previous application. The
collection embraces about 1400 objects, including many rifles, musKets,
and pistols (illustrated description by E. von Lenz, 2?.). Here also is the
MuReum of the Sociefi/ for the Study of Ancient Manuscripts (Myseft
66iijecTBa jiK)6HTejieH ^peBnefi nnctMeHHOCTH ; adm.free).— In theSimeo-
novskaya, to the left of the Liteini Prospekt, is the Church of SS. Simeon
and Anna (U^epKOBt CHMeona BoronpiHMiia h Ahhli IIpopoMHi^Bi; PI.

G-5, //), a domed structure erected in 17.S2-42 by M. Gr. Zemtzov.

Proceeding N. ah)ug the Liteini Prospekt, we pass the Office of the

Administratiov of the Imperial Doniains (FjiaBHoe ynpaBjienie

y4'£jiOBi>; No. 37), and in another 4 min. come to the Panteleimon-

skaya, which leads to the Cathedral of the Transfiguration
(Cnaeo-npeo6pa5KeHCKiH Co56p'i>; PI. Go, //), one of the most
important ohnrches in St. Petersburg, built in 1742-54, burned down
in 1825, and restored in 1829 from the designs of Stasov.

The court of the church is surrounded by a railing, each of the
uprights of which is com])Osed of the barrels of three Turkish and three
French cannon. Inside the enclosure are twelve Turkish guns, with their
carriages. — The Interior of the church contains numerous Turkish and
Persian standards, horse-tail banners, and keys of fortresses. The altar-

cross dates from the time of Alexis Mikhailovitch, father of Peter the
Grreat. By the wall, to the left of the ikonostas, is a silver chalice j)r('-

sented to Count Ostermann-Tolst6i by the Boliemians, and bearing the
names of tbe Jlussian staff- officers killed at Kulm. To the left of the
high-altar are the uniforms of Alexander 1. and Nicholas I.; to the right
are the last uniform of Alexander II. and the sword which he wore at

the time of his assassination. Adjacent are the uniform of Alexander III.

and other relics of the same kind.

We now retrace our steps and follow the Panteleimonskaya, on

the right side of which, beyond the Liteini Prospekt, is the Church
of St. Paittaleon the Martyr (LJepKOBL CBHiaro IlaHTejieMMOHa;
PI. 61, G5, //), built of wood by Peter the Great in 1722, and rebuilt

in stone in 1704.— Summer Ganh'u, see p. 110.

A little to the X. of the church, at Solyanoi Perculok 05, is the

Sticylitz Dratmnfj School^ built in 1881. Adjacent is tbe Stieglitz

Museum of Industrial Art (Pl.(i,5; //), built in the Renais-

suuce styb; from plaus by Mesmachei- (189r)). Tbe collections art^

e.xteiisive but include comf)arative]y few Kussian products (adni.,

see p. 98; Director, TO. I. (iruzhevski).
Gk<>(;ni> Fi.ook. To the riglit is tht; Anfitjttarian Room, with Egyptian,

Greek, and Ilriman antiquities, and clay vessels found by Schliemann in

Hissarlik. — Tbe corridi.rs c<tntain textib; fabrics of the l-Cith cent., and
Byzantinii and Roman anti(|iiities. — In tiie rigbt wing :ue Oriental carjjets,

objects of copper, and so fortb. Tb(! left wing conlaiin wood-cnrvings,
rarprts, furniture, and Russian antiquities.

FiKST V\AH)\i. In tb(; middle is tbe \t'nrfi(iii Hititni, lontainini^ a
lur^e jasper vase, five lar^^e painti"ijj;s by J. B. Tiejiolo, MSS., and minia-
tUiCM (15-16th cent.). The Lecture Kali is \\\\\\\i, with Flemish tapestry
representing the Four SeaHOus (Itltli cent./. To tbe right \h the Farntae
Room, with LiniogcM euainelH. - Right Wing. The so-called Loyyie of
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Raphael, roii^nd the light-well, contain Delft and other porcelain, an ebony
cabinet (French, 16th cent.), and Gobelins tapestry representing the Ele-
ments, after drawings by Claude Audran. Roo7n of Henri/ II., with
Hispaui* -Moresqu*' and Urbiiio majolica, and Persian porcelain (15-17th

cent.'. Hottm of Lot/ifi XIII., with majolica from Pesaro, Deruto, Facnza,
and C'astclli, and works by Bernard Palissy. Room of Iaui'ih XIV., with
Gobelins tapestry, Chinese, Meissen, and Sevres porcelain, and tine French
furniture of the 17-18th centuries. — Left Wing. Venetian, Bohemian,
Spanish, and German glass. The Flemish Room contains pottery.

Adjoinino; the inuseum on the N., at Fontanka 10, is the huge

building of the former Salt Warkhousk (Cojihh6h ropo^OKT*).

This now contains the Museum of Education (entrance, Fantelei-

monskaya2: adni., see p. 97; Director, Major-General 8. A. Mak-
sheyev), the Museum of the Imperial Techuical Society (adui.,

sec p. 98; Director, I. Pop6v), the Kustarni Museum or Museum
of Home Industries (entr., 8olyan(3i Pereiilok 9; adni., see p. 97;

Director, Y. P. Dyagilev), and the extensive Impefi'ial Museum of
Agriculture (CejitCKo-xosHHCTBeHHtiH My3eH; entr., Riiinotch-

iiaya 1 ; adm., see p. 97; Director, V. D. Batyushkov). — Farther to

the X., Fontanka 6, is the Law School (YqiiJiHiiie ITpaBOB'fe/i'feHifl
;

PI. G4, //), established in 1835 by Prince Peter of Oldenburg, and

open only to the sons of the noblesse (330 pupils).

We now return through the Sergiyevskaya to the Liteini Prospekt.

To the right, at the corner, is the Cathedral of St. Sergius (PI. G,

4; //), built in 1800 by Demirtzov. Opposite, with its main fagade

turned towards the Liteini Prospekt, is the building of the Artillery

Headquarters, erected in 1808. In front of it are 20 old cannon. To
the right, at the corner of the Liteini Prospekt and the Zakharyev-

skaya, is the District Court (OKpyjKHOH Cy^^t), a large detached

(piadrangle of three stories, erected by Bazh^nov in 1770 as an ar-

senal, with a handsome portal facing the Liteini Prospekt.— A little

to th(' S., in the Furshtatskaya (PI. G, H, 4; //), is the United

States Kuihassy (No. 34; p. 93).

Between the Furshtatskaya and the Kirotchnaya is the Lutheran
Church of St. Anne (PI. G, 4; //), built in 1779 by Velten, and sur-

mounted bv a dome. Adjacent, to the W., is the large Army and Navy
Chfb (PI. (i, 5; //), completed in 1898.

FroMi the District (Jourt we proceed to the E. along the 8hpal6i'-

uaya. On the right (No. 45) is the building of the Imperial Duma
(Focy^apcTBeHHaH Jlyua.; PI. 1 4, //). This was once the Tauride
Palace, built by Starov in 1783, by order of Catherine II., and,

presented after the conquest of the Crimea, to Potyomkin (Potem-

kin;, the 'Hero of Tauris'. After his death in 1791, the palace

was resumed by the Crown. 8ince 1906 it has been used by the

Imperial Duma, which held its first sitting in the palace on April

27th (May 10th) of that year. The interior may be visited on

presentation of passport. From the entrance-hall we pass into

the Round Room (Kpyrjiiii 3ajn>;, where there is a bust of Alex-
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ander II. Beyond this are the Catherine Room, the old ball-room,

now used as a Salle des Pas Perdus, and the Hall of Session (444

seats), formerly a winter garden. — To the S. of the Duma lies the

Tauric Garden (Tavritcheski Sad); the S. part of it is open to the

public (entrances in the Potyomkinskaya and Kirotchnaya).

To the S. of the Tauric Garden, at Kirotchnaya 41 d, is the

Suvorov Museum (CyBopoBCKifi Myaefl; PL 15, //; adm., see

p. 98), built from the plans of Yon Hohen in 1904. The exterior is

adorned with two mosaic pictures, that on the right representing

Suvorov's departure for the Italian campaign, and that on the left

his crossing of the Alps. Inside are five rooms containing relics

of Field-Marshal Prince A. V. Suvorov (1720-1800) and his time.

Farther to the S. is the Suvorov Church, transferred hither in 1900
from the village of Kontchanskoye, VN^here the Field-Marshal often

attended the services. To the S. of the church is a bronze bust of

Suv(>rov on a lofty granite pedestal. The Nicholas Military Aca-
demy (HHKOJiaeBCKafl BoeHHaa AKa^eMin : PI. H, I, 5, //), at Suvo-

rovski Prospekt 32, was built from the plans of Von Hohen in 1901.

To the N. of the Duma are the Municipal Water Works (PI.

I, 4; //). Farther to the E. in the Shpal^rnaya are the Araktcheyev
Barracks (PI. 18, 1 4; /) and the extensive buildings of the Smolni

Convent.

The Smolni Convent (Cmojibhbih MOHacTBipB; PI. T, K, 4, /)

was begun in 1748 as a nunnery for orphan girls by the Empress
Elizabeth on the site of a palace of Peter the Great. In 1764 Cath-

erine II. added a school for girls. The Empress Marie, consort of

Paul I., further enlarged the institute in 1797. Connected with the

convent is a Home for Widow Ladies.

The convent is separated from the Catherine Square by a tasteful

railing. The live domes of its main church, the '^Cathedral of thk
ItKSURRKCTION (CoGopt BoCKpeCOHifl XpHCTOBa BC'feX'L yMe^HBIXTb

saBe^enifi: PL 34, K4, /), built in 1744-57 by Rastrelli, are visible

from all points of the town.
The Intekiou, which was completed in 1835 by Stiisov, is severely

Himple, hut very etiective. The prevailing: colours are white aiul gold;
the floor, however, is of ^''ay marble, and the steps leading to the three
altars are of yellow Ural marble. The altars are enclosed by crystal
balustrades. The pictures an; all modern. The most consj)icuous, both
in size (20 ft. high; and (piality, is the Resurrection by E. Jacobs over
the high-altar (18;{4). The Ai)parition of the Virgin by Venetzianov also
deserves mention. All the ecclesiaHtical vessels are of massive silver,

including a tabernacle in the form of the Ark of the Covenant, borne by
5<» jasper coluniuH.

Those who wish to return from the Smolni Convent to the Nevski

may use either the tramway (4, 13, or 14) or the steamboat.

To the iS. of the convent is the Petc^r the (jireutBrldyr { PL K, 5

;

/;, completed in 1911. It is lOOf) ft. long and 75 ft. wide.
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z. Moscow, Narva, and Alexander Nevski Quarters.

Izin^ilov Cathedral. Alexander Nevski Monastery.

I'rmnirni/s (jn). i>l. 1)2) in tlu' Moscow (Quarter, Nos. », 11, 15, Ki; iii

lilt* Narva Quarter, Nos. '.i, 8, V), 11, 16; in the Alexander Nevski Quarter.
Steam Tramway No. 1 (p. 92).— Steamers ])ly on the Fontanka (see j). 1)2).

Tlio second cross-street on the right in the Nevski l)eyond the

Anitclikov Bridge (p. 107) is the Vladimir Prospekt (PI. G, 6; //),

which leads to the Church of the Vladimir Mother of God
(Pi. G, 6; 77), a white building with hve gilded domes and a hand-

some bell-tower, constructed in 17(31- 8o by Rastrelli (?).

Farther on we follow the Zagorodni Prospkkt to the S.W.,

))assing (on the right) the Empress Marie Alexdndroxma^s School

for Girls (PI. 167, G (>; J). To the left lies the Semyonovski S(juare

(CeMeHOBCKiH njiaut; PI. E, G, 7, 7), with a Trotting Track
(p. 95), and the Station of the Tzarskoye Selo Bailway (P1.E,7; 7).

Proceeding 1u tin- W. hum the Tzarskoye Selo station we reacli the
Ob\ikhov City Hospital (ropo;iCKafl OSyxoBCKaii 6o.7iLHiii{a ; PI. 87,

F 7, /), founded by Catherine II. in 1780, and adorned with a bronze bust
of the empress on the side next the Fontanka. Fartlier to the W., in the
Zabalkanski Prospekt, is the Constant liie Art illerij School (PI. 153; F, 7).

At the corner of the Zagorodni Prospekt and the Zabalkanski

Prospekt, to the right, is the Technological Institute (TexHo-
JiornqecKifi HucTHTyTt; PI. F 7, 7), founded in 182^.

Turning: to the left into the Zabalkanski Prospkkt (tramway 11),

we notice on th(; right the buildings of the Civil Engineers (Hhcthtj't'j.
ipaHv^aHCKHXT, HHJKeHepoBt; PI. 100, F 7, /), while a Jittle farther oii.

on tlie same side, is tliat of the lm])erial Agricnltural Society (Hmug-
pSropcKoe B6.Tii>Hoe 9KOHOMHHecKoe OCinecTBo; PI. 10, F 7, /). Beyond
tlie Novo-Moskovski Bridjie crossinjj: the Obvodni Canal, to the rioht, are

the Cattle Yards (CKOxonpHronHBiH 7tBopi>; PL E, F, 8, /), the main en-

trance of which is adorned with two colossal bronze oxen by Demut-Ma-
Jinovski (adm. upon application at the office; best time about 10 a.m.). To
the left is the large Novo-Dyevifc?ii Xtnineri/ (PI. F, 9; /), built by Yefimov
in 1845-Bl.— Beyond the Tzarskoselski Bridge, about 2 M. from the Obukliov
Hosjtital, is the Moscotv Triumphal Arch (MocKOBCKiii Tpi,yM4>ajiLHi>i>i

uopoxa ; PL F 1), /), erected from Stasov's j)lans in 18:}.'5-;?8. ^^volve cast-

iron Doric columns, each 4*/2 ft. in diameter and 75 ft. in height, support a

cornice adorned with tropliies and twelve genii in relief by Orlovski. The
inscriptions commemorate the campaigns of 182H-31 in Persia, Turkey, and
Poland. The gate has five separate openings.

From the W. end of the Zagorodni Prospekt the Pervaya Huta

leads to the W., passing on the right the Roman Catholic Cat/i-

edral of the Assumption, and ending at the; Tuoitzkaya 8quark.

Here stands Ihe white Izmailov Cathedral, also known as

the Troitzki or Trinity Cathedr(d (TpowuKiil C()66pT>; PI. 33,

K 7, 7), erected in l><27-35. from tlje designs of Stasov, by the

Kmpress Marie, widow of Paul I. Its live domes, painted blue and

sprinkled with stars, are visible far and wide; that in the centre

is 200 ft. high. The cathedial occupies the site of a w^ooden chapel

in whieh, according to tradition, Peter the Great was married on

I Xovember night in 1707 to Catherine, the future empress.
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The Interior of the chinch is lighted solely from the domes. The
ikonostas is adorned -«'ith costly pictures of saints; the high-altar of the
Holy Trinity is marked by fine workmanship and elaborate gilding.

The visitor should also notice the tabernacle, which is ornamented witli

crystal, and the bronze lustre in the centre, containing 800 candles.

On the walls to the right and left of the high^altar are marble tablets

bearing the names of ofiicers of the Izmailov Guards , who had fallen

in battle prior to the consecration of the church.

In the square to the E. of the cathedral rises the Monument
of Fame (IlaMflTHPiKT, cjiaBti), 89 ft. high, erected in 1886 from

the designs of Grimm. A base of Finnish granite supports a cast-

iron Corinthian columu, the flutes of which contain five rows of

captured cannon. At the top is a bronze Victory. At the base are

four huge bronze tablets recounting the chief events in the war of

1877-78 and naming the regiments of Cxuards which took part in it.

Ten captured guns form a semicircle round the monument.
To the S. of the Troitzkaya Square is the Nicholas Cavalry

StHuoL (PI. E, 8; /), in which is the Lermontov Museuiiiy with

autographs and other reminiscences of the poet; the garden is to

contain a bronze figure of Lermontov, by Mikeshin. Beyond the

Obvodni Canal are the Warsaw Railway Station (PI. E, 8 ; /) and

the Baltic Raihuay Station (PI. E, 8; /).

The West Part op the Nakva Quarter offers little of interest.

No. 144 in the Fontnnka is the Government Printing 0/ffce (9Kcne4HijiH
3aroTOBJieHifl rocy^apcTBeHHfcixi. 6yMan,; PI. 147, D 7. /), in which
banknotes and public documents arc produced. It employs 3700 workmen
and may be visited by permission of the director.- In the Narva Square
stands the Narva Triumphal Arch (HapBCKia TpiyM^ajiBHtia Bopoxa;
PI. C, D, 9. Z), built of granite iii 1811 by QuarcMighi to commemorate the
victories of the Russian Guard in 1812-14 and altered in 1834 by Stasov. To
the right and left of the archway are two warriors in old Russian dress,
holding garlands; on tlie platform is a Victory in a chariot with six horses,
by Karon Klodt ; on each side of the attic are four genii with wreaths
of laurel. - To the W. of tliis point lies the re^'«^er///7io/'(EKaTepHHr6«i>i>;
PI. C 8, /), a wooden palace built under Peter the Great in 1703, and
named in honour of his wife. The neglected garden contains a popular
theatre. — In the Kstlyanskaya (PI. 0,7,8; /), to the N. of the Yeka-
terinhof, is the Kalinkln Breverij (Wm. Miller & Co.), the largest in
Russia. On the Gutuijcv Inland (PI. A-C, 8, 9; /) are the Docks and the
(Jhicf Cvxtom House (PI. (J 8, /; comp. j). 16()). The >Sea Canal (MopoKOH
KUHajn,!, 17 M. long and 2<; ft. deep, leads hence (at a distance of 2Va-3 M.
from the S. coast) to the roads of (Jronstadt. It was constructed in 1875-88
at an outlay (d" 10 million rubles. On the mole of Guti'iyev Island is h
granite obelisk 13 ft. high, bearing inscrii)tions relating to this canal.

To the K. of th<' Vladimir Prospekt (p. 128) the Piishkinskaya

run.s 8. from the .Vrvski Prospekt. It C(mtains a Bronze Sfatne of
Pifsh/dtf (171)9-18:37; PI. HO, //), by Opckijshin.

To the N. of the Zn;MnciiHk;iy;i Square (j). 107; arc tin- (n»'j'K' i'lmrrh nf
St. fJemetriuM (ryi^^mic^Kixii nopKoBF. CnHTuro /1"M"' !>>« ; 1*1- H •^. //). :iii

edifice in the Byzantine style by Kuzmin HKr,;')!. .-md the imposing I'm
fentant Wometh's UoHpitdl (v\.\\,b; 11), with its towcrw and |tinn;u'l«'K.

To the S.E. of the Znamcnskaya Sfpiaro, at the cormir of the Poltavskaya
luifl Mirgorodskiiya (PI. II, 6; *ij. is tho Jfomdnov Vht/rr/i, httilt in the
ancient Ilostov stylo from the designs of .S. S. Kritchinski injl914; it

comuieuioruteH the tercentenary of.the Ilojuunuv dyiiusty.
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From the Tii^ovskaya, just to the N. of the Znamenskaya Square,

a steam-tramway (Xo. 1) runs S.E. along the Xevsld to the —
Alexander Nevski Monastery (AjieKcaH^po-HoBCKaR

TpoHUKan JIuBpa: PI. I 7, /), the seat of the Metropolitan of 8t.

Petersburg and th(^ third in importance of the so-called Lavras-\.

It is of great extent, including twelve churches and several chapels,

all enclosed by walls and moats. According to tradition, the mon-
astery stands upon the spot where the Grand-Prince Alexander

(1218-53) won a great victory over the Swedes and the Knights of

the Teutonic Order on July 15th, 1*241 (hence the name Nevski,

i.e. 'of the Neva'). Peter the Great, in order to lend his new capital

the prestige of a national sanctuary, built a church here (1713),

brought the relics of St. Alexander Nevski all the way from Vladimir

(1724), and endowed it with large estates and revenues, which now
l)ring in an annual income of more than 500,000 rubles.

The tirst church of the monastery is the Cathedral of the Trinity

(CBHTO-TpoHUKin Co66pT>), begun by Peter in 1724 and remodelled

in 1770-90, when the dome (after plans by Starov) and the two rect-

angular towers were added.
Ill tlie interior, to the right of tlie marble ikonostiis. is a Bdiqnaru,

containing the bones of St. Alexander Nevski and adorned with reliefs

from the life of the saint. Over this is a canopy, ])orne by slender silver

columns and supporting a cushion with the imperial regalia. The silver

wall behind is elaborately adorned with sculptures. In 1752 the Empress
Elizabeth devoted the tirst year's produce of the Koluivan silver-mines^
amounting to 90 puds (:5250 lbs.), towards the cost of this work. In front
of the catafalque stands a reading-desk with a reliquary and a cande-
lal)rum, all made of silver and presented by Alexander I. in 1806. Among
the paintings are an Annunciation by Raphael Mengs (behind the ikonastas)
and a few copies of Rubens, Van Dyck, and others. The treasury (seldom
shown) contains a large number of valuable objects.

Immediately to the left of the bridge is the Church of tJie

AffHtoiciatio?) (IXepKOBt BjiaroB'feiijeHiH IIpecBHTWH Boropo-
4Hi|i,i), the crypt of which contains the tombs of several members
of the imperial house and other eminent Russian families. In the

choir, in front of the third window to the left of the ikonostas, is the

tomb of Field-Marshal Suvorov (d. 1800), a marl)le slab bearing the

simple inscription selected by himself 'S^'fecb jig^khtt, CyB(5poBT>'

('Here lies Suv6rov'). — In the S.AV. tower of the Lavra is a Collec-

tio?) of Ecclesiastical Antiquities (4peBJiexpaHHJiHK;e: PI. Dr.),

shown on Tues. and Thurs., 2-4.30, and on Sun. and holidays, 2-5.30.

The churchyards of the convent contain the graves of numerous
members of the Russian aristocracy, poets, and other celebrities. These

t Lavra is the name for those convents of the first class which are
also seats of Metropolitans and contain theological academies. There are
four lavras in Russia: that of Kiev (p. B80), the Troitzkaya Convent of
St. Sergius (p. .S25), the Alexander Nevski Monastery, and the Potchayev-
•,kaya Convent (y. H75;. St. Saba in .Jerusalem and the Monast^'ries ou
Mt. Athos and \lt. Sinai also claim the rank of Lavra.
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burial-places are very expensive, but the monuments are often neglected
and not always in the best taste. — The Lazarus Churchyard (Jlasa-

pescKoe KJia46Hiiie; PI. L.) lies on the left as we enter the precincts of

the convent. Proceeding in a straight direction from the entrance, and
then turning to the left at the chapel, we reach (on the right) in about
30 paces, at a point where the path forks, the grave of Lomonosov
(1711-75), the founder of modern Russian literature. Following the plank
path to the left for about 45 paces more, we see to the left the white
marble slab on the grave oiVizin (1744-92), the writer of comedies. — The
TfKHviNSKOE Churchyard (THXBHHCKoe KJia;j6Hiije ; PI. T.) lies on the
right of the entrance to the monastery. Immediately to the left of its

entrance, on its main avenue, lies Glinka the composer (1804-57; comp.
p. 123); farther on, also to the left, is the grave of Kruilov (p. 117). The
first path to the right of the entrance leads in a few paces to the tomb
(left) of the historian Karamzin (1766-1826) ; opposite, on the right, is

that of the author Dostoyevski (1821-81), behind which is that of the poet
Zhiikovski (1783-1852). The fourth path to the right, leading from the
main avenue to the wall and then turning to the left, brings us to the
tomb of the composer Tchnikovski (1840-93; right). — The Nicholas
Churchyard (HHKOJitCKoe KJia^oHUie; PI. X.; entr. behind the apse of

the cathedral) contains the grave of the composer Anton Rubinstein
(1829-94; comp. p. 123). To reach it we pass the mortuary chapel (left),

go straight on, and turn to the right into the last walk but one.

Connected with the monastery are the Imperial Theological

Academy (HivinepaTopcKaH TlyxoBHafl AKa^eMin; PI. 1, I 7, /),

attended by 280 students, and an Ecclesiastical Seminary (PL 175).

About IV4 M. to the S.W. of the Alexander Nevski Monastery is the
Vdlkovo Cemetery (Bojikobckog KJia^Snuje; PL H, 8, 9, /), containing the
tomb of the novelist Ivan Turg^nyev (1818-83).

h. Hermitage.

The **Herniitage (HMnepaxopcKiH 9pMHTa3K'i,; PL F 5, //),

3Iillionnaya 35, is (connected with the Winter Palace by the First

Hermitage of Empress Catherine IL It forms a rectangle 170 yds.

long and 124 yds. wide, with three courts, and contains the chief

imperial art collections. The building, the interior of which is richly

fitted up, has two chief fagades, that on the N. being turned towards

the Neva, that on the S. towards the Millionnaya. The latter has a

portico of eight pillars, against which rest ten Atlantes of dark grey

granite, 19'/.^ ft. high. On either side of the portico are niches with

zinc statues of famous artists, and on the side-fa(;ades are groups,

representing Art fostered by the State and the Church.
In 1765 Catherine IL caused a two-storied building to be erected

beside tlie Winter Palace by Vidlin de la Mothe. This w.ih at tirst called
the *Small Winter Palace*, but its name was afterwards changed to Fiurt
Hermita(jk ok Emi'Kkss Cathkkink IL, or the I^avhjon IIkkmita<ik. ft

was connect(;d by a Htill extant Hying-bridge with the ajjartments oceu-
j>i<'d by the Emj)n;HH, and contained tlircse j)ictur(r gallericH. In 1775 \7dte)i,

tlie Director of the lin])erial Academy, (tfimpleted the enlargement of the
so-called Old Hkkmitaok, and Giacomo Quan-nyhi of Hergamo added
the Loggia Oullery fnow the Rajihael (Gallery) in 177M-87. In IKlo Tzar
Nicholas L undertook a coniplete reconstruction and enlargement of the
whole building; and the present pseudo-claHsical structure, from plans by
TiM von Kleme (d. 1804), of Munich, and the court architect, A. I. Stakon-
urhvpidfr (<1. 18<>5), waa the n.-Bult. It waH completed in 1852.
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A j{K.vN(iKMKNT <>F TiiK Ct )LLK(;Ti()NS. Grouifd Floov : 1 . Eoyptiaii

ami Assyrian Aiiti([iuties; 2. Antique Scul))tuves; 3. Antlqnities from

Kertch ; 4. Vases, Bronzes, Terracottas; o. Drawings and Engravincrs

;

6. Sevthian and Siberian Antiquities; 7. Mediaeval and Renaissance

Collection.— First Floor: 1. Picture Gallery; 2. Collection of Coins

;

3. Gems and Miniatures; 4. Gems and Ornaments: 5. Collection of

Silver and Porcelain (in the First Hermitage of Catherine II.). The
Old Hermitage, the Romanov Gallei'v, the Marble Hall, and tlieAVinter

Garden can he entered only from the Winter Palace (comp. p. 112).

Admission, see p. 97.— The Entrance is in tbe Millionnaya.

—

Catalogues on sale at the head of the staircase.

Director, Count D. I. Tolstoi.— Chief Curator of Antiquities, E. Pridik

;

Curators, 0. Waldhafier, V. Golenishfchev. — Curators of the Picture Gal-
lery, E. von lAphart (Chief Curator), B. Veselovski, K. Islterski, J. von
Schmidt, Baron von Koslidl. ~ Chief Curator of the Collection of Coins,
A. von Markov; Curator, O. Uetocski.— QhiQi Curators of the MediaBval
and Reuaissance Collections, E. von Lenz, I. Smirn&v.— Chief Curntor of

GreniR, Ornaments, Silver, and Porcelain, Baron A. Fdlkersam,.

(J ROUND Floor.

The Vestibule is embellished with IG columns of brown Finnish

granite with marble capitals, two beautiful candelabra of manganite

(opjien'K). and a vase of rare Finnish granite (grey with pink specks).

A broad staircase faces the entrance and leads up to the first floor

(p. 144). From the vestibule we turn to the left into—
Room 1. Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities. The Egyp-

tian Section consists mainly of the collections of Count Castiglione

and of the Turkish ambassador Khalil-Bey. The Invcntaire de la

collection egyptienne (1891 ; 1 rb.) and the Description of the Assyrian

Monuments (1897 ; in Russian ; 25 cop.) are both by V. Golenishfchev.
To the left of the entrance .stands a stircophaguH of l>lack granite which

(aoeordinp^ to the inscription) contained the mummy of Ahmes (Amasis;
Hist Dyn.), the commander of the archers. By the iir.st pillar to the loft,

No. 140. Granite statue of th(^ lion-headed Sekhmet, of the time of Amen-
hotep III. (iHth cent. B. C.). 729. Seated granite figure of AmenemliH III.
(ca. 2300 B. C), the l)uilder of the Labyrinth; the projecting cheok-hones
rei-all those of the so-called Ilyksos statues. Pink granite sarcophagus of

Xnno, High Priest of Ptah in Memphis (20tli Dyn.); hchind, 7(i9. .Square
wooden cofhn of Ata, a womai) of the 12th Dynasty. Farther on, 7;3S.

Kneeling statue of Ameneiiian, a high official of the time of Ramses II.

nith cent. B. C), with sacrificial tahle. 740. Cranite group of a man sitting

l)etween his mother (I.) and his wife (r.). Sarcophagus of Queeri Nekht-
SpJ}aM-er-ro-u, mother of Ahmes (see above); the namiis on her sarco-

I)hagus and on that of her son were partly effaced at the time of the
Persian invasion. — Wall (Jases 1-3, Figures of Egyj)tian gods; Case 4,

Holy animals; Case 5, Small statuettes and household articles; Case (i,

Vases and terracottas. In the loAver portions of the cases are statuettes
of the dead. — Below the windows, Stelae of limestone. To the right of
the entrance. Painted wooden coffins and fragments of Paj^tjri. Here also
are glass-cases containing Scarabs, rings, and other small ohjects.

Th^ AnHip'ian Bas-Reliefs i^MYniiiWi.) on the end-walls come fromNimrud
and Khorsaljad. Totlie left of the entrance. King Ashur-nasir-])al; behind him
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a winged god. To the right, Assyrian warriors and priests from Khorsabad

;

between these, god with eagle's head (Nimrud).— On the exit-wall: Two
bas-reliefs, representing Avinged gods (prototypes of the Cherubim and
Seraphim), of grey alabaster blackened with fire; near them, Tomb-relief
from Palmyra. On the left side-wall are four stone slabs Avith texts in

cuneiform characters from the palace of Sargon II. at Khorsabad.

The next seven rooms contain the Greek and Roman Sculp-
tures. This collection dates from the time of Peter the Great, who
bought the Tauride Venus at Eome in 1718. Uuder Catherine II. were
added the ShuvaloT and Lyde-Browne collections (the latter bought

in 1787 for 23,000L). Xicholas T. also made valuable additions (De-

midov and Laval collections), and in 1861, under Alexander II.,

78 pieces of sculpture were bought from the Campana Gallery in

Rome. The most recent acquisitions came from the Galitzuin (p. 145)

and Bludov collections.— The collection was renumbered in 1911;
each work is labelled both in Russian and French. With the old

illustrated catalogue (in Russian: 2 rb.), by G. von Kieseritzki, a

list of the new numbers is supplied. New Russian catalogue by
0. Waldhauer. without illustrations (1912), 80 cop.

II. Room of Hellenistic and Roman Decorative Sculptures.—
SfafiiPs: In the centre, 1. Aura ((xoddess of the air) on a swan. To the
loft, in front of the middle window, 22. Statuette of a Satyr, a fine Roman
work after a Hellenistic original. By the first pier, 15. Dancing Satyr. By
tiie first column, 18. Herdsman. Between the columns, 21. Torso of a reclin-

ing hero, with a head belonging to a statue of Poseidon. By the second
column, 23. Silenus. By the second pier, 2(). Dancing Satyr, probably a

companion-piece to No. 15. By the third window on the left, 7. Sleeping
Silenus, from a fountain. Heads. To the left, in front of the middle
window, 72. Dionysus; in the window-niche to the right, *74. Zeus, with
tragic expression; in front of the third window to the left, 76. Pan, from
Pompeii (?). apparently an Alexandrine work.

III. Fifth Century Room, or Room of the Colossal Jupiter. — Statues.
To the right of the entrance, 94. ^Esculapius (second half of 5th cent.); to

the b'ft, 95. Athena without the a*gis (head from another statue; middlo of

5tli cent.). At the pier, 96. Statuette of Hercules; 97. Athlete resting, in the
style of Polyclitus; 98. Athena Campana (middle of 5th cent; head modern);
100. Torso of a youth (beginning of 5th cent.); 101. Colossal statue of

Jupiter (Roman); *102. Eros Soranzo, originally a victorious athlete (Pytha-
goras: 5th cent.); 103. Aphrodite, a variation of the statue bv Alcamenes
end of 5th cent.); 104. Hermes, in the style of Polyclitus; 105. Early
Hi'llcnistic Dionysus. In the centre, 118. Suppliant Woman, a replica of

the Barberini figure in Rome; to tlie left or the entrance, Caryatide.
Jleuds. In the centre. 111. Hermes, hv Alcamenes the Elder; at the end
.)f the same row, *143. Portrait (of the first half of the 5th cent.); at the
heginning, 140. Head of the Westinacott Atlilete (Polyclitus). -In the
last niche, to the right, 377. Late-Roman sarcophagus, with figures of

Hipjjolytus and Ph;r;dra. On the exit- wall, to the right. *352. Niohid
Relief, a copy of n work of the 5th cent., of the school of Phidias; to

the left, 333. Attic tomhHtone (5th cent.); near it, 371. OdyHneus slaying
the Suitors; *832. Tomhstone of Philo.strate f5thcent.); in front of tlu^

last, a head (('yprus; 5th cent.), in limeHton<'.

JV. FiKHT Poktkait Room. At the window, 170. Socrates, 171. Demos-
IhencH (in neither c;i.se i\(HH the hody belong to the head;; 1M2, 1H3. Scij)!**

the Kbler. T«) the ri^ht of the entrance, i;',;'.. Aiit'iistus as Jupiter.
•Mosaic Pavement, Hylas and the Xymphh.

BaLDKKER's KUMHIH. <J
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V. Seco5d Portrait Room (2nd and 3rd centuries A.D.). To the left,

:it the window, Princes of the Antonine period. To the right, Statues:
202. Aupru8tus;l'201. Statue with restored head of Hadrian; 200. Marcus
Aurelius. In the centre, lar^^e modern vase of green Ural porphyry.

VI. TmuD PoKTRAiT RooM. Bv the window- wall, to the left, 245.

Vespasian. 248. Titus; on the tabh' in front, Children's heads of the time
of Au^nistiis. ete. To the right and left of the door to R. VIII, 249, 2,50.

Heads of Dacians. On the wall adjoining R. VII, List of Customs Dues
of l^ahni/ra (137 A.D.), on a slab of marble, 21 ft. long and .5 ft. high,
with, Greek and 'Aramaic inscription. — Here we leave the Kerteli Room
(VII; see below) on the left and turn to the right into R. VIII.

VIII . ForuTH Century Room. — Statues (beginning at the second niche).

271, 272. Figures of the Athena type, beginning of 4tli cent. (Timotheus?);
27.'). Eros stretching his bow (Lysippus?); 276. Leda, by Timotheu8(?);
279. Satyr pouring out wine, by Praxiteles; 278. Torso of the Leaning
Satyr, by Praxiteles. To the left and right of the door to R. IX: Two
statues of the same type. By the piers, 209. Dionysus; 274. Hercules
(middle of 4th cent.); 277. ApoUo.~ Heads. In the middle niche, *299.

Artemis, by Praxiteles; in the last niche on the right, *302. Sappho.
IX. Room of the Taukide Venvs.— Statues. 314. Woman carrying

water (from a fcumtaiu); *315. Tauride or Tauric Venus, a replica of the
so-called Venus de Medici in Florence, and named after the Tauride Palace,
in wliich it was first placed; 316. Apollo, of a Hellenistic type. —Cabinets
54, 55, 58-64, and 67-73, at the piers opposite tlie windows, contain *-Aiicicnf

Glass, one of the l)est collecitions of the kind in wealth of form and colour,

chiefly found in S. Russia (1500 pieces). Of the so-called 'Phcjenician'

Thread Glass, in the Egyptian style, all three types (Alabastron, Am-
phoriskos, and Oinochoe) are exceedingly well represented, and the selec-

tion of coloured glass beads has hardly its equal anywhere. Especially
noteworthy are the 15 vases of pink glass (Cab. 60, 4th row from bottom),
the jugs, glasses, and dishes of blue glass (Cab. 61) and glass mosaic (Cab.

62), several glass bowls with handles all in one piece, the Murrina ware
(Cab. 60, 4th row from bottom), a flat cup with a lid, bearing traces of a

golden laurel wreath on a blue and red ground (Cab. 61, 3rd row), and
the large plates in Cab. 61 (6th and 7th rows from bottom). — Cabinets 54
and 55 contain Pompeian and Syrian glass.

YII. **Kertch Room, a large hall supported by 20 dark-grey

granite columus, coutaining works of art and antiquities from the

(Minmerian Bosphorus. This is the fluest collection in the Hermitage
;

no other in the world possesses so many small specimens of Greek

I especially Attic) work, many of them dating from the most flourish-

ing period of art (5th and 4th cent. B.C.). The most valuable discov-

eries were made during excavations in the Crimea neai* Kertch, the

ancient Pant leapaeura (from 1831 onwards), and on the Asiatic side

of the Straits of Kertch, on the peninsula of Taman, amid the ruins

of Phfmaf/oriffy Anapa^ etc. Other excavations were made among
the ruins of the cities of Chersonesus and Olbia, and also at the

mouth of the Don, on the site of ancient Tanais, and other places.

'I'he objects (amongst which are many of gold) are either of Greek
origin, or are the work of Greek or native artists in the colonies.

— The collection is to be re-arranged.

By the entrance-door are two large Wooden Sarcophagi. — We
l>egin with the windows. Lender each window is a glass-case, and in

^ach window-niche are two tail cabinets, while opposite the windows
are obelisks, glass-cases, tables, and columns.
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I. Window.— Case 9 (objects from the Kurgan or tumulus of

irtyukhov; 3rd cent.). Fine gold diadem, gold bangles, funeral

wreaths, etc. Agate and granite necklaces ; rings, earrings ; bronze

folding mirror with a representation of Scylla and traces of gilding

;

silver ladles; glass beads, knucklebones, etc.

Cab. 8, Terracotta masks and caricatures.— Cab. 11. Terracotta

masks: below, Niobe and her children.

Column VII* Bronze-gilt hydria, containing ashes.

Obelisk. Silver articles. On the second glass-shelf, *676. Rhyton
(drinking-horn) in the shape of a bull's head (murder of Polydorus,

son of Priam, by Polymnestor, King of Thrace; Hecuba tearing out

the eyes of Polymnestor). Above, 531. Cup with wild-boar hunt.

II. Window.— Case 14 (Seven Brothers Tumuli, late 6th cent.;

Ionian objects). Necklaces; rings. Deer, rams' heads, gritfins, heads

of Pallas (archaic), owls, and heads of river-gods, stamped in gold-

leaf for sewing on garments; ^Engraved vessels in silver-gilt.

Cab. 13. Terracottas ; *575B. Large silver drinking-horn orna-

mented with the head of a wild (bezoar) goat; gold rhyta (drinking-

horns;.— Cab. 16. Terracottas.

Column IX. Vase adorned with a relief representing the struggle

between Poseidon and Pallas for the possession of Athens (4th cent.;

a work inspired by the group on the pediment of the Parthenon).

Gilded Pyramid P. Rings, chains, and other gold jewellery,

especially from the Kurgan of Karagodeuakhsh.

III. Window. — Case 19. Various kinds of gold ornaments.

Sword-handles studded with chalcedonies. Golden sword-hilt. Wooden
articles, including a comb with an engraved but incomplete inscrip-

tion (aSsXcp?;? Sfopov, a sister's gift). Paint-boxes, rouge-pots, etc.

Cab. IS. Terracottas. Children playing with cocks, dogs, and

goats; children's toys.— Cab. 21. Objects taken from two graves

at Elteghen I'Xymphieum), 6-5th cent. B.C. On the lower shelves

are silver objects, including a Kylix (No. 536), with a painting of

Helios in his chariot.

Gilded Pyramid L Gold ornaments: bra(;el«*ts, brooches (for

fastening robes at the shoulder), buckles, buttons, spiral l)race!ets,

and earrings.

Colwnnt XL iron helmet, much oxydized, with silver ornaments.

IV. Window.— Case 24. *(jold ornaments for trimming dresses,

in the form of heads of Medusa and Pallas, lolus-Howers, et(\ Coins

found with thes«^ objects prove that they belong to the time of

Alexander the Great. Finely engraved ivory fragments. The ob-

jects in this case were found in thrcc! graves in the (ireat Hliznitza.

Cab. 23 and 26, Terracotta figures.

(Jolwim XIII. "^Vase, with coloured and gilt ligures in relief

(Persians hunting, figures of the legendary Arimaspians and their

9*
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enemies the Griffins), the work of Xeiiophantes of Athens (a master-

piece of the 4th eent.).

(rUded Fyrahiid 11. Xeeklaces; line 'i:(>l(l (niri'ings.

V. Window. — Case 2S. Gold articles (Kul-Oba Tumulus).

-Xeeklace with two Scythiaus on horseback. Two ^Bracelets, each

w ith two sphinxes. Tablets with mounted Scythians, Pegasus, et(;.

vScythian archers. ^Fragments of ivory with fine engravings (Judg-

ment of Paris, Pelops and CEnomaus, etc.).

Glided Cabinet 21 (in the recess). Works in gold. ^^Sl.'A^ase

of electrum, decorated with figures of Scythians, one of whom is

binding up a comrade's foot, another extracting a tooth from his

companion, a third drawing a bow. Two beautiful silver-gilt vases,

with a frieze of animals and birds catching fish. Large dish orna-

mented with heads of Gorgons; the protuberance (omphalos) in the

centre served as a handle. Silver rhyton (drinking-horn). Gold

sword-sheath w4th a sea-horse and animal-figures. Greaves of gold

overlaid with iron.

Gilded Glass Cabinet 29 (opposite the last). *Large gold ear-

rings with heads of Athene Parthenos (Pallas). Heads of Dionysus

(originally sewn on dresses). Mirror with gold handle. Kecumbent
gold stag, with -animal-figures in relief.

Wooden Stand XIX. *Bow4 (Adorning of a bride).

Gilded Fyrandd III. Gold ornaments. Gold and iron rings.

Section 5. *292h. Chalcedony with gold ring (fiying heron), a fine

work by Dexamenes of Chios (4th cent. B.C.). "^294. Cornelian with

gold ring: two winged lions sejant, with crowned human heads.

—

Sec. 6. *296. Chalcedony (Aphrodite) with gold chain, an excellent

work of the 4th cent. B.C. "^295. Persian cornelian cylinder: below the

Ferver or tutelary genius we see the king wrestling with two winged

hulls with human heads. 328 a. Two large gold rings with heads

(^f Pallas (cut in stone). 299a. Chalcedony on gold chain (head of

Medusa).— Sec. 7. Engraved gold rings. *246b. Gold ring (Scythian

stringing his bow: by Athenades, 4th cent.). 245. Gold ring Avith

the inscription ^u/r^ ('dear soul'), others with y^apa ('greeting').

VI. Window. — Case H2 (grave from the Great Bliznitza).

"Xecklace, with goats and sheep, of finished workmanship. Two
gold diadems, representing coils of human hair. Gold plates : (joddess

of Victory, women on a griffin, panth<'r, Mfenads. Satyrs, etc. Tex-

tiles and boots from the Pavlovski Kurgan.

Casen St cf- 34. Earthenware figures.
( 'olunin XXII. "^Amphora with gold ornamcnis (Birth of Bacchus,

Mission of Triptolemus).

GiUhd Pyramid fV. Works in gold. Masks, lions, earrings

in the form of Cupids, heads of Kore for Demeter), Sirens, heads of

lions, Ivnxes, etc.
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VII. Window.— Case 37. Oruamentatioii.s of a wooden sarco-

phagus from Anapa (4th cent. B.C.), Xereids bringing arms to

Achilles.

Cab. 36. Clay figures.— Cab. 38 (partly covered). Beautiful

earthenware vessels in the form of figures, coloured and gilded:

^Sphinx: winged human figure with Krotala (rattles); *Venus rising

from a shell: Atys. Below these, on the lowest shelf, *Vase with

reliefs, from Kertch (Teucer with Tecmessa, his brother's wife;

Adonis, Aphrodite, Peitho) and a second similar vase from the

same place (a copy of the vase at Column XIII ).

Colunvf XXVIII. Gold open-work helmet, of a rare dome-like

shape. Two cups of ancient shape. Gold coin of Alexander the

Great, found with the other objects.

Gilded Pyramid B. Rings and earrings. "^Gold ornaments

from Chersonesus (o-Ath cent. B.C.).

VIII. WiNDOAv.— Case 42. Bronze fish-hooks, scissors, strigils,

keys, etc. Bronze folding-mirror with Dionysus and Ariadne.

Cab. 41. Bronze articles. Fine lion's head. Snake about to

strike. Mirror, surgical instruments. Greaves.— Ca/>. 44. Bronze-

gilt Phalersp (horse-trappings); handle of a bronze amphora, with

Medusa (6th cent.).

Obelisk. *Gold olive-brauclies and laurel wreaths. Golden head-

dress in the form of a kalathos (Arimaspians fighting with Griffins).

IX. Window. — Case 41 (grave from the Great Bliznitza).

Fine necklace. Diadem in imitation of hair. Two bracelets, each

adorned with two lionesses. Two pendants of a crown (Thetis with

the arms of A(;hilles).— Female dancers, youthful heads of Hercules

(for decorating costumes). Bronze lid of a mirror, with remnants
of gilding (Aphrodite kissing Eros).

Cab. 46. Terracottas: caricatures.— Cab. 49. Terracottas,

with representations of gods.

At the End Wall, opposite the entrance-door, stands a marble
sarcophagus from Kertch (Acliilles and the daughters of Lycomedes)

;

the lid, witli two recumbent figures, was found on the Taman Penin-

Hula.— In front, liincstonc sarcophagus. I'onnd at K<M'tch. with

paintings inside.

Between th»' columns on the; left side of the I'ooni

:

XXXII J. Amphora (Aj)oHo Citlianedus). — XXXI. IJionzr-

gilt vase.— .YA7A'. Amphora. - I'ahlea A'A7//- .YA' F/ (covered).

Textiles.— XX. Panathenaic (•lialleng«;-cui), (b'coi-ated with races.

— Tables X/ K- A'' F// (covered). Intenjsting and very rare *Spe-

(nmens (d" figui-ed stuff with the inscription 'loxocaT, sliowing that

the scenes refer to the myth of (Edi|)us. XVIII. Hronze helmet

with I'heek -pieces. — X. Bronze gi-cavrs with h»'ads (d" Medusa.

—

VIII. Anijthora (^Xessus and D»'JHiH'ii*a).
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By the wall are gravestones from S. Russia. 93. Pedestal of a

statue of Cvbele, of the time of King Pairisades II. (284 B.C.).

—

*22b. Statue, probably of an arcbon's wife, found in 1850 near

Kertoh, a beautiful work of the 1st cent. A.D.— ^XXI. Sarcophagus
of cypress-wood, with excellent figures of Apollo and Hera.— *127.

Inscription in honour of Queen Dynamis, from the inhabitants of

Agrippia (Phanagoria).— Two lions couchant with undeciphered

inscriptions.— Ancient lion found in Kertch. Bronze couch and

candelabra (one from the (ith cent. B.C.).— 83a. Grave formed of

three limestone slabs, enclosing a cinerary urn of gilded bronze.

—

22a. Statue of an archon (magistrate), companion-figure to No. 22b.

(see above).— ><'^. Pedestal for two statues of Sanerges and Astara,

of the time of King Pairisades I.— 27. Greek stele (tombstone).
From the Kertch Room we may enter the rooniH coutaiiiiiig the Me-

diaeval and Renaissance Collection, a description of which will be found
at the close of that of the other ground floor collections (p. 141).

We return through the Sculpture Rooms to the Entrance Hall

and enter four rooms on the right, which contain the valuable

^Collection of Vases. Russian and German guide, by 0. AVald-

hauer. 7.5 cop.

Room XVIII contains the earliest vases (down to the end of the 6th
cent. B.C.). —To the right of the entrance, Shelves 2 & .3. Corinthian
vases; Shelf 6. Oldest Attic vases; Shelf 7. Chalcidian vases; Shelf 8.

Etruscan mixing-bowl (beginning of the 6th cent.); Shelves 9 & 10. Early
black-figured Attic vases; Shelf 12 (on the right), Hydria, with Hercules
and Triton (middle of 6th cent.); Shelf 11. Cratera (large mixing-howl),
with Hercules and Eurystheus; Shelf 15. Cups by the so-called 'Lesser
Masters' (Attic); Shelf 19 (on the left), Achilles dragging the body of

Hector round Troy; Shelf 23. Amphora (Sileni gathering grapes); Shelf 32

(in the middle), Hydria, with bridal procession of Zeus and Hera. — To
the left, Shelves 51-62. Black-figured Etruscan vases; Shelf 41. Panathenaic
amphora. — Down the middle of the room: at the two ends, Red Etruscan
vases with stamped figures; in the centre, in two glass-cases. Vases from
S. Russia (Case 1 from Olbia and district, and from the island of Bere-
zan ; Case 2 from Kertch and neighl)ourhood).

Room XVII. In the centre is the iamonn *Hydria ( Ewer) of Cumoe
(4th cent. B.C.), 26 in. in height, found in 1853. The Eleusinian gods are

represented in coloured relief, surrounded by Attic deities, who stood in

close relationship to them. In the centre is a seated figure of Dcmeter (Ceres),

conversing with her daughter Kore (Proserpine), who stands holding a torch,

while between them is an altar on which the sacrificial tiame is burning;
to the left of Demeter are Dionysus, Triptolemus (in a car drawn by scr-

j>ents), Hecate (?; upright, with torch), and Rhea(?; seated). The youth
standing behind Kore, holding a ])ig, is supposed to be Eubuleus. Beyond
him come Athena, Artemis (with two torches), and Aphrodite. — 349. Crater,

with Orestes pursued by the Furies. 350. Apulian amphora, Triptolemus
despatched by Demeter to disseminate a knowledge ot agriculture, 356.

Apollo and Marsyas. 406. Amphiaraus bidding farewell to his sons. 420.

Orestes and Pylades received by Iphigeneia. 422. Priam Ijegging for the
dead body of Hector. 424. Hades, with the Danaids and other figures.

523. Gigantomachia, Orestes in the Delphic Temple, Death of young
Opheltes, the Seven before Thebes (the last two at the back). — Ancient
floor from the Uvirov Basilica at Chersoneeus (Sebastopol), a votive
offering (according to an inscription near the pillar to the right of the
entrance) of Malchus and his friends.
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Room XVI. Vases from Lower Italy.

Room XV. To the left by the windows are red-figured Attic vases
of the 5th cent., arranged in chronological order; to the right are vases
from S. Italy. To the left, by the first window, is a psykter (cooling-

vessel) with recumbent hetaerse by Euphronius. Cabs. 13 & 15. Attic vessels.

Case 24. Drinking-horns in the shape of animals' heads. By the second
window, to the left, pelike (small pot-like vase with two handles), with
a man and three boys looking at a swallow, and inscriptions ; to the right,

below, dish with drinking and brawling scenes. Third niche, to the left,

cratera, with Danae and Perseus being confined in the chest; to the right

below, in the middle, amphora with Hermes and Ganymede. By the last

window, to the left, white attic lecythi ; to the right, *Vases in the

Phidian style. —In the middle of the room are cabinets with vases from
S. Russia. Cab. 33. To the left, on the middle shelf (left & right), two
vases with Paris and Helen; in the middle, high vase with a toilet-scene;

to the left, pelike with Helen looking at the swan's egg; to the right,

pelike with Dionysus on the panther. Below, in the middle, cratera

with Apollo and Dionysus at Delphi. Cab. 30, in the middle, painted
Hellenistic vases from Kertch (rare examples of black ware with coloured
figures). Cab. 29. Hellenistic and Roman ware from Kertcli, some of it

with stamped reliefs.

The following room belongs to the Archaeological Library
(Room XIII) and leads to the left into —

Room XIV. Antique Bronzes, Silver Work, & Terra-
cottas, from the collections of Pizzati, Campana, Sabiirov, etc.

L. Cah. 1. Household articles, lamps, jewellery, etc. — Ca6. 2. 96.

Prochoos (ewer) of Pomponius Zoticus, found at Viterbo. Vases, house-
hold articles, etc. — Cab. S. Smaller articles of jewellery, harness, and
HO on. — Cob. 4. *339. Silver rhyton in the form of a ram's head.
*34<;. Silver rhyton with a horse's head. *347. Patera (sacrificial cup),
Ajax cariying the dead body of Achilles.— Cabs. 5, 12, & 19. Earthen-
ware lamps.

Cabs. 6' & 7. Bronze utensils, pots, and candelabra from Palestriua
and Pompeii. — Cob. 8. *3<54. Etruscan silver-plated helmet, with inscrip-

tion. Panoply of shields, breast-plates, and lances. — C'a 6. .9. Hatchets,
locks, and hinges. — Cab. 10. Bronze animal-figures and utensils.

—

Cob. 11. *409. Mirror-cover, with female head, a fine piece of work. Gold
jewellery from Italy, Greece, and Asia Minor.

Cabs. IS.-n. Small figures of gods and men; large shield, greaves,
and lances; *423. Etruscan helmet, with three gold wreaths. — (7a6. ts.

Mirrors: *420. Eos with the dead body of Memnon. -- Ca?). 20. Small
bronze figures. — On the cabinets are six bronze helmets.

In the centre of the room stands a Glass Case, Avith statuettes of gods,
men, and animals. Abovr*, to the left, *53r»a. Bronze votive figure, in-

scribed II'//.'jy.ootTT,; 'iviUY^xs, a Greek work of the Gth cent. B.C., either
representing the god to which it is dedicated (Apollo), or the typically
idealized portrait of the donor. Below, *55l. Satyr, found on the Don:
*552. Large silver mirror; 55.'{. Dionysus, with Christian inscriptions ana
monograms, found on the Don; Corinthian mirror witli Aj)hrodit('. To
t}ie left and right of the ghiHs-cas*?, on stands: *.S73. Silver vaH(' with
gilding, with (Jentaurs (as handles), battle of Amazons, hunting-scenes,
and Nereids (ca. 250 A. D.), found in Moldavia, on the hank of the Pruth

;

*4.S1. Silver ower, with Leda, Daphne, and Hylas, a fine work of the time
of Augustus, found at the same |)lace.

In the (MMitrc of thr looni, on Htands: *12'5. X'ictor of chariot-race,
lifesize bronzr; statue from Makri in Asia, Minor; .'{MM. lice iimhcnt Etruscan
with detachable necklace (from Perugia): 379 A. Cylindrical cist, with a
Satyr and M»nRd« on the cover (from Palestrina); 497. Front part of a
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t'liiuiH'iH. EtruRcau work. -On tlu; iMul-wall is a rase witli *Silvor Vessels

from tljc province of Perm (Indian, Persian, and Sassanide).— Opposite the

windows arc three glass-cases containing terracotta lamps, arranged in

clironologioal order.

Vni<e 22. o38. Etruscan tripod, in tlie most archaic style, with the

labours of Hercules. Above is a silver helmet, found in Moldavia. 547.

Relief, Dionysus standing on a pedestal, adjoined by two Bacchantes.—
Cat<f's 23 d- 24. Terracottas, masks, lecythi, rhyta. — Oases 2.5 & 26. Terra-
cottas from Asia Minor. Votive relief from Ephesus (in 2(i). — Cases 27-31.

*Tauagra figures. — Cases 31-33. Reliefs from Campana (below).— Case 32.

Hermes and other terracottas from Corinth. — Case 33. Bccotian terra-

cottas.— Cnse 34. Attic terracottas.— Cases 35-37. Terracottas from Italy.

Earthenware figures, animals, sphinxes, toj^s, heads, etc.

We return through the Library (p. 139) and pass into—
Room XTI. Gallery of Drawings. The nucleus of the col-

lection, which comprises 12,000 specimens, was obtained from Count

Hriihl, though many other purchases have since been added. The
*

French school is especially well represented, including 1067 draw-

ings by Callot, and 132 portraits of great Frenchmen from Francis 1.

to Charles IX., by Dumoustier, and others.

Room XIIl is adjoined on the N. by the large—
KooM XI. Collection of Engravings . The collection con-

tains over 200,000 specimens, French and English engravers of the

18th cent, being specially well represented. There are also numerous

portraits of Russian princes and famous Europeans, maps, and

costume-pieces. The beautiful cabinets in which the engravings are

kept are adorned with porphyry and jasper vases. Many of the

engravings are exhibited on tables and special stands.'— From the

semicircular hall at the entrance to Room XI. a door leads into—
Room X. Scythian and Siberian Antiquities. Relics

found in the tumuli of Scythian kings in the province of Yekate-

rinoslav and the like.

We begin at the opposite end, to the left of the entrance to R. IX.
Cabinets .95-93. Relics from Alexandropol. Cab. 95: 79.3. Gold pig; 794.

(J^old circlet, with two horses' heads; hronze and bone jewellery ; bronze
buttons for decorating carriages aiul horses, generally plated with either

silver or gold. Cab. 9;^: 511. Bronze horse-trappings with bells; bronze
carriage-fittings. Cab. 96: Broad iron sword, 39 inches long; bronze and
bone arrow-heads. — Cab. 02. Grold ornaments. 432. Gold dagger-sheath;
bronze sword.

Cub. 91-H9. Shelves 1&2: ^Objects from Kelermes (Caucasus), in-

cluding a golden sword, a golden axe with animal-reliefs, a drinking-cup
of gold, a golden emblem for a shield (representing a couched beast of

prt-y), a mirror (of Ionian work), crowns, etc. Shelf 3: Treasure of Maikop,
probably the most ancient in vS. Russia, including golden bulls, four hollow
poles (probably used for suj)portiiig the canopy of a funeral-car), figurcjs

of animals to be s(!wn on garments, and gold and silver vessels. Shelf 4:

Objects from Bori fist cent. A.D.). Shelf 5: Hellenistic and Roman silver

disbes. Cab. 89: Objects from llyinetz (bottom shelf). Cab. 91 : Objects
from ancient Tanais (first shelf).

Cab. H7-H4. Relics found at Nicopolis. Cab. 87: 370. Large .' quiver
ml bow-case, with scenes from the life of Achilles; 375. Gold scabbard,
with fight between Greeks and Barbarians. Cab. 86: 176. Large silver-
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gilt vessel, 177. Ladle, both of Greek workmauship. Cab. 85: 381, 382.

Swords with gold hilts; small gold lamellse, for ornamenting dresses.

In the centre is the famous **Silver Vase of Nicopolis (No. 175;
dating from the time of Alexander the G-reat), representing in high relief

the capture and taming of the wild horse of the steppes; the men are of

the characteristic Slav type.
Cab. 83-81. Shelf 4': Objects from Kertch (4th cent. A.D.), silver dish

with the portrait of Emperor Constantius II., etc. Shelves 5-7 : Golden
wreaths.

Cabinet 77. Treasure of a nomad prince found in 1863 in the Kurgan
of Novo-Tcherkassk: 890, 891. Two gold crowns, the larger surmounted by
stags of the steppes and adorned in front with a female portrait in chalce-

dony, a Hellenistic work of the 3rd cent. B.C.; 896, 895. Two gold vases,
the handles formed of animals; small gold plates for trimming dresses.

Aljuve, relics found in a grave at Melitopol (Province of Taurida); horse-

trappings. — C\76?y?^f 7.9; Gold articles, found in Siberia in the time of

Peter the Great, including gold necklaces made of thick plaques of mas-
sive gold, with figures of lions. Family group beneath a tree; horses,

set with turquoises. The so-called *Melgun6v Treasure, found in 1763,

includes a gold scabbard with a fantastic frieze of animals, a diadem, a

plaque with an ape and two birds, and the silver-gilt feet of a throne.
Below is thf* Treasure of Kazinskoye (province of Stavropol), consisting
of collars, goblets, and other gold objects.

On each side of the door leading to Room XI (p. liO) are bronze
vessels, lamps, etc.— Case 74. Gold Ornaments. — Oa-^e 6*5. Two gold
der.th-masks, one from a grave near Kertch, the other from the neighbour-
hood of Olbia. *577. Silver dish of Khescuporis, a king of the Bosphorus,
with niello ornamentation; gold ornaments blackened by fire.

We return to the Kertoh Room (VII, p. 134), and pass through

it to the rooms of the —
^Mediaeval and Renaissance Collection (Or^'fejieHio

cpevlHHxt B-feKOBt II 9n6xH B03po5K4eHifl), containing arms and

armour from the Arsenal at Tzarskoye Selo (p. 188), and the Bazi-

levski, Naruishkin, Saltuikov, Tatishtchev, and other Collections.

—

Catalogue of the Renaissance Section, Part 1 (Weapons), 2^^ I'b.

;

Russian guide to the collection of weapons, 35 cop.

In the AxTKKOoM (1) are armour, fire-arms, flags and ensigns of the
Zaporozhian Cossacks and Streltzi. — The two following CoRiiinoRS (2 & 8)

contain oriental fire-arms, saddles, and trappings.

Room 4. Oriental Room. Five cabinets along the main and side walls
contain presents from the rulers of Kokand (Ferghana), Persia, Kashgar.
liokhara. and Khiva; in glass-cases Ix'twccn these are Indiati. Persian.
an<l Cancasian arms, richly jewelled and enamelled. \\\ the sith'-wall

are Turkish \ve;iponH. and (in the middle) a large silken standard Avhich
fell into the hands of the PoliKb king. .John Sobieski, in 1(')H:{ at the
relief of Vienna. At the entrance are Alalay arms. In the middle row
is a table-case (XXII) with examples of daniaHCene<l bladcis, The middle
glasH-case contains valuables from the treasnry of the Khan of Khiva.

Room 5. tSpaiiish liooni. I'nder the arca(b> is the so-ealled *V«se
of Fortuni, a Hispano MooriHJi work of the 1 Ith century. Hy the window
wall ar«' swords, erosH-bows, and fire-arniH of the KMTth cent.; in the
glasH-caseH are fretted dagger-blades.

Room (5. Jtalinu Hnom. In tlie cabini^t r.ii the ligbt are otiensive
and defensive arms of the lO 17th cent., inehnling an eniboHHcd Htate
helmet {*\. 'M')2) reprcHrntinj; the liea<l of a fantaHtic monster, made by
Pifanio Tacito for Guidobalrlo 11. ClfM J-7t), Dnke of rrbino; nnderneath
is a helmet (l. «15) of Ercole IJentivogJir) (Hr)»-ir)07;. Behind the cabinet,
on the wall, are trophies of r«piers, long swords, and daggers (held in
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the U'ft hand^i used to parry sword-thrusts; underneath is around shield
with 'hlade-breakors'. On the hack-wall, two cabinets with arms of state,

mostly Milan work, chased and damascened, and shields with embossed
leather-work. Hetwten the cabinets and above them are Italian textiles of
the 15-HUh cent., below are fronts of Florentine wedding-chests. In Cab. 4.

by the side-wall, is a targe (wooden shield), with the tigure of St. George,
a Venetian trophy from the sea-fight of Chioggia (1880); hammered and
damascened work. In the centre of the room are two state cannon, the
larger cast by Mazzaroli ca. Hi70. Between the windows are swords by the
most famous masters of the 16-17th cent, (mostly from Milan).

7. First German Room. By the window, Baz. (i.e. Bazil^vski Col-
lection! 109. Helmet (with straps) of the 7-8th cent.: above, on the wall,
Xuremberg sliirt-of-mail of the 15th century. On the window-sill: a

trumpet of a shape peculiar to Scandinavia (Lur; 10-llth cent.). By the
side-wall, to the left. Plate-armour of tlie 15tli cent. ; below, gun-barrel,
said to bave been captured at the battle of Granson (1176). On the wall
above are pavises (standing shields) and cavalry shields from Deggendorf
(Bavaria. 1.5th rent.; H. 1.S7 & 1.B9, bearing the arms of tlie Shoemakers'
and Bakers' Guilds). On the rear wall, below, engraved and gilded plate-
armour by Nuremberg and Augsburg masters; above, large wooden pavises
of the 15th cent. (H. 95, with thf» figure of King Wenceslaus and Czech
inscri])tion ; Baz. 847, with figure of St. George and arms of the town of

Enns, ca. 1487). In the middle of the room is a full suit of tournament-
armour (IHth cent.) from Liineburg. Between the windows are suits of

field-armour, with extra pieces for tournaments.

Room 8. Weapons of the Chase. On the side-walls are cross-bows
of the 16-18th cent., with the galBes for setting them; below, in a glass-

c^se, is a series of holts. In the cabinet and by the windows are fowling-
pieces, mostly of German origin. In the three glass-cases are powder
horns, wheel-locks, hunting-knives, spurs, and so on.

9. Second German Room. Armour of the period of the Landsknechts,
including two-handed and other swords and halberds of the l(5-17th cen-

turies. In the middle is a suit of plate-armour for man and horse. By
the doors are richly engraved and gilded pikes. Between the windows
is a- stand with swords by the most celebrated masters of Solingen.

10. French Room. By the windows are weapons of state: *F. 145.

Wheel-lock musket of Henri IV. (1595); B. 195. Short sword with flam-

boyant blade, and pistol-barrel with the arms of Avignon; F. 281. Fowling-
piece of Louis XIII. (?). By the window are other hunting-weapons and
various gun-barrels made at Versailles (Boutet). In the middle is a glass-

case with fine Limoges enamel. On the back and side walls are richly

carved coffers and cabinets, above which hangs tapestry.

Room 11. To the right is a cabinet containing ivory carvings, in-

fjuding a goblet of Fmpcror Otho III. (*Baz. 70), diptychs, and statuettes
of the Madonna. By the rear wall are two cabinets with silver and
silver-gilt ecclesiastical vessels, reliciuaries. chalices, and monstrances;
in the middle is a large antependium, with Flf^mish carving of the 16th

cent. To the left is a cabinet witli Rhenish and Limoges enamt'Js (12-

14th cent.), reliquaries, candelabra, jugs, book-covers, and crucifixes. In

the middle of the room is a large glass-case with monstrances and pro-

cessional crosses, including a large monstrance by Hans Ryssenbacii of

Rcval (end of 15th cent.). Hetween the windov/s is a mosaic figure of

an angel. On the chimney-pi<'ce are marble figures from the tomb of Philip
the Bold at Dijon (Baz. 105, 106). In the glass-case by the window, to the

left, are prayer-books with miniatures of the 14-15th centuries.

Room 12. Mfijolica and Glass. Opposite the entrance is a large
^Majolica Altar-piece (16-17th cent.), ascribed to Giovanni della Ro])bia;
adjacent, by the window, is a bust of .John the Baptist, probably by
Donatello. In the cabinets, fayence from Faenza, Deruta, Caffagiolo, Ur-
bino, and Gubbio; the cabinet on the right contains specimens from the
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workshop of Bernard Palissy ; in the little cabinet adjacent, bv the door,

is French majolica, including three very valuable specimens from Oiron
(Henri II.). On the walls are four examples of tapestry of the end of

the 15th century. In the central glass-case is Venetian glass. - Another
row of cabinets stretches along the side next the court.

^Cab. 13. Polish Silver Work and M^eapovs. In the cabinet on the
back-wall are weapons of state: B. 13. Hat and sword presented by Pope
Innocent XI. to John Sobieski; Baz. 72. Sword of King Sigismund I.,

inlaid with mother-of-pearl : Baz. 334. Copy of the Polish coronation
sword (the original of the 13th cent, is lost). By the front wall to the
left is a gun-barrel of the period of Sigismund II. Augustus (1561). Under
the window-ledge is an iron bar (Q,. 72) said to have been bent by Au-
gustus the Strong. Cab. 14. Russian Weapons of State (15-18th cent.).

To the right is a rase with helmets and rapiers; in the centre, a helmet
and a corslet covered with red velvet. On the door behind the case is

part of a suit of armour made in Germany for the False Demetrius. On
the back wall is a glass-case with weapons of the 16-17th cent.: A. 326.

sabre-blade of 1642. presented by the Tzar Mikhail Feodorovitch ; *A. 210.

C. 313. sabres and daggers of the Boyar Demetrius Godunov; below, I. 604,

Corslet of Prince Vladimir Andreyevitch Staritzki (1535-69). On the left

side-wall are ornamented guns from the Tula factory; by the door to the
left is a sabre from the Zlatoust factory. Between the windows are battle-

axes of the Russian infantry of the ]6-i7th centuries. In the glass-case by
the window are objects found in the Baltic Provinces, including a *Sword
with a figure of Christ on the pommel. Cab. 15. Pofit-Mongolian Period.
The case on the right contains discoveries from the territory of the Oolden
Horde (13 -14th cent.). On the back-wall are discoveries from Kuban
(Caucasus), including glass vessels and textiles; to the left are objects

from Siberia. In the large glass-case are discoveries from the Byelo-
retchenskaya Stanitza, in the district of Kuban.

—

Cab. 16. Pre-Mongolian
Period. By the door, swords of the ll-15th centuries. By the side-walls,

relics from Caucasian burial-places. By the back-wall, relics from S., W.,
and E. Russia. G-lass-case in the centre of the room, relics from Kiev,
Ryazan, Vladimir, and Tchernigov, including a golden *Diadem, adorned
with enamels (Chjist, Apostles, ana Angels). Between the windows is the
so-called Stone of Tmutarakan, with an inscription stating that Prince
rUyeb in the year 6576 (1068 A.D.) measured the distance over the ice-

bound sea from Tmutarakan to Kertch and found it 10,004 fathoms. By
the door to the left are amulets against fever, with figures of snakes.

Cab. 17. Primitive Christian and Bifzantine Antiquities. The glass-

cases by the windows contain crosses and images of saints; to the left

are ornaments and images dating from the 6th cent, onwards, includ-

ing two miniatures in mosaic, an *Enamel Portrait of St. Theodore, and
a .5th cent, glass cup from Podgoritza in Montenegro. In the pyramidal
rase are carvod-ivory caskets and pyxes (Byzantine work of the 5-llth

cent.j. To the left is a sarcoj)hagns; above, a cabinet with primitive
(.'hristian br(»nz»?s and earthenware. By the back-wall, two cabinets with
relics from Chersonesus (Sebastopol) ; next to these, a lamp in the form
of a basilica, from Algiers (1th or 5th cent.). To the right, in the cabinet.

Armenian *Reli(iuary of embossed silver (1298), with inscriptions and a

portrait of the .\rmenian ruler, Hetum II. Above an* remains of frescoes
and other relics from Aiii (Armenia). On the wall to the left are silken

fabrics from Egypt. The Treasure of Poltava, found in 1912, is to be
i;xhibited in this cabinet, -('ah. 18. C*>ptic AiitiqiiilicH. Stone steles and
wooden reliefs, bronze articles, and fabrics of the 3rd to 9th cent, (chiefiy

remains of winding-sheetH, with fairly well preserved coloured patterns).

('ab. 19. Moxlnn Anfiqiiifip.H. In the middle is a large majolica vase,

with «!quentrian figures, a l*ersian work of the 13-Mth centuries. Hetween
the windows is a magfiincont wooden Door from the (lur-Eniir Mosque
in Samarkand. Lock of a door found in Jerusalem. In the cabinet by
the back-wall, relics from Samarkand and neighbourhood; damascened
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copper-work of tlif I Itli Jiiul 15th centiuicH. In tlie side-pyramids are
roppor-work and throe Arabian ^lass lamps. Oh the walls, coloured
plazed tiles from Turkestan, Arabian fabrics from Egypt. The jybisK-tases

by the windows contain ornaments.

First Fluor.

The rooms on the first floor (p. 132) are reached by a fine MarhJe
tSfairrase. The p:alleries at the sides are adorned with jasper and

marble vases, and with several marble bnsts and statnes, inclndin^

(in the trallery to the left) a Nymph by Dnpre (No. 1099).

The Entrance Room (I) adjoining the staircase is decorated

after designs by Klenze, On the walls are 86 encaustic pictures

representing the development of (Ireek and Roman painting, exec-

uted on bronze slabs by HUtenHper(jer at ]\iunich in 1848. In the

centre of the room are a bust of Catherine II., busts of Buffon

(No. 2r)9) and Voltaire (No. 213), by Houdon, and others of Falconet

(No. 272) and Biderot (No. 270), by Marie Collof. To the left of

the entrance, Cupid and Psyche, Dancer, Orpheus, Hebe, Paris, by

Canova; Queen Louise, by Rauclt. On the wall (behind the group
of Amor and Psyche), Catherine II., marble medallion by Marie
('allot: to the right and left, bnsts of Elizabeth {h\ (hiichard) and

Nicholas I. (by Ranch). To the right of the entrance, The Graces,

by Cauovd; -Diana, hy Hoiidon; Shepherd Boy, by Thorraldsen :

^Seated Figure of Voltaire, by Houdon (replica in the Theatre

Frangais at Paris): Amor, Pygmalion and Galatea, hy Falconet.

Tables, candelabra, and vases of malachite.

From the Entrance Room we pass into the —
**Picture Gallery f, housed in a series of magniliceut rooms.

The Picture Gallery was founded by Peter the Great. In 1763 Ca-
therine II. added the collection of the Prussian patriot Joh. A. Gotzlcdivski,

consisting of pictures bought for Frederick II. (175.5 et seq.), whicli the
king was unable to accept owing to the war. In 1769 the Empress acquired
the collection of Count HriiJd, and in 1779 she bought (for 3(),000?.) S?r
Robert Walpole'a collection at Houghton Hall, including a famous series

of works by Van Dyck. Slie also purchased valuable paintings through
Raphael Mengs and Reifenstein in Rome, Baron (Jrimm, Diderot, and
Falconet in Paris, and other agents, besides ordering })i('tures from the
most famous painters of her time. -In 1814 Alexander I. bought from
the ex-Empress Josephine, a few days before her death, at Malmaison,
38 of her best pictures and 4 statues by Canova for the sum of 940,000 fr.

Amongst these are 22 Flemish and Dutch canvases, including the Archers
of Antwerj) })y D. Teniers the Younger (No. 672). the Farmhouse and
the Huntsman's Life by Paul Potter (Nos. 1051, 1052), and the Four
Periods of the Day by Claude Lorrain (Nos. 1428-1431), all of which were
formerly at Cassel. In the same year, 67 pictures were ])urchased from
tlie collection of Coesvelt, the banker, in Amsterdam, for 8700L — In
1829 Nicholas I. )»ought 30 pictures from the collection of the Duchess

t) Catalogues: Russian guide by Alex. Benois (1911; illus.) 2 rb.; short

feneral catalogue, in Russian, 50 co]).; Italian and Spanuh Schools, in
'rench 60 cop. (illus. 1 rb. 40), in Russian 1 rb. 25 cop.; Netherlandish
and German Schools, in Russian 85 cop.; English and French Schools,
in French 25, in Russian 30 cop. (illus. 65 cop.').
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of St. Leu (Queen Horteuse), for 180,000 fr.; in 1831, 33 canvases from the
collection of Don Manuel G-odoy, the 'Principe de la Paz', for 567,935 fr.;

in 1836, 7 pictures from the Coesvelt gallery (p. 144), including Raphael's
Madonna Alba (No. 38), for the small sum of 9400i; and in 1850 the
Barbarigo Oallery in Venice and several valuable paintings at the sale

of the collection of the King of the Netherlands, including numerous
masterpieces by Velazquez, Seb. del Piombo, and B. van der Heist. —
Alexander II. added in 1880 the small Madonna Connestabile, an early
work by Raphael (No. 1667). Alexander III. enriched the Hermitage
gallery with 74 of the paintings purchased in 1886 from the G-alitzuin

Museum in Moscow for 800,000 rb., including a Triptych (No. 1666) by
Perugino.

Among the acquisitions of the most recent period the following may
be mentioned: Gir. Romanino, Madonna; Seb. Ricci, Rape of the Sabines;
Perugino, St. Sebastian; Dom. Theotocopuli (El Greco), SS. Peter and Paul

;

Adrian Ysenbrant, St. Jerome; Hans von Kulmbach, Christ the Mediator.
— In 1911 Counts Gregory and Paul Stroganov bequeathed to the gallery
a Madonna })y Filippino Lippi, a Pieta by Cima da Conegliano, and a land-
scape by Hobbema. In 1912 the Khitrovo Bequest, a collection of English
portraits, was added.

The Hermitage Gallery incoiitestably ranks as one of the finest

galleries in Europe, not on account of its size (though it contains

nearly 2000 pictures) or the completeness of its representation of

the great masters or even of the great schools (14th and 15th cent,

art and German painting being scarcely represented at all), but

])ecause it includes so many masterpieces of the best period of the

various schools of art. In Spanish woiks it is excelled only by the

Museo del Prado in Madrid and the Louvre; the French school is

better represented in the Louvre alone; as regards Flemish works
it at least equals most of the chief European collections; while in

Dutch paintings, especiallv in examples of Rembrandt, it ranks

first ..f all.

Of the Italian School the earlier period is represented by
only one good work, viz. the Adoration of the Magi, by Sandra
liottlceUl. — The most flourishing period of this school is better

represented. Two works are asci-ibed to LcoiUfrdo (/(t V'mcL The
Holy Kamily by Andrea del Sarfo is a striking as well as a pic-

turesqne creation of the master. Four pictures are attributed to

Haphae/, but though authorities are agreed as to the authenticity

of three of these (the Madonna Alba, a good work of his early

Roman p(?riod, the small .Madonna Connestabile, and the St. George,

two gems of his youth), there is some doubt as to the fourth (Holy

Family with the beardless St. Joseph). By his rival, Hehdatiaii

del J*i(}nibo, tht* Hermitage possesses fouj- original paintings, each

(if which in its own style is a chef d'oiuvrc of this rare master. A
ludith, formerly ascribed to .Moretto, is now recognized as a genuine

work of (^forj/ifme. 'ritlaii is represent«'(l almost solely by ex-

amples of his latest work, of which the Mary Magdalen is the most
important. Xotabb; among works by his contemporaries and suc-

ssors in Venice are pictures by Ii<niifa::'nf, Bryrdnne, I. otto, and
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Pordenoiie, the Nativity of the Virgin Mary by Tintoretto, and the

Descent from the Cross by Veronese.— In harmony with the taste

of the 18th and early 19th century, the Italian masters of the 17th

rent., wliother Academics or Naturalists, are represented almost

without exception. Of the many pictures of this era a large pro-

portion may be classed as choice and important works, particularly

those by Salvator Rosa. The Italian schools close with some
masterpieces of decorative colouring by Tiepolo and Cancdetto.

The Spanish School is represented by some tine works by its

chief exponents, Velazquez and Murillo. Velazquez s portrait of

Philip IV. ranks as one of the most famous of the many portraits

of that monarch. The 18 authentic pictures of Murillo reveal the

master in all the various stages of his career, and often at his best.

They include large canvases and decorative works, smaller paintings

showing careful attention to detail, marvellous representations of

mundane beauty under the spell of religious ecstasy, cheerful and

homely renderings of Biblical subjects, and naive scenes of Spanish

popular life. The Assumption (Xo. 371), the Rest on the Flight into

Egypt (Xo. 367 j, St. Peter in prison (Xo. 372), and Jacob's Ladder

(Xo. 359; would rank as gems of the great painter's art even in

Seville or Madrid.

The GrERMAN ScHooL, with the exception of some excellent pic-

tures by Lucas Cranach, is, as has been already remarked, scarcely

represented in the Hermitage.— The works of the Earliest Nether-
landish School, though few in number, include some very character-

istic examples, such as the Annunciation of Jan van Eyck, and

the Healing of the Blind, the most important etfort of Lucas van
Leyden. The later phase in the development of Netherlandish art

was affected more or less deleteriously by the inl3uence of the

Italian Renaissance and its misunderstood interpretation in the Low
Countries. At the Hermitage, however, the period is represented

by some of its happiest and most original efforts, including excellent

portraits by Sir A. More, Pourhus, and others. The collection

also boasts the best religious picture of the time, an Adoration of

the Magi, by L. Lomhard, which forms a worthy transition to the

works of the great Flemish master, P. P. Rubens.

Flemish School. Of Rubens^ as of the other chief masters of

this school. Van Dyr.k, Teniers, Snyders, and Jordaens, the Her-

mitage possesses a larger number of pictures than any other gallery

in the world. Amongst the 50 pictures by Rubens there are not only

many Biblical and mythological scenes of great and (in some cases)

pre-eminent value, but also a number of such magniiicent portraits

(including that of his second wife) and sketches (notably those made
for the entry of the Cardinal- Infante into Antwerp;, that the Her-

mitage in this respect rivals the Munich G-aliery. Two of the
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master's rare landscapes are also of conspicuous beauty.— The
collection of paintings by Van Dyckj 32 in number, is unrivalled

even in the galleries of England. Among the Biblical scenes we
hnd \Yhat is perhaps his best Avork, the Rest uu the Flight into

Egypt. The numerous portraits include a celebrated series of the

Wharton family and another of the English royal family from the

Walpole collection, but many authorities place even higher than

these a series of portraits of his early period, including the Snyders

family and Susanna Fourment and her daughter. Jordaens is also

represented by paintings of every kind, including two admirable

portraits. The 12 works by Frans Snyders seem to confirm Rubens's

assertion that this master's forte was still-life, and not the repre-

sentation of animated nature. A still larger number of his works
are preserved at the imperial chateaux (Gatchina, etc.). Of the

38 pictures by Teniers the Younger it is only necessary to mention

here his two unequalled masterpieces, the Feast of the Arquebusiers

and the Guard-room.

The pictures of the Dutch School are even more numerous
and important. Here again their value does not lie in the historical

completeness of the collection (the early masters, excepting i^rans
Hals, being either missing or poorly represented) but in the number
and value of works by the great masters, and especially by the

greatest of them all, Rembrandt. Of the 42 pictures ascribed to

him, 38 are certainly genuine; these (excepting his very rare land-

scapes; comprise Avorks of every kind, of all sizes, and dating from
almost every year of his artistic career. Among the works of the

very fii'st rank may be mentioned, Abraham entertaining the angels

unawares, Joseph's coat of many colours, the Holy Family, the Re-

turn of the Prodigal Sou, the Denial of St. Peter, the Descent from
the Cross, and the so-called Danae; while among the portraits,

thos(! known as Rembrandt's mother with her Bible, Sobieski, and

several others of old men and women are specially woi'thy of study.

— Of Rembrandt's pupils we miss scarcely one; but the porti'aits

in the Hermitage by Ferd. Bol , (J. Flincky and others ar(; far ex-

celled by several works of Bart, van der Heist , especially by the

charming Presentation of the Bride. Of the many woiks by the

lesser masters of the ejirly Dutch school we need only mention such

gems its the (ilass of lemonade, by Terhury, and the Breakfast, by

\Ietsa (both formerly in Cass(d). 'J'he numerous paintings by J.

Steeitj A. van ()st(ule, and G. Don, however, include no such

masterpieces. Of the 04 originals by Ph. Wonvernnin the large

'(.'ours(; au ('hat' and the Scene on the Dunes are of unusual beauty,

as aie two <jf the 13 pictures by Jacoh van I{tn/s(/arly Ihe Sandy
Path and the Mountain Tarn (So. 1147), the earliest and one of the

latest of the master's works, both canvases of unusual size Othri-
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landscape-painters, such as A. van der NeeVy A. Cityp, WynantSy
and J. v<ni der Heyde{9 pictures), arc represented almost as fully.

The Hernuta<!:e collection also includes 7 genuine pictures by P(rfd

l*otter, among' them the lincst of all his works, the Farmhouse,
which, with two other excellent pictures by the artist, at one time

had a place in the Cassel Gallery.

The Fhexch School of the 17th ct>nt. is brilliantly represented

by its chief masters. Nicolas Poussiu (18 works: amono-st them
the two landscapes with Polyphemus and Hercules) and Clavde
Larrai)( (12 landscapes, including those known as tbe Four Per-

iods of the Day). Among painters of the 18th cent., Wafteati

BoucheVj Qrenze, and Chardin may be mentioned.

Leaving the Entrance Hall we lirst enter—
Room II. Larger Italian Paintings. This room, like the others,

is adorned with huge vases of malachite and with candelabra of

grey jasper. In the middle of the room, Bust of Tzar Nicholas T.,

the builder of the present museum, in Slav armour, by jV. Piinenov.
— By the entrance-wall, to th«' right, 92. Boaifazlo dei Plfati,

Holy Family: *73. Bern. Lumi, St. Sebastian (said to be a por-

trait of Maximiliano Sforza); Garofalo, 61 (above), Bearing of the

Cross, 59. Adoration of the Shepherds, 1848 (above), Wedding at

Caua of Galilee. — On the right end-wall, 222. Salvator Ro^a,
Democritus and Protagoras; above, 239. Guercino, Assumption;

221. Salv. Rosa. Odysseus and Nausicaa.— Side-wall opposite the

entrance, *318. xint. Canale (Canaletto), Reception at Venice of

Count Gergi, ambassador of Louis XV. of France; *317. 6r. 5.

Tiejjolo, Banquet of (Jleopatra; adjacent, 319. Ant. Canale, Mai-

riage of the Doge with the Adriatic; above, 1942. Seb. Bind, Rape
of the Sabine Women; *216. CaravagglOy Crucifixion of St. Peter

(a work which gave Rub(!ns the idea of his painting in St. Peter's at

Cologne I ; above, 291 . (riordano, Descent from the Cross ; *220. hialv.

Bosa, Prodigal Son; above, 204. Franc Albani, Rape of Europa.
^224. Sale. Bosa, Portrait of a poet; above, 153. Paolo Veronese,

Portrait; *191. Giddo Bent, Virgin Mary at the sewing school, a

charming study, with a naive reproduction of contemporary (early

17th cent.; conditions'; above, 313. G. M. Crespi, Holy Family;

240. Guercino, Martyrdom of St. Catharine. — Left end-wall, 89.

Doin. Cajf/riolo (f). Portrait of the artist; *100. Titian, Danae;

^121. A. Srhiavorie, Jupiter and lo, in a beautiful landscape by

Dom. Campaynola.— Entrance-wall, 185. G. Beni (Contarinif),

St. Francis adoring the Child Christ; *132. Tintoretto, Nativity of

the Virgin, as rich and flower-like in colour as it is graceful in

conception; Titian, 94. Ecce Homo, 1678. St. Sebastian (unfinished

study): above, to the left, 101. Titian, Pope Paul III.; 219. Bern.

Strozzi, Tobias healing his father; adjacent, **18. Seb. del l^ioinbo.
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©eseent from the Cross (1516), a masterpiece of the artist, superb

iifi composition and luminously clear in colouring, though the scehe

is represented at night; above, 241. Guercino, St. Jerome in the

desert. — A door opposite the main entrance leads from this room
into the Italian Cabinets.

Italian Cabinets (Y-XII). We first enter—
Cabinet VIII. To the left, 124. Aless. Allori (Bronzino)^ Por-

trait;; "above, 115. School of Parma (16th cent.; Lor. Lotto f)^

iPoitrait.— 111. Paris Borclone(?), Lady with a child; *112.

^lorgione, Judith; *113. Moretto, Faith (painted ca. 1530).— To
the right, 125. Aless. Allori, Portrait.— *19. Seb. del Piombo,
Cardinal Reginald Pole, Archbishop of Canterbury, admirably con-

ceived: above, 109. School of Bonifazio dei Pitati, Adoration of

the Shepherds; 17. Seb. del Piombo, Bearing of the Cross; 102.

^d). del Piombo (Titian?), Cardinal Ant. Pallavicini. Above the

tloor leading to Cab. VII, 91. School of PalmaVecchio, Madonna
and Child with saints.

Cabinet IX. To the left, 154. G. B. Moroni, Portrait; above,

1916. Romanino, Madonna and Child; *98. Titian, Mary Mag-
dalen ('the chief work by Titian in the Hermitage) ; above, 152. A^it.

Badih (teacher of Paolo Veronese), Portrait of a Venetian Senator;

*93. Replica of a lost original of Giorgione, Madonna and Child.

— In the middle of the main wall, *145. Paolo Veronese, Descent
Jrom the Cross, one of the most deeply felt works of the master,

marked by the finest colouring and by rare delicacy of chiaroscuro;

to the right, 138. Paolo Veronese, Finding of Moses; above, to

the right, 1636. Jac. Bassano, Boy with his nurse.— Titian, *95.

Jesus Christ giving his blessing. *99. Toilet of Venus; above, *105.

Padovanino (f), Portrait of a lady, probably Eleanor, Duchess of

Urbino; 96. Titian, Madonna and Child with Mary Magdalen.

Cabinet X. On the main wall, 1915. Franc. Trevisani, Apollo

and Daphne; 201. Z/aw/ra7?/!0, Annunciation ; in th(^ mi(l(ll(>, *1643.

Domejilchiiio, St. John the Evangelist; 176. Ann. (Jaracri, Por-

trait of the artist; adjacent, 202. Franc. Albdni, Annunciation;

1924. Ann. Caracci, IJattle of the Lapitha^ and the (Jjwitaurs.

—

257. SasHoferrato, Madonna with a bird.

Cabinet XI. Ab()V(; the door of Cab. X: 189. G. Heni, Rap(!

of Europa. To the left, 236. Dora. Feti, Portrait of an actor; above,

225. Salr. Rosa, Bandit; 217. daravaggio, Mandolinci-playcr.

—

227. Salv. Rosa, f/indscapj; with smugglrrs; below, to the right,

'2i^7. Bart. Schidone, Madonna and Child; adjacent, 232. Doni.

Feti, Tobias healing his father.— C. Dolci, 1639. St. John \hv

F]vang<'list, 1640. Tobias and the a?ig(d ; above (top row), 2S8.

Ben. Luti, Holy P'aniily; 252. C. Dolci, Mary Magdab'n. Above

the door leading to Cab. XII: 237. Lanfranco, God thr Falbj^r.

Baedekek'h KtiBsia. \{)
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Cabinet Xll. To the left, *307. C.Maratta, Pope Clement IX.

On the screen, 1648. Franc. Guardi^ Street-vista.—We retnrn to

Cab. VI 11 and thence proceed to Cab. VII.

Cabinet Vll. By the window, on a stand, **1G67. llaphael,

Madonna Connestabile, the smallest of the artist's Madonnas, from
rerngia(abont 1503), pnrchased by Alexander II. in 1880 for 310,000 fr.

'Mary, in a standinj; position, with only the upper \n\Yi of the figure

visible and with her mantle drawn over her head, holds the Infant Jesus,
and has lier glance directed slightly to the left. Her left hand supports
the Cliild whilst her right holds an open prayer-book, at which Christ is

devtaitly gazing. A pleasing landscape, brightened by a river, and sloping
up to a range of snow-covered mountains on the horizon, forms the back-
ground. The brightness and clearness of the colouring, which owes noth-
ing to the effect of contrast, but is the result of the delicate fusion of

the colours and the bold touch with which the tints are laid on, ena])le

this work to rank as the worthy and promising commencement of a long
and glorious series of representations of the Madonna.'

[Springer^ Raphael and Michael Angelo.)

**39. Raphael^ St. George, wearing the Order of the Garter;

this picture was sent to Henry VII. of England in 1506 by Duke
(iuidobaldo of Urbino, on the occasion of his investiture with the

Order.— To the right of the door of Cab. VIII, above, 58. G. Ro-
mano^ Lady at her toilet (known as the Fornarina); *74. Bern.
Luini (Fr. Melzif)^ So-called Colombina, a famous canvas once

attributed to Leonardo da Vinci.— On the main wall, 24. Andrea
del Sarto, Holy Family; 4:0. Franc. Bacckiacca (formerly as-

cribed to Raphael), Portrait of an old man, freely retouched; *38.

Raphael, Madonna and Child with the youthful John the Baptist

('Madonna Alba' ; from the beginning of the artist's Roman period)

;

above, 20. School of Fra Bartolomeo, Madonna with the Holy
Child and angels; 37. Raphael, Madonna and Child with St. Joseph

(beardless); *14. Cesare da Sesto, Holy Family.— 1969. Franc.
Mainerij Bearing of the Cross; above, 35. G. Bugiardini, Holy
Family; 6. Gior(jione{?), Madonna and Child; above, to the left,

^•15. School of Leonardo da Vinci, Portrait; 71. Bern. Luini,

Madonna and Child.— In the middle. Dead boy on a dolphin, a

marble group hy Pieiro d^Ancona{?), after a drawing by Raphael.

Cabinet VI. By the window, on a stand, *13a. Leonardo da
Vinci (ArnhrosiodePrcdis?), Madonna andChild ('MadonnaLitta'),

a work of the greatest charm; 1967. Fra Filippo Liptpi, Madonna
with the Holy Child and angels.— To the right, 4. Cima da Cone-

(jliano, Madonna and Child, with two saints; *1675. Cima da
(Jonefjliano, Annunciation (1495); above, 9. Catena, Holy Family.
— *1666. J*eruyino, Triptych (in the centre, Crucifixion, with the

Virgin and St. John; on the wings, St. Jerome and Mary Magdalen);
above, 1. School of Lor. diCredi, Madonna and Child with angels;

in the middle of the main wall, *1674. Fra Anyelico, Virgin and

Child with SS. Dominic and Thomas Aquinas (fresco from Flor-
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ence) ; *3. Sandro Botticelli^ Adoration of the Magi, a preclella of

rich aud charming composition and colouring; Leonardo da Vinci,

Madonna (purchased in 1914 from Mme. M. A. Benois for 15,500Z.).

Adjoining the door of Cab. Y, 1938. PeruginOj St. Sebastian; ad-

jacent, 1965. Cima da Conegliano, Pieta; above, to the left, 25.

Dom. Puligo, St. Barbara.— In the middle, Michael Angelo,

Crouching youth, in marble (ca. 1513-16).

Cabinet Y. Frescoes by Pupils of Raphael, The Rape of Helen

from the so-called Yilla Raphael, the others from the former Yilla

Mills in Rome. Renaissance and later bronzes by Giov. da Bologna,
etc. In the middle, equestrian statue of Louis XIY. by Girardon
(model for the statue in the Place Yeudome in Paris which was
destroyed in 1791). To the right is an old copy of the Boy extracting

a thorn from his foot (original in the Capitol at Rome).
Room XXVI, adjoining (see p. 162), contains the collection of Gems

and Ornaments.

From Cab. Y we return through Cabs. YI-YIII to Room II, and

pass through the door on the left into—
Room IY. Spanish School. To the left of the entrance,

Morales, 401. Mater Dolorosa, 400. Madonna and Child; between

these, 1962. Dom. Theotocopuli (el Greco), SS. Peter and Paul.

— Left side-wall, Murillo, *369. Holy Family, a little gem dis-

tinguished by delicacy of composition, depth of feeling, and finished

execution (ca. 1665); **371. Immaculate Conception, still better

than the famous picture in the Louvre in its naive charm of youth, its

delicate chiaroscuro, and its perfect state of preservation (ca. 1675)

;

to the left, 361. Annunciation; to the right, 374. Death of Peter

Arbuez, the Inquisitor ; *359. Jacob's Ladder, the angels seen through

a golden haze, and depicted with great animation (ca. 1665); below,

adjoining No. 371, 368. Rest on the Flight into Egypt; to the right,

**367. Rest on the Flight into Egypt, with unusually beautiful

figures bathed in deep glowing colour; above, to the right, 365. St.

Joseph and the Child Christ; **373. Yision of St. Anthony (ca.

1675); adjoining the door of Room XXYI, 366. St. Joseph and the

(Jhild(Jhrist; *377. Boy with dog, like No. 378, a naive work of strong

colouring and delicate tone (ca. 1655); above, to the right, 363.

Adoration of the Shepherds; below, to the right, *378. Girl with

flowers and fruit (ca. 1655).— I]nd-wall, Murillo, *372. Angel
delivering St. Peter from prison (ca. 1672); above, ^"362. Immacu-
late Conception ('(Joncepcion Esquilacln;'; ca. 1665).— Right side

wall, *354. A. ('ano,YiH'n)n of a Dominican ; Velaz(jU('z, *418. Popc^

Innocent X. (according to Justi a spirited icplica of tlie lu^ad in

the painting at tin; I*alazzo Doria, Rome) ; adjaci^nt, 1849. Luncheon
;

419. Philip IV. of Spain (school-|)iece); adjacent, 349. Zurharan,
St. Lawrence; *421. Velaz^iucz, Duke of Olivarcz, minister of

Pliilip IV.; l)elow, 348. Zurbarau, Virgin as a child; above, to

10*
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the rit^ht, "^331. Ribei'a, St. Sebastian's martyrdom, a work of noble

conception; below, 1850. Rlbera, Ecce Homo.— 415,416. Perer/a,

Still-life pieces; 333. Bihera, St. Jerome.— End-wall, 414. Mayno^
Adoration of the Shepherds.

Entrance to the Rapluael Gallery, see p. 162.

We return to the laro-e Italian Room (II) and enter Room III.

Room III. Netherlandish School. To the left, 620. A. van
Df/rl\ Sir Thomas Chaloner (?) ; **576. Rubens, Portrait of Helena
Foiirnient, his second wife, as regards technical execution, one

of the most perfect and carefully treated productions of his latest

period (ca. 1 632) ; 632. A. van Dyck^ L. Maharkyzus, the physician

;

above, 653. Jordaens, Portrait, full of humour and life; above,

1315. Fr. Smjders, Large still-life piece.— Left side wall, A. van
Dijrl\ 626. Inigo Jones, the architect, *609. Charles I. of Eng-
land (see below) ; 646. A. van Dych (f), Study for a head of St. Pe-

ter; above, *603. A. van Dych, Rest on the Flight into Egypt
('la Vierge aux perdrix'), one of the most brilliantly coloured of

the master's religious paintings (ca. 1632); above, 1313. Fr. Sny-
ders, Still-life; *574 (below No. 603). Rubens, Charles de Longue-

val, a large and spirited sketch; adjoining the door of Room I,

1784. Rid)ens,M'ddonn'd and Child ; above, *610. A. vanDyck,llen-
rietta of England, companion-piece to No. 609, and, like it, remark-

able for its air of aristocratic bearing (ca. 1638); 1316, *1320.

Fr. SnyderSy Large still-life pieces. Lower row, 622. A. van
Dyck, Portrait of Jan van den Wouver (1632); 585, 584. Rubens,

Franciscan monks; between these, *535. Rubens, Expulsion of

Hagar, a finely coloured masterpiece (ca. 1616; smaller replica in

Grosvenor House, London); 630. A. van Dyck, Lumagne, the

Paris banker. Middle row, A. van Dyck, *607. Doubting Thomas
(early work), 608. St. Sebastian; between these, *543. Rubens,

Jesus in the house of Simon the Pharisee, the best of the artist's

large Biblical compositions in the Hermitage (ca. 1615-20).— End
wall, *538. Rubens, Virgin and Child (ca. 1615). A. van Dyck,
**575. Portrait of Isabella Brant, first wife of Rubens (early

work); **627. Family portraits, wrongly described as the painter

Snyders and his family, the most finished work of his early pe-

riod, when still under the influence of Rubens; *635. Susanna

Fourment and her daughter Catherine (ca. 1620); above, 631.

Portrait of the banker, E. Jabach, an early work still showing

Italian influence in its brilliant colouring; adjacent, 624. Elderly

lady. Below, 578. Rubens, Old lady in an armchair (early work).

— Right side-wall, lower row, Rubens, 586. Head of an old man;
*595. Rainbow; 582. Young man; 549. Venus and Adonis; 583.

Young lady; *594. Landscape, with a waggon stuck in the mire

fca. 1635); *579. Maid of Honour to the Archduchess Isabella

(ca. 1615); middle row, "^550. Bacchus (ca. 1637-40). 634. A. van
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Dyck(f), Two young English girls; top row, 1314. Fr. Snyders,
Large still-life piece. Beyond the door of Cab. XII, lower row,

Rubens, 591. Pastoral scene; *551. Bacchanalian scene; *593.

Statue of Ceres crowned by putti (the garlands by J. Brueghel the

Elder); *552. Perseus rescuing Andromeda (ca. 1615). 611. Adr.
Hannemann, Y/illiam III. of Orange. Middle row, 617. A. van
Dyck, Sir Thomas Wharton (1639) ; 554. Rubens, Tigris and Abun-
dantia (ca. 1610); *615. A. van Dyck, Henry Danvers, Earl of

Danby.—End-wall, in the middle of the lower row, ^*616. A. van
Dyck, Philip, Lord Wharton, a masterpiece (1632); to the left and

right, 580, 581. A. van Dyck, Portraits; 618 (above No. 616),

A. van Dyck, Elizabeth and Philadelphia Wharton; to the left and

right, 559, 560. Rubens, Philip lY. of Spain (ca. 1628) and his

wife Elizabeth; above, 1317. Fr. Snyders, Large still-life piece.

From Room III we pass into the first of a series of rooms lit

by side-windows.

Room XYI. Drawings by Rubens. [All the works mentioned

in this room are by Rubens, unless otlierwise stated.] To the left

of the entrance, *660. Quellinus, Holy Family, in a wreath of

flowers by D. Seghen^s; below, to the right, 664. Ph. de Cham-
2)a{gne, Moses.— In the middle of the left wall, above, 647. J. van
den Hoecke, SS. Paul and Barnabas at Lystra; below, to the right,

589. Jordaens, Heads of three children, a sketch; right at the

end, 544. Last Supper, sketch for the picture in the Brera Gallery

at Milan.— First window-stand, 569, 570. Sketches for the paint-

ings ordered by Marie de Medicis for the Luxembourg, now in

the Louvre (1621-25); between these, 573. Sketch for the ceiling-

paintings at Whitehall (ca. 1629); above, 558. Sketch for statues

of five German Emperors, executed for the triumphal arch at Ant-

werp (1635). On the back of the stand, 567, 568. Sketches like

Nos.569, 570 (see above); between these, *557. Sketch for the altar-

piece of St. Ildefonso, now in Vienna (ca. 1630) ; upper row, *561,

*566. Sketches for tin; triumphal arch for llir entry of the Cardi-

nal Infante Ferdinand into Antwerp (1635), affording a most bril-

liant proof of Rubens's extraordinary power of invention, skill in

composition, and mastery of picturesque treatment; between these,

572. Sketch like No. 573 (see above).— Second window-stand,
^562, *565. Sketches like No. 561 (see above); between these, 571.

Sk(!tch like No. 509 (see above); upper row, 590. Lion-hunt, a

rough sketch for the famous Munich picture. On the back of the

stand, *563, *564. Sketches like No.561 (see above). —Right wall,

556. Study of a scene from Roman history; to the right of the

door of R. XIII, above, 546. Descent from the Cross, the figure of

(v'hrist by the master himself, the rest the work of liis pupils (ca.

1613); *650. JordnenSy Hniyr nwd pras.iut: above, 1785. Caritas
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HomaiKi (Oil. H)12V— Entnince-wall, i}4:2. C. de Vos, The family

constitutional; above, 536. Adoration of the Magi, a large work
(ca. 1614); adjoining the door, 727. G. Coques^ Portrait.— In the

middle of the room is a large vase of 'orletz' (manganite).

We now pass through the door on the right into—
Room XIII. Netherlandish School. In the middle of the en-

trance-wall, 193*2. A. van de)" Meulen, Scene from Conde's cam-
paigns.— To the right and left of the door leading to Room XII,

above, 1377, 1376. N. van Verendael, Flora, Pomona.— To the

right of the door leading to Room XY, 714. D. Ryckaert HI.,

Old woman with a cat; above, to the right, 1921. Flemish School

of the 11th cent.j Studies of heads.

The door in the end-wall of R. XIII leads into Cab. XII.; we,

however, pass through the door in the side- wall, and enter—
Room XV. Rembrandt Gallery, which is separated by parti-

tions into 5 cabinets, and also contains 14 glass-cases with etchings

by Rembrandt, bequeathed to the Hermitage by Senator D. A. Ro-
vinski. [The pictures in Cabs. A-E mentioned below without the

artist's name are all by Rembrandt.]

Cab. A. To the left, 801. Doubting Thomas (1634) ; 817. Saskia,

tht; master's first wife, at her toilet (1654) ; *792. Abraham's sacrifice,

lifesize figures (1635); above, to the right, 813. Portrait of an Orien-

tal (ca. 1633).

**802. So-called Danae (1636).
' Titian himself could not have depicted more truly or with greater

charm the softness and delicacy of the warm and palpitating tiesh, or

the effect of light and shade on the nkin. The cool green curtains, the

gilt baro(iue frame of the gorgeous bedstead with its white linen, add to

the glowing effect (»f the nude figure, on which the light is poured, and
still further enhance the changing play of light and shade and the wonder-
ful charm of the chiaroscuro.' {Bode, Dutch Painting.)

Cab. B. ^'^Sll. Portrait of a man (wrongly called John So-

bieski), with exceptionally fine effects of light (1637); above, 828.

Portrait of a young man (1634); ^"800. Descent from the Cross, a

large masterpiece of his early period (1634); *808. Portrait of a

scholar (wrongly called Coppenol, the writing-master; 1631) : above,

1842. Young man.— In the lower row, 815. Old Jew; 814. Old war-

rior (ca. 1630); **796. Holy Family, an idyll of domestic happiness

(1645); *798. Parable of the Labourers in the Vineyard, a sniall

but vital composition (1637); -^807. Old woman, so-called Mother

of Rembrandt (1643). In the upper row, to the left, 824. Elderly

man (1654j ; 822. Hannah teaching Samuel to read (ascription doubt-

ful;; -^806. Half-length portrait of an old lady (ca. 1654).

(Jab. C. *826. Girl with a broom ('La balayeuse'; 1651); 1777.

David reconciled to Absalom (1642); above, **804. Old woman with

I book (ca. 1658); *820. Portrait ('Rabbi' ; 1645).— 809. Minerva
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(ca. 1650); 794. Potiphar's wife accusing Joseph (1655); above,

795. Fall of Haman (ca. 1650); *818. Old man (ca. 1654).

Cab. D. 825. Portrait of a young man; above, 821. Portrait

(ca. 1661); *799. Peter denying Christ, a large and powerful com-
position (ca. 1656); 827. Elderly man.— *797. Return of the Pro-

digal Son, the largest Biblical canvas of Rembrandt's later years,

abounding in sentiment (ca. 1668).

Cah. E. *829. Portrait of an old lady (ca. 1642); 819. Portrait

of a young lady; above, *793(?). Jacob's sons showing Joseph's

blood-stained coat to their father.— *805. Portrait of an old woman
(1654), masterly and broad in treatment; *791. Abraham enter-

taining the three angels (ca. 1636); 810. Old Jew (1654); above,

G. van Honthorstj 750. Bon vivant, 751. Mandoline-player.

Main wall, beginning at Cab. E: 831. J. van cle Capelle, River-

scene; above, to the left, 854. F. Bol, Portrait of an old lady; 834.

F. Bol, Half-length portrait of an officer; 856. F. Bol, Portrait of

an old man (so-called Father of Rembrandt) ; above, to the right,

837. S. Koninckj Crcesus showing his treasures to Solon; above,

748. G. van Honthorstj Elector-Palatine Charles Louis; below, to

the right, F. Bol, 853. Portrait of a young man, 848, 849. Por-

traits, 852. Philosopher; 844. G. Flinch, Portrait of a young
officer; 1907. School of Renibrandt, Tobias taking leave of his

parents before his journey with the angel; 867. A. de Gelder,

Young officer, 1831. Portrait of the artist; 816. J. Livens, Portrait

of an old man; *847. F. Bol, The scholar, the finest of this master's

pictures in the Hermitage.

Two doors lead from the Rembrandt (lallery into the narrow
parallel—

Gallery XIV. Early Netherlandish and German Schools,

arranged in five cabinets.

Cab. e. To the left, in the middle, 491. Netherlandish School

of the 16th cent.., Adoration of the Shepherds.— On the opposite

wall, Jan Brueghel the Elder, 518. Highroad, 515. Village-street;

above, to the right, 1199. P. Neejfs, Interior of a Gothic church.

Cab. d. Opposite the windows, 1693. 1*. Brueghel theYounge)^,

John the Haptist preaching; in the middle, 513. Jan, Brueghel tJie,

Elder, Landscape (1607); 508. A. Elshei7ner, For(!st-sC(!ne; above,

1200, 1201, 1198. P. Neeffn, (iothic church-interiors.

Cah. c. 478, *479. Chr. Amberger, Portraits of a young man
and his wife, iin«;ly charact«!riz<!d and brilliant in colouring; be-

tween these, 462. L. Cranach the Elder,iydn\\nd\ Albert of Maycncc

(1526).— ^VV Anthony Mare (Mor), *480, *481. Sir Thomas
Grcsharn, founder of the Royal Excliange in London, and his wifi;

(ca. 1570); *482 (bi^tw^icn 480 and 481), Portrait. L. Cranach
the Elder, 459. Madonna under an appb'-l ret-, 460. Mad<.iina in
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a vino-urbour (early work); above, *485, 486. Fr. Pourhus the

Elder
J
Portraits.— 466 .Ambr. Holbein, Portrait; 1913. German

:Srhool of the 11th cent., Emperor Rudolf 11.— On the window-
wall, 461. L. Cranach tlie Elder, Venus and Cupid, a good woi'k

of his early period (1509).

Cab. b. *487. Fr. Pourbus the Younger, Portraits.— 474.

Jan Gossaert, surnanied Mabuse, Descent from the Cross; *468.

Liiras van Leyden, Healing of the Blind Man, triptych (ca. 1531),

the most important work of this rare painter; above, 1717, 1718.

Gortzius Geldorp, Portraits of G. Hautappel and his wife.— 1867.

//. Bles, Flight into Egypt; 475. M. Coxie, Annunciation.

Cab. a. To the right of the door leading to the Rembrandt
Gallery, 445. Roger van der Weyden, St. Luke painting the Virgin

(replica of the Munich picture); above, 476. D. J. van Oostsaanen,
Guild of arquebusiers; to the left of the door, 444. Jan van
Eyck (f). Diptych with the Crucifixion and the Last Judgment;
*443. Jan or Hubert van Eyck, Annunciation ; 446. (above No. 444),

D. Bouts, Annunciation; below, to the left, 1918. A. Isenhrant, St.

Jerome in the desert; above, 458. Gerard David, Pieta, enclosed

in a wreath of flow^ers; above, 477. J. Cornelisz, Guild of arque-

busiers.— Master of Flenialle, 447. Trinity, 448. Madonna and

Child; 449. J. Provost, Triumph of the Virgin.

We return through RR. XIII and XVI to—
Room XVII. G-erman Masters of the 17th and 18th centuries.

To the right, in the middle of the wall, 1303. R. Mengs, Portrait

of the artist. Opposite, 1305. Angelica Kauffmann, Scene from

Sterne's 'Sentimental Journey'; 1285, 12S6. B. Denner, Portraits.

— 1302. R. Mengs, 3 udgmcnt of Paris.— To the left of the window,

1297. R. Mengs, Annunciation.— Adjoining is the long—
Room XVIII. Dutch and Flemish Schools. Each side of the

gallery is divided into five cabinets.

Right Side. 1056. P. Potter (f). Landscape; above, to the left,

782. B. van der Heist, Full-length portrait (1670); 788. Th. de

Keyser, Portrait.

First short partition-wall, 1767. Adr. van Ostade, Brawl;

above, 1702. S. de Vlieger, Sea-piece; 952. Adr. van Ostade,

lieerhouse; above, *940. Adr.Brouwer, Flute-player.— 951. Adr.
van Ostade, Village musician; 979. Ph. Angel, Kitchen; 902.

Jan Steen, Tavern -scene.
First long partition-wall, 907. G.Dou, Rabbi; 1778. P. Quast,

Doctor— A. Cuyp, *1104. Cow^s at pasture, *1105. Horses; be-

tween these, 874. Terburg, Music-lesson ; upper row, 740. P. Miere-

velt, Portrait; 900. Jan Steen, Backgammon-players.
Second short partition-w^all, G, Dou, 911. Soldier bathing, 905.

Herring-seller, 912. Girl bathing.

Second long partitioji-wnll, in the middle of the lower row,
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**870. Tei^burg, The glass of lemonade, a masterpiece, in an ex-

cellent state of preservation ; above, to the right, *1096. J.B. Weenlx,
Pastoral scene.— In the middle of the lower row, *771. Fr. Hals
tlie Elder, Portrait; to the right, *1135. A. van Everdingen,
Storm at the mouth of the Scheldt, a most effective composition;

upper row, at the end, 1780. R. de Vries, Landscape.

Third short partition-wall, 1006. Ph. Wouverman, Highroad;

946. Adr. van Ostade, Peasant-family.— Jan van der Heyde,
"1208. Haarlem Grate in Amsterdam, 1206. Street in Cologne; be-

tween these, *897. Jan Steen, Garden-party; upper row, Adr. van
Ostade, 954. Peasant family, 948. Old woman; between these,

1122. A. van der Neer, Wintry landscape.

Third long partition-wall, 1788. Jan Steen, Tavern-scene; 1139.

J. van Ruysdaelj Landscape; *770. Frans Hals the Elder, Por-

trait; ^^1148. J. van Euysdael, Scene near Groningen (very effec-

tive; 1647).— *998. i^A. TFo?/i-erma/i, Riding-school; above, 1776.

E. van der Poel, Conflagration at night ; *872. Terburg, Messenger;
1166. A.Pynackei^y Italian landscape; 903. G.Dou, Doctor; *995.

Ph. Wouverman, 'La Course an Chat', an exceptionally rich and
picturesque masterpiece of his best period (ca. 1-655).

Fourth short partition-wall, in the middle of the upper row,

871. Terhurg, Violin-player. — 937. Adr. Broutver, Toper.*

Fourth long partition-wall, J. van Ostade, 964. Frozen lake,

^963. Inn; between these, *880. G. Metsu, The breakfast, a master-

piece of great charm; *1032. Wouverma7ij Return from hawking;
above, to the left, 1127. Goyen, Coast-scene; above, to the left,

1359. A. Mignonj Nosegay.— 1059. G. Camphuysen, Cattle ; *896.

Jan Steen, Doctor's visit; *1117. A. van der Neer, Village on

an island in the Meuse, a famous work; *878. G. Metsn, Invalid;

above, to the right, 781. B. van der Heist (f), Portrait.

Fifth short partition-wall, G. Don, *913. Bible-reading, *909.

Spinner; above, 1131, 1132. J. van Goyen, Landscapes.— 1162.

A. Pynacker, Italian coast; *918. F. van Mieris the Elder, Small
portrait of a lady (1665).

End wall, middle row, *1147. J. van Rnysdael, Norwegian
landscape (the so-called Mountain Tarn), a masterpiece of his later

period, distinguished by its superb com])osition and j)oetical feel-

ing; 1107. A. Cuyp, Cattle; 1133. A. van Everdlngen, Norwegian
landscape; below, adjoining the door, 1106. A. CuyPy Calm sc(ine

by moonlight. In the middle, below, 1062. A. van der Vclde,

(.'attic*, a large canvas (1671); above, *1145. J. van Rnysdaely
Norwegian wat«rrfall, a large and elaborate; composition; '^1055.

P. Potter, Watch-dog (1650), a masterly work (lifesizc)
;

1138.

J. van Ruyndarl, I-'orest-iirook.

Lf^ft Sule of K. XVJIl, beginning at the door to K. XIX.
First short partition-wall, ^1052. I'. Potter, The huntsman's
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life; di tie rent forms of huutiug are delicately aud ofteu cleverly

depicted in twelve small compositions, while two larger scenes in

the centre represent the trial by the animals of the huntsman, and

tiie execution of the sentence upon him.— *1051. /-*. Potter, Farm-
yard, the most important of all 'cattle-pieces', not only for its size

l)ut also for its exquisite morning light and the characteristic

treatment of the various animals (1649).

First long partition- wall, A. Cuyp, 1102. The Meuse, 1103.

Scene on the Scheldt; to the right, 1213. Jan van der Heyde,
Fortitied castle; above, to the left, 996. Ph. Wouverman, Riding-

school.— 1128. J. van Goyen, Landscape; above, to the left, 877.

6r. ATetsUj Prodigal Son.

Second short partition-wall, 1854. J. van Goyen, Landscape.
— G. Don, 904. Herring-seller, 906. Violin-player; between these,

1971. Hobbema, Wooded landscape; above, to the right, 1087.

K. dii Jardin, Landscape.

Second long partition-wall, below, to the left, 1130. J. van
Goyen, River-scene; to the right, 898. Jan Steen, Merry toper;

"1211. Jan van dei' Heyde, View in Amsterdam.— 1137. J. van
Pnysdael, Approaching thunderstorm; *772. Pr. Hals the Elder,
Portrait; 1141. J. van Ruysdael, Path by a pond; above, J. Vanloo,

1252# Concert, 1253. Visit; 932. A. Palamedesz, Genre-scene.

Third short partition-wall, in the middle of the lower row,

861. P. de Hooch, Concert; above, to the left, 914. G. Don, Por-

trait; 1186. W. van de Velde the Younger, Calm sea; 1248. F. van
Mieris the Younger, Breakfast.— *860. P.de Hooch, Lady and

cook, an excellent and sunny w^ork of his middle period; 1057.

P. Potter, Bull (ca. 1651); above, to the left, 910. G.Dou, Bather.

Third long partition-wall, 873. Tefi^burg, Messenger; in the

middle, 773. Fr. Hals the Elder, Portrait of an officer; *1017.

Ph. Wonverman, Landscape; above, 975. Benj. Cuyp, Brawl;

adjacent, 1204. D. van Delen, Entrance to a palace (1667),— 943.

P. de Hooch, Bedroom; *901. Jan ^teen. Peasant wedding; 1134.

A. van Everdingen, Norwegian landscape; in the middle of the

upper row, 761. (J, van Poeleuburgh, Diana and Callisto; above,

to the right, 882. C. Netscher, Queen Mary II. of England (1683).

Fourth short partition-wall, 1111. J. Wynants, Landscape with

sheep; *915. F. Mieris the Elder, Lap-dog; above. Adv. Brouwer,
*938. Peasants in a tavern, 939. Peasants quarrelling.— ^l^.F.van
Mieris the Elder, Oyster-breakfast, the earliest and yet perhaps

the most iinished work of the artist (1659).

Fourth long partition-wall, 1042. Ph. Wouverman, Landscape;
*1053. P. Potter, Two huntsmen leaving a tavern, a masterpiece

of colouring and distribution of light and shade (1650); *1136.

./. van Ruysdael, Forest; *1054.i'. Potter, Cattle (1651); below,

V> the right, 1040. Ph. Wouver^nan, Winter-seem ;
1081 (above
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No. 1136), CI. Berchem, Italian landscape (1656).

—

Jan van der

Meer, 1153. Landscape, *1154. Dutch village; between these, 742.

Jan van Eavesteyn (f), Portrait of a little girl; below, to the

right, *881. G. Metsu, Family scene.

Fifth short partition-wall, J. van Ostade, 956. Touch, 957.

Sight, 958. Taste; 1037 (above No. 956), Ph. Woiiverman, Young
bird-catchers; above, to the right, 990. Adr. van der Werffj Mary-

Magdalen in the desert; 879. G. Metsu, Concert.

—

Adr. van
Ostade, *947. Itinerant musician, *949. Ballad-singer; between

these, 955. /. van Ostade, Tavern-scene; above, *1142. J. van
Buysdael, Forest-path; to the right and left, Adr. van Ostade,

959. Peasant-scene, *950. Baker.

End-wall, in the middle, below, *1143. J. van Ruysdael, Sandy
path, a large and early work, almDst unrivalled in its faithful re-

presentation of a most insignificant fragment of the earth's surface

(1646); above, 757. C. van Poelenhurgh, Rest on the Flight into

Egypt; to the left and right, 1861, 1862. N. FAias, Man and wife.

Corner Room XIX. Dutch and Flemish Schools (continued).

To the right of the entrance, 1218. G. Houckgeest, Monument of

Admiral P. Hein in the Oude Kerk at Delft; 892. J. Oehtervelt,

Breakfast; above the closed door, 1348. J. Weenix, Hunting tro-

phies. To the left of the entrance, 999. Ph. Wouverman, Riding-

school ; in the middle, below, 1709. D.Hals, Merry company;
above, in the third row, 1768. J. Ochttrvelt, Buying fish; below,

to the right, 1271. J. Lingelbach, Leghorn Harbour.— To the left

of the door to Room XX, 1125. A. van der Neer, Dutch town by
moonlight; above, to the left, 927. Brekelenkam, Hermit. To the

right of the door to Room XX, 1124. A. van defi" Neer, River-scene.

— First window-stand, 971. Corn. Bega, Peasant family; at the

back. Ph. Wouverman, 1014. Travellers resting, 1002. Travellers;

above, 1355. J. D. de Heem, Nosegay; 1704. iVi. Wouverman,
Bathers. Second window-stand, 1730. K. du Jardin, Ford; at the

back, 1003. Pli. Wouverman, Travellers. On the window- wall,

*1116. Jan Wynants^ Landscape. — To the right is the First

Hermitage of the Empress Catherine IT. (p. 131); to the left is—
Room XX. Netherlandish and British Masters. To the right

of the entrance, *^672. David Teuitrs the Younger, (Jul Id f'«;stival

in the square in front of the town hall of Antwerp (1643), the best

and largest picture by the master in the Hermitage; abov(j, *698.

D. IVjilers the Younger, Kitchen intcjrior.— First window-stand,

in the middb,*, al)ov(;, D. Teniers the Yonnger, *677. Wrdding-
breakfast, -^699. Monk<;yH in th«; kitclK^n ; at th'.; back, *673. 1). l\n-
ItfTH the Yon/iger, (iuard-room (1642), r(;rnarkai)le for its brilliant

and powerful colouring. — Second window-stand, D. Tenii^s the

Younger, ^^674. Village-festival (1646), 688. Card-players. At the
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l)ack, Haebtirn, Mrs. Bothuiio; Hoppner, Thomas Sheridan, father

t)f the dramatist; iTainsboroagh, Lady of quality (Duchess of Beau-

fort); above, 1914. H. von K/ihnbach, Intercession of Christ and

the Virgin for an abbot.— Exit-wall, Bomney, Mrs. Hadley d'Oyly;

Joh)i Opie, Frances Vinnicombe; *1872. Latvrence, Portrait of

Count Vorontzov; above, Lawrence,^Lady Raglan; 1392. Reynolds,
Magnanimity of Scipio; Kneller, 1388. John J^ocke tlie philosopher,

1889. Grinling Gibbons the sculptor; Reynolds, 1390. Venus and

Cupid, 1391 (above), Hercules throttling the snakes (painted to

the order of Catherine XL).— Main wall, *778. A. van den Tempel,
Family portrait (known, on Burger's authority, as the 'Potter

Family'); 1312. Fr. Snyders, Large still-life piece; *1034. Ph.
Wotiverman, Stag-hunt; *779. B. van der Heist, Large family

portrait (1652); *777. B. van deT Heist, Presentation of the bride,

showing a young couple greeting the parents of the bridegroom

in a park, one of the artist's masterpieces; above, to the right,

•^1339. M. d'Hondecoeter, Water-fowl in a park, a similar picture

to the 'Plume P'lottante' in the Ryks Museum at Amsterdam.— This

room also contains two vases of lapis lazuli.

The next two rooms contain works by—
French Masters of the 17th and 18th centuries.— Room XXL

On the entrance-wall, to the right, 1904. L. Toccjne, Portrait of

the Dauphin Louis, father of Louis XVI.; to the right, *"^1413.

N. Poassia, Italian river-scene with Hercules and Cacus (see

below); 1487. J. Clouet, Duke of Alengou; above, ^1438. Claude
Lorraiu, Italian forest -scene with Apollo and Marsyas ; above,

1491. Le Valentin, Duet. On the entrance-wall, to the left, 1488.

School of Clouet, Portrait of Mary, Queen of Scots, said to have

been painted at the Castle of Fotheringay in 1586.— Main wall.

To the left, above, 1875, 1876. C.A. Vanloo, Conversation-pieces;

below, to the right, 1908. J. M. Nattier, Portrait of Louis XV.
Above, 1421. S. Bourdon, Death of Dido; below, 1485. C. A. Van-
loo, Portrait of the artist (1762); 1808. J. B. Le Moyne, The
two knights on the island of Armida (from Tasso's 'Jerusalemme

Liberata').— End- wall, 1878. L. M. Vanloo, Concert. To the right

of the door, **1414. N. Poussin, Italian mountain-scene with Poly-

])hemus (1648); this painting and its companion-piece, No. 1413,

are the almost unrivalled masterpieces of the artist, both in the

delicacy of the colouring and in the majestic composition of the

landscape. — First transverse wall (beginning at the entrance to

Room XXTIj, 1809. P. Miynard, Portrait of a lady; above, 1458.

I*. Miynard, Duchess de la Valliere. Between the 1st and 2nd

windows, 1554. CI. J. Verriet, Death of Virginia.— Second trans-

verse wall, at the back, 1537. Laryilli^re, Preparations for a fete

at the Hotel de Ville in Paris.
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Room XXII. On the enlrrance-wall, to the right, Fr. Boucher,
*1797. Landscape; 1486. Rest on the Flight into Egypt (1757);

above, to the right, 1798. Hermit. To the left of the entrance,

*1435. Claude Lorrain, Seaport; above, 1546. CI. J. Vernet, Near
Sorrento; lD4.3.Cl.J.Vernet, Storm.—Main wall, **1428, **1429,

1430, 1431. Claude Lorrain, Periods of the Day (1672), Italian

landscapes marked by the delicate treatment of the various light-

effects, though Evening and Night have, unfortunately, become much
darkened; between Nos. 1429 and 1430, *1400.^.Po?iSsm, Triumph
of Amphitrite, distinguished for its masterly treatment of the joy

of motion and for the colour and beauty of its figures. Upper row,

J. de Troy, 1498. Susannah at the bath, 1497. Lot and his daughters

;

between these, *1456. P. Mignard, Magnanimity of Alexander the

Great.— End-wall, above, 1449. J5J. Le Sueur, Stoning of St. Stephen.

To the right of the door, in the middle, *1520. J. B. Greuze, Death
of the gouty patient, one of the master's chief works; above, 1480.

C. A. Vanloo, Triumph of Galatea. — By the windows are two
partition-walls and three stands. First stand (beginning at the

entrance to R. XXIII), *1516. J. H. Fragonard, Country family;

at the back, M. Gerard, 1805. Woman painting, 1804. Happy
mother. First partition-wall, J. S.Chardin, 1514. Washerwoman,
*1513. Saying grace; 1800. J. B. Greuze, Head of a girl; *1519.

J. B. Perronneau, Portrait of a boy ; *1517. J. B. Greuze, Head of

a girl ; at the back, 1874. Ant. Watteau, Camp ; above, N. Lancret,
1509. Kitchen, 1510. The gallant servant. Second stand, J.B. Pater,

1812. Breaking camp, 1811. Camp; above, 1515. J. S. Chardin,
House of cards; at the back, 1845. J. H. Fragonard, Stolen kiss.

Second partition-wall. Ant. Watteau, "^1504. Burden of war; above,

*1502. Bagpipe-player; *1503. Guitar-player; above, *1501. Con-

versation-piece; *1505. Camp; above, *1 923. Female figure. Third

stand, N. Lancret, *1508. Summer, *1507. Spring.

The three following rooms (XXIII -XXV) contain the large

Numismatic Collection (more than 200,000 coins and medals).

Th(! cliicf contents of the Coin Cnbinot are the collections of the
Acarlemy of Sciences, and of Schroll, Reichel, Count Sliuviilov, Grant, Bartho-
loinJli, Photiadi-Pasha, Lobanov, Velyaminov-Syornov, and Lishin. In 181)J)

the Kiev treasure trove of 10,000 pieces was added (incliidinf^ a gold medal-
lion of ConHtantiuB II. and a medal of Constantine Ostrozhski). — Amongst
the RtiSHian Voinn 02,000) are five gold coins of St. Vladimir; silver

.coins of Vladimir, Yaroslavl, and Svyato])olk; silver and gold bar-money
(Orivni) from Kiev; silver bars fronj Novgorod and 'rclKMiiigov (ll-lfith

cent.); coins of the Russian principalitii^s {YjyV.JW.whUi) from the middle
of the 11th cent. (wIkmi th(; Russian coinage; was instituted) onwards;
bilingual Russo-Arabic and Riisso-Tartar coins (Mtli & 15tli c(!nt.); coins
of the Novgorod and Pskov Republics; a ducat of Ivan III., coined after

the Hungarian pattern (^uniqiie); rare gold coins of the Tzars, presented
as r(!wards, from the time of Iv/m the Terribh? to Peter the (Irent; im-
jierial c<)ins, valuable on account of the number of unirjue specimens, and
proof coinH. An octagonal glass-case contains laminated copper coins,
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struck (as an exporiiiuMit) under Catlierine I. and Catherine II. in Yekaterin-
burg. The complete collection of Russian medals, remarkable for their

size rather than their beauty, includes some platinum medals from the
time of Nicholas 1. and Alexander II. — Numerous sets of coins from Po-
land and the Baltic Provinces. — There are 25,000 Greek and 20,000 Roman
coins. The most noteworthy of the Greek Coins are those of the rulers
«>f the Bosphorus, of the Greek colonies in S. Russia, of the reign of

Alexander the Great, of Lysimachus (ca. 800 gold-])ieces), and of Athens
(including the Beule collection). The Byzantine series (3000) is also im-
portant. — Bactrian coins and coins of the Sassanides and Seleucidos. —
Among the Coins of Western Europe may be mentioned the Anglo-Saxon
coins (incl. 1000 of the time of Ethelred II., found in Russia), the German
coins of the 10-12th cent., the Swedish copper money (including several
8-thaler pieces of the time of Charles XI., weighing 30 lbs.), and the Dutch
coins. There is also a fine collection of thalers of the 15-18th centuries.
— The rich collection of Oriental Coins (43,000) includes Chinese, Japanese,
and Corean coins; Persian and Tartar coins (representing more than 200
dynasties) are nowhere better represented.

The Raphael Gallery (XXVII), with copies of five of Raphael's

works in the loggie of the Vatican painted by the Tyrolese artist

Christopher Unterberger about 1786, contains the Collection of
Gems and Miniatures. It is entered from the Room of the

Spanish Masters (IV; see p. 151). The chief feature is the famous

collection of the Duke of Orleans, purchased by Catherine II. In-

taglios and cameos are exhibited in pyramidal and flat glass-cases

(the intaglios accompanied by plaster casts), including (in the case

by the last window, to the right of the entrance) the Gonzaga
CameOj or 'Camee de la Malmaison', with the busts of Ptolemy I.

and his wife and sister Arsinoe. Another large cameo adjoining it

represents the Emperor Trajan and the Tyche of Antioch.— We
now return to Room IV, and pass thence into—

Room XXVI, containing the ^Collection of Gems and
Ornaments. Like the Collection of Silver described at p. 164, it

is of great importance for the study of French goldsmith's work of

the 18th century.

We first enter a semicircular room separated from the main saloon
by four yellow marble columns. This room contains five coin-cabinets

(mddailliers) of Catherine II., by Rontgen, with bronze decorations ascribed
to Gouthiere. At the entrance, ))y the columns, are two dark bronze figures

of Egyptians, in gilded clothing, and holding dishes of yellow quartz
over their heads.

Scattered about the room are 26 cabinets (see p. 163), all exactly alike,

made to the order of Catherine II. Between them, in the middle row, are

some magnificent escritoires of Empress Catherine II. and Empress Marie
Feodorovna, wife of Paul I., with secret drawers and automatic devices,

three of them witli musical boxes. Especially noteworthy is the escritoire

by Gambs (1815), in redwood, with inlays of dark American walnut and
bronze-gilt ornaments.— At the back of the room is a large chiming clock,

made by J. G. Strasser in 1793-1801. In front of the clock stands a large

*Glas8-case, containing the most valuable pieces in the collection, including
some vases of Marie Antoinette, by Gouthiere; aigrettes of Potemkin and
Suvorov, set with brilliants; sprays set witli precious stones, belonging
to the Empresses Anna and Elizabeth; table-clock; mirror, in a frame
sf't with brilliants and precious stones; vases, goblets, small articles of
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jewellery (including examples by the Dinglingers); and silver-gilt caskets,

richly ornamented with cameos, pearls, and precious stones, presented by
King Sigismund I. to the Elector Joachim I. of Brandenburg, with the
arms of both these rulers. In a small glass-case are Chinese and Indo-
Persian objects in nephrite; in another, Persian goldsmith's work, mostly
of the 16th century. In the middle of the room, between the escritoires,

are two glass-cases, one containing snuff-boxes, the other polished stones
from the Urals.

Cabinets (comp. p. 162). To the left and right of the entrance.
Cabs 10 & 11. Fans, small articles of jewellery, and tortoise-shell of the
18th century. — Main wall. Cab. 2. Objects in crystal and rock-crystal,

including a glass that belonged to Anne Boleyn (on a silver-gilt stand).

Cab. 15. Bronze objects adorned with porcelain (18th cent.). Cab. 16.

Objects belonging to Alexander I. and Napoleon I., including the gold
travelling toilet-sot of the latter. Cab. 4. Tula work in steel and silver;

toilet-set of Catherine the Great. Cab. 14. Bibelots of tlie 17th cent, in

stone, metal, tortoise-shell, and enamel. Cab. 12. Persian objects. Cabs. 19,

18, & 21. Objects in semi-precious stones, silver, and gold; filigree-work;
toilet-set of the Empress Elizabeth. Cab 8. Clocks and watches of the
17-18th centuries. Cab. 1. Smaller ohjets d'art from the middle of the

19th cent, onwards, including a chess-set of Alexander III. and a gold
casket presented with the Freedom of the City of London. — End-wall.
Cab. 25. Objects in jasper, porphyrv, and marble, adorned -svith bronze
(18th cent.). Cabs 6 & 9. *Turkish saddle-cloth, and Turkish bridle, set

with brilliants. Cab. 13 (between tlie last two). Swords and walking-sticks
of the Tzars.— In tlie centre of the room are four cabinets. Cab. 7.

*Watches and pendants of the 18th cent., a collection of unique value.
Cab. 17. Gold toilet-set of Empress Anna Ivanovna, made at Augsburg.
Cab. 23 contains the insignia of the Order of the Garter belonging to

Nicholas I. and Alexander II. Cab. 20. All the Russian and many foreign
Orders. — Window-wall, beginning at the end. Glass-cases II, I, 7, & 6:

Snuffboxes. Cabs. 3 & 24. Objects in ivory, walrus ivory, and malachite.
Between the cabinets, in Glass-cases 4 & 3, Cameos and intaglios
with Biblical scenes and portraits. Case 5. Chinese gold filigree work,
chiefly head-ornaments. Cases 1 & 2. Souvenirs of the Empress Marie
Fcodorovna.

In this room are also seven obelisks ornamented with bronze. In the
first two are bibelots of the 17th cent, (by the Dinglingers); in the next
two, bibelots of the 18th cent, including some objects in bloodstone and
gold; in the next two, objects in rock-crystal; and in the last, Persian gems
and ornaments. — In the middle of the room, on a plinth of grey marble,
is a miniature representation of the insignia of the crown (p. 115) in

brilliants and gold, ])y Faberge.

Especially noteworthy is the 18th cent, furniture scattered about the

room ; bureau or commode in redwood with bronze ornamentation ; Louis XVL
bureau, with inlaid plaqu(!8, j)ainted blue and whit(^ in the Wedgwood
styb'; small coin cabinet of Catherine IL in redwood, probal)ly by
Gouthicre; two tripod-tables in bronze and stone; two clocks by Hontgen,
with musical boxes. On all the cabin(^ts are vases in Siberian stone with
bronze ornaments.

First Hermitage of Empress Catherine II., (entered

from Corner Room XIX (p. 151)) across an archway.

I. Tkanhvekhe (iAi.i.KiiY, with views of St. PetcrHburg by Qius.
Valeriani (roign of FjmprosH Elizabeth), Ji. I'utfirtion (time of Paul 1. and
Alexandcn- I.), and Alexdyav.

IL Lf)N(» Gai.lkhv, on the right, divided into three flections: the Silver

Collection, the Peacock Cabinet, and the Porcelain Collection. yVhi" MuHeuin
of Peter the Great is now in the Academy of Sciences, p. KW;.]
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A. Collection of Silver. Comp. p. 162. — Cabinet I. Silver and
iXo\d salt-ct^llars. gold goblet presented to Field-Marshal Munnich after

the Finnish campaign, gold tea-service by K6])ping (St. Petersburg), etc.

Cab. II. GtTiiia)! avd English Woi'k. *SiIvor-gilt goblet in the form
of a two-lieaded eagle, made at Nuremberg (ca. 1590). Silver-gilt goblets
and tankards, made at Nuremberg and Augsburg. Six tankards, 17th cent.,

made at Danzig. To the left is a large dish ; also tankards and pitcliers

of English workmanship made for Catherine I. Tankards and small bowls
in gold, made at Augsburg. Dish witli the arms of Riga.

Cab. 111. Russian drinking-goblets, so-called 'kavshi' (kobuibi, ladles)
and 'bratini' (6paTHHLi, 'brother l)Owls', i.e. punch bowls). Collection
of the Grand-Duke Alexis Alexandrovitch.

Cab. IV. Italian, French, & German filigree work.
Cab. V. Below are three epergnes, tliat to the left by Claude Ballin,

that in the middle by Liebmann of St. Petersburg, that to the right
(formerly belonging to Duke Biron of Courland) by Biller of Augsl)urg.
Tliere are also four soup-tureens of St. Petersburg workmanship. Above
are two tureens from Turin, and a large silver bowl from Amsterdam.

Cab. VI. Large wine-fountain, made at Copenhagen (1795). On each
side and above, smaller fountains from Augsburg and London (17th cent.).

Cab. VII. Silver-gilt toilet-service by Germain. Above, Parisian work
of the 18th cent.

Cab. VIII. Collection of Grand-Duke Alexis Alexandrovitch : Silver-
gilt pitchers from Nuremberg; goblet in the shape of an eagle's liead

;

large tankard made at Riga in the 17th cent.; tea-service with niello,

Siberian work. The objects on the upper shelf are of the 19th century.
Cab. IX. Parisian Work. *Six silver-gilt soup-tureens with supports,

by Fr. Th. Germain (1758-9). *Silver dishes with lids, also by Germain.
Four silver-gilt soup-tureens with supports, by L. Lehendrick (1769-70).

Silver-gilt candelabra, also by Lehendrick. Two silver-gilt soup-tureens
with supports, by P. Charvel (1769-70). Silver soup-tureens and cande-
labra, by J. N. Roetiers (1770). Silver wine-cooler and candlesticks by
R. J. Auguste (1776-8).

Along the window-wall are large silver Vases^ the first and fifth

made at Augsburg, the others at London. Vase with the arms of Lord
Scarsdale, by Paul de Lamerie (1726-27; London). Vase with the arms of

the Duke of Kingston, the work of an unknown London master (1696-

1720). Between the windows are four cabinets. The first (nearest the
Peacock Cabinet) contains modern Sevres figures and an eporgne pre-

sented by the President of the French Republic to Tzar Nicholas II.; the
next two cabinets contain the renowned Wedgwood 'Frog Service', made
for Catherine II. ; in the fourth cabinet, modern St. Petersburg porcelain.

B. In the middle is tli(! Peacock Cabinet, so called from a bronze
automatic toy, the work of a Prussian mechanic in London, bought by
Potcnikin and presented hy him to the Empress Catherine 11. When the
works, concealed in an imitation mushroom, are wound up, the peacock
turns round and spreads its tail, the cock by its side crows, and the owl
rolls its eyes. By the window are cameos in i)orcelain, copied by Tassie
for the Empress Catherine II.

C. Collection of Porcelain. By the Main Wall are eight cabinets
containing JJre.sden. China (Meissen). *Teapot in red stoneware, by Bottger,
in a silver framework set with precious stones. Two *Coffee-services with
Chinese scenes (ca. 1720), on silver stands, made by J. Engelbrecht ajid

E. Adam of Augsburg. Clock with dial set with brilliants (1727). Writing-
s»-t of tlie Duchess of Courland (1781-37). Coffee and tea service of 1725-40.

*Part of an epergne, with Neptune and Satyrs, one of the earliest examples
of the work of Kenrller. Birds (by Kendler), animals, and fruit. Two
largr; vases, with flowers in relief and porcelain medallions, including a
fiortrait of the Empress Elizabeth. Large vases with trophies of the chase
ind of war. Small figures of every kind. Dinner and colfee service of
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the Order of St. Andrew the Apostle (second half of the 18th cent.). Dinner-
service with hunting scenes (second half of the 18th cent.). Large lilac

vase, with the initials 'A. R.' (Augustus rex). Large blue vase, with
Chinese scenes. — Then come three cabinets with Sevres Porcelain. Green
table service of 1756. Two pots with green and red covers. Blue *Service
with the initials of Catherine II., ordered in 1778-79; it originally con-

sisted of 744 pieces, and cost 300,000 livres; over 700 pieces are extant.

To this set also belongs the allegorical group, the 'Parnassus of Russia',
in biscuit china. — Next to these is a cabinet with Chinese Porcelain. —
Then follow two cabinets with Vienna Porcelain. Large *Vessel in the
shape of an elephant, surrounded by dancing peasants on a silver stand,

one of the earliest productions of the Vienna factory, as are also a large

number of dishes with the imperial Russian arms and small Chinese
figures on the covers. Espociallj' striking is the figure of a woman sitting

by a shell, by L. von Liicke. — In the last cabinet is Russian Porcelain.
By the Window Wall, beginning at the door of the Director's office.

Two cabinets with Russian Porcelain of the 19th century. — Glass-case
with Vienna Plates of the beginning of the 19th cent., painted by Dufiinger,
Perger, Nigg, Herr, and others. — Six cabinets with Berlin Porcelain.
*Dessert-service and epergne (1772; Catherine II., surrounded by the
trophies of war and by captured Turks, receiving the homage of the dif-

ferent nations of Russia), a present from Frederick the Great to the
Empress. Plates with views and plans of fortresses on the islands of

the Mediterranean and of the ^gean Sea, presented to Tzar Paul as the
'Comte du Xord'. Epergne, figure in biscuit china between two vases
with the signs of the zodiac and bronze ornaments, presented by Frede-
rick William III. to Alexander I. — Between the cabinets with Berlin
porcelain is a glass-case with Sevres Plates. —l^ext come cabinets with
St. Petersburg Porcelain. Table service with pink flowers and small
figures of blackamoors, of the period of the Empress Elizabeth. Gilt
tea-cups with gay garlands of flowers. Table service of the time of

Catherine II. and Paul I. Four services of the Orders of St. Andrew, St.

Alexander Xevski, St. Vladimir, and St. George, respectively, from the
Gardner factory (second half of the 18th century). -Between the cabinets
with St. Petersburg porcelain is a glass-case with snuff-boxes and small
objets dUirt from Berlin, Meissen, St. Petersburg, and other places.

II. QUARTERS ON THE RIGHT BANK OF
THE NEVA.

i. Vasili 6strov.

Zoological Museum. Academy of Arts. Mining Academy.
The VaHili OHtrov \h reached by Tramway Lines 4, 5, 7, 8, & 17 (i)p. 91,

92).— Steamers, see p. 92.

From th«! IVt«'r Square (p. 108) tlie Vasili Ostrov is at j)r«'S('iit

reached by the Dvortzovi or Palace Bridf/e (IM. E, 5; //), a bridirc-

of-boais, but a new bridj^e is b(;in<^ ('()nslnici(!d at the Dvortzo-

vaya Square. At the K. extremity ol* Vasili Ostrov is the so-ealled

Dutch Exchange fIjHi)>fca; ri.Ef), //), an ediliee in a pseudo-

elassical style, 27-2 ft. in lenjrth and 2;')!) I't. in depth, built in 1S()4-1 1

from desif^ns by the French architect Thomon. It is surrounded by

a peristyle of 44 Doric columns; and over the facade is a ;^roup of

Neptune and sea-monsters. The business- hours arc fioin 1 1 to liMJO.

Bakdekek'h HusHia.
1 ]
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On the open space in front of the Exchange rise two Rostral
ColumitSy ll'ift. in height, their pedestals adorned with two colossal

statues and their shafts with the prows of ships.— The Birzhevoi

Bridge crosses to the Petersburg Side (p. 173).
Tlie *ViEw from the semicircular space between the columns, called

the IStnjelka (PI. E, 4; //), is one of the most beautiful in St. Petersburg.
To the left are the revetments of the Fortress of SS. Peter and Paul,
topped by the gilded and needle-like spire of the Cathedral (p. 173); to

the right are the quays of the Neva with their palaces, over which gleam
the golden jjiunacle of the Admiralty (p. 107) and the huge dome of

St. Isaac's. Immediately in front of the beholder is the imposing river,

while the background is formed by the distant rows of houses in the
N.E. quarters of the city.

Behind the Exchange is the semicircular Birzhevoi Place, with

its flower-beds. On the N. side is the Chief Custom House (conip.

p. 129). On its S.E. side, on the Neva Quay, lies the—
Imperial Academy of Sciences (AKa^eMla HayKi,; PL

E 5, //), built in 1784-87 by Quareiighi, and containing museums
and a library. The plan for this Academy was formulated in 1724 by

Peter the Great, with the aid of Christian von Wolff and Leibnitz,

but it was not till after his death in 1725 that the plan was carried

into effect by Catherine I. After a period of suspended animation, the

Academy entered on a new lease of life in the reign of Catherine II.

It now consists of three sections: Physics and Mathematics, Russian

Language and Literature, History and Philology. The annual income

of its endowment amounts to over one million rubles.

The Academy contains the following departments

:

1. A Library of about 500,000 vols, and over 13,000 MSS. (in the build-

ing adjoining the Exchange; adm., see p. 97). A new building is being
constructed in the Tutchkova Naberezhnaya.

2. The *Anthropological & Efhnoqraphical Muaeiim of Tzar Peter
the Great (adm., see p. 97; Russian Catalogue, 1912, 50 cop.; Director,

W. Radlov). Room I contains objects from N.W. America and N.E. Asia.
Room II: Objects from Siberia and other parts of N.E. Asia. Staircase:
Objects illustrative of Buddhism. Room III (upper floor): China, Japan,
(Jorea, India. Room IV: Polynesia, Australia, Africa. Room V (third

Moor): Antiquiti(!s from Turfan in Eastern Turkestan; objects of the stone
age (France, Switzerland, Sweden); results of excavations in S. Russia,
Samarkand, Sarai, Perm, etc.; objects from Central and S. America.

•S. iJejna-tment of Peter the Great, containing reminiscences of that

monarch. Room I: Writing-desk of the Tzar; by the window-wall, wax
figure of Peter the Great, on a canopied throne; the glass-cases contain
autographs of the Tzar, coins, and medals; in the centre, on a table,

model of the house at Zaandam in which Peter lived; cabinet with ivory
artich's, carved by the Tzar. Room II: Tools of the Tzar. Room III:
in the centre, carriage of the Tzar; telescopes; on the exit-wall, cabinet
with glass cups. Room IV: Costumes of the Tzar, walking-sticks, etc.

4. The Cabinet of Coins (open to numismatists only; Director, C. Sale-
mann), with Russian coins from the earliest times to the present day,
including many rare specimens.

5. The Botanical Muneum (open to botanists only; Director, I. P.
Borodin) contains numerous plants from Siberia and elsewhere, collected
by Steller, Gmelin, Pallas, and Przhevalski ; also collections made by
(>)unts Razum6vHki, Uvarov, and Si vers.
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6. The Geological Museum of Peter the Great, inferior in value to

the collection of the Mining Academy (p. 172) but including some note-
worthy meteorites and specimens from the Russian Silurian age.

7. The Asiatic Mtisewn (open to Orientalists only; adm., see p. 97;
Director, C. Salemann), containing Aiabic, Persian, Turkish, and Hebrew
MSS., coins, an extensive collection of Chinese and Tibetan woodcuts,
and other objects of interest.

8. The Zoological Museum (see below).

The *Iinperial Zoological Museum (3oojiorHqecKiH Mysen
HMnepaxopcKOH ana^eMiH nayKTb; PL E 5, 77), founded in 1728,

consists of two departments, viz. the scientific collection (open to

students only; entrance in the Taniozhenni Pereulok) and the ex-

hibition section, open to the public and occupying three large

rooms. Adm., see p. 98; entrance at Universitetskaya Naberezh-

naya 1. Russian catalogue (1912), 25 cop. The objects all bear

labels in Russian and Latin. Animals found in Russia are denoted

by red labels.— Director, N. V. Nasonov.
Adjoining the entrance, on the groundfloor, is a seated bronze figure

of K. E. von Baer (PL B.), the naturalist, a replica of the monument
at Dorpat (comp. p. 69). We ascend the steps to the right to —

Room I. To the left is a marble bust of J. F. von Brandt (PI. Br.

;

d. 1879), the zoologist. — In the middle, between the pillars, me Skeletons
of Whales, including one of the Balsenoptera Sibbaldii, 102 ft. in length.
Around the skeleton are stuffed Sturgeons (Delphinapterus leucas, B-fejiyra),

Dolphins, etc. By the steps leading to the gallery (PI. Gr) is the rare
skeleton of the Sea Cow (Rhytina Stelleri), which became extinct in the
18th cent.; a piece of its skin is shown in Glass-case 55 A, behind it.

—

Right side-wall: Cases 1-3, 5-10, 12-19, & 25 contain groups illustrating
Mimicry, Protective Colouring, and so forth. Cases 4 (cuckoo) 11, 20,
21-24 (to the right of the last pillar), & 29-32 (behind the last pillar to

the right), 36-39 (behind the last pillar to the left) contain groups, illus-

trating Care for the young and Nest-building. Cases 33, 34, & 40-42 (to

the right and left of the approach to the gallery) Q,o\iXK\\\ Sponges. — Left
side-wall (jjeginning at the steps to the gallery): Case 41 (in front of the
end-wall) contains Polyps; Cases 46 & 48 contain OoraZs. — Gallery. To
the left are Insects (Cases 730-778), Butterflies (780-802), Crustacea (830-

875), Spiders (883-885), and so on.

Room IL Thre(! cases at the entrance are devoted to a * Mammoth
(Pl. M), dug out of the ice of the Ber^zovka in N.E. Siberia in 1901. The
middle case contains its skeleton, that to the right a realistic reproduction
of the monster in the jiosition in which it was found, while that to the
left contains its tongue, bits of its hide;, and other fragments preserved in

spirits. Adjacent to th(! left ar(! Molluscs from i\n\ ice-ag(; of N. Russia
((Jases 12-11). In front of th(! windows are 25 (lesk-cases (14 to the right,

11 to the l<;ft) containing a collection of Moll use Shells, The front half
of the room, extending as far as the 5th pillar, contains Molluscs (pre-

served in spirits), Woinnn, To/ijnses, Lizards, Crocodile's (all these on
the right), Fish, and Snakps (these on the left). The rear jjalf of the
room contains the Collec-tion op Bikdh. including many realistically

mounted groups. TIm; example of the «!xtinct Cormorant (Phalacrocorax
per.spicillatus ; Case 56r)) from Behring Island and the bont's of -a Moa or

Dinornis (Cases 579 & 580), a hugt; l)ird of New Zealand, which became
•xtinct only in the iHth ccntur}', should also be noticed.

Room III. Mammalia, including several specimens of the diluvial epoch
(mammoth, rhinoceroH, etc.), some of which, found in the perennially frozen
soil of N. Siberia, still retain fragments of their flesh, skin, and hair.

11*
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S. Side-wall: 480. Caucasian
stag; 471, 472. Milk-teeth
of a niammoth and a masto-
don. To the right, in the
central gangway, complete
skeleton of a mammoth (PI.

M), with parts of the head
and feet, and (on the floor)

two colossal mammoth
tusks. To the left, grou]) of

hippopotami and tapirs (PI.

H) ; above, antlers of tlie

Irish elk (Cervus Megace-
ros or giganteus) and (far-

ther on) of the niaral (Cer-

vus elaphus) ; 469, 470.

Heads, horns, and feet of

the diluvial rhinoceros; to

the right, in the middle,
Indian elephant, witli skel-

eton (PI. E) ; (590-693. Yaks
;

450. Aurochs, from the Cau-
casus and Lithuania; 441.

Elks; 438. Russian wild-
cats; 431. Musk oxen; in

the middle, to the right,

683, 684. Camels ; above
Cases 412-420, Horns of the
Bison priscus and other ex-
tinct varieties of cattle;

409, 410. Siberian tigers; in

the middle, to the right,

677, 678. Wild horses; 402.

Skeleton of a Tibetan bear
(Ailoropus melanolcucus)

;

398. Fur seals (Otaria ur-

sina) from the Behring Sea
;

671, 672. Zebras ;
395. Bears

of Central Asia (Ursus la-

gomyiarius). — By the end-
wall: 388. Caspian seals

(Phoca caspica). —We now
return along the N. side:

374. Caucasian leopards;
359. Kamtchatka ram; 860.

Badger; 349. Steppe-foxes
(Canis corsae) ; 348. Arctic
foxes ; 338. Steppe-antelope
(Saiga tatarica); 337. Moun-
tain-goat; 326. Chamois;
310. Takin or mountain-
antelope of Tibet (Budor-

cas taxicolor) ; 305. Chi-

nese antelope (A. subgut-

turosa); 293, 294. Well-
preserved skull of an Elas-

motherium Fischeri ; 291,

292. Feet and mane of

mammoth, in perfect pre-

servation; 283. Sea-lion;

268-271. Bears.
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Continuing to follow the quay of the Great Neva, we reach the

University (HMnepaTopcKiii yHHBepcHTeTt ; PI. E 5, //), which
was founded by Alexander I. in 1819. It possesses four faculties,

viz. those of History and Philology, Physics and Mathematics, Juris-

prudence, and Oriental Languages. The number of students is 7500.

The lectures are given between Sept. 1st (O.S.) and Easter. The
University Library (adm., see p. 98) contains upwards of 453,000

volumes.

At Kadetskaya Line, No. 21, is the Museum of Old St. Peters-

burg (Myseft cxaparo IleTepOypra; adm., see p. 98), founded in

1907. This museum contains objects of artistic and historical in-

terest relating to Old St. Petersburg. At First Line, No. 24, is the

Tolstoi Museum, containing reminiscences of Count Tolstoi (adm.,

see p. 98).

Passing the long building of the First Cadet Corps, formerly

the Palais Menshikov, built in 1710 by Schadel, we arrive at the

Rumyantzev Square (PyMHHixeBCKiH CKsep-L; PI. D 5, //), contain-

ing the Rumydntzev Obelisk (naMHTHHKt PyMaHiiesy), 89 ft. in

height, erected in 1799 in honour of Count P. A. Rumyantzev-Zadu-
naiski (1725-96), who distinguished himself in the Turkish w^ars of

1768-74. The obelisk, designed by the architect Breno, was ori-

ginally erected in the Marsovo Pole (p. 116), but was transferred

to its present site in 1820.

Not far from the obelisk, on the bank of the Neva, stands the—
Imperial Academy of Arts (HMnepaxopcKaa AKa^eMifl

Xy;i6HcecTBT>; PI. D 5, //), founded by Catherine II. in 1757, and

guarded by two fine Egyptian Sphinxes, brought from Thebes in

1832. The building, which is one of the handsomest in the city, was
erected in 1765-88 by Kokorivov from the plans of Vallin de la

Mothe, and forms a square each side of which is 460 ft. long. The
principal fa(^ade, looking towards the Neva, is in two stories and is

articulated by columns and pilasters. The central portico is adorned

with statues of the Farnese Hercules and the Farnese Flora and is

surmounted by a domed roof.— Adm. to the Museum of the Aca-
demy, see p. 97. The first floor is reserved for an annual exhibition

of pictures, particulars of which will be found in the newspapers;
adm. 32 cop.). Conservator, E. von Wiesel.

The Mjskum of Anciknt and Renaissance ScuiiPTuiiEH, niran^cil in

RooniH 2-32 of the f^rouiidfloor, tlie rooms adjoiniiif^ the main staircase,
and Room hi of the upper floor, contains few ori^i'i'ils init has an exten-
sive collection of j)laster casts. — liooni 57, on the first floor, known as
the First (Jalhiry of Anti(jues or Raj)hael Room, also contains copies of
Raphael and other paintings. In the small Lecturer Room (No. 08) are
four magnificent pieces of tapestry aft(!r JonvfiH'.t and a nuirble statue
of Catherine II. hy llnlhern. The Assemhly Room, with a large ceiling
painting hy Sht'hf'n/rr, contains jiortraits of former ijrcsidents of the Aca-
demy and fine stainrd-glass wind(»ws hy Svertchkov. Room W (Second
flallery f»f Antiques, or Titian Room) contains (;opie.s of VciictJMn musti'rs
and a marble huHt of Catherine II. hy Shtihin.
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KrssiAN Paintings and Sculptukes. Rooms 40-54 and 77 on the main
H»)or contain dii)Ioma-works by students of the academy. Room 43, to

tho left, 05. Bri/idldv, The three angels appearing to Ahiaham. Room 44,
to the light, «i(U). AivazorsK'i, Sea-jjieee. Room 4H, to the right, 184.

Orlovski, Landscape. Room 47, on the exit-wall, 368, Kivsheiiko, Coun-
cil of War in Fili, 1812. Room 48, to the left, 190. Ryepin, Daughter
of Jairus. Room 49, to the left, Kramskoi, Portrait of I. I. Shishkin, the
landscape-painter. Room 50, to the left, Brovar, Autumn; on the side-

wall, 1116. Zhukovski, Winter-scene. Room 51, to the right, 438. Krin-
zhitzki. Village in Little Russia; to the left, 678. Piirvit, The last of the
snow; 620. Polyniov, Lagoon; 1005. Nestcrov, Holy Russia. Room 52,

to the left, 1072. Pasternak, Portrait of himself. Room 54, to the left,

1126. Shelkovij Arrest of the Metropolitan Philip. — Sculptures: Orlovski,
Paris; Baron P. Klodt, Horses; Halberg, Boy, Monument of Karamzin,
Model of a colossal statue of Catherine IL ; Falconet and Ramazdnov,
Mil(» of Crotona and the lion; Demid-Malinovski, Bust of Suvorov ; Tol-
stoi, Reliefs from the Odyssey; Stavasser, Nymphs.

Kushelev Gallery (catalogue in Russian). Room 70. On the main
wall, to the right, 160. Gallait, Last moments of Count Egmont; 196.

Daifbigpy, Landscape; 332. Troyon, Peasants on the road to market; 360.

Ary Scheffer, Faust; to the left, 187. Paul Delaroche, Cromwell at the bier

of Charles 1.; 333. Troyon, Sheep; 138. Bonyuerean, Departure of Tobias.
Cabinet I, to the left, *227. L. Knaus, Village-fire; to the right, 208.

Ge'rome, Duel after the masked ball. Cabinet II, to the left, 293. L. Robert,
Neapolitan fisherfolk; 352. Fourmols, Landscape; to the right, 212. F.Ziem,
Seashore; 127. Rosa Bonheur, Sheep at ])asture. Cabinet III, to the left,

3. Hoyuet, Angler; 211. F. Ziem, Venice; 353. Iloguet, Village in Nor-
mandy; to the right, Courbet, Dead horse in a wood ; 271. Fr. Millet, Women
carrying faggots. Cabinet IV, to the left, 357. Chavet, Duet; 159. B. Vau-
tier, Manual training; Meissonier, 266. Soldier, *265. Smoker; to the

right, 188, 190. Diaz, Scenes of child-life; 249. Lehon, On the shore. —
Room 69. Cabinet I, to the left, 351. Fromentin, Caravan; 202. Diipre,
Landscape; 111. A. Achenbach, Landscape. Cabinet II, 155. Willeins,

The answer; 146. E. Verboeckhoven, Sheep. Cabinet III, to the left, 317.

Stevens, Unlucky organ-grinder; 223. Ten-Kate, Judicial examination; to

the right, 2.56. J. Lies, Toper; 269. Merle, Children dancing; 24. Greiize,

Girl at prayer. Cabinet IV, to the left, 219. A. Calame, Evening on the

Lake of Lucerne; to the right, 368. J. J. van der Eeckhout, Soldier study-
ing his map. Cabinet V, to the left, 53. G. Netscher, Children blowing soap-

i)ubbles; to the right, *20. P^. Wouverinan, Halt at the tavern ; Terburg,
74. Young lady, 73. Lovers; *50. Metsu, Woman sewing; 330. Troyon,
Landscape; 36. L. Cranach, Christ Child; 37. Jordaens, Twelfth Night,
one of the best representations of this favourite subject of the artist;

131. Braekeleer, Escaped bird. On the main wall, beginning at Cabinet IV:
154. Willems, Imprisonment of Joan of Arc; 10. J. B. Weenix, Crossing
the river; 22. J. van Goyen, River-scene; 9. Boucher, Ai)ollo and Daphne;
203. Dupre, Cattle at pasture. — Next comes a room with the Krausold
Collection, consisting of modern Russian and foreign i)aintings.

From Room 70 we enter a room on the left containing pictures by
French Masters of the 18th century. Among these are 584. Boucher, Pyg-
malion; 585, 586. J. Vernet, Landscapes; 611. N. Poiissin, Prodigal Son;

591, 592. Greuze, Portraits; 598-600. Courtois, Battle-scenes. Here also is

a statue of Alexander the Grreat, by J. lloudon (No. 1119).

The LinuAKY (open daily 11-3 and also 7-10, exce])t on Sat.; from May
15th to Sept. 15th on Tues. & Wed. only) contains a reading-room and in-

cludes a ricii collection of engravings, photograjdis, and works on art.

Continuing to follow the Neva Quay, wo leave the Nicholas Bridge

(p. 1 11) to the left. At the corner of the Seventh Line and the Bol-

>hoi Prospekt is the Cathedral of ^t. Andrew (Co66pT> AnocTOJia

\n;ipejj IlepBOSBaHHaro; V\, .%, D5, /), built in 1764 by Ivanov.
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At No. 39 Eighth Line is the *Seinenov G-allery (pron. 8em-
yonov; P1.D5, /), containing 600 paintings by 370 different masters

and affording an excellent view of the historical development of the

Flemish and Dutch Schools. The collection is to be incorporated

with the Hermitage, to which it was bequeathed by its founder,

P. P. Semenov, the explorer (d. 1914). Adm., see p. 98.

The group of the Predecessors op Rembrandt is represented by-

works of P. Lastman, J. van Schooten, CI. Moyaert, and L. Bramer.—
The chief masters belonging to the period previous to and during the
separation of the Flemish and Dutch Schools are K. van Mander, G. Co-
ninxloo, C Vinckboons, R. Saverj/, and Adr. van de Venne. — Among the
followers of the Italian Naturalistic School may be mentioned the rare

G. Smit (Flora and Fortuna, 1636) and G. Honthorst, the latter repre-

sented by Esau selling his birthright, Old woman counting money, Prince
of Orange as Cupid (1637), and Two young women (1649; the first two of

these night-scenes, the last two daylight-scenes). — The earliest national
development of the Dutch School of landscape-painting is represented by
Esaias van de Velde (four works, dated 1621, 1623, 1626); J. van Goyen
(four works, dated 1632, 1634, 1647, 1652); S. van Ruysdael (two);
P. Molf/n (four) ; and the rare masters P. Nolpe, A. and J. van Croos
(1667), Coelenbier (1645), J. Meerhout (1633), and H. de Meyer (1657).

The marine-painter ^. de Vlieger, and B. van Bassen, G. Hoecxgeest, and
J. Vucht, the painters of church-interiors, are also represented, — Among
the painters of genre-scenes may be mentioned Di7'k Hals (Concert, 1623;
Artist in the tavern, 1626), Frans Hals the Youyiger (Still-life, 1640),
P. Palamedesz (Battle, Sentinel) , A. Palamedesz , Peter Potter (Land-
scape, 1637), P. Quast, J. Verspronck (1645), and S. and J. de Bray. —
The portrait-painters represented include W. de Geest, W. van der Vliet,

M. Mierevelt, P. MooreUe^ and Th. de Keyser.
Though Rembrandt himself is represented only by a small study of

a head, we find no less than 35 paintings by 26 masters of Rembrandt's
School. G. Dou (Sleeping lace-maker; Night-scene, similar to that in
Dresden); J. A. Backer; F. Bol (Judas and Tamar); G. Flinck (Bath-
sheba receiving David's letter, 1657); B. Fabritius; J.Victors (Diogenes
with his lantern); J. Ovens (Portrait of a lady, 1656); Cfir. Paudiss (Old
man); N. Maes (Portrait of Jan de Wit, Boy at a window); J. and G.
de Wet; J. van Loo; and H. van der Vliet. — The genre-painters of the
best period are represented by 40 paintings: Jan Steen (The artist's

family); G. Netscher (Pomona and Vcrtumnus); P. de Hooch (Woman
with the dropsy consulting a quack)

;
Q. Brekeleiikam (painting of 1669);

W. Mieris, J. Ochtervelt, Esaias Boursse, and G. Schalcken. The painters
of scenes of peasant-life include Adr. and Is. van Ostade, C. Beya, J. Mo-
lenaer, and R. Brakenbiiryh. — The collection includes three paintings by
B. van der Heist , two of which , dated 1662 and 1649 , are portraits of
hin)s(!lf, the latter paint<!d in the style of Rembrandt. Abr. van den Tempel
(1670), D. Saufvoort, (J. Janssen van Ceuhm, and //. Jiakhin/sfn (Portrait

of Rachel Ruysch. 1683) are also represented. — ThcS? laiidscaix'-painters

represented contribute 120 pictures. The most eminent names arc A. Ever-
dingen, J. van Ruysdael (two), the rare Jacob Salomon.sz Ruysdaelj
C. Decker, Van der Meer van Hfuirlem, G. Dubois, A. Verboom , Fr.
Mourheron, F. Post (1659), and A. van der A^^^y. — Among the animal-
paintors may he mentioniid Govert Camphnysfji, (Jorn. Saftlrven , CI.

Bi'rghem, and K. du Jardin; among the painters of battles and Imnting-
Hcen(!H, I'h. and /*. W(nrtu'rm<tn, J. van /furhfpnbnrffh, and A. Ilondins;
and among inarin('-j)aint(!rH, Ij. Hakhnyscn, J. lict'rsfrafcii, and It. Zecnxan
(1664). —The painters of still-life arc rei)r«!scnt<',d hy numerous works.

The FfiKMiHu School is represented hy 90 nwisters. Among those
of the 16th cent, are ./. Oossaert {Mabuse; Madonna), Fr. Floria (Com-
paRHion), P. lirueghpJ, (Two dancers, 1517), //. Btd (three paintings),
/*. Bril, J. Brupghol (Adoration of th(! Magi), J). AMoot^ and //. vati
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Itiilen (Venus, 1600). — Jinhens is seen in the portrait of Cardinal-Infante
Ferdinand. Among his pupils may he mentioned J. Jordaens (Holy Fa-
mily), ^4. Diepenheck (M. A. Capellus, Bishop of Antwerp), E. QueUinns
iyirjj:in presenting a banner to St. lldefonso, the wreath of flowers by
D. St'i/hem), and )). Teniers the Younger. — Among the landscape-painters
are L. van Vden (fine painting with figures by Teniers), J. Wildens^
J. van Arthois, and C. Hui/smans. D. Seghers , A. Coosemans, and
/'. Verbriiggen contribute pictures of fruit and flowers.

We now return to the Neva Quay. In the Tenth Line, which
here diverges to the right, is the Patriotic Institute (PL 106, D5; /),

a school for girls. To the right, between the Eleventh and Thirteenth

Lines, is the Nicholas Naval Academy (HHKOjiaeBCKaH MopcKaa
AKH^eMifl; PI. 6, D 5, /); in front of it, on the Neva Quay, is a

Bronze Statue of Admiral Km serfstern y the tirst Russian circum-

navigator of the world (d. 1846; p. 76), erected in 1873. At the

corner of the Eifteenth Line is the Church of the Kiev Lavra
(UepKOBB KieBo-IIeqepcKOH JIaBpbi; PI. 47, D, 5, 6, /), completed
in 1808. At the corner of the Eighteenth Line is the house of the

academician M. P. Botkin (d. 1914), containing a collection of

terracottas, statues, Byzantine enamels, etc. (adm., see p. 97).

At the end of the quay is the hfstitute of Miniitg Engineers
or Mining Academy (FopHBiH HHCTHTyxT,; PL 105, C 6, /),

founded by Catherine II. in 1773. It is attended by 650 students,

in training for posts in the Grovernment Department of Mining.

The huge edifice, covering an area of 14,350 sq. yds., was built by

Voro)dkhin in 1806-11 and has a portico of 12 Doric columns on

the side next the Nevd. In front of the portico are a Hercules by

Pimenov and the Rape of Proserpine by Demut-Malinovski. The
lecture-hall contains a bust of Tzar Paul I. by Shubin (d. 1805).

—

Adm. to the Museum, see p. 98; Director, N. P. Pokrovski. Russian

catalogue, 60 cop. Visitors are conducted by an attendant (fee).

On the first floor is the *Museum of the Mining Academy,
arranged according to the system of Groth of Munich.

—

Room I & II.

Fossils and shells.

—

Room III. Elements, sulphides, oxides, haloid com-
f)0unds, carbonate compounds. In the middle is a block of malacliito

weighing 94 puds (.S894 lbs.), found in 1789 in the province of Perm, and
valued at 26,000 rb. By the window-wall are two iron chests (closed)

containing gold and platinum. By the exit-wall, to the left, is a block
of copper 52 puds in weight. — Room IV. Minerals in natural crystals
and in pseudomorphs. ^ Room V (with columns). Sulphuric acid com-
pounds, aluminates, ferrides, and so on; phosphides; silicates (including
some rare Siberian and Uralian topazes in Case 55); minerals of organic
origin; meteorites. In the middle are beryls, including a sea-green trans-

parent specimen 9V2 in- long and 2546 grammes in weight. To the right
of this is a block of meteoric iron from Augustinovka, found in 1890,

and weighing 720 lbs. Farther on, to the left, is a wine-coloured topaz,

28 lbs. in weight.

—

Room VI contains vases, busts, swords, and other
artif'les made of ores found in Russia; cut stones.

—

Room VII. Pearls
and pearl-oysters. — We now return through Rooms VI and V and enter
Room Vill, which, along with Room IX, to the left, contains tho C'oUeciion
of Model ft fmining implements, etc.). — No. X is the Lecturk Room. —
Rooms XI and XII are devoted to the palaeontology of Russia, and include
oinv boautiful variegated ammonit(;s from the Volga district. The cellar

laifl out with full-size models of adits and shafts of mines.
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The inner parts of the Vasili Ostrov offer no attractions to the

stranger. Novi Pete)^hurg (PI. B, 4; /), on Golodai Island, is a

growing residential quarter.— From the Mining Academy we may
return to the Bolsh6i Prospekt and proceed thence to the Admiral-

teiski Prospekt by tramway No. 4 or 5.

k. Fortress Island and St. Petersburg Quarter.

Cathedral of SS. Peter and Paul. Artillery Museum.
House of Peter the Great.

Tramways 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 12, & 15 (pp. 91, 92) serve this district. —
Steamer, see p. 92.

From the Suvorov Square (p. 116) the Troitzki Bridge
(TpoHiiKin MOCTt; PI. F 4, /; *Yiew) leads across the Neva, which

here attains its greatest width (645 yds.), to the Petersburg Side or

Quarter. This iron bridge was constructed in 1897-1903 as a me-
morial of the silver wedding of the Tzar Alexander III. and the

Tzarina Marie Feodorovna. It is supported by six piers and cost

upwards of 5 million rubles. At the S. end is a draw for vessels.

We proceed from the N. end of the bridge to the Troitzkaya

Square (p. 175), traverse the Kronwerk Canal to the left, and so

reach the Fortress Island; then, passing through the Gate of St. John,

we enter the fortress by the E. or Peter Gate (1749).

The Fortress of SS. Peter and Paul (IleTponaBJiOBCKafl

Kp-fenocTB; PL E, F, 4, /; comp. p. 102) was built from the plans

of Dom. Trezzini in 1703-40, the walls being faced with granite in

the reign of Catherine II. It contains the State Prison, the Cath-

edral of SS. Peter and Paul, the Mint, and the old Arsenal with the

Artillery Museum. The fortifications have now lost their import-

ance. A cannon is fired here every day at noon (comp. p. 189).

The ^Cathedral of SS. Peter and Paul (IleTponaBjioBCKiH

Co66p'L; PI. F 4, /) is open all day long, but is best visited between
1 and 4 p.m. This cathedral, which is the burial-church of the Russian

emperors, was founded at the same time as the fortress, but was
rebuilt after a lire in 1753 and again altered under Nicholas I. It

is a domed structure, 210 ft. in length and 98 ft. in breadth. The
extremely slender gilded spire, which is one of the highest in Russia

(394 ft.), is crowned by an angel bearing a cross 23 ft. in height.

The clock in the spire, brought from Cologne in 1760, plays the

hymn 'Kol Slaven' every hour and th«! national anth(!m at noon.
The iNTEKioit is adorned with inilitaiy ti(>|»liit's, Hdwrrs, and p;r()W-

irig plants, and makes a very lipht and cli(;crfu! ini|>n'ssion. The Rus-
sian emjxMorH of tho Iiouhc of lloinanov sinc(! W'Xv.v tlio Great (witli
the exception of Peter II., see j). 2Kr>), their wives, and the iinjieiial

^Hand-Dukes and (Jrand-Duehesscrs are all hnried hen; in the ImpcridL
\'<niltH. White niarhle sarcophagi, with gihh-d eagles at the corners,
inark the sites of the graves of the 'J'zars. On the sarcoj)hagus of Peter
the (treat is a large medal struck in r.>0;{ to commemorate the hicentenary
of St. Petersburg. On the adjacent wall is a naval Hag taken in 1H70 at
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the battle of Teliesme. The tombs of Alexander 11. and Alexander III.
are adorned with numerous garlands of silver and gold. Fine ikonostas
by Sarudni (1726). — Several works made by Peter the Great's own hand
are shown here, j including a carved ivory candelabrum (to the right of

the ikonostas), 10 ft. in height and
6V2 ft. in diameter.

To the N.E. of the cathedral,

and connected with it by a pas-

sage beginning at the tomb of

Tzar Nicholas I., is the Grand-
Ducal Mausoleum, completed in

1906 from the designs of Grimm.
Outside the cathedral, at its E.

end, is a small graveyard, with

the tombs of the commanders of

the fortress, including that of the

first commander, General Ro-
man Bruce(1668-n 20). A sepa-

rate building (by M. G. Zemtzov)

to the left of the cathedral con-

tains a boat found by Peter the

Great in 1691 at the village of Iz-

mailovo (p. 820) and known as the

'Grandfather of the Russian Fleet'

(T^'fe^ymKa pyccKaro ^.TroTa).

—

The Imperial Mi)ft (MoHexHLiH
4BopT» ; no adm.), to the W. of the

cathedral, was founded in 1716.

Leaving the fortress by the

Peter Gate (p. 173) and turning

to the left, we skirt the Kron-

werk Canal until we reach the

'Kronwerk' itself. Here is the

Old Arsenal (KpoHBepKcidfi

ApceHajn>; PL E, F, 4, /), con-

taining the interesting Artil-

lery Museum. Adm., see p. 97;

Director, Col. D. P. Strukov.
On the Gkound Floor is an ex-

tensive collection of fire-arms of all

kinds from the 15th cent, down to

the present day; also old weapons,
armour, standards, old and new en-

gines of war, and figures of soldiers

including Streltzi on foot and on
liorsehack. To the left of the entrance is a standard-car of the time of

the EmproHH Elizaljcth. In a separate room to the right of the entrance
are reminisceiices of Russian rulers, including the felt hat, uniform,
f-aftan , and spontoon of Peter the Great, the uniforms of several other
KiiSHian rulers, and a Streltzi banner of 1681, 11 ft. long and 10 ft. higli. —

G-round Plan of the Cathedral
of SS. Peter and Paul.

A. High Altar. B. Pulpit. C. Throne
of the Tzar. D. Imperial Chamber.
E. Entrance. — Imperial Tombs.
1. Peter the Great (d. 1725); 2. Ca-
therine I. (d. 1727); 3. Elizabeth I.

fd. 1761); 4. Anna Ivanovna (d.

1740); 5. Peter III. (d. 1762); 6.

Catherine II. (d. 1796); 7. Paul I.

(d. 1801) and 8. Marie Feodorovna
fd, 1828; nee Princess Sophia of

Wtlrtemberg); 9. Alexander I. (d.

1825) and 10. Elizabeth Alexeyevna
fd. 1826; nee Princess Louise of

Baden); 11. Nicholas I. fd. 1855)
and 12. Alexandra Feodorovna fd.

1860; nee Princess Charlotte of
Prussia); I'd. Alexander II. (d. 1881)
and 14. Marie Alexandrovna (d.

1880; nee Princess of Hesse); 15.

Alexander III. (d. 1894).

in the uniform of various periods,
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On the First Floor is the Ball of Fame, containing numerous captured
banners, weanons, and other trophies, including many of Swedish, Prussian,
Turkish, ana Chinese origin. The Prussian banners, 120 in number, in-

clude a number belonging to the^ guilds of Berlin and carried off from the

arsenal of that city on its capture in 1760 in the belief that they were
military flags. The spoils of the battle of Kunersdorf include 20 regi-

mental banners and the uniform and body-linen of Frederick the G-reat.

Among the Turkish trophies is the gilded dome of the Mosque of Bender,
captured in 1770. The Chinese guns and other trophies are part of

the 'loot' of 1900. — This floor also contains weapons of the prehistoric
period and two graves of warriors from the province of Kiev, dating from
the 9-llth cent, (under glass).

To the W. of the Kronwerk, with its main entrance in the Kron-
verkski Prospekt, is the Zoological Garden (3oojiorHqecKiH

Ca^t; PI. E4, /; p. 95; open from 10 a.m. onwards). Besides the

collection of animals (feeding-hour in summer 5.30 p.m.) the garden

also contains a summer-theatre, where concerts, etc., are given.

To the E. of the Zoological G-arden, on the N. and E. sides of the

Kronwerk, Qxien&sWiQ AlexanderPark {XjieKQdCRjx^oBCKiii napKT>;
PI. E, F, 3, 4, /), a favourite resort of the lower classes. The park con-

tains the so-called People's Palace or House of Tzar Nicholas II.

(Hapo^HfciH ^OMT, HMnepaxopa HnKOjiafl II. ; PI. E 3, /; comp.

p. 95), completed in 1901, and containing a large theatre (4000 seats)

added in 1911. A little farther on, to the E., is the Steregushtchi

Monument (PI. 133, F 3 ; /), erected, from a design by Isenberg, to

commemorate the heroic sinking of the torpedo-boat, Steregushtchi,

off Port Arthur, on March 10th, 1904.

Xear the E. entrance of the park, in the Troitzkaya Sq., which
was the chief square of the original St. Petersburg, is the Cathedral

of the Holy Trinity (Co66pi> JKHBOTBopameH TpoHi^w ; PI. 39,

F4, /), erected in 1710, rebuilt in 1756, and burned down in 1913.

Peter the Great frequently attended service in the original church.

A little to the N. is a large Mosque (PI. F, 3; 7), with fayence deco-

ration and two minarets, built by Kretchinski (1912).

The House of Peter the Great (46mhkt> Ilexpa I. ; PI. 14G,

V 4, /; open daily 8-7, in winter 8-4) stands to the E. of the cathedral,

in a garden on the Neva Quay, surrounded by a green and gilt rail-

ing. IN'ter built this house;, which was the first in the Petersburg
Quarter, in 1703, and lived here while superintending the structure

of his new capital. It is a one-story blockhouse al)Out 62 ft. in

length and 20 ft. in breadth, and contains only two rooms and a

cabinet. [It is enclosed within a stone building erected by Cha-
therine IT. in 1784 to protect it from th(! weather.] The bedroom
on the left was converted by Nicholas T. into a Chapel of the Re-
deemer (Haconnfl CiiacMTejiH) and contains, in an <daborately orna-

/nrnted frame, a wonder-working picturr of the Redeemer, which
IN'ter the Great always carrif^d on his jxTson. In the room on the

light arr a wooden chair with a leather cushion, a bench, and other
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articles made by Peter's own hands. At the back is a boat in which
Peter saved the lives of some fishermen on Lake Ladoga in 1690.

— The garden by the river contains a bronze bust of the Tzar.

To the N.E. of the Peter House, at Penykovaya 8, are the Ozone
Watei'works (PI. 140, G3; /), which were opened in 1910.

In the N. part of the Petershiiig Side is the Medical Institute for
Women (JKencKift Me>5HijHHCKiH HHCTHTyxt; PI. 103, F 2, 7). — To the
W. are the Second Cadet Corps (PI. 31, 1)3; /) and the Paid Military
School (PI. 173, D3; /).— At No. 21 Kamenno-Ostrovski Prospekt is the
Imperial Alexander Lyceum (PI. 12, F3; J), in which is the Pushkin
Museum, containing relics of the i)oet, who was a pnpil of the institute.

1. The Islands. Staraya Derevnya and Novaya
Derevnya. Viborg Quarter.

There are about 100 islands in the delta of the Neva, the most beauti-
f.ul of which are Aptekarski, Kamenni, Yelagin, Ki-estovski, and Petrovski
Ostrov, popularly known as 'the Islands'. In spring some of these are
inundated, hut by the beginning of summer all have assumed the ap-
pearance of verdant parks. The islands contain many 'datchas' or villas.
— In the height of summer the islands are the scene of a fashionable
corso, especially on the road leading to the Stryelka (p. 177).

The Islands are served by Tramioa/j Lines Nos. 2, 3, & 15 (pp. 91. 92),

— Steamers (a pleasant trip), see p. 92.

—

RestaurantSy see p. 89. —Those
who have no time for more should at least visit the Kamenni and Yelagin
Islands (comp. p. 98).

From the N. end of the Troitzki Bridge (p. 173) the Kamenno-
OsTiiovsKi Prospekt (tramways Nos. 2, 3, & 15) leads N. to (^2^1'-)

the Apothecary Island (AnTeKapcKiii OcxpoB-L; PI. D-F, 2, /),

on the S.E. side of which lie the Botanical Gardens.

The Imperial Botanical Gardens (PL F,2; /), now known
as the Gardens of Peter the Great, were laid out by Peter the

Great in 1713 for the cultivation of medicinal herbs. Adni., see p. 97.

The main entrance is in the Aptekarskaya Naberezhnaya, and there

are other entrances in the Pesotchnaya and at the corner of the Kar-

povka and Aptekarski Prospekt. Detailed information is given in

the HjiJiiocTpHpoBaHHLiH nyxeBO^Hxejib issued by the Director,

with illustrations and plans (price 1 rb., abridged edition 20 cop.).

Director, Prof. A. Fischer von Waldheim.— The gardens cover an

area of about 50 acres, and since 1823 have been used for scientific

purposes only. Besides a very extensive collection of plants (36,000

species and varieties, including 28,000 in the greenhouses), they also

possess a Library of 38,400 vols., a Herbarium of 7387 vols., con-

taining over two million plants, a Botanical Museum (with 48,000

specimens), a Physiological Laboratory , a Phyto-patholoyical

Station
J
a Seed-Testing Station, and a Horticultural School.

To the N. is the Church of the Transfiguration (HepKOBb
npeo5pa/KeHifl Pocno^HH; PI. 65, F2, /), built in 1845 from the

designs of Thon, and adorned with paintings by Bryullov.
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We now cross the Malaya Xevka by the Kamenno - Ostrovski

Bridge (PI. E, 1 ; 7) and reach the Kamenni Island (KaMeHHtm
OcTpoBT* ; PI. D, E, 1, /), the chief seat of the villas of the rich citizens

of St. Petersburg. Beyond the bridge, to the right, is a three-storied

Palace (PI. 141, El; /), built by Bazhenov for the future Tzar Paul I.

in 1766, and altered in the 19th century. To the N.W. of this point

stands the Church of the Birth of John the Baptist (IJepKOBB

Poac^ecTBa loaHHa XIpe^xe^H ; PI. 41, E 1, 7), dating from 1778.

Opposite, to the left, is the Naval Hospital of Paul I. (PI. 85,

El, 7). The Imperial Summer Theatre (KaMeHHO-OcTpoBCKiii
Teaxpi.; PI. 179, D 1, 7), by Shustov (1827), at the W. end of the

island, has been closed.

The First Yelagin Bridge (PL C, D, 1 ; 7) leads across the Sred-

nyaya Xevka to the Yelagin Island (EjiarnHt 6cTpoBT>; PL B,

C, 1, 7). Alexander I. purchased this island from Count Orlov in

1817 for 350.000 rb. and built the present Yelagin Palace (Ejia-

THHCKiil ^Bopeut; PL 145, Cl, 7) for his mother from plans by
Rossi (1826). The English park in Avhich the palace stands contains

some fine old oaks. The other parks and parkways of the island are

also well kept up. The so-called ^Stryelka^ or ^Pointe\ at the W.
end of the island, commands a fine view of the Gulf of Finland.

From the Yelagin Island the Third Yelagin Bridge leads to the N.
across the Bolshaya Nevka to Staraya Der^vnya and Novaya De-
r^vnya (PL B-D, 1 ; /), containing villas of a less pretentious character.
— About IV2Y. (1 M.) to the N. of Novaya Derevnya, adjoining the Kolo-
myagskoye Chaussee, is the Eacecourse (CKaKOBoft Hnno^poMt; p. 95),
with a track 3V. (2 M.) in length (station on the railway to Ozerki; p. 193).

From Yelagin Ostrov the Second Yelagin Bridge (PL C, 1, 2; 7)

leads to the S. over the Srednyaya Nevka to the Krestovski Island
(KpecTOBCKift 6cTpoBT>; PL A-D, 2, 7) containing the chateau and

park of Prince Byelozerski. On the N. side is the boat-house of the

Piver Yacht (Jluh (PfeqHOH HxTT>-Kjiy6T>; PL Bl, 7). The W. end

of the Batareinaya Doroga affords a fine view of the Gulf of Finland.
The Bolshoi Petrovski Bridge leads S. from the Krestovski Island to

the Petrovski Island (IleTpoBCKiH CcxpoBt; PL B-D, 3, 4, /), with
its factories; it was a favourite resort of Peter the Groat, who laid out
th<* Petnivski Park here.

Those who wish to visit the unattractive Viboho Distrk't sliould use
the tramway (No. 1, 8, 9, 10, 19, or steam-tramway No. 2 ; pp. 91, 92). To the
K. of the HavipHonyevHki Bridge (PI. Gr, ;i; /) is the Wijlie Clinind lloi^pi-

tnl fP1.9r>, 3; /), in front of which is a hronzc statue i>i ,S. I\ Botk'ni
(d. 1S89), the physician, hy B«;kl»!nushev (1909). A littlo farther to the V).

is the Militarj/ Medical Aaideini/ (Bo6HHo-Me;iHi|HHCKaii AicAjidmn ; PI. i,

(i o, I), estahlished in 179H hy Paul I. In the court is a monunient (PI. l.'Jf);

/) erected in IHfjy to Sir J. Wj/lie (d. IKfi^), the famous British surp'on,
who was once president of the Ac^ademy and he(iuea1hed it two million
ruhles. The Atiato/nical M/fHeum, founded in 1H71 hy (iruher (d. 1H90), and
the Piroyov Mimeuin are Ixttli interesting to j)rol'eHHional visitors (adm. on
ajiplieation at the rdlicesj. To the S. of the Aejidemy is the MHifarf/ L'liniad
JfoMjntal (KjimtiiHecK'iii Bo^'iiiiLiJ[i r6c1iHTa.11,; JM. H.J, (i :{, J). To the E.

t the Alexan<ler Brid^,'e is the Michael Art illeri/ Acadciin/ (MMXiiUjioiiCKAsi
ApTH.iJiepIttcKaH AKu^t'Mifl; PI. 2, G 4, /). In the N. part of the district
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is the Church o/' Samson (IJepKOBL Cb. CaMCOHin CTpaHHonpifiMiia

;

PI. 63, G2, /), built in 1728-40. Opposite is a Bronze Statue of Feter the
Great.— From the Michael Academy the Simbirskaya leads to the E.,
passing the Fi)ila)id Kailwaij Station (PI. H, 3; /) and the Prison (PI.

H, 4; /), to the New Arsenal (Hoblih ApceHajit; PI. H, 3, 4, J), which
includes a cannon-foundry, a cartridge-factory, and various other works.

16. Prom St. Petersburg to Peterhof and
Oranienbaum. Cronstadt.

One of the pleasantest excursions from St. Petersburg is the day-trip
to Peterhof, especially on a Sunday in June or July. The traveller should
drive thither along the coast-road (p. 183) and return by railway. — Stryelna,
the Monastery of St. Sergius, and Cronstadt offer few points of interest.

To the S. of St. Petersburg lies a range of hills, forming the N. margin
of the Esthonian plateau and stretching from W. to E. via Krasnoye Selo to

Tzarskoye Selo and Pavlovsk. One of its outlying spurs bears the obser-
vatory of Pulkovo (p. 189). Numerous brooks coming from the S. descend
over this ridge to the Neva, enlivening the scenery and contributing an
important element to the beauty of the numeroiis landed estates and im-
perial parks. At Peterhof and Oranienbaum the hiils approach close to

the Gulf of Finland.

a. By Railw^ay to Peterhof and Oranienbaum.
37 V. (25M.). llailway in 1 hr. (fares 1 rb. 5, 65, 40 cop.) ; to Sergiyev-

skaya Pustuin in 28 min. (fares 50, 30, 20 cop.) ; to Stryelna in 35 min.
(fares 60, 35, 25 cop.); to New Peterhof in 44 min. (fares 75, 45, 30 cop.);

to Old Peterhof in 53 min. (fares 90, 55, 35 cop.).

The train starts from the Baltic Station (PI. E8, /; p. 88). After

leaving the city-limits the railway leads through meadow and forest

to (13 V.) Ligovo (to Krasnoye Selo, see p. 185) and then runs parallel

with the coast-road, which lies a few versts to the N. (p. 183).

18V. (12 M.) Sergiyevskaya Pustuin, CeprieBCKaa ITycti>iht>.

— Railway Restaurant. — Izvdshtchik to the Monastery 30, to the Stryelna
Chateau 25 cop. — Tramway from the railway station, passing the mon-
a.«stery, to (2 M.) the E. entrance of the Stryelna Park.

From the railway station a mathematically straight road leads N.

to (72 Jhr.) the Monastery of St. Sergius (CeprieBCKafl IlycTBiHB),

a large quadrangular building founded in 1743, surrounded on three

sides by avenues and ponds, and on the fourth by ramparts. In the

inner court stand its four principal churches (excellent vocal music).

Immediately opposite the main entrance of the convent is the Cath-

edral of the Holy Trinity, built by Kastrelli in 1760, and contain-

ing a miracle-working picture of St. Sergius (to the right of the

ikonostas). Many eminent personages are buried in the churches and

in the well-kept churchyard.

21 V. (14 M.) Stryelna, Cxp'tjiBHa, consisting of a group of dat-

chas or villas. The grand-ducal Chateau of Stryelna, built in 1711

by Leblond and altered in the Gothic style by Kusko in 1804, lies

high up on the seashore, about V/^ M. from the rail, station. We
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first turn to the right, then a few paces farther on to the left; after

9 min. we follow the main road to the right, then diverge to the left

after 4 min., and immediately afterwards take a parkway to the

right; in 4 min. more we pass a Eussian church on the right and

then proceed in a straight direction through the park to the (8 min.)

chateau. The interior of the chateau is quite simple, but the charm-

ing grounds, laid out in the Dutch style with islands, canals, and a

bath-house, are well worth seeing.

From the Chateau of Stryelna to Sergiyevskaya Pustuin, a walk
of 1 hr. From the chateau we follow the broad lower parkway to the E.
to the (4 min.) park-gate, then turn to the right, and a few paces farther
on to the left. After 8 min. we turn to the right again, and then (2 min.)
follow the highroad to the left (tramway, see p. 178). In 18 min. we
reach the Monastery of St. Sergius, which lies to the left. A straight

path to the right leads hence to (1/2 br.) the station of Sergiyevskaya
Pustuin (p. 178).

27 V. (18 M.) New Peterhof, Hobbih neTepr6$T>.— i?aiZ?m?y
Restaurant, fair. — Hotel Samson (PL a, D 2 ; German landlord), Peter-
burgskaya 44, also open in winter, with baths and garden, R. lV2-8> B. 3/4,

D. (2-8 p.m.) IV2 rb., well spoken of.

—

1zv6shtchik from the railway
station into the town 30 cop. ; from the rail, station to the harbour or to

the lapidary works, or vice versa, 40 cop. There is no tariff for pleasure-
drives in the park, but the usual rate is 1 rb. per hr., or rather more on
Sundays. The drive to Orauienbaum along the lower coast-road takes
3/4-1 hr. (fare 11/2 I'b.). — Visitors are admitted to the Imperial Palace and
other buildings in the park daily, 11-6, between May 15th and Sept. 15th
(O.S.); tickets are obtained at the steward's office (/jBopijOBoe ynpa-
BJienie; PI. D 2), Samsonyevskaya 3. — In summer the orchestra of the
imperial court gives concerts in the lower park on Tues., Thurs., and
Frid. 8-10 p.m., and a military band plays there daily 7-9 p.m.

Coast Road to St. Petersburg or to Oranienbaum (Cronstadt), see

p. 188

New Peterhofj a town of 15,900 inhab., with numerous datchas

belonging to St. Petersburgers, was founded by Peter the Great

in 1711.

To the S. of the Imperial Palace, on the St. Petersburg road,

is a Bronze Statue of Francis I. of France (PI. 1 ; I), 2) by Du-
niont (1896), inscribed 'Le Commerce et I'lndustrie du Havre a Sa

Majesty Nicolas IT. A little farther to the N. is the Neptune Foun-
tain (PI. D, 2), executed in 1652-60 by Ritter and Schwcigger,

two Nuremberg masters, and acquired by Tzar Paul I. in 1797.

The ^Imperial Palace of Peterhof (Bojii>iii(5h IleTep-

r6*CKiH J\\M)\n'AVi,\ Pi. T), 2) w ;is built by Peter the (Ireat in 1720

from the plans oi /jchlondj and, thouglj it was enlarged in 1 746-5

L

l)y RaHtrelli for Kmjircss Elizabeth IN.'trovna, it has retained its

original character of an imitation of V(;rsailleH. The main building

is in three stories and is connected with the wings by galleries. Its

red and white colouring harmonizes with the iron roof and the richly

gilded domes. The Terrace, which is about 40 ft. in height, is

formed by the natural slope of the ground towards Neva \\\i)\ and

commands a distant view of the Finnish coast. When the fountains
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iivv })layiiiii,- (^in June and July daily, 3-5 & 7-9 p.m., in Aug. & Sept.,

4-(> p. 111.), the s[)octacle here is very imposing. A huge caseade rushes

down in two arms over six wide steps of coloured marble into a

large basin, in the centre of which stands the "^Samsoft Foindain.
This consists of a bronze-gilt figure of Samson, by Kozlovski, forcing

open the jaws of a lion, from which a jet of water as thick as a

man's arm shoots up to a height of 65 ft. The cascade is flanked

with about 45 gilded statues, vases, and the like. The space be-

tween the palace and the beach, 330 yds. in width, is laid out as a

park. The paths skirting the canal are enclosed by lofty pine-trees

interspersed with 22 fountains (11 on each side).

Interior (adm., see p. 179; fee to the attendant who shows the rooms,
50 cop., for a party more in proportion). On the First Floor are the
state rooms, the tirst of which is known as the Portrait Boom, from the
328 portraits of girls and young women from all parts of Russia, painted
by Count C. Rotari during a journey of Catherine II. We then pass to

the right into the First Chinefie Boom, the walls and furniture of which
are lacquered in black and gilt. The Beception Hall contains f(mr por-
traits (by Levitzki) of girls who received the tirst prize at the Institute
of the Noblesse in the reign of Catherine II. In the Divan Boom are
jiortraits of the Empresses Elizabeth Petrovna and Catherine II. The
Boudoir of Empress Elizabeth Petrovna contains a beautiful tortoise-

shell and bronze-gilt cabinet (Italian work of the 16th cent.), and the
adjoining Cabinet has a jjortrait of the Empress Elizabeth Petrovna by
Rotari. The Standard Boom is upholstered in yellow silk. On the left

side ()f the Cavalier Boom, in red silk, is a portrait of Peter the G-reat by
Balerini, while to the right is a portrait of Peter the Great on the Grulf of

Finland by Dobrovolski. The predominant feature in the decoration of the
Dinincj Boom is^ the monogram of Empress Elizabeth Petrovna. The Blue
Guest Chamber contains an oil-painting by Saltzmann, representing the
reception of the Emperor William II. at Cronstadt in 1888. We next
reach the suite of eleven elaborately titted-up Booms occupied by Queen
Olga of Wurtemberg (d. 1892), daughter of Emperor Nicholas I., and three
Booms of Princes. The Cabinet of Nicholas I., in carved oak, contains
a mosaic portrait of Peter the Great by Yunevitch (1855), a portrait of

Nicholas I. by Bothmann after Krtiger, a picture of a parade of the Horse
Guards under Nicholas I. (by Sauerweid), and models of three ironclads.
— We now return to the Portrait Room and proceed to the left into the

tSecond Chinese Boom, resembling the one above described. In the White
Boom, so called from its stucco decorations, are five })eautiful chandeliers
of rock-crystal. The Boom of the Maids of Honour (CTaTCt-^aMCKaH
KOMHBTa) is dec(jrated in white and gilt. The Boom of Peter the Great con-

tains a piece of tapestry after Steuben, representing Peter the Great on Lake
Ladoga (comp. below), and also four full-length portraits (by Buchholtz)
(»f Peter the Great and the Empresses Catherine I., Anna, and Elizabeth.

Opposite the ta])estry are four scenes from the naval battle of Tchesme
(1110), by P]rich. The Saloon of the Gnards {IIuK&rHaa KOMHaxa) is de-

corated with twelve scenes from the battles of Tchesme and Sinope, two
of which are by Erich, while ten were ])ainted by J. Ph. Hackert at

Rome in 1772. Tim Merchants' Boom (KyiwHecKiii 3iijn^), which we next
reach, is fitted up in the rococo style, and is the largest of all. In the

Anteroom of Peter the Great are an oil-painting by Tanneur ('Storm') and
the model of a group by Ustryalov (1804), representing Peter the Great
saving the lives of some fishermen on Lake Ladoga (May 2()th, 1690).

On the Grouxi> Floor are the Prussian Booms, so named because
occupied from time to time by Prussian princes. They contain ])aintings
by i.aricret, Robert, KUgelgen, and otiiers.
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At the E. corner of the palace is the Church, with its five gilt

cupolas, built in 1751 by Rastrelli. Below the palace is a shell

grotto (no admission). The palace is surrounded by the houses^of

various court-officials. Adjacent is th(' small Winter Chapel, built

in 1832.

In the W. part of the Lower Park (HH^Hiii ca^t) are the

Lapidary Worlds (FpaHHJiBHafl ^a6pHKa ; PI. B, C, 1, 2), estab-

lished in the reign of Peter the Great. Adjacent is a bronze group

by Bernstamm (PI. 2, B 2: 1902), representing Peter the Great

holding the little King Louis XV. of France in his arms. A little

to the E.. surrounded by water, stands Marly {V\.Q^ 1; adm., see

p. 179, or on application to the attendant), a small two-storied

white house, built in 1714 by Peter the Great. In this, to the left,

are a table made by the Tzar, and his bedroom, containing his bed

and dressing-gown; to the right is the kitchen, with Delft tiles.

Passing along the Marly Pond, we see on the right the Marly
Cascade (PI. M ; C. 1), descending over 20 marble steps, some of

which are gilded. To the N., on the shore, is the Hermitage (PI. C, 1 ),

built by Peter the Great. The dining-room, on the first floor, con-

tains 113 paintings by Netherlandish masters. Part of the table is

so constructed that it can be made to sink to the floor below.

Proceeding to the E. from the Marly Cascade along the broad

avenue, and passing the Ldon Fomitain and the Eve Fountain (PI.

C. 1), we reach the Harbour Canal (to the right, the Palace, p. 179).

In the E. part of the park is the Adam Fountain (PI. I), 1).

To the N.E. of the Adam Fountain, on the beach, lies—
Mouplaiair (PI. D, 1 ; adm., see p. 179, or on application to

the attendant), a villa built by Peter I. in the Dutch style and

adorned with numerous paintings. Its terrace commands a fine view

of the sea, with the dome of St. Isaac's on the Vl. horizon and Cron-

stadt on the W. The main building contains the bedroom of Peter

the Great, with his bed and nightcap, and also a Dutch kitchen in

which the Empress Elizab(.'th Petrovna sometimes prepared a meal
for her guests with her own hands. The right wing is fltted up

witii baths. — To the S. is a Bronze Statue of Peter the Great (PI.

2: D. 1) by Antoi^olski, erected in 1S«3.

On the E. the Lower Park is adjoined by Alexandria (1*1. K, 1,

2; no admission), including the so-calhid Fenne, a favourite resort

of Alexander II. Hard by is the imperial Villa of Alexandria, ori-

ginally built in the (iothic style hy the Empre'ss Alexandra Keodor-

ovna, and now used as asummer-resicbuice by Kmperor Nicholas II.

—

Xe-ar Alexandria are tlw attractive little Church of St. Alexander
NevsLi, built in the Gothic style by Schinkel in IH32, the villa of

Henetla, a TikNm* strnetui-e by Slavassrj-, and othei- biiildin^s.
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The Stables (PL E, 2) form an imposing pile of buildings in

the Tudor style; the Riding School has a fine oaken ceiling.

Betwoon the St. ritersldirj; Cliaussee on the N. and the station of
New Poterhof (p. 179) ou the 8. lies the Alexandka Park (PI. E. F, 2, 3;
eutrances on the S. and N. sides), among the birch-trees of which lies a
Siciss ChctlH (PI. F, 3).

To the W. of the ^)alaoe, between the town of Peterhof and the
station of Old Peterhof, is the Angliski or English Park (AiirjiifiCKifl

cajvh; PI. B, (', 2, :{), containing? the Palain Anglais (by Quarenghi ; 1789;
with numerous paintingis), the Fasane.ne, and several large ponds.

To the S. of the railway stretches the large Upper Park, containing
various inii)orial villas standing araid lakes, meadows, and woods. The
most interesting of these is the chateau (»f Babigon, or Belvedere (beyond
PI. 1), 4), situated on a view-commanding liill in a bare and somewhat
marshy district, 2-/3M. from the station of New Peterhof. This chateau, which
is of small size, was built in the classic style in the reign of Nicholas I.

(185t5) from the designs of Stakeuschneider. The magnificent flight of
steps ascending to the chateau is adorned with marble statues, and in the
middle of it, in front of the portico, is a bronze ^roup by Kiss (Scythian
attacked by a panther), presented by Frederick William IV. to Nicholas 1.

A little to one side aie two Horse Tamers by Baron Klodt (replicas of
those at the Anitchkov Bridge, p. 107).

31 V. (21 M.) Old Peterhof, CxapbiH Ilexepro^^L (Railway
Restaurant), IV4 M. to the S.W. of the palace of Peterhof (p. 179).

37 V. (25 M.) Oranienbaum. — iiirt/iM;a// Bestaumnt.--Oramen-
buum Garden £:. Theatre, witli military music on Sun. afternoons in sum-
mer, D. (2-7 p.m.) 1-11/2 rh. - Izvdshfchik to (3/4-I hr.) Peterhof, 11/4 rb.

The cab should be dismissed here, as the Oranieubaum drivers are not
always well acquainted with tiie Peterhof Park.- 7,ocaZ Trains run to
Did Peterhof (tickets obtained from the conductors). — Steamer to Cron-
stadt, starting opjjosite the railway station, see p. 184.

Oranieiibaumj a town of 8100 inhab., on the Karasta and the

(iulf of Finland, was laid out by Menshikov in 1714. Owiii;^- to the

shallowness of the water, a long pier has had to be built fai' out into

the Gulf.— From the railway station to the chateau, ^^ hr. On leav-

iiig the station, we proceed to the right along the Peterburgskaya

lllitza; after 4min. we turn to the right into theDvortzovi Prospekt,

which we quit in 3 min., opposite the fire-station, and enter the park
of the chateau to the left. Here wa* at first keep to the left, but after

3 min. take the w'ide avenue on the right, which leads to (5 min.) the

chateau. The ChdteaUy which [contains nothing of special interest,

is the property of Charles Michael, Duke of Mecklenburg-Strelitz.

it was built in 1713-25 by the Grcrman architect G. Schadel and

consists of a central structure with a dome-shaped roof sui'mounted

by a crown, and of two long pavilions connected by galleries with

the main building. Near the large terrace in fi'ont of the N. fac^ade

is a narrow canal leading to the sea. The Park, laid out in the

Dutch style and consisting of an upper and a lower part, contains

th(! so-called Chinese House, the House of Peter III., the remains of

a fortress constructed by Peter 111., the Hermitage of Catherine 11.

(/J^MCKift jjoMHKX), the 'Montague Kusse' (KaxaJibHaH ropa) con-
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structed by Rastrelli, and a Lutheran Church. The bead-work tapestry

in the Chinese House was made by the Empress Elizabeth Petrovna.
Drive to Peterhof, see below.

b. By the Coast Road to Peterhof and Oranienbaum.
33 V. (22 M.). CaiT. & pair to Peterhof in 3 hrs., fare 8-10 rb. (on Sun.

10 rb. at least). From Peterhof to Oranienbaum it is better to take an
izvoshtchik (p. 182). Motor-cab for a day, 25-30 rb. — As far as Ligovo
few points of interest are passed; farther on the scenery is attractive, and
we enjoy a view of the Grulf of Finland to the right.

The Oranienbaum Electric Railway, now under construction, will

run from the Narva Triumphal Arch (PI. C, D, 9, 1; tramways Nos. 1 & 14)

to (60 V. or 40 M.) Krdsnaya Gorka. Chief stations : 13 V. Monastery of

St. Sergius; 16 V. Stryelna; 22 V. Alexandria; 241/2 V. or I61/2 M. Peterhof
(Square); 27 V. or 18 M. Peterhof (Kadetski Platz) ; 30 V. Stari Peterhof

;

37 V. or 25 M. Oranienbaum; 45 V. Malaya Izhora.

The coast-road leaves the city by the Narva Triumphal Arch

(p. 129) and is at first flanked by houses and manufactories. 4^0 ^^

(3 M.) Village of Avtovo. — 8 V. (51/3 M.) Ligovo. To the left

diverges the road leading to (2 M.) the railway station of that name
(p. 178).— 11 V. (7M.). To the left are the^large buildings of a

lunatic asylum, popularly known in St. Petersburg as the 'House at

the 11th verst' (3omt> na o^HHHa^uaToii Bepcxi). Also to the left

are the datchas of Ivdnovka.— 15 V. (10 M.). To the right is the

Monastery of St. Sergius (p. 178). Opposite is a straight road

leading to (2V.) the railway station.

lei/jj V. (11 M.). Village of Stryelna. The road forks here.

Our road, to the right, leads along the beach below the cliffs. The
main road runs in a straight direction along the top of the cliffs to

(9 V.) Peterhof. To the left is the chaussee leading to (11 V.) Kras-
uoye Selo (p. 185).— As we proceed we see the Chdteau of Stryelna
(p. 178) to the right. On the left the coast-hills approach nearer

the sea. On both sides of the road are villas, palaces, and parks,

including Mikhdilovka (the property of Grand-Duke Michael),

Korkulif Shuvdlovo, and Zndmenskaya. Before reaching Alexan-
dria we quit the lower road.

26V2 ^. (IB M.). Lajndary Works of Peterhof, just on this

side of the palace (p. 181).

We now follow the lower road, which is lined on the left by
country-houses. To the right is the datcha of the Prince of Olden-
burg. To the left (about 2^2 M. from the palace at Peterhof) is the

imperial rococo villa known as ^My Property^ (CodcTBeHHan Er6
BejiHMecTBa /lana), built by Stakenschneider, in the reign of Nicho-
las I., for the future Tzar Alexander II. (adm. on application to the

steward at the Peterhof Palace, p. 179). A little farther on, to the

left, is S^^rgiyevskoye, the datcha of thti Duke of Leuchtenberg,

attractively situated on a hill in the midst of a beautiful park. Wr
now proceed through the village of Martuishkino and the town of

Oranienbaum to (33 V. or 22 M.) Oranienbaum rail, station (p. 182).

12^
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c. Cronstadt.

Direct Steamer from St. Fefei'sbi/rg 4-5 times daily in Vj.^ lir. (fare

(i5 cop.l; it starts from the Vasili Ostrov, just l)elt)w tlie Nicholas Bridge
(PI. D, 5; /). — From Onwietibaum (p. 182) a steamer plies 11 times daily in

1/2 hr. (fare 15 cop.); its |)ier iu Cronstadt is near that of the St. Peters-
])urg boat. — From List A 0.9 (p. 19-4), steamer 7 times daily in V2 l»i'-> ^^^'^

15 cop. (from Novaya Derevnya to Cronstadt, l^/.j lir. , fare 05 cop.).

The Neva (p. 99) dischai'ges itself into Nevn Bay, 19 M. long,

Avhich forms a part of the Gulf of Finland. The water is fresh and

freezes in winter (Sea Canal, see p. 129). At the spot where Fin-

land (N.) and Ingermanland (8.) approach nearest each other lies

Cronstadt. The steamer lands at the St. Petersburg Gate, the E.

extremity of the island, where a long pier projects into the sea.

Cronstadt, KpoHluxa/lTT,. _ Hotels. St. Petersburg, London,
both in the Xikolayevski Prospekt. —Bestanrant in summer on the steam-
boat-pier. —i^?v*^is7i Vice-Consul & LloycVs Agent, A. Fishwick; United
States Commercial Agent, Peter Wigiiis. -A general idea of Cronstadt
may be obtained in a drive of 1 hr. (the fare should not exceed (iO-SO cop.

:

previous understanding? with the izvoshtchik desirable). From the pier we
traverse the town to tlui Petrovski Ciarden, and then drive along the

Nikohiyevski Prospekt and past the Naval Cathedral back to the pier.

Cronstadt, a fortihed town with 05,000 inhab. and the station

of the Baltic fleet, lies upon the island of Kotlin, which is 7^4 M.

in length iind IV 4 M. in width. Its batteries, built upon piles,

and looking as if floating on the sea, command the entrance to

Neva Bay.
The original fortilications on the island were made in 170;^. The jn-e-

sent fortifications, which are deemed impregnable, were partly constructed
by Tzar Nicholas I. and partly in 1850-71 from the ])lans of Count Todleben.
In June, 1854, a combined British and French fleet under Admiral SLr

Charles Napier appeared before Cronstadt, but made no attack on it.

The town is divided into the Commercial Quarter and the

Naval Quarter. \n the latter lie the Admiralty (constructed in

1785 ill the reign of Catherine II), the School of Naval Engineers^

a large Naval HosplUd. (seen to the right in approaching from St.

Petersburg), and various barracks, arsenals, and shipbuilding-yards.

h\ front of the engineering school is a bronze statue, by Laveretzki

(1886), of P. K. Pakhtusov, who explored Nova Zembla in 1832-35.

At the S.E. end of the island lies the Naval Harbour (BoeHHan
raBaHL), adjoining which is Ihe so-called Middle Harbour
iCpe^HHfl raBaHb), intended for the equipment of men-of-Avar. To
the W. of the last is the Commercial Harbour . Permission to visit

the harbours, the docks, and a man-of-war may be obtained on week-

days (10-12 & 3- 1 or 3-5) from the Chief of Staff (HaqajibHHKi.

iUTa6a nopxa), at the corner of the Knyazheskaya and the Makarov-
skaya. In front of the governor's residence lies the PetrovsJci Gar-
den (rfmts.), commanding a view of the harbours; in the middle of

it is a bronze statue of Peter the Great, by Baron Klodt (1841). A
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long ilfoZe projects into the sea here, the end of which (also reached

by boat across the harbour) commands a fine view of the harbour

and forts.— The main street of the town is the Nikolayevski Pro-

spekt, running X. and S. On its E. side is the Greek Catholic Cath-

edral of St. Amh'ew, built in 1805-17 by Sakharov. 'Father John

of Cronstadt' (d. 1908) was one of the priests connected with this

church. From the cathedral the Yekaterininskaya runs tow^ards the

E. ; in the gardens on its S. side is a bronze statue of Admiral

Bellingshausen (d. 1852), by Schroder (1870). About Vi ^I- f-o^n

the Cathedral of St. Andrew a cross-street leads S. to the Naval
Cathedral., built in 1903-13 by Kosyakov; in front of it rises a

bronze statue of Admiral Stephen Osipovitch Makdrov (comp.

p. 548), by Sherwood (19 J 3).— Near the steamboat-pier are two

Lutheran ChurrJws and a Roman Catholic Church.

17. From St. Petersburg to Krasnoye Selo
and Gatchina.

Railway to (24 V. or 16 M.) Krasjunje Selo in^Vihr. (fares 70, 40, 25 cop.);

to (4.3 V. or 29 M.) Gatchina in IV2 hr. (fares 1 rb. 25, 75, 50 cop.). —Gatchina
may also be reached by the St. Petersburg and AVarsaw Railway (p. 43;
42 V.) in 1 hr. (fares 1 rb. 20, 70, 45 cop.).

The excursion to Krasnoye Selo, where the Corps of Guards occupies
a summer-camp in the months of June, July, and August (O.S), is mainly
of interest to military men.

The trains start from the Baltic Station (PI. E8, /; p. 88).—
Beyond (13 YO Ligovo or .UnroBO (to Peterhof, see p. 178) we
traverse the level and monotonous manoeuvring-grouud.

24 V. Krasnoye Selo, KpacHoe Cejio (Bailway JRestaicrant,

with bedrooms: izvoshtehik to the dairy-farm and the chateau, in

1 72-2 hrs., fare i^/^-V/.^ rb.), pleasantly situated on the Duderhofka
and the three Lakes of Daderhof, is a large village, with numerous

villas, grouped round the Church of the Holy Trinity ^ built by

Anna Ivanovna in 1733. Near the theatre is a summer-reslauranl.
To the S.E. of the village is the Hill of Duderhof [bbO ft.), in the

middle of the manauivring-ground. From the small station of Duderhof
(7 min. })y railway from Krasnoye), we walk in 10 min. to the Imperial
Dnirji Fnr/ii (<I>6pMa), situated at the foot of the, hill. A further walk
of 25 min. thn»ugh the j)ark brings us to a hright biaring the so-called

C'hdtea?/ (^Bonein,), bnilt in the style of a Swiss chalet. Like the fai in

and the grounds, this was a creation of the Empress Alexandra Feodorovna
(1828). The balconies running round the chateau command a wide vii'W.

—

At the X. l)ase of the hill hegins the extensive Oonp of the {hi(ii'dn, which
is rea<'hed most directly by crossing the railway close to the station (2 V.;

i/voshtchik 20-30, jxt "hr. CO co|).).

From Krasnoye Selo a good road lends t<»wards the W. to ( 10 V.)

Ropsha, Poniiia (izvoshtehik there and hack, in l hrs., 2 rb. ; the tra-

veller must t;ike his luncheon with him). The beautiful park here con-

tains an imj)eri«l (Jhdtraii, in which Peter III. died in 1702; permission
to visit it may he obtained from the 8t(?ward at Krasnoye Selo. The
typical FinniHh villages in the neighbourhood are interesting.
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48 V. Gatchina, TaT^HHa {Restaurants at both railway sta-

tions, corap. p. 48; Hotel -Restavrant Veryovkm, Lutzevskaya;
izvoshtrhik frum either station to the town 35, per hr. 50 cop.), a

town with 18,200 inhal)., pleasantly situated on both sides of the

IMiite and Black Lakes (B'fe.Jioo h ^lepnoe Osepo) formed by the

hhora (IlTKopa). The town, with its nunicrons villas and shady

streets, is the private property of the imperial family. It has a

Lutheran and a Roman Catholic church.

The Palace of Gatchina (shown in the absence of the Empress
Dowager on application to the steward), built by Einaldi in 1766-81,

lies on the ^y. side of the town, ^4 ^^' from the Baltic Station, and

at the foot of the Marienburg heights, and is surrounded by a beauti-

ful park. It is a three-storied structure, built in a simple yet dig-

nified style, and connected by colonnades with one-storied wings
enclosing a large, rectangular court. In front of the palace is a

statue of Tzar Paul I., by Baron Klodt. The interior contains 600

rooms, including three throne-rooms, a theatre, and numerous valu-

able pictures and sculptures.— The Park extends down to the pel-

lucid lake, which contains several islands, united by bridges, and is

fed by several rivulets. The Priory, said to be an imitation of that

of the Knights of St. .lohn at Malta, was erected by Paul 1.

18. Prom St. Petersburg to Tzarskoye Selo
and Pavlovsk.

Railway to (22 V. or 15 M.) Tzarskoye Seld in Vz hr. (fares 83, 60,

U cop.); to (25 V. or 17 M.) Pavlovsk in' 40 min. (fares 95, 57, 38 cop.).

--The railway from St. Petersburg to Tzarskoye Selo, opened in 1837, is

the oldest in Russia.

Soon after leaving the Tzarskoye Selo station in St. Petersburg

(PI. F7, /; p. 88), we see the Novo-Dyevitehi Convent (p. 128) and

the aerodrome of the Aviation Battalion, both on the right. Farther

<»n the train runs to the S. through fields and pastures: in the back-

ground are the heights of Tzarskoye Selo.

22 V. Tzdrskoye Sel6, HapcKoe Cejio.- RaUwai/ nestam-avt,
very fair.

—

Hotei>: Severriaya (PI. a; E, 2), Oranzher^inaya. — The im-

perial palaces in Tzarskoye Selo are shown from 10 a.m. till dusk by tickets

obtainable in the Palace Office (/iBopuoBoe ynpasjieme; PI. 11, D2), at

the corner of the Sr^dnyaya and Leontyevskaya (entrance from the latter).

The park is open to the public. — Izvoshtchik from the railway station

to the palace '50, to Pavlovsk 80 cop. Carriage for a drive in the park,
to which izvoshtchiks are not admitted, IV2 rb. per hr.

Tzdrskoye Selo (i.e. Village of the Tzar), a town of 30,800 inhab.,

with broad and straight streets and numerous villas, makes a very

pleasing impression. It contains two imperial palaces, several

barracks and hospitals, and eight churches, including a Lutheran
<^hnreh fPl. E.3) and a Roman Oatholic Church (PI. D, 1).
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From the Railway Station (PL F, 1, 2) we first follow the Sbiro-

kaya in a straight direction, and then turn to the right into the

Bnlvarnaya, where we take the third street to th^ left, the Leontyev-

skaja. In the last, to the left, stands the Greek Catholic Cathedral

of St. Cathai^ine (PI. E, 2), with five gilded domes, built in 1840
from plans by Thon. At the end of the street we turn to the right,

pass the Palace Church, and reach (ca. 35 min. from the railway

station) the Palace Square.— Here stands the—
*G-reat Imperial Palace (CxaptiH ^Bopeixt; PL D, 2; ad-

mission, see p. 186; attendant 50 cop., parties more in proportion).

This extensive building, re-erected in the rococo style in 1747-56,

from the designs of Rastrelli, is 326 yds. in length. The enclosure

of the spacious Palace Square, which is entered by three iron

gates, is completed by a semicircle of low buildings on the N.W.
The prevailing colours of the palace are light-green and white,

while its over-elaborate stucco ornamentation is bronzed.— Behind

the palace is a small statue of Catherine II. (PL 3), the model for

that mentioned at p. 106.
The Palace Church is richly decorated in gold and blue; opposite

the ikonostas is the gallery of the imperial family. The Bedroom of
the Tzarina Marie Alexdndrovna^ consort of Alexander II., has walls of

opalescent glass, pillars of violet glass, and a parquet-floor inlaid with
mother-of-pearl.- Another room, once occupied hy Catherine II., is adorned
with agate. The Amber Boom (HHxapHafl KOMHaTa) is panelled in amher.
The Silver Room is resplendent Avith silver, the Bcdl Room. (140 ft. in

length hy 52 ft. in hreadth) with mirrors and gold. The tahles and chan-
deliers of the Lapis Lazuli Room (blue and gold) are adorned with lapis
lazuli. The decorations of the Chinese Room are black and gold. One
room is hung with pictures of the Netherlandish School. Among the
other noteworthy pictures may be mentioned the numerous sea-pieces hy
Aivazovski, and two works hy Willewalde (Submission of Shamyl, Coro-
nation of Alexander II. at Moscow). There are also many p?iintings by
BryuUov, the most interesting of which is the copy of the ceiling of St.

Isaac's Cathedral. — After leaving the state apartments, we are conducted
through the rooms of the Empress Marie Feodorovna, the Emperor
Alexdiuler L, and the Empress Elizabeth, etc. — On the gromidfloor are
the rooms of Alexander II. — The open Gallery of the S. wing, built
by Cameron (p. 189), is 2(59 ft. long and adorned with bronze l)usts of
celebrated men of antiquity. A lliglit of stone .stej)s, with tnsteful iron

gates, descends from the gallery to the pnrk. The front Staircase^ in white
marble, ascending to the second story, is beantifnlly decorated and (h'serves

attention.

The N.W. gat<* of the Palace Square mcntion(!d above leads into

the—
*Park, which is laid out iti the Kriglish style, is kept in ex-

cellent order, and contains numerous arbours, triumphal arches,

statues, grottoes, ruins, and picturesque bridg(!s over the swan-

ponds.— Beyond the gate is the Chiiiena Bridf/r (PL 4), with a balus-

trade of imitation coral, on which sit four stone Chinamen with

parasols. A little to the S. of this is a vaulted SuHpc/nuoii Bridge
representing a crosH, in the centre of which is a Chiiieae Arbour of

glazed red and yellow bricks (PL 5 ; D, 8). Farther to the S.W. \h
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the so-callrd Chinese ViUage (^['1.0,3), built in 1782-(i t'roiii pliuis

by Cameron. A little to the N. is a Theatre (PI. C, 2). The more
southerly of the t>\^ Artificial Biiins (PI. C, 3) in the park, repro-

dncin*:: an ancient tower, commands a wide view of the extejisive

(Irill-oround. On the second floor of the other ruin stands a marble
li»;ure of Christ, by Dannecker (1824). Not far oft* are large Orav-
f/eries and Greeithouses.

Visitors should take the walk round the Great Lake (PI. I), 8;

1 hr.). From the palace-church (p. 1 87) we proceed to the S. E. along the

Sadovaya, which leads along the canal. At the first bridge we diverge

to the right, and skirt the outfioAV of the great pond. To the left

we see the white Hennitar/e (PI. E, 3), built by Rastrelli in 1752.

On reaching the great pond, we turn to the left and begin our circuit

of it on the E. side. The Adiiiiralty (PI. D, 3), where row-boats may
be hired, contains three gilded barges of the time of Catherine TI.

Farther on, to the right, the Orlov Column (PL 10), erected in 1778
in honour of the victorious Prince Orlov Tchesmenski, rises from the

lake. The yellow marble column, which rests on a base of granite,

is crowned by an eagle and adorned with the prows of vessels. On
a point projecting from the S. bank are the Tarhish Baths (P\. 13),

built ill 1852 in the Moorish style, with an elaborately decorated

gilded dome. A Granite Pyramid (PI. 12), rising from the shrubbery

a little to the left, marks the burial-place of three of Catherine's

pet dogs. We now cross a bridge of blue Siberian marble (PL 7),

adorned with columns. On the W. bank is a large granite block

bearing a Bronze Naiad (PL 8) by Sokol6v (1810), holding a broken

pitcher out of which a stream of water tlows.

Almost all the Gates of tlio park are of adiiiirable workman siii|).

On the S. side is a large Triumphal Archway (PI. C, 8) of marble, erected
by Catherine II. to tlie memory of Prince (Iregory Orlov, wlio distingnished
iiimself in 1771 by his pacification of Moscow during the plague.- On tlio

E. side is another Triumphal Arch (PI. 2; E, H), erected by the Tzar
Alexander I. in 1818 to the Russian Army and inscribed: JlK)6e3HBiMi.
MOHMT> cocjiyHCHBijaMTb (*To my dear companions-in-armH'). — The so-

called Gate of Baholoio or Bdbolovali Gate (PI. C, 3) leads to the pretty
grounds and small chateau of that name.

To the N. of the Great Palace, in what was once the Lyceum
(iarden. is a seated Bronze Figure of Pushkin (P]. V. ; D, 2), by

K. Bach (1900).

The Alexander or New Palace (H(3bi>ih 4BopeuT>; PL D, 2).

huilt by Catherine in 1796 from the plans of Quarenghi, is often

occupied by the Tzar in spring. — In the Alexander Park are also

the Dairy Farm (<l>epMa, Ferme; V\. C\ 1), built in 1820, and th<*.

former Arsenal (PL C, 2), a red brick structure in the English

Gothic style, with four towers. It now contains model-figures of

Itussian cavalry and examples of the work of the Imperial Porcelain

and Gla.ss Manufactory. The earlier collections have been removed
to the Hermitage (p. 141;.
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Near Tzarskoyc Selo and Pavlovsk are several Grerman settlements, iji-

cluding Friedental (OpH^eHxajiB ; PL F, 3), established by Tzar Alexan-
der I. in 1820.— To the S. of Tzarskoye Selo and its park is Sofiya (Co*ia;
PI. D, E, 4). mueh frequented in summer by the wealthy inhabitants of

St. Petersburg.

At the end of the park, beyond the Triumphal Arch of Alexan-

der I. (PI. 2; E, 3), begins a broad avenue which leads in an abso-

lutely straight line, passing numerous country-houses, to (3 M.)

Pavlovsk (see below : izvoshtchik, see p. 186). A little short of

Pavlovsk. to the left, are the handsome iron gates of the grand-

ducal park.

From Tzarskoye Selo Railway Station to Pulkovo, 8 V. {5 M.),

izvoshtchik there and back, with a stay of 1 hr., 2 rb.— Piilkovo is

a village of about 2000 inhabitants. Close by, on a hill which commands
a splendid view of 8t. Petersburg, is the imperial Nicholas Ob.'^ervafory

(06cepBaT6piH; 25o ft. in height), built in 1831) at a cost of nearly
2,000,000 rb., and admirably fitted up (open on Wed. & Sat., 1-3 p.m.; in

the evening only bj' special permission from Director 0. Backlund). A
cannon is fired every day at noon in the Fortress of SS. Peter & Paul
(p. 173) by an electric current from the observatory. A flying visit to

the observatory takes about 1 hr. Carr. & pair from St. Petersburg to

Pulkovo and back, in (5-7 hrs, 8 rb.

A straight road leads from Pulkovo to (12 V or 8 M.) St. Petersburg
(Moscow Triumphal Arch; p. 128). About 9 V. from Pulkovo on this
road lies Tchesmd (HecMa), a chateau erected in 1773 by Catherine II.

from the designs of Velten in commemoration of the victory won over
the Turks at Tchesme on July 5th & fith, 1770. In 1836 the chateau
was converted by Nicholas I. into a hospital for old soldiers.

From Tzarskoye Selo to Vitebsk, see R. 34.

Continuation of Railway to Pavlovsk. Beyond Tzarskoye
Selo the railway to Vitebsk diverges to the right.

25 V. Pavlovsk, naB.;iOBCKT>. __ Near the station is the large
railway restaurant of Vauxhall (BoKsajix; PI. C, 2; D. IV4 & 21/2 rb.);

popular concerts with a good baud every evening in summer (adm. free;
reserved seats \{)-oO (io\).). — Izvoshtchik for the 1st hr. 60 cop., each fol-

lowing hr. 40 cop. ; to Tzarskoye Selo 60 cop. It is, liowever, as well to
make a bargain beforehand.

Pai'lovsky a town with 8400 inhab., was formerly a village pre-

sented by T'atherine II. in 1777 to her son Paul and his wife Marie
Feodorovna. It consists of two parts separated by the little river

Slavydnkd (C.iaBflHKa). The attractive wooden houses surrounded
by trees and gardens are mostly sumnier-(jiiart(M's of the; citizens of

St. Petersburg.

The Palace ( i'l. H, C, 2, vJ;, which has tliree stoi'ies and belongs

to the (rrand-Duke Coustantine ( 'onstantinovitrh, was built in 17S2-H4

from designs by the Scottish architect^ 'Ar//7f'.s(lV//y/e/v>//, but received

its present form after a (ire in IHO-J. In the centre of the facade is

a portico of eight Icniic columns surmounted by u large dome; at

the sides are semicircular colonnades. In tin* middle of thti Palace

Sfjuare is a Statue of I\ni1 J. (187*2), a replica of that at (iatchina

(p. 18tj|. On a lawn behind th»' pahn'c is a concave gallcrv .-Klorncd
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with marble statues and painted by Gonzagne in such a way as to

afford the perspective of a large and elaborate building.— Permis-

sion to visit the interior in the absence of the Grand-Duke may be

obtained from the local authorities (YnpaBJieHie ropo^a). The
original furniture and decorations in the Louis XVI. style are in an

excellent state of preservation.

First Floor. The Cabinet of Paul I. coutains ivory carvings by
the Empress Mniie Feodorovna, Gobelin tapestry, with scenes from the
fables of La Fontaine, and a portrait of the empress, by Larapi. Farther
on are the GoheJiv Room (KonpoBaH KOMHaxa), the Peace Roorti^ the
War Room, the beautiful Gi'eek Roon}, and the Cabinet of the Empress
Marie Feodorovna. In the State Red Chamber are a mirror with porcelain
tigures by Clodion and a toilet-set and tea-service in Sevres china (two
of the cups decorated with miniature portraits of Louis XYI. and Marie
Antoinette). - The PrcTURE Gallery contains pictures by Rembrandt (Head
<»f Christ), A. Cuyp, S. van Ruysdael, P. Veronese, Angelica KautTmniin.
Van Mieris, Ribera, A. Caracci, Guido Reni, Mme. Vigee-Lebrun, niid

others.— Amongst the antiques of the Art Collection may be mentioned:
I.Venus; 4. Eros; 7. Bacchus; 8, 9. Satyrs; I.S.Polyhymnia; 15, 16. Boy
and girl with bird; several Busts of Roman emperors; 42, 4.S. Tombstones;
89, 90-96. Statuettes in bronze. — The Library numbers about 21,000 vols.,

chiefly works of the I8th cent.; in the niches between the bookcases are
marble statues of the Muses. The chief treasures of the collection are

a New Testament in French, dating from 15.59; the diary of J. G. Korb,
secretary to the embassy sent by Leopold I. to Moscow in 1698-99 (Vienna;
1700); a collection of original physiognomic drawings by Lavater; and the

Memoirs of Manstein (d. 1757). The collection of Coins and Medals is

shown in five cases (1. Cameos; 2. Russian Coins; 3-5. Medals).

In the E. part of the park, ^j^ M. from the Great Palace,

lies the small Constantine Palace (KoHCxaHTHHOBCKiH 4BopeiiT>;

PL D, 4), on the edge of a lake, in a small park of its own. The

unpretending interior contains a few pictures by Russian artists

(views of St. Petersburg and the Neva).

The *Park of Pavlovsk constitutes one of the most successful

achievements of landscape gardening on unpropitious soil. It offers

a series of picturesque glimpses, hills and dales, lake-views, and

foaming waterfalls, ^vhile Greek temples adorned with statues, at-

tractive Swiss chalets, and moss-clad arbours peep in every direc-

tion from amongst fine trees of every variety.

To the S. of the palace is the Trellised Arbour (TpejiKHMci.

:

F^l. B, 3), affording a pleasant view. From it a flight of 70 steps

adorned with marble vases descends to the lake, on the bank of Avhich

rises an Ohelisk (PL P, 3), erected in commemoration of the foundation

of Pavlovsk (1777). [About '/g M. to the S.AV. is the fortress (p. 1 91 ).]

Xear the Sadovaya is the Tample of the Graces^ with marble statues

by Trescorui. Xear the stone bridge is d^ Monument to the Graml-
Duchefis Jleleiui Pdvloviut (PL B, 3), with a relief by Martos. To

the X.AV. is the Temple of Apollo (PL B, C, 2), w^ith a double row of

columns. The so-called Family Grove (CeMeftHan pr3ma; PL B, 2)

is a small wood surrounded by water, with trees planted by members
' t the imperial family. The Temple of Friendship {Xxi^}^-^ /ip.fnr^M ;
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PL C, 2), a rotunda in the Doric style, contains a statue of Empress
Catherine II. as Ceres.

A broad avenue runs E. from the palace. To the left, in a beauti-

ful flower garden, is a MarhleBust ofEmp. William 1. of Germany,
who visited Pavlovsk as Crown-Prince in 1817. To the right is an

Aviary (PI. C, 3). Bearing to the left at the end of the avenue, we
reach the i^cmcZeZZ (Cxapaa CH-iLBia; PI. D, 3), from which radiate

twelve different paths. In the centre of the rondell are figures of

the Muses and a bronze replica of the Apollo Belvedere. A little to

the N.W. is a small temple, with a pretty marble group by Martos,

erected in memory of the Grand-Duchess Alexandra Pavlovna (d.

1801 ; PI. D, 2). A semicircular temple to the S., inscribed 'To my
Parents' (Po4HTejiHMT>) was erected by Marie Feodorovna. On the

left bank of the Slavj^anka is the Pil-Bdshnya (PL E, 2), a round

tower with a thatched roof. Ascending along the bank of the stream

from this point we reach (12 min.) the reQi-dngiilsiY Elizabeth Pavi-
lion (EjiHsaeeTHHCKiH naBHJib(5H^i> ; PL F, 2), a curious structure

of 1799, the flat roof of which is reached by a broad flight of steps.

We return through the Novaya Silviya (PL E, F, 2, 3), on the right

bank, to the Monument of Paul I. (PL E, 3), consisting of a temple,

the facade of which is adorned by four columns of red granite.

Inside is a granite pyramid with a marble medallion of Paul; below

is a female figure, and on the base is a relief representing his mourn-
ing relatives. The sculptures are all by Martos. Over the entrance

is the inscription: 'To the Husband and Benefactor' (Cynpyry
6jiaro;i'feTejiK)). To the 8. stands the Pavilion of Poses (Posobbih
naBH.i[B6HT> ; PL I), 3), the ceilin<!; of which is decorated with gar-

lands of artiflcial roses.

Pavlovsk also possesses a miniature Fortress (Pi. A, 2), with

towers, bastions, and ordnance, situated about ^4 ^1- fo the S.W. of

the Great Palace, and surrounded on three sides by water. It occu-

pies the site of a Swedish fortification destroyed by Peter the Great,

;ind is seen to best advantage from the opposite bank of the river.

In the E. part of the park \h the (jonstantino. Magnetic dc Meteorological
Ohaervaiorff (comn. PI. D, E, 4), an admirably equippod institution, wliich
JR open t«i the |jublic on Sat., 2-4 p.m. Director, V. Chr. Duljinski.

19. From St. Petersburg to Schliisselburg.
Com p. Innet Map at p. I7:i.

Stkamhoat from St. PeterHhurg to Si^hlilwHulhurg H«ivt'ral timoH d;nly
in 4 hvH. (fare I rb.;, returning; downHtrcnni in H Iuh. It HtartH at tho
summer-garden (\*\. F, (J, 4; li. Ther*- \h a rcHtaurant on board. An
hour BufliccH for a visit to SclilllHsclhurg.

A LioHT Railway runs from Okhta (starting from the Irinovka Station,
D. 88) twice daily to (39 V. or 2») M.) Sfierem(ityevka, in 2Vji hre. (2nd class
fare, 1 rb.). Hence wc go on to Rrhlllsselburg by Hteamer (10 cop.).
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The Stkamboat Trit up the Neva to Schllisselburg is by no nieaus

devoid of interest. At tirst we see factories, espeeially on the left

bank (in the Schllisselburg quarter is an English church), and settle-

ments. After this the banks become wooded, and country-houses

make their appearance. The whole effect is somewhat sombre. The
broad stream is covered with huge rafts and with tugs hauling six

or more boats in double row.

8 V. AlexdnrJrovskoye Selo, on the left bank, with Thorntoirs

Woollen Mill, the largest in Russia.

10 V. (7 M.) On the left bank is the interesting Intperial Porce-
hiin and Glasfi Maimfactory (HMnepaTopcKin $ap<i>6poBLiH ii

OTeK.ianHBiH saBO^Bi), the entrance to which is on the side next

the Neva. Admission, see p. 98. Steam-tramway, see p. 92. The
porcelain factory was founded in 1744 under the Tzarina Elizabeth

by K. Chr. Hunger of Meissen. The glass-works founded in 1772

became imperial property in 1792 and were united with the porce-

lain facto7*y in 1890. The articles are not for sale. To the left of

the entrance is the porcelain museum, to the right are the work-

shops, with specimens of glass ware.

On the left bank are the Obnkhov steel-works.— 15 V. On the

right bank is the (xcrman colony of Noi'o- Saratov (HoBO-Capa-
TOBCKaa Ko.TioHia).— On the left bank is Ust-hhora; farther on

is a summer camp.— 82 V. Ostrovki, on the right bank, a chateau

once belonging to Prince Potemkin, and situated in a wooded park.

— Beyond Dnbrovka (left bank) the steamer reaches Schltisselburg.

To the right are a huge cotton-mill and the town proper; in front,

on an islet, is the small f(n'tress; to the left lies Sheremetyevka
'railway, see p. 191).

60 V. (40 M.) Schllisselburg, III.7rHCcejiB6ypr'B, the chief town

of a district in the province of St. Petersburg, with 7600 inhab., lies

at the point where the Xeva issues from Lake Ladoga.
The Neva and Lake Ladof^ji fiiiniflhed the waterway by which the

Vikiiif^s and, at a later jieriod, the mariners of theHanseatie Towns reached
the Volkhov and Novgorod. In 1323 the inhabitants of Novgorod (p. 262),

then at war with Sweden, estahlislied a fortress (Orelrhov) ujion the is-

land lying opposite Schltlsselhurg, and this long remained a hone of

contention between Sweden and Russia. In 1017 the fortress became
Swedish and its name was changed to Notehorg, but in 1702 it was cap-

tured by Peter the G-reat after an assault of 35 hrs. and rechristcned

HchliiHHelhyrg.

About 200 yds. to the right of the landing-stage are the Locks

of the Old Lddorja Canal (p. 195). To the left of the landing-stage

is the new canal, commanding a view of the island fortress, Lake

Ladoga, and the red lighthouse of KoshJnn.— The former Fortress

(Kpt.nocTB) is now used as a prison.
From Schllisselburg to Petrozavdclsk and to the Kivdtch, see R. 21.
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20. Prom St. Petersburg to Terijoki.
Sestroryetzk. Toksovo.

From St. Peteksbur^ to Terijoki, 49 Kil. or 3OV2 M., railway, start-

ing from the Finland Station (PL H 3, /; p. 88), in I1/2 hr. (fares ^1 rb. 81,

1 rb. 9, 72 cop.). Fares to Lanskaya 20, 15, 10 cop.; to Udyelnaya 30, 20,

10; to Ozerki 40. 25, 15; to Shuvalovo 40, 25, 15; to Pargolovo 55, 35,

20; to Levashovo GO, 45, 25 cop. — Custom-house examination, see p. 204.

From Novaya Derevisya to Ozerki, 7 Y. (5 M.), railway, starting

from the Sestroryetzk Station (p. 88), in 20 min. (fares to Kolomyagi 18,

13, 8 cop.; to Ozerki 25. 15, 10 cop.).

From Novaya Derevsya to Sestroryetzk (station, see p. 88), 29V.
(19 M.), railway in I1/4 hr. Fares (tickets obtained from the conductor) to

Lakhta .iO, 20, 15 cop.; to Sestroryetzk 80, 55, 40 cop. — To Cronstadt, see

p. 184.

From St. Pj:ter.sbur(i to Terijoki (fares, see above).— 5 Kil.

Lanskaya^ with a beautiful park.— 8 Kil. Udyelnaya (Y^^'fejiLHafl).

To the AV. lies Kolomydyl (see below), reached through the garden

and park of Udyelnaya by a walk of 20 minutes.
In Udyelnaya, near the Komendantskaya Datcha, stands a bust of

Pushkin, marking the spot where the poet fell mortally wounded in a

duel (Jan. 27th, 1837; comp. p. 115).

10 Kil. (6 M.) Ozerki, situated on two lakes, with a large

pleasure-resort (concerts, etc.), much frequented in winter by sleigh-

ing-parti(;s. There are also a number of summer-villas here.
From Novaya Derevnya to Ozerki, 7 V. (fares, see above). Ndvaija

lJer4vtii/a, see p. 177. — 3 V. Koloini/df/i (KoJioMarn), a pleasantly situated
colony of datchas. To the left is the racecourse mentioned at p. 177. —
7 V. Ozerki.

11 Kil. Shuvalovo, the family-seat of Count Shuvaluv, with a

beautiful park. Shuvalovo is also the summer-residence of numerous
St, Petersburg families, who have built themselves villas on the banks

of L((kp. SiiZ(/al (steamboat 10 cop.). To reach the lake, we leave

th«' rail, station in a straight direction, after a few steps turn to the

left, and iniiiicdiately aftei" to the right.

1(5 Kil. Pargolovo is the common name of several villages on

the highroad to Viborg. On the lake to the E. of the road are the

<lat(;has of several St. Petersburg families. The surrounding heights

command a tine view of St. Petersburg, especially Mf. Pai'vassus,

\/., hr.'s walk to the S.E. of the rail, station.

19 Kil. Levanhovo. About 2 M. to the E. is the village of YhL/cI,

situated on a small lake with steep banks. The high(!st ])oint of

the bank commands an extensive prospect in Ibe direction of l-'in-

land. Close by is a fair restaurant.

The scenery now becomes somewhat monotonous, forests alter-

nating with moors^and swamps. Keyond (Ii*J Kil. or 20 M.) Valkc-

n.saari oj* Uyclo-OH/ror (customs examination for pjussengtTs from

I'inland) the train ciosses the Stu'stcra liyckd (Swedish, Sysf(r-

hf'lck), a stream foiiniii;^ 'l>*' tioiiti.i' belwecn Russia and l''inhiiid.
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49 Kil. (SOVs M.) Terijoki (comp. Map, p. 178). -Railway Rest-
aurant, pint of beer with roll and butter 1 m. --Hotels. Casino (Map C),

R. 11/0-4 rb.. d6j. 75 cop., D. IVirb.; Riviera (Map R), R. IV2-IO, d^j. (12-

2 p.m.") IV4, D. (6-8 p.m.) !»/•>, board 2Va ib.; BeUevtie (Map B), R. from li/.>,

d^j. 3/^, D. 11/4 rb.

Terijoki, a scattered village on the Gulf of Fialaiid, with numer-
ous villas, is the station for the custom-house examination of pass-

engers from Russia (comp. p. 204). To reach the sea (1^2 M, from
the rail, station) we first turn to the left, then (3 min.) cross the

railway to the left and pass the church (1.) ; after Y4 hr. we keep
to the right (avoiding the turn to tlie left), and in 4 min. turn to

the left; in 2 min. we turn to the right and reach (4 min.) the Hotel-

Restaurant Casino.

About 5 M. from Terijoki is Tchernaia Retchka (Tch6rnaya Ryetchka),
a picturesque summer-resort, much visited by English residents of St.

Petersburg.
From Terijoki to Vihorg, see R. 22.

From Novaya Derevnya to Sestroryetzk (fares, see p. 198).

Novaya Derevnya^ see p. 177.— The railway leads through heath

and swamp to (9 V.) Lakhta, a popular resort on the Gulf of Fin-

land, with numerous datchas and a life-saving station. — Farther

on we traverse wood. From (17 V.) Razdydnaya a branch-line

runs to (3 V.) Lisi Nos, whence a steamboat plies to Cronstadt

(p. 184). To the left lies the Gulf of Finland. 21 V. Gdrskaya,
a group of datchas; 2Q Y

.^
Sestroryetzk, CecTpop'fei|KT> , with an

imperial small-arms factory, founded by Peter the Great.— 29 V.

(19 M.) Kurort Sestroryetzk, a watering-place laid out in 1900

in the midst of the pine-woods on the shore of the gulf (Kurhaus,

R. from 40, in winter from 35 rb. per mouth, board 2^2 rb- P«f <^ay,

dej. 1, D. 2 rb.; visitors' tax 4-8 rb.). The plane possesses a sana-

torium, a beach-promenade (lighted by electricity in the evening),

a covered promenade, and all the usual adjuncts of a bathing-resort.

Near the Kurhaus, which contains a large concert-room, is a bronze

statue of Peter the Great in the guise of a carpenter.

From 8t. Pkter.sbur« to Toksovo, 26 V. (17 M.), highroad. The

School of Forestry and the Polytechnic are most easily reached by

steam-tramway No. 2 (p. 92).— (i V. The Imperial Institute of
Forestry fJI-fecHOH HucTHTyTt), founded in 1803, is attended by

5G0 students. Near it are numerous villas, a large and beautiful .

park, a mineral-water factory, and a summer-theatre. About 1 V.

to the N. is the Polytechnic (IIojiHTexHiiqecKiH Hucthtj rL),

opened in 1902, and attended by 5200 students.— 12 V. Miirino, a

pretty village on the Okhta.— 26 V. (17 M.) T6ksovo, a village

in a small and picturesque lake-district known as the ^S^^. Peters-

hurg Switzerlaiul.
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21. Prom St. Petersburg to Petrozavodsk.
The Kivatch.

Steamer from St. Petersburg to Petrozavodsk thrice weekly, starting
from the Voskresenskaya Naberezhnaya (PI. H, 4; I) about 11 a.m. and
taking 45 hrs. for the voyage (in the reverse direction 35 hrs.). Fare 9
or 6V2 rb. ; return-ticket for passengers coming back on the same steamer
are issued at a reduction of 20 per cent. Meals cost about 3 rb. daily. This
interesting but somewhat fatiguing excursion requires 5 days; the best
months for it are June and July.

Steamboat voyage from St. Petersburg to Schlusselhurg, see

R. 19. — Beyond SchlUsselburg, where it halts for Y^ hr., the

steamer enters Lake Ladoga, whicli it crosses toward the E. in ca.

8 hrs. Many lighthouses are seen during the transit.

Liake Ladoga (Jla^oHCCKoe 63epo), formerly called by the Finns
Nevo, lies about IG ft. above sea-level and is, next to the Caspian Sea,
the largest lake in Europe, being 124 M. long, 62 M. wide, and 7000 sq.M.
in area, its greatest depth is 7:-{0 ft., but it also contains many reefk

and shoals, which, combined with the frequent tempests, make navigation
somewhat dangerous. To avoid these perils, the Ladoga Canal was col-
structed in 1718-.S1, skirting the S. margin of the lake from Schltlssel-

burg to the mouth of the Volkhov. The new canal, constructed in 1861-

1886, runs close to the lake, parallel with the old one. The banks of Lake
Ladoga on the N. and W. are high and rocky, sometimes covered with
woods but at other limes entirely bare. The N. shore is penetrated by
numerous bays flanked by steep and rugged cliffs. It finds an outlet into
the Gulf of Finland by the Neva. -- During the most recent geological
oeriod. Lake Ladoga and Lake Onega were for a time united with the
Grulf of Finland, and formed a basin enclosing E. Finland.

About midnight the steamer reaches Sermaksj situated at the

point where the Svir, a river 133 M. in length, enters the lake. We
next ascend this river through a wooded region, ])assing many tim-

ber-rafts. This is p«.'rhaps the prettiest part of the whole journey,

though in midsummer the voyage is at places obstructed by rapids.

The stations are Lodtinoye Pole (4 a.m.); Vdzhini; Mydtusovo

;

and Gag-Rutchei.- Towards 7 p.m. we reach Voznes^nyej a busy

place at the beginning of the Onega Canal.

Lake On^ga (OHeMCCKoe os^po; 125 ft.), the third largest lake in

Kuropo, occupies the central part of the government of 016netz, has an
area of 3764 sq.M., and reaches a depth of 408 ft. The Onf^ga Canal,
constructed in 1818-51 and 45 M. long, runs along the S. bank of the lake
and connects the Svir with the N'uitegra, which togctlicr with the Shoxna
forma the Maria Canal Sf/f<fem, enabling vessels to |)ass from tim Volga
(Ruibinsk) to St. Petersburg."

About J a.m. the steamer leaves Voznesenyc and runs to the N.

along the W. bank of Lake Onega, hugging the coast. After steaming

»l-8 hrs. it enters the picturesque Hay of IN'trozavodsJc, and soon

after ntachtn the town itself.

Petrozav6dsk (Scli/nitWs Hotel, Sobornaya, K. from 7r> cop.,

'-'• V'i'lV^ ''^i Jjayundvitck, Vhnliiiiirskayu Niberezhnaya, both

unpretending), the capital of the goveniment of Olinetz, contains
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13,800 inhab. and was founded in 1703. At the E. end of the Sobor-

nava, Avhich asi'endvS from the harbour to the town, is a bronze statue

of Alexander 1 1, by Schroder. Thence we proceed to the N.W. along

the Mariinskaya to the Law Courts, in front of which is a bronze

statue of Peter the Great, also by Schroder (1873). To the S. stands

a 1 eitheran Church.

Tliost' who drive t(» the Kivateh immediately after the arrival of the
btiHiuer can get hack by midnight. [The trip by boat takes haiger and
is not recommended.] A pleasanter plan, however, especially in warm
weather, is to start at 3 p.m. and spend the night at the Kivateh. In
this case, however, the traveller should make himself sure in Petrozavodsk
that he will not miss the return-voyage of the steamer. Carriages (return
fare with 2 horses 12-16, troika 18-20 rb.) may be best obtained with the
help of the captain of the steamer. The traveller should take his pro-

visions with him.

The road to the (07 V. or 45 M.) Kivateh passes several beautiful

lakes. The posting-station of (47 V.) Kontchezero (simple refresh-

ments) commands a fine view. — The ^Kivateh (KHBiiMt) is a

waterfall 50 ft. in height and 60 ft. in width, formed by the Sundj
a stream descending towards Lake Onega. The water descends in

four leaps and the river-banks are well wooded. The fall is seen to

best advantage about sunrise, when rainbows are formed in the

spray. The best point of view is the pavilion (nightquarters) at the

head of the fall. There is another view-point on the right ])ank where,

h«jwever, some caution is necessary in approaching the edge.

The Suua also forms the waterfalls of Por-Porog and Girvda about
38 V. (25 M.) above the Kivateh (earr. & pair there & back 10 rb.).
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IV. THE GEAND DUCHY OF FINLAND.
In rinland Helsingfors time is kept. This is 22 min. behind St. Peters-

burg time, 39 min. ahead of Central European time, and 1 hr. 39 min.
ahead of W. European time.

Eoute

22. From St. Petersburg to Yiborg
23. From Yiborg to the Imatra

Lake Saima and Saima Canal 208, 209.

24. From Yiborg to Niirmes via Joensuu. Yalamo . . .

Kexholm. Konevits 211.

25. From Yillmanstrand toXyslott and Kuopio. Punkaharju
From Nyslott to Elisenvaara and to Joensuu 214.

26. From Yiborg to Kajana and Uleaborg
From Kouvola to Kotka. Hogland. From Inkeroinen

to Fredrikshamn 216.

27. From Yiborg to Helsingfors (Hango). Mankala Eapids
From Lahti to Lovisa ?18.— Jyvaskylii 219.— From Hy-

vinkaii to Hango 221.

28. Helsingfors and Environs
Sveaborg. Borga 229.—Hango 231.

29. From Helsingfors to Abo
a. Yia Karis

b. Yia Riihimjiki

Abo and Environs
a. ,To Hango 237. — b. The Aland Isles 238. — c. From
Abo to Nystad via N^dendal 239.

From Helsingfors to Yasa-Nikolaistad, Uleaborg, and

Tornea. Ounasvaara
From Tammerfors to Bjorneborg 241. -From Peipohja to

Raumo. Kangasala. From Seinajoki to Kristinostad
242. — Nykarleby. Jakobstad 244. — Brahestad 245. —
Avasaxa 246.

204
207

211

213

215

218

221

30.

31

232
232
232
233

240

Finland (Finnish Suonii)^ the 'Land of a Thousand Lakes', is

1 45,686 sq.M. in area, and contains 3,200,000 inhab., nearly all of

whom are Protestants (Lutherans). Geogi'apliically, Finland forms
a transition from the mountainous district of Scandinavia to the

great j)lain of Eastern Eui'ope. Its geological formation is nuiinly

accounted for by the long process of denudation of the suj)erinip()S('(i

sedimentary formations. The final a])i)earance of its surface is duv
to the work of the glaciers of th(; Ice Age, which produced the

long gentle ridges, the rounded hills, and the trough-like valleys.

In the valleys the ice has hollcjwed out l)asius, wliich are now
tilled witli the innumerable lakes of Finland, t(>g(!th(!r covering 11

|H'r cent of its total area. These lakes are often very irregular

in form, and are dotted with hundreds of islands. The short but

eitpiouH rivers connecting the lakes with each other and with

the sea generally penetrate the intervening rocky barriei's by m(!ans

Baedkkkh'h KubHia. 13
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of rapids or waterfalls. The whole of the interior is occupied by the

Finnish Lake Plateau, 250-1000 ft. in height, the scenery of which
has a quiet and sombre beauty of its own, though seldom attaining

to real grandeur. Its chief features are masses of dark granite,

dense forests of both deciduous and coniferous trees (including, on

the coast, many of quite recent growth), extensive morasses, clear

and placid lakes, cheerful-looking little towns, churches with de-

tached bell-towers, cottages painted a brownish-red, and meagre
cornfields and pasture-lands. To all these the long light nights of

summer lend a special magic. In the S. the lacustrine plateau is

separated from the coast zone by the two great terminal moraines of

the Salpansselkd. The S. and the W. coasts are fertile, and fringed

by belts of low rocky islands, the SkClrgdrden or Skerries, The
N. part of Finland rises gradually to the higher plateau of Lapland.

The red granites of the S. coast at Hango and between Kotka and
Viborg are used for building purposes at St. Petersburg and elsewhere.
Various kinds of marble, copper-ore, and iron-ore are also found. Finland
has no coal, but has been able to develop a considerable industry through
the use of its water-power. The chief articles of export include timber,
paper, and butter.

Though Finland is not a wealthy country, there is much less

poverty to be seen than in many other parts of Russia. The good

roads, clean towns, and absence of uniforms are also characteristic.

About 87.8 per cent of the population consists of Finns (Suo-

malaiset). These are divided into two main races: the West FinnSj

consisting of Finns proper or Suomalaiset and Tavastians or Hamii-

laiset, and the East Finns (Karelians, Karjalaiset). The Lapps,
who occupied the district before the Finns, have been gradually

driven more and more to the N. ; they now number about 1300.

On the sea-coast of Osterbotten and Nyland and on the Aland Is-

lands are numerous Swedes (Kuotsalaiset), forming 11.8 per cent

of the population. They possessed the country down to 1809, and

consequently the influence of their civilization is still strong. Swed-

ish was the official language of the country down to 1863 and still

holds equal rights with Finnish. The Russians (Venalaiset), about

8000 in number, live chiefly in the Lan of Viborg. The Germans
(Saksalaiset), now about 2000 in number, were formerly more nu-

merous. The Finns are strongly built and of medium statue, and have

somewhat angular brachycephalic skulls, with flat faces and pro-

minent cheekbones. Their complexion is pale, often with a yellowish

tinge, while their hair is fair, with a tendency to become brown with

increasing age. These traits are much more marked in the Tava-

stian type than in the more slender and graceful Karelians. The
Finns are honest, persevering, and industrious. Their educational

system is admirably organized (only 1.48 per cent illiterate). Their

dwellings, customs, dress, and mode of life have been strongly in-

fluenced by their intercourse with neighbouring races, but the

ijational type is more obvious in the interior and the E. part of the
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country. The original Finnish 'Pirtti' is very similar to an American
log-hut. It has, however, to a great extent given way to the 'Tupa',

a more comfortable dwelling provided with proper windows and

chimneys. As the coast is approached these cottages improve both

in size and comfort. They generally stand alone, not in groups or

villages, and in the wooded districts the boundaries of the diifer-

ent homesteads are often denoted by rail fences. The cottages of

the S. coast and on the islands are very similar to the Swiss cha-

lets. The Finns live very simply, chiefly on potatoes, fish, milk,

and rye-bread. They are very fond of vapour-baths, tobacco, and

coffee. — Many Finns emigrate to the United States and Canada,

where they engage mainly in farming.

The Finnish Language (p. 203) is the most highly-developed

member of the Baltic branch of the Finno-Ugrian root-language,

and possesses many dialects, which may be divided into the two

main groups of W. Finnish and E. Finnish. The Finnish literary

language was established in the 16th century. The earlier literature

consists mainly of religious works, but of late, owing mainly to the

exertions of Lonnrot (1802-1884), the Finnish language has de-

veloped greatly and it is now capable of wide literary expression.
In 1835 Lonnrot edited the old Finnish epic of Kalevala, which deals

with the contrast between the people of Kalevala (i.e. Finns) and the
people of Pohjola (i.e. Lapps), and gives a graphic picture of the country
and its inhabitants. Among the chief characters in the ej)ic are Vain-
amoinen, an old magician and singer, the inventor of the harp Kantele;
Ilmarinen, the smith, maker of the magical mill Sampo; Lemminkaineu,
who glories in battle; the mischievous Kullervo; and tlie unhappy maiden
Aino. It was the 'Kalevala', which Max Miiller describes as the 'fifth

national epic of the world', that suggested to Longfellow the metre of

his 'Hiawatha'. An English translation by W. F. Kirby is published in

'h^verynian's Library' (2 vols., Is. each). There is another by J. M. C'ran-
ford. Comp. 'The Sampo: Hero Adventures from the Finnish Kalevala'.
liy James Baldwin (illus.; Xew York, 1912).

Administration. Finland was conquered and christianized by

Sweden in tlie 12th cent., but was gradually absorbed by Russia in

Mjiiformity with the terms of the Treaties of Xystad (1721), Abo
(1743), and Fredrikshamn (1809). It is now a Grand-Duchy and

forms part of the Russian Ej)mire with the right of self-government,

^vhich has, however, been considerably curtailed since 1899. It is

divided into eight Governments (Lan), over which the Tzar in his

capacity as Grand-Duke exercises the supreme executive power. The
Diet or House of Representatives has since 1906 consisted of on*^

chamber of 200 niemb<;rs, elected for J5 years. Women vote and ar«^

eligible as members of tin; Diet, which formerly was composed of

the four Estates of Nobles, ('lerp^y, Hurghfirs, and INiasants. At tlie

head of the int(;rnal administration stands the Finnish Senat(;, j)re-

-ided over by a Governor-General appointed by the Tzar. Questions

reserved for the personal decision of the Tzar reach him through
the Secretary of State for Finland at St. Petersburg.
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Chronological Survey of the History of Finland.

1157. Eric IX. of Sweden (1150-60) lauded on the coast of

Finland, introduced Christiauity^(Bisliop Henry of Up-
sala, an Englishman), and built Abo. First hostile en-

counter between the Swedes and Eussians (Xovgorod-

ians; 1164).

1249. Birger Jarlj of the Folkungar family, conquered Ta-

vastland and founded Tavastcborg (Tavastehus).

1*293. Torkel Knutson, the Swedish Viceroy, conquered Ka-
relia and defended Finland against the Kussians.

1495. Invasion of Finland by Ivan III.; siege of Yiborg. Truce
with Kussia, renewed by treaty, 1504.— Abo plundered

by the Danes, 1509.

1523-1560. Gustavus Vasa. 1548, New Testament first translated

into Finnish, by Bishop Michael Agricola.

1572 & 1590. Invasions of Kussians and devastation of Finland as far

as Abo.

1581. Finland becomes a Grand-Duchy.
1596-1597. Insurrection of the peasants ('Cudgel AYar').

1600-1611. Charles IX. founded Yasa, Uleaborg, etc.

1611-1617. Russo-Swedish war, under Gustavus II. Adoli)lius(\(S\\-

32). Karelia and Kexholni ceded to Sweden by the

Treaty of Stolbovo (1617).

1632-1654. Christina. During her minority the able Count Per
Brahe was Yiceroy of Finland. University of Abo
fimnded in 1640. First complete printed Bible in the

Finnish language (1642).

1654-1660. Charles X. Gustavus. Russo-Swedish war (1655-1661),

ended in 1661 by the Treaty of Kardis in Livonia (rati-

fication of the Treaty of Stolbovo).

1660-1697. Charles XI. Rapid development of Finland.

1697-1718. Charles Xn. During the Northern War Finland suf-

fered severely. The naval battle of Hango-Udd placed

Finland at the mercy of the Russians, who advanced as

far as Aland.

1721. Treaty of Nystad, by which Sweden ceded the Baltic

Provinces, Karelia, and Yiborg to Russia.

1741. The 'War of i]m Hats'. r»y the Peace of Ibo (Aug. 7th,

1743) the Russian frontier was advanced to the river

Kymmene.
1771-1792. Gustavus III. In 178H an attack was made on Russia.

Siege of Fredrikshamn and naval battle off Hogland.

C(;nspira(;y of Anjala.— Renewal of hostilities in 1789.

Xaval battle in the Svensksund. Peace of Yarala 0790),

ratifying the frontier as defined in 1743.
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1792-1809. Gustavus IV. Adolphus refused to recognize the Trea-

ty of Tilsit. On Feb. 21st, 1808, the Russians crossed

the frontier. In 1809 Charles XIIL, by the Peace of

Frederikshamn, ceded Finland and the Aland Islands

to Russia, the northern frontier being defined as the

river Tornea.

1809. Diet of Borgdj at which Alexander I. undertook to

recognize and maintain the constitutional and religious

privileges enjoyed under Sweden. (Trand-Duchy of Fin-

land granted self-government under a Goveruor-Greneral.

1812. Limits of the Grand-Duchy extended to include t he terri-

tory ceded by the treaties of 1721 and 1743.

1863. First meeting of the Diet since 1809.

1899 et scq. Restriction of self-government under Nicholas 11.

Foreigners visiting- Finland require a Passport (p. xviii). The visa
of a Russian consul is nominally unnecessary, but it is convenient to

have it in order to prevent any difficulty in continuing the journey to

Kussia. The passport must he shown to the police authorities, whose
endorsement (fee 1 m.) allows the traveller to remain in the country for
60 days. This may he done througli the landlord of the hotel, who will
also arrange for the passport to be vise when the traveller leaves the
country. — Finland has its own customs-administration, and visitors are
subjected to a Customs Examination on landing at any of the ports.
Comp. also R. 22.

Money. Finland has its own coinage, the unit of which is the Mark
(Markkaa), containing 100 Penni (Pennia) = 371/2 cop. = 10c?. = 20 cents
(American) = 80 pf. = 1 franc. The Finnish mint issues gold coins of 10
and 20 marks, silver coins of V4? V'i? h ^^^ 2 marks, and coi)per coins
of 1, 5, and 10 penni. The legal paper-currency consists of the notes of

the Finnish Bank at Helsingfors, which circulates notes of 5, 10, 20, 50,

100, 500, and 1000 marks. — Russian money is also legal tender throughout
Finland (1 rb. = 2 m. GC-^/a p.), but it is more convenient, since all reckon-
ings are made in marks and pennis, to change one's Russian money at

the banks.

Steamers. From St. Petersburg to Helsingfors (and on vi§. Hango
to Stockholm) 4 times weekly, in 20 lirs. (fares 18 & 15 m.); to Vihorg
twice weekly; to Jo(ii{Sfiu and Knopio once weekly. All tliose steamers
start from tlie Vasili Ostrov, near the Tentli Line. -From Hull steamers
nf the Finland Steamship Co. (Helsingfors; John Good & Sons, Hull) ])lv

veekly to Abo (fares ,5-6/.; .S/. to ^l. 15.S'. ; return-fares 9-11/., 5/. 10,s\ to 7/.),

Ilangi) (in winter; fares as to Helsingfors), and Helsingfors (in summer;
VIr'y days; fares 0-7/., 3/. 15k. to 4/. 5.s. ; return-fares 11/. to 12/. 10.S'., 7/. to

11. \i)S.; through-fares to St. Petersburg, 1st class «)/. 5s. to 8/. 5.9., 2nd el. 3/. I5.s*.

lo 5/.). From i.unECK to Helsingfors via Reval once w<'ekly (50 lirs. ; fares
r)0&40 (ierman njarks, food extra); to Abo via (58 hrs.) Hango once weekly
in 2'/.^ days (fares 40 & 80 (ierman marks; meals extra). -From Stettin to

ffehiitgfors vij\ Reval once weekly in two (hiys (fares 5(') & 40 (ierman
marks; food Ji daily). From Stockholm to Jlrlsi ngfors i times weekly
in 21 hrs. (fares 25'/;^ & 20 kronor or crowns); to llanqii (with railway
connection for St. Petersburg) in 15 hrs. (fares 2:1 & 19 kr.); to Abo once
daily in 11 hrs. (fares 2:5'/.^ & 19 kr. ; in winter 5'/'i & 'I'/u kr. extra; dt^j. I'/u,

I). 2'/2, S. 2'/4 kr.), connecting with th(! express train to Helsingfors and St.

I'etersburg (dining-car). From Coi'Enhaokn to HtdHlngforH once weekly
111 14 liTH. (far«;s 54 & 8(5 kr., including meals). Details of all these routes
may be found in the 'Turistijn' (.50 p.), appearing tltinu's yearly (in I'Miinish

and Swedibh, with explanatory notes in Knglish).
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Railways. In Finland distances are reckoned by kilometres. The
trains run slowly, but the expresses from St. Petersburg to Helsingfors
or Abo reach a speed of ca. 40 M. an hour. First-class carriages are painted
blue, second-class green, and third-class brown. Fares are reckoned ac-
cording to a Zone Tariff\ Thus the second-class fare for 10 Kil. (6 M.)
is 55 p., for 50 Kil. (31 M.) 2 m. 70 p., for 100 Kil. (621/2 M.) 5 m. 15 p., for
200 Kil. (125 M.) 9 m. 75 p., for 500 Kil. (310 M.) 20 ni. 25 p., for 1000 Kil.
(620 M.) 27 m. 45 p., for 1500 Kil. (930 M.) 31 m. 20 p. The third-class
fares for these distances are 40 p., 1 in. 80 p., 3 ni. 45 p., 6 m. 50 p., 13 m.
50 p., 18 m. 30 p., and 20 m. 80 p. First-class fares are equal to the sec-
ond and third-class fares put together, but this class is little used.
Tickets are available for 5 days, in addition to the day of issue. The
journey may be broken once on showing the ticket to the stationmaster.
There is no reduction of price for return-tickets. No charge is made for
luggage under 55 lbs. (luggage-ticket 25 p.). — Combination Tickets (Ku-
pongbiljetter) are issued by all railways for all three classes for distances
not less than 800 km. (500 M.), and are valid for three months. These are
also available on some of the steamer-routes. Tourist-tickets for shorter
distances may be obtained from the tourist agency in Helsingfors (p. 222).— Porters receive 10 p. for each piece of luggage. At the smaller stations
their place is taken by half-grown boys. The cloak-room charge is 10 p.
per diem for each package. — Railway Restatirants are few and far between,
and are open only at certain hours. The charge for breakfast is I-IV2) ^oi"

dinner 2V2-3 m. A bottle of beer costs 50 p., but cannot be bought alone,
as the law of the -country forbids the sale of spirituous liquor unless
accompanied by food (minimum for food and beer 1 m.). A cup of coffee

with a roll costs 50 p. Milk is a very common beverage.

Posting System. For excursions aside from the railway and steam-
boat routes, the traveller must have recourse to the Finnish posting-system
(Finnish kyyti ; Swedish skjift.'^, pron. shyss), which corresponds to that
used in Sweden and Norway. The taritf for each of the small Finnish
horses and for the very uncomfortable car is 14 p. per kilometre in the
country, or 18 p. per kil. from a town to the next station. Better carriages

may be hired in the tow^ns.— The Finnish Private Posting Stations (Finn.
kesfik'ievari, Swedish gastgifveri) are generally unpretentious, but coffee

(tea not recommended), bread, butter, cheese, and fish can always be ob-
tained at officially fixed j)rices (R. 1, D. IV2 m-)- Every traveller must sign

his name in the Dagbok (Yiun. j^aivdkii'ja), which also contains the taritf.

Motor Cars and Cycles may be introduced on terms similar to

those mentioned at p. xxv, but the duties are lower. The rule of the
road is to keep to the right, passing to the right in meeting and to the

left in overtaking other vehicles.

The Hotels in the larger towns are, as a rule, fairly comfortable,
but those in the interior of the country are rather primitive. The traveller

should see that his bedroom contains dark blinds or window-curtains on
account of the light summer-nights. The best hotels in the smaller towns
are often named Societetshus (Finn. Seurahuone); a temperance hotel is

called Xykterhetsvlirdshus in Swedish and Raittiusravintola in Finnish.

The sm6rgas})ord, or course of hors d'oeuvre with which a meal begins
(cold meat, fish, cheese, etc.), is usually included in the regular charge,

but may be ordered separately (1^4-^72 "i.). Dinner (usually from 3 to

6 p.m.) (;osts 2-31/2 ^ii- Supper (sexa) corresponds more or less to the English
late dinner and costs 2-5 m. 'Engelskt the' ('English tea') means tea with
cold meat. 'Knackebrod' is bread in thin, hard, round slices. Finnish
beer (good) costs 40-50 p. a bottle. Wine is dear. The waiter or waitress
generally receives a gratuity of 50 p. When the amount is higher than
usual, 10 per cent, of the total bill is expected.

Good Cigars cost 20-50 p. each ; Cigarettes (Papyros) 50-60 p. for 25.

Post and Telegraph Offices. There are Finnish postage-stamps
for 2, 5, 10, 20, & 40 p., 1 m., & 10 m., but Russian stamps are also valid.

The postage for a letter not exceeding 1 oz. in weight is 20 p. or 7 co]).
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within Finland, 7 cop. to Russia, 10 cop. to foreign countries; foreign post-

card, 4 cop. Money orders are issued up to 5000 m. for Finland and up to

500 ni. for foreign QouxitYiQB.— Telegrams within Finland cost 50 p., plus

^10 p. for each word; to Russia, 15 cop., plus 5 cop. for each word. Foreign
telegrams cost from 21 p. per word upwards (to Great Britain 47 p., to the

United States 1 m. 95 to 4 m. G5 p.).

Plan of Tour. The best time for travelling in Finland is from the

middle of June to the end of August. The daily expenses, exclusive
of railway, steamship, and other fares, should not exceed 15 marks.

Plan OP Tour FOR 8-10 Days. 1st Day. Helsingfors. — 2nd Day. Borga,
going by steamer and returning by tr^in.— 3rd Day. T^rain to Hango,
going on in the evening by train to Abo. — 4th Day. Abo, proceeding
in the afternoon by train to Helsingfors. — 5th Day. Train to Lahti,

steamer to Heinola. — 6th Day. Trip down the Mankala Rapids. Train
to Viborg. — 7th Day. Viborg; going on in the afternoon via Villman-
strand to the Imatra. — 8th Day. The Imatra, returning via Rattijarvi

to Viborg.— Or; 8th Day. Steamer to Nyslott.— 9th Day. Punkaharju.
— 10th Day. Back to Viborg.

Plan of Tour for a Fortnight. 1st Day. Helsingfors. — 2nd Day.
Train to Borga and back; night-train to the Imatra.— 3rd Day. Imatra.

—

4th Day. Steamer to Nyslott. — 5th Day. Punkaharju. —6th Day. Steamer
to Kuopio.— 7th Day. Train to Kajana. — 8th Day. Kajana and environs.
— 9th and 10th Days. From Kajana down the Oulunjoki Rapids to Uleaborg,
and thence by railway to Tajnmerfors. — 11th I}ay. Tammerfors and Kanga-
sala.— 12th Day. Train to Abo. — 13th Day. Abo and back to Helsingfors.

Information of every kind is willingly given to travellers by the
representatives of the Finland Tourist Society, the headquarters of

which are at Helsingfors (p. 222; annual subscription 3 m.). Circular
Tour Tickets and Hotel Coupons are issued by the Finland Tourist Office

(p. 222). The 'Kartbok' of the society contains 49 maps (1 : 400,000) and
costs 8 m. — Tlie Anglo-Finnish Society of London (sec, W. T. Good),
is intended to promote good relations between the two countries.

The Shooting in Finland is not very good, and it is altogether pro-
hibited in forests belonging to the State. To the N. of Kajana black game,
capercailzies, wood grouse, and wild ducks are fairly numerous. Shot-
guns pay a duty of ca. 5 m. each. Especial permission (obtained through
the visitor's Foreign Office) is necessary for the introduction of rifles.

—

Fishing (salmon and salmon-trout) is carried on mainly in the Ulea and
in other rivers in the N. part of the country. Permission must be obtained
from the riparian owners.

Language (comp. p. 199). A knowledge of Finnish and Swedish is

not necessary for tourists who confine themselves to a visit to the larger
towns, but will be found extremely useful in districts aside from the
railway. — The Accent on Finnish words rests always on the first syllable.
The single vowels are pronounced short and are lengthened by being
doubled. Both letters of a diphthong are distinctly pronounced.— T\\e en
(n), et (t), and ene (ne) in such Swedish words as gatan, kdllaren, torget,

hotellet, and kongarne represent the definite article.

Anxjng the words most important for travellers are the following: Ho-
tel, hotelli ; posting station or inn, kestikievuri ; restaurant, ravintola ; caf^,

kahvila; hill of fare, ruoka-lista; room, huo)ie; bed, sdnkg; candle, kijnttiUi;

tire, vaikea; dining room, niokasali ; tork^kahveli ; knife, veit.si ; spoon, lu-

fdkka; glass, lani ; bottle, WM^fo; water, vesi ; wine, viini ; beer, olut ; cotfco,

kahvi ; milk, maito ; breau, ieipli ; meat, U/kl ; fish, kcda ; egg, viuna; cheese,
jwisto: butter, voi ; salt, suola. — liAiiAVAY, rautatie ; station, asema;
wayside Biation, pjjM/ikki ; luggage receiving office, niathatararan rasta-
anotto; luggage delivery ollice, matkatavardfi nlosanto: entratice, si-

HiiJlnkiiuUiva : exit, uLoskiiijUlvd ; lavatory former), 7/»ic7</7/<'; (SwediHJi, fttr

Mfln), lor women, nainille (Swedish, fiir Kvinnor). — Town, kmipnnki;
village, kgld; street, katu; road, fie; highroad, maaidu',; nuirket-plaoe,
tori: iiouse, Udo ; church, kirkko; yTiAwhar, jmppi; Hcliool, koulu; teacher,
opettaja; post oMco, postikonttoort ; fclegraph office, sdhklisanoma ascina;
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posting-station, majatalo. — Smr, laiva ; hoRt, vene, paatfd ; steamer, /lo?/-

riflaiva ; harbour, safama ; carriage, uaunid; car, rattaat ; sledge, reki

;

horse, herone)i ; riding-horse, selk-dlierone}), ratsuhevonen; reindeer, po/'o;
driver, ajuri ; guide, opas; guide me to the hotel x, viekdli miaut x
hotdlilu ; to, asti; bridge, sUta; garden, pujitarha ; tree, jd//?/ ; wood,
mi'tsii; pasture, niittti; mountain, cftori; rock, kaUio ; xiiUay, laakso

;

rain, sai/e ; brook, puro. — Mohning, aaiiui ; day, yxYim (24 hrs. viioiwkaysi)
;

woow, puolipiiiva ; evening, ilta ; night, ijo. — Mr., herra ; Mva., ron/va ;

man, mies; child, Japsi. — English, enghiniiJai'nen; American, amerikka-
lainen; Finnish, suomidainen ; Swedish, rnotsalainen; Russian, venii-

liiuien. — Bkt, suuri ; small, pi(^>u; high, korkea; low, matala; \m\f,pnoli ;

whole, koko; near, liiheUd; far, kmikana; early, varhain; late, myohdi'ui

;

slowly, hidas; quickly, nopea; good, hycd; bad, huono ; what does it cost?
mitd wnksaitf; too expensive, liian kcdlis; below, cdhaaUa; above, yl-

hddlld ; left, vasemniaUe ; light, oikealle; is^hda on ; \iSi.Q,hd7ieIld07i; l,mhid;
we, me; please, pyyddn; thank you, klitdn; yes, please, kiitoksia kylld

;

no, thank you, ei kiitoksia; goodbye, hyvdsti ;— One, yksi; two, kakn ;

thret', kolme; four, neljd ; live, viisi ; six, kiiusi ; seven, seitsemdii ; eight,

kahdeksan ; nine, yhdeksdn ; ten, kymmenen; eleven, yksitoista; twelve,
kaksitoista ; tifteen, viisitoista ; twenty, kaksikymmentd ; fifty, viisi-

kymmentd ; hundred, sata; thousand, ^?^7itti;— Sunday, siinmnitai ; Mon.,
iiiaanantai ; Tues., tiistai ; "Wed., keskiviikko ; Thurs., tuorstai; Frid., per-
jiuitai ; Sat., lauantai.

In names of places it should be noted that jo/ci means river; jdrvi, lake
;

kanyas, sandy plain; koski, waterfall; lahti, gulf; mdki, hill; niemi, cape,
promontory; snari, island; scdmi, strait; suo, marsh; vest, water.

Bibliography. Among recent English books on Finland the follow-
ing may be mentioned: Finland To-Day, by George Renwick (1911); A
Summer Tour in Finland, hy Pa/d Waineman (1908)', Through Finland to

St. Petersburg, by ^. M. Scott (1909); Finland, the Land of a Thousand
Lakes, by £". Youiuj {19V1); Through Finland in Carts, by Mrs. Alec Tweedie
(1897; 1.9. ed., 191:;); Finland and the Tsars, by J. R. Fisher (2nd ed.,

1900); Finland as it is, by Harry de Wiiidt (1901); A Peep at Finland, by
jr. Pearson Thomson (1911); Letters from Finland, by Rosalind Travers
(1911); Finland and the Finns, by ArtMir Reade (1914). — English and
Finnish Dialogues and Vocabulary, by Agnes Reiifors (price 2s.).

22. From St. Petersburg to Viborg.
129 Kil. (80M.). Railway in 2^j.^-?^l.i\wB. (fares 11 m.do, m. 90, I m. GOp.,

or 4 rb. 26, 2 rb. 56, 1 rb. 70 cop.). The trains start from the Finland Railway
Station (p. 88), where there is a money-changer's office. — The luggage of

passengers arriving in Finland is examined at Terijoki, that of passengers
leaving the country at Valkeasaari (registered luggage in both cases at St.

Petersburg).

From 8t. Tetorsburg to (49 Kil. or BOi/g M.) Terijoki, see K. 20.

— 59 Kil. Raivola, with beautiful larch -woods iu the vicinity.

About 11 M. to the W. of (75 Kil.) UiLsildrkko lies HcdlUt, an im-

perial sanatorium for tubercular patients. 88 Kil. Perkjdrvi, a

favourite summer-resort of the citizens of 8t. Petersburg; 100 Kil.

Galifzina.— 129 Kil. (80 M.) Viborg (Railway Restaurant).

Viborg.
Hotels Belvedere (Pi. c; B, 5), Alexanders Perspektivet, R. 4-12,

B. IV2, tl6j. IV2, D. (2-5 p.m.) ?> m.; Hotel Andrea (PL b; A, 4), Katarine-
gatan, a commercial hotel, R. 6-11, dej. 2V.2, !>• '^V-i, 8. 2V2 m- ; Societetshus
iV\. a; B, b), Radhus-Torg, R. ?,-Vi'm., B. 1 ni. 20 p., dej. IV2, 1^- •'' "'•:

IfotH Continental fPl. d; (J, .0), li. :i-10, dej. 21/2, ^- '^ »»•? Ventral Hotel
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(PL f ; C, 5), R. 21/2-8, (lej. 11/2? D. 3 in., these two near the railway station.
- -Hotel Garni. Karelia., Repolagatan 4 (PI. C, 5), well spoken of, fl.

21/2-12, B. 2 m.
Restaurants. Esplanade Pavilion (PI. B, 5), on the Esplanade (music

on summer evenings), dej. 2, D. (2.30 to 6 p.m.) 3V2? S. 3 m. ; Ai'isto, oppo-
site the station. — Cafe, Katarinegatan 23, cor. of the Parad-Plats (PL B, 5).

— Viborgs Kringlor, a kind of twisted roll, are known throughout Finland.
Cabs. Drive within the so-called citadel 50 p., at night 1 m. ; to the

suhurhs ^j^-ljn..] per hr. 21/2 lu- Drive from the railway station, 25 p.
extra.— Electric Tramways from the rail, station through the town and
to the Papula Bridge.

Post Office (PL A, 4), Katarinegatan. — Telegraph Office (PL B, 5),

Torkelsgatan. — British Vice-Coksul, V. Frisk. — Lloyd's Agent, K.
Liindherg.

Banks (10 a.m. to 2 p.m.) Finlands Bank, Salu-Torg (PL B, 5); Kan-
sallispankki, Torkelsgatan (PL B, 5); Nordiska Aktiebanken for Handel
och Indnstri, Salu-Turg (PL B, 5).

Steamers. To Htlsingfors twice weekly (fare II1/2 "!•); to Joensuu
and KuojjIo, thrice weekly; to (8V4 his.) Rattijurvi hy the Saima Canal
(p. 209), once daily; to Jni(stila (p. 209), six times daily; to Trdngsund
(see heluw), six times daily. — Steam Launches ply to various points in

the vicinity (5-10 p.).

Principal Attractions (5 hrs.). Visitors should drive from the rail-

way station via the Salu-Torg to Monrepos (closed on Tues. and Prid.),

returning on foot through the town, visiting the Museum en route, to the
Papula Hill.

Viborg, Finn. Vilpuri, the old capital of Karelia and now the

chief town of a government, a pleasant-looking place entirely snr-

rounded by water, lies at the head of the deeply-indented Gulf of
Viborg, at the mouth of the Saima Caval (p. 209). It contains

35,000 inhab. and a strong garrison, and is the seat of the (xreek

Catholic Archbishop of Finland and of one of the three supreme
courts of the grand-duchy. The inner harbour, where the steamboats

land their passengers, is near the castle. The Roads of Trdhgsiuid,
forming the outer harbour of Viborg, lie about 7 M. to the S. The
town carries on a brisk trade, principally in boards and planks.

—

The fortiiications of Viborg consist of advanced forts, chietjy on the

E. side and on the Island of Trangsund (visitors not admitted).

In 129.^ the Swedish viceroy Torkd KnutHon l)uilt a castle liere

(p. 206), round which sprang u]) the town of Viborg. Civic rights were
granted to it in 1403 hy King Eric XIII., and ahout 1477 it was surrounded
hy Eric Axehnou Toft with a wall. In 1495 Vilxirg withstood a tluec
months' siegi; from a large Unssian army, dnring which its gallant
defender, Kintf Poftse, is said to have killed 10,000 Russians l)y an art-

fully contrived mine (Vihorgska SniJllh'n, i.e. 'Vihorg Thunder'). l\'ter

the Great made himself master of the place in 1710, after a hard stnigj^le.

By the Peace of Ny.^tad fl721) the i)r(»viiic«! of Viborg was adjudgcil to

Russia. On June »;th, 1790, the Swcdisji ficcst uii(h'r (i//sf(ir/ts ill. retired

to the (inlf of Vil.org, and while engaged in Ijlockading the town was itself

l>l<»(;kaded hy the Russian Meet und(!r Admiials Ttdiitehagov an<l Knise (later

under the Princ(! of Nassau). On July .',n\, however, (lustavus managi'd
to force his way through the RuHsian fleet to Svealxug cVihorg Hl(»ckade

Running'). In 1812 Vihorg was again unite'l with tin? grand-duchy of Finland.

From the lUulu^ay Sffttton (.l<;rnvilgs Station; IM. (', ">), com-
pleted ill lOl.'i from the plans of K. Saariiien, we go straight a](>rig

the Ab'xaiicier I'erspekt ive. w illi Hie Sa jak l<:i la lili llaiboiir and the
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castle to the right (the latter iu the background). After 8 miii. we
turn to the right into the Esplanade (PI. B, 5; Kestaurant, see

p. '205), un the left side of which is a national school built by
Sjostrom and containing a concert-room. The Torkelsgata, running

parallel with the Esplanade, is one of the main business thorough-

fares of the town (Katarinegatan, see below). — On the N. the

Ksplanade ends at the Market Place (Salu-Torg), with the white

Bound Toiler (Rund a Tornet; PL 5, Bo), popularly known as 'Fat

Catherine'. We now follow the Torggata, and then turn to the right

into the Katarinegata (the chief artery of trafiic in the old town),

and so reach the Old Town Hall Market (Gamla Radhus-Torg;
PI. A, 4), with a bronze Statue of Torkel Knutson (p. 205) by A'all-

gren. On the 8.E. side of the square is the Museum Viburgense
(open on week-days 11-1, on Sun. 12-3; fee 25 p.), on the lirst floor

of which are pictures, pottery, and weapons; on the second floor

are costumes and ornaments; on the third, ecclesiastical antiquities,

farmhouse furniture, and implements for hunting and fishing.

Opposite the Museum is the Abo Bridge (near the steamboat-quay),

leading to a small granite island on which stands the ancient Gothic

Castle iSlott; PL A, 4; 25 min. from the railway station). Built by
Torkel Knutson (see above) in 1293, this castle formed the strong-

hold of the Swedish power and of the Christian religion in Karelia,

and was a constant bone of contention betw^een Russia and Sweden.

In the interior is the insignificant Museum of Peter the Great, con-

taining portraits. An extensive *View is obtained from the top of

the tower (165 ft. high); parties are formed each hour from 12 to 5

under the guidance of a gendarme (239 easy steps). To the N.W.
of the castle, beyond the Abo Bridge, are the gardens of Peter the

Great; on the hill is a bronze Statue of Petei^, by Bernstamm (1910;

view of the castle and town).

We now recross the bridge and enter the Katarinegata (see

above). This leads past the Parad-Plats, on the N. side of which

stands the unpretending Church of SS. Peter & Paul (PL B, 5),

used by Swedes and Germans. To the right of the Katarinegata

lies the New Town Hall Square (Nya Radhus-Torg; PL B, 5), con-

taining the Greek Catholic UspeusJd Cathedral (PL 3). On the X.W.

side of the square is the Tow77 Hall (Stadshuset) ; to the W. are

the House of the President of the Syjjreme Court (Presidenthuset;

PL 4) and the Supreme Court (Hofratten), the latter built in 1839

and containing portraits of former presidents. To the N.AV. of the

Nya Ridhus-Torg is the Finnish Rural Parish Church (Finska

Kyrka; PL A, 5), formerly a Dominican convent (1481).— To the

S.E. is the Finnish Town Parochial Church (Finska Stadskyrka:

PL B, 5), in front of which is a monument to Bishop M. Agricola,

by Wikstrom (1907; comp. p. 200).

About 1 M. to the X. of the A 1)0 Bridge, and reached by crossing
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the railway after 12 min. and then following the broad avenue, lies

^Monrepos (PI. A, B, 2), the country-seat of Baron von Nikolay

and the finest point in the environs of Viborg. It is open to the

public daily (except Tues. & Frid.) from early in the morning till

dusk (fee 40 p.). A hasty walk through the park takes l^g br. Cab
from the town IY2 ii^-— A beautiful avenue leads direct from the

entrance to the Villa, which stands on a lawn surrounded by trees

and gardens. To the E. of the villa is an abrupt rock, affording a

striking view and crowned by an Obelisk erected by Paul von Niko-

lay to his brothers-in-law, the Dues de Broglie, who fell at Auster-

litz and Kulm. To the E. of the obelisk is the Marie Tower , with

a bust of the Empress Marie (limited view from the roof). Proceed-

ing to the AV. along the bay, we reach an island (no admission) on

which is the L^idtoigsstehi , the family mausoleum, in the form of

a small Gothic castle. Farther on is a zinc cast of the marble statue

of Vdindrabinen (comp. p. 199), by J. Takanen, the Finnish sculptor.

Following the Papulagata (PI. C, D, 4, 5) from the railway

station and bearing to the right beyond the Papula bridge, we reach

(74 hr.) the hill of Papula, with a park and a temperance restau-

rant, the view-tower (Utsigts-Tornet; PI. D, 4) on which commands
a splendid view of the town and its environs.

About 5 M. to the N. of Viborg is the Koiikkala Sanatorium (pens,
from 8 m.), rebuilt after a fire in 1913.

A steamboat-trip (p. 205) on the Saima Canal as far as Juustila
(p. 209) or Rattijarvi (p. 209) will be found very enjoyable.

From Viborg to the Imatra, see R. 23; to Joensi/u-Nurmes, see R. 24;
to Kajana-Uledhorg, see R. 26; to Helsingfors, see R. 27.

23. Prom Viborg to the Imatra.
a. Via Antrea. Railway to (72 Kil. or 45 M.) Ijnatra in 2^U hrs. (fares

m. 25, 3 m. 75, 2 m. 50 p. ; from St. Petersburg to Imatra 6 rb. 3G, 3 rb. 82,
2 rb. 54 cop.). A visit to the Imatra by this (the shortest) route can be
accomplished in one day (there & back).

b. Via Villmanstkand. Railway to (59 Kil. or 37 M.) Villmanstrand in

IV4 hr. (fares 5 m. 15, 3 m. 10, 2 m. 10 ]).). Thence we proceed by steamer
(twice daily) to ^2^/4 hrs.; fare 3 m.) Vuoksenniska, and by railway thence
in V4 hr. to (7 Kil.; fares 55, 40 p.) Imatra. Those who wish to use the
steamer starting from Villmanstrand about 7 a.m. must spend the previous
night in Villmanstrand.

e. Thuouoh TiiK Saima Canal. Steamer (starting from the quay of
the Salakkalahti Flarbour; tickets sold on board) 5 times a week viA,

(3'/* hrs.) Riittijarvl (fare 2 m.) and (<i hrs.) Laurlt.s(da to (Ihr.) Villman-
straiid (10 hrs. from Viborg; fare 4 m.). Thcuici; as in Route b.

d. Via Rattijarvi. Steamer to Rjittijilrvi through the Saima Canal
as above. Thence by motor-car (fare 10 m.) to (.S«Kil. or 22'/.iM.) the Imatra
in IV4 hr. Hand-luggage only is taken l)y this route.

Travellers in St. Peterfibiinj who have no time to visit anything in

Finland except the Saima Canal and the Imatra Fall can make this ex-
cursion in two days. From .Juinr 1st to Sept. 15th circular tickets, in-

cluding Hteamer and carriage, are issued for 15 rb. 12 coj). (1st class) and
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10 rl). 88 C(>i). (2iul class). We take the morning: train to Viborg:, and go
on thence l)y local steamer to Kiittijiirvi, where we take the motor-car to
Iniatra. Next day we return by train to St. Peters])urg-.

Owing: to the crowds it is inadvisable to make this excursion on a
Sunday or Russian holiday.

a. Vix Antrka. On leaving Viborg (p. 204) the train runs to-

w ard the X.E. through thick woods. Before reaching (40 Kil.) Antrea
(Rail. Restaurant) we cross the Yuoksen by an iron girder bridge

(view). Railway to Nurmes, see R. 24. — The line to Imatra follows

tlie left bank of the Yuoksen (p. 210), which, however, is not visible.

— G5 Kil. Knso; 72 Kil. (45 iM.) Imatra, ^j^ M. to the E. of the

waterfall (p. 209; carr. 75 p.); 79 Kil. (49 M.) VuoJcsennisla, where
the Yuoksen issues from Lake Saima.

Some lishing: may ))C obtained here. The 'English Club' of St. Peters-
burg has a tishing station on the island of Vnpra Sacwl.

b. YiA YiLLMANSTRAND. Railway to (40 Kil. or 25 M.) Shaola,
see p. 215. Here carriages are changed. The railway to (19 Kil. or

12 M.) ViUmanstrand continues to run towards the N. The town
]i(?s to the E. of the railway station, but the trains run on to the

harbour (tickets, 25 p. extra, obtained from the condu('t(»r).

Villmanstrand.— Hotels. Patria (PI. c), Kauppakatu, R. 2V,-8.
dej. 2, I). 2>/2. S. 2 m.; Societetshnfi (PI. a), R. from 4, dej. 2, D. 21/2, S-

2 m.— There is a Tl/jdropafhic (PL d) on Lake Saima. The (Jasino has
a restaurant (dej. 2, D. or S. 'Ml-^ ni.).— Cab per drive 50 p., from the rail-

way station to the town 75 p., from the steamer landing-stage 1 m.
Steamku on Lake Saima, to Vuoksenniska (see above); to St. Michel
(p. 21(j) in 8-9 hrs. (fare 6 m.); to Nyslott and Kifopio, see R. 25.

Vlllnumstraml, Finn. Lappeeuranta, a little town with 15000

inhab., is charmingly situated on the 8. bank of the Lappvesi or S.

aim of Lake Saima. About 10 niin. to the N. of the railway station

is a hill (195 ft. above Lake Saima; garrison church, VI. 10) affording

a view of the town and its environs. On a headland to the N. lies

the old fortress, consi^ructed in 1(550 and now used partly as Barracks

(PI. 7) and partly as a lieformatory (PI. 1).— About 2*M. to the W.
of Villnianstrand, on a tongue of land stretcliing out into I^ake

Saima, is the n(;w Huhtiniemi Sanatorium.
Lake Saima, often celebrated by native poets as the 'lake of a

thousand isles', lies 255 ft. a})Ove sea-level and is 680 sq. M. in area. Jt

may be described as a conglomeration of small lakes and bays united

with (!ach other by narrow straits and sounds. Its Ioav S. bank is formed
hy tiie Salpausselka (j>. 198), which presents a barrier to its direct dis-

charge on this side (Saima Canal, see p. 209). The name Saima in a

restricted sense is given to the most southerly basin {'61 M. long) of the

group of lakes, the still, dark surface of which is covered with innumerabh;
r<.('ky islets. The Vnokscii fp. 210) flows hence to Lake Ladoga.

The steamer from Yillmanstrand skirts the; S. coast of Lake Saima

and touches {^j^ hr.) at Laurltsala (Pension Urpain, dej. V/^i ^^-^^/tn

S. 11/.^, pens. 6 m.), in 2 hrs. more resiCheH Jakose^iranta (Hotel-

Pension Rauha, with hydropathic, pens, from 18m. ; motor omnibus to

iiid from Imatra, V/.^ S\.. 2 m.). and thence proceeds to Vt/olsenjfisha.
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From this point we take the train (7 Kil. in 1/4 hr.) to Imatra (see

below). Walkers will also find it pleasant to follow the road (4^2 M.),

which is seldom at any great distance from the Yuoksen, and affords

excellent views of its cascades and rapids. [The road leads to the

right beyond the railway station, and after ^/^ M. turns to the right.]

c. Via the Saima Canal. Soon after starting we enjoy a plea-

sant retrospect of Yiborg. Farther on Monrepos (p. 207) lies to

the left. In ^j^ hr. we reach the Lavola Lockj where the Saima
Canal begins.

The Saima Canal, 37 M. in length (20 M. of which are artificial

waterway) and about 40 ft. wide, was constructed in 1845-56 and connects
Lake Saima with the N. end of the Gulf of Viborg. The difference of

level, amounting to about 250 ft., is surmounted by 28 locks, each 130 ft.

long, 26 ft. broad, and 10 ft. deep. The banks are covered with coni-

ferous and deciduous trees.

Soon after passing the first lock, the steamer enters the small

and picturesque lake of Juustilaiijdrvi. At Juustila (Koteljuvistilsi,

R. from 3, dej. 2^2? ^' 3^2 ^O? we ascend through three locks, a

process taking Y2 ^^- Passengers sometimes disembark before pass-

ing the locks, and walk to another steamer in waiting beyond. Four
other locks are passed before we reach Taipale, where the canal

is crossed by a drawbridge and the scenery increases in beauty. At
the X.W. end of Lake Rattijarvi lies Hattijdrvi (dependance of the

Grand-Hotel Cascade, see below). Between Miistola and Lauritsala

(p. 208) the canal has at various points been hewn out of the solid

rock. From Lauritsala to the Imatra, see p. 208.

d. Via Rattijarvi. We follow the Saima Canal to Rattijarvi

as above, and motor thence to (36 Kil. or 22^2 M.) the waterfall. The
road leads for the most part through woods, but here and there we
pass some scantily tilled fields, or a dark and placid lake.

Imatra. — Hotels. ^Grand-Hotel Cascade (PI. a), close to the fall,

on the right Ijank of theVuokscn, open throughout the year, R. from 6,

B. 1V2» dej. .3, D. (5-7 p.m.) 4, omn. V^m-i Turist-Hotel (PI. c), near the
railway station, rebuilt after a fire in 1913.

—

Pens. Vuoksela (PL b), 1/3 M.
to the N. of the rail, station, R. from 3, dej. 2, D. 3, S. 2 m. — Cab from
the raiL station to the Cascade Hotel or the Pension Vi'iok.sola 50 p., to

Jakosenranta 2V2 m.

On leaving the railway station, we follow the road in a straight

direction (shortcut by footpath bearing to the left); after 6 min.

the road also bends to the left. In min. more we cross an arched

iron bridge (view), just beyond which, to the left (3 min.), is the

imposing Grand-Hotel Cascade (see above). — Tiic "^ImS-tra Fall
of the Vuoksen is in reality a gigantic rapid, about 930 yds. in

length and 65 ft. in width, with a gradual fall of 02 ft. It rushes

with tremendous noise and impetuosity through the channel it has

carved for itself in the granite rock (about 1 1 J,000 gallons of water

pass per sfcond). Both banks are wooded. A cursorv visit to the

full takes !»/., hr.
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Tlio Vuoksen (Finn. ]'iwksi), the only natural outlet of Lake Saima,
issues from tlu' Lappvesi or southornmost basin of the lake and flows
towarils the S.E., tinally dividing into two arms and falling into Lake

Ladoga. The great difference of

Taiuioiikoski t"VuokfieTmiska ;1

sir^-^

Va^i^^35ebesT^^3^^

level between Lake Saima and
Lake Ladoga, amounting to up-
wards of 250 ft., and the com-
paratively short course of the
river (about 95 M.), result in a
large number of rapids and water-
falls. Behind the second import-
ant rapid, called the Tainionkoskl
or Pikku-Imafra {Sjnall Imatra;
cab from Imatra and back 4 m.),
and from 110 to 220 yds. in breadth,
lie several factories, which utilize

the water-power of the river.

About 21/2 M. to the S. of this
begins the Imatra Fall.

From the Grrand-Hotel Cas-

cade (p. 209) we proceed to the

right along the rocks enclosing

the waterfall for a few paces and descend a flight of 58 steps (left)

leading to the middle of the fall. Going on for 2Y2 ^i^iii* niore we
reach a cliff with a wooden platform close to the rapids. A general

view of the fall from below is obtained from a point 3 min. farther

down, at the end of the footpath, where the Imatra enters the large

basin of the Mellbnselka.

A little above the Grand-Hotel Cascade, we reach the bridge

mentioned above, which affords a good bird's-eye view of the fall

(to the right). This brings us to the Left Bank, where a flight of

46 steps descends to the right. Near the foot of this is a small pa-

vilion. Following the path, we reach (3 min.) a rock protected by

a hand-rail and affording a magnificent view of the foaming and

rushing waters. A little lower down, the hand-rail guarding the

path ends; here, by turning to the right, we can approach to the

very brink of the fall (splendid view, but caution necessary). By
bending sharply to the left (instead of descending in a straight

direction) we reach (ca. 50 yds.) one of the so-called DeviVs Stoves,

consisting, according to the legend, of the devil's broken butter-tub.

These natural curiosities have been formed, like those in the Glacier

Garden at Lucerne, by the continued action of small whirlpools and

gravel in the beds of former rivers.

The curiously shaped Imatra Stones, which are offered for sale in

the neighbourhood as memorials of the visit, are found chiefly in the bay
of Miikinlahti, on the left l)ank of the Vuoksen, about ^U M. from Imatra,
and in the brook Lampsijoki, below the Vallinkoski Falls (p. 211). They
consist of chalk-marl, and are nodules formed in the glacial clays super-
imposed upon the granite. They frequently resemble spectacles, or pre-

historic spindle-whorls.

A visit should also be made to the Vallinkoski, 2^2 M. to the

8. of Imatra. Cab there & back 2^4 m., waiting 1 m. per hour.
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Walkers turn to the left behind the Grand-Hotel Cascade (p. 209),

and follow the road (no views); after 17 min. we keep straight on,

avoiding the path to the right ; in 7 min. more we turn to the left

at the linger-post pointing to Yallinkoski; 35 min. more brings us

to the entrance-gate of the park by the *Vallinkoski Fall (close

by is the Restaurant Pavilion Vallin'kosM ; dej. 2, D. 3 m.). From
the entrance gate we follow the broad avenue, which forks halfway

up the slope (3 min.). The right branch, which is at first level but

begins to zigzag downwards opposite a country-house, leads to

(3 min.) a pavilion, close to the Yallinkoski and affording a splendid

view of the fall, between the arms of which rises the Yallinsaari cliff.

[A fee of 1 72-2 m. is demanded for throwing a barrel into the water.]

24. Prom Viborg to Nurmes via Joensuu.
Valamo.

473 Kil. (294 M.). Railway in 15V2 hrs. ; fares 19 m. GO, 13 m. 5 ]>.

(2nd and 3rd class only).

From Yiborg to (40 Kil. or 25 M.) Antrea, see p. 208. Beyond
Antrea the country is monotonous.— 93 Kil. Hiitola.

From Hiitola a road (posting-station near the rail, station; carr. 8 m.)
leads S.E. to (38 Kil. or 24 M.) Kexholm, Finnish Kakisalmi {Societets-
hiis, R. 21/4-41/4. D. 21/4 m.), a small town of 1800 inhab. situated at the
X. mouth of the Yuoksen (p. 210), which is now silted up. The ruined
castle contains a small historical museum. Steamers ply to Jaakkima,
Valamo, Konevits, Schllisselburg, St. Petersburg, etc.

About 19 M. to tlie S.E. of Kexholm (steamer in 2 hrs.; from Schliissel-

burg in 6 hrs.) lies Konevits, Finn. Kononsaari, an island in Lake
Ladoga, 4'/'4 sq.M. in area, belonging to the government of Viborg and
containing a Greek Catholic Monastdini, founded in 1893 by the monk
Arscnius (d. 1444). The ])resent conventual buildings date from the 19th
century. Strangers are welcomed by the Igumen or Abbot. Tlie ])agan
Hacrificial StO)ie in the forest is now sheltered by a wooden cha])el.

From (113 Kil.) Elisenvaara (Rail. Restaurant) a branch-lino

runs to Punkaharju and (82 Kil.) Nyslott (see p. 214).— 138 Kil.

Jaakkima is the junction for (I1/4 M.) the port of Lahdinpohja
on Lake Ladoga, whence a steamer runs tlirice weekly to (3 hi's.)

Valamo (p. 212; fare 5 m.).

178 Kil. (Ill M.) Sortavala. Railmuj Restaurant. — Uotels.
Societetithuss, Kyrkogataji, It. 3'/.^-(>, dej. IV2, D. 2 m. ; Ni/a Ifotrl. — Caii
from the station to the town 1 m., j)er drive 50 j).-- Steamer twice a
week viA Valamo (p- 212) and Konevits (see alxtve) to St. Petersburg
(24 hrs. ; faro 10 m.;.

Sortavalftj Russian Cep4060.11>, a small town (lati]i<:; Iroin

1043, in the government of Viborg, is prettily siluated at the N.

end of Lake i^adoga. It contains 3200 inhab., a Lutheran und a Greek
('atliolic church, a Finnish iiorMual seminary, and a historical and

pthnographical museum (adjoining the lown b;illi. On the W. side

of the town lies the town park of Vakkosalini.
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Excursions may be made to (12V2 M. ; by boat) the island oi Kaar-
uesaari, with its interesting grotto, and to (9VaM. to the N.E.) Kirjavalaliti,

on a long arm of Lake Ladoga, and about 3M. distant from the hill of P'dts'd-

raani, which commands a magniticent view extending as far as Valamo.
From Sortavala to Vai.amo, steamer twice weekly in 2 hrs. (fare

8 m.)- This forms an attractive excursion; the best plan is to leave
Lahdeniuihja (j). 211) on Thurs. for Valamo and to return on Sat. to Sorta-
vala. — ^Valamo, BaJiaaMX (G lu-s. by steamer from Kexholm and 22 hrs.

from St. Petersburg), a wooded island (12 sq. M. in area) in the N. part of

Ijuke Ladoga (p. 195), is surronnded by forty smaller islands. On the festival

of SS. Peter and Paul (June 27-oOth, 0. S.) thousands of Russian pilgrims
flock to Valamo. Free quarters may be found in the hospice adjoining
the monastery, but the traveller should give a sum amounting to 1 rb.

or 2 m. per day on his departure. Simple refreshments are provided, but
the traveller should bring the balk or his provender. Smoking, fishing,

and shooting are forbidden on the island. — From the landing-place on
the N. side a flight of 62 steps ascends to the Greek Catholic Monastery,
which was founded in 992, sufl'ered much during the Swedish and Russian
wars, and was burned down in 1754.. In its present imposing form it dates
from the middle of the 19th century. In the Church of the Transfiguration,
built in 1887-90, are the tombs of the monks Sergius and Herman, founders
of the monastery. Extensive views are obtained from the square above
the garden and from the belfry. In the older Churchyard (behind the

convent) is the alleged tombstone of Magnus Erikson, King of Sweden,
Avho, according to tradition, finished his life here as the monk Grregorius.

More credible reports, however, state that he was drowned in 1374 near
Bergen in Norway. The attractively situated churches of All Saints
(l'/4 M.), John the Baptist (21/2 M.), and the Virgin Mary (3^/^ M.) may
all be reached by boat. A boat-trip round Valamo and a visit to the

Holy Island, 21/2 M. to the E. of it, may be recommended (6-7 hrs.;

rowing-boats at the landing-stage).

Beyond Sortavala the railway turns towards the N., traversing

a dreary district of wood and marsh.— Just short of (240 Kil.)

Vdrtsild (Railway Restaurant), with large iron-works, we cross the

boundary between the provinces of Viborg and Kuopio.

311 Kil. (193 M.) Joensuu {Turist-Hotel, R. 3-5, dej. 2, D. 3,

S. 2 m.; SeurahuonCj similar prices; cab from rail, station 50 p.),

the chief town of Karelia (now the province of Kuopio), with 4700
inhab., is prettily situated on the AV. bank of the Pielisjolci at its

confluence with the Pielisjdrvi. The town, founded in 1848, carries

on a brisk trade in timber.
Steamers (8 m.) ply from Joensuu 4 times weekly through the Pie-

lisjoki, the lower part of which was canalized in 1874-79, and the Pie-

lisjarvi to Koli (see below) and (93 M.) Nurmes (see below). — Steamer
to Nyslott, see p. 214.

We cross the Pielisjoki just beyond Joensuu, and the Rukavesl
just short of (361 Kil.) Uimaharju.— 392 Kil. Vuonislahti, on the

Pielisjarvi. On the AV. bank of the Pielis (row-boat 5 m.) are Koli

and ^Mt. Kolivaara (825 ft. above the Pielis), the summit of which

(small hotel) affords a splendid view.— For the rest of the journey

the Pielisjarvi is on the left.

473 Kil. (294 M.) Niirraes (accommodation at the posting-station

and the Malmgren Pension), with 500 inhabitants.
From Nujines we can make the journey by land to (80 Kil. or 50 M.)

Sotkamo '''iccoirnnr)datioii at the posting-station; eomp. p. 217), and continuo
tlience to Kajana (p. 217) by steamer in 5 hrs.
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25. From Villmanstrand to Nyslott
and Kuopio. Punkaharju.

Steamer to Nyslott daily in 8 hrs. ; to Kuopio thrice weekly in

24-27 hrs. (from Nyslott to Kuopio once daily in 13 hrs.) ; to Joenstui
thrice weekly in 22-24 hrs. Fare (varying with the steamers) to Nyslott
8, to Kuopio 14-19 m., to Joensuu 14 m. Restaurant on board (dej. 2,

D. 3 m.).

Villmanstrand, see p. 208. The steamer pursues a winding

course amid the numerous and beautifully wooded islands with

which Lake Saima is dotted. The country becomes more monoto-

nous and sombre as we proceed towards the N., thick woods of iir

and pine stretching for miles along the narrow waterways.

After about 4 hrs. the steamer enters the Sound of Puumala,
on which lie the church and village of that name.— Farther on we
steam through the PUdajavesi, and in 4 hrs. more reach—

140 Kil. (87 M.) Wyslott. -The steamer-wharf lies to the S. of the
market-place (Kaiippa Tori), the rail, station is to the W., outside the town,
3/4 M. from the market-place.

—

Hotel (advisable to telegraph for rooms in
summer). Turist-Hotel (PI. a), in the market-place, R. 3-8, dej. 2, D. 3,

S. 2 m. — St. Olofshad Hydropathic, R. 7-25 m. per week, treatment 15 m.
per week, visitors' tax 3 m. per week. — Casino Restaurant (PI. 4) attached
to the St. Olofsbad. — Cab 50 p. per drive, from the rail, station to the town
75 p., per hr. 2 m.— Operas and Concerts are given by Mme. Aino Ackt^
at the beginning of July in the court of the Olofsborg.

Nyslott ('New Castle'), Finn. Savonlinnaj a small town with

3500 inhab. and the seat of a Lutheran bishop, is picturesquely

situated, mainly on an island in the Sound of Kyronsahni, which
connects the Pihlajavesi on the S. with the Haukivesi on the N.

The island is united with the mainland by a bridge. To the S.

of the Olavin Tori, on a hill, is the Hungerhorg (PI. 3), with the

Lindforss Museum, containing collections of birds, etc. (open on

week-days 1-2, on Sun. 12-2; adm. 50 p.). The tower (65 steps)

commands a fine panorama, especially towards evening. To the

X. of the town, on the peninsula of Vaarasaari, is St. Olofsbad
(see above), with park and view-tower (PI. 8). On a small rocky
islet in the sound (bell for the attendant at the ferry; adm. 25 p.)

is the ^Olofnljorg, Ihc finest and best-preserved mediaeval casth;

in Finland, built by Erik Axelsson Tott in 1475. It was of con-

siderable importance during the period of the Russo-Swedish wars
and was restored in 1870, at the cost of the state. The castle has

three strong round towers, one? of which (the 'Church Tower') was
formerly used as a state-prison.

From Nyslott to Punkaharju, a very ])leasant afternoon's trip

;

w(' go by steamer in 2^4 In's. (fare 2 m.), and return by railway

from Punkasalmi (p. 214) in 1 hr. (34 Kil. or 21 M.; fares 1 m. 85,

1 m. 25 p.).— ^Punkaharju, 19 M. to the S.E. of Nyslott, is a

steep and narrow ridge or csker, 4*/.^ M. long and ca. 100 ft. high,

intersecting an island between Ibe Pnrni-csi on the N. and ;i bay
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of Lake Sainia on the S. On the top, about Ya ^^- f^'o^^^ ^^^^ steam-

boat-pier, is the good but often overcrowded Hotel Punkaharjii
(PL a; R. from 2, dej. 2, D. 3Vo, pens. 6-8 m.). To reach the (3/4 M.)

rail, station from the hotel we first keep to the S. for one min. and
then turn to the left, and to the left again after 11 min. more. About
^/o M. to the S. of the hotel, a little to the left of the main road, is

the so-called Runebcrg Hill (Runebergs Kulle, R. K. on the map),

a fine point of view. The excellently kept road running S. to

(37^ M.) Finil'asalml (see below) is best followed on foot; it leads

up and down through woods, and offers charming glimpses of the

somewhat sombre district and its lakes.

From Xyslott to Elisenvaara, 82 Kil. (51 M.), railway in 2Va his.—
The railway crosses the Kyronsalmi, affording a view of the Olofsborg
(p. 213) to the right. Just before reaching (28 Kil. or 17V2 M.) Piinkaharju
(see above) we cross the Tuunansalmi. On a tongue of land, 1/4 M. to

the S. of the station, is the new Hotel Fi)ilandia (PI. b; rooms with baths).

To reach the Hotel Punkuharju, we leave the station in a straight direc-

tion, turn to the right after a few paces, and then (after 12 min.) turn
again to the right. By keeping to the left at the last fork, we reach
(9 min.) the Runeberg Hill (see above). — Just before reaching (.84 Kil. or

21 M.) P?nikasalmi (to Punkabarju, see above) we cross the sound of that
name, and just beyond (54 Kil.) Sdrlisalmi we cross the SimpeJejarvi.
— 82 Kil. (51 M.) Elisenvaara, see p. 211.

From Nyslott to Joknsuu (p. 212; 189 Kil. or 117 M.), steamer several
times a week in 17 hrs., via the Haukivesi (see below), Enoiivesi, and
the beautiful Orivirta and Fesolansalmi Sounds.

A railway from Nyslott to Piekmmdki (see p. 217) is to be opened
in the summer of 1914.

The steamer from Nyslott to Kuopio via Taipale at tirst passes

close to the Olofsborg (right, p. 213) and then traverses the Haa-
pavesi and the Haukivesi. Just after reaching Taipale we pass

through the two locks of the Taipale Canal (difference of level

23 ft.). About 1 M. to the N.W. of the canal (left) lies the manor
of VarkanSj with iron-works, a paper-mill, and a saw-mill (rail-

way to Pieksamaki, see p. 217). The steamer now enters the Uii-

inikkavesi. To the left, on a finely wooded arm of the lake, is the

thriving village of Lepp(ivir1a. About Y2 '^i'- farther on, to the

right, is Konnus, with a lock between the Unnukkavesi and the

Kallavesij which latter we now follow towards the N. Kuopio
('see below).— The steamboat from Nyslott to Kuopio via Heina-

vp:si (19 hrs.; fare 672 ^i-; very fine scenery) turns to the N. in the

Haukivesi (see above), passes through the Orevi and KermaCanah
('.\ locks), and lies to for the night at Heinavesi. The next day it

crosses Lake Kerjiia^ and then passes through Karvio Lock and

several rapids into the Suvasvesi and through the VehmerHahni
Narroirn into the Kallaresi.

189 'SI. Kuopio Hotels. Seurahuone (PI. a), Maaherrankatu,
K. 2«/2-<'»V2, B. IV4, fle.j. 2, D. (2-5i).m.) 3, S. 2 m.; Hot. Kiiopio (PI. h),

Kauppakatu, a tenii)oraiic<' house, 11. 2-5, dej. I'/a* D- 2, S. IV2 i".

—

licftauranf Pen'hiienii , in the \'fiinol;iniii<'nii Park, dej.l'/^^ D- 2, S. l'/^"^-*
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open in summer only. - Cab from the rail, station to the town and vice

versa 75 p. ; to the Puijomaki and back iVvj vl\.
;
per drive V2> P^r hr. 3 m.

;

'/4 hr.'s waiting 25 p.

Kuopio, the capital of the province of that uame, is a town

of 16,300 inhab., founded in 1776 and picturesquely situated on

a peninsula which divides the Kallavesi into two branches. It is

overlooked on the N". by the Puijomaki. The stone Cathedral

(Dom), on a small hill in the middle of the town, was completed

in 1815 and contains an altar-piece by Soderhjelm. In the garden

to the E. of the church is a bronze bust, by Takanen (1886), of

the Finnish politician ./. V. Snellman (d. 1881), formerly rector of

the lyceum at Kuopio. In the Museum are ethnographical and bio-

logical collections from the district of Savolaks. To the S.E. is the

public park of Vdinoldnniemi (Restaurant, see p. 214). Visitors

are also shown the cottage of Minna Canth (d. 1897), the wife of

a cobbler, who became one of the foremost dramatists in Finland.

A pleasant walk may be taken to (^4 hr.) the top of the *Puijo-

ma^i (755 ft.; winter sports; cab, see above). From the Town Hall

(Radhus) we follow the Puijonkatu to the N., crossing the railway

and keeping on in the same direction. After 9 niiu. we follow the

road to the left (not ascending the steps). At (3 min.) a finger-post

we keep straight on. In 5 min. more, we turn to the right at a finger-

post, and climb a gentle hill to (25 min.) a stone view-tower (25 p.;

163 steps), affording a splendid view of the Kallavesi and Kuopio,
especially towards evening. We now return to the road, from which
after 2 min. a shorter footpath diverges to the right and leads

through a wood, rejoining the road lower down. We turn to the right.
Environs. About .3 M. to the E. is the island of Vaaiasalo, affording

a good view.— To the N.E. lie Miwrf/oeai (.steamer), Stri'nnsdal (hotel; iron
works), and the PisavnoH, a hill (885 ft.) in Nilsiii, on the boundary
between Savolaks and Karelia and known for its rock-crystals. -To the
N.W. is the tine Bay of Tuovilajilahti (steamer in 4-5 hrs.).

From Kuopio to Kajmia, see p. 217; to Kotivola. see pp. 217-215.

26. Prom Viborg to Kajana and Uleaborg.
From Viborg 1o Krijanji, .")f)2 Kil. (:M1) M.). railway in 11 lirs. (fares

22 m. 5. 11 m. 70 p.). Sleeping-car by the night-train as far as Kuopio.--
For the oxeur«ion to Uleaborg (p. 217) hy tlio rapids hand-liiggage only
Hhonld b*' taken.

Vihon/y see p. 204. Soon after leaving the town a view of the

castle is obtained on the bft. - 2 Kil. Mo/urpos (p. 207); 12 Kil
Hrmvinaa. From (10 Kil. or 25 M.) Simola (Itail. Besfat/raM)
H bran(!h-line runs toMl> Kil.) Villmanstrand (see p. 20S). —The line

traverses a district of hills jinrl luk(;s. 74 Kil. 7'ftnvef/i.

121 Kil. (7o M.; Kouvola {Rail, liedaaraut; Hotel, K. from
•^ ^^ej. 17.,, 1). 2>/,,, S. 17., Ml.), :i village (d' 2r)00 inhah., is the

junction of the line to Helsingfors (K. 27 1.

UAJiJOEKtCK'S JlusMJa. 14
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Fkom Kouvoi.A TO KuTKA, 51 Kil. (82 M.)i railway in 2 his. — 21 Kil.
Itikeroinen, with a large paper-mill. To the W., near Anjala, is the largest
fall of the Kyiumeue (p. 218). Anjala is knowiiithrough the so-called 'Anjala
League', a conspiracy of the nobles against Grustavus III. of Sweden in

1788. Railway to Fredriksharan, see l)elow. — From (41 Kil.) Kijmi a

branch-railway runs to (5 Kil.) the industrial village of Karhula. — Beyond
(46 Kil.) Kfiniinlinna we cross an arm of the Kymmene and reach (51 Kil.

or 32 M.) Kotka {Societetshus, near the wharf, R. 4-6, dej. iVa,C i>, S. Vj^m.
;

cab from the station to the town 1 m., per drive 50-75 p.; British vice-
consul, A. Gullichsen; Lloyd's Agent, A. Leiake; daily steamer to Fredriks-
hamn), a town of 11,000 inhab., fonnded in 1879 on an island in tlie Grulf
of Finland. It carries on a brisk trade in timber (incl. pit-props for the
collieries in the North of England) and contains many saw-mills. G-ood
views can be obtained from the tower of the fire station, near the harbour,
and from Xorska Biirgef, to the S.E. of the town. On the S. side of the
town is the Catherine Lic/hthouse, atfording an extensive sea-view.

The Sve7isksinidj which may be reached from Kotka by lowing-boat
in 1 hr., or by the just-mentioned Fredvikshamn steamer, is known for

the defeat of the Swedes on Aug. 24th, 1789, and for the brillant victory
of Gustavus III. over the Russians on July 9th, 1790. — About 31/2 M.
to the N. of Kotka lies Langinkoski, beautifully situated and formerly
a favourite summer-residence of the Tzar Alexander III. (carr. there and
back 3-^4 m., waiting 1 m. per hr.). The house is a plain wooden building.

Visitors will generally find sailing -boats in Kotka ready for the
excursion to the island of Hogland (Finn. Suiirsaarl), which lies about
25 M. to the S. and may be reached with a favourable wind in 3-5 hrs.

(provisions necessary). There is also a mail-boat twice weekly. This
rocky island, situated just about halfway between Finland and Esthonia,
is 7V2 M. long from N. to S. and 1-2 M. broad. Its highest points are

the PohJask07-kia {i.e. *Hill of the North'; 350 ft.), which affords a fine

view, the Haukkavuori (480 ft.), and the Loiinatkorkia (520 ft.), the

last at its 8. end. The inhabitants, about 750 in number, live in two
villages on the E. coast, Suurikylci^ the larger of the two, lying to the N.,

and KiiskinkyM, the smaller, to the S. — Eckholm (p. 84), to the W. of

Hogland, was the scene, on July 17th, 1788, of an indecisive naval battle

between the Russians (under Sir Samuel Greig, see p. 76) and the Swedes.

From Inkekoinen to Fkedrikshamn, 25 Kil. (15V2 M.), railway in 1 hr.

— Fredriksharan, Finn. Hamina (Societetshfts, R. 2-5, dej. or S. IV2? I^-

21/2 m. ; cab per drive 50 p., per hr. 2 m.; steamboat daily to Kotka ; Lloyd's

Agent, H. AMqvist), a small seaport with 3400 inhab., lies upon a penin-

sula in the Gulf of Finland and was fortified down to 1836. The most
prominent building is the former Finnish Cadet School. It was at Fred-

rikshamn that the Peace of Sept. 17th, 1809, between Sweden and Russia,

was signed, by which the whole of Finland as far as the Tonie^-Elf was
ceded to Russia.

The railway to Kajaua diverges to the N. from the Helsingfors

line (R. 27) and runs along the boundary-line between the provinces

of Viborg and Xyland to (144 Kil.) Selanpad. Farther on it skirts

the large lake of VuoJdjdrvi (on the left).

234 Kil. (145 M.) St. Michel. — Railway Restaurant. —Hotels.
SocietetshuSy opposite the rail, station, to the E. of the town, R. 8-6, d^j.

VI2, D. (2-4 p.m.) 21/2? S. IVani.-CAB per hour IV2-2 m. — Steamer to

Villmanstrand, see p. 208.

St. Michel, Finn. Mikkeli, capital of the province of that name,

i.s situated on one of the W. bays of Lake Saima. It has 4500 inhab.

and contains a lyceum. A good view is obtained from the water-

tower; hard by i.s the Pavilion Naisvuwijd^ temperance restaurant.
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Beyond (248 Kil.) Hiirola the train runs through wood.^

—

305 Kil. Pieksdmdli, at the S. end of the Pieksdnjdrvi, with an

old church. Railway to Nyslott, see p. 214; a branch runs E. to

(50 Kil.) Varkaus (p. 214).—^ Beyond (322 Kil.) Haapakoski we
cross the frontier of the province of Kuopio.— 343 Kil. (213 M.)

S'ao?iJiejoki (Kail. Restaurant).
From Suonuejoki a branch-line runs N. to (8 Kil.) lisvesi, whence there

is a steamer to PieJave.v . - i^nonnajoki is the starting-point of land-routes
leading to the S.W. through picturesque country to (19 Kil. or 12 M.)
Rautcdampi, and thence vi^. LauJcaa to (116 Kil. or 72 M.) Jyvaskylii (p. 219).

Another route runs to the S.E. vi^ Sorsakoski to (45 Kil. or 28 M.) Leppa-
virta (p. 214).

The train now runs towards the N.E. through a barren district.

A. little beyond (383 Kil.) Pifkdlahti the Kallavcsi (sec below) be-

comes visible, and jnst before Kuopio the Puijoniaki (p. 215) is

seen on the left.

394 Kil. (245 M.) Kuopio (Rail. Restaurant), see p. 214.—
The railway now crosses the broad Kallavesi on a long causeway
(view). 408 Kil. Tcdvola.— 479 Kil. lisalmi (Railway Restaurant,

D. 2V2 m.), a little town with 2200 inhabitants. About 3 M. to the

N. (carr. there and back 2-3 m.), by the bridge over the Virta, is

a monument commemorating the battle of Oct. 27th, 1808, between
the Russians and the Finns.

562 Kil. (349 M.) Kajana, Finn. Kajaani [Tiirist-Hotel, well

spoken of, R. 27^, B. 1, dej. li/.,, D. 2V2, S. IV2 "i-; restaurant in

the posting-station), a town of 3000 inhab., lies on the Kajaaninjokl
(^grayling and trout fishing 1, which forms two waterfalls within the

town. On an island between the waterfalls (view from the bridge)

are the ruins of the Kajanehorg, built in 1607-66, captured and

destroyed by the Russians in 1716. Johannes Messenius was a

prisoner in this castle from 1620 to 1635, and here wrote his history

of Finland. Elias L(5nnrot (p. 199) lived in the L5nnrots Stuga, about

2/3 M. to the E. of Kajana, in the second quarter of the 19th cen-

tury. A visit may be paid to the park of Kyi/ffds2)dd and to the

Lycksalifjhetevs'6 (Tsle of Blessedness'). The tower ou the Polly

-

vaara (1 hr. to the N.) commands an exti^isive panorama.
Objects carved in stone, furs, fishing-tackle, etc., may he obtained

from H*. Renfors, Manager of the Turist-Hotel, Avho also arranges for fish

ing privileges (h(? spr'aks English). The fishing season lasts from JUni* Ist

to Sept. ]5th, and the charge for e;i(;h rod is 1 in. ilO p. j)er day. Trout,
^^rnyling, perch, hream, roach, and pike may all he caught here.

About 2.') M. to the S.E. of Kajana (steamer daily in .'Mirs; fare

1 m. m p.j, on the hank of the Xuafgarri, rises H/f. Vuokatfi (1)H5 ft.). It

is near the church of Sotkamo (j). 212), !ind jihoiit I'/a^'- f'o'u the st(!am

hr»at-Htatii;n of lu'ini^tf'i. A good view is ohtained from Itoth thi; towers.

From Ka.jana toUleahoikj hv Watkk, l.OO Kil. (93 M.), in l*/.>

day (route open from the middle; of .June to Aug. 3 Ist only). The
carriage-road is not recommend(Ml. Kajava, see above. We take

the steamer (fare.Om.; restaurant on board, d/'j. 2 m.), starting every

wcck-dav at 7 ;i.m., for (5 hrs.) \a;ilM. The steamer steers N.W.
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;i cross the Oulujiirvi, a lake 50 M. loug, and divided into two parts

hv the large island of Manamaiisalo. Vaala (Turist-Hotel, R. 3,

(lej. l^/o, 6. '2727 S. 17-2 111-)? ^^ ^'i^' beginning of the Oulunjoki, is

a harbour for tar-boats, and many salmon, sea-trout, and grayling

are caught here in July and August. Capt. Spolander, who speaks

English, attends to the wants of anglers. From Vaala we go in a

)'owing-boat of the Finland Tourist Society through the Oulunjoki
Rapids (to Muhos 6 hrs., 10 m.). Immediately beyond Yaala are

the rapids of the Niskali-osld (about 5 M. long). Beyond the Ahmas-
kosk'i we are towed by motor-boat to Merild, from which point we
again row to Kosh'saavi. Thence a motor-boat takes us to Pyhci-

koskiy whence we descend (row-boat) the Pyhdkoski {w lih a fall of

195 ft. in 11 M.) and the large Pdlli cataract to the village of

Muhos (bed and meals at the house beside the wharf). From Muhos
we go on either the same evening or the following morning by steamer

on the Oulunjoki to (2 hrs.; fare 2 m.) the Kurkela wharf at Tiled'

borg (p. 245), about 1 M. from the town (cab 75 p.).—A motor-

omnibus service between UleSborg and Vaala is in view.

27. Prom Viborg to Helsingfors (Hango).
Mankala Rapids.

313 Kil. (194 M.). Railway in 6-9 hrs. (fares 23 ra. 90, 14 m. 35.

9 m. 55 p.). Passengers by tlie day-express pay a supplement of 6, 4, or 2 m.
respectively. The night-express, made up of sleeping-cars, conveys Ist

una 2n(l class passengers only (supplement 2 m. ; bed-ticket 12 or 6 m.). -

Stramerf^ from St. Petersburg to Helsingfors, see p. 201.

From Viborg to (121 Kil. or 75 M.) Konvolay see p. 215. -

The railway to Helsingfors keeps to the W., crosses the Kymmene
by a lofty iron 1) ridge (view), and enters the province of Nyland.

Tlie Kymmene (Finn. Kfimijoki) is the outlet of the extensive
nystem of lakes and ponds wliicli occupies a great part of the Finnish
u])lands. It flows into the Grulf of Finland through five ditferent branches
l>etw'eeii Fredriksluimn ynd Lovisa. Its total length from Lake Kuotsa-
Ininen is 102 M., (Iiirint!: wliicii it makes a descent of 265 ft.

128 Kil. Koriu; 152 Kil. Sidikkala (comp. p. 219). Just short

nf (162 Kil.) Uiisikyld we enter the government of Tavastehus.

183 Kil. (114 M.) Iiahti {Baikvay Restavrantj small; Hotel

Lahfiy R. 21/2-7, dej. Vj^, D. 2, S. I74 m.; Societetshus, same
f'harges), a town of 6000 inhab., with saw-mills and pulp-mills.

In the highest part of the town is the Town Hall, commanding an

•xtensive view over the Vesijarvi. Lahti is the starting-point foi*

thfi excursion to the Mankala Rapids (p. 219).
From Lahti to Lovisa, 82 Kil. (51 M.), railway in 4 hrs. — Lovisa,

Finn. Loviisa (SocietetsJius, facing the Kurhaus Park, R. from 3, d6j. or
S. 2, D. 3 m.; Pe)>p. Cevtrnl ; Casino Restaf/i'aiit, to the S. of the town,
Kcvpellet Restaurant, in the park, hoth open in summer only; cab from
ilie rail, station to the town 75 p. ; British vice-consul & Lloyd's agent,
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A. Ljungqvist), a small town with 3200 inhab., is picturesquely situated

on an arm of the sea and on the heights surrounding it. To the N. of

the town lies a hydropathic establishment, in a pretty park. The inner
harbour lies about 1 M. to the S.E. of the rail, station, and on an island

41/2 M. from it are the ruins of the fortress of Svartholm, erected in 1755.
— Pernd, 6 M. to the W., has a quaint old church.

From Lahti a branch-railway runs to the N. to Vesijdrvi (see below),
whence a Steamer ])lie.s through the Anianpelto Canal (see below) and the
narrow Aijdld Sound to (12 hrs., fare 8 m.) Jyvaskyla {Monopooli, R. 2V2-5,
dej. or S. 2, D. 21/2 m.), a town of 3800 inhab., picturesquely situated on
the Jyvdpjdrvi, and containing a Finnish normal school and lyceum. Good
views are obtained from the Pavilion (temperance restaurant) in the park
by the sea, and from the belvedere of Ihantola, on the Syrjdnharju.
Railway to Haapamiiki or Suolahti, see p. 242.

From Lahti to the Mankala Rapids via Heinola, a very

attractive trip, practicable from June 4th to Aug. 31st. On the first

day, we take the steamer to Heinola, and on the second day shoot

the rapids and go on from Sidikkala by railway to Helsingfors or

Viborg. Only small articles of luggage can be taken. Those whose
time is limited can do it in one day by taking the night-steamer,

which sails several times weekly from Vesijilrvi to Heinola.

Lahti
J

see p. 218. A branch-railway runs N. to (4 Kil., in

8 min., 55 p.) the harbour of Vesijdrvi.—We proceed by steamer,

starting at the rail, station (to Heinola 5 hrs., fare 3 m.; restau-

rant on board), across Lake Vesijdrvi, which is bordered by wooded
hills. We then follow the winding Anianpelto Canal, through a

lock at the end of which we enter the Pdijdnne. Our course then
lies to the E. through the Kalkis Canal, with another lock, and
across the Ruotsalainen and the Jyrdnk'6 to—

Heinola (Plan, see p. 220; Societetshus, PI. a, temperance
hotel, R. 2\A^-5, B. 1, dej. 2, D. 3, S. 2 m.; Restaurant Casino,
PI. 1 ; cab from the harbour to the town 75 p.), a pleasant little

town with 1800 inhab. and a hydropathic.— Tickets for the excur-

sion down the rapids (6 m.) are obtained from Mr. B. Rosenstrom,
the representative of the Finland Tourist Society.

From Heinola the morning-steamer runs to the S.E. to (I-I74 h^-)

Vaolenkoski (fare 2 m.), whence we walk (10 min.) to the starting-

place of the motor-launch, which descends the Kyninienc to (1 hr.)

Mankala (Kskola Farm, dej. I'/g, R- 1 in.). After a halt of an
hour we go 011 by rowing-boat (best seats on the left) through the

^Mankala Rapids of the Kymmene, which are framed in liner

scenery than thos<; of tlie Oulunjoki, and are quite as violent though
much shorter (15-20 min.). Tlie rowing-boat lands at IWolahfi,
whence another motor-launch takes us to (20 min.) th(^ farm of

Hannnla. Thence we walk to Sidikhda railway 'halt' (p. 21 S)
in 25-30 min. (conv(!yance 2 m.).

After paHHin^^' tin? first two (and him.'iI1<t) rapids ahovo the Tolppakonki,
wo may diHonihark and walk alon^r tlw top of tho left hank (fine viow
of tho VuhttkJlyrR and the iHokiiyril; anotlior path holow) to {VU M.) I'ero-
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hiliti. Duriiiir the tinio of high water (down to the beginning- of July)
this is tlie oiilv \v;iv in wliidi this excursion can he made.
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Explanation of the numerals on the plan of Heinola: 1. Casino, 2. Kursaal,

H. Post Office, 4. Normal School, 5. Telegraph Office.

242 Kil. (150 M.) Riihimaki (Railvmy Bestmirant, dej. or

S. IV21 I^- '^-^V'i "••; Innjj^'d manufacturing place with 4000 in-

h;ib., is the junction for Aho (R. 29 bj and Tammerfors (K. 31).
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The Helsingfors line turns to the S.— 254Kil. (158 M.) Hy-
vinkaa {Railway Restaurant ; Hot. Hyvinge, R. 2-3 m.).

From Hyvinkaa to Hango, 149 Kil. (93 M.), railway in 4 hrs. (fares

12 m. 50 p., 7 m. 50 p., 5 m.). — The district traversed is at first monotonous.
— 64 Kil. (40 M.) Lohja. The large village of this name (inn) lies]oii'Lake

Lohja, 21/2 M. to the W. of the station, and contains an interesting church
with mural paintings of the 16 -17th centuries. Pleasant trips may be
made on the lake and its banks ; thus a steamer may be taken across the

lake to JSdrjdnvatsa and a conveyance thence to MyllykyUl (6V4 M. to

the N.E.), which lies 21/2 M. to the E. of the chapel of Sammatti, with
the grave of E. Lonnrot (comp. p. 199).— 84 Kil. Svartd, at the S. end of

Lake Lohja. About 21/2 M- to the N. of the railway station is the manor
of Svarta, belonging to the Linder family. — 99 Kil. (6IV2 M.) Karis (Rail.

Restaurant). Hence to Hango, see p. 231 ; to Abo, see R. 29 a.

The scenery now becomes monotonous. From (284 Kil.) Kerava
(Rail. Restaurant) a branch-line runs to (33 Kil.) Borga (p. 229),

affording a view of the cathedral to the left as we arrive. Beyond
(302 Kil.) Malm we traverse the Djurgdrd, and cross the Gulf of

T6\6 by a long causeway.— 313 Kil. (194 M.) Helsingfors.

28. Helsingfors and Environs.
Arrival. At the Bangdrd or Railway Station (PL C, 3) cab-tickets

are given out as at Warsaw (p. 9). — Steamers come to anchor in the
Sedrahamn (PL D, E, 4).

f??f Hotels (comp. plan of inner town). Societetshus (PL b ; C, 3), Brunns-
gatan 12, a new building, opposite the rail, station, R. from 5 (with bath
from 10), B. Vl^, dej. (11-2) 2, D. (4-7) .3V2, S- (8-12) 4 & 5 m.; Hot. Kami*
(PL c; D, 4), Norra Esplanadgatau 29, R. 5-7, B. I1/4, dej. (10 a.m. to 2 p.m.)
11/2--^, I>. (3-6.30 p.m.) 31/2-5, S. 31/2111., frequented by foreigners; Fennia
(PL a; D, 3), Mikaelsgatan 21, opposite the rail, station, R. 3-13, d6j. I1/2-2,

D. .31/2, S. 31/.^- 5 m. ; Apollo (PL f ; D, 4), Sodra Esplanadgatan 10, R. 5-12,
incl. bath, d^j. li/V2, D. 3-5 m. ; Kleineh (PL e; D, 4), Salu-Torget, R. 3-0,

D. 3'/._, m. Hotels Garnis. Bristol (PL g; D, 4), Uiiionsgatan 15, R. 4-8;
Patria (PL d; C, D, 4), Alexandersgatan 17, R. 3-8. — Kristillinen Mat-
kailijnkoti ('Christian Hospice'; PL m, D 3), Berggataii 17, R. 2-7, d^j. 1,

D. 11/.^ m. Pensions. Central^ Alexandersgatan 46 (PL C, D, 4), in the
Arcadf. R. 3-8, d(';j. IV^, D. 1^/4, pens, from 6ni.; Touriste, Boulevards-
gatan 4 (PL C, 4), R. 3-71/2, B. I1/2 m.

Restaurants (onen 9 a.m. till midnight). At the hotels; also Kapellet
(PI. i; D, 4j, in tlie E. part of the Esplanade, D. 3'

.,, 'sexa' 4 m. ; Opera-
kdllare/i, in tlie Swedish Theatre (Svenska Teatern ; PL C, D, 4), dt'j.

ao a.m. to 2 p.m.) IV2 & ^^Va, D- (3-6.30 p.m.) 21/,, & 3'/.,, S. (8 p.iu. I0

midnight) 3'/.^ & 5 ijl, music at tln-se two in sinnnuM-; Horn (PL D, 1),

Fabiansgatan 14, d^J. P/^ & 21/2, D. 3'/.^, S. 31/3 & 5 m.; (Jatcuti, Norr.i
Esplanadgatan 31, next door to the Hotel KRmp, 1). 31/2 ni., closed in

.HUinmer; liruiniHhuset (PL k ; D, 5), in the Brunns-Park, D. 31/2 m., in
summer otilv; luiJHaniemi (PL 1, C3; p. 227); C'entrah Hagasundsgatan 4
rPL (J, 3, 4),' (l(''j. 11/2, I). l'/2-2 nj.; (Jrndin, 1k)ub'v:irdsgatan 2 (PL C, 4),

new, for ladies; OHmola (studc^nts' co-opcraliv*' temperance restaurant),
Xorra Esplanadgatan 2L in the court, first floor, (h'-j. P/^, I). Vj.^, S. 1 m. (no
tips; veg.'tarian dishes;. Aidomatic RttHf.((nr<iiitn : Brunnsgatan 8 (PL (J, 3),

Boulevardsgatan 3 (PI. (J, 4), llnionsgatan 2«', (PI. I), 4), etc. — In the en-
virons: KlijjjMui, on the Sodra Blekholm /I*l. E, 5), in summer only, with
view of the town and the sea, I). 3'/2 m., hand in the evening (steamer
from the Salu-Torg every 1/4 hr., in f) min. ; fare 15 p.)- Alphi/ddan (IM. 0, 1),

in the Djurgfird (p. 228^ D. V'., m; fffiffholmeu (PL P, 3; p'. 228), I). 2"^ )n.
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Cat^s and Confectioners. Fazer, Glogatan 3 (PI. D, 4); Lofsfrlhn,
Alexauders^iitiui 40 (PI. D, 4); Brondm, Sudra E8^)laiiadgatan 20 (PL D. 4)

;

£'A6t/(/.*.'Alex.audersgatan 52, first floor; Brondtn^s Vienna Caf^, City
Aroado. Ih-unnsgatan 8 (PI. 0, .S).

Cabs l>er drive in the town, to the railway station, and in the
Brunns-Park 75 p.; from the station to the town Im.; to the Djnrg'ard
l»/4 ni.; per hr. 2, if no stops are made :i m. Closed cahs 50 per cent
luore. Double faros at nijrht (midnight to 1 a.m.). - Motor Onhs. for 1-

:{ persons. (')00 metres 70 p., each 200 metres more 10 p.

Electric Tramways (15 p.). Boulevartliiiiati.ui (W. end; PL C, 4)
to Skatmhlen (PL E, 4) and back, via Aloxandersgatan (PL C, D, 4) and
.Salu-Torget (Pl.D, 4); name-board painted blue. — 7'o7o to Haqniis-Torget
iPl. D, 2), via Ve.stra Chaussee (PL B, C, 2, 3), Salu-Torget (PI.])', 4), Brunns-
Park (PL D, 5), Henriksgatan (PL C, :i, 4), and Jeriiviigs-Torget (PL C, D, 3);
colour yellow. — Sorniis (PL Y, 2) to Skepparegata)i (PL C, 5) vifi Ostra
Chaussee (PL I), E, 2), Salu-Torget (PL D, 4), and Brunns-Park (PL D, 5);
colour iii-ean. — Hagmift-'Torget (PL D, 2) to LappviksgaUui {V\. B, C, 4) via
Jernviigs-Torget (PL C, D, 3); colour red.

Theatres. Swedish Theatre (Svenska Teatern ; PL C, D, 4), Esplanad-
gatan. — FuDiish Theatre (PL C, D, 3), JernvJigs-Torget.— Alexander Theatre.
(PL 2; C, 4), Sandviks-Torget, Russian. — Ope^'eWo, Theatre, in the Brunns-
Park (PL 1), 5), open in summer only. - Apollo Theatre, Esplanadgatan,
for operettas, open in winter only.

Post Office (PL ]), 3), Nikolaigtitan (probably to be transferred to

tbe new railway station buildings; PL C, 3); open on week-days 10 a.m. to

7 p.m., Sun. i)-ll a.m. Letter within the town 10 p. or 4 cop. — Telegraph
Office (PL 1), 4), Norra Magasingatan 9 (open day and night).

Baths. Ulrikasborgs Badhus, in tbe Brunns-Park (in summer only);
Bad Central, Arcade, Alexandersgatan 46 (PL D, 4) ; Saima, Hogbergsgatan 2b
(PL 1). 4, 5). — Sea 13ATiis on the S. side of the towii (PL -Simhus', C 5).

Banks. Finland s Bank (PL D, 3), Kyrkogatan 15 (11 a.m. to 3 p.m.);
Ffirenlngshanken, Alexandersgatan 30 (PI. D, 4); Nordiska Akfiebnnken
(Pl.N.A.; D, 4), Unionsgatan 32. — Money may be changed at the Fin-
land Tourist Societjj (see below; 10-2 & 4-6).

Shops. Books : AkadcmiskaBokhandeln, Alexandersgatan 7 (PL 1), 4)

;

Wasenluska Bokhandeln, Norra Esplanadgatan 25 (Pl.D, 4); Helsi)igfors
Bokhandeln. Norra Esplanadgatan 19. Photographs: Nyblin, Fabians-
gatan 31 (Pl.D, 3, 4); J[^6?/er yl/^oZ^o, Alexandersgatan 13. - Photographic
Materials: Bogelund (Kodak), Norra Esplanadgatan 25.— Native Handi-
work: Cnion of the Friends of Handicraft (Finska Handarbetets Vilnner),

Unionsgatan 23, first floor (Pl.D, 4), near the Salu-Torg; jPfr^^Z, Boulevards-
gatan 2, first floor (PL C, 4); Ilemflit ('Home Industry'), Unionsgatan 30,

first floor; Fiidands SUijdfOrtning, Alexandersgatan 15. -Angling requi-

sites from E. Renfors, Mikaelsgatan 4 (PL D, 3, 4).

Finland Tourist Society, Norra Esplanadgatan 21 (Pl.D, 4; 10

a.m. to 3 ]>.m. on week-days). In tbe same building is the official Finland
To/trisf Office, op(;n on week-days 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Consuls. British, V. K. Kestell-Cornish, Alexandersgatan 48 (PL C,

D, 1; vice-consul, >S'. W. Wan.cke); American, Viktor Ek, Vestra Kajen 8

'PL 1), Ij. Lloyd's Agk.sts, Lars Krogius & Co., Sodra Magasjn.sgatan 4^

Steamboat Offices. Finland Steam.ship Co. (Finska Angfartygs
Aktie liolagct; F. A. A.), Siidra Magasinsgatan 4 (PL F. D

.
; D, 4), for St.

'

Petersburg, Abo, Stockholm, Reval, Stettin, Copenhagen, Hamburg, Lon-
don, and Hull; Victok Kk, Vestra Kajgn 16 (PL D, 4), for St. Petersburg,
Viborg, Fredrikshamn, Kotka, Lovisa, Abo, Bjorjieborg, Stockholm, Reval,
and lA\\)(nik. — Stfi<( iiiP.rs ply to Borga (see p. 2^9); to St. Petersl)urg (4 times
a week; fare 18 or 15 m., comp. ]). 201); to Abo (5 times a week; fare 10
or 8 m.); to Stockholm (4 times a week, in 26hrs.; fare 36 or 28 m.).

Principal Attractions (<Hie day). Esplanade (p. 224;, Athena3um
([}. 22J;, Senate Square (p. 225), National Museum (p. 228), Brunns-Park
(\>. 227). Afternoon: drive to FOlisSn (p. 228); in the evening, DjurgSrden
(p. 2ib) or Klippan (p. 221).
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Helsw-gfdrSj Finn. Helmikij the capital of Finland, the seat

of the Governor-General, of the Senate, of all the central offices for

the government and administration of the grand-duchy, and of the

Alexander University, and headquarters of the 22nd Russian Army
Corps, is situated on a much-indented peninsula, which stretches

towards the S.E. and divides a deep bay into two smaller bays. The

main bay and the sea just outside it are dotted with numerous rocky

islets, upon a group of which lies the naval fortress of Sveaborg

(p. 229). Pop. 150,000 inhab., of whom lialf speak Swedish. The

appearance of the town is entirely modern, in some respects sug-

gesting America rather than Europe. Many granite buildings erected

since 1900 show a praiseworthy attempt at originality of stj^le. The

Lutheran Emperor Nicholas Church, the Berghall Church, and the

Greek Catholic Church of the Assumption are especially conspicuous.

—Helsingfors is at its busiest between Sept. and June.
The first town of Helsingfors was founded by Gifstavus I. Vosa of

Sweden in 1550, on the bank of the Wanda-A, where it flows into the
G-ulf of Finland, 3 M. from the present town. Its remains, called by
the Finns Gammelstaden (i.e. old town), are still visible (see p. 229). The
bite, however, proved unfavourable for the commercial prosperity of the
town, and in 1639, by the command of Queen Christina, it was removed
to its present position on the Estnas peninsula. Devastated by pestilence

(1710), fire, and war (1713), the town was rebuilt and fortified in 1749.
in 1808 Helsingfors was occupied by the Russians under General Bux-
howden, and by the Peace of Fredrikshamn (Sept. 17th, 1809) it wus
annexed to Russia. At that time it was still a small and unimportant
place of 5000 inhab., I)ut its size has rapidly increased sinf.e it was made
the capital of Finland in 1812. In 1828 the University of Abo was trans-
ferred to Helsingfors. Oomp. p. 229.

The busiest parts of Helsingfors are the vicinity of the Harbour,
with its handsome granite quays, and the neighbouring Salu-Torg
or Market Place (PI. D, 4). The former is divided into the Norra
and Sodra Hamnen by the peninsula of Skatudden (see below).

At the N.E. corner of the market-place rises the Imperial Palace
(Kejserliga Palatset), an unpretending three-storied l)uilding, con-

taining a handsome throne-room in which take place th(; opening and

closing scenes of the Finnish Diet (p. 199). Not far off, on the S.

([uay, rises the Alexandra Moinimentj an obelisk erected in mem-
ory of the visit of the Empress Alexandra Feodorovna in 1833.

Farther W. is an Omamevtal Fowitahi , by Vallgren (1908).— To
the 8. is a market-hall (Saluhall(!n).

To the E. of the Salu-Torg is a bridge wiiich crosses the canal

connecting the two harbours. This b.'ads to the (piarter of Ska-
Tri>i)K.\ (PI. E, 4), with its modern aj)artment buildings. -- On the

X.W. side of Skatudden is the Grec^k Catholic Cathedral of the
Assumption /^/i^Z/.s/7/ Kyrhav), conipb-tcd in lS(;s tioin the phins

of (jroiTiostayev. This chui'ch stands high, and its white roofs and

gilded domes arc conspicuous far and near. It commands a good

vi(!W of the town. To the S. of the cathedral is a chaixd conse-

crated in 1913. Also to the S., below the cathedral, is the Mint
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(Mynthuset). Farther to the E. is the Custom Housej and at the

extreme end of the peninsnla are some marine barracks.

From the Salii-Torg the Espi.anade (Esplaiiadgatan ; PI. D,4), the

lincst street in the town, embellished with four rows of lime-trees,

leads towards the W. Its N. side (Norra Esplanadgatan) forms, in

eonj unction with the parallel Alexandersgata, the chief business

quarter of Helsingfors. At the beginning of the Norra Esplanad-

guta (No. 19) is the Private Bank (Fl P. B.), erected in 1904 by

Sonck & Jung (interior worth seeing). In the S6dra Esplanadgata,

at the corner of the Fabiansgata, is the Residence of the Governor

-

General, opposite which is the Kapellet Restaurant (PI. i
;
p. 221).

in the middle of the Esplanade is a bronze statue of the poet Rune-
berg (p. 230), by his son Walter (1885). No. 12 Sodra Esplanadgatan
is the Vasa Bank (PI. V. B.), by Gran, Hednian, & Vasastjerna

1 1899) ; No. 16 is the Finnish Mortgage Bank (Finlunds Hypothek
Forening; PI. F. H.), by Lars Sonck (1909). At the W. end of the

Esplanade is the Swedish Theatre {Svenska Tealern; PI. C,

I), 4), built by Chiewitz in 1858-60, burned down in 1863, and

restored by Benoit (Restaurant Operakallaren, see p. 221).

To the N.W. of the Swedish Theatre is the Students' Club

House, built in 1870 by A. H. Dalstrom. with a large banqueting

ball; adjoining, on the N., is the Neiv StudenVs Club House (PI.

0, 4), erected by A. Lindgren in 1911. At the corner of the Mikaels-

gata and the Alexandersgata is the office of the Pohjola Fire In-

surarice Co. (PI. D, 4), by Gesellius, Lindgren, & Saarinen (1901).

To the N. lies the Jkrnvags-Torg or Railway Square (PL C, D, 3),

with the Railway Station (Bangarden), now being built to the de-

signs of Saarinen, the Athemeum (see below), and the Fhinish
Theatre, by Tarjanne (1902).

The Athenaeum (PI. C, I),3) was built by Hoijer in 1887, and

its facade is elaborately decorated by Sjostrand and Vallgren.

Besides the collection of art (see below), it contains several schools

for the cultivation of the fine and industrial arts, and also the

Museum of the Union for Industrial Art (open 11-4, in winter

12-3; adm. 50 p., Sun. 10 p.).

Tlie spacious Hall and Staikcask aje adorned with sculptiaes, in-

cluding (No. 7f>8; to the riglit of the entrance) tlic Death of Kullervo hy
C. Sjoafrand (1828-1900).

The Upper Floor contains the *Gallery ofthe Finnish Art Union,
consisting mainly of works ))y native artists, and also a part of the Antell
Collection (oj)en 12-3; adm. 25 p., Sun. 10 ]>.). The collection is continually

being added to, and consequently the pictures are frequently re-arranged.

We therefore give a list of the more important works with the names of

the artists in alpliahetical order. —No. 2. H. Ahlman-Biese (I). 18G7), View
in winter from the Pyynikke; :^4. A. von Becker (18:M-190J)), Card-players;
46. a. Benidtson (1858-95), Song of the hride; A. J^JdelfeU (IHrA-ldOr)), 128.

iJuke Karl of Sweden at the bier of Count Clas Fleming, 132. Women in

fn»nt iif a church, 133. Christ and Mary Magdalen, 142. Mme. Ackt6, the
dinger, and IlluMtrations for Hunf'})erg's'Fanrik StJilVn collection of ballads);
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156. R. W. Ekman (1808-73), Scene from Runeberg's 'Elgskyttarna'; M.
Enckell (b. 1870), 165. Concert, 630. Resurrection; 637. A. W. Finch (b.

1854), Storm; A. GalUn (b. 1865), 188. Ilmarinen's smithy (scene from the
Finnish national epic of Kalevala; comp. p. 199), 189. Triptych from the
Myth of Aino, 191. The Imatra in wiuter, 193. Lemminkainen's mother
resuscitating her son, 650. Kullervo; 216. P. Halonen (b. 1865), Clearing
a path in the primaeval forest: 228-236. IF. Holinherg (1830-60), Landscapes;
255. K. E. Jansson (1846-74), "VYooing in the Alaad Islands ; E. Jdrnefelt
(b. 1863), 259. Clearing the forest, 265. Landscape; A. iyawrae^^s (1783-1823),

286. Portrait, 299. Monk in a wine-cellar; 308. A. LiJjelund (1844-99), Buy-
ing costumes for the museum; 325. B. Lindhohn (b. 1841), Storm in the
Cattegat; E. J. Lofgren (1825-1884), 335. Portrait, 853. King Eric XIV.
and Karin Mansdotter; 370. H. Munsterhjelm {l^'^Q-\%Ob), November even-
ing; 879. J.Rissanen (b. 1873), Fortune-teller; 470. H. Sclijerfheck (b. 1862),

Co^ivalescent ; 890. H. Simberg (b. 1873), Portrait; 504. V. Soldan-Brofeldt
(b. 1863), Heretics; 903. V. Thome (b. 1871), Boys playing; 530. A. Uotila
(1858-86), Vegetable market at Nice; 536. T. Waenerberg (b. 1846), Summer
day on Hogland; V. Westerholm (b. 1860), 547. Landscape, Vallinkoski (no

number); F. von Wright (1822-1906), Animal pictures. — Sculptures by
E. Hcdonea (b. 1875), F. A. Nylinid (b. 1879), W. Rimeherg (b. 1838), C. A.
Sjostraiid (1828-1906), R. Stigell (1852-1907), J. Takanen (1849-85), V. Vall-
gren (b. 1855), E. Vikstrom (b. 1864), A. Rodin (Nos. 723-726), and J. T.
Sergei (1740-1814; Xo. 749. Faun). —Here also are some old Dutch and
modern Belgian, French, and Swedish pictures.

To the E. of the Athenseum, at the corner of the Berggata and

Regeringsgata, is the House of the Old Finnish Party, now also

the meeting-place of the Diet (comp. p. 226). Still farther to the E.

is the Senate Square (Senats-Torget; PI. D,4), bounded on the N.

by the Emperor Nicholas Church, on the W. by the University, on the

S. by the Town Hall (Radhuset), and on the E. by the Senate House.

In the middle of the square rises the bronze Statue of Tzar Alex-

ander //. by W. Runeberg, erected in 1894 by the Finnish people.

The Lutheran Emperor Nicholas Church (PI. D, 3), stands

upon a huge mass of granite, which raises it about 30 ft. above the

level of the square, and is approached by a broad flight of 45 granite

steps. It was begun in 1830 in a pseudo-classical style, but, as the

architect Enyel died in 1840 with his work unfinished, the design

was altered, and the building was completed in a dift'(;rent style in

1852. It has four porticoes, with six columns in each, and live domes.

At the sides are two lofty and narrow wings. High up on the fagade

are statues of the Apostles, cast in zinc from the models of Schievel-

bein and Wredow (1850). The interior, which is supported i)y pil-

lars, contains an altar-piece by Neil' (Entombment) and a good organ.

The tower (custodian in the E. pavilion on the terrace) affords the

best view of the town and sea.

The University {Alexanders UnlrersiM; PI. I), 4), another

palatial structure, was also built i)y Knf/d (1H28-32). The stair-

case is adorned with a plaster fri(.'Z(; by Sjostrand, the subji^ct of

which is taktm from the 'Song of Vilinilmoinen' (between the ground-

floor and the first floor). On the ground floor, opposite th(! entranc(i,

is the large Aula (reception room), decorated in 1905 et seq. with fres-
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cues by Edelfelty depicting the opening of the Abo Academy in

1640. The Conference Room and the adjoining Chancellor's Office (first

tloor) contain portraits of Rnssian tzars and eminent natives of Pin-

land, a marble bnst of Queen Christina of Sweden, etc.— The Uni-

versity has 86 professors and 95 instructors; the total number of

students is about 3530, including 830 women. They are divided

into twelve 'nations' (Afdelningar) and are distinguished by a white

cap with a black band and lyre, which is also worn by the female

students. The lectures are delivered in Swedish and Finnish.
In the same building is the Zooloi/ical Museum (open on Sun. 1-3 p.m.).

— Other institutions of the University are in separate buildings, including
the Library (p. 227), the Chemical Laboratory, the Mineralogical Museum
(W ed. & Sat. 12-1), and the Collection of Plaster Casts (Wed.' 1-2, Sun. 2-4).

— The Botanical G-ardens (p. 227), the Pathological and Anatomical In-
stitute (Nikolaigatan 10), the Anatomical Museum (Fabiansgatan 35), and
the Observatory (PI. 1), 4; p. 227) also belong to the University.

The imposing Senate House (PL D, 4), 660 ft. long and 330 ft.

deep, was built by Engel in 1822, and contains various government
offices (adm. on application to the porter; fee). On the first floor is

the handsome Senate Room. The antechamber contains portraits

of governors-general of Finland.

Behind the senate-house (E.) lies the Riddarhus or House of
tJie Knights (PI. D, 4), erected by Chiewitz in the Renaissance

style in 1858-61 (castellan in the vestibule, to the right of the

stairs). The spacious hall on the first floor, embellished with the

armorial bearings of the leading Finnish families, was the meet-

ing-place of the Nobles before the introduction of the new con-

stitution in 1906 (comp. p. 199). The adjoining apartments contain

portraits of Presidents of the Finnish Diet and two paintings by

Ekman (Opening of the Diet at Borga by Alexander I. in 1809,

Opening of the Diet at Helsingfors by Alexander IT. in 1863).

To the S., opposite the University (Unionsgatan 32), is the Nor-
diska Aktiehank (PI. N. A.; 1), 4), built in 1904 by Gescllius, Lind-

gren, & Saarinen, and containing a noteworthy hall. Farther to the

S.W., at Fabiansgatan 14, is the Exchange (Bors; PI. D, 4), a granite

building by Lars Sonck (1912).

To the left, in the Nikolaigatan, which runs towards the X.

from the Senate Square, is the Finland Bank (PL D, 3), built in

1883 by Bohnstedt. Opposite, to the right, is the former House
of the Estates {Stdnderhusei; PL D, 3), now used for commit-
ircs (»f the Diet (comp. p. 199). The l)uilding was completed in 1891

from the plans of G. Nystrom, and the pediment of the portico con-

tains a bronze group by Vikstrom (1903), representing Alexander L
receiving the oath of fealty at the Diet of Borga (1809). The build-

ing is to be enlarged by a new hall for the meetings of the Diet

^comp. p. 225).— To the left, at the corner of the Fredsgata, is the

Mational Record Office fStutsarkivet; PL D, 3), erected in i\\v Ile-

uaissance style by G, Nystrom in 1«90 (open daily, 10-3j.
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Leaving Senate Square and following the Unioxsgata towards

the X., we come (on the left, opposite St. Nicholas's) to the Univer-

sity Library (PI. D, 3), erected by Engel in 1836-45 (open on week-

days 10-3 and 5-9, in the summer vacation in the morning only).

It contains about 250,000 vols., including (on the groundfloor) the

valuable collection of books and maps made by Baron A. E. von

Xordenskiold. the distinguished Arctic voyager (b. in 1832 at Hel-

singfors; d. 1901). Among many other rare volumes it includes a

primer (Abckiria) of 1542, probably the first book printed in

Finland (shown on request).— Farther on in the Unionsgata, on

the left, is the Russian Military Hospital. Nos. 35 and 37, on the

right, are the Neio and the Old Clinical Institutes. Opposite the

latter is the entrance to the Kajsaniemi Parle (PL C, D, 3). A band
sometimes plays on summer evenings in the restaurant here (p. 221).

At Xo. 44, Unionsgatan is the entrance to the Botanical Gar-
dens of the University (Botaniska Tradgarden; PL D, 3), prettily

situated on the Tolo Bay and containing fine orangeries and green-

houses (open on Tues. and Frid. 11-1, Sun. 2-3).— Farther X., on

a small hill in the suburb of Btrghdll, is an imposing church built

by Lars Sonck in 1912 (PL D, 2); the tower commands a fine view
(caretaker on the E. side).

We now return to the Salu-Torg (p. 223) in order to visit tbe

South Quarter of the Town. We ascend along the Unionsgata,

passing the German Church (PL 16; 1.) and the Swedish Normal
Lyceum (v.). We then reach the Observatory Hill, which is laid out

with pleasure-grounds and affords a panorama of the town and sea.

On the top of the hill is the Astronomical Observatory (PL D, 4),

open on Thurs., 1-2 p.m. A little to the E., on the side next the sea,

is 'Shipwrecked' (PL 14), a bronze group by Robert Stigell (1898).

Descending the S. slope of the Observatory Hill, and passing the Mo-
inait Catholic Church (PL 8; 1859j, we reach the entrance to the—

Brunns-Park (PL D, 5; restaurant, see p. 221), which contains

numerous villas and is rather a suburb than a park properly so-

called (electric tramways, see p. 222). In the S. part of the park
are the IJlrikasbmuj Baths (p. 222); farther to the W. are salt-

water baths. Above is an old battery commanding a view of Svea-

borg and of the sea. In the E. part of the park, at Ostra Brunns-

parken 17, is the unimportant Picture Gallery of the Poet Cygndus
'(\. 1881; PL 1), E, 5; open daily 11-4; adm. 25, on Sun. lo'p.).

From the Hi'unns-Park we return thi'ough IL'igbergsgatan to the

Lsplanude. On our way we pass on th<^ l(;ft th(i Neia Lutheran
(Jharch (PL C, 4, 5), a (Jothie building l)y Melander (1893), with

two towers 245 ft. in height. Kartln'r on, to the left, is a Fire
Sldtjjui (liraruldepoteii), built by Il<")ijer in 1892; its tower coni-

n)an(ls a wide vi<'w (open 2-3; Uh\ 25 p.). On the right are the Ofjicvs

of the 7\lephone Co.^ a granite building by Lars Sonck (1905).
15*
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Mention may be made of the following buildings in the Kasevngata,
which runs parallel to the Hogbergsgata: the Surgical Clinics (PL 9);
the Scientific Societies' Building, erected in 1899, at the corner of tlic

Ulrikaborgsgata (No. 24; PI. 17); the old Finnish Guards Barracks (PI. 6),

with a moiiumei.t in the court to the soldiers who fell in the Russo-
Turkish war of 1877-78; and the striking Club House of the Ni/laml
Students' Socfetg (No. 40), built by Hard af Segerstad in 1901.— To the E.,

at Sbdra Magasinsgatan 4, are the Offices of the Finland Steamshi})
(Jo, (PI. F. D. ; D, 4), by H. Neovius (1904).

The West Quarter of the Town is intersected by the wide and

shady BouleYardsgata (PI. C, 4). Between the Boulevardsgata and

the Andreegata rises the Old Lutheran Church (PI. 4), a wooden
building by Engel (1826), surrounded by a garden. It contains an

altar-piece by Ekman, representing Christ blessing little children.

To the N., opposite the church, in the Andreegata, is a Bronze
Monument to Elias Lonnrot (PI. L.-St.; see p. 199), by E. Vik-

stroni (1902); Lonnrot is represented seated, listening to the song of

Yainiimoinen (p. 199). At the corner of the Andreegata and Georgs-

gata (PI. C, 4) are the offices of the Suomi Life Insurance Co., by
Lindgren (1911). To the S.W., in the Sandviks-Torg, is the Tech-

nical High School (PI. 10), with 40 instructors and 470 students.

At Yestra Chaussee 6 is the National Museum, built by

E. Saarinen in 1912, with a high tower (PL C, 3 ; not yet opened).

Ground Floor. To the left of the entrance-hall (refreshment room
on the right), in the S. part of the building, are the historical collections.

Farther on, to the W., is the prehistoric and early historic section (from
the stone age to the end of the 13th cent.). Adjoining, on the N., is the
ethnographical section. — First Floor. Baroque furniture ; fayence

;
glass

;

room with mural paintings, from the manor of Jackarby inNyland; Empire
and modern furniture; costumes; embroidery; peasant gear.

—

Basement.
Ethnography of the Finno-Ugrian peoples in Russia proper.

About 12 niin. to the N. of the National Museum, on the right,

is the Djurgard (PL C, 1) or Told Park (cab, see p. 222; tram-

way), an attractive park with a large greenhouse (Alphyddan Re-

staurant, see p. 221), picturesquely situated on the Bay of Tolo. On
a small hill are the municipal waterworks (Yattenborgen; view).

About 2 M. to the W. of the Djurgard is the island of Folison.

To reach it we follow the Yestra Chaussee to the N., then turn to

the left into the Majlansgata, a little beyond the Runebergsgata

(PL B, 2), and finally skirt the shore. Or we may go by steamer

(every hour, in 20 min., from the N. side of the inner Sandviks

Harbour, PL B 5 ; fare 25 p.), or take a carriage (fare from the town

3 m.). The island of Folison, which is connected with the main-

land by a bridge, boasts an interesting Open Air Museum (with an

18th cent, farm from Konginkangas in N. Tavastland), an admirably
laid out public park, and a temperance restaurant (D. IV2-2V2 "^•)-

On the island of Hogholmen (PL P, 3), to which a ferry plies

hi,m the N(.rra Hamn i^yitry '/^ ^^'' i" 1^^ niin. (fare 10 p.), is a small
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Zoological Garde^i containing native and other animals (admission

free) and a restaurant (p. 221). The highest part of the island (to

the left of the landing-stage) commands a fine view of the town and

the Archipelago.

Environs of Helsingfors.

An excursion among the numerous islands in the hay is pleasant and
interesting, especially in the direction of Borga. Steamers ply several
times daily to various points, and one steamer, starting from the Norra
Hamn at 11.30 a.m., makes a round trip of 2 hrs. Among the points
chiefly frequented hy the inhabitants of Helsingfors are the islands of

Knekten, Degero (the largest), Vddo^ Suraparn, and ViUinge, and also

Hertonds and Bothy on the mainland. All these lie to the N.E. — The
favourite points for excursions by land include Gainmelstaden (p. 223),

Somas (with a harbour, brewery, and large prison), Mdjlans, and Mnnk-
snds. The first two lie to the N.E., the other two, which are separated
from one another by a narrow sound, lie to the N.W.

To the 8. of Helsingfors (steamer hourly in 20 min.; fare 25 p.)

lies Sveaborg (PI. E, F, 6, 7), Finn. Viapori, a strong Russian

naval fortress, occupying a chain of seven islands, and commanding
the entrance to the Bay of Helsingfors. The fortress cannot be

visited except by permission of the commandant; the gendarme who
meets the traveller at the pier conducts him to the Greek Catholic

church and to the grave of Ehrensvard (in all 20 min.; gratuity

V2-I m.).

After the Peace of Abo in 1743, Sweden began (1749) to convert
Sveaborg into a fortified harbour, after plans by Field-Marshal Count
Ehrensvard (see below). The most difficult part of the operation was the
construction of the docks, and not the erection of the ramparts, which
are 50 ft. in height. — In the spring of 1808 the fortress was blockaded
by the Russians and soon fell into their hands, it is alleged through the
treachery of its commandant Admiral Cronstedt. It was bombarded on
Aug. 9 -11th, 1855, by an Anglo-French squadron, with no other effect

than the destruction of the buildings in the interior of the fortress, while
a simultaneous attempt at landing on the islands of Drumso and Sand-
hamn was also repulsed. The hostile fleet withdrew on Aug. 14th. Since
then the works have been materially strengthened.

The steamer lands at the Stora-Oster-Svarto, which contains the

Greek Catholic church and the commandant's residence. — On Vargo
is the grave of Fidd-Marshal Count Khrensvdrd^ with a monument
designed by Gustavus Til., modelled by Sergei, and erected in 17.S8.

This consists of a granite rock, armour-plated in the style of a man-
of-war and bearing atrophy of w(!apons, inscrihcd (in Swedish): 'Here

lies Ehrensvilrd, surrounded by his works, the Fortress of Svealxjrg

and the National Fleet'.

FiU)M HKL.siN(iF(His TO H()K«A. Stcanicr (restaurant on board)

in 4 hrs. (fare 3 m., there h back 5 m,). The return-journey may
also be made by railway via Knviva (p. 221) in 2'/^ hrs. (<>2 Kil.

or -M) M.; fares 3 m. 40, 2 m. 25 p.).

Borg&. — The steamboat wharf is on tin- left hank of IIk- IJorgaJi,

to tlio W. of the Salu-Torg; the railway station is on the right bank of
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the Borgaa, outside the town. — Hotels. Societefshns (PI. a), Salu-Torget,
R. 3',o-5, tlej. VI2, i^' 21/0, S. IV2 in. ; Phoenix, R. from 3 in. ; Elim Hospice,
H. L'>/.j 111. Cab from rail, station to town or vice versa 75 p., per hr. 21/4 m.

Hkitism Constlak Agent, KinarPaaroln, Kramar-Torg(F6renings-Bank).
Lloyd's Agent, ^4. IT. Kuflsson, Stadhusgatan 3.

Bwyd (Finnish Porvoo)^ a small town of 5500 inhab., founded

as early as 1346 (?), is situated at the point where the Borgdd enters

a bay of the Gulf of Finland, and lies picturesquely on and around

the heip:hts enclosing the river and the fjord. To the N. is the

high-lying Old Town. To reach this from the steamboat, we proceed

to the N. through the Agata to (9 min.) the Borgaa bridge, and
then ascend to the right; from the railway station we turn to the

left, cross the bridge, and ascend in a straight direction (9 min.).

[By ascending to the right

4 min. after leaving the rail,

station and before crossing the

railway, we reach (3 min.) the

Cemetery.^ At the top of the

hill is the Gothic Cathedral

(1414), the white gable-front

of which, diversified with brick

ornamentation, faces the river.

There is no tower. The interior

(verger in the first house to the

left) is decorated in the rococo

style. Opposite the pulpit

(1764) is a bronze statue of

Tzar Alexander I., erected in

1909. It was here that the

Estates took the oath of fealty

to the Tzar on March 29th,

1809. A little to the N. is the
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Consistorium (PI. 3), formerly the Grammar School, in which

Alexander I. opened the Finnish Diet on March 27th, 1809, at the

same time confirming the privileges of the country, an incident com-

memorated in a picture by Thelning. From the cathedral we descend

to (3 min.) the Museum^ in the Old Town Hall (PI. 5), containing

weapons, uniforms, costumes, and so on (adm. 50 p.). About 5 min.

farther to the S. is a bronze Statue of Runeberg (PI. 10), a reduced

replica of that in Helsingfors (p. 224), erected in 1885. About

3 min. farther on is the House of J. L. Runeberg (PI. 9 ; key at the

back door), the poet, who taught at the Borga Lyceum from 1837

to 1857 (d. 1877; comp. p. 244). The house is now national pro-

perty. His grave is in the cemetery mentioned above (PI. 8). Here,

too, is the grave of Eugene Schauman (d. 1 904), the Finnish patriot.

Fkdm Helsingfors to Hango, 137 Kil. (85 M.), railway in 4 hrs.

^fares 11 m. 75, 7 m. 5, 4 m. 70 p.).— Beyond (3 Kil.) Fredriks-
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herg the line diverges to the left from that to Riihimaki (p. 220).

About 2V2 M. to the N. of (52 Kil.) Sjunded is the old church
of that name.— 87 Kil. (54^M.) Karis (Rail. Restaurant). To
Hyvlnkdd, see p. 221, to Abo, see R. 29 a.

103 Kil. Ekends (Finnish Tammisaari; Continental Hotel, R.
3-4 m., with restaurant open in winter only, dej. I1/27 1^-272? S.

VJ2^.'^ Knipan Restaurant, at the harbour, open in summer; cab
from the rail, station to the town 75 p.) is a small town of 2800
inhab., situated on a peninsula. At the E. entrance to the town
is the Slottsbacke ('Castle Hill') commanding a view of the sea.

— In May, 1854, the British ships Hecla and Arrogant destroyed
the batteries of Ekeniis and captured a large merchantman.

About 10 M. to the E. of Ekenas (can. there & back 8 m.) are the
interesting remains of the old castle of Rasehorg (Tourist Inn). The
station of Rasehorg^ on the Helsingfors & Hango railway, lies 31/2 M. to
the N. of this point. — From Ekenas steamers ply 4 times weekly (fare
5 m.) to Helsingfors through the Bards find. On the small island of Makilo,
in this sound (said to be named after a Scot called McEliot), is a simple
memorial to English and French sailors buried here during the Crimean
War.—A motor omnibus runs daily from Ekenas to Bromarv (see below).

We cross the Bay of Pojo.— 119 Kil. Lappvik. From the N.
side of the Bay of Lappvik we may row in 2 hrs. to the pictur-

esque parish of Bromarv (Pension Wickstrom, plain), which may
also be reached from Ekenas (see above) or Hango (see p. 232). Not
far off lies Rilaks, a chateau in the Early English style, with a
picture-gallery and park. On July 26th, 1714, Peter the Great
defeated the Swedish fleet in the Bay of Rilaks, thus winning the
first victory of his infant navy.—We pass through woods to—

Beasmj^oTS

137 Kil. (85 M.) Hango.- Hotki.s: iHfrvm (PI. a), situated on
the 8c:i-froiit, to the K. of tlw; town, and suitable for a long stay, open
from Junr- to Aug. only, R. ;{-l(), \i. li/j, D. (:{-r) p.m.) :}'/.^, pens, from
7>/2 in.; Urand- Hotel (1*1. r), Boulevard, on the sea-front, R. from ;{, dej. :{,

\). :{'/.^, S. 2 m.; SocletctHhiiH (PI. b), Torgj^atan, with a lar^"' Klass veranda
overlooking the Kea, R. from 2, W]. I'/vj, !>• ^'/j, S. I'/a ">. ; Jcrn nigs- Hotel
(PI. d), nearly opposite the rail, station, R. '2^.^-4, 1). 2-4 m. Casino
Restaurant (PI. 2), near the Baths, open in summer only, dt^j. 2, I). ;]«^,
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S. 2>/.j m. - Post Office (PI. 4), Jenivaps-Torg; Telegraph Office (PI. 5),

Horjfjjatiin 3. British Vice-C!onsul, Una Cairenivs, Boulevarden 11.

—

Lloyd's A(;ent, K. Bostrom, Bulovarden 17. — Cab per drive 50 p., fro*m
the rail, station or the harbour to the town 75 p. — Season, from June
10th to Sept. 1st. - Visitors' Tax, after three days of grace, 6 m. per week.

Hang'6 (Finnish Haiiko) is a town of 7000 inhab., founded in

1878. Its harbour is open in winter, and it carries on a considerable

export trade in butter. It is also a seaside and bathin*^ resort. It

lies on a sandy peninsula stretchino^ for 19 M. into the sea, and
forming the southernmost point of the Finnish mainland. Views are

obtained from the Drottiiingherg and from the Vattentorn (PI. 6;

160 steps), which is 102 ft. in height. The Badhus Park, with

its pleasant drives and walks contains a well-defined 'pot-hole'.

From the Bellevue Hotel the road runs E. along the seashore to

the (1 M.) two Tallholmen (cafes).

Steamers to Bromarv (p. 231; five times a week), Stockholm, Hull,
etc. (comp. p. 201; passport, see p. 201).

From Helsingfors to Viborg (St. Petersburg), see R. 27; to Abo, see
R. 29; to Uledborg and Tornea, see R. 31.

29. Prom Helsingfors to Abo.
a. Via Karis.

200 Kil. (124 M,). Railway in 5 -51/2 hrs. (fares 16 m. 20, 9 m. 75,

6 m. 50 p.).— Steamer preferable to the railway, see pp. 222, 237.

From Helsingfors to (87 Kil.) Karis, see pp. 230, 231. Beyond
Karis the train turns towards the N.W. and passes through the only

tunnel in Finland. From (97 Kil.) Skuru a branch-line runs to

(4 Kil.) Fiskars, with a large iron-foundry, established in 1649.

From the tower of the handsome church of (144 Kil.) Salo (Rail.

Restaurant; Gastgifveri), a market-town in the parish of Uskcla,

we obtain a good view of the district.— 149 Kil. Halikko, with an

old stone church. A little to the S. are the Aminne and Viurila

estates. —^^190 Kil. Littoinen, with a cloth-factory. — 200 Kil.

(124 M.) Abo, see p. 233 ; 203 Kil. Aho Harbour.

b. Via Riihimaki.

275 Kil. (171 M.). Railway in 8 hrs. (fares 21 m. 40, 12 m. 85, 8 m. 55 p.)

;

from Helsingfors to (108 Kil. or 67 M.) Tavastehus in 3 hrs. (fares 9 m. 40,

5 m. 65, 3 m. 75 p.) — Steamer, see above.

From Helsingfors to (71 Kil. or 44 M.) Riihimaki, see pp. 221,

220. The railway continues to the N. and enters the province of

Tavastehus, the S. part of which is admirably cultivated.

108 Kil. (67 M.) Tavastehus. — The Railway Station lies to the
E. of the town.— Hotels. Stads- Hotel, on the N. side of the Main Square,
R. 3-8, D. (2.30 to 6 p.m.) 3 m.; Hotel-Bestaurant Teatern, Itainen Linnan
Katu, a little to the N. of the Main Square, R. 3-7, D. 3 m.— Cab from the
rail, station to the town 75 p., per hr. 2 m.; to Karlberg & })ack 3 m., to

Aulango Tower & back 4'/2 m-, waiting 1 m. per hr. — Steam Launch from
the town to the Public Park several times a day.
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Tavastehus, Finn. Hdmeenlinna^ a town with 6500 inhab. and

of little commercial importance, is pleasantly situated on the Vana-
javesi, which is bounded on the S. by the wooded heights of the

Hattelma. To reach the (12min.) Main Square (Finn. Iso-Tori) wc
turn to the left on leaving the railway station, turn to the right in

4 min., and then cross the bridge over the Yanajavesi. On the E.

side of the square stands the Lutheran Clnirchj built in 1798.

Leaving the square on the N". side by the Itainen Linnan Katu, we
pass the Finnish Lyceum on the right, and in 10 min. reach the

Castle of Kronoboi^g, founded in 1249 and still in a good state of

preservation. It is now used as a penitentiary for women. About

'Y^
M. to the N". is the Public Parky containing an artificial ruin

(view; temperance restaurant in summer).
On the E. bank of the Yanajavesi. 2 M. to the N. of the rail, station

(cab, see p. 2S2), is the manor-house of Karlberg, with hirge greenhouses
(shown on application). In the well-kept park is the Avlcuigo Toicer
(110 ft. high), from the top of which an extensive view is obtained; in a

cave below is a group of bears by Stigell.

Beyond Tavastehus we skirt the E. bank of the Yanajavesi and

then cross the river. The church of Hattida, V/2 M. to the N.E.

of (116 Kil.) Parola^ has interesting old mural paintings.

147 Kil. (91 M.) Toijala (Raihoay Restaurant), the junction

of the line to Tammerfors (p. 240).— AYe proceed towards the S.W.
189 Kil. Htfmppila.
From Humppila a branch-railway runs to (23 Kil.) Forssa, a village

with 7000 inhab. and a cotton-mill, in front of which is a colossal bust
of its fouiider by W. Runeberg (1887).— About 51/2 M. to the E. of Forssa
lies Miistiala, with an agricultural institute.

199 Kil. Ypdjci. The railway now traverses the Lan of Abo and

crosses the Loirnaanjoki shortly before reaching (209 Kil.) Loimaa
(Rail. Restaurant). We are now in the most fertile region of the

Lan of Abo and indeed of all Finland.— 219 Kil. Mdlila; 257 Kil.

Lieto. Just before reaching (275 Kil. or 171 M.) Abo (see below),

we see the cathedral to the left. 278 Kil. (173 M.) Abo Harbour.

30. Abo and Environs.
The ^STF:AMKK coming from Stockholm (coiiij). j). 201) lies to at the quay

iji the outer harbour, wlicre throuj^^h passengers (not making- any stay in

Abo) arr* transferred to the express train, i^issjxjrts are scrutinized as the
uasBcngers leave the steamer, and lugf^afje is examined in the (Histom
House (PI. A, A). Cab to the town l'/2 ">•; cab-tickets are given out.

The Railway Station (F1. C, 1; refreshment room) lies to the N. of the
town; cab (tickets as at the harliour) to the town 75, vice versA, 60 p.,
to the Stockholm steamer Vj^ m.

Hotels. Hamim i:(ii;it B^)Ks(PI. c; K, 2), K(»I)mi»nH^;;ltan (>, with coiKrert-

Karden. H. from 2'/... dej. IV4, D. 2 & Ji, S. l'/4Hi.; Pikknix (PI. a; I), 1),

Alexander8-Tor^;et, R. from ^'/-.i dej. I'/n, !>>. •^ S. I'/a m., these two very
fair; Standard (PI. d; D, 2), Krifitinegatan 9, R. from 2>/2» ^^'h IV4, !>•

2Vv{ Jn ; .lEKNvArjH-HoTEL (Pl.b; I), 1), near the rail, station. R. 2'/4-K,

dej. 11/4, I). 2^1-,, S. I'/jm.; Saima (IM. e; I), 2). a ti'mperaiice house,
KrikHjjatan 16, K. ia/4-6, d^j. 1, D. T'/^, S. 1 m.
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Restaurants. Hamburger Bors (p. 238); Samppcdinna (PI. D, 2;
i oucerts), prettily situated on the slope of a hill at the landing-place of

the coastingr-steamers; Ohservatorichacken {i^^Gii iw summer only), ou the
Vdrdb(M-g (PI. E, 2). — In the environs, Lilla BocJi'holmen (p. 237; steamer).

Cafes & Confectioners. Lehtuiei}, Nylandsgatan 2. at the corner
of the Nikola i-Tortr (PI. E, 2); C"/^//, Kopmansgatan, opposite the Plani-

Itnrger Rors (.see p. 233).

Cabs. Per drive or to the Kuppis Park 50-75 p., to the Castle and
to the Stockholm steamer 1 m., per hr. IV2 oi" (if Jiio stops are made) 21/2 ^^^

At night (midnight to 6 a.m.) double fares. — Motor Cabs. For 700
metres 70. eaeh 300 m. more 10 p.

Electric Trani"way from the rail, station through the town to the
Castle and the Harbour (fare 15 p.).

Steamers to the Castle, Rimsala (40 p.), and. Lilla Bockholnieu (50 p.).

several times a day; to llanqQ, see p. 237; to Helsingfors, sec p. 222;
to StfK'kJiolm, see p. 201 (fares 32 and 26 m., winter supplement 8 and
7 m.): to Salo 4 times weekly; to Naclendal several times daily in l^/i hr.;

to Xfjsfaf/ daily; to BJorneborg and Vasa twice weekly.

Post Office (Pl.D, E, 2), at the corner of Eriksgatan and Auragatan.
— Telegraph Office (Pl.D, 2), Puolalagatan.

Banks (10 a.m. to 3 p.m.). Fudands Bank, Abo Aktiebaidc, both at

the corner of Slottsgatan and Auragatan (Pl.D, E, 2) ; Foreningsbanken,
Auragatan (PI. D, E, 1, 2).

Consuls. British Vice-Consul, W. J. B. Wilson, Kaskisgrjind 3; U. S.

Commercial Agent, Victor Forselins, Slottsgatan 5. — Lloyd's Agent. J.

(t. Wikestrom, Slottsgatan 35.

Baths. Thermae, Auragatan 14 (PI. D, E, 1, 2), opposite the Phoenix
Hotel; sea-bathing at Runsala and other points.

Principal Attractions (half-a-day). Cathedral, V^rd-Berg, Biolog-
ical MuHcuni, and Castle.

Abo (proD. Obu), Finn. Turku, situated at the mouth of the

Aura
J

is the oldest and historically most interesting town in Fin-

land, of which it was former!}^ the capital. It is also the seat of

the J.utheran Archbishop of Finland and of the Governor of the Liln,

and it has contained one of the three Supreme Courts of Finland

since 1623. It now has 50,000 inhab. and is the second largest

town in the grand-duchy. Its chief importsi consist of manufactured

articles, colonial wares, grain, and salt, while the chief exports are

oats, timber, and w^ooden wares.
The rise of Abo dates from the time wheJi the Swedes and Christianity

entered the land together (1157). The town, w^hich was at first of small
importance and was repeatedly pillaged and hurned, entered on a new
era of prosperity in the i:5tli century. Bisho]) Magnus I. hegan the build-

ing of the cathedral, which was finished in 1.300. In 1318, however, the
town was hnri]^cfl by the Russians and the cathedral sacked. The real

j)rosj)erity of Abo begins with the Peace of Nciteborg in 1323. In 1509
It was captured by the Danes. At the time of the Reformation the
Dominican monast^'ry, founded in 1249, was suppressed and the bisho])ric

heeame PrMt(;.,tant ; in 1817 it was converted into an archbishoi)ric. In
H»30 Gustavns Ad(>l|dins fonnded a grammar-school, which was raised
t,o the rank of a university by Queen Christina in 1G40. The Peace of

Abo (Aug. 7th, 1743) put an end to the Rnsso-Swedish war, which had
broken out in 1741 at the instigation of Prance. In 1808 the town and
castle were occypied by the Russian General Buxhiiwden, and in the

following year, Abo, like the rest of Finland, ])assed into Russian pos-
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session. In 1819 the seat of government was removed to Helsingfors,
whither the university was also transferred after the destructive fire of 1827.

The chief seat of traffic is in the neighbourhood of the two
Bridges over the Aura. Here, on the N. bank of the river, lies

the Town Hall (Stadshuset; PI. D, E, 2), containing a handsome
banqueting-room. Adjacent is the Alexanders-Torg (PI. D, E, 2),

in which are the Theatre, the Post Office, and the Greek Catholic

Cliurch (PI. 4), the last containing paintings by the Finnish artist

Godenhjelm.— A little to the W. of the post office is the Market
(Saluhallen; PI. D, 2).

To the N.W. of the Alexanders-Torg, upon a small hill (view), is

the Art Museum (Konst Museum), by G. Nystrom (PL D, 1

;

open daily, 12-2 p.m., adm. 25 p.; at other times 50 p.). In the

entrance-hall and on the staircase are sculptures, including (up-

stairs) the marble busts of the founders of the Museum, E. and

M. Dahlstrom. On the first floor are modern paintings, including

•The Defender of Sampo' by Gallen (comp. p. 199).— To the E. of

the Alexanders-Torg, on the Aura, is the Public Library (PL E, 2),

built in the style of the Riddarhus of Stockholm.

On the left bank of the Aura lies the Nikolai-Torg (PL E, 2),

a square laid out with gardens. On the right side of this are

the S'iveclish Lyceum, founded in 1630 as a grammar-school, the

Municipal Offices (Radhuset), and a seated bronze figure by Sjo-

strand (1864) of //. G.Porthan (d. 1804; PL 3), the Finnish historian.

To the left are the Cathedral, the Akademihus, and a bronze statue,

by W. Runeberg (1888), of Per Brahe (PL 1), the able Governor-
(icneral of Finland from 1637 to 1654. On the pedestal is the in-

scription 'Jagh war mod landett, ocli landett med mig willll tillfreds'

'1 was satisfied with the country aiul the country with me).

The *Cathedral {Domkyrkan, formerly aS/. Henry^s Cath-
edral; PL E, 1, 2), a massive brick bnilding of the late-Romanesque

period ^consecrated in 1300), with Gothic and l^enaissance addi-

ti«jns, stands in the middle of the former graveyard on the hill of

Ciiikankari. It is 290 ft. long, 125 ft. wide, and 145 ft. high. The
catliodral is open in summer 11-1 & 4-6; at other times on appli-

cation lf> the sacristan Jvampi, Lilla Tavastgatan 4 (PL F, 2).

Over the m;iiii W. entrance is the large Or(/((ii, the tiiiest in Finhmd,
poMseHHiiig 5000 pipes and constructed in 1842 witli a Ix'qucst left for the
jMirpowe hy a putriotic baker called Anderson. — 'J'o the rif^lit of the main
entrance in the chapel of the StdUiandiikr family, containing (riglil) the
t(jml) of TorstJ-n Stalhandske, witli « re(;nmhent tigure in Handstone.
To the J«'ft of the entrance, on the* N. side, is the Tavast (chapel, with
the tombs of Archhishojj Afdf/nun Tavuttt (d. 1452), of Fu'0(-i\hir>*hat
/torn, and liis wif§ (rocnmhent ligiires in low relief), and of ('nlniicl

Corhturrn (d. at Aho in 1<;21), a Scottish of!ic('r wiio served Mn(h'r

< harles XII. iiciiiraL Widdcrbiini and oth<'r Scots soldiers of lortnnc
ire aJso hnried here. The staineil-glass window hv Vladimir Svertchkov
d. 1888) represents Gustavus II. Adolphns at the bed of the dying Field-
Marshal Horn. Tn the left i.f the rjioir is the hiiiihuM C/uijtrl di <lia|)el

<»f the families Ihnii and h'nrrh (comp. p. 2:{'.i;, the finest in I 1m; c linn Ii.
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In the middle of it is tlie granite sarcophagus (placed here in 1805) of
tlie much-tried Karin or Catherine Maiisdotter (d. 1012), the daughter of a
common soldier, who became tlie consort of King Eric XIV. The central
stained-glass window, by V. Svertchkov, represents Catherine Milnsdotter
handing her crown to a page in Swedish dress and descending from the
throne of Sweden, supported by a fair-haired page from Tavastland, who
is emblematical of Finland. — To the right of the choir is the chapel of

the Tott family, endowed in, 1078 by Per Brahe. The marble ligure of
a knight in full armour is Al'e Toti (d. 1040), a Swedish general in the
Tliirty Yecirs' War; atjiis side is his wife Sigrid Bjelke. — In the vault
below the choir lie Ake Tott, Sigrid Vasa (d. 1053), daughter of King
Eric XIV. and Catherine Mansdotter (sec above), and various other eminent
personages. — The Choir contains an altar-piece by the Swedish painter
Westin and is adorned with two frescoes by Ekman (d. 187;)), The scene
to the right shows Bisiiop Henry of Upsala (an Englishman; comp.
p. 200) baptizing the Finns at the spring of Kuppis, (p. 237); to the left

is Bishop Agricola , a pupil of Luther and Melanchthon , handing King
(rustavus Vasa the New Testament that he has translated into the Fin-
nish language.

The Akademihus (PL E, F, 2), built by Gustavus IV. Adolphus
in 1802-15 for the old university, now contains the Residence of the

(rovernor of the Liln, the Supreme Court of Justice, the Government
Archives, and other government offices. The former Aula, or Grad-

uation Hall (keeper in the Swedish Lyceum, p. 235), is adorned

with six alto-reliefs by the Finnish sculptor Cainberg (d. 1816),

representing scenes from the history of the town and university.

At the foot of the Vlird-Berg (PL E, 2), Stora Tavastgatan 28,

is the building of the Finland Economic Society^ established in

1797 for the promotion of agriculture, art, and industry. Farther

up are attractive pleasure-grounds, containing a restaurant, the

ScJiool of Naviyation, with the observatory of the old university,

and the reservoirs of the town water-works (hewn out of the rocks).

Farther to the W., reached from the Magasinsgata by following

the Jungfrustig towards the S., is the *Biologieal Museum
(PL T), 3; open in summer 10a.m. to 8 p.m.; in winter 10-3; adm.

50 p.), founded by the consul A. Jacohsson, and affording (in ten

lifelike groups) a good survey of the mammalia and birds of Fin-

land.— A little to the W. is the Recreation Ground (Idrottspar-

kon; Pl.D, 3).

Returning to the right bank of the Aura and following the

Slottsgata (PL B-E, 2-4) towards the W., we reach the *Castie of
A.ho (Slottet; PL A, 4; tramway from Alexanders-Torget in 12 min.),

an extensive and heavy-looking building, consisting of two parallel

blocks connected at the ends by two low and massive square towers.

Probably built about 1300, it was formerly the key of Finland and

consequently a fi-equent object of contest. In the interior is the

municipal Historical Museum, shown on week-days 10-7 (50 p.)

and on Sun. 12-3 (25 p.) on application to the keeper, on the right

side of the court, second floor (Swedish catalogue 50 p.). Its 51 rooms
' ontain portraits, furniture, ornaments, articles in pewter, coins, and
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costumes, affording an admirable survey of the evolution of Finnish

civilization. Visitors may also see the cell where Eric XIV, of

Sweden was imprisoned by his brother John from 1569 to 1571.

—

The Church of St. Michael (PLC, 2) is au early wurk of L. 8onck.

Environs. From the Nikolai-Torg (p. 235) the Nylandsgata

leads S.E. to the Kuppis Park (PL F, 3) ; at the S. end of the park

is the Spring of St. Henry , in the waters of which the first Fin-

nish Christians are said to have been baptized (comp. p. 236).

To the N.E. of the town, on the right bank of the Aura, lies

iVj^M.) the well-preserved Church of St. Mary, a remarkable

brick structure resembling the cathedral of Abo. It is stated to

have been built in 1161 at the bidding of Bishop Henry of Upsala

and to have been the first Christian church in Finland. It was the

cathedral of the country down to 1300.— On the other side of the

river is St. Karinj another venerable church.

On the W. side of the town, near the castle, is a long bridge on

piles (toll 10 p.) connecting it with the island of Runsala {Ruis-

salo; cab there & back 3^/^ m.). This charming island, which is

about 5^/2 M. in length, was originally a royal domain and chasse

and afterwards became the summer-residence of the governors of

the Liin of Abo-Bjorneborg. In 1845 it was acquired by the town
and parcelled out into lots for villas and gardens. It is famous for

its rich tlora and for its oak-woods— a rarity in Finland. In the

centre of the island is a spring with an inscription in memory of

the poet Chordus (d. 1806), who resided here for a time (Chorai

Kiillaj. In the prettiest part of the island is the restaurant of

Allmanna Promenaden. Those who leave the steamer here may
return by it in about 1 hr.

A trip may also be made eithei' from Kunsala or from the

town to the harbour and pleasure-resort of L/illa Bockholmen, which
lif's Kftw.'fri the islands of Hirvensalo (see below) and Runsala.

Excursions from Abo.

vu To Ha.ngo.

a. Bv Railway (163 Kil. or 101 M., in 5 Ins.: fan-N 13 m. 55.

>i in. 20, 5 m. 45 p.), see pp. 232, 231, 230.

b. Bv STKA.MKk in 8-11 hrs. (fare 7 ni.). The boats siart at the

Aura bridge. -On reaching the mouth of the Aura, the steamer
turns to tlie S. and enters the sound between the mainland and the

villa-studded island of HirrensaUh Passing thr promontory id*

Ijf'innj we steer lir.st to the S. and then to the K., skirting the S.

^ide of tfiH island of Kuusto. On this island, sonirwhat inland,

lie th«* ruins of the castle (A' Kuttsti), wiiich belonged to f lie bishops
<<\' Finland from the 13th (tent, onward, and was razed to the gi-oui.d

nn tlj«' ifitroduction (jf fVotestafitism.
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Some of the steamers pass through the sound of Pargas, on which
lies the well-preserved chAteau of Quidja, once belonging to the Fleming
family and now to that of the Heurlins. These steamers rejoin the usual
routo at Sand5, in the Pemar Fjord (see below).

Beyond Kuusto the steauior threads another sound, passes the

cape of Bofvnrmis on the I'ight, and enters the spacious Pemar
Fjord. We leave this fjord, between Karuna on the left SLndSandf}

on the right, by a uarrow strait separating the mainland from the

island of Kimito^ the largest of the coast-islands of Finland. It

contains blast-furnaces and iron-works. To the right we see the

manor of VestankdrVj and farther on Lappdal and the church of

Angelnietnl. The last is picturesquely situated at the end of the

long promontory which forms the X.E. end of Kimito. We continue

to the S., passing the island of Vartsala on the left. On the same
side are the iron-works of Kirjakkala and MathiJdedcd, with the

blast-furnaces of Tyko between them. Farther on we proceed

through the pleasant Stromma Caned and past the island of Finnhy
to Hang'6 (^.231).

b. The Aland Islands.

The local steamer from Abo to Stockholm via the Aland Islands calls

at Degerby (see below) and also at Mariehamn, but the daily mail-steamer
does not touch at tbest; ports.— The smaller steamers which ply 6 times
11 week to Mariehamn, callinj> at various intermediate stations, may also

he used (fare 16 or 12 m.).

The steamer threads its way through the innumerable small

islands opposite Abo, the most important of which are Nagu^ KorpOy
and Houtskdr, enters the Skiftet Sound (see below), and soon

comes in sight of the Aland Islands. These islands are similar

in appearance to those we have just seen, only they are more
numerous and more scattered.

The Aland Isi.ands (Aldtulska Skdrgdrdeu, Finn. A/weuanmcut),
with a total area of 550 sq.M., are separated from Finland by the Skiftet

Sound, 4-20 M. in width, and from Sweden by the Alands Haf, which is

about 25 M. broad. The inhabitants are of Swedish origin. Of the several

hundred islands which the grpup contains, about 90 only are inhabited.

The largest is the so-called Aland Mainland (Fasta AUuid), containing
about half of the population. Aland formerly had a governor of its owji,

hut now belongs to the province of Abo-Bjorneborg.

About 8 hrs. after leaving Abo the steamer reaches Degerbyy
a village on the island of Foglo. Thence to Mariehamn the voyage

takes 2 hrs. more.
The smaller steamers hold more to the N. and pass through the sounds

f»f Ijappoesi and Dp2ef , which run from N. to S. and contain numerous
islands. In approaching Mariehamn they pass the fortifications of Bomar-
unnd, destroyed in 1854, and the Letastrdm Canal, completed in 1882.

125 Kil. or 78 M. (from Abo) Mariehamn, Finn. Maarian-
hamina (Societetsfms, K. i^^/^-tO, dej. P/^i ^^- 2V2 "^-5 Bad-Hotel,
open in summer only, similar charges; Lloyd's Agent, H. Kors-
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strdm; cab 50 p.), a pleasantly situated little town and bathing

resort with about 1400 inhabitants.— About I21/2 M. to the N. of

Mariehamn lies KasteJholm, with the ruins of a castle, founded

in the 1 4th cent, and occupied down to 1634 by the governors of

Aland. This is one of the most picturesque points among the islands.

About 3 M. to the N.E. of Kastelholm lies the parish of Sundy con-

taining a quaint old stone church, above the altar of which are some
ancient sculptures representing the Saviour, the Virgin Mary, and

the Apostles. In the parish of Saltvik, 3 M. to the N.W. of Sund,

are the hills of Orrdahklint and Ascjcirda Kasherg (395 ft.), which

may be visited for their extensive views and picturesque cliffs of red

granite.

—

Eckerb Storby^ the largest village in the Aland islands,

lies on the island of EckerQ, situated to the ^Y. in the Alands Haf.

c. From Abo to Nystad via Nadendal.

High Road to (18 Kil. or 11 M.) N&dendal and (83 Kil. or 52 M.)
Nystad. —The sea-journey is, however, preferable. Steamer to N&dendal
Hiid Nystad, see p. 234.

The steamer descends the liunsala Sound, between the islands

of Hirvensalo and Runsala, and enters the Erstan , a long fjord

I'unning X. and S. It then turns to the N. , leaving Ekstenholm on

the left, and enters the Ramna Sowtd. This continues to contract

as we approach Xadendal, before reaching which the steamer has

to pass through an aperture resembling a rocky gate.

20 Kil. (121/2 AI.) Nddendal, Finn. Naantali {Suosio, hotel

garni, R. from 3 m.; restaurant in the Brfuinshus, open in summer
only, D., 2-4 p.m., 3 m.), a small town with 900 inhab., sprang up
round the Bridgittine Nunnery, which was erected here in 1443 and

once enjoyed a great reputation. The ancient Churchy situated on

the Ijeach to the N. of the town, contains a few old monuments,
paintings, and sculptures. Nadendal is now much frequented as a

Sathing-resort from June to Aug., and contains several bathhouses,

with mud and other baths (visitors' tax 12 ni.). Visitors should

order their rooms well in advance.
About 15 M. to the N.R. of Nadendal, in the parish of M.aHku, lit;s

KanhdH, tho old domain of the family of Horn, the members of wiiidi

have played >*neh important parts in the history (»f Sweden and Fin-
land. The chateau, a (juadran^^nlar Iniildin^; of stone, was erected in tln^

1 ttli century.

On quitting X^dL'iidal, the steamer passes the sound and cluir(;li

of iVfe/'finaskn (sleamb. stat.). The next part of our route leads to

the W., through aii arehipelago of innumerable small islands. Finally

vNi* cioMS a Htr(;teh of op(Mi water and reach ((> lirs. fr<mi Abo) -

103 Kil. (i'A M.) Nystad, Finn. Uu»ikauijunki (Hotel Vidhailiiy

\{. 2-4, d^j. I'/g, D. 3 ni.; cab from the harbour to the town 1 m.),

a seaport and timber-trading town founded under Gustavus II.
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Adolphus in ItilT, and containing 4500 inhabitants. The old Church
(1629) contains a small ethnographical collection. The harbour for

the larger steamers is about '^j^ M. to the W. of the town. The
peace of Aug. 30th, 1721, which placed Russia in possession of

Ingermanland, Esthonia, Livonia, and a part of Karelia, was con-

cluded at Nystad,— About 47^ ^^' ti) the S. lies Sundholm, a beau-

tifully-situated old manor-house.
From Nystad travellers may visit the Finnish towns on the Gulf of

Bothnia, by means of the steamers coming from Abo (comp. p. 234). —
Riiumo, 4 hrs. by steamer from Nystad, see p. 242; Bjonieborg^ 4 hrs.

by steamer from Raumo, see p. 241 ; KHstinestad, see p. 242 ; Vnsa (Nikolai-
utad), see j). 243.

31. Prom Helsingfors to Vasa-Nikolaistad,
Uleaborg, and Tornea. Ounasvaara.
Railway to (187 Kil. or 116 M.) Tammerfors in 51/2 hrs. (fares 15 m. 50,

y m. 30, m. 20 p.); to (493 Kil. or 300 M.) Vasa-Nikolaistad in 15 hrw.

(fares 33 m. .55, 20 m. 15, 13 m. 45 p.); to (752 Kil. or 4()7 M.) Uleaborg in

23 hrs. (fares 42 m. 45, 25 m. 45 p., 17 m.); to (885 Kil. or 550 M.) Tornea in

27 hrs. (fares 44 m. 35, 26 m. 60, 17 m. 75 p.). — Sleeping-car to Seinajoki.

From Helsingfors to (147 Kil. or 91 M.) Toijala, see pp. 232, 233.

— The train turns to the N., and at (166 Kil.) Leriipdtlld (church on

the left) crosses a small isthmus between two lakes.

187 Kil. (116 M.) Tammerfors.— Railway Restaurant, V(My fair,

tlej. 11/2, D- 21/..! m.— Hotels. Central Hotd (PI. a; C, 2), Hameenkatu 17,

cor. of the market-place, R. from 5, B. 11/4-1^/4, tlej. 2, I). 3, S. 2 m.; Stads-
Hotel (PI. b; C, 2), Kauppakatu 1, R. from 3, dej. IV2, 1^- SVa-^^^ S. 3 ni.;

Emmans (PI. c; I), 2), a so-called 'Christian Hospice', opposite the rail,

station, temperance house, R. from I1/2, dej. 1, D. 2 m. Theatre Restaur-
ant (PI. C, D, 2; p. 241), dej. 11/2^ D. 21/2-8, S. 31/2111.; Cafe Engstrom.
Hameenkatu 26, at the corner of Lantinenkatu (PI. C, 2). - Post Offick
fPl. 3; C, 2), Hameenkatu 22; TELEfiiiAPii Office (PI. 7; C, 2), Puuvilla-
tehtaankatu 5. — Cab from the rail, station or steamer landing-stage to the

towji 75 p., per hr. 3 m. ; waiting I1/2 ni. per hr. ; to the Pyynikki 1 m.
Steamers ply on th(! Pyhajarvi to Laukko, Vesilaks, Pirkkala, and Nokia;
on the Xasijarvi to Ruovesi, Visuvesi. and Virdois. - British Yice-Consui.,
E. Forsstrom.

Tani/fierforSj Finn. Tampere^ founded in 1779, the largest

manufaeturin^ town in the country, lies on both sides of the Tcon-

iiterkoskL a torrent (with a fall of 60 feet in 1 M.) connecting the

Ndhijdrvi on the N. with the Pyhdjdrvi on the S. Pop. 46,500.

The foundations of the industry were laid by two Scotsmen, Dr.

Patterson and Mr. Finlayson, at the beginning of the 19th century.

Several of the mill-managers hail from Lancashire or Yorkshire. —
About 74 M. to the N. of the rail, station is the Johanneshyrka
I PI. D, 2), ;i noteworthy granite structure by L. Sonck (1907).* The
somewhat jarring interior contains an altar-piece (Day of Resur-

rection; by Enckell, while round the front of the gallery runs a

frieze < by Simberg) of nude boys bearing a chain of roses and thorns
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emblematical of the burden of life. In one of the aisles is a crude

piece of symbolism representing the Garden of Death. The Hameen-
katu, the main business thoroughfare, leads W. from the rail, station

to (5 min.) the lower bridge across the Tammerkoski. Both banks are

lined with factories making use of the water-power at their command

:

on the right bank are the Frenckell paper works, the oldest in Fin-

land (1805), and (farther to the N.) the cotton mill belonging to the

N'ottbeck faTuily. Opposite the latter, on the left bank, are the linen

spinning and weaving mills of the Tammerfors Linen & Iron Manu-
facturing Co. Beyond the bridge is the Market Place (Finn. Kaup-
patori), on the E. side of which is the TJieatre (PI. C, D, 2), with

a terrace overlooking the Tammerkoski (Restaurant, see p. 240).

About 12 min. to the N., on the Nasijiirvi, is the ToivnParh (Stads-

parken), with the imposing Hdnieen Museo Ndsilirmassa (PLC, 1),

containing an ethnological collection and other objects of interest

(open on week-days 10-7, on Sun. 10-2; adm. 50 p.).

About ^/^M. from the Alexandershyrka (PL 1; B, C, 2) is the

view -tower (Utsigts-Torn) on the Pyynikki (PL A, 2,3; cab, p. 240

;

88 steps: adm. 10 p.), which commands an extensive panorama. To
reach it, we proceed from the church through the Hameenkatu,
then cross the meadow and ascend througli woods. Arriving at the

top of the ridge in 12 min., we turn to the right, and in 3 min. more
we reach the tower. Adjoining are the rocks known as Thermopylae-
To the S., on the Pyhajarvi, is the Pyynikki Restaurant.

Excursions. A ]>lcasaiit drive towaids the W/(caiT. 20-25 m.) may be
made via the lunatic asylum of l^than'iemi and. Pirkkala (steamer, see

p. 240; to Nokia (see below). - Another attractive route leads to the N.W.
via Hfiiiieenkyr'6 to the (45 Kil. or 28 M.) F(dls of Kyroskoski (82 ft.; view-
tower;.— Another drive may be taken to Kangasala (p. 242; earr. or motor
car 20-25 m.). — The steamer on the Nasijarvi passes the picturesque
parish of Ylojdn.'i on the left, and the chapel of Teisko on the right,

and reaches (2^2 hrs.) Kuru. It then proceeds through the Murole Canal,
a little t(» the right of which is the Murole waterfall, and enters Lake
Ruoiy^si. [Aljout 4 M. to the W. of the village of llnovesi is the Kovero-
jdri'i.] Farther on we may either ])roceed to the E. through a j)icturesque

district to Viljppula, 1 M. from the station of that name on the Vasa rail-

way (p. 242), or to the N.W. via Visiivesi to Virdois, witii the interesting
Toriseva Lakes.

From Tammkkkokh to Bjornkboko, \^iS Kil. (85 M.), railway in 4'/^ hrs.

Cfares 7 m. 5, i m. 70 j).). In starting we have a ])ietnres(iue view of the
town to the left and of the Niisijilrvi to the right (see aht»Vi'). - 17 Kil.
Nokia Csee above;, on tlie river of that name, with a paper mill. Beyond
(2<» Kil.; Shii'o we skirt tin; Kidoveni and then the Hanfnvoti, and heyond
(59 Kil.) Tyrriid we traverse an agricultnral district. H() Kil. KyttCilii.

Farther on we cross the Kiimo-Klf three tinuis, ohtaining a good view from
the last hridge. 97 Kil. («0 M.) I'eipohja (Hail. R»'sta urant) ; to lliiumo,
H(;c p. 212. \'M\ Kil. (85 M.) Bjorneborg, Finn. J\)ri {Ilotrl StrihnhuK/.
N'ikolaigatan 15; Otavit, Nikolaigatan 5. R. l^'/j •>, dej. I'/j. 1). .Sm.; lie

Ktaurant Ttuitfij-kt'lUaren, Rhlhus-Tori:,; lalifroiu the rail, station to the town
75, per drive .50 j). ; JJritish Consul, C. <i. Sinnlell ; Lloyd's Agents, (). Urine
<< Co.), situated on the S. hank of th«' Kman-EJf, Vj^ M. from its month in

tlie Gujf of IJothnia, is a town of H),l}00 inliali., carrying <»n a hrisk fradr in

tinjb«T. It received uiunicipal privileges in 156H and wa>> r<'bnilt affi'i the
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condagratiou of 1852. Its port Mantijliwto lies 12V2M. to the N.W. (branch
railway). From the rail, station we follow the Vestra Esplanade in a straight
direction, and after o niin. tnrn to the left into the Norra Esplanade, which
is intersected by the Konstantinsgata and Nikolaigata. In 5 min. more we
reach the Town HalJ, situated on a height above the Kumo-Elf, and com-
manding a view of tlie town. About 5 min. to the E., also on the river,

is the Church, erected by Chiewitz in the (xothic style in 1863, and con-
taining an altar-piece by Ekman. At the corner of the Konstantinsgata
and Vladimirsgata is the Satakunta Museum. There arc many factories in

the neighbourhood, and large quantities of salmon are caught in the Kumo.
From Peipohja to Raumo, 47 Kil. (29 M.), railway in 2 lirs, — Petpolija,

see p. 241. — Near (20 Kil.) PavcUa are some prehistoric tumuli. —Raumo,
Finn. Rouma {Societetshus, R. I'/i-^Vj? dej. 1V2» ^' '2,^j>>\\\.', cab from the
harbour into the town 1 m., from the rail, station 75 p.; steamer to Nystad
in 4 hrs.), a quaint old commercial town on the coast, contains 6000 inhab.
and received its municipal charter in 1442. Bobbin-lace is made here.

The Town Hall contains a museum. The church of Vuonjoki, with its

mural paintings, belonged to a Franciscan monastery wliich was suppressed
by G-ustavus I. YR^'A. — KautUia, situated 80 M. to the E. in the parish
of Eura, at the point where the Eurajoki emerges from the Pyhajarvi,
was the birthplace of Fredrika Bremer (d. 1866), the well-known novelist.

It has a tine park.

Beyond Tammerfors the train runs in a N.E. direction to (200 Kil.

or 124 31.) Kanyasala (posting station).

About 3V2 M. to the S-E. (omn. 50 p.) is the village of Kangasala
^Turist-Hotel), where a good view is obtained from the tower on the

Kirkkoharju (Church Hill). To the S., on the N. bank of Lake Roine,
we see Liuksialaj once the residence of Karin Mansdotter (p. 2§6). From
the Church Hill we keep to the S.E. along the Kangasala-As, a high
narrow ridge between Ldngelmdvesi (N.) and Lake Roine (S.), and in

50 min. reach the Keisarinharju (Emi)eror'8 Hill), the tower on which
commands another tine view. The finest and most extensive view of all

is, however, afforded by the tower on the Vehoniemenhurju (to the right

of the path), which lies farther to the S., beyond the Kaivanto Canal
(simple tourist inn). Comp. Inset Map, p. 241.

229 Kil. Or?7^t^es^ (Rail. Restaurant). The scenery now becomes

dreary. Before reaching (249 Kil.) Korkeakosli the train crosses

the Yrosjoki by a long bridge, and farther on, between (260 Kil.)

Lyly and (276 Kil.) Vilppula (p. 241), we cross the broad Straits

of Keuruu. Near (287 Kil.) Kolho the train ascends rapidly and

then crosses an arm of Lake Keuruunselka. — 301 Kil. (187 M.)

Haapamdki (Rail. Restaurant).
From Haapamjiki a branch-line runs via Jyvdskglci (p. 219) to (120 Kil.

or 75 M.) Suolahti, whence the steamer may be taken to Viitasaari (Turist-

Hotel), a good centre for trout-fishers.

334 Kil. Myllymdkl (Rail. Restaurant). The railway now runs

to the N.W., traversing much wood. 342 Kil. hiha, situated on a

long and narrow lake surrounded by pine-woods.

419 Kil. (260 M.) Seinajoki {Railway Restawant; Hotel at

the station, R. 2-3 m.), the junction of the railway to CJledborg and

Torned (p. 244).
From SErNA.ioKi to Kristin kstad, 112 Kil. (70 M.), railway in 3-4 hrs.,

traversing the fertile S. portion of Osterbotten. -88 Kil. (55 M.) Perdld^
whence a branch-line runs to (15V2M.) Kask^, a small seaport (1000 inhab.).

112 Kil. (70 M.) Kristinestad or Christinestad, Finn. Kristiinonkau-
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punki {Hotel Berg ; British vice-consul, William Hagen), a seaport upon
a peninsula in the parish of Lappfjard, contains 3300 inhab., and was
founded in 1649 by Count Per Brahe. The railway station lies on the E.
side of the bay, a bridge across which leads to the town. The hill of

Kvarnbacken, near the harbour, commands a good view (restaurant). Steam-
ers ply frequently, especially on Sat. and Sun., to the pleasure-garjlen

and restaurant on the island of Hogholinen. Steamers also ply to Abo
and other ports (comp. p. 240).

We cross the Kyrovjoki by a long bridge and enter the more
cheerful district of East Bothnia, the fields and meadows of which

are only here and there interrupted by marshes— 448 Kil. Oris-

mala and (460 Kil.) Tervajoki. Both lie in the parish of Storkyro,

which is celebrated for its fields of grain. The parish church, built

in 1304 and containing some interesting old mural paintings, lies

5 M. to the N.W. of Orismala. — Near (469 Kil.) Laihia are nu-

merous Hunnish graves.

478 Kil. Toby, The train now passes Gamla-Vasa {^qq below).

493 Kil. (306 M.) Vasa or 'Ni^o\BlstB>&, —Th^ Railway Station
lies to the E. of the town.— Hotels. Ernst. Kyrko-Esplanade 16, R. 3-8,

d^j. 2, D. 3, S. 2 m.; Central Hotel, Hofratts-Esplanade, not far from the
rail, station, similar prices.— Eestaurants. Pavilion (closed in winter),
near the Supreme Court and the steamboat-pier, with music frequently in the
evenings; Esplanade Caf<l, Hofratts-Esplanade 12; Sandviks Villa, to the
S. of the town. — Cab from the raiJway station to the toAvn 75 p., per drive
50 p., per lir. IV2-2 ni. — Post Office, at the rail, station. — Telegraph
Office, Skolhusgatan 38.— Steamer to the Finnish coast-towns (see p. 240).

also to the Swedish coast-towns. — British Vice-Consul, Karl Kurten. —
Lloyd's Agent, Arvid Ndsman, Sandogatau 2. — Needlework, etc., may
be purchased at the S15jdbutik, Handels-Esplanade 20.

Vasa, officially styled Nikolaistad, Finn. Nikolain-Kauimnki^
picturesquely situated on the peninsula of KlemeisOj is the seat of

the Governor of the Lan and of one of the three Supreme Courts of

Finland, and also the chief commercial town of Osterbotten (East

Bothnia). Pop. 22,000. The town, which was founded in 1606, received

its municipal charter, with the right to bear the name and arms of the

Vasas, five years later. The original town (Gamla-Vasa, see above)

was burned down in 18.V2 and was rebuilt on its present site (3 M.
farther to the N.W.) under the name of Nikolaistad in 1862.— From
the railway station we follow the Hofriitts- Esplanade to theNikolai-

Torg, containing the Lutheran Church of the l^iifity, built in the

Gothic style by Setterberg in 1863, and the Town Hall, built by Isa^us.

To the S. of this square is the Greek Catholic Church, commanding
a view of the sea. To the W. of it, on the sea, is the Supreme Court,
a large building surrounded by a park. Close by, to the N., Sando-
gjitan 1, is a T/ifdoricfd Mtiffetnit (adm. 25 p.).

A little to the N. lios the island of lir<'in(tfi, (connected with the town
bv ;) bridge, and containing docks, factoritis, and warehouses. To the W.
of the towji are the islundH of Sandii, with a puhli«; park, and Vonklot,
with a harbour and numerous villaH, hoth also connected with tho town
by hridf^dH. — Korshohn, a little to tin* S. of Old Viisa, formerly a royal
domain and farm with a fortified chatoau, is now an af^ricnltnrjil hcIjooI.

— The 'Great Quarkcn', formijig the chwunel iMitwr'on Finbind and Swedon,
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is here only about 80 M. wide, and in winter is generally frozen hard
•Plough for traffic acrosR it. Thus, on March 17th, 1800, the Russians under
Barclay de Tolly marched from here to Umea over the ice.

The Railway from Seinajoki to Tornea at first runs to the

N. across the level plains of Osterbotten (E. Bothnia). Farther on

it bends somewhat to the E. and ascends gradually to the wooded
region. Between Seinajoki and Uleaborg we cross 121 bridges.

Beyond (424 Kil. or 263 M. from Helsingi'ors) Narmo we twice cross

the Lappim (Einn. Lapvanjoki). 442 Kil. Lapua, a large village

with a monument commemorating the battle between the Russians

and Finns on July 8th, 1808. 456 Kil. Kauhava (230 ft.; Rail.

Restaurant) is known for its manufacture of curious knives (on sale

;it the railway station). 474 Kil. Hdrmd. The train descends along

the Lapuanjoki to (497 Kil.) Jeppo (¥mi\. Jepua)^ and bends slightly

to the N.e'.~510 Kil. (317 M.) Kovjoki.

About 51/0 M. to the W. of Kovjoki (branch-line), and 2V2 M. from
the mouth of the Lai)uanjoki in the Gulf of Bothnia, on two rapids formed
l)y that river (view from the liridge), lies Nykarleby, Finnish Uusikar-
l^'Py^) {Stads-Hotel, R. 2^i\^-S^/.^, dej. 1V2> !>• ^V2 i^.), a small town with
1250 inhab. and a normal school. Z(ikri>^ Topeliti^ (1818-98), a popular
Finnish poet, was born here. About ;5 M. to the S. lies Jutajs, the scene
of a Swedish victory over the Russians on Sept. 13th, 1808. It contains a

handsome monument erected in 1885, with a medallion-portrait of Colonel
von Dobeln, leader of the Swedes. The decisive battle of the campaign,
however, in which the Russians were victorious, took place on Sept, 14th,

1808, at Oravais, 21 M. to the S., on the road to Vasa.

The railway now once more approaches the coast.— .519 Kil.

(322 U.) Bennds.
From Benniis a branch-railway runs to (8 Kil. or 5 M.) Jakobstad.,

Finn. Pietarsaari (Stads-Hotel, R. 8V2-f> m- 1 cab from rail, station to the
town 75 p., from the harbour IV2 ni-)> f^^n industrial and commercial town
with 6700 inhabitants. Its port, with which it is connected by railway, lies

2 M. from the town, on the island of Alholm (Alheda Temperance Rest-
aurant). A good view is obtained from the tower of the town-hall, which
lies 1/4 M. to tiie W. of the rail, station. — Jakobstad was the birthplace
of J. L. Runeberg (1804-77), and 2^2 M. to the N.Pl of the town (cab IV4 m.)

and 1 M. to the F. of Alholm, is Runeberg's Stuga, a favourite resort of

the poet in his youth. - Al)Out
'-'/h

M. to the S. (cab 75 p.) is the parish

church of Pedersn. built of granite blocks about 1250.

Farther on we cross several littoral streams. — 526 Kil. Kdllby.

552 Kil. (343 M.) G-amla-Karleby, Finn. KokJcola (Societets-

has, opposite the rail, station, R. '2^/.^-ij m. ; Brit, vice-consul, Carl

J. ForsmJ, a trading-town with 4100 inhab., founded in 1620. The
port Yxjnla lies 3 M. to the W. of the town (railway <> times daily,

fare 25 p.; carr. 2 m.).

In June, 1854, a small detachment of Knglish sailors and marines
lauded here to compel the burgomaster to surrender the public funds in

his hands, but fell into an ambuscade and lost their leader. A flotilla

of small ])oats afterwards endeavoured to avenge this check, but were
beaten orf by the tire of th«; soldiery from Vasa, with the loss of a gun
:«nd 2*^ seamen. One of the boats was also captured, and is still exhibited
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here. The pretty Cemetery coutains a monument to the memoiy of three
English seamen who fell on this occasion.

The railway now turns to the E. and crosses the Perhoiijoki.

At (592 Kil.) KannuSj where a halt of 20 min. is made for dinner, we
cross the Lestijoki. At (614 Kil.) Sievi we cross the Sievijoki, and

at (631 Kil.) YUvieska we cross the Kalajoki. At (643 Kil.)

Kangas, the train turns to the N., and just short of (659 Kil.)

Oidainen it crosses the PyhajokL— 699 Kil. (434 M.) Lajypi

(Rail. Restaurant).

From Lappi a branch-railway runs to (28 Kil. or 17V2 M.) Brahestad,
Finn. Raahe {Lagerstam . R. 2-5 m. : cab from the rail, station to the town
50 p.; bathing-house on the beach), a clean-looking town of 3600 inhab.
in the parish of Salo, founded by Count Per Brahe in 1649. It posses-
ses a good harbour and carries on considerable trade and manufactures.
About 1/3 M. to the N.W. of the rail. statio,n is a square, with a bronze
statue of Per Brahe, a replica of that in Abo (p. 235). A little to the
N. is a wooden church dating from 1651. — Salo, 3 M. to the S. of

Brahestad, has a quaint church of 1622, with mural paintings and images
of saints.

Near (706 Kil.) Ruiikki we cross the Siikajoh'. At (729 Kil.)

Ldminka the train reaches the coast, which it skirts to (742 Kil.)

Kempele.

754 Kil. (468 M.) Ulei-borg.-The i?m7iya//-S'irt^/o;< lies to the E.
of the town. — Hotels. Societetshu^, R. 31/2-6, d(^j. 2, D. 3, S. 2 m.; Nya
Hotel, at the station, R. lV>-3, dcj. IV4, D. 1V,> m., a temperance house;
Turist-IIotel, at the station, similar prices. — Restaurant. Raatti, on the
island of that name. — Cab from the rail, station or the Kurkela bridge
to the town 75, per drive 50 p., per hr. 21/2 wi- — British Yice-Consul,
J. R. Wecknian. — Lloyd's Agent, Viktor Hdckert. - Steam Launches
to Raatti 10 p., to Toppila (sec below) 20 p.

Uledhorg, Finn. Oulu, a prosperous commercial and industrial

town (leather) with 21,000 inhab., founded in 1605, lies on the left

bank of the Oulunjoki, at the point where it flows into the Gulf of

Bothnia. PVoni the rail, station we follow the Stationsgata for

7 min., and then proceed to the right through the Kyrkogata to

the Franzen Esplanade, in which is a bronze bust (by Stonberg) of

F. M. Franzen, the poet, who was a native of Ulcaborg (1772-

1847). On the N. side of the Esplanade is the house of the governor

of the province; on the E. side is the church, nenr which is the grave

of Messenius (p. 217). About 7.2 M. to the N., in the Merikoski^
are the Frihetshohnarne or Ishmds of Freedom. A little to the

\.W. of the Esplanade is a bridge leading to the island of Raatti.

The curious funnel-shaped wooden structures (so-called Pata) here

projecting into the river are for catching salmon, and are generally

cleared about 5 p.m.
A branch-line runs to the N.W. to (1 Kil.) Tojt^jilii, the port of

Ule^iborg, containing a large tar-depot (50-60,000 barrels annually).

From UleAhoro to the Rapidh of the Oulunjoki. We f^rst take the
steamer to Muhon (p. 218), then go on by land to (8 M.) Merihl (p. 218),

whence wo descend the rapids in ;i hmimII boat (comi). p. 218). A motor
service to Vaala is in view.
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The railway to TorDe& (53 bridges) crosses the Oulunjoki just

beyond Ule&borg, and then runs to the N. at a short distance

from the E. coast of the Gulf of Bothnia.— 859 Kil. (534 M.)

Kcnii (Rail. Restaurant; Anna KienielS's Inn), a small town with

•2000 inhabitants.
From Komi a branch-line (lit Kil. or 71 M., in 4V2 hrs.) runs to tho N.E.

up the risrht bank of the Kemijoki, which is often visible from the train,

to Jiovaiiiemi (inn), a small town at the confluence of the Ounasjoki,
(U'sconding- from the N., with the Kemijoki. Opposite, on tho left bank
of the Kemijoki (sbort boat-trip, then V2 hr.'s walk), rises the hill of

Ounasvaara (710 ft.), from which the midnight sun may bo seen between
June 18th and June 28tli.

The train to Tornea crosses the Kemijoki (see above).

885 Kil. (550 M.) Torne&, Finn. Tornio (SodetetshusJ. From
the rail, station, which lies on the left bank of the wide and rapid

Torniojokij a steam-ferry plies to the little town (1700 inhab.), sit-

uated on the right bank. It is the northernmost town in Finland, and

lies on the Swedish frontier. The wooden church built in 1684 is

still in its original condition, and contains some ceiling paintings.

Many salmon are caught in the Torniojoki.— To the 8. is a bridge

leading across a shallow arm of the river to the Swedish town of

Haparcmda (Stads-Hotel, very fair). For details, see Baedekei^'a

Xorway and Sweden.
About 54 M. (87 Kil.) to the N". of Tornea, on the Finnish side of the

boundary, at the confluence of the Ten^eli with the Torniojoki, rises

the hill of Avasaxa (780 ft.), which is visited annually on June 22-25th

by crowds of tourists for the view of the midnight sun (the Ounasvaara,
see above, is more accessible). The top, on which stands a shelter-hut,

is reached by a climb of 3/4 hr. Numerous names of visitors have been
carved in the rock here. The trip to Avasaxa and back takes three days
by carriage (30 m., with two horses 50 m.); there is also a motor service.

Nightquarters are provided at the farms of Hanniikka and Jtmso^ but
the traveller should bring his own provisions.
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Route Page

32. From Warsaw to Moscow via Brest and Smolensk . 248
From Siedlce to Polotzk. From Brest-Litovsk to Kholm

;

to Bryansk 249. — From Smolensk to Orel ; to Sukhinitchi
253 .— From Vyazma to Tula. Borodino 254.— Monastery
of St. Sabas 255.

33. From Kiga to Moscow 255

a. Via Smolensk 255
From Polotzk to Bologoye 255.

b. Via Kreuzburg and Kzhev 256
Monastery of the New Jerusalem 256.

34. From St. Petersburg to Vitebsk (Kiev) 257
From Vitebsk to Zhlobin 257.

35 Prom St. Petersburg to Tchelyabinsk (Siberia) via

Vyatka 258
From Perm to Yekaterinburg via Biser 259. — From
Yekaterinburg to Omsk via Tyumen 261.

36. From St. Petersburg to Staraya Russa (Pskov) via

Novgorod 261
37. From St. Petersburg to Moscow 266

From Bologoye to Pskov 266; to Ruibinsk 267.— From
Likhoslavl to Vyazma 267.

38. Moscow 269
I. Arrival. Departure. Railway Stations 269.— II. Hotels.
Restaurants 270. — III. Carriages. Tramways. Steamers
271.— IV. Post and Telegraph Offices. Consulates.
Police Stations. Commissionnaires 272. — V. Theatres.
Concerts. Clubs 273. —VI. Churches. Physicians. Chem-
ists. Baths. Shops. Banks 278.— VII. Principal Attrac-
tions. Distribution of Time 274.

a. The Kremlin 278. — b. Inner City (Kitai-Gorod) 296.
— r. South-West Quarter .'iOl.— d. North-West Quarter
308. — e. North-East Quarter 310. — f. East Quarter
312. — g. South-East Quarter 314.— h. South Quarter 315.

39. Environs of Moscow 320
a. Tcherkizovo. Izmailovo 320. — b. Kuskovo. Kosino 321.
— c.Lyublino. Kolomenskoye. Tzaritzuiiio321.— d. Kun-
t/evo 322. - ('. Petrovski Park. Petrovsko-Razumov-
skoye. Tushiiio. Arkhangelskoyo. Ilyinskoye 323. —
f. Ostankino. Alexcycvskoye 321.

40. From Moscow to the Troitzko-Scrgiyovskuya Lavra 325

41. From Mo8C(^w to Kostroma via Scrgiyevo and Yaros-

lavl 328
From Aloxjindrov to Ivanovo 328.

42. From Yaroslavl to Archang*;! 334
Solovetzki (Convent '.i'M't.

Babdskkk*!! Russia. 16
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Route Page

43. From Moscow to Nizhni-Novgorod 336
Suzdal. From Novki to Kineshma 338.

44. Xizhni-Novgorod 339
45. Voyage down the Volga from Tver to Nizhni-Novgo-

rod, Kazan, and Suizran 347
From Kazan to Perm 354.

46. From Moscow to Tula and Kursk (Kharkov, Sebas-

topol) 359
From Tula to Yeletz. From Gorbatchovo to Bogoyav-
lensk 361.- From Orel to Gryazi 362. — From Kursk
to Konotop (Kiev) 363.

47. From Moscow to Kazan 364
48. From Moscow^ to Samara (Siberia, Tashkent) . . . 364

a. Via Tula and Ryazhsk (Siberia) 364
b. Via Ryazan (Rostov -on -the -Don) and Ryazhsk

(Siberia) 366
Zaraisk 366.

c. Via Ryazan and Ruzayevka (Orenburg, Tashkent) 367
49. From Samara to Orenburg (Tashkent) 367
50. From (Moscow) Samara to Tchelyabinsk (Siberia) . 369

32. Prom Warsaw to Moscow via Brest
and Smolensk.

1224 V. (811 M.). Express train, with through-carriages, in 241/2 hrs.

Fares 30 rh. 40, 20 rb. 60 cop.; reserved seat (p. xxiii) 2 rb. 40 cop.; sleep-

ing-car 9 rb. 80, 7 rb. 35 co]). Train de luxe once weekly in 24 hrs. (fare

44 rb. 10 cop.). Ordinary train in 37 hrs.; fares 24 rb. 50, 14 rb. 70 cop.
Most of the trains start from the Brest Station, but some of the expresses
start from the Kovel Station. The line between Brest and Moscow was
christened the Alexander Railwaij in 1912, in memory of the events of 1812.

From Wirballen via Vilna (carriages changcnl), Novo -Vileisk, and
Minsk (junctioji-line between the two stations; change) to (1067 V. or

707 M.) Moscow in 251/4 hrs. (fares 22 rb. 50, 13 rb. 50 cop.; extra charge
for express train and reserved seat); the through-carriages from Wirballen
to Moscow take no less than 36 hrs.

WcirsaWj see p. 9. The train runs towards the E. and at first

traverses the battlefield of Grochow (p. 25).— 35 V. Novo-Minsk,
a town of 7000 inhab. on the Srebrna, which must not be confounded

with the capital of the government of Minsk (p. 250). Branch-rail-

ways run to (25 V.) Pilawa (p. 27) and to (33 V.) Tluszcz (p. 44).

84 V. (56 M.) Siedlce, C-fe/iJiem*, or Syedletz {Bail. Restanr-

aid; Victoria^ R. 1-2 rb., D. 70 cop.; cab from the station to the

town 25 cop.), a town of 34,000 inhab., contains a large chateau,

formerly belonging to Prince Oginski, and an interesting old build-

ing, which once served as town hall.— A branch-railway runs hence

to (63 v.; 2V2 Ill's.) Malkinia (p. 44).
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From Siedlce to Polotzk, 594 V. (394 M.), railway in 18 hrs. —
Beyond (41 V.) Plydteroioo we cross the Bug. 85 V. Tcheremkha, the

junction for the railway from Bialystok to Brest-Litovsk (p. 45); 113 V.

Gdinovka (p. 45). Beyond (131 V.) Ndrevka we cross the stream of that

name.— Just short of (185 V.) Bagrationovskaya (Rail. Restaurant; p. 45)

we cross the Rossa, and before reaching (219 V.) Mosti (Rail. Restaurant)

we cross the Niemen. From Mosti a branch-line runs to (55 V.) Grodno

(p. 45). —288 V. Lida (Rail. Restaurant; p. 39). Beyond (353 V.) Voigyani
(Rail. Restaurant) we skirt the Berezina at places. 407 V. Molodetchno
(Rail. Restaurant; p. 39). We now cross the Viliyd. 488 V. Parafiariovo
(Rail. Restaurant). After passing (526 V.) Podsvilye the train traverses

a hilly and wooded region, dotted with numerous lakes.— As we approach
(594 V. or 394 M.) Polotzk (p. 255) we cross the Dvind.

110 V. (73 M.) Lukcho (Rail. Restaurant), a town with 10,500

inhab., whence a branch-line runs S.W. to (57 V.; 2 hrs.) Ivangorod

(p. 27) and another to the S. to (104 V.; 4 hrs.) Lublin (p. 28).

159 V. Biafa, B-fejia, a district town with 22,000 inhab. situated

on the Krzna or Trzna.— The train now skirts the fortifications

of Brest, and crosses the Bug by an iron lattice bridge.

199V. (132M.)Brest-Lit6vsk(BpecTT>-JlHTOBCKi>), Pol. Brzesc
Litewslci (445 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant, very fair; Victoi^ia, Bristol,

Yevropa, R. 1^2"^ ^'b. ; cab from station to town 30 cop.), a town of

57,000 inhab. (half of them Jews) in the government of Grodno, is

the seat of a Greek Catholic bishop and the headquarters of the 19th

Army Corps. It consists of the new town, laid out in 1833 on the

right bank of the Muchawiec, which here flows into the Bug, and

of the strong fortress on the right bank of the Bug, 1^4 M. distant.

From Brest-Litovsk to Kholm, 107 V. (71 M.), railway in 4 hrs.

—

61 V. WlodavM, a district town with 11,700 inhab. on the upper Bug; 100 V.
Ruda, with glass-works.— 107 V. Kholm, see p. 29.

From Brest-Litovrk to Bryansk, 757 V. (502 M.), railway in 26 hrs.

The railway traverses, from W. to E., the Poiyesye (noJiliCBe, i.e. *for-

est land'), a large triangular district (33, BOO sq. M. in extent) consisting
of forests, marshes, lakes, and meadows, between Brest-Litovsk, Mohilev,
and Kiev; drainage operations were begun in 1875. — At (24: Y.) Zhdbink

a

(p. 250) our line diverges to the right from that to Minsk, and follows
the left hank of the Pripet. 4,CiY. Kobrln (Rail. Restaurant), a district

town with 11,300 inhab. on the Dnieper & Bug Canal. — 159 V. Pinsk (Rail.

Restaurant; Bassevitch, Bolshaya Kiyevskaya, R. 60 cop. to 2^/.^Yh.; cab from
the station to the town 40 co]).), the chief town of a district in the govern-
ment of Minsk, with 37,000 inhab. (incl. many Jews), situsited on the Pijia.

It contains large factories for making Russian leather. A steamer plies

hence via the prettily situated town of Mozuir (see below) to (2 days) Kiev
(p. .877).— 214 V. Lf/ninHz (Rail. Restaurant), see ]). 39; 283 V. Zhitkovitrhl
(Rail. Restaurant). About 12 V. (8 M.) to the S. <.f the station of (380 V.)
Mozuir CRail. Restaurant) is the above-mentioned town of 10,700 inhab.
(i/voshtchik in summer I'/a rb.), i\(\ V. VusilrvHchi (Hail. Restaurant).
Beyond M56 V.) UyeJchitza (Rail. Restaurant) we cross the Dnic^per, and
beyond (497 V.) jtoiatl (p. 39) wo cross the Sozh. - From (6(54 V.) Novo-
zuihknr (Rail. Restaurant), a district-town in the govMMiiment of Tcherni-
gov, with 21, .500 inhal)., a branch-railway runs to (1 i;i V.) yorgorod-SyeverHk
fllail. Restaurant), an old town of tin; government of 'I'cheinigov, with
12,700 inhiih., situated on the DeMJuL — C,2H V. Undtcha, 679 V. Potcht^),
both with rail, restaurants. -757 V. (502 .\f.) IWyansk, Hee p. 376.

From Brest-Litovsk to OffrMso, see R. 52; to lihdyHtnk, sec p. 45.
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The train runs tlirouo;!! the ^vooded and monotonous governments
of Grodno (occupied by White Russians

; p. xli), Minsk, and Smolensk.
— 224 y. Zhdbinka\'iKa6uHKR); to Bryansk, see p. 249. 292 V.

Poc/odhio {RrW. Restaurant); 389 V. Bardnomtchij the junction of

the railways to Bialystok (p. 45), and to Yilna and Rovno (p. 39).

520 V. (345 M.) Minsk. — There are two Railway Stations (both
with restaurants), the Brest Station to the S.W. of the town, tlie Romni
Station to the S. — Hotels. Grand-Hotel Garni, Sakluiryevskaya, at the
corner of the Bogodyelnaya ; Paris. Sakharyevskaya, adjoining the Lutheran
Church, with a good restaurant; Xovo-Moskovskatja, Sakharyevskaya 86,
R. l-5Vii. D. (2-5 p.m.) 1 rb., with a restaurant frequented ])y Germans;
Odessa, opposite the Grand-Hotel. — Cab from the railway stations to tlie

town 50 or 40 cop.— Tramway from the railway stations through the town
6 cop.— Post & Telegraph Office, Guberiiatorskaya.

Minsk, the capital of the government of the same name, is

situated on both sides of the Svislott'hj a tributary of the Berezina,

and is the seat of a Greek Catholic bishop and the headquarters of

the 4th Army Corps. It contains 105,000 inhab, one-half of whom
are Jews, and carries on an important trade, holding a yearly fair

in March. The lines of streets leading from the railway stations

(tramway, see above) unite at the corner of the Sakharyevskaya and

the Kolomenskaya. To reach this point from the Brest Station we
first take a few steps to the right, then proceed to the left through

the Moskovskaya, and, beyond the Libau & Romni Railway, turn

to the right into the Sakharyevskaya (25 min.). From the Romni
Station we turn to the left, then follow the Peterburgskaya to the

right, and finally turn to the left and follow the Kolomenskaya to

the Sakharyevskaya (10 min.). Proceeding along the Sakharyevskaya

to the right, we reach (10 min.) the Gubernatorskaya, one of the

chief business-streets. Here we proceed either in a straight direc-

tion, passing the Lutheran Church, to the Alexander Square (r.),

or we may turn to the left along the Gubernatorskaya and reach the

(4 min.) Sobornaya Sq., on the right side of which are the District

Courts and the Greek Catholic Cathedral of SS. Peter & Paul,

founded in the 16th cent, and rebuilt in 1857, while to the left are

the House of the Governor and the Roman Catholic Cathedral.

About 5 min. to the E. of the Alexander Square is the Governor's

Garden, where a band plays on summer evenings.

From Minsk to Vilna or to Romni, see p. 89.

597 V. (396 M.) Borisov (Bail Restaurant). The town of the

same name (Kommertcheshaya Hotel), the chief town of a district,

lies 2 M. to the N. of the station (cab 50 cop.), on the left bank of

the Berezina, (p. 251) and contains 19,400 inhab. (half of them Jews).

— About 8 M. to the N.W. of Borisov (carr. in 1^/2 hr.; fare, there &
back, 3-4 rb.), lies the village of StudyonJca (see p. 251) on a slope

rising from the left bank of the Berezina. The spot where the

French crossed the river in 1812 is now marked by two simple

monuments. Comp. the Tnset Map, p. 251.
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Beyond Borisov the course of the railway corresponds pretty

closely with the line of retreat followed by the French Grande

Armee in 1812. A certain historical interest is thus imparted to

our journey, which oifers few scenic attractions. Just beyond Bori-

sov we cross the Berezina by a long bridge. This river, which
is nowhere more than about 100 ft. wide, winds sluggishly and

circuitously through a tract of marshy pastures, 74"V2 ^^- ^^^ width.
On the evening of Nov. 13th (Nov. 25th), 1812, the day before the

famous passage of the Berezina by the French, the main body of Napoleon's
crippled army was either at Borisov or on the way to it. In all Napoleon
haa 31,000 men under arms, with 250 guns, besides 35,000 disorganized
and unarmed stragglers.— On Nov. 14th, when the French began to cross
the Berezina, it had overflowed its banks and was full of large masses
of ice. The right bank of the Berezina was guarded by a Russian corps
of 31,500 men under Tchitchagov, but Napoleon managed to deceive this

general as to his intended place of crossing, and succeeded after incredible
exertions in constructing two wooden bridges at Studyonka (Cxy^eHKa).
On Nov. 15th Napoleon crossed the river with the Old Guard. On Nov. 16th
the French on the left bank, under Victor, were attacked by Wittgenstein
at the head of 30,000 men, wliile a simultaneous attack was delivered by
Tchitchagov against Oudinot and Ney on the right bank. Tlie French,
however, succeeded in maintaining their positions. In the niglit of Nov.
16-17th Marshal Victor, who had covered the passage of the main body,
also crossed to the right bank of the Berezina. All semblance of order
was now lost, and the rumour that Kutuzov's army was approaching
intensified the fear and confusion. A general sauve qui pent took place,
and thousands of unhappy soldiers were drowned in the river. The total

French loss amounted to 30,000 men.— Of the army of 108,000 men with
which Napoleon had left Moscow nothing now remained but 36,000 de-
moralized fugitives, making their way as best they could to Vilna.

720 V. (477 M.) Orsha (Rail. Restaurant). The town of this name,
which is first mentioned in 1067, is the capital of a district and is

prettily situated on both banks of the Dnieper, 2 M. to the S. of

the rail, station (cab 60 cop.). Pop. 21,000, mostly Jews. Branch-
lailways run N. to Vitebsk (p. 257) and S. to Mohilev (Zhlobin,

pp. 257, 258).— 760 V. Krdsnoye (Rail. Restaurant). At the little

town of Krdsnoye, 13 M. to the S. of (790 V.) Gusino, the corps of

Ney and Davout were almost annihilated in the battles of Nov. 3rd
and 6th (O.S.), during the retreat of the French army.

832 V. (552 ]\I.j Smolensk, Cmojighckt,. _ Rail. Restaurant, very
fair. -Hotels, (irand- Hotel (1*1. b; (J, 4, 5). Bolshaya IJiagovye.shtchen-
skuya, R. •74-3rb.; YevroperHkaya (Pi. a; C, 4), Pi'ishkinskaya 2, with
j)l»;?iHure-garden and variety-theatre, It. 'V4-3 i h., B. 00, 1). (1-5 ]).ni.) OO-TO cop.
KooiiiM (l'/a-2rb.; D. 1 rb.) may also be obtained in the Clut) of the Noblesse
fI>jiaroj)6;iHoo co6pJiiiie; PI. c, B, (J, 4), Pi'ishkinskaya (well spoken of).

—

Cah (with two horH(!H; from the railway stations to lh(! town 50, from the
t<^wn to the station 40, per drive 20, j»cr hr. 40 cop. Sleiglis (in winter)
30, 25, 15, 30co]). -Emcctkm; '1'uamvvavh rnn fiom the stalions through
the t(.wn. — PoHT & Tki.k«kai'H Ofkick (I'i. IJ, 4), in th(! l*otchtamtskaya.

^'iiiolinsk (590 ft.;, tlie capital of tlie government of the same
naiue and the headquarters of tin; 13th Army Corps, contains 71,000
inhab. and is prettily situated on lioth banks of the Dnieper. 'J'he
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iiKjin and older part of the town is enclosed by a wall and lies

aniiil trees on the left bank, which slopes abruptly to the RdtclievkUy

the TcJmrilovkaj and the Dnieper. The St. Petersburg Suburb, con-

taining the two railway stations, lies upon the right side of the river.

Smolensk, the 'Key and the Gate of Russia', was, according to the
ancient chronicler Nestor, the capital of the Slavonic Kvivltchi (Krevos
or Krevs). Towards the end of the 9th cent. Oleg (p. xlvii) descended the
Dnieper to Kiev, conquering on liis way Smolensk, Tchernigov, and the
other Slavonic towns ou that river. Down to 1054 the province of Smolensk
formed part of the principality of Kiev, and afterwards it frequently
changed masters. Among the numerous sieges it underwent was an
attack by Muscovites and Tartars in 1340. In 1408 the town surren-
dered, after a siege of 7 weeks, to the Lithuanians. It attained its

greatest prosperity in the IGth cent, when it is said to have contained
200,000 iiihahitants. In 1514 it was captured by the Muscovites under
Grand-Prince Yasili III., and in 1011 by the Poles, who ceded it to Russia
in 1007. — At the beginning of Aug., 1812, the two Russian Armies of
the West, under Bagration and Barclay de Tolly, joined their forces at

Smolensk, to which Gneisenau had already advanced 'the real line of

defence'. On Aug. 4th (16th) the French advanced against the town, which
was defended by Dokhturov. During the two days' battle (Aug. 5th and Gth)

for the possession of Smolensk, the greater part of the town was burned
to the ground. On the retreat of the Grande Armee Napoleon entered the

town on Oct. 28th (Nov. 9th) and spent four days here in a vain attempt
to reorganize his demoralized forces.

From the railway stations (PL A, 2) we proceed to the S.E., cross

the (25 min.) Dnieper bridge, and enter the old town. This is sur-

rounded by the remains of a crenelated brick and stone wall fully

3 31. long, 30-50 ft. high, and 10-20 ft. thick, dating from the time

of Boris Godunov (1596-1602). It was originally strengthened with

38 square and other towers, but only 16 of these are extant.

On a hill to the S. of the bridge lies the Cathedral of the As-

sumption (YcneHCKiii co56pT>; PI. C, 3), a huge building with five

domes, dominating the whole city. It was founded at the beginning of

the 12th cent., destroyed by the Poles in 1611, after their capture

of the town, and restored in 1772. In the interior is an ikonostas

of gilded lime-wood, 33 ft. high. On the pillar in front of it,

to the left, is a wiuding-shcot embroidered with the Entombment,

dating from 1561 (ITjiauianHLta), and on that to the right is a

wonder-working picture of the Virgin, said to have been painted

by St. Luke. This was brought to Tchernigov about the middle of

the 11th cent, by the Greek Princess Anna and was transferred to

Smolensk in 1103.— In the Bolshaya Blagovyeshtchenskaya, the main

street of the town, stands the District Covrt (OicpyjiciiOH cy^^^;

PI. 9, C4), from which the Pushkinskaya leads towards the W. On
the left side of this latter street is the Lutheran Church (PL B, 4).

In the Public Garden is a bronze statue of M. I. Glinka (PL 16;

B, C, 5), the composer of the opera 'A Life for the Tzar' (b. in the

province of Smolensk in 1804, d. in 1857). The monument, designed

by Bock, was unveiled in 1885. In the Dvoryanskaya, a little to

the S., is the Duma (PI. B, 5), on the third floor of which is a small
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Archseological Museum (open free on Wed. & Sun., 12-3). The fire-

watcher's tower in the same building affords an admirable view

(186 steps). The W. prolongation of the Piishkinskaya leads to the

so-called Kinr/s Bastion (KopojieBCKan Kpinocxt; PL A, 4), the

citadel built by Sigismund III. of Poland in 1611. To the E. of the

citadel is the Monument of1812 (PI. 14), a cast-iron pyramid erected

in 1841 to commemorate the battles around Smolensk.— On the N.

side of the Molokhovskaya Square (PI. B, 5) are a memorial to Lieut.

Col. von Engelhard (PI. 15), who was shot here by the French iu

1812, and (a little to the W.) the New Monument of 1812, by
Schutzmann (1913). On the E. side of the square is the Historical

and Ethnological Museum of Princess M. K. Tenisheva (PL 17),

containing collections of archaeology, ethnology, and local art, Old

Russian silverware, pictures of saints, old prints & engravings, and

musical instruments (including 'balalaikas' with modern paintings).

The museum is open on Thurs. & Sun., 10-3 (adm. 15 cop.); it is

closed from June to Sept., but strangers may obtain admission by
applying to the Conservator Bartchevski, who lives in the building.

The ^churches of SS. Peter & Paul (PL A, 2; the W. part rebuilt),

and of the Archangel Michael (also called Svirskaya; beyond

PL A, 3), are two quaint-looking buildings of the 12th century. In

the latter church is the tomb of its founder, Prince David Rosti-

slavitch (d. 1197).

From Smolensk to Orel, 361V. (239 M.), railway in 10 hr.s. The
railway runs through a wooded region via (56 V.) Potchindk (Rail. Re-
staurant) to (111 V.) Roslavl (650 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), a district-town
in the government of Smolensk, situated on the Oster (prou. Ostyor) and
containing 27,500 inhabitants. — Beyond (147 V.) Syeshtchinskaya the train

enters the government of Orel. Interminable undulating plains lie on
both sides of the track. Large areas are planted with rye, buckwheat,
and flax. The villages lie closer together than in the governments more
to^he W. The houses are well built, clean, and larger; their facades
are often adorned with quaint and attractive wood-carvings. — We next
pass through the Bryansk Forest. 183 V. Zhiikovka (Rail. Restaurant);
236 V. Bryansk (525 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), see p. 376; 277 V. Kardtchev
(Rail. Restaurant), a district-town with 20,700 inhab., mentioned as early
as 1146; 303 V. Khotuin^tz (825 ft.), the highest point on the line froui

Riga to Orel. — 361V. (239 M.) Or^l, see p. 361.

From Smolensk to Sukhinitchi, 220 V. (145 M.), railway iu 8 hrs.

—

76 V. Vdlnya; 133 V. Spas-Demensk6ye. — 220 Y. Sukhinitchi {^. SK)).

From Smolensk to Riga, see R. 33a.

891 V. Ydrtzevo (Rail. Restaurant).— Beyond (928 V.) Doro-
gobuzh (Rail. Restaurant) we cross the Dnieper. The town of that

name (pop. 7G()()) lies 14 M. to the 8. of tlie Dnieper.

997 V. (GGl M.) Vyazma or Bhslmb {Bail. Restaurant;
Cenfrdlnaya, R. 1-2^.^ rb.; izvoslitchik from the station to the

town 40-45 cop.), the chief town of a district in tiic govrrnnirnt of

Smolensk, lies on the Vyazma. Pop. 29, GOO. The Vyazcmskiye Pry-

aniki (a kind of gingerbread) madr here enjoy a great reputation.
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From Vyazma to Tula, 279 V. (185 M.), railway in 8 hrs. The rail-

way runs towards the S.E. — 155 V. Kaluga (475 ft.; Rail . Restaurant

;

Riga, Kutuzovskaya 101, R. 2/4-2, D. 1 rb., omn. 30cop. ; Kuloji, Nikit-
skaya, good cuisine at both), the capital of the government of tlie same
name and the seat of the Bishop of Kaluga and Borovsk, lies on the left

bank of the Ok^d, whicli is here about 220 yds. wide, and on the Ydtchenka,
which here joins the larger river. Pop. 55,000. The town lies about 2 M.
to the S.W. of the railway station (izv6shtchik to the town in summer 50-60,

in winter 40-50 cop.). There is a good bathing-establishment on tlie Oka.
In 1C)11 the second False Demetrius was shot by the Tartar prince Uriisov
while hunting near Kaluga. The house in which the False Demetrius
lived with Marina Mniszek (/jBop^ut MapiiHBi MHiimeKt) is still well
preserved, and now contains a historical museum (open daily, 11-3; adm.,
10 coj).). The town park on the Oka contains a restaurant and music
pavilion and commands a fine and extensive view. There is a Lutheran
church. A branch-railway runs from Kaluga to (17 V.) Tikhonova-Pustuin
(p. 376).— Between (220 Y.) Alexin (Rail. Restaurant) and (228 V.) Ryuri-
kovo the train crosses the Oka. — 279 V. (185 M.) Tula, see p. 360.

From Vyazma to Likhosldvl, see p. 267.

1056 V. Gzhatsk {TmRTCWh; Rail. Restaurant), a town of

9700 inhab.and capital of a district in the government of Smolensk.
— 1095 V. Uvdrovka. About I672 M. to the N. (cab 4-5 rb., there

& back) lies the village of Foryetchyej containing the chateau of

Count Uvarov with its rich collections of art and archaeology.

1111 V. (736 M.) Borodino. At the rail, station is the Borodino

Museum, with portraits, maps, etc. (key with the station-master).

The undulating plain that stretches N. from the station to the (21/2 M.)
village of Borodino was, on Aug. 26th (Sept. 7th), 1812, the scene of the

Battle of Borodin6, which the French call the 'Bataille de la Moskova',
though that river lies 41/2 M. to the E. of the village. The Russian army
under Kutuzov, consisting of 104,000 men, with 637 guns, took up its

position here in a final effort to save Moscow from Napoleon, who had
over 124,000 men with 587 guns, under his command. The points against
which the French directed their chief attack were the three Bagration
Redoubts near Semenovskoye and the Rayev Redoubt ('Grande Redoute'),
all of which were assaulted with great spirit but no less valiantly de-
fended. At the end of the day the French were in possession of the
hard-won field, though they allowed the Russians to retire unpursued. It

was the most sanguinary battle that Napoleon ever fought, as the French
casualties amounted to 28,000 and those of the Russians to 44,000. — At
the railway station carriages may be procured for a drive round the battle-

field, taking 4-5 hrs. (3-3V2 rb.). Borodino is best visited from Moscow
(provisions should be taken). To the N.W. of the station is the village
of Semenovskoye, where ('/a fir. from the station) the road divides. To
the left we reach in 8 min. the Nunnery of Spdso-Borodinski, founded in

1833 on the site of the Bagration Redoubts, whence another Va hr. brings
us to the Shevardinski Redoubt (lUeBap^HHCKift pe;iyri>), a little to the
W., with a French monument erected in 1913. The road straight on from
Semenovskoye leads in 1/4 hr. to the site of the Rayev Redotiht (Baxapefl
PaeBCKaro), with a monument erected by the Russians in 1839; thence we
proceed N. to the (Vihr.) village oiBorodino, on the Kalotcha brook, witli

an imperial cha,teau. The church-tower affords a view of the battlefield.

1121 V. Mozhaisk (MoHcaficKi.; Rail. Restaurant), the chief town
of a district, with 5500 inhab., is dominated by the Cathedral of

8t. Nicholas, built in the time of Ivan the Terrible.
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1165 V. Kubinka (Rail. Restaurant).— 1183 Y. Golitzuino (Rail.

Restaurant).
About 18 V. (12 M.) to the N.W. of Grolitzuino (seat in a lineika 75 cop.,

carr, & pair 21/2-8 rb.), on the high left bank of the Moskva, lies the Monas-
tery of St. Sabas (CaBBHHCKiii MonacTLipL), founded at the end of the
14th century. The enclosing wall, with its six towers, was built in 1654.

The Cathedral of the Virgin (CoSop-L IIpecBHTOH Boropo^HijBi) contains
the relics of St. Sabas, in a silver coffin of 1680. The silvered canopy-
dates from 1840.

Beyond (1212 V.) Kuntzevo (p. 322) we cross the Moskva. In

the distance appear the numerous domes and towers of Moscow.

—

1224 V. (811 M.) Moscow (Alexander or Brest Station), see p. 269.

33. Prom Riga to Moscow.
a. Vi^ Smolensk.

970 V. (643 M.). Railway in 22 hrs., with change into express at Smo-
lensk (fares 21 rb. 50, 12 rb. 90 cop. ; seat-ticket 2rb. 10 cop.). The through-
carriages from Riga to Moscow by this route take 331/2 hrs.

From Riga to (204 V.) Dilnaburg (Dvinsk), see E. 10 a.

221 V. lozefovo (510 ft.); 244 V. Kresldvka (Rail. Restaurant).

— 294 V. Drissa (380 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant). The town of this name,
the capital of a district in the government of Vitebsk, lies 2Y2 M.
to the W., at the confluence of the Drissa and the Dvina, and con-

tains 5600 inhabitants.

355 y. (235 M.) P6Iotzk, IIojiOUKTb. _ i^a^. Restaurant, very fair.

— Hotels (prices raised in Aug.). Grand-Hotel ; Hot. Frankfurt, Spas-
skaya, with garden, R. from 75, D. (1 p.m.) from 40 cop.— Izv6shtchik
from the station to the town 30, at night 40 cop., per hr. 80 cop. & 1 rb.

Polotzk (425 ft.), the capital of a district in the government of

Vitebsk, is prettily situated upon a ridge between the Dvind and

the Polotd (N.). Pop. 31,000, including many Jews. High above the

Dvina rises the old Kremlin, enclosing the conspicuous Grreek Catho-

lic Cathedral of St. Sophia, a large building in the rococo style.

In the square opposite the Greek Catholic Cathedral of St. Nicholas

and the Cadet School, both of which were built under Stephen

Bathory, rises a monument to the memory of the Russians who
fell at Polotzk in 1812. On the bank of the Dvina there is a small

Lutheran Church, and there is also a Roman (Jatholic Church.

—

About IY4M. to the N. is the Spdsski Monastery, or Monastery of

Our Saviour, whi(;h played a role in the contests of 1812.

From Poi.ot/k io liOLOcioyK, 4:}4 V. (2HH M.), railway in i:} Ins. Tho
lino runs to the N.K. - !):{ V. Nevel (Kail. R<'staurant), see p. 257; MW V.
Vdihli/e Luki (Rail. Restaurantj, see p. 25(5; 212 V. Toropetz (Rail. Re-
staurant), a (liHtrict-town witlj 8700 inliab., on tho Toropa. Rcforo reach-
ing (;ni V.) Sigovo we croHH tlitr Volga. — :}28 V. Ostdshkov (Rail. Rc-
otaurant), a diHtrict-town in the. govcrniiiciit of Tv«'r, with 10,800 inliab.,

lioH on Jjuke Seliyer, and nianufac,tur(!H leather and iron. 'l.'M V. (288 M.)
BoloaOye, see p. 26«.

rroni Polotzk to Sicdice, see p. 2'i*.».
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As we leave Polotzk behind us aud approach Vitebsk the district

becomes hilly. The geutle uiuliilations of tlie ground are partly

covered with masses of granite, but the formations near Vitebsk

are of limestone.— 410 V. Sirotino (Rail. Restaurant).

'148 V. (297 M.) Vitebsk (Bail. Restaurant), see p. 257.

The undulating region between the Dvina and the Dnieper (ca.

()oO ft. above the sea-level), forming the great 'Gate of the Nations'

towards the \Y., is for the most part flat and marshy.— 516 V.

Endnya (Rail. Restaurant).

578 V. (383 M.) Smolensk (590 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), see

p. 251.— Hence to (970 V. or 643 M.) Moscow, see pp. 253-255.

b. Vi^ Kreuzburg and Kzhev.

865 V. (573 M.). Express train in 22i/-2hrs. (fares 20 rb., 12 rb.; reserved
seat 2 rb. 10 cop.; sleeping-car rb. 90, 5 rb. 20 cop.); ordinary train in

311/2 brs.

From Riga to (121 V.) Krenzbnrg, see pp. 48, 47. — 210 V.

Ryezhitza (Rail. Restaurant), see p. 40; local trains run to the

station on the St. Petersburg line. — 233 V. Lyutzin or Luclsen

(Rail. Restaurant), a town with 6900 inhab. and the ruins of a castle

of the Teutonic Order; 287 V. Sebezh (Rail. Restaurant), with 7600
inhabitants.

391 V. (259 AL) Novo-SoJc6lniki(Rsiil Restaurant). To St. Peters-

burg or Vitebsk, see p. 257.—We now cross the Lovat and reach

(418 V.) Velikiye Lnki (Rail. Restaurant), a town with 10,200 inhab.

;

to Polotzk or Bologoye, see p. 255.— 486 V. Toropd (Rail. Restau-

rant). Beyond (511 V.) Zdpadnaya Dvind (Rail. Restaurant) we
cross the Dvind. — 644 V. (427 M.) Rzhev, P3KeBT> (pron. Rzhov

;

Railway Station with restaurant, on the right bank of the Volga;

Centrdhiaya; izvoshtchik from the stations to the town 40-50 cop.),

a district-town in the government of Tver, with 23,600 inhab., is

situated on the Volga. A branch-railway (station on the left bank

of the Volga) runs hence to Vyazma and to Likhoslavl (see p. 267).

748 V. Volokolamsk (Rail. Restaurant), a town of 5100 inhab. in

the government of Moscow.— 809 V. Novo-Ierusalimskaya (Rail.

Restaurant).
About 2/,^ M. from the railway station is the Monastery of the

Ne"W Jerusalem, founded by the Patriarch Nikon (d. 1681; comp. p. 295)

in 1G50 and resembling a f<»rtress with its lofty walls. The large Church
of the Remrrection, 220 ft. in height, was built by Nikon on the model
of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem. His grave is in the

C!hapel of John the Baptist, under the so-called 'Golgotha' (comp. p. 283).

865 V. (573 M.) Moscow (Windau Station), see p. 269.
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34. Prom St. Petersburg to Vitebsk (Kiev).

533 V. (353 M.). Express train in 14 hrs. (fares 15 rb., 9 rb.; seat-

ticket 11/2 rb. ; sleeping-car 4 rb. 25, 3 rb. 20 cop.). Ordinary train in 14-17 hrs.

From St. Petersburg to (22 V.) Tzdrskoye Selo, see p. 186.

—

25 Y. Pavlovsk Vtm^oi (comp. p. 189). — 56 V. Vuiritza (Rail

Restaurant); 121 Y. Orec?ez/i (Rail. Restaurant) ; 193 Y. SoUzi(Rsiil.

Restaurant); 230 Y. Duo (Rail. Restaurant), junction for Bologoye

and Pskov (pp. 266, 267); 319 Y. Silshtchevo (Rail. Restaurant). —
395 Y. Novo-Sokohiiki (Rail. Restaurant). To Riga or Moscow,
see p. 256. — 437 Y. Nevel (Rail. Restaurant), a district-town in

the government of Yitebsk, with 17,000 inhabitants. To Polotzk

or Bologoye, see p. 255.—499 Y. Gorodok (Rail. Restaurant).

533 Y. (353 31.) Vitebsk, BHTeoCKl,. _ Railioay Restaurant, very
fair.— Hotels. Hotel Brosi, Smolenskaya 1, near Sobornaya Sq., R. l-B^/a^

D. (1-6 p.m.) V2-IV4 I'b. ; Bristol, Z-hiikoYSLjix.— Albert (Confectioner), ad-
joining the Hot. Brosi, with a terrace. — Izvoshtchik from the railway
station to the town 40, per hr. 60 cop. — Electric Tramway from the
railway station across Sob6rnaya Sq. and through the town Scop. — Post
& Telegraph Office, Smolenskaya.

Vitebsk (470 ft.), the capital of the government of the same name,
prettily situated on the Dvincl, contains over 103,900 inhab., in-

cluding numerous Jews. Down to the 12th cent, the town belonged

sometimes to Smolensk, sometimes to Polotzk, but thereafter it

formed a small independent principality. In the 14th cent, it was
united with Lithuania, but its position on the frontier long made
it a bone of contention between Poland and Russia. It finally fell

to the latter at the First Partition of Poland (1772). On July 16th

(28th), 1812, Napoleon entered Yitebsk at the head of his Guards.

—

The railway station lies on the right bank of the Dvina, the town
proper on the left bank. From the railway station we proceed a

few yards to the right, then turn to the left and follow the Yokzdl-

naya, to the left of which, in the Petrovskaya, is a Lutheran church.

After 10 min. we cross the Dvina and enter the Zamkovaya, the

chief business thoroughfare, leading to (10 min.) Sobornaya Square,

in which is the Cathedral of St. Nicholas, erected by the Jesuits

in 1664. Proceeding hence to the N., we cross the Yitba Bridge,

bear slightly to the left at the Roman Catholic ChurcJi of St. Anthony
(1731), and ascend the Suvorovskaya. We turn to tlie left into the

Usp^nskaya, which leads to the (7 min.) high left bank of the

Dvina, on which stands the Cathedral of the AsHuinptUm (Xlll).

Tlie terrace in front of this church (»\(;r]ooks the; town and the

Dvina valley. A little to the N. is the Reside in'e of the Governor.
From Vitkhkk to Ziilohis (Kiev), 2ri5 V. (170 M.), railway in l^l.^hvH.

- 78 V. Orsha (p. 2.')1). Mr, V. CH M.), Mohil^v, MoriiJiGBT, (pron. Mo-
hily/iv; Bail . Jiesto/f rant ; Bristol, Dvuryaiiskaya 20, with njHtinnant, H.
1-1 rb.; Frdnitzij/a, Shklovskaya 18: izvoHl)tcliii< from the railwny Htation
to the town, 1 M. to the 8.E., no, pi-r lir. 60 cop. ; stoumer to Kiov, see p.

378J,
the capital of the governinciit of that nunn; and the weat of a Greek
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Cutholic bishop, lies in a i)icture.sque and hilly district on the left bank
of the Dnieper. Pop. 54,000, inclndiiig many Jews. The chief objects of
interest are the Public Park, with view and restaurant; the tower of the
Duma, which dates from the Kith cent.; the Bratstvo Church, erected in

U)20; and the Roman Catholic Cathedral, containing line old j)ictures. There
are also a small Provincial Museum and a Lutheran clmrch. Pleasant ex-
cursions may be made to Fiepenberg (ByiiHHqH ; 5 M. to the S.), with a

convent; to (1 M.) Karabdiiovka ; to (2 M.) Fetch (hskj the summer residence
of the Greek Catliolic bishop, with a line park; and to (3V4 M. to the N.)
FoJuikovitchi, a pilgrim-resort on the Dnieper. — 265 V. (17() M.), Zhlobin
(p. 39). From Zhlobin to BakJimatch, see p. 39; thence to Kiev, see p. 376.

From Vitebsk to Blga or to Moscow, see R. 33 a.

35. Prom St. Petersburg
to Tchelyabinsk (Siberia) via Vyatka.
2191 V. (1452 M.). Two ordinary trains daily, taking 3 days for the

journey (fares 36 rb., 21 rb. 60 cop.; seat-ticket 3 rb. 90 cop.). The express
from St. PetersDurg to Irkutsk (p. 523) follows this route (twice weekly;
21/4 days to Tchelyabinsk; 78 rb. 5, 50 rb. 95 cop.), but from the summer of

1914 onwards it will run via Yekaterinburg, Tyumen, and Omsk (see \). 261).

;S7. Petersburg (Nicholas Station), see p. 88. At ObuJdiovo our

line diverges to the left from the Moscow railway, traversing forests

and marshes. 24 V. Sapernaya, with a military camp; 86 V. Voi-

bokala (130 ft.; Rail, liestaurant). 114 V. Zvanka (Rail. Restau-

rant); branch-line to (12 V.) Gostinopolye, a harbour on the Vol-

khov. We cross the Volkhov.— 137 V. Skitj with a convent.

187 V. Tikhvin (145 ft.; Bail. Restaurant)., a district-town

with 13,500 inhab. in the government of Novgorod. In the Cath-

edral of the Assumption is the wonder-working picture of the Tikhvin

Virgin.— 239 V. Tchudzi (965 ft.), the highest point of the line

between 8t. Petersburg and Vologda; 257 V. Yefimovskaya (Rail.

Restaurant); 329 V. Babdyevo (Rail. Restaurant); 444 V. Tchere-

povetz (390 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), a district-town in the govern-

ment of Novgorod (pop. 9400), on the Shexnd^ a tributary of the

Volga, forming part of the Marie Canal System (p. 195). Refore

reaching (480 V.) Shexnd we cross the river.

560 V. (371 M.) Vdlogda. — Rail. Restaurant.- liorm.s. Eremit-
age, Alexandrovskaya 8q.; Zolotdi Yakor, Mo8k6vskaya. — 1zv6shtchik
from the station to the town 35, per drive 20, per hr. 40, in winter 30 cop.

Vologda (395 ft.; pop. 38,700), founded in 1147, is the capital

of the govei-nment of that name and lies on both sides of the Vologda.

The Cathedral of St. Sophia, 172 ^^- ^^ ^^^e N. of the railway station,

was built ca. 1570 under Ivan the Terrible, on the model of the

Uspenski Cathedral at Moscow. A little to the W. is a Collection

of PJcclesiastical Antiquities (LfepKOBHoe /ipenjiexpaimjiHme).

At the S.E. end of the Moskovskaya, Vj^ M. from the cathedral, is

a house once occupied by Peter the Great (small museum). Lace

making is an industry of this district.

Railway to Yaroslavl ov Archangel, see R. 42. —Interesting steamer-
trip before August (in 3V2 days; fare 12 rb., without meals) down the
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Vologda, the Siikhona, and the Syevernaya Dvina to (1162 V. or 770 M.)
Archangel (p. 334), via (493 V.) Ustyug Veliki (with 18,700 inhab. and
linen-factories) and (563 Y.) Kotlas (see below).

Just before reaching (682 V.) Bui (Rail. Restaurant) we cross

the Kostroma. The country becomes more populous and more hilly.

— 730 Y. Galitch (Rail. Restaurant), a small town on the S.E. bank
of Lake Galitchskoye ; 795 V. Nikola Poloma (Rail. Restaurant).

Beyond (871V.) Manturovo we cross the Unzhdy and short of

(916 V.) Sharya (Rail. Restaurant) we cross the Vetluga. 1027 V.

Svyetcha (Rail. Restaurant). Just beyond (1075 V.) Kotelnitch(R8ii\.

Restaurant) the train crosses the Vyatka by a bridge 700 yds. long.

1156 V. (766 M.) Vyatka, BnTKa (440 ft.; Rail. Restaurant;
Yevropeiskaya, corner of Spasskaya and Nikolayevskaya ; Restau-
rant Peterburgy corner of Preobrazhenskaya and Nikolayevskaya

;

izvoshtchik from the railway station to the town 40 cop.), founded

in 1174, is the capital of the government of the same name and lies

on the river Vyatka. Pop. 44,100. At the corner of the Moskovskaya
and Kazanskaya is a museum of domestic industries.

From Vyatka a railway runs to (359 V. or 238 M.) Kotlas (Rail.

Restaurant) on the high left bank of the Syevernaya Dvina. From Kotlas
steamers ply to Archangel and Vologda (see above). — From Vyatka a

steamer runs once daily to (2V2 days) Kazan (p. 352; fare 12 rb. 60 cop.).

We now traverse pine-woods. 1255 V. Zuyevka (Rail. Restau-

rant); 1351V.G^teov(Rail.Restaurant), with 4500 inhab.; 1492 V.

Voznesenskaya (Rail. Restaurant). Shortly before reaching Perm
we cross the Kama by a bridge 970 yds. long. We have a good view
of the town to the left.

1605 V. (1064 M.) Perm, Jlejyuh.— Rail. Restaurant. — Rotej..
Klubnuifje Nomerd, Voznesenskaya. Rooms may also be obtained at the
Club of the Noblesse (Bjiaropo^Hoe coSpanie), with very fair restau-
rant. — IzvOsHTCHiK from the railway station to the town 80, from the
landing-stage to the town at least 30 cop.

Perm (300 ft.), capital of the government of the same name,
prettily situated on the high left bank of the Kama, with 61,600
inhab., has 19 churches, including one Lutheran and one Roman
Catholic. In the Zemstvo building is a collection of products of

domestic manufacture. The Town Park is well kept.
Fkom Pekm to Yekateuinhitko via Bisek, 4(59 V. (311 M.), ordinary

train in 28Vv* hrs. This lin*; intersects part of the Central Urals (p. 'W.)).

— 4 V. Motovilikha , with a larg«; goveriinuuit gun -foundry. Beyond
(44 V.) Sinlva (325 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant) we cross the river of that name.
104 V. Kdlino (Rail. Restaurant). Just before reaching (119 V.) the prettily
situated TchnsovHkdga (405 ft.; Rail. Restaurant) we cross the Tchiiso-
i;a//«. — Beyond (211 V.) Bifter (1510 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), in a marshy
district, the railway reaches its highest point (1545 ft.). About 7 V. beyond
(248 W) Vevropf^inkai/a (1245 ft.) are two iron posts marking the geograph-
ical fronti(^r between Europe and Asia. I'\'irther on we pass several larger

foundries. To the left, iur,ir (2dl \ .) (J orohhtgoddtskfii/fi (HM) fi.; Rail.
Restaurant), with its government iron-works, rises the isolated <louble-
|»t;ik of lihignddt (1155 ft.), with extensive layers of magnetic iron-ore
• ontaining 52-58 per cent of iron. On the S. peak stands a chapel. From
fJoroblagodatflkaya a branch-line runs to (182 V.) Nfiddsh/linski Zavdd,
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with a large rolling-mill. — 335 V. mzhni Tagil (730 ft; Rail. Restaurant;
pop. 45,000), with the offices of the Demidov Foundries; 382 V. Nevyansk
(Rail. Restaurant). At (409 Y.) Verkh-Neiviusk (875ft. ; Rail. Restaurant) the
first gold in the Urals was found. —469 V. (311 M.) Yekatei-iubvrg {ace hclow).

Steamer from Perm to K((Zdn, see pp. 355, 354.

1699 Y. Knngur (Rail. Restaurant), a town with 19,600 inhab.,

on the 8uilva. In the neighbourhood there is an ice-cave (.He^HHan
iiemepa); 1764 Y. Kordon (Rail. Restaurant); 1824 Y. Shahja
(Rail. Restaurant); 1889 Y. Kourovka (Rail. Restaurant).

1961 Y. (1300 M.) Yekaterinburg, EKaTepiiH6ypri>.

—

Railnrtf/ Resta/n-ajit.—KoTEi.s. ralats Roi/al, Glavni Prosp^kt; Ameri-
kdnfikaija, Pokrovski Prospekt, with cafe, R. 1-4 rb.; Ataindiiov, Olavni
Prospekt, hotel garni, R. IV4-3V2 I'h. — Good cuisine at the Ohfb (06u;e-
CTBeHHoe co6paHie), Yozncsenski Prospekt, with concert every evening
in summer (except Sat.) in the garden.

Izv6snTCniK (fares vary according to the condition of the cab) from the
rail, station to the town or vice versa 35-50 (at night 50-70) cop.; per
drive 20-40, per hr. 40-80 cop. — General Post Office, Glavni Prospekt.

British Vice-Consul, T. H. Preston. — British and Foreign Bible
Society, Uspenskaya (chief depot for Siberia).

Precious Stones of the Urals. Nurov, opposite the Amerikanskaya
Hotel (also statuettes from the Kazli iron-foundry); Lipiii, Yoznesenski
Prospekt 23. Tlie stones offered by the street-vendors, especially the
emeralds, are mostly spurious.

Yekaterinbilrg (870 ft.), a district-town in the government of

Perm, founded in 1721, was named after Empress Catherine I. and

lies on both sides of the Iset. It is the most important place in

the Urals. Pop. 75,000. From the chief railway station, situated

to the N. of the town (there is another to the E. of the town), the

Arsenyevski Prospekt runs S. to the Yoznesenski Prospekt, on the

left side of which, a little back from the street, is the Church of the

Ascension (wide view from the tower). Farther on, also on the left,

are the Club (see above) and (at the intersection with the Glavni

Prospekt) the General Post Office (IV2 ^' from the station). A
little to the E. of the post otHce are the Lutheran Church and the

Town Theatre. To the S.E. of this point is (25 min.) the Magneto-
Meteorological Observatory (MarnHXHO - MeTeopojioriiqecKafl

odcepBaxopin ; open 10-4, extensive view from the tower). In the

Glavni Prospekt, to the W. of the General Post Office, is the

Cathedral of St. Catharine; to the right is the District Court,

on a pond formed by damming the Iset. We then follow the Iset

Embankment (ITjioTHHa), ^'lihihaim^QYidX Lapidary Works {Vlun.

rpaiiHJiBHaH <i»a6pHKa) to the left, and bronze busts of Peter the

Great and Catherine I. on the right. To the left, at the W. end of

the Embankment, is the Natural History Museum of the Ural Society

of Naturalists (My sett YpajiBCKaro 65ii;ecTBa jiK)6HTejieH ecTecx-

B03HaHiH; open daily 10-4, in winter 10-3; adm. 20 cop.). Farther

on in the Glavni Prospekt, to the left, are the School of Mines
(YpajihCKoe ropHoe yqnjiHme), the Chief Department of Mines
(YpajiLCKoe ropiioe ynpaB-Jieiiie), and the Bazaar. To the right
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(10 min. from the theatre) stands the Cathedral, in front of which

is a bronze statue of Alexander II., by Popov (1906).
From Yekaterinburg to Omsk via Tyumen, 841 V. (557 M.), railway

in .S2 hrs. — 53 V. Bazhenovo (785 ft.; Rail. Restaurant). On the Bolshoi
Reft, 23 M. to the N., are emerald mines. — 94 V. Bogdanovitch (550 ft.;

Rail. Restaurant). 134 V. Kamuishlov (325 ft.; Rail. Restaurant; Nomera
Dembovski), a district-town with 9900 inhabitants. About 74 M. to the N.
(diligence) lies Irhit (Sibirskoye Podvorye, R. from 1 rb.), a district-town

in the government of Perm, with 8600 inhabitants. The turnover in

furs at the annual fair (Feb.), founded in 1643, amounted in 1912 to

8.000,000 rb. — 201 V. PokJevskaya (255 ft.; Rail. Restaurant). — 304 V.
(202 M.) Tyumen, TiOMeHB (286 ft.; Rail. Restawant ; furnished rooms
at F. P. Loshkomoyev's, cor. of Sadovaya and Znamenskaya; cab to the
town 50 cop.), a district-town in the government of Tobolsk, prettily sit-

uated on the lofty banks of the Turd. Pop. 50,000. The Modern School,
on the Tzarskaya, contains a Natural History Museum (open in winter
on Sun., 12-3). Before the opening of the Trans-Siberian Railway all the
exiles used to pass through Tyumen, wliich thus witnessed, between 1828
and 1898, a melancholy procession of 908,266 persons, consisting of the
prisoners and their families. Steamers run via (412 V.) Tobolsk (p. 527)
to (15.55 V.) Omsk (p. 526) or (2219 V.) Tomsk (p. 529).— Beyond (374 V.)
Ycdutorovsk, we cross the Tobol. 440 V. Vagal, 576 V. Ishim, 701 V.
Xazzdvafjevskaya, all three with rail, restaurants. — At (836 V.) Kulomzino
the line joins the Trans-Siberian Railway. — 841 V. (557 M.) Omsk-, see p. 526.

We now reach the S. part of the Urals (p. 369). The marble
quarried at (2001 V.) Mrdmorskaya (1260 ft.) is cut and polished

at the Mramorski Zavod. Specimens are on sale at the station.

—

2030 Y.Poldnevaya (1205 ft.), in a w^ooded district, has chrysolite

mines. The train ascends to a height of 1480 ft. and then descends

to (2059 V.) Ufalei (1280 ft.; Rail. Restaurant). Near (2107 Y.)

Kuishtuim (830 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), which is prettily situated,

are iron-works. 2140 V. Argaydsh (840 ft.). We cross the Midss.
2191 V. (1452 M.) Tchelydhinsh (760 ft.; Rail. Restaurant),

see p. 370.
TRANS-SlBBRiAN RaILWAV, SCC R. 77.

36. From St. Petersburg to Staraya Russa
(Pskov) via Novgorod.

268 V. (178 M.). Railway in 10 hrs. (fares 9 rl). 70, 5 rb. 22 cop.), to

Novgorod in 6>/4 hrs. The trains start from the Nicholas Statioji ; carriagOH
are changed at Tchudovo. -A pleasanter route than the railway from
Tcliudovo toXovgorod is thcRTKAMFjoA'r'I'uip up theVolkliov from Volkhovo
fp. 2W) to Novgorod (4Vo hrs.; l^j^ rb.). When taking tickets at St. Peters-
burg or Moscow, passengers must state whether th<'y wish to use the rail-

way from Tchudovo or th(; steamer from Volkhovo.

St. I^efersbitrgy see p. 88. As soon as tli(; immedinte eiiviro?is

of St. Petersburg arc; left behind us, the scenery bccMnnes dreary and
desolate.— At Slaviidnka, we cross the Slavydnkuj a marshy river

whir-h, aloni^ with its tributaries, waters the parks of l^ivlovsk

(p. 190) and Tzarskoye Selo (p. 187).

24 V. KoljjiifOj a town of 20,200 irihai)., situiilcd on liotii hjinks

of the Jzhdrn, and rontairiitig an ir()ri-foundry Ix^Iongiiig to the
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Acimiraltv. From (50 V.) Tomo a branch-railway runs to (46 V.)

Gatchina* (p. 186). 78 V. Lyuhcm (Rail. Restaurant). — About
10 M. to the N. of (111 V.) Tchudovo, Hy^oBo (215 ft.; Rail-
way jRestaurant)^ lies the chateau of Gruzino, formerly the pro-

perty of Count A. A. Araktcheyev (d. 1834), containing a collection

of Russian antiquities.

From Tchudovo to Moscoio, see R. 37.

Our line now diverges to the S.W. from the Nicholas Railway.
135 V. Spdsskaya Polist (Rail. Restaurant); 160 V. Podberezye
(Rail. Restaurant).

180 V. (120 M.) Novgorod, HOBropo^l..— The Railway Sta-
tion (Restaurant) lies to the W. of the town. — Hotel. Solovyev (PI. a;
E, 2), Moskovskaya, R. V2-3V2 rb. (bed-linen 25 cop.), B. 50 cop., D.
(1-6 p.m.) fiO cop. to 1 rb.— Restaurants in the Smnmer Garden (PI. D, 3),
D. 1/0 rb., with frequent concerts, and at the (Jliib of the Noblesse, also
in the Summer Garden.— Izv6shtchik from the railway station to the
town 30, from the steamboat-pier to the town 15 or 20, per hr. 40 cop.

—

Post & Telegraph Office (PI. 35), Znamenskaya.— Steamboats (comp.
PI. D, E, 2) ply from Novgorod to (33/1 hrs.) Volkhovo (p. 266) and across
Lake Ilmen to (4 hrs.) Staraya Russa (p. 265; fare, there & back, 2 rb.).

Novgm^od (165 ft.), formerly called Novgorod the Great, now the

unimportant capital of the government of Novgorod, is the seat of

a Greek Catholic archbishop and contains 27,100 inhabitants. The
town lies on both sides of the Volkhov, which is crossed by a bridge

and is divided into the Sophia Side (Co^mcKaa CTopona) and the

Commercial Side (Toprosaa CTopona).
Novgorod (i.e. 'New Town') was founded by Scandinavian Vikings

in the earliest days of the Cliristian era. In 862 the Varangians or Varags
(Normans) under Rurik (p. xlvii) invaded the district and took possession of

the left bank, where the Kremlin now stands. In 882 Oleg transferred the
seat of his government to Kiev, and Novgorod was administered by a
Viceroy (Namyastnik). Yarosldv I. (1019-1054) endowed the town with great
privileges. During the ll-12th cent. Novgorod grew greatly in power,
while at the same time its bond of union with Kiev became slacker and
slacker, until finally a kind of re])ublican commonwealth, known as the
Volkhov Republic, was formed. The power of the frequently-changing
viceroy was faced by that of the Vyetche (Bene), or popular assembly,
and that of the Posadnik, or mayor elected by the citizens. The Novgo-
rodian proverb, 'Koli khud knyaz, tak v gryaz' ('If the prince is bad, into

the mud with him'), was habitually acted on (see Wallace^ s 'Russia').

During their campaigns of conquest, which extended as far as tlie Baltic

Sea, the Novgoroclians entered into relations with Wisby, which was then

the focus of the Baltic trade. They long possessed a factory there, while
at the beginning of the 12th cent, a German settlement ('Deutscher Hof)
was established at Novgorod. In its struggles with the Mongols Novgorod
was victorious, but it fostered, from motives of ])olicy, a good understand-
ing with the Khan of the Golden Horde. — The Novgorodians also ex-

tended their ])Owers to the Volga and towards the N. From this i)eriod

date the saying 'Who can resist God and Novgorod the Great?' (Kto
iipoTHB-K Bora h BejiHKaro Hosropo/ia?) and the name 'Lord Novgorod
the Great' (rocno;iHHT> BejiHKift HoBropo^t)- The propinquity of the

Russian princes, however, prevented the Novgorodians from perpetuating
their empire. In 1471 their armies were defeated near Lake Ilmen (June
and July) by the Russian and Tartar hordes of Ivdti III., Grand-Prince of

Moscow, and Novgorod was compelled to acknowledge his supremacy.
The brave Marfa Boretzkaya, who wanted to ])ut the town under Polisli
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protection, ended her life as a prisoner at Nizhni-Novgorod. Six years
later new dissensions arose, and in Jan., 1478, the town was captured
and its citizens paid homage to Ivan. Ivan the Terrible destroyed the last

relics of the former prosperity of Novgorod in 1570, when he. is said to

have butchered 60,000 of its citizens. The foundation of St. Petersburg and
numerous conflagrations completed the ruin of the once flourishing free city.

From the Railway Station (beyond PI. D, 4), which lies to

the W. of the town, the Legoshtchaya leads through the Sophia
Side to (^4 ti'-) the—

Kremlin (PI. E, 3), the brick walls of which, with their nine

round and square towers, date from 1303 and 1490 (with restorations

in 1698 and 1862). The popular assemblies referred to above were
held in the great square of the Kremlin. In the middle of this

square stands a Millennial Monument (naMHTHHKt Tticaqeji'feTiio

Poccin; PI. 2), erected in 1862, from the design of Mikeshin, to

commemorate the thousandth anniversary of the political existence

of Russia. On a circular pediment, with relief-portraits of several

eminent Russians, rests a large imperial orb, bearing a kneeling

figure of Russia and the Guardian Angel of the Empire, leaning

against the cross. The globe is encircled with bronze statues re-

presenting various periods of Russian history; the six chief figures

counting from the S. are Rurik, Demetrius Donskoi {i.e. of the Don),

Ivan III., Peter the Great, Mikhail Feodorovitch, and St. Vladimir.
The legendary account of the foundation of the Russian empire

is thus related by the oldest chronicler, as quoted in the 'Russia' of

Sir D. M. Wallace (new edit., 1912; p. 171). "At that time, as the
southern Slavonians paid tribute to the Kozars, so the Novgorodian Slav-
onians suffered from the attacks of the Variags. For some time the
Variags exacted tribute from the Novgorodian Slavonians and the neigh-
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houring Finns; then the conquered tribes, by uniting their forces, drove
out the foreigners. But among the Slavonians arose strong internal dissen-
sions; the clans rose against each other. Then, for the creation of order
and safety, they lesolved to call in princes from a foreign land. In the
year 8t)2 Slavonic legates went away beyond the sea to the Variag tribe
called Rus, and said, *Our land is great and fruitful, but there is no
order in it; come and reign and rule over us'. Three brothers accepted
this invitation, and appeared with their armed followers. The eldest of

these, Rurik, settled in Novgorod; the second, Sineus, at Byelo-Ozero;
and the third, Truvor, in Isborsk. From them our land is called Rus.
After two years the brothers of Rurik died. He alone began to reign
over the Novgorod district , and confided to his men the administration
of the principal towns."

On the N. side of the square is the Cathedral of St. Sophia
(Co^mcKiH Codopt; PI. 26), built by Greek architects in 1045-1052

and provided with six domes. It is an important monument of

Russian architecture of the time of Yaroslav I. During a complete

restoration of the cathedral in 1893-1900, the frescoes in the in-

terior (with the exception of those under the central dome) were
repainted, the exterior of the main dome w^as gilded, and the re-

maining domes were covered with zinc.— In the main W. entrance

is the celebrated Korsihi or Plotzk Door, which appears to have

been made by Master Riquinus of Magdeburg, in the first half of

the 12th cent., to the order of Bishop Alexander of Plotzk (Blucich),

and was afterwards purchased by Russian merchants for Novgorod.

The door, which is about 12 ft. high, consists of oak overlaid with

48 plates of bronze. Of these, 3 represent scenes from the Old Testa-

ment, and 23 scenes from the New Testament, while the remaining

22 are of allegorical or mythological subjects. The inscriptions are

partly in Latin and partly in Slavonic, but the latter were probably

not added until the beginning of the loth century.
Interior (fee to the sacristan 20-30 cop.). The massive piers support-

ing the domes are adorned from top to bottom with modern frescoes of

saints. The head of Christ in the main dome, surrounded by two rows
of angels and prophets, dates from the middle of the 11th century. The
IkoiioHtda (16th cent.) is richly adorned with gold and silver. Among
the paintings are many of early-Byzantine workmanship. The restored

mosaic ornamentations behind the high-altar are said to be Byzantine work
of the time of Yarosldv I. In front of the ikonostas are the Thrones of
the Tzar and the Metropolitan, both of wood, painted and gilded (IGth

cent.). To the right of the ikonostas, at the entrance to the Chapel of

the Nativity, is the Siytitna Door, which the Novgorodians are said to

have carried off from the Swedish town of Sigtuna in a foray of 1188.

It is, however, properly speaking, merely a bronze sheathing for the oaken
door and is of later date than the Korsun Uoor. — Among the monuments
of princes and archbishops may be mentioned th(i silver sarcophagns of

John of Novgorod (d. 1186; N. side). — By the staircase leading to the

galleries are ancient figures and inscriptions scratched in the limestone
and now protected by glass. - In the space adjoining the high-altar,

v;iriou8 so-called *Golosniki', or large earthenware vases for improving
the aconstics, are built into the walls. Similar acoustic vases may also
be seen in other Novgorod churches.— The Treasury contains many in-

teresting antiquities.

To the N. of the Cathedral of St, Sophia is an interesting house
< I 1430, containing the so-called Granovitaya Pcddta, a room in
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which the archbishops received the homage of the people after

their election.— In the Court of St. Sophia (4BopT> cb. Co^in or

^Bop'L Bjia^LiHHiH) rises the Yevfimiyevski Towe7', 155 ft. high

and erected in 1436. It affords a good view of the city.— The
Museum^ on the S.W. side of the Kremlin, is open on week-da^'s,

10-4 (in Nov. & Dec. 10.30-3), and on Sun. 12-3; adm. 25, on Sun.

15 cop.— On the X. side of the Kremlin lies the shady Summer
Garden (JI'tTHiit ca^-L; PI, D, 3), containing a restaurant (p. 262).

To the E. of the Kremlin is the iron Volkhov Bridge (PL E, 3

;

view, to the right, of the Monastery of St. George, see below), lead-

ing to the Commercial Side (p. 262). Immediately to the S. of the

bridge once lay the so-called Slavonian KonetZj the focus of the

commercial and political life of the city. The extensive Bazaar

Square (PL E, 2) used to be bounded on the E. and S. sides by the

stalls of the German and Pskov Factories. Here, at present, on the

right, stands a large block of buildings in which are the Gosti7ii

Dvar (Bazaar; PL 7) and a school-house incorporating the remains
of the Yarosldv or Vyetche Tower (HpocjiaBa 6amHfl; PL 40).

—

in the Znamenskaya is the Zndmenski Cathedral (PL 27; F, 1),

adorned within and without with frescoes. On the ikonostas, to

the left, is a wonder-working image of the Virgin, which is said

'to have shed tears whenever Novgorod was molested'.— In the

Moskovskaya is the Lidheran Church (PL 22 a). To the N., on the

bank of the Volkhov, lies the Monastery of St. Anthony (PL 29;
A, Ij, founded in 1106.

About 2 M. to the S. of Novgorod (there & back by rowing-boat in

4 lirs.j, on the right bank of the Volkhov, is the village of Rijnrikoro
Gorodifihtche. On a hill ^/j M. to the E. of it lies the small Spaso-
Xereditzkaija Church, built in 1198 by Yaroslav Vsevolodoviteh and restored
in 190i, containing interesting 1,-it h cent, frescoes. — To the W., opposite
Ryurikovo Gorodishtche, prettily situated on the left bank, is the Mo)i(i^tenj

of St. Geo r(/e (K^iiheB^ MOHacxhipfc), founded hy Yaroslav L in 10:50. The
chief church was restored in 1902 and the 12th cent, frescoes of Nicholas
Siifonov of Suzdal were refreshed. — In the village of Vototovo, 2 M. to

the E. of Novgorod, near the Moscow highroad, is the old Convent Church
of the Assumption, huilt in 1.^53, with interesting contemporary frescoes.

Heyond (224 V.) Shimsk (Rail. Restaurant) the railway crosses

the Shelon, and turns towards the S.E.

268 V. (178 M.) Staraya Russa, Crapan FyecR. - i{aii,ro//

W'Htaurant. - Hotels. Kurnaal, adjoining the Salt Springs (p. 2(W;),

It. I'SV^T <l<'-j- ni-2) «/.^, D. (.3-7) :74-l rb.; Ermntoyc, xw th(! market-place.
It. I'/a J'h. — izv<')KiiTriiiK to tlie town 40, per drive 20, ]>er hr. '10 coj).

SiKAMEK to Novgorod (fiire 1 rl>. 40 cop.), see p. 2r)2. - Hathincj Entah-
MsHME.NTK, Open froui May 20th to Aug. 20tli (O.S.). Salt haths 65 coj).,

pfnt haths 1 rh. 40 cop., pinc-cono haths 75 cop. Visitors' tax 5 rh.

Staraya lluHHa (240 ft.), a diKlrict-towii in the ^n)vernm(!nt of

\(»vgorod, with salt and peat haths, lies on the slope of the Valds'ii

Hills, at the point where the Por/tsya and the IWermfitza enter

the /'(t/i.'it. I'op. 20, ()()(). 'V\\v lialhi iiy EHtahlishmtnt (Ky\)C^])Th)^

,7X-
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with well-kept grounds, lies on the E. side of the town. To reach

it we leave the railway station in a straight direction, and then

follow the Peterburgskaya to the left; beyond the bridge across the

Polist we bear to the left through the Alexaudrovskaya (street to

the right leading to the Market Place), turn to the right (12 min.),

and follow the Ilyinskaya to the (Y4 hr.) main entrance of the Baths.

Going straight on and then turning to the right through the Arcade,

we reach the Muravyev Saline Springs (52° Fahr.), to the W. of which
is the Kursaal (p. 265). A little to the S. are some other baths, the

Directorial Spring (54° Fahr.; contained in a chapel), and the Great
Salt Lake.

From Staraya Russa to Pskov (Pleskau), or Bologoye, see below.

37. Prom St. Petersburg to Moscow.
(310 V. (404 M.). Nicholas Eailwai/, ruiinijig in an almost mathemati-

cally straight line. Express train in 10-11 lirs. (fares 19 rh. 85, 13 rh. 45 cop.

;

reserved seat IV2 I'b. ; sleeping-car 4 rb. 90, 3 rb. 65 cop.). Ordinary train in

15 hrs. (fares 16 rb., 9 rb. 60 cop.). Trayellers by the express trains should
order their tickets in advance.— This journey may be advantageously
performed at night, as little of interest is passed on the way.— For the
railway or steamboat jonrney to Novgorod, compare the remarks at the
beginning of R. 36.

From St. Petersburg to (111 Y.) Tchudovo, see p. 261.— Imme-
diately beyond (118 Y.) Volkhovo the train crosses a lattice bridge,

325 yds. in length, spanning the Volkhov. Steamer (landing-place

just below the railway station) to Novgorod, see p. 262.

152 Y. Malaya Vishera (Rail. Restaurant). The train crosses

the Msta, and then a ravine about 200 ft. in depth. The scenery

becomes a little more varied as we approach the Valdai Hills

(Baji^aHCKifl ropbi), which come into sight beyond (202 Y.) Tor-

hind. These hills, though forming an important watershed and

ethnographical barrier, separating Baltic Russia from the Yolga

districts, are of unimposing appearance, consisting of a series of

low wooded ridges (highest point 1055 ft.). Farther on we pass

numerous Kurgans (tumuli).
,

234 Y. Okulovka (Rail. Restaurant).— 252 Y. Uglovka {R^W.

Restaurant).
A branch-line runs hence in 1 hr. to (19 M.) Borovitchi (295 ft,; Rail.

Restaurant), the capital of a district, situated on both banks of the Msta,
and containing 13,900 inhabitants. Coal is mined in the neighbourhood.

300 Y. (109 M.) Bologoye (Rail. Restaurant).
From Bologoye to Pskov, 334 Y. (221 M.), railway in IOV2 hrs.

—

48 V. Valdai (Rail. Restaurant), a place with 5000 inhab., surrounded
by mountains, and situated on the S. bank of the picturesque Lake Valdai,
which is 16 sq. M. in area. The lake contains three wooded islands, on
one of which is the tverski Convent, built by the Patriarch Nikon in 1653,
and now a frequented place of pilgrimage (3 V.; boat there & back 50 cop.).

—

Farther on we cross the Po^/ and the Loi^a^ 1(j2Y. Staraya Rt^ssa (p. 2()5).

From r241 V.) Dno (Rail. Restaurant) branch-lines run to St. Petersburg
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and Vitebsk (see p. 257). A little short of (266 V.) Porkhov (Rail. Re-
staurant), a town of 6800 inhab. with old battlemented walls and towers,

we cross the Shel67i.— 3S4.Y. (221 M.) Pskov (Pleskav), see p. 41.

FromBologoye to Ruibinsk, 280 V. (186 M.), railway in 7-8V2hrs. The
most important stations, all (except Volga) with restaurants, are (57 V.)

Uclomlija, (106 V.) 3Iaxdtikha, (154 V.) Byezhetzk, (181 V.) Sonkovo,
(208 V.) Rodionovo, and (254 V.) Volga (^. 349).--280V. (186 M.) Ruibinsk,
see p. 349.

From Bologoye to Polotzk, see p. 256.

342 V. Vuishni -Volotchok (Rail. Restaurant), the chief town of

a district in the government of Tver, contains 17,600 inhab. and is

situated on the Tveretzki and Tziiinski Canals. The canal system

of Vuishni-Volotchok (538 M. in length) was constructed in 1703-

1709, to connect the Neva with the Volga, but it is no longer in use.

373 V. Spirovo (Rail. Restaurant).— 414 V. (274 M.) Ukhosldvl
(Rail. Restaurant).

From Likhovslavl to Vyazma, 244 V. (162 M.), railway in 7 hrs. —
32 V. Torzhok (Rail. Restaurant), an old and pleasant-looking town of

13,700 inhab., situated on the Tvertzd. Its chief industry is the making
of fine gold embroideries on velvet and leather.— 88 V. StdHtza (Rail.

Restaurant). Beyond (128 V.) Rzhev (see p. 256) we cross the Volga. 174 V.
Smtchevka (Rail. Restaurant). — 244 V. (162 M.) Vyazma, see p. 253.

As we approach Tver, the forests give place more and more to

meadows. The train crosses the Tvertzd and immediately after-

wards the Volga.

453 V. (301 M.) Tver, Teepb. — The Railway Station (fair re-

staurant) lies W. of the town. — Hotels (both in the Tryokhsvyatskaya).
Centrdlnaya, R. 1-3 rb., with good restaurant on the first floor; London, R.
1-3 rb., bed-linen 40 cop., D. (2-7 p.m.) 1-2 rb. — Tzvoshtchik from the station
to the town or to the steamboat-pier 40-50, per drive 25, per hr. 60 cop.

—

Electric Tramway from the station to the town and along the Million-
naya, 5-10 cop. —Post & Telegraph Office, Post Office Square.

Tver (415 ft.), the capital of the government of the same name,

situated on the right bank of the Volga, at its confluence with the

Tvertzd and the Tmakd, contains 62,600 inhab., and is the see of

a Greek Catholic archbishopric. The largest of its considerable fac-

tories is the Mor^zov Cotton Mill.

Tver was founded in 1181 by the Grand-Prince Vsevolod of Vladimir.
The chief part of the town then lay on the left bank of the Volga. It

was not until 1240 that Grand-Prince YarosltW Vscvolodovitch built the
fortresB on the right bank. At that time Tver was the residence of a
prince of its own, dependent upon the principality of Suzdal. After the
reign of Mikhail Borisovitch Tver fell, in 1490, into the hands of the
MuHCOvite State. In 15<)9 Ivan IV. passed through Tver on his campaign
against Novgorod and delivered its inhabitants up to the l)rutality of
his Holdiers.

From the railway station the Tryokhsvyatskaya (electric tram-

way, see above) leads, in a slraigbt direction, to the (40 min.) so-

called OcTACioNALSQCAUK (^ci.MiiyroJii.naH iiJiouiaAh), also known
as the Catht'rinr Sf/tuirr. This is Hurrounded by the Latv Cofirfn,

the Govermnent Offices j and other ptiblic buildings. A litlle way
beyond this square, in the same direction, wc reach the lofly bank
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of the Volga, along \vlii('h runs a promenade planted with trees.

Below (5 niin.) is the landing-place of the Samolet steamers.

To the E. and W. of the Octagonal Square, parallel with the

Volga, runs the Millionnaya, the chief street of the city. The E.

part of it leads to the right to the Post Office Square (post office,

see p. 267). A little to the E. of this is the Lutheran ChircJi. In

following the Millionnaya to the W. (left) from the Octagonal Square,

we have on our left the Gostini Dvor or Bazaar y and on our right

the Pfiblic Garden (summer restaurant), which extends on the N. to

the Volga. Farther on, to the left, is the High School. To the right,

opposite (8 min. from the Octagonal Square), is the rectangular

Cathedral of the Transfiguration, built in 1689. Five domes rise

from its flat roof. In the interior, in a sarcophagus under a canopy
between the two S. piers, are the remains of St. Mikhail Yaroslavitch,

a Grand-Prince of Tver, who w^as murdered by the Tartars in 1318.

To the X., behind the church, is the Imperial Palace, the left Aving

of which contains an interesting Museum (open on Sun. & Thurs.

12-2 p.m.; castellan in charge), with prehistoric, ecclesiastical, in-

dustrial art, and other collections. A little farther to the X. is an

iron suspension-bridge, leading to the left bank of the Volga.

The Millionnaya ends at the Tmaka. Hence we cross the bridge

and proceed in a straight direction for about Yg ^^^ ^^^^^ ivLvn to

the left and reach the Troitzi Chivrch (I[epKOBB SKHBOHanaJiBHOH
xpoHUBi), with its seven domes, built in 1564. The so-called 'Little

Church', in the interior, to the right of the ikonostas, contains a

door adorned wdth decorations in lead (14th cent.). On the upper

floor are the so-called Secret Chambers (IlajiaTKH; inaccessible),

with scarcely noticeable slits in the wall instead of windows. These

were used by the clergy and citizens to conceal their treasure from
hostile invaders.

On the left bank of the Volga, at the confluence of tlie Tvertza,
is the Otrotch Monastery (OxpoMt ycneHCKift MyjKCKoii MOHacTtipt),
founded in 1205. Here is shown tlie cell (now a chapel) of Philip, the

former Metropolitan of Moscow, who was deposed by Ivan the Terrible in

1568, and was strangled at Tver in the following year.— About 2^2 M. to

the S.W. of Tver, on the Tmaka, is the ZhoUikov Monaster)/ (!>KejiTHKOB'fc

ycneHCKiH MysKCKoft MOHacxiTipfc), built by St. Aisenius in i;594. The
Tzarevitch Alexis, son of Peter the Great, was once contined in a room
above the fortitied gateway.

From Tver a steamer of the Samolet Co. runs daily to (2 days) Rvibinsk
(fares 8 rb. 5, 6 rb. 45 cop.; comp. R. 45).

After crossing the bridge over the Shosha, the train enters

the fertile and industrious government of Moscow.
526 V. KlJn (Rail. Restaurant), a town on the Sestrd, with

7000 inhab., was the ancestral home of the Romanov family. The

Tchaikovski house was occupied by the composer, IM. Tchaikovski

from 1885 till his death in 1893.

606 V. PetrovsJw-Bazumovskoye (p. 323).— 610 V. (404 M.)

Moscoyj (Nicholas or Kursk Station), see p. 269.
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38. Moscow.
Moscow time is 29 min. in advance of that of St. Petersburg.
Plans of the City. The principal plan (opposite) is referred to in the

text as PL /, the plan of the inner city (p. 29B) as PL //.

I. Arrival. Departure. Railway Stations.

Arrival. Izvoshtchik from the railway stations to the inner city in

summer 60-80, in Aviuter 50-60 cop.; the cabs nearest the station-exits

charge the most. Motor Omnibuses from the larger hotels (preferable)

meet most of the trains.— Departure. Tickets should be bought in ad-

vance (comp. p. xxiii) at the City Office of the State Railways (FopojicKaH
cxaHijiH KaaeHHtixt 5Keji'fe3Hi>ix'i. ^loport), in the Hotel Metropole Build-
ings (PL c, D4; //), Teatralni Proyezd (open on week-days 9.30 to 5, Sun.
& holidays 10-1); at the office of the International Sleeping Car Co., at

the same address (open week-days 9-5, Sun. & holidays 9.30 to 12); and at

the tourist-agency of E. Garbell, Kuznetzki Most 13 (PL D, 4; //).

Railway Stations. Moscow has nine railway stations:
1. Nicholas or St. Petersburg Station (HnKOJiaeBCKift BOKsajit;

PL E, 2, 3, /), on the N.E. side of the town, for some of the St. Peters-
})iirg trains (R. 37). D. in the restaurant (12-8 p.m.) 1 rb. — Tramways
Nos. 4, 6, 8, 10, 29, 30, & 34.

Key to the Numbers on the

Administration of StiJds C4 I

Alexander & Marie School i

for Girls C5

Almshouses.

3. Artisans' D3
4. Catherine Gl
5. Kurakin E3
6. Merchants' B7
7. Xabilkov E2
8. Preobrazhenski . . Hi
9. Protestant G3

10. Archaeological Society . D5
11. Archives of the Ministry

of Justice B6

Barracks,

12. Alexander D7
13. (Javalry C6
14. KhainovnitclM'ski . . H, (.\ (5

15. SpaHski K3

Cathedrals.

16. Kazan D4
7. St. Basil Blazhenni 1)4
H. Uspenflki 1)4

Catherine InHtitut«; for

fJirlfl 1)2
Church of St. Michael . F3
Church of St. Nikita the
Martyr F3
City (jovi^rnor'n Ollii.n . (M
Commercial Inntitut*' . . I)f,

1

19.

20.

21.

General Plan of Moscow.

24. Commercial School . . C5
25. Commissariat, Xew . . E5
26. Commissariat, Old . . E5
27. Deaf and Dumb Institute C7
28. Duma (City Hall) ... D4
29. Fire Brigade C5
30. Governor-General's Resi-

dence C,D,4
31. High School, 1st . . . C5
32. High School, 2nd. ... F3
33. High School, 6th. ... D5
3i. Historical Museum . . D4
35. Iberian Chapel .... D4
36. Industrial Art Museum .D,3,

4

37. Industrial Art School . C2
38. Ivan Veliki D4
39. Krasniya Gate .... E3
40. Military Stores .... C5
41. Nicholas Lyceum ... C5
42. Orphanage 1)7

43. Pirogov Monument . . B, 5, (I

44. Pokrovski Community,
Hospital of G2

45. Pokrovski Monaslci} . . F5
46. Polytoclinic Museum . . 1)1

47. ]*r<'olirazlicnski Hospital (i 1

4H. Protestant Hospital . . F4
49. Romanov House ... Dl
50. Shanyavski People's Uni-

versity (', 2, 3

51. Sheremetyrv Hospital .1),F,8
52. Survevin^' School . , . F3
53. Widows' Home .... B4
51. ZatchativnVHki (Jon vent . C5
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2. Yaroslavl Station (HpocJi^BCKift BOKsajii,; PL E 2, /), uear the
Nicholas Station, for Yaroslavl, Kostroma (R. 41), and Archangel (R. 42).
— Tramways 4, 6, 8, 10, 29, 80, & 34.

3. Kazan and Ryazan Station (Kas^HCKifi BOKsajit; PL E 3, /), oppo-
site the Nicholas Station on the S., for Kazan, Ryazan, Orenbnrg-Tashkent,
Kozlov-Saratov, Voronezh-Rostov (Baku), etc. — Tramways 4, 6, 8, 10, 29,

30, & 34.

4. Kursk and Nizhni-Novgorod Station (K;fpcKO-HHM{;erop6;iCKitt
BOKsdjit; PL F 4, /), not far from the Sadovaya, for most of the St.

Petersburg trains and for Tula (Ryazhsk, Siberia), Orel, Kursk, Kiev,
Kharkov-Rostov (Baku), Odessa, Sebastopol, Vladimir, and Nizhni-Novgo-
rod.— Tramways 1, 31, & B.

5. Alexander or Brest Station (AjieKcaH^poBCKift BOKsajit; PL B
3, 7), on the W. side of the town, outside the Arch of Triumph, for
Smolensk (Riga), Brest, Warsaw, etc.— Tramways 1, 6, 8, 13, 16, & 36.

6. Bryansk Station (BpflHCKift BOKsajit; PL B 5, /), in the Dorogo-
milovskaya suburb, for Bryansk (Kiev) and Kaluga. — Tramways 4 & 31.

7. WiNDAU Station (BHH^aBCKiS B0K3aJit; PL D 1, /), near the
Krestovskaya Zastava, for Ryezhitza (Wirballen), Riga, and Windau.

—

Tramways 17 & 19.

8. Savelovo Station (CaB^JiOBCKift boksSji-b; PL C 1, /), near the
Butuirskaya Zastava, for Savelovo (p. 348).— Tramways 18, 27, & 29.

9. Saratov Station (CapSTOBCKin boksSji-b; PLE6, i), in the S.

side of the town, for Kozlov-Saratov (R. 60). — Tramways 19, 25, & 30.

H. Hotels. Restaurants.
Hotels. *H6tel National (HaxjioH^jiBHaii rocTHHHija ; PL g, D 4 ; //),

at the corner of the Tverskaya and the Mokhovaya, R. from 3 rb. (with
bath from 8 rb.), B. ^U, dej. (11-3) IV2, D- (3-8 p.m.) 21/4, omn. 1 rb.;

H6tel M^tropole (PL c, D4; //), in the Theatre Square, a large house,
R. 3-10, B. 3/4, dej. (12-3 p.m.) IV4, D. (6-9 p.m.) V^-S, omn. Irb.; Sla-
vYANSKi Bazaar (PL a, D4; //), Nikolskaya 9, R. from 2 rb., B. 65 cop.,

dej. (11-2) 1 rb. 20 cop., D. (3-7.30 p.m.) IV2 & 2V2, omn. 1 rb., all three
of the first class.

—

Hotel Drp:sden (PL b, D4; //), Tverskaya, opposite
the Governor-General's House, R. from IV2 rb., B. 65 cop., dej. (12-2 p.m.)

1, D. (2-7 p.m.) IV2, omn. ^/^rb.; Alpine Rose (AjitniHCKafl Posa; PL 1,

D4; //), Sofika4, R. from 2 rb., B. 60, dej. (11-3) 80 cop., D. (3-8 p.m.) 1 & 2,

omn. 1 rb.; Savoy Hotel, adjacent, cor. of Rozhdestvenka, similar charges
(several rooms with baths); Hotel Billo (PL d, D, 3, 4; //), Bolshaya
Lubyanka 9, R. from IV2, B. 3/4, omn. 1 rb., patronized by Germans;
H6tel Berlin (PL e, D 3; //), Rozhdestvenka, commercial and German, R.
2-10 rb., B. 60 cop., dej. (11 to 2.30) ^U, D. (2.30 to 8 p.m.) I-I3/4, omn. ^U rb.

;

RossiYA (PL f, D 3; //), at the corner of the Petrovka and the Petrovskiya
Linjya; Yevr^^pa (PL h, D 4; //), Neglinni Proy^zd; Grand-Hotel de
Paris (PL i, D4;//), Tverskaya.— The following are run on Russian
lines: Bolshaya MoskOvskaya Gostinitza (PL n, D 4; //), first-class, in

the Voskres^nskava Square, R. 2-15 rb., B. V2, dej. (12-3 ]).m.) IV4, D-
(3-9 p.m.) lV2&'^V2rb.; Frantziya (Pl.m, D4;//), Tverskaya, Filippov
House; LoskijTnaya GostInitza (Pl.k, D4;//), Tverskaya, R. from 1,

D. (2-7 p.m.) IV4 rb.

Pensions. Hollherg, Lubyanski Proy^zd 3 (Pl.D, 4; /), Stakh^yev
House, pens. 3-4 rb.; Takke, Trubnikovski Pereulok 30 (PL C, 4; /), pens.
4-6 rb. (less in summer). — Home of the Society for Protestant Girls

(yCtsKHLue eBaHrejiHHecKaro noneHiiTejitCTBa o ;i'feBHitax'i>), N6vaya
Basmannaya (PL E, F, 3; /), for governesses. — Furnished Rooms
(Me6jiHp6BaHHLiH KOMnaxBi; R. 15-25 per month, with board 40-70 rb.).

Hestaurants (open from noon). *Hermitage (PL D, 3; //), Triibnaya
Square, with concert-garden, dej. (12-2) I'/i, D. (2-8.30) IV2 & 2V2 ib.;

*H6ii-:l National (see above); *H6tel M^tropole (see above); *Sla-
vyanski Bazaar (see above); *Bolshaya Mosk6vskaya Gostinitza (see
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above); *Praga, Arbatskaya Square, cor. of Arbat (PL C, 4; //), d^j.

60 cop. & 1 rb., D. (2.30-9 p.m.) IV4 & 21/2 rb. ; Tyestov, Theatre Sq. (PI.

D, 4; //), cor. of Voskresenskaya Sq. ; New Peterhof, Mokhovaya, near
the Vozdvizhenka (PL D, 4 ; //), with garden, dej. (12-4 p.m.) 1, D. (4-7 p.m.)
1 rb.

—

Hotel Billo (p. 270), beer; Hotel Berlin (p. 270); in the Upper
Rows (p. 299), D. (4-8 p.m.) IV4 rb., very fair; Trekhgorni, Petrovka,
Dom Gratcheva; Hotel Yevr(3pa (p. 270), D. (4-8) 65 cop.; K. I. Kirpikov,
Kuznetzki Most (PL D, 4; //), in the Tretyakov Building, frequented for

luncheon.— Outside the Town. *Yar (D. 2V2 rb.), Mauritania (in summer
only), Stryelna (in winter only), all three in the Petr6vski Park (p. 323)

and much frequented in the evening (not cheap).

Caf^S. Hot. Metropole (p. 270); FilIppov, at the corner of the
Tverskaya and the Glinishtchevski Pereiilok (PL C, D, 3, 4; //), also cold

dinners.— Confectioners. Cadet, Einem, both in the Petrovka; Siou,

Kuznetzki Most, Dzhamgarov Arcade.

m. Carriages. Electric Tramways. Steamers.

Carriages (comp. p. xxiv). There is no definite tariff; the fares

from the railway stations are given at p. 269.— Izv6shtchik (two seats,

with movable top), short drive 20-30, longer drive 40-80 cop., at night rather
more; within the town for the whole day (net recommended) 2Va-3, outside
the town 3-4 rb. — Likhatchi (p. 90) are found only in front of the best
restaurants; short drive at least 1-2 rb. These vehicles are very popular
for drives to the places of amusement outside the town (fare 5-10 rb., if

engaged in the evening and kept all night 10-20 rb.).

—

Motor Cabs for

1-3 pers., first verst 40, each additional verst 30 cop. — Caleches (with
two or four seats; stands on the Lubyanka Square and elsewhere): 60 cop.

to 1 rb. per hr., 4-5 rb. per day. — Tr6ikas, suitable for excursions;
fare 10-25 rb. according to time and distance. — Landaus (fare per half-

day 5-8, per day 8-10, if outside the town 9-12 rb.) may be hired of Vetch-
kin, Neglinni Proyezd (PL D, 3, 4; //). — Gratuity for the better class

of carriages 30 cop. to 1 rb. On holidays, for 'corso' drives, and so forth,

the charges for all kinds of carriages are often doubled.

Electric Tramways run from 6 or 7 a.m. till 10.30 p.m. or mid-
night. Fare according to zone (CxaHijHH) 5-10 cop. ; transfer-tickets are
also issued. The cars are entered by the back, and quitted by the front
platform. The numbers of the lines are frequently changed, as the system
has not yet been completed. The plan-references in the following list

refer to Plan /.

1. Alexander (Brest) Railway Station (PL B, 3) to Kursk Railway
Station (PL E, F, 4) via Petrovski Boulevard (PL D, 3) & Myasnitzkaya
(PL D, E, 3, 4). — 3. Preohrazhenskaya Zastdva (PL H, 1) to Danilovski
Ruinok (Serpukhovskdya Zastdva; F\. D, 7) via Pokrovskaya (PL F, G,
2, 3), Lubyanskaya Square (PL D, 4), & Kamenni Bridge (PL D, 5). — 4.

Freobrazhfinskaya Zastdva (PL H, 1) to Dorogomilovskaya Zastdva (PL
A, 5) vi;\ Kalantch^vskaya Scjuaro (PL E, 3), Myasnitzkaya (PL D, E, 3, 4),

& Arbat (PL C, 4). --5. rreobrazhdnxkaya Zastdva (PL H, 1) to Smolenski
Rninok (PL B, C, 5) via Pokrovskaya (PL Y, G, 2, 3) & Sadovaya. — 6. Pe-
trdvski Park (PL B, 2) to Sok6lnitcheskat/a Zastdva (PL F, 1, 2) via Bol-
Hhaya Dmitrovka (PL I), 3, 4), & Myasnitzkaya (PL D, E, 3, 4). — 7. Kaluzh-
skaya Zastdva (PL B, C, 7) to the Sparrow Hills (PL A, 7). — 8. Alexandir
(Brest) Railway Station (PL B, 8) to Kalantchivskaya Square (PL E, 3)
vi4 Siikharovskaya Square (PL D, E, 3).

10. Kalvzhskaya Siiuare (PL I), r») to Prcohrazln'nskaiia Zastdva (PL
H, 1) via Polyaiika (PL D, 5, 6), Sofika (PL 1), 4), & Si'ikhan-vskaya Squaro
(PL D, E, 3). - n. Mdryina Roshtrha (Kani.T Kollc/hski Val ; PL 1), 1) to

Kaluzhskaya Square (PL I), (>) vi/l ('atherino Park (PL D, 2), Noglituii
Proy(5zd (PL 1>, 3, 4), & Krannaya Square (PL 1), 4). LS. Petrovski Park
(PL B, 2) to Serpukhftvskdya Square (PL I), 6) vi/l Arbjitskaya S(|uurn
(Pi. C, 4) & PolyAnka (PL D, 6, 6). --15. Tzaritzuinskaya Square (PL Fi, 6)
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to Tttgdntikai/a Square (PI. E, 5) via Tnibnaya Square (PI. D, 3) & Lubyaii-
skaya S(|uaro (PI. I), 4).- l(j. SpdsiilYti/a Zastdra (PI. F, 6) to Alexander
(Brest) Railiraii Station (PL B, 3) via Taj;anskava Square (PL E, 5), Lubvan-
skaya Square (PL D, 4), & Bolshaya Nikitskaya (PL C, 4). — 17. Novodye-
ritchi Convent (PL A, 6) to Windati Eailwaij Station (PL D, 1) via Arbat
(PL C, 4, 5), Sofika (PL D, 4), & Sryeteiika (PL D, 3). — 18. BidiHr.9ka//a
(PL B, 1) to Kahhh skat/a Zastdva (PL B, C, 7) via Bolshava Dmitrovka
(PL D, 3, 4) & Volklionka (PL C, 5). — 19. Windan Railwai/ Station (PL D, 1)

to Saratov Railway Station (PL E, 6)^ via Lubyjinskaya Square (PL D, 4).

20. Sol'dlnifcheskaya Zastdva (PL F, 2) to Boyorodskoye (beyond PL
F, G, 1).--21. Pol'rovskaya Zastdva (PL F, 5) to Po]cr6vska?/a. Zastdva
(PL F, 5) via Lubyanskaya Square (PL D, 4), Krasniya Gate ' (PL E, 3) &
Nyeinetzkaya (PL F, 3). — 22. Pryesnenskaya Zastdva (PL B, 3) to Semenov-
skai/a Zastdva (PL H, 2) via Bolsbaya Nikitskava (PL C, 4) & Myasiiitzkava
{?\.'T),F., n, i). — 2S. Pokrovskai/a Zastdva (PL F, 5) to Norodiferitchi
Convent (PL A, 6) via Lubvanskaya Square (PL D, 4) & Volkhonka (PL
C, 5). — 24. Tzaritziiinskaya (PL B, 5, 6) to Ilospitdlnaya Square (PL G, 3)

via Mokhovaya (PL C, D, 4J & Lubyanskaya Square (PL I), 4). — 25. Pryes7ien-
skaya Zastdva (PL B, 3) to Sardtov Railway Station (PI. E, 6) via Bolsbaya
Dmitrovka (PL D, 3, 4) & Krasnaya Square' (PL D, 4). — 26. YeUkhovskaya
Square (PL F, 3) to Yekaterininskaya Sqnare (PL D, 2) via Marosseika
(PL D, E, 4) & Sofika (PL D, 4).- 27. BntiHrskaya (PL C, 1) to Royozh-
skaya Zastdva (PL F, 5) via Bolshaya Dmitrovka (PL D, 3, 4).- 28. Siids-
skaya Zastdva (PL F. 6) to Siindnovskaya Zastdva (PL E, F, 7).— 29.

Petrovski Park (Maslovka Vdrkhnyaya; PL A. B, 1) to Sokobdfcheskaya
Zastdva (PL F, 1, 2) via Butuirskaya Zastava (PL C, 1), Malava Dmitrovka
(PL C, 3), Pokrovka (PL E, 4), & Kalantcbcvskaya Square (PL E, 3).

.30. Spdsskat/a Zastdva (PL F, 6) to Kozhevnitcheskaya (PL E, 6) via
Dvortzovi Bridge (PL F, G, 4), Kalantcbcvskaya Square (PL E, 3), & Kras-
nava Square (PLD, 4). — 31. Kursk Station (PL E, F, 4) to Dorogomilov-
skaya Zastdva (PL A, 5) via Pokrovka (PL E, 4) & Arbat (PL C, 4). — 32.

Rogozhskaya Zastdva (PL F, 5) to Mdrijina Roshtcha (Kamer Koll6zhski
Val; PLD; 1) via Solyanka (PL E, 4), Sry6tenka (PL D, 3), & Bozhedom-
skaya (PL D, 2).-— 33. Lubyanskaya Square (PL D, 4) to Serpukhovskdya
Square (PL D, 6) via Yarvarskaya Square (PL D, E, 4) & Tcliugunni Bridge
(PL D, 5). — 34. KalantcMvskaifa Square (PL E, 3) to Tzaritznivskaya (PL
B, 5, 6) via Myasnitzkaya (PL D, E, 3, 4), Mokhovaya (PL C, D, 4), & Prot-

chistenka (PL C, 5). — 36. Alexander (Brest) Raihvay Station (PL B, 3) to

Danilovskaya Suburb (PL D, 7) via Bozhedoraskaya (PLD, 2), Sry(5tenka

(PL D, 3), & Krasnaya Square (PL D, 4).

A. Circular Line via the B(»ulevards. — B. Circular Line via the Sado-
vaya (p. 277). — B. Circular Line via the Kamer-Koll6zhski Val (under
construetion).

Steam Tramway (to be electrified); from the Butuirskaya Zastdva
(F]. C, 1 ; /) to l*etr6vsko-Razmn6v8koye (p. 323), every V2 hr. ; ifare 10 cop.

Steamers. From Boldtnaya Square (PL D 5, I; Tramways No. 3,

10, 13, & 18) to S]>arrow Hills (PL A, 7; /), Va lir-, 10 cop. (holidays 15 cop.);

from Sparrow Hills to Borodinski Bridge (PL B, 5; /), 10 or 15 cop.;

from }foskvoryptzki Bridge (PL D, 4; /) to Simo7iov Monastery (PL E,
F, 7 ; /), 5 or 10 cop.

IV. Post & Telegraph Offices. Consulates. Police Stations.
Commissionnaires.

Post Office. The General Post Office (noHTaMTt; PL E 3, //), at

tlic corner of the Myasnitzkaya and the Tchistoprudni Boulevard (p. 311),

is open on week-days 9-4 (for receiving and issuing registered letters,

till 9 p.m.), on Sun. and liolidays 9-11 a.m. There are branch-offices in

the Exchange CPL D, 4; //), in the Upper Rows (PL D, 4; II), in the Hotel
Mctroj)ob' Buildings CPL f, I) /j ; // ), and at numerous other points. They
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are open on week-days from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. (registered letters also 5-7 p.m.),

on Sun. and holidays 8-10 a.m. (comp. p. xxviii). An ordinary letter within
the limits of the city delivery costs 3 cop.

Telegraph Office. The General Telegraph Office (PI. E 3, II; p. 311),

open day and night, is in the Myasnitzkaya, adjoining the G-eneral Post
Office. Telegrams within the city cost 15 cop. plus 1 cop. per word.

Consulates. Gtreat Britain: Consul-General, C. T. R. Clive-Baijley,

Bolshaya Moltchanovka 21i'i8 (PL C 4, //; 10-2); Vice-Consul, R. H. Bruce
Lockliart.— United States of America: Consul-Greneral, J. H. Snod-
grass, Arkhangelski Pereiilok 9 (PL E, 3, 4, II; 10-1 & 2-4); Deputy Consul,
A. W. Smith. ^IjIjOyd's Agent, John FouHs-Munro, Bolshaya Orduinka.

Police. Chief of Police ot Citg Governor (rpa^OHaMajiLHHKt; PL
C 4, //), Tverskoi Boulevard.

—

Address Office (A;ipecHi,iH CTOJit), Zna-
menski Pereulok 3 (PL D, 3;//), open on week-days 9-4, Sun. and holi-

days 9-1. Fee for looking up each address 3 cop.

Commissionnaires (Posiiilnuiye), distinguished by red caps and
collars: message within the Kremlin and Kitai Gorod 10, in the Byeli-
Gorod 20, in the Zemlyanoi Gorod 30 cop.

V. Theatres. Concerts. Clubs.

Theatres (closed in summer). The performances generally begin at

7.30 or 8 p.m. and last till midnight. It is best to buy tickets at the box-
office, open after 10 a.m.; in the evening the dealers exact high prices.

Great Impericd Theatre (PL D, 4; //), in the Theatre Square (p. 309).

Operas and ballets. Prices of seats at the opera: box in 1st tier 15 rb.

;

'bel etage' (dress-circle) 15 rb. ; box in 2nd tier 91/2, 3rd tier 7, 4th tier

5 rb. ; lettered boxes in 3rd tier 10, in 4th tier 6 rb. ; stalls 1 rb. 80 cop.

to 6 rb. ; third balcony 1 rb. 50 cop., fourth balcony 1 rb. 10 cop.

Little Imperial Theatre (PL D 4, //; p. 309), opposite the Great
Theatre. Dramas. — Prices: lettered boxes 14, boxes and bel etage 12,

stalls 2-5, amphitheatre 2^2 rb.; first balcony 1 rb. 80 cop.; second bal-

cony 1 rb. 10 cop. to IV2 rb.

New Imperial Theatre (Nezlobin Theatre; PLD4, //), in theTlieatre
Square, for plays. Prices: bel etage 10 rb.; stalls 1 rb. 80 cop. to 5 rb.;

first balcony IV2 rb.

Moscoio Art Theatre (Xy;i63KecTBeHHi>u1 xeaTpt; PL D 4, //), Kainer-
gerski Pereiilok, stalls 2-5 rl).; for drama; noted for its admirable ensemble
and its artistic stage-equipments; all seats taken by subscribers.

Korsh Theatre, Petrovka, cor. of Bogoslovski Pereulok (PL D, 3; //),
for Russian plays, also used for German performances; Solodovnikov
Theatre (Zimin Theatre), Bolshaya Dmitrovka (PL D, 3, 4; //), for opera;
Nikitski Theatre, Kalashni Pereulok, near the Nikitskiya Gate (PL
(', 1 ; //), for operettas; Inde]>endent Theatre, at the Hermitage (see below

;

in winter only), for opera, drama, and comic opera.
Vauiety Theatres. Hermitage (not to 1k' confounded with the re-

HtHiirant mentioned at p. 270;, Karetni Ryad 3 (PL D, 3; /), for vaudeville,
operettas, and variety performances (in summer only); Aquarium, Sado-
vaya, near the Tverskaya (PL (', 3; /), in summer only. — Zon'.s Theatre
(formerly BoufJ'rn), Triumfalnaya Square (PL C, 3; //), in winter only.--
Cahauet. The Bat (Letutdiaya Muisli), Milyutinski Pereulok 16 (PLC,
3, 4; //), with performances at 11 p.m. (adm. 5-10 rb.).

Trnzzi C'ncuH fPl. 1), 3; //), in the Tzvyetnoi BouLivard. Prices: box
10"/.^ rb. ; seat 1 rb. 10, 2 rb. 10, or 3 rb. 10 lutp. — Nikiti7i Circus, Trium-
falrwiya Sad/)vaya ^Pl. (', 3; /).

Concerts. Tiie Sf/m])hon7/ Concerts founded by Nicholas Rubinstein
(d. lH8h take place in the large concert-hall of the Conservatorium (PL
(',4;//), Bnjshaya Nikitskaya; the eoncerts of the rhilharmoiiic Societtj
in the hall ui the Club of the Nnhlesse (PL D, 4 ; //). MiUtarfi CniiO'.rls

(in summer) on the Boulevar(ls. in Snkolniki Park (p. 312), and in the
/"(.logical GardejjH (p. 307).
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Clubs. Eii^dish: British Clicb, at the Hotel National (p. 270; sub-
scription 35, entiance-feo 10 rb.); British Sports Club (subscription 10 rb.).

— Russian: Emflish Club (AnrjiiftcKift Kjiy6TE>; PI. C 8, //), Tverskaya,
fashionable (strangers may be introduced by a member); Club of the

Xoblesse (JIbopAhckIu. Kjiv6t, or Bjiaropo^Hoe Co6p^Hie; PL D 4, II),
Bolshaya Dmitrovka (good balls, concerts, and fetes); Merchants' Club
(KyneMecKoe Co6paHie), Malaya Dmitrovka 6 (PL C, 3;/I).

VI. Churches. Physicians. Chemists. Baths. Shops. Banks.
Churches. English Church {St. Aiuirew's; PL C 4, II), BoLshoi

Tchernuisliovski Pereulok, service on Sun. at 11 a.m., in winter also at

7 p.m. Chaplain, Bev. F. W. North. Lending Library, Bryusovski Pere-
ulok. — German Protestant Services at the Church of SS. Peter & Paul
(p. .312; 10 a.m.), at St. MichaeVs Church (p. 313; 10.30 a.m.), and at the
Befonned Church (PL E 4, //; 11 a.m.), Mali Tryokhsvyatitelski Pereulok.
— Roman Catholic Services at the Church of SS. Peter & Paul (p. 310)
and the Church of St. Louis (p. 310).

Physicians. Dr. L. Levin, Mamonovski Pereulok; Dr. J. Golden-
da ch ; Dr. B. Hirschfeld; Dr. O. Schmidt; Dr. J. Taube; Dr. Wellberg.
— American Dentist. F. Lambie, Kamerg(^rski Pereulok 2. — Prot-
estant Hospital (PL 48, E4; /), Vorontzovo Pole 14. Private Hospital
of Dr. von Schiemann (German), Yauzski Boulevard (PL E, 4; //).

Chemists. V. K. Ferrein, Nikolskaya; Sack, Myasnitzkaya; Wagner
(homceopatliic), Marosseika.

Baths (Banii). Sandunovskiya Baths (PL D, 3 ; //), Neglinni Proy^zd,
bath 1/2-5 rb-; Central (Pl.D, 4;' //), Teatralni Proy^zd, bath 1-10 rb.

Both have good public baths (60 cop.) and are open from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Fee to attendant 20-50 cop.

Shops. The best shops are in the Kuzndtzki Most (p. 309), in the
neighbouring streets, such as the Lubyanka, Sofika, Petrovka, and Tver-
skaya, in the Solodovnikov, Golovteyev, Petrovski, Lubyanski, Dzham-
garov, Postnikov, and Alexander Arcades, and in the Upper Rows (p. 299).
— Booksellers. German, M. O. Wolff, Kuznetzki Most; J. Deubner, Fur-
T^asovski Pereulok. French, Tastevin, Kuznetzki Most. Russian, Karbas-
nikov, Mokhovaya; A. S. Suvdrin, Neglinni Proyezd; A. Ilin, Petrovski
Line (maps).— Boots. 31. Pirojiet, Bolshaya Dmitrovka; St. Petersburg
Shoe Factory, Upper Rows.— Cigars. BernJtardt, Beinhard, both in the

Kuznetzki Most.

—

Domestic Industries, Museum of Domestic Industries

(p. 302); Soyuz, Neglinni Proyezd (PL D, 3, 4; //), Petrovski Arcade.—
Furs. P. Sorokoumovski & Sons, Ilyinka; M. L. Byelkin, Kuznetzki
Most. — General Merchants (dry goods). Muir & Merrilees, Petrovka,
with a refreshment-room. — Jeavellery and Ornaments (Russian work-
manship). M. P. Ovtchinnikov, Kuznetzki Most. — Oriental Fabrics of

all kinds (wool, silk, etc.) in the Golovteyev Arcade (company of a

Russian friend desirable).

—

Photographs. Dazidro, Avanzo, both in the

Kuznetzki Most. Photographic Materials, Kodak, Petrovka. — Preserved
Fruits. Abrikosov, Solodovnikov Arcade; Cadet, Petrovka, corner of

Kuznetzki Pereulok; Einem, Petrovka, Rudakov Building. — Rubber
Overshoes. Meyer & Co., Kamergerski Pereulok.— Russian Antiquities
may often be picked up cheaply in the Sunday Market in the Siikharev
Sf^uare CPl. D, E, 3; /) and in the adjoining streets. —Tea. P. Botkin's
Sons, K. & S. Popov, Carava^i Co. (Wogau and Co.).

Banks. Imperial State Bank (PL D, 3, 4; //), Neglinni Proydzd, open
10-3; Busso-Asiatic Bank, Ilyinka; Commercial Bank of Siberia, Ilyinka;
Union Bank, Kuznetzki Most; Credit Lyonnais, Kuznetzki Most; J. W.
Junker & Co., Kuznetzki Most; G. Volkov & Sons, Petrovka.

vn. Principal Attractions. Distribution of Time.
Bolkin'8 Picture Gallery (p. 313), admission on application to the owner.
Domestic Industries, Museum of (p. .802), week-days 10-6, free.
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Fine Arts, Museum of (p. 304), week-days, except Mon., 11-3, Sun.
& holidays 12-3; free. •

Historical Museum (p. 297), Sun., Tues., & Thurs., 11-3, free; from
June loth to Aug. 15th (0. S.) strangers are admitted on application.

Industrial Art Museum (p. 310), in summer, on week-days 11-3 (closed

on Sun. and holidays); in winter 10-4, Sun. and holidays 10-3; free.

Kremlin.— Cathedrals and Churches, generally open 8-4. — Court of
Justice (p. 296), week-days, 11-3. — Great Palace (p. 286), daily, except Sun.
and festivals, 10-2; tickets obtained free (on exhibition of passport) 10-1,

at the office of the Superintendent of Police in the Kremlin.— Memorial
Museum of the War of 1812 (p. 294), daily, 10-4, iree. — Oruzheinaya
Paldta (p. 289), Mon., Wed., & Frid., except holidays, 10-2. Adm. as for

the Q-reat Palace (see above). — Synodal Library (p. 295), week-days 10-3;

closed from May 15th to July ist (0. S.). — Synodal Treasury (p. 282),

week-days 10-1, on application at the Synod Building in the Kremlin; free.

Municipal Administration, Museum of{ip. 311), daily 10-12 and 1-4, free.

Panorama (Battle of Borodino; p. 313), daily, except Mon., 10-10;

adm. 65, in the evening 75, on Sun. 32 cop.

Polytechnic Museum (p. 312), daily (except Mon. & Tues.) 11-3; on
"Wed. & Sat. 15 cop., at other times free.

Romanov House (p. 300), Tues., Thurs., & Sat., 10-2, free; at other
times, gratuity.

Rumydntzov Museum (p. 302), daily (except Mon. & holidays) 11-3,
20 cop. (Sun. free). Reading-room, open on week-days 10-8 (June 1st to

Aug. 15th, 11-4).

Synodal Printing Office (p. 301), week-days except Sat., 10-3 in sum-
mer, 10-4 in winter, free.

Tolstoi Museum (p. 306), daily (except Mon.) 11-5, 30 cop.
Tretyakdv Gallery (p. 316), March 1st to Oct. 1st (0. S.), except Mon.,

daily 10-4, other months 10-3. Closed on Jan, 1st, Thurs., Frid. and Sat.

of Holv Week, Easter Day, and Dec. 24th and 25th. The attendant takes
care of overcoats and umbrellas, free of charge.

University. — Botanical Gardens (p. 311), on Wed. and Sun. 9-7 (Aug.
15th to May 15th 9-4), the Orangeries on Wed. and Sun. 2-4, free; strangers
are admitted at any time by the Director.— Library (p. 302), week-days
10-3; in the summer vacation on Tues., Wed., and Thurs. only, 11-3.

—

Zoological Museum (p. 302), Sept. Ist to April 30th on Sun. 10-3, free.

Zoological Gardens (p. 307), daily 10-8 (in winter, 10-4) ; 35 cop.

Distribution of Time. In order to obtain a general impression of
Moscow, it is advisable to begin our visit by the following circular drive
of 1 hr. : from the Krasnaya Square (PI. D 4, /; p. 296), via Nikolskaya
fPl. D 4, /; p. .300), Lubyanskaya Square (PI. D 4, /; p. 310), and Neglinni
Proyezd (PI. D, 3, 4, /; p. 310); then to the left, via the Boulevards, to

the Church of the Redeemer (PI. C 5, /; p. 304), and thence along the S.

wall (tf the Kremlin and back to Krasnaya Square.
iHT Day. Kremlin (p. 278; Cathedrals and ascent of the Ivan Veliki).

— Petrovski Park (p. 323).

2Nii Day. Kremlin (p. 278; Convents and Great Palace), Krasnaya
Square (p. 296), Romanov House (p. 300), Industrial Art Museum (p. 310).
— Neskutclini Park (p. 320); Sparrow Hills (p. 320); Convent of the Maid-
ens (p. .307).

3ki> Day. Kremlin (\). 278; Oruzheinaya Palata and Synodal Treasury),
Historical Museinn ^p. 297), Polytechnic Museum (p. 312), Siikharev Tower
(\K 311). — S(.k61niki Park fp. 312).

4th Day. Tr(>tyak6v Galb-ry (j). 31»»). — KuHkovo and Kosino (p. 321).

5th Day. Rumyantzov Museum (p. 302), Church of the Redeemer
(j). 304;. Excursion to Tzaritzuino (p. 322).

ThoHC who have Hiiftici(;nt time may also make exeurHions to the
Troitzko-Sergiyevskaya Lavra (R. 40), to Ostankino (p. 324), to Arkhangel-
skoye (p. 324), and to New Jerusalem (p. 256).
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Moscow (MocKBa, Moskva; Ger. Moskmi^ Fr. Mosrou)^ the

sacred city of the Russians, the city Avith the 'white walls' (B'fejio-

KiiMOHHaH), affectionately known as 'Little Mother Moscow' (Ma-
tyushka Moskva), is situated at a height of 525-815 ft. above the

sea, in 55°45'N. lat. and 37°37'E. long., and lies in a fertile

undulating plain on seven hills rising in terraces from the banks of

the Moskva and its aliluent the Ydnza (Hysa). It occupies an area

of 271/2 sq. M., the main part of it, including the Kremlin, being on

the N. bank of the Moskva, which is spanned by seven bridges.

Moscow is the ancient capital of the empire and was the place where
the Tzars held their court down to the time of Peter the Great.

It is now the seat of the Metropolitan of Moscow and Kolomna,
of the oldest Russian university, and of the Commandant of the

Moscow Military District (incl. five Army Corps). It is also the

chief railway centre as well as the chief commercial and industrial

town of Russia, among the staples of its trade and produce being

tea, cloth, and machinery. The population, including many Kaskol-

niks (p. Iviii), increased from 002,000 in 1871 to 1,617,000 in 1912.

The city contains about 450 churches, 25 convents, and 800 bene-

volent institutions. The mean annual temperature is 40° Fahr.
Mosco-w is divided into 17 Districts (Tchasti). On the left bank of

the Moskva: I. Gorodskdya, II. Tverskdi/a, III. Myasnitzka/ja, Yl. Fre-
tchistenskaya, VII. Arbdtskaya, VIII. Sryetenskaya, IX. Yduzskaya, X.
Basmdu/iaya, XI. Rogozhskaya, XIII. Khamovnitchflskaya, XIV. rresnen-
^kaya, XV. Sushtchevskaya, XVI. Myeshtchdnskaya, XVII. Lefortov-
skaya Tchast. — On the right bank of the Moskva: IV. rydtnitzkaya,
V. Vakimdiiskaya, XII. Sevpukhovskaya Tchast. — These divisions form
three police-districts, subdivided into 48 jjrecincts.

According to an old historical distribution, which, however, is

falling more and more into desuetude, Moscow, which has developed

in concentric circles round its centre the Kremlin, is divided into

live main parts, separated from each other by walls or boulevards.

1. The Kremlin (p. 278), the oldest part of the city.— 2. Kitcti-

Gorod {i.e. 'fortified city', Tartar Kitai = fortress; p. 296), the

crowded and irregularly-built centre of business, with the Exchange,

the Trading Rows, and so forth. The Kremlin and Kitai-Gorod

are now combined to form the Gorodskdya Tchast {i.e. the 'City

Quarter'). This inner city, generally known simply as Gorod ('City'),

is surrounded by a whitewashed wall (built in 1534), about l^g M.

in length and relieved by numerous towers (chiefly of a bright

green colour), turrets, and decorations. — 8. In a semicircle round

the inner city stretches the Byeli Gorod, or ^ White City\ the

most elegant quarter of Moscow, with wide streets radiating from

the Kremlin, numerous palaces and public buildings, and the most

attractive shops. The 'White City' now embraces the Tverskaya

Tchast (II) and the Myasnitzkaya Tchast (III) and is enclosed by a

wide girdle of handsome J^oulevards, 4^2 M- ^^^ length.— 4. The
• Wliite City' is adjoined by the Zertdyaitoi Gorod, or 'Earth Ciiy\
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so named after the earthen ramparts thrown up by Tzar Mikhail

Feodorovitch, the site of which is now occupied by the boulevard-

like Garden Street (Sadovaya), 11 M. long. Zemlyanoi-Gorod in-

cludes the 4-9th of the above-mentioned districts.— 5. The outer-

most zone is formed by the Suburbs, which occupy three-fourths

of the total area of Moscow and are surrounded by the Kamer-Kol-
lezhski ramparts, erected in 1742 but now fallen to decay. Of the

14 former Zastavas or barriers, the names alone remain. The sub-

urbs embrace Districts X-XVII and contain many manufactories

(particularly on the banks of the Yauza), several barracks, and the

railway stations. They are mainly occupied by the poorer classes.

If ever a city expressed the character and peculiarities of its

inhabitants, that city is Moscow, the 'heart of Eussia', in which the

Eussian 'wide nature' (mnpoKafl naxypa; p. xlii) is abundantly

obvious. The characteristic life and tendencies of the people are

seen in much, greater purity here than in St. Petersburg and are

much less influenced by W. Europe, though even Moscow is rapidly

becoming modernized of late years.

The Traffic in the ill-paved streets is extraordinarily animated.

What is here known as the 'German' dress is predominant; but side

by side with it we see the bearded muzhik in his bast slippers,

patched caftan, and gray armyak or sheepskin ; the Kussian pope in

his long brown robe, with his black hat and long hair and beard;

the merchant in his old-Russian fur cap, and his wife'adorned with

strings of genuine pearls; Circassians, Tartars, and Bokhariots, all

in their national dress; Greeks in red fezes; Persians with high

conical caps of black sheepskin ; and other types too numerous to

mention. The various costumes of the lower classes are best seen

at the Popular Festivals and in the Markets. Of the latter the

most interesting is the Okhotni Ryad ('Hunter's Line'), or market
for vegetables, eggs, poultry, and game, held in the square of that

name (PI. D 4, //; p. 308), near the Imperial Theatres. The Sun-

day market in the Sukharev Square, mentioned at p. 274, is also

notable. The most important market for fruit and flowers is held

in the Bolotnaya Square (PI. D 5, /; p. 315); the chief flower-

market is held in the Tzvyet/ioi J^oulevard {1*\. I) 3, /;p. 309);
the horse-market takes place in the Konnaya Square (PI. 1) (5, /;

p. 319;; while birds and dogs are bought and sold on Sun. in the

Trubnaya Square (PI. 1)3, //; p. 309).
History. Mc^scow is incntioiKMl by tlic cliictiiicicrs for tlie first tinu;

in 1147, wIkui Prince Yuri Dolj^un'iki of Suzdal invitiul Prince! Svyatoslav
(Jl(<ovitcli of Tclicrni^^ov to visit liin» here. It lon{< remained a place of
no importance. In 1^25 the; Metrojfolifan J't'Jcr (d. 182()) transferr»ul his

residence hitlu^r from Vladimir- on - tht; - Klyuzma. This example was
followed iii i:',2H hv (inind-l'iluM Ivan haiiilovitch KalUd (1;{2K-'M)),

wh<» was recognized in i;};;;} by the Grand-Khan as cliief ruler of Russia.
He surrounded the town with a jtalisadr, and ^?ave the name of Kri'miin
to the castle. Under Demetrius IJonakoi (i:j»»:{ -H'jj the town was un-
successfully besiej^ed (\'.Wi\S) by the (i rand-Priiu-e OI^Merd of Lithuania,
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aiul in ia82 it was laid in ashes by the Khan Tokhtamysh. During the
succeodint; period it was frequently sacked by Mongolian hordes, and
did not attain any great degree of prosperity until the reign of 7^:d>^ //i.

Vasili/erifch (1402-1505), who made Moscow the centre of the now united
kingdom, and beautified it by numerous buildings, erected by Italian
architects. In 1520, during the reign of Vasili Tvdnovitch (1505-83), the
town is said to have contained 45,000 dwelling-houses. Under Jvd)i the

Terrible (15:5:>-84) the vigorous development of the city was interrupted
by conflagrations (in 1547, etc.) and by hostile invasion, as in 1571, when
it was caj)tured by Devlet-Girei, Khan of the Orim-Tartars. In 1553
Ivan concluded a commercial treaty with Queen Elizabeth of England,
after the landing of Sir Richard Chancellor on the shore of the White
Sea (comp. p. 385). In 1591 the Tartars, under KaraGrirei, attacked Moscow
for tlie last time. In 1B12 the Poles, who had supported the claim of the
False Demetrius to the throne of the Tzars, were expelled, and on Feb. 21st
(March 4th), 1613, Mikhail Feodorovitch Romdnov (pp. xlix, 300), though
under seventeen years of age, was chosen Tzar by the National Assembly.
In 1711 the capital of the empire was, indeed, removed to the newly built

St. Petersburg, but the immediate successors of Peter the Great continued
to favour the Kremlin rather than the still undeveloped town on the Neva.
In 1748 Moscow was raised to the dignity of an eparchy (seep. Iviii), and in

1755 its university was founded.— The fate of Moscow in 1812 is universally
known. On Sept. 2nd (14th) the Governor, Count Rostoptchin, with the

great majority of the population, left the city, and Napoleon entered it

on the same day. On the following day began the conflagration, which was
not subdued until Sept. 6th (18th), when three-fourths of all the houses in

the city lay in ashes. On Oct. 11th (23rd) the French were compelled by
famine to evacuate the city, but the order given to blow up the Kremlin,
which so far had escaped c()mi)aratively uninjured, was carried out only in

part. Of the 100,000 men who had entered Moscow with the Emperor Napo-
leon, 28,000 had either succumbed to famine or had been taken prisoners by
the Russians. In 1813 began the rebuilding of the town, which quickly
retrieved its former prosperity, while it was regarded with even greater

veneration than before, on account of the aureola thrown around it by its

stupendous fate. Comp. 'Moscow', by Henry M. Grove (1912), and 'The
Story of Moscow', by Wirt Gerrare (1900).

a. The Kremlin.

In the centre of the city, on a hill rising 130 ft. above the

Moskva and dominating the whole of Moscow, rises the '^'^Kremlinj

in which all the reminiscences of Moscow's past are united. For

the Russian the Kremlin is a holy spot. It is in the Kremlin that

the power of the Tzars first receives the sanction of the church, when

the bells of Ivan Veliki announce to all Russia that the Tzar has

ascended the throne of his ancestors. 'There is nothing above Moscow',

says the proverb, 'except the Kremlin, and nothing above the Kremlin

except Heaven'.— The best general views of the Kremlin are ob-

tained from the Moskvoryetzki Bridge (p. 315) and from the Sofi-

skaya Naberezhnaya; PI. D5, /).

The ancient and fortress-like Kremlin (KpeMJit, formerly also called

Dyetinetz; P1.D4, //) forms an irregular triangle, occupying an entire

quarter of the city, and consists of a gi'eat conglomeration of ecclesiastical,

palatial, and official buildings, enclosed by a baitlemented brick wall

IV4 M. in circumference and 65 ft. high, erected under Ivan III. and
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strengthened with nineteen towers. The characteristic Russian blend of

imperial and ecclesiastical power is nowhere more strongly expressed
than here, where the Palace of the Tzar stands surrounded by numerous
churches.— The Kremlin is entered by live Gtates, almost all of which
are noteworthy, whether historically or on account of the style of their
architecture. On the E. is the Sj)dsskiya Gate (see below); on the N.E.
is the Nikolskiija Gate (p. 296); on the W. is the Troitzkiya Gate (p. 294);
on the S.W. is the Borovitzkiya Gate (p. 294); and on the S. is the Tal-
nitzkiya Gate, the last used only by pedestrians.

From the Krasnaya Ploshtchad or Red Square (p. 296) we enter

the Kremlin by the Spasskiya Gate or G-ate of the Redeemer
(CnaccKlH Bopoxa), a tower-gateway 205 ft. in height, surmounted

by the Eussian eagle. The lower part of the tow^er was built by
Pietro Antonio (p. 296) of Milan in 1491; the belfry was added by
the English architect Gralloway in 1626; the present clock dates

from 1737. Outside the gate, on the right and left, are two small

chapels; above the entrance is the Picture of the Saviour placed

here by Tzar Alexis Mikhailovitch, in 1647, and regarded as the

Palladium of the Kremlin. The decree of Alexis that no man should

pass through this gateway with his hat on is still strictly enforced.

Passing through the gate, we find ourselves in a large open space

known as the Square of the Tzars (IfapcKafl njioma^L, Tzarskaya

Ploshtchad).— To the right is the—
Voznesenski Nunnery, or Convent of the Assumption

(BosHeceHCKiii ^'feBiiqiH MOHacTLipt), erected in 1389 by Eudoxia,

the wife of Grand-Prince Demetrius lY. Donskoi, who retired to the

convent after the death of her husband, and died there in 1407. The
Church of St. Catharive (PI. 3), the facade of which is painted

blue and is turned toward the Square of the Tzars, was built in

1817, in a mixed Gothic style. In the middle of the convent rise

the live gilded domes of the Voznesenski Cathedral, which was
built in 1519, and was last restored in 1721. It contains the relics

of 38 Grand-Princesses and Tzariuas, the series ending with Natalia

Alexeyevna (d. 1728), sister of Peter II. The tombs afc mostly by
the AV\ wall. The Riznitza, or Sacristy, contains ancient palls and

numerous valuables. On the E. side of the convent is the Church
of St. Michael Malein (PI. 4), dating from 1634 and consisting of

two stories. To the left of the entrance to the upper church is a

painted relief of St. George and the Dragon (the arms of M()S(;ow).

The Convent of the Assumption is adjoined by the Nicholas
or Little Palace (HHKojiaeBCKin ^BopeuT,, Majii>n1 kixwijiobokIh

4BopeUT>), which was erected from the plans of Kaziikov, in the

reign of Catherine II., for the Metroj)olitan IMato, purchased in 1817

for the Grand-Duke Nicholas, afterwards Tzar, and restored in 1872.

Alexander II. was born in this palace in IHIH. The interior is xary

simply litted up. In Nicholas I.'s bedroom is his camp-lxjd. The
(liriinj^-room contains a painting by Helotto, representing the ('lection

of Stanislaus I'oniatowski on the j)lain of Wol.i in 1764. The larger

tiAKI>EKEK*H UuHsia. jS
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reception room is adorned with two large pictures by Aivazovski,

the Burning of Moscow (left) and the Church of the Redeemer (right).

The palace is not shown except by special permission of the Super-

intendent of Police (p. 294).

Opposite the Nicholas Palace, on the side next the Moskva, rises

the large Monument of Alexander II., unveiled in 1898. The
l)rouze statue of the Tzar by Opchmhia is 21 ft. in height, and

stands upon a pedestal of red granite, under a kind of canopy (118 ft.

in height), which is supported by 16 bronze columns, in groups of

four. The roof is covered with plates of copper-gilt and enamel,

and is crowned with a Russian eagle. On three sides the monument
is surrounded by an arcade, with two corner-pavilions. The ceiling

of this arcade is adorned with the portraits of 33 Russian rulers,

from St. Vladimir to Nicholas I., in Venetian mosaic.

At right angles to the Nicholas Palace stands the redTchudov
Monastery (^y^OB'L MysKCKOH MOHacTbipt), or Convent of the

Miraculous Apparitions of the Archangel Michael. It was
founded in 1358 by the Metropolitan Alexis, to whom the ground

was presented by the Tartar Khan, Dzhani-Beg, whose wife he had

healed of a severe illness. Later it was frequently destroyed by fire

and as often rebuilt (last in 1771). It was made the Katedralni Mo-
nastiiir of the eparchy of Moscow, i.e. the seat of the Metropolitan

of Moscow, and it is still known as the Residential Convent of the

Metropolitan
J
although this dignitary no longer occupies it.

It was to the Tchudov Monastery that the Tzar Vasili Shuiski retired

after his abdication on July 17th, 1610. The False Demetrius (Brother
G-regory) lived here before he entered upon his career as Pretender. In
Dec, 1G67, there met here the last Council in which the G-reek Church
took part through the personal presence of its leading officials, and at

this Council the Patriarch Nikon fp. 295) was condemned to the loss of

his position. The children of Ivan IV., and Tzars Alexis, Peter I., and
Alexander II., were all baptized in the Tchudov Convent.

To the right of the entrance to the Monastery is a curious image

made of paper; seen from the front, it represents the Holy Ghost,

from the left, Christ, from the right, God the Father. In the

Church of St. Alexis (PI. 2), in a niche in the wall, to the left of

the ikonostas, is a silver sarcophagus placed here in 1686, and

containing the wonder-working body of St. Alexis (d. 1378). The
(Jhurch of the Archamjel Michael, built in 1503 and several times

restored, contains some interesting mural paintings. In the lower

church is a chapel erected in 1912 to the memory of the Patriarch

Hermogenes, starved to death in the Tchudov Monastery during the

Polish invasion of 1612, and canonized in 1913. The Riztdtza or

Sacristy contains a copy of the Gospels written by St. Alexis, in a

costly binding. In the Churchyard are the graves of many Metro-

politans, Bishops, and Russian Princes, and also that of Edig6r, the

last Khan of Kazan.
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On the W. side of the Square of the Tzars, on a granite

pedestal, in front of the Ivan Yeliki (p. 281), stands the so-called

'Tzar Beir (IXapB-KOJioKOjrt; PI. 11). This is the largest hell in

the world, measuring 26 ft. in height (including the hall and cross

on the top) and 66 ft. in circumference. It weighs 200 tons, and is

22 inches thick at the bottom and 10^2 inches thick at the top.

The exterior is adorned Avith inscriptions and reliefs. To the right

of the fracture is the Tzar Alexis Mikhailovitch, with SS. Peter

& John the Baptist above him; to the left is the Empress Anna
Ivanovna, with the Saviour, the Virgin, and St. Anna above her.

The piece broken out of the bell lies at the foot of the pedestal.

The bell, as the inscription records, was cast by Matorin of Moscow
in 1735, at the command or the Tzarina Anna. On completion it was left

in the factory and was there exposed to a lire (1737) which broke off a
piece of it. It then lay imbedded in the ground for a century, before the
architect Monferrand succeeded in raising it and bringing it to its present
position in 1836.

The huge bell-tower of ^Ivan Veliki (Kojxokojibhh HeaHa
BejiHKaro, or Jo?m the Great), begun under Feudor Ivanovitch,

completed by Boris Grodunov in 1600, and last restored in 1813, rises

in five stories to a height of 320 ft. (including the cross). The four

lower stories are octagonal, the fifth one is round. The tower is

surmounted by a gilded dome, 33 ft. in diameter, crowned by a

gilded cross. This cross occupies the place of the original one,

which was torn down by the French in 1812 (much to the detriment

of the upper part of the tower), in the belief that it was made of

gold.— On the groundfloor and in the adjacent building (entrance

from the W. side) are two churches, one dedicated to St. John,

(Russian, Ivan), the other to St. Nicholas of Gostiinsk, the patron

saint of betrothed lovers. In the latter church, to the left of the

altar and behind the ikonostas, is a large Book of the Gospels, with
reliefs upon its binding (1689).— Visitors should not omit the

Ascent of the Ivan Veliki, for which a bright day should be chosen.

It is customary to place 20 cop. in the collection-box at the foot of

the tower, and the guide (unnecessary) expects 50 cop. In ascending
the 236 easy steps we pass 33 bells of various sizes. The largest

of these is the so-called Bell of the Assumption (or Festival Ik^ll;

65 tons in weight), in the second gallery, to the right.

The *View from the top is CHpccially beautiful hy evening light.

From this p(»int Joseph II. viewed Moscow in 1780, Najtoleon and his
MarHhaJH in 1812. We not only overlook tlu; wiiole of the city and
itH Huburlis, but ab.o its envir<»n.s for a diHtanc(! of about 20 M., while
we Hcc the long windingH of the Mc^skva, which interHccts the landHcape
like a Hhiiiing, Hilvcr ribbon. At our fi'vX lies the Kremlin, Hurroundcd
by the wall neparating it from the city. Within theH(^ walls are the
cathedrals, with their gilded domes ; to the S.W. are tiic hug(! Imperial
Palac*!, the Church of the Hodecmcr, and (more distant) the Convent of
th»; Maidens and the Snarrow Hills; to the N. are the gleaming white
Court of Justice, the Historical Museum, tlw; Great Theatre, and tin;

Siikharev Tower; to the K. are tin- Trading Hows, tho Cathedral of St.

18*
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Basil, the Moniimoiit of Alexander II., and the Foundling Hospital. On
all sides the Kremlin is surrounded by an ocean of houses, with number-
less gaily-coloured church-domes, gradually losing themselves in the hilly
and wooded environs, until all is merged in the blue horizon.

On the second floor of the Ivan Veliki (entr. on the N. side, out-

side the railing) is the ricli Synodal Treasury (CnHO/jajiLHafl

PirjHiiua; adm., see p. 275). Catalogue (1907) 30 cop.
Vwnw the vestibule a narrow passage leads into a room containing

ecclesiastical vestments (mostly of Oriental silk), richly adorned with
pearls and precious stones. We may then either enter the large room
opposite the entrance (see below), or turn to the left into a room divided
into three parts. At the end of the latter to the left are the i)alls

(Pokrov) of three Tzars. To tlie left of the entrance, in the glass-
cases in front of the 2nd, 3rd, & 4th windows, are the Omophoria (scap-
ulars) of the Patriarchs Nikon, Job, and Adrian. In a cabinet oppo-
site the 5th window is the Sakkos (episcopal cope) of the Metropolitan
Photius, embroidered at Constantinople in the first quarter of the 15th
cent., and bearing the Creed in Greek. By the 6th window is a case con-
taining a copy of the Gospels belonging to Tzarina Marfa Matveyevna,
the wife of Tzar Feodor Alexeyevitch, with enamel and precious stones.
Above is a copper -pitcher (Alavdste)'), inlaid with mother-of-pearl (Persian;
17th cent.), in which the sacred anointing oil (p. 295) is said to have been
brought from Constantinople to Kiev in 988. The middle case contains
(below) two mitres and two crowns belonging to the Patriarch Nikon;
also some Porutchi, or short oversleeves.— At the end of this room we
turn to the right into a corner-room, containing several cases with epis-

copal copes, all adorned with pearls and embroidery. — We now retrace
our steps and turn to the left into the main room, in the middle of which
is a glass case containing crosses and Panagia {i.e. pictures of the Virgin
and of saints, borne by the archbishops upon their breast). In the four
corners and by the rear wall are glass-cases with ecclesiastical vessels
of silver and gold, chiefly German work of the 17th cent., but including
some very fine English specimens.

An iron railing separates the Square of the Tzars (p. 279) from the

Cathedral Square (Co66pHaH njiomaTtb, Sobornaya Ploshtchad),

which adjoins it on the S.W. This latter is bounded by the Uspcnski

Cathedral (see below) on the N., the Granovitaya Paldta (p. 288) and

the Great Kremlin Palace (p. 286) on the W., and the Cathedral of the

Annunciation (p. 285) and Die Archangel Cathedral (p. 285) on the S.

The ^Cathedral of the Assumption or Uspenski Ca-
thedral (ycneHCidfi codopx), the church in which the Tzars are

crowned, and formerly the burial-place of the Patriarchs, was built

by Floraventi of Bologna in 1475-79, on the site of an earlier church,

and on the model of the Cathedral of St. Demetrius of Vladimir

(p. 337). Though repeatedly devastated (1493, 1547, 1682, 1812) by

plunderers or tire, the church was always restored in its original

form. It stands almost in the centre of the Kremlin, and forms a

rectangle 82 ft. wide and 125 ft. long. In the middle rises a massive

dome, 138 ft. in height, while at the four corners are smaller domes.

The walls and pillars are adorned with pictures of saints.

We enter tlie Interior by the main entrance on the W. sid(!. On tlie

walls to the right and left of the entrance are frescoes representing the
Last Judgment. On the wall to the left (N.) are episodes from the life

of the Virgin, while to the right (8.) are the seven Councils of the Greek
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Church. The piers immediately in front of us are adorned with a series

of pictures upon a gold ground, forming a garish mixture of angels,
saints, monks, and fighting knights. Farther up, the walls and columns
are adorned with gilding, reaching to the very top of the dome. In the
central dome is a colossal figure of the Deity, while in the smaller domes
are the Virgin, the Lord of Sabaoth, Immanuel, and the Saviour. Between
the piers, in the nave, is the place where the Tzar is, crowned. Nine
Patriarchs (p. 295) rest here; Nikon, the 10th, is buried in the Convent
of the New Jerusalem (Church
of the Resurrection; p. 256).

In the corner, to the left of the
entrance, lies the Metropolitan
Jonas (PI. 5) ; to the right are
the sarcophagi of SS. Photiiis
and Cyprian (PI. 6), and of the
Patriarch Hermogenes (1606-

1612; PL 11; p. 280). Between
these is a rectangular chapel-
like receptacle of copper-gilt,

2.3 ft. in height, adorned with
open-work and surmounted by
a pointed roof. This contains
several relics, the shroud of

Christ and the robe of the
Virgin sent to the Tzar Mikhail
Feodorovitch in 1625 by Shah
Abbas of Persia, and also a

nail of the True Cross, pre-

sented by the Greorgian Tzar
Artchil in 1686. In the right

aisle, in front of the ikonostas,
is a large throne of black wal-
nut, which is said to date from
the time of Ivan the Terrible
(1552). In front of the ])iers

are the stone Throne of the
Patriarch to the right, and the
Throne of the fzarinas to

the left.

The IkonostdSy partly renew-
ed in 1882, consists of a lofty
vermilion wall of artistic per-
forated work, with five rows
of saints, one above another,
and lavishly adorned with pre-
cious stones. In the choir
takes place the anointing of tin;

Tzar. To the left of the holy
door, in a costly frame, is the
famous Vhifliinir I'ictnrH of the Vir(/in, said to have been painted ])y
St. Luke. This j)icture was brought, about the middle of t]u\ 5th cent.,
from Jerusalem to Constantinople; in the beginning of the 12th cent,
it (-ame to Kiev, and in n.58 to Vladimir. In l.{!>5, on the invasion of
Tiniur the Tartar, it was brought to the Kremlin at Moscow, in order
to protect the city (p. 310). T(. the right is a ricJure of the Redeemer,
said to have be(;n painted by the Greek Emperor Manuel in 1143, and
preserved down to 1476 in the Church of St. Sophia at Novgorod. —Tln^
net weight of the gold of the ikonostas, and of the jiltjir-vessels and
other HiU'rvA (dijects, is said to amount to m:;o puds (11,0(K) IIih.). The
French carrie.d off the whole «»f this treasure with them, hut tlwii spoil
was tak(Mi from them by the CosHacks, who in commemoration of this

Chapels : A. Assumption ; B. St. Peter
and St. Paul ; C. St. Demetrius Solunski.
— Relics: 1. St. Theognostus; 2. Metro-
politan Peter; 3. Gregory the Theolog-
ian ; 4. St. Philip ; 5. Metropolitan Jonas

;

6. St. Photius and St. Cyprian. — Tombs
OF Patriakchs: 7. Joseph (d. 1652);
8. Job (d. 1607); \). Joasaph I. (d. 1641);
10. Philaret (d. 1633); 11. Hermogenes
(d. 1612); 12. Joasaph II. (d. 1672); 13.

Pitirim (d. 1673); 14. Joachim (d. 1600);
15. Adrian (d. 1700).
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ri'si'ue, presented tlie ehuich witli a silver Chandelier with 4(> branches,
whieh weighs 880 lbs. and now hang^s from the dome.

Behind the ikonostas is the Saiictfmri/. Behind the altar, upon a

marble table, is a relief of Mt. Sindl, made of pure 'ducat-gold', and
presented by Potemkin in 1788. In the making of this relief, 21 lbs. of

gold and 22 lbs. of silver were used. On the top of the mountain stands
a golden figure of Moses, with the Tables of the Law. In the mountain

is a cavern containing a small
golden pyx, used for keep-
ing the Host. Below lie state

documents. In the back-
ground is a niche in the wall,
containing the throne of the
Metro])olitan of Moscow, on
each side of which are mural
paintings of Patriarchs and
Fathers of the Church. In
the side-chapel to the left

(entr. from choir; PI. B.)

are the Altar of SS. Peter &
Paul, the sarcophagi of the

Metropolitans Peter (first

Metropolitan of Moscow, d.

i;S2(); PL 2) and Tlieonuostus
(d. 1^558; PL 1), and a shrines

containing relics. In the right

side-chapel (that of St. Deme-
trius Solunski, the Martyr;
PL C), Prince Yuri Glinski,
a distant cousin of Ivan the

Terrible, was assassinated in

1547. — In front of the choir,

to the right, is the silver

reliquary of the Metropolitan
Philip (p. 268 ; PL 4). —From
the chapel of St. Demetrius
Solunski a narrow flight of

steps leads to the Chapel of
the Virgin, where the election

of the Patriarch used to take
place, and to the Sacristy
(PHSHHI^a).

Passing the Palace
Gioard House, we reach

the foot of the so-called

Red Staircase (Kpac-

Hoe Kpbijrbi^o; marked q
on plan at p. 279), also

called the Lion Staircase,

on account of the lions on

its landings. This staircase leads, from the 'Sacred Floor' to the

Cathedral Square, but is kept closed.

The staircase was originally covered by a pointed and painted wooden
roof, for which Prince Vasili Grolitzuin substituted one of coj)per gilt in

1685. Since the fire of 1696 it has, however, been roofless. It was here
that Ivan the Terrible received Vasili Shibanov, the messenger of Prince
Kurbski, who had taken reiuge among the Poles, thrusting the iron point

Ground-plan of the Archangel Cathedral.

Chapels : A. Archangel Michael ; B. John
the Baptist. — Tombs : 1. Ivan Alexeye-
vitch (d. 1696); 2. Feodor Alexeyevitch
fd. 1682); 3. Vasili Shuiski (d. 1613); 4.

Tzarevitch Peter of Kazan ; 5. Emperor
Peter II. (d. 1727); 6. Tzarevitch Demetrius
fd. L591); 7. Prince Mikhail of Tchernigov
and Boyar Feodor; 8. Alexis Mikhailo-
vitch (d". 1676); 9. Mikhail Feodorovitch;
10. Mikhail Skopin-Shuiski (d. 1610); 11.

Ivan the Terrible (d. 1584); 12. Ivan Ivano-
vitch (d. 1582), son of the preceding; 13.

Feodor Ivanovitch (d. 1598); 14. Vasili
Ivanovitch (d. 1534) ; 15. Ivan III. Vasilye-
vitch (d. 1505); 16. Vasili Vasilyevitch
(d. 1462); 17. Ivan Danilovitch, Kalita
((]. 1340) ; 18. Simeon Ivanovitch, the Proud
(d. 1353); 19. Demetrius Donskoi (d. 1389);
20. Ivan Ivanovitch (d. 1359); 21. Vasili

Dmitriyevitch (d. 1425).
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of bis staff through his foot and then listening to his message while
leaning on the staff. Here, too, the False Demetrius received petitioners,

and here (in 1682) the Strelitzi massacred the Boyar Matveyev, three
members of the Naruishkin family, and 69 opponents of the Tzarina
Sophia. — The Tzars still descend the Red Staircase when on their way
to the coronation in the Cathedral of the Assumption.

Opposite the Uspenski Cathedral, on the S. side of the Cathedral

Square, lies the Archangel Cathedral (ApxanrejiBCKiH co66pi>),

or Cathedral of the Archangel Michael, the burial church of the

Tzars of the House of Rurik and of the Romanovs before Peter the

Great (p. 173); also of Peter's feeble-minded brother Ivan, and of

Peter II. It was erected in 1505-8 by the architect Alevisio Novi of

Milan, on the site of an older church, and was last restored in 1895.

The Mural Paintings^ executed by Yermolayev in 1680-81 under
Feodor Alexeyevitch (restored in 1743 and 1772), represent the Last Judg-
ment, and lifesize figures of the Tzars. By the walls, at the feet of the
figures, are the plain Sarcophagi of the Tzars, 47 in number. Alexander,
once Tzar of Kazan (d. 1566), and Peter, the Tzarevitch of Kazan (d. 1509),
also rest here. In front of the small Chapel of John the Baptist is the
sarcophagus of Ivan the Terrible (PL 11). Adjoining are the coffins of his

sons, Ivan and Feodor Ivanovitch. In various small recesses are the Coffins

of the Saints (Mouih) ; the most revered are those of St. Mikhail Vsevo-
fodovitch (PL 7) and Demetrius Uglitzki (PL 6). St. Mikhail was Prince
<'f Tchernigov, at the time of the Mongolian supremacy. In 1246, when
he went to do homage to the horde of Baty-Khan, he refused to pass
through the sacred tire and was murdered in consequence. A similar fate
befell his companion, Boyar Feodor. The body was brought back to Moscow,
and Mikhail was declared a saint. The silver coffin was presented by
Catherine IL in 1774. Demetrius, the last scion of the Rurik family,
was assassinated at Uglitch (p. 348). On the pier above his sarcophagus
are a portrait of him in low relief, made of fine gold, and also some
articles of his attire. Adjacent is a candelabrum of silver.

To the W. of the Archangel Cathedral, rises the Blagovy^-
shtchenski Cathedral (BjiaroB-feuieHCKin co66pT>), or the Cath-
edral of the Aananclatiov , the church in which the Tzars are

christened and wedded. It was founded by Vasili Dmitriyevitch in

L397, rebuilt in 1482-9 by Pskov masters, and frequently restored,

last in l>s84-95. It possesses nine domes, each of which is surmounted
l)y a golden cross, and a gilded roof.

Through the gate of the Cathedral Square we enter a corridor, with
fK'HCocs of 1508 (restored in 1890), which surrounds the inner church on
thre«: Hides. Two do(»rs lead from it into the church itself. The doors
an; covere<l with panels of chased bronze; the (loor-]tosts and lintels are
adorned with precious stones and gold ornaments on a blue ground. The
floor of th(; church consists of coloured jasper, presented to th(^ Tzar Alexis
l)y the Shah of Persia. The frescoes on tlio walls and domes are very
<;uri<His. They rej)resent patriarchs, j)rophets, apostles, martyrs, and
(Jr«M;k pliilosoj)h(!rs (thescr conc(Uved of as tho hrralds of the C(»nnng
MesMiah) in conjunction with uionstcrs of all kinds. Thes(! ar(^ but dimly
illuniinatiul by the feclile light lin«Iing its way through the central donjc.
The fko}ioHt(l)i was almost entirely destroyed by the Frencii in 1812, in

their search for gold, hut was afterwards restored. Adjoining tiie holy
door, which is of nuiMHive silver, are the higlily reverecl j»i«tur(^s of (right)

the Saviour, of the Mth cent., and the Aunuiuiiatmn (from (Jrcecei, in

a costly frame. To the left is the picture of the Virgin of the Don,
which bemetriuH Donsk^i had fastened to his black banner during th(»
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battle oil the plain of Kulikovo in 1:580. The same holy banner was
borne by Boris Godunov in his battle with the Tartars nnder the walls
of Moscow in 1591. On the back is the Assnmption of the Virg-iji ; the
frame is of solid gold and still shows some scars made in 1812 by the
French, who mistook it for co})per-gilt. The side-door is adorned with
reliefs. In front of the ikonostas, to the right, is the throne of Tzar
Feodor Alexeyevitch, and in the wall behind is a niche in which Ivan the
Terrible often attended divine service.

"We now enter the—
^ Great Kremlin Palace (Bojibuioh KpeMJieBCKift ^BopenT.)

by ci dour in the main fagade, which is turned towards the Moskva.
This handsome edifice, 395 ft. long and 92 ft. in height (exclusive

of the dome), was erected from the designs of Thon in 1838-49, at

a cost of 12,000,000 rb. The main building consists of two stories,

the upper of which has two rows of windows. On the N. side lies

the Belvedere Palace (p. 288), and on the E. side the Granovitaya

Palata (p. 288), while in the W. wing is the Oruzheinaya Palata

(p. 289). Adm., see p. 275 ; entr. on the E. side (PL Entr.).' The visit

takes ^/4 hr. The attendant expects a fee of 1 rb. (for a party 20-

30 cop. each). See Plan, p. 279.
The i^alace stands npon the same spot on which the old wooden and

stone palaces of the Tzars stood previous to 1787. Of these older buildings,
only the Granovitaya Palata and the Terem are now extant. In 1753
Ein])ress Elizabeth erected the so-called Winter Palace (KpeMJieBCKiH
3HMHiii JXBO\ye^^), a stone building designed by Count Rastrelli. Napoleon I.

occupied this palace in 1812, and it was burned down the same year.

Catherine II. intended to build a huge palace in the Kremlin from the
designs of Bazhenov, but work on it was little more than begun.

To the left of the handsome vestibule, which is borne by four

monolithic columns of granite, are the private rooms of the Tzar,

which are not shown without the special permission of the Chief of

Police. The magnificent granite Staircase (rXapa^Han Ji'fecTHHua;

PI. b), consisting of 58 steps, arranged in five flights, leads hence to

the upper floor. To the right is a large picture of the battle on the

plain of Kulikovo, by the French painter Yvon (1850). At the top

of the staircase are two huge crystal vases.

The small Avfechamher (PL c) contains a painting by Ryepin,

representing peasants doing homage to Alexander III. To the right

is the St. GeoQ^e Boom (PI. d), the largest in the Kremlin (200 ft.

long, 70 ft. wide, and 60 ft. high), which is furnished and decor-

ated in white and gold. The ceiling is supported by 18 pilasters,

in front of which are placed twisted columns. On the capitals

are Victories, with shields bearing lists of the conquests of Russia,

and the arms of conquered provinces. On the walls are marble

tablets, inscribed in golden letters, with the names and dates of

Russian regiments which have distinguished themselves in the field,

and also the names of all officers who have been decorated with

the Order of 8t. George, the highest Russian order for military

bravory. At the end of the j-oom is a group in silver, representing
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the Cossack leaders, Yermak (p. 522) and Platov (d. 1818), presented

in 1870 by the Cossacks of the Don. Adjacent are two gilded bronze

chests, containing the statutes and the names of the Knights of St.

George. The six candelabra contain 3200 electric lights.

The >S'^. Alexavder Room (PL e), richly adorned in pink and gold,

is 100 ft. long, 70 ft. wide, and 70 ft. high to the vaulting of the

dome. It is named in honour of the Order of St. Alexander Nevski,

instituted by Catherine I. in 1725. Opposite the two rows of win-

dows (11: in all) are enormous mirrors, reflecting the view of the

city seen from the windows. The room also contains six paintings

of scenes from the life of St. x4.1exander Xevski, by Prof. Miiller. On
festivals the room is illuminated by 3500 electric lights. The floor,

like that of the St. George Room, is skilfully put together from
upwards of 20 varieties of wood.

The Throne Room of St. Andrew (PL f ; 160 ft. long, 70 ft.

wide, 60 ft. high), named after the Order of St. Andrew, instituted

by Peter the Great in 1698, is decorated in light-blue and gold, and

is supported by ten massive pillars. Opposite the entrance is the

Imperial Throne with its three seats, constructed in 1896 for the

coronation of Nicholas II. On the walls and pillars are the arms
of the Imperial Family. — The three rooms last described are all

used at the coronation of the Tzar.

The adjoining Room of the Chevalier Guards (PL g) contains

a painting by Svertchkov (Alexis Mikhailovitch reviewing troops).

— The St. Catharine Room (PL h), called after the order of St. Ca-

tharine (1714), is decorated in white and red, and contains two
pillars, partly covered with malachite.

The next series of rooms, known as the 'Inner Chambers', are

sumptuously fitted up, and may be visited (in the absence of the

Tzar) by permission of the Chief of Police. From the Dressing
Room, adjoining the State Bedroom (PL k), the long Terem Gallery
(inside wall old) leads to the Golden Chamber (see p. 288).

The Dressing Room is adjoined by tlie Church of the Natiritf/ of the

Virffin (PI. 1), Wnt former domestic eliapel of the Tzarinas, containing a
silver-gilt ikonostas. It was originally founded in i;^l):5, ])ut was rebuilt
by Alevisio in 1511. A staircase on the left leads through the Winter
Garden (PL m), by which the Dvortzovaya is bridged, to the Apart-
ments OF THK Hkik Apparent, situat(!d in the wing of the palace.
The Reception Room is also known as the Silver Room on account of its

s<*veii silver tabbts, its silver mirror frames, and its silver chandeliers
(all of good Augsburg work, frouj the beginning of th(>- IKth cent.). The
room also contains four pieces of taj)estry with scen(!s from Don Quixote
(175^1). By the middle window is a model of the monument erected at
Novgorod in 18<",2 (p. 2C).S). In the Jiedroom is a table with fine intarsia
work. Beyond the DreHHinfi Room we reach the Sifthif/ Hooms, contain-
injij copies of pictures in tlw' Dresd(!n (iallery, executed by Seydelmann
(d. 1H20; in sepia, and a large work by Svertchkov (lv;'in the* 'r(Mril)le

in th(; Red Square). Farther on is the I'icturf. (I'allrri/, which con-
tains six larg(r pictures by Baceiarfdli of scenes from I'olish history
(formerly in the Royal I'alace at Warsaw), and a number of other pictiires,

Home brought from the Hermitage at St. Petersburg, others from Warsaw.
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The Golden Chamber (SojioTan or I^apHiiLiHa najiaxa; PI. v),

(latin^ii: from the end of the KUh cent., was the audience-room of the

Tzarina. The paintings, on a gold ground, restored under Nicholas I.,

represent the Finding of the True Cross by St. Helena, scenes from
the life of St. Olga, and other similar subjects. The octagonal St.

Vladimir Room (PI. n) is named after the Order of St. Vladimir,

founded by Catherine II. in 1782.

From the Vladimir Room a door on the left leads to the Sacred
Vestibule {SYy'dimy^iScm; PI. o), from one side of which we reach the

Red Staircase (p. 284), and from the other, the Granovitaya Palata.

The Q-ranovltaya Palata (FpaHOBHTafl najiaxa; PI. p), or

Hall of the Facets (so-called from the form of the stone on the

facade towards the Cathedral Square), was built in 1473-91 by the

Italian architects Marco Buffo and Pietro Antonio, and was last

restored in 1882. It consists of a single low-vaulted chamber, sup-

ported in the middle by a rectangular pier. The iron ribs of the

vaulting are covered with gilt, and on the vaulting appear mottoes
in Slavonic characters.

In earlier days this room was the audience-chamber of the Tzars.
It now serves as a banqucting-room, in which, after the coronation, the
Tzar, clad in the Imperial robes and insignia, dines in state with the
foreign princes. The central pier is surrounded by stands on which
silver j)late from the Imperial Treasury is exhibited on the coronation day.
In 1882 the walls were covered with frescoes, reproducing those of the
time of Tzar Feodor Ivanovitch, and symbolically representing, by means
of scenes from the Old Testament, the wisdom and virtues of the Grand-
Princes and Tzars. The chandeliers, of a dark bronze colour, are designed
on ancient models. Around the sides of the room are benches covered with
gaudily embroidered silk. Under a heavy canopy, copied from a design
in the Uspenski Cathedral, is a throne of wood, with coats-of-arms em-
broidered on the back. The floor is entirely covered by a glorified rag-

carpet, composed of bright-coloured pieces of cloth. Above the quaint-
loolcing entrance are the arms of Ivan III. High up on the same wall,
to the left, is the golden frame of the window of the Tainik (i.e. hiding-
place), from which the Tzarinas used to witness the festivities. This
Tainik is a room hung with modern tapestry, to which the visitors are
conducted after viewing the Terem (see below).

The ^Belvedere Palace or Terem (TepeMHtiii 7iBopei;i>;

PI. r), built in 1f)36 by Mikhail Feodorovitch for his sons and occu-

pied by the Tzars Feodor and Alexis, consists of five floors, ar-

ranged in pyramidal form (the three lower not shown). This palace,

the exterior of which produces a curious and barbaric effect, con-

tains a series of small and low rooms, fitted up in mediseval style.

[Terem means a garret, balcony, or belvedere, and also the women's
apartment in the upper floor.]

Fourth Flook. I. Dining Roomj containing furniture of the Tzar
Alexis Mikhailovitch, father of Peter the Grreat. The ceiling-paintings
represent the Saviour , the Evangelists , Constantine the Great and his

mother Helena, St. Vladimir, and St. Olga. — II. Reception Room. In
the middle are two bronze coffers containing documents, including tjie elec-

toral ukaze of Tzar Mikhail Feodorovitch Romanov. — III. Throne Room of
the Tzar Alexis. In the corner by the window is a chair belonging to that
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monarch. — IV. Bedroom. On the bed of Alexis lies a coverlet worked
by his daughters.— V. Small Oratory of Tzar Alexis Mikhailovitch.

From the Hail of the Terem we overlook the small Church of
the Redeemer hehwd the Golden Railing (Cnaca sa sojiotoh

p-femoTKoft; PI. s), named after the so-called 'golden railing', which

really consists of copper (cast in 1670). The chapel was founded

in 1635.

The Kremlin Palace also includes the Spas na Boru Church,

or Church of the Redeemer in the Wood (PL u), built in the 13th

cent., when the hill on which the Kremlin now stands was covered

with thick forest. In 1330 Ivan Danilovitch Kalita pulled down
the original wooden church and erected in its place a church of

stone, which received its present form in 1527 and was last restored

in 1857-63.

A wing of the Kremlin Palace, entered from the W. side of the

Imperatorskaya Square, contains the ^Treasury or Oruzheinaya
Palata (i.e. Armoury).— Adm., see p. 275; illustrated catalogue,

40 cop. (1911). Directors, V. K. Trutovski and J. V. Arsenyev.
The earlier so-called Treasury (BojitmaH Kasna) contained objects

of gold and silver, and numerous other valuables. It included the
Oruzheinaya Palata proper, the courts in which the weapons were forged,
the Royal Mevjs (KoHiomeHHWH npHKa3i.), in which the imperial equipages
and harness were kept, and the Sapdsnoi Dvor, or Storehouse, a large
three-storied building opposite the palace. In the reign of Tzar Alexis
Mikhailovitch (1645-76) the Moscow Armoury (BpoHHtiii MOCKOBCKifi
npHKaat) existed as a separate institution, quite apart from the Treas-
ury. Peter the Gl-reat removed all the chief objects in the collections to
St. Petersburg, and established a Museum of Costumes and Armour, which
was transferred by Alexander I. to the present Barracks (p. 294) in 1806.

The present Oruzheinaya Palata was built by Nicholas I. in 1849-51 and
became the final home of the Treasury.

In the Vestibule, to the left below, is a tocsin or alarm bell,

recast in 1714. To the right are two iron tablets with inscriptions

relating to the execution of Streltzi under Peter the Great (copies

prepared by order of Catherine II., in 1771, of inscriptions placed

in 1609 in the Red .S(piare, where the execution took place).— To
thf,' left is the entrance to the rooms of the lower floor (p. 293).

We, however, keep straight on and ascetid the staircase to the—
Upper Floor. On the SrAiitcASE are arms, armour, and

Kijssian tapestry of 1738 (Expulsion of Hagar). To the left of the

f-rit ranee to Room F. are several suits of boy's armour worn by the

Tzar6vitch Alexis Mikhailovitcb (1G34).

r. Akmotk Room (Bpomiaji 3Sljisl) Armour of Hoyars of tbe

H»-17th centuries. On th<; walls are weapons belon«^in<i^ to Kni<^bts

of th<; Livonian Order of the Brethren of the Sword, and arnioiir.

Cuirasses and helmets of Grand-Princes and Tzars. To tin; bift of

the cnlraiHM!, 9. Helmet of Tzar Frodor fvanovitch, presiMited by

Si;risn,und III. of i'oland (Italian, end n\' IfJth C(!nt.) ; 10. Hoy's helmet
of Tzar(^vitch Fvan, hop of Ivan Hit Terrible (Russian work, 1557);
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11. Holiiu't said to bo that of Grand-Prince Yaroslav Ysevolodovitch

(13th cent.). Towards the exit, on the left, are the helmet of Prince

Mstislavski (No. 41; Persian work of the 16th cent.) and a helmet
of Byzantine work of the 13th cent. (No. 24).

II. Weapon Room (Opy^eHHaa sajia). Weapons of various

styles, places, and dates, including some interesting muskets of the

18th century. — To the left of the entrance are muskets made at

Tula in the 18th century.— The first case to the left and several

cases in front of the windows contain Russian arquebuses.— Tn the

case at the first window are Asiatic swords and daggers.— By the

second window are Polish and Russian sabres, including (below;

r)()99) the sword of Stanislaus Augustus, King of Poland.— By the

third window is the shield of Prince Mstislavski (5067), above which
are the sabres of Prince Pozharski (left, 5923) and Minin (right,

5924). In the glass-case behind are the arms of Tzars Alexis Mikh-
ailovitch and Ivan Alexeyevitch. — By the fourth window are the

arms of Peter the Great, while the glass-case behind contains those

of the Tzars Alexis Mikhailovitch, Peter II., the Tzarinas Elizabeth

and Anna, and Alexander I.— On the first and second pillars (count-

ing from the entrance) are remains of banners of the Streltzi

(17th cent.); in Glass-case 78 are two shields and a mace of Tzar

Alexis Mikhailovitch. Adjacent, to the left, in Case 77, the banner of

Prince Pozharski (p. 298) ; in Case 76 is his saddle.— Glass-case 75,

near the exit, contains costly saddles and other objects. To the

right is the large enamel quiver of Tzar Mikhail Feodorovitch (Mos-

cow^ work), and to the left is another large quiver, which belonged

to Tzar Alexis Mikhailovitch (Greek work; 1656). — On the exit-

wall, to the right, is an equestrian portrait of Empress Cather-

ine II., by Erikson (1762).

To the right of the entrance are Russian arquebuses, Italian

pistols, battle-axes, and maces. By the second window are Turkish

arms and Russian pistols (17th cent.) By the third window are

German, Dutch, and English pistols (17th cent.). By the fourth and

fifth windows are Turkish arms, and Russian and other maces. At

the fifth window hangs a Russian imperial banner of 1741.

III. Trophy Room (Tpo^eiiHaH 3aJia). To the left of the en-

trance are weapons from the battle of Poltava (1709), and the sedan

chair of Charles XII. of Sweden.— To the right of the entrance

are Hungarian banners of 1849.— On the wall with the door lead-

ing to Room V are Polish banners, those to the left given by

Napoleon I., those to the right by Alexander I. and Nicholas I.

—

To the right and left of the entrance to Room TV are the coron-

ation banners of Alexander II. and Alexander III.— In the middle

is the coronation banner of Nicholas II., with the sword and shield

of the Emperor. The glass-case below contains trinkets that be-
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longed to Peter the Great, a golden chain of Tzar Mikhail Feodoro-

vitch, and the insignia of the earliest Russian Orders. In the glass-

case by the second window are watches and valuables belonging to

Mikhail Feodorovitch, Peter the Grreat, and his successors; medal-

lion-portrait of Frederick the Great.— Against and opposite the

window-wall are 15 thrones.— The room also contains portraits of

Russian rulers and their contemporaries of the 18th century.

—

On the right, this room is adjoined by the circular—
ly. Room of the Crowns (KopoHHaa aajia). To the right and

left of the entrance, which is closed by an iron grating, are the

walking-sticks of Peter the Great and other Tzars. To the left is

the crown of Grand-Prince Vladimir Monamakh (12th cent., altered

in the 16th cent.). Adjacent is the Kazan Crown, prepared by order

of Ivan IV. in 1553 for Ediger, last Tzar of Kazan, who assumed
the name of Simon on his baptism.— Behind, in Glass-case 5, are

clothes of the Tzar Alexis Mikhailovitch.— On a separate stand is

the crown of the Tzar Mikhail Feodorovitch (1627), now that of

Astrakhan.— By the wall behind is an ivory throne (altered in the

16th cent.), which was brought to Moscow in 1472 by Sophia,

daughter of Thomas Palseologus and wife of Ivan III.— Adjacent,

on the right, is the throne of the Tzar Mikhail Feodorovitch.

—

Crown of Ivan Alexeyevitch (1682). Behind, in Glass-case 10, are

the coronation robes of the Empresses Catherine I., Elizabeth, and

Catherine II., and of the Tzars Peter the Great, Peter II., and

Paul I.— Throne of Tzar Alexis, with 876 diamonds and 1223 other

precious stones (1659). — To the right is the Siberian Crown,
studded with gems and dating from 1684. This is known as the

'Altabasnaya', because it is made of gold lace.

By the window, to the left. Imperial Orb of the Tzar Mikhail
Feodorovitch, hrst half of the 17th cent.; to the right, the Imperial

Orb of Tzar Alexis Mikhailovitch, the work of the Greek Yuryev
(Georgios) of Constantinople (1662). The glass-case contains the

sceptres of various Tzars; the barmi or collar of Alexis Mikhailo-

vitch, adorned with gold and enamel medallions (1665); valuable

necklaces and pendants; and sacred pictures from the barmi of

Vladimir Monomdkh.
Crown of Peter the (ireat. Throne of the Tzar Boris Godunov,

covered with thin plates of gold and studded with 2200 precious

stones and pearls (presented by Abbas, Shah of J'ersia, in 1(>04).

Farther on is another crown of Peter the Great. Behind, in Glass-

case 18, are the coronation robes of Alexander I. and Nicholas J.—
houhle Throne of the Tzars \yki\ and Peter the Great, in silver-

gilt (16H2). — In front is the crown of tiie Empress Anna Ivdnoviia

(HMnopaTopcKan KopoHa), encrusted with numerous diamonds and

a larg<! ruby. -Ciwiwn of G(;orgia. Behind, in Case 23, the coroniition

rohfs of Alexander II. and his wife. By the entrance is the Maltese
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crown of Paul I.—^In the middle of the room are the canopy and

robes used at the last coronation (1894).

AVe now return through Koom 111. to the—
V. Silver Koom (CepedpHHaa sajia), containing upAvards of

1000 pieces of gold and silver plate.

The Silver Room contains the largest collection extant of works Ly
German goldsmiths. Most of the pieces were made in the workshops of

Nuremberg, Augsburg, and Danzig; during the Thirty Years' War they
were taken as booty to Sweden, whence they found their way to Russia
as presents to the Tzars. The collection also contains numerous specimens
of Dutch, Danish, and English workmanship. The oldest pieces date from
the second half of the iGth century. Most of the Russian works are uten-
sils in actual use. There is also a large number of flat dishes and salt

cellars used at the presentation of bread and salt to the Tzars on their

journeys.

Cabinet 1 (opposite the first window on the left). Russian sil-

ver-ware of the 17th century.

—

Cab. 2 (to the left of the entrance),

Russian silver-ware and enamel of the 18th century. — Cab. 3
(between the 1st and 2nd window^s on the left). Russian enamel

and niello w^ork down to the beginning of the 18th century. 9707.

Writing materials of Tzar Mikhail Feodorovitch; plate of Tzar

Alexis Mikhailovitch ; 542. Tankard given by the Patriarch Nikon to

Alexis Mikhailovitch.

—

Cab. 4 (between the 3rd and 4th windows
to the left). Gifts received by the Tzars Nicholas I., Alexander II.,

and Nicholas II.— Cab. 5 (at the 2nd window to the left). London
silver-ware of the 16 -17th centuries. 1922, 1923. Two lifesize

panthers presented by Queen Elizabeth to Tzar Boris Godunov.
— Cab. 6 (at the 3rd window to the left). Hamburg silver-ware of

the 16-17th centuries. 1904-1906. Three large fumigators represent-

ing Danish palaces.— Cab. 7 (at the 4th window to the left). Sil-

ver-ware from Copenhagen, Stockholm, Bremen, and Hamburg.

In the circular recess at the end of the room. Glass Case 8.

9624. Silver table, English work (1724).— Glass Case 9. Russian

silver-ware from the 12th cent, down to 1613; 2106. Large goblet

of Prince Vladimir Davidovitch of Tchernigov (d. 1151); 1810.

Goblet of Prince Simeon Ivanovitch, uncle of Ivan the Terrible;

1936. Cock belonging to Ivan III. (1492); 1598. Beaker presented

by the Hospodar of Moldavia to Ivan the Terrible, and now used

by the Tzar in proposing toasts at the coronation banquet; 527.

Goblet of Tzar Vasili Ivanovitch Shuiski ; 526. Goblet of Tzar Boris

Gorlunov.

—

Pedestal 10. Marble statue of Napoleon I. as a Roman
Emperor, by Chaudet. — We now retrace our steps towards the

entrance-wall.

Pillar Cabinet 11. Foreign works in crystal and stone. 2551.

Pitcher inlaid with mother-of-pearl.— Pillar Cabinet 12. Silver-

ware from Riga, amber-ware from Konigsberg.— Cab. 13 (in the

middb.' of the room). Nuremberg silver-ware of the 16-17th ecu-
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turies. 1930. Large silver-gilt eagle by Christopher Jamnitzer

representing the coat-of-arms of Oesel, and presented by the district

of Oesel to Christian lY. of Denmark in 1595 (purcliased at Arch-

angel in 1628) ; 2252. Small beaker by Wenzel Jamnitzer, curiously

covered with silver plates of Russian work; 1056. Double goblet by
Hans Patzold (1578) ; 1071. Large goblet in the form of a bunch of

grapes; 1057. Double goblet by Hans Patzold.— Pillar Cabinet 14.

Works in mother-of-pearl, cocoa-nut, and shell.— Pillar Cabinet 15.

Caucasian and Russian silver-ware and ivory work of the 14- 18th

centuries.— Cah. 16 (to the right of the entrance). Silver-ware from

Danzig, Konigsberg, Cracow, Bremen, and Halle (16 -17th cent.);

4059 a. Relief, showing the Polish army, under John Casimir, giving

thanks to God for a victory over the Cossacks in 1651.—We now
retrace our steps towards the semicircle.

Pillar Cabinet 11 . Arabic, Chinese, and Japanese work down
to the 18th century.— Pillar Cabinet IS. Ivory work; ostrich eggs.

— Pillar Cabinet 19. Foreign glass.

—

Pillar Cabinet 20. Russian

glass. Below, 2586. Small wine-glass of Peter the Great, probably

the first made in Russia.

In the semicircle, at the end of the room. Glass Case 21.

Foreign work in silver filigree, crystal, and so on (16-18th centuries).

— Glass Case 22. Silver table made in Paris.—We now return

towards the entrance-wall.

Cabinets 23-25. Augsburg silver-ware. Cab. 24 contains a large

oval dish with the representation of the liberation of Vienna from
the Turks, presented in 1684 by the Emperor Leopold I. (No. 1193).
— Cab. 26. Dutch silver-ware.

Window-wall. Cab. 27, Case 28, & Cab. 30. Russian dishes

for bread and salt, presented at the coronation of Nicholas II.

—

Glass Case 31. Addresses at the coronation of Nicholas II.

Entrance-wall. Cab. 32. Foreign silver-ware of the 16-17th cen-

turies.— Glass Case 33. Knives, forks, and spoons of the 17th cen-

tury. — Cab. 34. Foreign silver-ware of the 16-17th centuries.

—

Cab. 35. Silver-ware from Liibeck, Rostock, Leipzig, and Brunswick.

The glass-cases by the windows contain Russian coins and

medals.

We now return through RR. III-T and descend the staircase to

the right to the Lower Floor.

Lower Floor. L Model Room (Mo^ejihiian 3ajia). iJy tho eiitranco,
to tho left, is a huge porcelain vaH(!. To tho jif^lit Ih a laif^o Horvico ot"

SovroH poicehiiii, luado in 1«0(;, with hcoiioh from tho Egyptian Kxpodition
of Napolooii. Opposito, to the loft, in an ivory eagh; on a rock of iron-

wood prcHonted hy tho Mikado of Japan to NicholaH-II. Adj;i(ront is a

Hilk JapanoHO Hereon, emhroidorod with wavoH. — Tahlo 21. Model of ;in

old palace of the Tzarw at Kolomna, near Mohcow, razed to tho ground
ill 1767. — ThronoH of the Khan of Khiva (captured in lH7:i; and of rrinco
AhhaH Mirza of l'<;rHia (captured in IH27j. \\y the right window wall
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aiu the bed of Peter the Great, the travelliiig^-hed of Alexander I., and two
eamp-beds of Napoleon I., captured at the Berezina.

II. PoKTHAiT Room (ITopTpeTHaii sajia). In the middle is a terrestrial

^lobe presented to the Empress Elizabeth by the Academy of Sciences
in 174G. — To the left of this globe is a marble group of Jagiello and
Jadwiga, by Soznovski. — The eases contain valuable harness. On and by
the walls are portraits and busts of Polish kings and celebrated men such
as Copernicus, Zamoyski, and Potemkin.

III. Domestic Koom (BtiTOBaH 3ajia), with wearing apparel and other
objects. — We now return to Room II, and enter the—

IV. Cauuiagp: Room (KapexHan 3ajia), which contains old equipages.
To the left is a carriage of the Boyar Nikita Ivanovitch Romanov, lined
inside and outside with red velvet. To the right is an English carriage
sent to Tzar Mikhail Feodorovitch in 1()25, the inside lined with velvet and
the outside adorned with carved and gilded scenes of war and the chase.
— In the middle is the state chariot of the Empress Elizabeth, 30 ft. in

length, presented by Count K. Razumovski in 1754. — In the semicircle is

a state chariot of the Empress Anna, made at St. Petersburg in 1739.

—

At the end of the right side-wall is the closed sleigh in which Elizabeth
drove to her coronation at Moscow in 1742; it is titted up as a small
room, upholstered in green cloth, with a table and divans, two doors,
and foiirteen windows. Other gilded carriages, with beautiful paintings,
made at Vienna, Berlin, and other places. — The glass-cabinets contain
valuable harness.

To the S. of the Oruzheinaya Palata is the Borovitzkiya Gate,

a structure 62 ft. in height, erected under Ivan III., the upper part

restored at the end of the 17th century. It was through this gate

that Xapoleon I. entered the Kremlin in 1812.

Through the Imperatorskaya Square a passage, under the arcade

supporting the imperial winter-garden (p. 287), leads to the Dvortzo-

vayu, the only street in the Kremlin. To the right (1st door; PI. P.),

is the Office of the Police Superintendent of the Kremlin^ where

the tickets admitting to the Kremlin Palace are obtained. Farther

on, to the left, is the Potyeshni Dvoretz (PL 9; see below), a

green-painted building with a balcony supported by four buttres-

ses, and interesting ornamentation on the windows and doors. It

now contains the Memorial Museum of the War of 1812 (adm.,

see p. 275).
The Potyfishni Dvoretz, or 'Pleasure Palace', the old home of the

Miloshivski, came into the possession of the Romanovs through the

marriage of Tzar Alexis Mikhailovitch with Marie Ilitchna Miloslavskaya
in 1C)48. The first court theatre of Russia was opened here in the reign

of Alexis, under the superintendeiice of the Bc^yar Artamon Matveyev.
Hero Peter the Great is said to have been brought up by Zotov.

At the end of the Dvortzovaya, to the left, is the Troitzkiya

Gate, with the Imperial Archives. We turn to the right and reach

the large Senate Square (CenaTCKaH nji6ina,ziL), bounded on the

S. by the Kremlin Barracks, on the AY. by the Arsenal, on the E.

by the Court of Justice (p. 296). On the N. side of the square is a

cross, marking the spot where Grand-Duke Sergius Alexandrovitch

was murdered on Feb. 4th, 1905.

The imposing Kremlin Barracks (KpeMJieBCKia KaaapMti) are

said to occupy part of the site of the old wooden palace of Tzar
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Boris Godunov. In front of the main facade are 20 old-fashioned

cannon, among which may be especiall}^ noticed the two huge ones

at the corners, that to the left being known as the Tzar Cannon,

that to the right as the Unicorn. The somewhat over-ornamented

"^Tzar Cannon (IXapb-IIymKa), cast by Tchokhov in 1586, in the

reign of Feodor T. Ivanovitch, and supported on a carriage cast by

Baird at St. Petersburg, is ITi/g ft. long and 2400 puds (381/2 tons)

in weight. Its bore is ca. 40 inches, and the ball weighs nearly

2 tons. The Unicorn (E^HHopor-L), cast by Osipov in 1670, in the

reign of Alexis Mikhailovitch, is a 60-pounder, weighing 779 puds

(121/2 tons).

Beyond the Kremlin Barracks, to the S., lies the Synodal
Building, completed in 1655 and originally the Residence of the

Patriarch (CHHO^ajiLHtiPi j\owh). It contains the Church of the

Twelve Apostles, the private chapel of the Metropolitan Philip, and

the library of the Patriarchs.
The Metropolitan of Moscow, the first prelate of Russia, was solemnly

invested with the style of 'His Holiness' in the middle of the 16th cent.,

and in 1589 the pious Tzar Feodor I. Ivanovitch, with the acquiescence
of all the bishops of the G-reek Church, granted him the title of Patriarch.
On Jan. 23rd of the same year. Job (1589-1607), the first patriarch, was
solemnly installed. The Patriarchate maintained itself until 1700, when
it was superseded by the Holy Synod (p. Iviii). Of the ten patriarchs
who mlea during this period, the most important was Nikon, who was
consecrated on July 25th, 1652, after the death of Joseph. For many years
he enjoyed the highest confidence of the Tzar Alexis Mikhailovitch as

his spiritual adviser and friend, as leader both of the Church and of the
State. The nobles, however, at last succeeded in overthrowing his power.
In 1666 Alexis summoned a solemn council to his palace in the Kremlin,
and Nikon was formally deposed. Adrian (1690-1700) was the last patri-

«rch. From 1700 to 1742 the Muscovite Eparchy remained under the im-
mediate superintendence of the Synod, i.e. without a chief pastor. In the
latter year the Empress Elizabeth confirmed the resolution of the Synod
•'.reating the archbishopric of Moscow.

On the second floor of the building is the Church of the Twelve
Apostles (IlepKOBb 4B'feHa;tiiaTH an6cTOjioBT>), built in 1656 and

containing a picture of the Apostles Peter and Paul, dating from the

\2{\\ or 13th century. On Maundy Thursday the holy chrism is pre-

pared in silver kettles in the adjacent Midrovdrnaya Paldta.—
'I'he Church of the Apostle Philip was formerly tlie doincstii; chapel

of the patriarchs. Adjacent is the unpretending dwelling of the

patriarchs. — The Library of the Patriarchs, now the Synodal Li-

brary (librarian, N. Popov; adm., see p. 275), contains 500 Greek
MSS.'of the 9- 12th cent. rUussian catalogue 5 rb., 1894) and 1800

Slavonic M8S. of the ll-14th centuries.

Opposite the Harracks, on the iV., ris(;s the huge Arsenal
(ApcGHaji'h; no admission), built in 1701-3('>, blown up by the French
in 1812, and rebuilt by Nicholas I. In front are 875 cannon captured

in 1812, inflndinjf :i(;(; French guns, 189 Austrian, 123 Prussian,

and 70 Italian.

Bakdekkh'm KuHuiu. 19
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The Court of Justice, or former Seriate House (S^anie cy-

^eOnBixt ycxaHOBJieHiii ; adm., see p. 275), facing the Arsenal on

the E., erected by Kazakov in 1771-85, in the reign of Catherine IF.,

was restored after 1812 and in 1866. It is surmounted by a flat

dome, bearing a square pillar with a crown. On each of the four

sides of this pillar is inscribed the word 'SaKOHT,' (law) in golden

letters. In the E. part of the building lies the handsome Round
Hall (Kpyrjian 3ajia), containing reliefs representing the deeds

of Empress Catherine 11. Here, too, are portraits of the Empress
Catherine, under a canopy, and of the Tzars from Alexander 1. to

Nicholas II. In a niche is a marble statue of Alexander 11.

We leave the Kremlin by the Nikolskiya Gate (HHKOJifcCKiH

Bopoxa ; PI. D4, //), which leads to the lied Square. The tower was
erected by Pietro Antonio (p. 279) in 1491, and was rebuilt by

Rossi in the reign of Nicholas I. , after the model of the tower of

the Church of the Virgin at Stargard in Pomerania. The gate takes

its name from the mosaic picture of St. Nicholas of Mozhaisk, the

patron-saint of the afflicted, which hangs above the archAvay. An
inscription on the gate, placed there by Alexander I., records that

when the gate was blown up by the French, no harm came to either

the portrait of the saint or to the lamp hanging in front of it, al-

though the upper part of the tower was considerably damaged.

b. Inner City (Kitai-G-orod).

Chapel of the Iberian Virgin. Red Square. House of the Boyar
Romdnov.

To the N., between the Kremlin (p. 278) and the Inner City, lies

the Krasnaya or Red Squake (KpacHaa njioma^b; PL I> 4, //),

900 yds. long and 175 yds. broad, bounded on the AV. by the battle-

mented wall of the Kremlin, on the E. by the Trading Rows (p. 299),

on the N. by the Historical Museum (p. 297) and the Kazan Cath-

edral (p. 300), and on the 8. by the Cathedral of St. Basil (p. 299).

The main entrance to the Inner City on the W. side is formed

by the Iberian or Voshrese.H.Hliya Gate (BocKpeceHCKia Bopoxa;

Pi. D 4, //), which stands opposite the end of the Tverskaya. The

gate has two openings, over each of which is a pointed tower. Be-

tween the two openings, on the side towards the Krasnaya Square,

is the—
Chapel of the Iberian Virgin (Iverskaya Tchasovnya,

HacoBHH HnepcKOH 66'vKieH MaxepH; PI. D 4, //), built in 1669,

and one of the most highly revered in Russia. Each time that the

Tzar comes to Moscow he visits this chapel before entering the

Kremlin. The chapel is generally crowded, even at night, and the

traveller should be on his guard against pickpockets.
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The Interior (open till 7 p.m.) consists of one very small chamber.
In the sanctuary is the picture of the wonder-working (Tchudotvorni)
Iberian Virgin, the most celebrated picture of the kind in Moscow. It is

an accurate copy, solemnly made in 1(U8, with an accompaniment of fasting
and prayer, of the miracle-working picture of the Virgin (Vratarnitza) of

the Iberian Monastery on Mt. Athos, which is said to date from the 8th cen-

tury. It was presented to the Tzar Alexis Mikhailovitch by the Archi-
mandrite Pakhomios and the brothers of the monastery. The scar on the
right cheek of the Virgin was made by a Tartar. The head is enveloped
ill a net of pearls; one shoulder and the forehead are studded with large
jewels; above is a diamond crown. In one corner of the picture is a shield
bearing a Greek inscription.— Orthodox Russians are allowed, for a pe-
cuniary consideration, to secure the presence of this sacred picture at

sick-beds or at their family festivals. On these occasions the picture is

placed upon a carriage, drawn by six horses and attended by two priests

and several bare-headed attendants, and is carried frohi room to room of

the house it visits. On the way it is greeted by everyone with the greatest
reverence. During its absence it is replaced in the chapel by a copy.

On the N.E. the Iberian Gate is adjoined by the Duma (City Hall

;

PI. D 4, //), a brick structure erected in 1892 from the plans of

TchitchagT»v, facing toward the Voskresenskaya Square.— To the

S.W. of the Iberian Gate, with its chief fagade toAvards the Red
)Square, stands the —

Historical Mnseum (HMnepaTopcKiH PoccincKiii Hcto-
piiMecKin Myseii; PI. D 4, //), a massive building in the Russian
style of the 16th cent., erected by Sherioood in 1875-83, at a cost

of upwards of 2,000,000 rb. It contains collections relating to the

liistory of Russian art and civilizatiou.— Adm., seep. 275. Russian
guide (1914;. Director, Pj'ince N. S. Shtcherbatov; chief conser

vator, A.V. Or(^shnikov; librarian, A. [. Stankevitch.

A flight of HtepH witli bronze Houh JckU (<• the Uimm;k Ham,. Tlic CLiliiig-

paiiiting here, by T6ropov, rcnroHontH the genealogical tree of the Uussiaii
r<-igning family; helow are HS. Vladimir, Olga, Boris, and Glyeb; above,
arranged in 10 rows, are «* princoH and t/ars, ending with Alexander 111.

The aecorationH on the waflH arc in the stylo of the ornameutM on the

19*
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throne of the Tzars in St. Sophia's at Novgorod. — To the right of the
vestihule is Room 1, eontaiuiiig objectB of the Stone Age from Asiatic Russia.
-Room 2. Stone Aije in European Russia. Weapons and implements of
stone and clay; bones of the mammotli. The frieze, by Va::netz6v, re-

presents scenes from the Stone Ap:e.— Room 8. Bronze Age. Heads of lances
and arroAVS; vessels and ornaments, including a few of gold and silver
(in the glass-cases); objects connected •with worshi]); objects found in the
Caucasus.— Room 4. Iron Age (N. & Central Russia). The glass-cases
contain models of Kurgans or tumuli (chiefly iire-graves) and objects found
in them. Those by the side-wall are from the Dnieper, those in the middle
from Central Russia. Of especial interest are the objects found in the
governments of Smolensk, Vladimir, Ryazan, Tambov (Finnish tribes),

and Moscow. By the exit-wall are so-called Babi {i.e. roughly executed
stone statues). The mural paintings by Sie/iiinidzki represent the burning
of the corpse of a rich Russian merchant in Bulgari (10th cent.), the
burning of the bodies of fallen Russians, and the slaughter of prisoners
of war outside Silistria (war of Svyatoslav with the Greek Emperor John
Tzimisces, 10th cent.). — Room 5. Iron Age (S. & E. Russia). To the
left is the collection made by Frof. Samokvdsov. Babi (see above). —
Room (3, Scijthia. The glass-cases contain objects from the Caucasus, the

Crimea, and other places. In the middle is a model of the tumulus of

Kul-Oba.

—

Room B (to the left). Works of Christian art from the Cauc-
asus and Crimea. Statues and limestone crosses from the Caucasus. -
Room B. Greek Colonies in S. Russia. Terracottas, bronzes, gold orna-
ments, vessels, etc. Over the door is a painting by Aivaz6vski, representing
the Grujf of Kertch with the Tzarski Kurgan. — Room A contains chiefly

(;asts of works of Christian art down to the 6th century. The mural
paintings are copies of those in the Roman Catacombs. The mosaics are

after those iu Ravenna and Constantinople. — We now return through
Room <) into Room 7. Kiev (988-1056). Beginning of Christianity in Russia.
On the walls are mosaics after those in the Cathedral of St. Sophia in

Kiev. Small Russian crosses. — Room 8. Kiev (from 1056 on). Pictures
of saints; marriage crowns; embroideries. On the walls are reproductions
of mosaics in St. Sophia's Cathedral at Kiev.— Room 9. Novgorod. Water-
colours by Martinov, representing objects in Russian churches. The walls
and ceiling are painted in the style of the Novgorod churches. — Room 10.

Vladimir. Ornaments in tlie style of the Uspenski Cathedral. — Room 11

(to the left). Suzdal. Ornaments for pictures of saints; pictures of saints.

— Room 12. Rostov, iu the government of Yaroslavl; wedding-crowns
(BpaMHLie B'feHijw). — Room 13. Moscoiu (down to the beginning of the

15th cent.). The ceiling reproduces the style of ornamentation on the

throne of Vladimir Monomakh.—We now return to the staircase and turn

to the right into Rooms 18-20, whicli represent the period of Ivan the Ter-

rible.— Room 21. Period of Tzar Feodor Ivanovitch and of Boris (lodunov
(end of 16th cent.).---Room 22. The Interregnum (beginning of 17th cent.).

To the S.E. of the Historical Museum, in the middle of the

lied Square, stands the Moiruiuent of Minln and Pozhdrsld {HA-

MHTHHKt MiiHHHy H IIoMKapcKOMy ; PL 1)4, //), by Martos (1818).

'I'he bronze figures of Miuin (left) and Pozharski (right) are borne

by a granite pedestal with reliefs repi-esenting the self-sacrifice of

1he Russian people and the flight of the Poles from the Kremlin.
During the Interregnum (1606-13) a butcher of Nizhni-Novgorod,

named Ko.rmd Minin Sukhorukov, called upon the people to free their

fatherland from the Poles and to flght for their faith. The summons
was answered hy levies from Nizhni, and also by recruits from the towns
on the Volga and in the Ukraine, and Minin placed these bodies under
the command of Prince Demetrius Mikhdilovitch Pozharski. On Aug.
20th, 1612, the Russian army appeared before Moscow, defeated the Poles
in a battle lasting three days, and compelled King Sigismund to retire.
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Near the Cathedral of St. Basil is the Lobnoye Myesto (PI.

D, 4; 77), i.e. Place of a Skull, a kind of rostrum or round platform,

surrounded by a stone balustrade.

In 1605 the False Demetrius was formally received at the Lobnoye
Myesto, while the following year the aii^ry peo])le dragged his murdered
body hither. Ivan Shuiski was proclaimed Tzar here in 160(3, and Mikhail
Feodorovitch in 1613. This was the place of the execution en masse of

the Streltzi (p. 289). The solemn processions, in which the Tzar led the
ass on which the patriarch sat, passed the Lobnoye Myesto on their way
to the Cathedral of the Assumption. Religious disputations were also held
here on Sunday, and the ukases of the Tzar were also proclaimed here.

At the S. end of the square is the ^Cathedral of St. Basil,
or Vcmli Blazhenni Cathedral, more properly called the CafJi-

edral of the Virgin Protecti^ess and Intercessor (IIoKpoBCKiH

coSopTb BacHJiifl Bjia^KeHHaro ; PL D 4, 77), a building of veiy sing-

ular appearance, begun by Ivan the Terrible in 1554 from plans

by the Russian masters Barma and Postnik, to commemorate the

conquest of Kazan. It was consecrated in 1557, but was not really

completed until 1679. In 1812 the church was plundered by the

French and used by them as a stable, but in 1839-45 it was restored

in its original form. It consists of eleven small, dark chapels, ar-

ranged in two stories, and combined in a most extraordinary ag-

glomeration. The building is surmounted by a dozen domes and
spires, painted in all the colours of the rainbow, and of the most
varied forms. Some of them are shaped like bulbs or pine-apples,

some are twisted in strange spirals, some are serrated, some covered

with facets or scales. All of them bulge out over their supporting

drums and are crowned by massive crosses. The decoration, in which
numerous Renaissance details may be detected, is of the most ex-

uberant charaf'ter. The whole effect is quaint and fantastic in the

extreme.— The interior contains little of interest.

The E. side of the Krasnaya Square is occupied by the so-called

TradingRows ( Tmy/rwniije Ryadi ; PI . 1) 4, 7/). The Upper Roivs
' Bepxnin ToproBLie pn^w), between the llyinka and th(! Xikolskaya,
were built by A. X. Pomerantzev in sandstone in 1888-03, at a total

cost of r,,00(/,000 rb., besides 0,500,000 rb. for the site. They are

thr«M' stories in height, 275 yds. long, and 05 yds. de(qj, and are

intersected in each direction by three glass-covered corridors, with
bridges in th(! second and third stories. The main building has two
towers in the middle. Keslaurant in the basement, see p. "111. The
Cpper Hows (open H-8; chief entrance, in the Mvd S([uare) contain

about 1000 offices and shops, used for both retail and wholesale trade.

Visitors should not omit to walk througJi them. 'V\w Middle h^ows,
hetween the llyinka and Varvarka. were constructed by R. I. Klein,

and arc (diiefly used for wholesale trade.

In the VakvAuka (PI. I), 4; //), to the riglit, is tlie ZnamenHkl
Monastery^ or Convent of the Apparition of the V'irgin, founded in
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1681 by Tzar Mikhail Feodorovitoh, and restored in 1902. Adjacent

is the —
^House ofthe BoyarRomanov (4omt> 6oHp'i.PoMaHOBfcixT>;

ri. D4, //). a one-storied building Avith a frontage of 56 ft., afford-

ing an oxcellcnt picture of the furnishing of the houses of the

wealthier Russians in the 16 -17th cent, (adm., see p. 275; entr.,

Pskovski Pereiilok; fee to the attendant 30 cop.). Owing to the

slope of the ground the house presents four stories towards the court.

Jn this house was born Mikhail P'eodorovitch, the first Tzar of the

Romanov family, who afterwards presented it to the Znamenski Con-

vent (p. 299). At a later date it was entirely surrounded by other

buildings. In 1812 it was plundered by the French, and in 1856 it

was, so to speak, rediscovered. Tzar Alexander TI. purchased it and

caused it to be restored. — The groundHoor is occupied by store-

rooms, above which are the kitchen and rooms for the servants. In

the second floor are the Boyar's rooms. In the Krestovaya Palata, or

Reception Room of the head of the house, is a glass-case containing

the family plate and a silver equestrian statuette of Charles I. of

p]ngland. The chapel contains some old pictures of saints. In an

adjoining room are souvenirs of the Patriarch Philaret, the father

of Tzar Mikhail Fcodorovitch, and of the Tzar himself. On the up-

permost floor is the bedroom of the Patriarch Philaret. The visitor

will be struck by the small size of the doors and the narrowness of

the staircases.

The central and main street of the Kitai-Gorod, almost exclu-

sively occupied by wholesale houses and banks, is named the Ilyinka.

On the right side of it stands the Exchange (BHp:>Ka; PL I) 4, //),

erected in 1838 (business-hour, 12-1). Opposite is the handsome IIohsc

of the Troifzlo-Sergiyevskaya Lavra (p. 325), with shops. The

street ends at the Jlyinskiya Gate, to the right and l(;ft of which

are the Stdraya Square and the Novaya Square, extending along

the wall of the Kitai-Gorod.

The NiKOLSKAVA (PL 1), 4: 77 ). the third chief street of the Inner

City, also begins at the Red Square. At the corner, to the left, rises

the Kazan Cathedral, built by Prince Pozharski in 1625 in grati-

tude for the deliverance of Russia from the Poles, and restored in

1825. Adjacent is the Za-Ikono-Spassld Monastery , ov Monastery

of the Saviovr behind the Pictures, founded in 1660; the first Rus-

sian scientific school was established here in 1682, and among its

pupils was the celebrated writer Lomonosov (p. 301). The school

was suppressed in 1814.

Farther on, to the left, is the Greek Monastery of St. Nicholas

(HHKOJiaeBCKifi rpe^ocKiii My^CK(3H MOHacTtipt), destined by Ivan

the Terrible in 1556 for the Greek monks who had come to Moscow
from Mt. Athos (services in Greek).— Opposite, at the corner of the

street of the same name, is the BogoyavUnski Monastery, founded
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in 1296, entirely remodelled after 1812, and again restored in 1896.

It contains the burial-places of many noble families.

Farther on in the Xikolskaya, to the left, is the Synodal
Printing Office (CHHO^ajiBHafl THnorpa^ia; PL D 4, //), the

oldest in Russia, founded by Ivan the Terrible in 1563. The present

building was erected b}^ Xevyerov in a bastard Gothic style in 1645,

and restored in 1814. The library (in the court; adm., see p. 275)

contains a copy of the Acts of the Apostles (AnocTOjit) printed in

1564 by Ivan Feodorovfca. 1520-88; p. 310), the lirst book printed

in Russia (Xo. 24 in the last glass-case to the right of the entrance).

A little beyond the Synodal Printing Office is the busy Tretya-
kovski Proyezd, leading to the left to the Teatralni Proyezd (p. 310

;

Theatre Square, see p. 309). At the N. end of the Nikolskaya is the

Vladimir Gate (PI. D, 4; //), so called after the church of that

name, erected in 1691 to commemorate the deliverance of Russia

from the yoke of the Tartars. This brings us to the Lubyanskaya
Square (p. 310).

c. South-"West Quarter of the City.

University. Rumyantzov Museum. Church of the Bedeemer.
Convent of the Maidens.

Electric Tramways, see p. 271. Nos. 18, 23, 24, & 34 run from the
Theatre Square to the University. Nos. 23, 24, & 34 run from the Theatre
Square to the Rumyantzov Museum and to the Church of the Redeemer,
and Xos. 17 & 23 to the Convent of the Maidens. The Arbat is traversed
by Nos. 4, 15, 17, & 31. — The walk from the Church of the Redeemer to

(2V4 M.) the Convent of the Maidens is tedious and uninteresting, so it is

advisable to use the tramway.

Along the W. side of the Kremlin, from the Voskreseuskaya
Square on the N. to the 3Ioskva on the S., stretches the Alexander
Garden (AjieKcan^poBCKiH ca^i^; PI. D -A, //), laid out by Alexan-

der 1. It is divided into two parts by the Troitzkiya Bridge, con-

necting the Troitzkiya Gate of the Kremlin with its outer tower,

and is traversed from end to end by an avenue of lindens.

1'o the W.. between the Alexander Garden and the Mokhovaya,
rises the Manage or Ru/inf/ School (TapuHSoniiMn Maiie^-F*; PI.

I) 4, //), 200 yds. long, 60 yds. broad, and 45 ft. high, constructed

in 1817. It serves as a drill-hall for the Moscow garrison, and is

also used U)r exhibitions, popular fetes, large concerts, and the like.

To the \V.. beyond the; Hiding School, in the .Alokhovaya, lies the

Imperial University (IM. 1), 4; //), the oldest in Russia, founded
hy the Kiiipi'ess Klizabeth in 17');*), at the suggestion of Lomonosov
Csee b«!lowj and Ivan Shuvalov. Th<j University, which is attended

by 1)700 students, consists of two blocks of buildings separat(;(l by

the Xikitskaya. To the 8. is the New L'niversity iind to the N. is

the Old University fC'linics, see p. 30Gj. In front of the New Uni-

versity is a Bronze Biist of LnmonAsov (PI. U), by IvAnov, erected
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in 187(i. In the ]\lukhovaya is the University Library, a building

surmounted by a dome and containing 385,000 vols, (adm., see p. 275

;

Chief Librarian, Kalishevski). xidjoining the Old University, at the

eurner of the Bolshaya Nikitskaya and the Dolgorukovski Pereiilok,

is the Zoological Museum (adm., see p. 275; catalogue 10 cop.;

Director, Prof. G. Kozhevnikov).

In the Bryusovski Pereulok, leading to the N.E. from the Bol-

shaya Nikitskaya, is the English Church (PL 4, //; p. 274).

—

The Leoutyevski Pereulok, another side-street, farther on, contains

the Museum of Domestic Industries (KycTapubiH Myseft;

1*1. 4, //; adm., see p. 274), Avhich affords a good survey of the

home industries of Eussia. Most of the exhibits are for sale.

The Mokhovaya ends on the N. at the MoYseyevskaya Square

and the Tverskaya (p. 308), while to the S. it leads, along with its

prolongations, to the Convent of the Maidens (p. 307). In theVozu-
vizHENKA, which diverges to the W. from the Mokhovaya, are the

Archives of the Fm^eign Offlce(Tjia.BHhm apxHB-B MHHHCxepcTBa
HHOCTpaHHLix-L ^-fejit ; PL 4, //), containing rich treasures in

the shape of documents of the Grand-Princes and Tzars from 1205

to 1801, a library, state seals, and MSS. Among the last are letters

written by Queen Elizabeth of England to Ivan the Terrible. The

archives are open to students on week-days, 11-3 (closed on Sat.).

At the corner of the Znamenka and the Mokhovaya Ulitza is

the ^Imperial Rumyantzov Museum. (HMnepaTopcKlH Moc-
kobckIh h PyMHiiijOBCKiH Myaeii ; PL C 4, //), a handsome build-

ing in the baroque style erected in 1787 by Kazakov (?), and occupy-

ing a small eminence. The chief fagade is adorned with columns

and is turned towards the Mokhovaya. On the portico is the inscrip-

tion 'To joy-bringing enlightenment' (Ha 6jrar6e iipocBliiueHie).

The nucleus of the museum is formed by the collections bequeathed

to the State by Count Nicholas Rumyantzov (d. 1826), but these

have been considerably expanded by gifts and purchases. Director,

Prince V.I). Golitzin. Adm., see p. 275; entr. at Vagankovski

Pereulok 2. Russian and French catalogues.

To tiio loft of the entrance is a portrait of the founder of the museum
])}' G.Duwe (1828).— Tlie Library (comp. Plan), which contains nearly

1.000,000 vols., is especially rich in historical works and in books printed

in ecclesiastical Slavonic and old Russian. Among the MSS. is one of

(Jiordano Bruno, from the collection of A. S. Norov. — One of the cor-

ridors (PL Gj contains archives of Russian masonic lodges and masonic
insignia. [Freemasonry was introduced into Russia in 17;-51, but was sup-

pressed by Alexander L in 1822.]— The central building contains MSS.
(PI. 9, 18) and an important collection of coins (PL 17).

In the N. wing is thcDashkov Collection of National Costumes
rPl. 19-32j, including a series of 860 figures dressed in the original gar-

mtmts, as well as sepaiate articles of clothing, domestic utensils, and so

on. Room 19. Aleutian Islands (Cabinets i-vii); Tlinkits or Koloshes
(Cab. vii-ix). — Room 20. Japan (Cab. xiii-xvi); Korea (Cab. xvii & xviii);

China (Cab. xix-xxii): Sunda Islands (Cab. xxiii-xxvi), — Room 21. Samo-
yedes (Cfib. \ h 2); Tungusos (Cab. 3 & 4); Finns from the Volga and
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the Urals (Cab. 5-7); West Finns. Esthonians (Cab. 8 & 9); Kalmucks
(Cab. 10-12); Tartars, Kirghizes (Cab. 13-20); Gripsies, Rumanians, Lith-
uanians, G-erman colonists (Cab. 21-24); Semites (Cab. 25); Caucasian tribes

(Cab. 26-30); in the middle, Turkestan (Cab. 31-40). —Room 22. PI Siber-

ians (Cab. 43-51). — Room 23. Models of houses. — From Room 22 we reach

the upper floor (Slavs). In the middle row: Oreat Russians (Cab. 54-66);

to the right of the entrance, Little Russians (Cab. 67-72), White Russians

JV a ^ a n, k o w s k ij F c rr u I

Key to the Numbers on the Plan (not used in tlie museum itself). 1. Of-
fiecH; 2. Library of Count Rumyantzov; 3. Catalop:ue Room; A & 5. MSS.
& Reading Rooms; 6. Masonic Insignia; 7 & 8. Lil)rary; 9. MSS.; 10-11.

TJhrary; 15. Curator's Offices; 16. liibrary; 17. ("ollection of Coins; 18.

MSS.; — 10-26. National Costumes; 27-32'. Kamtc.hjitka and Alaska Col-
b'ction; - 33-35. Library; 36-38. Reading Hooms.

(Cal). 73-77), Poles (Cab. 77-80), Czechs arul Moravians (Cab. 81). We return
along the other side: Slovenians (Cab. 82 & 83), Slovaks (Cab. 81 & 85),

Croats (Cab. 86), Slavs from the Halkans f(hib. 87-03), Ruth<Miians (Cab. 0-1

& 05). - Room C. (JoHtuuM'S and otb(u- objectH. From Room 21 we »uiter

the Ethnograjihir.il Colb-ction from KamtchHtka and Alanka (llyabushinski-
Jochelson Expedition; PI. 27-32/; above, Christian and Russian Antitiuitit^s.

The Picture Gallery is contained in a Hoj)arate building. (1) Ruh-
HiAN PicTiTHKS of Hic 18-lOth Cf'ii t II fif'S. (^(llection Th. I. Pryi'inishnikov
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(d. 1867): ^l. A. Ivduov (d. 1858), 'Behold your King' (Pilate showing Chri.st

to the people), a large picture upon which the master worked for 20 years

;

portraits by l.oseuko (d. 1778; Volkov, the founder of the first Russian
theatre, p. 881), Levitzki (d. 1822), Borovikdvaki (d. 1826), Lanipi (d. 1880;
Prince Potemkin, untinished), Tropiuin (d. 1858), and other masters;
paintings by A'. J\ Bri/fdlov (d. 1852), Orlovskl (d. 1882), etc.; Feddtov,
Arrival of the bridegroom, His first decoration; Perdv, Burial of a peasant;
Riiepiii, I. S. Turgenyev; paintings by Aivazovski

.

— TiVov Collection, with
pictures by Hororikovski, Levifzki, and i?v7/?/?;or. -Engravings.— Collec-
tion of K. T.Soldatyenkov (d. 1901): Turlniyin, At work; Levitan, Land-
scape; Koroi'UK Detected poacher; Lebedev, Peasant-woman; Myasoijedov,
Open-air service; Popov, Eating-house; Trufovski, Invalid; Ratchkdv,
Dr. Pikulin; Makovski, In the anteroom of tlie Justice of the Peace;
ZhuravJev, Funeral -feast; Shishkin, Landscape; Siemirddzki, Sword-
dance; Shishkin, Landscape; Jakobi, Jester at the court of the Empress
Anna Ivanovna; Bogdtov, Ploughman; Kasdtkin, At the door of the
chapel; Botkin, Reading the lessons; Kasdtkin, In the corridor of the
District Court; Vasilijev, Thaw; Vasnetzdv, Game of cards.

(2) Italian, Dutch, and other Pictures. Italian pictures, many of

them spurious. Bubens, Mucins Scsevola (sketch); Snyders, Butcher's
shop; Ph. Wouverman, Hunting-party; Bemhrandt, Haman at the banquet
with Esther and Ahasuerus (1660); A. de Gelder, Lot and his daughters;
A. van der Neer, Conflagration at night; G. Terbtirg, Portrait of a

woman; J. van de?' Heijde, Dutch manor-house; J. van Ochtervelt, Lady
at her toilet. The adjoining rooms contain French and German paintings.

Farther on in the Znamenka, to the left, at the corner of the

Bolshoi Znamenski Pereulok, is the Alexander Military Academy
(PI. C, 4; //). — No. 8 Bolshoi Znanienki Pereulok is the House of
Sei'glus Ivdnovltch Slitchukin, with an admirable collection of

modern French paintings, including examples by Monet, Sisley,

Renoir, Degas, Cezanne, Gauguin, Matisse, and Picasso; adm. on

written application to the owner.

AVe now return to the Mokhovaya, and proceed to the S. along

the Volkhonka. Ou the right, at the corner of the Antipycvski

Pereulok, is the Museum of Fine Arts or Museuin of Alex-

ander III. (Mysen H3itmHfcixT> HCKyccTBt HMeHH HMnepaxopa
AjiCKcaH^ipa III.; PI. C5, /), built by R. I. Klein in 1898-1912.

The Museum was founded by I. V. Tzvyetayev (d. 1918) and belongs

to the University. It contains coloured and bronzed casts and

marble copies uf the most important works of art of all countries

and all epochs, Egyptian antiquities, and Italian paintings of the

14th century. Adm., seep. 275. Director, Professor W.K.Malmberg.

To the N.E. of the Church of the Redeemer is a seated figure of

Tzar Alexander III. (in bronze), by Opekiishin (1912).

The '^Church of the Redeemer (XpaMT> Xpncxa CnacHxejiH;

l'l.C5, /), tiie most richly (bicorated church in Moscow, built in 1839-

83 from the plans of Thortj in commemoration of the events of 1812-14,

is conspicuously situated in a large square on the left bank of the

Moskva. It is open for morning service at 8 a.m., and then again

from 11 a.m. until dusk. The total cost of the building, which is

335 ft. high and covers an area of 8020 sq. yds., amounted to upwards
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of 15,000,000 rb. The church is in the form of a Greek cross and is

surmounted by five gilded domes, the chief of which has a diameter

of 100 ft. The outside Avails are sheathed in marble. The twelve

fine bronze portals, three in each fagade, are approached by broad

flights of granite steps. The roof is bordered by a bronze-gilt balu-

strade. The 48 marble alto-reliefs on the facades are by Loganovski,

Ramazanov, and Baron Klodt.
The subjects of the reliefs are as follows: on the W. facade is a

figure of Christ; to the right are SS. Alexander Nevski and Nicholas of

Novgorod, and to the left SS. Nicholas the Wonder-worker and Elizabeth.

At the right angle is a group representing David giving Solomon the
plan of the Temple; at the left is the Anointing of Solomon. The
saints on the S. side, facing the Moskva, are those on whose days the

Russian battles of 1812 occurred; to the right, Barak and Deborah; to

the left, Moses and Miriam; at the corners, Abraham and Melchizedek (r.),

and David's reception after the conquest of G-oliath (1.). On the E. side,

facing the Kremlin, are the saints regarded as the champions and inter-

cessors of Russia; to the left and right. Nativity and Resurrection of
Christ. On the N. side are the champions and defenders of the Faith, and
saints on whose days the Russians were victorious in 1813-14. At the
coruer to the right is St. Sergius, consecrating Demetrius of the Don for

his struggle with the Tartars; to the left is St. Dionysius blessing
Pozharski and Minin (p. 298).

The Interior, which is abundantly lighted by sixty windows,

is elaborately decorated in gold and marble, and makes an im-

pression of great harmony. On festivals and high days, 3700 candles

are lighted for divine worship. The vocal music of this church is

celebrated.
On the walls of the C'orkidou running round the interior of the church

are 177 marble tablets, bearing imperial manifestoes of the time of the
"War of Liberation, and also the names of battles and of the officers who
fell in them. Four massive pieiH support the Main Dome, which is

adorned Avith a large picture of the Lord of Sabaoth, by Markov. BeloAV
are representatives of the Old and New Testaments, by Ko^helev. Tn the
niches of the piers are the Adoration of the She])herds, the Adoration of
the Magi, the Anointing of David as King, and St. Sergius blessing the
Grand-Prince Demetrius of the Don before his contest with the Tartars, four
j)aintings by V. P. Vprpuhtchagin (not to be confonnded with V. V.Veresh-
tchagin, the i)ainter of battle-scenes). In the spandrels are tbe Trans-
fign ration, the Resurrection, the Ascension, and the Descent of tbe Holy
Ghost, with the Evangelists below, all by Brinil and S(>r6kh}. The
Ikoxohtas is in the form of a white marble cha])el , witb a ])r()nze-

gilt roof. On the holy door are the Annunciation and the Evangelists,
by Nejf. In the niche behind the high-alt;ir is the throne (.f the Metro-
politan, above which is the Last Supper, a painting by Sietuirddzk'.
Still higl)c*r is the Nativity, a colossal painting by F. /'. Vfr>'sht(:hd<ihi

.

The paintings to the left (J(;sus in (rf^thsenianc, Jesus «'xi)os('d to the
neople, Bearing of tin- Cross, and to th<; right (Crucilixion, D«'scent
from the Crf).sH, and Entombment) are also by F. /*. VcreHhichdcjin. In
th«^ upper gallery are tlie Chapklh ov SS. Niojioi^ah and Alkxandku
Nkvhki, h<»tli richly adorned and containing numtMous pictures of saints,

in tlie fornp'r we siionld notice the jticturcK illustrating the history of

the church, and in the latt(rr, tin' four pictures from the life of Alexander
Nevski, by SittnitnidskL In the W. Win<j <d' tlie church are the fallowing
ijaintings: BaptiNin of St. Vhnliniir at Korsuti, by Kn Ditifif.r, with the
baptism of the Graud-Princes-i Olga, by Syedoc, above it; Foundation of

the Lavra in Kiev, with the Baptium of the InhabitantH '>f Kiev above
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it. both by Bodarevski ; Reception of the Vladimir Virgin, by Bashilov,
with the Foundation of the Uspenski Cathedral, by Prydnishuikov, above
it; Virgin appearing to St. Sergius, by Makdvski , witli the Building of
the Troitzkaya Lavra, by Pnjdnishnikov, above it.

To the S. of the Church of the Redeemer, at Pretchistenskayii

Naberezhnava 29, in a house built by Vaznetzov, is the Tzvetkov
Gallery (PI. C, 5 ; /), contaiiiino^ upwards of 300 paintings by
Russian masters.

The Volkhonka leads to the S.W. of the Church of the Redeemer,
and ends at the site of the Pretchistenka Gate, whence the boule-

vard of that name (PI. C, 4, 5; 7) leads N. to the Arbdfskaya Square
(p. 307). In this square is a seated bronze figure of Gogol, the

dramatist (1809-52), by Andreyev (1909). To the N.W. of the square,

at Povarskaya 18, is the Tolstoi Museum (TojiCTOBCKifi nyseii;

adm., see p. 275), containing souvenirs of Count Leo Nikolayevitch

Tolstoi, arranged in seven rooms. The fourth room contains

the furniture of the room in which he died at Astapovo (p. 361;
Tolstoi's house, see below). To the S.W. from the Pretchistenka

Gate runs the Pretchistenka (PI. C, 5 ; 7), in which, on the right,

at the corner of the Obiikhovski Pereulok, are the Headquarters
of the Fire Brigade (IIo^apHoe ^eno; PI. 29, C 5, 7), while on

the left is the Alexander & Marie Girls' School (PI. 2, C 5, 7).

At the end of this street is the Subovskaya Square, from which the

Smolevski Boidevard (p. 307) runs to the N., and the Subovski
Boulevard (PI. C, 5 ; 7) to the S.E.

From the Pretchistenka G-ate the Ostoshenka runs to the S. On its

right side, at the corner of the Yeropkinski Pereulok, is the Commercial
School (PI. 24, C5; /), founded by the merchants of Moscow in 1804.

Farther on, at the end of the street and at the corner of the Kruimskaya
Square, in the Lyceum of the Tzarevitch Nicholas (PI. 41, C 5; /), in-

cluding a high school and a school of law. — Between the (Jstoshenka and
the Moskva lies the Zatchdtiyevski Nunnery (PI. 54, C5; /), founded in

the early 15th century. This was the point JFroni which Prince Pozharski
fp. 298) directed the attack against the Poles in Moscow (1612).

The Pretchistenka is prolonged toward the S.W. by the Bolshaya

Tzaritzuinskaya. In the Khamovnitcheski Pereulok, which diverges

to the left, is the House of Count Leo Tolstoi (No. 21 ; PI. C, 5, 6, 7;

see .above). In the IJolshaya Tzaritzuinskaya, on the right, is the

Field of the Maidens (/^'feBHHbe nojie ; PI. B 5, 7), in which, during

the time of the Mongolian supremacy, were assembled the maidens

who had to be delivered to the Khan along with the yearly tribute

in money. No. 15, on the left, is the Archives of the Ministry of
Justice (ApxHBT> MHHHCTepcTBa locTHLiiH: PI. 11, B6, 7; open on

week-days, except Sat., 11-3), containing documents of the former

municipal government of Moscow. Nearly opposite, to' the right, is

a seated bronze figure of N. 7. Pirogov (PL 43, B6; 7), the eminent

surgeon (b. at Moscow in 1810, d. 1881), by Sherwood (1897). Adjacent

are the University Clinics (Fl. B, 6; 7), completed in 1891.
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To the S.W. of the University Clinics is the Novo-Dyevitohi
Convent or Convent of the Maidens (PI. A, 6 ; 7), a building of

great historical interest, surrounded by a wall furnished with

towers, battlements, and loopholes.
The Xovo-Dyevitchi Convent was founded in 1524 by the Tzar Vasili

Ivanovitch to commemorate the reunion of Smolensk with the principality
of Moscow. In IGiO bloody combats with the Poles took place here. The
convent was then partly destroyed, and was afterwards restored by Tzar
Michael. Sophia, the ambitious sister of Peter the G-reat, was compelled
to take the veil here in 1689, under the name of Susanna. The rebellic.

of the Streltzi in her favour was suppressed, and 300 of her adherents
were hanged before the window of her cell. Napoleon visited the con-
vent in 1812. An attemj^t to blow up the church on the retreat of the
French was frustrated by the courage of the nuns.

The main gate has a tower ending in five pinnacles; through it

we enter the court, which contains many graves, including that of

A. P. Tohekhov (p. 431). Close behind it is the Cathedral, with its

five domes and the tombs of Eudoxia (d. 1731), the first wife of

Peter the Grreat, and uf his sisters Catherine, Eudoxia, and Sophia

(d. 1704). On the left stands the large bell-tower, with a clock that

strikes the quarters. The top of it commands a fine view of the

Sparrow Hills and the environs of Moscow.

The Smolenski Boulevard (PI. B, C, 5 ; /), mentioned at p. 306,

leads N. to the Smolenski Ruinok (PI. B, C, 5; /), whence the busy

Arhdt leads to the Arbatskaya Square (PI. C4, /; p. 306).— From
the Smolenski Ruinok the Smolenskaya leads W. to the Borodinski
Bridge (PI. B 5, /; steamer, see p. 272). About V4 M- to the W.
is the Dorogoniilovskaya Zastdva (PL A 5,/; tramways Nos. 4
»S: 31), where the Mozhaisk road reaches Moscow. It was by this

load that Xapoleou entered Moscoav in 1812.
About IV2 -M^. to the W. of the Zastava, at Fill, is the Kutuzov

Cottaae (KyxiT'SOBCKafl H36a ; open daily, 9-4); this stands on the site of

the old cottage (burnt down in 1868) in which, on Sept. Ist (13th), 1812,
after tlie battle of Borodino, the Russian Council of War determined on
the evacuation of Moscow. — It was from the Poklonnaya Gora, a hill near
Fili, and not from the Sparrow Hills, tliat Napoleon viewed Moscow for
the first time ^Sept. 14th, 1812). The village of rnkrovHkoye-Fili, IV2M.
to the N.W. of the Kutuzov Cottage, formerly helonged to Peter the Great's
uncle, Leo Kyrillovitch Xaruishkin. The Church of the Virgin Protector
and Intercessor, a crueiform edifice of 1«;93, is surrounded by an outside
gallery, and contains some old pictures of aA'wAa. - Kunfzevo, see p. M22.

Going N. from the Smolenski Ruinok along the NovInski Boule-
vAui), we reach the Kudrinskaya Square (Pl.B, C, 4; /), at the

beginning of the SadrWaya or Garden Street (p. 277). Hence wo
proceed to tin; VV., passing the Widows^ Home (H^obIh ^iom'l;

1*1. .53, JM. /}, built in 1803, and by the Kudrinskaya soon reach

the bridg<- ucross the Pryesne/isLit/e Ponds {V\. \l, i', I). To the

I iglit lie the Zooloyicdl Gardens f^oo.iorMMtiCKiii ca,ii»; PI. H3, /;

idm., see p. 27'>; electric tranjways Nos. \() ik 20, from 'J'heatrc

Square). The Slitchukin Musnuti (Mynaii 11. H. LHy Kiuia), be-

tpieathud by T. .1. Shtchukiii, Malaya (inixijiskaya 2 1 (PI. IJ, 3, 4; /),
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contains Russian antiquities and objects of industrial art. Adm.
for students only on application to the director of the Historical

Museum (p. 297).

d. North-West Quarter of the City.

The Tverskaya is traversed beyond the Tverskiya Gate by Electric
Tramivaijs (pp. 271, 272) Nos. 1, 6 (from Lubyanskaya Square), 13, & 25;
Trnbnaya Square is served by Nos. 1, 11, 15, 26, 29, & A.

The Tverskaya (TfiepcKafl yjiHi^a; PI. C, D,3, 4, //), one of the

main streets of Moscow, containing many tempting shops, runs from

the Iberian Gate to the X.W. lor about 2 M. On the right it passes

the Okhofi/l Bi/ad (p. 277), a square Avith market-halls; to the left

is the Mokhovaya (p. 301). Farther on, on the same side, is the

Posfnil'ov Arcade. Also to the left is the Pcdace of the Governor
General (4omt> reHepajn>-ry^6epHaTopa; PLC, D,4, //). Opposite,

in the small Tverskaya Square, is an equestrian statue of General
M. D. Skohelev (d. 1882), by Saim(3nov (1912).

At the site of the old Tverskiya Gate (PL C, 3 ; //) the street

intersects the boulevards encircling the 'AVhite City' (p. 276).

To the left rises tlie Pushkin Monument (PL C, 3 ; //), unveiled

in 1880, and consisting of a bronze statue of the poet, from a model

by Opekushin, standing on a granite pedestaL To the right, in the

8trastn6i Boulkvard, is the Strastnoi Monastuir or Nunnery of
the Passion (PL C, 3; //), "founded by Tzar Alexis Mikhailovitch in

1654. The bell-tower over the entrance commands a fine view.

Farther on in the Tverskaya, to the right, is the House of tlie

Civil Govefi^nm^ {J\owh rpasK/iaHCKaro lyBepHaiopa; PL C 3, //):

to the left is the Ophthalmic Hospital (PL 0, 3; //).

Beyond the 8ad6vaya the street assumes the name of Bolshava
T\ KKSKAYA Yamskaya, aud ends at the Triumphal Gate (TpiyM-

•i-aJiLHtiH Bopoxa; PL B, C, 3, /), 2 M. from the Iberian Gate. The

Triumphal Gate consists of a single archway in the style of the Arch

of Titus at Rome, erected, according to the inscription on the attic,

un commemoration of the deeds of Alexander I. in 1812'. It is adorned

with statues of warriors and with bas-reliefs, and is surmounted

by a Victory in a six-horse chariot. Outside the Triumphal Gate,

to the left, lies the Alexander or Brest Bailway Station (p. 270),

rebuilt in 1912: straight in front is the Peterburgskoye Chaussee,

running to the Petr(jvski Park (p. 323).— To the E. of the Triumphal

(iate, in the Miyiiskaya Square, to the right, is the handsome

Shanydvski Peo'pjys University (PI. ^)0^ C 2; I)^ maintained by

the municipality. In the middle of the square the large Cathedral

of St. Alexander Nevski is being built to commemorate thr* libera-

ti(m of the serfs in 1861.

Parallel to the Tverskaya on the E., between the Okhotni Ryad
and Strastnoi Boulevard (see above), is the Bolshaya Dmitrovka
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(PI. D, 3, 4; II). To the left, at the corner of the Okhotni Ryad, is

the Cluh of the Noblesse (p. 274).— Beyond the Strastnoi Boulevard

the street is prolonged under the name of Malaya Dmitrovka,
passing on the right the Church of the Nativity (PI. 0,3; //),

which dates from the 17th century.

On the E. the Okhotni Ryad (p. 308) ends at the spacious

Theatre Square (TeaxpajiLHaH njiouja^b: PL D, 4, //), one of

the largest open spaces in Moscow, measuring 350 yds. in length

and 175 yds. in breadth. It is adorned with flower-beds and a foun-

tain, with figures (by Yitali) representing Music and Light and

Classical Poetry. On the X. side rises the Great Imperial
Theatre (Bo.ibuioh TeaxpT,; PL D, 4, II; p. 273), rebuilt by Cavos
after a fire in 1854. The fagade is preceded by an Ionic portico.

The pediment is adorned with reliefs and surmounted by a colossal

group of Phoebus in the Chariot of the Sun. The interior, decorated

in white and gold, contains i]\e balconies and accommodates 4000
spectators. — To the E. is the Little Imperial Theatre (MajiLiii

Teaxpt; PL D 4, //; p. 273), built in 1841 and having room for 1000

spectators. To the X. of the Little Theatre, between the Petrovka

and Xeglinni Proyezd, are the Alexander and Solodovnikov Arcades.

The Theatre Square is adjoined on the S.AV. by the Yoskresen-

skaya Square (PL I), 4; //), on the E. side of which, in one of the

towers of the Kitai-Gorod, is the Ornithological Mnseurn (My3en
nxHijeBO^CTBa ; open free on w(;ek-days, 10-4).

The Petr6vka (PL I), 3, 4;//), running to the X. from the

Theatre Square, is one of the most animated business-streets in the

city and contains many fine shops. The shops in the Kuznetzki
Most (Smith's Bridge; PL D4, //), the first cross-street to the right,

running to the Lubyanka, are still better. On the right side of the

I'etrovka, just short of the Petrovski Boulevard, is the Vuisoko-

IHr6vs1d Monastei-ij (PL D,3;//), founded in the 14th cent., and

containing the tombs of the Xaruishkin Boyars.

In the X. quarter of tlie Petrovka, to the left, is the New Caiherhie
Hospital (EKaTepiiHHHCKaH 6ojiLHHi|a; PI. D H, //), and to the ri^ht
;ire the Gendarme or J^etrov ski. Barracks (PI. D, 3;//). From this point
to the Sa(16vaya the street is known as the Kaui;]tni Ryad (?1. C, D, 3; /),
on account of the numerous carriage-works it contains. Beyond the .Sad6v-
uya, Oil t\u) Bozhed6mski Pereulok, is the EcxlcsiaHiical Sfuiittar// (Jly-
xoBHaa ceMHiiapLH; PL C, D, 3, i). In the Novaya Bozhcdomskaya are
the Marie Hospital (PI. D, 2; /;, the Alexander histitntc for (iirU (PI.
(', D, 2; /), and the German Vrederick William & Victoria InHtiiute. The
garden of the last contains monuunmtH to Emperor William I., Tzar Alex-
ander 11. and Prince Bismarck.

From the V'uisoko-l^etrcWski Monastery we proceed to the E.

via the Pet r^vHld lioiderjird to the Tiu'jhnava SguAUE (PL T), 3; //),

containing the Ilerndtage Bestanrant (p. 270; market, see p. 277).
'i'o the N. <'f the Tnihnaya Sipiare extends the Tznjffnni Uouli'vard

PI, D :i, //; flower-market, nee j». 277), ou the left sid«'' «»f which is tlic

hiiildinf? of the Orerraan GymnaHfic Sociptf/.
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From the Trubnaya Square we may return to the Theatre Square,

eitlier via Ihe Xkglinni Pkoyezd (PI. D, 3, 4; IF) or through
the RoziiDKSTVENKA. The former contains the ImpeHal Bank
^rocyaapcTBGHHWH SanK-L; PL 1), 8,4, //), built by Prof. Buikovski
in 1894, and the Imperial Dramatic School (PL D, 4; //). In

the Rozhdestvenka, immediately to the left, is the Rozhdestvenski
NfOifiert/ (Pl.D,S;ITl founded in 1386 (?).— Farther on, to the

ri<iht. is the Stroganov Drawing School, in which the Industrial
Art Museum (Xy^oacecxBeHHO - npoMMiujieHHbiH Myseft; PL
D, 3, 4, //) is lioused (adm., see p. 275; director, S. V. Noakovski).
The museum contains extensive collections of models illustrating

Russian architecture, painting, and decorative art, as well as Chinese

objects, furniture, works in clay, etc. Some of the contents are

for sale.

e. North-Bast Quarter of the City.

Electric Tramwmjs; see pp. 271, 272. Noa. 10, 17, 19, 32, & 3G (from
LiibyAuskaya Sq.) run to the Siikharev Tower. Nos. 4, 6, 10, & 29 run
from Lubyanskaya Sq. to Sokolniki (in 25 min.; fare 10 cop.), the first

two via the Myasnitzkaya, No. 10 via the Sukharev Tower, and Xo. 29
via the Marosscika.

From the Theatre Square (p. 309) the Teatralni Proyezd

(p. 301) leads to the E., passing the S. ends of the Neglinni Proyezd

and the Rozhdestvenka (see above). On the S. side is a seated

bronze iigure by Volniikhin (1909) of Ivcb/ Fe6do7'ov, the first

Russian printer (comp. p. 301). The street ends at the Lubyanskaya
St^rAKK (JlyoflHCKaH njioma^t ; PL D 4, //), which lies outside the N.

or V^ladimir (xate of the Kitai-Gorod. At this square begin two great

lines of thoroughfare, the BolshayaLubyanka, running to the N., and

the Myasnitzkaya (p. 311), running to the X.E.—-On the right side of

the BoLSHAYA LuiivANKA (PL D, 3, 4; //) is the Third High School

(PL T),4; //), behind which, to the E., is the lofty TeUphone Office.

At the end of the street, to the left, is the SryetensJci Monastery or

Monastery of the Meeting (Cp^fexeHCKiH MysKCKoii MOHacxLipb;

PL 1)3, //), which lies in the Kutchko Fields the old place of

execution (formerly outside the city), and is said to occupy the spot

where the Vladimir Virgin was solemnly received in 1395 (p. 283).

— To the E. of the Rolshaya Lubyanka, and parallel with it, runs

the MAlaya Lubyanka (PL D, 3, 4; //), on the right side of which

lies the Roman Catholic Church of St. Louis (PL D4, //; French),

founded in 1791. To the right of the end of this street, in the

Milviitinski Pereulok, is the; Polish Roman Catholic Chu/rch of
SS. Peter & Paul (PL I), 3; //).

The X. prolongation of the Bolshaya Lubyanka, beyond the

liozhd/istvenski Boulevard, is known as the Sryetenka (PL D, 3; /).

At the end of this street, and forming a part of the Sadovaya, is th(>

Sukharev Square (market, see p. 274), about 1 M. from the Lub-
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yanskaya Square. Here rises the Sukharev Tower (Cyxapeea
dauiHH; PL D3, // no adm.), erected in 1689 by Peter the G-reat

in honour of the Siikharev Regiment, under the protection of which

the youthful Tzar and his mother were able to find refuge in the

Troitzkaya Lavra during the rebellion of the Streltzi in 1682. The
building, which was used as a School of Xavigation down to 1715,

and then as the seat of the Board of the Admiralty down to 1806,

served from 1834 to 1900 as a reservoir. The lower part consists

of a rectangular building with two stories, 130 ft. in length and

80 ft. in breadth. Over this is an octagonal tower (185 ft. high),

rising in four stages above the gateway connecting the Sryetenka

with the First Myeshtchanskaya.

On the X. side of the Sukharev Square lies the large Sheremetyev

Hospital & Poor House (PI. 51, D. E, 3; /). founded by Count

Nicholas Sheremetyev in 1803.
The Pervaya or First Myeshtchanskaya (PI. D, 1-8; J) runs to the

N. from the Sukharev Tower to the Krestovskaya Zastdva (PI. D, 1; /),
with the Windau Station (]). 270) and the two huge Water Towers (Kpe-
CTOBCKifl 6amHH) of the water system completed in 1893 (open on week-
days 10-4,1. Each of tlie towers contains 400,000 gallons of water. The
platform at the top affords a fine view. In the E. tower is the Museum
of Municipal Administ7'atio)i (Mysefi ropo^CKaro xo3HHCTBa; adm., see

p. 275; catalogue 10 cop.). — At the G-rokholski Pereulok are the Botanical
Gardens of the University (PI. D, E, 2, I; adm., see p. 275; guide 20 cop.).

Immediately to the left in the Myasnitzkaya, which runs to the

N.E. from the Lubyanskaya Square (p. 310), is the Ecclesiastical

Covsistory (/tyxoBHan KOHCHCTopin; PL D4, //). The Consistory

is said to have been built in the time of the Grand-Prince Vasili IV.

Ivanovitch, and to have served at first as the residence of the arch-

bishop (FflsaHCKoe apxiepeftcKoe no^Bopbe). In 1774-1801 it

was the seat of the 'Secret Office", for investigating political offences.

It has served its present purposes since 1<S33. Farther on, to the left,

is the School of Art (YMHJiHme ^HBonHCii, BaHHia h ao^HecTBa;
PI. D.E, 3, //); in the court is a nine-storied building, the tower of

which commands a fine view of the town (elevator 50 cop.). On the

right is the General Post Office (PI. E 3, //; p. 272), built by
Novikov in 1910-12; adjacent, at the corner of the Tchistopnidni

Boulcv.'ird, so called after the 'limpid pool' at its S. end, is the (ren-

eral Telerjraph Office (P1.E3, //; p. 273). — The Myasnitzkaya ends

at the Sad<'>vaya ('Garden Street', p. 276), just short of which,

however, the busy Myasnitzki Pereulok div(;rges to the right and

leads to the Red Gate (KpacHMH BopoTa: PI. 39, E3, /), a trium-

phal archway with three passages, creeled in the coronation year

of Empress Klizabeth PetnWna (1742) at the expense of the Moscow
merchants.

From the Red (iate* the Kalaritchevskaya leads X. to the square of

the same name, containing the stations of the NiohohtSy Yaroslavl.^

and Kazan Rdihvaijfi fcomp. pp. 2<)9. 270).
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From the Kalautchevskaya Square the Krasnopnidnaya and the

SokcSlniki Chaussee lead N.E. to the Sokolniki Park (CokojiB"

HUHbH Poma; PI. E-G, 1, /), which lies 5 V. (31/4 M.) from the

Lubyanskaya Square and forms the most popular promenade in

Moscow. From the Neiu Promenade (Novoye Gulyaniye), a rondel

containing a band-stand and a cafe, seven vistas (Prosyelci) radiate

towards the X. These are connected by transverse alleys. To the

W. of the band-stand is the Old Promenade (Staroye Gulyaniye),

a favourite resort of the lower classes on Sun. and holidays, with a

summer theatre and various other forms of amusement.

f . East Quarter of the City.

Electric Tramioat/s (pp. 271, 272) Nos. 3, 24, 26, 29, & 31 run along
the Pokiovka; Nos. 21, 24, & 30 traverse the Nyemetzkaya. - A visit to

the E. quarter of the city offers little interest.

Opposite the IhjlnsUija Gate (PI. D4, //; p. 300), to the N.,

lies the Polytechnic Museum (IIojiHTexHHHecKiH Mysefi;

PL D 4, //), built in 1876 in the Russian style from the plans of

Monighetti (adm., see p. 275; catalogue 20 cop.). The museum con-

tains extensive collections of technical, architectural, agricultural,

and other models, drawings, and the like.— To the right of the

llyinskiya Gate is. a Oiapel erected in 1887 by the Moscow Regiment
of Grenadiers in memory of the comrades who fell at Plevna, Kars,

and other places in the Russo-Turkish war of 1877-78.

To the E. of the llyinskiya Gate runs the Pokrovka, a thorough-

fare 4 M. long, extending (under various names) to the Yauza. The
beginning of the street, as far as the Armyanski Pereiilok, is called

the Marosseika, after the Malorossi or Little Russians who resided

here in the 17th century. To the left is the House of the Pkllan-

thropic Society (HejioB-feKOJiiodHBoe 66iiiecTBo; PI. D, E, 4, 11),

In the Armyanski Peieulok, to the left, is the Ldzarev IriMitute for
Oriental Lanrjuaqes (JTaaapeBCKiH HHCTHxyTL Boctohhlixt. asbikobi,;
PI. D 4, //), founded in 1814 by the brothers Lazarev. Opposite this

is the Armenian Church (PI. E, 4; //), built in 1771. — To the S. of

the Marosseika, in the Kosmo-Damianski Pereulok, is the Lutheran
Church of SS. Peter & Paul (IleTpa h IlaBjia jnoTepaHCKaa ijepKOBL

;

Pi. E4, //), rebuilt from the plans of V. Kosov in 1905. At the end of

the street is the Ivdnovski Uonveiit, or Nunnery of John the Baptist
(PI. E, 4;i/;, founded in the 10th cent., burned down by the French in

1812, and rebuilt from the j)lans of Buikovski in 1861.

The PuKRovKA, properly so called, extends from the Armyanski
Pereulok to the Zemlyanoi Yal (i.e. Ger. Wall) or Boulevard. To the

left is the striking Church of the Assumption (PL E, 4; //),

built in the time of Boris (fodun()V, and also known as the 'Red

Church' from the colour of its bricks. Its thirteen domes, arranged

in the form of a pyramid, excited the admiration of Napoleon in 1812,

and the building was accordingly spared from the flames.— In the
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Tchistoprudni Boulevard, to the left, is the Borodino Panorama
(PI. E4, //; adm., see p. 275), with a battle-picture by Roubaud.

—

To the S., at Pokrovski Boulevard 5, is the Commercial Academy
(PL E, 4; //), founded in 1906, with 105 teachers and 4500 students.

Farther on in the Pokrovka, to the left (No. 31), is the house

of. P. Botkin, containing a collection of paintings by modern French,

German, Belgian, and Eussian masters (adm., see p. 274).
To the S., in the Mali Kazyoniii Pereiilok, is the Alexander Hospital

(PI. E, 4; /), in the court of which is a bronze bust, by Andi-evev (1909).

of Dj-. Th. P. Haas, the philanthropist (d. 1853).

To the E. of the Zemlyanoi Val lies the Kursk & Nizlmi-

Novgorod Raihcaij Station (PI. F 4, // p. 270). Beyond the Zem-
lyanoi Yal the Pokrovka takes the name of Staraya Basmannaya.
To the right is the Church of St. Nikita the Martyr (PI. 21, F 3

:

/), founded by Grand-Prince Yasili in 1517 and restored in 1751.
To the S. of the Church of St. Nikita, in the Gorokhovski Pereiilok,

is the Constantine School of Surveying (KoHCTaHTilHOBCKiii MeMceBoii
HHCTHT:fTT>; PI. 52, F3, /). In the Voznesenskaya is the Lutheran Church
of St. 'Michael (PI. 20, F B ; /), built in the Gothic style in 1576, and
repeatedly restored.

From the Rasgulydi Square the Novaya Basmdnnaya leads

to the left to the Red Gate (p. 311). The prolongation of the line of

streets we have been following is called Yel6khovskaya from this

point to the Yelokhovskaya Square (PI. F, 3; /), and thence^ to the

Pokrovski Bridge (PI. G, 2; /) it is known as Pokrovskaya TJlitza.

— Farther to the E., on the left bank of the Yauza, lies the artisan

quarter of Preobrazhenskoye, containing several large factories.

The first cross-street, diverging to the S. from the Pokrovskaya,

is the Nyemetzkaya (German Street), the focus of the German colony

which used to exist here and is still recalled by several of the

names. To the E. lies the Nyemetzki Ruinok (PI. F, 3; /), the most
important market in the E. quarters of the city. To the S.E., on an

open space on the Yauza, rises the Leforforski Palace {JIe<p6Y>-

TOBCKift ;iBopeuT>; PI. F, G,3, /), originally built by Peter the Great

for G»fneral Francis Lefort (born at Geneva in 105(5, d. 1099), rei)uilt

by Puul J. in 171)H, and now occupied by military officials. Adjacent

is the Imperial I'echiileal Academy (PI. F, 3; /), founded in 1832

and attended i)y 3000 students.
Beyond the Vauza are the Red liarrack.H (Kpacni.ni KaiapMti) and

the Alexin Mililarij School (PI. (», 1; /;, the fonnor to tlie left, the latte]-

to the rif^ht. -In the larj^e Cadet Square, to the. K., are tlie harrackH of
the FivHi (t- SfJ'o}id dadet Corpft (V\. Gr, 4; /). TIiIh site was originally
occupied by the Amienhof, built l)y the EmprcHB v\nna Iv/movna as ?i.

Hunimer rcHideiice and twice d»'stroyed by tin;. In 1781 Catherine II.

crtMittd th«' prcHnnt impoHinf^ ]>alace from jtlaiiH Ity Bax,h('in(>v at a cost
"f •J,0<>0,(M»o rl). To th<' N. of the (Jadct S(|uaro in the MUifary Jlonpital
Boemii.iH rociiHTaJiL; PI. G 3, I), a liuge buildiuf' with acconuuodation

f'»r 2000 patiiiitH, founded by Potor I. and rebuilt by Alexander I. from
jihiDH by S^'liH-nov.
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g. South-East Quarter of the City.

Electric Tramways, see p. 272. The Andronov Monastery is reached
by Nofl. 27 & 32, the Novospasski Monastery by No. 16, the 8imouov
Convent by No. 28. Lines 21, 28, & 80 also serve this qwarier . Steam

-

boat, see p. 272.

From the Yarvarskaya Square (PI. D, 4; 77) , which lies outside

the Yarvarskaya Gate, the Sulyanka leads to the S.E. to the Yauzski

Bridge (see below). To the right is the main entrance of the imperial

Foundling Hospital (BocnHxaTe.TiBHBiH ^oMt; PL E4, 77),

which is adorned with groups oi' Charity and Education by Yitali.

The Foundling Hospital (open to visitors on Thurs. and Sun., 1-i) is

a colossal white block founded by Catherine II. in 17(>L A little later
it was occupied by the Court of Wards (see below), and linally by the
Nicholas Cxirls' Orphanage (see below). In 1812 it served as a hospital.
The institution receives a yearly subvention from the State amounting
to upwards of 1,000,000 rb., chiefly derived from the sale of ])laying-

cards throughout Russia. The Foundling Hos])ital accommodates 2500
children, l)esides which 80,000 are boarded out in neighbouring villages.

To the left of the main entrance to the Foundling Hospital

in the Solyanka stands the aboye-mentioned Court of Wai^ds
(OneKyHCKiii coB'feTTb; PL E 4, 77), which contains valuables, im-

portant papers, documents, etc. Adjacent is the Nicholas School

for Girls (PL E, 4; 77). The Solyanka ends on the S. at the Yauzski
Bridge (Pl.E, 4; 77), leading to the Bogozhskaya Quarter^ sit-

uated on the left bank of the Yanza.

From the bridge the Xikolo-Yamskaya leads to the left to

(2.5 min.) the Andronov Monastery (Cnaco - AHAponieBCKiii

MyjKCKOH MOHacTwpb; PL F 4, 7), picturesquely situated on the

high left bank of the Yauza. This convent, which includes live

churches, was founded in 1365, and was entirely rebuilt after its

destruction in 1812. The belfry, 260 ft. high, commands a line view.

About =^4 M. to the S. of the Andronov Monastery is the Pokrovsli
Jfonastertj (PL 45, F5; i), founded in 1H55, in the reign of Tzar Alexis
Mikhailovitch.

About IY2 ^I- t<J the S. of the above-named Yauzski Bridge, on

the left bank of the Moskva, lies the Wovospasski Monastery,
or Nevj Monastery of the Saviour (Pi. E, <>; /), said to be the

oldest (;onvent in Moscow. It is surrounded by a white wall and

contains live churches. Over the entrance is a belfry 235 ft. in

height, rebuilt in 1785. The monastery was founded in the time of

Ivan Kalita (1328-40; in the Kremlin, and was transferred to its pres-

ent site in the reign of Ivan HI. (1462-1505). It was frequently

destroyed by fire but always rebuilt. In 1812 it was plundered by

the French, while its churches were used as barracks and stables.

The vestibule of tlie Church of the Transflguratioii (Cnaea Ilpeo-
6pa*/KeHia), dating from the time of Mikhail Feodorovitch, contains some
old mural paintings repr(!senting (xr(;ek philosophers (below;, scenes from
Russian ecclesiastical history, and the genealogical tree of Eurik (at the

top). On the ikonostas is a miracle-workiug picture of the Saviour, brought
here in lf347 from Vyatka. Behind the altar are portraits of the ton
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patriarchs. The Treasury (Riznitza) contains numerous valuables and
gorgeous ecclesiastical vestments. The convent contains the graves of

Marfa, the mother of the Tzar Mikhail Feodorovitch, and of various
members of the house of Romanov as well as of families related to it.

Hence we follow the KrutitzkiPereulok to the S. to the Krutitzld

Barracks (PI. E, F, 6; 7). To the right of the small church at the

end of the cul-de-sac is a fine facade (KpyxpiijKiH xepeMt; restored),

dating from the 17th cent, and richly ornamented with green tiles.

^ye next pass the Poivder Magazine (PI. E, F, 6,7;/) and in about

Y2 hr. after leaving the Novospasski Monastery we reach the Simo-
nov Convent (PL E, 7; 7), situated on the high bank of the Moskva
(steamer, see p. 272). This convent was founded in 1370 and was
captured by the Poles and Lithuanians in 1610 in spite of the wall

with which it had been enclosed in 1591. It was partly burned in

1812 and thereafter rebuilt. Field-Marshal Count Bruce (d. 1735)
is buried under the refectory. The most interesting of its five

(churches is the Cathedral of the Assumpfion, the vocal music of

which is famous (best on the eves of festivals). The treasury contains

valuable crosses, chalices, and censers. The Bell Tower ^ 330 ft.

in height, was built in 1839, and commands a view of the city.

Outside the Simonovskaya Zastdva lies the Lizin Pond (PI. E, 7; /),
well known through Karamzin's story of 'Poor Lizzie'.

h. South Quarter of the City.

Tretyakov G-allery. Sparrow Hills.

Electric Tramiuiijs (p. 271) Nos. 'd, 10, 18 (from the Theatre Square),
& 1.3 traverse the Bolshaya Polyanka, passing near the Tretyakov Gallery;
No. 18 runs to the Kaluzhskaya Zastava, while No. 7 runs on thence to the
Sparrow Hills. — IzcOshtchik from i^QYiraxaWn to the Tretyakov Grallery
30-40 cop.; to the Sparrow Hills 2 rb. Steamer to the Sparrow Hills,

see p. 272.

The quarter of Zamoskvarrtchyk, situated on the 8. bank of the

Aloskva, occupied at a very early period on account of tlie propin-

quity of the Kremlin, was once the Tartar (juarter, but is now be-

roming a fashionable residential quarter.

To the E. of the Kremlin the iron Moskvoryetzki Bridge (IM.

I), 4; /) leads across the island separated from the S. part of the

town by the Vodootrodrd, or T)r(nnaf)e Canal, while the Tchugunni
Hridge (IM. I>. 5; /) crosses this canal to the I'yatnitzkayu IJlitza,

which ends at the Serjiukhovskaya S()uare.

To the W. of the Kiemlin is the drvai Kuhwnni Bridge (V\.

i>, 5; /), built in stone in I(j34-H*2 and replaced by an iroFi structure

in 1859. It leads to the Hers/iuovskaya Xaberezhnaya. in which is

the quaint-looking Honne of the Arclaieologicfd Sorietg (I'l. 10,

1)5; /).— To the E. is the liolofnaga Sf/vare, with a fruit and

vegetable market (p. 277). Steamer to tlie Sparrow Mills, see p.'JTi?.
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The *Tretyak6v Gallery (PL D, 5; /), LavriisMnski Pereii-

lok 12, ranking with the Alexander III. Museum in St. Peters-

burg as one of the most important collections of modern Russian

paintings (over 2000 in number), was presented to the city by the

brothers P. and S. Tretyak(')v in 1892. The gallery is especially rich

in works by Vasili Vasilyevitch Vereshtchdgm (1842-1904; land-

scapes, war scenes), Vasili Gregoryevitch Perov (1833-82; scenes of

Russian popular life), Icdn Ivdnovitch Shishkiii (1831-98; land-

scapes), Vasili Dmitriyevitcli Polyenov (b. 1844; landscapes), Ivdn
NikoJdyemtch Kramskoi (1837-87; portraits), llyd Yefimovitch
Byepin (b. 1844; genre-scenes, portraits), emdVJadimi?- Yegorovitch

Makovski (b. 1846; genre-scenes).— Admission, see p. 275. French
illustrated catalogue 75, Russian catalogue 15 cop. The pictures are

^^^ at present in course of re-
B^|HnBjjj-iii»»iH|

arrangement.—Director,

I. Grabar.

To the left of the main
entrance are the office of

the director, a smoking-
room, and a cloak-room

;

to the right are a cloak-

room and lavatory.

Room m. Modern
French paintings, pre-

sented by M. A. Monjzov.
— We then pass through

Room r, which contains

water-colours, into—
Room J. Drawings

and water-colours. 1 (by

the first window to the

right). E. P. Tchemesov

The rooms on the groundfloor arc indicated (1737-65), Empress Ca-

by Arabic numerals and the letters r and m, therine II.'; 66-73. P. F.
those on the first floor by Roman numerals, Sokol6v{mt-lH47),Vov-

and the letters a, 6, b.
\ ^ jj

traits; 92-100. K. P.

Bryulldv (1799-1852), Sketches and Studies ; F. A. Bruni (1800-75),

1 01 . Brazen Serpent, 1 02. Fight between good and evil spirits ; 122-124.

A. A. Ivdnov (1806-58), Sketches for his chief work, Christ before

Pilate (p. 304;; 138. ilf./. Le6e(ZeiJ(1812-37),Eveningin Albano; P.^.

P2/e<io^oi)(1816-52), 152. Portrait of his father, 166-172. Genre-scenes;

259, 264, 266. /. /. (^fdshkin (1831-98), Landscapes; 267. N. N, Gay
(1831-94), Last Supper; 279, 281. V. G. Perov (1833-82), Sketches;

W. G. Schwartz (1838-69), 304. Ivan the Terrible going to early

mass, 313. Presentation of his hawking-glove to Ivan the Terrible;

342, 343, 345. /. Y. Ryepin (b. 1844), Portraits; 369-374. V. M.
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Vaznetzov (b. 1848), Sketches for the menu-cards at the coronation

banquet of 1883; 387. F. A. Vasihjev (1850-73), Boat in the Black

Sea.— At the end of the room is a staircase ascending to the —
First Floor. — Room II. Older Russian painters. On the left

side-wall: 11. A. P. Losenko (1837-73), The artist's studio; 21-29.

F. L. Borovikovski (1757-1825), Portraits; 43-61. V, A, Troiylni7i

(1776-1857), Portraits ; 79-85. 0. A. Kiprenski (1783-1836), Portraits

;

100-112. S. F. Shtchedrm (1791-1830), Landscapes; 119-135. K. P.

Bryullov, Portraits; 142. N. G. Tchernetzov (1804-79), Pushkin,

Kruilov, Zhukovski, and Oneditch (1832); 167-174. M. I. LebedeVj

Landscapes.— On the right side-wall : 197. P. A. Fyedotov, Young
widow ; 252. K. D. Flavitzki (1830-66), Death of Princess Tarakanov

;

263. Baron M. K Klodt (18324902), Sunset; 268. F. F. Piikir6v

(1832-90), An ill-assorted pair; V, G. Perdv, 278. Guitar-player,

289. Bird-catcher, 290.Wandering pilgrim, 294. Hunter, 297. Portrait

of F. M. Dostoyevski, the author (1872)^
Through a door in the far corner we reach three rooms (a, 6, & b)

containing a portrait of P. Tretyak6v (d. 1898) by Ryepin, portraits by
older Russian artists, and pictures of saints.

Room III. To the left, 417. /. M. Prydnishmkov (1840-94),

Jester; 401. Baron Klodt (b. 1835), The last spring; 421. Prydji-

ishnikoVj Retreat of the Grande Armee in 1812; 438. P. A. Sved-
dmski (1849-1904), Medusa; 384-390. A. K. Savrdsov (1830-97),

Landscapes; 397. P. P. Tchistyakov (b. 1832), Italian stone-cutter.

Room IV. To the right, 542. T^ M. Maximov (b. 1844), Conjurer

at a peasant-wedding; /. K. AivazovsH (;iS17-WOO), 454. The Black
Sea, above it, 451. Night- vicAv of Gurzuff (p. 420); 553. /. /. Klever
(b. 1850), Forest-scene: /. /. Shishkhf, 470. Rye-field, 474. Morning
in the forest; 499. G. G. Myasoyedov (b. 1835), Fanatics burning

themselves; 522, 524-.528. A. I. Kuindzhi (184:2-1910), Landscapes;
543. F. M. MaximoVj Dividing the inheritance. — On a stand in

the middle of the room, 473. /. /. Shislikin^ Forest-scene.

Room V. To the right, Portraits by /. N. Kramskoi, including

one (570) of Count Leo Tolst/ji (1873). — To the left. Landscapes by
F. A. Vasllyev; 567. /. N. Krumskdi, Christ in the wilderness.

Room VI. To the right, N. N. Gay^ 637. Tzar^vitch Alexis

cross-examined by Peter the Great at Peterhof, 639. Portrait of

Count Leo Tolstoi (1884); 680. A. I. Korzukhin (1835-94), In the

conveul-inn ; N. A.YaroHMnko{\8\^i-\)H), 684. Fireman, ()^^). Student,

701. 'Everywhere is Life' ((;onvi(;ts feeding pigeons from the barred

windows of their railway carriage). — On a stand in the middle of

the room. Landscapes by /. P. Pokhitdnov (b. 1H5()).

Room VIL To the left, 733. F. G. Perov, Disputation between
the Orthodox and the Old Believers before the Tzarina Sophia;

r. /. Surikov (b. 1848), 739. Mocking the wife of the Boyar Moro-
zov (an Old Believer), 737. Kxccnfi-.n of stnltzi. IWH. T'rincr Mrn-

shikoy in exile.
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Room VIII (iu three sections). Sec. I: 778. /. Y. Ryepitiy

Petitioners in the government of Kursk.— Sec. II: /. Y, Ryepijij

768. Anton Rubinstein (1881), 781. Convict's return, 753. Priest.—
Sec. Ill: /. Y. Bijepln, 780. Count Leo Tolstoi (1887), 782. Ivan the

Terrible with the corpse of the son he has just killed, 761. Tzarina

Sophia, sister of Peter the Great, compelled to witness the execution

of the Streltzi in the Novo-Dyevitchi Convent.— On the side-wall,

770. /. Y. RyepiiifCoss'ddis preparing a letter to the Sultan of Turkey.

Room IX. To the left, 858. /. S. Ostroukhov (b. 1858), Land-

scape, with effect of wind: 840. V. M. Vaznetzov^ Jov of the just;

869-877. 7. /. Levitan (1801-11)00), Landscapes; 880. V. A. Syerov
(1805-1911), Portrait of the composer N. A. Rimski-Korsakov (1898)

;

on a stand, V. M. Vaznetzov, Sketches and studies for the mural
paintings in the Vladimir Cathedral at Kiev.

Room X. To the right, 919-920. L I. Levitan ^ Landscapes;

932-937. A. E. Arkhipov (b. 1802), Grenre-scenes ; 893. A. N. Russov
(b. 1844), Slave-girl.

Room XXIII. 1820. K. A. Somov (b. 1809), Lady in blue;

1774. M. A. Vrnhel (1850-1910), Pan.— Ro07n XXIV. New ac-

quisitions.— AVe now return to Room IX and enter—
Room XL V. M. Vaznetzov, 950. After the battle of Prince

Igor with the Polovtsi, 954. Ivan the Terrible, 952. Werwolf,

955. Three heroes, 950-907. Sketches for the mural paintings in the

Vladimir Cathedral at Kiev; 972, 973. N. N. Duhovskoi (b. 1859),

Landscapes.— AVe again return to R. IX and descend to the—
Ground Floor.— Room 20. To the left, 1509. A. D. Kivshenko

(1851-95), Council of War at Fili in 1812, a replica of the picture in

the St. Petersburg Academy of Arts.

Room 21. To the left, 1530. S. I. Svyetosldvski (b. 1857), Be-

ginning of spring; 1540. N. A. Kasdtldn (b. 1859), Coal-miners.

Room 22. A. A. Borisov (b. 1800), Studies of scenes in N.

Russia. — We now return through RR. 21 & 20 into—
Room 19. V. D. Polyenov (b. 1844), 1371. Lake of Gennesaret,

1373. Jesus among the Scribes in the Temple; Scenes in Greece,

Egypt, and Palestine.— In the middle, 1032. M.M.Antok6lski{lH4:2-

1902), Marble i3gure of Ivan the Terrible.— To the left are —
Rooms 19 B & 19 ^ (lighted from the roof), containing works

by modern foreign artists. Room 19 B. To the right, 87. Romney,
Portrait; 88. Lawrence, Mrs. Siddons; 89. Lenbach, Bismarck;

91. Kaulbach, Princess Alix of Hesse, the present Tzarina.— Room
19 A. To the left, 38. Menzel, Garden of the Luxembourg; above,

79. Baatien Lepage, Declaration of love; 41. Dauhigny, On the

bank of the Oise; 77. Munkaczy^l:^osegsiy; 27 . Bousseau, Barhizon

;

TroyoUj 21. Sheep, 19. Bull; 70. Fortwuy, Snake-charmer; 5. Corot,

Chateau of Pierrefonds; 57. 0. Achenhachy Night festival in Naples;

L Corot, Landscape; 84. Daynan-Boureret, Newly married couple;
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63. Vollon, Still-life; 1. L. David, Ingres, the artist; 46. Dauhigny,
Landscape; 39. Menzel, Wandering gipsies.

Room 18. 1347. W. G. Schwartz, Spring pilgrimage of the

Tzarina in the reign of Alexis Mikhailovitch.

Room 17. Studies by A. A. Ivcuwv (1806-58).— In the middle,

1634. M. M. AntokolsJci, Christian martyr, a marble figure.

Room 16. F. Y. MalvvsU (b. 1846), 1215. Doctor's waiting-

room; 1237. Acquitted; 1247. At the justice's; 1232. Run on the bank.

Room 15. V. V. Vereshtchdgin (1842-1904), Scenes from the

Russo- Turkish war of 1877-78; 1202. Vanquished (mass for the

dead); 1203. Skobelev reviewing troops on the Shipka Pass; 1205.

Before the attack; 1206. After the attack.

Room 14. V. V. Vereshtchdgin, Sketches from his travels in India.

Room 13. V. V. Vereshtchdgin, 1122. On the ramparts; 1121.

Pyramid of skulls, an 'Apotheosis of War' ; 1120. Two Turcomans
at the door of a mosque; 1040. Spoils of war (human skulls); 1051.

Khirgizes on the way to the bazaar; 1052. Gates of Tamerlane;

1068. Khirgiz falconer: 1069. Sale of a young slave; above, 1070.

Russian troops attacked by Turcomans; 1071. Subterranean prison

in Samarkand; 1077. Dervishes; 1082. Triumph over the vanquished.

Room 12. V. V. Vereshtchdgin, Pencil drawings and coloured

sketches from his journey to Turkestan in 1867-71.

To the S.E. of the Tretyakov Gallery, Bolshaya Ordiiinka 34,

is the Community of Martha and Mary, a kind of sisterhood

founded in 1905 by Grand-Duchess Elizabeth, widow of Grand-Duke
Sergius (p. 294) and granddaughter of Queen Victoria.

From the Mali Kdmenni Bridge the Yakimdnka, leads to

(20 min.) the Kaluzhskaya Square (PI. D, 6; /). To the right is

the Krnimsld Val, which runs from this square to the Kruimski
Bridge. Four long streets, the Kaluzhskaya, Doaskdya, Shdbo-
lovka, and Muitnaya, radiate hence towards the S.

The Muitnaya leads past tlie Konnaya Square (horse-iniwket. see
p. 277) and the Serpukhovfikdf/a Zastdva (PI. D, 7; /), to llio >]. of which
lies the Danilovski Monastery (PI. I), 7; 1), said to have been
founded in 1272 by Grand-Prince Daniel Alexandrnvitch. It contains
three churches and is surrounded by a wall erect' d in the time of Ivsln
the Terrible. Gogol (d. 1852), the famous writer, is buried in the graveyard
of the monastery.

At the end of the Don8kava rises the Donsk6i Monastery or Convent
of the Vi/'f/iu of the Don (JloncKoPi MyMccKoft MOHacTLipi,; PI. C 7,7),
erected by Tzar Fe6dor I. Ivanoviteh in memory of the victory gained
over the Tartars in 15in, and named after the ikon of the Virgin of the
Don, to whose protection th*- Russians had committed tlnjmselves. The
high red wall of the convent, dating from 1712, encloses seven (lunches
and a cemetery with the graves of many noble families and eminent
personages. Tin* principal cliureh, built in 1«>«('.-I711 l»y ('atln'iinc, the
sister of Peter I., coi. tains a inimber of mural i)aintings, ehielly of scenes
from Biblical history. Adjoining th(^ holy door are a painting of the
R(!deem(T and the ikon of tm; Virgin of the Don, richlv adorned with gems.
In 1812 the convent was plundered bv tin* French, but it afterwarils re-

ceived abundflnt compensntion from the booty of the Don Cossacks.
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The Kaluzhskaya contains a series of charitable institutions.

To the right, on the high right bank ofthe Moskva, is theNeskutchni
Park (HooKy^HLin ca4i>; PL B, C, 6, 7, 7), the most beautiful and

Ix'si kept park in Moscow, containing splendid groups of trees and

many tlower-beds, small lakes, and pavilions. The imperial Alexan-
der Palace (PI. C, 6; I), which lies in the park, is not accessible.

About 1^4 M. (tramway No. 18) from the Kaluzhskaya Square,

at the S. end of the Kaluzhskaya, is the Kaluzhskaya Zastdva (PI.

B, C, 7; /). Hence we njay proceed by tramway (No. 7; 5 cop.) or

()U foot ('74 hr.), passing Noi/ev^s Nursery Garden (PI. B 7, /;

caft^-restaurant), to the—
^SparroTV Hills (BopooteBLi ropti, pron. Varabyovi Grori

;

PL A 7, 7; steamer, see p. 272), which afford a panorama of the

valley of the Moskva and of the old city of the Tzars, especially

line at sunset. The view is well seen from the veranda of the

Kruinkin Restaurant (good, but rather expensive).
View. Iu the foreground, surrounded by fields of vegetables, is the

small white Tikhvinski Church; farther off is the Church of the Redeemer
(p. 804); in the background is the many-towered city of Moscow, with the

Kremlin; to the left (N.) is the Novo-Dyevitchi Convent (p. 307); to the
right (E.), on the high, wooded bank of the Moskva, is the Merchantg'
Poor Honse (PI. 6, B7; /).

39. Environs of Moscow.
As Moscow preserves the memory of the brilliance of the old empire

of the Tzars, so do the chateaux and country-seats of the environs recall

the existence of a wealthy and ostentatious class of boyars. The neigh-

bourhood of Moscow is at its best in spring. In July the temperature
often rises to 100° Fahr. although the evenings are cool.

The most interesting points in the neighborhood of Moscow lie near

tlie raihvays. It is, however, preferable to hire an izvdshtchik (p. 271)

for as long a time as is needed (bargaining advisable).

a. Tcherkizovo. Izmailovo.

About ^/4 M. to the E. of the FreohrazMnskaya Zastdva
(?1. H 1, /; tramways Nos. 3, 4, 5, & 10) lies—

Tcherkizovo f^epKH30B0), formerly the ancestral residence

of the family of the Metropolitan Alexis (p. 280). On the E. bank

of the lake is an Almshouse (PI. H, 1 ; /), built by Bishop Serapion

in 1810. — About V/^ M. to the E. of the lake lies—
Izmailovo, the old manor of the family of Romanov, formerly

a model farm and favourite resort of the Tzars. Alexis Mikhailo-

vitch built the Church, which was rebuilt by Eeodor III. Alexe-

yevitch in 1079. On the S. side of the Vinogradni Pond, in the

midst of pleasure-gardens, is the Nikolai-Izraailovski Home for
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Old Soldiers (HnKOjiaeBCKafl HsMaftjioBCKafl 6ora4'6jii»Hfl), erected

in 1839-49 from the plans of Thon. The pleasant wood of Izmdilovo,

known as Zvyerinetz {i.e. deer park), lies 1 M. from the pond.

—

About 2 M. to the S.W. of the pond is the Semenovskaya Zastdva

(PI. H2, /; tramway No. 22).

b. Kuskovo. Koslno.

This excursion may be made either by carriage or by railway. In
the latter case we may go either by the Moscow & Nizhni Railway
(p. 336) to (10 V.) the station of Kuskovo (in 20min.; fares 30, 15, &
10 cop.), or by the Moscow & Kazan Railway (p. 364) to the station of

Veshnyaki (R. 47; in 25 min. ; fares 58, 35, & 23 cop.), and return hy the
Moscow & Kazan Railway from Kosino (in V2 hr. : fares 58, 35, & 23 cop.).

Kuskdvo, 1^4 M- to the S.E. of the railway station and 8 M.
to the E. of Moscow, has been in possession of the Counts Shere-

metyev since the beginning of the 16th century. The sumptuously

furnished Manor House (visitors admitted) contains a picture g-allery

consisting chiefly of family portraits. Adjacent are the Hermitage
and a shell grotto. The well-kept garden contains an orangery and

numerous marble statues and busts.

From Kuskovo a path leads to the S.E. through the wood to

(2 M.) the White Lake (B'fejioe osepo), on the E. bank of which lies

the attractively situated village of Kosino. Close to the margin
of the lake is the Church of St. Nicholas the Wonder Worker
(IJ[epKOBL CBflxaro HnKOJiaa ^y^oTBopi^a), built in 1675 and

resembling a fortress with its towers and loopholes. It contains an

ikon of St. Nicholas, said by legend to have been found in the Holy
Lake (see below). The Troitzkaya Church, the second church of

the village, built in 1823, has a diamond-studded shrine containing

a picture of the Virgin, painted in Modena and presented in 1717

by Peter the Great, who sometimes visited Kosino.— About 1 M.
to the S. of the village is the Kosino station of the Moscow & Kazan
Railway (R. 47).— The Holy Lake (CBHToe osepo), V3 ^- ^^ ^^^

S.E. of the village, is a deep and clear sheet of water about 74 ^•
across. On the N.W. side, close to the bank, is a quaint little chapel

with two domes, marking the position of the wonder-working baths,

which draw thousands of pilgrims to Kosino c^very summer.

c. Lyublino. Kolomenskoye. Tzaritzuino.

MoHcow & KurHk Railway (R. 46) to Lyublino iti »/, lir. (faros .40,

15, & 10 coi>.) ; to Pcrerva in 20 min. (fares 40, 25, & 15 cop.); to Tzaritzuino
in '/o hr. (fares 50, .'iO, & 20 coj).). An electric rnilwuy to PodolBk (p. 359),

\\k Lyublino and Tzaritzuino, iu in contemplation.

Lyiiblind-Ddtchnoye, O'/j M. to the S. K. of Moscow, lies amid
trees on tin; hilly hanks of a picturesfjuc lake. About 2 M. to the E.

of Lyublino (seat in a lin6ika 25 cop.) lies Kuzmlnki, also called
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Vldkhei^nskoye, containing many country-houses. It was formerly

the property of Prince Galitzuin, but has belonged since 1912 to the

city of Moscow. In the park is a rotunda with 16 columns and a statue

(by Vitali) of Empress Mario Feodorovna, wife of Paul I. An obelisk

marks the spot where a house of Peter the G-reat once stood. About
2 M. to the X. of Kuzminki lies Yeshnyaki station (p. 364).

12 Y. Pe)'e)*va, with a convent. About 2 M. to the W. lies Kol6-
menskoye, founded by inhabitants of the town of Kolomna in 1237

and attractively situated on the right bank of the Moskva. The lofty

Church of the Yirgin of Kazan, erected at the beginning of the

17th cent., w^as restored in 1880. The summer-palace, once a favourite

residence of Ivan the Terrible, has wholly disappeared. It was fre-

quently visited by Peter the Great, who was brought hither for

safety during the first revolution of the Streltzi (Sept. 1st, 1682).

—

We cross the Moskvd.

18 Y. Tzaritzuino-Datchnoye, a village presented by Peter

the Great to Prince Kantemir of Moldavia and repurchased by the

Empress Catherine II. in 1774. From the railway station we pro-

ceed in a straight direction, passing (5 min.) the garden-restaurant

of Dippmann (on the right), to the (4 min.) large pond; then, beyond

the dam, we turn to the right to (6 min.) the ruins of a chateau.

The chateau was begun under Catherine. II. from the designs of

Bazhenov, but was left unfinished because it reminded the empress

of a coffin surrounded by candelabra (the towers). Adjoining the

chateau is the theatre, also left unfinished. The extensive park is

laid oiit in the English style and contains ponds, bridges, grottoes,

and pavilions.

d. Kuntzevo.

This excursion may be made by carriage (passing the Dorogomilovskaya
Zastava; PI. A 5, I), or by using the Moscow & Brest or Alexander Rail-

way (R. .82) via Fili to (11 Y.) the station of Kuntzevo (1/4 hr. ; fares .35,

20, & 15 cop.).

Kuntzevo, 1 M. to the N. of the railway station and 7 M. to

the AY. of Moscow, is a pleasant colony of villas (no inn), formerly

the property of the Tzar Alexis Mikhailovitch, who presented it to

his father-in-law Cyril Nainiishkin. The loftily situated Manor
House (17th cent.) is surrounded by terraces and a fine park. Oppo-

site is a small church, built in 1744; it contains a few old Bibles

printed in Yilna in 1500 and 1575, and a chalice-cover embroidered

by Natalia Naruishkin, the mother of Peter the Great. — About

2M. to the E. lies Pokrovskoye-Fili (p. 807).

About IV2 ^- to the S.E. of Kuntzevo Station lies Davldkovo,
a pretty village on the Syetun and a favourite summer-resort of

Moscow, A little to the S. is Voluinskoye, with numerous villas

and gardens.
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e. Petrovski Park. Petrovsko-Razumovskoye. Tushino.
Arkhangelskoye. Hyinskoye.

The Petrovski Park is most conveniently reached by the electric tram-
way (Nos. 6, 13, & 29, p. 271). For the longer excursion to Arkhangelskoye
the traveller should hire a carriage, and follow the highroad from Moscow to

Tushino and Hyinskoye (25 Y. or 17 M. from the Triumphal Arcli). — Steam
tramway from the Butiiirskaya Zastava, see p. 272. Nicholas Railway to

the station of (4 V.) Petrovsko-Razumovskoye (fares 25, 15, & 10 cop.),

see p. 268. From this point a walk of 20 min. to the W. brings us to

the Agricultural Institute. Those who use the Moscow & Windau Rail-

way (R. 33b) reach Tushino in V2 hr. (fares 32 & 21 cop.; no first class)

and Pavshino, 31/2 M. to the X.E. of Arkhangelskoye, in 40 minutes.

From the Triumphal Gate (p. 308) the 8t. Petersburg- Road leads

to the ^Petrovski Park (PL A, B, 1, 2 ; /). To the left lies the race-

course. On the same side, farther on, is the Khoduinskoye Field

(Khoduinskoe Pole ; PI. A 2, /), where 1400 men lost their lives on May
18th (30th), 1896, on the occasion of a popular festival held to cel-

ebrate the coronation of Tzar Nicholas II. Beyond the Khoduinskoye
Field, in the distance, is the summer-camp of the Moscow garrison.

The Petrovski Palace (PI. A, 1), l^g M. from the Triumphal Grate,

was built by Kazakov in 1776, and was occupied by Napoleon in Sept.,

1812. On the latter's retreat it was plundered and set on tire by the

French ; the present handsome two-storied building in the Lombard-
Gothic style dates from 1840. The palace is surmounted by a flat

dome and surrounded by a colonnade. Its internal equipment is

simple. Single visitors are generally admitted by the sentinel at the

door, but a party must apply to the superintendent, who occupies an

adjoining building to the left. The court is surrounded by a massive

wall provided with towers, battlements, and loopholes. This, like

the palace itself, is constructed of red bricks with ornamentation in

white. The Tzars repair to the Petrovski Palace before their corona-

tion and proceed thence in solemn procession to the Kremlin.— The
Parky laid out by Tzar Nicholas I. in 1834, contains a summer-
theatre, numerous villas, and several restaurants (]>. 271). In the

E. half of it is a small lake, with bath-houses.

About 3V2 '^L to th(^ N. of th«! Petrovski Palace, beyond Snikovo^
lies Petrovsko-Razuni6vskoye, The cliAt«!au which formerly

stood h<,'r(* was built by Ih*.' Boyar Cyril Naruishkin for his grand-

son, the future Tzar Peter I. Peter frequently resided here in his

youth and took a personal share in the beautiti(;ation of the park.

Several of th«; old oaks are said to have been planted by his own
hand. In 1763 Catheriiu; IL present(!d the prop(;rty to Count Kazum-
(')vski, and in iHiil it was pnrchascul by the Gov(;rnnient. Th(^ chdteau

was pulled down and an Agricultural fnstittftc was built in its

place in IHtlf). This is the most important establishment of the kind

in Kussia, possessing rich collections, a library, a school of forestry,

and a model farm. It is attended bv about 1000 students. Bevond
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the botanical garden is a large and well-kept park containing a

lake. Near the entrance is an Opeii Air Restaurant.
About 17.^ M. to the N.W. of the Petrovski Palace is Vsekh-

vsydtskoye, which lies on the highroad to Tushino. In summer
tills is frequented as a place of residence by the families of officers

on duty in the military camp in the Khoduinskoye Field (p. 323).

About 4M. to the N.AY. ofYsekhsvyatskoye, on the road toYolo-

kolamsk, and at the confluence of the Shodiia and the Moskva, lies

the village of Tushino, which was the headquarters of the second

False Demetrius (the 'Thief of Tushino') in 1608-9.

The large village of Arkhangelskoye, containing many
datchas, i's charmingly situated on the left bank of the Moskva,

7 M. to the S.W. of Tushino and 13 M. from the Triumphal Arch
(izvoshtchik 5, carr. & pair 8, troika 25 rb.; there & back 6-7 hrs.).

The road passes through Pdvshino (railway station, see p. 323) and

Gdlyevo. The manor house (BapcKin 40mt>), belonging to Princess

Yusiipov, lies upon a height; it was built at the end of the 18th cent.,

possibly froju the plans of Quarenghi (p. 131), and has a colonnaded

fa(^ade. The tine park, laid out in the French style and stretching

along the slope above the Moskva, contains numerous marble statues

and an orangery. It commands a superb panorama.

About 21/2 M. to the S.W. of Arkhangelskoye, in a high situation

overlooking the Moskva, lies Ilyinskoye (HjiBHHCKoe), the pro-

perty of Grand-Duchess Elizabeth Feodorovna, with a fine park,

orangeries, and two large farms. Yisitors are generally admitted

to the park on application to the steward (KoHTopa hm^hIh). About
5 M. to the S. of Ilyinskoye is Odintzovo station, on the Moscow &
Brest Railway.

f. Ostankino. Alexeyevskoye.

Motor omnibuses run in summer from Maryina Roshtcha (Mariinski;

PL C, D, 1, /) to Ostankino (fare 15 cop.).

About 21/2^1. to thcN. of the Krestovskaya Zastava lies Ostan-
kino, an ancient possession of the Counts Sheremetyev, with nu-

merous summer-villas. The Chdteau was built of wood in 1789-96

in the style of a Koman villa by Kazakov; the wings were added

in 1801 by Quarenghi. It contains a series of handsomely furnished

rooms and a private theatre (on the upper floor). Yisitors are ad-

mitted on application to the steward. Adjoining the chateau is the

church, built in 1668. lu the park is the so-called Peter or Hero

Oak, said to have been planted by Peter the Great.

A little to the E. of Ostankino is Alexeyevskoye, once a

favourite resort of the Tzar Alexis Mikhailovitch, whose chateau

fell into disrepair and was taken down in 1812. At Alexeyevskoye
' is the storage basin of the Moscow Waterworks, with a capacity

of 800,000 gallons (p. 325; adm. on week-days, 10-4).
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40. Prom Moscow to the Troitzko-
Sergiyevskaya Lavra.

66 V. (44 M.)- Railway iu 2 hrs, (fares 2 rb., Irb. 20cop.; reserved
seat in the Yaroslavl trains IV2 I'b. extra).

Moscow (Yaroslavl Station), see p. 269. The train traverses the

Sokolniki forest and then crosses the Yanza at Alexeyevskoye.

—

About 11/2 ^i- to the W. of (15 V.) Taininskaya is the village of

Taininskoye^ with a church dating from the end of the 17th century.

17 y. Muitishtchi, Mbithihh (Kail. Restaurant), the station for

Great Muitishfchiy a village and colony of datchas, which contains

the Moscow "Waterworks begun under Catherine II. in 1779, recon-

structed in 1853-58, and enlarged in 1890-93. The water is collected

from 43 springs and conducted by an aqueduct (Bo/ionpoBO^HaH
Tpy6a) to Alexeyevskoye (p. 324), w^here it is pumped up by steam-

power into the two water-towers (p. 311).

28 V. Pushkino (Railway Restaurant), a large village with nu-

merous datchas and manufactories, situated on a small lake in a

pine wood.— 56 V. Khotkovo. To the right, near the raihvay sta-

tion, is the Pokrovski Nunnery, founded in 1308 and rebuilt after its

pestruction by the Poles in 1610. Its chief church contains the

common grave of the parents of St. Sergius (see below). The church

festival is celebrated on Sept. 28th (O.S.). At the entrance to the

convent are two inns.

66 V. (44 M.) Sergiyevo, CeprieBO. — HaUivcuj Restaurant. ^ In
the village are three Inns maintained by the monastery, R. Va-^ I'h.

—

Izvoshtchik from the railway station to the monastery 20-25, with two
horses 40 cop., to the monastery, and thence to Gethsemanc or Betliany
and back, I1/2 ih. — A hasty visit to tlie Lavra may be made in 2 hrs., in

wliich case luncheon or dinner may be taken in the railway restaurant.

Sfiryiyevo, pi(;tnresquely situated on the Koslmra and Glim-
itzcij contains 27,000 inhabitants. The road from the railway station

to (74 hr.) the Lavra leads to the right. In front of the monastery
are some trading rows (PL 22).

The *Tr6itzko-Sergiyevskaya Lavra (TpoHiiKO-CeprieB-
CKaa JIaBpa), or the Trinity IVLjnastery of St. Sergius, situated on

gently rising ground, is, after the old and famous Lavra at Kiev

(p. 380 ; comp. p. 130), the richest, the most distinguished, and
historically the most important convent in Russia. The l<»fty and

pinnacled outer wall (7a M. in (;irc.umference ii\u\ 5 ft. thick) is

strengthened with nine towers and encloses 13 churches (thi^ domes
and towers of which are resplendent with gilding and painting), a

theological acjulemy (IM.2), a st^hool lor the painting of i)icturcs of

saints (I'L 20;, several benevolent institutions, and a nunibei" of other

larg«; buildings. It is visited annually by upwards of l(M),0(Mlpilgrims.

The Troitzkaya moiwiHtcry was founded in l.'JJO by Ahlx^t ScryiuM
(b. ca. 1310), the Hon of an impoveriHlM-d b«»y;ir of RoHtov. Soon after
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his denth, which occurred in 1392, the town of Moscow and the Tioitz-
kayti monastery were devastated by a horde of Tartars. On their retreat,
Nikon, the successor of Sergius as abbot, found tlie body of Sergius
uninjured amid tlie smoking ruins of the convent. The miraculous preser-
vation of the body of St. Sergius soon became widely known, and crowds
of believers hastened to pray at his grave. The monastery was quickly
rebuilt, and in the middle of the UJth cent, it was surrounded by a lofty
wall. It i)Ossessed numerous villages and about 120,000 serfs, and could
place an army of 20,000 men in the field. One of the most glorious pages
in Russian history is the account of the heroic defence of the convent by
the monks in 1608-09 against a Polish army of 30,000 men under Sapieha

TROltZKO-SERGIEVSKAYALAVRA
r Yards 1:10,000

Wa'JnerADehcs. Leip/.i^

1. Abbot's Residence; 2. Academy; 3. A])artments of the Metropolitan of
Moscow; 4. Bakery of the Sacramental Bread; 5. Belfry; 6. Bookshop;
7. Cells; 8. Choristers' Quarters.— Chukches: 9. Assumption; 10. Cell of
St. Sergius (now a chapel); 11. Descent of the Holy Ghost; 12. St. Nikon;
13. Trinity. 14. Holy Gate; 15. Holy Well; 10. Hospice; 17. Obelisk;
18. Office Buildings; 19. Refectory; 20. School of Painting; 21. Tomb of

the Godunovs; 22. Trading Rows; 23. Treasury; 24. Uspenski Gate.

and Lisovski, who were compelled to retire after an unsuccessful siege
of sixteen months. During the general insurrection of the Russians under
Minin and Pozharski against the Poles (p. 298), the monks of the Troitz-
kaya convent, of whom the most famous were Abbot Dionysius and
Abraham Pcditzin, traversed the country and encouraged the peasants
to take up arms. In 1G18 another Polish army, under Prince Wladislaus,
besieged the monastery without effect. In 1685 it afforded a refuge to

the young Tzars Ivan and Peter the Great from the rebellious Streltzi.

In 1812 the Troitzkaya monastery was not disturbed by the French, and
this immunity is ascribed by the devout to the miraculous powers of the
ikon of St. Sergius.

We pass through the frescoed gateway (PI. 14), in whieh pictures

of saints are sold, and follow the main avenue ina straight direction.
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Inimediately to the left is the bookshop of the monks (PI. 6), where

views of the convent may be obtained.

To the right, behind the railing, stands the Cathedral of the

Assumption (ycneHCKiii coOop-L; PI. 9), consecrated in 1585, and

surmounted by live domes, the central one of which is gilded. The
frescoes in the interior date from the end of the 17th century. To
the left, in front of the AY. entrance, are the tombs of Tzar Boris
Godimov (d. 1605), his wife, and two of his children (PI. 21).

To the left, lying back a little from the main avenue, is the

Refectory (Tpanesa; PI. 19), a gaily-painted building 240 ft. long,

completed in 1692. The large dining-hall is adorned with paintings

of Biblical scenes. Over the church is the library of the monastery,

containing 830 MSS., some of them with miniatures.

To the right of the main avenue, in a chapel, is the Holy Well
(PI. 15), from which it is usual for visitors to tbe monastery to drink.

Not far off stands an Obelisk (PI. 17), 36 ft. high, erected by the

Metropolitan Plato in 1792 and bearing four gilt panels, on Avhich

the chief events in the history of the convent are inscribed. Behind
it is the Belfry (PI. 5), a rococo structure built in 1741-67 from
designs by Rastrelli (?), and rising in five tiers to a height of 320 ft.

(fine view from the top). It contains 40 bells, the heaviest of which
is said to weigh 64 tons.

Farther on, to the left, stands the oldest of the convent churches,

the small CatJiedral of the T7i7dty {TpoimKiii co66pT>; PI. 13),

erected by 8t. Nikon in 1422 on the site of the wooden church of

St. Sergius. The interior is lavishly adorned with ornaments of gold

and silver, pictures of saints, and frescoes by Daniel Tchorni and
Andrei Kublev. The last, which date from the beginning of the 15th

cent. (comp. p. 338), have frequently been retouched. To the right,

near the ikonostas, is the open sarcophagus of St. Sergius, presented

by Ivan the Terrible. It is made of silver, set with jewels, and above

it is a silver canopy given by the Empress Anna Ivdnovna. Over
the S. door of the ikonostas (to the left of the canopy) is a picture

of th«; saint, painted on a piece of wood from his cofTin.

Behind the Cathedral of the Trinity is the Treasury [Fn'snima;
i'1.23; no admission), the contents of which are valued at 650 mil-

lion rublf.'s. A series of large glass-cases contain ecclesiastical ves-

sels, mitres, and croziers, most of which are of pure gold and

encrusted with precious stones; gospels and missals in golden bind-

ings; richly adorried copes and stoics, altar-cloths, and grave-cloths,

literally sown with |)earls. Among the articl(;s interesting for their

liistorical or pers<Mial associations are a buff hunting-coat of Ivan

the Terribb;; tin' hair-shirt and wooden bowl of St. Sergius; a cope
t rnbrtjidered by (Jatherine 11.; and a polished agate in the int«n*iur

of which, by a curious freak of natur<!, the figuie of a monk kncrling

before a crucifix may be distinctly discerned.
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Adjoiiiinii,' the Cathedral of the Trinity on the S. stands the

small ( 'Inirch of St. Nikou (PL 12). founded in 1548 and renewed in

1.S40, containing the remains of the saint.— Towards the E. is the

Church of the Descent of the Holy Ghost (/tyxoBCKaa uepKOBL

;

PI. 11), reconstructed in 1554, with the tomb of the Metropolitan

Philaret (d. 18()7).

The old Palace of the Tzar, a little to the N. of the Uspenski
Cathedral, now contains the Imperial Theological Academy (P]. 2),

established in 1749 and attended by 250 students.

In a fine wood, about IV2 M. to the E. of the monastery, arc the
Hermitage (reecHMaHCiciH CiciiTt) and the Church of Gethseimme, founded
in 1814. Women are not admitted to the former except on Aug. 17th
(O.S.). The recluses immured in the cells here, many of which are
underground, never quit their voluntary prison, but receive their food
through an opening in the door. — About 21/4 M. to the 8.E. of the Troitz-
kaya Monastery is the Convent of Bethany (Cnaco-BHeaHCKiii MOnacTLipB),
founded in 1788 by the Metropolitan Plato, including the Church of the
Transfiguration (interior worth seeing), as well as Plato's residence and
grave. By the pond is an ecclesiastical seminary.

From Sergiyevo to Yaroslavl and Kostroma, see R. 41.

41. From Moscow to Kostroma via
Sergiyevo and Yaroslavl.

348 V. (231 M.). Railway in IIV2 hrs. (fares 10 rb. 75, 6 rb. 45 cop.

;

seat-ticket IV2 I'b. extra); to Yaroslavl (262 V. or 174 M.) in 71/2 hrs.

From Moscow to (66 V.) Sergiyevo, see R. 40.— As we leave

Sergiyevo we have a view of the Troitzko-Sergiyevskaya Lavra to

the left, and enter the government of Vladimir, which, after that

of Moscow, is the busiest industrial district in Russia. It is also

distinguished by its careful horticulture.

105 V. (70 M.) Alexdndrov (Rail. Restaurant). The Novgor<jdsko-

Vasilyevski doors in the ikonostas of the Cathedral of the Trinity

date from 1336.

From Alexandkov to Ivanovo, 193 V. (128 M.), railway in 6 hrs.

—

85 V. Yuryev Fols/d, a small town with 8800 inhabitants. The E. and S.

walls of the Cathedral of St. George, which was built in 1234, are entirely

covered with sculj)tures in stone. In the interior is the stone cross of

Svyatoslav, 5 ft. in height, with the Crucifixion and reliefs of saints

(1224).— 193 V. (128 M.) Ivanovo, see p. 338.

136 V. Berendyeyevo.
About 21V. (14 M.) to the N.W. of Berendyeyevo (highroad; carr.

2 rb.) lies Pere/jasldvl-Zah/^sM, IlepeiicjiaBJiB 3aji'fecKift, the chief town
of a district, founded in 1152. Pop. 12,700. The Cathedral of the Trans-
figuration, dating from tiie 12th cent., has retained its original form. The
town lies on Lake PleshtcJieyevo (63epo IIjiemeeBo), on which Peter the
Great learned the elements of navigation when a boy.

Beyond (154 V.) Ryazdntzevo the train enters the government
of Yaroslavl, in which both trade aufl industry flourish.
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> Metxo8

\*. •• 0° '" °o°'i Gostini

210 V. (139 M.) Rostov -Yaroslavski, Poctobt. HpocjiaB-

CKm.—Railiomj Restaurant, dej. (12-2) 60 cop., D. (2-7)3/^-1 v\i.— Tzar-
kov's Inn, near the Kremlin, R. I-21/2, D- ^/^ rb.— Izvoshtchik from the

railway station to the town 30, per hr. 60 cop. — Illustrated Russian
Guide, by A. Titov, on sale at the museum (50 cop.).

Rostov, one of the most ancient towns in Russia, founded be-

fore the days of Rurik, came into the possession of Moscow under

Demetrius Donskoi (d. 1389), and was until 1788 the seat of a

Greek Catholic archbishop.

The town lies in a semicircle

on the W. side of Lake Nero
(Csepo Hepo), a sheet of water

8 M. in length, 31/4 M. in width,

and abounding in fish. Pop.

18,300. The town is noted for

its pictures of saints on enam-
el. In the environs are many
market-gardens. — From the

railway station we go straight

on through the Blagovye-

shtchenskaya to (20 min.) the

Kremlin, which is surround-

ed by a wall with ten round
towers. This lies on the lake

in the middle of the town, and
eleven streets radiate from it.

Its churches, built in the time

of the Metropolitan Jonas Sui-

soyevitch (1652-91), are good
examples of the Russian archi-

tecture of the 17th cent., and
contain contemporary frescoes.

To the N. is the Church of
the ReswiTection (LJepKOBL
BocKpeceniH XpncTOBa; PI.

4), built in 1670; on the 8.

side of this is a door with alle-

gorical paintings. The Church
of the Smolensk Mother of
God (HepicoBF, Cmojighckoh BoMciefi MarepH OviHrHTj)iH; PI. 5),

built in 1691-1701, is surmounted by a dome and painted in

brightly-coloured triangles. In tlie Church of St. John (Hopicom.
loauHE BorocJioBa; PI. 7), above the choir-gallery, are some in-

teresting canoi)ies. On the S. side of the Kremlin is the IJy^layu

Palala, erected in 1670 for the aecrunmodation of the Tzars. This
building, along with the Terem, now contains IIk; Museum (1*1.9;

Iic\ke Nero

Wagi^e'r<S- Debes.Loip/jg

Key to the numbers on the plan.
1. Belfry of the Uspeiiski Cathedral.
— Churches: 2. Redeemer; 3. lle-

deemer in the Square; 4. Resurrec-
tion; 5. Smolensk Motlier of God;
6. St. Gregory of Na74«»tium; 7. St.

John. — 8. (Jliurch School (formerly
the Archbishop's Palace); 9. Museum

;

10. Red Palace (ruin).
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eiitr. at E.), the contents of which include ecclesiastical antiquities,

ancient household utensils, and so on (open daily 9-2, at other times

on applicatiou to the caretaker). A good view of the town and its

environs is afforded by its so-called Garden Tower (Ca^OBaa
SauiHfl). In the Church of the Redeemer (LfepKOBL Cnaca Ha
CTHflxt; PI. 2) the ikonostas has been replaced by a screen with
live arches. To the N. of the Kremlin is the UspensH Cathedral,
consecrated in 1230. On the ikonostas, to the left of the 'holy

door', is the picture of the wonder-working Vladimir Virgin, painted

by Alimpi (11th cent.). Adjoining is the belfry (PL 1), 105 ft. long

and 55 ft. high; it dates from the end of the 17th cent., and has four

arched openings and four domes (harmonious chime of 13 bells).

About 1 M. to the S.W. of the Kremlin, on Lake Nero, is the

Spaso-YdkovIevsJci Moiiastey^y, founded in the 14th cent, and

containing a rich treasury. About 1^4 M. farther on is the village

of BogozloVj with a wooden church containing a carved wooden
'holy door' of the 16th century.

262 V. (174 M.) Yaroslavl, HpocJiaBJib. — The Railway Station
(PL B, 6; Restaurant) lies to the S. of the town. — The Landing Place of
the steamers is below the Cathedral of the Annunciation (PI. 4; C, 2).—
Steam-ferry across the Volga 1 cop., for a carriage 10 cop.

Hotels. Kokuyev (PL a ; C, 3), Theatre Square (TeaTpajiBHafl nji6iija;ii>)

;

Bristol (PL (1; C, .3), Yekaterininskaya, R. IV4-3V2 rb., dej. (12-2) 75 cop.,

D. (2-7) 60 cop. to 1 rb. ; Tzargrdd (PI. b; C, 3), Yekaterininskaya ; Yevropa
(PL c; C, 3), Vlasyevskaya.

—

Restaurant JButtler, Kazanski Boulevard, to

the N. of the theatre (PL C, 3), with a concert-garden.

IzvOshtchik (fixed tariff) per drive 20-25, per hr. 50 cop. ; from the
Landing-place to the town 30-40, to or from the (2V2 M.) rail, station 50 cop.

Electric Tramway from the railway station through the town to the

steamboat landing-place and to Vspolye station (beyond PL A, 4).

Steamers (see above; comp. R. 45) up the river to Ruibinsk in 7 hrs.

(fares 1 rb. 95, 1 rb. 25 cop.) ; down the river to Kostroma in 6 hrs. (1 rb. 65,

1 rb. 10 cop.) and to Nizhni-Novgorod in 32 hrs. (fares 5 rb. 85, 4 rb. 10 cop.).

A pleasant trip may be made to Rostov (p. 329).

Yaroslavl, the capital of the prosperous government of the same
name and seat of an archbishop, is situated on the right bank of the

Volga, near its junction with the Kotorosl. Pop. 112,000. The
Volga is here nearly Y2 ^^- wide, and the town lies 225 ft. above it.

Yaroslavl contains a seminary for priests, a juristic lyceum, and

several churches, some of which, dating from the 16-17th cent., are

of considerable architectural interest. Its numerous manufactures

include cotton (Yaroslavl Cotton Mill, founded in 1722, beyond PL
A 5), tobacco, and linen. The appearance of the town, especially as

seen from the Volga, is very picturesque.— There is a Lutheran

Church (PL 9; B, 3).

Yaroslavl, first mentioned in 1071, is said to have been founded by
Yarosldv the Wise (1019-54). In 1238 it was sacked and burned by the

Tartars. In 1463 the principality of Yaroslavl was united with Moscow.
Catherine II. made the town the capital of a province in 1777. The banished
Duke Biron of Courland lived here from 1742 to 1761. The first Russian
theatre was founded in Yaroslavl in 1750 by Volkov and Polyushkin.
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From the Railway Station (PI. B, C, 6)^ in theS. part of the town,

we follow the broad Bolshaya Moskovskava (electric tramway),

passing on the left (10 min.) the long building of the Cadet School
(PL C, 5), to the (20 min.) bridge over the Kotorosl.

About 1 M. to the W. of the Cadet School rises the ^Church of
John the Baptist (L^epKOBi, loaHHa IIpe^TeqH bi, Tojr^KOB'fe, or

npe^xeqeBCKan nepKOBt; PL 8, A 5), the chief example of the

Yaroslavl style of architecture, built in 1671-87 and possessing no

fewer than 15 gilded domes. The walls are covered with coloured

tiles. The belfry (110 ft. high) dates from the early 18th century.

The church contains interesting mural paintings by Dmitri Grigoryev
and others (1694-1701). To the left of the altar is a carved and gilded

wooden door leading to a chapel (IIpH^'feji'L Typisi h BapcoHO^ia).
The key of the church is kept in the cottage to the right of the

entrance, in the enclosing wall. The church is most conveniently

visited in driving to or from the railway station (30-40 cop. extra).

Beyond the bridge, to the right, lies the Ai'chiepiscopal Palace
(ApxiepeHCKiii ^omt.; PI. C, 4), occupjdng the buildings of the

Spaso-Preobrazhenski Monastery, founded in the early 13th cent,

(one of the oldest in Russia) and adapted for its present uses in

1787. A gateway leads to the (;onvent-court, on the E. side of which

is the Omrch of the Transfiguration (with a blue cupola), built in

1216-24 and restored in 1516. It contains some mnral paintings of

1516, restored in 1563, 1781, and 1814. Adjacent, to the right, is

the Church of SS. Theodm^e, David, and Constantine (with a

green cupola), erected in 1831 on the site of an old church dating

from 1218; to the left of the ikonostas is a silver shrine with the

remains of the canonized princes.

To the W. of the archbishop's palace is the Nikolo-Mokrin-
daya Church (PL 13 ; B, 4), built in 1665-94 and now the regimental

church; the 'holy door' of the ikonostas (t8th cent.) and the canopies

over the 'thrones of the Tzar and the l^utriarch' are interesting.

Along the W. side of tlie inner town runs the Kazanski Botjlk-

vAKi) (PL C, 3; restaurant, se<*, p. 330), which [)i'es(?nts a scene of

gr«;at aniniation, especially in the jjveuiiig.

The Kozhdf^stvenskaya, on the N. side of the aichbishop's palace,

leads to the N.E. to (9 min.) the Ilyinskaya S(iuar«' (PL T), 3), which

is adjoiiKMl by the Government Offices (ni)neyTeTHOiiHi,iH Mt^cra;

PL 0, 3) and other official buildings. In tii<' middle of the s(juare is

the white I/yins/.aya Church (PL 7; D, 3), built in ll)47-r)0. with

two quite dissimilar belfries and surrounded by ;i railing; it con-

tains frescoes by G. Nikitin and others (1680; comp. p. 334) and a

gilt wooden altar-canopy of 1657. —To tin; S. rises a bronze column
(PL 23), erect«;d in 1829 in -honour ol" P. (J. i)«M)ildov (p. 332).—
Still farther to the S. is the Cathedral of the AsHuinptinn (PL D, 4),

foun(b;d in 1215 by thr (irand-f*rin(M' C/onstanl inc V's«*voIodovitch, but
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dating in its present toriii (with five gilt cupolas) I'rom KUG. In the

interior, to the right, are the remains(M6mH) of the canonized princes

of Varoslavl, Yasili and Constantine Ysevolodovitch. To the left of

the 'holy door' of the ikonostas is a picture of the Virgin, said to

have been painted in the 12th century. To the E., behind the cath-

edral, is the Juristic Lycewn {]\euii^oBCKm ropH^HHecKift .TiHiien

;

PI. 24, D4), founded by Deinidov in 1803 as a college of philosophy

and generously endowed.

From the Lyceum the Volga Boulevard (BoJi^CKaa Ha6o-
pe^KHaa; PI. C,D, 1-3), interrupted by three ravines spanned by
viaducts (views), stretches to the N. along the lofty bank of the

Volga for a distance of about 2 M. To the left are the Honse of the

(rovei'nor (PI. 27), with a garden extending to the Ilyinskaya Square,

and the Nikolo-Nadyeinshaya Church (PI. 12), built in 1620, with
a carved and gilded ikonostas (1751). The Church of the Nativity
(PI. 10) was built in 1644 and restored in 1831. Below the Seme-
novski Ravine is a steam-ferry (p. 330) plying to the left bank.

Not far off are the steamboat landing-places. At the N. end of the

boulevard is the Church of SS. Fetea^ & Paul (PL 20; C, 2).

Yaroslavl is connected with Ruibintik (]). 349) by a brauch-rjulway
{79 V. or 52 M.). — From Yaroslavl to Arcluuigel, sec R. 42.

Beyond Yaroslavl we traverse a monotonous district of Held and

forest. From (309 V.) Nerekhta (Rail. Restaurant), a branch line

runs to (63 V.) Yermollno (p. 338). We cross the Solonitza.

348V. (231 M.) Kostroma, KoCTpOMa.— The Railwau Station
(restaurant) lies

.
oii the right bank of the Volga.

—

Hotels. Kostroma,
Voskresenskaya Square, a little to the right of the Susanin Monument,
II. •V4-"^V2> !)• (2-^ p.m.) I'/t rb. ; Moskovskaya, Pavlovskaya, a little to the
N. of the Susanin Monument. — There is a restaurant in the Town Park
(ropo;iCK6H ca;i'L), opposite theN. side of tlie Cathedral of the Assumption,
D. (2-6) 1 rb. 20 cop.

IzvoSHTCHiK from the railway station to the town, in summer 8/4-I rb.

find, ferry), in winter 50 cop.; from the steamer landing-place to the

town 30-45 cop.; to the Ipatiyev Convent and back, I-IV4 rb.

Steamboats (landing-place to the 8.E., below the Cathedral of the As-
sum])tionj upstream to Yaroslavl in 7 hrs. (fare 1 rb. 95 cop.) and to Rui-
binsk in 16 hrs. (fare 3 rb. 80 cop.); downstream to Nizhni-Novgorod in

21 hrs. (fare 4 rb. 40 cop.). Ferry over the Volga 2, for a carriage 12 cop.

Peasants' Work on sale at the Kostromskago Kustarnago Zemstva,
Kussina 8, to th(; E. of the Susaninskaya Square.

A hurried visit may be made to the town and to the Ipatiyev Con-
vent by izvoslitchik in 2 hrs. (ca. 2 rb.).

Kostroma (380 ft.), situated on terraces risin<^ from the left

l)aiik of the Volga, which is here 600 yds. in width, is first men-
tioned in 1213 and is the capital of the government of the same
name and the seat of a Greek Catholic bisbop. Pop. 67,000. There
are large spinning-mills and a Lutheran church.

A little to the N. of the Volga (in a line with the ferry) lies

the great Susaninskaya Squahk, from which all the main streets

radiate, fn the middle rises the Moraiment to Susanin, by Demut-
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Malinovski (1851). On a granite column is a bronze bust of Tzar

Mikhail Feodorovitch (see below); leaning against the column is

the peasant Susanin, who, when compelled by the Poles to conduct

them to the hiding-place of the newly-elected Tzar, purposely led

them astray and was hewn down by them in consequence. This

incident furnished the plot for Glinka's opera 'A Life for the Tzar'.

A little to the S.E. of the Susaninskaya Square, close to the

river, on the site of the old Kremlin, rises the Cathedral of the

Assumption (ycneHCKiii co66p'L), built about 1250 by the (xrand-

Prince Yasili Kostromski (to whom the Yirgin appeared while he

was hunting near Kostroma; comp. below). It was rebuilt in 1775-78

after a fire and has six gilded domes. On the ikonostas, to the left

of the holy door, is the large wonder-w^orking picture of the Yirgin

(^y^oTBopnafl ©eo^opoBCKoft HKona Bo^ieii MaTepn ; 13th cent.)

;

also banners of the Opoltcheniye (militia), used in 1812 and 1853-56.

The altars stand in the N. part of the church instead of in the E.,

as the apparition was seen in that quarter of the heavens.— To the

eft of the Cathedral of the Assumption stands the lofty belfry,

five stories high, of the Cathedral of the Epiphany (KojiOKOJiLHa

BoroflBJieHCKaro co66pa), built after 1773. To the right of the

Cathedral of the Assumption is a platform commanding a view of

the Yolga. In front of the cathedral is a monument (by A. Adamson)
to commemorate the 300th anniversary of the rule of the House of

Romanov, erected in 1913-14:.— At the end of the Debrinskaya,

which runs to the E. from the Cathedral of the Assumption, stands,

to the left, the Church of the Resurrection, built about 1650, with

frescoes of that date.

On the left side of the Pavlovskaya, which runs N. from the

Susaninskaya Square, is the Romanov Museum (open on Tues.,

Thurs., Sun., and holidays 12-4, in winter 12-3; adm. 10 cop.),

finished in 1913 and containing ecclesiastical antiquities and sou-

venirs of the reigning dynasty.

On the right bank of the Kostroma, 1-/3 M. to the AY. of the

Susaninskaya Srpiare, is the Ipatiyev Monastery (HnaxieBCKift

MonacTbipt).
The Ipatiyev Monastery was founded in 1;W0 by the Tartar prince

ZdcharidH Tchef, the founder of the Godun6v family, who had flea from
the Ciolden H(»rde to Moscow and had been baptized there. It stands on
the site where the Vir{2:iu appeared to him in a vision alonj:: with
St. Ipatiyev. In 158r)-*M) the monastery was surrounded by a stron^^ stone
wall, and at the time of the Intf^rreprmnn it fornH'd a small fortress
whicli was able to afford shelter to Mikhail Fmdoraritch Romdnov in

\{\VA, when |)erseouted by the Poles. Here, on March Hth (O.S.), he
received the reoresentatives of the Muscovite boyars and clerj^y, who
prevailed upon him to accept the crown.

Passing through the gate we find ourselves in the courtyard,

with the Cathedral of the Trinity in front of us and th(^ rooms of

the Tzar in the Ijackground to th(; right. — Among thc^ numcjrous

Baedekek'h Russia. 22
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interostin«i: objects in the Cathedral of the Holy Trinity (TpoH-

HKifi cooop'B), which was rebuilt in 158(), are mural paintings by

(J. Nikitin and others (1685; comp. p. 331); to the right of the

ikonostas is the throne of the Tzar Mikhail Feodorovitch, with a

earved-wood canopy (late 17th cent.). The treasury contains the

picture of the Virgin with which Mikhail's mother, Marfa Ivanovna,

blessed her son at the election; also rare diptychs. To the right of

the cathedral is a belfry (1605).— On the AV. side of the convent

is the House of the Romanov Boydrs {Jlowb donpt PoManoBbixTb),

preceded by a tiight of steps; it Avas rebuilt in 1863 after the model
of that at Moscow (p. 300). To the left of the entrance-hall are

two rooms which Mikhail Feodorovitch occupied at the time of his

election ; to the right are the four rooms occupied by his mother (cas-

tellan to the right). The furniture has been copied from old designs.

42. Prom Yaroslavl to Archangel.
787 V. (522 M.). Railway in 27 hrs.; beyond Vologda the line is

narrow-gauge.

Yaroslavl, see p. 330. The line crosses the Volga and at lirst

traverses a well-cultivated region in the government of Yaroslavl.

In the government of Vologda the numerous aspen woods which have

hitherto been predominant are replaced by coniferous forests. The
inhabitants, who are in part of Finnish origin, although they speak

Russian, are in repute as skilled carpenters and stove-fitters.

62 V. Danilov (Rail. Restaurant); 91V. Pretchistoye ; 149 V.

Gryazovetz (Rail. Restaurant), a town of 3700 inhab., situated in

a marshy district on both banks of the Rzhavka.

192 V. (127 M.) Vologda (Rail. Restaurant), see p. 258.—
Beyond (223 V.) Sukhona we cross the river of that name. The
line runs through forest, and settlements become less frequent. 322 V.

Vozhega (Rail. Restaurant); 390 V. Konoslia; 470 V. Nyandoma
(Rail. Restaurant). Beyond (544 V.) Lepsha the train enters the

government of Archangel and traverses a marshy district.

787 V. (522 M.) Archangel, ApxanrejiLCK-L. — The Railway
Station (restaurant) is on the left bank of the Dvina ; steam-ferry in sum-
mer to the town (1 hr. in all). — Hotels. Hotel Bar, R. 2V'2-5 rb.; Troitz-

kaija, Troitzki Prosp^kt, R. I-2V2 rb., bed-linen 40, D. (1-7 p.m.) 80 cop.;

Minnjjev, Ruiiiotchnaya Square. — Restaurants in the 'Obshtchestvo
Otitziant<;v' and in the 'Kommcrtcheskoye Sobraniye'. — Izv6snTCniK per
drive 20 cop. to 2 rb. ; at night (12-6 a.m.) double fares. — Post & Tel-
egraph Office, Naberezhnaya, corner of the Finlyandskaya. —British Vicp>
CoNsuL, Thomas Woodhouse. — Lloyd's Agent, Bruno Pae^s;. — English
Church, Troitzki Prospekt ; service in summer at 10 a.m.

Archunyel, the capital of the government of that name, stretches

for a distance of nearly 5 M. along the right bank of the Northern
Dvind (C-fefiepHan /iBHHa), 28 M. above its mouth in the White
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Sea. Pop. 38,000. The city carries on a trade in timber, tar, pitch,

fish, flax, and other articles. The harbour is clear of ice from the

beginning of May till the beginning of October (O.S.).

On Aug. 24th, 1553, Sir Richard Chancellor, who had been sent out
from London to discover a sea-route to India and China round the N.
end of Norway, landed at the mouth of the Dvina. He was summoned
to Moscow by Ivan the Terrible and received important trading privi-

leges for his countrymen. The English settlement, of which no trace

now remains, was at Kholmogori (see below). The town of Archangel was
founded in 1584:, 46 M. below Kholmogori, and during the 17th cent, formed,
as the only seaport of Russia, the emporium of the trade of Moscow with
England and Holland. Peter the Great, however, almost entirely sup-
pressed the trade of the town in the interests of St. Petersburg. In 1708
Archangel became the capital of a province.

The chief street of the town is the Troitzki Prospekt, which
runs parallel with the Dvina. In this street stands the Troitzki

Cathedral, built in 1709-43 with two stories and five domes. In

the upper church, under a canopy to the right of the entrance, is a

wooden cross, 14 ft. in height, carved by Peter the Grreat in 1694.

—

Farther on, to the left, is the old Russian and German Trading Fac-

tory, a large building of 1684, now containing the Oastom House
and the District Court. In front of the Boys' High School is a

tasteless bronze statue of M. V. Lomonosov (b. at Kholmogori in

1711; d. 1765), the scholar and poet, erected in 1832 from a design by
Martos. A little to the N., in the fashionable 'German Suburb', is the

Duma or Town Hall, with the Museum, which contains natural

history and ethnographical collections. The museum is open on week-
days 10-2 (in winter 11-2), on Sun. & holidays 12-3 (adm. 10 cop.;

Russian catalogue 10 cop.). Farther on, to the left, are the Anglican

(p. 334), the Lutheran, and the Roman Catholic churches.

Xear the N. end of the Troitzki Prospekt, and about 2^/2 M.
from the cathedral, is a bridge leading across the Kuznetchikha to

the suburb of SolombAla, situated on an island and containing the

old Admiralty buildings and a hospice of the Solovetzki Convent
(CojiOBGUKoe no;iB6pbe). To the left is the island of Moiseyev.

At the 8. end of the town is the Convent of the Archangel
Michael (MHxaHJio-ApxaHrejiBCKiii MonacTbipB) , from which
Archangel takes its name.

About 4f) M. above Archangel lies Kholmog6ri, a small town with
1350 inliahitants. Anna Leo])61dovna, daughter of the Duke Carl Leopold
of Mecklcnburg-Scliwcrin, and the former regent of Russia, died here in
174f) as H prison»T. II(;r huHl)and, Prince Anthony Ulrich of IJrunswick-
WolfenbUttl, died here in 1774 and is said to be buried in the Church of
the Aflsinnption.

Stkamboath ply from Archangel to On(^f/a, Kevi, Mezen, and otluT
small towns on th«' Wliite Sea aJoyd's agents at these). Another steamer
runs once a week to (h djiys) Vtnuin rfare r^ rb. 20 cop.; see lUirdoker'n
Swfidayi «fc Xonrtif/). Th(! steamer o«lls at AlcrdndrovHli; a small town
on the Aretic Ocean, founded in IH1><>, with a hiologi(;al station and lln^

ice-free (JatJierine Harbour (EKaTi;i>riHHiiCKafl ruHaiih).
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From Archangel to the Solovetzki Convent, 166 sea-miles,

steamboat in 15-17 hrs. The steamboat of the Murman Company
plies once weekly (fare 4 rb. 80 cop., meals 2^/^ rb.). The fare on the

steamer belonging to the convent, which runs as needed, is 8^/2 rb.,

but no food can be procured on board. July is the best time for

this trip, as in June the steamers are crowded with pilgrims.

The steamer descends the Maiindxa, or E. arm of the Dvina,

reaches the Wliite Sea in about 2 hrs., and then steers to the N.W.

The Solovetzki Monastery (CojiOBeuKiH MOHacTtipt), one

of the largest and wealthiest in Russia, lies on the W. side of Solo-

vetzki Island in the White Sea, in 65° N. lat.; the island is 17 M.
long and 11 M. broad, and contains numerous lakes and woods. The
convent is enclosed by a lofty wall with towers, erected in 1584-94;

on the W. side it is bounded by the sea, on the E. side by the Holy
Lake.— Visitors are put up wdthout charge in the conventual hos-

pices, but a charitable donation is expected. The annual number of

pilgrims is 10-15,000.

The Solovetzki Convent was founded in 1429 by SS. Hermann and
Sahhatius. The first church was built by St. Zosima in 1436. Most of
the present stone buildings were erected in the reign of Ivan the Terrible
by Abbot Philip, who afterwards became Metropolitan of Moscow (p. 268).

In the 16-17 th cent, the convent was used as a place of exile for both
ecclesiastical and secular dignitaries. In 1666 the monks refused to

accept the reforms of the Patriarch Nikon (p. Iviii). In consequence of

this the convent was besieged for years by the troops of the Tzar and
taken by storm in 1676.

In the W. side of the wall is the so-called Holy Gate, forming

the main entrance to the monastery. Above it is the Armoury
(OpysKGHHaH najiaxa), containing weapons from 1578 onwards.

Opposite, to the E., is the Cathedral of the Transfiguratio7iy built

in 1558-66, containing part of the remains of St. Philip (comp. above).

Beyond is the Church of the Trinity , containing the bones of the

founders of the convent. To the N. of the cathedral are the rich

Treasury (PiisHHija), the Church of the Assumption y and the large

Refectory (Tpanesa), the vaulting of the last being supported by

one massive central pillar.— The workshops of the monks supply

all the conventual needs in the way of clothing, implements, etc.

43. Prom Moscow to Nizhni-Novgorod.
412 V. (273 M.). Railway in 10 hrs. (fares 12 rb. 50, 7 rb. 50 cop.

;

seat-ticket IV2 rb.); sleeping-car, during the fair, 3 rb. 30, 2 rb. 45 cop.

The district extending to the E. from Moscow as far as the Volga,
and taking in the governments of Vladimir, Kostroma, Nizhni-Novgorod,
and ]>art of Ryazan, consists mainlv of forest. Various industiies are

carried on in the t(jwns. The inhabitants are comparatively free from
foreign elements and are the best representatives of the Grreat Russian
type fcomp. p. xli).

Moscovj (Kursk & Nizhni-Novgorod Station ; PI. F 4, /), see p. 269.
— 1(> V. KuskfJvo, sec p. 321. From (51 V.) Frydzevo a branch-
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railway runs to (14 Y.) the manufacturing town of Bogorodsk. 64 V.

Pdvlovo-Fosdd (Rail. Restaurant), with silk and cotton mills.

—

84 Y. Oryekhovo contains the large Morozov cotton mills. A branch-

line diverges here to the S. for (28 Y.) Kurovskaya (p. 364).— We
cross the Klyazma. Ill Y. Pyetiishki (Rail. Restaurant).

The scenery now becomes more cheerful. The railway skirts a

range of hills rising from the left bank of the Klyazma and then

crosses this river by an iron lattice bridge.

179 Y. (119 M.) VXadimir-on-the-Klyaznia, Bjia^HMip-L na
KjlflSB^rfe. — Railway Restaurant, D. 1 rb. — Hotels. Komm^rtche-
skiye Xomerd, R. 1-31/2 rb. ; Centrdlnaya, E.. 1-2 rb., both in the Bolshaya
Mos^6\sksi.ys..— Tchernetzov Restaurant, Nizhegorodskaya, D. (1-6) 1 &
IV4 rb. — Izvoshtchik from the station to the town 40-50 cop.

VLadimir, the capital of the government of that name and the

seat of the Archbishop of Yladimir and Suzdal, is picturesquely

situated on the lofty left bank of the Klyazma. Pop. 39,000.
The town is said to have been founded by Vladimir Monomakh, Grrand-

Prince of Kiev, in 1116 and was enlarged and beautified by Andrei
Bogolyiibski (1169-75), who made it his place of residence. Within a few
decades of his day it extended as far as the village of Bogolyubovo,
which is now several versts distant from the town. In 1238 Vladimir
was destroyed by the Tartars under Baty-Khan, and in 1325 the Metro-
politan Peter transferred his residence to Moscow. In 1328 the Tartars
once more appeared before Vladimir under the leadership of Uzbek, and
the Grand-Prince Alexander Mikhailovitch fled to Pskov. Uzbek there-
upon presented the principality to Ivan, the brother of the G-rand-Prince
Yuri of Moscow, and from that time onwards Vladimir remained an
appanage of the Muscovite house.

We ascend from the railway station straight along the Yokzal-

naya, then take the Mironositzkaya to the left, and the Lukya-
novski Spusk to the right. In 10 min. we reach the Nizhegorod-

skaya, which we follow to the left. Immediately to the left is

the Convent of the Nativity of the Virgin (PojK^ecTBeHCKiii

MOHacTbipL), which is surrounded by a white wall, and has been

the residence of the archbishop since 1744. In the court to the left

is the Church of the Nativity of the Yirgin (XpaMt Po5K4ecTBa
Boropo^Hqw), founded in 1191 and restored after 1858. It form-
(;r]y contained thf; tomb of 8t. Alexander Nevski (p. 130). The
belfry dates from 1654. We now follow the Nizhegorodskaya for

5 min. more, or keep to the left round the outside of the convent-

wall (view of the river and the plain) till we reach (8 min.) an open

space, on the S. side of whicli are the St. Demetrius Cathedral, the

Law Cofirfs, and the Cathedral of the Assumption. The Cathedral

of St. Demetrius (/jMHTpienoKln coGojrh), th«' best-preserved

example of the V'ladiniir-Suzdul style of arcliitectiire, is a square

building in white limestone, with a C(.'ntral dome and a blue roof.

It was erected ca. 1197 under Vsevolod 111., and was restored in

1847. The exterior is ornament(!d with numerous reliefs of saints,

fantastic animals, aiul flowers, which (like the cornice) show Ko-
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maiu'sijiie intlueuee. In the interior are some remains of contem-

porary mural paintings, which were probably restored in the 15th

century. The Cathedral of the Assumption (ycneHCKifi co66pTb)

built in 1160 by Andrei Bogolyiibski as the burial-church of the

^'la(liulir princes, was enlarged after a fire in 1185, and was restored

in 181)1. It has live domes, the centre one being gilded. Inside, on

the ikonostas, to the left of the holy door, is an old replica of the

picture of the Virgin (p. 283) which has been in Moscow since 1395.

In the arcade to the left of the ikonostas is a shrine containing the

remains of Andrei Bogolyubski, while to the right is that of his son,

Glyeb. The frescoes on the central piers date from the 12th cent.,

but were restored in the 15th cent, by Andrei Rublev (p. 327). The
treasury contains some fragments of princely raiment dating from
the 12th century. — The Bolshaya Moskovskaya, prolonging the

Nizhegorodskaya towards the W., is the main street of the town.

At its ^Y. end, ^g ^I- from the Cathedral of the Assumption, is the

so-called Golden Gate {SojiOThin BopoTa), a triumphal arch of 1158

with a gilded dome above the opening. It was restored in 1810.

Still farther to the W., in the Dvoryanskaya, is the Lutheran
Church.

About 35 V. (23 M.) to the N. of Vladimir by highroad, on the Kd-
menka, lies the little town of Suzdal ((iOGG iiihab.), first mentioned in

1024, destroyed by the Tartars in 1238, and under the sway of Moscow
from the beginning of the 15th cent, onwards. Tlie Cathedral of the Nativitij

dates in its present form from 1528. Prince D. M. Pozharski (p. 298) is

buried in the Spdso-Yevfbiiiyevski Convent, which was founded in 1352.

From Vladimir a narrow-gauge railway runs to (196 V. or 130 M.

;

15 hrs.) Ryazan (p. 366).

225 V. (149 M.) Novki.
From Novki to Kineshma, 172 V. (114 M.), railway in 7 hrs. — 56 V.

tiliUfja, an industrial town witli 30,700 inhab., situated on the Teza, a

tributary of the Klyazma. — 85 V. Ivanovo, IiBaHOBO-Bo3HecencKT»
{Rail. Restaurant ; Natziondlnaya Hotel; izvoshtchik from the station to

the town 40 cop.), on the Uvod, is the common name of a group of calico-

making towns and villages, containing in all 168,000 inhabitants. It in-

cludes the suburb of Voznesensk, lying on the opposite bank of the river.

From Ivanovo to (193 V.) Alexandrov, see p. 328. — From (104 V.) Yermolino a

branch-line runs to (63 V.) N^rekhta (p. 332). — 172 V. Kineshma, see p. 350.

We cross the Klyazma.— 239 Y. (158 M.) Kovrov (Hail. Re-

staurant), the capital of a district, situated on the lofty bank of the

Klyazma and containing 22,200 inhabitants. A branch-line diverges

here to the S. for (102 V.) Murom (p. 3(54).— 295 V. Vydzniki {Rail

Restaurant).— Beyond (339 V.) Gorokhovetz (Kail. Restaurant) the

train crosses the Klyazma by a long bridge and enters the govern-

ment of Nizhni-Novgorod.— On the lofty right bank of the Oka,

8 31. to the S. of (358 V.) Gorhdtovha, lies the district-town of

Gorbdtov (5100 inhab.). As we approach the Volga the thriving

villages become more frequent.— 305 V. >S*ei?na, with manufactories.

412 V. C273 M.) Nizhni-Novyorod (Rail. Restaurant, good), see

|.. 339.
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44. Nizhni-Novgorod.
Arrival. The Mai?i Bailway Station (PI. A, 5 ;

good restaurant) lies on
the Fair Side, in the suburb of Kunavino. Izvoshtchik and electric tramway
over the Fair Bridge (p. 345; PI. C, 3) into the town, see below. — The
Station for Timirijazevo (PL C, 5) lies on the right bank of the Oka.

—

Landing-stages for the Volga and Kama Steamers at and below Sofronov-
skaya Square (PI. D, 3); the Oka Steamers discharge on the right bank
of the Oka, above the Fair Bridge (at the G-rebnov Peski during the Fair).

Hotels. In the Upper Town: Rossiya (PI. a; E, 2), Blagovyeshtchen-
skaya Square, R. with bed-linen 2-12, D. IV4 rb. ; Vostotchxi Bazar
(PL f ; D, 3), open in summer only, with a view of the Fair Side, R. 2-10,

dej. (11-2) 3/4 rb., D. (2-6) 85 cop. to 1 rb. 25 cop.— In the Loicer Town:
BiRZHEVAYA (PL b; D, 3), R. 1-6, dej. (10-2) ^U, D. (2-7) 1 rb., St. Peters-
burg (PL c; C, 3), KoMMERTCHESKiYE NomerA (PL d; D, 3), these three
in the Rozhdestvenskaya. — On the Fair Side: S6bolev (PL e; B, 4),

Moskovskaya 1, open during the Fair only.

Hestaurants. Grood and inexpensive meals are to be had on the
Volga steamers (comp. p. 348). In the upper town: Vostdtchni Bazar
and Rossiya, see above; Minin Gardens (p. 342), d^j. 3/4, D. (1-7) 3/4-lV4rb.
On the Fair Side: Ajyollo, cor. of Nizhegorodskaya and Makaryevskaya,
D. (2-7) IV4 rb., variety entertainment in the evening (not cheap); Birzha,
in the Exchange (PL 45; B, 3), D. (12-6) 65 cop. to 1 rb.

Post & Telegraph. Office (PL E, 3), in Blagovyeshtchenskaya
Square ; on the Fair Side, during the Fair, in the main building (PL B, 3).~ Police Station (directory accessible daily, 9-9) in the City Hall (PL E, 3).

Izvoshtchik (fixed tariff) from the rail, station to the upper town 50,

to the lower town 30, to the Fair 20; per drive in the upper or lower
town or in the Fair 20; from the upper to the lower town 25, to the
Fair 35; from the Fair to the upper town 45, to the lower town 25; per
hr. 60 cop. ; for the whole day 4 rb. Carriage with two horses double
fare, witb rubber tyres 20 cop. extra.

Electric Tramways (uniform fare 3 cop. ; from July 1st to Sept. 9th,

O.S., 5 cop. ; elevators, see below). From the Main Railway Station (PL A, 5)

via tlie Fair and the Fair Bridge (PL C, 3) to the lower end of the Pokh-
valinski Elevator (PL D, 3), and on to the lower end of the Kremlin
Elevator (PL E, 2; 2V2 M., in 25 min.). — From the upper end of the Krem-
lin Elevator via the Pokrovka to the Krestovozdvizhenski Convent (PL 29,
D6; 172 M.;. — From the upper end of tlie Pokhvalinski Elevator via the
Polevaya to tlie Ostrozhnaya Square (PL F, 4; 2 M.).

Horse Tramway from the City Hall (PL E, 3) through the Bolshaya
Petcht'rka (PL F, (i, 2).

Electric Elevators OjieBaTopM). Kremlin Elevator (PL p], 2) from
the Rozhd(*8tvensl<ayH to the Ivanov Tower (p. 343); Pokhvalinski Elevator
(PL D, 3), from the E. end of the Fair Bridge to the upper town. There
is a 5 min. service (fares 5 & 3 cop.).

Theatres. City Theatre (PL 31; E, 3), in tlie Tiieatre Square, open
in winter. Fair Thexitre (PL 63; B, 3), open during the Fair.

Banks. Imperial Bank (office-hours 10-3), Osuipuaya (PL E, 3; during
the Fair in the main building on the Fair Side); Volga & Kama Bank,
Rozhdestvenskaya 17 (PL I), 3j.

Photographs at A. Kardlin'H, at the corner of the VarvArka and
Malaya Petdnrka (V\. F, 3); Dinitriijev, OHuijinaya (PL E, 3), near the
thoatn;.

Baths. Vcnnoldyev , Tchernoprudski Pereulok (Mc^pHoiipy^iCKiifi

IlepeyjloiTL; PL K, ^). -River Batha in the Volga; thr bathinr t^t'ib

liHhnientH on thf ()k;'i ar<- not ho good.
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Steamers (soo p. 848). Landing-places, see p. 339. — Local Steamers
frt.ni Kinuivino to the Kurl)atov Manufactory (PI. Gr, 2; fares 10 & 5 cop.),

and other points. - Volga Steamers (comp. the time-tables; during the

height of the travelling season it is advisable to secure tickets in advance).

To Kazan, in 20 hrs. (fares 5 rb. 80, 2 rb. 95 cop.); to Simbirsk (10 rb. 60,

6 rb. 60 cop.); to Samara (13 rb. 60, 8 rb. 70 cop.); to Suizran (15 rb. 60,

10 rb. 5 cop.); to Saratov (19 rb. 85j 12 rb. 70 cop.); to Kamuishin
(22 rb. 90, 14 rb. 70 cop.); to Tzaritzuin (25 rb. 45, 16 rb. 35 cop.); to

Astrakhan, in 5 days (30 rb. 55, 19 rb. GO cop.). — Kama Steamers to

Kazan, in 20 hrs. 5 rb. 15, 2 rb. 60 cop.; to Perm, in 4 days, 15 rb., 10 rb.
— Oka Steamers to Murom, Kasimov, and Ryazan.

Principal Attractions (one day). The morning should be devoted
to the Fair, beginning at its N. end. In the afternoon it is advisable to

ascend via the Rozhdestvenskaya (elevator) to the Kremlin, and visit the
Alexander Garden and the Petcherski Convent.

Nizhni-Novgorod {i.e. Lower Novgorod ; HHSKHifi-HoBropo^Tb),

also known simply as Nizhni (in distinction to Novgorod on Lake
llnien, p. 262), the capital of the government of the same name and

the seat of a Greek Catholic bishop, contains 109,000 inhabitants,

among whom, at the time of the Fair, the Tartars are especially

conspicuous. It lies at the confluence of the Oka (p. 350) and the

Volga. The town proper, very picturesquely situated on the right

banks of the two rivers, consists of the quiet Upper Town (BepxHiii

6a3apT>).^ and the more lively Lower Town (Hh^khIh Gasapt).

The former is the seat of the authorities, and at the Kremlin reaches

a height of 330 ft. above the Volga; the latter is the commercial

quarter, and is connected with the Upper Town by winding roads

in deep cuttings. On the flat and low-lying tongue of land on the

left bank of the Oka lie the Fair (the scene of the celebrated

annual fair) and the suburb of Kundvino.— Nizhni-Novgorod is a

busy manufacturing place, but its chief importance lies in its trade

ill flour, iron, salt, petroleum, and other goods.
Nizhni-Nove^orod was founded in 1221 by Yuri Vs^volodovitch, Grand-

Prince of Vladimir, as a barrier against the inroads of the Mordvins
and the Bulgarians. Its ])rosperity began practically with its foundation.
Under Constantine Vasilyevitch (1840-55) it became independent, and in

1350 it was made the residence of the Grand-Princes. Andrei (1355-63),

the son of Constantine, fortified the town with walls and towers ; but the
completion of these works was hindered by the appearance of the plague.
In 1377 Nizhni-Novgorod was burned down by the Tartar hordes, and
in 1417 it was united with the principality of Moscow. In 1B06 and 1608
the Mordvins besieged the town in vain. The enterprise of Kosma
Minin (p. 298) w^as initiated in Nizlini-Novgorod. The last warlike event
of which the town was witness took place in 1667, when the robber Stenka
Razin headed a (Jossack and national rising in an unsuccessful attempt
to take possession of Nizhni-Novgorod. In 1708 the town was annexed to

the government of Kazan, but since 1719 it has been the capital of a

st'parate province bearing its own name.

Crossing the Fair Bridge (p. 345) to the Lower Town, we first

reach the Nizhnyaya Blagovyeshtchenskaya Square (PI. 0, D, 3),

in which are the electrical plant and the Pokhvalinski Elevator.

Tu the S. of the square rises the Chapel of St, Alexis (^acoBHH
AjieKC-fieBCKaH ; PI. 9), named in honour of the Metropolitan Alexis
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(14th cent.), and dating in its present form from 1846. From the

chapel a road ascends to the right to the Heights of Dyatlov. On
a spur of these hills, on the side next the Oka, lies the Convent of
the Annunciation (BjiaroB-hmeHCKifl MysKCKon MOHacTtipt ; PI. 4),

founded in 1370 and rebuilt in 1647. The convent contains five

churches, the oldest of which is the Cathedral. In the interior, to

the left of the Holy Gate, is the Korsun picture of the Virgin, one

of the oldest paintings in Russia, painted, according to the inscrip-

tion, by the Monk Simeon in 993, i.e. five years after the introduc-

tion of Christianity into Russia (see p. Ivii).

To the N.E. of the Nizhnyaya Blagovyeshtchenskaya Square

diverges the Rozhdestvenskaya, the main street of the lower town.

Here, to the right, stands the quaint Bozhdestvenskaya Church or

Church of the Nativity (PI. 21 ; D, 3), built in 1719 by Count Gregor

Dmitriyevitch Stroganov, and surmounted by five coloured domes.
— We now cross the Sofronovskaya Square (PL D, 3), with the

Exchange (PL 26; D, 3), pass (on the left) the Kosmodamidn-
skaya Church (PL 16), erected in 1890 from the plans of Dahl, and

(on the right) the Troitzkaya Church (PL 23), and reach a small

square containing the Gostini Dvo7\ By turning to the left from
this point we reach the NizhnevolzhskayaNaberezhnaya (PL D-F, 2),

while to the right lies the Zelenski Gorge, containing (on the left)

the Ivdnovskaya Church (PL 15) and the Roman Catholic Church
(PL 20).

By ascending through the Zelenski Gorge we reach the Verkh-
nyaya Blagovyeshtchenskaya (PL E, 2, 3), the largest square in the

Upper Town, from which all the chief streets radiate. To the E.

runs the Tikhonox skaya, to the S.E. the Varvarka, and to the S. the

Bolshaya Pokrovka, the chief business-street of the town, and the

Alexeyevskaya. The entire N. side of the square is occupied by the

old walls and towers of the Kremlin.

In the middle of the square rises the Cathedral of the Annun-
ciation (PL 5), founded at the end of the 14tli cent., and rebuilt in

1696. The exterior is notable for a curious cornice of tiles.

—

Opposite the cathedral, to the S.W., also in an open situation, stands

the Alexeyevskaya Church (PL 13), built in 1719 and remodelled

in 1823. lietweeii the two churches is a Bronze Statue of Tzar
Alexander IL, by Kurpatov (1906). — On the E. side of the square

are the High Sclutol (PL 28; and the Theological Seminary (PL
E, F, 2); on the 8.VV. side is the City Hall, by Zeidler (1904)."

The DernelrluH Gate (^MMTpieBcicaji 6aiiin>i; IM.D. G.), oppo-

site the City iLall, was reconstructed in 189() and leads to the

^Kremlin (IM.E, 2, 3), which occu])ies tlu; highest point of the

town. It is enclosed by a wall 65-100 ft. in height, which is flanked

by 11 f formerly 13) towers.
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The biiiUlin^ of the Kremlin was first undertaken by the Grand-Prince
Domotrins Constantinoviteh (13U5-84), under whom the Demetrius Gate
(|t. ;U3) was eomplotod in 1:574. The next was the Ivanov Tower,
erected by Ivan III. in 1500. In 1508-11 tlie Kremlin was practically
rebuilt under the superintendence of the Italian architect Pietro Francesco
^Frasin). Numerous changes have, however, been made in the building
since his day. In 1838 a great part of the old moat was filled up, and
the shady Kremlin Boulevard was constructed on its site.

On entering the Kremlin we see to our right the long building

of the Arsenal (Pi. 3). In front of it is the—
Cathedral of the Transfiguration (CnaconpeoSpasKen-

CKifi Kaee^paJitHBiH co66pT>; PI. 8), founded in 1227 in the reign

of the Grand-Prince Ynri Vsevolodovitch but afterwards frequently

rebuilt. It received its present rectangular form from the architect

Yefimov in 1829-34.
Interior. On the pillar to the right of the ikonostas is a large

ricture of the Bedeemer, brought hither from Suzdal in 1.^52 by the
Clrand-Prince Constantine Vasilyevitch. On the column to the left of

the ikonostas is the Ikon of the Virgiyi, sent from Constantinople in

1^81 through Dionysius, Archbishop of Suzdal and Nizhni. To the left

of the holy gate of the ikonostas is the Ikon of the Iberian Virgin,
painted by Simon Ushakov in 1072. On the N. wall, to the left of the
entrance, is the monument of Kosmd Minin (d. 1616; p. 298), executed
in 1878 by Dalil, in the style of the 16th century. Above the monument
are two old Eccfesiastical Banners, which accompanied Prince Pozharski
and Minin to Moscow. The grave itself is in the crypt, to which two
flights of steps descend. — The Crypt also contains the tombs and mon-
uments of ten princes and princesses of Nizhni-Novgorod and of several
archbishops. — In the treasury is a Book of the Gospels, written on parch-
ment in 1408.

To the N. of the cathedral is the Governor's House (PL 27),

situated on the edge of a slope occupied by the Government Gardens

(no admission).— To the W. are the Minin Gardens (restaurant,

see p. 339; adm. after 7 p.m. 25 cop.) and the Momimevi of Minin
and Pozhdrsldj erected in 1826 and consisting of a granite obelisk

Go ft. high on a base with reliefs and inscriptions. The monument
affords an admirable *View of the Volga, the Oka, and the Fair,

especially fine towards evening.

To the 8.W. of the Cathedral of the Transfiguration is the un-

assuming Cathedral of St. Michael (Co66pT> MHxaHJia Ap-
xanrejia; PI. 7), erected in 1227 as the domestic chapel of the Grand-

Prince Yuri Vsevolodovitch and rebuilt in 1030. The interior con-

tains monuments of several princes of Nizhni-Novgorod.— Between

the belfry and the cathedral stands a rectangular Watch Tower
(entrance through the church).— Close by are iha Cathedral of the

Assnmpfion (PL 6), built in 1827, the Cadet School of Count

Araktcheyev (Ka^eTCKift rpa«^a ApaKqeeBa Kopnyct), transferred

hither in 1808 from Novgorod on Lake Ilmen, the Law Courts

(IIpHcyTCTBeHHbiH M-fecTa ; PL 80), and other buildings. To the N.

of the Cadet School is the Ivanov Tower (PL I. T. ; Kremlin Ele-

vator, see p. 339).
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To the N.E. of the Kremlin is the Alexander G-arden
(AjieKcaH^piHCKiH ca^t; PL F, 2), an artificial terrace laid out

on the steep slope overhanging the Volga, with extensive and well-

kept pleasure grounds. It affords an admirable *View, seen at its

best in the evening.— Farther to the E., halfway down the slope,

is the—
Petcherski Convent (IleHepcKiH My^KCKoii MOHacTBipt

;

PI. H, 2), the white walls of which gleam picturesquely through the

green foliage of the trees.

The Petcherski Convent was originally erected in the reign of Grrand-

Prince Alexander Vasilyevitch, by St. Dionysius, Archbishop of Suzdal
and Nizhni-Novgorod (1329), on the spot where the church of the old

Petcherskaya suburb now lies, 1/3 ^L below the convent. Part of the
walls of the old convent, the remains of which are still visible, slid

down the slope of the hill in 1596. The reconstruction on the present site

was begun by Tzar Feodor I. Ivanovitch and completed unaer Mikhail
Feodorovitch Romanov.

The Church of the Ascensiony in the middle of the convent-court,

was built by Laurenti Vozoyulin in 1632. It contains some old ec-

clesiastical vessels and the wonder-working Ikon of the Petcherskaya

Virgin, dating from the 14th cent, (on the pillar to the right, in

front of the ikonostas; comp. p. 345). The Convent Library was
formerly very rich, but its treasures have been removed to St. Peters-

burg. It still contains seven 'synodics', or registers of masses for

the souls of the dead, dating from 1552 to 1654; among the names
in this list are those of the 381 Boyars and other persons executed

by command of Ivan the Terrible. The bells of the church are also

notable; one of them was cast in 1492 at Hagenow in Mecklenburg
and was carried off from Dorpat by Ivan the Terrible.

Returning from the Petcherski Convent, we turn to the left into

the Bolshaya Petcherka, which is bordered with villas and gardens.

At the W. end of this street, to the right, is the Kulibin Industrial

School, founded in 1872 in commemoration of the inventor I. P.

Kulibin (d. 1818). In front of us is the ArchbisJioj/s Palace (Apxie-
peftcKiH ^oMT,; PI. 2), with a large park and remains of the old

earthen wall which formerly surrounded Nizhni.

In the Bolshaya Pokrovka, opposite the District Court (Pl.E, 3),

is the building of the Assembly of the Nobles, containing a small

Museum (entrance from the court), which is open on week-days
10-5 (in winter 10-3) and on Sun. 12-5 (in winter 12-3; adm. 20,

on Sun. 3 cop. ; Russian catalogue 15 cop.), its contents include coins,

antiquiti(;s, and paintings hy moch^rn Russian masters, among which
may be mentioned the Deposition in tlu; Tomb by Kosludcv. Farther

to the S. is th(; /jiitheran Church (PI. E, !)•

From Ni/Jini-Novf^orod to Mohcow, si;e R. 4:}. - - From Nizhni-Novj^orod
(Htation, see p. 3.S9) to Timiryuzevo (Kazan) and Riizdyevka (PtMiza, Sa-
mara), see p. 'MM.
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The areat Fair.

The fair lasts officially from July 15th to Sept. 10th (O.S.), when
the offices are closed and the booths must be shut up. All bills of

exchange relating to transactions at the fair must be negotiated by
Aug. 25tli. The liveliest traffic prevails between July 25th and Aug. 12th

(O.S.), and the fair is hardly worth visiting before or after these dates.

In spring the whole area is generally under water.

Hotels, etc., see p. 339. — Smoking is forbidden in the streets of the

fair grounds and on the bridge.

The Fair probably owes its origin to the jealousy felt by the Grand-
Prince of Muscovy at the great trade of Kazan, the residence of the Tartar
Khans, where an important annual fair was held in July from 1257 on-
wards, on the field of Arsk. Ivan III. (1462-1505) established a similar
fair on his territory at Vasilsursk (p. 351), at the confluence of the
Sura with the Volga. After the conquest of Kazan, Mikhail Feodorovitcli

Romanov transferred the fair in 1641 to the neighbourhood of the Ma-
ktiryev Convent (p. 351), which was founded at the beginning of the
15th cent, and dedicated to St. Macarius (b. 1349). The day upon which
the saint died (June 25th) , a festival frequented by crowds of people,

was selected as the opening day of the fair. A fire in 1816 destroyed
all the warehouses and booths on this site, and Nizhni-Novgorod was
chosen to replace it. In 1822 accordingly, 60 warehouses and more than
2500 stalls were erected here under the superintendence of M. Betancourt,
a general of engineers, at a cost of six million rubles.

Most of the visitors to the fair are Russian merchants and peasants,
but it is also attended by representatives of the peoples of the Volga
territory and Asiatic Russia, and by Chinese and Persians.

The Buildings of the Fair (HpMapKa, i.e. Yarmarlca, from

the German Jahrmarkt) form a regular town of shops and ware-

houses. The AmhdrSj or warehouses, generally built of stone and

either one or two stories in height, are erected in badly paved streets,

which intersect each other at right angles. The so-called tunnels

(lavatories) are recognizable by the low towers which rise above

them. — The fair grounds are divided into an inner and an outer

town. The IrtMey^ Fair, with 4000 booths, is surrounded by the

Betancourt Canal and intersected by a broad street known as the

Boulevard (p. 346). The Outer Fair, also with 4000 shops, has

gradually grown up round the inner town, and is less regularly laid

out. The enormous quantities of goods of all kinds which are ex-

posed to view in the large storage-depots on the side next the Volga,

emphasize a peculiar characteristic of this fair, viz. that the goods

for sale are actually brought to the spot in bulk and are not

simply sold by sample as is customary at other fairs. Wares of

the same kind are invariably grouped together. The value of the

goods brought to the fair in 1910 amounted to 250 million rubles.

It is impossible here to give a list of the articles offered for sale

ut the fair, as it may be truly said that almost everything, from

the raw products of the soil to the most costly gold and silver ware,

may be procured here. The number of visitors is estimated at

400,000.
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The wooden Plashkoutni or Fair Bridge (PL 0,3), stretching

.' cross the Oka (here Y2 ^- broad) from the Nizhnyaya Blagovyesh-

tchenskaya Square (p. 340), is annually put in place at the beginning

of June, and removed when the frost sets in. This bridge com-

mands a view of the town. On the opposite bank, immediately to

the left, are the Exchange (BnpjKa; PI. 45) and the Chapel of the

Petcherski Convent (p. 343), in which the wonder-working picture

of the Virgin is exhibited during the fair.

North Part of the Outer Fair. From the Exchange (see

above) the St. Petersburg Street and the Alexander Nevski Street

(p. 346) lead N. to the Cathedral Square. The former is occupied by
the ironmongers and the sellers of glass and porcelain; the goods

offered for sale in the latter consist of brightly coloured wooden
trunks strengthened with metal mountings (price 2-100 rb. each).

The Alexander Nevski Cathedral (PI. 38 ; C, 2) was completed in

1881 from the designs of Dahl. The interior is elaborately de-

corated, and the ikonostas, covered with six rows of pictures of

saints, reaches to the ceiling. To the right of the cathedral lie the

stalls for wooden articles, and behind it is the so-called Mow of
Bells (Kojiok6jilhi.ih pa^'t; PL 34). The bells hang on wooden
frames.

From the Stryelka (PI. 0,2), which affords a good view of the

city, the Siberian Quay (CHSiipcKaH npHCTant; PI. A, B, 2) ex-

tends up the Volga. On it lie the offices and warehouses of the

steamboat-companies. From this point we return through the Ural-

skaya and the Orenburgskaya (PI. A, B, 2) to the—
Nizhegorod Street (PI. A 2, B 3). At the W. end of this are the

Circus (PI. 43) and the Balagani (BajiaraHBi; PI. 58), or Amuse-
ment Booths. Following the Nizhegorod St. to the E., in the di-

rection of the Oka, we reach almost at once a small square with

the Caravanserai (PI. 37), in which rice, raisins (hsiomt,), dried

peaches (uienTajia), pistachio nuts, and other Persian products are

offered for sale. Persian carpets may also be procured here, but

considerable knowledge is requisite for an advantageous purchase.

The Mosque (MeneTfe; PI. 53) is surrounded by a lofty brick wall.

On the first floor is a hall with the prayer-niche; the floor is cov-

ered with straw mats and carpets, upon which the Mohammedans
perform their devotions (adiii. 20 cop.; visitors must take off their

shoes). Thr' goods in the rows of the Oriental Shoemakers (AsIht-

CKa>i 66yBi.; PI. 55) include; slippers of stamptjd leather, morocco
cushions with silk embroidery, and shawls. The Tartar Bridge
(PI. A, B, 3) leads S. to the Chin(;se Rows (p. 346). Farth(!r to the;

E., in the Nizhegorod St., Persian goods are on sale, while Simbirsk
shawls may be procured in aside-street. The next cross-street (the

3rd Pozhirski St.) is devoted to tanned hides, which are annually

sold to the value of upwards of 7 million rubles. Th(; (\irn(tge
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Roic (PI. 64) is iiiterosting, with its droshkics, tarantasses, and
other strange-lookino: vehicles. Farther on to the left are the Stalls

for Felt Shoes (Ba.TieHaH 65yBi>; PI. 46), of which 27., million

rubles' worth are sold at the fair. In the middle of the Theatre

Square is the Theatre (PL 63; p. 339), surrounded by inns. The so-

called Brazilian Passaz/e (PI. 36) is used by retail dealers in gold

and other ornaments. The Wine Trade flourishes in the Kizlyar-

skaya, which runs parallel with the Nizhegorod St., to the N. of the

theatre. The two most important of the other streets crossing the

Xizhegorod St. are the Tzarskaya, in which Soap is sold, mostly
coming from Kazan, and the Macarins St., where Groceries and
Sjyices are sold. The Nizhegorod St. ends at the Exchange (p. 345).

From the Exchange the Alexa^tder Nevski Street leads S. to

the Inner Fair. On the left side of this street are ranged the stalls

(PL 59) where Accordions^ Ironmongery, Pictures of Saints, and
Siberian Carpets (KoBpti; used for horse-blankets; 3-50 rb. each)

are sold. The Chapel of St. Macarius or Flag Chapel (PL 42)

is a brick structure with five domes.— The so-called Main Build-
ing (FjiaBHBiH 40MT>; PL B, 3), a huge brick structure faced with
cement, erected in 1890, is during the fair the seat of the governor,

of the committee managing the fair, of the post and telegraph office,

of the imperial bank, and of the police. On the groundfloor are an

unpretending restaurant and an arcade containing stalls for the

sale of trinkets, silk goods, gems from Yekaterinburg, and other

articles of luxury (concert in the afternoons).— From the Main
Building the Boulevard, which is planted with trees, runs to the

W. for about 1 M. The shops of the Russian merchants in it are

quite in the occidental style, and are devoted to the sale of millinery,

ornaments, jewellery, and the like. To the left of the Boulevard,

and lying somewhat back from it, is the depot for Furs (IlyiUHOH

TOBapx; PL 49; turnover 32 million rubles), and to the right is that

for Cotton 6roo(Z6'(XiionHaTo-oyMa3KHBiH HS/i-fejiia; PL 44; turnover

100 million rubles), two of the chief staples of the fair. At the W.
end of the Boulevard rises the Cathedral of the Transfiguration
or Old Cathedral of the Fair (CxapBifi apMapo^HBiH codop-B;

PL 39), built in 1822 from the designs of Monferrand (p. 109). In

front of the cathedral is a fountain; to the right and left of it are

two Chinese Rows, containing the offices of wholesale dealers.

The South Part of the Outer Fair offers little of interest

to the stranger. Here lie the Armenian Church (PL 33), ware-

houses for furs and cotton goods, and the Fire Station (PL 47), the

tower of which commands a good survey of the fair (165 steps; adm.
on application to the fire-chief). The Moscow St. leads hence to

the Railway Station (PL A, 5).

On the S. Hide of the Fair Grrounds lies the suburb of Kunavino
(or Kandvino] PI. A, B, 5), occupied by labourers. The chapel of the
Cioroddtz Feddorovski Convent (HacoBHa ropo^eijKaro ^e^opoBCKaro
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MOHacTBipn), built by Dahl, is distinguished by its quaint architectural

style and by its brilliant colouring.

In the Oka, opposite Kunavino, lies the long sandy island of Peski,
to which we cross by a bridge to the N. of the Chapel of the Convent of
the Raising of the Cross (^acoBHfl KpecTOB03/iBH3KeHCKaro mohhctbiph;
PL 41, B 4). This island is the depot for two important articles sold at the

fair. The extensive sheds at the Zhelyeznaija Landing Place (5Keji'fe3Piafl

npiicTaHB), which are erected afresh for every fair, contain enormous
quantities of iron, sold annually to the value of 40 million rubles. By
the G-rebnovskdija Landing Place (rpe6H0BCKafl npiiCTaHB) are nu-

merous barges containing enormous piles of dried and salted lish (turn-

over 16 million rubles).

45. Voyage down the Volga from Tver to
Nizhni-Novgorod, Kazan, and Suizran.
The Volga (Bojira, named Rha or Oaros in antiquity, and Atel, Itel,

or Etel in the Middle Ages) is the largest river in Europe and the chief

channel of communication in Eastern Russia. It rises in 57° 14' N. lat.

and S2° 30' E. long., at a height of 750 ft. above the sea, amid the Valdai
Hills, in the district of Ostashkov, in the W. part of the government of

Tver. It is 2.S05 M. in length, or about thrice as long as the Rhine, and
flows through nine provinces. The area it drains is nearly three times as
large as France. It enters the Caspian Sea at Astrakhan, in a delta 73 M..
wide. The fall of the Volga is very slight: Tver lies 415 ft. above the
sea, Saratov 7 ft. ; Tzaritzuin and Astrakhan lie respectively 50 ft. and
65 ft. below sea-level. At Rzhev the river is 425 ft. wide, at Tver 705 ft.,

at Kostroma 1705-1970 ft., at Nizhni-Novgorod 2460 ft. (increasing in
spring to 13 M.), and at Saratov 6400-15,975 ft. (just over 3 M.). The
main arm at Astrakhan is from 2395 to 6395 ft. wide. The water of the
Volga is of a brown colour, owing to the diluvial deposit and black soil

it carries with it. Traces of the ancient bed of the river are recognizable
in the steppe to the S. of Tzaritzuin in the form of chains of lakes,
while the ancient mouths of the river may be detected on the coast of
the Caspian Sea.

Scenery. From Tver to the Oka the banks of the Volga consist of
hills of clay, loam, and sand, alternating with low marshes and forest-
land. Beyond the confluence of the Oka with the Volga at Nizhni-Nov-
gorod, the Right Bank is bordered all the way to the Caspian Depression
(p. xxxvii) by steep slopes and eminences, attaining at places a height of
1150 ft., while the Left Bank consists of plains. The former is tlius called
the Him. Bank (HaropHMft 6eper'B), while the left bank is known as
the Meadow Bank fJIyroBoft 6epen>). — The Volga is the higliway of
more than 2000 steamers, all using oil-fuel (masut, the refuse of petroleum

;

comp. p. 457). The stream is navigable for large steamers up to Tver,
and for smaller vessels un to Rzhev. The chief freights which it bears
are grain, petroleum, anu salt, (;arri(!d in Hows' of six or more barges,
arranged in double rows. Huge quantities of tini})er are floated down in

rafts. The navigation is, however, much impeded by the continual silting-
up of the channel, the numerous iHJands, the low level (.f the water in
summer, and the six months' frost of winter. —The rtshing and the caviare
industry an; also im])ortant. The finest fish is tlie sterlet, the best s])eci-

mens of which are caught in th(! Sura. The sturgeon is a similar hut
very much larger fish. The fishing is said, however, to he deteriorating
owing to the pollution of thn river by the oil-fuel used in the steamers.

'Matushka Volga', or 'Little Mother Volga ', is Hjiokcn «>f in Russia
HO often and with such affection that it is oa.sy to ch(!rish too high hn|»0H
of the attractions of a voyage upon it. The Hcenery is nowhcrrc of an
imposing chara<;ter, and the length of tlie voyage is very fatiguing; the
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trip in the most beautiful part, i.e. from Nizhni-Novgorod to Samara,
t likes :\ days. The sim])le landscapes of the broad river often recall the
l)eculiar and intense colouring of evening scenes on the Nile, and their
variety, as well as the diverse characteristics and customs of the population
on the bank, afford considerable interest. The towns and villages arrest
our attention through the charm of their colouring. The houses and the
ohurrh cupolas are painted in gay tints, and form a striking contrast to
the green trees and the white sandy banks. Monotonous marshy plains
or sombre woods of pine and fir are followed by groves of limes and oaks,
green meadows, and smiling fields, while these in turn give place to the
endless steppes of the south. At Nizhni-Novgorod we reach the region
of mixed population, where the various tribes of the Ural-Altaic family-
are mingled in inextricable confusion. — Comp. 'The History of the Volga
and its Towns', by W. Barnes Steveni (1914).

The best Travelling Season is May and the beginning of June (0. S.).

The advertised hours of starting of the passenger-steamers represent
local time (comp. p. xxxii), not that of St. Petersburg, and are seldom
adhered to; in July and August the steamers are often very late. The
waiting-rooms on the piers are by no means as comfortable as they might
be. At the departure stations (Tver, Ruibinsk, Nizhni-Novgorod, and
Astrakhan) cabins may be engaged a day in advance. At the interme-
diate stations the vacant berths are allotted according to their numbers.
They are given out again if those who have secured them are not present
when the names are called over. The large passenger paddle-steamers
plying from Nizhni-Novgorod are generally well equipped : the cabins are
arranged along the upper deck, with the first-class forward and the second-
class aft ; the gangway surrounds them, and serves as a promenade deck.
The cuisine is for the most part excellent: dej. (11-1) 65 cop., D. (2-6)

65 cop. to 1 rb., S. (8-11) 65 cop. Especially popular are caviare (1 rb.

per portion), fish dishes, and (in Aug.) crabs. Bed-linen is charged separate-
ly: for 1-3 days blankets cost 50, sheets 25, pillows 25, and towels
10 cop. One pud (36 lbs.) of luggage is allowed free. — In consequence of

the variable state of the water the vessels are not always able to pass
to the right of each other ; the steamer descending the river shows a flag

(at night a lantern) on the side on which it means to pass, while the other

boat repeats the signal in token of comprehension. — The chief steamboat
companies are the Volga Steam Navigation Co. (Uapoxo^Hoe ooujecTBO
no Bojir-fe), founded in 1843; the Caucasus & Mercury Co. (KaBKasi. h
MepK^^pift, Kavkaz i Merkuri), founded in 1849, and extending its voyages
to the ports of the Caspian; the Samolyot Co. (CaMOJieTt), founded in

1853; and the Russian Co. (Pycb). — For Fares, see under the various
towns; tickets may be obtained either from the agents or on board.

In the following description the places at which the steamboats

call are indicated by f.

t Tver, see p. 267.— 20 V. (1.) f Orsha, a village with a Convent

of the Ascension.— 87Y. (r.) fKortchevay a district-capital, with

2500 inhabitants. — From (125 V.) \Savdovo (r.) a raihvay runs to

(121 V.) Moscow (comp. p. 270).— 127 V. (1.) fKimri, a village with

10,700 inhab. and important boot-manufactories.— 199 V. (r.) •\Kal-

ydzin, a district-town with 5700 inhabitants.— 219 V. {l.)-fPriluJd,

The banks become higher, but sink again beyond Volga (p. 349).

248 V. (165 M.) fUglitch (r.), the capital of a district in the

government of Yaroslavl, contains 9700 inhab. and was founded in

the 10th century. On the site where Demetrius (b. 1581), son of

Ivan the Terrible, was murdered on May 15th, 1591 (probably at the
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command of Boris Godun6v), stands the Church of St. Demetrius
(UepKOBB CBHxaro i^apeBuqa TImhtpIh na KpoBH), erected in the

reign of Tzar Mikhail Feodorovitch. To the right, above the landing-

place, is the Chdteau ofthe Tzarevitch DemetriuSy a small red-brick

building with an outside staircase. It was built by Prince Andrei

V^asilyevitch in 1481 and was restored in 1892. The interior (open

daily; adm. 15 cop.) contains a few souvenirs of the Tzarevitch;

visitors are also shown a reproduction (made in the 18th cent.) of

the bell which summoned the citizens to punish the murderers, and

was accordingly banished by Boris Grodunov to Tobolsk (p. 527).

The original bell was melted by a fire in 1677.

281 V. (1.) •yMuishkino, an unimportant little town.— Just

before reaching (302 Y.) Volga (1.) the steamer passes under the

trellis-bridge of the railway from Kuibinsk to Bologoye (p. 267).

— 337 Y. (1.) fMoldga, a district-town with 4300 inhabitants.

367Y.(178M.;r.)tRuibinsk.— Hotels. Barkhatov, U. Vl^vh.;
Ceiitrdlnaya, R. 1-5, D. (1-0 p.m.) 60 cop. to 1 rb. ; Samokhvalov, all three in

the Krestovaya.— Izv6siitchik from the rail, station to the town 35, to the
harbour or vice versa 45, per drive 25, per hr. 50 cop.— Railway Station
^Restat/rayitj for the Bologoye Railway (p. 267) and lor the Yaroslavl Rail-
way (p. 332), 1 M. to the W. of the centre of the town.— Steamers on the
Volga daily to (5V2 hrs.) Yaroslavl (fares 1 rb. 95, 1 rl). 25 cop.); to (15 hrs.)

Kostroma (fares 3 rb. 30, 2 rb. 20 cop.) ; to (24 hrs.) Kineshma (fares 5 rb. 10,

3 rb. 65 cop.); to (40 hrs.) Nizhni-Novgorod (fares 6 rb. 60, 4 rb. 95 cop.).

Muibinsk (350 ft.), the capital of a district in the government
of Yaroslavl, is a brisk river-port situated on rising ground op-

posite the mouth of the Tcheks7id. It carries on a trade in grain,

and is the centre of the caviare industry. It contains 31,500 inhab.,

a number raised in summer to 100,000 and even more. The town is

known to have existed as far back as the 11th century. On the

Volga Quay (HaSepe^KHan) rises the conspicuous Cathedral of the

Transfiguratio7ij built in 1838; adjoining it is a lofty belfry. Close

at hand are the Town Park and the Theatre. The town has also

H Lutheran Church.

Below Kuibinsk the scenery of the banks becomes monotonous.

The stream is broad and dotted with numerous sandbanks.— 411 Y.

fMomdnov-Borifioglyebsky a district-town situated on both banks

of the Yolga, with 12,300 inhab. and a spinning-mill. In Boriso-

glyebsk, on tht* right bank, is the imposing Cathedral oi' the Re-

surrection, with live cupolas, erected in 1652-70. - 420 V. (r.) -[Kon-

Htantbiov, with chemical works. - 435 V. (r.) fNorsh'dga, Fdbrika,
a villagf* with a cotton-mill. —439 Y. (1.) fTotgs/ri Monastery

,

founded in J314, and r«d)uilt after its destruction by the Poles in

1609. It has lour churches. Beyond the monastca-y we soon see on th<*

right the domes and towers of the picturesquely situated town of

457 V. (305 M.) f YaroslAvl (r.j, see p. 330.

UAibi>KK.£it'!i Euttsia. 23
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469 y. (r.) Sopelkij a village where the so-called Byeguiies or

Sfranniki. a sect of the Raskoliiiks, originated at the end of the

Ksth century. — 4H9 V. (r.) \ Bahaili. About 1 V. from the bank is

the Coffveift of St. Nicholas the Wonde}' Worker' (Hhkojio-
BaoaeBCKifi MOHacTbipb) , a frequented place of pilgrimage.

—

Farther on we pass several sandy islands. — A little short of Ko-
stroma, to the left, is the mouth of the river Kostroma.

523 V. (349 M.) fKostroma (1.), see p. 332.

Below Kostroma the scenery improves.— 563 V. (1.) fKrdsnoye,
a village where gold and silver ornaments, both genuine and imi-

tation, are manufactured.— 580 V. (r.) fFlyoss (ITjieccL), a prettily

situated little town with 2500 inhabitants.

627 V. (418 M.) fKineshma (r.), a district-town of 25,500 in-

hab., at the confluence of the Kineshemka with the Volga.— A rail-

way (station 1 M. from the pier; izvoshtchik 40 cop.) runs hence to

Novki (see p. 338).

648 V. (r.) f JRyeshvia, a village with the Makdryevski Convent.
— 683 V. (r.) f Ynryevetz, a pleasantly situated town with 5500
inhab., opposite which the Unzha enters the Volga.

Farther on both banks become flat. 722 \ . {\\) f Putchezhj

Hy^e^KX, a market-town with 3200 inhabitants.

The bed of the river continues to increase in breadth, while the

contrast between the higher right bank and the lower left bank

becomes more strongly marked. — 750 V. (r.) fKatu/fkij a village

in the government of Nizhni-Xovgorod, with 2000 inhab. and manu-

factories of leathern articles.— 758 V. (r.) fVasilyev^ a village*

with 600 inhabitants.

779 V. (1.) f Gorodetz, a straggling village with 6300 inhab.,

where wooden ware and pryanniki or honey-cakes are made. In the

Feodorovski Convent, which was founded at the beginning of the

13th cent., Alexander Nevski (p. 130) spent his last days as a monk,

dying here on Nov. 14th, 1263.

792 V. (r.) •\Balakhna, the capital of a district in the govern-

ment of Xizhni-Novgorod, with 4700 inhabitants. Soon after leaving

Balakhna we obtain a distant view of Nizhni -Novgorod, which,

liowever, quickly vanishes.— >S18 V. Sormovo, with a large machine-

shop (founded in 1849) and foundries.— A little later appears—
827 V. (551 M. ; r.) fNizhni-Novgorod, HHMmiH-HoBropo4i>

(see p. 339), very picturesquely situated at the confluence of the Oka
(here 700 yds. broad) with the Volga (here 500 yds. broad). The Oka,

which is 933 M. in length, forms an ethnographical frontier. The

inhabitants of the Volga district above this river are pure Slavs;

below it begins the territory of P'innish and Tartar tribes, including

Mordvins, Tcheremisses, Tchuvashes, Votyaks, Tartars, and Bash-

kirs. These races, which rival in number the Russian element of

the population, have niaintained their own manners and customs,
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while the Tartars and Bashkirs have preserved to some extent also

their national costumes and religion.

Railway from Nizhni -Novgorod to Moscow, see 11. 43. — Fares on
the Steamers, see p. 340.

To the right we see several hamlets. The river increases in widtli.

49 V. (from Nizhni-Novgorod; r.) Kddnitzi, a large village.

—

57 V. (r.) \RahotU, a village with 1200 inhabitants. — 81 V. (1.)

3Iouth of the Kerzhenet?:.

84 V. (r.) LiiisJcoi:o, a small town, situated 3 M. from the river,

contains 10,200 inhab. and 9 churches.— Opposite, to the left, is the

convent of MaldryeVj marking the site where a yearly fair used

to be held (p. 344). The town of Makaryev is now entirely with-

out importance.

87 V. (r.) f Isddi, a village on the slope of the Fadeyecl Hills.

^Near (124 V.: r.) Bdrmino and the village of Foldno large quaii-

tities of apples and other fruit are grown.

159 V. (r.) f Vasilsursk, a small town in the province of Nizhni

Novgorod, prettily situated on the terraced bank of the river, sur-

rounded by gardens, and lying 1 M. to the S. of the mouth of the Su7'd.

The banks of the Volga become more picturesque. 185 V. (1.)

fYuririj a village with a chateau belonging to Count Sheremetyev.
— To the left is the mouth of the Vetlucja.

204 V. (r.) •\Koz}nodemydnsk, the capital of a district in the

government of Kazan, opposite the mouth of the Rutka. The in-

habitants, 5400 in number, carry on a brisk trade in timber; walk-

ing-sticks are offered for sale at the pier.— Near Kozmodemyansk
begin the settlements of the Tcheremises.

259 V. (r.) fTchehol'sdrlj a district-town with 5500 inhab. and
14 churches. Not far from th<* bank is tlie Monastery of the Trinity

(Tr6itzki), dating from 1566.

289 V. (r.) fSiirtduiTj a market-town situated on the slope.—
349 V. (r.) fKozl6rJ.:a.— Farther on we see to the right the towers

and domes of the loftily situated Sviyazhsk.

359 V. (r.) fVyazovniyay near the railway station of SviyazJisJ:

(p. 364) and the bridge of the Moscow & Kazan Railway (R. 47).
Ahout 8 M. to the S.E. of Vyazovuiya and 2 M. to tlie S. of the Volga

lies tlje small district-town of Sviydzhsk, founded in 1551 by lv«u the
Terribh-. St. Herman («1. I5Cii>;, the a|i()stlc of this refrion, is hiiried in the
Bogoroditzki Convent, whicli was founded in 1555.

Between Morkvashi and Verkhnl Udon several attractive

|)0ints arc passed on the right bank.

390 \. (259 M.; l.j fl.andiiig- place loj- Kazan (Ka/.Aiiskaya

Pristunj, where the steamer halls loi* 3-4 hrs. The city lies 4'/., M.
inland; izvoshtchiks and tramway, see p. 352. On the way to the

town we sec, to the left of the embankment, th«5 monument com-

memorating the conquest of Kazan (p. 352) and the white buildings

of the Kitinliii with the pointed Syuyumb/»ka Tower (|). 353).

23*
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Kazdn, Kaaanb. — Hotels. Frdntziya (PI. a ; D, 2), R. 1-8 rb., bed-

liueu L'o, D. (L'-G) 05 cop. to 1 rb. ; Passage (PI. d ; I), 2) ; Yevrop(^iskaya
(PI. b ; D, 2); Centrdlnaya (PI. c; D, 2), these four in the Voskresenskaya

;

Shtchetinkiii (PL f ; D, 2), Prolomnaya ; Bandrtzev (PI. e; D, 2), Prdvaya
Tch6rno6zerskaya, R. from 80 cop.

Rkstaurants. Kifdi, Voskresenskaya (Pl.D, 2); Tchdnioye, dzem
tp. 854), dej. (11-2) 90 cop., D. (2-()) IV4 rb., military band in the evening;-.

Pleasure Resorts. Fandyev Garden (PI. E, 2), Bolshaya Lyadskaya,
with summer-theatre and variety-show; Bussian Switzerland (p. 354).—
Theatre (,P1. E, 2), Theatre Square, in winter only.

Izvt^suTCHiK (tariff) from the steamer-landing to the town or vice versa
80 con, to 1 rb. ; from the railway station to the town or vice versS, 30 cop.

;

per (Irive in the town 20 (at night 30), to Russian Switzerland 30, per nr.

within the town 40 cop.

Electric Tramways. From the Steamer Landing (PI. A, 3) to the Su-
k<)nnaya Suburb (PI. E, Y, 4) via the Admiralty Suburb (PI. B, 2) and the

Prolomnaya (PI. 1), 2, 3), 6V4 M., fare 20 cop. — From the Alexander Monu-
ment (PI. 11; D, 2) to Russian iSwitzerland (PI. F, 2), fare 5 cop. --From
tlie Grostinodvorskaya (PI. D, 2) to the S. end of the Yekaterininskaya
^P1. E, 4; Tartar Suburb), fare 5 cop. — From the Railway Station (PI.

D, 8) to the Market via the Theatre (PL E, 2), fare 5-10 cop.

CrENERAL PosT Office (PL E, 2), Theatre Square.

—

Telegraph Office
(PL 22; E, 2), Grruzinskaya.

Steamers. On the Volga: to Nlzhni-Novyorod (fares 5 rb. 80, 2 rb.

95 cop.); to Simbirsk (5 rb. 75, 3 rb. 80 cop.); to Samara (9 rb. 15, 5 rb.

95 cop.); to Suizra)t (11 rb.. 25, 7 rb. 30 cop.); to Saratov (15 rb. 85, 10 rb.

20 cop.); to Kamidshin (18 rb. 85, 12 rb. 10 cop.); to Tzaritzuin (21 rb. 35,

\^ rb. 75 cop.); to Astrakhan (26 rb. 75, 17 rb. 20 cop.). — On the Kama :

to (911 v.; 007 M.) Perm (11, 7V2rb.); to Ufa, see p. 370.

The Volga steamers stop at Kazan 3-4 hrs., giving time for a hasty
visit to the town. The visitor should take the tramway or an izv6shtchik
to the Kremlin and ascend the Syuyumb^ka Tower; he should then proceed
by cab via the Voskresenskaya to tlie University, and return past the

Church of SS. Peter & Paul (view; to the Harbour.

Kazdfii260 ft. ; Tartar 'kettle'), the capital of the goverimieiit of

that name, the seat of the Archbishop of Kazan and Sviyazhsk, and

the headquarters of the 16th Army Corps, lies 4^/2 M. from the

Volga, on the left bank of the Kazdifkdy on several hills rising in

the midst of a plain which is inundated far and wide in spring by

the overflow of the two rivers. Pop. 188,000, including 30,000 Tar-

tars (comp. p. xlv). Besides numerous Grreek Catholic churches,

Kazan contains a Lutheran church, a Roman Catholic church, and

13 mosques. Its educational institutions include a university, au

imperial theological seminary, and a veterinary institute. — The

trade of Kazan is very considerable; it is celebrated for its Russian

leather, and also manufactures candles, soap, and other articles.

Kazan was founded on its present site by Khan Ulu-Makhmet in

1437, and became the capital of a Tartar kingdom which was indepen-
dent of the Grolden Horde. Ivan III. captured the town in 14()9 and ap-

pointed Makhmet-Amin as his vicegerent. This ruler, however, massacred
all the Russians in the place in 1504, and invaded the principality of

Moscow at the head of his army. Disputes as to the succession after the
death of Makhmet-Amin (1510), and continual risings in Kazan led re-

peatedly to aruied intervention on the part of Ivan the Terrible, who finally

raptured the town on Oct. 2nd, 1552, after a loiig siege, and incorporated
the entire khanate of Kazan with his own dominions. Kazan has been
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the capital of a province since 1708. In 1774 the town was destroyed
by the rebel Fugatchev, but it was rebuilt by Catherine II.

The Kremlin (PL D, 2), in the N.W. part of the city, was
founded and surrounded with palisades by Khan Ulu - Makhmet
(p. 352). The stone wall was erected by Ivan lY. Three of the old

gate-towers still exist : the Spdsskiya (CnaccKia BopoTa ; PI. 20,

D 2), through which the Kremlin is entered from the Yoskresen-

skaya: the Tdinitzkaya, which leads to the Kazanka and to the

suburb of Kizitcha; and the Pydtnitzkaya, on the N.E. side.

Passing through the Spasskiya Gate, or Gate of the Redeemer, we
have on our I'ight the extensive Govermmenf Administration Briild-

ings (IIpHcyTCTBeHHBiH ivrfecra). To the left stands the Spaso-
Preohrazhenski Convent (PI. 19), founded in 1556. Its church con-

tains the tombs of several metropolitans and bishops. Farther to

the N. is the Cathedral of the Annunciation (PI. 1), built in 1562

and frequently renewed. In the interior, between the two columns

on the left, in front of the ikonostas, is a shrine with the relics of

Archbp. Guri (d. 1563). The treasury contains rich vestments and

ecclesiastical vessels. — Beyond the cathedral is the Palace, dating

from 1848 and now occupied by the Governor. To the left is the

most interesting building in the Kremlin, the brick—
^Syuyumbeka Tower (BaiiiHH CioiOM6eKH; PL 21), a relic of

Tartar architecture, rising in seven stages to a height of 250 ft. A
guide may be obtained at the office of the Governor (in the left wing
of the palace). The view from the top is very fine, but the ascent

becomes pretty arduous beyond the fourth story. According to

legend, the Tartar princess Syuyumbeka threw herself from the top

of the tower in 1.552, in hor despair at the ruin of her native town.

The principal street of Kazan is the Yoskres^^inskaya, begin-

ning at the Spasskiya Gate of the Kremlin (see above). The adjoin-

ing bronze >Sfdtiie of Alexander 11. (PL 1 1 ) is by Sherwood (1895).

At the beginning of the street, to the right, is the Trading
Factory ^Focthhwh v^Bop-b; PL D, 2); in it is the Civic Museum,
containing antiquities from Bulgari (p. 355), objects of the Stone

Age. Tartar curiosities, paintings, coins, and natural history col-

lections. It is open daily, ex(;ept Mon., 10-5 (adm. 10 or 15 cop.,

Sun. and holidays 5 cop.; Russian catalogue 5-15 cop.).

To the N. is the Con,vent of the Viryin Mother of Kazan
(Ka3aHCKiH Boropo^HuiciH >KOHOKiH MonacThiph; PI. I), 2), dat-

ing from 1579. On the spot where the winter-church of the nunnery
now stands, tradition relates that a wonder-working pii^ture of the

Yirgin was found buri^ul in the earth; this is regarded with great

veneration, and has been removed to St. J'etersburg (comp. p. 104).

The (^'athedral, built in 1798-1803, is surmounted by a cupola.

A little to the S.E. of the Factory, in a commanding situation,

is the two-storied Cathedral of SS. Pefpv cit Paul (V]. I), 2). built
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by a Florentine arehitect in 1726. The exterior is decorated with

paintings. The terrace aft'ords a line view. — In the Bolshaya Prohi-

ninaya (PI. D, 2, 3) is the iutei'esting Domestic Industries Musemn
(KycTapHWil Mysefi KasancKaro ryGepncKaro seiviCTBa; open

free 10-3, Sun. and huli(Uiys 12-3; closed on Sat.).— To the right,

at the end of the A^oskresenskaya, arc the buildings of the —
Uffiversit)/ (PI. D, E, 3), which was founded in 1804 and is

attended hy 2100 students. To the N.W. is a bust of the tiiathe-

malician Lohatchcvsl:! (d. 1«46; PL 14), by Dillon (189()). AVith

the university are connected a l)otanical Garden (PI. E, 4) and an

Ethnographical Museum. The Lihrarij, the nucleus of which is

the collection of Prince Potemkin, contains 304,000 vols, (open in

summer 10-2, in winter 9-3; librarian, N. 8t. Vasilyev).

To the N. of the university are a small and somewhat neglected

l)ark named the Tclwruoye Ozero (^lepnoe Osepo; PI. D, 2; re-

staurant, see p. 352), the Lutheran Church (PI. E, 2), and the

Theatre (Pl.E, 2). In the Derzhavin Garden is a seated bronze figure,

hy Thon (1846), of the poet Derzhdviff (1743-1816; PL 13), who
was a native of Kazan, Farther to the E., and reached by tramway
along the Gruzinskaya, is the so-called Russian Switzerland
(PyccKaa UlBeftiiapiH; PL E, F, 2), an extensive natural park, at

the entrance to which is the pleasure-garden mentioned at p. 352.

The Tartar Quarter (PL D, E, 4) contains several unpretending

mosques (tramway, see p. 352). The steamer trip on Lake Kahdn
(Osepo Ka5aH'L; PL E,3,4; 2 hrs. in all; fare 20 cop.) is interesting.

About 1 M. to the W. of the city rises the 3Iemorial of the Capture
of Kazan (PI. 12; C, 2), erected in 1828 and consisting of a truncated
j»yramid, 70 ft. in height, with a two-columned portico o^n eacli side. The
Russian inscription on tlie W. side is 'Bt> naMHTB no6±jihi iia^i, Taxa-
paMH 1552'. The interior is fitted u]) as a chapel, below which is a vault,

with a large open coffin containing bones and skulls dug up during the

construction of the monument. Fee of 15-20 cop. to tlie keeper.

The former Admiraltij (PL B, 2), founded by Peter the Oreat in 1718,

has gradually grown to itlic dimensions of a su))urban (piarter. A shed
liere contains the large galley 'Tver', in which the Empress Catherine
made her trip down the Volga in 17()7 (hardly worth a visit). -A little

to the N. of the Admiralty Quarter, on the Zilfintov Hill, is th{i Zildntov
Convent (PI. B, 1), founded hy Ivan IV. in 1551>. The Yagodnaya Slo-

hoda (PI. B, (.', 1), on the right^ hank of the Kazanka, contains the attrac-

tive Alafnzov People's Palace and a Powder Mill (riopoxoBOH sano;!'!.),

the latter built in 1776-87.

From Kazan to Perm, 911 V. (607 M.). Steamer up the Kama in

\ days (fares, see p. 852; D. 70 cop. to 1 rb. 10 cop.). — The Kama,
failed by the Tartars Agh-ldel or 'White River', is 1764 V. (1150M.) in

length, and flows through the governments of Perm, Ufa, Vyatka, and
Kazan. Its banks show as rich a confusion of races as does tlie Volga
hetween Nizhni-Novgorod and Samara. The races re])resentcd on both
banks of the Kama include Russians, Bashkirs, Meshtcheryaks, Teptyars,
Voguls, Votyaks, and many more. —At (68V.) Bogorodsic (p. 855) the
•steamer quits the Volga, turns to the left, and enters the Kama. — 185 V.
Tchifftopol, the chief grain-port (rye) on the Kama, lies on the left bank,
and is the capital of a district in the province of Kazan. Pop. 25,000. —
At (251V.) Sokolki we pass the mouth of the Vyatka (left). — 302 V.
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Veldbitga, on the right hank, a district - capital in the government of

Vyatka. Pop. 17,400. — Between (394 Y.) Fgam Bar and (419 V.) Kara-
knlino the Bjjelaya (steamer to Ufa, see p. 370) enters the Kama on the

right. — 501V. Sardpvl, on the right bank, a district-town in the govern-
ment of Vyatka. Pop. 19,700 —911 V. (607 M.) Perm, see p. 259.

From Kazan to Timirydzevo (Penza, Nizhni-Novgorod) and Moscow,
see R. 47. The railway station (PL C, D, 3; restaurant) lies on the W.
side of the city.

Continuation of Volga Voyage. As we leave Kazau we enjoy

a fine retrospect of it to the left. To the right, on the slopes of

the Uslon Hill, is Verkhni Uslov, a colony of datchas or villas.

—

458 V. (r.) f Bogorodsky a village.

464 V. (1.) Mouth of the Kama (comp. p. 354). The clear water
of this stream does not mix very readily with the muddy Volga. The
Kama forms a dividing line in the geognostic profile of the banks of

the Volga. The hitherto predominant marl strata of the Permian
and Triassic formations now give way to Jurassic limestone, which
is soon succeeded by chalk. To the limestone formation belong the

Shtchutchi ('Pike'), Unddriskij and Gorodishtchenski HillSj which
begin (with a height of ca. 100 ft.) at Tetyushi. The rest of the

district to the S. of Kazan is covered with forests of oak, pine, fir,

and other trees. Large pastures- extend on both hanks of the Volga,

and the wool shorn in this district is highly valued.

487 V. (1.) fSjJasski Zaton is the port for tlic town of S})assk

(3100 inhah.), 8 M. to the E.— The right bank is now again hilly.

507 V. (1.). About 6 V. (4 M.) from the river, near the village of

Uspenskoye or Bolfjdr, are the Ruins of Bulgari, which may
he reached from (18 M.) Spasski Zaton (see above) via Novo-Mordo-
voye. In the middle of the village stands the Church of the Assump-
tion, about 060 yds. to the S.F]. of which is a well-preserved minaret.

The ruins, largely overgrown with vegetation, were rediscovered in

the time of Peter the Great, and were afterwards partly used in the

construction of the village.

The Bulf^ars or Bulgarians were a Turko-Pinnish race, the origins of
which arc veiled in darkness. They seem to have reached the Volga
about the beginning of tin; Christian era. Towards the middle of the
lOth cent., when their cajiital, Bulgari, was a ]>rospor(>us and important
place, they became converts to Islam. The Mongolian storm, which
Hwej)t over K. Europe in the 13th cent., shook the foundations of the
Bulgarian kingdom, though it stilJ retained nominal ])rinc(!s of its own.
It regitincfl a mrasure of prosjx'rity und(;r the Khans of tlie Golden
Horde, but Timur put an end to it at the cb)se of the 14th century. A
little later the plac<; of the Bulgarian kingdom was taken by the khanate
of Kazan under riu-Makliniet (p. 352).

514 V. (\\) t 7V/i/uKh{j the capital of a district in th(^ govcM'iimciit

of Kazan. i*op. fiOOO. We now j)ass several wooded islands. The
small river Mdi/uiy to the left, forms the boundary between i\u*

governments of Kazan and Samara, iielow it the V^)lga makes a

wide sweep towards the W.
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«13Y. (r.) fSimbirsk, Chm6iipckt.. -Hotels (HoMepS). Staro-
TroitzkoJ/a, Spasskaya, R. 1-3 rb., hed-linen 20 cop., D. (1-6 p.m.) 60 cop.
to 1 rh. 20 cop., with fair restaurant: Kartashdv, Spasskaya; Bossii/a,
Dvortzovaya; Novo-Troitzkaya, Moskovskaya.

—

Izv6shtchik from tlic

steamer-landing to tho town 80, from the rail, station to the town ,50, to

the steamer-landing 60, per drive 25. per hr. 60 cop.—-An electric tram-
way is to be opened in 1914. Promenades. Nicholas Garden, near the
Court House; Vladimir Garden, in the Venetz, with a summer-theatre
(restaurant) and fine view of the Volga.

Simbirsk i^diYidiT^ 'Hill of the Winds'), a provincial capital with

64,000 inhab., lies picturesquely on the steep right bank of the

V^olga. The elevation (410 ft.) over which the town spreads itself

rises between the Volga and the Sviyaga, which joins the larger

river above Kazan. The town, which is the seat of a Greek Catholic

bishop, contains 29 Greek churches, a Roman Catholic church, and

a Lutheran church.
Simbirsk was built in 1648 from the designs of the Boyar Khitrovo,

who surrounded it with palisades to defend it from the Tartars. He also
erected a small fortress with seven towers, H M. from the town, and
connected the two by the * Simbirsk Line', consisting of an earthen
rampart and a moat. In 1670 Simbirsk was unsuccessfully besieged by
Stenka Razin, the robber of the Volga. It became the capital of a pro-

vince in 1796.

The central and highest part of the town is the Venetz^ and from

it the so-called Lower Town descends in steps to the Sviyaga and

the Volga. On the slope above the Volga runs the Peter Paul Street

(IleTponaBJiOBCKiH cnycKT>), which is 2 M. in length. From thoAV.

end of the Peter Paul Street we proceed to the N. across the Bol-

shaya Saratovskaya, the shady main street of the town, then turn to

the right, and follow the Komissariatskaya to the Cathedral Square

(Codopiiafl njiouiajih), in the middle of which stands the Troitzki

Cathedral, erected in 1824-41. Adjacent, to the N., is the Nicholas

Garden, on the S.W. side of which is the Cathedral of iSt. Nicholas

(1 712), while on the S.E. side is the Court House (npHcyTCTBeHHbiH
ArfecTa). Opposite the N. side of the Nicholas Garden are the Clnh of
the Noblesse, with the Karamzin Public Library and the Governor's

Residence. To the W. of the last is the Karamzin Square, containing

a monument, erected in 1845 from Halberg's designs, to the historian

KaramyAv (1766-1826). On the W. side of the square is the Convent

of the Redeemer (CnaccKiH Ti'feBHqiH MOnacTwpB), founded in 1648.

A branch-railway runs from Simbirsk to (155 V. or 101 M.) Inza
(p. y67;. The station is on the S. side of the town, V4 ln'-'« drive from
the centre of it. — Another branch-line runs from Tchasdvnya (opposite

Simbirsk, on the left bank; railway-bridge in course of construction) to
C340 V. or 225 M.) Bngulma, whence it is being continued to Ufa (p. .369).

Continuation of the Volga Voyage. Passengers are advised

to take the steamer starting from Simhirsk at midnight, in order

to traverse the 'Bow of Samara' (p. 357), the most beautiful part

of the Volga, by daylight.— Just beyond Simbirsk the contrast be-

tween the high right bank and the level steppes of the left bank is

particularly marked.
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671 y. (r.) f Sengilei, the chief town ol' a district, with 8800
inhabitants. The chalk hills to the N., AY., and S. are known as the

'Ears of Sengilei' (CeHrnjieHCKie YmH). Farther on, to the right,

we pass the Ilyinski and the Novodyevitche Hills.— 719 V. (r.)

jNovodyevitche, a village in a ravine, with 4500 inhabitants.

—

740 Y. (r.) Usolye, 2^/4 M. from the river, contains the manor-house

of Count Orlov-Daviiiduv, the owner of almost the whole of the land

within the 'Bow of Samara' (see below).

To the right are the picturesque *Hills of Zhigulev (>KHry-

.leBCKia ropLi), a range of limestone hills, 60 M. long, thickly wooded
with oak and lime, and intersected by numerous ravines. They rise

sharply from the river to a height of 750 ft. Many popular legends

are current about the Volga robbers who once infested the recesses

of these hills.— At this point the left bank is also hilly.

762 V. (1.) J Stavropol. The landing-pjace of the steamers is

3 M. from the town of that name (6500 inhab.).

At Stavropol the Volga is compelled, by the encroachment of the

Zhigulev Hills, to deviate towards the E. About 60V. (40 M.) farther

on it turns again to the S., while beyond Samara it flows in a W.
direction towards Suizran (100 M.). The neck or chord of this so-

called Boio of Samara (CaMapcKan JlyKa), from Zhigiili to Pere-

vdlovka, is onlv 13 M. in length. The hills on the bank attain a

height of 650-1000 ft.— 812 V. (1.) Mouth of the Sok. To the S.

rises the huge and conspicuous Tzarev Kurgan^ a bare hill sur-

rounded by the Sok (two sides) and the Kurul.— We pass through

the so-called Samara Gate (CaMapcKia Bopoxa), between the

Syernuiya Hills on the W. and the S6kolovuiya Hills on the E.

848 V. or 565 M. (1.) fSamara, Canapa. — The steamer stays here

:^>-:^V2 ^^^^- Izvoshtchiks (see ])elow) at the landing-stage.— The Railway
Station (good restaurant) is on the E. side of the town, about 1-^4 M. from
the Alexeyevskaya Square. [On leaving the square we turn to the left

through the Ulitza Lva Tolstogo, formerly tlic Mozkatelnaya ; after 25 min.
we turn again to the left through the Dvoryanskaya.]

IIoTKLs, *X(Uiun(il, cor. of Saratovskaya and Panskaya, R. 8rb.;
(irund-Hotd, Dvoryanskaya 111, K. 2-51/2 rb., D. (1-fi p.m.) 90 cop. & 1 rb.

20 cop. ; Centrdlncufa, Dvoryanskaya 103, with good restaurant, R. 1-6 rb.,

bed-lineii .50 cop., D. Cl-fJ p.m.) 90 cop. & 1 rb. 20 cop., omn. 50 coj). ; Bristol,
Dvoryanskaya iH\, D. 05 cop. & 1 rb. 10 cop. — C'cz/e Jean, Qvoryanskaya
76, near the; Alexeyevskaya Scpiare (also confectioner).

Plkamlkk Resout. Strukorski Garden, at the N. end of the Dvor-
yanskaya, with restaurant and line view of the Volga; music after 7 p.m.

Post & Tki.koraph Office in the Panskaya, cor. of the Dvoryanskaya.
1zv6mht(,iiik from the Volga to the rail, station 50, from the station

to the town 10, per drive 25 (;oj).

—

Tramway from the station through
tlie t(jwn; also in summer from the Zemstvo Hospital to Dr. Postnikov's
EHtablishment (p. .S5H; fare 10 cop.;.

Steamhoatm upstream to Kazan (fares 9 rh. 15, 5 rl>. 95 cop.) and to

Nizhni-Novgorod (1.S rb. 00, 8 rh. 70 <!<»p.); dowuHtream to Suizran (IJ rb. .'50,

2 rb. 20 cop.), to Saratov (9 rb. 15, 5 rb. 95 <'op.), to Kamuishin (12 rb. 25,

7 rl). 90 c<»p.;,. to Tzaritzuin Ml rb. HO, <> rb. CO ((.p.), and to Astrakhan
(20 rb. 35, l;i rb. 10 cop.).
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Sanuird (l^o I't.), situated at the cuiitluenee of the Saniarii and

the Volga, on the high left bank of that river, is the capital of a

government, the sec of a Greek Catholic bishop, and the headquarters

cf the 24th Army Corps. Pop. 146,000. It contains 24 Greek
churches, a Lutheran church, and two convents, carries on a brisk

trade, especially in corn, and is a busy manufacturing place (Zhigu-

levski Brewery). The town is said to have been founded in 1586 to

protect the Russian frontier against the inroads of the Kalmucks,
Bashkirs, and Xogai Tartars, and to cover the trading-route from
Kazan to Astrakhan. It became the capital of a district in 1780
and of a province in 1851.

From the bank of the Volga we ascend to the E. by the Zavod-

skaya to the (10 niin.) Alexeyevskaya Square, with the Government
Offices and tha District Coiirt. In the middle of the square stands

a Momnnent to Alexander II., by Sherwood, nnveiled in 1889. The
lofty granite pedestal which bears the bronze statue of the Tzar is

surrounded by figures of a Peasant, a Circassian, Bulgaria, and Asia,

referring respectively to the abolition of serfdom, the conquest of

the Caucasus, the delivery of the Balkan Slavs from the Turkish

yoke, and the acquisition of Central Asia.— About -^/^^ M. to the S.,

on the tongue of land between the Volga and Samara, are the Church

of the Kazaff Virgin Mother, built in 1730-35, and the Spaso-
Freohrazhen,skaya Oiurch, founded in 1685.

The most important of the streets traversing the town from N.

to S. are the Preobrazhenskaya, the Kazdnskaya, the Voznesen-

skaya, the Di^orydnskaya, and the Sardtovskaya. The first of

these, adjoining the Volga, contains the Church of the Annunciation

,

built in 1785. At the X. end of the Dvoryanskaya, which crosses

the Alexeyevskaya Square, and ^/^ M. from the square, lies the

Strukovski frarden (p. 357). To the E. of this are the Theatre

and the blue-domed Alexander Nevski Cathedral, erected in 1894

1)y Zhiber. The cbief business thoroughfar(\s are the Dvoryanskaya

and the Panskaya, running at right angles to each other.

About 11/2 M. to the N. of the cathedral is the Zemstvo Hospital.

From this point we take the tramway to the N., passing near the

Anndyevo Kumiss Establishment (on the left), to (2 M.) Dr.

Pdstnikov^s Kumiss Establishment (KyMbicojieMe6Hoe 3aBe;ieHie

^TOKTopa IIocTHHKOBa; cab from the Strukovski Garden in ^/j, hr.,

fare there & back 2 rb., including 1 hr.'s waiting). This establish-

ment, the oldest of its kind in Russia (founded in 1858), lies in a

park on the high bank of the Volga, Vs ^^- f^'^m the river, and con-

sists of isolated cottages (pens., incl. kumiss, 100 rb. per month).

Kumiaa, also known as Milk Wine, is prepared by fermentation from
mare's milk, and is said to be easily digestible and very nourishing.

The process of fermentation produces lactic acid, carbonic acid, and
alcohol, the first two of which aid digestion, while the latter imparts
a slightly stimulating quality. The i)atieDt generally begins with one or
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two bottles daily aud gradually raises the number to live. The best time
for the cure is spring and early summer.

Railway from Samara to Moscoio, see R. 48; to Orenburg^ see R. 49;
to Tchelyabinsk (Traus-Siberian Railway, R. 77), see R. 50.

Beyond Samara the woods gradually disappear and the hills

diminish to a height of 130-165 ft. The geological formation of the

banks, consisting of cretaceous and limestone rock honeycombed with

caves, continues the same. The left bank consists of undulating

prairie, generally covered with luxuriant grass.

883 Y. (1.) iYekaterwovl-a; 922 Y. (r.) Petcherskoye, with

asphalt works. Just short of (937 V.) fBatraki (r.), a station on

the railway from (Moscow) Suizran to Samara (R. 48). we pass

under the large railway-bridge.

963 V. (642 M. : r.) fSuizran, CbispaHt. ^ in summer the Stbamek
Landing Place is at the island of Bakov, oVa M. from the town. —
Hotels. Yevropeiskaija, Bolshaya, R. Vl2-i I'b., bed-linen 40, D. (1-5 p.m.)
65 cop. to 1 rb.; Centrdtiiuit/e Noiaerd. — Izvoshtchik from the rail, sta-

tion to the town 30, from the town to the summer harbour 75 cop.

Suizraiiy the chief town of a district in the government of Sim-

birsk, lies on the Suizran Voloshka and the little river Kruimzcij

the ravine of which divides the town into two parts. The town,

which dates from 1683, was destroyed by fire in 1906, and has since

been rebuilt. Pop. 46,000.
Railway Station (Restaurant, fair) for all lines, about V2 ^- to the

N. of the town. Railway to Samara, see R. 48 a; to Ryazhsk (Moscow),
see RR. 48 a, 48 b; to Riizdyevka (Moscow, Nizhni Novgorod), see R. 48 c.

Voyage down the Volga from Suizran to Astrakhan, see R. 01.

46. From Moscow to Tula and Kursk
(KluirkoVy Sebastopol).

502 V. (333 M.). Railway in 12 hrs. (ordinary train) or QVa hrs. (ex-

press; fares 16 rb. 25, lOrb. 45cop. ; reserved seat Vjo rb.; sleeping-car
4 rb., 3 rb.).

Moscow, see p. 269. The train starts from the Kursk & Nizhni-

Novgorod Station, on leaving which we see the Andronov Convent

(p. 1514) on the right.— 10 V. Lyuhlhto-Ddtchnoye (p. ;J21); 18 Y.

Tzaritzuino-Ddtchuoye (p. 322); 40 V. Podolsk , a small district-

town of 9000 inhab. with a largr cement factory. Between (60 V.)

Sfolbovdya and (70 V.) Lopdsiiyd \\w. Russians gained a victory

over the Orim -Tartars in 1572.

93 V. Serpukhov f/cftilivai/ Ri^Htaurant)^ an industrial dis-

trict-town with .'}6,(M)<) inhai). in the province of Moscow, is situated

on the small river Nora, which joins the Oka a littb; farther to

the S. The Cathedral of the Trinity was built by Priui^e Vladimir
An<lrey(!vitch in l.'WO and rem<Mlelled in the IHth c(;ntury.

About 4 M. beyond Serpukhov the train crosses the Okd, which
here forms the boundary of the j)rovince of Tula and has already
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attainLMl a width of 220 yds. — The farther we penetrate to the 8.

into the fertile government of Tula, the more do the villages dilt'er

from those in the more northern provinces. The houses are still

usually built of wood, but in a style that unmistakably indicates

that we have passed beyond the luxuriant forests of the N. The
art of wood-carving is lost. The roofs generally consist of thatch.

182 V. (121 M.) Tula, Tyjia.--The Bailwiuj Station (Restaurant,
very fair; stall for Tula wares, prices high) lies ou tlie W. side of the
town, 2 M. from tlie Kremlin.— Hotels. Tchernuislwvskaya Gostinitza
(Tchalkin's Hotel), KivQyskdyh, cor. of Ploshtchadnnya, R.'2, D. l>/4-i:V4,

omn. V2 ih., very fair; Artel, Kiyevskaya 1, near the Kremlin, R. 1-3V2?
D. (1-7 p.m.) 3/4-iV4 I'h., omn. 40 cop.; Kommertcheskaya, Voronezhskaya.
— Restaurant. Krenilin Garden (p. 361), D. (1-7 p.m.) •'^/4-lV4 ih.

—

IzvoSHTCHiK from or to the rail, station 50, per hr. 50 cop. — Tramway
(5 cop.) from the station through the town. — Bafh.9 in the AntonoA'^skiya
Bani, Gryazevskaya.

The so-called Tula Wares, consisting of objects in brass (samovars),
nickel-plate, iron, and steel (knives), are widely known, and may be ad-
vantageously purchased at the shops of Babashev (Kiyevskaya 0) and
Shtchelkin (Posolskaya 54). The so-called Ttda Work, consisting of black
enamel inlaid with silver, is often imitated, most successfully in the
governments of Vologda (Ustyug and Totma) and Moscow. — Tida Sugar
Biscuits (IIpHHHKH) may be obtained from Byelolij)etzki, Pyatnitzkaya 10,

a little to the N. of the Kremlin.

2\da (820 ft.), the industrial capital of the government of the

same name and the seat of the Greek Catholic bishop of Tula and

Byelev, lies on both sides of the Ujmi, an affluent of the Oka. Pop.

137,000 (many artisans). The tow^n contains a Lutheran, a Roman
Catholic, and numerous Greek Catholic churches. Tula is first men-
tioned in 1146. Like all the towns to the S. of the Oka, it had

much to suffer from the inroads of the Tartars. The iron deposits

in the vicinity of Tula were discovered in the 16th cent., and the

first gun-factory W' as established in 1632, by a Dutchman named
Vienius. The prosperity of the town dates from 1712, when Peter

the Great established the Imperial Small Arms Factory here.

From the railway station (tramway) we proceed straight along

the Suvorovskaya, and at its end (l^/g M.) we turn to the right

thi'ough the Posolskaya. The latter soon turns to the left, and

farther on (7 min.) crosses the Kiyevskaya, the main street of the

town. The N. part of the Kiyevskaya (to the left) passes quite near

the Kremlin (see below) ; in the S. part are the Government Offices

(r.), the District Court (1.), the Assembly House of the Nobles (r.),

containing a concert-room, and (No. 56, on the right) a 3Iuseurti of
Domestic Industries (porter at the rear of the building).— At the

X. end of the Kiyevskaya, to the left of the entrance to the Kremlin,

is the City Library, built in 1912, wdth a museum. The Kremlin,

about 1)85 it. long and 630 ft. wide, was built in the 16th cent, and

restored in 1784 and 1824. Its N. side abuts on the Upa. Within
its walls lie the guard-house, the Cathedral of the Assumption
(1744), and (to the N. of the latter) the Cathedral of the Epiphany.
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The Kremlin is surrounded by the Kremlin Garden, containing a

restaurant (p. 360).— A little to the E. of the Kremlin, in the Sadovi

Prrenlok, are the Archbishop' s Palace and a Collection of Ecclesias-

tical Antiquities (IlajiaTa ^peBHOCxeii; open free on Sun., 12-2).

On the X. side of the Kremlin is a wooden bridge crossing the

Upa, the water of which is dammed up for use in the arms factory.

To the left, on the Upa. are the extensive buildings of the Imperial

Small Arms Factory (HMnepaxopcKiH opysKenHtiH saBO^'L),

which was erected under the superintendence of an Englishman
named Trewheller. In the grounds, on the 8. side, is a bronze

statue of Peter the Great by Bach (1912).
From Tui.a to Yeletz, 229 V. (153 M.), railway in 9 hrs. — Beyond

(47 V.) Uzlovdya (p. 364) the train traverses the Moscow Coal Basin. 93 Y.
Mdlyovka (MajiesKa), with the coal-pits of Count B6brinski ; 104 V. Vdlovo
f'see below) ; 155 V. Yefr^mov (Rail. Restaurant).— 229 V. Yeletz, see p. 362.

From Tula to Vyazma^ see p. 254; to Samara, see R. 48 a.

About 21/4 M. to the S.W. of (193 Y.) Zdsyeka, a villa-colony

(carr. 50 cop.), lies Yasnaya Polyana (carr. from Tula and back
in 5-6 hrs. 4-5 rb. ; the Tolstoi Museum at Moscow arranges excur-

sions), the birthplace of Count Leo Nikolayevitch Tolstoi (1828-1910

;

comp. below). His house may be visited every Sun. (10-1) on the

production of tickets obtained gratis in Moscow at the Magasin
Pozrednik. Petrovskiya Line (PI. D, 3; //). In the Park (finger-

post. Ha MorHjiy), on the so-called Stari Zakas Hill, is the tomb
of Tolstoi, surrounded by nine oaks.— 203 Y. Shtchekino, about

4^2 ^'^- from Yasnaya Polyana.— 259 Y. Gorbatchovo.
From Gtorbatchovo to Bogoyavlensk (224 Y. or 148 M.), railway in

8 hrs. — 59 Y. Vdlovo (Rail. Restaurant), see above.— About 14 M. to* the
N. of (107 Y.) KvUkdvo Pole, and not far from the Don, is the battlefield
of Kvlik6vo, where Grand-Duke Demetrius Iv4novitch Donskoi defeated
the Mongols under Khan Mamai on Sept. 8th, 1380; a bronze tablet was
erected in 1848 on the Krasrii Kholm to commemorate the victory. — 169 Y.
Astdpovo (Rail. Restaurant). It was here that Count Tolstdi (eomp.
above) died in tlie house of the station-master on Nov. 7th (20th), 1910.
Branch-linos to (105 Y.) Yeletz (p. 362) and to (28 Y.) Troekurovo (p. 432).
-202Y. Ranenhvrg, see p. 432.- 224 Y. (148 M.) BogoyavUnsk (Rail.
Rofitnurant), see p. 427.

From fforbatdiovo a branch-line runs W. to (182 Y.) Snkhinitchi (p. 376).

266 Y. Skurdfovo (Rail. Restaurant), a village in the district

of Tchern. Just short of (310 Y.) Mtzensk (MueHCK-B), a district-

town on the Znsha, with 14,500 inhab., we cross the Ziisha.

358 Y. (239 M.) Or61, Opejii, (pron. Ary61).— ti..> Railway .sta-

tion (Restaurant, fair; D. 8/4-I rb.), lies ou the right l)iiiik of the OkH,
2 M. to the E. of the t(twn. — Hotels. Berlin, Gostinaya, R. 1-3, D. (1-7

p.m.) l>/2 rb., well spftken of; Yevropii^kayu ; MHropoIr, R. 1-3, D. (2-

H p.m.) Va-t rl).; PeterbnryHkaya, the last tlirro in the iloikliovskslya. —
Town Park, with restaurant; corKM-rt and variety cntcrtiiinnH'nt in the
evenings.- Post ani> TELK(ntAi'H Office in the .Sadovaya. Izvohhtchik
from the rail, station to tin; Oka 40, to the Orlik .'iO, to the upper town 60,
per drive 20, per hr. 5<J cop. - PJle( thic Tkamways run from the stntion
viA the MonkrSvskavH nnd the Bolkhovflki'iya to the Cadet School.



Orel (OoO ft.), the capital of the goverunieut of that name iiud

the see of the Bishop of Orel and Syevsk, was founded about the

middle of the Kith eenturv. It is situated at the eonilueuee of the

Orlilc with the Oka (here 130 yds. in width). Pop. 91,000.— From
the railway station we go to the right, and after 5 min. turn to

the left into the Moskovskaya, which leads through a poor quarter

of the town to the (2 M.) Oka bridge (view). On the other side of

the bridge we follow the Gostinaya, passing the City Hall on the

left. About 6 min. farther on we cross the Orlik and ascend through

the Bolkhovskaya, the main street of the more important part of

the town, which joins the SadcWaya beside the (1/4 hr.) Oub of the

Nohhi^.^e (4oMT> ^BopHHCTBa ; r.). AVe follow the last-named street

to the right. On the left side of it are the Government Btnldimfs
(containing a small local museum), and the District Court. On the

right side lies the Toivn ParA' (Restaurant, see p. 861). Farther

on, to the left, are the Cathedral of SS. Peter & Paul, begun in

1794 and completed in 1861, and the Governor's Residence, to the

N. of which is the Cadet School. By following the Sadovaya to the

left from the Club of the Noblesse, we reach the Roman Catholic

Church and the Lutheraii Chnrch.

From Okel to G-ryazi, 290 V. (lOliM.), railway in 10 hrs. — From (86 V.)

Verkhovye (Bail. Restaurant) a branch-line runs to (123 V.; Mainiuizhi

(p. 428).
' At (166 V.) KazaM we cross a bridge 130 ft. in height. The

district traversed is attractive. — 184 V. Yel6tz (Ejieut; Bail. Bestmi-
rant; Peterbtft'fjslaya ; Pojpdvskaya; Orel; droshky from the rail, station

to the town 50, per hr. 50 cop.), a district-town in t)ie government of Orel,

is pleasantly situated on the left bank of the Sosnd, contains numerous
factories, and carries on a trade in cattle. Pop. 58,000. The Cathedral of
the Virgin contains some old paintings of saints. The Numiery of the.

Apparition of the Virgin resembles a fortress. The chapels of the former
Monaster!/ of the Holy Trinity (12th cent.) are said to have been built

above the graves of those who fell in 1895 while defending the town
against the Tartars. Branch-lines to (105 V.) Astapovo (p. .861) and to

(118 V.) Kastornaya (p. 428); to Tula, see p. 861.- Beyond (209 V.) Bon
we cross the Don by a lattice-bridge. — 256 V. Lipetzk {Minerdlnuiya
Vodi, a state institution, R. ^j^-A rb.; droshky from the rail, station to the
town 50 cop.), a district-tOAvn in the government of Tambov, situated on
the lofty right hank of the Voronezh, about 2 M. to the S.E. of the station.

Pop. 23,500. Th(! Alkaline Sj/rijigs, containing iron, are said to have been
discovered by Peter I. in 1700. The season lasts from May 20th to Aug.
31st (O.S.); visitors' tax 3rb.--290V. (198 M.) Gryazi, see p. 427.

From Orel to Smolensk, see p. 253.

Beyond (429 Y .} Malo-Archangel we enter the province of Kursk.

We have now reached the river-system of the Dnieper, and the hills

gradually disappear and give place to the plain. As we near Kursk

the appearancf; both of the villages and of the inhabitants (changes;

the woodwork of the houses is covered with (;lay, and wicker-work

frequently takes the place of the wooden beams of the N.

479 V. Korenndya Pustuin. About 3 M. from the rail, station,

on the right, is the Karen Hermitage (KopeHHaa nycTfciHB), a

i
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wealthy convent with three churches founded in 151»7. On the second

Friday after Whitsunday the picture of the Virgin is brought in

solemn procession from the Convent of the Apparition of the Virgin,

in Kursk, to this spot, where it remains till Sept. 13th (O.S.).

502 V. (333 M.) Kursk, KypCK-L. — The Main Eailway Station
(Restaurant, fair) lies about 4 M. to the N.E. of the town, with wliicli it

is connected by a hranch-line (2nd cl. fare 14 co|),). — Hotels, roltordtzki,
Moskovskaya, near the Krasnaya Square, R. ^Vr^V^? ^- (2-7 p.m ) Va-l rb.

;

BeUevue. R. IV2-5 rb., D. (2-8 p.m.) from 50 cop. ; Hotel du Nord, these
two in the Moskovskaya. — Izv(>shtchik from the Main Station to the
town 75, per drive 25. ])er hr. 50 cop.; with rubber tyres 1 rb., 85 cop., or

70 cop. — An ELEf'TRir Tramway runs through the town from tlie Moscow
Arch, passing close by tlie Town Railway Station, to the Klierson Arch.

Kursk (TOo ft.), the capital of a government and the see of the

Greek Catholic bishop of Kursk and Byelgorod, lies on two ridges

at the confluence of the Kur and the Trishh', near the point where
the latter fl«jws into the Seim. Pop. S3,000, including Great and

Little Russians, Poles, and about 350 German Russians. Kursk
carries on an important trade in grain, linen, leather, and fruit

(apples). Kursk, founded in the 9th cent, and lirst mentioned in a

document of 1095, was destroyed by the Mongols in 1240, long-

belonged to Lithuania, and was eventually annexed to the princi-

pality of Moscow.
The more important part of Kursk lies on the left bank of the

Kur. We turn to the right on leaving the railway station, and after

2 min. turn again to the right through the Khersonskaya and ascend

to (7 min.) the Krasnaya Square, with the Town Park (Restaurant,

D. 72-1 rb.). On the S. side of the square is the Cotfvent of the

Apparition of thr Virc/in (SnaMeHCKiH MOHacTbipt), erected in

1612 in comme'moiation cd' the deliverance from the Poles. Its main
church has since 1618 contained the venerated picture of the Appar-
ition of the Virgin, whicli was found in 1295 in the Koren Her-

mitage (p. 362). To the left of the convent are the Govei'nment
Administra/io/f Builflmr/s, containing a museum (local antiquities,

objets d'art, portraits; open daily, excerpt Mon., 11-3; adm. 2() cop.).

Opposite is a simple monument to the poet T. F. HogdamWitch
'd. 1S03). On the N. sidc^ of Krasnaya Scpiare begins the Moskov-
skaya, the main street of town, containing tlie Lffherrnf CJinrch

nf ,S*S. Peter dc Paul (on the right). \ little to the K. is the Ca-
thedral of the Kazan Vircfiit Mother (18th cent.). To th(! \.W. of

the Krasnaya Srjuare, on the iiigh bank of the Kur, is tlie Rnnian
( 'atholie Chu rrh

.

Fkom Ki-usk to Kono'kh' (Kievi, 2M\ V. (IT).') .M.). lailway in 7 lirs.

74 V. Lf/or 'Jli.roin,: Itail. llrstaurHiit; pp. :{?<>, :iM<>]; 112 V. K(n-(hievo
(Rail. Kcstiinrant). MM V. \'or<izhl}d (Hail. licHtaiirant). To Kharkov, see

J).
.S81); lijfht railway to (125 V.) Khutor MikliailovHki (p. .S7(?). 2;jr) V.

(155 M.) KoHofdp (Rail. RcBtaurnnt). To Kiev, see ])\k 87U, .S77.

From Kursk t<» Kharkov, see R, 56 b; to Voronezh, nee p. 428.
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47. Prom Moscow to Kazan.
903 V. (600 M.). Express train in 24 hrs. (fares 20 rb. 50, 12 rb. 80 cop.;

reBPrved scat li/grb.). Ordinary train in 33 hrs.

Moscow (Kazan Station), see p. 270.— 11 V. Veshnyaki. About
J M. to the N.E. is Kuskovo (p. 321), and about 2 M. to the S. is

Kuzniinki (p. 321).— 15 V. Kosi7i6 (p. 321). —19 V. Lyubet^tzi.

To Ryazan, see R. 48b.— The train turns towards the E.— 54 V.

Gzheh From (82 Y.) Kurovskaya a branch-railway runs N. to

(28 V.) Oryekhovo (p'. 337). 147 V. Tcherusti (Rail. Restaurant).

270 V. (179 M.) Murom {Rail Restaurant; izvoshtchik from
the station to the town 25. to the harbour 50 cop.), an old town on

the Okdj contains 18,600 inhab., and is said to have been founded

in the 9th century.
Steamers ply from Murom up the Oka in 2 days to Ryazdn (p. 366),

passing (i) hrs.) Yeldtma, a small town in the government of Tambov,
and Kasimov, which in the middle of the 15th cent, was the seat of the
Tartar Khan Kasim. Other steamers ply downstream to (15 hrs.) Nizhni-
Novgorod (p. 339), passing (7 hrs.) Pdvlovo, with its extensive manufac-
tures of knives, locks, and other hardware.

From Murom a branch-railway runs N. to (103 V.) Kovrov (p. 338).

Just beyond Murom the train crosses the Oka and farther on

the Tyosha.— 390 V. Arzamds (Rail. Restaurant), a town on the

right bank of the Tyosha, with 13,500 inhab. and a school of

painting founded by the Academician Stupin in 1800. Many Mord-
vins live in the environs. From Arzamas a branch-railway runs

X. to (120 V.) Nizhni-Novgorod (p. 339).
About 50 V. (38 M.) to the S.W. of Arzamas, in the government of

Tambov, lies the Sarov Convent (CapoBCKan nycTBiHL), founded in the
17th cent., and containing the wonder-working remains of Seraphim
'd, 1833), who was canonized in 1903.

The train runs to the S.E. through a corn-district. 449 V.

Lukoydnov (Rail. Restaurant). From (554 V.) Timirydzevo (Rail.

Restaurant) a branch-railway runs S. to (52 V.) Ruzayevka (p. 367).

The line turns to the N.E. 674 V. Alatuir (Rail. Restaurant),

a district-town with 25,600 inhab. on the left bank of the Surd.

We cross the river. Beyond (860 V.) Sviydzhsk (Rail, Restaurant;

see p. 351) we cross the Volga by the Romdnov Bridge^ built in

1913.— 868 V. Zelyoni Dol— 90'dY. (600 M.) /la^cm (p. 352).

48. From Moscow to Samara (Siberia,

Tashkent).

a. Via Tula and Ryazhsk (Siberia).

1115 V. (738 M.). Railway in 32 hrs. (fares 23 rb. 50, 14 rb. 10 cop.j;

reserved seat (p. xxiii) 2 rb. 40 cop. extra. Trans-Siharian Express twice
weekly in 26 hrs. (^fares 49 rb., 31 rb. 90 cop.).

From Moscow to (182 V.) Tula, see R. 46.— 240 V. Uzlovdya
(Rail. Restaurant; p. 361;. 311V. I\re)nUvo, tha jnnvA'wu for thn
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Moscow-Saratov Railway (R. 60). 336 Y. Skopm (Rail. Restaurant),

a district-town with 16,800 inhab. in the government of Ryazan, lies

upon the left bank of the Verda (pron. Yi6rda).— 377 Y. Ryazhsk
(Ph^ck-l; Bail. Restaurant), a district-town with 15,400 inhab. in

the government of Ryazan, situated on the KJufptd, To Ryazan, see

p. 367; to Kozlov, see p. 427.

Beyond Ryazhsk the railway traverses a prosperous -looking

district, where the large villages resemble those in S. Russia. The
horses raised here are celebrated. 437 Y. Verda (pron. Yiorda;

Rail. Restaurant); 499 Y. Morshdnsk (Rail. Restaurant), a district-

town in the government of Tambov, situated on the left bank of the

Tzna, with 31,800 inhabitants.

The train crosses the Tzna by an iron bridge. Farther on we
cross a wide and fruitful plain intersected by low ranges of hills.

From (546 Y.) Vernddovka a branch-railway runs to (121 Y.) Kusta-

revka (p. 367). 616 Y. Patckdma (Rail. Restaurant). About 20 M.
to the S.W. of (669 Y.) Voydkovo is the estate of Tarkhdnij con-

taining the burial-place of the poet Lermontov (p. 459).

751 Y. (498 M.) Penza. -^Rail. Restaurant, fair. — Hotels. Fershin,
Mosk6v8kaya, cear the Cathedral Square ; Grand-Hotel , in the lower half of
the Mosk6v8kava, cor. of Rozhdestvenskaya, R. 1-6 rb., with good restaurant
(D. 3/^ & 11/^ lb.; I Treumann, cor. of L^karskaya and Nik61skaya, near
the Cathedral Square, hotel garni, R. 80 cop. to 4 rb., bed-linen 35 cop.

—

Cab from the railway station to the town 50, per drive' 20, per hr. 50 cop.

Penztty the capital of the government of that name and the see

of a Greek Catholic bishop, was founded al the beginning of the

17th century. It is situated at the foot of a slope at the confluence

of the Penza with the Surd. Pop. S0,000. From the railway station

we bear to the left across the open space and then follow the L6kar-
skaya; after 9 min. we turn to the left, and in 2 min. more to the

right along the Moskovskaya, the main street of the town, ascending

towards the S. In the shops of this street may be obtained the shawls
and other articles of goats' wool (nyx6Bi>ie), which form a specialty

of Penza (5-30 rb., according to size). In the upper part of the town,
at the S. end of the Moskovskaya (a walk of fully 20 min.), is tlie Cath-
edral Square (CoCopnaH nji6uia/ib), containing the Greek Catholic

Cathedral^ the Cmirt Houses and the Governor s Reddevce. On
the S. side of the cathedral is a shady square with a bronze bust of

L/jrmontov (see above). To the S. of this square, at No. 5 8ad('»vaya,

is the Selii'^r.Htov Drawing Academy (PHConajiLHoe ymijiHiue
H Myseii U. Jl. Ce.iHBepcTOBa), containing a collection of j)ictures

and (first tlooi) a small archaeological museum (op«'n free on week-
days 12-3, Sun. & holidays 11-3). The Sadovaya runs to the W., to-

wards th»- high«'Ht part of tht; town. In the Dvorydnskaya, the second

cross-street b<'yond tlie Drawing Academy, is ihv, Lutheran Church.
Hence a roud leads W., through a wood 1 M. wide, to the Horti-
cultural School (YHiijinmii ea^ojioAt^Tiiai, situated on a hill.
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Braiich-lineB run from Penza to the S. to (148 V.) litishtchevo (p. 482)
and to the N. (aopnrato railway station on the E. side of the town) to

i72 V.) Tuui/pf/pvka and (132 YS Bnzdijevka (p. 807). Abont M. to the
8.W. of Tanyeyevka is tlie village of Suvorovskoije, once the property
of Field Marshal Siivorov, who is commemorated here hy a hronze bust,

nn veiled in 1903, after a desij^n by Rukavishnikov.

AVe next traverse a district fnll of woods, which farther on are

lari^ely replaced by tilled land. Beyond (868 V.) Ktiznefzk (Kail. Ke-

staurant) the train crosses at once the bonndary of the government of

Simbirsk and the river StdzraUj the left bank of which it then skirts.

'.)8() V. Suizran (Rail. Eestaurant), see p. 359. — The railway

now appi'oaches the Volga, and runs close to its right bank.

About 5 M. beyond (999 V.) Batrahi (130 ft.; see p. 359) the

train crosses the Volga by the imposing Alexander' Bridge, built

in 1875-80. The bridge, which has 13 openings and is 1570yds. long,

takes min. to traverse.

Just short of Samara we cross the river of that name.

1115 V. (738 M.) Samara (p. 357).

1). Via Ryazan (Rostov-on-the-Don) and Ryazhsk (Siberia).

1033 V. (685 M.). Railway in 31 hrs. (fares 22>/s, rh., 131/2 i"h. ; reserved
seat 2 rh. 40 cop. extra).

From Moscow to (19 V. or 13 M.) Lyubertzi, sec R. 47. The
train continues to run towards the S.E.

63 V. Fdusfovo (Rail. Restaurant). From (84 V.) Vaskresej/sk

•d branch-railway runs to {'22 Y.) Yegoryevsk, with "29,200 inhab.

and large cotton-mills.

108 V. Kolomna (Shmelec, Yegorovy both in the Bolshaya

Astrakhanskaya; izvoshtchik from the railway station to the town

40 cop.), a district-town with 29,300 inhab. in the government of

Moscow, is situated on the right bank of the Moskva. Kolomna
is first mentioned in 1177, and was united with the principality of

Moscow in 1305. The Cathedral of the Assnniption, founded at the

end of the 14th cent., was rebuilt in 1672. The Church of the Resur-

rection, dates from the middle of the 14th century. The fortified

Kremlin was finished in 1533; a relic of it still exists in the

Pgatrritzkiya Gate, which was restored in 1895.

110 V. Golfitvin (Rail. Restaurant), with large machine works

( KojiomchckIh MaiUHHo-CTpoHTejiBHLiH saBo^i^; 10,000 hands).

The train crosses the Oka near its confluence with the Moskva.

—

128 V. Lukhovltzl (Rail. Restaurant).
From Lukhovitzi a branch-railway (20 V.) runs to Zardisk, a district-

town witii 8800 inhab., situated on the right bank of the Osiofr, an

affluent of the Oka. The St. Nicholas Cathedral contains a wonder-work-
inf^ picture of St. Nicholas, brought hither from Korsun in 1221.

186 V. (124 M.) Ryazan, Fas'dUh. - HaUna!/ Rmtuuranf.--
Hotels. Steierf. Astiakliaiiskaya, R. 1-5, D. (2-6 p.m.) lV4rh.; Lanin,
Sobornaya; Mordzov, 8o})6rn;iyn, R. -74-2, D. (1-7 p.m.) 1 rb.-- Izvoshtchik
from the rail, station to the town 40-50, to the pier 60, per hr. 50-75 cop.
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Steamers ply daily via Ydatma (p. 364) and Murom (p. 364) to

(650 Y. ; 433 M.) Nizhni-Novgorod (p. 339), taking 21/2 days to do the trip

(fares 9 & 7 rb.j. This excursion may be recommended.

RyazdUj the capital of the government of that name, is situated

at the confluence of the Lehedd with the Truhesh, near its junction

Avith the Okd, and is the see of the Greek Catholic archbishop of

Ryazan and Zaraisk. Pop. 41,000. Among its 24 churches are a

Lutheran and a Koman Catholic church. Ryazan possesses im-

portant manufactures of metal goods, and, as the centre of a rich

province, carries on a lively trade. The more important part of the

town lies on the hill of the old Kremlin., of the fortiilcatious of

which no traces now remain. The Cathedral of the Assumption was
built in 1776. Xear it are the quaint-looking Archbishop^s Palace
and the suppressed Convent of the Holy Ghost, dating from the

15th century. The Church of the Baisin/j of the Cross contains the

tombs of princes and princesses of Ryazan from the 15-16th centuries.

A pleasant excursion may be made to tlie (48 Y. ; 32 M.) village of

Old Ryazan (Cxapafl Phshhl), situated on the right bank of the Oka,
opposite the steamboat-pier of the district-town of Spask. Here are the
remains of the ancient capital and fortress of Ryazan; on the highest
point of the hilly bank is an old earthen rampart.

From Ryazan to Ruzdi/evk'a, see R. 48 c; to Bostov-on-the-Don, see R. 59.

—A branch-railway runs from Ryazan to (196 Y. : 131 M.) Vladimir (p. 337).

The train turns to the 8. and runs via (231 Y.) Starozhilovo to

(295 Y.) Ryazhsl- (p. 365). Thence via Penza to (1033 Y. or 685 M.)

Samdra, see R. 48 a.

c. YiA Ryazan and Ruzayevka (^Orenburg, Tashkent).

994 Y. (659 M.). Express train in 29 hrs. (fares 22 rb., 13 rb. 20 cop.;

scat-ticket 2 rb. !( cop.; sleeping-car 7 rb. 95, 5 rb. 95 cop.). Ordinary
train in 37 hrs.

From Moscow tu (186 Y. or 124 M.) Ryazan, see K. 48 b.

—

The train soon turii.s to the E.— 289 Y. >S'/iiZot'o (Rail. Restauraut).

Reyond (.-^")>i \'.) Sdsovo ( Rail. Restaurant) we cross the Tzna. From
(383 V.) Kusf'lrecka a branch-line runs to (121 V.) Ycrnadovka
(\). 365). Beyond (497 V.) Ardjjr/vo (Rail. Restaurant) we cross the

Moksha. From (578 V.) Ruzdyevha branch-lines run 8. to (132 V.)

Penza ()). 365;, and X. to Timiiyazevo (p. 364). From (6JS3 Y.) Inza
(Rail. Re.staurant) a hranch-line runs N.E. to (155 Y.) 8imbirsk

(p. 356j. 865 V. Snizraf* (Rail. Restaurant), sec p. 359.— Thence
to (994 Y. or 659 M.) Samara, sec p. 36().

49. Prom Samara to Orenburg (TaslikcHl).

393 V. {-HW) M.). KxpreHu train in 11, ordinary train in 15 hrs.

Samara^ m«m' p. 357. — At first th«' railway ^•nerally hdlows

the valley of the Samara ^ on the ri^ht bank of which rise various

chains .,f bill> Tb.- .-(l./rs of tb.- plafriiii ('(inn tlir ualfisb.-d be-
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tween the Samara and the Urdl. The government of Samara contains

extensive stretches of the so-called Black Earth (p. xxxvii). The
whole country between the Volga and the Ural is occupied, besides

the Russians, by Bashkirs, Teptiars, Tartars, Meshtcheryaks, Tche-

rtMuisses, Tchuvashes, Mordvins, Kalmucks, and Kirghizes.

About 7 M. to the E. of (20 Y.) Smmshlydyevka lies Alex^yevLo,

with a sulphur spring (48° Eahr.). — 39 Y. Kinel (120 ft.; Bail.

Restaurant). To Tchelyahinsh (Trans-Siberian Railwav; R. 77), see

R. 50. The train turns to the S.E.— 163 Y. Buzuluk (245 ft.; Rail.

Restaurant), the chief town of a district on the left bank of the

Buzuluk and on the right bank of the Domashka. Pop. 18,800.

—

283 Y. Novo-Sergiyevskaya (Rail. Restaurant).

393 Y. (260 M.) Orenburg. _ The Railway Station (restaurant)

lie8 to the N.W. of the town.— Hotels. Centrdlnaya, Nikolayevskaya,
R. 1-5, D. (1-6 p.m.) l-lV2i'b.; Amerikdnskaya, R. from 1 rb.'; Birzhe-
vdya, Tr6itzkaya, similar prices.— IzvOshtchik from the railway station

to the town 30, per drive 20, per hr. 50 cop.

Orenhurg (220 ft.), the capital of a government of the same name
and the seat of the Greek Catholic bishop of Orenburg, lies in a wade

plain on the right bank of the Ural, which here forms the boundary

between European and Asiatic Russia. Pop. 94,000, including Rus-

sians, Tartars, and Kirghizes.
Orenburg was originally laid out in 1735 on the site of the presout

Orbk-on-the-Or as the frontier-fortress of the so-called Orenburg Cossack
Line. In 1740 it was removed 118 M. farther towards the Red Hills, to

the spot now occupied by Krasuogorsk, and it was transferred theuce to

its present situation in 1743. Orenburg became the capital of a government
at the end of the 18th cent., but was reduced to the status of a district-

town in 1802; since I8f!5 it has once more enjoyed the privileges of a

provincial capital.

The town contains 35 Greek Catholic churches, a Lutheran

church, a Roman Catholic church, 14 mosques, a theatre, a Kirghiz

school, and a small museum with souvenirs of the period of the

rebel Pugatch^v. In summer a band plays daily on the boulevard

(restaurant; view of the Ural). In the middle of the town stands the

rectangular and fortress-like Trading Factory (rocTHUfcift ^Bopt),

provided with four gates and surrounded on three sides by shops.

In this hall are sold rugs and silks from Bokhara and Turkestan

;

also the white and grey 'Orenburg shawls', made of pure goats' wool,

so finely knitted that the largest of them will pass through a ring

(the best specimens cost 20-65 rb. per sq.yd.).— "Vht Hall ofBarter
(MliHOBOH 4BopT>), on the left bank of the Ural, 3 M. to the S.E. of

the tuwn, is now abandoned.
In the neighbourhood of Orenburg are settlements of Memnonites

and German colonists from S. Russia and the Yolga.— About 25 M. to the

N. of Orenburg, in the steppes, is the Carrick Kumiss Institution (season
.May 20th to Aug. 20th., O.S.; pens, for 3 months 400-550 rb.; comp. p. 358).

Railway to Tashkent, see R. 76.
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50. Prom (Moscoiv) Samara to
Tchelyabinsk (Siberia),

941 V. (625 M.)- Ordinary train in 26V2 hr«. Trans-Siberian Express
(K. 77) twice weekly in 231/2 ln's. — As far as Ufa the train traverses
plains for the most part, then it crosses the S. Urals, after which it passes
again through plains. The prettiest part of the S. Urals is the region
between Asha-Balashovskaya and Miass.

The Urdls or TJrdJ Mountains stretch for a distance of about
1600 M. from the Carian Sea on the N. to the steppes of Turkestan on
the S. G-eologically, they consist of palaeozoic slate and limestone, with
a central zone of crystalline slate and granite. Tliey are sharply dis-

tinguished from the more uniform Russian tableland by the numerous
folds of their strata. This folding took place mainly in the carboniferous
age. In consequence of tlie remote antiquity of the range, its forms
are, as a rule, gentle and featureless, but in the S. there are several
mountains exceeding 5000 ft. in height. The S. Urals, crossed by the
railway from Ufa to Tchelyabinsk, are broken up into several ranges
by parallel valleys. Their E. slope is short and abrupt. On the other
hand, the Central Urals, crossed by the railway from Perm to Biser
and Yekaterinburg (p. 259), have such an imperceptible elevation that
they can be recognized as a mountain-range from a geological standpoint
only. The central and N. parts of the S. Urals form, in virtue of their

ores, one of the most important mining and industrial districts of Russia.
The first Russian iron foundry was established in 1623, the first auriferous
layers of sand were discovered in 1774, and the first platinum was found
in 1824. Outside the industrial regions, the Urals are covered w4th
primitive forest, and are almost uninhabited.

Samara^ see p. 357.— 39 V. Kinel (Rail. Restaurant). To
Orenburg, see R. 49.— 74 Y. Krotovka.

A branch-line runs N. from Krotovka to (81 V.) Surgut.—A little to
the E. of (78 Y.) Sy^rnuiija Vodi is the health-resort of S^rgiyevskiya
M'lnerdliiuiya Vodi. with cold sulphur springs (R. in the G-overnment
Hotels 15-30 rb. per month). Restaurant in the pump-room. Season May
10th to Aug. 25th (O.S.); visitors' tax 3rb.; sulphur bath 60 cop.

150 Y. Pokhvistnevo (220 ft.; Rail. Restaurant). About 2 M. to

the X. of (lf)9 Y .) Bwjurusldnis the town of that name (21,500 inhab.).

At (237 Y.) Sardi-Gir (825 ft.) we cross the watershed between the

Yolo^a and the Kama. Beyond (258 Y.) Abdulino (530 ft.; Rail. Re-
staurant), witli a huge grain elevator, we enter the government of

Ufa. At (328 Y.) Gliikhovskdya (1235 ft.) we (;ross the watershed
between the Kama and the Byelaya. We then follow (all the way to

Ufa) the valley of the shallow Dyoma, a tributary joining the

Byelaya on the left. 383 Y. Rdyevka (380 ft.; Rail. Restaurant).

In entering Ufa we cross the Bydaya by a bridge 2100 ft. in length.

491 V^ (327 M.) UfA. — The RaUway Sfaflon (restaurant) lies on tlic

Byelaya, I'/.j M. to the N. of the towjj. — Hotki.s. Bolshayri Sibirshdya, at
the corner of the Uspf'-nHkaya and the Alex;'iiidiovskaya, R. 1-5 rb., bed-
linen 50 cop., D. (1-r, p.m.) riO cop. to 1 rb.; RoHfityd, Torgovaya Square,
w«*ll spoken of; i^//«. — Izvohhtchik from the railway station orthe stcam-
l)oat-picr to the town or vice versfl 00 cop, -Ural precious stones at the
UniUki Mag/izin of M. M. Kotz.

Ufd (310ft.), founded late in the ICth <eiit. to hold lii.. r.aslikirs

in check, is th»; capital "fa province, and is prettily situated on the
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hitrh rio^ht hank of the Byelaya, near its oonfluenoe with the Ufd.
ro\). 103,000. In the middle of the town is a large square with the

Gostini Dvor and the Provincial Museum (on the S. side; open Sun.

vS: holidays, 12-3). Farther to the S. is the Cathedral, standing in

pleasure-grounds. A little to the E. is the Governor's Eesideuco.
Steamers ply from Ufa down the Byt4aya and the Kama (pp. 355, 354)

to Kazan (p. 352) in 21/4 days (fares 9 rb. 75, 6 rb. 50 cop.). — Railway in

course of construction from Ufa to Bugulma (p. 856).

Just short of (512 Y.) ShaJishd (355 ft.) we cross the Ufa.

Heyoud (588 V.) Ashd-BalasJwvskaya (435 ft. ; Eall. Restaurant) the

train enters the Urals (p. 369).— Between (007 V.) Minydr (520 ft.)

and Miass (see below) most of the stations have iron-foundries near

them. AVe cross the Slmd four times.— 620 V. Simskdya (625 ft.),

in a picturesque district. Beyond (642 V.) ^ro^^/a-s/ioi^o (1205 ft.)

we cross the Y%iryu?:dn. Farther on the railway is flanked by
lofty elitt's.— 675 V. T^^c/^ot^aif/a (1060 ft.; Kail. Kestaurant). Just

before (743 V.) Berdyaush (Bep^aymt) we cross the Satka.

791V. (527 M.) Zlatoust, 3jiaToycT'i>. —Bailway Restaurant, med-
iocre.— Furnished Rooms from Mi'S. Sem/joiiova (R. ^/^-l rb.) and at the
Nomera Taganai; it is advisable to order in advance.— IzvoshtcMk from
the rail, station to the town (3 M. to the S.W.) 60 cop.—-Photog-raphs iriaj'-

be more advantageously purcliased from Dimdyev, in the town, than at

the station. Objects in cast-iron and steel (daggers and sword-blad<;s)

from the factories of the Ural are for sale at the station.

Zlatoust (1925 ft.; railway station 1495 ft.), a district-tov/n in

the government of Ufa, was founded in 1754 and lies picturesquely

between the lofty hills of Kosotur and Urengd (good view of the

town) on the ^?*, which is dammed up here so as to form a consid-

erable lake. Pop. 34,000. The government works for the manufacture

of sword-bladcs and side-arms was established in 1811. The arsenal

contains a collection of the weapons manufactured here, shown on

week-days 9-3, by permit obtained on the second floor of the office

adjoining the arsenal on the right. Adjoining the cathedral is a

cast-iron statue of Alexander IT.— There is a Lutheran church.

The Taganai (3600 ft.) rises on the left. We cross the Tesmd.
— Just beyond (809 V.) Urzhumka (1850 ft.), to the right, is a stone

pyramid inscribed Espona and Asia, indicating the boundary

between Europe and Asia, and also the highest point of the line

between Samara and Tchelyabinsk.— 851 V. Midss (1115 ft.; Eail.

Restaurant), on Lake Ilmenskoye. In the vicinity arc some gold-

mines.— From (915 V.) Poletayevo a branch-line runs S. to (103 V.)

Troitzk (Rail. Restaurant), a town of 37,000 inhabitants.

941 V. (625 M.) Tchelyabinsk, MejindHHCK-L (760 ft.; Bail
RtHta.ura.rit; Lloyd's Agents, Kjtiep & Werner). Near the station

;ire large wooden barracks for emigrants to Siberia (267,000 in

1913;. The town (Dyadinskiye Xomera), founded in 1658, lies on

the Mi.dfis, 2'74 M. from the station. Pop. 70,000.
Tkahs-Siherian Railway, see R. 77.
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VI. SOUTHEEN EUSSIA.

Route Page

51. From Berlin or Vienna to Odessa via Oderberg and

Zhmerinka 372
From Zhmerinka to Oknitza 372.— From Slobodka to

Nowosielitza 373. — From Razdyeliiaya to Ungeni. From
Bender to Reni 373.

52. From Warsaw to Kiev and to Odessa via Zhmerinka 374
From Kovel to Kiev. From Zdolbunovo to Radziwillow
374, — From Berditchev to Zhitomir. From Kazatin to

Uman 375.

53. From Moscow to Kiev 376
From Kruti to Tcheruigov 376.

54. Kiev 377
From Kiev to Poltava 386.

55. From Moscow to Odessa 386
a. Via Bakhmatch and Bobrinskaya 386
b. Via Bakhmatch and Kiev 386

From Fastov to Zmimeuka 387.

c. Via Kursk, Kharkov, and Birzula 387
From Kharkov to Balashov; to Vorozhba 389. — From
Poltava to Lozovaya 390.— From Krementchug to

Romni. From Zuameiika to Kherson 391.

56. Odessa and Environs. The Limans of Odessa . . 393
57. From Kharkov to Simferopol (Sebastopol) .... 400

From Sinelnikovo to Khartzuisk; to Dolinskaya 400,
401. — From Yasinovataya to Mariupol 401. — From Dol-
gintzevo to Volnovaklia 402.

58. The Crimea 403
a. Steamer from Odessa to Sebastopol ....'. 406

Chersonese. St. George's Monastery. Balaklava 410.

b. Railway from Simferopol to Sebastopol . 411
From Simferopol to Eupatoria 412.

c. Drive from Sebastopol to Yalta 415
d. Yalta and Environs 416

From Aluslita to Simferopol 423.

<•. SteanK.'r from Sebastopol to Kertch 423
From Sudak to Feodosiya 424. -From Feodosiva to

Dzhankoi 425.

59. From Moscow to Rostov-on-the-Don via Voronezh . 427
From (rryazi to Tzaritzuin 427. — From Voronezh tu
Kursk. From Millerovo to Debaltzevo 42H. — From J^ik-

liaya to Tzaritzuin. From Zvyercvo to Kramatorskaya
429. —From Rostov to Lozovaya 431.

60. From Moscow to Saratov via Kaiicnbiir^^r .... 431
From Tambov to KamuiHliiii 432.

61. The Vol<,^a from Suizrau to Astrakhan 432
From Saratov to Uralsk; to AHtrakliaii 131. Fr(»ni

Tzaritzuin to Tiklioryet/kaya 435.

Bajcdkkkii'n HiisHJa. 24
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51. Prom Berlin or Vienna to Odessa via
Oderberg and Zhmerinka.

From Berlin (Stadtbahn stations) to Odessa via Oderberg, Cracow,
Lemberg, and Podwoloczyska (1084 M.), express train in 37 hrs. (fares
105 c/(;, 70 ^^ ;

seatticket IV2 i'l>' extra, see j). xxiii). The journey via
Alexandrovo (or Kalisz), Warsaw, and Brest-Litovsk takes 42 hrs. (fares
102./^ 45, 08..// 15 pf.; seat-ticket 2rb. 70 cop. extra). -From Vienna (North
Railway Station) to Odessa via Oderberg (932 M.), express train in 3G hrs.

(fares lAl K AO, SSKdOh; seat-ticket IV2 rb. extra; sleeping-car rom
Vienna to Podwoloczyska 20 K, IG 7i). — St. Petersburg time is 01 min.
ahead of that of Central Europe.— Passports, see p. xviii.

From Berlin to (324 M.) Oderberg (Rail. Restaurant; customs
examination), see Baedeker^s Northern Germany.— From Vienna
to (172 M.) Oderberg

J
see Baedeker^s Austria.

From Oderberg to (330M.) Krasne (Rail. Restaurant) and (420 M.)
Podwoloczyska, see Baedeker'' s Austria. Podwoloczyska is the

last Austrian station, and the luggage of passengers arriving from
Russia is examined here. Krasne is the junction of the railway to

(33 M.) Radziwillow (p. 375).

From Podwoloczyska the train crosses the Podhorce to Wolo-
czyska(BojiOMHCKT>;i?a?'Z. Bestaurantj fair), the Russian frontier

station, situated on the left bank of the river.— Passports and

luggage are inspected here (see p. xviii).

The railway intersects the fertile government of Podolia. —
59 V. (from Wotoczyska) Pi^oskurow (Rail. Restaurant), a district

capital, with 41,000 inhab. (many Jews) situated at the confluence

of the Ploskaya with the Bug. There are large barracks here.

151 V. (100 M.) Zhmerinka, 5KMepHHKa, Polish Zmeinpika
(Bail. Bestaurant), Ihe junction of the railway to Kazatin (p. 375).

Fkom Zhmerinka to Oknitza, 145 V. (0(5 M.), railway in 5 lirs. -

29 V. Bar, the station for the town of Bar, which lies 3 M. to the W.
(izvoshtchik 70 cop.j on the liov, a tributary of the Bug. Pop. 22,700.

Bar was founded by Sigismund I. of Poland on the site of the town <»f

Rov, whicli had been destroyed by the Tartars, and received its name
in honour of his wife Bona Sforza, who came from Bari in S. Italy.—
52 V. Kopai Gorod (Rail. Restaurant).— Beyond (108 V.) Mohilev-Foddlski
fpron. Mohilyov; Rail, llestaurant), a town with 32,000 inhab., we crosw

the Dniester. -14:6 Y. dknitza (Rail. Restaurant), see p. 373.

The railway now traverses a wooded and well-tilled region,

skirting the height of land which forms the watershed between the

Dniester and the Bug.— Prom (228 V.) Vapnydrka (RslU. Restau-

rant) a branch-railway runs via (112 Y.) Christinovka (p. 375) and

(241V.) Siguayevka (branch-line to Zlatopol; 13 V.) to (252 V.)

Tzvyetkovo (p. 387).

From (263 V.) Budnitza a narrow-gauge railway runs via (177 V.)

Podgorodnaya (p. 393) to (183 V.) Olvidpol, a town of 9600 inhab.,

situated at the confluence of the Sviyukha with the Bug.
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313 V. Slobodka (Eail. Kestaurant).

From Slobodka to Nowosielitza, 375 V. (248 M.), railway iu 15 hrs. —
Beyond (47 V.) Ruihnitza (Rail. Restaurant) we cross the Dniester by a

girder bridge.— 161V. Byeltzi (Rail. Restaurant), the chief town of a

district in the government of Bessarabia, with 23,600 inhab. and an im-
jjortant cattle-trade. — 247 V. Oknitza (Rail. Restaurant), the junction of the
railway to Zhmerinka (p. 372). — xAbout 60 V. (40 M. ; liighroad) to the

N. of (312 V.) Larga, on a peninsula formed by the small river Smotritch,
lies Kamenetz-Podolski (Hotel Bellevuef Grand-Hotel; izvoshtchik
per drive 20, per hr. 50 cop.), the picturesque capital of the govern-
ment of Podolia, formerly a strong Polish fortress, but iu the hands of

Russia since 1795. Pop. 49,600. On an elevated situation in the W. part
of the town is the Chateau, surrounded by walls and towers. The Kazaji
Cathedral, erected in the lirst half of the 18th cent, as the church of a

Carmelite convent, has been used since 1878 for the G-reek form of worship.
The Roman Catholic Church of SS. Peter & Paul, founded in the 14th cent.,

has a minaret dating from the time of the Turkish dominion (1672-99'i.—

375V. Nov:osielitza (Rail. Restaurant; customs examination). Hence to

(20 M.) Czernoii'itz, see Baedeker's Aiistria.

We now enter the flat government of Kherson. 337 V. (223 M.)

Birzula (Enpsyjia), junction for Kharkov (see pp. 393-387). Near

(389 v.; Zatishye are some G-erman settlements.

445 V. (295 M.) Razdyelnaya (Rail. Restaurant).
From Razdyelnaya to Ungeni (Jassy), 212 V. (141 M.), railway in

7 hrs. [The passport must be vise by a Rumanian consul; seep. 394.]—
Beyond the (43 V.) former fortress of Tiraspol the train crosses the
Dniester, enters the government of Bessarabia, which is partly inhabited
by Rumanians, and traverses an undulating region in which Indian corn
is' a frequent crop.— 56 V. Bender (Ben^epBi; Rail. Restaurant; Hotel
Peterburgskaya ; izvoshtchik from the rail, station to the town 30, per hr.

50 cop.), a town of 60,000 inhab. on the right bank of the Dniester, formerly
a strong fortress but abandoned as such in 1897. It is known in history as
the headquarters of Charles XII. of Sweden in 1709-12; the Swedish camp
was at the village of Varnifza on the Dniester, 2 M. to the N. of the town.
Branch-railway to Reni, see below. — 112 V. Kishinev {Rail. Restaurant;
Ijondon, Pushkinskaya, R. 1-4, bed-linen V^? ^- V2-I rb., Schiveitzdrskai/a,
opposite tlie public garden; National, good cuisine), tlie capital of the
government or Bessarabia, stretches along the right bank of the Buik.
Pop. 125,000, nearly half of whom are Jews. A cab from tlie station
to the town costs 25 cop. (with two horses 50, per hr. 30-50 cop.), and
there is also a tramway running througli the Alexandrovskaya and the
Nikolayevskaya (fan; 5 cop.). In tlie Alexandrovskaya, the jirincipal

street of the town, are the Greek Catholic Cathedral, a bronze statue of
Alexander II., ere«;t«Ml in 1886 from a model by Opekiisliin, the house of
the (jovernor, the l>utheran church, and the public garden, containing a
bronze bust of the poet Pushkin, unveiled m 1885. There is a natural
hi.^tory collection in the Zenistvo Museum. — As we continue, we have a
good view to the left of Kishinev. From (212 V.) IJngeni (Rail. Restaurant)
the railway is ])rolonged across the Pruth to (I21/2M.) Jass!/(»{i(} Baedeker' h
Co)istantitiople, issued in German only).

Fkom Bknhkic to Rkni, 268 V. (177 M.), railway in S hrs.— The traiu
runs to the S. arross the government of Biissarahia. Near the stations
of (35 V.) Zaim and (117 V.) fAipzigHkaua (Rail. Rrstaurant ) lie German
colonics of conHidcrabb; size. 137 V. h'j'/lni.ikdf/a (Rail. Restaurant). At
(204 V.) Trnynuov-Vid. tin; line intc^rsects the so-called Willi of Trajan.
-268 V. Reni (Rail. ReHtaura)it; Hotel Schweifzdrskai/a, R. l-2rb.,

bed-linen 40 <oj). ; izv/)shtcliik from tin; .stafi(»n to the town 30, from the
stcjinibofit-picr 10 <-oj), >, « town with 10.000 jnhrib., situated below the «',on-
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rtuenee of the PrutJi with the Danube. Travellers who wish to visit the
Rumanian town of (fai^ii;:; (Bristol, Metropol; aea Baedeker^ s ConstaMlir-
ople), which lies 12 M. to the S.W. of Reiii, must have their passports
vise by a Rumanian eonsul (see p. .i94), and are advised to telegraph from
Odessa to the hotel-keeper at Gralatz to send a carriage to meet them at

tlie Rumanian frontier on the Pruth.

41)1 y. DatcJmaya.' The train makes a wide circuit round the

W. side of the town, passing the suburb of Moldavanka and the

goods-station, before reaching the main railway station of (513 V.

or 340 M.) Odessa (p. 893).

52. From Warsaw to Kiev and to Odessa
via Zhmerinka.

1124 V. (Tl-lM.j. Express train in 27 lirs. (fares 27 rh. 75, 18 rb. :}5 cop.

;

scat-ticket 2 rb. 40 cop. extra); ordinary train in 33 hrs. (fares 23 rb. 50.

14 rb. 10 cop.). The trains start from the Brest Station. --Express trains
from AVarsaw to Kiev: viA, Kazatin (809 V,; 586 M.), in 171/2 hrs. (fares

22 rh. «35, 15 rb. 5 cop.; seat-ticket 1 rb. 80cop.); via Sarni (see below;
740 V. or 491 M.) in I5V2 hrs. (fares 21 rb. 50, 14 rh. 30 cop.; seat-ticket

1 rb. 80 cop.; sleeping-car 5 rb. 90, 4 rb. 45 cop.).

From Warsaw to (199 V. or 132 M.) Brest-Litovsk, see R. 32.

The railway traverses the southernmost part of the government of

Grodno. Beyond (242 Y.) Malonlito the train enters the govern-

ment of Volhynia and approaches the navigable Pi'ipet (TTpnnHTb,

Polish Przypec), a river 506 M. in length, flowing through an exten-

sive district of forest and marsh, the W. part of which we now tra-

verse. Before reaching (275 Y.) Kruimno we cross the upper Pripel.

316 Y. (209 M.) Kovel (Bail. Bestaurant), a town of 29,000
iiihab., is the capital of a district, situated on the Twiyd^ a tribut-

ary of the Pripet, which is crossed by a bridge beyond Kovel.
From Kovel to Kiev, 423 V. (280 M.), railway in'^9-12 hrs. — 132 V.

Sarni (Rail. Restanrant), see p. 39; 277 V. Korosfetf (Rail. Restanrant).
--423 Y. Kiev (p. 377).

From Kovel to Warsaw, see R. (5.

Beyond (365 Y.) Bozhitze (FojKHue), we cross the StuiVy one of

the largest affluents of the Pripet. From (382 Y.) Kivertzi a branch-

line runs S. to (12 Y.) Lutzkj a town of 32,000 inhab., formerly the

capital of Yolhynia and now the chief town of a district.

442 Y. (293 M.) Rovno (Bail. Bestaurant; Frantzuskaya
Hotel; cab from the station to the town 25 cop.), a town and

fortress with 39,000 inhab., is the headquarters of the 11th Army
Corps. It was founded in the 13th cent., and about the middle of

the 18th was the scene of the brilliant court of Prince Lubomirski.

To Luninetz and Yilna, see p. 39.

453 Y. (300 M.) Zdolbanovo (Rail. Restaurant).
Vkow Zdolbunovo to Radziwii.low, 8<i Y. (57 M.), railway in 2V2 l^i's.

- - From (40 V.) Duhno, a fortress with 25,000 inhah., a brancli-line runs
to (37 V.) KremeitHtz, a prettily sitnated district-town with 23,500 inhab.
and the scanty remains of a chateau of Queen Bona Sforza Cp. 372). About
25 V. (lG«/2 M.) to the JS. of Kremenotz is the chateau of VishrievUz, built in
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1685, with a beautiful park. — 65 V. Rtidni/a-Potchdyevskaija. About 16 M.
to the S. (izv6shtchik 2 rb.), prettily situated upon a hill (245 ft.), is the
Potchdyevskaya XJsp^nskaya Lavra (comp. p. 1.S0). In the principal
church, by the first column to the right of the entrance, is shown a foot-

print of the Virgin, uf whom there is a wonder-working painting on the
ikonostas. — 86 V. kadziwUloic (Rail. Restaurant), the Russian frontier-

station. For the continuation of the journey to Brodt/ and Krasne (p. 872)

in Gralicia, see Baedeker's Austria.

473 Y. Ozhenin. The railway now crosses the Gondn, a tribu-

tary of the Pripet.— 503 V. Slavvtciy with a Kumiss Institution

(comp. p. 358); 522 V. Shepetovka (Rail. Restaurant), with fer-

ruginous springs; 574 Y. Petchdnovka. Farther on we cross the

TetereVj a tributary of the Dnieper. 599 V. Tchudnov-Voluinski.

635 Y. (421 M.) Berditchev. - Railway Restaurant. — Continen-
tal Hotel, Byelopolskaya, R. -y^-n rb., bed-linen 40 cop., D. 60 cop. to 1 rb.

20 cop.— Izcoshtchik from the station to the town (1 M.) 40, per drive 20,

))er hr. AO v.o^.--Trarnicay from the rr.il. station to the town (5 cop.).

Berditchev, the chief town of a district in the government of

Kiev, stands on a gentle slope rising from the Gnilopyat, and con-

tains 77,000 inhab., of whom 80 per cent are Jews. It is the centre

of the Yolhynian trade, chiefly in grain and cattle. The Carmelite

Convent, founded in 1627, was suppressed in 1864.
From Berditchev to Zhitomir, 51 V. (34 M.), light railway in 2V2 hrs.

-Zhitomir (yKHTOMnpt; Frdntzlya Hotel, Kiyevskaya, R. V2-4 rb., B.
20 cop., D. V2-IV2 rb., omn. 50 cop.; Rimskaya Hotel. Kiyevskaya, similar
prices, very fair; Ven^tziya), the ca])ital of the province of Volhynia, is

situated on the Teterev, and is named after one of the comrades of Askold
(\). 378). It has belonged to Russia since 1778, and is the seat of a Greek
Catholic archbishop and a Roman Catholic bishop. Pop. 93,000, half of
wliom are Jews. Zhitomir contains a Lutheran Church in the Romanesque
style, built in 18(«0. It manufactures kid gloves and tobacco, and carries
on a trade in grain and timber. The town is traversed by several electric

tramways, includiug one from the railway station to the principal square
(fare 8 cop. ; cab from the railway station GO, with two horses 90 cop.

;

per lir. 65 cop. or 1 rb.j.

660 V. (437 M.) Kazatin (Bail. Restain'diit), the junctioii of

the railway to (149 V.) Kiev, see R. 55b.
Fi'OM Kazatin to Uman, 183 V. (122 M.), railway in 6 hrs. — 1G3 V.

ChriMti/iovka (Rail. Restaurant), see j). 372. — 183 V. Uman (Friintziya
Hotel; izvoshtcliik from the station to the town 50, from the town to

Sofiyevka 25 ('(>[).), the chief town of a district in the government of Kiev,
with 42,000 inhab., more than half of whom are Jciws. The Sadovayu
or .s'yfiyevhkaya leads from the town U> Sofiyevka, a country-house built
by Count Felix Potocki for his wife Sophie in 1793, aiul surrounded by
a beautiful park. It is now the seat of an imperial school of agriculture.

678 V. Goleftdri. The railway now enters the ^•overnment of

Podolia. — 718 V. Vinnitza (Rail". Restaurant). About 2 M. to the

S.E. of the station (cab 50 cop.) is the town of Vinnitza (Jiellevue),

which is prettily situated on th(! I^ifg, and is lh(! heacbjuarters of

the I2tb Army Corps. Pop. 48,00(1, lialf of whom are .jews. Vin-

nitza contains a Capuchin convent with a large cbni-cb. RcyomI

(741 V.) Gnivmi we cross the JUi;^.

761 V. (504 M.) Zhmerivka (p. 'M2). Hence to (1124 V. or

744 M.) Odessa, see R. 51.
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53. Prom Moscow to Kiev.
803 V. (532 M.). Express train iu 21 lirs. ^farcs lU rh., 11 rl>. 40 co]).

;

seat-tiekot 1 rb. 80 cop.; sleeping-car (I rb. 40, 4 rb. 80 cop.).

MoscoiVj see p. 269. The trains start from the Bryansk station.

— 114 V. Malo-Yaroslavetz^ a small town with 5300 inhab., known
for the defeat of Xapoleon T. on Oct. 12th (O.S.), 1812, which com-
pelled him to begin his retreat along the devastated route to Smo-
lensk.— From (159 V.) Tikhonova-Pustmn (Kail. Restaurant) a

branch-line runs to (17 V.) Kaluga (p. 254). From (241 V.) Sukhinifchi
(Rail. Restaurant) hranch-liues run to the ^Y. to (220 V.) Smolensk

(p. 253) and to the E. to (132 V.) Gorbatchovo (p. 361).

356 V. (236 M.) Bryansk, BpHHCKi> (525 ft. ; Bail. Restaurant,
fair; Dud/'v, Bosslt/a), an industrial town in the government of

Orel, is situated on the liigh right bank of the Desrtdy about 2 M.
from the railway (izvoshtchik 50 cop.). Pop. 30,400. The most note-

worthy church is the Cathedral of the Intercession of the Virgin

(1526). The Arsenaly with a gun-foundry, was established iu 1783.

An interesting visit may be paid (narrow gauge railway) to tlie

Malfzov Industrial Works (Ma.jii>uoBCKie 3aB6;iLi), situated to the N. of

Bryansk, wliieh em]iloy 20,000 workmen, produce goods (glass, bottles,

cement, railway carriages, and machinery) to the annual value of 19 million
rubles, and own 900 sq. M. of forest. The head-office is at Dyatkovo,
wliere the permits to visit the works are issued.

A branch -line runs from Bryansk to (197 V.) Lgov (p. 368). — To
SmoUnsk and to Orel, see p. 253 ; to Brest-Litovsk, see p. 249.

From (488 V.) Khutor Mikhdilovski (Rail. Restaurant) a light

railway runs to (125 V.) Vorozhba (p. 363). Beyond (585 V.) Melnya
we cross the Seim.— 596 V. Koiiotoi? (Rail. Restaurant), a district-

town with 28,000 inhab., situated in a marshy district on theYeziiza,

is the junction for the line from Kursk to Kiev (p. 363).— 623 V.

Bakhmatch, BaxMaqx (Rail. Restaurant), junction of the line

to Odessa (R. 55 a) and of that from Vilna to Romni (p. 39).

667 V. (442 M.) Kruti (Railway Restaurant).

Fkom Kuuti to Tchernigov, 7G V. (50 M.), light railway in 3V-2 hrs.—
Tchernigov {Rail. Bestaurant ; AlexdJidrovskaya Hotel, R. from 1, bed-

linen '/2> I^- ^Vl ^"^^O? tlie capital of the ])rovince of the same name in

Little Russia, lies on tlie right bank of the Desna and contains 33,000

inliabitants. The railway station lies on the left bank of the Desna, 2 M.
from the town (cab with two horses 1 rb.). The Spasski Cathedral was
founded in tlie 11th century. In the Smolcnskaya (No. 3) is the Tarnovski
MnHenm of Antiquities of the Ukraine (Myaeii yicpaHHCKHX't 4peB-
HOCTeft B. B. TapHOBCKaro), containing interesting objects from the time
of the Cossack dominion. The museum is open free on week-days, Mon.
I'xcepted, from 11 to 3, and on Sun. from 12 to 4; it is closed for a month
in summer. — Steamers ])ly from Tchernigov to Kiev (p. 378).

685 V. Wyezhin (H-feacHHT,; Rail. Restaurant)^ the chief town

of a district, situated on the Oster{^YOW. Ostyor), contains 52,000 in-

habitants. The poet Grogol studied at the lyceum here (now the

Historical & Philological Institute) from 1821 to 1828, and is com-
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memorated by a monument with Ms bust. The railway station lies

2Y2 M. to the S. of the town (carr. and pair 60 cop.).

Beyond (776 Y.) Brovari we traverse wood and cross a long

iron bridge over the Dnieper, obtaining a view of the Lavra of

Kiev to the right. Farther on, to the right, we see the two towers

of the Roman Catholic church of St. Nicholas (p. 379").

803 Y. (532 M.) Kiev (see below).

54. Kiev.
Arrivai.. The Bailwaij Station (PL A, 5) lies in the W. part of the

town, 2V2 '^' CIV2 ^O from the Kreshtchatik (p. 879). Cab-tariff, see below.
— City Offices of South Western Railway, Pushkinskaya 14 (PI. 0, -i, 5;
open 9-4, Sun. & holidays 9-12) ; of Moscow & Kiev Railway, Alexandrov-
skaya 49 (PI. D, E, 3, 4). Ageucy of the International Sleeping Car Co.,

Xikolayevskaya 5 (PI. D, 4; week-days 9-5, Sun. & holidays 10-12).

Hotels (charges for rooms considerably higher in February, during
the Contract Fair). *Hotel Continental (PI. c; D, 4), Nikolayevskaya 11,

with garden-court, R. from 21/4. B. -/4, dej. (12-2) 1, D, (2-6) l^/o, omn.
lV2rb.; *Grand-H6tel (PL a; D, 4), Kreshtchatik 22, R. from IV2, B. 1/2,

d6j. (1-2) IV2, D- (2-8) 2V2 rb.; Hotel de l'Europe (Yevropeiskaya; PL
b, D3), Kreshtchatik 2, R. 1-10, D. 1 rb.— Francois (PL h; C, 4), Fun-
duklevevskaya 17, R. IV4-6 rb., B. 50, D. (1-6) 60 cop; Frantziya (PL d;
D, 4), Kreshtchatik 30, R. IV4-8, dej. '^U, D. 1 rb. ; G-rand-Hotel National
(Pl.e; D, 5), Kreshtchatik 47, R. l-4rb.; Savoy Hotel (PL f ; D, 4),

Kreshtchatik 38; (tladuinyuk (Pl.g; C, 4), Fundukleyevskaya 10.

Restaurants at the above-named hotels; also, Semadeni, Kreshtchatik
15, opposite the Duma (PL D, 4), a frequented luncheon-room and caf^,

D. (1.30-5 p.m.) 85 cop., foreign newspapers; Merchants' Club (see below),
D. (2-6) 3/^-lV4, S. (11-1) 1 rb.; Roots, Kreshtchatik 1, in the Tzarskaya
Square (PL D, 3), ddj. (11-2) and D. (2-6) a la carte, S. 1 rb.; Metropole,
in the Hotel Francois (see above), D. 50-75 cop.

Theatres. Municipal Theatre (P\. C, 4), Fundukleyevskaya, corner of

Vladimirskaya, for operas; Solovtzdv TJieatre (PL D, 4), Nicholas Square,
for dramas; Brnikin Varietij Theatre, Fundukleyevskaya 5 (PL B, C, 4).

— ApolUt, ^leringovskaya 8 (PL D, 4), a cabaret.

Pleasure Resorts. Garden of the Merchants' Club (Kyn^HecKitt
KJiyo'L; PLD, E, 3; j). 383j, with summer-theatre, string-band every even-
ing in summer (adm. 40 cop.); Chateau des Fleurs (PL E, 4; burnt down
in 1913), with garden and operetta theatre. — CV;x'//i< (PL D, 4; Hippo
Palace), Nikolayevskaya 7.

Izvdshtchik (see p. xxiv).

One horse (day)
(night; 12-7)

Two horHCH (day) . . . .

(night) . . .

15
I
20

I
25 } 30

I
35

25
I

30
35

I

40
50 60
65 75

35
I

40
I

45 50
70 80
85 95

I

50
()0

100
115

45
I

60
I
min.

(50

70
110

75
I

cop.

100
I „

150; „

125 180

From the rail, station 10 or 20 cop. more (usual charge 50 coj). for one
horse, 1 rl>. for two). Baggage below 8 puds free.

Electric Tramways. The following are the ijrincijjul lines: 1. J)e-

jnievka (b«'yond PI. (', i\) to I'zarHkai/ft Square (PL I), 3) vi}\ KroHliti^luitik,

in V-i !"• ; fill""' 8 cop. 2. liailinif/ Stafinn (PL A, 5) to Alexander
Square (PI. I), 2) viil Kre8litcli;'itik and TzarMkaya Square; 35 min.; 11 cop.
- 3, Tzdrtikaf/u Square (PL i), 3) to the l.a'vra (PI, F, G, 6); 20 min.;
8 cop.— 6. Besnardbka (liogdan-Khmyelnitzki Square; PL D, 6) to the
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Polytechnic (see Inset Map; 28 min.; 8 cop.— 9, Alexander Square (PL
D. 2) to Michael Sqvare (PI. D, 3; coiinecting here with Elevator);
14 min.; 5 cop.— 10. Alexander Square (PI. D, 2) via St. Cj^ril's Church
to iS-S^. Peter & Paul Square (see Inset Map); 32 min.; 8 cop.

British Vice-Consul, J. F. Dou(/las, Pushkinskaya 21 (PI. C, 4, 5).

General Post Office (Pl.D, 4), Kreshtdiatik 24. - Telegraph
Office iPl. C, o), Bc.lshaya Vladimirskaya 23. —Police Station (PI. C,

D, 3), Bolshaya Zhitomirskaya 1. Directory (with list of addresses),
Bolshaya Zhitomirskaya 3, accessible on week-days 10-3 & G-9, Sun. & holi-

days 12-2.

Baths. Centrdlnuiya, Malo-Zhitomirskaya 3 (PL D, 3); Michelsohn,
Karaviiyevskaya 6 (PL A-C, 5). — River Baths (PL E, 3) on the Naberezh-
noye Chaussee, with separate compartments (noMepa; 15 cop.).

Steamboats (April-October). On the Dnieper to (320 V.) Kremen-
tchug (p. 391) and (476 V.) Yekaterinoslav (p. 401); to (629 V.) Mohilev
(p. 257). — On the Pripet to (628 V.) Pinsk (p. 249). — On the Sozh to

(320 V.) Homel (p. 39). — On the Desna to (204 V.) Tchernigov (p. 376).

Dried Fruits (BapeHte), a specialty of Kiev, at A. Baldbukha^s^'Niko-
Liyevskaya 3 (PL D, 4).

Principal Attractions (l day). Kreshtchatik (p. 379), Vladimir
Monument (p. 383), Lavra (p. 380), Nikolayevski Sinisk (i). 382), St. Mi-
chael's Convent (p. 383), St. Andrew's Church (p. 383), Cathedral of St.

Sophia (p. 384), Vladimir Cathedral (p. 385).— It is advisable to take a

cab (p. 377) from the Vladimir Monument to the Lavra, and via the Nikola-
yevski Spusk to St. Michael's Convent.

The churches of the Lavra are open from early morning till 8 p.m.
(in winter 6 p.m.), the catacombs till 5 p.m. (in winter 4 p.m.).

. Kiev, KieBT., pron. Keeyev (590 ft. above the level of the sea,

295 ft. above the Dnieper), the fortified capital of a government of

the same name in Little Russia, is the residence of the Governor-

General, the headquarters of the 9th and 21st Army Corps, and the

see of a Greek Catholic Metropolitan. It also contains the Vladimir

University and a Polytechnic Institution, and carries on an important

trade in sugar. Pop. 590,000, including Russians, Poles, and Jews.

The city is picturesquely situated on a series of wooded hc.^ights,

rising abruptly from the right bank of the dirty yellow Dnieper^

which is here 400-580 yds. in width. At the season of the breaking

up of the ice in the second half of April, the river overflows its

banks far and wide. Kiev, known as 'the Jerusalem of Russia', is

a great resort of pilgrims, and is characterized by the number of its

churches, which, however, are inferior in architecture to those of

Moscow. The city is divided into three parts. On the S.E. is Petch^rsk

or Cave Town (neHepcKx), including the Lavra; to the N.E. is

Podolj or trading quarter, which lies in the plain close to the river

and is adjoined by suburbs; to the N.W. is the high-lying /S^toro

Kiev or ()ld Town (CTapo-KieBt). On the heights to the W. of

Petchersk stretches the attractive quarter of Lipid or L/inden

Town, the residence of the aristocracy and richer merchants.
According to legend, Kiev, 'the mother of all the towns of Russia',

was founded by the three brothers Ki, Shtchek, and Khoriv, belonging
to the stock of the Polyani, after whose death Askold and Dnir , two
Varangian followers of Rurik fp. 262), made themselves masters of the
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principality in 864. Ol^g, Rurik's successor, captured Kiev in 882 and
made it his capital. Christianity, which was fostered by St. Olga and
other members of the princely house, soon gained a foothold here. After
the capture of Korsun (p. 410), St. Vladimir (p. xlviii) adopted Christie

auity and married Anna, sister of the Grreek Emperors Basil and Con-
stantine, and on his return to his own country in 988 he caused his

people to be baptized. Under him and his immediate successors, especi-

ally under Yaroslav I., Kiev attained great importance. Its decline began
on the death of Yaroslav I. in 1054. Vladimir II. (1113-25) married Gfytha,

daughter of King Harold of England (p. xlviii). The town became a bone of

contention for the princes among whom the territory had been divided, and
was destroyed by Andrei Bogolyiibski in 1169, by Svyetoslav Vsevolodo-
vitch in 1171, and by Rurik Rostislavitch in 1204. It was also stormed by
the Tartars under Baty-Khan in 1240 and completely sacked. In 1299 the
Metropolitan of Kiev, then the foremost ecclesiastical dignitary of the
Russian church, removed his seat to Vladimir-on-the-Klyazma. [Political

reasons afterwards occasioned the transfer of this dignity to the Patriarch
of Moscow; see p. 295.] G-edimin, the Grand-Prince of Lithuania, expelled
the Tartars in 1320. His successors encouraged Roman Catholicism to

such an extent that in 1455 it was possible for King Casimir IV. of

Poland to forbid the erection of new Russian churches. In 1483 Mengli-
G-irei, the Khan of the Crimea, devastated the town. In 1516 it received,
from Sigismund I., the privileges of the 'Magdeburg Code'. The Act
of Union was accepted by the Metropolitan Michael Rogoza in 1596, but
in 1621 Peter Mogila re-established the strict orthodox faith. In 1686
Kiev was ceded to Russia by Poland.

The traffic of the city centres in the Kreshtchatik (Kpeuja-

THKi.; PI. I), 4), a thoroughfare about ^/4 M. long and i08 ft. wide,

stretching along the ravine between Lipki and Old Kiev. It con-

tains numerous public buildings, such as the City Hall (JIjusl;

1877), the Exchange (BHp:^a; 1883), and the Post Office (IIoqTOBaH
KOHTopa). and also the chief hotels, banks, and the like. In front of

the City Hall rises a statue, by Ximenes (1913), of P. A. Stolypin^

who was assassinated at Kiev in 1911. The Annenkovskaya, or

Luteranskaya, diverging to the E. from the Kreshtchatik, contains

the Lutheran Church (PI. D, 4), built in 1857. On the S. the Kre-
shtchatik ends at the Borjddn Khrnyelnitzki Square (PL D, 5), also

called Bessardbkaj which contains the large market hall. [For the

Bibikovski Boulevard, see p. 385.]
In the Bolshaya Vasilkovskaya (PI. C, 5, ('>), which runs to the S.

from tlie Bogdan Klimyelnitzki Square, are the Feoplt's Falacr, built in

1902, and the Roman Catholic (JJmrch of St. Nicholas^ with its two towers,
finished from the jilans of Gorodetzki in 1909.

On tlie X. the Kreshtchatik ends at the Tzdrskaya Square
(UapcKan njiouia^f^; PI. I>, 3; tramway, see p. 377), in which there

is a Jh'onze Statue <>f the Knqje'riyr Alexaude'r II., by Ximenes
(1911); the groups on the plinth represent the abolition of serfdom.

Near by is the new Public Library, built by Krivosheyev (open on

week-days 10-8, Sun. & holidays 12-4; cIosjmI in .lulvj ; a little to the

N.W. is the R(»rnan CailuAlc Church of St. Ale.nruder (PI. 1), 3),

built in 1817-49, with a j>ortico of four columns.

From Hm; Tzdrskaya Square we may ascend to the bdt lo the

Vladimir Monument (p. 383). We follow the Ai.kxAndhovskava
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(PL P, E, 2-4) to the S.E. On the right is the Museum of Art
and Archaeology (Mysen ^peBiiocTeH ii HCKyccTB't; PL E, 4),

a buildiii;^: with a hexastyle portico, built by Gorodetzki in 1900.

It is open daily, 10-3 (adm. 30 cop.; catalogue 15 cop.), but is closed

from June 15th to Aug. 15th (O.S.), when, however, strangers may
obtain admission by application to the director, N. Byelashevski.

Ground Floor. Opposite the entraiiee is the vestibule, with autographs
uud MSS. To the left of the entrance are prehistoric and Slavonic anti-

quities (period of the Grand-Princes of Kiev). — First Floor. In Room I

are coins, painting-s, gold and silver vessels. In the corridor are works
of art from E. Asia. The Little Russia Room contains textiles, wood-carv-
ings, and tapestry. To the right are ecclesiastical antiquities from Little

Russia. To the left of Room I arc three rooms for temporary exhibitions.

At the end of the Alexandrovskaya, to the left, is the Imperial
Palace (PL E, 4), a rococo building restored in 1880 (no adm.).

Beyond the Palace Garden (/tBopitoBbiS napicx) we proceed

to the left to the St. Nicholas Gate (HnKOJiaeBCKia Bopoxa; PL
F, 4), outside which begins the NiK6LSKAyA. To the left stands

the Co7}vent ofSt. Nicholas (HnKOJiaeBCKiH MOHacTbipB; PL F, 5).

Farther on, also to the left, but standing a little back from the street,

is the St. Nicholas Cathedral (HHKOjraeBCKiH codop-L), built in

1696. Just beyond this the Nikolayevski Spusk (p. 382) diverges

to the left, , while on the right is the Suvorovskaya, leading im-

mediately to the Esplanade (PL F, 5, 0), used in autumn for horse-

races and at other times as a drill-ground. The direct continuation

of the Xikolskaya is called the Road to the Lavra (^opora b-l

JIaBpy). In this, to the left, is the small Church of the Bedeemer
in the Birch -Wood (LfepKOBb Cnaca na depecTOBife; PL F, 5),

containing remnants of frescoes of the 11th century. I'arther on,

ca. 2 M. from the Tzarskaya Square, we reach the lofty wall, built

in the 17th cent., which encloses the—
* Lavra (KieBo-IIeqepcKafl JIaBpa; PL F, G, 6), the most

highly revered convent in Russia (comp. p. 130).

The founder of the Monastery of the Caves is supposed to have been
the Russian Hilarion, who lived as a hermit in a cave he had himself
excavated on the wooded hill rising from the Dnieper, and was after-

wards called to be Metropolitan of Kiev. His successor in the hermitage
was the monk Anthony, who returned from Mt. Athos in 1051. Among
tlie adherents attracted by the ])iety of this hermit were SS. Theodosius
and the chronicler Nestor (p. 381), and at a later date many of the monks
Ixdonged to princely houses. The first abbot was Varlaam, the son of

a boyar; the second was tlie above-mentioned Theodosius (d. 1074). In
the 12th cent, the monastery was elevated to the rank of Lavra, and as

such it stood under the direct control of the Patriarch, at first of Con-
stantinople, tlien of Moscow. The Igiimen received the title of Archi-

mandrite, a title now borne by the Metropolitan of Kiev, to whom the

monastery has been subordinated since 1780. The yearly revenue of the

Lavra amounts to about one million rubles.

Opposite the Arsenal (PL F, 6) is the Holy Gate (CBflXbiH

Bpaxa), adorned with frescoes from the lives of SS. Anthony and

Theodosius and leading into the court of the monastery. Above the

gate is the Cliurch of the Trinity^ containing frescoes of the S.
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Russian School, dating from the 18th century. The monastery court

is enclosed on the right and left by the cells of the monks. At the

time of the great festivals (July 15th and Aug. 15th, 0. S.), it is the

camping-ground of the pilgrims, of whom 150,000 yearly visit the

Lavra. — To the right stands the Belfry, which was built in 1745

and rises to a height of 300 ft. in four diminishing stages (*View

;

374 steps
;
permission of the commandant of the fortress necessary

for the ascent).— In front, farther on, is the —
UsPExsKi Cathedral, or Cathedral of the Assumption (PL

P\ G, 7), a building 150 ft. square, with seven gilded domes. It

was consecrated in 1089, destroyed by the Tartars in 1240, rebuilt

in the course of the 15th cent., and restored in the rococo style in

1729, after a fire. The gables are adorned with frescoes.

The mural paintings inside are by V. P. Vereshtcliagin (p. 305). The
present Iko)wstds, made of gilded wood, was a gift of Peter the G-reat. At
the top, in the middle, is a painting (on cypress-wood) of the Virgin, sur-

rounded by gilded rays and precious stones and said by tradition to have
been brought to Kiev from Byzantium in 1073. To the right as one enters
is a sarcophagus containing the relics of St. Theodosius (p. 380); to the
right of the ikonostas is a silver coffin containing the skull of St. Vladimir.
The church is always so crowded with inlirm and other worshippers that
moving about in it is somewhat difficult. — The interesting Conventual
Treasury (PiiSHHija), also preserved in the cathedral, contains relics and
valuables, permission to see which is obtained from the Metropolitan.

To the right of the cathedral is the Refectory (Tpanesa), with

a church built in 1895. Close by is the grave of P. A. Stolypin, the

Prime Minister (p. 379). Beyond the cathedral we follow the road

immediately in front of us, which is spanned at places by large flying

buttresses, and then descend a flight <>f covered wooden steps to the

light, leading to the Church of the Raising of the Crosx, which
contains the entrance to the cata'combs of St. Anthony.

The Catacombs of St. Anthony (B.^h^khIh nemepLi npeno^oo-
naro AhtohIh) consist of a number of small rt^ctangular chambers
connected by narrow passages, originally excavated in the clay soil

and afterwards supported by masonry. These passages are about

()\L^ ft. in height and su narrow that only one person can pass through

them at a time. Some of the small chambers, which were formerly

the cells of the monks, are now used us (^hapels for the mass.
Visitors are led through the caves in grou])s by a monk; each is

pnivided witli a wax candle (15-20 cop.). - No fewer than 73 saints arc
buried licrc in niclies, tlie bodies lying like mummies in open coffins and
i'nvelopcd in costly garments. Among these are Ai/fhonif (p. 380), whoso
(•ell with its stone couch is still shown, \'arUuitn (p. ."iHO), and Nentor
(d. 1115), th<* 'father of Ilussian history'. - The ccIIh in whiih the more
UH(M?tic h(;rmitH immured themselves are also jxtinted out to visitors, but
the Hiiiall openingH thrtaigli which they recciv»d their food have been
built up. Another curioHJty is a head projecting from the ground, and
covered with a mitre naid to have Immmi worn by John the L(MigHUtf(!ring

(lofiliHl. MHorocTjia/iruii.HLiii), who had himHclf buried in the; earth U|»

to his neck and is said to have lived so for 'M) years, while his dead
body was Hfterwards proserved in the same position a2th cent.).
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The more distant Catacombs of St. Theodosius (/j^aJiBHiH

nemepLi npenOvHooHaro ©eo^ocin) are similar in arrangement to

those of St. Anthony, but less extensive and less interesting*. They
are entered thruug-h the Church of St. Anna.

The other rhurehes and chapels of the Lavra have no particular

interest. The printiug-oiTice for religious works was founded in 1606.

Redescending- the Lavra Road (p. 380), we proceed to the right

to the NikolaYEvsKi Sitsk (line view), a road about I ]\l. in length.

[A flight of 225 wooden steps atfords a short-cut.] On the left is

AskolcVs Tomb (AcKOjiL^OBa Moriijia; PI. F, 5), with a chapel

(345 ft. above the river; hue view) built in 1810 over the supposed

site of Askold's tomb (p. 378). At the end of the road is the

Nicholas Suspension Bridge (HHKOjiaeBCKiii u-fennoH moctt>),

which spans the Dnieper (carriage-toll 20, with two horses 40 cop.,

including return ; smoking forbidden). This bridge, which is ^2 ^I-

long and supported by seven piers, five of which are in the water,

was constructed by the English engineer Charles de Vignorolcs in

1848-53 at a cost of 2^2 million rubles.

From the Nicholas Bridge the Naberezhnoye Chaussee ascends

along the right bank of the Dnieper, leaving Askold's Tomb on the

left, and leading in 35 min. to the Pumping Works (Pl.E, 3). Near
by, among the bushes, is the Baptismal Monument (IlaMHTHHKX
KpemeniH ; PL D, E, 3), raised in 1802 to commemorate the intro-

duction of Christianity, and consisting of a pillar-crowned chapel

with a spring, the water of which is popularly credited with healing-

powers. A religious ceremony takes place here on July 15th (O.S.).

Farther to the N. we rea(;h the quarter of Podol (PI. C, D, 1, 2),

the seat of the trade of Kiev and.the dwelling-place of the poorer

part of the population. In the midst of Podol, in the AlexAn-
drovskaya 8c^uARE(AjieKcaH4p()BCKafl njioiya^t; PI. D,2), stands

the House of Contracts , so called from the fact that the bargains

made at the 'Contract Fair', the most important sugar-mart of Russia,

used to be signed here (new building in view). To the S. are the

Gostini Dvor and the Samson Fountain (^OHxaH'b CaMncoiia),

popularly known as the Lion Fountain. Opposite is the Buatski

Convent, containing the large Cathedral of the Kplj>hanyj built

in 1G93 and restored in 18G5. Beyond this is the Imperial Theolog-

ical Academy (HMnepaxopcKaH TiyxoBHaa aKa/teMla), founded in

1615 as a church-school. It was converted into an academy in 1701

and is attended by 200 students. Its museum (Myseii uepKOBHtixt
4peBHOCTeHj (contains a rich collection of Old Russian ikons and

the like (art-students admitted on application to the director;

Russian catalogue, 1897, Vj^ rb.).

About 2 M. to the N.W. of the Alexandrovskaya Sq^uare (tramway,
see ]). 378; lie.s the Church of St. Cyril (see Inset Map, p. 377), dating
from the 12th century. The fie.scoes in the S. aisle are coeval with tlie

r-hnroh. The other Tvall-paintinprs are by Vrubel (1885).
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From the N. end of the Kreshtchatik (p. 379) we may turn to

the left and either ascend in 5 min. to the Vladimir Monument (see

below) or descend (a short walk) to the attractive Garden of the

MercJiants'' Club (PL D, 3; p. 377). Near the restaurant, is a pa-

vilion with a beautiful *View, particularly of the Dnieper plain.

The Vladimir Monument (IlaivmTHHK'L cb. BjiaTtiiMipy;

PI. D, 3), 62 ft. in height, cast in bronze from the design of Baron
Klodt, was erected in 1853. The relief on the lofty pedestal re-

presents the baptism of the Russian people (comp. p. 379); above is

the figure of the saint holding a cross, which at night is made visible

far and near by electric light.— About 400 yds. farther on is a

Pavilion commanding a view of the Dnieper and Podol.

About the same distance above the Vladimir Monument is another

pavilion with a view. Following thence the margin of the steep hill

<»n which Old Kiev (p. 378) lies, we rea(;h the —
Monastery of St. Michael (MHxaSjiOBeKiH MOHacTBipt;

PI. D, 3). The church, with its seven gilded domes, situated on the

8. side of the enclosing wall, was founded in 1108 and has been
frequently restored.

In the interior of the church, on the right side of the ikouostas, is

an ancient ikon of the Archangel Michael, richly adorned with precious
stones , which Alexander I. carried with him in the war with France.
In a .side-chapel to the N. is the silver tomb of St. Varvara (Barbara),
surmounted by a canopy and dating from the end of the 18th cent.; the
remains of the saint are said to have been brought to Kiev in 1070. In
the apse are remains of mosaics of the I2th century (Last Supper).

To the W. of the convent are a monument to St. Olga and St.

Mkhakl'.s Squark. To the N.W. of this we reach the Tryokh-
svyatitelskaya, in which, lying back from the street, is the Church
of the Three Saints (UepKOBb Tpext CBHTHTejieH; 1*1. 1), 3),

with a green central dome. This building was erected by St. Madi-
mir as the Church of St. Basils on the site of the sanctuary of the

Slav deity Perun. In 1240 it was destroyed by the Tartars, and

about 400 years later it was thoroughly restored by Peter IMogila and

consecrated to 8S. 15asil the Great, Gregory of Nazianzus, <& John
(Jhrysostom. Parts of the N. wall, the three apses, and some other

fragments of the original building are still extant.— About 74'^^-

farthei' to the X., in the Tryokiisvyatitelskaya, is tlu^ handsome —
Church of St. Andrew(HepK(>Bi. Aii^ipoH nopnoriBannaro;

Pi. D, 2;. built in flic bai'o(jue style in 1744-07 from t!u^ plans of

Rastrelli, with white domes and gilt de(;oration on a white ground.

It stands on th(i highest })oint in Old Kiev, on th(; Andrrt/evHkl IHU,
whi(;h desrrnds steeply to Podol, and occupies the spot where,

according to tradition, the Apostb; Andnw, the lirst preacher of

the gospel in Kussia, erected a cross. The church stands on a lofty

jdatform, reach(;d by a broad llight of strps. 'J'ln^ terrace commands
a line *Vi»'\v <if Pr»d(M. the river, and the plain to the E.
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We now turn to the S. aud enter the Yladimirskaya, in which,

iinniediately to the rij^ht, is the Desyatinnaya or Church of the

T/7//es (4ecHTHHHaH LjepKOBb; PLC, I), 2, 3), erected by St. Vladimir

iu l)89-99(> as the Church of the Assumption. It was destroyed hy
the Tartars in 1240, and was entirely rebuilt in its present square

form with five domes in 1828-42. Inside, adjoining the S. wall, is a

stair leading down to a vault with the sarcophagus of St. Vladimir.

Proceeding hence in the same direction and crossing the Bolshaya
Zhitomirskaya, we reach the Square of St. Sophia (Co^iiiCKafl

n.ioma^b; PLC, 3), the middle of which is occupied by the fine

monument of Bogddn Khmyelnitzki (1593-1657; comp. p. 402), the

Cossack hetman, erected in 1888 from the design of Mikeshiu. This

consists of a high block of rock surrounded by vines and bearing

the hetman on a rearing steed. — On the S.W. side of the square

are the enclosing wall and the belfry (about 1750) of the —
"Cathedral of St. Sophia (Co<E»iHCKiH cooopTb; PL C, 3), con-

stantly besieged, like the Lavra, by numerous pilgrims and beggars.

The church, erected in 1037-49 by the Grand-Prince Yaroslav, in

gratitude for the victory here gained by him over the Petchenegians,

is 180 ft. long, 120 ft. wide, and 130 ft. high. It is surmounted by

a central dome and 14 subsidiary domes, all gilded. The exterior

has suffered from alterations in the 17th cent, and other periods,

but the interior is the most interesting architectural picture that

Kiev has to show. The five central aisles, all ending in apses, and

intersected by a transept, date from the original building.

The Interior (fee to attendant 20-30 cop.) is adorned with mosaics
<»n a f^old ground and old frescoes. The richly gilded Ikonostds, which
forijierly reached to the ceiling of the church, is iu the rococo style aud
was erected in the first lialf of the 18th century. Behind the ikonostas,

above the archbishop's throne (Fopnee M-fecTo), is a figure of the Virgin
(the so-called HepymHMaH CT'tna or 'indestructible wall') aud below it

is a re]^)re8entation of the Last Supper, two mosaics of the 11th cent,

(best viewed from the gallery, see below). The Chapel of St. Vladimir,
to the left of tlui ikonostas, contains tlie monument of Yaroslavl, (d. 1054),

consisting of marble and adorned with reliefs of Christian symbols. In
the arcade to the left of the ikonostas is an open and empty stone coffin,

supposed to be that of Vladimir Mouomakh. — The approach to the gallery

is in a staircase turret, reached from the S. arcade, to the left of the

entrance. This turret formerly lay outside the cathedi'al and connected
it with the prince's ])alace. The walls of the staircase are adorned with
*Frescoes of Byzantine court life (Uth cent.), including some curious

scenes of the circus, the partakers in which are disguised as animals.

To the W. of the cathedral is the Residence of the Metropolitan.

From St. Sophia Square the wide Bolshaya Vladimirskava, the

principal street of Old Kiev, leads towards the S. On the left side

<jf it is the Irene Monameni (IlaMHTHHKi, cb. HjJiiH'fe; PLC, 3,4),

consisting of a block of masonry under a protecting roof, said to

be the remains of the Irene Convent founded by the Grand-Prince

Yaroslav. 'J'o the right is the Church of St. George (IJepKOBi,
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CB. Feopria; 1752). Farther on, also to the right, is the so-called

Golden Gate (Sojiotlih Bopoxa; PLC, 4), situated on a small

eminence and surrounded by pleasure-grounds; its gates are said to

have consisted of gilded bronze. It was erected in 1037 under

Yaroslav I. (p. 379) and was formerly the principal gate of Kiev.

It is now a heap of ruins, with traces of the old arches.

From the Golden G-ate the Vasiltchikovskaya (Proryeznaya; PL C, 5, 4)

descends to the E. to the Kreshtchatik (p. 379), passing the Imperial Con-
servatoire of Music. — In the Yaroslavov Rampart, also named the Bolshaya
Podvaluaya, is the Synagogue of the Karaites (PI. C, 4), completed in 1902

from the design of Gorodetzki.

Farther on in the Yladimirskaya, to the right, in the Municipal
Theatre (PL C, 4), built by Schroter in 1900. To the left is the

Museum of Pedagogy (PL C, 4; open free daily, 12-2), completed

in 1912. Farther on, to the right, is the Vladimir University
(PL C, 5), a massive dark-red edifice with a portico of eight columns

built by Beretti in 1837-42. The University, which was trans-

ferred from Yilna to Kiev in 1834, is attended by 3000 students, and

possesses valuable natural history, numismatic, and other collec-

tions. The library contains about 500,000 volumes.— In front of

the E. side of the University lies the Nicholas Garden^ with a

Bronze Statue of Tzar Nicholas I. by Tchizhov (1896). Behind

the University, to the W., stretch the extensive Botanical Gardens
(PL B, C, 4, 5), which include a Zoological Garden.

From the Bogd4u Khmyelnitzki Square (p. 379) the poplar-lined

BtBiKOVSKi Boulevard runs W. for nearly 2 M.— At No. 9 Tercsh-

tchenkovska is the Palais Khanyeiiko (PL C, 5), with an inter-

esting art-collection (visitors admitted in winter and spring on

production of their visiting-cards; Russian catalogue 30 cop.).

Among the cliief pictures are the following: 17. AlbertineUl, Depo-
;-.itiou in the Tomb; 26. Penighio, Madonna; 34. P. da Cortona, Monk
ill a cave; 55. L. G inrda /w, Yision of St. Jerome; 63. L. Lotto, Madonna
with saints; 66. Palma the Yoiuiger, Battle of the Amazons; 155. /'. Brueghel
the Elder, Village festival; Jaii Brueghel the Elder, 158. Flemish vil-

lage, 159. P'lowers; 161. llauH Jordaens the Elder, Stranded whale; 171.

K. van Mauder, Adoration of tlio Shepherds; 2b^. L'ubens, Tliver-god and
iiymphK, a study; 187. (,'. Co(/uefi, Family group; 251>. l\ilamedPHZ, Por-
Ijait of a woman; 261. ./. IhouchorHt, Concert; 264. A. rau Ostade, Merry
Fleming ('Le grivois tiamand'; copy); 270. Pembrandt C^), Portrait of a

woman; 276. /'. liol(f), Joseph accused l)y Potiphar's wife; 305. J. van
Ruysdael, Woodland scene; 328. U. Ruysch, Flowers; 367. C. Natoire,
Cupido; 369. Vr. Boucher, Village-sceue; 394-96. Russian ikons (second
half of the 17th cent.;.

Farther to the ^^^ in tin* P)ihik(>vski IJouh.'vard , on llni I'ighl,

stands the massive Cathedral of St. Vladimir (I^/ia.niMipcKin

co66p'i,; Pi. C\ 4), built in the Byzantine! sty](! in 1S(»2-1K) by Beretti

•dXiii Bernhardt. It Ih 150 ft. long, 'JO It. Avide, and KU) ft. hi^h.

The .seven domes are /gilded, and the windows are franuui in line

stone ornamentation. Inside are somr remarkable *Mural Paintings,

in which the artists bave attempted to i'('vi\«' tbr IJy/antine style.
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The Interior, which cousists of three aisles, Avas decorated in 1885-96
iiuder the superintendence of Professor Prakhov. The low ikonostas is

made of marble. Among^ the paintings by Vasiietzov may be mentioned :

Last Judgment, above tlie W. entrance-door, with the Baptism of Vladimir
and the Baptism of the Russians to the left and right of it; a large head
of Christ in the principal dome; Madonna, behind the high-altar, with
the Last Supper below; the Prophets, to the right and left of the high-
altar ; and the figures of SS. Olga, Vladimir, and Alexander Nevski on
the ikonostas. By the side-altars are scenes from the Last Days of the
"Redeemer, by Svedomski, with landscapes painted from nature. In the
choir, to tlie right, behind the altar, is the Nativity, by Nesterov. On
the ceiling of the choir are the Transfiguration, by Kotarbinski (to the
right), and the Ascension, by Svedomski (to the left).

Contiiming- to follow the Bibikovski Boulevard from the Vla-

dimir Cathedral, we reach (7 min.) a Bronze Statue of Count
Bohrinski (PL B, 4), the founder of the Russian sugar -industry,

erected in 1872 from the design of Schroder.— To the N.W. of the

railway station is the Polytechnic Institute (beyond PL A, 3),

completed in 1901 and attended by 2500 students.
From Kiev to Poltava, 329 V. (218 M.), railway in 8V2-IO hrs. —We

cross the Dnieper by the bridge mentioned at p. 377. — About 17 M. to

the S. of (84 V.) Pereyasldvsl:aya lies Perei/asldv, a district-town in the
government of Poltava, founded in 993. Pop. 18,600. — 139 V. Grebeiika
(Rail. Restaurant), see below; 178 V. Lzib?ii (Rail. Restaurant); 207 V.
Rovioddn (Rail. Restaurant), see ]). 391. —329 V. (218 M.) Poltava, see p. 389.

From Kiev to 3Toscow, see R. 53; to Odessa, see R. 55 b; to Kovel,
see p. 374.

55. Prom Moscow to Odessa.
a. Via Bakhmatch and Bobrinskaya.

1229 W (814 M.). This line, the shortest route between Moscow and
Odessa, was at the end of 1913 open for traffic as far as Bobrinskaya.
The rest of the lino is to be opened in the summer of 1914.

From Moscow to (623 V.) Bakhmatch, see p. 37f5. We diverge

to the S. from the Kiev line.— 697 V. Prilukij a district-town

with 30, .500 inhab. and a trade in peasants' tobacco (naxopKa)

;

751V. GrTebenka (Railway Restaurant), see above; 808 V. Zola-

tojiosha, a district-town with 12,800 inhabitants. We cross the

Dnieper. 836 V. Tchefi^kdssi; 865 V. Bobrinskaya (Railway Re-

staurant), see p. 387; 917 V. Novomirgorod (Railway Restaurant),

a district-town with 11,000 inhab.; 985 V. Pomoshnaya (p. 393);

1064 V. Voznesensk (Railway Restaurant), a district-town with

19,300 inhabitants. We cross the Bug.— 1229 V. (814 M.) Odessa

(Bakhmatch Station), see p. 393.

b. Via Bakhmatch and Kiev.

1415 V. (938 M.). Express train in 371/2 br^. (fares 28 rb. 95, 18 rb.

15 cop.; seat-ticket 2 rb. 70 cop., see p. xxiii). Slow train in 56 hrs. (fares

27 rb., IH rb. 20 cov.). — From Kiev to Odessa, 012 V. (407 M.), express

train in 12'/2 brs. (fares 17 rb. 95, 11 rb. 55 cop.; seat-ticket IV2 I'b.).

From Moscow to (803 V.) KieVj see R. 53.— The train runs to

the S.W. throufrh the fruitful and well-tilled government of Kiev.
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824 V. Boydrka, an attractive summer-resort of the citizens of

Kiev. About 5 M. to the S. of (837 Y.) Vasilkov is the prettily

situated town of that name, with 16,800 inhabitants. — 863 V.

Fastov (^acTOBTb; Raihvay Restaurcmtj fair).

From Fastov to Znamenka, 282 V. (187 M.), railway in 7-10 hrs.

—

32 \. Bijelaija Tzerkov, 73 V. Olshanitza, 132 V. Korsun, 168 V. Tzvyet-
kovo (p. 372), 199 V. Bobrhiskaya (p. 386), all five with rail, restaurants.—
282 Y. (187 M.) Znamenka (p. 391).

952 Y. (631 M.) Kazatin. Thence to (1415 Y.) Odessa, see p. 375.

c. YiA Kursk, Kharkov, and Birzula.

1563 Y. (1036 M.). Railway in 43 hrs. (fares 29 rb., 17 rb. 40 cop.; ex-
press and seat-tickets extra). — From Moscow to Kharkov, 731 Y. (487 M.),

express train in 14 hrs. (fares 20 rh. 20 cop., 13 rb. ; seat-ticket 1 rb. 80 cop.).

From Moscow to (502 Y.) Kursk^ see R. 46.—About 7 M. beyond

Kursk the train crosses the Seini and begins to traverse the plain

of the 'Black Earth' (p. xxxvii), from the sombre levels of which
the miserable gray villages stand out curiously in the glittering

sunshine. 575 Y. Kleinmikhelovo (Rail. Restaurant). — 652 Y.

Byelgorod {Rail. Restaurant ; Yevropeiskaya Hotel; cab to the

town 30 cop.), a district-town in the government of Kursk, contain-

ing 28,000 inhab. and carrying on a brisk trade, is picturesquely

situated at the foot of the lofty limestone cliffs on the right bank

of the Donitz. The Troitzki Convent, which is reached in 20 min.

by turning to the left from the station and then going to the right

along the UlitzalmperatoraNikolaya II, contains the grave of Bishop

loasaf (d. 1754), who was canonized in 1911. Branch-lines to

(139 Y.) Basi (p. 389) and to (148 Y.) Kupyausk (p. 389).

731 Y. (484 M.) Kharkov, XaptKOBt. _i?a/L Restaurant, very
fair.

—

Hotels (overcrowded and dear during the large markets, see p. 388).

^Grand-Hotel (PI. a: D, 4), Torgovava Sqnarc, R. from 2, B. '^U, dej. (12-2)

IV4, D. (2-7) 1V'2-2V2, omn. 1/2 or 1 rb. ; *Rossiya (PI. c; D, 4), Yekaterinoslav-
skaya 4, R. from IV4 (with bath from 4), B. 1/2. B. (1-7 p.m.) '^U-2^1^ rb.,

omn. 60 cop.; M4tropole (PL f; E, 3). Xikolayevskaya Square '31, R. from
13/4, D. (1-6 p.m.) l'/4 & 2'/4 rl)., good; Astoria. St^rgiyovskaya Square
rPl. D,4) new; Monnet (PI. b; 0,4), Yekaterino.slavskaya 5; Astrakhdn-
skaya (PI. d; D, 3), Nikolayevskaya Square; Bolshaya Moskdvskaya
CPl. e; D, 4), Klotchkovskaya 1.

Restaurants. Grand- Hotel, see above; Versailles, Kontorskaya 1

(Pi. B, 0, 5j, with garden, U. (2. .SO to 5..'}0) 1 V2 & 2Vi rb., very fair ; Astrakhan-
skaya, nee above; beer at Zimmermann's, Sumskaya 11 (PI. E, 1-3),

D. (1-4 p.m.) 60 CO)). (^x¥i.H. Dierfjcrg, Pofjite, Moskovskaya (PI. E, 4),

F'rench and German newspapers at both.
Cab from the railway station to the town 40, with two horses 80; per

drive 30 or 60 crop. ; second-class one-horse cabs 10 <'0p. cheaper. A one-
horse cab is called a Yanka.

Tramways ^') or 8 cop. j. From the Railway Station (PI. A, 4) via the Ye-
katerinosli'tvskava to the Torg^vaya Sciuarc (Pi. 1), K, 4); thence to tlie N.
along the Snniskava (PI. E, 1,2^, to the E. alonp: tht^ Staro-Moskovskayu
(PI. E-H, \>, and to th.- S. alonj; the Mosk;'ilyevNkaya (PI. C, f), 6). Hh'ctric

cars also run to llic Balashovski Railway Station and to tin; Town Park.
Post &Tki,k(H'.aimi OFriCEs in Voznosenskjiya Square (PI. (1,4) and in the

Arcade (PI. I). 4j. Banks. Imperial Bank (PI. E, »), Teatn'ilnaya Square

Bakdekkr's Ruitsia. 2;')
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(open 10-3); Volga <S: Kama Bank, NikoUyevskaya Square (PI. D, E, 8, 4),

and many others. — Bookseller A. DrUder, Moskovskaya 21 (PI. E, 4).

British Vice-Consul, C. Blakey, Moskovskaya 27 (Pl.E, 4).

—

Enoijsh
Club, Helff'erich-Ladet Sporting Club.

Kharkov, the capital of the government of that name in Little

Russia, lies mainly upon the plateau (755 ft.) which here interrupts

the belt of 'Elack Earth' (p. xxxvii), about 100 ft. above the Udi
(an attluent of tlie Donetz) and the two small streams Lopan and

KhdrkoVj which unite here. The town, which dates from about

1(350, is the see of the Greek Catholic Archbishop of the eparchy of

Kharkov and Akhtuirka, and the headquarters of the 10th Army
Corps. It is a university town and the administrative centre of the

great iron industry and coal-mines of South Russia. The inhabitants,

248,000 in number, carry on a considerable trade in cloth, wool,

and cattle. The fairs held here on Jan. 6-20th (O.S.), after Easter,

after AVhitsun, on Aug. 15-30th, and on Oct. l-20th (the chief one)

are of great importance for South Russia.

From the Railway Station (PI. A, 4) the Yekaterinoslavskaya

(tramway), leads E. to the Old Town. To the N. of this street, in the

Blagovyeshtchenskaya (PL A-C, 4), is the Neto Opera House. To the

N. of the Blagovyeshtchenskaya Square (PL C, L), 4) lies the Bazaar.
In the Sergiyevskaya Square is the University (PL T), 4), which

was founded in 1804 and is attended by 3400 students. It contains

a library of 240,000 vols., a museum of art (Myseft h3hii{hi>ixt>

HCKyccTBT>: paintings, prehistoric antiquities; Tues., Thur., & Sun.,

11-2), an ethnographical museum (Wed. & Sun., 12-2), and a zoo-

logical collection (Sun. 12-2, from Sept. 1st to May 15th, O.S.). To
the X. of the university is the Municipal Industrial Museum
(Fopo^^CKOH xy^ojKecTBeHHO-npoMLimjieHHLiH Mysen), which is

open daily, except Mon., 11-4 (adm. 5-10 cop.; closed in June and

July, O.S.; Russian catalogue 20 cop.), with a collection of modern

Russian paintings and objects illustrating the arts aiid crafts of

Little Russia. To the E. is the Uspenslci Cathedral, dating from

1781, with a belfry 295 ft. high, completed in 1841 . The Moskovskaya
CPl. E, 4), which runs E. from the cathedral, is the chief business

thoroughfare. In the Universitetskaya, to the left, is the Pokrovski

Convent (PL I), 3; 1726). Farther on, to the N., in the Ruimarskaya,

are the Opera House (PL I), 2) and the Commercial Club.

The Xikolayevskaya Square (PI. D, E, 3, 4) contains several

banks, including the handsome building of the Agrarian Bank (by

lieketov). Hence the Sumskaya (tramway, see p. 387) leads N., past

the Theatre (^paMaxHqecKiii xeaTpx; PL 1), E, 3), to the Uni-

versity Park (PL D, 1, 2). Just outside the park, which contains a

small zoological collection (adm. 5 cop.), is a bronze statue, by

Andrioletti (1907), of V. N. Kardzin (d. 1842), the founder of

Kharkov University. To the N. are the medical buildings of the

University and the new Town Park. From the Veterinary
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Institute (PL E, 1) we proceed to the E., through the Veterindrnaya

aud its prolongation, to the high-lying Technological Institute (PL

G, 2; 1400 students). AVe return' to the Old Town by the Pushkin-

skaya. In the Ulitza G^golya are the Roman Catholic and Lutheran
Churches (PI. E, 2, 3).— On the X. side of the Skobelevskaya Square

are the Laiv Courts (PL E, 4).

From Khakkviv to Bai.ashov, 630 V. (417 M.), railway iu 24 hrs.—
From (126 Y.) Kupydnsk (Rail. Restaurant) branch-lines run S. to (221 V.)
Debaltzevo (p. 429/and N. to (148 V.) Byelgorod (p. 387).--197 V. Valuiki
(Rail. Restaurant), with a large grain-elevator, is the junction of a branch-
line to (207 V.) Kastornaya (p. 428). Beyond (319 V.) Koponishtche we
traverse an attractive hilly district all the way to Liski. Near (325 V.)
Divnogorskaya Plattforma are a monastery and the hills of Bolshiya
Divi and Maluiya Dim, each containing numerous caves. Just before
reaching (346 Y.) Liski-on-the Don (JIhckh Ha ]\ony ; Rail. Restaurant),
the junction of tlie railway from Yoronezh to Rostov (p. 428), we cross the
Don. 438 Y. Ta?ot-a?/a (Rail. Restaurant); 554 Y. i'ori^ri/io (Rail. Restau-
rant;, see p. 427.-- 630 Y. (417 M.) Balashov (p. 432).

From Kharkov to Yorozuba, 234 Y. (155 M.), railway in 6 hrs. —
23 Y. Lyiihotin (Rail. Restaurant) is the junction of the line to Poltava
(see below), and of a branch-line to (17 Y.) Merefa (p. 400). At (108 Y.)
Kirik6vka a line diverges for (16 Y.) Akhtinrka, an industrial town with
31,700 inhabitants. Beyond (128 Y.) Smorddino (Rail. Restaurant) is (174 Y.)
Basi, at the junction of a line to (139 Y.) Byelgorod (p. 387). — 188 Y,
Sural (Rail. Restaurant ; Grand-Hotel ; izvoshtchik from the rail, station
to the towu 40 cop.) was founded in 1658, and is the capital of a district

in the government of Kharkov. Pop. 51,500. It possesses ancient forti-

fications and a large sugar-factory. - 234 Y. (155 M.) Vorozlibd (p. 363)

From Kharkov to Simferopol (Sebastopol), see R. 57.— From Kharkov
branch-lines also run N.W. to (2S9Y.) Lgov (p. .363) and S.E. to (199 Y.)
Shtvyansk (p. 431).

The railway now runs to the 8.W. through the government of

Kharkov, which, like the neighbouring Poltava, formed a part of

the old Ukraine or 'borderland' {i.e. towards Turkey). Both dis-

tricts are very fertile. The great mass of the inhabitants are Little

Russians (p. xliii). — 737 Y. Noraya Bavdriya, with a large

brewery. At (754 V.) Lyuhotin (Rail. Restaurant; sec above). Be-

yond (808 Y.) Kohnnak we enter the government of Poltava.

8f)3 \ . (572 31.; Poltava. Station or the Kharkov & Nikolai
Railway ( ReMtauranf, fair), for all trains, on tliu K. side of the town,
about 2 M. from the Alexandrovskaya Square; Station ok the Moscdvv &
Vou6.NEzii Kailwav (IIo.iTana ropo/j't ; Re.stat/roiit, fair), for trains to
Kiev, to tlie N.W. of the town, about I'Vj M. from the Alexiindrovfikaya
Square. The two HtatioiiK are connected hy a loop-lino, which crossea
the battlefield mentioned at ji. 390.- Hotkls. YevropHskaya, Petrov-
skaya, I{. fn»ni lV4rb., D. (2-7 ji.m.) from 00 cop. to 1 rh. 20 cop.; VorobyH',
PreohrazheiiHkaya; (irand-JJotrl^ near the Alcxandrovskaya Square, K.
from I'/a rf'- ^^ah (Phaeton) with two horses from th(> Kharkov Railway
Station to the town 7r>, from the iMoscow & Yoroiu^zh Unilwjiy Station to

the town 60, jier drive 20-:i0, ])er hr. GO coj).

Poltdva or Piiltovay the capital of a goveinmriit of the same
name, is situated on a ridge of ground ovj^rluokiiig the Vorslda^

contains 84,(K)0 inhab. (many Jews), and curries on an imporlant trade

in horses, fnt cattle, and grain. - We go straight out of the Kluirkov

25*
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Station and cross (5 min.) the Vorskla. About 6 min. later we avoid

the turning to the right, and go straight on as far as (25 min.), the

l^etrovski Park, where we turn to the right. Passing on our right

the Zemstvo Building {\ 90S), which is adorned with majolica and
paintings and contains a museum of natural history and archae-

ology (EcTecTBeHHO-HCTopiiqecKiil Myseii; adm. as at the Gogol
House, see below), we reach (3 min.) the Alexandrovskaya and follow

this street to the right. [The Alexandrovskaya Square lies about

7.2 ^E. off in the other direction.] Immediately to the right stands

the Church of the Resurrection (BocKpeceHCKaa i^epKOBB), built in

1773. Opposite, to the left, is a Chapel (L[epKOBB Cnaca-llepy-
KOTBopeHHaro) in which Peter the Great said his prayers after the

battle of Poltava. Behind this is a Memorial Stone with military

emblems, set up in 1849, marking the site of the house occupied by

Peter the Great after the battle. At the end of the street is the

Cathedral of the Assumption, built in 1770. Returning through the

xA.lexandrovskaya, we reach the Gogolevskaya in 10 minutes. In this

street, on the left, is the Gogol House (IIpocB'feTHTejiLHoe s^anie
HMeHH ForojiH), containing an ethnographical collection (open free,

Snn. 12-3, week-days, except Mon., in summer 0-2, in winter 10-3).

To the S. is a Roman Catholic CJturch. At the junction of the

Petrovskaya with the Ulitza Kotlyarevskago, the next cross-street,

is a bronze b-ust by Posen (1903) of the Little Russian poet /. P.

Kotlyarecski (d. 1838). Farther on, to the left, is the Post Office.

The Alexandrovskaya ends in the circular Alexandrovskaya Square,

in the middle of which rises a Column of Victory j 56 ft. in height,

erected in 1809 to commemorate the battle of Poltava. The square

contains the Cadet School, the Governor's Residence, the District

Court, etc., and close by, to the E., is the Lutheran Church.

Following the 3[onastuirskaya from this point we come in 25 min.

to the high-lying Monastery of the Raising of the Cross (1650).

The battlefield on whicli the outcome of the great War of the North was
determined and the position of Russia in Europe established by the victory

of the Russians under Peter the Great over the Swedes under Charles XII.
on June 27th (0. S.), 1709, lies 81/4 M. to the N.W. of the town (carr. & pair

there & back in IV2 hi"-, fare iVa"^ i"b.)- 'fhc Russians had about 42,000 men
and 72 guns, the Swedes 27,000 men and only 4 guns. Under the so-

called Swedish Grave (IllBe;iCKafl MorHJiaj, a mound «)5 ft. in height sur-

mounted by a large stone cross, are buried the Russian dead, 1345 in

number. Close by are a church and a museum containing relics of the

battle, including a large panel of copper, set up in 1778, on which a re-

{)resentation of the battle of Poltava is (engraved; the fallen Swedes lie

under another tumulus less tban '/a ^- to the N. (monument erected in

19o9j. The 1(;,000 survivors of tlie Swedish army surrendered to the

Russians at Perevolotchna three days after the hattle.

From Poltava to Lozovava, 165 V. (109 M.), railway in 51/2 hrs.—
45 V. Kdrldvka, with an extensive grand-ducal estate; 76 V. Konsfanti-
nof/rdd (Rail. Restaurant;, a district-town in the government of Poltava,
witli 13,700 inbabitants. — 165 V. (109 M.) f^nznvdya, see p. 400.

From Poltava to Kiev, see p. 38<').
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Beyond (958 V.) Potold we cross the Psiol (nce.Tn,), a tributary

of the Dnieper.

973 V. (645 M.) Krementchug, KpeMenqyr-L. __ Rail. Restau-
rant.— Hotels. Pahnyra, Khersoiiskaya, E. 1-5, D. (1-5 p.m.) V2-li'b.;

Italiya, R. ^U-2^l2, D. (1-5 p.m.) 1/2-1 ^"b.; Victoria, cor. of the Khersoii-

skaya and the Birzhevaya. — Izvoshtchik from the rail, station or the
steambf-iat-pier to the town .SO, per drive 20, i)er hr. 40; with two horses

50, 40, 60 CO]).

—

Electhic Tramway from the station through the town
to the harbour; also other lines (fare 5 cop.). — Steamboats p]y to Yekate-
rinoslav and Kiev (see p. 378).

Kreme/ttchug, the chief town of a district of the government of

Poltava, situated on the left bank of the Dnieper and frequently

exposed to inundations, carries on a lively trade in timber and tire-

wood (numerous saw-mills). Pop. 100,000 (including Kryukov, see

below). The noteworthy buildings include the Greek Catholic Cath-

edral of the Transfyuratio)* (founded in 1808), the Town Hally

and the large Arsenal. Open-air concerts take place in the attractive

Public Park (restaurant). There is a Lutheran church.— K. Baer's
Nvrsery at Pavlovka, 5 M. to the X., is interesting.

Fkom Kkementciiug to Romni, 201V. (133 M.), railway in 6 hrs.

—

108 Y. Romoddn (Rail. Restaurant), see p. 386; 119 Y. Dvbrovski, with
the stud of the G-rand-Duke Demetrius Constantinovitch, where the famous
Orlov trotters and mares are reared. — 201 Y. (133 M.) Romni (p. 39).

TYe cross the Dnieper by a girder-bridge (view of Krementchug
to the right) to (983 Y.) Kryukov (see above). From (1034 Y.)

Koristovka a branch-line runs to (69 Y.) Pyatikhatki (p. 402).

—

1069 Y. (708 M.) Znamenka, SnaMeHKa (Bail. Bestau7xmt), jiino-

tion for Fastov (p. 387).

Fkum Znamexka to Kherson, 280 Y. (185 M.), railway in872ht's.

(express to Xikolayev in 5 hrs.).— 75 Y. Dolinskaya (Rail. Restau-
rant). To Yekaterinosluv and (277 Y.) Sinelnikovo, see pp. 402, 401.

222 Y. (147 31.) Nikolayev, liuKOJiSLeBT^. — Raij. Restaurant.
— Hotels. Lovdoiiskaya. K. from I1/2 ib. ; Barbe, R. from IV4 rb., B. 50,
dej. (12-4) 55-75 con., I), (i-5) 1/2-IV4 ib., both in the Sobornaya; Peter-
hiirgslaya, Potemkinskaya. Caw from the railway station to tlie town
50, from the steamer lanrling-stage HO. ])er drive 30, per hr. (iO cop.
Tkamwavs from tlie station to the town and from the harbour to SpasK.
Bkitikh Yke-Coxhul, J. Picton /^/i/,v<",Taviitcheskaya 1. - -TiT.oYD's Agent.
Afihttr Deacon.

Nikoldyev or Nicolaieff, a town of 120,000 inhab. in IIk; govern-

ment of Kherson, stands upon a point of land on the left bank of

the Buy, a1 its junction with th(! Inyi'il. It was i'ouiulcd by Prince

Potemkin in 1788 and is the chief grain port of S. Russia. 'Phere

are both Lutheran and Roman Catliolic churches. The Sobornaya
traverses the town from N. to S. In the Sobornaya Square are a

statue of AdFiiiral Greig(p. 76) and tlie Old (inard House, in which
the Yereshtchdgin Museum is to be housed. At the S. end of the

Sobfirnaya, (»n the Rug, is a large shipbuilding yard ; at the N. end,

on the Ingul, are another shipbuilding yard, the Admiralty, and a
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well-kept boulevard. At the corner of the Katolitcheskaya and Spas-

skaya is a branch of the Nicholas Observatory at Pulkovo (p. 189).

To the W. of the town, on the Bug, are the summer villas of Spask^
with a promenade (restaurant).

About 25 V. (17 M.) to the S. of Nikolayev, on the right bank of the
Bug. are the ruins of the Milesian colony of Olbia. About 25 V. to the
W. of Olbia, on the N. side of the Dnieper Liman, is the fortified town
of Ofchdkov, the ancient Alector.

Steamer from Nikolayev to Odessa daily in 7 hrs. (fare .Srb.); to
Klierson daily, except Sat., in B Ins. (fare 2 rb. 15 cop.).

280 V. Khers6n, XepcoH7> {Railivay Restaurant; Peter-

hwrgskaya, Odesskaija, K. in both 1-3 rb.; cab per drive 25, with

two horses 30, per hr. 40 or 60, from the rail, station to the town
50-00 cop.; British vice-consul, E. Caruana, Lyutcranskaya 13),

the capital of the government of the same name, lies at an elevation

of 100 ft. on the right bank of the Dniepei-, 19 M. above its mouth
in the Dnieper Liman. It contains 93,000 inhab., one-third of whom
are Jews, and carries on a trade in grain and timber. 8t. Catharine's

Cathedral or Church of the Redeemer, in the Voenni Suburb, con-

tains the tomb of Prince Potemkin (d. 1791; to the right in front

of the ikonostas), who founded the town in 1778. In the centre of

the town is a well-kept boulevard, with a bronze statue of the prince

by Martos (1836). An obelisk near the Greek Catholic Cemetery,

erected in 1828, commemorates the philanthropist John Howard
(1726-90), who died here of camp fever while on a tour of investi-

gation into the causes of the plague. The house in which he lived, in

the Suv6rovskaya, is marked by a tablet; he lies buried at Stepa-

novka, 4 M. to the N. of the town ('Vixit propter alios, alios salvos

fecit'). There are a public library, a museum of local antiquities,

and a picture gallery. The town also possesses Lutheran and Roman
Catholic churches. Steamers to Alexandrovsk (see p. 402), to Niko-

layev (see above), and to Odessa (daily in 10 hrs. ; fare 3 rb. 95 cop.).

1117 V. (740 M.) Yelisavetgrad, EjiHcaBeTrpa^T*. — ij*a/:/ym/y

Restaurant. — Hotels. Koralenko, R. 1-3 rb.; Rossiya, R. 1-3 rb., both

with restaurants (D. from 50 cop.); Syevemaija, R. 1V2"5 rb., D. (1-4 p.m.)

60 cop. to lV4rb.; (h'and- Hotel, Dvortzovaya. — Restamrmt Kozl6v, 1).

from 50 cop.

—

IzvOshtchik from the railway station to the town 40, witli

two horses 60, per drive 20 or .SO, per hr. 40 or 60 cop.— Electric Tramway
from the station through the town (5 cop.) and to the Town Park (8 cop.).

Yelisavetfjrddy a district-town in the government of Kherson,

founded in 1754 in the reign of Empress Elizabeth, contains 76,000

inhab., one-third of whom are Jews, and carries on a brisk trade in

grain, cattle, and wool. It is well built and possesses attractive

boulevards and wide streets, such as the Bolshoi Prospekt. Among
its buildings may be mentioned the Cavalry School (in the old im-

perial palace), the Lutheran Church, and the Roman Catholic Church.

An agricultural show is held annually, April 20-28th (O.S.).— About
1 \/,4 M. from the town is the large Town Park.
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1197 V. (793 M.) Pomoshnaya (p. 386); 1242 V. Podgordd-
naya (p. 372). Beyond (1251 V.) Golta (Rail. Restaurant) we cross

the Bug.— 1366 Y. Balta. About 5 M. to the N. lies the district-

town of that name (Passage Hotel; izv(5shtchik 1 rb.), with 30,000 in-

hab. and a considerable trade in grain and cattle.

1387 V. (919 M.) Birzula (Bail. Bestaurant). From this point

to (1563 V.; 1036 M.) Odessa, see pp. 373, 374.

56. Odessa and Environs.
Railwat Stations. JIain Station (PL D, 7), on the Kiilikovo Pole,

for the S.W. lines; Bakhmatch Station (PL B, 1), in the Peresuip Suburb,
for R. 55 a; Odessa Harbour Station (PL D, E, 4) for the Kuyalnitzki
Liman (p. 399). — City Office of State Railways, Ulitza Skobeleva 11 (PL
C, D, 6), ope;i 10-1 (Sun. & holidays 12-4).

Hotels. *LoNDOx (PLb;D, 5), Nikolayevski Boulevard 11, quietly

situated, with sea-view, R. from 2^2 ib., bed-linen 60 cop., dej. (11-3) 1,

D. (3-8) 2 rb.; *St. Petersburg (PI. c;I), 4), corner of the Yekaterinin-
skava Square and tlie Nikolavevski Boulevard, with sea-view. R. from 2V2>
d6j."(ll-l) 1, D. (1-7) iVa I'b. ; *Yevropeiskaya (PL d; D, 5), Piishkinskaya 2,

with German waiters, commercial, R. from 2 rb., B. 60 cop., dej. (12-3) 1,

p. (2-8) IV2, oraii- 1 I'b.; *Bristoi> (PL i; D, 5), Piishkinskaya 15, cor. of

riitza Kondratenko, R. iVg-lS i'b., B. 60 cop., d6j. (11-2) 1, D. (1-8) l-lV2i-b.;

Hotel Passage (PL a; C, 5), corner of the Deribasovskaya and the Preo-
l)razhenskaya, R. from 1-^4, D. (1-6) -74-1 rb.

—

Bolshaya Moskovskaya,
Kolodezhni Pereulok 1, cor. of Deribasovskaya (PL D, 5), R. from l'/2 rb.;

Savoy, Khersonskaya 29 (PL B, C, 3, 4), R. from I1/2 rb. ; Hot. de Paris
(Parizhkaya; PL f, D 5), Piishkinskaya 6; Frantziya (PL g; C, D, 5), Deri-
basovskaya ; (Jextralnaya (PL h ; C, 5), Preobrazhenskaya 34 ; CoNTiNEXTAii
(PL e; C, 5;, Ulitza Stolypina 19, R. from 75, bed-linen 50, D. (1-6) 50-80 co}).

Restaurants at the ^London, *St. Petersburg, *Yevropeiskai/a, and
*Bristol Hotels, see above ; Alexander Park (p. 398), with tine view ; Nicholas
Boulevard (p. 396), open in summer only, dej. 60 cop., D. ^/4-lrb.; Kuz-
netzdv, in tlie Exchange (p. 398), D. 75 cop.; Palace, Lanzheronovskaya 13
(PL D, 5), D. 75 cop.; H. Bruhns, Deribasovskaya 16, iJi tlie court, a pop-
ular luncheon rendezvous; Bavaria, corner of tlie Deribasovskaya and
the Rishelyevskaya (PL D, 5), in the basement, D. 50-60 cop. — Automatic
Restaurant, Preobazhcnskaya 'US, corner of Gretcheskaya (PL C, 5).

Caf^s. */^o/j<'7/«i, Yekaterininskaya,cor. of Lan'/]ier6n()Vskaya(Pi.D, 5);
Fauconi, Yekaterininskaya. near the Ijanzhcronovskaya (PL D,5), both very
popular; fAehrnann, cor. of Preobrazhenskaya and Deribasovskaya (PL C,5).

70 cop.

45
40
80
90

Cab Tariff (izvoshtchik; comp. p. xxiv). I One-horse
One-horse open cabs somewhat cheaper.

! with cover.

FriJin tin; Main Railway Station, with luggage . I

To the Main Railway Station, witli lu^'t,'a{^e . .

To tin- Bakliinatch Railway Station, with lugj^^a^e I

From th<* Haklimatch Railway Station, with luggage
|

To or from the (c^uarantine Harbour, with luggage
|

To or from otlnT harbours, with luggage ... 80 „ ,

Drive within the t(»wii 30 „

Per hour 70
Each additional half-hour 35
To Lanzhnon 60
To Litth; Fountain . 90
To Middle Fountain . Irb. 20
To Great Fountain lrb.80

Two-horse
phaeton.

lrb.20cop.
— 70 „

75 „

Irb.
lrb.40 „

Irb. 20 „— 40 „

Irb.
— 50 „
- 90 „

Irb. 50 „

2rb.20 „

3 rb.

To the LimAuH . . . lrb.40 „ 2rb.40 „
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Electric Tramways. The more important lines are: 1. Kherson.^hi
:Spiisk- (PI. 13, 3) to Kiilikdvo Pole (Pl.D, 8) via Rishelycvskaya. — 2. Na-
ruishlinaki Spusk (PI. C, 8) to OU Cemetery (PI. C, 7, 8) via Preobrazlien-
skaya. ;i. Goods Station (PL A. 9) to Torgdvaya (PI. B, C, 4, 5). — 4. Gooda
Station (PI. A, 9) to Lanzheroti (PI. F, (5) via Uspenskaya. — 7. Moskdv-
itkai/a (PI. C, I'H) to Khad;:hibf'i8ki TAmav (see Inset Map). - 14. Kher-
itotiaki Sjtf/sk (PI. R, 8) to Main Railway Station (PI. D, 7). — 16. Corner
of PreobrazJienskaya and Bohkaya Arnantskaya (PI. C, 6, 7) to Little
Fountain (beyond PI. P\ 9). - 18. Kidikovo Pole (PI. D, 8) to Great Foun-
tain (beyond PI. D, 9).- 19. Great Fountain to Lustdorf (see Inset Map).
-20. Khersonski Spnsk (PI. B, 3) to Khadzhibeiski Limdn (see Inset Map).
— 22. Bemeslennai/a (PI. D, 6, 7) to Vofnni Spvsk (PI. D, 4) via the Har-
])0ur. -23. Knlikovo Pole (PI. I),, 8) to 6l(jiyer,^kaya (PL B, C, 4). -24.

Corner of Pj-eobrazhe'nskaya and XJlitza ZJi//k6csk(/yo (PL C, 5, 6) to Xa??,-

zheron (PL F, 6). --25. Corner of Preobraz/u'i/skaya and Bolshaya Arnavt-
akaya (PL C, 6, 7) to Arcadia (beyond PL F, 9).-' 27. Round the Tozvn.--
28. Xaniishkinski SjyuskiPl. C, 3) to Lanzherov (PL F, 6). — 33. RemesUn-
naya (PL D, 6, 7) to Moskovskaya Bridge via the Harbour.

Theatres. City Theatre (PL 29; D, 5), Theatre Square, operas and
dramas; Rnsf^ian Theatre, Grr^tcheskaya 48. cor. of Kolodezni Pereulok
(PL C, I), 5), dramas.— Variety Performances. Khuddzhestvenni Theatre,
Yekaterininskaya 27 (PL D, 5-7); Coliseum, Khersonskaya 29 (PL B, C, 3,4),
with skating rink.

Pleasure Resorts (open in summer only). Alexander Park (p. 398);
Arcadia (p. 399); Little Fountain (MajiMH •i.oHTaH'B .• p. 399). — C/rc//-^-

(PL 15; C, 4), also used for variety performances.
General Post & Telegraph Office (PL C, 4, 5; p. .397), Ulitza Stolj^-

pina8, open for poste restante letters (to the left on entering, on the second
floor) from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m., for registered letters from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
& 5-7 p.m.; on Sun. & holidays from 9 to 11 a.m. The telegraph office is

always open (on the gronndlloor, to the right of the entrance).
Booksellers. Becker & Wedde, E. Berndt, Deribasovskaya 18 & 16 (PL

D, 5); Rousseau (French), Rishelycvskaya 6 (PL D, 5-7). -— German News-
paper: Odessaer Zeitung. — Majys of the Crimea, issued by the General
Staff, may be obtained at the Staff Oflfice of the Odessa Military District

(IIlTaot *0;ieccKaro BoeHiiaro OKpyr^), Pirogovskaya 6 (PL D, E, 8).

Banks. Imperial Bank (PL D, 6), Ulitza Zhuk6vskago 11; Ashkenazi,
Rishelycvskaya 4 (PL D, 5-7); Credit Lyonnais, corner of tlie Rishelycv-
skaya and the Lanzheronovskaya (PL D, 5).

'Ba,ths. Warm ))aths at the hotels (]). 393); {\\tio Rabinovitch & Fish-
man, Ulitza Poltavskoi Pobyedi 27 (PL E, 5-7); Tsakovitch, Preobrazhen-
skaya 45 (PL 0, 4-7).

—

Sea Baths. At tlie Fountains, Lanzheron (stony),

Arcadia, Lustdorf (strongest surf), in the Limans (p. 399), etc. Warm sea-

baths at Goikovitch^s, at the harbour, to tlie left of the steps; at Trieger^s,
Tchernomorskayji 17; and at Ar,cadi(i and Little Fountain (p. 399).

Physicians. Dr. Angst, Ulitza Novoselskago 100, senior physician
of the Protestant Hospital; Dr. Kdfer, Vagnej'ovski Pereulok; Dr. Bern-
stein. Pushkinskaya 5; Dr, TUa/^er (oculist), Ulitza Novoselskago 59; Dr.
Thomson (ladies' doctor), Ulitza Stolypina 16. Dentists. H. Cornelius,
Preobrazhenskaya 5; Dr. Bondesen, Pushkinskaya 5; Dr. Flemmer, So-

bornaya Square 4.

—

Protestant Hospital (PL E, 7) of the German com-
munity, well managed, 3-5 rb. per day.

Consulates. Great Britain: J. F. Roberts, C. M. (>., consul-general,
Troitzkaya 17 (Pl.C-E, 6); John Lowdon, vice-consul. — United Spates:
,1. II. Grout, consul, Kazarm^nni Pereulok i (PL D, A). - Rumania: Ulitza
Novoselskago 96 (PL B, C, 3-6; 11-2); travellers to Rumania must have
the visa (»f the Rumanian consul (5 fr. or 2rb.; no charge for English,
French, German, Austrian, Swiss, Italian, or Belgian travellers).— Turkey:
Khersonskaya 8 (PL B, C, 3, 4; 11-3) ; travellers to Turkey must have a pass-
])ort vise by the Turkish consul ^20 Turkish gold piastres or 1 rb. 80 cop.).

Anglo-Russiax Chamber of Commerce, Pushkinskaya 11. — LLoyi>'K
Agent, E. O. Jacobs, Quarantine Harbour.
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English Church, Remesleunaya 15 (PL D, 6, 7); services in winter
al 8.80, 11, & 7 (at 7. .SO in the Seamen's Institute), in summer by special

arr-ingement : chaplain, Rev. R. Courtier-Forster, Eemeslennaya 15 a.

English Clubs. Brit ii^h & American Ch/b, Sabancyev Most 4; Odessa
British Athletic Clnb, Frantzuzski Boulevard.— Homes. Girls' Friendly
Society, Deribasovskaya 4; Home des Gouvernantes, Kliersonskaya 62;

Foyer Frangais, Remesleunaya 5; Seamen's Institute, Lanzhcronovskaya .8.

Police Station (PI. C, 5), Preobrazhcnskaya 44 ; here also is the

Directory (list of 'iddresses).

Steamers of the Russian Steam Navigation <^^ Trading Company
(PyccKoe 66iijecTBO napoxo^CTBa h ToproBJiii; chief office, Lanzher6nov-
skaya 1) ply to the Crimea (see R. 58) and to the Caucasus (see R. 62;

daily in summer (mail-boats thrice weekly), starting from the Vo^nni
Mole of the Pratique Harbour (Pl.D, 3, 4); ticket-offices in the Deribasov-
skaya Arcade (PI. C, D. 5) and to the left of the entrance to the harbour.
— Steamers of the Russian Transport & Insi{rayice Co. (PocoiftcKoe
TpaHcnopxHoe h cxpaxoBoe 66iiiecTBo; office, Ulitza Kondratcnko 10) to

the Crimea and the Caucasus, thrice weekly, starting from the New Mole
of the Coaling Har])our (PI. E, 4).— To Constantinople (comp. Baedeker's
Constantinople o\- Mediterranean): steamers of \\\^, Russian Steam Navi-
gation & Trading Company once a week in 29 hrs. (on the steamers to

Alexandria 23 & 15 rb., incl. meals), starting from the Quarantine Harbour
(PI. E, F, 5). — Also North German Lloyd steamers (Mediterranean-Levant
service), going on to Grenoa and Marseilles, and vessels of the Avstrian
Lloyd, Societa Marittima Italiana, and Messageries Maritimes. — To
London, see p. xviii.

Principal Attractions (V2-I day). Nicholas Boulevard and Catherine
Monument (p. 396) ; drive through the Yekaterininskaya, Preobrazhcnskaya,
Deribasovskaya, and Pushkinskaya (as far as the Exchange); Alexander
Park (p. 398); towards evening, walk or drive to Little Fountain and
Arcadia (p. 399).

Odessa, O^ecca (pron. Adyessa), one of tho most iniportan^i'

couimercial towns on the Black Sea, is situated in the govern-

ment of Klierson. It is the headquarters of the 8th Army Corps
and the seat of a Greek Catholic archbishop and of the Xcw Rus-

sian University. Its population is 630,000, one third of whom are

Jews and about 30,000 are foreigners. The value of its exports,

chiefly consisting of grain and flour, amounted in 1912 to 80 million

rnbles. In 1912 its harbour was entered by 719 steamers, of

1.450,9r)2 tons (200 British, of 446,339 tons).' Odessa lies about
20 M. to the X. of the mouth of the Dniester, in a spacious and
deep bay w<'ll protected against silting-up. It stretches, at a height

of about 150 ft. above the level of the Black Sea, for about 4 M.
ab»Mg the margin of the Pontic Steppe, which h(;re falls more or

less abruptly to the sea, and is intersected by numerous deep hollows
(so-calb'd Ovragi or Balki). Th(! wide and w(!ll-])ave(l streets, cross-

ing each other at right angles and generally shaded with trees.

make the city one of the most regular and hands()m(* in Russia.

Considering the ungrateful nature of the soil, the citizens of Odessa
are justilied in their pricb; in the Ni(;holas Boulevard, the Alexander
Park (to the S.K. of th(; city), and other shady resorts. The slopes

descending to the sea are sprinkled with private' gardens and villas

(dtttchas). Odessa is l)uilt of llic ^oll sjicll-liincsiorir which is found
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at a depth of about 50 ft. below the clay of the steppes, and a part

of the town is entirely undermined by the quarries.
C'atheiiue II. ordered the foundation of the city on May 27th (0. S.),

170-4; the first stone was laid bj^ Admiral J. do Ribas on Aug. 22nd of the
same year. Tlie new city occupied the site of the small Turco-Tartar settle-

ment of Khadzhibei and is presumed to have received its name from the
Sarmatian seaport of Ordessus, which lay in this neighbourhood. From
1817 to 1850 Odessa was a free port. The Governors-General Due de
Rioholicu and Prince Yorontzov were especially prominent in furthering
the growth of the town. On April 13th, 1854, the naval harbour was
bombarded by a Franco-British squadron. On May 12th the British warship
•Tiger' stranded 3 M. to the S. of Odessa during a fog and was set on fire

by the Russian artillery. In 1876-77 Odessa was blockaded by the Turks,
but without success.

The Harbour consists of four parts. To the S.E. is the so-called

Quarantine Harbour (KapaHTHHHan raBanb; PI. E, F, 5), for

foreign vessels. On the N. are the New Harbour (HoeaH raBanb;
ri. E, 4), for steamers of the Volunteer Fleet, and the Coaling
Harbour (YrojibHaa raBanb; PI. D, E, 4), for steamers of the

Russian Transport and Insurance Co. (comp. p. 395) and other

Russian vessels. To the W. is the Pratique Harbour (IIpaKTii-

qecKan raBaub; PI. D, 3, 4), for steamers of the Russian Steam
Navigation & Trading Co. (comp. p. 395) and sailing-ships.

The most beautiful part of the town is the wide ^Nicholas
Boulevard (HnKCTxaeBCKiii SyjibBapi); PL D, 4, 5), which ex-

tends for 500 yds. along the edge of the slope above the harbour,

bounded on one side by handsome buildings and on the other by

pleasure-grounds and four rows of trees. This boulevard commands
a line view over the sea, and in spring is the favourite resort of the

fashionable world of Odessa, just as the Deribasovskaya (p. 397) is

in winter. At the N. end of the row of houses is the Vorontzov

Palace. Farther to the S. are a cafe-restaurant (p. 393) and n, Bronze
Statue of the Due de Richelieu (PI. 24), erected in 1826. The duke,

who was Grovernor-General of Kherson in 1803-14, is represented in

Roman costume. From this point a massive flight of Granite Steps

(193), 40 ft. wide and arranged in ten stages, descends to the Nicholas

Church and to the sea and the harbours mentioned above. There

is an elevator to the right (fare 2 or 3 cop.).

A little to the S.W. of the Richelieu Monument is the Catherin<i

8(iuare, which contains the Monument of the Empress
Catherine II. (PL 1; D, 4), erected in 1900 from designs by the

architect Dmitrenko and the sculptor Popov. The bronze figure of

the empress stands upon a granite pedestal resembling a column,

which is surrounded by bronze figures of Prince Potemkin (in front),

Count Zubov (r.), Colonel de Volant, the engineer (L), and Admiral

J. de Ribas (behind; see above). The monument is 35 ft. in height.

On the W. side of the Nicholas Boulevard is the Imperial Palace
''^Bopeii'b; PL D, 5), at present the residence of the commander-
in-chief of the troops in the Odessa District. At the S. end of the
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boulevard rises the Duma or City Hall (PL 16; D, E, 5), with a

portico of twelve colunins. In front are a fountain (1888), with a

bronze bust of the poet Pushkin (p. 398), and a cannon (placed here

in 1904) from the English warship 'Tiger' (see p. 396).

To the W. of the Duma the boulevard is adjoined by an asphalt

square of moderate size at which the Pushkinskaya (p. 398) begins.

On the E. side of this square is the Museum of Antiquities
(MyaeiT ^peBHOcxeii; PI. 23, D 5), chiefly containing Greek anti-

quities from the X. coast of the Black Sea. It is open free on week-

days, except Wed., 11-4 (in winter 11-3), on Sun. 12-3. Director,

E. G-. Kagarov. Catalogue 30 cop.

Ground Flock. The entrauce-hall leads straight into Room 7, contain-

ing Greek antiquities, chiefly vases from S. Russia (Olbia, Panticapaeum).
Cab. 4 (third shelf from top), Red-figured Attic vase witli Menelaus and
Helen, Dish with Bacchic procession; fourth shelf, Hydria with the Rape
of Oreithyia by Boreas. Cab. 23. Works in bone. Cab. 27. Greek and
Roman glass. — Rooin II (on the right). Fragments of vases of the 6th and
5th cent. B.C. No. 11, to the left of the entrance, limestone slab with Runic
inscription (about 10th cent. A.D. ; the only document of the kind as yet
found in Russia).

—

Room III. Antiquities from Akkerman (Tyras) and
Theodosia; bronze vessels, 25, 28, 27. Scythian copper cauldrons; at the
second window from the entrance, 32. Scythian bronze vessel, a rare spe-
cimen; in the opening into the fourtli room, 4. Limestone figure of a

Roman legionary.

—

Room IV. Neolithic objects from Preteni. -We retrace
our steps through the entrance-hall to Room V, with Christian antiquities
and weapons. — Room F/(Aula). Ancient stelte with inscriptions; portraits.
- Room VII. Coins, medals, old books.

Basemknt (reached from Room V). Room VIII. Egyptian antiquities.

Room IX. 28 Babi (comp. p. 298); Greek marble fragments. — Room X.
Marble fragments with Turkisli inscriptions.

Following the Lanzheronovskaya towards the \y., we pass the

EfKjli.sh Club (PL 17; Russian) on the right and reach the Thkatrk
Squakk (TeaxpajihHafl nji(5uia;it). containing the City Theatre
fPl. 29), built in 1887 by Fellner & Helmer.

The next street parallel with the Lanzheronovskaya on the S. is

the DkiuijAsovskaya, which contains the most brilliant shops in

the city and leads to the W., passing the {r'n^lii) Deribdsov Garde)*
(/lepHoaooBCKiH ca4i>; Tl. C, D, 5), to the 8()H()KNAva Squakk
(PI. (\ 5), with its fountains and pleasure-grounds. On the W.
si(l<; of th«' s([uare is the Cathedral of the Transfiguration
(IIpeo6pa>K0HCKin oooojrh; Pi. G), rouiidcd in 17'i'). This church,

whi«;h is :U'2 11. long, i;}« ft. wide, and Hi;') ft. high, has a bell-tower

205 ft. in height and a dome above the crossing. To the right of the

main entrance is the tomb of Prince Vorontzov, Governor-General
of Odessa in 1823-51; adja<u;nt is a Turkish banner captured in

1828. In the grounds to the \. of the church is a lironze Statue

<tf Prittce Voroittr-or (PI. 'H), by F. Brugger (18()3). To ih«! W.,

at Xo. Cui IJlitza Novos6Lskago (PI. P», (', IJ-O) is the ('onHirratoire^

founded in 1913.

To the X.W., at No. 8 Ulitza Sti)lypina is the General Pod
Ofpce{Tl6HTH: PI. C, 4, 5), built }>v Kharhiwov in 1809. The lofty
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(lelivery-ruuai extends through all three stories. The Ulitza Stoly-

pina ends at the New Bazaar Square (HoBo6a3apHaH n.7i6ma,^T>;

PI. C, 4), in which a daily market is held. Over the spncions market

-

buildings towers the Srijetenskaya or Novohazdrnaya Church
(PI. 13), an imposing building with five domes, completed in 1847.

AVe return through the Koblevskaya to the Ulitza Petra Velikago.

at the right (S.W.) end of Avhieh is the Lutheran Chvrch (PI. 4), built

in 1897.— Following the Ulitza Petra Yelikago to the left (X.), we
reach the New Russian University (HoBopocciHCKiii yHH-
BepcHTeTT>; 1865 ; PI. 30, C 4), situated at the corner of the Kherson-

skaya. It contains archaeological, natural history, and other collect-

ions (open on Sun., 12-2), and has 2000 students. At Khersonskaya 13

is ihQ Midi icipal Library {To^oj\Q,K2ia. ny6.7iHqHaH OndjiioTeKa
;

PI. 22, C 4), a building in the Renaissance style, erected by Nestnrkh

in 1906. It contains 170,000 vols, and is open on week-days 10-10

(from May till end of Aug., 10-7), on Sun. and festivals 11-5. Farther

to the N. are the University Clinics and large hospitals (PI. B, C, 3).

Xot far to the E., at Sofiyevskaya 5, on the first floor, to the left, is

the Municipal Museum (PI. C, 3, 4), containing Kussian and other

paintings (open free daily, 11-3; closed in July, Oct., Nov., & Dec).

At the N. end of the Torgovaya is the Rnsov Picture Gallery.

On the S. the Khersonskaya leads to the Preobrazhenskaya, near

the N. end of which street is the Comuiercial School (KoMMepqecKoe
y^uJIUJ^e; PI. D, 4).— Farther to the E. is Catherine Square (p. 396),

at which begins the Yekatekininskaya, another of the chief streets

of Odessa. Following this to the S., we reach the Romau Catholic

Church (PI. 8; I), 5, 6), rebuilt in 1853. At the corner of the Troitz-

kaya stands the Troitzlwya fJhvrch (1808; PI. 14, 1)6); at the E.

end of this street is the Nuunery of St. Michael (Mikhdilovski

Convent; PI. E, 6). The Yekaterininskaya ends at the Privoznaya

Square (PI. C, 7), at the W. end of which is the entrance to the Old
Cemetery (PI. C, 8), with the tomb of Captain Giffard, commander
of the 'Tiger' (p. 396). To the E. of the Privoznaya Square stand

the Lav: T'ourts and the Mai?] Raihvay Statiou (PI. 1), 7), two

monumental buildings in the style of the Italian Renaissance.

—

To the S. of the station are a Cadet School (1902) and the Sergiyer

ArtilWy School (1913).

From the station we return through the Pushkin.sk a va to the

Duma and the Nicholas Boulevard (p. 396). At the corner of the Piish-

kinskaya and the iJlitza Kondratenko, to the right, is the Exchanye
(PI. 19; D, 6), built by Bernadazzi in 1899. The main entrance,

with its large archway, is in the N. front. Farther on, to the right,

is the Siccard House (No. 17) bearing an inscription to the effect that

Pushkin lived here in 1823 (S^Ijcb hchjiTj IlymKHU'L 1823 r.).

Immediately to the E. of Odessa lies the Alexander Park
(PI. E, 5, 6; restaurant, see p. 393), a popular resort in which open-
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air concerts are given when the weather permits. The Monument
of Alexander II., a lofty column of Labrador stone, erected in 1891,

commemorates the visit of the Tzar in 1875. About ^g ^^- farther

on lies Lanzheron (Restaurant, with open-air concerts), with sea-

bathing (tramways, see p. 394).— To the S. of Lanzheron there are

numbers of datchas and private gardens skirting the sea. The
Frantzuski Boulevard leads (from the Alexander Park, in 1 hr.;

cabs, see p. 393; tramway, see p. 394) to Little Fountain (Mali

Fontan, MajiBiH ^OHxaHt: comp. Inset Map, p. 393), with a

garden-restaurant (concerts) and good sea-bathing. About ^/^^ M.
farther on are Arcadia (tramway, see p. 394; concerts in the

beach-restaurant ; warm sea baths) and Middle Fountain (Sredni

Fontan, Cpev^Hiii ^ohthh-l: tramway, see p. 394). About 2^/^ M.
to the S. of Middle Fountain is G-reat Fountain (Bolshoi Fontan,

BoabinoH ^OHTaHT>; tramways, see p. 394; restaurant near the

terminus). This village contains the Convent of the Assumption, to

which a yearly pilgrimage is made on Aug. 22nd, O.S. (tramway).

Beyond the convent is a lofty lighthouse. The three places derive

their names from a spring which formerly furnished Odessa's water-

supply. About 4 M. to the S. of Great Fountain (tramway) is the

Grerman colony of Lusfdorf or Olgino (Hotel Villa Kitty), a pop-

ular sea-bathing resort.

About 50 Y. (33 M.) to the 8.W. of Odessa (steamer in 5 hrs.; fare 1 rb.

65 cop.), on the Dniester Limdn, lies Akkermdn (Centralnaya, R. from
80 cop.), a district-town in the government of Bessarabia, which occiipiea

the site of tlie Milesian colony of Ti/ras and possesses the remains of a

Genoese fortress built in 1438. Pop'. 33,000.

The Limans or Lagoons of Odessa.
Comp. Inset Map, 2^- 3^3-

The word Limdn (from the Greek X'-pV^v, harbour) is applied to a

small inlet at the mouth of a river, He])arated from the main body of

the sea by a narrow strip of land like the Venetian lido, formed by the
deposits of the river and named Pdresuip (IlepecLin'L).

The water of the lagoons contains as much salt as a saline spring
of average strength; in summer its temperature varies according to the
month from 02° to SS'" Fahr. --S])ecial importance is attached to the mud-
baths made of the slime which covers the bottom of the limans to a

depth of ;M2 ft. These limdn baths are efficacious in serofula, gout,
rheumatism, nervous affections, and cutaneouH dise.'Hes. -Salt is also
obtained from the water by evaporation.

Th(! Kuyalnitzki Liman {KyAjih\m\\K\vi JInMain»), H V.

(572 M.) to the X. of Odessa, is 20 M. long and 1 \/^ M. broad, averages

10 ft. deep, and lies 10 ft. below the surface (jf the lUack Sea, from

which it iHS(;parated by an isthmus about 174 -^l- hroad. It is reached

by a brancli-line from Odessa Harbour Station (se(! p. IJ93); trains

run hourly during Ww sfa.son in 25 min. d'arcs 2"> c^ 10 cop.; no

secoml classj. Near the station is the Mnnicipffl Sanatin'inni, built

in the Kussian style (niud-batli \-\^L, rb.. warm liinan hath r»(). sea-

water bath 1.") cop.;. Hooiiis may b«' obluincil in the adjatcnt datchas
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for 20-75 rb. a month, and 50-250 rb. for the summer. The season

lasts from ]\[ay 15th to Sept. 1st (O.S.); the mean temperature in

July is 74° Fahr. There are several other bath-establishments.

The Kadzhibeiski Limdn (Xa/iMCHSeiicKiH JlHMairL; tram-

ways, see p. 394), 47.2 M. to the N.W. of the town, is 18 M. long

and 2 M. wide, and lies 13 ft. below the level of the Black Sea. Its

peresuip (p. 399) is fully 2^/2 M. wide. On the W. side are the

bath-houses and datchas for summer-guests (R. 75-275 rb. for the

summer). About 1 ]\I. to the S.AV. of the liman lies the Municipal
Scniatorium, surrounded by a large park (prices of the baths as in

the Kuyalnitzki Liman, p. 399).

The Liman ofX^nievka (KcenieBCKiH JlMMaH-L; omn. twice

daily from Odessa in 2 hrs., fare 50 cop.), situated 10 M. to the S.W.
of Odessa, near the German settlement of Klein-Liehental or Xx^-

nievka (KcenieBKa), has preserved its natural condition more fully

than the others. It is 7 M. long,- ^3 ^J^- wide, and 7 ft. deep; it is

separated from the sea by a peresuip (p. 399) only 200 ft. in width.

Beside the Sanatorium there are summer-lodgings in the village.

57. Prom Kharkov to Simferopol
(SebasiopolJ.

G3G V. (421 M.). Express train in 121/2 hrs. (faros 18 rb. 50, 11 rb.

90 cop.; seat-ticket IV2 rb.; sleeping-car 5 rb. 65, 4 rb. 25 cop.). Ordinary
train in 19 hrs.— Through-carriages run from St. Petersburg and Moscow'
to Sebasto]>ol, Feodosiya, and Yekaterinoslav.

Kharkov, see p. 387.— The railway traverses the S. part of the

government of Kharkov, which is still within the 'Black Earth' belt

(p. xxxvii). From (23 Y.) Merefa a branch-line runs to (17 V.) Lyu-

botin (p. 389).— 41 V. Borki. The Church of the Redeemer here,

completed in 189-1: from designs by Marfeldt, with a lofty dome,

commemorates the escape of Alexander 111. and his family from the

i-ailway accident of Oct. 17th (O.S.), 1888.— Beyond (110 V.) Krasno-

pdvlovka the train enters the government of Yekaterinoslav. The

cornfields now give place to flat pasture-lands, leading gradually

to the steppes.— 139 Y. Lozovaya (Rail. Restaurant) is the

junction of the lines to Rostov (p. 431) and to Poltava (p. 390). 19(3 Y.

Pavlogrdd, situated on the Voltchya, a tributary of the Dnieper,

is a district-town with 40,500 inhab. and a lively trade in grain

and liorses. — 230 Y. (152 M.) Sinelnikovo (Rail. Restauranij.
Fr:OM Sinelnikovo to Khautzuisk (Rostov), 234 Y. (156 M.), express

train in 5 Ins. - 55 Y. UhjdnovJca (Rail. Restaurant). From (71 Y.) Tchd-
pliinj (Kail. Restaurant) a })rancli-line runs to (83 Y.) Pologi (p. 402) and
(V.)H V.) Berdyansk (YihU.'ih'^iUinva.ui; Metropole; Mezhrluiiarodnaya; izvo-

slitdiik from the station or liarbour to tlie town 30, per drive 20 cop.

;

British vico-consul, J. E. Greaves; Lloyd's Agent^ Francois Datodi), a

grain-port of 38,000 inhab., on the N.W. coast of the Sea of Azov.

—

148 V. Grishino, 184 Y. Otcheretiyio, both with rail, restaurants. 209 Y.
Vasinovdtaija (Rail. Restaurant; ; branch-line to (58 Y.) Debaltzevo (p. 429)

;

to Muriupol, 600 p. 401.- 284 Y. (156 M.) Khartzvisk (p. 431).
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From Yasinovataya to Mariupol, 137 V. (91 M.), express train in

33/4 hrs. — 13 Y. Yiizovo. About 51/2 M. to the S.E. of Yuzovo lies Yuzovka
or Hugheso ilea (pop. 49,300), named after John Hughes, who established

coal-mines and iron-works here in 1872, thus founding the important
mining industry of the Donetz Basin (p. 429). Many of the employees of

the New Russian Company are English (English Church of St. David &
St. George; services at 8.30, 11, & 7; chaplain, Rev. J. Leask). ~ SI Y.
Yelenovka (Rail. Restaurant); 68 Y. Volnovdkha (p. 402). —137 Y. (91 M.)
Mariupol (Rail. Restaurant; Grand-Hotel; Continental, R. 1-5, D. 1/2-IV2 i't->

omn. 40 cop. ; izvoshtchik from the station to the town 40, vice versa 30,

per hr. 40 cop. ; British vice-consul, W. S.Walton; Lloyd's Agent, F. C.

Svorono), a port on the N.W. coast of the Sea of Azov, with 44,600 iuhab.

and a trade m coal, iron, and grain.

From Sinelnikovo to Dolinskaya, 277 V. (183 M.), railway

in 8I/2 hrs. Just short of Yekateriiioslav we cross the Dnieper by a

bridge ^/4 M. long.

53 Y. (35 M.) Yekaterinoslav, EKaTepunocjiaBT^. -^Raihoay
Restaurant.— Hotels (all in the Catherine Prospekt). Ldndonskaya, R.
from lV2rb., B. 60 cop., dej. (11-1) 3/4, !>• (l-o) 1^'4-^ rh.; Bristol, R. from
1^/4) dej. (11-1) '^U. I). (1-7) 3/4-2 rb.; Yevropeiskaya ; Frdntziya (same
proprietor and terms as the L6ndonskaya).— Izv6shtchik from the railway
station to the towii 30, per drive within the town 20, per hr. 40 cop.;

with two horses 60, 35, & 70 cop.— Electric Tramway from the station

through the Catherine Prospekt to the Cathedral Square (5 cop.).

Yekaterinosldv^ situated on the right bank of the Dnieper,

was founded by Catherine II. in 1784. and is the capital of the govern-

ment of the same name. It possesses 218,000 inhab. (including

50,000 Jews), thriving industries, and an active trade in grain,

timber, cattle, horses, and wool. The broad Catheriae Prospekt

^EKaTopiiHiiHCKiH npocnGKTTb; tramw^ay, see above), the main street

(»f the town, nearly 8 M. long and planted with trees, leads E. from
the station to the Cathedral Square. In the Prospekt, on the right,

are the Lufhercm Churchy the Towd Pari' (with the theatre), the

Roman. Catholic Church, the Besidence of the Goveruor, and the

Toiv7t Hall; on the left stand the Post d' Telegra2)h Office and
the District Court. Farther on, in the Cathedral Square, arc the

Mining School and the Museum of Antiqinties (OSjiacTHoii Mysen
HMOHH A. n. XIo^tih; open daily 9-5, in winter 9-4; adin. 20, cata-

logue 80 cop.j. In the square stands the Greek Catholic Cathedral,
founded in 1787 and completed in 1835. Adjoining the cathedral on

the S. is a bronze statue of the Empress, erected in 1S4G, which
was cast in Berlin in 1782 by order of Pot(>mkin. To the N.E. of

the cathedral is the former J^oteinki7i J\dace, now the club-house
of the noblesse of Yekaterinoslav, witli its park on the Dnieper.

Between YekaterinoHlav and Alexandrovsk (p. 402) llic Dnieper j)en-

etrates the S. RuHsiaii barrier of g-nciss and «,'raiiite by a NoricH of nine
rapidH. 'J'h<.' Nnnixuilttzki (th«! 'Insatiablr' ; Hciiaei.'rreMicirt iiojx'n"!,), tiio

fifth of thebo rajddH. iu fullv '/.^ M. loii^^ and has a fail of 15 ft. It occurs
:;? \. (21 M.) in thr S. of Vri<:ilrii«i(.sl:i\

,
b.low Xikolskoi/r, a village on

the right bank (carr. there; & back, in one day, Orb.; luinheon-baHket no-

Cf'saary, a8 no proviHioni* are obtainabl*- fn route).
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Steamboats (pier near the railway bridge) from Yekaterinoalav to
Kiov. see p. 378.

56 V. Goryainovo, with large foundries (AjieKcan/ipoBCKiH
'iaBcuT,). Fi'om (83 V.) Zapordzhye (Rail. Restaurant) a branch-liue

riuis to (^10 V.) Trltuznaya, also with large foundries (/iH-fenpoBCKifi

3aB64T>^. From (120 V.) Verkh/wtzevo (Rail. Restaurant) a loop-

line runs to (112 V.) Dolgintzevo via (42 V.) PyatikhatU (p. 391).—
•ill V. Dolgi?ftzevo (Rail. Restaurant).

From Dolgintzevo to VoiiNovAKHA, 899 V. (265 M.), railway in 14 hrs.
From (30 V.) Apostolovo a branch-line diverges to (40 V.) Nikolo-Koz^lsk

(see below). 92 V. Nikopol. Beyond (104 V.) Kitchkds we cross the Dnieper
by a bridge 355 yds. long. At (185 V.) Alexdndrovsk we cross the railway
from Kharkov to Simferopol (see l)elow). 275 V. Poloqi (p. 400).— 399 V.
(2G5M.) Volnovdklia {\).m\).

We cross the Ligulefz just before reaching (223 V.) ^m'oi-7?r>^,

a town of 18,000 inhab., situated in the centre of a productive iron-

mining district. From here a branch-line runs to (29 V.) Nikolo-
Kozdsk (see above).— 277 V. Dolinskaya, see p. 391.

Beyond Sinelnikovo (p. 400) the railway proceeds along the rocky
plateau on the left bank of the Dnieper, through an almost unbroken
;^raziiig country, the monotony of which is varied only by the

numerous kurgans (tumuli).

302 V. (200 M.) Alexdndrovsk {Bail. Bestaurant ; Hosslya;
izvoshtchik from the rail, station to the town 40-50, to the steamboat-

pier 70 cop. to 1 rb.), a district-town in the government of Yekaterino-

slav, lies 173 M. from the Dnieper and contains 51,000 inhabitants.

It is the starting-point of the navigation of the Lower Dnieper
(trade in grain). The 'Plavni' or old river-bottom, with its luxuriant

groAvth of grass and trees, presents a striking contrast to the steppes.

— In the river is the island of Kfwrtitzay formerly the principal

stronghold of the Zaporog Cossacks (see below), but occupied since

1789 by three Mennonite communities.
The Zajjor6(/s (meaning 'beyond the rapids'; comp. p. 401), are said to

have settled in the lOth cent, on Khortitza and the other islands of the
Djueper between this point and its Hman (comp. p. 399). Marauding ex-

peditions led to onconnters with the Poles, more particularly under the

leadership of the Ataman (Hetmajij Tards Bulba, whose deeds have
been celebrated in verse by (xogol. Under Hetman Bogddn Khmyelnitzki,
about the middle of the 17th cent., these encounters led to the annexation
of the country to Russia, but not without attempts being made later to

regain its indepencb-nce. The last prominent hetman was Mazejjpa (Mazepa)

,

who attached himself to Charles XII. of Sweden and died at l^ender in

1709. He furnished Byron with the subject of his well-known poem.
From Alexandrovsk to Kherson, steamers down the Dnieper twice

daily in 18 hrs. (fare 4 rb. 40 cop.; meals extra); the time-table varies with
the weather-conditions. — Railway to Dolgintzevo or Volnovakha, see above.

For some distance farther the railway skirts an arm of the

Dnieper and traverses its well -watered plain.— 340 V. Popovo,
'366 V.j Prisldb, and (385 V.) Fedorovka are three settlements of
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the German colonists, chiefly Meimonites from S. Germany, who
have settled in the valley of the MalotcJinaya and raise large quan-

tities of sheep and swine. The most important of these colonies is

Halhstadt (ra.TiBomTa^T'L), 22 V. (I41/2 M.) to the E. of Prishih.

407 V. Melitopol {Rail. Restaurant ; Konidi; izvoshtchik

from the rail, station to the town 50 cop.), a district-capital with

18,500 inhab., stands on the Malotchnaya, and is the central point

of the trade of the German colonies of this district.— 432 V. Aki-

niovka is the first station at Avhich the Tartars are seen in any

great number. The scenery now becomes very desolate; the ground

is often covered with innumerable fossils, of which the railway em-

bankment is largely constructed.— 492 V. Novo-Alexeyevka.
A brauch-railway runs from Novo-Alexeyevka in 40 iiiin, to (11 V. or

1) M.) Geiu'tchesk (reHHHecKT>), a village of 18,000 iuliab., with a trade
ill salt, on the strait coiiuectiiig the Sea of Azov with the Putrid Sea.

About H5 V. (43 M.) to the W. of Novo-Alexeyevka is the model estate
of Aslania-Nova, tlie hereditaiy property of the Falz-Fein family, which
is shown to visitors on previous application. This enormous estate occupies
an area of 210 sq.M., and 2000 labourers are regularly employed on it.

One of its chief features is the raising of sheep, of wliicli 100,OOb are kept
in stock. The zoological park, where foreign animals arc acclimatized, is

also interesting.

The train now runs on a narrow embankment across the l^ivdsli,

or Putrid Sea, a stagnant lake 93 M. long and 2-14 M. broad, which
separates the former island and present peninsula of the Crimea
from the mainland.— 532 V. Tagandsh (Rail. Restaurant), the first

station on the peninsula. From (550 Y.) Dzhankoi, ^^KaHKOH (Rail.

Restaurant) a branch-line runs to Feodosiya and Kertch (see p. 425).

— For some time longer the train runs through a regular steppe,

finally approaching the hilly distrii^t formed by the N. slopes of the

Yaila Mts. (see below). Green meadows and ti»ees resembling those

of Central Europe here refresh the eye. We skirt the Salyir and

reach (636 V.) Simferopol (p. 41 1). Hence to Sebastopol, see li. 58b.

58. The Crimea.
From Moscow via Kursk and Kharkov to (1110 V.; !>r)5 M.) Sebastopol,

see RR. .oac, 57, & 58b; (•x|)ress train in 28V2 hr.s. (fares :M) rb. 80, 19 rb.

80 cop. ; sleeping-car 11 rb. 50, 8 rb. 65 cop.; reservcui S(;at 2 rb. 70 cop.).

From this trunk-line branch-lines diverge within the Crimea lor the sea-
ports of Feodosiya and Kertch. — Steamers from Odessa to Sebastopol and
Kertfh(Hnd tlienco to Batum), see RR. 58 a, 58 e. — Steamers of the Russian
Steum Navif^ation and Trading (Jo. jjjy from Constatitiiio|)le to Sebastopol
once wet'kly in :50 brs. (fares «)8 fr., -12 fr.; meals extra).

Ordnan<"e maps of tbe ('rimea may be obtained in (idcMsa (see p. '.\\i4).

Visitors may consult The Invasion of tlic ('rinu'a, by A. W. K'nujlakr
(18«;{; students' <•({. 180*»); Tbe Crimea in 1851 and 1894, by *S7r Ertlfiii

Wood (1895); The Crimea, by Thomas Milurr (1855); Through llussia:
from St. F'eteisburg to Astrakhan and llie Crimea, by Mm. (iiifhrir (1871):
Around the Hhick Sea, by W. hi. Ctwt is (V,)\\); and "SeytbiaiiK and (ireekw,
by KUis If. Miiniff (iilus. ; 19i:{).

Bakuekkk'h Kussia. -6
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The Cv'unea (KpWM-L) or Tanric Peninsula, belongino- to the

ti^overiiment of Taurida, lies between 44° 28' and 46° 21' N. lat. and

has an area of 9750 sq.M. On the N. it is connected with the main-

land by the narrow Isthmus of Perekop, on the E. it is bounded by
the Sea of Azov, and on the S. and W. by the Black Sea.— The N.

part of the peninsula, almost three-quarters of the whole, consists

of a low treeless tableland of Neo-Tertiary 'steppe limestone', which
contains salt lakes and kurgans or tumuli. The vegetation is typical

of the steppes, and sheep-raising is carried on here on a large scale.

The Tertiary, Cretaceous, and Jurassic strata rise gradually towards
the S. to the flat-topped Jurassic Ydila Mts. (Tartar Hfijia, summer
pasture). This range, which occupies the S. part of the peninsula,

is a continuation of the Caucasus, and extends from Feodosiya to

Ualaklava, a distance of 100 M. The highest summits are the

Romcui-Kosh and the TcJiatuir-Ddgh, attaining heights of 4955 ft.

and 4990 ft. respectively. Grain is cultivated on the foothills ; on

the higher slopes are beech-woods, and still higher mountain past-

ures. The abrupt S. face of the Yaila, with its folded slates (Lower

Jura) protruding through the limestone, forms a strong contrast to

the monotony of the long slope on the N. Thanks to a more abundant

lainfall, the upper slopes on the S. are clad with beautiful forests,

chiefly of black pine, and the delightful bays of the steep coast are

lined with a series of vineyards, gardens, villas, and watering-

places, enjoying a mild climate and showing a luxuriant Mediter-

ranean vegetation. The finest point of the coast is the stretch be-

tween Baidar Gate and Gurzuff.

The best Travelling Season for a visit to the Crimea is early

summer or autumn; in the height of summer rain is very rare and

the heat often oppressive. The highroads are good. The charge for

posting is 4 cop. per horse and verst, with an extra charge for the

carriage. For drives of any length the best plan is to hire an

izvoshtchik (phaeton 20-25 rb. for 100 V.).

Plan of Tour. Tor visitors coming from the W. or N., Sebastopol
is the most suitable starting-point for a visit to the S. coast of the Crimea.
The best centre for excursions is Yalta. The following distribution of

time may be recommended to hurried travellers:

1st Day. Sebastopol (p. 407).

2nd Day. Motor drive from Sebastopol to Yalta (R. 58 c).

:^*rd Day. Carriage drive from Yalta to Livadia, Oreanda (p. 419), and
Alupka (pp. 420, 421), returning by the local steamer.

4th Day. Walk via Massandra and through theNikitski Garden (pp.418,
419) to Grurzuff (p. 421), returning by tlie local steamer.

5th Day. From Yalta to Bakhtchi-Sarai (p. 42.3) by carriage; or from
Yalta to Sebastopol by steamer (p. 424).

<;ih Day. Bakhtchi-Sarai and environs (pp. 412-414), returning to Se-

bastopol by railway (pp.414, 415); or excursion from Se-

bastopol to Bakhtchi-Sarai, going and returning by railway.

The ascent of the Tchatuir-Dagh (p. 422) may also be recommended.
Travellers coming from the Caucasus have time to visit Kertch (p. 426)

and Feodosiya (p. 425) while the steamer is waiting, and should then
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begin as above with Yalta (3rd and 4th Day). 3rd Day. Ascent of the
Yaila (p. 423). 4th Day. Motor drive from Yalta to Sebastopol. 5th Day.
Sebastopol. 6th Day. Excursion to Bakhtchi-Sarai.

The Hotels at Sebastopol, Yalta, Suuk-Su, and GiirzLiff are

fairly good, those in the other places passable. During the height

of the season (Aug. 1st to Oct. 15th, O.S.) the hotels are generally

overcrowded and the prices raised; it is then advisable to order the

rooms in advance. The spring season is in March and April (O.S.).

Among the Tartar national dishes may be mentioned tcheburek (a kind
of meat-pie), and shashluik (mutton roasted on a spit). Buza is a sourish,

viscid drink, made of buckwheat and oatmeal.

Sea Bathing. The bathing-season lasts from the middle of May
till the middle of October (O.S. ; no bathing-machines). Amongst the

bathing-resorts are Eupatc/)ia (p. 406); Yalta (p. 416), the most

fashionable and expensive of all; Alupka (p. 421); Gu7'zuff{p. 421);

and Feodosiya (p. 425). — September is the best month for the

Grape Cure.

Tartar "Words are generally accented on the last syllable.

The earliest inhabitants of the peninsula of whom we have any record

were the Taurians (Cimmerians), living among the mountains on tlie

coast, and the Scythiaxs, occupying the corn-growing steppes. A Scythian
kingdom was founded in the 2nd cent. B.C., which reached its zenith under
Skilurus and Palakus (1st cent. B.C.) and persisted till the third cent. A.D.
Its chief towns were XeapoUs (near Simferopol) and P«?aA•^a?^ (Balaklava).
In the 6th cent. B.C. and following centuries various Greek Colonies
had settled on the Crimean Coast, such as Chersonesus (p. 410), established
by the Dorians of Heraclea, and Theodosia (p. 425) and Panticapaeum
(p. 426), sent out by the lonians of Miletus. Panticapseum became the
capital of a kingdom (4th cent. B.C.), which included the E. Crimea (with
Theodosia), the peninsula of Taman (with Phanagoria), the E. coast of

the Sea of Azov, and the mouth of the Don (with the important city of

Tanais). This kingdom fell into the hands of Mithridates VI. of Pontus
(B.C. 120-63). Under Augustus Pontus became one of the Roman client-

states, and about the middle of the 4tli cent. A.D. it was wholly incor-

porated with the Eastern Roman Empire. The so-called Crimean Cxoths,

who began to settle in this region in the 3rd cent. B.C., were completely
helleniziul. The storms of the (rreat Migrations destroyed the Greek settle-

ments. In the 13th cent, the Genoese founded Eupatoria, Balaklava, and
other colonies, and under them Kaffa (Feodosiya) became a flourishing
commercial town. About the same period, liowever, the Moliammedan
Taktaks took possession of tlie N. i)art of tlie peninsula, while the advance
of the Turks and struggles with Venice paved the way for the downfall
of the Genoese dominion in 147.5. The history of the Tartar khanate is a
mixture of palace; revolutions, foreign wars, and j)re(lat()ry forays, and in

1478 it becanu; dependent on the Sublime Porte. In 178;{ Russia forced the
last Kha/i to abdicate and converted the Crimea into a Russian juovince.
Many of the Tartars then emigrated to Turkey, and those wh;) remained
behind are now jx'accful till»;rs of the soil. Their |)hysical type, in con-
sequence of the strong julmixturc; of (ircek and other elenuMits, differs

considerably from that of their Mongolian relatives. The Crini Tartars
are slender in form, and have aquiline nos(!H and eyes wlii«;h show little

obliquity. The proeesH of Russiticatiou is g(»ing on at an increasing rate,

and the number of Tartars iu steadily diminishing through emigration.
In 1854-55 the Crimea was the scene of the Crimean War ((unnp. pp. 407
et Heq.).

26^
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a. Steamer from Odessa to Sebastopol.

11{\ Sou Miles (1 S.M. = ca. 1>V4V.). Steamboats of the Busslan Steam
Xarigafion and Tt'ad'nig Co. (com]). ]). 395) run daily in summer, takiuj^-

L'O lirs. (fares 11 rb. 50, 8 rb. 75 cop.; food 1 rb. 70, 1 rb. 10 cop.; second
cabin fairly comfortable). Steamboats of the Russian Transport and.
Iniiurance Compaiiji also ply thrice weekly (second-class fare 8 rb., meals
extra). — Passengers are advised to obtain a stateroom immediately below
the upper deck, as the port-holes may be left 0])en here if tlie sea is not
too rough. The tickets are available for 15 days, and allow of breaks
ill the journey on due notitication.— The commissariat of the steamers is

good. Breakfast is served from 7 to 9 a.m., dejeuner (2 courses and coffee)

at ll.;iOa.ni., dinner (5 courses and coffee; 4 courses in the second class)

about 5.;)0 ]),m., tea between 7 and p.m.
The Black Sea (^lepnoe Mope), the Pontus Euxinus of antiquity,

earns its name in ])art from the dark-blue colour of its water; this

naturally varies with the light, but is never so blue as tlie Mediterranean
Sea. Its area amounts to 16o,700 sq.M., not including the Sea of Azov
(14,500 sq.M.). No tidal movement is perceptible. On the N. side the

sea forms two large bays, separated from each other by the Crimea:
viz. the Bay of Odessa, which at places is 650 ft. deep, and the Sea of

Azov, wljicli communicates with the main body of water by a narrow
channel only. The Black Sea proper is a huge basin with precipitous

sides, being about 4600 ft. deep near the shore and 7365 ft. deep in the

middle. Tlie surface-water, owing to the large rivers which flow into it,

contains little salt (1.8 per cent), but the lower strata contain more
(2.2 to 2.3 per cent). The bottom is covered with black mud, smelling of

sul])huretted liydrogeu and devoid of animal life. On warm summer
nights ])hosphorescence is visible. Dolphins often follow the steamers.

Odessa, see p. 393. — As we leave the harbour Ave enjoy a fine

retrospect of the town. The steamer soon gains the open sea, steers

toward the S.E., and after 14 hrs. readies—
143 S.M. Eupatoria, EBnaTOpia.— The steamer anchors in the

roadstead and passengers are landed in small boats.— Hotels. Dynlber,
near the beach, open from May 15th to Sept. 1st, very fair; Moderv,
Lazarevskaya, R. lV-2-8 rb., D. (2-G p.m.) 80 cop.; Beiler, Lazarcvskaya,
R. from IV2 rb., with restaurant. — Izvoshtchik 20 cop. per drive, 1 rb.

per hr.— Good sea-bathing (5 cop.) on the sandy hesich. — British Consular
Agent, H. J. B. Martin.

Eupatoria, the chief town of a district on the W. coast of the

Crimea, contains 32,000 inhab., who carry on a large trade in salt.

During the Crimean War the allied British and French army landed

in Sept., 1854, about 20 M. from the town. By the harbour there is

a boulevard with a restaurant. Just to the N. of this is the Ljizarev-

skaya, the chief street of the town, with the Greek Catholic Cath-

edral, completed in 1898, to the E. of it, and the Mosque of Juma-

Jaini, built in 1552, to the W. About 6 min. from the harbour^ to

the N., is the theological seminary of the Karaites (KapaiiMCKaji

KGHaca; p. 413). The Thalassa Sanatorium and the Lutheran meet-

ing-house may also be mentioned.
About 2 M. to the S.W. of the harbour (izvoshtchik 50 cop.; electric

tramway in view) is the Moindkskoye Lake, with mud-baths (II. l'/^--'')

])ath I-2V2 rb.). — Highroad to Simferopol, see p. 412.

In continuing the voyage the steamer steers to the S. and iu

1 hrs. reaches (176 S.M.) Sebastopol (p. 407).
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Sebastopol (Sevastopol).

Landing Stages. Russian Steam Navigation and Trading Co., near
the Grafskaya Pristan (PL C, 2); Russian Transport and Insurance Co., a
little to the S. of the Custom House (PL B, C, 3). — The Railway Station
(PL B, C, G; Bestaurant) lies to the S. of the town, 1/2 i"'- fiora the Graf-
skaya Pristan. City office of the Gfovernment Railways at Yekaterinin-
skaya 10 (PL B, 3).

Hotels. KisT (PL a; B, 2), Grafskaya Pristan, fair, with view, R.
from 3 rb., B. 35 cop., D. (1-G p.m.) IVr^Va il»-i Grand-Hotfj. (PI. h ; B, 3),

Yekaterininskaya 1; Hotel du Nord (C'tBepHaa; PL c, B 2), Nakhimovski
Prospekt 7; Wetzel, Yekaterininskaya 6 (PL B, 3), with restaurant; Bristol
(PL e; B, 3), Xakhimovski Prospekt 8, well spoken of, R. 2-4, B. Va? ^^h
ril-1) 1/2, !>• (l-6p.m.) V2-lV4i-b.

Izvoshtchik (regular tariff) from tlie rail, station to the town by day
or niglit 40, from the town to the station 50 cop.; per drive or from the
steamer-landing to the town 20 (between 12 & G a.m. 30); to the Historic
Boulevard 35; per hr. 50, each additional V2 hr. 25; hand-luggage free,

trunk 25 cop.; to the Malakhov Kurgan and back, with I1/2 hr.'s stay,

2V2 rb. ; to Chersonese, V2 ^r. from the Grafskaya Pristan, and back, with
1 lir.'s stay, 1 rb. 80 cop.; to St. George's Convent or Balaklava and back,
with 2 hrs*.' stay, 31/2 i"l>- ; to the English and French cemeteries (p. 415)
and back, with 1 hr.'s stay, 2rb.; to Inkerman and back 4 rb. Carriages
with rubber tyres 25 per cent more.— Circular Drive (ca. 5 hrs.; recom-
mended when time is limited): Museum, Vladimir Cathedral, Cathedral
«»f SS. Peter & Paul, Historic Boulevard, Malakhov, and Chersonese (fare

d^j.^rh.] bargaining necessary). The drive by private carriage to Yalta
may be combined with a visit to St. George's Convent and Balaklava.

Electric Tramway (comp. Plan) from the railway station and from
the Grafskaya Pristan through the town and to the Historic Boulevard
(from the station to the C4r;'ifskaya Pristan V4 ln-)-

Boat (Hjihkt>; tariff; from tlie Grafskaya Pristan across the bay 25-30,

per hr. 30 cop., to Inkerman or to Chersonese and back 1 rb., to the
liizhenernaya Harbour (PL I), 1, 2; Cemetery of the Brethren) and back
70 cop, - Steam-launches (Kaiepti) ply between the (irafskaya Pristan
and Syevernaya Harbour (PI. C, 1), 1) in 9 min. (fare 4 cop.).

Post & Telegraph Office (PL B, 3, 4), Yekaterininskaya.

Sea Baths on the Sea Boulevard (10 cop.); stony bottom. -- Hot
baths fPl. B, 2, .3), Koniilovskaya Square.

British Vice-Consul, K. L. Rhu/elhuj (acting), Yekaterininskaya 22.

Schasfojjol or S('va.st6])ol (CeBacTonojiL, eoniinonly mispro-

nounced ill England;, the chief naval harbour of 8. Russia, lies on

a hay runnin<^ into the land from W. to E. for a distance of about

5 M., and was laid out in 1784 on the site of the Tartar village of

Aklitiar. The harbour has an average depth of (if) ft. and is the best

on the Black Sea. The town is spe(;ially memorable for the great siege

of 18r)4-r>r). Though then almost wholly destroyed, it has quickly

recove*red itself and now contains 77,00(1 inhabitants. Numerous
new buildings nnost of them of yellow limestone) and broad streets

provided with rows of tr(M;s giv(! the town a j)leasant appearance.
Aft«r tbf landing of the Franco-British army at Knpatoria and tlie

enforced i«'lr<;at of Mir UuHHiuns from the Alma (comp. j». 412), tlic Hit^^i:e

of Sebastopol Ixtj^an in Oct., 1k:>|, Tin- attack at liiHt made little pro-

j^reHH, ;iH tin* d«*f«'nHiv«' works, tlioiij^li orifpnally iinfiniKlicd, were (|ni<'kly

Htr«*iif^theiu'd by the >?»iiiiiH of Ti»dltlnn, wliib* at the naUH' timt- vurious
attemptH w»'re made fioni IIm* oiitbidr to jiiisr tlit- sit'i?*'. These latter led
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to tlie battles of Biilakhiva (Oct. l;?th, O.S.) and Iiikennan (Oct. 24tli,

O.S.). After tlie arrival of General Kiel, the famous Freueh engineer, the
attack of the French was mainly directed upon the Malakhov (Malakoff)
and the Green Hill (Mamelon Vert), while that of tlie British was directed
to the Great Redan (the 3rd bastion). In May, 1855, General P^lissier
assumed the supreme command, but the defenders offered the most obstin-
ate resistance to his vigorous and repeated assaults. It was not until
part of the fortifications had been reduced to a mere heap of earth by
the continuous bombardment that the French succeeded at last, on Aug.
27th (O.S.), in storming and retaining possession of the Malakhov, while
the attack of the British ujjon the Redan proved futile. The town, how-
ever, now became untenable, and the Russians retired to the N. side of

the bay. — The total number of cannon used by the besiegers amounted
to 800, from which, during the 349 days that the siege lasted, 1,350,000
shots were tired. The loss of the Allies amounted to 80,000, that of the
Russians to 120,000 men,

F'roDi the Grdfskaya Pristan (PI. B, C, 2), or landing-place, a

broad stone staircase with a twelve-columned portico (1846) ascends

to a square containing the Hotel Kist (p. 407) on the right, and the

Navcd Office}'s^ Club (PL 5) on the left. A high granite pedestal

in the middle of the square bears a Bronze Statue of Admiral
Nakhimov (PI. 4), by Bildcrling and Schroder (1898). — To the N.

lies the Sea or Marine Boulevard (IIpHMopcKiH 6yjii>Bapi>:

PI. B, 2), the chief promenade of Sobastopol, affording a tine view

of the sea and the city (Restaurant, J), ^/^-l rb.; military band on

summer evenings, adm. 10 cop.). Near the shore, on an artificial

rock, is a monument erected in memory of the Russian Avar-ships

sunk during the Crimean War. A little to the W. is the Biological
Station of the Imperial Academy of Sciences at St. Petersburg

(PI. 1), established in 1897, and containing the Black Sea Museum
and an Aquarium (open daily, except Mon. and Sat., 10-4; Thurs.

& Sun. free, Tues., Wed., & Frid. 30 cop.; strangers admitted at

otJier hours also by permission of the director).— The Nakhimovski
J^rospekt (PL B, 3), running to the S., is the chief business thorough-

fare of the city.— At the N. end of the Mitchmanski Boulevard

(PL B, 3} is a monument to Captain Kazarski, who distinguished

himself against the Turks in the naval war of 1828.

To the S. of the Marine Boulevard, in the Yekaterininskaya, is

the Museum of the Defence of Sebastopol (Mysen oSopoHti

CeBacTonojui ; PL IL 3), erected by K(jtchetov in 1895, and con-

taining cannon, shot and shells, models of the sunken Russian men-

of-war, maps, plans, and pictures of the siege, and souvenirs of

the defenders. The first floor commands a fine view of the S. bay.

The museuDi is open on week-days 10-5 (in winter 10-4), on Sun. &
holidays 12-5 (in w^inter 12-4); adm. 20 cop.; catalogue 40 cop.

From the museum we follow the Yekaterininskaya towards the

S. To the W., reached by a cross-street, is the Cathedral of SS.
Peter & Paid (PL B, 4), rebuilt after the Crimean War on the model

of the temple of Theseus at Athens. The Yekaterininskaya ends at

the Xovoseltzski Square (PL B, 5), where, at the site of the 4th bastion.
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begins the so-called Historic Boulevard (HcTopiiHecKiH Byji-

Bapt; PL B, 5, 6). Memorial stones here mark the positions of the

Russian batteries during the siege. On the N. side is a bronze

Statue of Count TocUeben{\).4:07 ; PI. 8), from a design by Bilder-

ling (1909). Farther to the S. is 2i Panorama (IlaHopaMa odopoHti
CeBacTonojia), containing a painting (by Roubaud of Munich) repre-

senting the storming of Sebastopol by the British and French on June

6th, 1855 (O.S.; open from 9 a.m. to sunset; adm. 30 cop.). An ex-

tensive view is obtained from the roof of the building (adm. 40 cop.).

There is a restaurant opposite. — We may now return by the So-

bornaya (PI. B, 3, 4), near the N. end of which, to the right, is the

Cathedral of St. Vladimir (PL B, 3), surmounted by a central

dome and completed in 1888. The interior of the church is elabor-

ately painted, and on the W. wall is a Last Judgment by Korneyev.

To the right and left of the ikonostas are steps descending to the

crypt, where, under a cross of black marble, rest Admirals Nakhimov,
Istomin, Kornilov, and Lazarev, all actors in the Crimean War.

Returning to the Grafskaya Pristan (p. 408), we may now take

a boat to the Marine Quarter (Korabelnaya; PL D, 3, 4), con-

taining the Admiralty, a bronze Statue of Admiral Lazarev
(PL 3: view; 1866), and dry docks and other naval establishments.

Proceeding hence to the S.E., we reach (Y2 ^I'O the Malakhov or

Malakoff Hill (PL D, 4), an old kurgau or tumulus, now forming

a plateau 1150 ft. long and 490 ft. broad. This is the highest point

in the neighbourhood of Sebastopol, and its storming in 1855 decided

the fate of the town (p. 408). Near the keeper's house is a large

cross of white marble marking the burial-plai-e of the French and

Russian soldiers who fell in the attack. Farther on is the bronze

Monvmerit of Admiral Koi'vilov, erected in 1895 from the plans

of Bilderling and Schroder. The admiral is depicted at the moment
when he is struck by the fatal bullet; to the right, below, is a figure

of the sailor Koshka. Marble tablets on and acljoining a dilapidated

tower comiiiemorate Admirals Nakhimov and Istomin, who both

f.'ll here.

Th<^ laifjc Russian Cemetery (lipaTCKaa Morrtjia, i.e. (inivo of

tli(; Hrt'thren; beyond PI. I) 1), in whicli inniH! than 100,000 of those who
fell (luring the HJef^e jumj buried, in Hituatc*! in a treeK'HS plain to the
\. of the Jiay of Sebastopol. Visitors should take a steamer or rowinj^-

boat (eomi). p. 407) from the Grafskaya Pristan to the Sye.vernaya Har-
bour (PI. U, D, 1), and then go in a cab (return fare 85 cop.) along the
unshaded road for 10 minutes. The huge collective gravt.'s are carefully
tended. At the bead of the main avenue, to the left, about 400 yds. from
the entrance, are the tombs (d" the Russian leaders, J'rinets Gortcdiakov
(d. 1801) :ind ('onnt Todleben (d. 1884). Near by stands tin* ('onsi)icuous

Church of St. Nicholas, in the form of a pyramid, aboul Cf) fl. in height,

Hurmountitd by across; it was consecrated in 1870. On the outsid*' of the
walls is inscribed a jist of the regiments which took part in the battle,

with a reeord of their loHses; on the inside are the naint'S of the ollieera

who fell. Tin- ebur«'ji commands a view of llic town and bav.
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About 2 ^I. to the W. of Sebastopol (carr. & boat, see ]). 407),

oil tiie KarantiniKiya Bay, lie tlie ruins of the city of Chersonese,
or Korst'uf (the 'Knssian Pompeii') and a G-reek Catholic convent,

with the Cathedral of St. Vladimir.
C?ie}'t^oucsi/s, afterwards known as Cherson^ was founded in the Gth

cent. B.C. by colonists from Heraclea in Bithynia and carried on (4th cent.)

a large trade in wine and other articles. The remains of its massy for-

tifications (4th cent. B.C.; repeatedly renewed) are visible outside the
convent-wall. The Romans made Cherson the military centre of the
Crimea. Christianity spread rapidly as- early as the 4th century. The
t'xeavated remains belong- chiefly to the Byzantine period.— The Ruined
City, the lines of the streets of which are still recognizable, includes tlie

so-called Uvarov Basilica; another clmrch (frequently rebuilt), with mo-
saics; and several private houses, Avith batlis and lish-ponds. To the E.
lies a large Christian necropolis, with a well-preserved martyrs' churcli

(mosaics, relics of frescoes) and a few painted tombs.

The Cafhedrnl of St. Vladimir was built in the Byzantine styb^

in 18()1-91 and incorporates some remains of the church in which
Prince Vladimir of Kiev is said to have been baptized in 988 (see

p. 379). lu the lower church, to the right and left of the altar, arc

paintings of the Baptism of Vladimir and the Baptism of the Kns-

sians, by Riss. The paintings on the ikonostas of the upper church

are by Korzukhin.— On the Karantiiinaya Bay, ca. 300 yds. to the

E. of the cathedral, is a Museum of Greek, Roman, and Byzantine

antiquities (open on week-days 9-12 and from 2 p.m. to sunset; on

Suu. and festivals in the afternoon). Opposite the entrance is a

"Marble Stele (No. 39), 4^/2 ft. in height but broken across the

middle, inscribed with the civic oath of Chei'souesus (3rd cent. B.C.).

This is the only Greek civic oath which has been preserved to us in

the form of an inscription. In the court (Lapidarium) are a model

of a basilica and some monuments and tombs from the necropolis.

About 12 V. (8 M.) to the 8. of 8ebastopol (carr., see p. 407) lies the

Convent of St. George (FeoprieBCKin Monacxtipb), founded in U88.

On entering w^e turn to the right through a vaulted passage and descend
some steps. After the drive across the barren plateau we are agreeahly
surprised by the vigorous growth of trees on the slopes of the steep bank
an(l by the *Vicw of the open sea. Opposite, rising from the sea, is

*V<. George's Cliff (CKajia CBflTaro Feoprifl), witli a cross. To the W.
in w^alk of about 1 hr. along the top of tlie cliffs) is (Ja/pe Fiolentej the

old promontory of Parfhenium, suj)posed to be the site of the sanctuary
of Artemis in which Iphigcneia became a jiriestess. Near the cape is the

(jirotto ofDiana (Tpo'rK ^ianbi), accessible hy boat.— About 8V. (5V2 M.)
to the N. of the convent lies Balaklava (see below).

A carriage-road (cab, see p. 407 ; motor omnibus 1 rb.) runs to the

S.K. from Sebastopol, passing the French cemetery (comp. p. 415) and
the country-house of Nikohiyevka, where Lord Raglan, the British com-
mander-in-chief, died on .June 28th, 1855, to (14 V.; i)V2 M.) Balaklava
( lioHSiya, (m rand-Hotel, both on tlie bay, R. from 1 rb.), the ancient

Falakion, now an uniinjiortant ])lace with 3200 inhab., picturesquely
situated on a small bay enclosed by naked clitTs and entered only by a

very narrow opening. JJuring the Crimean War this was the chief base of

the English army, the position of which was stormed by the Russians on
Ort. K^,tli, 1854 (O.H.). It is memorable for the famous Charge of tiu)

Light Brigade, when, owing to a mistake in giving or receiving orders, the
l»iiga<hr of 007 men rode for 1'/.^ M., exposed all the way to a niking
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Russian fire, to attack the Russian army in position. The hrigade broke
into the battery, sabred the gunners, and put the Russian cavalry to

flight, but, not being supported, could not hold its ground, and would
have been annihilated but for the timely intervention of the French, who
stormed the Fedukin heights and put an end to the firing from the N.
on the returning remnant (198 men) of the Light Brigade. It is hardly
necessary to remind the reader of Tennyson's 'Charge of the Light Bri-

gade', or of the comment of the French general: 'C'est magnifique, mais ce

n'est pas la guerre !' There is a monument to the Russian and English
combatants.— The Inlet of Balaklava has been wrongly identified with
Homer's description of the Bay of the Leestrygonians (Odyssey, X. 86-94).

In antiquity it was named Symholon Fortus, and as a Genoese colony it

received the name of Cembalo. Two towers to the S. of the^ place are

relics of the latter (view). The sea-bathing at Balaklava is good.
Balaklava was the chief scene of the activity of Miss Florence

Nightingale (d. 1910) during the Crimean War. A nook on the hills

overlooking the village is still known as 'Miss Nightingale's Seat', and
her room at the Convent of St. Greorge (p. 410), where she had her prin-
cipal hospital, is still shown to visitors.

An attractive excursion may be made from Sebastopol to Inkerman
(p. 4]'); frequent steamers on Sun.).

b. Railway from Simferopol to Sebastopol.

1?, Y. (48 M.). Railway in 2-3 hrs.

Sim.fer6poL — Railuay Restaurant. — Hotels. YevropeisJcaya,
opposite the Public Garden; Metropole, Pushkinskaya 8; Peterhurgskaija,
a little to the S. of the Cathedral. — Cab (tariif) from or to the station
40, at night 50, per drive 20, per hr. 50 cop.— Motor Omnibus to Alushta
4 & 3Vvi rb., to Gurzuff or (90 V. or GO M.) Yalta 8 & 7 rl).

Simferopol (820 ft.), which has grown out of the Tartar town
of Ak-Mefchef (White Mosque), is the capital of the government of

Taurida, and is the seat of the provincial authorities, of a Greek
Catholic bisho]), of a .Mufti, and of the Commandant of the Ttli Army
Corps. Fop. 70,000, including 7000 Tartars. It lies in a picturesque

situation on the Sahjir. Fruit-preserviiig is the chief industry.

From the railway station a straight walk of 20 min. through the

Vokzalnaya and Dolgorukovskaya brings us to the Alexander
Nev-ski Cathef/rulj in front of which stands a stone obelisk in

honour of Prin(Mi Dolgoruki, the conqueror of the Crimea in 1771.

Opposite the cathedral, to the N.W., is tin; Zam.sivo Ihiilding,

contairnng natural history collections (EcTccTBeHiio-HCTopHHOCidH
MyriOM; open free on Sun. 12-2, to strangers also on week-days 11-2;

director, S. Mokrzhctzki). The Yekateriiiinskaya, running parallel

with the Dolgorukovskaya on the W., is the chief busin(!ss street.

To the S.W. of the cathedral is the Bazaar S(piare (bazaar-days

Wed., Frid., k Sun.). A little to the S. of the cathedral is the

Tartar quarter, with its 12 mosques and its narrow, dirty streds.

About fi min. to the S.M. of the cathedral, on the Salgii", lies the

l*iihJh-<iardiii ^restauraiil : music; adm. Hl-20co|>.), iii which stamis

a bronze .statue of Kmi*resH Calherine 11. by Laveretzki (1S<M)), with

figures of Princes rotemkiii ;irid l)olg(HMiki nn fin I'ldiit of the perb'stal.
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From Simferopol TO Eupatoria, 63 V. (42 M.), highroad (motor omnibus
in L'Va Ins., 4J/orb.; carr. 15-20 rb.; provisions should be carried). The
roiul loads through the stepi)e in a N.W. direction.— 44 V. Saki, with a
mud-bath establishment on Lake Sak (R. 1-5V2 rh., D. 70 cop. to 1 rb.

:)Ocop. ; mud-bath 1^4 rb.). — 63 V. (42 M.) Eupatoria, see p. 406.

From Simferopol to AlusJifa, see ]). 423 ; to Kharkov, see R. .57.

The railway enters Ww.Ydila Mountains.— 18V. Alma, Ajitivia.

AVe cross tlie Alma.
The battletield of Sept. 8th, 1854 (O.S.), lies about 22 M. to the W.,

near the village of Bnrliivk; it is marked by one British and two Russian
monuments. — The Russians under Prince Menshikov were drawn up on
the heights overlooking the river Alma to bar the Sebastopol road to the
Allies (under General Lord Raglan and Marshal St. Arnaud), who were
approaching from the M". over an open plain. The French and Turks
attacked and severely pressed Menshikov's left, while the British assaulted
the front of the Russian position, which they carried in spite of a de-

vastating artillery and musketry tire. The success of this frontal attack
dispirited the rest of the defenders, who withdrew to the S. The Russians
had 36,800 men and 120 guns, the Allies 59,000 men and 128 guns. The
losses of the former were 5700, of the latter 3300.

30 V. (20 M.) Bakhtchi Sarai, BaxMHcapaft.- Bailway Re-
stawant, unpretending, with a few bedrooms; those wishing to dine here
should notify the landlord in good time.— Hotels (unpretending). Grand
Hotel, R. from 3/^ rb. ; Cenfrdlnaya, Bazarnaya, R. from 1 rb.— Tartar Cafe
(cup of coffee 5 cop.), opposite the Khan-Sarai.— Specimens of the domestic
industries of the Tartars may be obtained in a shop adjoining the cafe.

Cab from the railway station to the town or vice versa 40, at night 50,

l)er hr. 50 cop. A pleasant Circular Drive of 5-6 hrs. may be taken from
the Khan-Sarai via Katchikalen, Tchufnt-Kaleh, the Uspenski Convent,
and back (fare 6-7 rb.; provisions and wine must be taken). — Guide
(npOBOv^HHKT.) 1 rb. daily. — Saddle Horse 2-3 rb. daily.

Travellers should attend the religious services of the Howling Der-
vishes, whicli take place on Thurs., 9-12 p.m. (the visitor should time his

arrival for 10 p.m.; guide necessary). The dervishes work themselves into

a state of ecstasy by violent movements of the upper part of the body and
by chanting, sometimes for hours at a time, the Muslim Confession of

Faith ('la ilaha', etc.) and finally the single word Miti' (He, i.e. God).

Bakhtchi Saved (ca. 690 ft.), the 'Palace of the Gardens', the

residence of the Khans from the end of the 15th cent, till 1783, lies

on the Tchvryuk-Sa (^ypioK'L-cy), an affluent of the Katcha, in a

narrow rocky valley about 3 M. in length. The town, which contains

17,200 inhalj. (two-thirds of them Tartars), has a thoroughly Oriental

character. The street-life is seen to greatest advantage in the later

morning hours.— From the railway station we follow a road to the

left which leads across an unoccupied tract to the Bazarnaya, the

main street of the town. This is barely 20 ft. in width and has but

few cross-streets. The houses, which are interspersed with vine-

yards, orchards, Lombardy poplars, and groups of other trees, are

converted into workshops and stores simply by letting down the

wooden fronts and using them as counters or work-benches. The
shops, which sell leather, fruit, and many other articles, are all

closed after sunset. In the Bazarnaya, near the middle of the town
and about 2 M. from the railway station, lies the —
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*Khan Sarai, or Palace of the Khans, surrounded by houses

on three sides and enclosed b}' a lofty wall. The palace was built by
Khan Abdul Sahel-Grirai in 1518, and was destroyed in 1736, but

since then it has been repeatedly restored by the Russian govern-

ment. The gate-keeper is to be found at the left of the entrance,

at which is a column commemorating the visit of Catherine II.

Beyond an archway under a pavilion, we enter a rectangular court ca.

425 ft. in length and 125 ft. in breadth. To the right of this stands

the palace and to the left the mosque, the latter adjoined by two

octagonal domed buildings, forming the mausolea of the Khans.
The Mosque, a somewhat dark chamber with grated windows ac-

commodating about 300 persons, was restored in 1894. It is best visited

at the hours of prayer (noon or 4 p.m.). The two large octagonal wooden
stars on the ceiling are intended for the hanging of lamps. The walls
are covered with quotations from the Koran. To the right of the Mihrab,
or prayer-niche, is a flight of wooden steps ascending to the Mimhar or

pulpit, in which prayers are read on Fridays. Adjacent is a gallery for

the Khan. — The Minaret commands a fiue view of the town.

The Palace contains a great number of rooms and halls, all of them
bearing special names. Among these are the Divan; the Court Room,
with stained-glass windows and a raised seat for the Khan behind a

wooden grating; tlie Audience Chamber; the Golden Boom; the Dining
Boom; and the Barber'' s Boom. The most famous of the springs the
palace contains is the so-called ^Spring of Tears'' ($OHTaHt cjieat), the
water of which is caught in 10 shells let into a marble table. The
story according to which the Countess Marie Potocka wept away her life

as a prisoner here, deaf to the love-making of the Khan Mengli-Grirai, has
no foundation in fact. The Garden Boom contains a marble basin and
fountain. The only object of interest in the Harem is the bathing-room.

The Mausolea contain the tombs of the Khans and their wives, the
former recognizable by a turban, the latter by a hood. The oldest grave
dates from 1592. In a garden behind the mausolea are tlie tombs of some
of the Khans and their court-officials.

In the suburb of SALAicniK is a Medreseh, or Mohammedan
high school. It consists of a square building with 15 rooius

disposed round an inner court.

The shadeless Environs of Bakhtchi-8arai are best visited by
carriage (circular drive, see p. 412). We leave the town towards
the W. and first reach the Tartar village of Aziz. We next cross a

barren plateau and then ascend to the S.E. through the valley of

the KatrJid to the (572 ^I-; ^l^'ive of 1 hr. from the railway station)

A/ffi.sfasin ('(mvenf (Ckhti, cbhtoh AiiacTaciii). A flight of stone

steps, continued by a stony footpath, ascends hence to Katclnkalev

,

the caves in which are beli(;ved to have been hewn in the living

rock in prehistoric ages (then; & back '74 ^i^"-; 'i monk ofliciates as

guide). Ai)Out halfway up is the (Unirch of St. Sop/it'a^ hollowed

out of the rock, and atl'ording room for scarcely a dozen people;

divine service is held here; onci; yearly on Se|)t. 17th ((). S.). About
three-fourths of the way up, under a proteeting roof, is the AtKf-

sfafda Spnv(/y which, however, has dried u|).

Hevorid the Convent of Aiiastasi:i the I'oad I'oilows the bed oj'
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the Katcha. wliicli is covered willi detritus and contains no water

ill summer. The road then ascends towards the N.

To the loft we see the Tepe-Kermen (1780 ft.), a mountain con-

taininj? more than 10,000 caverns, arranged in rows one ahove the other.

These eaves, many of whieh have been partly destroyed by the weather,
seem to have been made as dwelling-places or burial-places. The moun-
tain lies about 4 M. to the S.E. of Baklitchi-Sarai, and it takes 1 hr. to

drive to the foot of it from the Anastasia Convent. The ascent, made
by the N. side, takes 1 hr. There is no drinking-water at the top.

As we proceed, the Black Sea becomes visible in the distance,

to the left. After a drive of 2 hrs. (from the Anastasia Convent)

we reach the Valley of Jehosaphaf. The ancient Karaite burial-

ground here has but few features of interest. A short and good

patli ascends hence to the ruined town of Tehufut-Kale, or 'Fort-

ress of the Jews' (2^.^ M. to the E. of Bakhtchi-8arai). This is

j)erched on a narrow limestone plateau, about ^4 ^f- ^^^^g <ind ^4 M.
broad, at the top of precipitous cliffs 1640 ft. above the sea, and

about 650 ft. above the Valley of Jehosaphat. The inhabitants, be-

longing to the Jewish sect of the Karaites or Qaraites, i.e. the

Disciples of the Letter of the Law (of Moses, as opposed to the

traditions of the Elders), have deserted the town since the middle

of the 19th century. The only occupant of the place at present is

the Rabbi Gakham, who acts as guide (•y4 hr.). Simple refreshments

may be obtained at his house, on the 8. side of the ruins. About

the middle of the town is the mausoleum of Nenkedzhan-Kha-
/fWi, a daughter of the Khan Tokhtamuish, w^ho is said to have

thrown herself from the rocks here in consequence of uni-equitcul

love (1437).

From Tchuful-Kale a footpath descends to the 8. in a few

minutes to the Uspeitski Conve'iit, founded in the ir)th century.

One of the five churches, about halfway up the hill and reached by

a footpath with steps, is hewn out of the living rock. A great

pilgrimage takes place to this resort on Aug. 15th (0. S.). From
the convent a walk of ^j^ hr. through a grove of nut-trees brings

us to the Khan-.Sarai in Bakhtchi-Sarai.

On an eminence about i:j M. to the S. of Bakhtchi-Sarai are the

ruins of Mancfujp-Kaleh, now in process of excavation. The basilica,

dating from the; time of Justinian, and the well-presc^rved Turkish fort

ap' interesting. To reach the ruins we drive to (2 hrs.) KodzhaSala
(return-fare 0-8 rb.), at first following the Yalta road (p. 428) and then
ascending the beautiful valley of the Karaloz. From Kodzha Sala a good
path leads to (1=74 M.) the ruins.

For the highroad from Bakhtchi-Sarai to (70 V.) Yalta, see p. 42.''^

Cphaiiton 18-25 rb.).

TifK Kailwav to Sebastopol traverses a hilly district, crosses

the lielhel: by an iron bridge, and enters the narrow rocl<y valley

of the river at the station of (40 V.) Belhek. The Black Sea appears

for a shoil time on the I'ight. On leaving the ravine, the train

runs to the S. to ^55 V.) Afeke/raf'riGor/.--Vlo. pass through
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four tunnels and cross the Tchornaya before reaching (63 V.)

Inkerman (boat from Sebastopol, see p. 407), situated in an unheal-

thy neighbourhood at the E. end of the Bay of Sebastopol, near the

mouth of the Tchornaya. Inkerman is famous for the battle of

Oct. 24th, 1854 (O.S.f, when 8000 British soldiers sustained a

hand-to-hand fight for several hours against at least five times that

number of Russian troops, until a reinforcement of 6000 French
enabled them to complete the defeat of the enemy. The field is

marked by Russian and English monuments. Of the old Grenoese

fortifications some well-preserved towers and fragments of the ram-

parts still remain. Below is a convent. In the cliffs are numerous
pagan cave-dwellings.— Farther on the raihvay describes a wide

sweep, affording fine views of the bay, the Malakhov Hill (p. 408),

and the sea. It then threads two tunnels and skirts the S. bay to—
73 V. (48 M.) Sebastopol (p. 406).

c. Drive from Sebastopol to Yalta.

82 V. (HI M.). The excursion is better made in this tlian in the reverse
direction. Motor Omnibus Express in 5 hrs. (fare 10 & 8 rb.); offices at

Yekaterininskaya 18 (PL B, 3-5). Motor Mail (fare 8 & B rb.) ; offices at

the Hotel Kist. A motor-car can be hired for 35-45 rb.— Carriages (offices

at the posting station in the Monastuirskaya; PI. A, B, 5) : with two horses
15, three horses 20, four horses 28 rb. It is advisable to start early, in
order to reacli Yalta before dusk. A visit to tlie Convent of St. George
and Balaklava is easily combined with this excursion, but a previous
i)argaiu should be made (1-2 rb. extra). Alupka, Oreanda, and Livadia
are best visited from Yalta.

The traveller should provide his own food and wine.
In autumn or winter those ^vlio have time enougli should pass the

nigiit at the Baidar Gate in order to enjoy the magnilicent sunrise. [In
summer tlie sunrise is not visible.] The inns here, however, arc extremely
])rimitive (corap. p. 416).

Steamboat Voyage, see R. 58 e.

The highroad from Sebastopol (p. 407) to Yalta leads at first

towards the S.E., passing the EnfjUsh Cemetery (AnrjiiHCKoe KJia^-

5Hiue) on the right (obelisk to ]]ritish soldiers; tomb of Sir George
Cathcart). To the W. of this is the French Cemetery (<I>paHijy3CKoe

KJia^oHUie), with a chapel in the middle of it. Not far from this point

was the cumping-ground of the French and English troops during
the Crimean War.— The road to Balaklava (p. 410) soon diverges

to the right; farther on, on a hill to the left, is a mortuary chapel

(1882), iu rurmory of the Italians who f(dl in the Crimean War.
— 21 V. 'rrhdtdl-Kfiydj a posting-station (simph; refreshments).

The r(»;Ml now dips and bends towards the K. into the lidvldr
Valley (I>aH,iJipcKaH vlojiHiia), where at first there is little more
than room for the road and th(; accompanying brook between the

steep walls of rock on either side. Karthei* on the valley opens out

into an irregnbir ovmI, 11 M. in biigth iind 0-7 M. in KicMdlh. The
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road lu'xt ascends slowly, passino- the houses of (38 V.) Baiddri, a

Tartar village, and through woods of beech and oak. At the top of

the ascent we reach the—
44 V. (29 M.) Baidar Gate (Bafi^apcKm Bopoxa: 1685 ft.),

which was blasted through the solid limestone in 1848. [Unpretend-

ing nightquarters to be had in the posting-station; the inns are

v(M*v primitive and dear, and it is advisable to iix the price of every-

thing beforehand; R. 172-3 I'b.] Here an incomparable *View sud-

denly opens before us (seen to best advantage from the platform

above the gate). In front of the beholder stretches the dark-green

sea; at his feet lie a group of ruins; on the left are the cliff's of the

Yaila and a far-distant strip of shore, rich with southern vegetation.

Beyond the Baidar Gate the road leads downwards in rapid

zigzags, passing first a Greek Catholic church erected in 1892 (fine

interior) and then, on the right, the estate of Fords. About 3 V.

beyond the Baidar Gate we thread a rock tunnel 165 ft. long, and then

see on our right the sea and CajJe Saruitch (280 ft.), the southern-

most point of the Crimea. To our left rise rugged and precipitous

cliti's of Jurassic limestone.— We next reach the (55 V.) posting-

station of Kikeneiz, where the broadening strip of coast affords

room for a more luxuriant vegetation. Large walnut-trees grow
close to the highroad, and the slopes are covered with hazels. In

the woods, oaks and beeches of the sturdiest growth alternate with

terebinths and pines, cypresses and laurels with pomegranates, mul-

berries, and fig-trees. The vineyards of the S. coast also begin here.

64 V. Sivieiz (Pens. Alexandrov-Dobnikov; Villa Xenia), a sea-

bathing resort, lying below us and 2 M. off the road. A branch of

the Nicholas Observatory at Pulkovo (p. 189) is situated here. The
road again ascends to a considerable height. 67 V. Alupka (p. 421).

70 V. Mis-KhoT (MHCxopt; posting-station ; comp. p. 420). Farther

on we pass Gaspra, an estate belonging to the Countess Panin (left),

the low-lying promontory of ^li- Todo'r (p. 420; right), and numerous

datchas. The abrupt rocky walls on the left now give way to less

lofty foothills.— 77 V. Oreanda (p. 419). From the highest point

of the road here we obtain a magnificent view of the Bay of Yalta.

Beyond Livadia (p. 419) the road descends to (82V. or 61 M.)Yalta.

d. Yalta and Environs.

The Harbour lies to the E. of the town; steamer to Seba.stopol and
Kortcl), see R. 58 e.— Motor Omnibus (notices in Dr. Weber's excursion
office, p. 418) to Sebastopol, see R. 58c, to Simferopol, see p. 411. Town
oflfice of the Government Railways (PI. 1), Tchernomorski Pereulok.

Hotels (bed-linen usually 50, electric light 25 cop. a day extra).

*RossiYA (V\. a), separated by a terrace (concerts in summer and autumn)
from the Naberezhnaya, R. 2-8 rb. (Aug. 15th to Nov. Ist, O.S., 3-10 rb.),

R. 75 rop., fl4j. (11-2) fi5 cop. to 1 rb., D. (2-8) IV2-2V2 I'h-, pens. (Nov. 1st
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to March 15th) 185 rb. per month; Villa Helena, Naberezhnaya 51, E.

lV-2-6 (Easter and autumn 3-10), B. 1/2? dej. 3/4, D. I-I1/4 rb., new; Mariino
(PI. i), corner of Nabeiezhnaya and Morskaya, R. from 1^/4 (in autumn
from 2), B. 1/2, dej. (11-1) ^U, D. (1-7 p.m.) I-IV4 rb. ; Fraxtziya (PI. c),

immediately adjoining the Naberezhnaya, R. from IV2 (in autumn from 2),

D. in the sea-pavilion (1-7 p.m.) IV4 rb. ; St. Petersburg (PI. 1), Naberezh-
naya, R. from 11/4 (in autumn 2V2-4)rb.; Dzhaltta, Naberezhnaya, near
the Livadia Bridge, R. 1-5 (in spring and autumn IV2-8), B. =74' D- '^U-'i-^U i"^-

j

Oreakda (PI. m), near the Livadia Bridge, R. from 1 (in autumn from 2) rb.,

B. 45 cop., dej. 3/^ rb.; Metropole (PL e), Yinogradnaya, R. from li/^ (in

autumn from 3), B. '^U, dej. 3/^, D. I-IV4 rb. ; Centralnaya (PL b), on
the harbour, R. from 1 (in autumn I1/2), B. 1/2 » dej. ^U, D. s/^-i rb.

;

Hotel-Pension Yalta (PL d), in a high situation, R. from 1 rb., D. 60 cop.

to 1 rb. 10 cop.; Grand-Hotel (PL f), above the harbour, R. from 3/_^ (in

autumn from 1) rb. ; Bristol (PL k), on fne harbour, R. from 1 (in autumn
from li/j) rb.

Pensions. Vo?i Schleier, Aiitskaya, pens. 100-150 rb. per month;
Quisisana (formerly Weber); Caputo, Ulitza Emira Bukharskago 20, pen«.
80-100 rb. per month; Strateiz, pens, from 70 rb. per month; Schtdiz;
Wittmer; Tchiikurlar, R. .30-70 rb. (20 per cent more in autumn).— Sana-
toria. Gastria (proprietor. Dr. Lebedev), pens. 135-175 rb. per month;
Block, pens. 150-300 rb.— Numerous Furnished Rooms, from 50 rb. per
month (from 20 rb. out of the season). For invalids the villa district to

the S. of the Livadia Bridge is the most suitable.

Restaurants at the above-named hotels. In the Public Garden (To-
po^CKoii ca^t): Sea Pavilion Restaurant, dej. (11-1) 3/^-1, D. (1-7) IV4 rb.

;

Vernet (confectioner's).

Post & Telegraph Office, near the Livadia Bridge, open on week-
days 8-2 & 5-7, on Sun. & holidays 8-10 a.m.

Cabs (good phaetons with two horses ; overcharging frequent). Within
the Town: per drive (incl. that to or from the harbour) 20-70 cop. (luggage
10 cop, extra), per hr. 70, each additional V2 ^^i'- 30 cop. At night (2-7 a.m.)
50 per cent more. Pleasure-drives within the town are not regulated bv
the tariff.

Outside the Town
(return-fare included in each).

To Lower Massandra or Livadia, with 1/2 '»i-

stay
To l8ar, with 1 hr.'s stay
To Upper Massandra or Oreanda (2 hrs.' stay)
T(» Ai-Todor or Utchan-Su or Nikitski Park

(2'/2 hrs.' stay)
To Alupka or Gurzurt" (3 hrs.' stay) .

To Suuk-Su (3 hrs.' stay)

Saddle Horses 3 rb. per day, for ladies 4 rb. ; half-day 2 & 3 rb.

LrOcal Steamers (KaTein, ; refreshments on board), starting from
the Mrde, run .seven times daily to Alupka (65 cop.), four times daily to
Simeiz (80 cop.), four times daily to Gurzuflf (55 cop.), and thrice daily to
Alushta (1 rb.).

v f ;, >

Rowing Boats (hargaining necessary), per hr. 50 cop. (1-3 pers.).
To Alupka (ir (Jiirzut!' and back, with 2 hrs.' stay, 5 rb. (1-7 pers.).

Sea Baths 10-15 cot).; on the Naberezhnaya. The beach is stony, and
bathing is not practi<able when the sea is rough. Warm salt-wator haths
at rfeifrr's, in the Ifotcl Frdntziya.

Visitors' Tax rfor astay <.f more than three; days), 2'/.j rb. per month,
5 rb. per Hcanon; fninilioH l«/a "r 3 rb. for 0:1. h member.

The Yalta Section of the Orimean Mountain Club (Kpi/iMCKo-
KaBicaiCKift v6\)nhiVi icjiy6'i,; annual HnbM<ii|)fi(»ii 5 rb.) arranges daily

1 or 2

persons
3 or 4
persons

2 rb.

^ n

5 n

rb, 80 cop.

8 „ 20 „

2 rb. 40 cop.

3 „ 60 „

4 „ 80 „

6 „ - „

8 „ 20 „

10 „ 20 „
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drives in llio vicinity dF Yalta between April and Oct(d)er. The pro-

•iianunes fur the week are displayed in the waiting-room (PI. 4; small
niusenm antl observatory) near the Police Bridge. Tickets may also be
bought here, between 8 a.m. and 1 p.m. and between 5 and p.m., for

I'/a-l'Vj i'^'- ^^^^' '^ <l{vy's excursion (Ai-Petri 25 cop. more), longer excursions
at the same rates (members of the club 1 rb.). These entitle the partaker
to a seat in a 'lineika' (the two liack-seats and the seat beside the driver
best for the view), which starts at 9 a.m. (8.30 a.m. for Ai-Petri). Early
notification is necessary. Gruides for walking excursions 1 rb. daily. -

The ^Bebci^h EdCtirslons' make similar arrangements at similar prices.

Tourist Office. Dr. F. Weber's E.rcfrrskm Office, in tiic Dzhalita
ITotel (p. 417).

Principal Attractions. For a limited stay (3 days) the itinerary
given at p. Jl)I is recommended.

Yalta (HjiTa), a (listrict-town with 30,000 inhab., is piciiir-

os([uely situated on an auipbitheatro rising from a large bay of the

Black Sea. It is the most fashionable and most expensive of the

Crimean bathing-resorts, and is much frequented from the middle

of Aug. till the end of Oct. (O.8.). In the background are the steep

slopes of the Ydila (ca. 3940 ft.; p. 404), 3-4 M. distant as the

crow flies. A line view of the town and the sea may be had from
the lofty harbour-mole. The chief promenades are the Naberezh-
naya or Sea Boulevard (Ha6epe:acHaH ; numerous seats), lighted with

electricity at night, and the adjoining snaall and shady Public

Garden (adm. 20 cop.; Kursaal; music; theatre; restaurant, see

p. 417). The best. shops are in the Xaberezhnaya (oriental wares,

especially those from the Caucasus, rather dear).

Yalta lies in 44° 30' N. lat. ; and the average annual temperature is

oH'^ Fahr. The hottest months are July and Aug. (mean temperature 75°),

the coldest are Jan. and Fel). (witli a mean of 39°). The yearly rainfall

amounts to 18.5 inches. Tiie bathing-season lasts from the middle of

May till the end of Oct. (O.S.), and the grape-cure from Aug. 15th to

Oct. 15th. Sudden changes of temperature are common in winter.

Short Excursions. Droshkies, see p. 417.— To the E. of Yalta

lies the beautiful park of ^Lower Massandra (IIhjkhhji Mac-
caH^pa), belonging to the royal domain (adm. in summer from 6 a.m.

to 8 p.m. by season-tickets distributed gratis by the management).

Jt is reached by ascending to the right at the Grand-Hotel (PI. f.)

and then taking the second turn to the left, a few paces farther on.

This brings us to (^4 br.) the lower entrance; but we may also take

the upper road to Gurzuff (1 hr.). The trees and shrubs in the park

are all provided with labels; among the finest are three beautiful

specimens of the Araucaria imbricata and an avenue of roses.

—

Adjacent, to the N.E., is Upper Massandra (BepximH Mac-
caii.ipa; 1200 ft.) containing a small Imperial Chateau, completed

ill l'.)01 in the style of Louis XIV. from plans by Messmachcr. To
the X. are some natural Grottoes, formed of boulders detached from
the cliff, and two rocks known as 'Hurrah' and 'Bravo', commanding
good views (1320 ft. & 1580 ft. respectively). The large wine-cellar
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(Bhhhbih no^BajiTb; marked 'Cave' on the map) is open to the

public on week-days from 6 a.m. to noon and from 2 to 6 p.m.— To
the N.W. of Upper Massandra and about 5 M. to the W. of Yalta, in

the midst of fine pine-forests, is Lyesnitchesfvo (1050 ft.), the seat

of the Department of Forestry for Southern Crimea. By ascending

the road from this point for 3 min. and then taking the footpath to

the left, we reach (25 min.) the Abdaraman Square, which affords

a fine view of the Utch-Kosh Gorge and of Yalta.— To the E. of

Lower Massandra are the vineyards of Mahardfch (Marapaqt),

and another wine-cellar ("Cave' on the map).— Still farther to the

E. (ca. 5 M. from Yalta) lies Nikita, with an imperial "^Acclima-

tization Garden (HnKHTCKiH ca^t), founded in 1812 by C. Steven

(director, M. T. Tcherbakov), a school of horticulture, and a school

of viticulture. The exuberant flora includes cypresses, cedars, palms,

and many other varieties.— To Gurzuff, see p. 421.

About 2^4 M. to the S.W. of Yalta lie the two imperial palaces of

Livadia, which are shown only by special permission of the major

domo (passports may be asked for).—We follow the highroad to

Sebastopol to a point about 172 ^^' beyond the mouth of the brook

Ufchdn-Sn, and then pass through a gate to the left, which admits

to the well-kept vineyards and park of Livadia. In the park is the

New or Large Palace^ built in 1911 from the plans of Krasnov, and

hard by is the simply-equipped Small Palace (Ma.7iBm 4Bopeiri»),

on the upper floor of which is the room in which Alexander ITL died

on Oct. 20th, 1894. To the W. lie the farm and small chateau of

Eriklik (1500 ft.).— To the S. is the adjacent park of Oreanda,
another piece of imperial property. The chateau, built in 1843-52

in the Italian style from the designs of Stakenschneider, was burnt

down in 1882 and has been left in ruins. The park, which contains

many rare plants, extends down to the sea. About ^/g M. above the

ruined chateau is an open Rotunda. About -^4 ^I- higher up is the

Hill of the Cross (Krestovaya Gora: (515 ft.) surmounted by- an iron

cross 13 ft. in height and commanding a view of the Bay of Yalta.

To the right is the cape of Ai-Todor (p. 420), while the hills of

Sudak (p. 424) may be distinguished to the left in clear weather*.

To Alupka, see p. 420.

Longer Excursions (cabs and steamers, see p. 417 : guide of the

mountain-clul) desirable, p. 417).

To TiiK Watkhkall of Utchan-Sii, 10 v., a walk of 2^/4-272 hrs.

The first half of th«; route is shadeless. We start by following the

Autskaya, anrl after ^ j^ hr. we continue in tin- sam<; direrlion, avoid-

ing the turn to the b^ft. To the left, in a deep ravine, is the stream
of Utehdn-Sn, while in front of us tower the steep walls of the Viila.

At the cross-roads V2 '"'• f^'i'tlnr on we turn to the left, and iti
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2 mill, more we cross the brook. The road now ascends slowly and

circuitously through wood and after ^j^ hr. reaches Issdr. On an

adjacent rocky knoll are the ruins of a Genoese fort. After 1/2 ^i'-

we turn to the right, while the road from Livadia joins ours on th(^

left (p. 419). In 20 min. more we reach the simple restaurant

adjoining the waterfall, which lies in the midst of a magnificont

forest. The road goes on to the left to the top of the Yaila (p. 423;.

The Utchan-Su ('Flying Water' ; 1225 ft.) falls over a rocky barrier

330 ft. in height (4 min. from the restaurant), but in summer there

is very little water. We have a fine view of Yalta and the sea.

Still more extensive is the view from the Vtordya Ploshfchddka
[2-0. n.ioiija/iKa, second terrace), a little higher up. In 6 min. we reach
a guide-post, showing the way to the Cross Rock (straight on; see below)
and to (4 min.) our destination (to the right).— For the Cross Rock wo
follow the just-mentioned path. In 7 min. wo pass a footpath leading to

the left to the road up the Yaila. Our path is steep and stony. In V4 hr.

we turn to the right, and in a few paces reach the Cross Rock (KpecTonaH
CKajia), a high jutting crag surmounted by a small wooden cross (view
no better than that from the Vtoraya Ploshtchddka). The Shtangeyev Path
(UIxaHreeBCKaa xpona), keeping to the left at the last-mentioned diver-
gence, leads to (4 hrs.) the Shishko Cliff (p. 423).

From the waterfall we return to Yalta by following the path to

(20 min.) Issar, and then going straight on. To the left we obtain

fine views of Yalta. In 1 hr. we reach the Sebastopol road to the

N. of Livadia, which we then follow to the left to (^/g hr.) Yalta.

From Yalta to Alupka. 17 V. or 11 M. (cab and steamer, see

p. 417). We quit the town by the Livadia Bridge and turn toward

the SM.-~2 Y. Livadia (p/419); 5 V. Oreanda (p. 419).— The

'Lower Road' leads near the sea, passing the Moorish chateau of

Grand-Duke Dmitri Constantinovitch just before reaching (12 Y.)

Cape Ai-Todor. Hard by and close to the sea is the Gothic villa

known as the 'Swallow's Nest' (JlacTOHKHHO rH±3ji6). The manor

of Ai-Todor, which belongs to the Grand-Duke Alexander Mikhailo-

vitch, extends hence to the Sebastopol highroad, on which is the

entrance. By the sea are considerable remains of a Roman castellum,

with tw^o ancient fortified walls, parts of which are in very good

repair ; the outer wall consists of large blocks of stone, the inner of

small partly-hewn stones, built up without mortar. Here, too, are

some baths, with a Nymphseum adjoining the second inside wall.

Ancient objects found here are placed in the Museum. On the

highest point is a lighthouse.— Farther on are KharaXy tl\o Eng-
lish chateau of Grand-Duke George Mikhdilovitch; the Villa Abri-

k6sov-Kramartchy in a pseudo-classical style; and the Moorish-

looking chateau of Dyulber (i.e. 'Beautiful'), the property of the

(irand-Duke Peter Nikolayevitch. Still farther on are Kor^iZy the

estate of Prince Yusiipov, with a pleasant avenue, and the park of

Mis-Khor (p. 416), adjoining the sea.— To the left we have a con-

tinuous view of the sea.
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17 V. (11 M.) Alupka. - Hotels. Rossiya (R. on the map), R. from
IV2 rb., dej. (11-1) 80 cop. to 1 rb.. D. (1-7) 3/4-I1/2 rb. ; Frdntziya, R. from 1 rb.,

dej. 50-80 cop., D. 3/4 - 1^4 rb. ; Dolgov, dej. s/^, D. 3/4- ii/^'rb.— Numerous
Lodging Houses (rather expensive).— The bathing-beach is stony.

The Clidteau (interior uninteresting; closed 12-2) was erected

lor PrinceYorontzov (d. 1856) in 1837 at a cost of nearly 3,000,000 rb.

from the plans of the English architect Blore, who adopted a com-

bination of the (rothic and Moorish styles. In the middle of the

S. facade is a large Moorish archway. Opposite this is a wide

flight of steps, with six marble lions, descending to the lower part

of the park. Close by the sea is the Aivazovski Rock. The larger

part of the magnificent *Park (guide desirable: 50 cop.) stretches

up the hills at the back of the chateau. Its attractions comprise a

wealth of rare subtropical plants, a beautiful avenue of cedars,

flower-beds, some palms, and some magnificent cypresses, including

two in the court-yard planted by Potemkin. There are also several

pavilions, an orangery, some fountains, and a mosque, the minaret

of which commands a pleasant view.— Above the chateau towers

the Ai-Petri (p. 423), which may be ascended in 5 hrs.

From Yalta to Gukzuff, 13 Y. (9 M.), highroad (cab and steamer,

see p. 417).— The road ascends gradually, commanding a view of

the sea to the right. After 4 Y. we pass Loioer Massandra (p. 418)

on the right, while the route to LyesnUchestvo (p. 419) diverges

to the left. — 5 Y. Upper Massandra (p. 418); 8 Y. NikifsH
Garden (p. 419); 11 Y. Ai Danil^ a posting-station, beyond which
we obtain a fine view. About 1^/^ Y. farther on a branch of the

highroad descends to the right in windings to—
13 Y. (9 M.) Gurziiff, ryp3yc()T. (eight large lodging-houses,

R. 1-9, d6j. 3/4, D. 1^4 rb.; carriage to Yalta and back 5 rb.), an

attractively situated bathing-resort, which may be recommended for

a long stay. The beautiful -Park, laid out by the Due de Richelieu,

is illuminated in the evening by electricity. Pushkin lived in the

former chateau of the duke in 1820. By the sea is the Greek
Catholic Church of the Assumption. The village contains several

Tartar cafes (cottee 5 cop.) and a mos(]ue with a lofty minaret (view

from the top; 72 steps). Boat to the Pushkin Grotto Vj^ rb. or more.

About 1 M. to the N.E. of Gurzuft* is the bathing-resort of ASm<^•->S'w,

with four lodging-houses (R. from l^.^i-b., board 45-90 rb. per month).
The K. sido of the Bay of Griuzutf is bounded by the oonspicuou.s

and wooded Ayu-Ddgh (Aio /lar-fc; tlie 'Bear'; 185H ft.), whicdi rises

abruptly from the water and in coiispiiuouH far and near. The ascent is

UMually* l»emiii at Arftk, 2'/4 M. fr«.in (hirzulf. We next follow the road
to the E., leailin^; to the Tartar villa^^e of I'arthruit, and then take a
bridle-patli to the ri^ht, which lejidn to the wooded Hummit in 1 hr. Tiie
top, however, eommandH no view.

From Gurzuft' to AluHhta, see p. 422.

From Yalta to Alushta. Travellers should go by the Romuuov
Ronrl (''Route Rowimtiov'; fiur" nKMnil.iin-scenery) and return by the

27^
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Coast Road (phaeton & pair, for 3 days, 30 rb.; motor-car, in one

(lay. 6") rb.\ Tho traveller mnst bring his own provender.

a. The HonHtnov Road^ completed in 1913, diverges to the

N. from the Coast Road between Upper and Lower Massandra.
Heyoiid Lyesnitchestvo (p. 419) it ascends to the Red Crag (Kpac-
HLin KaMent; two-horse phaeton from Yalta and back 10 rb.,

motor-car 25 rb.) and reaches its highest point (4760 ft.) on a thinly

wooded })lateau to the E. of the Demir Kapii (5045 ft.). It then

descends slowly round the W. side of the Romdv Kosh (5055 ft.),

the highest mountain in the Crimea, and leads through wood, pass-

ing the Babff Ddghj to the Kimnerij of SS. Cosmas & Damian^
founded in 1856 and situated in the romantic upper valb^y of the

Alma (church festival on July 1st, O.S.
;
phaeton & pair from Yalta

and back, in 2 days, 20 rb. ; motor-car 45 rb.). Farther on we
traverse woods. About 3V4 M. to the S. of the Eklizi-Burun (see

below) the road bends sharply to the S.E. and then leads to the E.,

down the valley of the Ulu-Uzen, to Alushta (see below).

b. Coast Roadj 42 V. (28 M.; carr. 10-12 rb.; motor mail;

steamboat, see p. 417). From Yalta to (11 V.) Ai-Da'ail, see p. 421.

About IV4 Y. farther on the route to Crurzuft'(p.421) diverges to the

right. 17 V. Kizilfash, a village to the left; to the right rises the

Ayu-Dagh (p. 421). 2iy Y. Karassda lies below us to the right, with

a four-storied chateau in the Moorish style. Adjacent, to the X.,

is the estate of Kidchiik-Lamhdt. Beyond the posting-station

(•f (28 Y.) Biyul'-Lamhdt the road descends gradually through a

forest-district, in which we again meet the trees familiar to us

in Central Europe. To the left we have a fine view of the Tchatuir-

Dagh and the Demerdzhi-Yaila.

42 Y. (28 M.) Alushta, Ajiyuixa {Yevropeiskaya, R. 172'^ *'^^'

B. 40 cop., D. Yrl^'-j I'b.; Grand-Hotel; Yushni Bereg ; visitors'

ta,x 3 rb.), a town with 4500 inhab., frequented for sea-bathing.

The remains of fortifications date from the Byzantine period. The

vineyards, laid out by German settlers in 1826, are now mainly in the

possession of Messrs. Tokiiiakov & ^lolotkov, a visit to whose cellar-

ages is interesting.— Steamboat to Sebastopol or Kertch, see R.58e.
Alushta is tiie startiiig-poiut for au a-sceut of the *Tchatuir-Dagh

(4aTi,ip;ian>, *Tent Mouiitaiir; 4990 ft.), the top of wliicli is 25 V. (17 M.)
distant. Horse, with mounted guirle, to the caves and back (at least

10 l)rs.) 10-12 rb. Pedestrians require 18 hrs. for the complete expedition.
Warm clothing is necessary even in the height of summer, and food and
wine must also be carried. The start sliould be made between 4 and 5 a.m.
The ascent proper })egins after l'V4 hr. at the Tartar village of Kerbe/di
(l)eds t(t be had at the house of the representative of the Crimean
Mountain CIu))), whence a ride of H-;}'/^ lirs. brings us to (18 Y.) the plateau,
whicli is about 8 sq. M. in extent. The highest point of the plateau is

iUft EkHzi-Biirvn, which oommands an imposing panorama, embracing on
the N. the steppe and the foothills of the Yaila, extending on the W. to
the Bay of Sel)astopol and Eupatoria, and bounded on the S. and E. by
the sea. On the N. side the Tcliatuir-Dfigii descends in terraces. On the
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second of these, reached from the Eklizi-Burun (p. 422) in 1 hr. on horse-

hack or in 13/4 hr. on foot, is a simply equipped shelter-hut of the Cri-

mean Mountain Club (nightquarters 20 cop.). Near the hut are the sta-

lactite caves of Bui-B(ish-Khob(i {^CsiXe of the Thousand Heads') and Suuk-
Khobd ('Cold Cave'). A charge of 10 cop. is made for admission, and the
attendant also expects a gratuity.

To (18 V.) the Nuimenj of SS. Cosmas and Damian (saddle-horse there
& back 4-5 rb., carr. 8 rb.), see p. 422.

From Alushta to Simferopol, 49 V. (33 M.), motor omnibus, see p. 411
(an attractive drive). The road leads through the deciduous woods of the

Demerdzhi-Vzen valley, passing (6V.) the Tartar village of Shumd and
the Ktituzov Spilnij {Kyry^OBGKui ^OHxaHt), so called after Field-Marshal
Kutiizov, who was wounded here in 1774 in a battle with the Turks. The
road, after ascending along the E. side of the Tchatmr-DdgJi (p. 422)

till it reaches a point nearly halfway up the mountain, descends to (19 V.)
Tavshdn-Bazdr (restaurant at the posting-station, with bedrooms), situated
in the midst of luxuriant beech-woods. Farther on we skirt the Salgir
(p. 411), crossed by several bridges. From (29 Y.) Biynk-Tchevke a visit

may be paid (with guide) to the stalactite cavern oi Kizil-Khobd^^shiiih lies

3V. to the E. 35 V. Mahmoud-Snltd}i— ^9 Y . (33 M.) Simferopol (p. 411).

From Alushta to (88 Y. : 58 M.) Sudak (p. 424). Carriage in 2 days,
30-40 rb. There are no regular posting-stations, but the night may be
spent in the village of Kntchuk-Uzeii (28 Y.) or llskuf (52 Y.). Food and
wine must be provided. The sea-route is preferable.

From Yalta to Bakhtchi-8akai, 76 Y. (50 M.), carriage (no dili-

gence) in 12-15 hrs. (fare 25-30 rb.; to the Shishko Cliff and back
10-12 rb.). As far as Fotzsala this is a very attractive drive.

—

From Yalta to the (10 Y.) waterfall of Utflidn-Sn, see pp.419, 420.
— Beyond this point we ascend in windings through woods, which
become thinner as we proceed. To the E. we have an unimpeded
view of the coast and the sea. The road skirts the Pendikhl
(2850 ft.), and a finger-post ('Tpona na CKajiy IleH^HKiojiB') to

the right directs us to a (3 min.) platform commanding a magnifi-

cent view. After numerous windings we reach (25 Y.) the top of the

YdilUj where there is a simple inn with four small bedrooms. Adja-
cent rises the "^'SJiishko Cliff {iiSS^y ft.), a splendid point of view.

From this point the top of the Ai-Petri (4045 ft.), which rises to

the AY., may be attained in 1 hr. (guide desirable).— Farther on we
traverse a bleak plateau and then a beech-wood, finally descending
in windings llirough an attractive district. To the left is the deep
valley of the Kuru-Uzen.— 48 V. Kokos (plain inn by the bridge;
bargaining advisable), a Tartar village, with a shooting-box of

Prince Viisiipov's (may be visited in the owner's absence). Farther
on the road enters the valley of the Bdhtk.— 54 Y. Fotzsala; 58 V.
Alhdf. At (i'u V.) liiyuk-Syiir^n we leave the valley of the Helb^k,

and a little farther on we join the road leading from Sebastopol to

Bakhtchi-Sarai. 7() V. (50 M.) liakhtcM-Sardi, se«' p. 412.

' Steamer from Sebastopol to Kertch.

r.iO .S«-u MiltH. StcaiiilioatM of the KnHMian Strum NaviKati(»ii & 'J'rud-

iug Co. in 2t lu.H. > faicM 11 rlj. .'iO, 8 rb. 1.') top. ; food :{ rb. 20, 2 rl). r,0 coi*.).

For break-H in tho journey ami otlicr dctailM. •sec p. I(i»;. rium Sil.;istopol
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to Yalta 7 times h week in 5 hrs. (fares 3 rb. 85, 2 rb. 50 cop.); from
Yalta to Alushta 4 times a week in 2 hrs. (fares 3 rb. 45, 1 rb. 50 cop.);

from Alushta to Siidak 4 times a week (^ fares 3 rb. 50, 1 rb. 55 cop.); from
Snilak to Feodosiya (fares :\ rb. 05, 1 rb. 75 cop.); from Feodosiya to Kertch
in OVj hrs. (fares 4 rb. 75, ;5 rb. 50 cop.). Steamers of the Russian Trans-
port & Insurance Co. also ply from Sebastopol to Kertoh via Yalta, Sudak,
and Feoilosiya thrice weekly (fare 8 rb. 45 cop.).— lu Sebastopol, Yalta,
and Feodosiya the large steamers lie to at the piers; in the other ports
passengers land by small boats. The course of the vessels is generally
near the coast; the most beautiful part of it is that between Cape Saruitch
and Alushta.

iSebasfoj^olj see p. 407. — The vessel leaves the bay on the \V.,

skirls Ccqje Chersrmeaus , and then shapes a S.E. course. Cwpe
Fitdeiite (p. 410) and the Conve7if of St. Geovife (p. 410) are both

visible. Beyond Cape Saruitch (p. 416) begins the 'Russian Riviera',

which extends as far as Alushta, and is bounded on the X. by the

precipitous Yaila (p. 404). The chief points passed farther on are

the manor of Fords (p. 416); Mshatka; MildSy recognizable by its

four towers: the abrui)t Cape Kiken^iz; the steep an(^ lofty clili'of

DivOj below Lem^ni; the handsome chateau of Alupka (p. 421),

with the Ai-Petri (p. 423) towering above it: the white Moorish

chateau of Dyulber (p. 420); and Cape Ai-Todor (p. 420), with the

villa of Swallow's Nest. Beyond the lighthouse of Ai-Todor we ob-

tain a *A''iew of Yalta, with the Ayu-Dagh (p. 421) rising in the

distance to the N.E. After passing Oreanda (p. 419) and Liradia

(p. 419) the steamer halts at the mole of —
54 8.M. Yalta (p. 416). Fine view of the town.

As we continue our voyage, Gnrzuff (p. 421) comes into sight.

Beyond the Aiju-Ddgli (p. 421) are the manor of Kutchuk-Lambat
fp. 422) and the wooded hill of Kastel. Farther on we pass the

mouths of numerous valleys clad with forest or brushwood. To-

wards the E. the steppe-like character of the scenery becomes grad-

ually more emphasized by the barrenness of the hills.

72 8.M. Alushta (p. 422), to the S. of the Tcliatuir-Ddgh (p. 422).

96 S.M. Suddk, Cy^aKx {Lorentzov, K. 11/4-272 , bed-linen

72: I^- ^4"^ ^'^-^ f^ituated in a district producing one of the best wines

of the Crimea. In the vicinity are the remains of an old Genoese

fortress, adjoining which is a (xerman colony founded in 1805.

About 7 V. (5 M.j to the W. lies N^ovi Svyef, with the vinevards of

Prince Golitzuin. — About 18 V. (12 M.) to the N.E. (phaeton 8 rb.), in the

midst of a forest, is the C(mvent of KiziUdsh, founded in 1858.

P'uoM SuDAK TO Feodosiva there are two roads. The Coast Road
52 V. or ;;i M.; carr. 12-15 rb.; mail IV2 rh.) leads via Kozi\ Otuzi, and
KokloML The Sudak Valley Road (f)8 V. or 42 M. ; daily motor service;

at first traverses the fertile Sitdi'ik Valley (Cy/jaKCKaa ;tojiMHa), rising

along the Taraktdnh River and crossing the E. foothills of the Ydila
Hange. At (20 V.) Elbuali the road bends to the N.E. and touches Stari-
Kriin, at the foot of the Agannuish (2297 ft.). This was the capital of

the Crimea from the conquest of the peninsula by the Tartars to the
15th cent.; it is now an unimportant place with 0700 inhabitants. Near
Knshka- Tchokrdk our road joins the hignroad from fVodosiya to Simferopol.
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As we proceed, the coast becomes flatter and flatter.

124 S.M. Feoddsiya, ©eo^ocia. — The wharf of the steamer*
of the Russian Steam Navigation & Trading Co. is on the S. side of the

harbour, near the mole, and about 1 M. from the station of the railway-

to Dzhankoi and Kertch. — Hotels. Centrdhmya (PI. b), R. 1-5 rb., D. 80 cop.

;

YevropHskaya (PI. a), both in the Italianskaya; Rossiya.— Cab from the

harbour to the town, incl. luggage, 40, from or to the rail, station 25-35,

per drive 20, per hour 50 (outside the town 75) cop.

—

British Vioe-Consul,
W. E. W. von SU'irlej'. — 'Li.oYD's Agent, P. aS*. Bossalini.— G-ood sea-

bathing at the Town Baths, to the N. of the rail, station.— About 2-3 hrs.

.suflice for a hasty visit to the town.
Key to the Numhers on th£ adjoining Plan: 1. Roman Catholic Church.

-2. Lutheran Church. — 3. Aivazovski Fountain. — 4. Fountain of the

'G-ood Grenius'. — 5. Aivazovski's House.— 6. Alexander Monument.— 7.

Mosque. — 8. Quarantine Station.— 9. G-euoese Tower.

Feodosiya (Theodosia), situated on the Black Sea on the bay of

the same name, is the chief town of a district and contains 38,000
inhabitants. Its excellent sandy beach has made it a popular sea-

bathing resort; it also contains several kumiss institutions (comp.

p. 858), while its numerous vineyards are utilized for the grape-cure

'end of Aug. to Xov.).
Theudosla or Theodosia was founded in the 6th cent. B.C. as a colony

of Miletus, and soon carried on an extensive trade in the export of grain.

In the 13th cent, it was refounded by the Genoese under the name of

Kaffa; and in the following century it is said to have contained 100,000
inhabitants. In 1475 it was captured by the Tartars.

Along the W. side of the harbour, which was built in 1890-94,

runs the Marine Boulevard (Primorskaya). On the right side of

this street are the Fountain of the 'Good Genius'' (PI. 4) and a

Bronze Statue of Alexander III. (PL 6) by Bach (1896), while to

the left, near the Bazaar, is another Fountain (PI. 3), erected in

the Turkish style in 1888 from the plans of Aivazovski (restaurant

adjacent). A little farther to theN. are an old 7'oi^er (PI. 9) of the Gen-

oese period and the Station of the railway to Dzhankoi (see below).

Beyond the station is the House of I. K. Aivazovski (PI. 5; d. 1900),

containing a collection of pictures by this painter of sea-pieces (open

daily 11-2 & 5-8; and usually also on the arrival of the larger pas-

senger steamers; adm. 20 cop.).— To the S. of the town is the

Museum of Antiquities
J
founded in 1811 and open on week-days

7-7, in winter 9-4 fadm. 15 cop. ; Russian catalogue 25 cop.; director,

L. Colli). It contains a few Greek inscriptions referring to Pairi-

sades and Sauromates I., Kings of tlie Bosphorus, and also a number
of slabs with Latin inscriptions of the 14-15th century.

Fkom Feodosiva to D/hankoi (Kertch), 112 V. (74 M.), railway iu

:»Va I'rs, The railway traverses a Hat Hteppe-regiou affording glimpsoa to

the light of the Siv/iHli (p. 40.*^). -From (17 V.) VUiilinldvovka (Rail. Restaur-
ant) a branch-line riius through the steppes to (85 VM Kertch {\^. 426).

—

nt V. (74 M.j Dzh/inkCi (p. 103).

From Fi^odoHiyu to Sudak, see p. 424.

From Feodosiya the steamer steers to the E. along the tlat coast.

Alter about liV'.^ hrs. Opuk becomes visible, lying at the foot of a
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table-mountain, covered with huge rocks and the remains of an old

castle. Farther on we steer to the N. into the Straits of Kertch

or Yeiiikahj known in antiquity as the Cimmericm Bosphorvs.

190 8.M. Kertch-Yenikale, Kepqt-EHHKajie.— Hotels. PH-
movskaya : Passdi/c : Centrdbiaija, Dvoryanskaya 1, R. from IV2 rb.,

B. 40 cop., D. V2-I rb. — Cab per drive 25, to the harbour (incl. luggage) 40,

to or fr(»m the rail, station 50, per hr. GO cop. — British Vice-Consul
& Lloyd's Agent, M. N. Me()olos. —'Y\\e Steamers from Batum and
Odessa anchor in the roads; the passengers are brought to shore by a
tender and are allowed 5 hrs. to visit the town. The antiquities offered

for sale in the streets are usually spurious.

Kertch , a commercial port at the entrance to the Sea of Azov,

rises from the beach in the form of an amphitheatre. The population

amounts to 56,000, including the old fortress of Yenikale (8 M. to

the E. of Kertch) and the new fortress of Paul {2^/^ M. to the S.E.),

which together command the strait. The Church of St. John the

Baptist^ in the Predtetchenskaya Square, is said to have been built

in the 8th century. The Archaeological Museum (open free daily,

9-12 & 2-5; director, Y. Shkorpil), Myeshtchanskaya 10, contains

200 ancient glass vessels, remains of wooden sarcophagi, clay ves-

sels, tombstones with Greek inscriptions, slabs of terracotta used

for covering graves, fragments of stucco with paintings in the early

Pompeian style, and other objects of interest.

The site of Kertch was occupied in antiquity by Panticaj^aenm
or BosphoruSy a colony established by Miletus in the 6th cent. B.C.

Under the dynasty of the Spartocidre (ith cent.) it became the capital

of a large kingdom (comp. p. 405) and carried on a brisk trade in

grain with Athens. Mithridates the Great resided here, and here

he died in 63 B.C., betrayed by his son Pharnaces. The dynasty

of the Sauromates and Rhcscuporidie, established by the Romans,
maintained its power down to the 4th cent. A.D. Thereafter the

city became dependent on the Goths and Huns, and finally was ab-

sorbed by the Byzantine Empire. The valuable objects found in the

tombs of Panticapieum are now in the Hermitage at St. Petersburg.

— Near the Hotel Centralnaya is a wide flight of 214 steps ascending

in several stages to the Mithridates Hill {To-p 6. MuTpujiaTi^). About
halfway up (6 min.) are the ruins of a modern temple in the Doric

style. Hence we ascend rapidly, passing a small modern Ionic mort-

uary temple, to the (5 min.) top of the hill crowned by the so-called

'Throne of Mithridates' (Kpecjio MnTpH^axa), consisting of a few

large stones. The fine view includes the sea and the steppe, with

its numerous kurgans or tumuli. On the slopes of Mithridates Hill

numerous graves of the Roman period have been discovered, some
of them adorned with paintings. On the N. slope are early Hellen-

istic and Roman remains, including those of a public building. In

the suburb of Glinishtche is the Melek-TchesmensJci Kurgdn (ca.

'\v(] vcui. B.C.) containing ;» tomb-chamber, a dromos, and some
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inscriptions. Adjacent, at Tchetvortaya Prod61naya 10, is a painted

tomb-chamber of the 1st cent. A.D., with frescoes (to the right and

left of the entrance are the deities of the dead, Hermes and Calypso;

on the vaulting, Head of Demeter; in the rear lunette, Rape of

Persephone).— About 21/2 M. to the N. of Kertch (carr. & pair

there & back in Vj^ hr., 1^2 i"^-) is the *Tzarski Kurgan^ the

best-preserved tumulus in Russia, a wedge-shaped structure consist-

ing of overhanging blocks with a tomb-chamber and a dromos 65 ft.

long by 6^2 ft. broad (4th cent. B.C.). The archaeological collection

includes tomb-reliefs and the like, a painted head of Persephone

(4th cent. B.C.), and the slab-door of a tomb-chamber, with a painted

head of Medusa (1st cent. A.D.).

About 14 V. (9 M.) to the N.W. of Kertch is Lake Tchokrdskoye
(HoKpacKoe coJiHHoe osepo), with mud-baths. — About 21/2 M. to the N.
of Kertch is the Bulgandkski Mud Volcano.

Railway to Dzhaukoi and Feodosiya, see p. 425. The railway station

(restaurant) lies IV3 M. from the town.

59. Prom Moscow to Rostov-on -the-Don
(Vladikavkaz) via Voronezh.

1165 V. (772 M.). Railway in 20-42 hrs. (fares 24 rb., 14 rb. 40 cop.).

The trains start from the Kazan Station; the express trains are provided
with dining and sleeping cars (berth 9 rb. 30 cop. & 7 rb.).

From Moscow to (295 7.) Byazhsk, see R. 48 b. 344 V. Bogo-
tjavUnsk (Rail. Restaurant), junction of the Moscow and Saratov

railway (R. 00) and of a branch-line to Gorbatchovo (p. 361).

385V. Kozlov {Railway Bestaurant; Slavydnskaya, R. 1-3,

B. ^2? ^- V2-IV4 ^"'-^-i CentrcUnayaj both in the Moskovskaya;
izv6shtchik to the town 20-30 cop.), a district-town in the govern-

ment of Tambov, lies on the Lye.snoi -Voronezhj and was founded

in 1630. Pop. 50,000.— To Moscow or Saratov, see R. 60.

The line traverses the district of the 'Black Earth' (p. xxxvii).

— 445 V. (295 M.) Gryazi (FpnaH; Railway Restaurant, fair), with

a huge grain elevator (capacity 27,200 tons).

Fkom Gryazi to Tzakitzuin, r)»>5 V. (375 M.), railway in 20 hrs. The
railway traverses the stepjies between the Volga and the Don. Nearly
all the stations are unimportant (Jossaok settlements.-- 125V. Zhenlcvka
(Rail. Rf'Ht.'uirant). 197 V. Iiorinoyl!/H)sk (Rail. Restaurant), a town in the
governiiifnt of Tambov, on the loft iKink of tlie V6ron(t, contains 29,000
inhab., and carries on a trade in grain, cattle, and wool. 222 V. rovdrino
(Rail. Restaurant), see p. 389; 301 V. FUOtwvo (Rail. Restaurant); 420 V.
AHchcda (Rail. Restaurant). 5(;5 V. (375 M.) Tzaritzuht, see p. 134.

From (Iryazi to Orel, see p. 302.

515 V. Grdfskayay in the midst of woods. - 545 V. Olrazhka
is the junction for tlic hraiicb-Jinc to

—

552 V. (3r)(;M.) Vor6nezh, HopoiieMCi,. Railioay Reatunrant.
Hotels. BriHtol, IJoliihaya Dvoryajiskayu 23, R. l'/5i-7rb., omn. 30 cop.

;

('pntrdl)Hiy(i, liidsliaya DvoryMnsknya 22^ R. 1-4 rb., bed-linen 30 cop.,
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D. (1-6 p.m.) GO cop. to 1 rb. 20, omn. 30 cop. ; Grand-Hdtel, Malaya Dvoryau-
skava 36, R. 1-5 rb.. bed-lineu 36 cop., D. (12-6) V2-I ^^-^ o^ii- 30 cop.

;

Frdntziya, Moskuvskaya, R. 1-5 rb., bed-liueii 35, B. 30 cop., D. (12-6)

Vj-1 rb. - Izvoshtciiik "from or to the rail, station 35, per drive 20, per hr.

40-60 cop. — Tkamway from the station via the Bolshaya Dvorynnskaya
to the New Cemetery ; and through the Bolshaya Mosk6v.skaya to the
Convent of St. Mitrophaues.

Voronezh, the capital of the fertile government of Voronezh
1 celebrated for its breeds of horses and cattle), and the headquarters

of the 5th Army Coj'ps, was founded in 1586 as a frontier fortress

against tlie Tartars and now contains 79,000 inhabitants. Tt is

pleasantly situated on the high right bank of the Vordnezhy here

intersected by numerous ravines, about 5 31. above its confluence

with the Don. An agricultural academy was opened at Voronezh in

1913.— The Bolshaya Dvoryanskaya, the chief street of the town,

is reached by turning to the left on leaving the railway station,

turning to the right after a few yards, and in five minutes turning

to the right again. In following this street from the station we
pass on the left Schwarz's Bronze Statue of Peter the Great (1860),

who in 1695 established at Voronezh a shipbuilding-yard for the

fleet of the Don (no longer extant). To the right is the Petrovskaya,

with a Cadet College. Farther down the Bolshaya Dvoryanskaya,
to the left, is the General Post Ofpce, while to the right, at the

corner of the Bolshaya Sadovaya, is a statue of the poet S. Nikitin

(d. 1861), by Shuklin (1911). At the end of the street, to the right,

1^/4^1. from the station, is a bust of the popular poet Koltzdv

(d. 1842), by Triscorni (1868). In the Bolshaya Moskovskaya, di-

verging to the right at this point, is a Provincial Muse?im (No. 52),

which is open on Sun. & holidays 12-4 (closed June-Aug. O.S.). Another

5 min. brings us to the Convent of St. Mitrophanes (d. 1703), with

a conspicuous church (Annunciation). On an island in the river is

the Yacht Club, originally the Arsenal, built in 1696. There is a

Lutheran Church in the Bolshaya Sad6vaya and a Roman Catholic

Church in the Lyesnaya.

From Voronezh to Kursk, 231 V. (153 M.), railway in 6V2 hrs.— From
fyoV.) Kasfdrnai/a (Rail. Restaurant) branch-lines run to the 5^. to (113 V.)
Yeletz (p. 362) and to the S. to (207 V.) Valuiki (p. 389). 130 V. 3far-

nivizhi (p. 3f)2). 231 V. (153 M.) KuiHk, see p. 368.

The train now returns to Otrozhka (p. 427).— Just beyond (644V.)

LisH'On-the-JDon (JIhckh na Jlonf; Rail. Restaurant), the junction

of the Balasliov & Kharkov line (p. 389), we cross the Don by a

girder-bridge 350 yds. in length. We then leave the 'Black Earth'

district and enter the steppe.— 752 V. Yevstrdtovka (Rail. Restaur-

ant); 860 V. Tchertkovo (Rail, Restaurant).— 922 V. Millerovo
(Rail. Restaurant).

From Milt.erovo to Dkbaltzevo, 177 V. (117 M.), railway in 8^/2 hrs.
— Beyond (80 V.) Olkhdvaya the train crosses the N. Donetz. — 105 V.
Liugdnak {Rail. Restaurant; Grand-Hotel; izvoshtehik from the station
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to the town 30 cop.) is a district-capital in the Grovernment of Yekaterino-
slav, with foundi-ies and engine-works, including the Hartmann Locomotive
Works, which employ 7000 hands. Pop. 60,000. — 124 V. Rodakovo; 145 V.
AUchevskoye, with large iron- works. - 177 V. (117 M.) Dehaltzevo (see below).

967 V. Ghibokaya (Rail. Restaurant). The railway crosses the

Northern Donetz by a bridge 213 yds. long.— 1011 Y. Likhaya.
From Likhaya to Tzaritzuik, 357 V. (237 M.), railway in 18 hrs.

—

141 V. Mordzovskai/a {Rsiil. 'ReHta.iuRiit)', 300 V. Krivomiizgijiskaya (Rail.

Restaurant), the junction of a branch-line to (18 V.) Donskaya.--?>^l V.
(237 M.) Tzaritzuin (Rail. Restaurant), see p. 434.

1034 V. (685 M.) Zvy^revo (Sfi-fepeBo; Railway Restaurant).

From Zvyerevo to Kramatorskaya, 287 V. (190 M.), railway.— From
fl45 V.) Dehaltzevo branch-lines run to the N.E. to (177 V.) Millerovo (see

above), to the N. to (221V.) Kupyansk (p. 389), to the W. to (58 V.) Ya-
sinovataya (p. 400), and to the S. to Ilovaiskoye (p. 431). At {2^1Y .) Krama-
iorskaya the railway joins the line from Lozovaya to Rostov (p. 431).

—

All these railways traverse the Coal District of the Don6tz, which is

9600 sq.M. in extent, and contains large deposits of bituminous coal and an-

thracite. Its richest veins are at UspSnskaya (p. 431) and in the Lisitchya
Rdlka. The district to the N. of the coal beas is rich in iron-ores.

1052 V. Sulin (Rail. Restaurant), with coal-pits and foundries.

1117 V. (740 M.) Novo-Tcherkassk, HoBo^epKaccKT*. - Rail-
ivay Restaurant. — Hotels. Cextrdlnaya, R. l^U-'i'^l^, D. 1/2-I rb. ; Bolshaya
Moskdvskaya, R. 1-5, D. Va"! i"b-, both at the corner of the Pldtovski Pro-
spekt and Mosk6v8kaya; Yevro'pMskaya, Atamanskaya, R. 1V2-5, D- -^/rl i"b.

— Beryer's Confectionery Shop, Moskovskaya.— Izv^shtchik from the
railway station to the town 40, per drive 20, per hr. 40 cop. - (Ienrral,
Post Office, Pldtovski Prosp^kt.

NovO'Tcherkdssk (340 ft.), the capital of the territory of the

Cossacks of the Don and seat of the Greek Catholic archbishop of

the district of the I)on and of a Polytechnic Institute (1^7), was
founded by Platov in 1805 and now has 67,000 inhabitants. It is a

straggling town, situated on a plateau intersected by numerous ra-

vines and enclosed on three sides by the Aksdij a tributary of the Don,
and the Tnzl6v. Large quantities of sparkling wine are made here.

— From the railway station, which lies in the S.E. part of the town,

the Kreshtch(^nskaya leads direct in ^4 hr. to the Nicholas Square.

Here stand the Cathedral of the Ascension (1905), a monument
of the Hetman Baklanor, unveiled in 1911, and a Bronze Statue

of Yermdk (p. 524) after a design by lieklemishcv (1904). bVom
this sfjuarc the Pldtovski Prospekt runs to the S.W. (left), passing

(on thf right, at the corner of the Atamanskaya) the Don Museum
(^OHCKofi My3efi), where are preserved Cossack banners, charters,

and trophies, and the sceptre with wliich tlin Hetman has bciMi in-

vested since the time of Catherine II.

In the historifal Hection (firHt tloor, to the right) is a glass-easi' (right

wall) ciiMtaining souveuirH of th<' Hetman Ptafnv (hoc p. 4:10). Among
these is a sword of honour preB<'ntfd to him by the Oity of London (Jnne 8th,

1814) for the 'eonsummute skill, brilliant talents, and undaunted bravery
displayed by him during the protracted eoutlictb in which he has been
engaged for securing the liberties, the repose, and the happiness of Europe.'
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Farther ou, to the right, diverges the Moskovskaya, the chief

business-street; on the left is a bronze statue (1853), by Baron

von Klodt, of the Hefman M. I. Platov (d. 1818), a distinguished

llguro in the wars at the beginning of the 10th century. Behind

are the Hetman's Palace (ATaMaHCKift ^BopeiiTb) and the shady

Alexander Garden, with a sununer-theatre; while at the W. end

of the Prosp^kt, l^/g M. from the Nikolayevska Square, is one of

the two triumphal arches erected in honour of Alexander 1. in

1817 (the other being in the Petersburg Prospekt). There is also a

Lutheran Church (1899).

We now approach the Don. 1141 V. Aksc'ii, with 7600 inhabi-

tants. — 1156 V. Nalhitclterdn (HaximeBant), an Armenian colony

founded in 1780 and containing 71,000 inhabitants. In front of the

(Ireek Catholic Cathedral is a bronze statue of the Empress Cath-

erine IT. by Tchizhov; in the Alexander Park is a granite column in

h(»nour of Alexander 11. An eleclric tramway runs to Koslov.

1165 Y. (772 M.) Rostov-on-the-Don, Poct6bt» ria Tlony. —
RaUivaif Restaurant.— KoTEhii. Bolshai/a Moskovskaya, Bolshaya Sado-
vaya, well spoken of, R. from 2, D. Vl>-2 rb.; International. MoBkov-
skaya bVi. R. from IV4. D. ^j.>-lYh.', San Reino, opposite the Bolshaya
Moskovskaya Hotel, R. 1-4, D."(12-0) =*/4-l rb. ; Yerrdpa, Bolshaya Sadovaya,
R. from 11/4 rb., B. 35 cop., 1). (1-G) ^/4-2 rb. Good restaurant in the

Merchants^ L'lnb (KoMMep^echiii KJiyr)x; introduction of guests permitted),
at the corner of the Sadovaya and the Taganrogski Prospc^kt; concerts in

summer in the Club Gai'den. Beer at Rosner^s, Nikolskaya 111.-- Cok-
FECTioNEKs. SSchioeltzdrskaya, Filippov, Kharakh-Kliiantz. all in the

Bolshaya Sadovaya.
IzvosHTCHiK from the rail, station to the town 40, to the station or

to the harbour 30, per drive 20, per hr. 50, to Nakhitchevan 50 cop.

Electric Tramways from the station via the Bolshaya Sadovaya to

Ntikhitchevan, and through all the other main streets.

Post & Telegraph Office, Soborni Pereulok.

Consulates. British Vice-Consul, John Loivdoit, Nikoh'iyevski Pere-
ulok 44. — U. S. Consular Agent, fyf. R. Martin. Bolshaya Sadovaya 137.

Bostov, a brisk commercial town in the territory of the Cos-

sacks of the Don. is prettily situated on the lofty right bank of the

Don
J
about 13 M. from its mouth in the Sea of Azov. Pop. 200,000.

After Odessa and Kiev it is the best-built town in 8. Russia, but it

offers little of interest to the stranger. Its chief exports are wheat,

j"ye, barley, and wool. It contains some important tobacco-factories

(Asmolov, Kushnarev). — From the railway station the tramway,

running at first on the level and then ascending, leads to the Bol-

shaya Sadovaya, the chief thoroughfare of the town, intersecting it

from E. &W. To the left are the Fuhlic Garden (Fopo^cKcjH cun^)
and the Dnma, the latter erected in 1897-99 from the plans of

Professor Pomerantzev (p. 299); behind is the Museum. The So-

borni Pereulok. diverging opposite the Public Garden, leads to the

Greek Catholic Cathedral, with its lofty belfry. In the square to

the X. of the eatljedial is a hionza Stafne of Alexander II., by
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Mikeshiu. lu an open space to the right, farther on, stands the

Cathedral of St. Alexander NevsJa, completed in 1908 from the

plans of Yashtchenko. Rostov also contains Lutheran and Roman
Catholic churches.— About 5M. to the E. (one-horse carr, l-Vj^ rb.)

is the shady Armenian Garden (ApmhhckIh ca/jT*; mediocre

restaurant).

From Rostov to Lozovaya (Kharkov, Moscow), 89'J V. (264 M.),

express in SV^ hrs.— Just short of (.37 V.) Slnydvskaya the Sea of Azov
becomes visible on the left, and the train now follows its shore as far

as Taganrog. 68 V. (45 M.) Taganrog (Rail. Restaurant: Yevropa,
Petrovskaya 57, R. 1^/4-51/2? I^- •V4- 1^/4 I'b. ; izvoshtchik from the station

to the town 40, to the harbour 60 cop. ; British vice-consul & Lloyd's
Agent. E. t'llvely) is a pleasant port on the Sea of Azov, with 72,000 in-

habitants. On leaving the station we turn to the left, and then to the

right into the Petrovskaya, the principal street. In 12 min. we come to

the entrance of the Town Park (1.). in front of which is a bronze statue

of Peter the Great (1908) by Antokolski. Farther on, on the same side,

is the Tchekhov Musenm (^exoBCKift Myaeii), with souvenirs of A. P.

Tchekhov (1860-1904), the dramatist, who was a native of Taganrog (comp.
p. .307). On the left side of the Varvatziyevski Pereulok, which joins tlie

Petrovskaya on the right, is the Greek Convent, and opposite it is a

bronze statue (by Martos) of Alexander I. (18;)0). Following the Petrov-
skaya, we see on the left the District Court. In the next side-street to

the left, the Dvortzovi Perenlok, on the left, 1 M. from the monument
of Peter the Great, is the Imperial Palace, with the room where Alexan-
der I. died in 1825. About 1/3 M. to the S. of the pahu^e is a lighthouse
overlooking the harbonr. The town contains a Lutheran church. 131 V,
Cspenskayn (p. 429); 178 V. Ilovdiskoye (p. 129); 190 V. Khavtzuisk
(XapiiBiacKTL ; Rail. Restaurant), see p. 100; 281 V. Nikltovka (Rail.

Restaurant) ; 260 V. Konstantiiiovka (Rail. Restaurant), with glass-
works. At (289 V.) Kranmtorxkayo (Rail. Restaurant; p. 129) are large
iron-works. -From (300 V.) Slavydnsk (Rail. Restaurant) one branch-
line runs to (8 V.) Rajnidya-Sfavydnsk (565 ft.; Mineraluuiya Vodi, R.
from l'/4 rb.), a watering-place with saline and mud baths, and anotlu'r

to (199 V.) Kharkov (p. 387) via Svyatogorskaya. with the Svyatoyorski
IJspenHki Convent (CBHToropcKiu YcneHCKiH MOHacrwpK), a building on
H white cliff on the high right liank of the Donetz, surrounded by oaks
and lime-trees. It is first mentioned in 1547 and possesses eight churches,
some of which are hewn in the living rock. Below is the Uspenski Cath-
edral, while high above, reached via passages in the rock, terraces, and
511 steps, is the Church of St. Nicholas. A pleasant small-boat trip (there
& back 20 cop. eacli) may be made from tlie convent up the Dondtz to

the Hermitage (Ckhtt,).- 399 V. (264 M.) Lozovaya (p. 400).

Stkameks c«.nnP(t Rostov with Taqanroq (see above), Mariupol (p. 401 ),

h'rrfrh fp. 426), and Feodosiya (p. 425).

From Rostov to Vladikavkaz and Baku, see R. 63.

60. From Moscow to Saratov via
Ranenburg.

7im V. (527 M.;. Railway in 21>/4 hrs. (fares 21 rb. 90, 13 rb. U) cop.;

seat-ticket 75 (•x>p. ; sleeping-car 6 rb. 35, 4 rb. 80 cop.).

M08C010 (Saratov Station), src p. 269. The lino nuia to the

S.E. and crosses the Okd just short of (102 V.) KoHhira (liailway

|{r«t;inrant :. 2M2 \ . Kri'ndfvo (Hnil. lieMtJinrnnt) is tlie jiinetifin for
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the raiU-ay from Tula to Ryazhsk (R. 48a). 238 7. Paveletz (Kail.

Kestaurant'i. From (289 V.) Troekilrovo a braiich-line runs to

(28 V.) Astapovo (p. 361). 312 V. Rovenbiirg (p. 361); 334 V.

Boyoyavlensk, see p. 427; 374 Y. Kozlov, sec p. 427.

Turning to the E., the line traverses the fertile but monotonous

district of the 'Black Earth' (p. xxxvii).— 442 Y. Tambov (Rail-

(cay Restaurant; Yem^opeiskaya; izvoshtchikfrom the rail, station

to the town 50 cop.), the capital of the government of Tambov and

the seat of a Greek Catholic archbishop, lies on the Tzna. Pop.

53,000. The town contains Lutheran and Roman Catholic churches.
From Tambov to Kamuishin, 445 Y. (295 M.), railway in 19 hre. -

Beyond (lOiiV.) Oblovka (Rail. Restaurant) we cross the Vorona. From
U68 V.) Tavolzhiuika a branch-line runs to (97 Y.) Rtishtchevo (see below).
194 V. Balashov (Rail. Restaurant), see p. ,S89. Beyond (329 Y.) nmen
(Rail. Restaurant) we cross the Medvy^ditzo,. — 445 Y. (295 M.) Kamuishin
[Rail. Restaurant), see p. 434.

531 Y. Kirsanov (Rail. Restaurant); 593 Y. Vertun6vskaya(KdL\\.

Restaurant). From (61 8 Y.) Rtishtchevo, VtviuxeBO (Rail. Restaurant)

branch-lines run to (97 Y.) Tavolzhanka (see above) and to (148 Y.)

Penza (p. 365).— 711 Y. ^.^te'sA: (Rail. Restaurant), a district-town

with 12,800 inhab., lies on the Medvyeditza, a tributary of the Don

;

branch-line to (235 Y.) Yolsk (see below). The ground becomes un-

dulating and then hilly.— 796 Y. (527 M.) Saratov, see p. 433.

61. The Volga from Suizran to Astrakhan.
1208 Y. (800 M.). The voyage lasts 3 days. -Fares to Saratov Q rb. 60,

4 rb. 45 cop. ; to Kamuishin 10 rb. 90, 7 rb. 10 cop. : to Tzaritzuin 13 rb. 75,

8 rb. 85 cop. ; to Astrakhan 19 rb. 40, 12 rb. 50 cop. Fares to Nizhni-Nov-
gorod, etc., see p. 340 & R. 45.— The stations of the steamers are marked
with a dagger (f).— Comp. p. 347.

Beyond Suizran (p. 359) the Volga skirts the E. margin of a

plateau, ca. 650-980 ft. in height, separating it from the Don. All

the larger settlements lie on this plateau and none of them upon

the flat 'meadow-bank' to the left.— 93 Y. (r.) fKhvaluinsk, the chief

town of a district, with 18,300 inhab., including many Raskolniks

jind other sectarians, who are numerous in all the towns of the lower

Yolga. — 115 Y. (r.) -^ Alexeyevka, a village with 3000 inhabitants.

— 165 Y. (1.) fBalakovOj a large village with 20,000 inhab. and a

considerable trade in wheat.

185 Y. (123 M.) (r.) fVolsk [Volgar; cab from the steamer to

the town 30, from the railway station to the town 60 cop.), a town of

36,000 inhab., lies on the liigh and treeless chalk bank. A branch-

railway runs hence to Atkarsk, see above.

The Yolga now enters the region of the steppes. On the left

bank begin the German colonies founded by Catherine II., which
extend hence all the way to Sarepta (p. 435) and are usually in-

visible except for their church steeples. The most important of
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them is (236 V.) *Bar6nsk-Katharinenstadt (Bienemmin's

Hotel), named after the Dutch Baron Beauregard (1765), the leader

of the colony. The seated bronze figure of the Tzarina Catherine II.

is by Baron von Klodt (1840). Pop. 12,000. On the bank of the

river are several rows of grain-elevators,

327 V. (217 M.) fSaratoV, CapaxOBl,. The Railway Station
(restaurant) for Kozlov (R. 60) is in the W. part of town, that for Uralsk
and Astrakhan in the Pokrovskaya Sloboda (p. 434), on the left bank of the
Volga.— Hotels. Bossiya, Nyemetzkaya, with lift, fair restaurant, and
electric light, R. 1-71/2, D- (1-6) ^/4-lV4 I'b.'; Bristol, xUexandrovskaya, R. 1-

31/2 I'b.; Yeii'ojxt, cor. of Alexandi'ovskaya and Nyemetzkaya; Bolshaya
Moskovskaya, cor. of Moskovskaya and Alexandrovskaya; Tyurin, hotel

garni, Nyemetzkaya. — Jean^s Cafe (also confectioner's), Nyemetzkaya.
cor. of the Nikolskaya. — Post & Telegraph Office, Bolshaya Sergivev-
skaya.— Izv6shtohik from the wharf to the town 50 (in autumn 80), from
the rail, station to the town 40, per drive 20, per hr. 40 cop.— Tramway
from the rail, station through the Moskovskaya to (23/^ M.) the Cathedral
of the Trinity, on the Volga, and along various other streets.

SardtoVj the capital of the government of that name, founded

at the end of the 16th cent., extends from the Volga valley, the floor

of which is here at the level of the sea, up the neighbouring hills,

which rise round the town like an amphitheatre of garden-clad

slopes to a height of 650 ft. A bar of sand separates the town from
the main stream. Saratov is the seat of a University founded in

1909, of a Greek Catholic and a Roman Catholic bishop, of a Lu-
theran provost, and of other officials. Among its 218,000 inhab. are

many German Russians.— From the pier we may take the tramway
through tlie Arrayanskaya, or we may ascend to the W. along the

Babushkin Vzvoz, passing the pleasure-resort of Vokzal (view of the

river) on the right, and reaching the Public Garden^ also called the

•Lipki', in 7 minutes. To the W. of this is the Cathedral Square, in

which are the Alexander NevsJd Cathedral, built in 1825, the

Government Offices, and a bronze statue of Alexander II. by Vol-

niikhin (1911). From the Cathedral Square the Nyemetzkaya, the

chief street, containing a Roman Catholic Church with two towers
(left), runs towards the S.W. The Nikolskaya skirts the S.W. side

of the square, its left branch leading S.E. to the University, which
at present possesses a School of Medicine only, while in the opposite
direction it runs past th«^ Lutheran Church (IvU) to the Badishtchev
Museinn (Pa^HuiescKiii yiysePi; open daily 10-3, adm. 15 cop.; open
free on Sun. & holidays; P. N. Boyev, director; catalogu(; 10 cop.),

which contains modern paintings, objects of industrial art, and
relics of the novelist Turgenycv (181H-S3). To the N.W., behind

the Museum, is the Municipal Thcalvc. A littlr iarther on the

Nik61skaya is intersected by the Moskovskaya. Hy following this to

the right, we reach (20 min.*) the Otlics of the llyazan-Ural Kailway
(1.; and the Catliedral nf tJic Trinitu (Tp«')HUidfi cooopi,; 1697).

Hituatcd nj-nr the river. To thr b-ft tht- MnskAvskaya b-ads past the
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Moskuvskaya Square, w here the new University is to bo built, to

the (2 iM.) railway station.

On the left bank of the Volga (here about 3 M. wide) lies the

Fokrovskaija Slohodd, important on account of its grain trade.

From Saratov to Uralsk, 395 V, (262 M.), railway in 20 his. (rail-

way station, see p. IH.'O- — 71 V. Urbach (Rail. Restaurant; sec below). -

158 V. YershOr (Rail. Restaurant) is the junction of a branch-line wliich

runs N. to (88 V.) Xih'oldj/evsk-Urdlski, the chief town of a district in the

p:(»vcrninent of Sanu'ua, situated on the Irgiz and containing 15,000 in-

liabitants. :;05 V. (2(>2 M.) Uralsk (Rail. Restaurant; Nomera Karevoi,
Mikhailovskaya; izvoslitchik from the rail, station to the town 40 cop.),

a town with -IH,000 inhab. on the right hank of the TTrdL The Modern
School contains a small museum.

FiJOM Saratov to Astrakhan, (520 V. (411 M.), railway across the

steppes in 24 hrs. (station, see p. 483). — 71 V. Urhacli (Rail. Restaurant),
see above. From (102 V.) Krasin Kid (Rail. Restaurant) a branch-line
runs to the S.E. to (142 V.) Ale.vdndrov-GaL-~V^'d\. PaUdmvka (Rail.

Restaurant). — To the W. of (295 V.) Elton is Lake Elton, a saturated salt-

pan 65 sq. M. in area and 1-2 ft. deep, possessing no outlet and never frozen
over, even in the coldest winter. It takes its name from the Kalmuck
'Altan-nor', i.e. Gold Lake. — From (:590 V.) Verkhni Baskuntchdk, situated
on the salt-lake of the same name (BacKyHHaKCKoe oaepo), a branch-line
runs W. to (51 V.) Vladimirovka (p. 435). 502 V. A.shttlifk. — 62i)Y. (411 M.)
Asfraklwv, see p. 435.

872 V. (r.) Sosnovka, 434 V. (].) •fBovnoye, (lerman colonies

with 3-5000 inhabitants. Beyond (462 V.) fNizhnyaya Bdnnovka
the river-bank is for some distance furrowed by precipitous gorges.

544 V. (301 M.) fKawnishiji (Ruhl, R. 1-2 rb.; Lichtenwald,

R. 3/4-IV2 J^b.; izvoshtchik from the pier or the rail, station to the

town 40, from the pier to the station or vice versa 50 cop.), a

district-town with 22,300 inhab., is situated on the high right

l)aiik. There is a Lutheran church. By the Volga are the Zenistvo

buildings. A trade is carried on in water melons (ap5y3x). Railway

to Tambov, see p. 432.— Opposite, on the left bank, is the large

Niholdyevskaya S/obodd, with 31,000 inhabitants.

The Volga now reaches tlie extensive Caspian Dej'kession, the

dry bed of a former inland sea, of which the present Caspian Sea

(p. 462) is a relic. Vast stretches of the soil are covered with a

crust of salt, while at other points it rises in sand-dunes. Vege-

tation is nowhere visible except for a short time in spring and

autumn. — 675 V. (r.) fDuhovkay with 18,500 inhab., carries on a

trade in melons (v^mhh).

728 V. (483 M.) f TzarltZUin. Hotei^s. /.?/>.'; StoUtchnmi/e No-
mera, Alexandrovskaya Sq., R. '-^-o rb., 1). (12-5) 45-90 cop. ; Natziondlnmye
Nomerd. — Izv6shtchik per drive 20-30, from tlie pier to the station 50 cop.

Tzaritzuin, a district-capital in the government of Saratov, lies

on the right bank of the Volga, and was founded at the end of the

17th cent, as a Cossack outpost. Pop. 100,000. Tzaritzuin has a trade

in timber, fish, and grain. At the N. end of the town are the large
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petroleum tanks and the Ural-Yolga Foundry. A large Gun Factory

was established here by Messrs. Tickers in 1914 (Russian Artillery

Works Co.).

About 50 Y. (83 M.) to tlie E. of the town lies Tzarev, occupyiug-

the site of Sardi, the former capital of the Grolden Horde, of which a
few scanty remains still exist.

From Tzaritzuin to Tikhoryetzkaya (Caucasus), 502 V. (335 M.),
railway in 16 hrs. The railway traverses the steppes.— 24 V. Sarepta
(see below); 122 Y. Z/iw^OfO (Rail. Restaurant); 179 V. Kotelnikovo (Rz^il.

Restaurant); 253 Y. Z???/di'/i?"A:i (Rail. Restaurant); 337 V. VeUkoknydzhe-
8kayailisi.il. Restaurant); 417 V. Pestchanokopskai/a CR^il. Restaurant).—
502 V. (335 M.) TlkhoryStzkaya (p. 452).

From Tzaritzuin to Gryazi, see p. 427 ; to lAkhaya, see p. 429.

Below Tzaritzuin the Volga bends to the S.E. and divides into

several arms.— 758 V. (r.) fSarepta, the southernmost of the Ger-

mau colonies mentioned at p. 432, is a pleasant-looking place with

6000 inhab., 2^2 M. from the river. The mustard of Sarepta is

known all over Russia. The railway -statiou (see above) is 2 M.

from the town (izv6shtchik 40 cop.).

The banks become more and more monotonous; the few settle-

ments are nearly all on the right bank. From (845 V.; 1.) fVla-
dimirovka a railway runs to (51 V.) Verkhni Baskuntchak (p. 434).

878 V. (585 M.; r.) fTchorni Yar, a district-town with 8200
inhabitants.—A little beyond (1024 Y.; r.) -fYenotdyevskj to the

left, is Tyurii6nyevka, with a Buddhist temple (Xypyjn>) close to

the river.— 1200 V. (r.) Kalinuitzki Bazaar, the chief settlement

of the Kalmucks, with a Buddhist temple, which may be visited

with the permission of the Russian director, who resides opposite

(guide 40 cop.). From here a local steamer goes to Astrakhan.

1208 V. (800 M.; 1.) fAstrakhan, AexpaxaHb.- Hotels. Boh
shaya Moskdvskai/a (PI. c; B, 3), Kazatchya, R. 1V4-5, D. (1-5 p.m.) 3/^-

IV^rb.; Yevropeiskaya Gostinitza (PI. a; B, 3), Skarzhinskaya, R. IV4-
5 rb. ; Rossiya (PI. b; B, 3), Prodfjlno-Y61zhskaya, R. lVa-5 rb., B. 30 cop.,

D. (1-5) 00 oop. to 1 rb. [Many travellers pass the night and take their meals
(p. 848) on board the steamer during their visit to Astrakhan.]— Restaur-
ants in the Mosk^vskaya and Rossiya hotels (see above), in the Arcadia
Garden (PI. C, 3; with summer theatre), and in the Otrddnoye Garden,
(Pl. D, 8; electric tramway). IzvOshtchik: first-class (with cover), from
the harbour to the town 40, second-class 30 cop.

;
per drive 20 & 15 cop,;

per hi. 00 & 40 cop. Five lines of Electric Tramway traverse the town
Cfare 5 cop.). —Post & Tklk(;raph Office (Pl. C, 3), Potcht6vaya.

Astrakhan, the capital of the government of that name, con-

tains ir)0,0(XI inhab., and is the seat of (ireek Catholic and Armenian
archbishops. It lies on an undulating island in the Volga Delta,

90 V. (GO M.) from the moutli of the main branch of the river, and

05 ft. below the level of the Hlack Sea. As the focus of the com-
merce of th»; (treat Caspian plain, and as an important transhipuKMit

harbour, Astrakhan shows a picturesque mixture of Russians, Tar-

tars, Armenians, Persians, Kalmucks, and other races. Fishing is
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the chief resource of nearly half the population. The imports con-

sist chiefly of grain and timber, the exports of petroleum, fish, salt,

caviare, and wool. The town is surrounded by vineyards.

Astiaklian was fouiKled uii its prosout site in the 14th cent, alter tlie

(lestriictiou hy Timur of the older city, which lay about 7 M. to the N.,
on the right hank of the Volga. Down to its cai)ture by the Russians
in 1557. it was the capital of a Tartar khanate. In 1()05 it espoused the
cause of the False Demetrius ; in 16G0 it was unsuccessfully besieged by
the Tartars, and in 1()70 it was taken hy Stenka Razin (p. .SiO). Peter
the Great made it the base of his campaign against Persia, constructed
shipbuilding-yards, and laid the foundation of its later ])rosperity.

On the Volga is a mark(;t-placc (Maluiye Isadi; PI. B, 3), with

large tanks in the river (sadki) for keeping live sturgeon. On the

Sdyaichi Bngor, the highest point of the town, near the Volga, lies

the Kremlin (PI. B, 3), which was founded at the end of the 16th

century. Only four of its towers are now standing (entrance on the

E. side). AVithin its walls, immediately to the left, rises the UspensJd
Cafhedralj erected in 1700rl710. It has live green cupolas, and

consists of an upper and a lower church. The columns and walls

of the former are covered with imitation marble, while the ikonostas,

75 ft. high, is uiade of gilded wood. The treasury contains some
objects of interest.— To the E. of the Kremlin is the Trading
Factory or Bazaar (rocTiiniiBiH jiowl: PL B, 3), a busy place

for retail-trade and rag-fairs. From this point the Yekaterinin-

skaya, the main street, leads to the E., passing numerous Persian

shops. To the left is the Alexander Square, with a Bronze Statue of
Alexander II, (by Opekiishin; 1884); then, also to the left, the

House of the Governor (PL 7) and the new Duma (City Hall;

PL C, 3), containing the Peter Museum (natural history and other

collections; open daily, 11-2, except Mon.; adm. free). On the

right is the Fiscal Board. At the end of the street, on the riglit,

is the Armenian Uspenski Church or Church of the Assumption
(PL C, 3); farther to the E. is the Bolshlye Isadi Bazaar (PL C,

D, 3), where Persians, Tartars, and others may be seen carrying

on their trade in the early morning. To the >S. is the Roman
( 'atholic Church.

To the 8. of the Kremlin, beyond the Varvatziyevski Canal, is an

Ichthyoloyical Maseu/nt (PL 8; adm. on application to the directoj',

Th. Kavraiski). FartheJ' to the E. are a Persian Mosque (1860;

PL B, (;, 4j and a Luthefran Chitreh (1892).— By the old harbour,

the wharves of which were removed to Baku (p. 456) in 1868, stands

the so-called House of Peter the Great (PL B, 3), containing his

yacht 'Mon Plaisir" (hardly worth visiting).

The fisheries (BararH) at Vorpost (opposite the town on the right
bank) and at Ikrydnoye (20 M. downstream) are interesting. At the latter

place the largest are Zaposhnikov's.
From Astrakhan to Baku, see R. 64. -Railway along the left bank

of the Volga to Saratov, see p. 434.
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VII. THE CAUCASUS.

Route Page

62. FroDi Kertch (Odessa) to Batum by Sea .... 447
From Xovorossisk to Sukhum-Kale by the coast-road
448. — From Poti to Samtredi 450. —From Batum to

Artvin 452.

63. From Rostov-on-the-Don to Baku. Vladikavkaz. North
Caucasus Mineral Baths 452

From Tikhoryetzkaya to Novorossisk 452. — Stavropol.
Maikop. Sukhum Military Road 453.— From Petrovsk
to Grunib. From Derbent to Nukha 455. — Zhelyezno-
vodsk 458.— Proval; Mashuk; Beshtau 460. — Berma-
muit 462.

64. From Astrakhan to Baku across the Caspian Sea . 462
65. From Batum to Tiliis 463

Kutais 463. — Gelati 464.

66. Tiflis -.
. 465

67. From Tiflis to Baku ............ 471
From Akstafa to Erivan 471. — Nukha. Shusha. She-
makha 472.

68. From Tiflis to Vladikavkaz (Gruziniau Military Road) 473
Kazbek 477. — From Tchmi to Unal 479.

69. From Vladikavkaz to Kutais via the Mamison Pass

.(Ossetian Military Road) 479
Tzeva^ Glacier 480.— Gebi 481.

70. Svanetia 481
71. The Central Caucasus from the Elbruz to the Kazbek 483

a. Approaches from the North and South .... 483
b. Main Range of the Caucasus 485

72. Kakhetia. Daghestan 489
73. Georgia. Armenia. Karabagh 490

a. South Caucasus Mineral Baths 490
From Borzhom to Bakuryani 491. — From Abbas Tu-
man to Rion 492.

b. From Tiflis to Erivan (Etchmiadzin, Ararat,

Tabriz) 492
From Alexandropol to Kara; to Ani 493.— Alagoz 494.

From Erivan to Kars; to Dzhulfa and Tabriz 496.

The Viceroyalty of the Caucasus (KanKaacKoe HaMi>CTHH-

qecTBO or KasKasx) consists of seven Govisrnmcnts (Stavropol,

Tiflis, Kutais, th(; Black Sea, Baku, Yelisavetpol, and Erivan), five

Territories (Terek, Kuban, Kars, Daghestan, and liatum), and two

Districts fSukatali and Sukhiim). Its total area is 412,310 sq. V.

(181,110 sq. M.), and its population 11,735,000. It lies between
38° 30' and 4fr30' N. lat. and bctwciin 37° 20' and 50° 20' E. long.,

and it is bouriflrd (»n th(! N. by the V^-ya, IIh; Ma nu itch, and th(! Kunia,

on the W. by the Black Sea, on the S. hy Asia Minor and Persia,

BaedEKEK'h f{iiMsi;i. 28
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and on the E. by the Caspian Sea. The district to the N. of the

'Great Caucasus' (see below) is called Ciscaucasia (C'feBepHbiH

KaBKa3T.), that to the S. (including the 'Little Caucasus', p. 437)

is known as Tra/iscau casta (SaicaBKaste).

The Great Caucasus (Bojibuioh KaBKast), a huge range of

mountains separating Asia from Europe, begins at the peninsula of

Apsheron on the Caspian Sea and extends thence in a W. N. W.
direction to the point where the Kuhdn pours its waters into the

Black Sea. The total length of the range is about 930 M., its width

varies from 28 M. to 134 M.
The highest summits, dominated by the huge extinct volcanoes of

Elbruz and Kazbek, are found in the central zone, which consists of

crystalline slates. On the S. this is adjoined by a girdle of folded

slates and limestone, leading by a comparatively short slope to the

plains of Transcaucasia. On the N. side the slope is much more
gentle, descending by a well-defined series of spurs. The N. foot-

hills consist on the E. side, in Daghestan, of folded sedimentary

rocks; towards the W., on the other hand, as in the Crimea, we
find a stratified plateau inclining gently towards the N"., and grad-

ually merging in the plain. Many transverse valleys intersect the

foothills of the Caucasus, but there are few longitudinal valleys.

The middle of the N". slope is deeply indented, near its foot, by
the subsidence basin of Vladikavkaz. At this point, where the

range is at its narrowest, it is crossed by the most important line

of communication, viz. the Gruzinian or Georgian Military Road

^

which ascends the valley of the Terek, passes Mt. Kazbek, crosses

the Krestovaya Pass (7695 ft.), and descends to Tiflis.

To the W. of the Kazbek (16,545 ft.) the central ridge extends to

the double-peaked Elbrilz (18,470 ft. and 18,345 ft.) in the form of

a mighty glacier-w\all 125 M. long. The average height of its passes

is 11,000ft.; its highest summits are the Addi-Khokh (15,245 ft.),

the Duikh-Tau (17,055 ft.), and the Shkara (17,040 ft.). To the

E. of the Adai-Khokh is the Mamison Pass (9270 ft.), connecting

the valleys of the Ardon and the Rion. Glaciers are still to be

found over 60 M. away from the Elbruz towards the W., where the

lower but still very wild mountains of Abkhasia descend abruptly

to the Black Sea. To the E. of the Kazbek isolated snow-clad

mountains attaining a height of 13,000 ft. (Tebulos 14,785 ft.)

occur over a distance of 90 M. Beyond that point the mountains of

Daghestan decrease in height towards the Caspian Sea, on the shore

of which is a small littoral plain.

The snow-line on the S. side of the Caucasus is at a height of

9500 ft.; on the drier N. side it is 1300 ft. higher. The present

Glaciers are quite as important as those of the Alps: the Duikh-
Su Glacier, the largest, on the Duikh-Tau, is 972 M. long, and is

inferior in size to the Aletsch Glacier alone. The eflfects of the
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glaciers of the Ice Age are, however, much less marked than in the

Alps. For this reason the Caucasus is almost wholly devoid of the

charm of lakes and waterfalls. The general character of its scenery

is much wilder and more sombre than that of the Alps, owing to

the destruction of its forests, while its meadows and pastures lack

the Alpine luxuriance. The rivers are rapid, but their volume

varies greatly. The Kuban, the InguVy and the Eion descend to the

Black Sea; the Terek, on the N". side of the Caucasus, and the Kurd,
on the S., flow into the Caspian. Iron and sulphur springs abound.

The S. part of the Caucasus is bounded on the W. by the low-

lands of the Rion and on the E. by those of the Kura. Still farther

to the S. extends the Little Caucasus or Anticaucasus,
running nearly parallel to the Great Caucasus and connected with

it by the Surdm or Mesghian Mts. The Little Caucasus is not a

mountain-range, but merely the margin of the elevated Armenian
Hiyhlands. It is an extensive high plateau with basaltic overly-

ing strata and lofty volcanic summits, of which the Great Ararat
and Mt. Alagoz alone tower above the snow-line. The N. edge of

this plateau, to the W. of the point through which the Kura has

forced a passage, is formed by the Akhaltzmkh Mountains, the N.

ramifications of which, the Adshar Mountains, extend to the Black

Sea. At right angles to these mountains is the Arsiydn range, run-

ning towards the S. and eventually reaching the Pontic hills. The
Armenian Highlands contain some large lakes in subsidence basins.

The largest of these, in the Russian part of Armenia, is Lake
Goktcha (6315 ft.; 538 sq. M.). Earthquakes are common in Ar-

menia and in the Transcaucasian plains.

Climate. The N. approach to the Caucasus has a climate

similar to that of the steppes, especially in its E. part. The range

of temperature is extreme, the mean Jan. temperature at Stavropol

being 24°, and that of July 68°. The rainfall is moderate (at .

Pyatigorsk 21.07 inches annually). It follows that the N. slopes of

the mountains are but scantily wooded. The chief rainy season is

in early summer. The plains of the Kura are still drier and are

considerably hotter: at Tiflis the mean Jan. temperature is 32",

that of July 76°; at Baku the figures arc 38° and 79° respectively.

The rainfall at Tifiis is 19.14 inches, at Baku only 9.48 inches.

The steppes of the Kura, especially towards the E., are thus more
or less desert. A strong contrast is afforded by the plains of the

Rion and by th«; mountain slopes rising from'itand from the Black
Sea. The rainfall h(!re at all seasons of the y<'ar attains almost
tropical dimr'nsions, amounting at Batum to 93.27 inches, and at

Poti to 63.55 inches. The wint<;r temperature is also much higher,

the Jan. nwan tfmj)erature at Hatiini being 4.3°, that of Aug. 74°.

This accounts for the extraordiTiarily rich afl'orrstation and for

the luxuriance of the crops. In thr l<»\ver parts of this region oak

28-^-
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aud beech woods are common, inteniiin<2:led with yew, box, and
tamarisk. Many of the oaks, ashes, and elms are swathed in

climbing vines. The forests are often rendered practically im-

penetrable by creeping plants, such as the thorny sarsaparilla.

The rich varieties of underwood include cherry-laurels, ilexes,

azaleas, rhododendrons (found 5000 ft. above the sea), and ferns

as high as a man. Clearings are carpeted with tiger lilies and
other brilliant flowers. The upper valleys are often covered with

huge coniferous forests, extending to the very edge of the glaciers,

and alpine plants blossom at a height of 13,000 ft. Edelweiss and
the European Alpine rose are not know^n. The extreme temperatures

and the small precipitation of the Armenian Highlands cause the

vegetation to be of a scanty and steppe-like character (Erivan,

3230 ft.; Jan. temperature 20°, July 77°, rainfall 12.75 inches).

Fei:er (comp. p. 446) is rampant on the whole coast of the Black Sea,
as well as in the valleys of the Rion, the Araxes, and the Kura ; Leprosy
is scarcely known except among the poorest classes of the Persian popu-
lation; the so-called Sartian Sickness (ro;tOBHKT»; comp. p. 506), a kind
of eruption, occurs at Yelisavetpol.

Bears are frequently met in the Caucasus, and tigers and panthers
occur in the district of Lenkoran. The aurochs or bison (bison bonasus L.;
comp. p. 45) is still to be found in the vast forests of the almost un-
populated W. Caucasus, and the chamois and the ibex (gegocerus Pallasii
and capra Caucas., two species peculiar to the Caucasus) frequent the
higher mountains. Wild boars, hyaenas, jackals, wild cats, and antelopes
abound on the plains. The valley of the Ri6n, the ancient Phasis, is

the original home of the pheasant.
Venomous Serpents are found chiefly in the plains of Transcaucasia

and in the steppes near the Kura. Among them may be noted the vipera
euphratica and the deadly vipera ammodytes, which has a horn on its

head. The bite of the small yellow Scorpion (scorpio avchasicus) is not
considered dangerous except in August, but that of the black scorpion
(scorpio androctonus bicolor), which occurs at Nakhitchevan and Dzhulfa,
is usually fatal. Wounds from the tarantula or phalanges are rare.

Population. In respect of ethnography the Caucasus is one of

the strangest and most interesting regions of the globe. Its pathless

mountains and isolated valleys have furthered the splitting up of

its population into numerous tribes, and have preserved the scat-

tered remnants of various nations which have in the course of ages

followed the great routes of migration to the N. and E. The S.

part of the district is inhabited by the descendants of the ancient

Iberians, who all use the common language of Karthli, now broken

up into numerous dialects. These include the Georgians, called by

the Russians Gruzinians, who occupy the upper and middle valley

of the Kura; the Mh/grelians, in the district bounded by the

Tzkhenis-Tzkali, the Rion, the Ingiir, and the Black Sea; the 7m-
erefiar/8, in the valley of the Kvirila and in that of the Rion to its

junction with the Tzkhenis-Tzkali; the GurianSy to the S. of the

Rion; the Srai/s or Svanetians, on the upper courses of the Ingiir
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and the Tzkhenis-Tzkali ; and the Khevsurs, Pshaves, and Tushes,

to the E. of Mt. Kazbek, on the N. and S. slopes of the Caucasus.

Even in antiquity the Iberians were regarded as a semi-civilized and

peaceful race, as they possessed the art of writing and a literature

at a very early stage. Their ancient alphabet (Khutzuri), is allied

with the Armenian ; their present alphabet is called Mkhedruli.

They number about 1,400,000, all members of the Greek church.

To the X. of the mouth of the Ingiir reside about 60,000

Abkhasians, the remnant of a race which inhabited this district

from antiquity down to 1864, when the bulk of it shared in the

Circassian emigration (comp. below). They have been Mohammedans
since the 15th century.

On the other hand there has been a considerable immigration

of Tartars and Armenians. The Armenians, who number about

1,500,000, and are found mainly in the province of Erivan, have been

Christians since the beginning of the 4th century, and have a na-

tional church presided over by the Patriarch (Katholikos) of Etchmi-

adzin (p. 493). They separated from the Roman church after the

Council of Chalcedon (451 A. D.), and called themselves Gregorians

after Bishop Gregory the Illuminator. Their ritual is almost iden-

tical with that of the Russo-Greek church. The service is recited

in ancient Armenian, but the sermon is delivered in the modern
dialect.— The Tartars, 2,000,000 in number, are Mohammedans
(Sunnites), and are found chiefly in the E. provinces of Trans-

caucasia. Their speech is closely akin to Turkish.— The greater

part of the province of Baku is occupied by the Tats (75,000), an

Iranian race, speaking a degraded form of Persian and belonging

to the Shiite sect of Mohammedans.
The strip of coast along the Black Sea, in the N.W. part of the

Caucasus, has, with the exception of a few Russian colonies, re-

mained almost uninhabited since 1864, when the 400,000 Tcher-
KE8SES or Circassians, who formerly occupied it, emigrated en
masse. The Kabards, the chief tribe, however, numbering 145,000
souls, who had long before submitted to Russia, still occupy the

\. slope of the mountain, between the Malka and the Terek and
between the latter and the Sunzha. According to their own national

tradition, the Circassians, who call themselves Adifjhe, are of Semitic

origin; their language is wholly isolated. A number of Tartars,
the so-called Mountavn Tartars, have also penetrated the N. valleys

of the Central Caucasus and have to a certain ( xteiit blended with

the Kabards, whose influence is recognizable in their language.

The Kabards, who were Christians in the early middle ages, after-

wards embraced the doctrines of Islam; })ut they took no i)art in

the insurrection of Shaniyl (p. 444;. 'I'h(!y are regardcnl as tiie most
chivalrous of the mountain-races, and their niaiiiK is and coslume
have been adopted by many of their neighbours.
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Tht» chief garment of the so-called Circassian Costume (also worn
l»y the Cossacks (»f tite territory) is the I'cherkeska, a long, close-titting

coat of coarse woollen stutt", with a small upright collar and long sleeves
turned up at the ends; in front this garment is provided with several
rows of small pockets or stalls for cartridges. Below this they wear the
Bt'shmet or A?-k:hnIi'(k', a somewhat shorter garment of cotton, visible

only at the neck and arms. Close-titting breeches, gaiters, short boots,

and a sheepskin cap complete the costume. In cold or wet weather
they envelop themselves in the Biirka, a sleeveless cloak of thick felt,

with a hairy exterior. Like all Caucasians, they carry a wliole arsenal
of weapons, tliough the bearing of arms is now forbidden. The dress of

the Circassian women has little that is characteristic except the bodice,

which is adorned with chains and buckles, and the cylindrical hat, richly
ornamented with gold and silver, and having chains and loops of tlie

same metals hanging from its upper edge.

The central part of the mountain -range is occupied by the

OssETiANS, who call themselves Ran or Ironi (Aryan), and are

undoubtedly of Aryan origin. Their language is allied to that of the

Medo-Persians. They number about 240,000 souls, part Christians

and part Mohammedans.
The E. wing of the Caucasus is inhabited by two main groups

of tribes, the Tchetchens and the Daghestanians. The Tchetchens,

who call themselves Nakh-tcki, occupy the N. slopes of the range

as far as the Terek, but are divided into two separate parts by a

large Russian settlement. They number about 305,000, and are

divided into several tribes. They are Mohammedans (Sunnites).

Their territory was the centre of the great rising, not finally put

down until 1859. The Kists (6000) and the higushes (50,000) also

belong to the Tchetchen stock.

The Daghestanians or Lesghians (585,000) have also from

time immemorial been divided into various tribes, often confined

to single villages or valleys and speaking a dialect unintelligible

to their nearest neighbours. The most important groups from the

linguistic standpoint are the so-called Avarians (235,000), occupy-

ing the valley of the Avarian Koissu, the native place of Shaniyl;

the Darginians (148,000); and the Kuriniaris (158,000). All are

said to be fanatical followers of Mohammed (Sunnites), but they are

hard-working and trustworthy. They practise industry, especially

the making of carpets and weapons, as well as agriculture; and the

Lesghian 'burkas' (see above) are known throughout the Caucasusf

.

The Russians in the Caucasus now amount to nearly 4,000,000.

Most of them are settled in the Cossack Stanitzi (villages), in the

X. part of the government, the districts of the Terek and the

Kuban, and the province of Stavropol. Among them, especially in

Transcaucasia, are many sectaries (ca. 120,000), such as the Dukho-
hdrs (many of whom migrated in 1900 to Canada and E. Siberia)

t The villages of Daghestan often bear a striking resemblance to the
pueblos of New Mexico. Comp. an admirably illustrated article, by
iieorife Kennan, in the Xational Geographic Magazine for Oct., 191'5.
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and the Molokdns. These are found mainly on the plateau of the

Little Caucasus, and their chief occupation is cattle-rearing, while

they also furnish most of the carriers of the territory. — There

are about 60,000 Germans, mostly from Wurtemberg (1816-17), in

Tiflis, Helenendorf, and other places.

The different Languages spoken in the Caucasus cannot here be dis-

cussed in detail. [Comp. ' Die Sprachen des kaukasischen Stammes ', by
R. von Erckert (Vienna ; 1895), and the book by Abercromby mentioned
at p. 447.] It should be noted that the names of places, except those formed
on the Russian model, are usually accented on the last syllable. The
transcription of names in the following pages follows the Russian usage.

History. In antiquity the E. coast of the Black Sea appears

as the home of the Mos-kher or Iberians, occupying the three dis-

tricts of Colchis, Iberia, and Albania. The Iberians seem to have

early attained a stage of civilization which distinguished them from

the mountain-tribes, while they likewise appear to have no affinity

with their Aryan neighbours. A few Creek colonies, chiefly from
Miletus, were established on the coast of Colchis, in the lowlands

watered by the Phasis. The legends of Prometheus and of Jason and
the Argonauts indicate early relations of this district with Europe.

In the historical period we find Iberia, the valley of the Kura,

occupied by the Georgians, whose name originated in a Greek
corruption of the Persian Gurg or Gurdj (Armenian, Virkh).

Owing at first a somewhat loose allegiance to Persia, the Georgians

afterwards came under the supremacy of Macedonia. They, however,

threw off" this yoke in the 3rd cent. B. C. and maintained their

independence till the middle of the 3rd cent, of the Christian era.

Their kings resided at Harmotzika (Georg. Armas- Tzikhe, i.e.

castle of Ormuzd), perched on a rock rising over the Kura, near

Mtzkhet (p. 474). The first dynasty was that of the Pharnavasians

(Pharnabazus), who were followed by an Armenian family. Domestic
struggles, partitions of the kingdom, and ineffectual attempts to

shake off the domination of Persia are the chief features of the

history of Georgia from the 4th to the end of the 6th cent., when
the throne passed into the hands of a Persian dynasty. Christianity

also spread through the country in this period. Tiflis became the

Beat of government at the end of the 5th century. The continual

struggles with Persia necessitated an appeal to the Byzantine Empire,
but this involved the recognition of Byzantine suzerainty. The dy-

nasty of the Garamides (J)7^-7H1) was followed by that of the

BagrafideSj the lirst of whom, AskJu'>t, fell in a contest with Arab
invaders. Few of this family were able to maintain tlie indepen-

dence of (Georgia against Byzantium and I'crsia. Tlie liappicst reigns

were those tA David the Restorer i\()H\)-\ 125), who made confjnests

in Asia Minor, and Queen I'amdra (1184-1212), to whom all the

great structureH of the country are to this day ascrilxMJ. At thr md
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of the 14th cent. Georgia wiis overrun by Timiir the Tartar, whoso
hordes were not expelled till after the death of their leader.

Abont the middle of the 15th cent, the kingdom was divided

into the three principalities of Imeretia, Karthlia, and Kakhetia.

The effect of this partition was to confirm the dependence of Georgia

on the Persian monarchy, which was re-established in the 16th cent.,

and on the invading Osmanlis. Islam also spread more and more.

From the time of Peter the Great the Russians began to threaten

Georgia on the N. ; in 1774 they obtained possession of the Kabarda
and (through alliance with the Ossetians) of the most important

pass across the Caucasus range. In the resulting collision with the

Persians, the Georgians stood on the side of the Russians. Prince
Heraclius of Kakhetia and Karthlia, which had been reunited

in J 762, became a Russian vassal in 1783; and his successor,

George XIII. j ceded his territory to Russia in 1801. Imejetia also

became a Russian province in 1810. By the Peace of Adrianople

(1829) Russia was put in possession of most of the district abutting

on the Black Sea; and the independent mountain-tribes were also

subdued after a struggle that lasted for more than sixty years. The
most obstinate resistance was that offered by the fanatical tribes

of the E. Caucasus (1835-59), under the leadership of the Imaum
fShamyl (d. 1871). His mountain-fastnesses of Veden and Gunib
were not captured till after the Crimean War (1856). The struggle

lasted still longer on the W., where the Circassians did not sur-

render till 1865. The risings during the Russo-Turkish War
(1877-78) were suppressed without difficulty. By the Peace of San

Stefano Russia received the districts of Kars and Batum.

Travelling and Equipment. Those who confine themselves to the

railways and to the carriage or motor route between Tifiis and Vladikavkaz
do not require any other equipment or knowledge of languages than is de-

sirable for any tour in Russia. For excursions on foot a guide is indispen-
sable, as guide-posts are unknown. It is, however, advisable to make sure
that the guide really knows the district; and he should not be paid till the

end of the journey. — For tours in tlic higher mountains it is necessary
to have a competent attendant, who knows something of cooking, and can
speak not only Russian but also the language of the particular district

visited (Georgian, Tartar, or Armenian). Those who travel on foot will

require several porters (I-IV2 rb. per day) for even the most restricted

quantity of baggage (comp. p. 445) or (better) some pack-horses, each of

which can carry 5-0 puds.— The best mode of travelling is on horseback
(comp. below). It is, however, often difficult to hire a horse at all, and
Hcldom possible without long and tedious bargaining (horse and guide
2-3 rb. per day, ace. to the place and season). For a long tour it is there-

fore better to buy the horses outright and sell them again at the end of
the journey; in Vladikavkaz horses may be purchased for 60 rb. each, in

KutaYs for about 40 rb. Those who hire horses are advised to do so for
as much of the journey as possible and even to pay a little more on
this account, since this not only saves endless time in bargaining, but
also gives l)oth guides and horses time to get used to the traveller. Most
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of the mountain-paths, including those passes that are not covered with
ice, are practicable for horses. The horses must be watched at night to

prevent their being stolen. The Caucasian horses, especially those of the
Kabard district, are said to be steady, enduring, and docile. The native
saddle, with its high horns in front and back, atfords a very secure seat;

but it takes some time to get used to it. The traveller provides his

own bridle, stirrups, and stirrup-leathers. Spurs are not used.

The telega (p. xxiv) is usually the only wheeled vehicle procurable.
The G-ruzinian Military Road (R. 68) is, however, equipped with a regular

service of motor omnibuses. The rate per horse and verst is 3 cop. in

the plains and 4-5 cop. in the mountains, to which have to be added the

charge for the carriages, gratuities, and so on.

On mountain-tours it is advisable to start as early as possible and
to allow oneself one-third more time than seems absolutely necessary,
in order to cope with unforeseen hindrances. The crossing of the moun-
tain-torrents often presents difficulties. Under normal conditions trav-
ellers on horseback or by carriage may count on 50-60 versts per day.
In cases of doubt a good book or map will be found much more trust-

worthy than the information of the natives.

Travellers who quit the beaten track should be provided with rugs,
a lantern, an air-cushion, rubber overshoes, an alarum-clock, pins and
needles, thread, string, straps, preserved meats, condensed milk (all these
obtainable in Odessa), bread (seldom obtainable in the mountains and
never good) or biscuits, tea, sugar, quinine, opiates, vaseline, carbolic
acid, bandages, soap, matches, candles, insect powder, wrapping paper,
and writing materials. All these may he obtained in Tiflis, and all ex-
cept the preserves in Vladivkakaz.— Those who mean to ascend any of
the higher mountains should import a tried guide from the Alps; the
natives, except at Mt. Kazbek and Mt. Ararat, cannot be depended upon
and should not be used except as porters. There are no Club Huts or
Refuges in the Caucasus, with the exception of one on Mt. Kazbek. Besides
the ordinary mountaineering requisites, the traveller should have a tent
for nightquarters, a sleeping bag, an axe for cutting wood, a hammer,
nails for the boot-soles, some spirits of wine and charcoal for making a
tire where there is no wood, and torches. Wine should be renounced and
tea taken instead. Spirits should not be used except in urgent cases.
The baggage is best carried in waterproof-bags, provided with lock and
key, and suitable for transport either on horseback or by porters. When
wheels are practicable, lieavy luggage may be forwarded in an Arba, a
high-wheeled wooden cart drawn by buffaloes. — Full information is to
be found in Merzbacher's book (vol. ii) mentioned at p. 447.

The title of prince (Kh5I3l) has been granted by Russia to all the
former feudal lonfs of Georgia, great and small; and it is advisable for
the traveller to have as many Irdrodtictions as possible to influential
members of this class as well as a letter of recommendation (Otkpwtbih
jiHC-ri.) from the Viceroy of the Caucasus, addressed to the Russian
provincial officials. Such introductions, however, will not always avail
in helping him to surmount the difficulties that arise; many of these
can be KUcccHsfully met only by a resolute hearing on his own part.
The Caucasian idea of the value of time is Htill hazier than that of the
Russian: hence patience is the first requisite. The traveller must take
care to conceal tin; fact that Ik; is pressed for time, as otherwise the
demands for porters and horses will at once be raised. A bargain should
never be concluded until personal inspection has proved everything to be
aH Hi&tei\. Tublic tiufetjj is on a somewhat uiiHtahlc footing, and it is

as well to avoid travelling alone or the exhibition of much money (for
pennibsion to carry a revolver, see p. xxviii). It is a<lvisahle to keep a
sharp look-out on one'n belongings, as the natives ure not averse from
picking up uncouHidered trifles. The Vinnn/'H Tnuriyt L'unmiHtee was
founded in ]<m to develop the touring pOHHJhilit ies of the Cau(;asuH.
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Hotels in the European sense are found only in places served by
railway or steamer. The Dnkhdn, or inns in the native villages, provide
uothin": but unfurnislied and generally dirty rooms, bread (with cheese
:iO cop.), tea, wine, and, at best, eggs and poultry (fowl 60 cop. to 1 rb.).

Those who wish for meat must buy a whole sheep (4-5 rb.) or sucking pig
1,2-:) rh.; comp. p. 405). The so-called Kcuitzciydriyas, simple rest-houses
without furniture, may be used by travellers provided with official in-

troductions. It is, however, often necessary to have recourse to native
hospitality, which is seldom refused by the Iberians, but often by the
Moliammedan Tartars and Lcsghians. A suitable compensation is left on
departure; when payment is declined, some small gift (such as a pocket-
knife, hand-glass, compass, tobacco, cigarettes, or tea) will be acceptable.

Season. The best season for a visit to the higher mountains is the
latter part of summer. September and October are also good months,
though the shortness of the days and the coldness of -the nights have
then to be reckoned with. The rainfall diminishes from W. to E. (comp.

p. 439). The lower valleys are best visited in autumn or in spring, when
the vegetation is in its glory; in summer they are hot and unhealthy.
Fever is very prevalent, even among the mountains, and it is advisable
to take small doses of quinine as a preventive. Warm clothing, and
especially woollen underwear, should be worn to prevent chills; all drink-
ing-water should be boiled, especially in marshy districts and dirty vil-

lages; and a mosquito-net should be used at night.

Travelling Expenses. The necessary expenses in the towns are
at least 10-12 rb. per day. On mountain-tours the chief items are the
cost of guides (from the Alps), porters, horses, and equipment. A long
journey is in general relatively less expensive than a short one. As it

is often impossible to change money in the villages, the traveller should
have an ample supply of small notes and small coins.

Plan of Tour. At least ten days are required for the most super-
ficial visit to the Caucasus. The best starting-point is Batum, which
can be reached by steamer from Odessa or the Crimea in 3-5 days.

Railway from Batura to Tiflis (R. 65), with an excursion
from Mikhailovo to Borzhom (p. 490), and on to

Bakuryani (pp. 491, 492) 3 Days
Tiflis (R. G6) 1 „

From Tiflis to Baku and back (R. 67; p. 456) .... 3 „

Motor omnibus from Tiflis to Vladikavkaz (Gruzinian
Military Road; R. 68) 1 „

N. Caucasus Mineral Baths ( Kislovodsk , Pyatigorsk,

pp. 458 et seq.) 2 „

Among other attractive tours are a visit to Kutais and its superb en-

virons (Convent of Gelati, p. 464) ; the drive along the Mamison Road (R. 69
;

5 days); and an excursion over the Latpari Pass to Svanetia (R. 70), which
requires 9-10 days from Tiflis. A visit to Ani (pp. 492, 493) takes 3 days
from Tiflis, and one to Erivan, Etchmiadzin, and Ararat (R. 73 b) 6-7 days.

Bibliography. Among the numerous works on the Caucasus may
be mentioned the following:

^Exploration of the Caucasus, by D. W. Freshflcld (two richly illustrated

vols.; 2nd ed.. 1902; 3L 3*.).

Transcaucasia and Ararat, by James Bryce (1877; 4th ed., 1896).

A Vagabond in the Caucasus, by Stephen Graham (1911).

My Climbs in the Alps and Caucasus, by A. F. Mummery (1895; Is. ed.,

1913).

Travels in the Eastern Caucasus, by Sir A. T. Cunynghame (1872).

Savage Svanetia (1883) and Sport in the Crimea and Caucasus (1881),

by C. Phillips Wootlcy.
Tbe Frosty Caucasus, by F. C. Grove (1875).
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A Trip through the Eastern Caucasus, with a chapter on the languages
of the country, by Hon. J. Abercromby (1889).

The Russian Conquest of the Caucasus, by John F. Baddeley (1908).

Armenia, by H. F. B. Lynch (2 vols., illustrated; 1901).

Contes et Legendes du Caucase, by J. M. Mourier (Paris; 1888).

A travers I'Armenie russe, by Madame B. Chantre (Paris; 1893).

A travers le Caucase, by E. Levier (Paris, 1894; chiefly of botanical
interest).

Voyages au Caucase et en Asie centrale, by Zichy (Budapest; 1897).

Aus den Hochregionen des Kaukasus, by G. Merzbacher (Leipzig, 1901;
in two vols., handsomely illustrated; AO JC).

Kaukasus, by M. de Dechy (Berlin, 1907; 3 vols.; illus. ; 80 Ji).

Hundert Kaukasus-Gipfel, by R. Afanasiefj (Munich, 1913 ; 4 Jn), with
accounts of the ascents of 100 of the principal Caucasian summits.

See also the article 'Caucasus' in the Encyclopaedia Britannica (11th

ed. ; 1910), by J. T. Bealby and PiHnce Kropotkin.
The best Map of the Caucasus is the so-called Fite Verst Map (i.e.

5 V. to the English inch; 1:210,000) published by the Russian General
Staff (last ed. 1895-1901; 50 cop. per sheet). About 700 sheets of the new
0?ie Verst Map (1:42,000) have been issued (1870 et seq.); they also cost

50 cop. per sheet, but are not procurable through the ordinary channels.—
Merzbacher^ s map of the Caucasus range (1 : 140,000; Munich, 1901; three
sheets, 9 Ji) and F'reshpeld' s map of the central peaks (1 : 210,000; London,
1896) are clear and handy.

The following is a list of terms occurring frequently in names of
Turkish, Ossetian, and Georgian origin.

Ag, Aky white.
Aul (pron. a-ool), village.

Auz (pron. a-ooz), pasture.
Bashi, summit of a moun-

tain.

Don, river and valley,
Kara, black.
Karaul (pron. kara-ool),

guard-house.

7raw(pron. ka-oo), village.

Khevi, gorge, ravine.

Khokh, mountain.
Kol, lateral valley.

Kom, valley, gorge.

Kosh, Kutan, shepherd's
hut.

Minghi, white.
Mta, mountain.

Su, river, water.
Tau (ta-oo), mountain.
Tcha'i, river.

Tchala, river, brook.
Tchirdn, glacier.

Tzkali, river.

Ukiu (ookioo), small.
Ullu (ooloo), large.

Vtzik, pass.

62. Prom Kertch (Odessa) to Batum by Sea.
369 Nautical Miles. Steamers of the Russian ISteam Navigation &

Trading Co. ply from Odessa to Batum 7 times weekly in summer, calling
at the Crimean ports of Eupatoria, Sebastopol, Yalta, Feodosiya, and Kertch.
The direct steamer (322S.M.; 3Va days), however, calls only at Sebasto-
pol, Yalta, Feodosiya, Novorossisk, Tuapse, Sotchi, Gagri, and Sukhum-
Kale. [The freight-steamers should be avoided.] The fares and charges
for meals vary according to steamer and season. Direct mail steamer
from OdcHsa to Novorossisk 20 rb. 55 & M rb. 10 cop. (food G rl). 40, 5 rb.

20 cop.), to Batum 31 rb. 80 & 21 rb. 90 cop. (food 9 rb. 95, 8 rb. 10 cop.).

Mail steamer from Kerttth to Novorossisk 5 rb. 40 & 4 rb. 35 cop. (food
1 rb. 86, 1 rb. 50 cop.), to Batum 14 rb. 50 & 11 rl). 35 cop. (food 8 rb. 25,
6 rb. 70 fop.). A Stkameu «.f the Russian Transport a- Insurance Co.
also runs thrice weekly from Kertch f()d«'S8a; to Novorossisk (fare 4 rb. 35),
Poti (10 rb. 80;, and Batum (11 rb. 35 cop.), 'rhcse rates are for tiie second
cabin (there being no tirstj and do not incliul'' meals.

At Novorossisk, Tuapse, Poti, and Batum the steamers lie-to ut the
piers, but at other points passengers are landed by small boats, if tiie

sea is calm enough.

Kertch^ see p. A2i\. \\\ continuing the journey we ai lirst see

to the left the (lat /'rni/tsuht of I'tininn, \)\\{ beyond the nioulh of
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Ibe Kuhdn begin the Caucasian Mountains, which accompany the

coast I'or a distance of 250 M. An extraordinary stillness broods

over the forest-clad mountain-slopes; since the emigration of the

Circassians (p. 441) no signs of human occupation are seen except

a few ruined fortitications or a recent Russian settlement.

48 S.M. Anapa (Rossiya), a seaport and bathing-resort with

11,500 inhabitants.

>^Q) S.M. Novorossisk, HoBopocciHCKt.— Hotels. Yevrdpa,
Serebryakovskaya, in the town, R. 1-3-V4, D. (12-(3) 3/^-1 rb.; Frdntziya, at

the harbour, R. IV4-0V2? 1^- (12-6) =V4-1V4 i"b. — Phaeton from the harbour
(steamers land passengers on the quay) to the rail, station or to the town 35,

from the old town to the station 50, per hr. 50 cop.— Motor Omnibus from
the rail, station to the 'Kurort', as far as the Serebryakovskaya in 1/4 br.

(fare 15 cop.). — British Vice-Consul & Lloyd's Agent, O. Geelmuyden.

Novorossiskj a pleasantly situated seaport on a bay 21/2^^- wide

and^5 M. long, is the capital of the Government of the Black Sea, and

contains 61,000 inhabitants. It has belonged to Russia since 1829.

The harbour is one of the best on the whole Pontic coast, though

in winter it is exposed to storms raised by a wind resembling the

Bora. On the N. side of the bay lies the 'New Town', containing

the buildings of the Russian Standard Petroleum Co., the rail, station

(•y4 M. from the harbour and 2^/^ M. from the Old Town), the large

grain elevator, and a Lutheran church. To the S.E. of the New Town
are several cement w^orks; a visit may be made to the quarries of

the Black Sea Cement Co. (German officials). On the W. side of the

bay is the 'Old Town'. Between this and the New Town lies the

Tzemes iliorass^ which is being drained. To the S. of the Old Town is

the 'Kurort', with sea-bathing.— In the environs are large vineyards.
From Novorossisk to Sukhum-Kale by the Coast Road, 486 V.

(322 M.). This road is provided with posting-stations (indicated below
by P. ; horse 6 cop. per verst), but lack of liorses often causes considerable
delay. A private carriage to Sukhum-Kale costs 120 rb. ; motor car to

Sotchi 300 rb. This is an interesting but somewhat fatiguing trip, best

made in August or September. Fair accommodation is found in the larger

places. The traveller must be on his guard against fever.— On leaving
Novorossisk we proceed towards the S. 24 V. Kabardinskaya (P.). Beyond
(39 V.) GeleadzMk (p. 449; P.) the road gradually ascends to the (60 V.)
MikhdUov Pans (2625 ft.; P.). Beyond the pass it descends circuitously
to the village of Bereyovdya. — 75 V. Fshddskaya (P.).— At (94 V.) Ar-
khipo-Ossipovka (P.), a village of 600 iuhab., once stood the Mikhailov
fort, blown up in 1840 by the private soldier Arkhip Ossipov at the cost

of his own life to prevent its falling into the hands of the Circassians.
This deed of heroism is commemorated by a white cross in the middle
of the village.— 118 V. Dzhnbqa (p. 449; P.); 129 V. Tenginski Fosdd
(P.); 142 V. Novo-MikhdUovskaya (P.); 154 V. dlgimkaya (P.). Beyond
(173 V.) NehuyHkaya (P.) we cross the Agui. A little fartlier up the

valley, amid an ampliitheatre of mountains, is the Circassian 'aul' of

Kdrpovka. 191V. Tuapse (p. 449; P.). Farther on the scenery is very
imposing. 215 V. iV7'«M(P.); 232 V. Yelisavetimkoye (P.); 249 V. Ldza-
revskoye (P.); 266 V. Tchnkhukskaya (P.); 289V. Golovimkaya (P.);

301V. VarrlaiKi {V.), a grand-ducal domain; 315 V. Dagomuis (P.), an
imperial domain; 332 V. Sotchi (p. 449; P.); 352 V. Hosta (P.); 364 V.
AfUer (p. 449; P.); TiVj^W. Sandripsh (P.); 404V2V. Gagri{ji.U9] P.).
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— 4191/2 "V". Koldokhvdra (P.), in the province of Kutais. About 7 M. to

the S. lies Pitzunda (see below).— 4351/2 V. SvOfidripsh (P.); 4451/2 V. Gii-

daut (see below; P.). Beyond this point we traverse wood, passing the

(4611/2^0 convent of mvi Afon (p. 450 ; P.).— 486 V. Sukhum-KaU (p. 450).

From Novorossisk to Tikhoryetzkaya (Rostov, Baku), see pp. 453, 452.

104 S.M. Gelendzhik (Kordes, Peterbiirgskaya, R. ^/^-2 rb.,

D. 50-70 cop.), situated on a crescent-shaped bay, with 1800 inhab.

and good bathing.— The steamer next halts at (140 S.M.) Dzhubga,
2 M. from the village of that name (1000 inhab. ; road to Yekaterin-

odar, p. 452). The mountains now become higher.— 163 S.M.

Tuapse or Velyaminovski Posad (Rossiya), a small town situated

on an eminence. Pop. 16,000. The mountains here are about 3000 ft.

above the sea. A railway is being built to Maikop (p. 453).

204 S.M. Sotchi, CoqH. — Hotels. Kavkdzskaija Riviera, three
large buildings, overlooking the sea, with cafe, restaurant, and theatre,

closed from Nov. 15th till Easter, R. IV2-6, d6j. (12-2) ^U, D. (6-8) 1, board
45-75 rb. per month; Grand-Hotel, R. from IV2 rb., D. (1-6) from 70 cop.,

pension from 65 rb. per month. — Izv6shtchik from the harbour to the
Square 50 cop., per day 10-15 rb. — Motor Service to Sukhum-Kale.

Sotchi, a town of 11,300 inhab., is noted for its luxuriant southern

vegetation, and perhaps occupies the site of the ancient Nids. It

consists of an upper part on a plateau and a lower part on the river

Sotchi. Pleasant walks may be taken in the Khludovski and Yer-

molovski parks. In the vicinity are large vineyards and orchards.
About 5 M. to the S.E. of Sotchi are the Matzestinskiye Stdphur

Springs. — An excursion (taking one day by carriage) may be made to the
Falls of the Matzesta. We follow the Adler road to the S.E. for 4 V., then
turn to the left, and drive 13 Y. more to Slverskiye Khutora. Here we
leave the carriage and proceed on foot to (30-40 min.) the first waterfall,
whence it takes IV2 hr. more to reach the fourth and last.

218 S.M. Adler (Yiizhnaya, overlooking the sea, R. ^1^-2 rb.), at

the mouth of the Mzuimtd, with 1600 inhabitants.
A road (carr. 12-15; diligence 2V2 ih.) leads N.E. from Adler through

the fine valley of the Mzuimta to (54 Y.) the town of Romdnovsk (1970 ft.

;

Atchishho, R. 1-2 rb.), also called Krdsnaya Pohjdna, with 3400 inhabi-
tants. There are several mineral springs in the vicinity. About 5 M. to

the N.W. is an imperial hunting lodge.

232 S.M. Qagri. -There are four Hotels (300 rooms), all belonging
to the State. R. from 1 rb., B. 40-60, d6j. (12-2) 75 cop., D. (6-8) IV2 rb.—
Phaeton per drive 20-30 cop. — Saddle-horse 3 rb. daily. — Sea-bath 30 cop.

Gagri, a bathing-resort established by the Russian Government
in 1901 at the instance of Alexander, Duke of Oldenburg, who built

a chateau here, lies by the sea on the S. slope of the coast-mountains,

and is slieltered from the N. winds. THe mean annual temperature

is 60** Fahr. Among the interesting walks in the vicinity are tliose

to the Lower Fall of the Zho(;kvara (1 hr.), to the Up])er Fall of the

Zhoekvara (3 hrs.), and to the source of the Gagri])sh (P/'i hr.).

Farther on appears Pi7z'/??^a (accommodation in thcDukhan, 1 M.
from the churcli), with a conventual cliurch in the Byzantine style

(loth cent.). This is supposed to liav(! been the site of th<' Milesian

colony of PHipisa ('pine town'). — 257 S.M. Gndmit, a small village.
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Ltiikhniy the ancient capital of Abkhasia, 2^/^^. to the N., is now
an unpreton(lin«2; villatje with an old Georgian church.

260 S.M. Novl-Afon (Hoblih AeoHx, 'New Athos'), a large

convent of the monks of Mt. Athos, founded in 1875 (accommodation

in the guest-house). An old church found here has been enlarged

to serve as the convent-church, and on the highest terrace there

is also an imposing cathedral, consecrated in 1900. A good view is

obtained from the high-lying Iberian chapel (HBepcKan qacoBHH).

The vineyards and orchards are very well kept. There is a pretty

walk to the waterfall and on to a cave (nemepa Chmohr KanaHHTa).

278 S.M. Sukhum-Kale. -ifo^e? Oriental, R. 1-5 rb.- Cab per
drive 15, per hr. 40, to Siiiope 40 cop., to (16 M.) Novi Afon (see above)
and back 5-6 rb. — Ovniib^is to Novi Afon 1 rb. 20 cop.

Sakhum-Kale, the chief town of a district in the province of

Kutais, lies on the flat coast-district, which is here somewhat wider

than usual, and contains 25,000 inhabitants. It is surrounded on

three sides by mountains, and is noted for its mild climate (mean
annual temperature 59°) and rich vegetation. In the middle of the

town is the Alexander Nevski Cathedral. The other chief objects

of interest are the 'Sinope' Garden of the Grand-Duke Alexander

Mikhailovitch and the adjoining private gardens, the Botanical

Gardens, and the Public Park. A considerable traffic is carried on

in tobacco. — Ishiria, the name of the promontory to the S., recalls

the Milesian colony of Dioslatrias (the Koman SebastopoUs).
Near Sukhum-Kale lie the small German colonies of Nendorf and

Gyuidenberg (E.). — Sukhum Military Road, see p. 453.

Another road leads from Sukhum-Kale via (58 V.) Otchemtchiri (see

below) to (107 V. or 71 M.) Ziigdidi, capital of Mingrelia, with 4600 in-

habitants. Hence a highroad leads to (42 V. ; 28 M.) Novo-Sendki (see below).

After a short halt at (306 S.M.) Otchemtchiri the steamer

passes the mouth of the Ingur. The two snow-domes of the Elbruz

(p. 485) are visible here in clear weather.

340 S.M. Poti (Colchida; Belleviie; phaeton from the harbour

to the rail, station 50, from the harbour to the town 40, from the

station to the town 30 cop., double rates at night; electric tramway
through the town; acting British vice-consul and Lloyd's Agent,

John Pavoni), a town of 17,500 inhab., lies in a marshy and fever-

breeding district at the mouth of the Rion^ l^/a M. from the rail-

way. The river is crossed by a bar of diluvial mud, and in stormy

weather the steamer goes on to Batum without calling here.— To
the S.E. of the town is the VdY^ri^ Lake Paleostom, the ancient mouth
of the Tiion, beside which lay the Milesian colony of Phasis.

Fkom Poti to Samtredi, 62 V. (41 M-), railway in 2 hrs.- The line at

first traverses a flat marshy country. Beyond (15 V.) Abasha we cross

the Tzkhf^niH'Tzkali, the Hippos of the ancients, forming the boundary
hetween Imeretia and Mingrelia. Soon after we obtain a view to the left

of the snow-rapped summits of the Laila chain. — Beyond (26 V.) JSfovo-

Sennki, the station for the district-capital of that name (4.500 inhab.), the
train crosses the Tekhur at a point 8 M. below the extensive remains of
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Nakalakevi. We then reach the exuberantly fertile plain of the Rion, which
is surrounded by hills of moderate height. Its endless fields of Indian corn
make a somewhat monotonous impression. From Novo-Senaki to Sukhum-
Kale, see p. 450.— At (62 V.) Samtredi (75 ft.; Rail. Restaurant) our line
joins the railway from Batum to Tiflis (see p. 463).

On entering the harbour of Batum, we enjoy a magnificent view
of the chain of the Caucasus and of the Adzharian Mts. in Lazistan.

369 S.M. Batum.— Hotels. Imperial (PI. a), Kutaiskaya, R.
from IV2 rb., D. 60 & 80 cop.; Frdyitziija (PI. b), Mikhailovskaya, D. a la
carte; Oriental (PI. c), Naberezhnaya, D. 60 & 80 0,0^ .— Summer Restaur-
ant in the Boulevard, opposite the Cathedral, D. (12-4) 1/2-I rb.— Post &
Telegraph Office (PI. 3), Mariinski Prospekt. — Cab from the harbour or
station to the town or vice versa 40, per drive 25, per hr. 80 cop.— Boat
per hr. 60 cop.— Consuls. Great Britain, P. W. J. Stevens^ Mariinski Pro-
spekt 24; United States,!/.^. Davis, Sobornaya Square.— Lloyd's Agents,
F. Burkhardt & Co., Naberezhnaya.

Steamers to the Crimea and Odessa, seep. 447.— To Constantinople
several times a week (comp. Baedeker^s Mediterranean).

Batunij the capital of a district and the most important trading
town on the E. Pontic coast, lies on a marshy spot at the foot of the

W. spurs of the Armenian plateau. Pop. 40,000. The town owes its

importance to the railway to Baku, but its trade has dwindled since
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the unrest of ]Ui)')-(\. The chief ex])orts are pclroleuiii and its by-
products, niarij^aiiese, liquorice, silk-cocooiiH, and wool. On the W.
side of the IN'trob'uni Harbour are bazaar streets, on the E. side
petroleum stores. Ab>njr the stony beacli runs the Ihnilcvard, a
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paliii-frinjjod street (loininated on the S. by the Alexander Nevsli
Cathedral^ built in 1*.K)6. Adjoining Lake Nin^ie, in the W. part of

the town, is the Alexander Parky with its subtropical vegetation.
About 2 M. from Batum is a group of niedia3val ruins known as Zamok

Tanidri, i.e. Castle of Queen Taniara (comp. p. 443).— ]\Ialhbnhhaurl, 4 M.
to the N., is frequented for its good air; it is a station on the railway
to Titlis, — The tea-plant and the bamboo are cultivated with some success
in the Tchakva VaUey (9 M.

; p. 463) and in the hilly district adjoining
it. — About 13 M. to the S. of Batum, and reached by an attractive bridle-

path, are the interesting ruins of the old Church of Makriali.— To Ad-
zharis-Tzkali (phaeton there & back, in one day, 5-6 rb. ; motor-car 10-12 rb.),

see below.
From Batum to Artvin, 92 V. (61 M.), an attractive excursion. A

carriage (phaeton), accomplishing the journey there & back in 3 days, may
be hired for 30-35 rb.; the start has to be made betimes; motor omnibus
6 rb.; cyclists take about 10 hrs. We return to the village of Kapandidi,
6 M. to the S. of Batum, by boat (a so-called kayiika) in 6-8 hrs. (fares
5-10 rb.). The kayukas plying daily to Kapandidi with vegetables take
passengers for 2-3 rb. a head. Tlie road, which runs almost the whole way
along the right bank of the Tchorokh, crosses the valley of the Kakha-
heri, to the S. of Batum.— 16 V. (11 M.) Adzhdris-Tzkali, a village in

a pretty district, with a bridge over the Adzhara. In the vicinity is the
Godemki Pass, with a petrified forest.— 27 V. Maradidi, a large village

with a frontier-post; 32 V. Kheba ; 45 V. Bortchkha, on the left bank of
the Tchorokh. — Beyond (69 V.) Zinkog we cross a bridge to (92 V.) Artvin
(hotel by the bridge, on the right bank), a straggling town rising in pictur-

esque terraces. The 7300 inhabitants speak Armenian and Turkish.
From Batum to Tiflis, see R. 65.

63. Prom Rostov-on-the-Don to Baku.
Vladikavkaz. North Caucasus Mineral Baths.

1235 V. (818 M.). Express train in 32 hrs. (fares 25 & 15 rb. ; reserved
seat 2 rb. 40 cop. ; sleeping-car 9 rb. 90 & 7 rb. 40 cop. extra).— From Rostov
to Vladikavkaz, 653 V. (433 M.), express train in 16 hrs. (fares 17 rb.,

10 rb. 20 cop.; simple refreshments served on the train); to Pyatigorsk,
4!>1 V. (326 M.), express train in 12 hrs. (fares 14 rb., 8 rb. 40 cop.).

Roslov, see p. 430. The train crosses the Don by a girder-

bridge and runs to the S. through the steppe, in which a few Cossack

settlements are seen from time to time.— 118 V. Kruilovskaya

(200 ft.; Rail. Restaurant); 135 V. Hosuika, the junction for (133 V.)

Kiskj a port on the Sea of Azov.

171 V. (114 M.) Tikhoryetzkaya (270 h.;Eail Restaurant).

To Tzaritzuin, see p. 435.
From Tikhoryetzkaya to Novorossisk, 254 V. (168 M,), express train

in 6 hrs. Before the arrival of the train at Novorossisk a representative
of the railway passes through the (carriages takiiif^ orders for the transport

of luf^^af^e, purchase of boat-tickets, and so on. — 68 V. Stanitchnaya (130ft.

;

Rail. Restaurant). -127 V. Yekaterinod^r (90ft. ; Rail. Restaurant; Cen-
tral, Metropole, Yevropa, R. 1V4-4, 1^. ^U-'-^U rb.; cab from the rail, station

to the town 40-50, per drive 20-30, per hr. 50-75 cop. ; electric tramway
from the station to the town 5 cop.), the capital of the district of Kuban
CKyr>aHCKaH 66jiacTL), lies on the ri^ht })ank of the Kuban, and was
founded by Catherine II. as a Cossack settlement in 1794. Pop. 100,000. The
small museum (CTaxHCTMHecKiH Myseft), in the (Irafskaya, contains objects
of a late Greek periofl, found in the Kuban district. A branch-railway runs
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to (128 V.) Kavkazskaya (see below).— The train crosses the Kuban and then
runs to the W. along* the foothills of the Caucasus. 208 V. Kruimskaya
(105 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant), a small Cossack village. Beyond (288 V.) Toniiel-

nat/a (720 ft.) we descend first through a tunnel upwards of 1 M. in length
and then through a short tunnel.— 254 V. (168 M.) JSfovorossisk (p. 448).

To the left is a low mountain-chain which disappears beyond

Nevinnomuisskaya.— 229 Y. (153 M.) Kavkazskaya (260 ft.; Rail.

Restaurant).
A branch-line runs hence to the E. to (145 V.; 96 M.) Stavropol

(1930 ft.; Ce7itrdl7Uiya, R. from IV4, D- V2-IV4 I'b-i Rossiya; cab to the
town 50, per drive 25, per hr. 50 cop.), the quiet capital of a government
of the same name, with 60,000 iuhab. and an attractive ;public park.

—

Another branch-line runs to the W. to (128 V. ; 85 M.) Yekaterinodar (p. 452).

The railway crosses the Kiihdn. 291 V. Armavir (625 ft. ; Rail.

Restaurant; Bolshaya Moskovskaya, R. 1-6 rb.; izvoshtchik from

the rail, station to the town 20 cop.), with 44,000 inhab., is situated

on the left bank of the Kuban.
From Armavir a branch-line runs W. to, (124 V. or 82 M.) Maikop

(Rail. Restaurayit; Centrdhiaya, Ofitzerskaya Ulitza; izvoshtchik from the
rail, station to the town 60 cop.), the capital of the Kuban District, con-
taining 45,000 inhabitants. In the neighbourhood are oil wells (output
in 1911, 8 million puds), connected by a conduit 70 M. long with Ye-
katerinodar (p. 452). The railway is being prolonged to Tuapse (p. 449).

The railway now traverses a plateau lying to the N. of the

Caucasus. Just short of (366 V. ; 243 M.) Nevinnomuisskaya
(1080 ft.; Bail. Restaurant) we cross the Kuban.

From Xovinnorauisskaya the Sukhum Military JRoad (BoeHHO-
Cyx;fMCKBH 4op6ra) leads to (316 V. or 209 M.) Sukhum, a horseback jour-
ney of 6 days. — A highroad goes S. to (50 V.) Batalpashinsk (585 ft.), a

Cossack town of 17,800 inhabitants. Beyond this point there is an ordinary
carriage-road. 97 V. Georgiyevskoye or Ossefinskoye. —We ascend the
valley of the Teberdd. 130' V. Teberdinskoye. About 20 V. farther on
the road begins to descend the valley of the Ganatchkhir (FaHaHKHpt).
165 V. Lake Tunianli-Gel; 175 V. Klukhor Barracks (6280 ft.). Beyond
this point a winding bridle-path (12 turns) leads via Lake Teberdinskoye
(188 V. ; view) to (189 V.) the Klukhor Pass (9235 ft. ; not free from snow
till Aug.). We descend circuitously into the valleys of the Kltiitch and
the Koddr. 232 V. Adzhari. — 261 V. Lati. Here we again meet a carriage-
road, leading to (308 V.) the coast-road, which we follow to the right. —
316 V. (209 M.) Sukhtim-Kale (p. 450).

Beyond (411 V.) Kursavka (1300 ft.) the peaks of the main chain

gradually come into view on the right. They rise like a gigantic

wall from the plain, and farther on arc dominated by the perennially

ice-clad double peaks of the Elbruz (18,465 ft.; p. 485). The view
of thf mountain is generally clearest about sunrise.— 466 V. (309 M.)

Mineralnuiya Vodi (1)75 ft.; Jlftihvay Restaura ntj fair), the

station for the N. Caucasus mineral baths (see p. 458).

At (554 V.) ProkJddflnaya (655 ft.; Knil. Restaurant) we cross

the Malka. The railway now ascends steadily all the way to Nazran

(p. 455).— 568 V. Koflyardvskaya (r)85 ft.; Hail. Ilcsfaurant), on

the Terek.
Railway from KotlyarevHkaya to NnUrhik, lh<» start! iig-|)oiiit for ex-

fursionH to f>l;i«<'H in the Central CaucaHUH, hoo p. ^K\.
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The Kazbek (p. 475) now becomes visible to the S. Just sbort of

(584 V.) Miirtazovo (830 ft.) we cross the Terek. Between (600 V.)

Elkhofovo (1005 ft.) and (611 V.) Darg-Kokh (1140 ft.; lineika to

Alau:ir, p. 477, 3-372 1*^-) iheArdon enters the Terek from the right.

\VS2 V. (419 M.) Besldn (1605 ft.; Rail. Restaurant).

From Beslan to Vladikavkaz, 21 Y. (14 M.), railway in 1 hr.

Vladikavkaz. — Railway Restaurant. — IloTm.s. Yev7'6pa, R.
from 11/2 rb., D. (12-3) ^l^-l^Urh.; Grand-Hotel, R. IV2-6, D. (1-7) ^/^-li/aib.

;

Parizh: Imperial, R. l^/.j-B rb., D. (1-5) 60 cop., all in the Alexandrovski
Prospekt; Loudon, Loris-Melikovskaya 56, new.

—

Izv6shtchik from or to
the rail, station 25 cop. by day (with luggage 40 cop.), 50 or 80 cop. by
night, per drive 20, per hr. 50 cop.

—

Electric Tramway from the rail,

station through the town, 5 cop. — Mountain Club (Bjia;iHKaBKa3CKift
ropHBiii KTiySt), Alexandrovski Prospekt 8.

Vladikavkdz (2345 ft. ; railway station 2200 ft.), the clean and
formerly fortified capital of the Terek district, was founded in 1784,

and lies upon both banks of tbe Terek. Pop. 76,000. The town re-

ceives its name ('Mistress of the Caucasus') and its importance from
its situation at the entrance of the great Gruzinian (Georgian) mili-

tary road to Tiflis. It is the headquarters of the 3rd Caucasian

Army Corps and is mainly a garrison-town. There is a Lutheran
church.— From the railway station, which affords a good view of

the mountains, we follow the Moskovskaya in a straight direction,

and at (10 min.) the Grand-Hotel we turn to the left (S.) and enter

the Alexandrovski Prospekt, the main thoroughfare of the town,

which is fringed with lime-trees. After following this for 11 min.

we reach on the right (W.) the entrance to the Public Park, from

which we descend to the 'Trek Velocipedistov', with its small lake

(adm. 10-20 cop.). The Vorontz6vskaya leads E. from the Public Park
to (5 min.) the Novokavkdzski Cathedral. Opposite the W. front

of the cathedral is the Museum (Mysen TepcKOH (36jiacTH ; open

on Sun. and holidays 10-2, adm. 10 cop.; at other times on applica-

tion to the keeper), containing weapons, plants, minerals, etc. The

balcony at the top of the building commands a superb *View of the

high mountains. To the N. of the cathedral is the Roman Catholic

Church. From the Public Park we go on to the S. through the

Alexandrovski Prospekt and its continuation, the Krasnoryadskaya;

after 9 min. we turn to the right, and reach the Terek Bridge (view

of the mountains). On reaching the left bank of the Terek we turn

after 4 min. to the left and arrive at the posting-station.

From Vladikavkaz to Tiflis by the Gruzinian Military Road, see R. 68.

Those who do not want to make the whole of this excursion should at least

drive in the afternoon to the station of Kazbok, and spend the night there
to sec the sunrise next day. Or they may drive, starting at 5 a.m., to

the guard-house near Gveleti, whence, sending the carriage on to Kazbek,
they may ascond to the Dyevdorak Glacier and go on towards evening
in a lineika (2 rb.) to Kazbek, where the night is spent. — To Kuta'is,

on the Ossetian Military Road, see R. 69.
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Continuation of the Railway to Baku. From Beslan to Pe-

trovsk the railway runs towards the E. 054 Y. Nazrdn (1690 ft.),

the highest station on the railway. — The train now descends

to (734 y.) Grozni (420 ft.: Rail. Restaurant; Frantziya, R. 1-5, I).

1 rb.; izvoshtchik from the rail, station to the town 50 cop.), a dirty

district-town on the Sunzhd, with 30,000 inhabitants. About 8 M.
to the N. are important oil-wells (output in 1911, 77 million puds);

the crude petroleum is conveyed to the town in pipes.

882 V. (585 M.) Petrovsk (75 ft. below the level of the Black

Sea; Bailway Bestaarant ; Centralndya, R. 1-5, bed-linen ^/g rb.),

a seaport on the Caspian Sea, with 22,000 inhab. and a roadstead

protected by two long moles. The railway station is near the steam-

boat-pier.

About 3 M. to the S. are the remains of the old town of Tarkun (earr.

there & hack IV2-2 rb.), perhaps the Semender of the Khazar kingdom;
it is now occupied by Kumuiks and Jews.

A High Road fcarr. in 5 hrs. 6 rb., omn. 2 rb.) leads from Petrovsk
to the S.W. via (21 V.) Alti-Buyun (posting-station) to (43 V.; 29 M.)
Temir-Khan-Shurd (1520 ft. ; Centraluuiye ISTomera), the capital of the

government of Daghestan, with 13,800 inhab. (to Telav, see p. 489^). From
this point a visit may be paid to (112 V. ; 75 M.) Gunib (3935 ft.), a mountain-
plateau about 20 sq. M. in extent, which formed the last place of refuge
tor Shamyl (p. 444). This trip, however, should not be made without in-

fluential introductions to the Russian commandants. The plateau is reached
by a highroad, but there is often a lack of horses at the stations.

Steamer from Petrovsk to Astrakhan or to Baku, see R. 64.

The railway now bends to the S. and skirts the W. coast of the

Caspian Sea.

1004 V. (605 31.) Derbent (Rail. Restaurant; Grand-Hotel,
near the rail, station; izvoshtchik from the station to the town or

vice versa 30, per drive 30, per hr. 50 cop.), a seaport on the Caspian

Sea with 33,000 inhabitants. The town, the name of which means
'barrier' or 'iron gate', lies at the most easily defensible point of the

only road leading to the X. along the mountains, and was a frequent

bone of contention between the various races which overran this

district in the Middle Ages. It now stretches picturesquely between
the walls of the medifeval fortifications, from the narroAV strip of

level land on the sea up the slope of the hill, which is crowned by

thf citadel of Naruin-Kale. In ancient days Alhana, the capital

of Albania, lay her(!, commanding the pass known as the l^yrtar

Alhanae.
Thi" ridge on which tli(; citadel of herbcnt st.indH uttaiiis :i height of

1970 ft., and along it Htretchos, to a point ca. .')(> M. inland, a wall croctcd
by the SaHHanidcH.

From J)ekhp:nt to Nukiia in Kakhetia, 1-5 dayH. 'Pliis rongh bridle-

path, which in [»ra<rti(abIo in the height of Hninnier oulv, nkirts the base
of the Shdkh Ihufh fl3,<M;o ft.) and th(! Ifnrjanft/tfzi {\4,i\h) ft.), the high.'Ht

Hunnnit of th*' S.E. CaucaHnM. It then jjaswcH Akhti (Hee n. 15(5) and crosHeH
the central <hain by the Salavat Pann (9280 ft.). Nnkhd, Hee p. 472.

Steamkk from Derbent to Anfrakhan and to lUtku, see H. M,
Bakdkkrh'h RusHia. 29
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Beyoiul (1025 V.; 079 M.) Belidz/ii we cross the Samur. FroDi

(1081V.) Khatchmds (Kail. Restaurant) a coach runs to (2272 V.)

Kuha, whence a road leads through the valley of the Sanu'ir to

v^O V.) Akhtl (see p. 455).

1221 V. Baladzhdriy where our rail w ay joins the Tiflis & Baku
line (p. 473).— Shortly before reacliing Baku we pass the Tchorui

(ioroil on the left (see p. 457).

1 235 y . (818 M.) Baku— KaUivaij Restaurant.— Hotels. Europe
(PI. b; B, 2), Lalayevski Proyezd 4, R. from l^/g rb., with restaurant;
Metvopole (PI. a; B, 2), Nikolaycvskaya (burnt down in 1914); Grand-
Hotel {V\. c; B, 2), Lalayevski Proyezd, no restaurant; National^ adjoining
the Europe Hotel; Bolshaya Moskovskaija (PI. e; B, 2), Pratcheshnaya.

Two-uoRSE Cabs (Phaetons) from the rail, station to the town GO, vice
versa 40; per drive 30, per hr. 70; to the Black Town GO cop., there & back
(including V-2 hr. waiting) 1 rb. 20 cop.; at night (after 2 a.m.) double fares.

- Tramways from the rail, station to Bailov, Shemakhinka, and the Tchorni
(Jorod.-PosT & Telecjrapu Office (PI. 10; B, 2), Morkuryevskaya.

British Yice-Consul, A. E. Ranald iJf6'i>o?ie??.~ Physicians (English-
speaking), Vr. Krimlioltz, Dr. Gegershted. — ENGL.isii Church (comp. PI.

A, 4), at Bailov; chaplain, Rev. T. Lmton, M.A.; service at 11 a.m.
Eiujlish Club (comp. PL A, 4), at Bailov.

Baku (56 ft. below sea-level) is the capital of the district of

the same name, and lies in a treeless district on the S. coast of

the peninsula of Ajpslieronj which projects far into the Caspian

Sea. The town ascends from the shore in amphitheatre form, and

is dominated on the W. by what used to be the citadel. It owes its

])i-esent importance to the naphtha springs (p. 457), which supply

the whole of Kiissia with petroleum. The population of 225,000

includes Tartars, Armenians, Persians, and Kussians. Baku, which

takes its name from the Persian hadkube (i.e. squall) on account

of the N. and N.W. winds which prevail here, is said to have been

founded in the 6th century. It belonged during the greater part of

its existence to Persia, and passed into the hands of Russia in 1806.

To the N. of the quay (HaSepesKHaa AjieKcaHTipa II.), between

the railway station on the E. and the citadel on the W., extends

the main part of the modern town, which contains few features of

interest. The Greek Catholic Alexander Nevski Cathedral (PL A, 2)

was completed in 1898. The Armenian Cathedral {V\. 1 : B, 2)

dates from 1871. There are also a Lutheran Church, built in 1897

f PI. 7 : C, 1), and a new Roman Catholic Church (PL 11 : C, 2). The

chief business thoroughfares are the Olginskaya (PL B, 2) and the

Mikhailovskaya (PL B, 2).— Along the sea, below the citadel, runs

the shadeless Marine or Sea Boulevard (PL B, 3), which is much
Irequented in the evening. At the 8. end of the Olginskaya is a Cin-

ematograph Theatre (PL B, 2), with a roof-restaurant commanding
a view of the sea. Kis-Kale, see p. 457.

The old citadel ('Kp'fenocTb), lying high above the town, and

now forming a fpiarter inhabited chiefly by Tartars, is surrounded
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by a wall nearly V-j^ M. iu length. Its numerous narrow lanes are

gradually giving place to wide modern streets. The dilapidated

Palace of the Khans (XaHCKlH ^Bopeij-E; PL A, 3; 15th cent.?),

now used as a military magazine, contains two mosques (one of

them in ruins) and a court of justice (Cy^H-inme). We reach it

most conveniently from the S. end of the Bazarnaya (see below), by
passing through the gate of the citadel, and ascending immediately

to the right via the Malaya Kryepostnaya. At (3 miu.) No. 84 we turn

to the left into the Zamkovski Pereulok. No. 74 in this street, on

the left, is the entrance to the palace (guide at No. 76; fee 25 cop.).

— In the S. part of the citadel (reached from the sea through the

Bashennaya) is the most characteristic feature of the town, the Kis-
Kale or Virgin Tower (PI. B, 3), a massive structure, 147 ft. high,

dating from the Byzantine period. It is associated with a romantic

legend, and served down to 1909 as a lighthouse (no admission).

The S. part of the Bazarnaya (PI. A, B, 2) and the adjacent

streets offer many opportunities for studying the popular life of

the place.

In the sea, off the promontory oi BailoVj to the S. of the town,

are the remains of the walls of the ancient town of Baila.

To the E. of the railway station lies Tchorni Gorod (i.e. the

•Black Town' ; tramway and phaeton, see p. 456), containing the Nobel
petroleum works. Farther to the E., is Byell Gorod , or the 'White
'iV)wn', containing the oil-refmerics of Rothschild (KacnmcKoe-
^epHOMopcKoe He4>TenpoMKimjieHHoe h ToproBoe (36mecTBo),
Shibaycv (Schibaieff), and other firms.

A railway, lianked on both sides by numerous iron pipes for the

conveyance of the oil, runs to the X. from Baku to (8 M.) the Bala-
khanl-Sahn/ntchi-Romand Oil Field (area 6^2 sq. M.), the most
important district of the Pktrolkum Wklls, situated on the penin-

sula of Apsheron. Another but smaller held, that of Bibi-Eyhdt
(p. 458), lies ca. 3 M. to the 8. of Baku. In 1912 no fewer thau 2750
wells had been tapped in the two fields, producing ca. 480 million
puds (if crude j)etroleum, 12 millions from 'gushers'. The petroleum
itself and the natural gas are contained under high pressure in layers

of sand and sandstone, separated from each other by beds of clay.

The depth of the more productive; wells varies from 500 ft. to 2000 ft.

The crude oil consists of a fluid and v(!ry inflamniablc substance of

a greenish hue, but appearing more of an amber-brown wh<Mi held

against the light; from this the clean and colourless keroseiu; or

petrol(;uni of commerce is obtained by a relining pr(K'ess. in nn-ent

years important by-products, including vaseline, hav<! be(;n oblainiMl.

The slag or refuse (masui) is brown and tough, and is used as fuel.

An inter, htirit: visit may Iw pjiid to tlw Sttln-I /iV/Zz/r/v/ iToHapiiini'L'Tno
He^THHoro iipoH'iHo/icrTKa lip. UuCmah; IM. K, 1), tlio J.uneHt in liaku.
Iianflling in I'.tlO n<. h-ns than ti^ million jmhIh of crude oil. rciinisMion
may lie «»btaineil at the uWxw in the I'.liftini (Mirod (vvPok-dayH, W-Vl &, .'J-r)),

29*
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wlieio nuist of tlio iippor officials speak Gennaii. The traveller sliould

Hr.st obtain peiinissioii to visit the naphtha Avorks at Sabuutchi, which
may be readied by railway in '/a l^'- I^ i^> however, better to make this

excursion by phaeton, taking half-a-day from Baku and back (/are 5-fi rb.);

as the road is very rough, care should be taken that the horses are fresli

and strong. After viewing the Avorks in Sabuutchi (which the traveller

is recommended to do in his oldest clothes and boots on account of tlie pools
of oil), we drive back to the factory in the Tchorni Gorod in order to

witness tlie processes of distillation and refining. Smoking is, of course,
forbidden. — An interesting account of the Russian oil industry is given
ill 'The Oil Fields of Russia', by A. B. Thompson (2nd ed., 1908).

About 19 V. to the N.E. of Baku (railway iu 1 lir.) lies Snr-
al'hani (output in 1912, 36 utillion puds), containing a Temple of
the Fire Worshippers (XpaM-L orHenoKji6HHHKOBT>) built in the

13th cent, iu the Indian style and restored in the 17th century.

Since 1879 it has been abandoned, but it can be visited on appli-

cation to the Kokorev works; the lighting of the naphtha gas is no

longer allowed. The naphtha gas issuing from the limestone strata

outside the temple is used by the adjacent village of Surakhani for

lime-burning and other purposes.— There is a gaseous spring rising

in the sea at Bihi-Eyhdt (comp. p. 457), but its ignition is forbidden.
Near Baku are several mud-volcanoes occasioned by the subterranean

gas bubbling up through liquid mud.
On the left of the railway line runs the oil- conduit from Baku to

Batum (540 M. long). It was completed in 190G, and 70 million puds pass
through it annually.

Railway to Tiflis, see R. 67.— Steamer to Astrakhan, see R. 64; to

Krasnovodsk (Samarkand), see R. 75. — Route to Teheran, see R. 74.

North Caucasus Mineral Baths.

From Mineralnuiya Vodi to Kislovodsk, 61 V. (40 M.), railway in

21/4-3 hrs. In summer extra trains run hourly between the different water-

ing places.— In each of tlie watering-places is an hotel known as Kazyon-
naya Gostinitza, belonging to the Russian government, but leased to a

private owner, Bath 1/2-!^^. -In June and July the watering-places

are overcrowded. In point of natural beauty they are far inferior to the

South Caucasus resorts (p. 490).

Mineralnuiya Vodi, see p. 453. The train ascends gradually

across the high-lying plain. Various isolated ranges and peaks

appear in the background to the right and left, but it is not until

we pass Essentuki that the line really approaches the mountains.

'I'he Elbruz (p. 485) is visible from time to time.

14 V. Beshfau (1445 ft.; Rail. Restaurant).

From Beshtau to Zhki.yeznovodsk, 5 V. (:} M.), railway in 20 minutes.

The line ascends rapidly tlirough woods. ^Zhelyeznov6dsk(1885;2100 ft.

;

l{<nlroay Restaurant; Kazycmnaya Gostinitza, with electric light and
lift, R.' IV2-7, I). V2-IJ board 2 rb. ; cab per drive 25, per lir. 50 cop.),

with its ferruginous and alkaline springs (59-120°), lies amid woods on the

S. slope of the Zhelyeznaya Gord (2802 ft.; shelter-hut with rfmts. ; easy
ascfnt, starting a little to the E. of the covered walk, in IV2 hr. ; the road
round the base of the mountain is 3Va V. in length). The season lasts

from May 15th to Sept. Ist. (O.S.); visitors' tax 5 rb. (day ticket 20 cop.)-
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Opposite the railway station are the Ostrovskiya Batlis, erected in the

Moorish style in 1893. There is a covered walk for the use of visitors,

adjoined by a theatre. -The ascent of the Beshtau (p. 460; easier from
Pyatigorsk) takes 21/2 hrs. From the railway station we follow the road

to the S., at tirst through a wood, passing a road-keeper's hut (Hobrh
KapayjiKa), and reach (3 M.) an inn at the Orlinnaya Gord. Hence a

footpath leads to the left to (IV2 hr.) the summit.

16 y. Karras (1580 ft.), a German colony with a saline spring;

21 y. Leftnnontovski (p. 460).

25 y. (17 M.) Pyatigorsk, XlHTHropcK-L. — i^a^zya?/ Restaurant.
— Hotels. ^Bristol (PL d; C, 2), Tzarskaya, E. 3-8, D. (1-5 p.m.) 60 cop. to

IV'ii'b-j S. (from 9 p.m.) 1 rb. 20 cop. ; "^Kazyonnaija Gostinitza (PI. a; C, 3),

with baths, elevator, etc., R. lV^-6 rb., bed-linen 50, d^j. 30-50, D. from
50 cop. ; Yevropeiskaya (PI. b ; C, 3), Sobornaya Square, R. 1-9, bed-linen V-,

D. (12-6) V2-I i'b- j C'entrdlnaya (PL c; C, 2), Dvoryanskaya, R. from IV4,

D. (2-8) V2-IV4 rb. — Numerous Furnished Lodgings from 30 rb. per month.
— Restaurants at the Nlkoldyevski Tzvyetnik, D. (12-5) 60 cop. to 1 rb.

10 cop., music twice daily (8-9 &5-7); Spiridon Tchitdyev (opposite the

Yevropeiskaya Hotel), with garden and both Russian and Caucasian cuisine.

Cafe Rabbe, at the W. entrance to the Nikolayevski Tzvyetnik (PL 7). -—

Sta.son from May 1st to Sept. 15th (O.S.). Visitors' tax 5 rb. ; in addition

there is a municipal tax of 2 rb. Day ticket 20 cop.

Izv6sHTCHiK (tariff) from the rail, station to the town 25 (including
liand-luggage), with trunk 50, per drive 20, per hr. 50 cop.; to the Proval
50 cop., there «& back, with stay of V2 li*'-? 1 I'b-

—

Electric Tramway from
the rail, station to the New Sabaneyevskiya Baths (5 cop.) and from the
Xikolayevski Tzvyetnik to the Proval (10 min. ; 7 cop.). —Post & Tel-
egraph Office (PL B, 3), near the Yevropeiskaya Hotel.

Caucasian Alpine Club (KaBKaacKoe ropnoe 66mecTBO), in the

Kazyonnaya Gostinitza (in summer; 11-1 & 4-6); annual subscription 5 rb.

Tlie club arranges excursions for travellers.

Pyatigorsk (1685 ft.), a town with 32,000 inhab., on the left

bank of the Pfxlkumok, is much frequented, especially by military

men, on account of its warm sulphur springs (75-99°). Its name,

meaning 'Five Mountains', is derived from the five peaks by which

it is surrounded: Ldisaya Gord (2415 ft.), Mashuk (see p. 460),

Zraeinaya (3250 ft.), Beshtau (p. 460), and Zhelyeznaya Gord
(p. 458). All these summits are of volcanic origin, and each of

them, with the exception of the Beshtau, has a deposit of cretaceous

limestone overlying the lava.— Near the middle of the town is the

Cathedral Square, oii the E. side of which stands the Greek Catholic
Cathedral (PI. 3 ; C, 2, 3). On the N. side of the square rises a

Bronze Statue of the Poet Lermontov (p. 460; PI. 5), erected in

1892 by Opeki'ishin. The terrace in front of it commands a superl)

*View of the mountains in general, and in ])artieular of the snow-
capped summit of th«; double-peaked Elbruz (]>. 485; (JO ^\. distant

as the crow flies). Farther to the N. are the Roman Catholic. (PI. 9)

and Lnthcran (Churches (PI. 6).— To the E. from the ('athedral

Square runs the Tzarskaya, which passes on the riglit the grounds
of the Nikolnyr'vsiii Tzvyetnik (PI. 7), containing the licrmontov (Jal-

b'ry (PI. 4), which is used by visitors as a covered |>romenade (music

rtnci restauranl, see above). Here also are the 'Nlrhohis ,\\\i\ Ycnnolnv
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lUftlis (TI. C, 3). Ti) I he S. W. is a well-Ii tted-up Hydropathic Estah-
Uslnneiit. About 3inin. above the Cafe Tzvyetnik is the Goryatchaya
(i<n'dy with a bronze eagle and a view-pavilion. We then loUow the

Tzarskaya, passing- the New Sahaneyevskiya Baths, and linally

aseend some steps to the Elizabeth Gallery (PI. D, 2), which is

reached from the Cathedral Square in ^4 l^i'-, ^^"(^ affords a iine view
of the town. Tt contains a drinking fountain (the Elizabeth Spring).

About 150 yds. to the left of the gallery, and visible from it, is the

Lermontov Grotto, the entrance to which is protected by a railing.

About 2;50 yds. higher up is the so-called ^Eolian Harp (96jiOBa

ap«fa; PI. 1, C 2), a kind of belvedere.— By passing througli the

arched gateway to tlie left of the Elizabeth Gallery and ascending

the footpath immediately to the left, we reach (2 min.) the Mil-hail

Gallery (PI. D, 2; no view), with the Mikhail Spring.

The Proval (PL D, 1) is reached fiom the Mikliail Gallery (see above)
in V4 hr. hy following the road to the right beyond the Gallery for 2 niin.

;iii(l then bending to the left (tramway, see p. 459). The Proval is a kind
of cavern in the mountain, 88 ft. in depth and open at the top. It contains
a warm sulphur spring and is entered by a gallery 148 ft. in length.
Opposite the tramway terminus is tlie Proval Restaurant, with vieAv-
t.'rracre (D. 80 cop. to 1 rb. 20 cop.).

^The hell-shaped Mashuk (8255 ft.; PL (J, U, 1), which rises to llie

N.E., is a good point of view. The top may be reached in l-l'/4 hr.

(descent in 40 min.) by a somewhat shadeless footpath, l-'/s M. in length
which ascends in long windings and is provided with benches, or by the some-
wliat longer carriage-road (phaeton 6 rb.) passing the Proval. Walkers follow
the road to the left from tlie Mikhail Clallery (see a])ove), and after IV2 inin.

take the first footpath to the right, which passes (on the left) the tomb of
th(; Alpinist A. V. Pastukhov (d. 1899). At the top is a shelter-hut (simple
rfmts. ; nightquarters 1 rb.). The view emhraces the central chain of the
Caucasus from the Elbruz to the Kazbek. In a straight line beyond the
harracks lies M. Yntza {"il^Q it.), connected with Pyatigorsk by an aque-
duct ; beyond it rise i\i% Dzhutza (8983 ft.) and the double peaks of Mt. Elbruz
(p. 485), the latter about 55 M. distant. In a depression to the right lies

Kislovodsk (p.4Hl); to the W. are the five peaks of the Rcshtau (see below),
with the Zhelyeznaya Gora (p. 458) to the right of them. To the N.W. are

Mt. Razvdlka (3082 ft.) and (to the right of it) the Zmcinaya (p.'459). To
the E. are the Liiisaya Gora (see p. 459) and the town of Georgiyevsk.

Pyatigorsk forms the best starting-])oint (easier than from Zhelyezno-
vodsk) for an ascent of the five-peaked Beshtavi (4593 ft. ; shelter-hut with
rfmts.; it is advisable to be provided with luncheon). This is an attrac-

tive trip, especially between the beginning of June and midsummer. We
take a phaeton (2-3 rb., there & back 4-5 rb.) via Lermontovski Station
(p. 459) to (H V.) the beginning of the footpath on the edge of the forest

(2715 ft.), a walk of '74 hr. from the rail, station. Thence we reacdi tli(>

summit in V/^ hr., and ohtain a fine view of the Elbruz, especially at

sunrise. Descent to Zhelyeznovodsk, see p. 459.

From the Proval a carriage-road skirts the N. base of the Mashuk. After

Vi br. the road to the top of the Mashuk diverges to the left. In 25 min.
moi-c we reach the rcrkali^i Springs (inn not far off); and in a further
25 min. we reach tlie spot, marked hy a monument, where Lr'rii/ontov ieU
in a duel in 1841; in ^/4 hr. more we reach the Nikolayevski Tzvyetnik.

From Pyatigorsk to JJrushievo, see p. 488.

As we proccrdj the licsbtau (sec above) is visible to the; right,
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41 y. (27 M.) Essentukl.— RaiUcay Restaurant— Rotisi.s. Novaya
KazijoJinaya Gostinitza, R. 1-31/2 I'b.; Sidraya Kazyonnaqja Gostinitza,

R. 1-Grb.; Metropole.— Izvoshtchik from the station 20-30, with luggage
40-60, per drive 20, per hr. 60 cop.— The Season lasts from May 10th to

Sept. 10th (O.S.); visitors' tax 5 rb. (day ticket 20 cop.).

Essentukl (2065 ft.) possesses cold alkaline springs, which are

efficacious in affections of the stomach and liver. A little to the

S.E. of the railway station begins the park containing the Nicholas

Baths (1898), the Old Hotel, and the New Hotel.— Among the chief

points for excursions in the neighbourhood are the Otcharovdniya
Valley (5Y2-6 M.; carr. 4-5 rb.); the Svistun mountain (2680 ft.;

4 M. to the 8.; carr. 2^2 rb.); and the Beshtau (p. 460; carr. to the

guard-house, 11^/4 M., 5-6 rb.).

The railway now ascends and crosses the Podkiimok.

61V. (41 31.) Kislovodsk (Plan, seep. 459). — Hotels. ^Grand-
Hotel (PI. a; B, 2), a temperance hotel with good restaurant (D. 90 cop.

to 1 rb. 20 cop.; no gratuities); Park (PI. b; B, 2), a hotel garni, in the
Emirovskaya, R. 3-8 rb.; Rossiya (PL c; B, 1), in tlie Topolevaya Alleya;
Xarzdn (PI. d; A, 2), R. from 1 rb., bed-linen 50 cop.; Beshtau (PI. e;

A, 2), R. from IV2, D- (1-4 p.m.) Va-l^'a i"b., the last two opposite the Narzan
Gallery.— Furnished Rooms are to be liad in the houses in the Topolevaya
Alleya or Poplar Avenue mentioned below (45 rb. and upwards per month).
— Restaurants. *Kursaal (PI. B, 1, 2), opposite the rail, station, rather
dear, with garden (concerts, adm. 20-50 cop.) and theatre; Parle Restaurant,
under the superintendence of the bath authorities, D. (12-5) 60 cop. to 1 rb.

20 cop. (no gratuities).— Izv6shtchik from the railway station .30, with
heavy luggage 50, per drive 25 cop., per hr. 1 rb. — Agency of the Sleeping
Car Co. in the Grand-Hotel.— The Season lasts from June 1st to Oct. 1st

(O.S.); visitors' tax 5 rb. (day ticket 20 cop.).

Kislovodsk (2695 ft.), a town of 14,000 inhab. situated in a

narrow valley, is the most fashionable of the North Caucasus baths,

and is also visited on account of its elevation. It is surrounded by
terrace-like slopes of hard limestone, containing caverns and curious

perforations, such as those on the Koltzo Goi"a (p. 462).— On leaving

the railway station (PI. B, 1), which is opposite the abov(.'-mentioned

Kursaal, we turn to the left. In 4 min. we see the Narzdn Gallery

to tlie l«'ft(Pl. A, B, 2), while to the right diverges tlie Topolevaya,
Alleya (TonojiOBan ajijien; 'Poplar Avenue'; PL A,B, 1), containing

numerous furnished lodgings. The Narzan, named by the Circas-

sians the 'drink of heroes', is a strong carbonic spring (55°; more
than 500,000 gallons in a day), the water of which, resembling A))ol-

linaris, is used both for drinking and bathing (bath 75 cop.). The
shady ])ark adjoining it on the S. contains a music ))avili()n. To
the right of it is a cafe, while to the left (higher up) is the a])ove-

nained restaurant of the bath authorities. A pretty view of Kislo-

vrxlsk and of its more diNtant environs may be; obtained from the

Rnind/ior.shaya (rord (1*1. li, .'J;, which we reach by ascending
from the music pavilion on the Oikhovka, and turning to the \v\\

at (10 niin.) the Ludies' Skating Rink. Hence to tlie summit, partly
by steps, 8 min. more. — On the K. si(b' (d" the l(»wn is the Kresln-
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vaija (Jorn (KpecxoBaH ropa; 'Hill of the Cross'; PI. B, 2; 2920 ft.),

rrached oither from the Kiirsaal by the bridge across the Golitzuiiiski

Prospekt. and then by an ascent of 7 miu., or by turning to the S.E.

at the Xarzan Gallery up the Eniirovskaya and passing the Park
Hotel on the right. After 4 min. we skirt the stone fence on the

left, keeping to the left at the top of it. In 7 min. more we reach a

stone cross atfording a view of Kislovodsk, though a perhaps more
pictnresi[ue view is obtained just before we reach it.

Among- the attractive points for excursions are tlie Small Waterfall
[EjiiijKHui BO^ona^'t; lV;i M. to the S.) ; the cliff known as the Castle of
Ciinn'uig (SaMOKt KosapcTsa ; 31/3 M. to the W. ; hotel with restaurant;
saddle-horse there & back 1-2 rb.); the Great Waterfall (10 M. to the S.)

;

t!ie Koltzo Gora (Kojibuo ropa; 'Ring Hill'; 4 M. to the N.), with a view
cf the Elbruz (p. 485), especially fine at sunset.

About B2V2 V. (22 M.) to the S'.W. of Kislovodsk rises the Bemiamuit
(8500 ft. ; conip. Map, p. 485), the ascent of which, easily accomplished
from the N. side, is well worth while. This trip is best made in July or
at the beginning of Aug. (O.S.) and should be begun not later than 7 p.m.
The drive to the mountain takes 7 hrs., and a four-seated spring-cart with
Umv horses may be hired for it (there & back 15-20 rb.). A carriage of
the Caucasian Alpine Club (p. 459) also makes the trip once weekly, the
charge for which is 8-10 rb. including meals and nightquarters on the
mountain. Warm clothing and rugs are necessary. The route ascends
steadily from Kislovodsk and leads through wild valleys offering views
of the 'Castle of Cunning' and of the 'Great Waterfall' (see above), with
the Beshtau (p. 460) and the Mashuk (p. 460) behind us. At a point 26 V.
(17 M.) from Kislovodsk, the two summits of the Elbruz come into sight.

The top of the Bermamuit commands a magnificent *View of the Elbruz
(p. 485), 27 M. to the S., best at sunrise and by early morning light. The
small inn here is open from May 15th to Oct. 1st. (O.S.).

64. From Astrakhan to Baku across the
Caspian Sea.

476 S.M. Steamers of the Caucasus & Mercury Co. (p. 848) run
daily (the mail steamers, which run thrice weekly, are the best). The
journey takes 2-3 days. Fares, including dinner, 24 rb. 45 cop., 19 rb.;

luggage 95 cop. per pud. — From Petrovsk there is also a railway (comp.

pp. 455, 456).

Astrakhan^ see p. 435. A small steamer descends the busy

Volga, and brings the travellers after a voyage of 9-12 hrs. to

(175 y. or 119 M.) Two Fathom Roads (^B-fena^iiaTb ^yxoBoii

peHTit), in the Caspian, where passengers are transferred to the

sea-going steamers.
The Caspian Sea (KacuificKoe Mope) occupies the deepest part of

the depression situated to the W. and S. of the Ural Mts. and is the

relic of a larger sea formerly stretching for a long distance towards the

N, and E., io which the salt-pools of the Turcoman steppe and the Sea
of Aral also belonged. The level of the Caspian Sea is 85 ft. below that

• >f tlie Bla<;k Sea. It is the largest of all inland seas, being 756 M. long,

125-220 M. wide, and 178,857 sq. M. in area. The N. half is nowhere more
than 118 ft. deep, but there are two deeply-cut depressions in the S.

half, which attain a depth of 3600 ft. The water contains 0.75 to 1.50 per

ceiit of salt. The N. and E. coasts arc fiat and not easily approached;
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the spurs of the Caucasus on the W. bank and Mt. Elburz on the S.

approach close to the sea, leaving only a narrow coast-strip free. Storms
are frequent and the steamers are not very comfortable, so that navigation

is often far from pleasant.

About 15 hrs. after leaving Two Fathom Roads the steamer

touches at—
223 S.M. Pefroi'sk (halt of 3 hrs.; see p. 455).

In 7 hrs. more the steamer reaches—
294 S.M. Derhent (p. 455; halt of 1 hr.), where it anchors in

the open roadstead.— Farther on we round the barren peninsula of

Apsheron (p. 456), and 18 hrs. after leaving Derbent we reach—
476 S.M. Baku (p. 456).

65. Prom Batum to Tiflis.

327 V. (217 M.). Eailway in 11-13 hrs. (fares 10 rb. 75, 6 rb. 45 cop.;

reserved seat li/grb.).— This is a very attractive trip.

Batiua (Rail. Restaurant), see p. 451. The line at first follows

the coast, with the Black Sea to the left, and the N. slope of the

Pontic 3Its. to the right. We thread a short tunnel. 13 Y. TchaJcva

(p. 452). Beyond (52 Y.) S^ipsa, situated on the river of that name,

the train turns to the E., and enters the wide and fruitful plain of

the Bion and its tributaries. This was the ancient Colchis^ now
Mingrelia and Imeretia.— At (99 Y.) Samtredi (75 ft.; Rail. Re-

staurant) we are joined by the line coming from Poti (pp. 450, 451).

— 128 Y. (85 M.) Bion (340 ft.; Rail. Restaurant). To Abbas-Tuman,
see p. 492.

From Rion to Tkvibuli, 49 Y. (33 M.), railway in 4^/2 hrs.

8 Y. Kutais, KyTdiVLC^.— Railwajj Restaurant.— YLot^i^s. Fran-
tziya, R. 1-6 rb., B. 40 cop., D. 1 rb. ; Grand-Hotel, similar charges.

—

Restaurant Yalta^ at the Byeli Bridge, on the Rion, D. V2-I rb.— Cab from
the rail, station to the town V2> pcr drive V4? P^r hr. 1 rb. — Preserved
fruits at Oganiezov's. — Modern Caucasian arms and shawls can perhaps
be purchased more advantageously in Kutais than in Tiflis.

Kvfais (530 ft.), a town of hoar anti(iuity, originally the capital

of Colchis, afterwards that of Imeretia, and now that of the ])ro-

vince of Kutais, is finely situated on the foaming Bidn^ the banks

of which are here connected by three bridges. Pop. 57,000. The
beautiful conifers, magnolias, laurels, and myrtles in the Nakashidze

Garden and on the so-called Farm (<I>dpMa), excite the admiration

of the traveller. On the Archiereiskaya (lord, or Bishop's Moun-
tain (carr. & pair there and h.uk in '/^ hr., 1 rb. 20 ccjp.), above

the town to the N., on the right l)ank of tlic Rion, .'ire (he remains

of the (JhnrrJi (>f B(njrnt III. (XpaMi. iiai)H Harj)aTn III.), which

was erected at the beginning of the 1 1 ih cent, in a mixed fiyzjintine

and ArnK'ni.'in style. Abrjve is a low fortress tower, which commands
\y go(»(l view ((f thr town, the riioiMit;i,ins. .iriH the eotiNcrit of (Icbitj,
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Frtmi Kutuis to Mndikat hctz, on the Os.sctiaii Military Koad, see R. ()*.);

to Sea net ia via Alpani, see ]>. 181 and R. 70.

If) V. (11 M.) Geldfi (705 ft.), whence a rough path about 2 M.
in length ascends to the E. to the convent of that name, which,

however, is more conveniently reached from Ku talis in 1^4-1^/2 J^i'-

hy phaeton (return-fare 6-7 rb.
;
provisions should be taken).— The

Convent of Gelati, founded in 1109 and situated high up on

the hillside, is occupied by a few Georgian monks. Its buildings

are fast crumbling away. The chief church, the Cathedral of the

Virijin (Xpam, PomTtecTBa Boropo/fHUM), stands in the middle

of the convent court, and dates from the end of the 11th century.

It is constructed of huge blocks of sandstone and contains some
faded frescoes, with portraits of the Imeretian kings. On the iko-

nostas are some old pictures of saints. At the corner of the apse

is a large mosaic of the 11th cent., representing the Virgin with

the archangels 3Iichacl (on the left) and Gabriel (on the right). The
treasury (PilsHHixa; to the right of the ikonostas), contains the

Imeretian royal crown, some ancient MSS., and ecclesiastical vest-

ments and vessels.— To the right of the cathedral is a chapel con-

taining the tomb of King David the Kestorer (1089-1125), who was
the founder of the convent. To the right of the sarcophagus stands

one wing of an iron gate dating from 1063, which was brought by
the king from the conquered Persian town of Ganzha (Yelisavetpol).

About 10 min. walk above the convent (we turn to the right on

leaving the court) is the Elias Chapel, the *View from which ejn-

braces the valley of the Tzlcali-Tziteli ('Red River'), an affluent

of the Kvirila. This valley is bounded by the luxuriantly wooded

hills of Imeretia, beyond which rise the spurs of the central chain

in the districts of Letchgum and Radsha.
About 3 M. from Gelati, on a clitf in the valley of the Tzkali-Tziteli,

lies the convent of Motzain4ti, wliich, however, (iontains nothing of interest

except an old sarcophagns resting upon lions' feet.

49 V. (33 M.) Tkvibuli (2090 ft.), with coal-mines.

CoNTiNUATiox OF THE RAILWAY TO TiFLis. The train now runs to

the S.E., skirting the wooded N. slope of the Akhaltzuikh-Imeretian

watershed, which here attains a height of 9515 ft.— \^^\ . Kmrili

(520 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), situated on the Kvirilay a torrent hurry-

ing down to the Rion. From (160 V.) Sharopdn (550 ft.; Rail.

Restaurant) a narrow-gauge line ascends to the N., through the

valley of the Kvirila, to (50 V. or 33 M.) Satchkheri, passing (38 V.)

Tchiatnri (1125 ft.), near which large beds of manganese are quar-

ried. We now leave the hot plain of Colchis and ascend abruptly

over viaducts, through a narrow and verdant valley. Beyond (200 V.)

Tzipa we cross the ridge of the K^nrdm Mountaivs, separating the

vall< ys of I ni.'retia anrl Georgia, by a tunnel 2^!^ M. long. At (205 V.)
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Varvdrino (2480 ft.), the highest point on the railway between

Batum and Baku, the train reaches the fertile plain of Suranij

which is surrounded by lofty wooded mountains. We are now in

the district of the Kurd, through which we descend gradually to —
215 Y. (143 M.) Mikhailovo (2305 it \ Railway Restaurant).

The numerous oil- tanks at the station belong to the Nobel relinery

at Baku. Branch-lines run to the N. to (6 Y.) Surani and to the S.

to (28 Y.) Borzhom (p. 490). — The train crosses the Kurd and de-

scends along its right bank. Just short of (240 Y.) Kareli the high

mountains begin to appear on the left, and farther on the Kazbek

(p. 477) can be seen nearly 60 M. away as the crow flies.

257 Y. Gori (1915 ft.; Railway Restaurant ; Seniehmiye No-
merd: izvoslitchik from the rail, station to the town 40 cop.), the

chief town of a district, with 20,700 inhab., nearly all of whom are

(jeorgians. It lies on the left bank of the Kura, at the foot of a con-

ical hill surmounted by the ruins of the castle of Goris-Tzikhe.
Hie^h up in a cliff about 5 M. to the E. of Grori (phaeton 5-6 rb.), on

the left hank of the Kura, lies the curious cave-town of Ux^Us-Trakhe,
containing a natural tunnel in the sandstone, about 82 yds. in length, which
leads down to the level of the Kura.

From Grori to Zaramag, see p. 485.

The character of the scenery now changes, naked and barren

clilTs taking the place of the wooded slopes. The parched and mo-
notonous hill-country of Georgia gradually unfolds itself. Below
rushes the Kura in a deep gorge. — Beyond (296 Y.) XanlxCi (KcaHKa)
we cross the Kura ; then we notice on the left, above the aSV^;-

Mgvlnski Conveiit (hardly visible from the railway), numerous
caves in the vertical cliffs, which are said to have aiforded refuge

to the Christians at the time of the inroads of the Mongols and

Persians.— At (307 Y.) Mtzkhet (1515 ft.; Railway Restaurant;

p. 474) the railway crosses the Gruzinian Military Road. Beyond
the rail, station, on the left, is the cathedral.

827 Y. (217 M.) Tiflis (1490 ft.; Rail. Restaurant).

66. Tiflis.

Tho l.iireau of the Government Hallways and llie agency of the Sleeping
Car Co. ;.re in the offiees of the (^auensiis and Mercury Stoam Navigation
Co., KrivaiiHkaya Square H (PI. A, IJ, 1; //).

Hotels. LoKiioN (PI. a, B 1; //), Madatovskaya '.», R. 2-10 rh., 15.

70 (!op., dej. & I), a la earte, nenH. 8-15 rh.; *()kiknt (PI. h, A 2, //; pro-
prietor, A. Rnth), G»»lovinHki ProHpt^kt 0, R. lVj-l<> rh., B. r)0 eop., dc^j.

ri'J-n) 00 cr.p. to 1 rh., D. (.')-! 2) I'/i-^'/i, |'<'"f<- r)-HVh. fat hoth these hotels
En^lJMh, l'reri<li, and (tcniian an- Hpoken); VVkt/ki, ( IM. c, A 2; / i, at the
e,orner of Mikhaihtvwki ProMpekt anri X«}niyevHkava, It. 1-10 rh., B. «i(), 1).

(1-5) no roj.. to 1 rh.; KavkA/ fPl. d, A .'J; // ), KrivanKkaya Siniaro, fre-

quented hv (J('<Mi:ianH; Vw.mv. Motfl, (l(dovinHki I'roHpokt (PI. A, 1-8; //),
iMW. Hotels Garnili. .SYi^^vKifMivi.; NoMKuAlPI.e. A :\\ 11 ), (irafskavn 1,

R. 7,«irh.; (ii{.\Ni»-HoTEL (PI. 1. B 1; II}, opposite the Lnn(h,n llutcj.
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Restaurants at tlie hotels. Also Annona, under the Arts Club Tlieatre

(PI. A, 1; //), D. (1-5) (50 cop. to 1 rb. 20 cop.; Rcxtaunitd near the Theatre
of the (leorijriau Noblesse (PI. A, 3; //), D. iiulndin^ wine 1 rb.; Bean
M())uU\ Yelisavetinskaya (PI. A, B, 1-3; /) eor. of Nekrasovskaya. — Among-
the national dishes are the following: shashluik (p. 405), basturnui (beef
ritasted on the spit), tehikhirtma (soup with mutton or fowl, saffron, and
otlier spiees\ loko (boiled tish from the Kura), and plov (the Turkish pilau).

Cabs (two-horse phaetons).
From the rail, station to the town (if the train is more than Va fil-

iate, 30 cop. is charged for each additional Va hr. of waiting) 75 cop.

From the town to the station 50 „

Per drive 50 „

Per hour 1 rb.

To the Mushtaid Grardens or to the Botanical Gardens ... 80 cop.

Electric Tramways. The chief intersecting points are the Erivan-
skaya Square (PL B, 4; /), and the Samannaya Square (PL D, 4; //).

—

\. From Erivanskaya Square via Golovinski Prospekt and the Kirotchnaya
to the Railway Station (PL A, B, 1 ; /); red disk or lamp.— 2. From Tzkhnet-
skaya (PL A, 3; /) via Erivanskaya Square and Mikhailovski Prospekt to

the Railway Station; white disk. — 3. From Erivanskaya Square via the
Tcherkezovskaya (PL B, 2, 3; /) to the Railway Station; yellow disk.-
L From the Military Hospital via the Kakhetinskaya (PLC, 4, 5; /),
Mukhranski Bridge, and Erivanskaya Square to the Railway Station; blue
disk.— 6. From Samannaya Square via the Tcherkezovskaya to the Rail-
way Station and back via Mikhailovski Prospekt (PL A, B 1-3; /); green
and red disk. — 7. From Ortatchali (beyond PLC, 5; /) via Samannaya
Square and Mikhailovski Prospekt to the Railway Station and back via the

Tclierkezovskaya; yellow and blue disk. 9. From Sololaki (PL A, 4, 5; /)
via Erivanskaya Square to the Olginskaya (PL A, 3; /); blue disk.

Post Office, Madatovskaya 5 (Pl.B, 1; J/); new building under con-

struction at the corner of the Golovinski Prospekt and V^oyennaya (PL A,
3 ; I). — Telegraph Office, Voyennaya 4, adjoining the Posting Station.—
Posting Station (PL A, 3; /), at the N. end of the Golovinski Prospekt.

Theatres. Great Imperial Theatre (KaseHHiS Teaxpi,; PL A 3, J),

Golovinski Prospekt; Artists^ Cflub Theatre (Teaxpi. apxHCTHHecKaro 66-

iijecTBa; PL A 1, II), near the Great Theatre; Theatre of the Georgian
Noblesse (Teaxpt rpysiiHCKaro ;iBopHHCTBa ; PI. A 3, //), Dvortzovaya.
-' Georgian Orchestra {^ThaYQUI ^duZ-Ai\diiiT\'), in the summer-premises of

the Avlabarski Club, Mikhailovskaya (PL B, 3; /).

Clubs. German Club, Mikhailovski Prospekt 129 (PL A, 1, 2; /).

Kruzhok (strangers admitted on the introduction of a member; entrance

fee 1 rb. 5 cop.), Golovinski Prospekt 10 (PL A, 1-3; //), summer-premises
in the Kirotchnaya, near the V^rinski Bridge (PL A, 3; /); concerts

several times a week in summer, and balls in winter. Artists' Clnb (PL
A, 1 ; //), summer address, Mikhailovski Prospekt 107 (PL A, 1, 2; /), with
garden and concerts (50 cop.). Armenian Club (Th^jihcckoo co6paHie),
Golovinski Prospekt 6 (PL A, B, 3, 4, /; new building at the N. end of

this street), summer-premises at Mikhailovski Prospekt 73 (PL A, B, 1-3; /).

Physicians (German-speaking). Dr. Von Ilaffner, Torgovaya 10;

Dr. Kirschenblatt (internal diseases), Xenievskaya 6; Dr. Maissurydnz,
Loris-Melikovskaya 9; Dr. 3Tykirichydnz (ladies' doctor), B6butov St. 58;
Dr. Rosenbaum (surgeon), St. Michael's Infirmary. — Dentists. Helmrich,
Golovinski Prospekt 41; Dr. Mykirtchydnz (see above).

—

Baths at the

foot of the fortress, comp. p. 470; fee to the masseur (xepiUHicT,) 30-50 cop.

Banks. Imperial Bank (PL A, B, 2; //), Loris-M^likovskaya; Bank
of Co//u/ierce, Eiivanskaya Square (PL B, 4; //).

Shops rgenerally shut from 2 to 5 p.m. in the height of summer).
Lpather and Felt Goods: Adelkhdnov, Armyanski Bazaar (PL B, C, 4; XI).

Preserved Fruits, Groceries, & Foreign Wines; ^azarbf^kov^ l)vort7,6-
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vaya, uuder the Theatre of the (xeorgiaii Noblesse (PL A, 3; //).— Under-
clothing: Altchvaiig, Dvortzovaya (PI. A, 3; //).— Books: Hiddekel, Grolo-

viuski Prospekt 11 (PL A, 2; //). — Maps of the Caucasus at the General
Staff Offices (PL A, 3; //).— Photographs : D. Yermakov, Erivanskaya
Square (PL B,4; //), next door to the Kavkaz Hotel; photographic materials,
Hagen, Golovinski Prospekt, adjoining the Military Museum (PL A, 2; //).
— Sporting Gruns & Revolvers: HdgeJe, Grolovinski Prospekt 19.— Opticians:
7/(>>";«i<7, GolovinskiProspekt, next door to the Military Museum.— Chemists:
KaBK^3CKoe TOBapnnjecTBO ToproBJiH anxeKapcKHMH xoBapaMii, in the
Erivanskaya Square, adjoining the Town Hall.— Bazaars, see p. 469 (Silk

and Silver Ware, etc., A. N. Akopov, Armyanski Bazaar, PL B, 0, 4, //).

Principal Attractions (l day). Morning: Convent of St. David,
Bazaars. Afternoon: Sulphur Baths, Botanical Gardens.

Tiflis or Th*jihct> (1495 ft.), Georgian Tbilis or Thilizi Kalaki,
the capital of the viceroyalty of the Caucasus and of the province of

Tiflis, and the headquarters of the 1st and 2nd Caucasian Army Corps,

stretches for a distance of about 7 M. along a narrow valley l-l^/g M.
in width and enclosed by barren mountains 2300-2460 ft. in height.

Pop. 350,000 (Armenians, Russians, Georgians, etc.). Latitude 41°

13' N., long. 44° 48' E. of Greenwich. Through this valley ilia Kurd
has hollowed out for itself a deep bed, and in its S.E. course through

the town it has a fall of about 60 ft. On the S., where the castle-

hill (1580 ft.) on the right bank is faced by a promontory on the

left, the channel of the stream contracts to a width of about 100 ft.

In consequence of its shut-in position, Tiflis is very hot in summer,
when the mean temperature is 74° (in winter 35°, throughout the

year 55°). Autumn is the pleasantest season.— Tiflis owes its pros-

perity to its favourable situation at the intersection of the trading

routes from the Caspian to the Black Sea and from the Armenian
uplands across the Caucasus to Russia. The most important of its

products are carpets, woollen, cotton, and mercerized goods, shoes,

wine, and tobacco.

Tiflis derives its name from tlie warm sulpliur springs (Georgian
tbili = hot) which the Georgian Tzar Vakhtang Gurgazlan (44t)-499 A. D.)
is said to have discovered wliile hnnting. At the beginning of the fttli cent,
it succeeded Mtzkhet (p. 474) as the capital of the Georgian kingdom. In
i:i95 Timur the Tartar plundered the town. On the division of the kingdom
in 1424, Tiflis remained the capital of Kharthlia, generally under tlie suzer-
ainty of Persia, though at times also menaced by the Turks. In 1795 Tiflis
was destroyed by the Persians, and in 1801 it' was ceded to Russia.

In the \. part of the town, on the left bank of tlie Kurd and
to the S. of the railway station, stretches the clean Ckkman Qttak-

TEK, formerly occupied by (jrerman immigrants from AVurtemberg
(1818). To theS. is the Gkuzinian or (jIeorgian Qitaktkh (Avlabar).

— On the right bank of the Kura is the RussrAN Quaktkh, the seat

of the oflicials and of the larger business lirnis. This is adjoined

on the S. hy the Armenian an(I P(Tsian JUzaaijs.

Perhaj)s tlie most interesting featnr(; of Tiflis consists of tlie

Stkekt Scknkh in the native; (juarters. 'J'he ntreeis are generally

Kteep and often so narrow that two carriages cannot pnss each other.

The houHes, inoHtly adorned with balconies, are purclicd one above



the other on the mountiiin-slope, like the steps of a staircase. From
sunrise to sunset, with the exception of the hot niiclday hours, the

streets are crowded with a motley throng of men and animals, walk-

ers, riders, and carts (arba; p. 445). The most conspicuous elements

of the population include the Georgian dealers in vegetables, fruit,

and lish, with their lai'ge wooden trays on their heads; the Persians,

in their long caftans and their high black fur caps, often wath red-

dyed hair and finger-nails; the Tartar seids and mullahs, in flo^ving

raiment, with green and Avhite turbans (tchalma); the smooth-shaven

Tartars, in ragged clothing; the representatives of various mountain

tribes, in their picturesque tcherkeskas and shaggy fur caps; and

t he porters, bearing heavy burdens on their backs. The Mohammedan
women never appear in the street without their veils. Among other

features are the lively little donkeys bearing heavy loads or ridden

by one or more men, and the horses carrying waterskins, with their

gaily-clad attendants.

The N. part of the town, on the right bank of the Kura, is occu-

pied by the modern Kussian Quarter, with its straight streets,

spacious squares, and the more important government-buildings.

In its centre lies the Alexander Garden (A.7ieKeaH;jpoBCKiii ca7iT>;

PI. A, B, 1, 2; //), with the Church of St. Nicholas, the Alexander
NevsJci Chapel, and a bust of the poet Gogol, by Khodorovitch

(1903). On the W. side of the garden is the Hall ofFame or Milit-

ary Mnseuia (BoeHHO-HCTopHT^ecKifi Mysen ; PI. A 2, //; open

daily, exce])t Sat., 9-2, in winter 10-3; adm. 20 cop.; guide, 1913,

40 cop.; Director, Lieut. -Col. S.S. Esadze), which was built in 1885

and contains numerons portraits, military trophies, and paintings

of the most important events in the conquest of the Caucasus.

The Military Museum faces the GolovinsJci Prosj)eJct or main

street of the town, in the N. part of which is the Great Theatre

(PI. A, 3; /), built from designs by Schroter. In this street, on the

right, are the First High School for Boys (PI. A, 2; //), the Gar-
rison Cathedral (BoeHntiH coOopx; PL A 2, II ; 1871-97), with its

massive dome, and the Palace of the Viceroy (PL A, 2, 3; II).—
To the left are the Offce of the Commandant and the Public

Library (IlyGjiKtiHaH 6H5jii(5TeKa ; PI. A 2, //), the latter contain-

ing 50,000 vols, (closed at present).— At the 8. end of the Prospekt,

to the left, is the Caucasian Musevrn (KaBKascKin Myseft; PL
A 3, //), founded in 1867 by Dr. (L Radde (d. 1903). Director,

Col. A. N. Kaznakov. It is at present closed on account of rebuild-

ing, but will probably be reopened in 1916.

The 8. continuation of the (lolovinski Prospekt, the Dvortzovaya,

passes the Theatre of the Georgian Noblesse (PL A3, //; on the

right; p. 466), and ends at th(; Erivanskaya Square (PI. B, 4; //), on

the S. side of which stands the Duma. To the N. of the Caravan-
Herai is a bust (d' the poet Pushkin, by Khodorovitch,
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To the S. of the Russian Quarter lie the *Bazaars (PI, C, 4, 5 ; 77),

a network of narrow lanes and alleys occupied mainly by Armenian
and Persian dealers. A hasty visit, especially if ladies are of the

party, is best made by carriage (11/2 hr.) and in the company of a

commissionnaire recommended by the hotel-keeper. Those Avho have

more time will find it very interesting to stroll through the bazaars

on foot, studying the various popular types at their ease. Among
the most interesting features of the bazaars are the open workshops
of the goldsmiths and armourers; the stalls of the small-Avare dealers

and pastrycooks; the bakers' shops, with their flat loaves baked in

huge clay ovens ; the cobblers' stalls, displaying their gaudy slippers

;

and the wine-merchants' shops, where the wine is kept in sheep oi"

buffalo skins (burdyiik), with the hair inside.

If extensive purchases are made (comp. the remarks at p. 40.^) it

is desirable to have the company of an experienced inhabitant, but it

should be remembered that guides recommended by the hotels receive a

percentage on the sales, which naturally comes out of the pocket of the
purchaser. Tlie main rule in buying a number of articles is to offer a
lump sum for the whole collection (about '^j-^ of the sum demanded in the
better shops), and not to pay for each object singly. — The most prized
woollen goods come from Daghestan, Kabarda, and Ossetia. Fleecy cloth

costs 5-15 rb. per arshin ; the Imeretian cloth is distinguished by its

bright colours and is cheap (25-30 cop. per arshin). A good burka (p. 440)
c<jsts 12-15 rb., while especially fine and light specimens cost at least

HO rb. — Tiflis is the chief market for Caucasian carpets. As a general rule
the Kuba knotted carpets are twice as dear as those from the Karabagh
and five times as dear as those from Daghestan. The unknotted carpets
are termed zumaks. Genuine old carpets or rugs are steadily becoming
dearer and rarer, and the purchaser should be on his guard against imi-

tations. — The weapons of Dagliestan still preserve their old reputation,

but very deceptive imitations are manufactured in Tiflis. Plain daggers
cost 1-3, inlaid with silver 5-12, inlaid with gold 20-50 rb. ; sabres cost

5-20, inlaid 50-80 rb.; plain muskets cost 5-10 rb.; old guns inlaid, 50-100

(imitations of the last 10-50) rb. ; walking-canes with (rerman silver orna-
mentation cost 2-5 rb. -Transcaucasian objects include silver belts, often
gilded and adorned with enamel, silver azarpc'shi (ladles), silver wine-
vessels with chasings in the Persian style, and tlie long necked water-jars
of copper. -Tiflis is one of the chief marts in the wine-trade of the Cau-
casus. Tran.s(;aucasia prochices yearly 20 million vedros (54,000,000 gallons)
of wine. The best wine is that from Kakhetia (Tzinondali, Mukuzan,
Napareuli, etc.), the price of which varies from 25 cop. a bottle up to

1 rb. or more. The rod wines are rather harsh.

To the S.K. of the Alexander (iardeii, on the Kura, rises the Ar-

menian Vcn/shi (Jaf/ieflral (PI. C, 2 ; JJ) witli its tbree towers, erected

in the early 18ih cent, on the site of an older church.— 'I'o the 8.

is the (ireek Catholic Anfchis-Khnfslii, (UilJiedral (PI. (J, 15; JJ)^

containing an interesting 8th cent, painting of Christ in a costly

\'M\\ cent. fraiiK?. — Still farther U) the S., on the Knra, is the Zion
(Jathetlral (CioiiCKitt ooCop'i,; 1*1. C 4, //), completed in the 7th

cent., fre(piently destroyed in subs«'(juent limes, and restored in 171)5

(!t seq. In the interior, to the b-lt of the ikonostas, is a picturt* of

St. .Vina, Ix'hind which is kept tin; wooden cioss of that saint (not

sh<»\vfi to visitors/. Near tin* ealln'rhal is ibe MiiHi'tim of /•!c<'/rsi(fs-
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•jnapxiii), which is open on Tues. & Thnrs. 9-11, and ou Sun. &
holidays 9-1.— To the 8. of the lAletekliski Bridge are some Baflis

V\. I), 5; 11), where the warm carbonated snlphur-springs (99-114°)

which rise here are utilized. The best are the Tzikhis-Abano, be-

lonijing to Prince Orbeliani (batli 1-17-2 r^-)-

To the W. of the Batlis stretch the sliady ^Botanical Gardens
(BoTaHriMOCKin ca^ij; PI. B, C, 6, 11), forming a pleasant refuge

from the noise of the streets. They arc open from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.,

in winter till 4 p.m. (director, A. C. Rollov). The BotanicalMhsen ni

contains over 2000 objects, including sections of the different trees

of the Caucasus, specimens of plant-fibres, fruits, etc. In the remoter

part of the garden is a waterfall, and simple refreshments are to

be had a little farther up. Admission to the enclosed part of the

gardens may be obtained on payment of 5 cop.— On the S. side

of the valley is a AEohammedan cemetery, which, however, is hardly

worth visiting. — A steep footpath ascends from the Botanical Gar-

dens to the ruins of the Persian Fortress (PI. C, D, 5; //), which
rise picturesquely over the bazaars. [The key of the fort-gate must
be obtained from the head-gardener.] In clear weather the fort

commands a magnificent view of the town and of the range of

mountains dominated by the snowy dome of the Kazbek. To the left

of the Kazbek (p. 477) are the pyramid of the Gimarai-Khokh and

(farther oft) the broad ridge of the Tepli group and of the Adai-Khokh.

About 1/2 M. to the W. of the Garrison Cathedral (PL A, 2; //)

is the lower station of the funicular railway (<[)yHHKyjiep'i>) to the top

of Mt. P16skaya (3270 ft.), Avhich takes (5 min. for the ascent

(fare 15, up & down 20 cop.). About halfway up (station; 5 cop.),

on the right, is the Georgian Convent of ^t. David (PL A 4, /;

1935 ft.; MxauMiiH/icKiii MonacTLipb cB-^aBPl^aFape^mHCKaro).
In a grotto close by is the grave of the Russian poet, A. S. Gribo-

yedov (1795-1829). The upper station (restaurant, I). 74-1 rb.)

commands a fine view of the town and mountains, which are seen

to best advantage in the morning.

TheMetekhski Bridge crosses theKura to the Georgian Quartefj

on the left bank. Above th<! bridge rises the MeteJch, the former

palace of the Georgian kings, now a prison. The only part remaining

of the old building is the interesting church (Me'rexcKaH iiepKOBL;

V\. 1)5, /// no admission), which dates from the 5th cent, (dome
added in the 13th century).

To the N.E. of the Alexander Garden (p. 468) is the Nicholas

liridge, leading to the Madatovski Island and thence to the left

bank of the Kura. By the bridge stands a bronze statue, by Pimenov
(IHfJG), of Prince Vorontzov (d. 185G; PL 10, B 3, /), who conferred

various benefits on the town when governor of the Caucasus. The
Mikhailovski Proapekt, wiih the Lutheran Church (PL A, B, 2; /),
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leads hence to the N. through the 'German Quarter' (p. 467) to the

Railway Station (PI. A, 1 ; /). To the W. of the station lies the

Mushtaid Park (PL A, 1; /), a popular resort with a Museum of
Silk Culture (PL 9; open free on week-days 10-2, in winter 10-3).

— About 1 V4 M. to the X. is the Grerman colony of Alexandersclorf.
About 12 M. to the S.W. of Tiflis (motor omnibus 2, return journey

IV^ rb.
;
phaeton 8 rb. ; walking not recommended), high up among the

foothills of the Little Caucasus, rises Kodzhori (4370 ft.), a favourite sum-
mer-resort of the residents of Tiflis. Udzo, with an old church, and the
ruined fortress of Ker-Oc/li both afford fine views of the Little Caucasus,
the valley of the Kura, and of the high mountains. In the environs of

Kodzhori are the ruins of several old Greorgian churches, with frescoes and
curiously decorated doors and windows {Betd)ii, KahensM Convent, etc.).

About 7 M. to the S. of Kodzhori is the G-erman colony of Elisabethtal
(ca. 8280 ft.; inn).—From Tiflis a motor omnibus runs to the W. via Ko-
dzhori, in 3 hrs. (fare 6 rb.), to (40 M.) the summer-resort of Manglis
(3935 ft.), situated amid pine-clad mountains. —A highroad runs to the sum-
mer-resort of Biieli-Klynfch (4105 ft.), 36 M. to the S.W. of Tiflis. About 3 M.
farther on, high over the river Khram, is the ruined castle of SamshvUdo.

The interesting convent of Martkobi, 19 M. to the N.E. of Tiflis (an
excursion of two days, phaeton 12-15 rb., saddle-horse 3-5 rb.), was founded
about 415 A. D. --Pleasant day-trip also to Mtzkhet (p. 474).

From Tiflis to Batnm, see R. 65; to Vladikavkaz (Gruzinian Mili-
tary Road), see R. 68; to Baku, see R. 67; to Erivan, see R. 73 b. — Motor-
cars for excursions may be hired from the company mentioned at p. 473.

67. Prom Tiflis to Baku.
515 V. (343 M). Express train in 13 hrs. (14 rb. 50, 8 rb. 70 cop.;

reserved seat IV2 rb. ; sleeping-car 4 rb. 10, 3 rb. 10 cop.).

Tiflis (Rail. Restanrant), see p. 465. The line runs to the S.,

alonjr the left bank of the Kvrdj through a monotonous landscape.

6 V. Navtlufj (1515 ft.; p. 492). At (58 V.) Sogi't-Buldkh (800 ft.)

the foothills of the Armenian highlands on the right approach to

the edge of the Kura. The train crosses the river before reaching

(75 V.) Poi7i (915 ft.).

89 \\ (59 M.) Akstafa (915 ft.; Railway Restaurant).
FitoM Akstaka to Euivan, 175 V. (117 M.), highroad. A motor omiii-

buH runs via Delizhan in 8 hrs. to (H9 V.) Karaklis (p. 193; fare 8 rb.),
and another runs from Delizhan via Yclenovka in (> hrs. to Erivan (faro

» rb.). A four-horse carriage from Akstafa to Delizhan costs 18-20 rb., and
thoncM* to Erivan 25 rb. fpost-chaise about 15 rl).). - Railway from Tiflis

to Erivan vi."i Alexandrojx)!, see R. 73 b.

Tlie road ascends to the S.W. throu^li the pictuiescjue Akstafa vaih\v.
UV. Kazakh, a poMtin^-station ; 22VaV. Uztnt-'J\ilskaf/a;H)W Karavdn-
Sardl ^acivjinnnMlationi; 58 V. Karx-Trhai. lioyond (72 V.) Delizhan
(220<) ft.; R. in the poMtinp-station 1-2 rb.), a prettily Nituated summer
resort, we (wohm the Trhuhukhli J'anH ((>(j70 ft.;, paKwinf^ the postinj^

Htation of (\H V.j Senijfonorka, and reach the */jtk<' <tf tloktrha oi- Scvnnt/u
ft)315 ft.; troiit-fiMhiii^), 557 h([. M. in area. Its E. ]»onndary is formeil
by the hi^h volcanic h'arahaf/h Meridian Mtn. Ah we i)ro<'eed alonp the
W. bank (»f the laker, we see to the b-ft, on a roi'k in the lake, the
convent of Srrttnf/a, which in well worth a vinit (ferry VI4M. on tluM side
of Yolcnovka; the nijfht may he Hpent in tin? convent). At the villa^P
of (112 v.; Yrlonovka the road leaves the lake and turn to ilic W.

Hakdkkkk'n HiiHttia. {\{)
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Just beyond the posting-station of (121) V.) Akhti (5(i90 ft.) the road
descends, and a niagniticent view opens out before us. On the left is

the chain of the Xovo-liayazi't, witli the volcanic cone of Utchtapaldr
^10,700 ft.); on the right is the Alagiiz (p. 494). -The road now enters
the spacious and fertile basin of the Araxes, in which once stood the
royal Armenian city of Artaxata. -- 141 V. Sukhdi-Foufdn, a postinjj-

station; 1»'»0 V. EiUjarl, another posting-station. - As we make a steep
descent to Erivcin (p. 494), the minarets and cupolas of the town appear
in front of us, with the massive Mt. Ararat (p. 495) in the background.

From (133 V.) Dzeg&m (1050 ft.) a road leads to the 8. to (25 M.)

Kedabek, with the copper-iuines and foundries of Siemens Brothers.

177 V. (118 31.) Yelisavetpol (705 ft.; Railway Restaurant),

the capital of the district of the same name (1455 ft.; Centrdhiaya),
lies about 37.3 M. to the S. of the railway station (tramway 8, izvosh-

tchik 75 cop,). Pop. 60,000. Before its conquest by the Russians in

1804, the town was called Ganzha. The mosque of Shah Abbas (17th

cent.), in the bazaar-square, is surrounded by gigantic plane-trees.—
About 8M. to the S. is the German colony oiHdenendorf {\^}bO ft.).

The line now descends towards the desolate Transcausian Steppe.

.Alost of the rivers which flow from the mountains dry up in this

desert, so that the Kura, reinforced by the waters of the Ardx
(AraxesJ coming from Armenia, is the only one that reaches the

Caspian Sea.— 240 Y. Yevldkh (30 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), a place

with a bad reputation for fever in summer.
From Yevlakh to Nukha, 76 V. (50 M.), highroad; motor onniil)Us in

4 hrs. (fare 4 rb.). The road leads to the N., passing the posting-stations
of (14 V.) Khalddn, (25 V.) Tchemakhli, (45 V.) Sutchminskaya, and (59 Y.)
Ipyrif/liiiskaija.-'NvLkha, {245^ H.; EkonoTniya) is a town of 42,000 inhab.,

with silk-thread factories. In the high-lying citadel is a palace built for

the Khans in 17C0. To Derbent, see p. 455; to Telav, see p. 489.

From Yevlakh to Shusiia, 104 V. (69 M.), highroad; motor omnibus
in 6 hrs. (fare 6 rb. ; narrow-gauge railway projected). The road leads to

the S., passing (23 V.) Ikirdd, formerly the capital of Albania, with a

noteworthy mausoleum. 86 V. Kotcharl i)i8k((ya ; 50 V. Korveudnka ya ; (55 V.
Ayddni; 80 Y. Khodzhalinakaya. All these are posting-stations.- Shusha
(jilardi), in the Armenian highlands, a town of 43,000 inhab., with steep

and narrow streets, manufactures beautiful carpets (20-400 rb. each).

Immediately after leaving Yevlakh we cross the Kura. 282 V.

Udzhdri (40 ft.). The snow-covered mountains of Daghestan now
appear on the left. — 320 V. Kyurdamir (20 ft. below sea-level).

From Kyurdamir to Shemakha, 69 V. (46 M.), highroad. 18 V. Kara-
Hakhkc'U; 33 V. Akh-Su, where pomegranates and peac^hes are wonderfully
••heap in autumn; 51 V. SheradUskaya. -- Shemaikh^ (2230 ft.; accommo-
dation at the Shemakhinski Zayeszlii Cathedral; food at the Shemakhin-
Mkoye Artistitcheskoye 6l)shtchestvo), a finely situated hill-town, with
23,000 inhal)itants. The town carries on the manufacture of silk scarves

(1 rb.) and shawls (5-35 rb.).

307 V. Adzhi-Kahul (30 ft.; Rail. Restaurant). The railway now
tarns to the N. and from (430 V.) At-Bulukh (30 ft. below sea-level)

onwards runs along the shore of the Caspian Sea (on its right),

skirting the S. spurs of the Caucasus. The landscape has the

aspect of a desolate wilderness, in which from time to time rise
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scattered hills or mountain-chains. Beyond (459 V.) Sangatchdl

(60 ft. below sea-level) the line often runs quite close to the sea.

484 V. Pufd, with raud-volcanoes; 502 V. Baladzhdri (160 ft.;

Rail. Restaurant). Railway to Petrovsk and Rostov, see R. 63.

515 V. (343 M.) Baku (55 ft. below sea-level), see p. 456.

68. Prom Tiflis to Vladikavkaz.

[Gruzinian or Georgian Military Road;
BoeHHO-rpysHHCKaH ^opora.)

200 V. (132 M.), High Road. Motor Omnibuses of the Soclete Fran-
gaise des Transports Automobiles dii Caucase ply regularly from April 15th
to Oct. 15th; they, accomplish the journey in 10 hrs., starting at Tiflis

from the office at Olginskaya 46 (PI. A, 3; /), and arriving in Vladikavkaz
at the Grand-Hotel (fare 20 rb.; to Kazbek 151/2 I'b-; one pud of luggage
allowed free, excess 2 rb. per pud). The company maintains hotels at

Kazbek, Dushet, and Passanaur (dinner-station for passengers from Tiflis);

the Mail Posting Stations are only for passengers by the mail. Private
motor-car 125rb.— Horse Posting Arrangements. The posting-rate per
horse and verst is 3 cop. In ascending the valley four to six horses are

prescribed, in descending three or four. A single traveller should give
the driver at each station a fee of 40-50 cop., a party 15-20 cop. each. The
best plan is to hire a caleche, which allows the journey to be broken at

the traveller's convenience. The charge for a two-seated caleche (TJsyx-
]*£cTHafl KOJiacKa) with 4 horses is 52 rb. 13 cop., to which must be added
a stamp duty of 4 rb. 80 cop. The traveller will do well to hire a so-

called conductor, who blows his horn to clear the way and looks after

the luggage at the stations (charge 5 rb. for 3 days, with a fee of 1 rb.

per day). The Station Rest Houses are built of stone and afford limited
accommodation. The best quarters are at Mleti (p. 476) and Kazbek (p. 477

;

R. with bed-linen and light 1 rb. 40 cop.), but those at Dushet (p. 475),
Passanaur (p. 476), Gudaur (p. 476), and Kobi (p. 476) are also tolerable.

The Georgian Military Road, constructed in 1811-1864, is one of the
most beautiful mountain roads in the world (height of pass 7800 ft.); the
best season of the year is from the beginning of June to the end of Aug.
(0. S.). Travellers should pass the night at Kazbek, for the sake of seeing
the fine sunrise on the following morning. -Travellers in the reverse
direction should leave Vladikavkaz (comp. p. 454) early in the afternoon
and also spend the night in Kazbek; hotel-accomodation at Tiflis should
be ordered in advance.

The verHt-figures in brackets indicate the distances from station to

station.

TifllSy .sec p. 465. We leave the town on the N. As we descend

to th<' littli! river Vera, we see on the rij^ht a cast-iron cross which
coninn'inoratcs the escape of Tzar Nicholas I. from a dangerous

accident during his journ(;y in th«! Caucasus in 18IJ7. — 'i'he road

first runs alon^ the' rij^ht hank of the Kurd, on the left bank of

which Alcxunderadfrrl' {\). 471) comes in sight. Then, temporarily

leaving the river, it croas<;s the so-called IHain of JHgoini. Ai'irv

about l.'J v. the valley r)f the Kurd closes in. To the right, on a hill,

stands th(; pictures(|uely situated convent of Dzhvdris-ZaLdari,
with a church dating from the end of the 7th cent. (?) and said to

be built on the sp<)t where St. Nina first erected the cross.
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2()7i> V. Mtzkhet (Muxen,;
1600 ft.), a wretched village, lies

at the confluence of the Aragva
with the Kiirdj 2 M. from the

posting-station. The latter riv-

er is crossed here by a stone

bridge. Mtzkhet is one of the

oldest places in Georgia, and

was the capital of the kingdom
before Tiflis. The hill opposite

the town once bore the castle of

Armds-Tzikhe (p. 443), the most
ancient royal residence in the

country. — The most important

building is the Cathedral of
Sveti TzkJioveli, lyi^^g to the left

of the highroad and surrounded

by a lofty crenelated wall with

towers. It is said to have been

erected in the 4th cent, on the

spot where the alleged vesture

of Christ was found, brought

hither from Golgotha by a Jew;
the present building, with a

dome over the crossing, dates

from the beginning of the 15th,

and was renewed in the 18th

century. In this church arc

buried many of the Georgian

kings of the Bagratide dynasty

(p. 448), including the last king

of all, George XIIl. (d. 1801 ; to

the left of the ikonostas). In

the apse are some old frescoes

that have been restored.— At
the end of the village, to the

left, is the Nunnery of Samf-
dvro (CaMTaBpcKiii mohh-
CTLipb), with a large church in

which Mirian, the first Christian

king of Georgia, and his wife

lie buried.— In the N.E. part

of the cemetery, close by the

road, stands an old chapel, on

the supposed spot where St. Nina

once inhabited her cell.— Every
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year, on Oct. 1st (O.S.j, the inhabitants of the suiTonnding districts

assemble in Mtzkhet for a church-festival, forming an exceedingly

interesting ethnographical scene.

Railway to Tlflis and to Batum, see p. 465; the railway station is

near the posting-station.

Beyond the convent, on both sides of the road, lies the Necro-
polls of SamfdvrOj consisting of two superimposed layers of the

remains of tombs belonging to the Iron Age. They are made of

slabs of slate in the shape of chests. The skulls found in these

tombs are all dolichocephalous, though the present inhabitants of

the Caucasus are almost all brachycephalous.— Still farther on, to

the right, are the ruins of the fortress of Natzkhora.— We next

pass, by a deeply sunken road, into a fertile district taking its

name from the little river of Garfishdri, and cross the Kartlta-

linian Plain, to—
351/4 Y. (I43/4 V.) Tzilkdni (2835 ft.).

The road begins to ascend slowly and leads along the wide Moor

of the Ardgva valley. In the distance the Kazbek (p. 477) appears

for a short time. After 49 V. the small Bazaletskoye Salt Lake
becomes visible on the left; beyond, in the distance, to the N.W.,

is seen the Sedlovdya Gord ('saddle hill'). After this the road

begins to descend; just short of Dushet is the station of the French
motor omnibuses.

53 V. (173/4 V.) Dushet (2890 ft.; restaurant at the omnibus
station). The village of that name, with 2600 inhab., lies to the E.

of the posting-station. It was the former residence of the Eristave,

i.e. viceroys, of the Aragva domain, and was frequently contended

for in their feuds with the Georgian kings. Relics of these early

times remain in the shape of an old tower (said to have belonged

to the viceregal palace) and the ruins of a fortress; the St. Nicholas

Church is also old.

The road ascends between fields for 4 M. to a mountain ridge,

from which it descends, passing several Georgian and Ossetian

villages, into the valley of the White Ardgva (B-fejian Aparsa).
A few miles farther down, the river is augmented by the waters
of the Pshavo-Tchevsurian Ardgva.— Passing some deserted bar-

racks, we come to —
6974 V. (I6V4 V.) Ananur (2695 ft.), picturesquely situated at

the junction of two valleys, and overlooked by the ruins of a fort-

ress (to the left of the road), comprising within its walls two old

churchcH, the remains of a viceregal residence, and .1 watch-tower.

The posting-station is at i\\v \. end of the j)lac('.

From Ananur to Telav, hoc p. 4H\i.

The scenrry adjoining the road l)ec()m«'s more and more moiin-

tainons. The river rnshes nion' wildly, and th<' wooded mountains
on either side rise higher and higher.
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90^/4 V. (,21 V.) raasanaur (3335 ft.; hotel-restaurant ol" the

oniuibus coiiipany, R. from 1 ^g? ^^i- fi'oin. 1 rb.), in a narrow valley

at the contiuence of the Black (HepHan) and the White Ardgva.
The road ascends on the right bank of the White Aragva. Here

and there on the steep slopes are hamlets with old churches and

half-destroved towers. The mountains attain a height of 11,500 ft.

IOSV4 V. (I8V2 V. Mleti (4635 ft.), situated high above the

foaming waters of the AVhite Aragva, with a meteorological station.

Just beyond Mleti the road crosses the Aragva and ascends in

18 curves along the almost perpendicular rocky walls of the valley;

the rocks are covered with huge streams of lava and often assume

the form of columns. A marble tablet at the lowest curve of the road

commemorates the construction of this section in 1857-61. Fine

views are had to the right and left of the valley and of the Georgian

hamlets clinging like swallows' nests to the steep slopes, in the

midst of fields and Alpine pastures. We see the Red Mts. (KpacHLiH
ropbi) and (as we continue to ascend) the Seven Brothers (Cgml
5paTbeB7>), both groups consisting of volcanic, red-tinted rocks.

The road now makes a slight ascent to—
1231/4 V. (141/2 V.) Gudaur (7080 ft.), with a meteorological

observatory. Even in June the snow often lies quite thickly here.

The road now leads upwards along the edge of giddy precipices

(protected in places by walls and galleries against avalanches or

landslips), between Mt. Gud (Fopa Fy^jt; on the right) and Mi.
Krestovaya (KpecTOBaa Fopa; 8000 ft. ; on the left). At last, amid

verdant Alpine pastures, we attain the summit of the Krest6vi
Pass (variously estimated at 7695 ft. and 7815 ft.), which is

designated by a small obelisk on the left, and by a cross, said to

have been erected by Queen Tamara, on the right. Beyond the top

of the pass the road slowly descends; and we pass by an al)rupt

transition from the imposing, yet lovely, scenery of the S. slope to

the bald and severe mountain region of the N. The following section

of the road, especially where it bends to the N. and descends into

the Baiddra Gorge, skirting one of the affluents of the Terek, is

somewhat dangerous in winter and spring on account of frequent

avalanches, although protected in places by long snow-sheds. When
there has been much snow, it is better to pass over it early in the

morning or in the evening. Numerous carbonic and ferruginous

springs appear in this region. The massive head of the Kazbek
(\). 477) now appears.

1391/4 V. (16 V.) Kobi (6340 ft.) The rest-house lies at the foot

of a lava-stream, at the confluence of three small rivers, of which the

most important is the Terek proper, issuing from the Trnsso Gorge.

The valley, which is framiid by sheer and barren mountains, now
grows broader. Where the cliffs are less precipitous they are oc-

cupied by the small hau)lets of the Ossetians and the Georgians,
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with their occasional square towers. Halfwa}^ between Kobi and

Kazbek, the road bends round the old fortress of Sion, situated on

a lofty rock, adjoining a large hamlet with a noteworthy ancient

basilica in Georgian style. Farther on, the view into the wide valley

of the Tzno opens up on the right.

I56V2 V. (I774 V.) Kazbek (5625 ft. ; Grand-Hotel, a dependance

of the hotel of the same name in Vladikavkaz, with a restaurant

and view-terrace, R. 2-5, B. ^4? ^ej. 1-1V2? ^- '^^h'^^U^ pens.

7-9 rb.). Those who spend the night at the posting-station should

select a room with a view of the Kazbek (charges, see p. 473). The

fountain in front of the station-building commemorates the visit of

the Tzarina Marie Feodorovna in 1888. The village of Kazbek and

the large hamlet of Gergetij lying opposite it on the W., are in-

habited by Georgian mountaineers, who maintain themselves by
agriculture and cattle-raising and by hunting the tur or Caucasian

ibex; tlie children collect rock-crystals. Near the village church is

the grave of the Georgian poet Prince Alexander Kazbek (d. 1893),

marked by a monument consisting of a marble model of Mt. Kaz-
bek, with a bronze bust of the poet.

To the W., opposite the village, rises the gigantic ice-pyramid

of *Mt. Kazb6k, once an active volcano, the E. peak of which

(16,545 ft.; Mt. Blanc 15,780 ft.) may be seen in clear weather in

all its glory; in the afternoon it is generally veiled in mist. The
W. peak is not visible from the posting-station. It was to Mt. Kaz-
bek, according to the myth, that Prometheus was fastened (other

versions mention the Elbruz). A magnificent *yiew of the Kazbek,
especially at sunrise, is to be had from the ruined Church of
Tzruinda-Sameba ('Holy Trinity'; 7120 ft.; reached on horseback
in 1^2 hr., on foot in 2 hrs. ; horse 2, guide I-I72 i'^-)- Above the

church grows the Caucasian rhododendron, which blossoms in June.

It is also well worth while to proc(^ed from the church as far as

the foot of the Or-tzferi Glacier (9625 ft.; 2 hrs. riding), whence
a superb view is obtained of the Terek valley.

The Kazbek is best ascended from Gveleti (p. 478) v\k tho DyovdorAk
Hut (p. 470) and the Yermolov Hut (guide 20-25 rb. ; to the Yerin6h)v Hut
li rb., or, if the night is spent out, 5 rb.). The following guides are reoom-
inendod: Lcvan Alilx'kov, Yegor Kizilkov, llya and Tiovau Kushayov,
and Illico Khutziev. Porters receive 2-:i rb. daily. From tiie Dyevdorak
Hut (p. 47H), we proceed via the (I'/a hr.) Df/err/onik (flacier (lower end
ca. 7525 ft.j to the (Vf., hrs.) Ycrniolov Hiit (Epm6jiob(!k:ih xi'ivKiiiia) of
the Russian Mountain I'lub (11,420 ft.; food, wraps, and water must be
provided by the traveller), built in IDO.'J on the Jldit-Kort ArAte. From
this point we reach the summit in <»'/i-7'/a brs. via the 1st Volgishkn,
passing tho rock known as Pron«'ssi (Tospodi, and l)eiiig on our guarcl

against falls <tf stones. We descend in .'I'/a hrs. t<» the Yermolov Hut, and
in ;{ hrs. more to the Dyevdorak Hut. The lirst ascent of the Kazbek
was made in IHCM by D.'W. FresliHoId, A. W. Moore, ami C. C. Tucker,
who attacked it from the S. side and found it ditliciilt. 1st Day. Ascent
tr» the W. froMi the posting-station; after G hrs., camp was pitched for tho
night on the S. side of the Or izferi QUic.ie.r (see above), at a height of
ca 10,820 ft. 2nd Day. To the foot of tlie ice- wall between the two peaks
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in ;i-V4 lirs. ; after u iliiul» i»f i Iiih, more the sudille wjus lejichcd, and in

l>/a J>i- m»»io the E. peak.- In ISltl, owing- to the good condition of tlie

snow, G. Meizbaoher aycendeil the Kazbek on the N. side, from the mineral
sprintrs in tlie (ie}ialdon \'aUei/, in 12 hrs., descending in 5 hrs.

Beyond the station of Kazbek the road crosses the 2'erek by

an iron bridge, passes two basalt caves 1^4 M. farther on (above,

to the left), and then proceeds in windings along the margin of

a wide bulge made by the Terek Valley, first ascending slightly

and then falling rather rapidly. The road is hewn in the rocks,

the vertical and sometimes even overhanging walls of which attain

a height of more than 300 ft.; on the right yawns the deep abyss.

— Near the old village of (7 V.) GveWi are a bridge over the Terek
and a guard-house (4625 ft.).

Saddle-liorses (2'/2 ih., with guide; porter I-IV2 ih.) or an arba (p. 445;
S rb.) may be obtained at the guard-honse for an excursion to the Dyev-
(Inrdk Hut (^eB,^opaKCKaH xiiacHHa ; 7710 ft.; accommodation for trav-
ellers, 12 beds), situated 2 hrs. (8 V. or 5'V4 M.) to the W.; for the ascent
nf the Kazbek from this point, see p. 477.

On the farther side of the bridge begins the "^Daryal Gorge
(/laptHjibCKoe yme.Tibe) or 'Gate of the Alani', the Portae Caspiae
(Por^ta Caacasica) of the ancients, which is about 5 M. long and at

its narrowest for ca. 2/3 M. beyond the bridge. Its rocky walls tower

perpendicularly above the floor of the valley to a height of 5900 ft.,

and there is barely room for the road alongside of the river, which
here penetrates a secondary chain of the main mountain-range, the

average height of which (14,430 ft.) is still 3280 ft. above the snow-

line. A little farther on we obtain to the left a *View of the Dyev-
dorak Glacier and the Kazbek. A small fort guards the end of the

gorge, and on a rocky pinnacle opposite to it on the left are the ruins

of the Castle ofTamdra, which has no connection with the famous

<|ueen of Georgia (p. 443) beyond a similarity of name.

Between Kazbek and Lars, in the height of summer, the traveller

will often meet Khevsurs (p. 441) in their striking costume, consisting of

gaily coloured and ornamented cl(>aks, with embroidered crosses fastened
on the breast and shoulder. They offer for sale embroidered tobacco-pouches,
gloves, satzeruli (knuckle-dusters), sabres, and (occasionally) shields.

171V. (141/2 V.) Lars (3610 ft.). Just before reaching this

place we cross a l)ridge leading to the left bank of the Terek.

IJeyond the posting-station, which is hemmed in by lofty walls of

rock, thf! huge Yermolov Stone (EpM(3jiOBCKiH KaMent), 95 ft.

long, 50 ft. wide, and 42 ft. high, rises from the river.

About 2 M. beyond the posting-station of Lars the road touches

at the village of the same name, and soon after it enters the Dzherd-
khovskoye Gorge. Numerous watch-towers appear on projecting

rocks. The gorge gradually widens. About halfway to Balta the

Dzhe^y'tkhovski Fort is seen on the right, and th(! village of Tchrni
on the left, the latter containing three prehistoric burial-grounds
and vaults (sappads).
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From Tchmi to Unal, bridle-path (provisions necessary). We proceed
to the W. to (10 hrs.) Dargavsk, with an ohl necropolis and a view of the

glaciers to the S. [About 6 M. to the X., at the hamlet oi Koban, is another
necropolis.] Continuing towards the W. for 3-4 hrs. more, we reach Dalla-
kan, 2 M. to the N. of which is Dzivgis, with an old Ossetian sanctuary.
From Dallakau we reach Unal (see below) in 5-6 hrs., via Khidikm
and the pass of Dzhimi-Avtzag (fine view).

188 V. (17 V.) Balta (2690 ft.).

The road gradually descends along the left bank of the Terek,

between low wooded hills. The mountains recede, especially on

the right. At the former fort of (5 V.) Reddnt we obtain our first

view of the plain and town of —
200 V. (12 V.) Vladikavkaz (2345 ft.

; p. 454).

69. Prom Vladikavkaz to Kutais via the
Mamison Pass.

{Ossetian Military Bead ; BoeHHo-OcceTHHCKaa ^opora.)

283 V. (188 M.). The trip takes 5 days by carriage. This road is

more attractive than the (reorgian Military Road so far as scenery is

concerned, but the surface is in a very bad state of repair. The journey
from Vladikavkaz to Kutais is more interesting than in the reverse
direction; trustworthy attendants and horses can also be found at Alagir
more easily and cheaply than at Oni or Kutais. The best travelling-season
is July and August (0. S.). It is desirable to have introductions to the
engineers of the road at Vladikavkaz (for the N. part) and Kutais (for

the S. part).

We may go by railway from Vladikavkaz to (42 V.) Darg-Kokh (p. 454)
and thence take a lineika (5-6 rb.) via (11 V.) Ardonskaya to (27 V.; 16 V.
from Ardonskaya) Alagir. Or we may go from Vladikavkaz to (52 V.)
Alagir direct by carriage (10 rb.); but in this case the traveller should
stipulate for the route via Arkhonskaya and Ardonskaya in order to avoid
the somewhat dangerous drive through the Ardon.— From Alagir to Oni
(4 days) we proceed either on horseback (3 rb. daily), or in a lineika
(20-25 rb. daily) or a 'droga', an open, springless vehicle of a very primi-
tive character. The traveller must take his own provisions with him,
which are best bought in Vladikavkaz ; an arba sliould be hired to carry
the luggage (p. 445; 3 rb. daily; passengers should take 1-2 rb. from tho
coafhman as a security, but should not themselves give any earnost-
mon«'y). From Oni a post-chaise (2 liorses; ca. 15 rb.) may be taken to

.111 V.J Kutais; but la<;k of horses at the posting-stations often causes
wearisome delay. There is also an omnibus in 18 hrs. (fare 41/2 rb.).

—

A phaeton from KutaYs to Vladikavkaz costs 1.50-175 rb.

Vla/UkavkdZy see p. 454. The road leads to the N.W. through

the 8tepp<;. via (17 V.) Arkh6nsk(nja and (35 V.) Ardonskaya
{l^j.^ M. to tin; S. of Darjr-Kokh, p. 454), whciiec it runs to the S.,

through thi- Anion valley, to (52 V.) Alayir (2050 ft.; Hellevne, R.

I'/a rl>-; lin<;ika to Svyatoi Nikolai 8-10, there k i)aek in 3 days

15 rb.). - Tlip road hf'gins to aseend Ww valley of the Ardon,

along the Irft bank of that river, N(;ar the little village of (70 V.)

liiz (2810 ft.: 205 inhab.) rises the Kdria-h'hokh (11, 100 ft.). 70 V.

loudly see above. Beyond the Galdk-Dukhdn (8105 ft.) the valley

Haki>kkjcu'h Uusoiu. ;)]
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turns to the W. We soon roach the (80 V.) confluence of the Snddyi

3530 ft.) with the Ardon.
On the right, about 3 M. above the junction of the Sadon, in a side-

valley, lie the copper-works of Saddn (4160 ft.). From Sadon to St?ii r-

Pigor, see pp. 181, 485.

The valley of the Ar(b')n b«^conies more and more beautiful. S(»ou

after crossing the bridge over the 8ad()n we reach the ancient ham't^l

(»f (84 V.) Nuzdlj the 'cradle of the Ossetians', possessing a quaint

old cliurch built of unhewn blocks of stone, and interesting forti-

tications dug out of the solid rock. The road now runs S. along the

right bank of the Ardon, following the E. slope of the Addi KJwkh
(p. 488), whence the Karagom glacier (p. 488) descends to the N.W.
and the Tzeya glacier to the E.

80 V. (59 :\I.) Svyatoi Nikolai (3745 ft.), the tirst halting-place

for the night for passengers coming from Alagir. Accommodation
may be found in the shelter-house of the Vladikavkaz Mountain Club

or. in the house of the engineer, who will also give information as to

guides to the Tzeya Glacier (2 rb. there & back, including a saddle-

horse; if the night is spent out, 3 rb.).

The Tzeya Glacier (UeHCKift ji^4hhkt>; 6755 ft. high at its lowet
om\ and M. long) lies 18 V. (12 M.) to the W. of Svyatoi Nikolai (on
foot there & back in 2 days). The expedition is well worth making. The
route leads through the wooded "^ Tzeya Valley, passing the hamlets of

Nizhni Tzei (5670 ft.) and (4 hrs.) Verkhni Tzei (5740 ft.). About 4 M.
from Verkhni Tzei lies Rekdm,, the sanctuary of the Ossctians, a log-

cabin X\\e exterior walls of which are hung with the antlers and skulls of

deer, wild-goats, and ibexes (no admission to the interior). About 10 min.
beyond Rekom is the Sanatorium Hotel, open from June 1st to Aug. 15th

(0. S.; R. I-IV2 rb.). The foot of the glacier in reached 2 M. farther on. -

The new footpatli to Rekom tlirough the Tzeidon Valley is easier and
shorter, but there is no view (to the glacier 12 V.).

Beyond Svyatoi Nikolai the road enters the imposing "^Khassard
Gorge {2^/^ M. long, with remains of old fortilications), and just

after passing the hamlet of (99 V.) Zaramdg or Saramdg (accom-

modation in the Nomera Kryepost; fine view of the Kaltber; to

Gori, see p. 485) turns to the W. into the Mawison Goi^ge. The gorge

widens considerably as it reaches (107 V.) tbe hamlet of Tib on the

left; retrospect of the peaks of the Tepli Group, p. 488; in front are

the Khalatza and other mountains. The road reaches the (115 V.) bar-

racks (nightquarters) lying at the foot of the pass, and crosses the—
123 V. Mamison Pass (MaMHc6HCKiH nepesajxt; 9265 ft.;

small shelter), the highest pass practicable for carriages in the

Caucasus (Stelvio, 9055 ft.). From a mountain-ridge to the S.,

several hundred feet higher, a magnificent ^View is obtained, es-

peciallv at sunrise, extending to the Shkara (p. 488) and the IJshba

(p. 480).

The road descends in windings through the valley of the Tchan-
fchakhrij traversing beautiful woods of silver fir and beech and

passing near an engineer's house. 137 V. GursMvi (6325 ft.), on
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the left; 147 V. Glola (4630 ft.), on the right (accommodation in

the engineer's house).

About 16 Y. to the N.W. of G-lola, up the Ri6ii valley, is the village

of Gebi (3385 ft. ; accommodation in the kantzelyariya). For the Edena
Pass and the Tzikhvarga, see p. 488. To the S. of Gebi (1-1Va day) rises

the Shoda (11,840 ft.).

We traverse the valley of the Rion. At (160 V.) Utzeri (3475 ft.

;

hotel) is a carbonic ferruginous spring.— We continue along a

shadeless route to (172 V.) Om (2515 ft.; hotel), a posting-station

on the left bank of the Rion.

The highroad descends along the beautiful valley of the Rion.

193 V. T^os^ (posting-station) ; 215 V. ToZa (posting-station) ; 230 V.

AlpUfii (posting-station; accommodation at the posting agent's). To
Svanetia, see R. 70.

Beyond Alpani the road leads through several picturesque gorges,

by which the Rion has found its way through the limestone rocks

of the mountains. 247 V. Mekvena (posting-station) ; 261 V. Namo-
khovdni (posting-station).— Through woods and between luxuriant

vineyards and orchards we at length reach (283 V.; 188 M.) Kutals

(p. 463).

70. Svanetia.
Alpani y on the Mamison Road, is the starting-point for a visit to

Svanetia or Suanetia, the name applied to the upper valleys of the
liigur, bounded on the N. by the Central Caucasus, and on the S. by the
Ldila Ranqe (13,150 ft.) and its spurs. The N.E. part, with the communities
of Ushkul, Kal, Adish, and Muzlu'i], is the so-called Free Svanetia; the
N.W. part, with the communities of Latal, Betcho, etc., takes its name from
the princely family of Dadesh-Keliani, which has its seat here. — The ex-
tensive forests of deciduous trees and the meadows and fields of Svanetia
form a pleasing contrast to the rocky and snowy walls of the Central
('aucasus towering to the N. The villages still retain their numerous
watch-towers (40-80 ft. high), generally whitewashed, and there are many
small churches.

August is the best travelling-season. A(;commodation may be had
;tt the kantzelviriyas (p. 44C) or in the school-houses. Provisions should
t.c taken for the whole journey. — Map, see p. 485.

From Alpani to Kal, 85 V. (57 M.), a ride of 3 days, with the

nights at Tzag^ri and Tchoh'ir.— Alpani^ see above.— The road

leads to the N. tlirough the picturesque Larhhanuri Gtn'cje, crosses

the low watershed between the Rioti and llu; Tzkhcnis-Tzlali^

and descends, passing Orhdij a pr<!tti]y situated ])lace with an old

castle, to (19 V.) Tzcuf^ri (accommodation at the dukhin), the seat

of a district-chief (y-fea^Hhiii HaqajihUHin.). This is a good place

to hire horses, -We then proceed through magnilicent woods, along

a bridle-path on the right hank of the Tzkhenis-Tzkali, via (27 \'.

from Tzag^ri) LentMd (2410 ft « to M9 V. from Lentekhi) Tcholur
(3320 ft.).

31*
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From Lkntekhi to Latal. We proceed to the W. to (2Vahrs.) Kheldde
aud thence to the N. to (8-9 hrs.) Skimeri. In 4-5 hrs. more we reach the
Ldila Fa88 (ca. 10,800 ft.), with .its glaciers, whence a view may be had
of the Elbruz and the Doiiguz-Orun. We next descend in 2Va hrs. to a

saddle some 1(>-10 ft. lower, with a tine view by morning light of Svanetia
and the crests of the high mountains. In 2 hrs. more we reach Tzkhomdri,
and 4-5 hrs. more bring us to Latdl (see below).

P'rom Tcholiir we make a steep zigzagging ascent through beech-

woods ((P/a hrs., not including halts) to the Latpari Pass (9285 ft.

;

passable from July till the beginning of Oct.).

The *View (mostly clear at sunrise only) from the top of the pass
(or still better from a point situated to the E., some .SOO ft. highei)
embraces, on the N., the S. side of the central range (with its towering-
peaks and glaciers), the serrated walls of the Shkara (p. 488) and of the
Dzhanga-Tau (p. 488), the bold pyramids of the Grest61a (p. 488) and the
Tetniild (p. 488); on the W., the green mountain-chains of Free Svanetia;
on the N.W., tl^ie double peaks of the Ushba (p. 486) and the huge mass
of the Donguz-Orun (p. 486).

From the N. side of the pass we descend in windings to the

village of Kal (5735 ft.; accommodation in the kantzelyariya or in

the dukhan).

To the N. of Kal is the village of Iprari^ the watcli-towers of whieli

were destroyed by the Russians in 1876.

Tlie path from Kal via Muzhal, Mestia, and Betcho to Zuydidi (p. 450;
4-5 hrs.) is practicable for horses as far as Betcho, but beyond that for

walkers only.

To the E. of Kal, up the valley of the Ingur (2 hrs. riding), lies

the community of Ushkul (0760 ft.; accommodation at the school-

house), consisting of three villages, with 50 watch-towers, two old

castles, and a church containing many interesting antiquities.

From Ushkul the lower end of the Shkara Glacier (7835 ft.) can be
reached on foot in 8 hrs. A da^^'s excursion to the *Tzena Valley is

well worth making.

From Kal to Latal, a ride of two days by a bridle-road

through the valley of the Ingiir.

—

Kal, see above. The route leads

to the X.W. as far as the village of Ijyar (accommodation in the

kantzelyariya).

From Ipar a bridle-path leads to the E. through the valley of the

Adish-Tchala to (3 hrs.' ride) the village of Adish (6690 ft.); about 1/4 lir-

higher up are an interesting church and the grand Adish Gloder (lower
end 7450 ft.). Tetiiuld, see p. 488.

From Ipar we may also proceed to the N. over the IJguir Pass (6300 ft.j

to (2 hrs.' ride) the village of Middkh (5500 ft.) ; a little to the E. of this lies

Mnzhdl (accommodation at the priest's house; Tyuber Pass, see p. 487).

Beyond Ipar the landscape grows hilly; to the S. is a fine view

of the Laila (p. 488).— Latdl (4310 ft.), a community consisting of

several villages, is the lowest inhabited spot in Free Svanetia. To
Lentekhi, see p. 481.

About 3 M. to the N. of Latal lies the village of Betcho (accom-
modation at the kantzelyariya), the seat of a pristav (police-official), whence
a view of the Ushbii (p. 486) is obtained to the N. Horses and porters
are not always to be had. To Urusbievo, see p. 486.
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Etz^ri, to the S.W. of Betcho (a ride of 2Va hi's.), is the seat of Prince
Dadesh-Keliani. To the S. is the Ldila; its N. peak (13,045 ft.) was
ascended in 1889 by D. W. Freshfield and C. H. Powell, the middle peak
ri3,155 ft.) was scaled in the same year by Y. Sella, and the S. peak
(13,105 ft.)', in 1891, by Ct. Merzbacher \and L.* Purtscheller. To the N.W.
of Etzeri lies Tchubikhevi (p. 186).

From Latal a road leads to the N.E. up the yalley of the Mulkhra,
passing Lenzher, with frescoes on the exterior of its church, to Mestiya
(4490 ft. ; accommodation in the kautzelyariya), a yillage with about 70

watch-towers. This is a walk of 3 hrs.' Farther to the E. lies Mulakh
(p. 482^. From Mestiya to Urusbieyo, see p. 486.

71. The Central Caucasus from the Elbruz
to the Kazbek.

Mountain-climbers will find a detailed description of the higher peaks
in the books by Freshfield, Mer.zbacher, De Dechy, and Afanasieff men-
tioned at pp. 446, 447.- For equipment, maps, etc., comp. pp. 444, 445, 447.

a. Approaches from the North and from the South.

From Pyatigorsk to URUSBiEyo, 130 V. (86 31.), a trip of

2 days (carr., S^'g rb., to a point 10 Y. beyond Atazhukino, and

thence on horseback).— Pyatigorsk^ see p. 459. The road leads

to the S.E. via Goryatelier6dsi:aya and crosses the (32 V-.) Malka,
near Aslidhov<f, a village with 3600 iiihab. (Kabards). At (52 V.)

Bakscb/sloye, where we arc joined by a route from Naltchik (see

p. 484), our road enters the valley of the Baksdn, which it ascends

towards the S.W. — 78 Y. Atazhukino (Atazhutan; accommodation
at the chief's house).— About 10 Y. higher up (accommodation in the

dukhan at the bridge) begins the bridle-path which leads along the

Baksan and passes Ozrokovo (p. 484).— 130 V. (87 M.) Urusblevo
(4940 ft.: accommodation in the dukhan of Prince Urusbiev; saddbs
horse for 3 days 5 rb.), a village where good 'burkas' (p. 442) are

made. The double-peaked mcmntain seen at the 8. end of the Aduir-
Su Valley is the Ullu-Tau-Tchana (p. 487).

The SuiUrdn-Kol-Baiihi (12,490 ft.), to the W. of Unisltievo, may be
uMcended in (S'/a brs. and affords a j^ood view of the Elbruz. Urusbievo is

also the l)eHt headquarters from which to ascend tlie Elbruz (p. 486).-
HasHes over the Central Caurasus, see p. 486; to Tchc^i'm, p. 484.

From Kotlyahev.skava to Naltchik, 47 \ . (31 M.), carriage

ill 5-6 hrs. (Tare 6-9 rb.; also railway, opened at the end td'

J 9 13 1. - The highroad b^ads from Kotlyarevskaya (p. 453) to the

S.W. through the; steppe. - 23 \/.^ V. Dinitnrskaya^ a posting-

station.— 47 V. Naltchik fHajihMniri,: 1605 ft.: accommodation
at the (y'lub), a small town with 5500 inhab., mostly Uussians, and

the seat of a distrirt cliief (y-f/MULifi iiaMaJiMiHirb). is situated

on the river of the same nann*. .Monday is tlie market-day here.

About 2 M. to the S.W. of Naltchik is the .Naltchik Sanatorium
for ('onHuniptives; 2 M. to the N.W. is tlie (ierman colony of AUj-
audtrsdorf.
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From Xaltchik to Urusbievo, 100 Y. (66 M.), carriage to a point

10 V. beyond Atazliiikino, thence on horseback, in 172"^ days.

—

The route leads from Naltchik (p. 483) through the partly cul-

tivated steppe of the Great Kahardd to (25 V.) Baksanshnjt.
Thence, see p. 483.

From Naltchik to Tchkgem, 60 V. (40 M.), a ride of 1^/^ day.—
The route runs N. from Naltchik (p. 483), and at (12 V.) TchegemsU
crosses the Tcheg6m and ascends to the S."W. along its valley to the

village of Tchegeni (4830 ft.; accommodation at the kantzelyariya),

with 750 Tartar inhabitants.
From Tchegem to the N. vik Ozrokovo (p. 483) to Un/sbievo (p. 483),

a ride of 2 days.— From Tchegem to Bezingi (see below), a ride of 4 hrB.
— -Tyuber Pasw, see p. 487.

From Naltchik to Bezingi, 50 V. (33 31.), a ride of 2 days.—
The bridle-path from Naltchik (p. 483) runs to the S.W. along

the left bank of the river of the same name for 8 M., tlien crosses

to the right bank, traverses farther on a thickly wooded country,

and descends into the valley of the Kara-Su-Tchakho. It linally

enters the valley of the Tcherek (Urvan), through which it pro-

ceeds along the left bank of the river.— 50 V. Bezingi-Tuhtnd
(4780 ft.; accommodation at the chief's or in the shop at the upper
end of the village), a village with 780 Tartar inhabitants.

Bezingi is the headquarters for the ascent of the Gest61a (p. 488),
the Shkara (p. 488), the Duikh-Tau (p. 488), the Dzhanga-Tau (p. 488), and
other peaks.

On the E. side of the Bezingi Grlacier, 8 hrs. above Bezingi, is the
so-called Misses-Kosh (8305 ft.), a green Alpine plateau, the starting-

point for several mountain-ascents (Zaluinan-Bashi, p. 487; Adish, p. 488;
Dzhanga-Tau, p. 488). It is better, however, to select a higher point as

the last sleeping-place before the climb.
From Bezingi to Balkar, a ride of one day. We eitlier proceed

across the Dumalci Pass or across the Bezingi Pass (10,085 ft.), which
is higher and commands more extensive views. The two routes finally

unite in the Tchainashki Valley.

From Naltchik to Balkar, 50 V. (33 M.), a ride of IV2 day.

— The bridle-path proceeds to the S. from Naltchik (p. 483) over

low hills, descends to the Tcherek, and ascends through its valley.

Beyond the w' ild ^Tcher^k Gorge the path runs along the left bank.

— 50 V. Knnnydm (3800 ft.; accommodation at the chief's), the

highest of the Balkar villages, with 750 Tartar inhabitants.
From Kunnyura an ascent of 5 hrs. on horseback brings us to the

•so-called Karaiil (5230 ft.), an Alpine pasture 1 M. long, surrounded by
precipitous mountains. In summer the stone huts near the bridge over
the iJuikh-Su are inhabited by shepherds. Passes, see p. 488.

From 8adon to 8tuir-Digor, 45 V. (30 M.), a ride of V/2 day.

- For the copper-works of Sadon, see p. 480.— The bridle-path

mounts through the Sadon Valley to the grassy ridge at the head

of the pass, then descends to the W. to the Ossetian village of

Karauntd (560 inhab.), in the SongMa Valley or the valley of the

Aigamugi-Don. [To the S. is the Skatikom Glacier (lower end
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6930 ft.), descending from the Addi-Khokh.J From Kamunta we may
either descend to the N.W. through the valley of the Songiita until

its junction with the Urukh, and then ascend through the valley of

the latter river to Stuir-Digor; or we may proceed to the S.W., over

two grass-grown passes, to Dzindgo, with its low pyramidal stone

tombs, and thence to (4^2 ^O Stuir-Digor.

—

Stuir-Digor (5015 ft.

;

accommodation at the kantzelyariya), an Ossetian village with 800

inhab., lies in a broad valley, the W. wall of which is formed by the

Lab6da group (p. 488). Thence to the foot of the Tana Glacier

(p. 488) in 5 hrs., to the foot of the Karagom Gflacier (p, 488) in

4 hrs. To the Karaiil, see p. 488.

Approaches from the South. From Gtoki to Zaramag, 120 V.
(80 M.), a ride of 3 days. The road leads to the N. from GoH (p. 465),

ascending along the Lyakhva vik Tzkhinvali to Patza. It then proceeds
to the E., ascending through the valley of the Bolshaya Lyakhva, via

Dzhomat {Jomat; 5575 ft.), to the top of the BakJi-Fandak Pass (8815 ft.),

and then descends to the N. through the Sakki Valley to Zaramdg, on the
Mamiaon Road (p. 480).

From KutaXs to Qebi, 140 V. (93 M.), 2 days (carriage as far as

Griola). Details, see p. 481.

From Kutais to Kal, 1.35 V. (90 M.), 3 days. The route leads via

(52 V.) Alpani and the Latpari Pass, comp. pp. 481, 482.

b. Main Range of the Caucasus.

The AV. buttress of the Central Caucasus is formed by the

^Elbruz {Minghi-Tau or 'White Mountain'), the highest peak
in the Caucasus, a volcanic mass with two snowy and ice-clad

summits (W. peak 18,470 ft., E. peak 18,345 ft. ; 31t. Blanc 15,780 ft.),

connected by a saddle (17,285 ft.). The S.E. side of the mountain,
where the Baksdn takes its rise, and the N. side are covered by
snowlields. The W. side, with the source of the KuhdUj is the

steepest. On the N. side of the Elbruz is the Ullu-Tchiran Glacier
(lower end 9580 ft.), on the W. side is the Ullu-Kam Glacier (lower

end 9730 ft.), on the S. side the AzuM Glacier (lower end 7650 ft.;

two refuge-huts, no rfmts.) and the Terskol Glacier (lower end
sOlOft.j, on the E. side the Irik Glacier (lower end 8335 ft.

;

8V2 sq- ^i- in area; 672 M. long).

The best starting-point for an ascent of the Elbruz is UruBbievo
(i). 48.3), whence it takes l days to reach a mountain-ridKO to tlio W. of
the Terskdl Hiver, where the night is spent at n licight of 11,000 ft. In
18B8 the E. summit wan ascended from this ridge in 81/4 lus. by Douglas
W. Frenlitield, A. W. M<jore, and C (J. Tucker, with a Swins guide and
two huntern from Urusbievo (dcHcciit in 1 iirs.j; wiiilo the W. .summit
was conrjiiered in 1874 by V. C. (intve, H. Walker, and V. (»ar<linor, wh<»
took 7 luH. to reach a point near tiie sjiddlo, and 2-74 hrs. tlience to the
Humniit (descent in 4 hrs.). In 1880 H. Woolloy took W days to make the
ascent of the W. summit, going to the N. of Urusbievo tbrough tiic Kuir-
tuik-Su Valley to the N. side of the saddle and thence in i'% hr. to the
top. —The magnificent vifw fiom the Elbruz comprisos ou tbc E. the cen-
tral range as f«r as the Ka/,b»'k, the chai nctci ir^f ic fc-itiiro of this bf»ing the
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tleeu valley^4 by which the precipitous peaks are separated from each other;
fartlier off* are* the Pontic and the Ahkhasian ridges. On the S. the view
takes in the Ushbii i^see h«^low), the mountains of Svanetia, and Mt. Ararat.
On the W. the Black Sea is seen in the distance. On the N. are tlie steppes.

l*AssKs from tli(^ upper Baksan Valley.

From the W. end of the Baksan Valley the Tcfiiper (Jiper) Pass,
a pass with two openings (10,805 and 10,720 ft. respectively), leads to the
W. into the Ulhi-Kow (Ktfbc'ui) VaUey ; l)y following a bridle-path down
the valley we reach Utchkiddii (46G0 ft.), from which place there is a

track to Butalpashinsk (p. 453).

From Tekskol-Kosh to Tchubikhkvi (p. 483). The Tchiper (Jipcr)-
AzfiK Pass (_10.720 ft.\ which was crossed by M. de Dechy in 1885, is

practicable for walkers only. By this route (2-272 fl''iy8), we cross the
pass into the Xcusk'ra Vallej/ and proceed thence to the E., over the
liassa Pass (9955 ft.; not diiiicult), into tha Xakra Valley. —Or we may
choose the (172 day) Donguz-6rnn Pass (10,495 ft.), the easiest and lowest
«»f the Baksan passes.

From Urusbievo (p. 183) to Betcho (p. 482). One route (17 hrs. on
foot) leads across the Betcho Pass (11,075 ft.). We ascend the Baksan
Valley in 4 hrs., then turn to the S. into the Ozengi Valley and reach (in

5 hrs. more) the head of the pass. In descending we cross the outHow
of the W. Ushbd Glacier^ which is a dilRcult task in the afternoon.
An alternative route (IV2-2 <lays on foot) is the Akh-Su Pass (12,465 ft.).

A conical snow-clad hill to the W. of the pass commands a fine view of

the Elbruz.
From Urusbievo (p. 483) to Mestiva (p. 483) over the Adtnr-F>u or

Mf'stiya Pass in 2 days, a route offering no trouble to experts.

To the S. of the Elbruz rises the Donguz-Orun. Its middle

summit (14,605 ft.) was ascended in 9 hrs. in 1891 by G. Merzbacher

and L. Purtschell(^r. starting from a sleeping-camp (8365 ft.) on the

E. slopes of the Dongiiz-Orun Valley. — To the S.W. of the Donguz-

(3run rises tlie pyramid of the Shtavler (13,105 ft.), which was

climbed in 6 hrs. in 1903 by Frl. C. von Eicker, H. von Ficker,

W. R. Rickmers, F. Scheck, and ^. H. Wigner from a camp in a

\y . side-valley of the Xakra.
In 1903 tlie following ascents were made from a canjp at the end of

the Krlsh Glacier (ca. 7220 ft. ^: to the N., the Dongiiz-Orun (see above)
in 9 hrs.. bv R. Helbling, F. Reichert, and A. Weber; to the N.W., the

Leddsht-Tan (12,550 ft.^ and the Jleral (13,060 ft.), both in 8 hrs., by 0.

Schuster and J. H. Wigner; to the W., the Ixikra-Tau (12,190 ft.) in 7 hrs.,

by L. W. Rolleston and T. (x. l^ongstaff.

Farther to the E. are the two peaks of the Ushba. On the W.
side is the Ushbd Glacier (lower end 7200 ft.), on the S. side the

Gtd Glacier (lower end 9000 ft.).

The N.E. summit of the U.shb}i (15,400 ft.; S.W. peak 13 ft. higher)

was ascended by J. (,t. Cockin in 1888. His route, starting from a (;amp

at the foot of 'the (Inl Grlacier (see above), led over steep glaciers and
slopes covered with snow and ice to the (IOV4 hrs.) saddle between the

tw<» summits: thence in 2^/4 hrs. to the N.E. peak. This is an extremely
difficult ascent, and great caution is necessary on account of falling

Mtones. The ascent of the S.W. summit of the Ushba, which is also

ixtremely diflficult, was accomplished in r.>03 in one day by R. Helbling,
I'. Reichert, A. Schulze, 0. Schuster, and A.Weber. The first successful
attempt to rombine the two summits in one circular tour was made in

Aug., 1903, by L. Distel, O. l^Michs, and H. Pfann. This was an extremely
difficult ice and rock tour, and necessitated the spending of 4 nights in
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the open air. two of these at a height of 14,750 ft. 1st Day : from the

camp (ca. 9850 ft.) on the Ushba G-lacier (p. 486) via the N. arete to

(17 hrs.) a point 14,750 ft. above the sea. 2nd Day: to (2V4 hrs.) the

N.E. summit, thence down to (1 hr.) the saddle and across (6 hrs.) its icy

knife-edge. 3rd Day: up the N. side to (4V2 hrs.) the S.W. summit and
then down to (71/2 hrs.) a camp at a height of ca. 12,800 ft. 4th Day: to

(4 hrs.) the &ul G-laeier (p. 486).

To the N. of the Ushba rises the SheUUU-Tmc (14,175 ft.), as-

cended in 1903 in one day by R. Helbling, F. Reichert, A. Scbulze,

and A. AVeber, from the tongue of the Ushba Glacier (p. 486) via the

8. arete (very difficult).— To the N. is the SheJdldi Glacier (lower

end 7245 ft.; over 10^/2 sq. M. in area; S^/^ M. long); to the N.E. is

the Bshedulih (14,015 ft.), ascended in 1903 by L. Distel, G. Leuchs,

and H. Pfann from a camp on the tongue of the Shekildi Glacier (see

above) in 14 hrs. (very difficult).

Farther to the E. is the snowy summit of the Ullukdra (14,115

ft.). To the N. are the Baskkdra (13,515 ft.) and the Dzhantugdn
{JanfAigdn; 12,790 ft.). —At the S. end of the Aduir-Su Valley

(p. 481) rises the Latzga (13,120 ft.), with the Tcheget-Tau-Tchana
(13,480 ft.) and the Gamitchi (12,485 ft.) to the W. of it, and the

Ullu-Taa-Tchana (13,795 ft.) to the E. The last was ascended in

1903 from the W. side by L. W. Rolleston and T. G.Longstaff, start-

ing from a camp at the foot of the Margan-Tau (S.). The lower

end of the Adidr-Su Glacier lies at a height of 8165 ft. above

the sea. To the S.W. of the Latzga is the Lekzulr Glacier (lower

end 5690 ft.; 14^^ sq. M. in area; 8 M. long).

Between Urusbievo (p. 483) and Tchegem (p. 484) the following peaks
stand in advance of the N. side of the main range: Aduir-Sti-Bnslii
(14,280 ft.), ascended in 1896 by H. W. Holder, J. O. Cockin, and H. Woolley
ill 2 days from tlie Aduir-Su Valley (caution necessary on account of falling
stones/; Dzhniluik (JaUyk) Bashi {14.,S10 it.), the highest of this series of
peaks; and the two peaks of the Sulln-Kol-BaHlii, of which that to the N.,
13,970 ft. in height, was ascended by G.Merzbacher and L.Purtscheller in 1891.

The double-peaked Tikhtejigen (15,265 ft.) was ascended in 1903
by L. W. Rolleston and T. G. Longstatf from the Tzanner Glacier

(see below) in 10 hrs. (difficult). To the 8.W. is the Tyuher (Tuiher)
Glacier (lower end 6665 ft.; 21 sq. M. ; 672 M. long), and to the

8. is the Tzanner (Zanner) Glacier (lower end 6840 ft. ; 15 sq. M.

;

77, M. long).

From Bczingi and from T(diegcm tlie Tyuher l*aH:< (11,730 ft.) leads
to Muzhnl, (p. 482).

To the \V. of th»' Hezingi or Ulla Glacier (lower v.ud 6540 ft.;

17 sq. M.; 8 M. long) lies the snowy summit of the Zahtindn-
liashi (14,2r)5 ft.), which was ascended in 1888 by J. G. Cockin and
ir. W. Hobb'r from the Misses-Kosh (p. 184) in^P/.^ hrs. (caution

n«;ce8sary against falling stones).

From the MiHsCH-KoHh to the liead of tlio ZnlniiKin (S<ih/iuni) IUihh
(r:\. 13,580 ft.) and hack in a trip of 9 hrs.

Farther to the K. is the middle pari ol' the Geiilral (Caucasus,

consisting of the GpHtola, Trtnid/l^ AdUh^ r)zhn.nga-l\ni^ Shkara^
Dnikh-Taii^ KoHfifdnTfin^ and oIImt pf-aks.
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Tlie Gestbla (,15,!>30 ft.) was uscemled in 1886 by C. T. Dent and
\V. F. Donkin from the S. end of the Bezingi Glacier in IOV4 hrs.— The
Tetnuld ^U^i^20 ft.) was ascended by D. W. Freshtield in 1887. Starting
from bis camp (8*Jt>0 ft.) on tlie right side of the Ndgeh Glacier (above
Muzluil, p. 482), he reached the S. arete in 8V4 hrs., and the summit in

4'/4 hrs. more (descent in 5 hrs.). G. Merzbacher and L. Pnrtscheller
ascended the Tetmild in 1891 in B^/4 hrs., starting from a camp (11,645 ft.)

above Adiiih (p. 482; descent in 31/2 l^i'^-)-— The Adish or Katyiui-Tau
(16,295 ft.) was ascended in 1888 by H. W. Holder and H. Woolley from
the Misses-Kosh (p. 484) in 12 hrs. (descent in 71/4 hrs.).— The Dzhd,nga-
Tau (Janga-Tau) has two peaks (W. peak 16,570 ft.; E. peak 16,530 ft.).

The E. summit was ascended in 1888 by J. G. Cockiu from the Misses-
Kosh (p. 484) in 12 hrs., and in the same time in 1891 via the N.E. arete

bv Merzbacher and Pnrtscheller (descent in 71/4 hrs.). Both summits were
ascended in 1903 from the Khalde Valley (7875 ft.) by R. Helbling,
F. Reichert, A. Schulze, and A. Weber, who took 3 days for the entire

excursion (very difficult).— The Shkara (17,040 ft.) was'ascended in 1888
by J. G. Cockiu from a camp at the foot of the rocky arete descending
from the Mishirgi-Tau to the Beziugi Glacier. The mountain-ridge was
reached in 5V2 hrs., and after a rest of -74 hr. the summit was attained in

4>/2brs. more (descent in 6 hrs.).— The Duikh-Tau(Z)yfc/i-ra?<; 17,055 ft.),

formerly known as the Koshtan-Tau, was ascended in 1888 by Mummery
in 8V2 hi«., starting from a camp on the upper Beziugi Glacier on the
S. side (descent in 43/^ hrs.).— The Koshtdn-Tau (16,880 ft.), formerly
called the Duikh-Tau, was ascended in 1888 from the Karaul (p. 484) by
H. Woolley, who took 3 days for tlie ascent and descent. W. F. Donkin
and H. Fox lost tlieir lives in an unsuccessful attempt earlier in the

same year.
Passes. From the Karaul (p. 484) the Shari-Vtzik Pass (11,565 ft. ; IVa

day on foot, 2 davs with pack-animals) and the Edena Pass or Godi-Vtzlk
Pass (11,475 ft.) lead to Gehi (p. 481), the Fuitnargi Pass (11,100ft.) into the

Tzena Valley (p. 482; 2 days), and tlie Shtulu-Vtzik Pass (10,985 ft.; prac-

ticable for horses in midsummer only) in iVa day to Stuir-Digor (p. 485).

To the E. of the Edena Pass (see above) is the Geze-Tau (12,755

ft.). — The Lahoda (14,175 ft.), forming, with three adjoining peaks,

the Wctterhorner of the Caucasus, was ascended in 1895 by C. T.

Dent and H. Woolley from the Stuir-Digor Valley above the Tana
Glacier (lower end 7045 ft.).

Farther to the S.E. is the double-peaked Tzikhvarga (13,580ft.).

The E. summit was ascended in 1890 from the Karagom Valley by
V. Sella, the W. summit from Gebi (p. 481) by H.^W. Holder and J. G.

Cockin. The passage from the W. to the E. summit takes -^U hr.

The Burdzhida or Karagom-Kholdi (14,295 ft.) was ascended

in 1890 in 9 hrs. by H. W. Holder and J. G. Cockin, starting from

a camp near the NatzanUxira Brook^ above the Rion.

The massive Adai-Khokh (15,245 ft.) was ascended in 1884

by M. de Dechy in 8 hrs., starting from a camp on the Tzeya

Glacier (10,825 ft.).

On the N.W. side of the Adai Khokh is the Karagom, Glacier (lower

end 5790 ft.; 13»/2 aq- M. ; 91/2 M. long). - 2's6?ya Glacier^ see p. 480. — The
Kaltber (14,465 ft.) was ascended in 5 hrs. by Dr. W. Fischer and 0. Schuster,

starting from a camp (10,990 ft.) above Ilekom (p. 480).

A peak adjoining the Tepli (14,510 ft.), between the Adai-Khokh and
the Kazbek group, was ascended in 1896 in 7 hrs. })y V. Sella from a camp
(9840 ft. J above Kolota.— Tha Zuatizi (Suatisi)-Khokh (14,695 ft.) was as-

cended in 1910 in 7V2 hrs. by Dr. W. Fischer, G. Kuhfahl, and 0. Schuster,
HtartinK from the Khitzan- Khokh, a rock in the middle of the Midagravin
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Glacier (ca. 11,150 ft.). -The Gimarai-Khokli (15,670 ft.), to the W. of the

Kazbek, was ascended in 1891 by Gr. Merzhacher from the huts at the mineral
springs (7650 ft.) at the upper end of the Genaldon Valley. The ascent
took 91/2 hrs., and the descent 4-^/4 hrs. — The Shau-Khokh {Mitchin-Tzui)

;

ca. 14,760 ft.) was ascended in 1911 in 51/2 hi's. by Dr. W. Fischer, E. Platz,

and 0. Schuster from a bivouac (11,810 ft.) on the Midagravin Glacier.

Kazbekj see p. 477.

72. Kakhetia. Daghestan.
Several highroads lead from Tiflis to Kakhetia, a district composed

of the valleys of the Yora and the Alazdn. Railway from Tiflis to

Signakh and Telav under construction.

From Tiflis to Telav, 95 Y. (63 M.), highroad, motor omnibus

in 6 hrs. (5 rb.),— TifliSj see p. 465. — The road leads to the E.,

at first through a monotonous hilly country. 10 V. Orl^Jievi.—
24 V. Vazidni.

About 8V. (5M.) to the E. of Vaziani is 7>/arie;i/'e?rf (2885 ft.), a Ger-
man colony. From here a highroad leads to the E. through the valley of the
Kakhetian Yora, 66 M. long and 5-20 M. wide, via (.35 V.) Kakaheti, a Georgian
village on the left bank of the Yora, to (74 V., or 49 M.) Signakh (see below).
The valley of the Alazan is the chief wine-growing district of Kakhetia,
the whole country producing yearly 6,600,000 gallons of wine, chiefly red.

Beyond Vaziani the road runs to the N., through pretty country,

crossing the watershed between the Yora and the Alazan at a height

of 5545 ft., and passing the posting-stations of (41 V.) Udzharma,
(61 V.) Gamhori, and (77 V.) Tetris-Tzkale.

95 V. Teldv (2420 ft. ; Semeinuiye Nomerd), an old town of

1 7,700 inhab., is beautifully situated on the right bank of the Alazan

in the midst of a fertile country, and is the seat of a district chief

(yfe^lHLiH HaqajibHHKT>). It has some remains of fortifications.

About 5 M. to the E. of Telav (phaeton there & back 3-4 rb.) lies the
imperial domain of Tzinonddli, where the best wine in Kakhetia is pro-
duced.- The church of Alaverdl (AjiaBep/iCKiii coSopt), situated 8 M.
to the N.W. of Telav (phaeton there & back 5-6 rb.) and dating from the
10th cent., is visited on Sept. 14th. (0. S.) by hordes of pilgrims. On
this occasion the traveller will have an opportunity of studying the types
of the mountain-tribes of Khcvsurs, Tushes, Kists, etc.— An interesting
excursion of 4-5- days may be made from Telav on horseback, via Grenii
and across the Koddr Pass ('78.50 ft.), to Teniir-Khan-Shiera (p. 455).
Greini, once the residence of the Kakhetian kings, is now an insigni-
ticant village. — A highroad leads to the N.W. from Telav, via (25 V.)
Akhiiieti and (55 V.) Tinn4ti, to (82 V.) Ananur (p. 475).- -A rough road,
racticable only on foot or on liorseback with a trustworthy guide, runs from
'elav along the left bank of the Alazan, vifi (51 V.) Kvareli, Sntzkheniai,
and the Aldiakho J'ans, to (6-7 days) the Avarian town of Koi-Sii,

FuoM '1'klav to Ni;kha, 211 V. (140 ^I.), liighroad (motor oinni-

buH from Tiflis to Lagodekbi via liakurtzikjic, 165 V. in 8 hrs.,

fare 9 rh.;. - 7V/dr, see above; 10 V. Ahtri; 30 V. Mvhizd.n
(1720 ft.); 17 V. lidhnrtzikhc.

62 V. Si^ndkh rJ.V.iOJt.; Ka/rhrfiya}, n disirict-town \\ itb

Hi.000 irib;il>., picturrscjiwly silinilcd on a bifjy projccj ing rock,

?^
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possesses tlu' ruins of a fortress. In a nunnery is the Sepulchral

Church of St. Nina, saiil to date from the 4th, but as a matter of

fact |)rol)ably from the Gth century. St. George's Chapel commands
a line view. Signakh is reached by carriage from Telav in 0-7 hrs.,

but may also be reached from Titlis direct (103 V. or 68 M.) by

motor omnibus in 6 hrs. (6 rb.). Highroad to Marienfeld, see p. 489.

Beyond Signakh the highroad runs first to the E. At (70 V.)

Tznin'ii<'Tzl'ali it turns to the N., crosses the Alazdn^ and leads

through tine forest via (90 Y.) Tchiailri to (104 V.) Laf/odekhi
(Restaurant in the 3iilitary Club).— 12 lY. Byelokdnl, a village

inhabited by Lesghians; 143 V. Zakaidli (1785 ft.; accommodation
at the club); 162 V. Gyillyuk.— 177 V. Kakld (2600 ft.), whence
we take the highroad via (198 V.) Nizhni Geinyuk to (211 V.)

Niikhd (p. 472). Or we may go on horseback in 3-4 days via Yelisu,

Saru'bdshj and the Salavat Pass to the district in which the

Satnur takes its rise, and on to Akhfi (p. 456).

73. Georgia. Armenia. Karabagh.
a. South Caucasus Mineral Baths.

From Miklidilovo (p. 465) a branch-railway runs through the

liorzhom Ravine to (28 V.) Borzhom (Rail. Restaurant). Thence a

narrow-gauge line (carriages changed) runs to (6 V.) Boi'zliom Park.

Borzhom. —Hotels. StdroknvaUrskaya (PI. a), on the left bank
of the Borzhomka, R. l'/a-4 rb., bed-linen' 50, B. 60 cop., D. (from
1 o'clock) 1-2 rb., board 75 rb. per month; MinerdlnuiyaVodi (PI. b), oppo-
site, on the right bank of tlie Borzhomka, R. from IV2 rb.; Firuze (PI. c),

on the rig-ht bank of the Borzhomka, R. 1-10 rb.; Borzhom, (PL d), on the
ri^lit bank of the Kura, a little to the E. of the Park station, R. \^U-?> rb.;

t'tntrdlnajja (PI. e), on the right bank of tljo Kura, near the Olginski Bridge,
open throughout the year. — Phaeton from Borzhom station to the town
75, from Borzhom Park station to the town iO, per drive 30, to Likani 40
(there & back, witli stay of V2 hr., 80) cop., per hr. 1 rb. 20 cop.— Saddle
Horse 4-5 rb. per day. — Seasoji. June 10th to Sept. 10th (0. S.). Visitors'

Tax 3 rb. (two days free).

Borzhom (2620 ft.), with 5800 inhab., lies on both banks of

the Kurd, at its confluence with the Borzhomka. It is one of the

most beautiful places in the Little Caucasus, is surrounded by richly

wooded hills, and recalls many scenes in the S. part of the Black

Forest. Much rain falls during May and June. On the right bank of

the Kura are Rorzhom Park station and the mineral baths (alkaline

hot springs, the Catherine Spring of 82° and the Eugene Spring of

71° Fahr.; bath 50 cop.). On the left bank is the newer part of

the town, with the Moorish-looking chateau of the Grand-Duke
Mikhail Nikolayevitch. Interesting walks may be taken in the

Rfinertovski Park, with a seismological observatory (PI. 11) and a

bronze bust (1013) of Grand-Duke Mikhail Nikolayevitch; in the

Vorontzov Park (3095 ft.: 20 min. jibove the Mineralnuiya Vodi
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Hotel); and in the Borzhomka ravine.— About 2 M. to the S.AY. of

Borzhom, on the left bank of the Kura, lies Likani, a chateau of

the Grand-Duke Xikolai Mikhailovitch, built in 1895 in the Renais-

sance style. Opposite Likani, towards the E., are the ruins of the

castle of Petres-Tzikhe, on a hill.

The Lomis-Mta, or Lion Mountain (7165 ft.), situated 23 M. to the W.,
commands in clear weather a splendid view of the Elbruz, Ushba, Tetniild,

Duikh-Tau, and Kazbek.
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ExpJaiuition of the Nitmhrrfi on the Map: 1. Arinoniaii Church ; 2. Catherine
Spring; .3. Catherine Spring' liathn; 4. Cheniiful Laboratory; o. Eupone
Spring; (5. Eugene Spring' liaths; 7. Greek Cliurch; 8. Mineral Waters
Export Office; 9. Palace of Grand-Duke Ser^ius Nikolayevitch; 10. Post

and Telegraph Office; 11. Scismological Observatory.

From Hokzhom to Hakimcvani, 41 V. (27 M.), narrow-gauge railway in

3Vii hfH. f2n(l claHH fan* 94 ccjo.). The train (at the end of which is an
open oh«ervution carj aHccntlH circuitously through the attractive valley
of the Tchomaya Retchka. Wo Htart at Borzhdm Park Station. - QV.
liorzhdm (p. 490). - 19 V. Tzayveri, with an alkaline spring. About
3 M. to the K. in the village of I'ijnotia-Ubani^ with a ruined church,
near which, in the abrupt clifTn, are many cell-like hollows. As we
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continue, wo notice on the rifj;lit the section of the lino just traversed,
and a little later it appears on the left. Beyond (23 V.) T::emi (4395 ft.),

with a sanatorium for children (pens. TjO-GO rb. per month), we pass through
tine woods. Opposite the railway station of (2S) V.) Ntkoldyevo is a pa-
vilion commandinjr a view of the valley. A.i {'i'^Y.) Sakotchavi we reach
the top of the plateau. 11 V. Bakuryani (5415 ft.; Rail. Restaurant,
with good trout). We now pass on to the S., either on foot or on horse-
hack, to tiie (10 M.) Tzkhra-2'zlharo ('Nine Springs'; 8895 ft.), affording
a tine view of the mountains, the forests of Borzhom, and the great
Armenian plateau. About 01/2 M. farther to the S. is Lake Tabistzkhuri
(«)195 ft.), which abounds in trout.

Fkom Bokzhom to Abbas-Tuman, 75 V. (50 M.), a fine posting-

n»a(l; motor omnibus in 4 hrs. (faro 5rb.); post-chaise in 7-8 hrs.

(fare 16 rb.); phaeton 20-30 rb. (without changing horses; 1 day).

— The road ascends the left bank of the Kurd. 18 V. StrasJmi-
Oki'yp, a posting-station; 30 V. AtzkJmr (3180 ft.), a posting-sta-

tion, with the remains of a church of the 7th cent; 50 V. Aklial-

tzikh (3375 ft.; good meals at the club-house), a town and posting-

station, with an old fortress and 21,500 inhab., famed for their

work in silver filigree; 62 V. Bejiara, a posting-station.

75 V. (50 M.) Abbas-Tuman.- Hotels. Minerdlmdya Vodi, R.
1-10 rb., D. (12-5) 00 cop. to 1 rb. 20 cop., pens, from 60 rb. per month ; Mira-
kov, R. from .2, D. (12-0) l-l'*/4, pens. 6-8 rb.— Furnished Lodgings.
Roschel, R. from 1 rb.; Weisse, R. 1-2 rb.— Izv6shtchik per drive 20-30,

per hr. 60 cop. ; to the (21/2 M.) Vorota Otcharovaniya & back, with stay of

V2 hr., 2 rb.— Season, June 1st to Oct. 1st (0. S.). Visitors' Tax 3 rb.

Ahhds-Tumdn (4255 ft.) is a much frequented watering-place

in a valley-basin, with warm sulphur springs (93-119°; good bathing

arrangements) and two grand-ducal villas (burned down in 1913).

The ravine of the Abbastinndnkaj about 7 M. long, ascends to the

Zekarski Pass (see below) ; a chapel stands on the spot where the heir-

apparent, George Alexandrovitch, died in 1899. Farther on is the

Voi^ota Otcharovaniya, or Gate of Delight (izvoshtchik, see above).

From Abbas-Tuman to Rion, 73 V. (48 M.), carriage-road (no posting;
phaeton .30-.35 rb.). This road, which is one of the most beautiful in the

Caucasus, leads to the N. to the (16 V.) Zekarski Pass (7080 ft.), affording

a magnificent view of the Great and Little Caucasus. It then sinks
rapidly to the valleys of the Khani-Tzkali and the Ridn, the Alpine
meadows being succeeded by luxuriant woods with subtropical vegetation.
About 40 V. (27 M.) from Abl)as-Tuman is the village of Kersheveti (ac-

commodation at the road-surveyor's). The road continues through woods,
passing several villages, to (65 V.) Bagdad and (73 V. ; 48 M.) Ridn (p. 463).

b. From Tifiis to Erivan (Etchmiadzin, Ararat, Tabriz).

353 V. (233 M.). Railway in 18 hrs. There are few railway restaurants.

Tiftis, see p. 465.— Beyond (6 V.) Navthig (1510 ft.
;
p. 471) we

cross the Kurd and enter a small plain. To the right are the saline

lake of Kodi and llie Armenian pilgrim-resort of Shav-Nabdt, on a

conical hill. — 35 V. Sandar. About 13 M. to the W. (omn. 80 cop.)

is the large German colony of Katharinenfeld (ca. 2625 ft.).

—

62 V. Saddkhlo (1370 ft.). The line, which ascends steadily as far
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as Bzhadzhur (see below), enters the wild and romantic Bamhdk
Defile, through which flows the Debedd-Tchai (Bortchalinka).

86 V. Aklitald (1865 ft.), with copper works (French). To the left

of the station is the beautiful Akhtald Ravine. A little way up this

defile is a large cathedral, standing on the verge of a precipice

;

adjoining it are two smaller churches and the remains of a palace.

104 V. Sanain (Rail. Restaurant). The line threads several short

tunnels.— 142 V. Karaldis (4290ft.; Rail. Restaurant). Motor
omnibus to Akstafa via Delizhan (Erivan), see p. 471.— The railway

turns to the W., crosses the watershed between the Araxes and the

Kura at (188 V.) Dzhachhur (6035 ft.), and reaches the barren

upland plateau of Shirdk. The Alagoz (p. 494) comes into sight.

207 V. (137 M.) Alexandropol (5055 ft.; Rail. Restaurant;
Anyliya; izvoshtchik from the station to the town 40, at night

80 cop.), with 49,000 Armenian inhab., was once fortified and an

important frontier-post between Georgia, Persia, and Turkey.
From Alexandropol to Kars, 72 V. (48 M.), railway in .SV4 hrs. The

line leads to tlie "VV. over a barren upland plateau. — 72 V. (48 M.) Kars
(5750ft.; Railway Eestaiirant; Inij^erial: izvoshtehik from the station

to the town 40, per hr. 60 cop.), a fortified place with 35,000 inhab., at

the entrance to the deep and rocky gorge of the Kars-Tchai, is known
to have existed as a strong fortress in the 9th century. Later it came
into the possession of the Turks, who defended it brilliantly, under the
English General Williams, against the Russians for six months in 1855.

On Nov. 6th, 1877 (0. S.), however, it was finally stormed by the Russians,
and since then it has belonged to Russia. To the N.W., beyond the Old
Town, is tlic Citadel, which is situated on a high conical lava mound. Near
the Turkish quarter is a church dating from 980, transformed by the Turks
into a mosque, and now a Grreok Catholic Garrison Church. There is a

Russian memorial of the campaigns of 1828, 1855, and 1877, by Mikesliiii

(1910). Outside the town is the German colony of Petrovka. — In 1918 a
railway was opened from Kars to Saiakamtdsh, the Russian frontier-
station on tlie road to Erzerum.

From Alexandropol to Ani, 45 V. (30 M.), carriage there & back in

1 day 20-25 rb.; it is advisable to start as early as possible (railway, see

p. 494), and provisions must be carried. — We drive first to the W. for
l'/<2.br. along a good carriage-road, passing the ruins of a loftily-situated
ancient Armenian castle. We then cross the Kar.H-7'chai, to tlie S. of
which we touch at several Armenian villages. To the right tower the
volcanic cones of the Aladzhd Mta., to the leTt is the Alagoz (p. 494). It is

not until we are quite close to Ani that this ruined town becomes visihle.

*Ani (1955 ft.), the 'town with a thousand and one churches', al-

ready nicntionod in the 4th cent. A. 1)., was until 1010 the residence of
the kiuL'H of Ihe Bagratide dynasty. Tt was ravage<l l)y tlie Seljuk Turks
in 1061. and by the Mongols in 1239, while in 1319 it was oVeithr(»wn
liv a violent earthquake. It lies upon a tongue of rcuk, surrounded,
' xf;ept on the N. Hide, by gorges 100-200 ft. (feep, between the Arpd-
IrJuii (on the K.) and the Aladzhd-Tchai (on the W.); its circumference
itnounted to over 3 M. An Armenian monk, who acts as guide, and a
single family of peoHaiitH are now the only inhabitants. The town is

• iitfred from the N. side thronj^h a double wall about 1100 yds. long.
Tho outfT wall, which is in a good ntate of nreservation and strengthened
liv ahout 30 square towers, conMistH of regularly hewn IdockH of rcddish-
lirc.wn stone, ornaniented with hands, crosses, and inlaid-woik (»f dark
tone. On a hill at the N.W. corner of the town are the remains of

1 palace (12-13tli cent.)? wrongly called the Palace of the Hagratides
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(^Bop^il'i. BarpaxyHieBt). About 300 yds. to the S.E. is the Cathedral
(Cofiop-K), built in 989-1001, the central tower of which has fallen in.

Al.oiit L'OO yds. to the E. of the cathedral is the Clmrch of Gregory the
lliinninator (H^pKOBb rpHropin XIpocBl-.TiiTeJiH), which contains "some
well-preserved frescoes. A little to the S.W. of the Cathedral is the
Munntche Mosque (10th & 12th cent.), with the Museum. Still farther
to the S. are the remains of the Viceroy's Palace (Llapcidft ;iBop^i}T>).

The ascent of the highest (13,445 ft.) of the four peaks of the Alagoz
takes 1-2 days from Alexandropol and is not ditiicult for experts. The
trip, like that to Mt. Ararat (p. 495), is not without danger on account of the
nomadic Kurds: the traveller should therefore carry a revolver and obtain
a mounted police escort at Alexandropol. We first ride to the E. via (9 M.)
HoUhol Kapandk, and then to the S. via the villages of Golgcit, Norashen,
and Boliihiye Arikhvell, finally crossing some high-lying fieltls and pastures
of the Kurds and Tartars and reaching (8 hrs.) a stony lateral arSto of

the Alagoz. We then dismount and proceed to (41/2 hrs.) the top. Among
the four summits of the mountain lies a crater IV4 M. in diameter and
1540 ft. deep, filled with neve. On the S.E. the rim of the crater is

broken by a deep gorge, from which the Dadnlyu-Tchai issues. On the
slopes of the Alagoz are numerous lakes of various sizes.

From Alexandropol a road leads to the N. via Kherfvis to (103 M.)
Akhaltzikh (p. 192).

The railway to Erivan leads to the S. from Alexandropol along an

upland plateau and across the lavas of the Alagoz (see above), whicli

long remains visible on the left.— 231 V. Agin. On the right the

ruins of Ani are plainly discernible.— 250 V. Ani. About 5^2 M- to

the N.W. of the station is the ruined town of that name (p. 493), which

is more conveniently reached by carriage from Alexandropol (no

carriages, guides, or provisions at the station).— 267 V. AlagSz
(Rail, llestaurant). The railway now turns to the S.E.; on the riglit

(S.) appears Mt. Ararat (p. 495). Beyond (297 V.) Ardx the

line gradually sinks to the salt steppe of the Araxes.— 327 V.

Etrhmiadzin. About 8 M. to the N. is the town of that name

(p. 495: omnibus 50 cop., phaeton 2 rb.). — 339 V. Ulukhanlu
(2545 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant). To Dzhulfa (Tabriz), see p. 496.— The

railway now makes a sudden turn to the N.

353 V. (233 M.) Erivan.— The Railway Station (restaurant) is

13/4M. to the W. of the town. — Hotels. Orient, Kryepostnaya, R. 1-3,

D. (1-5 p.m.) from 1/2 rh. ; Lyon, Astafyevskaya, R. 1-3 rb. ; Grand-Hotel.—
Izv6sHT0HiK from the statioif to the town 60, per drive 20, per hr. (50 cop.

to 1 rb. ; double fares at night.

Erivan (3230 ft.), often a bone of contention between the

Turks and the Persians, but belonging to Russia since 1827, is the

capital of the government of the same name and has 33,000 inhab.

(Armenians and Tartars). It lies on the Zanga River, and has a

fine view to the AV. of the Alagoz (see above), and to the S. of Mt.

Ararat (p. 495), 40 M. away. On the W. side of the town stands the

Ook-Jamiy a mosque built in the time of Nadir Shah (d. 1747), now
in ruins; to tlie right of the pishtak (p. 517) is a minaret, the ex-

terior of which is overlaid with glazed and coloured tiles. On the

S. side of the town are the remains of the former fortress. The

town also possesses a large Oriental bazaar.
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About 12 M. to the W. of Erivan (phaeton there & back in one

da}', 5 rb.; railway, see p. 494), near the village of Vagarshapdtj
lies the convent of Etchmiadzin (9HMia;i3HH'L ; 2840 ft.), the

seat of the Armenian Katholikos.
The Armenian Church is a national church (comp. p. 441). The Katho-

likos is chosen by the whole nation, including Russian, Turkish, Persian,

and Indian Armenians, and the choice must be confirmed by the Tzar of

Ilussia. The Armenian Church is administered from Etchmiadzin through
the synod, under the presidency of the Katholikos, and with the co-operation

of a procurator nominated by the Tzar. — The first Armenian Katholiki
resided in Artaxata (p. 472), but at the end of the 4th or the beginning
of the 5th cent, they transferred their seat to Etchmiadzin, the convent
of which down to the 10th cent, was known as Vagarshapat. For a time
also they settled at Dvin and Ani (p. 493), and at Siss in Cilicia; but
since 1441 Etchmiadzin has been their permanent residence and the centre

of the spiritual life of Armenia.

The convent, with its extensive buildings and the theological

academy, lies on the plateau, and is surrounded by a wall with

towers. In the middle of the large convent-court (116 by 112 yds.)

stands the Cathedral of the Virgin, built, according to the Ar-

menian legend, in 303 by G-regory the Illuminator on the spot where

God's only Son appeared to him; hence the name Etchmiadzin,

which means 'the only-begotten Son is descended'. The porch of

the W. portal is richly adorned with decorative reliefs in stone.

Behind the^E. apse is the treasury, where the spear and the hand
of St. Gregory are preserved. Outside the cathedral, to the right

of the main portal, is the grave of Sir John Macdonald, a British

envoy who died at Tabriz in 1830. The library possesses a fine

Evangelium of the 10th cent., engrossed on parchment and bound in

ivory (4th cent.?).— In a small museum have been preserved some
capitals of columns and other objects of archaeological interest.

The convent has about 40 inmates, some of whom speak German.
About IV4 M. to the E. of the convent is tlie Church of St. Eipsime,

a square building with a central dome, which is well worth seeing. It was
rebuilt in the 7th century. The porch was added in 1653 or 1790. — To
the S. of the road t<> Erivan is the ruined church of Tzuartiiots. — A visit
should also be paid to the ruins of the Ronnd Church of Gregory the
Illuminator, Avhi<-h was built about the middle of the 7th century.

About 40 V. (20 M.) to the S. of Erivan (carriage in hrs., 7 rb.),

ami 12 V. (8 M.) to the S. of Kamarlyu (p. 496; phaeton 4-5 rb.),

lies the village of Aralulkh (2760 ft.), the best starting-point for the

ascent of Mt. Ararat (Armenian Massin, Turkisii A</hri-Ddgh).

This volcanic mountain stands completely isolated, at the spot where
the boundaries of Russia, I'(;rsia, and Turki^y nwvX. In front, on the

right, rises tin; icy dome; of the (ireat Ararat (17,055 ft.; Mt. Blanc

15,780), which falls off stc^eply toward the W.; on the left is the

pointed p«';ik of the JAttle Ararat (12,845 ft.); between them is the

saddle of Sarddr-Iintdg (8335 ft.). Old Testament tradition identi-

fies Ararat with the mountain where Noah's ark rested after the Hood.
The best HonHon for the aHcont is Aug. and September. Rugs, cooking



utensils, tea, re. I wine, lire, and two bags of coal must be oanied. lii-

forniation may be had from the fiontier-otiioer or from the village-chiel'

at Araluikh. Each porter receives 5 rb. for the whole excursion. -As the

traveller niay possibly be molested by the nomadic Kurds, lie is advised to

take a revolver and procure an escort of (Cossacks from the frontier-officer.

On the 1st clay we ride from Araluikh to (22 M.; 7 hrs. ; saddle-

horse iV-i'- ^'^^O ^^^orddr-Biddg (p. 495), with a spring and a forti-

Hed Cossack station, and ascend thence to the snow-line, where the

night is spent. On the 2nd day we have a toilsome climb over blocks

(»f lava and fields of debris to the summit of the Great Ararat
(11 hrs. from Sardar-Bulag), returning to our camp at the snow-line.

The summit of the Great Ararat, first ascended by Dr. Parrot in 1829,
is about 100 ft. in diameter. A vast panorama stretcbes out on all sides,

embracing a radius of about 170 M. Viscount Bryce, who ascended the
mountain in Sept., 187(5, describes the view as 'not beautiful or splendid
but rather stern, grim, and monotonous'. To the N. is the brown and
parciied plateau of the Araxes, behind it, the Alagoz (p. 494), the mountains
of the Armenian plateau, and the chain of the Central Caucasus, with the
Kazbek and the Elbruz. To the S.W. is the region where tbe Euphrates,
the Kiira, and the Araxes take their rise. To the S. and S.E. are tiie

Plain of Bayazet, Lake Van in Turkey, and Lake Urmia in Persia. To
the E. is the snowy summit of the Zavalan (15,790 ft.), rising over the
Caspian Sea.— On the N. side of the Gfrcat Ararat is the deep Jacob Valleij,

in which is the main glacier of the mountain. In its lower part is the
Tartar village of Akhuri (5700 ft.), with a military outpost.

On the 3rd day we return via 8ardar-Bulag to Araluikh.

The ascent of the Liftle Ararat from Sardar-Bulag takes 5-6 hrs.

About 20 M. to the N.W. of ^^rivan lies Garni or Kami, with the
remains of a building in the Ionic style, and tbe convent of Kecjart or

Airivdnk, hewn out of the rock.

From Erivas. to Kars, 2.S2 V. (154 M.), highroad (diligence in 2 days
20 rb, ; railway, see pp. 491, 498), affording a tine view of the Armenian
plateau.- - 18 V. Etchmiadziti (p. 495); 87 V. Markdra ; 54 V. lyduir, where
the night is spent. Beyond (74 V.) Karakanli the Araxes emerges from
a ravine into the plain; here also lie the ruins of an old and extensive
fortress, Kard-Kald ('Blacik Fortress'), possibly the Ticjranncerta whicli

was founded in the 6th cent. B.C. — 92 V. Kulp, with rock-salt mines;
11;} V. Aijahfik; 180 V. Akh-Tchdi; 154 V. Kaguizmda (nightquarters), witii

ro.-k-salt mines; 172 V. Ketak ; 190 V. Paf<li ; 209 V. Kaostchai. — 232 Y.
(151 M.) Kars (p. 498).

From Erivan to Dziiulfa, 192 V. (127 M.), railway in 7 hrs. Photo-
graphing is forbidden. — 14 V. (Jhikhanlu. To Tiflis, see pp. 494-492. The
train turns to the S.P]., and crosses a barren plateau; to the right are the

Araxes and Mt. Ararat (p. 495). -- 80 V. Kamarhju (2500 ft.). About 8 M.
to the S. is Araluikh (p. 495). - 149 V. Nakhitchevau-Erivanski (2495 ft.;

Hail way Rfstaurant; Dvortzovuiye Nomera; izvoshtchik from the rail,

station to the town 80, vice versa 50 cop.), a district capital with 8800 Tartar
inhal)itaiits. Outside th(i town is an Armenian churchyard, with the alleged
grave of Noah. -192 V. (127 M.j fJzhnlfa, Julfa, or /JacyjiL^a (2210 ft.;

Kail. Restaurant; Frantziya), on the frontier between Russia and Persia.

From Dzhulfa a highroad (<'arriages to lie had; railway under construc-
tion) leads S. to (140 V., or 98 M.) Tabriz (4480 ft.; Brit, consul, H. S.
Shiplfifj, C. M. G.; U. S. consul, G. Paddock), the capital of the Persian
province of Azerbaijan, with 200,000 inhab. (mostly Tartars) and an im-
portant trade (carpets, cotton, tropical fruit, tragacanth, etc.). Its chief
f*»atures of interest are the lialf-destroyed Blue Mosque (middle of the
15th rent.), the bazaars, and the citadel, which towers above the city.

I I'rii Pwivan to Akstafa, see pp. 472, 471.
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VIII. TEHERAN.
EAILWAYS IN ASIATIC RUSSIA. PORT

ARTHUR. PEKING.

Route Page

74. From Baku to Teheran 497
75. From Baku to Tashkent (Turkestan) 506

a. From Baku to Samarkand. Bokhara 510
From Merv to Kushka 512.

b. From Samarkand to Tashkent 519
From Tcheniyayevo to Andizhan 519.

76. From Orenburg to Tashkent 522
77. From Moscow to Vladivostok via Tchelyabinsk (Trans-

Siberian Railway) 523
a. From Moscow to Irkutsk. Tomsk 525

From Omsk to Tobolsk 527; to Semipalatinsk 528.—
Barnaul. Russian Altai 528. — Minusinsk 531.

b. From Irkutsk to Vladivostok via Karuimskaya
(Sryetcnsk) and Kharbin (Dairen, Peking) . . 532
Kyakhta-Maimatchin 534. — NertcliinsKi Zavod 535.

c. From Sryetensk to Khabarovsk by steamer down
the Amur and thence to Vladivostok by railway 539
Nikolayevsk 511.

78. From Kharbin to Dairen (Dalny) and Port Arthur
(Ryojun) via Mukden 542

Kirin 513. — Ying-k'ou 515.

79. From Mukden to Peking 548
Chin-wang-tao. Jehol 550. — Tsingtau 552.

80. Peking and Environs 553

74. Prom Baku to Teheran.
Fkom Baku to Enzeli, 343 V. (227 M.), mail st<';imer of the Cancas?/s

' Mercurtf Co. (p. 1H2) twice weekly direct in 18 hrs. (fares 20 & 12 rb.,
M.-Iudinp: dinner). From Enzkli to Resiit, 28 V., carriai,^' in 3'/.^ lirs.

t;irc 50 kran, including a toll). P'kom Rehiit to Tehekan, 333 V. or
221 M. Col farHakliH or |)araHanf?H; 1 farnakh = ca. 4 M. = ca. (>'/, kilo-
nictrCH), carriages of the liofdirn/m-Bdhrnin Vo. (\). 49i)) in 2 or 3 days
(motor omnihuH Hcrvicc projected; ordinary mail-coaches used l)y natives
only). A four-s(sited landau or coupc'r costs )74 kran 13 shahi, a two-
seated droshky i\\\i kran 13 shahi; in addition tlierc are tips amounting to

72 kran and a toll of 59 kran 10 shahi; 1 pud (3r, Ihs.) of luggage is allowed
for each <arriage (each additional man, i.e. fp/., Ihs., 2 kran 15 HJiahi extra).

Farsi'okt. For entrance into I'ersia a passport provided with tlie

visa of a Persian eonsiil is necessary. This may he obtained at Baku or
TiHiH (fee 2 rh. 40 cop,); in case of neeoHsity, however, the visa may
he procured on apnlieation in Hnzeli for a fee of 13 kran 12 sluihi. -
I'KiiHiAN Mo.-tKv. The currency (consists of silver coins of 1, 2, and

liAEOEKEu's Russia W))
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5 kran in value, nickel coins worth Vio ^^^ Vao of a kian, and banknotes
of the Imperial Bank of Persia from 1 toman upwards (1 toman = 10 kran;
1 kran = 20 shahi = ^'^l%d.). Persian money may be obtained in Enzeli or in

Uosht. The rate of exchange varies greatly, the average being 5V,j-0 krans
for 1 ruble and 54Va krans for 11. Russian gold pieces are not" univer-
sally accepted in Persia.

Equipment. The traveller should provide himself with woollen under-
clothing (even in spring or late summer, for the changes of temperature
are sudden), smoked spectacles, a pitli helmet (in summer), rugs, a cushion,
insect-j^owder, a medicine-chest, and a saddle for liorseback-excursions in

the vicinity of Teheran. Weapons are not necessary. For a stay of some
duration in Teheran, a frock-coat and evening dress are desirable, as well
as an introduction to one of tlie legations. — A native servant (not in-

dispensable) can best be obtained at Resht (20-50 rb. per month, besides
food). — Precautions should be taken against theft, and the luggage should
be carefully looked after. — Excellent Shooting is to be had in the vici-

nity of Enzeli, Resht, and Telieran.

The best Tkavei.i.ing Season in North Persia is from the middle of

March till the middle of May and from the middle of Sept. till the middle
of December. The summer is very hot. The climate, if due regard be
paid to diet and clothing, is not unhealthy. Travellers should on no
account drink unboiled ivater. There is a good deal of fever in Resht
and in the marshy province of Gilan; anyone who is subject to it sliould

take quinine daily after leaving Enzeli.
A visit to Resht and Teheran may be made in 16 days, reckoned from

Baku. The total travelling expenses, including those of the native servant,
will amount to about 600 rb. — Tlie tour is best divided up as follows:
steamer from Baku to Enzeli and drive to Resht, 1 day; drive from Resht
to Teheran (one day's fest at Kazvin), 4 days; stay at Teheran, 6 days

;

return from Teheran to Baku (one day's rest at Resht), 5 days.
The Russian G-eneral Statf lias issued a map of Persia on a scale of

1 : 840,000. The India Office Map of Persia (1 : 2,534,400) is convenient
(Stanford; Is. 6(Z.). The following G-erman maps by A. F. Stahl are recom-
mended: North Persia on a scale of 1 : 840,000 (supplement No. 122 of Peter-
nuinn's Mitteilungen, 1897), North-West Persia (Petermann's Mitt., 1909),

and the Environs of Teheran (1:210,000; Petermann's Mitt., 1900).

The following are some common Persian words (the accent generally
falls on the last syllable, even in the case of compound words): rest-

house, tchaxKirkhaneh ; room, utagh ; horse, asp; carriage, kaliskeh; driver,

kalisketchl; mail-driver, suhtchi ; servant, wo i<A:<?7'; doorkeeper, dalundar ;

drive faster, tund hero ; stop, va ist; slow, yavash ; quick, zud; how far?,

tchekadr ra; go away, hero; come here, hia inja; wait, sabr kun; how
much does it cost?, tche kadr or tchand; too much, ziad; dear, giran;
money, j^ul ; give me, bedih - tea, tchai ; bread, nun; milk, shir; water,
(lb; clean water, ab-i-pak; drinking-water, ab-khurden; hot water, nb-i-

garni; boiling water, ab-i-jush; sugar, shekar, kand; fowl, murgh; egg,

tokhm-i-murgh; boiled rice, tchilau; rice with meat and seasoning, pilau.

Cardinal numbers: 1, yek ; 2, du; 3, «^; 4, tchehar ; 5, penj ; 6, shish;

7, heft; 8, hesht ; 9, nuh; 10, dah ; 15, punsdah; 20, bist ; 25, hist u penj

;

30, si; 40, tchihil; 50, petijah; lb, heftad u penj; 100, sad. — The fol-

lowing books may be found useful: Rosen's Modern Persian Colloquial

Grammar (London, 1898); St. Clair TisdalVs Modern Persian Conversation
Grammar (London & Heidelberg; 1902); Persian Self-Taught, in Marl-
borough's Series (London; 1909).

BiHLioGKAi'iiY. S. G. Benjamin, Persia and the Persians (3rd ed. ; 1887).
- E. G. Brovme, The Revolution in Persia (1910). — Z/ord^ Curzon, Persia
and the Persian Question (2 vols.; 1892). — Sven Hedin, Overland to India
(2 vols. ; 1910). — ^. V. Williams Jackson, Persia, Past and Present (New
York, 1906). — EllaC.Sykes, Persia and its People (1910). —P. 3f. Sykes, Ten
Thousand Miles in Persia (1902). — 0. J. Wills. The Land of the Lion and the
Sun {\m^). -' J. G.Wishard, Twenty Years in Persia (New York, 1904).--
Oomp. the article 'Persia' in the Encyclopaedia Britannica (11th ed. ; 1911).
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a. From Baku to Resht.

Steamboat from Baku to Enzeli, see p. ^^1.— Carriages for Resht
(comp. p. 497) await the arrival of the steamer at Enzeli-Kazian; there
is also a motor omnibus service (fares 20 & 15 kran).

Baku, see p. 456 — On leadng the town the steamer steers to

the S. through the Caspian Sea (p. 462), and after 18 hrs. sail

reaches the wharf of the Persian seaport of—
Enzeli-Kazian (75 ft. below sea-level; luggage examined and

passports scrutinized in the custom-house), situated on the E. side

of the mouth of the Lagoon (Murdab) of Enzeli. In Kazidn (ac-

commodation in the rest-house, comp. below; post office), not far

from the landing-place, is the large establishment of Lianozov

Brothers for the production of caviare and salted fish. To the W.,
beyond the mouth of the lagoon, lies Enzeli (inn), with 1500 in-

habitants.— The lagoon abounds with cormorants, geese, swans,

ducks, pelicans, cranes, and snipe, and affords good sport.

From Enzeli-Kazian we drive along the highroad (comp. below),

which skirts the lagoon in an easterly direction, to (15 Y.) the

station of Hassanrud and (28 V.)—
Resht {Hotel cTEuropej R. 15-25, D. 5-7 kran; Bellevue;

British vice-consul, E. Bristoiv; agencies of the banks mentioned
at p. 501), lying 3 ft. below the level of the sea, the capital of the

province of Gilan. Pop. 40,000. Resht is the centre of the Persian

silk trade, and has an important silk industry, importing the eggs

of the silkworm and exporting cocoons and raw silk. An interest-

ing visit may be paid to the silkworm-breeding establishment of

M. Bonnet, from Marseilles. The town also possesses a post office,

several good chemists, and an American mission.

b. By Carriage from Resht to Teheran.
Fares, see p. 497.— Immediately on arrival at Resht, passengers should

secure their carriages at the agent's, and satisfy themselves as to their
condition. Tinned foods, biscuits, wine, tea, and mineral waters must be
taken; heavy luggage may be entrusted to the mail, l)ut should be very
carefully covernl with gunny.

The road from p]nzeli and Resht to Teheran belongs to the 06iijecTB0
9inejiH-TerepaHCKoii moccettnoH ^oporH, tlie heatl office of which is in
Moscow, while it has representatives in Resht, Kazvin, and Teheran. The
maintenance of the stages and rcHt-houses is leased to the Persian Bakhman-
Bahram Co. f headquarters in Teheran), which ulso managew the postal ar-
rangements. The dintances given below in versts are reckoned from Knzeli,
while those in farsakhs fp. 497) are reckoned from station to station.

At each station horseM and driver are changed, a pr(»ceHS sometimes
entailing many hours' delay. The retiring driv(^r should not receive his
tip (.3-1 kran) until everything is ready for <-ontinuiiig the journey. — The
Station Rent IfftuMffi, connected with one another by telephone, are very
primitivr* (the tariff hangs on the wall). They nupnly only bread (poor),
rice, rnilk, hot water, sugar, tea, poultry, and eggn. Heds in privat(' rooms
coHt 1 kran per hr. Tin' night should not lie spent at the interm<(liat<>
rest-houseH excerpt in case of necessity.

32*
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Many Iravellers continue the journey without a break, and reach
Teheran in about 50 hrs. Those who are not prepared for such unremitting
exertion, and wish to avoid travelling- at night (not without its dangers
on account of prooiuicos), are advised to divide the journey into three parts.
1st Day, a drive or 12 hrs. in dry weather. We start from llesht at 7 a.m.,
spend the noonday-halt at Rustemabad, and stop for the night at Mendjil.
- 2nd Day. From Mendjil to Kazvin, a drive of 18 hrs. — ord Day. From
Kazvin to Teheran, a drive of 17 hrs. It is necessary in this case to start
early, as the gates of Teheran are closed 3 hrs. after sunset.

From Resht (p. 499) the road leads at first to the S. through

a marshy district to (63 Y. from Enzeli; 4 farsakh from Resht)

Gndum (105 ft.: rest-house). Farther on it ascends slowly through
a picturesque mountainous and wooded district, following at places

the left bank of the Sefid-ntd ('White River'), via (72 V. ; V/., farsakh)

the intermediate station of Sefid-Ketileh, to (91 V.; 3 farsakh) Eu-
stemahdd (595 ft.; rest-house, tolerable). Farther on we go S.W. via

(106 v.; 21/4 farsakh) the intermediate station oi Budbdr (600 ft.),

with its numerous olive-trees, and after crossing the Sefid-rud by

the 3Iendjil Bridge enter (118 V.; 2 farsakh) Mendjil (1090 ft.;

rest-house, tolerable; post office). The route runs to the S.E. along

the right bank of the Shah-rud ('King's River') via (128 V.; l^/.^

farsakh) the intermediate station oi Bala-Bald, and then to the S.

along the left bank of the Midla-Ali to (143 V.; 2V4 farsakh)

Paitchindr ('Foot of the Plane-tree'; 1275 ft.; rest-house). Thence

wT ascend steadily, via (155 V.; 2 farsakh) Mulla-Ali (rest-house),

to (172 v.; 3 farsakh) Yuz-BasJii-Tchai (3200ft.; rest-house, tol-

erable), where a bridge crosses to the right bank of the Mulla-Ali.

We now proceed to the E., via (183 V. ; 1^/4 farsakh) the intermediate

station of Bekendi (4360 ft.), to (189 V.j the watershed of the pla-

teau (5080 ft.). We next descend, via (198 V.; 2^/4 farsakh) Buindk
(4820 ft.; rest-house), a large village in a fertile district, with 5000

inhab., to (225 Y. ; 4 farsakh)—
Kazvin (4215ft.; rest-house, tolerable; post office; branch of

the Imperial Bank of Persia), a town of 30,000 inhab., founded in

the 3rd or 4th cent. A.D. In the 16th century it was the residence

of Shah Tahmasp I., and it is said to have had at that time 200,000

inhabitants. On the E. side of the town lies the burial mosque of

Hussein, son of the eighth Imam, All III. er-Riza (p. 511).

About 80 M. to the N.E. of Kazvin, amonj? the mountains round the

source of the Shah-rud, lies Alamut ('Vultures' Nest'), the old fort of the

Assassins, which from 1090 to 1256 v/as the seat of the 'Old Man of the

Mountain'.
From Kazvin a highroad leads 8.W. to (278 V.) Hamadan.

The road from Kazvin to Teheran leads S.Pl over an elevated

plateau and is somewhat uninteresting. The stations are: 247 Y.

(31/2 farsakh) Kevendeh, 270 Y. (4 farsakh) Kishldk, 295 V. (4 farsakh)

Yeff/j-i-hndm (4080 ft.), 315 Y. (31/2 farsakh) Hisarek (4125 ft.),

339 V. (4 farsakh) Shahahdd (3275 ft.). Finally we come to (361 Y.

;

374 farsakh) 7'eheran. Our first view is of a sea of fiat roofs and
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cupolas interspersed with green sycamores, and enclosed on the N.

and E. by the mountains of the Elbiirz, with the snow -covered

Demavend (p. 505).

c. Teheran.

Hotels (impreteuding). Hotel, de Paris (PI. a, C 2; formerly English
Hotel), English cuisine; Hotel de France (PI. b; 0,2), R. 10-15, dej.

(12-2 p.m.) 5, D. (7.30-9 p.m.) 5 kran; Hotel, de l'Europe (PL c; C, 2),

plain, patronized especially by Russians and Austrians, these three in the

Khiaban-i-Ala-ed-Dauleh.— R. and table d'hote (dej. 6, D. 8 kran) also in

the Club de Teheran (PI. d, C 1; entrance-fee 200, monthly subscription 50

kran; introduction through a member necessary), Khiaban-i-Ala-ed-Dauleh.

Carriages (phaetons) in the Meidan-i-Tnpkhaneh (PL C, 2; p. 501)

4 kran per hr. within the town, 5 kran outside the town; per drive 2 kran.

Tramways (special compartment for Mohammedan women), fare

5 shahi. The general starting-point is the Meidan-i-Tupkhaneh (PL 0, 2)

mentioned at p. 503, from which lines run through the Khiaban-i-Lalezar;
through the Khiaban-i-Tcheragh-gas to the station of the railway to Shali-

Abdul-Azim ; througli the Khiaban-i-Nasirieh to the Sabzi-Meidan and past
the Meidau-i-Mashk to the neighbourhood of the Kazvin Gate.

Post Office (PL C, 2), at the S. end of the Khiaban-i-Lalezar. Mails
are despatched to Europe twice a week. Persia belongs to the Postal
Union. The ordinary letter rate of postage within Persia is 6 shahi per

V:j oz., registered letter 21 shahi; to Europe (V2 oz.) 13, registered 26 shaln.

liilaud post-card 2, foreign (> shahi. -- Telegra,ph. Office, Khiaban-i-
Nasirieh (PL C, 3). Rate per word to England 4 kran 10 shalii; Uuited
States 7 kr. 11 sh. to 9 kr. 11 sh. ; France 4 kr. 2 sh. ; (xormany 3 kr. 12 sh.

;

Austria-Hungary 3 kr. 12 sh.; Russia 2 kr. (5 sh.

Legations. Great Britain, Sir Walter B. Toicnle/j, K. (J. M. G. -

United States of America, Mr. Charlefi W. Russell. — France, Germany,
Austria-Hungary, Italy, Belgium, the Netlierlands, Spain, and Russia also
have legations, Sweden and Norway consulates, and Turkey an embassy.

Engliah lieli.f/lous Services are held on Sun. at 11 a.m. in tlie Amer-
ican Presbyterian Mission (PL C, 2). There is a Roman Catholic Mis-
sion (PL 12; C, 2) carried on ])y the Lazarists and the St. Vincent Sisters
of Charity.

Banks. Imperiol Bonk of Persia (Eiiglisli; PL C, 2), Meidiin-i-Tup-
khanch; lUnuiue d' Kscomjde de Perse (yHeTHO-ccy^jHwn 6aHK'i. Ilopciii,
headquarters at St. Petersbtirg; PLC, 1, 2), Khiaban-i-Ala-ed-l)auh'h. -

Shops. Mayasin Ilollandais, (Joinptoir Franf^ais, both in the Khiaban-i-
Lalcz:\r (PL (^, 2); M(ujasia Rus^e, Khial)an-i-Ala-('d-Daul('h (IM. (!, 2).

HoHfiTAiJi. PersiafL J/osjnfal (PL B, 2), under Surgeon-Major Ilbcrg,
physician to the German L«*gation (house jihysician. Dr. Becker); Jvier-
icnn Mission JfoHjiifat, under Dr. Wishard. — Physician, J>r. Anthoni/
\rliyan, at the British L<;gation. (Jiiemists (German). K. iUtnali, W.
Jieryandt^, both in Khiaban-i-Nasirieh (PL C!, 3). The so-taHcd TnrJyish
Baths an* open to MoliamnKMhins only, and the Armenian baths are best
avoided.

DiHTitirjUTiON OK Ti.mf;. PerniisHion to view the I'ahice of the Shah
and other plaj-es of interest may be dbtained from one of the legations.
A guide (best engaged through the hotel) receives about L) kran a week,
liesideH meals.

Ist Day. Drive through the Knnipcan C|uarter and th<' Peisian parts
of the town (Ark, (Jity Kumpart). The bazaars are be.st visited on foot.

2nd Day. The morning may be devoted to the bazaars. Kxeursion
to Shah-Abdul-Azini fniueh fre«jnente«l by I'ersianH on l''ridayHj. Rliugft;,
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:unl the Tower of ISilence. Those who travel by railway should order a
saddle liorsc to meet them at Shah-Abdul-Azim.

:h'd Day. Excursion to the Mint (permission necessary); on the way
hack, the Gardens of the Chateau of Kasr-i-Kajar.

4th Day. Palace of the Shah (permission to view should be applied
for immediately after the traveller's arrival). Visits should be paid to

the house of a Persian grandee and of a rich Persian merchant.
5th Day. Excursion to Doshan-Teppeh; Royal College (permission

necessary).
Gth Day. Visit to a caravanserai.

Teherdn (3810 ft.), formerly called Tiran, the capital of Persia

and residence of the Shah, lies upon an extensive upland plateau to

the S. of the Elburz Mts. The exact situation of the city (long. 51°

25' 2" E. of Greenwich, lat. 35° 41' 43" N.) is marked on a column
at the N.AV. corner of the grounds of the British Legation. Pop.

280,000, including GOO Europeans, 5000 Jews, and 4000 Armenians.

In 1870-74 the Shah Nasr ed-Din surrounded the town with a new
rampart and moat about 11 M. in length. The interior is reached

by twelve gates adorned with glazed tiles, which are closed 3 hrs.

after sunset and opened at sunrise. [The Kazvin Gate lies on the

W. side.] About the middle of Teheran rises the Ark, with the

palace of the Shah (p. 504); the European Quarter, containing

the legations, lies to the N., while the native city, with its large

covered bazaars and narrow crooked streets, lies to the S. of the Ark.

In summer the natives of the upper classes retire to resorts among
the mountains.— None but Mohammedans may visit the mosques,

and the Persians are very apt to resent any scrutinizing of the

veiled women.— Lord Curzon describes Teheran as a city which

was born and nurtured in the East, but is beginning to clothe itself

at a West-End tailor's.

Teheran is first mentioned by the Arabian author Yakut (b. ca. 1171))

as an unimportant place near the town of Re (the old Rliagae, p. 505). The
population steadily grew under the Sufi or Sufawid dynasty, which was
founded by Shah Ismail and lasted from 1501 to 1721. Sir Thomas Herbert,
who visited Teheran in 1627, calls it Tyroan. Shah Suleiman (1660-94)

built a palace here. Shah Ayha Mohammed^ the founder of the present
reigning house of the Kajars, chose Teheran for his residence, and at

liis death (1797) the badly-built town contained 15,000 residents. Shah
Feth-Ali (1797-1834) beautified the town to some extent, and the popu-
lation increased in his time to 60,000. Under Shah Nasr ed-Din (1848-96)

Teheran attained its present importance. Shah Musaff'er ed-Din (1896-1907)

gave Persia a constitution on Aug. 5th, 1906, and on Oct. 8th he opened
tlif! first Parliament (Majliss or Mejliss). His successor Shah Mohammed
AH abdicated in 1909 in favour of his son Shah Stdtan Ahmed (b. 1898).

The Street Scenes, especially in the vicinity of the Ark (p. 501),

are full of interest. Among the prominent features are the Persian
grandees in their carriages, attended by numerous servants; the white-

turbaned mullahs; the Se'ids, or descendants of the Prophet, in dark-
blue turbans; long-haired dervislies; merchants on mules or asses; otfi-

<;ials in long coats and with high brimless caps of lambskin (kulah); the

running footmen (shat(5r) of the Shah in their costume dating from the time
of Shah Abbas (1586-1628); soldiers on horseback in a uniform resembling
that of the Russian Cossacks; Kurdish and Bactrian cavalry; strolling

folk (luti) with a])es, bears, and lions; womeii enveloped in large mantles
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of indigo-blue (tchader), with yellow shoes, their faces covered with a
white veil (rubend). When the harem of the Shah drives out, we must
either avoid the streets through which the procession passes or look the
other way.

We should not miss the busy scenes in the Bazaars (p. 504), in

which the cry of the drivers (kharbardar; look out!) is forever ringing
in our ears. The genuineness of the colours of silk and woollen Rugs
(25-200 kran per sq. yd.) may be tested in most cases by pressing them
firmly with a damp white cloth ; if the colours are not fast they come
off. Old rugs are becoming scarcer every day; a good rug should have
85-95 stitches to the square inch. The old Porcelain Industry has decayed
in consequence of the importation of European and Chinese ware. The
traveller should beware or machine-made imitations.

In the N. part of Teheran lies the Meidan-i-Tupkhaneh, or

Square of Cannons (PL C, 2), generally known under the short

form Tup-Meidan. The square, which is 268 yds. in length and

120 yds. in breadth, is enclosed on three sides by the artillery

barracks, the Imperial Bank of Persia (E. side), and the Police

Station (PI. 11; W. side). In the middle is a pond, surrounded by

trees. Handsome gates, adorned with glazed tiles, open on to the

principal streets of the town.

Towards the X. run the Kliiahan-i-Ala-ed-Danleh, or Rue des

Legations (PI. C, 2), and the Khiaban-i-Lalezdr j the main streets

of the European Quarter. To the N. of this is the Emin-es-
Sidtaii Park (PI. B, C, 1), the attractive buildings in which, form-

erly the Grand-Vizier's Residence, are now used by the Swedish
gendarmerie.

Leaving the Tup-Meidan on the W. by the Khiaban-i-Kazvin,

we reach the Meiddn-i-Mashk (PI. C, 2), a large square where
reviews are held. On the N. side of the square are the Cossack
Barracks; opposite, to the W., is the German School (PI. B, 2;

built in 1907), with six German masters and 250 pupils.

To the E. of the Tup-Meidan is the Khiaban-i-Tcheragh-gas

(Kue du Gaz; PI. C, D, 2), with the former gas-works, leading to

the Russian Legation. To the N. of this is the Afasjed-iSipah-
Saldr (PI. D, 2), a fine modern mosque. Behind is the Parliament
IfoHHe (PL D, 2), the former Baharistau Palace, prol)ably the finest

building in the city. It has a stat(!ly portico and variegated tile-

ornamentation. Built in 1879-81, it was used lat(!r for lodging

distinguished European visitors. In 1907 the first i*arliament

(Majliss; comp. p. 502) was held here. After the bouibardinent

and sack of 1909 the interior was altered to suit the European
idea of a deliherativr assembly, and it now contains the chamber
proper (with gaMerics), eoFumittec and party rcioms, and the otlicr

usual adjuncts of a house of parliament.

From the S. W. corner of the Tu|)-M«;idan the Khiahan-i-Almasieh

(I)iamon(l Sln'et) leads to the main entrance to the Ark (p. 504).

— From the S.E. corner of the sfpiare thr h'/nah(t/i-i-Nasirieh

(PL C, 3j leads t(» Ihr S. On tin* ri^rht is lli.- ( olhyr of Srimrc
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ami Art (Dar-ul-Foiu'in; PL 2; founded in 1850), with four

European teachers. Farther on, to the right, is the Shems-el-

Einaret (PI. 13), a lofty pavilion erected by Shah Nasr ed-Din,

with two quadrangular towers at the sides, and a small clock-tower

in the middle. The street then leads along the E. side of the Palace,

turns to the right, and reaches the Sabzi-Meiddn (PI. C, 3), with

the entrance to the Bazaar (p. 503). Close by is the Meiddn-i-
Shah (p. 505).

The Arkj or former citadel, contains the —
Palace of the Shah (PL C, 3). Its principal entrance is the

Abnasieh Gate on the N. side, with a loggia constructed in 1875
and richly decorated with pieces of looking-glass; but there are

other entrances in the Meidan-i-Shah (S.), adjoining the Foreign

Office (AV.), and adjoining the Anden'in or Harem (N.).— From the

gate in the Meidan-i-Shah we first enter the Salaam Court, on

the N. side of which is the large Takht-i-Khaneh or Throne Boom
(PL 16), containing a throne of white marble used by the Shah at

his New^ Year's reception (March 21st of our calendar). To the

right and left of the throne-room are rooms for the reception of the

Diplomatic Corps, while on the upper floor are the Trihrnial of the

Fttreign Office and the Ministry of the Interior. Farther on, to

ihu E., is a narrow court, adjoined by the Office of the Commandant
of the Imperial Guards^ the Apartments of the Grand Vizier, and

I lie Imperial Archives. Beyond this again is the shady Golistdn or

Rose Garden (PL 6), on the N. side of which stands the main palace,

containing among other rooms the Library (many valuable MSS.)

and the Museum (PL 9), founded in 1873 by Shah Nasr ed-Din

after his first European tour, and comprising European and Asiatic

objects.

The Persian Crown Jewels, the value of which is usually stated as

9,000,000/., though probably not more than a tenth of that sum, are now
kept in the Treanyre Vault. Among the contents are large vases with
gems and pearls; the swords of Timur the Tartar and other early rulers;

a large terrestrial glohe thickly encrusted with jewels, tliere being no

fewer than 51,300 gems with a total weight of 118 oz. troy, besides gold
1o the weight of 80 lbs. ; and a throne incorporating parts of the famous
Takht-i-Taiis or Peacock Throne, carried oft" by Nadir Shah on his conquest
of Delhi in 1739. The diamond known as the Darya-i-Nur, or *Sea of

Light', another piece of booty obtained by Nadir Shah at Delhi, weighs
18«") carats and is said to have been once in the possession of Timur.

To the E. of the museum is the so-called Oranyery (Narendsh-

Khaneh; PL 10), containing the entrance to the Harem (Anderiin).

The W. side of the orangery is adjoined by the so-called Crystal

Room (TJtagh-i-Bulur) and other apartments. On the E. side of the

(iolistan is the Shems-el-Emar6t, mentioned above. To the S. is the

Takieh (PL 15), a hall resembling a circus, where the Taziyeh, the

dramatic representation of the deaths of Hassan and Hussein, the

grandsons of the Prophet, is given in the month of ]\roharrem. To
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the S. of the Ark is the Mdddn-i-Shali (PI. C, 3), with the so-called

Pearl Cannon (Tup-i-Morvarid), taken from the Portuguese at Ormuz
in 1622; this cannon is considered as 'bast', i.e. a free place or

sanctuary, and a fugitive taking refuge under it is secure from

molestation. On the N. side of the square lies the Chief Custom
House (PI. 1), and on the S. is the so-called Drum House (Nak-

kareh-Khaneh; PI. 4), where the sunset is greeted by a burst of

curious music made by trumpets and kettledrums.

The ministers and high court-officials occupy houses surrounded

by gardens, all near the city-wall and most of them on the N. and

X.E. side, where a fine view is obtained of the Elburz Mts. with

the Dei7iavend.

Environs. In tlie vicinity of the town are four chateaux belonging
to the Shah : the Kasr-i-Kajdr, about 2 M. to the N. of Teheran, on
the way to Giihihek; the Sidtanetabdd, about 590 ft. above Grulahek ; the

Eshretabdd, 2/3 M. to the N. of Teheran; and the Doshan-Teppeh, 3 M. to

the E. of Teheran, reached by a good road and possessing a large garden
(pretty view) and a small menagerie. Near it is a racecourse. — About
4V2 M. to the N. is tlie Mi7it. About 6 M. to the N., on the slope of the Elburz
range, is Shlmrdn, with the summer-residences of the foreign representatives
at Gidcihek^ Zergendeh, and Tajrish.— About 51/2 M. to the S. (light railway
in 20 min., comp. PI. 1)5; fares 2 & 1 kr.), among the ruins of Rhagae,
lies Shah-Ahdul-Azim, a Shiite place of pilgrimage, with a mosque to which
Mohammedans only are admitted. Shah Nasr ed-Din was assassinated
here on May 1st, 18t)('). The very ancient tov/n of Rhaqae was destroyed
by Jenghiz Klian and Timur; among its remains arc a ruined tower and
rock-reliefs of the Sassanide dynasty (226-651 A.D.). In the neighbourhood
of the Borj-i-Yezid Tower, which was completely rebuilt in 1892, are the
Tcheahme-Ali Sprlnys, with rock-reliefs representing Shah Feth-Ali on the
throne Ccomp. p. 502). About 2 M. to the E. of this point are the ruins of
the Toioer of Silence (Dakhmeli), a burial-place of the Fire Worship])ers,
where the dead bodies are exposed without coffins and devoured by birds of
prey. A view of the interior may be obtained from the top. — About 15 M.
to the E. is the hunting-clifiteau of Jajerud, belonging to the Shah. The
village of Veramin, ?jb M. to the S.E., contains the remains of a temple
of the Fire Worshippers.— The snow-clad volcanic Demav^nd (18,600 ft.),

the 'Dwelling-place of the Si)irits', rises 56 M. to the N.E. of Teheran. The
ascent, which is best made between the middle of July and the middle of
Aug., is fatiguing, but offers no (hmger to experts. Mules, tents, pro-
visions, and guides are necessary. The starting-point is Rmeh, on the S.E.
side of the mountain. Hence we ascend to a point about 11,800 ft. above
the sea-level and to the S. of the summit, where the niglit is spent. By
starting next morning at '^ o'clock, the summit may be reached about mid-
day. From lleneh a caravan-road (25farsakh; -l-ii days from Teheran by
caravan in a good Hcason) leads viA, Amol and Rarferusli tlirough sph'ndid
mountain scenery to MrHhed-l-Sar, on the Caspian Sea, whence steamboats
of the Caucasus &. Mercury Co, ply to Krasnovodsk

(i». 510) and Ijaku

(p. 'i56).

Tlie environs of Teheran afford excellent impart, abounding in hares,
ducks geese, snipe, quails, j)artridges, grouse, and other birds; there are
aUo ibexes in the nionntains and ga/elles on the plains. PermiHsiun to

shoot must first be obtained from tli(> Shah.
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75. From Baku to Tashkent (Turkestan),

Steamers of the Caucasus & Mercury Co. ply from (Astrakhan) Baku
to Krasuovodsk once a day iu 16 hrs. (fares 15, 10 rb.). — Railway from
Krasuovodsk to Tashkent, 1748 V. (1159 M.); two trains daily in 58 hrs. (fares
.'»1 rb., 18 rb. GO cop.; seat-ticket for the 'passenger train' 3 rb. HO cop.);
to Samarkand, 141G V. (939 M.), in 46 hrs. (fares 27 rb., 16 rb. 20 cop.; seat-
ticket 2 rb. 70 cop.). Break of journey, see p. xxiii. A dining-car, simple
in its appointments but atfording good meals, is attached to the 'passenger
train'. The railway restaurants (few and far between) are only tolerable.

Foreigners are not allowed to visit Turkestan except by special per-
mission of the Rnssian Government. The traveller must send in his
request through his country's embassy at St. Petersburg at the latest
6 months before the beginning of his journey. He must detail his pro-
posed route, give an account of the places he desires to visit in their
proper order, and state the length of time he intends to stay. The Pamirs,
the route from Merv to Kushka, and some others are closed to foreigners.
Shooting expeditions in Russian Turkestan are forbidden. Immediately
on arrival at Askhabad, Bokhara, or Tashkent, the traveller should call
upon the Russian diplomatic officials (dress clothes de rigiieur).

The Russian General Government of Turkestdn(TypKecTaH'i>), includ-
ing the khanate of Khiva and the emirate of Bokhara, is 790,000 sq. M.
in area (nearly 16 times as large as England), and contains 10,110,000
inhab., of whom 7 per cent are Russians. It is bounded on the W. by
the Caspian Sea, on the S. by Persia and Afghanistan, on the E. by the
Chinese Empire, and on tlie N. by Siberia. The W. and the E. part of

Turkestan are sharply distinguished from each other in physical features.

From the Caspian Sea to the point where the Snir-Darya and the Amu-
Darya emerge from the E. mountain-district, the whole country consists

of an ancient sea-bed now covered by sand. This huge expanse of sand
is intersected by six large rivers: i\\Q. 2'edzhen ( Tejdii) , the 3furghdb, the
Amu-Darya (the Oxus of the ancients), the Zeravshdn, the Suir-Darya
[Syr or Sir Dariu; Jaxartes in antiquity), and the Tchti. The Amii-Darya
and the Suir-Darya empty their waters into the salt Sea of Aral, which
is 26,200 sq. M. in extent and lies 155 ft. above the level of the Mediter-
ranean; the other rivers end either in lakes or in marshes amid the sandy
desert.— The crops include wheat, rice, and cotton (principally in Ferghana
and Bokhara; produce over 14Vi> million puds in 1909, or more than half

the needs of the entire Russian people). Large quantities of sheep, horses,

and camels are also raised.

The Climate of Turkestan is not, on the whole, unlicalthy, but its

iiigh summer-temperature, its low winter-temperature, and its exiguous
rainfall make it of an extreme continental nature. Tashkent has a mean
yearly temperature of 56'^ Fahr. and an annual rainfall of 15 in., while
its lowest temperature is 13-14° below zero, its higliest lOO"*. — In April and
October the daily range is so large that the lightest possible clotliing is

needed while the sun shines, though warm rugs and blankets are indispens-

able at night.

The icoter shoidd never be drunk until it has been boiled. For
washing, tbe traveller should be provided with an indiarubl)er batli or

basin, and he should disinfect the water with lysoform.- The so-called

Sartian sickness or pendinka (identical with the Aleppo or Bagdad boil;

conip. p. 440), especially prevalent in Aug. and Sept., and the rishta

(thread-worm, filaria niedinensin), which burrows under the skin, seem
Ijoth to be propagated by the water.

The Population of Turkestan is divided into the Settled Tribes
(Sarts, Tajiks, Uzbeks, immigrant Russians, etc.) and Nomads (Tunomans,
Kirghizes, and allied tribes;.
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The Sarts, who form 24 per cent of the populatiou, and belong to the
Sunnite sect of Islam, are a hybrid race, partly of Turkish (Uzbek) and
partly of Iranian elements, speaking Turkish with Iranian modifications.
They are chiefly occupied as tillers of the soil, artisans, and merchants.
The houses of the well-to-do classes are built in the Persian style, while
the rooms are gaily painted and provided with numerous niches. The
Sart considers loud laughing and speaking and hurried movements as marks
of bad breeding. — The costume of the men consists of undergarments
of white cotton, surmounted by a greater or lesser number (according to

the season) of long coloured outer garments (khalat). The outermost of

these is kept in place by a shawl 10-20 ft. in length, wound several times
round the body and fastened by knots. The feet are shod with heeiless
top-boots of soft leather, over which are drawn leathern overshoes. The
head is covered by a coloured and embroidered cap, often surmounted by
a large turban. The general effect of the costume is distinctly gaudy. —
The Sarts are very partial to sitting about and gossipping in the bazaars
and the numerous tea-houses, drinking meanwhile green tea out of flat

bowls. — The woman is practically the slave of her husband, and Bokhara
is said to have been the centre of the theological doctrine that women
have no souls and should not be allowed to pray.

The Iranian Tajiks, forming 10 per cent of the population, still speak
the original Persian dialect, and are diligent cultivators of the soil. The
entire system of irrigation in the country originated in the time when the
Tajiks formed the bulk of the inhabitants of the Turanian civilization.

Among the Turkish tribes, which have occupied the district since the
beginning of the Middle Ages, the most important are the Turcomans (see

below) and the Uzbeks. Pure-blooded Uzbeks are to be found only in a
few districts in Central and Eastern Bokhara. The reigning houses and
other leading families of the khanates of Central Asia have also for cen-
turies been of Uzbek race.

The Turcomans, numbering about 400,000, are to be found chiefly in
Merv, in the oasis of Akhal, and on the lower Atrek. They are largely
pure nomads, only the poorer among them, who do not possess enough
cattle, condescending to do a little farming and fruit-growing. Their
language is a Turkish idiom, differing materially from that of the Sarts.
The Turcoman is easily recognizable by his huge hemispherical sheepskin
cap, which he wears both in summer and winter. His 'khalat' usually consists
of home-made cotton, with reddish-brown stripes, lined with cotton-wool.
Tlie yurteh, or dwelling of the Turcoman, resembles a beeliive, and consists
of a circular wooden framework covered with dark brown felt. Before
the Russian occupation of the country the Turcomans were the most
dreaded robbers in the whole of Central Asia, and their predatory forays
(*alaiiian'; often extended far into the Persian Khorasan. - - The women
enjoy an almost unrestricted freedom, and their face is never veiled. --

The Turcoman is nominally a Mohammedan, l)ut as a matter of fact he
pays very little attention to any of the commands of the Koran.

The KiKOiMZEH of Turkestan, forming about 'M\ per cent of the popu-
lation, occupy mainly the stojipos (»f the Suir-Darya (listrict and the most
mountain«»UH parts of Ferghana. They call thcniKclves 'Kazaks'. and holong
to the Turco-Tartar hranch of the Mongolian race. Nominally they ar«?

Sunnite Mohammedans. The Kirghizes are nomads, and their chief wealth
consistH <»f Hocks (»f Hheop (the Siberian Kiighi/es are hoiHe-breedt^rs).
Physically they are of middle height, with broad shouldorH, and little hair
upon their face. The most iharacteristic article of their attire is the pointed
gray felt hat, with u curve*! brim, which they wear in summer; but their
dross difVciH also in other resjieclH from that of the Sarts and Turcomans.
Their «;oat is shorter, while tlieir trouHcrs, made; of cotton in Hunimer and
of leather in winter, are ho capacious that the whole of the upper garments
can be stowed away inside them. Their outer coat is the most valuable,
and generally consistH of silk; helow that is om- of doth adiirned with
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embroidoiy, while below that au^aiu is one of cotton. Tliey wear long- leathern
hoots, while round their waist is a metal-mounted belt, from which hang a
knife and a pocket containing comb, toothpicks, and flints. The dress of the
women resembles that of tlie men, except that its colours are as gaudy as
possible, while the head is covered by a huge basket-like cap of stitf white
cloth. - The 'kibitka' or Kirghiz house is around, almost hemispherical tent,

consisting of a crinoline-like wooden framework covered with strips of felt.

The tioor is covered with pieces of felt, only the wealthier classes having
I'arpets. The food consists entirely of sheep's milk, kumiss (p. 858), and
cheese, with flesh at rare intervals. The place of bread is taken by pieces
of dough soaked in sheep's f at. - - The ties of kinship are peculiarly strong
among the Kirghizes, and one of their proverbs says 'better to be a
shepherd in one's own family than a king among strangers'. They buy their

wives, but the position of women is notwithstanding comparatively free.

History. Herodotus has much to relate about the Mnssageti, who
lived beyond the Jaxartes (Suir-Darya), and about the peoples who occu-
pied Bactria and Sof/diana, in the extreme N.K. of the Persian Empire.
If Schack's interpretation of Firdusi's Book of the KiuifS be accepted, and
we recognize in the old Persian heroic legend the poetic reflection of the
])rim8eval history of E. Irania and the lands on the N. boundary, we
must reckon not only Bactria (Balkh) but also the regions on the Murghab,
on the Zeravsluin, and on the Middle Oxus (Amu-Darya) among the earliest

seats of human culture. A number of passages in the Aresta (Zend-Avesta),
the Bo(tks of Wisdom of Zoroaster, seem to point in the same direction.

—

From the time of (JijruH onwards tiie whole district as far as the Suir-Darya
belonged to the Persian Empire. Aleorander the Great (comp. p. 51G) had
a long and weary struggle with the Aryan population of the regions of

the Oxus. On his death the entire Orient fell into the hands of the Se-

leucidae, and tieleucus I. Nicator (d. 281 B.C.) constructed extensive cir-

cular walls round the oasis of Mcrv to protC(;t it against the nomads of

the N. Diodotus, viceroy of Bactria under Antiochfis If. Theos, made
liimself (about 255 B.C.) the independent ruler of the territory between
the Oxus and the Hindu-Kush. This Hellenistic state succeeded in main-
taining itself for a century and a half, when it was conquered by the

Parthians. These were succeeded as lords of the soil by the Persian Sassa-
nides (226-B42 A.D.), and they in turn by the A7'ahs. During the Arabian
epoch began the forward movement of the Turkish tribes into Turania.
Merv (comp. p. 512), the capital of the Perso-Arabian empire of Khorasan,
attained great prosperity as one of the largest towns in the East, and
became the cradle of the dynasty of the Abbasides. The inroad of the

Mongols under Jenyhiz or (ientihis Khan overthrew the civilization of the

entire region; in 1210 Bokhara, Samarkand, and Khiva were all stormed
and burned down. After the death of Jenghiz Khan his successors divided

the empire among them. But Tlmur, named Tamerlane from his lameness,
succeeded in once more coml)ining Central and Hither Asia in one king-

dom. At that time Turkestan belonged to the kingdom of the Jenghisidcs
of Jagatai; but Timur overt])rew this power, took possession of Samarkand
in 1:^70, and lield a brilliant court here from that time till his death

(1405; comp. p. 517). The successors of Timur ruled over Central Asia
till the end of the 15th cent., when they gave way to the Uzbeks. The
domination of the Uzbeks lasted until the conquest of Turkestan by the

Russians, and Bokhara and Kiiiva are to this day governed by vassal

princes of Uzbek race.

Peter the Great and Nicholas I. in vain attempted the conquest of

Khiva, the one in 1717, tlie other in 1839. In 1863 Vambery (d. 1913), dis-

guised as a dervish, succeeded in visiting Bokhara and Khiva. In 1805

Tashkent fell into the hand of the Russians. In 1800-08 the combined
power of Bokhara and Kokand was overthrown, and Samarkand and Khod-
zhent passed into Russian possession. Under General K. P. von Kanjf'mayin,
who was governor and organizer of the district in 1807-82, the power
'f Khiva was humbled in 1873. In 187r, llie remnant of the khanate
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of Kokand was incorporated with the Russian Empire under the name
of Ferghana. In 1881 the courage and ruthlessness of General Skobelev
succeeded in overcoming the resistance of the Tekke Turcomans (Tekintzi

;

comp. p. 511). In 1884 the Turcomans of Merv submitted without a

struggle. In 1895 the greater part of the Pamir plateau was annexed,
so that Russia is now separated from British India only by a strip of

nominally Afghan territory a few leagues in width.
In Aug., 1880, during the Turcoman campaign of Skobelev, G-eneral

Annenkov began the building of the Central Aaiafic or TranRCaspian
Raihmjjy which reached Merv in 1886, Samarkand in 1888, and Tashkent
and Andizhan in 1898. The shifting sands of the deserts and arid steppes
made the construction of this railway a task of peculiar difficulty. The
railway from Orenburg to Tashkent was opened in 1905.

The best Travelling Season in Turkestan is from the middle of

March till the end of April (0. S.) and from the middle of Aug. till the
beginning of October. In summer the heat is almost unbearable, while the
dust irritates the respiratory organs in a highly unpleasant manner.
Winter is very cold, and all nature seems dead. — It is desirable to be
provided with Introductions to the higher Russian officials.

The best Clothing for this journey consists of a suit of khaki, with
undergarments of raw silk or wool (of which an abundant supply should
be taken, as they have to be very frequently changed). Starched linen
should be avoided. Among the other necessities are a dress-suit, sheets,

pillows, dust-spectacles, and a saddle (for excursions into the country).
It is also well to be provided with biscuits, as the native bread is not
always very palatable. Weapons are unnecessary.

Plan and Expense of Tour. A flying visit to Turkestan may be
made from Krasnovodsk in a fortnight, including days of rest.

Railway journey from Krasnovodsk to Kokand and back . . 6 days
Bokhara 2 „

Samarkand 2 „

Kokand (pleasanter than Tashkent) 1 day
Ruins of Old Merv (town itself best visited on Thurs. or Sun.) 1 „

Those who do not wish to travel twice on the Transcaspian Rail-
way should return from Tashkent via Orenburg (R. 7(5).

The daily expenses for hotels, carriages, and the like, amount in the
towns to 7-10 rb. The hotels, with a few exceptions, are never more than
tolerable. A diagoman acquainted with the Sartian dialect receives from
10 to 20 rb. per week. If the traveller brings his dragoman with him
from Caucasia, he should take care that he understands Sartian, as this
dialect is very different from the form of East Turkish (so-called Tartar)
spoken in tlie Caucasus. — Tlie total expenses of a fortnight's tour may
be reckoned at about 300 rb. The Russo-Asiatic Bank (comp. p. 525) has
l)ranches at the larger towns.

BiBLioGUAPiiy. A. Vainh&ry, Travels in Central Asia (1864), Sketches
of Central Asia (1867), and Histoiy of Bokliara (1878). — F. Burnabij,
A Hide to Khiva (1877; new ed., 1905). - G. K. Ctirzon (Lord Curzon), Russia
in Central Asia (1889). /jMHTpieBi.-MaMononi,, IlyTeBo^iiTejib no Typ-
KOCTany (5th ed.; C.-IIcTepriypri,, 1912). — /e. Kar/itz, Von Llibeck iiach
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a. From Baku to Samarkand. Bokhara.
Steamboats and Railwaij, see p. 506.

The steamer takes about 16 hrs. to cross the Caspian Sea (p. 462)
from Baku (p. 456) to Krasnovodsk.

Krasnovodsk (70 ft. below the level of the sea; Eailivay
Hesfaifranf : Londoff), the chief town of a district, with 7800 inhab.

and a fort, was founded in 1860 at the foot of rocky hills (800 ft.)

on the Bay of Krasnovodsk in the Caspian Sea, and is the starting-

point of the Central Asiatic or Transcaspian Railway. Sailors or

porters ('ambal') transport the luggage from the harbour to the

adjacent railway station (trunks 10, smaller articles 5 cop.).

The railway skirts the light-green Bay of Krasnovodsk, which
cuts deeply into the land, while to the left rises a barren rocky

chain. 47 Y. Kard-Tengir (15 ft.); 77 Y. Belek (70 ft. below sea-

level). Excellent crabs, caught in the Bay of Krasnovodsk, arc offered

for sale at the stations. Farther on the rocky wilderness on the left

comes close up to the railway.— 126 Y. Dzhebel (25 ft. below sea-

level; Rail. Restaurant).— 156 Y. Balld-Ishem (35 ft. below sea-

level). About 21 M. to the S.W. is the so-called Naphtha Mountain
(He^TflHaH ropa). To the left lies the Uzboi, a waterless valley

extending from the lower course of the Amii-Darya through the

desert to a point near the Bay of Krasnovodsk.— 200 Y. Perevdl

(140 ft.), the highest point the railway reaches in its course through

the depression between the chain of the Great Balkhdn on the

left and the Little Balkhdn on the right.— At (246 Y.) Kazandzhik
(110 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), a Russian village of 650 inhab., in a

malarial district, begin, to the right, the marginal chains of the

high Iran, the Kyuren-Ddgh and Kopet-Ddghy which the railway

now follows for a distance of more than 400 Y. (267 M.)— Just

short of (315 Y.) Kizuil-Arvdt (325 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), a small

town of 5400 inhab. with railway-workshops, the train reaches

the home of the Tekke Turcomans, the Akhdl Oasis. This is the

largest oasis in the Transcaspian Territory, being 160 M. long and

6-13 M. wide. In spring it resembles a flowery prairie, interrupted

by isolated patches of tilled and garden land, watered by small

brooks. The desert is continually visible in the distance to the

left, and its mirages and sand-spouts are often seen at a distance

of a few miles.— 366 Y. Bami (245 ft.), with groves of poplar and

acacia; 396 Y. Artdirndn (290 ft.); 426 Y. Bakharden (525 ft.).

478 Y. (317 M.) Geok-Tepe (665 ft.). Opposite the railway sta-

tion is a small Museum, containing relics of the campaign of 1881,

portraits (including an equestrian portrait of General Skobelev, by

Svertchkov), and a painting by Roubaud of Munich, representing the

storming of the fortress. Behind the museum rise the clay walls of the

former Turcoman fortress oi DengilrTep^, now rapidly falling into
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decay. This fortress was stormed by the Russians under Skobelev,

on Jan. 12th, 1881, after a siege of 23 days. The trains stop here

10-15 minutes, which gives time for a rapid glance at the museum
and for the ascent of the fortress-walls. The fort contains a stone

monument erected in 1901 in memory of the Russians who fell at

the siege, but is otherwise empty.
In plan the fortress is an irregular parallelogram about IV2 M. in

circumference. The perpendicular ramparts were 26-33 ft. high from the
bottom of the moat and 20-iO ft. thick, and were provided with a breast-

work at the top. The garrison consisted of 25,000 armed men, while the

attacking force consisted of 6000 men with 79 guns. At the S.E. angle
is a large breach, made by the explosion of a powder-mine in preparing
for the storm-party.

500 V. Bezmein (770 ft.). The Kopct-Dagh reaches a height of

9770ft.

520 V. (345 M.) Askhabad, Acxa6a4i> (730 ft.; Railway Re-
staurant; Frantzuskiije Nomerd^ kept by Mme. Revillon, R. 1-

2Y2rb., D. 60 cop.; Germania ; London; restaurant at the Civil

Casino; good bath in the so-called 'Marble Bath', 60 cop.; phaeton

from the rail, station to the town 25, per drive 20 cop.), the capital

of the Transcaspian district and the headquarters of the 2nd Turk-

estan Army Corps, contains over 50,000 inhab., who carry on

a brisk trade with Persia. In summer the heat and dust make* the

place almost unendurable; we must be on our guard against Sar-

tian sickness (p. 506). From the rail, station the Annenkovskaya

(IY2 ^^' l^ng) leads to the Persian and Armenian trading quarter.

The Museum contains collections of ethnography (groundfioor) and
natural history (first floor; open in summer week-days 9-1, Sun. &
holidays 11-1, in winter 10-2 & 11-2; adm. 10 cop.; closed in July;

director, St. Y. Bilkevitch). Many of the inhabitants belong to the

Persian sect of the Babists, founded between 1830 and 1840 by Ali

Mohammed of Shiraz. A large mosque was built here in 1910.
From Askhabad a highroad, crossing the Kopet-Dc4gh 5 times, leads to

(14.S M. : a drive of 4 days) Menhhed (3180 ft.), a Persian commercial town
witli f)0,000 inhabitants. The interior of the town (inaccessible to Europeans)
contains a moscjue built in 1602, in whi(di is tlie tomb of tlie eiglith Imam,
AH Til. er-Riza fd. 818), visited annually by upwards of 50,000 Shiite pil-

grims. From Meshhed a bridle-route (2or3days)leadsto Kaakhi<a(see below).

About 3 M. from the railway station of (528 V.) Anau (740 ft.)

is the ruined town of that name, with the remains of a very fine

old mosque. About 2 M. to the S. of (609 V.) Artuilc (740 ft.) is the

Persian town of Lyutfaha/l. — 641 V. Knakhhd (950 ft.). Route to

Aleshh/sd, see above.— The train now follows th(^ frontier between
Russia and Persia, indicated by conical mounds of earth, and some-
times aj)proaching within a few yards of the railway.— At (680 V.;

450 M.) DHshdh (810 ft.; Rail. ReHtaiirant) the train (piits \\u\ S.E.

direction which it has hithrrto bren following, turns to the N.K.,

and enters the region of the river Tedzh&n (Tfjen)j the second

-

largest in the Transcaspian district. Here begins the huge sandy
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(Irst^rt which extends almost all the way to the Amu-Darya, inter-

rupted only by the Oasis of Merv.— About ^j^ M. beyond (724 V.)

Teihlieii (()05 ft.) we cross the river of that name.
From Tedzhon a road runs alon<;- tlie right bank of the river to (81 M.)

the frontier-town of Serdk'hs and the Zitlftkdr Pass, situated at the angle
where Russia, Persia, and Afghanistan meet.

Farther on we cross the Murghdh (see below).

842 V. (558 M.) lSlLerv,— Rallwaf/ Restaurant. — YLoTm^n. Yevro-
])/''iski}/e Nomerd: Frdntz'nja, near the rail, station. — Ellas Vakubov has
a large selection of native Afglianistan and Beluchistan carpets, but bar-
graining is necessary in dealing with him. — Phaeton per drive 20, from
the rail, station with luggage 40 cop. Three-liorse carriage to Old Merv
& back 10-12 rb. (the excursion takes one day; we must start early and
take provisions).

New Merv (735 ft.), a district-town with 20,000 inhab., on both

sides of the Murghdb, was founded in the oasis of the same name
in 1884. Since 1896 it has been greatly devastated by malaria.

Outside the town, on the left bank of the Murghab, is the spacious

Market Place, well worth a visit on Mon. & Thurs., when all kinds

of fruit are displayed.
The Oasis of Merv, about 1130 sq. M. in area, is formed by the

breaking up of tlie copious 3[iirghdb, whicli takes its rise in Afghanistan,
and here splits up into a great multitude of small arms and canals, form-
ing a kind of delta district. About 30 M. below the town the last trace
of the river disappears in a morass surrounded by sand-dunes. Cotton
is extensively cultivated in this district. — The Turcomans round Merv
make the best woollen carpets in the whole of W. Asia, but their quality
has of late materially deteriorated in consequence of the immense demand
for them. Comp. 'Merv, Queen of the World', by C. Marvin (1881), and
'The Merv Oasis', by E. O'Donovari (1882).

From Merv a branch-railway (thrice weekly; comp. p. 504) leads S. to

(294 V. or 195 M.) Kushka (2060 ft.), a Russian fortress on the Afghanistan
frontier, which may not be crossed without tlie special permission of the

Emir of Afglianistan. This railway leads via (77 V. or 51 M.) Stdtan Bent
(885 ft.), with the remains of the huge dam across the Murghab (comp.
below); an attempt to restore this dam in 1887-89 was unsuccessful.

868 V. Bairdni-AU {110 ft. ; Kailway Restaurant), with the head-

quarters of the imperial DemesAie ofMurghdh (Mypra6cKoe Tocy-

jiapeBO HM-fenie), which is 435 sq. M. in area, and extends down

both sides of the Murghab from 8ultan-Bent (sec above). Intending

visitors should provide themselves with an introduction to the direc-

tor. The irrigation system of the manor was completed in 1895.

There are large cotton-presses and cotton-cleansing factories.

Opposite the railway station begin the *E,uins of Old Merv,
covering an area of 16 sq. M., through which the railway now runs.

Those who have not come by carriage from New Merv (2^2 ^^^'^O

should apply to the manager of the Murghab Manor and request

his assistance in procuring carriages or horses. The traveller is

also dependent for his nightquarters on the courtesy of the officials.

Merv, mentioned in the Avesta (p. 508) as Muru, is one of the oldest

cities in the world. It is the Antiochia Margiana of classic writers, and
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was named by tlie Turcomans Knnia-Merv (Old Merv). Seleucus Nicator
founded a Hellenistic colony here. During the 6th cent. A.D. most of its

inhabitants were Christians (Nestorians). The city attained the culmina-
tion of its prosperity in the 7th cent, under Arab rule. Along with its

well-irrigated oasis and the liuge dams of the Murghab, it then ranked
among the wonders of the world, and it rivalled Bagdad for the position
of the greatest city of the Orient. Jenghiz Khan, enraged by the death
of his grandson before its walls, utterly destroyed the city in 1219. Accord-
ing to Arabic writers, upwards of one million human beings were slain

by the Mongols on this occasion. In
the 15th cent. Merv was rebuilt, and
it continued to exist, alternately as an
Uzbek and as a Persian town, down
to 1795, when the Emir of Bokhara
captured it and converted it into a

desert by the destruction of Sultan
Bent (p. 512). The inhabitants were
removed to Bokhara.

In visiting the ruins the trav-

eller should contine himself to the

part situated to the X. of the rail-

way and should take with him a

supply of food and drink. The
Turcomans pasturing their sheep

amonfj the ruins are quite inoffen-

sive; they often offer for sale coins

and other small objects found

among the ruins. — From the rail-

way station we follow the railway

embankment a short way towards

the K.. then bend to the left, and

proceed in a straight direction

over heaps of rubbish to tho en-

trance gate of Bairdm AliKhan-
Kaldhy which breaks the long

wall stretching from X. to S., and
is tiankrd by two towers. This

fortress, which was founded by a

son of Timur. and was destroyed

by the hordes of Bokhara, consists

of a rectangle of walls enclosing an ar<'a about 1 M. in cireuui-

ferenee, liie ground of which is strewn with uumerous fragments

of buildings of baked or crude brick. luimediately to the E. of it

is a similar and larger enclosure called Ahflnlldh Khan-Kah'ih.
The road leads to the E., travr'rsing l>oth of these enc^losures. Before

leaving by the K. gate the traveller should climb the wall, in order

to obtain a view of the extensive ruins. The area, however, was
never completely built u[) and oeeupiecl at the same time; the various

enceintes show the fortitied nucleus of the town at ditleicnt periods.

F'arther on thn route turns 1o the \. .tnd passes the ruins of'two

BAKUKK^ It •' l.'ii^, ii.t ^,;

1 : 15 0.00

N. PaH of Old Merv
(after V. A. Zhukovski).

A. K. = Abdullah Khan-Kalah;
B. A. K. = Bairam Ali Khan-
Kalah; G. K. = Giaur-Kalah;
I. K. = Iskendor-Kalah; S. K. ^
Sultan -Kalah; S. S. = Tomb
Mosquo of Sultan Zaudsiiar.
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small tonib-mosques(MorHJiLi nponoB'£viHHKOBT>), where, according
to legend, are buried two brothers, tlie banner-bearers of Moham-
med. The road then proceeds towards a large and conspicuous build-

ing, forming what remains of the tomb-mosque of Sultan Zandshar,

and said to date from the 12th century. This part of the ruins is

named Sulfan-Kaldh, and formed the capital of the Seljuks, which
was destroyed by the Mongols in 1219. To the E., surrounded by
long earthen ramparts and covering an area of 1^2 sq. M., lies

Giaiir-Kaldhj the Merv of the Nestorian and Arab eras, which has

been in ruins since the 12th century. To the N. lies Tskender-

Kaldhj probably the site of the town of the Seleucidse. From the

rampart separating Sultan-Kalah from Iskender-Kalah, which we
may ascend, we now drive back to the (4 M.) railway station.

Just beyond Bairam-Ali the railway enters the desert of Kara-
Kum ('black sand'), formerly enjoying an evil reputation as the

'Grave of the Caravans'. The shifting sand-dunes near the railway

have, however, been to some extent fixed by the planting of saxaul

(Haloxylon ammodendron).— 944 7. Utch-Adzhi (Rail. Restaurant);

1003 V. Bepetek (605 ft.), situated in the midst of the desert and sur-

rounded by interminable sand-dunes. A short way beyond (1048 V.)

Barkliani (650 ft.), a dark strip becomes visible on the E. horizon,

indicating the vegetation along the course of the Amu-Darya,— Just

beyond (1070 V.) Tchardzhui (625 ft.; Rail. Restaurant; good

melons), in the emirate of Bokhara, we cross the Amu-Darya by

an iron bridge 1 M. in length, completed in 1901. The part of the

emirate of Bokhara traversed by the railway consists of alternate

stretches of sand and alkaline desert and well-irrigated arable lands.

— 1077 V. Fardh (605 ft.); 1117 V. Kardkul (645 ft.).

1

1

82 V. (7 84 M.) Kagan.— Railwaij Restaurant. — Hotels. Bol-

shatja Moskdvskaya, new, witli restaurant; Komm&rtcheskaya.— Phaeton
from the station to the town iJO-40, per drive 30, per hr. 60 cop. ; to Bokhara,
in 1 hr., IV2-2 rb.

Kagdn or Nev) Bokhard (730 ft.), with 2000 inhab., is the seat

of a Russian political agent, to whom the traveller should pay a

visit as soon after his arrival as possible.

For the visit to (8 M.) Bokhard the highroad (carriage, see

above) is, except in hot and dusty weather, preferable to the rail-

way (40 & 20 cop.).

Bokhara {Turait Hotel, at the railway station, with restau-

rant), the purely Asiatic capital of the emirate of the same name
and the most important commercial city in Central Asia, contains

over 80,000 inhabitants. It is surrounded by an earthen wall,

25 ft. high and Vj^ M. in circumference, the numerous gates of

which are closed between sunset and sunrise. [A pleasant ride of
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11/2-2 hrs. may be taken round this wall.] The low, flat-roofed

houses, built of sun-dried bricks, are almost windowless towards

the street. The drinking-water, which is conducted from the Zerav-
shdn through the Shakh-rud Canal into a number of ponds, is ex-

tremely unwholesome.
In the reign of Lsinail. a member of tlie dynasty of the Scimanldes,

the rulers of Bokhara from 873 to 1004, the town laid the foundation of

itn fame, which it still retains, as the intellectual and religious focus of

the Sunnite sect of E. Islam. In 1220 Bokhara was razed to the ground
hy Jenghiz Khan. Tlinnr. who ascended the throne in 1370, removed
the seat of the government to Samarkand; yet Bokhara enjoyed a new
era of prosx^erity under him and his successors, especially in the time of

Ulu-Beg. From' 1409 to 1597 tlie ruling dynasty was that of the Shei-
hanidfs. who transferred their residence hack to Bokhara. The most
capable member of this dynasty was AbduUah-Khau (d. 1597). Next
came the Ashtarkhauides, who ruled until 1784, and under whom the
gradual decay of the place began. Since 1784 the ruling family has been
the }[angites. The present Emir, Seid-Mir-Alim-Khan, who is dependent
upon Russia, ascended the throne in 1911.

Sir Anthony Jenkinsoii (p. lii), one of the pioneers of Anglo-Russian
commerce and the first Englishman who ever saw the Caspian Sea, extended
his journey to Bokhara and Khiva (1557-58).

Bokhara contains 364 mosques and 109 medresehs or theological

colleges, which, however, lack the architectural interest possessed

by similar buildings in Samarkand.
The chief sight of the town is the very extensive and richly stocked

Bazaar. The narrow covered passages in the various sections (tims)

of the bazaar are thronged by Persians, Kirghizes, Hindoos, Armen-
ians, Tartars, Afghans, Turcomans, Uzbeks, and Tajiks, most of

them wearing light-coloured garments. As in all Oriental towns th<^

various industries are separately grouped in the bazaar, while manu-
facturing and sale are (when possible) carried on at the same spot.

To give some protection against the burning rays of the sun, the

streets are either arched over or covered in with mats, linen, or

canvas. Among the most attractive goods in the bazaar are the

carpets, the line silks, the copper and other metal wares, and the

black lambskins known as 'karakul', good specimens of which cost

at least 6 rb. Th(! spacious points of intersection of the bazaar

streets are covered with domes and are called 'tchar-su'. TIk^ fre-

(jiu-nt shout (tf 'poslit, j)osht' means 'look out!' Tea-booths are

nuFnerous; and a largr |>latform has heeii built out over the canal

ill front of lh<' gat<' to provide a place for the tea-drinkers. —Pur-
chases of any extent should not he made without the assistance of an

int<'lligent rrsicb'nt. 'i'he shopkeepers, with the exception of the.J(!\vs,

sebbjni unch'rstand Kussian. The Bokhara 'tenga' is a silver coin

wrirth ahout 15 cop., wliih; the brass 'puhl' is worth only V4 ('opeck.

The /Ir/r, or ('astle of the Kniir, stands cm an artificial (Mrtiien

mound 50 ft, in height. In front of it stretches the Hcfjist<rn , an

open space covr-red with fruit-stulls; behind il is an interesting-

prison (gratuity;.
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Xoar thr oasllo lirs iho V^vgi.^ Kalyan Mosque^ in which thr

Kniir, whtMi in liokliara, attends service every Friday between 12 and

2 p.m. The lij^ht-blue tiles of the dome are still in good preser-

vation. The minaret of the mosque, which is 200 ft. in height, is

known slu Manari-Kalyan or 'Criminals' Tower', because criminals

used to be thrown headlong from it (ascent not allowed). — The
Labi-Khans 3f()sqiie (['dies from IGll. The square in front of it

otfers interesting types of popular life. — The most important me-
dreseh is the Mir-Arab, situated opposite the Kalyan Mosque and

dating from the (^mX of the 16th century. In the middle of the main
fagacle is the large keel-arch of the entrance-door (pishtak), the

magnilicent tile casing of which has, to a great extent, disappeared.

The pishtaks of th(^ Sargeryan Medreseh and of the Timur Me-
flresell are well preserved.

About 2 M. to the W. of the town lies Shirhud?t/ii, a couiitry-lion«o

of the Emir, built about 1870 and standing in a large garden.

1223 V. Kizuil-Tepe (Rail. Restaurant).— 1269 Y. (841 M.)

Kermineh (1305 ft.). About 8 M. to the N. is the town of this name,

containing 12,000 inhab. and a chateau which forms the usual resi-

dence of the Emir of Bokhara.— A little short of (1343 V.) Katti-

Kurgan we reach the Russian territory of Samarkand, Distant

mountains are seen both to the right and left.— 1416 V. (939 M.)

Samarkand (Rail. Restaurant; station, PI. A 1).

Samarkand.
Hotels (in Sept. and Oot. rooms should telegrapliod for in advance).

C'evtrdhmya, Grand-Hotel, Kommdrtcheskaya, Peterhurgsldye Nomerd,
all in the Russian Quarter. - Good cuisine at the Civil Casino (06mecT-
BGHHoe co6paHie), to which travellers must be introduced hy a member.

Phaeton from the railway station to the (8 M.) Russian Town BO

(in winter 75), from the Russian to the Native Town 80, per drive 20,

per hr. 50 cop. - Banks. Imperial Bank (PI. 8; B, H); Russo-Asiatic Bank
(Fl. IH; C, 3).

Photographs may be obtained at Litvintzec' i^ and Polyakov'a.

Principal Attractions (two days). On the first day tlie traveller

sliould visit the buildings of the town, while he may devote the second

to Shakh-Zinda, Afro-Siab, and an excursion in the environs.

The abstraction of coloured tiles and other relics is promptly and

severely punished by the officials.

Samarkand (2255 ft.), the capital of a district of the same name,

contains 90,000 inhab., and lies in the valley of the Zeravshdn, in

the njidst of a fertib; and well-watered plain. It carries on a trade

in raisins and other dried fruit. The mean temperature is 56°Fahr.,

but in summer the sliade temj)erature sometimes reaches 100°Fahr.

The (lato of the foundation of the town is lost in the mists of anti-

quity. Its early name was Maracanda. In 329 B. C. the town was cap-

tured by Ale^roMder the Great, who signalized his stay here by stabbing,

in the midst of h jjanriuet (328 B. ('.), liis favourite general ('litus, wlio

Ijad saved his lifp on the r4rani'-us. In the 7th fentury of onr era Samnr-
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kand was taken by the Arabs, and in 1221, in spite of a vigorous resistance,

it had to yield to Jenghiz Khan. In 1369 Timur (comp. p. 508) made
it his capital and residence, and the magnificent buildings he erected still

form, though in a somewhat dilapidated condition, the chief sights of the

city. At a later date the cit}' was in the liands of the Sheibanides^^and
Mangites (p. 515), but in 1868 it was taken possession of by Russia.

The city consists of two quarters, the medifeval native town,

and the Russian town, dating only from 1871. To the X. lies the

site of the ancient Maracanda.

The Russian Town, the seat of the officials, is traversed by

wide streets adorned with double rows of shady acacias and elms.

A military band plays frequently in the public gardens (PI. B, 3).

A little to the E. of the Russian town is the ^Mausoleum of
Tiniur {Gur-Emir ; PI. C, 3), 110 ft. high and now in a very

ruinous condition. It is surmounted by a massive blue dome,

the tiles on the drum of which form the best preserved part of the

di'corations.

We enter the mausoleum by a small door on the left side of the
forecourt, leading to a corridor covered with a series of small domes.
Here stand the mullahs in charge of the building, one of whom takes
visitors round for a fee of 20-25 cop. each. From the corridor a door leads
to the right to a square inner chamber 70 ft. high, 1075 sq. ft. in area
and covered by the main dome. There are nine tombstones here, eight of

which are surrounded by marble railings, while the ninth is in a niche
opposite the entrance; the graves are in a crypt below. In the middle
is the *Toj}tbsto)ie of Timur, who died in 1405 at tlie age of 70. This
••onsists of two greenish-black bhx'ks of nephrite fitted into each other; they
are the largest pieces known of this raie stone, measuring 6V-2 ft. in lengtli,

11/:, ft. in width, and 1 ft. in height. The other tombstones, all of relatives or

friends of Timur, are of grey marble or alabaster. Behind the lamp ('lanterne
des morts') are two masts, one bearing a horse's tail, the other a wliite

banner. The wainscoting consists of octagonal blocks of alabaster, while
higher uj) is a band of jasper, on which the geneah)gy and deeds of Timur
are recorded in Arabic cliaracters. Tlie lateral recesses liave beautiful
stalactite-vaulting.

Between the Russian quarter and the native town lies the Cita-
del (PLC, 3), completed in 1882 (accessible only by permission of

the Commandant). In an old castle, now used as an artillery depot,

is the so-called Coronfition Stone of Thiinr (Tpoin, THMypa;
Kok-Tash), a rectangular block of greyish-black niarblc U^/.Ji.
long, with arabes(pies on the sides and half-columns at the angles.

The .\ativk Town is rich in monuments of the best period (d'

Mohammedan architecture.
iMost of the hiiildingH are made (.f eitiier kiln-dried or cjiidc bricks.

The vault is the prevailing architectural feature, and the outer form of
the domes is that of a melon. The decoration cojisists of dark-blue, light-
blue, green, (»i- white glazed bricks, r.r »»f cnloured tiles with ornamental
patterns in low relief. The co]«»urs are still heautifully fresh, 'i'he large
main ]hi\\h\h ^ J'inhtiik) of the moHcjucs (MrfrJuH) are surmounted i)y keel-
arches. The minarets are not (|uite jierpendiculai-. hut b-'an a little to

one side.

The rectangular ^Regi8tdn or MarLvt J 'hire (Tl. C, 3), which
is 77 yds. long and 66 yds. wide, att'ords a good opportunity for
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studying the manners and customs of the people. On its E. side is

the mosque uf Shir-l)ar, on the N. side the mosque of Tillah-Kari,

on the AV. side the mosque of Ulug-Beg, and on the S. a row of

traders' stalls. Attached to all three mosques are mcdresehs, in

each of which the cells of the students surround a plastered, rec-

tangular, paved court with a water-basin in the middle of it. — The
Mosijne of Shir-Dar (PL 4; C, 3), built in 161B, has a fagade ela-

borately adorned Avitli mosaics. TJie pishtak is about 75 ft. higli.

Visitors may ascend the round minaret on the left or to the platform

above the pishtak; but the steps are very high, and the ascent is

rather uncomfortable for ladies. The view from the top includes

the native town, with its gaily-coloured tiled buildings, but noth-

ing is seen of the Russian quarter except the trees in its avenues.

In front of the mosque is the tomb monument of a saint. — The
decorations of the mosque of Tillah-Kari (PI. 5; 0, 3), which dates

from 1618, are in a bad state of preservation. — The Mosque of
Ulug-Beg {P\. 6; 0,3), part of which is in ruins, was built in 1434 by
Timur's grandson, Mirza Ulug-Beg, 'the prince of the astronomers'.

Near the llegistan is the cemetery of Tchll- Dulihtar, containing np-
vrards of 40 marble monuments of rulers of the period before Timur.

To the E. of the Registan stretches the Bazaar (PI. B, 3), which
unlike that of Bokhara, has broad, Avell-lighted streets, and is dis-

tinctly inferior in interest.

At the E. end of the bazaar-street, about Ys ^^' from the Registan,

rise the massive remains of the Mosque of Bibi-Khanum (PI.

9; D, 2), erected by Timur in 1399, in honour of his favourite wife,

and l)rilliantly decorated. The main portal, opening on the court,

is flanked by two minarets, one of which has preserved its beautiful

mosaic ornamentations. In the court stands a huge koran-desk,

consisting of two colossal wedge-shaped stones lying upon a ped-

estal 71/2 ft. long and GY2 ft. wide. Mohammedans believe that child-

less women who creep below the desk will infallibly be blest with

offspring. The pishtak of the mosque has a keel-shaped arch 185 ft.

in height, and its mosaics are also well preserved. Opposite the

mosque is the dilapidated mausoleum of Bibi-Khanum.— Between

the mosque of Bibi-Khanum and the Registan lies the Monument of
Sheihani-KhaUj consisting of a block of marble 20 ft. long, I772 ff-

wide, and 7 ft. high, covered with thirty tombstones.

To the N. of the native town, up the slope to the plateau of the

ancient Maracanda, stretches ^Shakh-Zinda (PI. D, 2), a group of

mausolea. The decorations here consist of glazed and coloured tiles of

fayence, and their brilliancy of colouring and delicacy of execution

can hardly be exaggerated. — The portal, which was erected in 1434

^y Ulug-Beg (see above), gives on a passage, to the right and left

of which lie eighteen buildings of some size. To the left, above the

Hight of steps, is the Mausoleum of Oldsha Aim^ the nurse of
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Timnr. Farther on, to the right, is the Mausoleum of Shirin-

Bika-Aka (1385), while opposite, to the left, is the Mausoleum of
Dshushuk-Bika (1371), with a fine entrance-door; these contain the

remains of two sisters of Timur. To the right, towards the end of

the passage, is the Mausoleum ofShakh-Zivda (Kazim-ibn-Abbas)

with a beautifully carved walnut door. Besides the tomb of the

saint, it contains a copy of the Koran about 6 ft. in width.

Above Shakh-Zinda lies the extensive plateau on which Mara-
canda (p. 514) lay; the natives call it Afro-Siab (PI. D, 1), after a

legendary Shah of Turan. The nearer part of Afro-Siab is occupied

by Mohammedan cemeteries. The plateau, which rises abruptly

from the Zeravshan valley, is 3 M. in circumference. The ancient

ramparts and the approaches from below are still recognizable, and

also numerous round reservoirs, resembling those still in use at

Bokhara. AVe also see the mound of the former citadel, where the

castle of the princes of Sogdiana stood, and probably the spot on

which Alexander the G-reat held his court.— About 3 M. to the N.E.

of Samarkand is the interesting Observatory ofJJlug-Beg, excavated

in 1910, and commanding a superb view of the Zeravshan valley

and the Hissar Mts.
A road leads from the town through the middle of Afro-Siab, and, at

the farther end of the latter, descends into the river valley. Here lies

(7 M.) the 2'ohib of Daniel, regarded by Mohammedan tradition as a com-
panion of Kazim-ibn-Abbas (comp. above). ^— About 6 M. from the town, in

the steppe, stands the so-called 'Camp of Timur', the remains of a summer-
residence of that ruler. —Below Afro-Siab, on the left bank of the Zerav-
shan, rises a colossal brick archway, known as tlie Brldqe of Timur, and
probably a relic of a large dam and' sluice for the regulation of the Zerav-
shan. A second arch, at right angles to tl)at just mentioned, has fallen in.

b. From Samarkand to Tashkent.
Ji82 V. (220 M.). Railway in 12 hrs.

^amarkdud, see p. 516. The train runs to the N.E. to (30 V.)

.

Bostovtzevo (2480 ft.), the highest-lying station on the Central Asia-

tic Railway. It then crosses a range of mountains, at first running

through a shallow depression, and then, as it nears Dzhizak, in a

narrow winding pass known as the Gate of Timur' (TaMepjianoBa
BOpOTa). Here are two Arabic inscriptions, referring to th(^ armies
that hav«! penetrated this pass (1425 and 1571), and a bronze tablet

with a Russian inscription commemorating the construction of the

railway.— 107 V. (71 M.) Dzhizak (\2m ft: Rail. Restaurant), a dis-

trict-town of 12,000 inliab., is one; of th** most unhealthy spots

in Turkestan. — Wo now enter th(^ 'Starvation Step|)e' (Fojio/niJiH

creriL), a triangle b<;tw(;en the Suir-Darya on th<' N.K., the foothills

of th(; Turkestan niountains on the S., and the; Kuizuil-Kum ('Red

8and'j on the W. -- 190 V. (120 M.) Tehrr/n/mjero (llHOfl.; Rail.

Restaurant).
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Fko3i Tchernyaykvo to Andizhan, 306 V. (203 M.), Ferghdna
Railway in 12 hrs. [It is desirable to be provided with intro-

ductions to the representatives of the large Russian cotton-dealers.

J

This journey is full of interest as far as Gortchakovo. Rich iields of

cotton, sorghum (durra), and rice, the thriving villages, and the

elaborate network of irrigation canals afford a graphic picture of

the peculiar system of cultivation depending mainly on the presence

of flowing water. None of the copious mountain-streams descending

from tlie Alai Mountains reaches the Suir-Darya, as their water is

t xhausted in irrigating the fields. Iti clear weather we have a tine

view to the N. of the Alataa Mts.j and to the S. of the Alai Mfs,
both of which are covered with snow till well on in the summer.

75 V. Khodzhenf (1330 ft.; Kail. Restaurant). The town of this

name, the ancient Kyropolis, lies 6^2 ^i- to the N.W., on the Suir-

Darya (izvoshtchik l^/g rb.), and contains 40,000 inhabitants.— The
railway now enters the Ferghana District.

179 V. (119 M.) Kokand (1375 ft. ; Bail Restaurant; Ce/drdl-

naya, opp. the Town Park, II. 2-4 rb., D. 60 cop. to 1 rb. ; new liotel

to be opened by the Brothers Yadyaev
;
phaeton from the rail, station

to the Russian town 35, to the old town 45, per drive 20 cop.), the

capital of an independent khanate down to 1875, but since then in

the hands of Russia, is a city of 114,000 inhab. (6000 Russian.s),

situated on a canal of the Sokh and surrounded by a ruinous wall.

It is the most important trading town in Turkestan, although in

respect to population, and the size and business of its bazaar, it is

inferior to Bokhara. In recent years malaria has been much less

prevalent. The former palace of the Khan, completed in 1870, now
a barrack, has a facade of glazed and coloured tiles (adm. on appli-

cation to the commandant). The throne-room has been fitted up as

a Grreek Catholic Chapel. The traffic in cotton begins yearly in the

middle of Aug. (0. S.) and is taken part in by representatives of the

great Russian cotton-dealers.

A railway leads to the N. to (84 V., or 50 M.) Xa/minifdn (Nornera

Agaiuikov, Kuropatkinskaya; Nomeiu Yug, Baioiiskaya), a town with
7 t,000 inhab., whence Tashkent may he reached <»n horseback in 4-5 days.

244 V. Gortchakovo (1675 ft.; Rail. Restaurant, well spoken

of). The station adjoins the S. wall of Old Margeldn (CTapbin

MaprejiaHt), a very ancient town with 47,000 inhabitants. About

3 M. to the N. of the rail, station (phaeton, 50 cop.) is the Great

Bazaar, near which is the alleged grave of Alexander the G-reat

(MorHjia HcKaii^epH nauiH).

A branch-line runs to (8 V.) Skobelevo, known as New Maryeldu up
to 1907 {Rail. Restaurant; Grand-Hotel, clean; phaeton from the rail,

station to the town 40, at night GO-80 cop., to Old Margelan & back 31/2,

after rain 4-6 rb.), the capital of the Ferghana District, founded by the

Russians in 1877. Pop. 15,500. Its museum is worth inspection (open
on Sun., 11-12). Magnificent view of the mountains from the fields to

the S. of the town.
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306 V. (203 M.) Andizhdn (1635 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant ; Rossiya), a

town of 76,000 inhab., destroyed by an earthquake in 1902 but almost

wholly rebuilt since. Cotton is extensively grown in the vicinity.

A highroad leads from Andizhan to the S.E. to (46 V., or 31 M.) Osh
(ea. 4265 ft. ; 47,000 inhab.), the starting-point for travelling on the Pamir
Plateau and in Chinese East Turkestan. The Pamirs are reached by a

military road, practicable for artillery, which traverses a series of very
elevated passes and several wild valleys. Permission to make this journey
is seldom granted, and the crossing of the Indian frontier is possible only
by an express arrangement between Russia and the British government. —
From Osh (see above) a route leads to the S.E. to (280 M.) Kashgar. The
tirst part of the route consists of a road leading via (50 V. or 33 M.)
Gultcha and Sufl-Kuryan (6825 ft.) to (80 V., or 53 M. from Gultcha) the
Tallduik Pass (11,865 ft.). [At Sufi-Kurgan diverges the route over the

Terekdavan Pass (13,515 ft.).] From the Tallduik Pass a bridle-path leads
to the Russian frontier-fortress of Irkeshtam, and thence via the Chinese
fortified station of Ullugtchai to Kashgar (ca. 4265 ft.), a Chinese town of

65,000 inhab., with a British consul-general (Sir G. Macartney, K.C.I.E.).
It also contains a branch of the Russo-Asiatic Bank.

Beyond (257 V.) Suir-Ddryinskaya (860 ft.), the railway to

Tashkent crosses the Suir-Darya by an iron bridge 370 yds. in

length, and enters the province of Suir-Darya.

332 V. (220 M.) Tashkent. - i?aihm.iy Restaurant. — YLo't^i.b.

Tzakho (Regina), with restaurant, fair; Rossiya; Stdraya Frdntziya:
Grand-Hotel, R. from 2 rb., D. (12-7) 80 i^o^.—Anona Restaurant. ~
IzvosHTCHiK from the rail, station to the Russian Town 50, per drive in

the Russian Town 20, to the Native Town 50, per hr. 60 cop.

—

Tramway
from the station to the Native Town.

Tashkent (TamKeHTi,: 1570 ft.), captured on June 15th, 1865, by
the Russians under General Tchernyayev, is the seat of the Governor
General of Turkestan and of the 1st Turkestan Army Corps, and

contains 272,000 inhab., including 118,000 Russians. A remarkable
phenomenon is the absolutely windless calm which prevails during

nearly the whole year in the city and its environs. The town contains

a Lutheran Church, built in 1896. — The broad streets of the Russian

Town are flanked with rows of trees and canals. In the K(»nstantinov

Squai-e is the monument of K. P. von Kau/ffmaKu (p. 506), by
Schleifer (1913). The Kuvffmann Library, contMitiing over 80,000
\ols., is rich in works on Turkestan, and also possesses a small

ethnographical collection (open on Sun., 12-2;. A monument, by

AIik«'jshin, in the Town Park, erected in 1904, commemorates the

taking of the town, ft represents a Russian soldier planting the

colours on the city-wall.— Th(; Native Town is (extensive, but it is

inferior to Bokhara in the picturrsfjueness of its street-scenes, and
cannot vie with Samarkand in architi.'cture. In summcT (from June
on) the liigher oflicials and the upjx-r classes of the citizens retire to

their datchas in th<? Tchimyan liavine. (HnMruncicoe yiiiejibe;

4690 ft.), which lies 86 V. (57 M.) from the town (carriage 25 rb.).

From TaHhkent to Orenburg, Met- R. 76.



76. Prom Orenburg to Tashkent.
1T3('»V. ^li:)0 M.)- Express train, with tlirough-carriages from St. Potors-

liuro- and Moscow, once daily in 44 hrs. (fares 31 rb., 18 rb. 60 cop. ; reserved
seat 3 rb. 30 cop.). Sleeping Car of the International Sleeping Car Co.
twice weekly (13 rb. 90, 10 rb. 40 cop.). The daily mail-train takes 60 hrs.

Permission to visit Tnrkestan, hints on the preservation of health, etc.,

see pp. 506 et seq.

The railwav traverses the Kirghiz Steppe, tonches the N.E. corner of
the Sea of Aral (p. 506) at (802 V., or 532 M.) Aralskoyc More, and farther
on follows the valley of the Suir-Darya (pp. 506 et seq.).

Orenburg
J
sec p. 368. — The railway turns towards the S. and

crosses the Ural River.— 72 V. Iletzk, a district-town with 15,800

inhab., and extensive deposits of rock-salt, which are being ex-

ploited. — We now proceed towards the E., lirst on the right, then

(.n the left bank of the Ilek. 119 \^ Ak-Bnldk (Kail. Restaurant);

254 y. Aktyubinsk (Hail. Restaurant), a district-town with 14,000

inhab., in the province of Turgai. Beyond (434 V.) Emba we cross

the Mugodzharskiya Mts. 492 V. Ber-Tchogur; 598 V. Tchel-

kdr; 753 V. AS'axa?/M'(7?/a(CaKcayjii.CKaa), all three with railway

restaurants.

802 V. (532 M.) Ardlskoye More (Rail. Restaurant), at the N.E.

corner of the Sea of Aral. — 922 V. Kazalwsk (255 ft. ; Rail. Restau-

rant), the station for the district-town of that name, which lies in

the Suir-Darya district, 7 M. to theAV., and contains 12,300 inhabitants.

The train now follows the course of the Suir-Darya, keeping to

its right bank. Beyond (1084 V.) Dzhusali, and again just before

reaching (1199 V.) Kara-Uzydk (Kapa-YsiiKT,), we cross the Kara-
Uzydkj a right-bank tributary of the Suir-Darya.— 1222 V. Perovsk
(460 ft.: Rail. Restaurant), about 1 M. from the district-town of that

name (8300 inhab.); 1342 V. TrJdili (Rail. Restaurant).— 1488 V.

(986 M.) Turkestdn (720 ft.). About 3 M. to the N.E. (izvoshtchik

75 cop.) lies the town of that name, the capital of a district and

containing 16,300 inhabitants. It was captured by the Russians in

1864, and contains the Khazrat-Sultan tomb-mosque (erected by

Timur in honour of a Mohammedan saint), which attracts many
pilgrims in tlie spring. — 1540 V. Timur. On the right is a large

kurgan or tumulus, which is said to date from the period of Timur.

Just short of (1640 V.) Amis (815 ft.; Rail. Restaurant) we cross

the river of that name.— From (1661 V.) Kabid-Sai (Rail. Restau-

rant; a highroad leads to (740 V. or 490 M.) Vyerni, a town with

36,000 inhabitants. The train crosses the crest of the Sari-Agafch

at a height of 1865 ft. above tbe level of the sea, then descends into

the valley of the Dzh'dga (Jilga), and runs on, crossing several

small bridges, to (1736 V. or 1150 M.) Tashkent (p. 521).

From Tashkent to Samarkand and Krasnovodsk (Baku), see R. 75.
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77. Prom Moscow to Vladivostok
via Tchelyabinsk (Trans-Siberian Raihvay).

8134 V. (5391 M.). Railway from Moscow to Tchelyabinsk, 2056 V.;
Trans-Siberian Railway from Tchelyabinsk to Irkutsk, 3049 V. ; Trans-
Baikal Railway from Irkutsk to Maudshuriya, 1424 V. ; Chinese Eastern
Railway from Mandsburiya to Pogranitchnaya, 1388 V.; Ussuri Railway
from Pogranitchnaya to Vladivostok, 211Y. -Custovis Examination. On
the outward journey Chinese officials examine passengers' luggage at

Mandsburiya, and Russian officials at Pogranitchnaya (registered luggage at

Vladivostok). On the return-journey there is a Chinese examination at

Pogranitchnaya, and Russian examinations at Mandsburiya, Tankhoi, and
Irkutsk. — Two Express Trains weekly in S'-^/g daj^s, one being operated by
the International Sleeping Car Co. (Me^^ynapo^lHBiH no-fes/ii.), and the
other ])y the State Railways (KaaeHHtift no-fes/jt). Carriages are changed at

Irkutsk. Fares 327 rb. 44, 212 rb. 77 cop. (first-class compartment reserved
for a single traveller 523 rb. 70 cop.); from Berlin to Vladivostok 673 Ji;

4.24:^UJl: from London to Vladivostok 37-38?., 23-25Z. The first-class com-
partments or sections are for two persons, the second-class for four. The
railway tickets (apply early) are available for 22 days if bought in Russia,
or 3 months if bought elsewhere. If the journey is broken, it is necessary
to obtain a new seat-ticket for the rest of the journey. Thus, e.g., a new
seat-ticket from Omsk to Irkutsk costs 18 rb. 40 or 13 rb. 80 cop. The
amount of luggage allowed free is 60 Russian lbs. (54 lbs.), but through
passengers from foreign countries are entitled to twice as much. Each
additional 10 lbs. (9 lbs.) costs 2 rb. 69 cop. The charges in the Dining
Car are B. 55 cop., dej. IV4, D- IV2 r^-

—

Mail Train daily in 13 days (fares

158 rb. 93, 96 rb. 76 cop. ; carriages changed at Tchelyabinsk, Irkutsk, and
Maudshuriya). Also 'Passenger Train' daily as far as Mandsburiya (seat
ticket, see p. xxiii).- -Tiie journey from Moscow to Ts«^?'?/(/a (Yokohama)
via Vladivostok takes 12 days (fares 365 rb. 19, 250 rb. 51 cop.); to Naga-
mki 12 days (fares 380 rb. 48, 265 rb. 81 cop.); to Shanghai 14 days (fares
410 rb. 7, 295 rb. 39 cop.).

From St. Petersburg to Vladivostok, via Perm and Tchelyabinsk.
8269 V. (5481 M.), express train twice weekly in 9 days (fares 329 rb. 35,
214 rb. 25 cop.). Carriages are changed at Irkutsk. Comp. R. 35.

Through-passengers from W. Europe to the Far East must have their
passports vis^ by a Russian consul (comp. pp. xviii, xix); registered luggage
is not examined before it reaches the frontier of the country of destination.
-Tickets (available for 2 years) are obtainable for the journey to the Far

East by railway and back by steamer, or vice versa. The steamer-journey
may be begun or ended at Shanghai, Yokohama, Kobe, or Nagasaki.

Siberia fCH6rtpL) has an area (4,784,034 sq. M.) IV2 times greater
than Europe, 2'/:i times larger than Russia in Euiope, and more than
10 times larger than the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.
In 1910 its population was estimated at 8,220,000. It extends from the
Ural Mts. (59° E. long.) on the W. to the Sea of Japan and tlie Okliotsk
and Behring Seas on tlie E. ('(.'a|»e Dcshnov or East Cape. 171' 21' E. long.),

and from the Arctic Ocean on the N. to (!hina on the S. It is divided into
the two (ioraruiaevt.H of Tninnk and 7'o/>r>/x/.- (which together formerly con-
stituted the General-iiovernment of West Siberia); tlie (Menrral-d'orrrn-
mt'iU (tf IrK'utHky which includes the (4<)veninientH of Yeniseisk and Ir-

kutsk and the Territories of Yakutsk and Transbaikal ; and tho d'cnrral-
iiove.rmnf'nt nf the Amur 'rcrritorg, comprising the Amur and Maritime
Provinces. Kamtchatka, and the N. half (»f the iHJand of Sakhalin. The
N.W. part of the (hnu'ral'dnvcrnnutit of the Sfcffp/K (the Akniolinsk
and SemipaiatiuMk Territories) belongs oflicially to Russian (!entral Asia.

Western Siberia, from the Urals to the Yenisei, is for the most part
a fiat plain, with good arable land and pastures in its central and S.

portions. Eastern Siberia, which is three times as large, is mountainous
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aiul less fertile, labouring under the disadvantages of a severe climate in
its W. part and of periodical inundations in the E. In N. Siberia most
of the jrround is rovored with forest (Taigd), gradually passing over into
:i waste of barren lands (Tuudras), wliicli are frozen for tlje greater part
of the year aud marshy in the summer. To the S. and S.E. are the Alfcii

.}fts. (p. 5'2{\), the chief peak of which is the Byeliikha (14,900 ft.); the
Saijdn Mts. ^CaHHCKiH ropw ; highest peak Mniikn-Sarduik^ 11,275 ft.);

the Ydhloiiovi Hills; and the Staaovoi Hills, all of crystalline formation.
-Into the Arctic Ocean flow the Ob (2240 M. long)', with its greatest

tributary tlie Irtuish or Irfysh (about 2200 M. in Siberia and 830 M. in

China, where it is known as the Black Irtuish); the Yenisei (about 2490 M.
long); and the Lena (2860 M. long). The A/Jiiir (p. 537), which with the
Argiiii is over 2720 M. long, flows into the Sea of Okh6tsk. Tlie largest
lake is Lalce Baikdl (p. 533).

The Climate of Siberia runs to extremes both of heat and of cold;
the winter is long and the air dry except on the E. coast". The coldest
month is January, the hottest July. At Tomsk the range is from — 3.8°

Fahr. to + i}b.6°, while the mean annual temperature is + 30.7°. The cor-

responding flgures at Irkutsk are — 5.4°, -{-65.1°, and -{-31.3°; at Blago-
vveshtcheusk, on the Amur — 13.9°, -j- 70.5°, and -f- 33.3°; at Vladivostok

'
14.1°, -f 87.1°, and -f-

40.3° F.

Siberia is rich in coniferous trees. The deciduous trees of W. Siberia
lack variety, consisting mainly of birdies, aspens, alders, and poplars;
To the E. of the Yablonovi range the list receives many additions, such
as the oak, walnut, and elm. The Territory of the Amur, on the other
hand, abounds in deciduous trees. -Siberia is especially rich in minerals.
These include gold (output in 1909, 2895 pud or 1,524,762 oz.), silver, lead,

copper, iron, coal, and graphite. Exports to tlie W. include wheat, rye,

oats, and butter (in 1911 more than 4,300,000 pud or 69,320 tons, most' of

it via Windau).
The great majority of the Inhabitants of Siberia, especially those

in the towns and along the railway, are Russians, including free immi-
grants (peasants and Cossacks) and the exiles and their descendants (comp.

p. 261). [Between 1896 and 1910 there were 3,970,000 immigrants.] The
Turkish (Kirghizes, Tartars, Yakuts), Finnish (Voguls, Ostyaks), and
Mongolian (Teleuts, Buriats, Samoyedes, Tunguses) races are also re-

])resented. -The exiles, most of whom are to be found in E. Siberia, con-

sist of criminals condemned to ])enal servitude, those compelled to settle

in prescribed communities, and those banished by administrative process.

As a result of an Imperial Ukase of June 10th, 1900, the banishment to

Siberia has been considerably limited.

History. The Russian conquest of Siberia began in the reign of

Ivan the Tfrrible, who in 1574 invested the merchants Jacob and Gre-
gory Sfroganov with the right to build forts upon the banks of the

rivers Tobol, Irtuish, etc. In 1575, for the protection of their extensive
domains, the Stroganovs took into their servi(;e 800 Cossacks under Yermdk,
the former Volga pirate, who penetrated far into the interioi- of Siberia,

and Ton Oct. 26th, 1581j captured Isk&r or Sibir (p. 528), the capital of

the Siberian Tartar Empire. Yermak was drowned after a fight in 1584

while attempting to escape by swimming across the Irtuish. — Thence-
forward tlie Russians pressed steadily eastward and northward, and easily

vanquished the inhabitants who opposed them. Tobolsk was founded in

1587, Tomsk in 1604, Yakutsk in 1682, Irkutsk in 16.52. In 1649 the

(.'ossack Hetman Khabar6v fitted out an expedition to take possession of

the Amur district, but the peace of Nertchinsk (1689) gave this territory

back to Cliina. The scientific exploration of the land was undertaken during
the reign of Peter the Grreat, when Behring discovered the strait whicli

bears his name. In 1854 Count Muravy&u (Amiirski), Governor-General
of Eastern Siberia, descended the Amur with a military force, and in 1857
the left bank of that river was ceded to Russia by China. In 1860, by
the treaty of Peking, Russia acquired the Ussuri province; and in the same
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year Vladivostok was founded. During the construction of the Trans-
Siherian Railway (1891-1903) the Russians leased the peninsula of Kuan-
lung (with Port Arthur) from the Chinese (1898). The Russians occupied
Manchuria in 1900, and their refusal to evacuate it at the request of Japan
brought on the Russo-Japanese war of 1904, which ended in the defeat of

the Russians. By the Peace of Portsmouth (1905) Russia lost Kuan-tung,
Manchuria, and the S. half of Sakhalin.

The best Travei.ling Season for Siberia extends from the middle
of May (0. S.) to the middle of June. July is a very hot month, but
August is pleasant, while September is a favourable season for Manchuria
(voyage on the Amur, see p. 539). Those who make the trip in summer
should take light clothing and a warm overcoat, while woollen underwear
is the best safeguard against the sudden changes of temperature. Trav-
ellers should on no accowit drink unboiled vMter. High goloshes or
'rubber boots' are desirable, as the unpaved streets of the towns are
almost impassable in spring and autumn; in winter felt overshoes or

*arctics' (nHMt'i) are also necessary. A mosquito-veil is desirable in E.
Siberia and Manchuria during the summer. It is desirable to carry a re-

volver in Manchuria and in trips away from the railway.— The Hotels
are almost invariably dear and indifferent. Bed-linen, soap, etc., should
always be taken. A disturbing feature is the inevitable concert or 'sing-

song' in the dining room, which usually lasts far into the night. Travel
in Siberia is about one-third more expensive than in Russia in Europe.

The traveller must be on his guard against Thieves. Thus, when he
quits his compartment at a railway station he should have the door locked
by the provodnik (p. xxi).

Travellers in Siberia should avoid carrying large sums of money on
them. Instead they should have orders on the Rtisso-Asiatic Bank (PyccKO-
AiiaxcKiil 6aHKn>; comp. p. 96), on the Commercial Bank of Siberia
(CHOHpcKift ToproBBiH oaHKx), or (for the East) on the firm of Kvnst &
Albers at Vladivostok (branch at Hamburg).

Bibliography. More or less extensive accounts of Siberia will be
found in the following works: A. Bordeaux, Siberie et Californie (Paris,

1903).— A. J. Dmitriev-Mamonov and A. F. Zdziarski, G-uide to the G-reat

Siberian Railway (1900). — J. F. Fraser, The Real Siberia (1902). —IT.
Gerrare, Greater Russia (1903). -^S'ir Jl. Hosie, Manchuria (1901).-- 6r.

Kennan, Siberia and the Exile System (4tli ed., 1897) and Tent Life in

Siberia (New York, 1893). ./. Legras, En Siberie (Paris, 1913). — iH. P.
Price, Siberia of To-day (1912). —P. A. Stolf/pin rC- A. V. Krivoshein,
Koloriisation Sibiriens (Berlin, Idl2). — M.L. taft, Strange Siberia (New
York, 1911).— •»S'. Turner, Siberia (2nd ed., 1911). Chas. Wenyon, Four
Thousand Miles across Siberia (5tb ed., 1909). - R. //. Wright and Basseff
Digby, Througli Siberia 0913).

a. Prom Moscow to Irkutsk. Tomsk.

5105 V. (3384 M.). Expkeus Tkain twice weekly (from Tcholyabinsk
on also twice weekly by the train coming from St. Pett'r8])urg) in 5V;i days
(fares lf>7 ib. 05, 110 rl). 5 cop.). The ticket is valid for 1-1 Hayn; l)reak of

journey, hco p. 523. Luggage to the amount of 40 RuwHian lbs. (3(> lbs.)

allowed free; each a'iditioiial 10 lbs. (9 lbs.) 1 rb. Oi cop. 'Pahhkn(jek Tkain'
in 6V2 days (73 rb. 5(>, 44 rb. 10 cop. ; rrserved seat rb. 10 cop.). — St. Peters-

burg time (comp. p. xxxii) \h kept at all railway stations.

PVom TcbelyabiuHk to the Ob Ww- train passcH through grassy stop})e.s

inhabited by the horsc-hrecding Kirghizes (p. 507) ami jiroducing imnienso
rjaantitips of Siberian butter. From Novo-Xikolaycvsk (p. 528) to Kras-
noyarsk (p. 5.'U)) wo traverse the Taiga (virgin forest), which has been
thinned out in the vicinity of the railway-line and near Atchinsk (p. 530)

alternates with meadow-land. From Krasnoyarsk to Irkutsk (p. 5.'{1) the
ronntry is comparatively animated and Nvell cultivated.
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From >[oscow to (^2056 V. or 1363 IVI.) TchelydbinsJi via Tfila^

Ihjazhskj Samara, and Kiiiel, s(m^ KR. 48 a and 50.

The Trans-Siberian Railway runs to tiie E. from Tehelyabinsk

(p. 370) through the province of Orenburg, wliich is part of Euro-
pean Russia.— 83 V. (from Tehelyabinsk) Tchumlydk (560 ft.);

117 V. Shumikha (580 ft.), 156 V. MisJiMno (510 ft.), both with
railway restaurants; 188 V. Yarganmish. ^About 200 V. from
Tehelyabinsk the line passes from the province of Orenburg into

that of Tobolsk (Siberia).

241 V. Kurgan (260 ft.; Rail. Ileslaurant). Tlie town of that

name (Bogddnov; izvoshtchik from the railway station to the town,

50 cop.) lies 1 M. distant, on the right bank of the Tohol, a tribut-

ary of the Irtuish. Pop. 24,600. The dramatist A. von Kotzebue
(d. 1819) spent the year 1800 in exile here. Kurgan exports large

quantities of butter, and contains representatives of several Eng-
lish iirms. The huge butter-making industry of Siberia is said to

have been originated by the English wife of a Russian landowner
near Tyumen (p. 261).— About 6 Y. beyond Kurgan we cross tJie

Tobol by a bridge 512 yds. long. 363 V. Makushino (465 ft.; Rail.

Restaurant), in a marshy district. Beyond (449 V.) Mamlyutka
(450 ft.) we enter the territory of Akmolinsk and cross the (482 V.)

Tshim, a tributary of the Irtuish, by a bridge 256 yds. long.

490 V. Petro])dvlovsk (455 ft.; Rail. Restaurant). The district

town (Xomera Xazarova, R. from Vj^Yh.; Centralnuiye Noniera;

izvoshtchik from the station to the town 50 cop.), founded in 1752,

lies on the right bank of the Ishim, 2 M. to the N.E. of the station,

and contains 43,000 inhab. (15,000 Mohammedans). The old court

of barter (M'^hoboh /^Bop'L) is a sort of caravanserai with the

shops opening upon tlie inner quadrangle only. Petropavlovsk has

a large trade in cattle and hides.

The train now skirts the N. margin of the Kamuishlovsko-

Irtilish Valley^ which is dotted with salt lakes. 617 V. Isil-Kul

(420 ft.; Rail. Restaurant). About 2 M. short of Omsk the Irtuish

(p. 524) is crossed by a bridge 750 yds. in length.

746 V. (495 M.) Omsk, OMCKt. -Branch-line from the rail, station

(restaurant) to the (3V2V.) town; it is, however, better to take an izvoshtchik

(see below). — Hotels. Rossiya, Lyiibinski Prospc^kt, R. IV-j-^S D- (1"^>)

V4-lV4rh.; Yevropeinkaya, Dvortzovaya, K. 2-4 rb., D. (2-6) 60 cop. to

1 rb. ; Kommertcheskiye Nomerd, Kostyolnaya. — IzvOshtohik from the

•Main Railway Station to the town 1 rb., from the Town Station 40, por

drive .SO, per hr. 75 cop. — CfENEUAL Post Office, Potchtovaya. British

Vice-Consul, ^S'. R. Randrup. There is also a U. S. Consulak Agent.

Omsk (285 ft.), founded in 1717, is the headquarters of the

4th Siberian Army Corps and the capital of the General-Government

of the Hteppes (comp. p. 523). Tt is situated on the right bank of

the Irtut 8?i, jufit above its confluence with the 0/n. Pop. 128,000.

-From the main railway station, adjoining which is a settlement
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with about 20,000 inhab. and large railway-workshops, we proceed

to the X. to the Nikolskaya Square, passing a park with the Officers^

Summer Casino. In the square is the Church of St. Nicholas,

containing an alleged banner of Yermak (p. 524), brought hither

from Berezov on the lower Ob. Adjacent are the large Cadet School,

a three-story building, and ^ Roman Catholic Church. We continue

to the X. along the Dvortzovaya and then cross an iron bridge over

the Om, with the steamboat-wharf to the left. At the other end of

the bridge we reach the Lyubinski Prospekt. Adjacent, on the bank

of the Om, is the Dyetskiov Children's Playground, with a summer
theatre. The Lyubinski Prospekt ascends to the Bazaar Square, with

the Museum of the Imperial Russian Geographical Society, which

is open in summer (except from June 10th to Aug. 10th) on Thurs. &
Sun., in winter Frid. & Sun., 12-3 (adm. 15 cop.; conservator,

A. X. Sedelnikov). The contents of the Museum include ethno-

graphic collections from the steppes, specimens of the domestic

industries of the district, a collection of birds, and prehistoric relics.

Close by are di Lutheran Church and 2i Municipal Tlteatre. Behind

the Museum lay the old fortress, the four gates of which are still

standing. The building in which the author F. M. Dostoyevski

(d. 1881) was imprisoned from 1849 to 1853, and in which he wrote

his 'Recollections of a Dead House' (Engl, translation entitled

'Buried Alive in Siberia'), stood in the X.E. corner of the fortress,

but has been removed.— About 2/3 M. to the X. of the town is a

Birch Grove (Saropo^Haa poiija), much frequented by the inhabi-

tants of Omsk (izvoshtchik 50 cop.).

Railway from Omsk to Yekaterinburg, seo p. 261.

From Omkk to Toboi.sk, 1127 V. (747 M.), steamer down the Irtiiish

in 4-5 days (fare 8 rb.). The Iriuish, the largest tributary of the Ob,
rises on the S.TV. slopes of the Altai Mts. and is 2500 M. long. The
right bank is higher than the left.— .S8() V. Tara, on the left bank, a
distrif.'t-town with 12,500 inhal>itants. Near (770 V.) Usi-Ifihim tlie Ishini
joins the Irtuish on the left.

1127 V. (747 M.) Tobolsk, ToooJiLCKT. {Loskutnaya; Kommertche-
skaya, kept by Ackermann, R. l-l^/^ rb., bed-linen 30 cop.; izvoshtchik
from the landing-stage to the lower town 10, to tlie upper town 50, per
drive 25 cop,; steamer to Tomsk, see p. 5.S0, to Tyumen, sec p. 2(>1), the
capital of the Government of Tobolsk ajid seat of the Greek (^atliolic

Bisliop of Tobolsk and Siberia, lias 21,100 inhabitants. It was foumlod in

1587 on the steep right l)ank of the Irtiiish, opposite the moutii of the
Tohdl, and conHists of an upper and a lower town, the latter being
unhealthy. In the upper town is a Krevilin enclosed within walls and
containing a 'Swedish Tower', built with the labour of captured Swedes
after the battle of Poltava fsee p. 890). At the entrance to the Y^'rindk
Garden is a Museum ''open daily except Moii., in suniiuer 12-7. in winter
12:5; ad Ml. 20 c<)().

; director, V. X. Pigiiattij, with w<»rkH on Siboiia, bronzes,
and an ethnogra{)hical collection (Ostyak and Sainoyede ciiiiosities). The
Yermak (iarden also contains a marble Ohelhk erected in 18:u> to tho
memory of Yermak. Adjoining tin; nitthojt^H l*<iUire \h a chapel, in which
the Hell of Uglitch Csce p. :{48) hung «b)wn to 181>2. In the Tulyatzkaya,
which leads from the upper to the lower town, is the Lut/i^ra/t Church.
Not far otV is a lidiinni t'utholir (Jhnrrh. On the bank of the hiriish

stauds tho Zndmetiski Jfonaalery, tho oldest in Siberia. -About i:{ M.
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from Tobolsk, on llio right bank of the Irtuish, lies Kvichutnovo Goru-
tlishtche, with the ruins of the old town of Isker (p. 524).

Fkom Omsk to Sejupai.atinsk, 992 V. (658 M.), steamer up the Irtuish
in -1-5 (lays (fare 14 rb.). 5i8 Y. Pavloddr, on the ripht bank, with
9000 inhab., chiefly Cossacks and Kirghizes. - 992 V. SeinijmlafinsJc (Irtuish

;

Kossiya), capital of the territory of the same name, with 35,000 inhal).
(half of whom are Mohammedans), lies on the right hank. It contains
a Museum of the Imperial G-eographical Society.

790 V. Kormilovka (370 ft.). Beyond (859 Y.) Koloniya (360 ft.)

we onter tlio Grovernnieiit of Tomsk. 904 Y. Tartdrskaya (Rail.

Rrstaur.nit); 953 Y. Tchani (365 ft.), 30 M. to the S.W. of which
x^Lake Tchani^ well stocked with fish (area 1266 sq. M.).— 1049 Y.

Ka'insk Tomski (400 ft.; Rail. Restaurant). The district-town of

this name with 6500 inhab., chiefly exiled Jews and their descen-

dants, lies 8 M. to the N. (izvoshtchik 1
i/g I'^^O-— I^<^y«»^ (1090 Y.)

Kozhurld (455 ft.) the line crosses the river of that name, and then

the Karapuz. 1209 Y. TchvMlmskaya (460 ft.; Rail. Restau-

rant). — About 3 Y. before reaching (1285 V.) Kofchenovo (545 ft.)

the train crosses the Kargdt ; and 32 Y. farther on it crosses the

Krivod6?fka. About 4 Y. beyond (1324 Y.) Krivoshfchekovo we
cross the Oh by a bridge 865 yds. long.

1332 Y. Novo-Nlkolayevsk {Bail. Restaurant; Yefremov,
Gudimovskaya ; Novo- Nikolaye/vskoye Podvorye, Nikolayevski

Prospekt. R. 1 -3^2 rb.), founded in 1896 at the time of the con-

struction of the Trans-Siberian Railway, has already 70,600 inhabi-

tants. It is prettily situated on the high right bank of the Ob. In

the middle of the town is the Alexander Nevski Church. Novo-
Nikolayevsk is a favourite starting-point for sportsmen in pursuit

of the wapiti, mountain-sheep, ibex, and other big game on the N.

slope of the Altai. Steamer to T(misk or Riisk, see j). 530.

About 224 Y. (150 M.) to the S. (post-road; steamer, sec p. 580) lies

Barnaul (Centrdlnaya) a town of (51,000 inhab., on the left bank of the

Oh, the headquarters of the Altai Administration and the centre of the

fertile 'Cabinet' estates {i.e. belonging to the Tzar). It carries on an
important buttor-trade. It was founded in 1738 by A. N. Demidov, in

whose honour a monument has been erected. He also opened tlie first

juines in the Altai district. The town possesses a good mineralogical
museum (FopHtiJi MyseH) and a Lutheran church.

From Barnaul a post-road (IGO V. or 106 M.) and a steamer (280 Y. or

^W M.: comp. p. 5oO) t;o to Biislc (Moskovskoye Podvoryo), a district-

town of 29,000 inhab. on the Biija, in the province of Tomsk. It carries

on a trade in wool.
Biisk is the starting-point for an excursion to the Russian Altai, a

range of mountains culminating in the Byelukha (14,900 ft.) and the liktu
f 13. 780 ft.), in the central Katun-Tchuya Chain. Glaciers are found as low
as tlie forest-level (6560-8200 ft.). Tlie inhabitants of this bleak mountain
district are Russian peasants and nomads, such as the Altaians and

Khirgizes. There are no regular posting-stations; but the peasants furnisii

carriages and hojses (10-12 cop. per verst). The traveller should bring

tiiuM'd ])rovisions with him, as h<' can count upon nothing in the villages

but bread, milk, and eggs. Comp. TlyTH no PyccKOMy Ajithk)' (T')nisk,

1912j. by Prof. Y. Y. Sapozhnikov (p. 529), tlie chief authority on these

mountains. -From Biisk the TTimonski Road leads S., vi^ the villages
of y\/fnisihtt7/p, Kfdf/o)t, Trhorno- Anniskoye, Ust-KaiisfiOf/e, Ahaiskoye,
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and Uimonskoye, to (360 V.) Kotanda. From this point we may reach
the Akkem Glacier, on the N. slope of the Byelukha, in 2 days, or the
leduigem Glacier, on the E. slope, in 4 days.

The railway runs on towards the N.E. to Mariinsk, then to the

E. to Kansk, and thence to the S.E. to Irkutsk.— 13G6 Y. SoJcur

(760 ft.); 1450 V. Bolotnaya (Rail. Restaurant). About 3 M. short

of (1489 V.) Tutalskaya (435 ft.) the Tom is crossed.— 1546 V.

Taiga (845 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant), with 10,300 inhabitants.

From Taiga to Tomsk, 82 V. (54 M.), branch-railway in 3 hrs.

Tomsk, TOMCK-L. - Railway Restatirant. — Hotels. Yevrdpa (PI. a

;

B, 3), cor. of Potchtamskaya and Blagovyeshtchenski Pereulok, E. I1/2-8 rb.

;

Rossiya (PL b; B, 4), Spasskaya; Metropol, MagistnUskaya 11 (PI. B, 1-3),

all three with cafes chantants; Dresden {V\. c; B, 3), Magistratskaya, quiet,

without cafe chantant. — Restaurants. At the two first named hotels; at

the Club (06iijecTBeHHoe coopaHie; PI. B, 4; introduction by a member
necessary), Potchtamskaya; beer at Kruger^s, Potchtamskaya.

Izv6sHTCHiK from or to the railway stations 75 cop. (luggage included);

to the steamboat wharf, see p. 530; per drive 20-25, at night (12-6) 30 or

35, per hr. 40, at night 60, each additional hr. 30 or 45 cop.

Post & Telegraph Ofb^ice (PI. 18; B, 4), Potchtamskaya. — Bookseller,
/. /. Makicshin, Blagovyeshtchenski Pereulok (PI. B, 3).

The city-office of the railway is in the Magistratskaya (PI. B, 1-3).

Tomsk (485 ft.), situated on the high right bank of the Tom
(free from ice 3Iay 1st to Nov. 1st) and at the mouth of the Ushdikay
in lat. 56°29' X., is the capital of the government of the same name
and the seat of a Greek Catholic bishop. Pop. 112,000. It was
founded in 1604. — In the S.W. quarter stands the University,

founded in 1888 (PI. B, 5; 1000 students), the only one in Siberia.

It consists of a medical and a legal faculty. Its collections Include

an Archaeolof/ical and Ethvological Museum (open free dally

12-3; director, P. Bogayevskl); a Zoological Museum (closed at

present; director, N. P. Kashtchenko); a Botanical Cabiuet (open

on week-days In winter 10-1; director, V^. V\ Sapozhalkov); a Min-
eralogical Museum (open 8un. and holidays in winter 12-1; closed

in June, July, and Aug.; director, P. Plllpenko); and the Library

^

with 250,000 volumes. Near the University Is a Students^ Diniug
Hall (V\. B, b). A Techuological htstitute (PI. B, 5) was opened

ill 11)00; it is attended by 1200 students.— The Greek Catholic

dathedral of the Trinity (TpoHUKlft coGop-t; PI. 3, B 4) was fin-

ished In 1900. The recluse TliL'odorii Kuzinitcli (d. 1H()1), widely

known on account of his resemblance to the Tzar Ah xandcr I., is

buried in the AlexA/ecs/a Monastery (Boropo^MHO-AjieKcheBCKln
MyjKCKon MOHacThipb; PI. H, 4), which was founded in 1(505: th«;

cell actually occupied by him is still shown in the Tchistakov House,

in the Monastuirskaya. Tiie Nikdlskaya Church (Church of the

Nativity; PI. B, 3) occupies the siUi of an old nunnery, where, in

1740, Princess Catherine Dolgoruki, the bride of Prt^r 11., was

forced to take the veil. She was, however, freed from her vows in

Bakdekxr'h Russia. ;)4.
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1742 by the Empress Elizabeth. Tomsk contains a Lutheran Church
(PI. 7: B, 4) and a Eomav Catholic Church (PI. 8; B, 3). — The
town is th(' hoadquarters of a inininu,- district (conip. PL B, 5), and

possesses gold-smelting works.
Steamboat from Tomsk (wharf to tho N. of the town near the Tche-

rem6shniki railway station; izvoshtchik 1 rb.) to Biisk (p. 528; 1174 V.
in 5 days, 191/2 ib'.) via Novo-Mkolayevsk (p. 528; 361V. in I-I1/2 days,
6 rb.) and Barnaul (p. 528; 8i)i V. in 3 days, 12 rb.). Also to Tt/nmen
(p. 261; 2220 V., 15 rb.) via Tobolsk (p. 527; 1814 V. in 3-5 days, 10 rh.).

These services are often interrupted in summer by low water.

Continuation of the Railway Journev to Tkkutsk. The train

runs at first on through the 'Taiga] (p. 524).— 1583 V. Sudzhenka
(810 ft.), with coal-pits. Just before reaching (1617 V.) Izhmor-

skdya (790 ft.) we cross the auriferous Yaya.~ 1685 V. Marlinsk
(450 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), a district-town with 18,700 inhab., on

the left bank of the Kiya. About '2 V. farther on the train crosses

the Kiya by a bridge 232 yds. long, and then ascends to the watershed

between this stream and the Tyazhin.— ISiO V. Bogotol (975 ft.:

Rail. Restaurant). Beyond (1841 V.) Kritovo the line passes from

the Tomsk Government into that of Yeniseisk, ^and crosses the

Tchulnim by a bridge 302 yds. long.— 1875 V. Atchinsk (700 ft.;

Rail. Restaurant). About 2 V. from the railway station is the district

town of that name, situated on tlie high right bank of the Tchuluim,

with a population of 11,000. It is the northernmost town (hit. 56*^

16' N.) on the Trans-Siberian Railway. A highroad runs hence to

the S. to (333 V. or 221 M.) Minusinsk (p. 531).

The country now becomes hilly. 1910 V. Tchernm'yetche/iskaya

(885 ft.; Rail. Restaurant). The train now ascends the watershed

of the Great Kemtchug and the Katcha, crosses the Katcha just

short of (1995 V.) Katcha (1545 ft.), and then descends to—
2040 V. (1352 M.) Krasnoydrsk, KpacHoapcKL (520 ft.:

Railway Restaurant; Mdtrojjole, Vosk.res6nskaya, without cafe

chantant, R. from 1^4 rb., I), from 50 cop.; Stdraya Rossiya,

Blagovyeshtchenskaya; izvoshtchik to the town 50 cop.; British

vice-consul), the finely situated capital of the Government of

Yenisei, with 80,000 inhabitants. It was founded in 1628, and

lies on the left bank of the Yerdaiij here '^/g M. broad, at the mouth

of the Katcha. Near the railway station, on the W. side of th('

town, are the Railway Technical School and the Town Park
^restaurant at the club). A fine view is obtained from the prom-

t'uade above the steamboat-wharfs. The Municipal Museum is open

free in winter on Sun. and holidays 11-3 (closed from May 15th to

Aug. 15th). Besides 18 Greek Catholic churches, there are a Lutheran

and a Roman Catholic church.
We may proceed by the pretty highroad (330 V. or 219 M.), or by steam-

boat down the Yenisei, to Ytnis^Ask^ a district-town of 12,000 inhab., pleas-

antly situated on the left hank of the Yenisei. It has u Municipal Museum,
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A very enjoyable steamboat trip (4-5 days; magnificent scenery at

first) may be taken up the Yenisei, which is here generally tianked by lofty
rocky banks, to Minusinsk (Ro.ssiya\ a district-capital in the government
of Yenisei, with 15,600 inhabitants. The Municipal Museum, founded by
N. M. Martyauov in 1877, and containing- 70,000 objects, is worth visiting

(open free, Sat. 11-3, Sun. 11-2). Highroad to Atchinsk, see p. 530.

Just beyond Krasnoyarsk the train crosses the Yenisei by a

bridge of six spans, having a total length of 1010 yds. 2044 V.

Yenisei. About 4 M. beyond (2163 V.) Klyukvennaya (1205 ft.;

Rail. Restaurant) we cross the Buihnaya. Beyond (2211 Y.) Ka-
mala (1085 ft.) the train crosses the watershed of the Tuirhuil

and the Little Uryd and traverses the Ka7i valley. 2267 V. Kansk
Yenis6isld (680 ft.: Rail. Restaurant), a district-town on the left

bank of the Kan, with 17,500 inhabitants. About 2 M. farther ou

we cross the Kan by a bridge 278 yds. long. 2293 V. Ildnskaya
(885 ft.; Rail. Restaurant): 2374 Y. Klyutchi (1280 ft.). After

crossing the auriferous Biryusaj the line enters the Government
of Irkutsk. Beyond (2425 V.) Taishet (1040 ft.: Rail. Restaurant)

we traverse hilly country via (2531 Y.) Kamulshe.t (1175 ft.), with

cement-works, and (2547 Y.) Uk (1635 ft.) as far as (2573 Y.)

Nizhne-Udinsk (1360 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), a mountain-girt dis-

trict-town on the Udd, with 6500 inhabitants.

We now proceed through a cultivated district, crossing the Uda,

to (2618 Y.) Khidoeldnslaya (1915 ft.), the highest-lying station

between Tchelyabinsk and Irkutsk. 2683 Y. Tiilun (1635 ft.; Rail.

Restaurant). About 2 M. beyond (2813 Y.) Zimd (1510 ft.; Rail.

Restaurant) we cross the Okd by a bridge 510 yds. long.— 2952 Y.

Foloviriu (1790 tt.; Rail. Restaurant). We cross the Bydaya 11 M.
farther on. About 10 31. to the X.E. of (2994 Y.) Telma (1425 ft.)

is tlie village of Alexdndrovslcoye (p. 532). We cross the Kitoi

5 M. beyond Telma.— 3042 Y. Innolentyevskaya {14:o5 U.; Rail.

Restaurant;, 2 M. from which is the Voznesenshi Monastery, found-

ed in 1672, and containing the bones of St. Innocent (d. 1713) in its

principal church (to tbr right). — Just before r<'aching Irkutsk we
cross the Irk lit.

3049 Y. (2021 M.) Irklitsk, MpKyTCKt. The Hahavay Station
\KcMtnitrant) is on the left bank of the Angaia, in the Hubiiib of GlAz-
kovHkoye, wliich is <f)nnpcte(l with the town in sinninor by a ponloou
hrid^e. Offiren of the State Bailirai/s in the iVAberezhnaya Anj^aii, cor.

i*f \\u' Kliailanipiyovskaya (PI. B, C, 3), open ou week-days H-12 & 1-H

(winter 1-i;, Sim. & holidays H-TJ; the salt' of tic.ketH ceuHcs 2 days before
the d<!p.'irtiir(' of tho train; Ku^flish, French, and Ofrman spoken.

HoTKi.s. Central (V\. b; (', 3), liolshaya, R. l'/.i-»'/2 »*i).; CntnnhHotel
(PI. c; D, 3). Uolshaya; Kommt^rtcheHhoifc i*ntlv<>rn('{V\. d; 0, 2), cor. of the
Tikhvinskaya and Babninskayu, U. lV.^-4 rb., bod-linen 40, D. (1-5 p. lu.)

fiO-7f> cop. ; C'enfr(Un<tj/e Deko, B<d8haya; Mf^tr(>j/ntf(V\. a; (', 8), LuRovaya,
K. l»/-^-*''/j. I^- (2-0 p.m.) V«-l*/4»'b. Rf.Mtattrant Modern, in the Uontral
Hot<»l (hoc above).

IzvoHinniiK from the rail, station to the town *.»0 cop., at nij^jht (10-7)

1 rb. 20 cop., incl. briilf<e-toll
;
per drive 25 (at nif^lit 50) cip.

34*
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Post Office (PI. C, 2), Potchtamskaya.

—

Baths at Kurbatov^s, cor.

of the Xaberezhnaya Angari and Saviiiski Pereiilok; bath from Irb.—
Banks. (Jomrnerckd Bank of Siberia (PI. D, 3), Bolshaya; Russo-Asiatic
Bank (PI. C, 3), BoUhayn. - Mak?(shin Librari/, Bolshaya.

Irkutsk (1455 ft.) is situated in 52° 17' N. lat. and 104Mr)' K.

long., on the right bank of the clear and swift-ilowing Angara (here

000 yds. wide), 44 M. from Lake Baikal, and opposite the montli

of the Trkut. It was founded in 1652, and is the see of a Greek
Catholic bishopric, the capital of the General Government and of

the Government of Irkutsk, and the headquarters of the 3rd Si-

berian Army Corps. Pop. 113,000.— On the N. side of the town,

in the centre of a large open space, is the Cathedral of the Vir-

gin of Kaza7i (PL C, 1), a modern building, with five domes and

a detached belfry. Opposite the Cathedral is a Roman Catholic

Church. In the Bolshaya, the main street of the town, which it

traverses from S.W. to N.E., are the Lutheran Church (PL C, 3),

the Theatre (PL C, 4), completed in 1897 from the plans of Schroter,

and the Residence of the Governor-General (PL B, 4), facing the

Angara. Opposite the last is the interesting Museum of the Im-
perial Russian Geographical Society (PL C, 4), which is open on

week-days (except Sat.) 1-3, on Sun. 11-3; adm. 10 cop. (at other

times adm. 50 cop.; conservator, N. N. Bogorodski). It contains

archfeological collections from E. Siberia, Buddhistic objects of

worship, mammoth remains, and Chinese birds. The Observatory

is open from dusk to 10 or 11 p.m.; adm. 30-50 cop. On the Angara
is a bronze Statue of Alexander ILL (PI. B, 4), by Bach (1908).

About 70 V. (46 M.) to the N.W. of Irkutsk (post-horse ?> cop. per
verstj is the village of Alexdndrovskoye (comp. p. .531), containing a

large and well-equipped prison on the radiating system (AjieKcaH^poBCKaa
ueHxpajibHan KaTopvKHaa TwpLivia). Visitors are generally admitted on
application to the director, but it is as well to have an introduction from
the (J-overuo)- of Irkutsk.

b. Prom Irkutsk to Vladivostok via, Karuimskaya
(Sryeteusk) and Kharbin (Dairen^ Peking).

3029 V. (2008 M.). Express Train (1st & 2nd class; sleeping and
dining cars) four times weekly in 31/3 days (fares 167 rb. 45, 108 rb. 10 <'op.;

to Kharbin 119 rb. 5, 77 rb. 15 cop.; comp. p. 523). The railway-ticket is

good foi- 11 days (comp. p. 523). The allowance of free luggage is 60 Rus-
sian lbs. (5'1 lbs.) for through-passengers, and 40 lbs. for others; each
10 lbs. (9 lbs.) additional costs 1 rb. 39 cop. Mail Train once daily in

51/4 days (fares 142 rb. 20, 55 rl). 95 cop. ; to Kharbin 99 rb. 65, 38 rb. 95 cop.)

:

half-a-day is saved by taking the 'Passenger Train' as far as Mandshuriya.
Carriages are changed at Mandshuriya (Manchuri).

The so-called zonal tariff of the (Russian) Chinese Eastern Railway is

much higher than that of the Russian State Railways, as the following
selected fares show: 176 V., 8 rb. 40 cop. & 5 rb. ; 625 V., 25 rb. & 15 rb.

05 cop. ; 876 V., 36 & 22V2 ib. ; 1100 V., 44 & 27i/i> rb. ; 1400 V., 56 & 35 rb.

Custom-house examination, see p. 523.— The railway-clocks show Irkutsk
time ('i hrs, 56 min, ahead of St. Petersburg time) }>etween Lake Baikal
and Mandshuriya, and Kharbin time (6 hrs. 25 min. aiiead of St. Peters-
burg time) between Mandshuriya and Vladivostok.
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From Irkutsk to Muisovaya the train passes through superb scenery.
At first we skirt the Angara to Lake Baikal (see below), girt with huge
grey cliffs stretching away to the horizon; then, from Baikal to Muiso-
vaya (see below), the line runs on a ledge cut in the rocky bank of the
lake, whence, as wo emerge from each tunnel, we obtain fresh views of

the lake and its girdle of mountains. From Muisovaya to Tchita (p. 534)
the country is wooded and hilly, and at times picturesque. [From Tchita
(Karuimskaya) to Sryetensk (p. 535) we follow the wild and precipitous
bank of the Ingoda.] From Tchita to the Manchurian frontier and thence
to Yakeslii (p. 586) the train passes through steppes; from Yakeshi to

Barim (p. 536) we traverse a succession of picturesque valleys; between
Barim and Pogranitchnaya (p. 537) the steppes begin again, becoming
more hilly as we near Pogranitchnaya; thence to Vladivostok (p. 538) we
traverse mountains, descending to the sea through a wild and wooded
country. Manchuria is an endless steppe, well cultivated in places,

bounded on tlie S. by bare hills, and intersected by four great rivers.

Irkutsk, see p. 531. The railway follows the right bank of the

Angara (splendid views). 23 V. Mikhalevo (1450 ft.).— 61V. Bai-
kal (1520 ft. ; Kail . Restaurant), where the Angara issues from the lake.

Lake Baikal (1560 ft.), called by the Mongolians the Bed-Kid ('Rich
Lake'), is surrounded with rocky mountains about 4600 ft. high, many
of them covered with forest. It is 13,185 sq. M. in area, 400 M. in length,
and from 18 to 56 M. in width. Lake Baikal is the deepest lake in the
world (over 6500 ft. in places); moreover, next to the Great Lakes of

America and the Victoria Nyanza and Lake Tanganyika in Africa it is

the largest fresh-water lake in the world. Its water is extraordinarily
clear and very cold. It freezes over about the end of December (0. S.).

Storms are very frequent and violent, but least so in June and July. The
mountains on the E. side are already snow-covered by October. Lake
Baikal is rich in iish. The coregonus omul Lepech. (a kind of whitefish)
and the Baikal seal (phoca baicalensis) are jjeculiar to its waters.

From Baikal the train rounds the S. end of Lake Baikal, thread-

ing forty tunnels and passing through numerous cuttings and over

numerous bridges. 105 V. Maritui (Rail. Restaurant). From (140 V.)

Kultilk a highroad leads to Kyakhta (p. 534). The train now turns

to the E. 150 V. Slyvdydnka (Rail. Restaurant); 201 V. Murino
(Rail. Restaurant); 251 V. Tankhoi (Rail. Restaurant; customs
examination for passengers from the Trans-Baikal district).

305 V. Muisovdya (1540 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), on the S.K.

shore of Lake Baikdl. The line now runs near the lake as far as

(349 V.) PosfMcaya (1 570 ft.), but it then enters the broad valley of

the Selengd and follows the left bank of that stream. 384 V. ISeleitgd

(1580 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), near the village of ////^^is/ro/ye, with

the Svyato-Troitzki Monastery founded in the Kith century. About
7 M. beyond (423 V.) Tatauroro (1620 ft.), where the valley con-

tracts, the train crosses the Sclenga by a bridge 595 yds. long.

459 V. Verkhne-Udinak i\7Hr)n.: Rail. Restaurant; Sibir, R.

1-3 rb., bed-linen 35 cop., D. '^14-^^/4 rb.; izvoshtcliik from the rail,

station to the town ^/^, at night 1 rb.), a prettily situated district

town at the junction of the Ufld and Sclenga, is the headquarters

of the W»'Htern Trans-Baikal Mining Administration. Pop. 15,000.
A highroad, nhorter but lesH intereHting than that from Kultuk (see

Hbove), runs from Veikhne-Udiii«k to the S. to Sele)tf/in8l,' (the Hcene, in
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1818-41, of the missionary labours of Wm. Stallybrass and Edw. Swan,
who translated the Bible into the Mongolian tongue), Troitzkosavsk, and
(219 V.) Kf/akhtn-Maimdtchin, two towns (the former Russian, the latter
Chinese) on the frontier between Russia and Mongolia, formerly the centre
of the overland tea trade from China to Russia (now unimportant). At
Kyakhta is an agency of the Russo-Asiatic Bank.

About 5 ]\l. beyond Verkhrie-Udinsk tho train crosses the Udd.
492 V. Onokhoi (1770 ft.), a. village occupied by Buryats and

Mongols. — 512 V. Zaigrdyev(> (1880 ft.), with cement-Avorks. AVe

cross the Bryan.— The train next ascends via (561 V.) Gorkhoii

(2325 ft.) to (598 Y.) Petromki Zavod (2635 ft.; Rail. Restaurant),

near which is the Petrovski Foundry established in 1790. Farther

on we follow the right bank of the Khilok. 642 V. Tolhaga
(2420 ft.). Beyond (685 V.) Badd (2535 ft.; Rail. Restaurant) is a

short tunnel. 733 V. Khilok (2640ft.; Rail. Restaurant): 846 V.

Mogzon (2975 ft.; Rail. Restaurant).— About 10 V. beyond (885 V.)

Sokhoiido (3095 ft.) the train leaves the valley of the Khil6k,

crosses the Ydhlonovi Range, and penetrates a tunnel 93 yds.

long, inscribed at itsW. entrance 'To the Great Ocean' (kt> Be./iHKOiMy

oKeany) and at its E. entrance 'To the Atlantic Ocean' (k-l Axjian-

TimecKOMy oKeany). We then descend rapidly to (907 V.) Ydblono-
raya (2775 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), beyond which we follow the

winding and picturesque valley of the Ingodd. 941 V. Tngodd
(2265 ft.; Rail. Restaurant).

978V. (648 M.) Tchita (^Hxa; 2150 it; Bailivay Bestaurant);

980 V. Tchitd Town Station. The prettily situated town (Daurskoye

Podvorye; izvoshtchik to the town 50, at night 80 cop.), situated on

the left bank of the Tchita, near its confluence with the Ingoda, is

the capital of the Trans-Baikal Territory and the headquarters of

the 2nd Siberian Army Corps. Pop. 73,000. The Museum of the

Imperial Russian Geographical Society has an interesting collection

of objects relating to the mining and smuggling of gold (open free

in w^inter on Sun., 10-1; at other times on application to the con-

servator, P.M.Tolmatchev; closed from June to Aug.). Many of the

Decabrists (the St. Petersburg revolutionaries of Dec. 14th, 1825)

were banished to Tchita.

We cross the Tchita and then traverse hilly country as far as

Kitaiski Razyezd. 1033 V. Makkavy^yevo (2035 ft.).— 1071 V.

Kanlimskaya (1985 ft.; Rail. Restaurant).

Fhom Kakuimskava to Sryktensk, 266 V. (176 M.), railway in

9 hrs.— 13 V. Kitaiski Bazyezd (p. 535). About '^/g M. beyond

(39 V.) Urulgd (1865 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant) we cross the river of that

name, and farther on wt cross the Tolbagd. — 116 V. Oiion (1690 ft.),

at the confluence of the Onon and the Ingoda, which here form the

Shilka. The train now runs along a ledge hewn out of the steep

left bank of this river. — 139 V. Shilka (1655 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant).
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From (183 V.) Nertchinsk (1585 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant) a branch-

line runs to the (10 V.) district-town of that name (M6tropole

;

izvoshtchik from the rail, station to the town 1 rb.), with 11,300

inhabitants. It is the headquarters of the E. Trans-Baikal Mining
District, and contains a small municipal museum (open free on Sun.

and holidays, 12-2; at other times on application to the director).

About 296 V. (196 M.) to the E. lies Nevtchinski Zavod, the capital

of the district of that name, in the mines of which those prisoners who
are condemned to hard labour (Kaxopra) undergo their punishment.

We cross the Nertcha by a bridge 350 yds. long. Beyond (207 V.)

Bydnkino (1550 ft.; Rail. Restaurant) we cross the Kiiyengd.

220 V. Kuyengdj the junction for the Amur Railway (p. 539)

;

234 V. Baydn, with cement-works.

266 V. (176 M.) Sryetensk, Cp-feTeHCKi. (1490 ft.; Raikoay
Restaurant ; Dalni Vostok^ in the town, ^/g M. from the steamer

landing, R. 1Vr^ rb. ; izvoshtchik from the rail, station to the town

60 cop. in winter, 1 rb. 60 cop. in summer), a Cossack stanitza with

6800 inhab., lies on the right bank of the Shilka, which is here

about ^3 ^I- ill width. The rail, station is close to the left bank,

not far from the wharf of the mail-steamers.
Steamboat to Kharhdrovsk (Vladivostok), see p. 5.39.

Continuation of Railway Journey to Kharbin. The railway

runs for the most part through a steppe-like district inhabited by
Cossacks and Buddhistic Buryats. The winter here is very cold.—
At (1084 V.) Kitdiski Razyezd (KiixaHCKin Pa3T>'fe3;nb;*^1930 ft.)

the line to Sryetensk diverges to the E. (p. 534), while our line runs

towards the S. About 1 V. beyond tlie station we cross the Tngodd,
Beycmd (1091 V.) Adrld/nonka (2075 ft.; Rail. Restaurant) we as-

cend to the watershed (2885 ft.) between the Ingoda and the Aga,

and then descend to (1120 V.) Burydtskaya {2bSO ft). 1144 V.

Mogotni{Jid\\. Restaurant). A little short of (1165 V.) Agd (2060ft.)

we cross the river of that name. Hard by is the Aginski Datzan,

a Buryat convent. Beyond (1211 V.) Olovydnnaya (Rail. Restaur-

ant) we cross the Ondff, and near (1245 V.) Bu'irka we cross th«^

Turgd. 1273 V. Kh/idahnlak (Rail. Restaurant). About 7 M. to the

W. of (1304 V.) Borzyd, (Rail. Restaurant) is the Tchinddtskaya.
Cossack Stanitza. 1342 V. Kharanor (Rail. Restaurant). About
2 V. beyond ('1404 V.) Mfttziydrftkat/aWu) railway niters .Manchuria.

1424 V. (944 M.j Mandshiiriya ( .\fa/t('hiirla, Main.MM^ypiH

;

2135 ft.; Hail. Rrsfatim/if), witii 10,00(1 inhab., louiKhMJ since

1900, is th«; frontier-station hrtwiuMi Russia and Manchuria, and thr

starting-point of the ChiiK-sr Eastern Railway (KiiTailcKaji-BooTo-

HHSLH iK'OJi'h'Jiiaji v^opora). Passengers' luggagt; is examined liere.

As far as the (ireat Khingan Mountains the train runs tiirough a

flat Hteppe-district. Among the prominent features of interest are the
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fortified station-buildings (sometimes adorned with apes, dragons,

and other Chinese ornaments), the lofty loopholed water-towers,

ihv rude Chinese carts with their two high wheels, and the camels

at pasture. — At [2S V. from ]\[andshuriya) Tchalainor (^m-ajraii-

Hop'T>f : 1825 ft.) we cross the outlets oi Lake Kulun (Dalai-nor),

tiowing in the direction of the Argun. In this vicinity are several

eoal-pits. Farther on, we traverse the valley of the Khaildr.

176 V. Khaildr
J
Xaii-Tiapt (2030 ft.; Rail. Restaurant). Near

the station (izvoshtchik, 25 cop.) is the modern town (Popov Hotel),

with 4000 inhab. and a branch of the Kusso-Asiatic Bank. The
interesting old town, surrounded by a mud wall, lies 2 M. off. An
important trade is carried on in the pelts of the bobak or marmot
(Russ., TapSaraHT,).— We cross the Emin. 228 V. Tcharomfe,
^I>KapoMT3 (2095 ft.), in a good arable district.

253 V. Yal-esU, HK9mH (2200 ft.), at the foot of the Great
Khingdn Mts., the E. slopes of which are richly wooded. Farther

on we ascend, via (283 V.) Myandukhe (Rail. Restaurant) and

(340 V.) Irekte (2870 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), to (349 V.) Khingdn
(XMHraHT,) and to the top of the pass, threading a tunnel (3155 ft.)

2 M. long just beyond the station. We then descend in windings,

including the so-called 'Hingan Loop', to (372 Y.)Bukhedf.t (2210 ft.

;

Rail. Restaurant), in the Valley of the Yal.

At (429 V.) Barim (1460 ft.) we obtain a fine view of the moun-
tains. Farther on the steppes begin again, but on this side of the

Khingan they are more fertile than to the W. of it. 487 V. Tcha-
Jantun, ^SKajiaHtTyHt (1055 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), a straggling

village; 517 V. Tchingis-Khan, HnHrHCL-XaHT, (865 ft.), named
after JenghizKhan, the Mongolian conqueror (d. 1227), whose home
is said to have been a little to the N.

Beyond (603 V.) Khurkhura (Xypxypa; 525 ft.) we cross the

Nonni and reach (623 V.) Tzitzikar, L(HUHKapT> (Rail. Restaurant).
A light railway, with a station of its own, runs hence (fares 80 ^

60 cop.) to (25 V.) Tzitzikar or Tsifsika?- (Chinese inns only; Russo-
Asiatic Bank), the capital of the Manchurian province of Heilungchiang,
founded in 1692 and situated near the left bank of the Nonni. It is sur-

rounded by a wall and carries on a trade in grain. Pop. 70,000.

From this point to Kharbin the train traverses a treeless and

almost uninhabited plateau. 758 V. Anda (495ft. ; Rail. Restaurant).

At (847 V.) Dultzinshan, ^yfiyMiibuiaHB (405 ft.), the train leaves

the plateau and approaches the Siingari, which it crosses by an

eight-arched bridge 1035 yds. in length (view).

876 V. (581 M.) Kharbin, X.2i])6iiWh. — Raihmy Restaurant. -

II0TE1.S (all in the New Town). Grand-Hotel, near the station, R. 2Vij-7 rb.,

B. .0.5 cop., d^j. (12 to ?j.HO p.m.) 90 cop. to IV2 rb., D. (7-9 p.m.) I-IV2 rb.;

}fetropote, Oriant, R. from 2 rb. — Izvoshtchik from the New Town to the
Harbour Suburb 40, to the Old Town 80 cop.; from the Harbour Suburb

i The stalioM-naines are taken from tlie official Russian time-tables.
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to the Old Town 1 rb. 20; per drive within any one quarter of the town 25,

per hr. 80 cop. Double fares at night.— Banks. Branches of \\vq Riisso-

Asiatic. Hongkong & Shanghai, and Yokohama Specie Banks. Branch
Ollrice of Kunst & Albers (i-omp. p. 538). — International iSleeping Car Co.

at the Orand-Hotel (p. 536). — Consuls. British, H. E. Sly : American, S. F.

Wai'ner. - 'Lt.oyd's Agents, Kinjst & Albers. — ^sgi.ish Church Services
are held about once a month.

Kharbin or Harhiii (500 ft.j, iu a marshy district on the uavi-

gable Sungarij is a town of 80,000 inhab.. including 30,000 Russ-

ians but not counting the strong garrison. Except for the old town

it was founded about 1900, and it owes its importance to the Russo-

Japanese war. It consists of four parts: the New Town (Hobbih
Xap5HHT>), with the Railway Station, the Headquarters of the

Chinese Maritime Customs for Manchuria, the Russian Post Office,

the Head Office of the Chinese Eastern Railway, and the residences

of the railway and other officials ; the Harbour Suburb (IIpHCTaHb),

on the Siingari, 2^/., M. to the N., with the larger business houses,

most of which arc in the Kitaiskaya; the Chinese Town of Fud-
zyadyan, to the E. of the Harbour Suburb; and the Old Toivn
(CTaptiH Xap5HHT>), to the S. of the New ToAvn, and now without

any importance. The former Chinese Citadel, 5 M. to the E. of the

Siingari. was razed by the Russians in 1900.
To Mnkden and Port Arthur, see R. 78 ; to Mukden and Peking., sec

RR. 78, 70.

The railway to Vladivostok runs to the E. through a mountainous
region. 915 V. Ashikh^, AmHX9 (445 ft.), with 40,000 inhab. and
a Mission Station of the United Free Church of Scotland. At (934 V.)

Ertzendyantziy or 0pueH4flHm3i>i, is a hill consisting of w^hite

marble (quarries).' J^eyond (1028 V.) Imyanpo (700 ft.; Rail. Re-

staurant), a Manchurian town with a Russian colony, we ascend

through verdant valleys to (1109 V.) Gaolintzi, FaojiHHLitaM
(2075 ft.). 1131 V. KhandaoJihetzlj XaHB4aox3i;3i>i (1410 ft.;

Rail. Restaurant), with 3000 inhabitants.— Just short of (1230 V.)

Modaoshi, Mo^aoiuH (1045 ft.), a prettily situated settlement, we
cn.ss the Mudan-klany. About 13 M. to the 8., in a fertile plain

on th»* left hank of the Mudan-kiang, is the fur-trading town of

Xinynta. — We ascend through three tunnels to (1254 V.) Dai-
tnayov, JlRUMaroy (2065 ft.), and then descend lo f127S\'.) Mulin
M08()ft.; Rail. Restaurant). 1309 V. MatzyaoUw, MauHOxs
1 1(Ki5 ft.;, in a fertile plain; 1345 V. Silinkhe., Cn.7iiiHX3 (1265 ft.).

1388 V. Poyrandchnaya (1505 ft.; Rail. Hestaiirant; Russian

custom-house, comp.p. 535j, the frontier-station between Manchuria
and the Russian coast-district. It is also the N.E. terminus of the

OWmmihv Eastern Railway.— Th(! (Jssuri Railway, which begins here,

descends through six tunnels to (141.3 V.) (jrodehovo (585 ft.).

1471 V. (jloUnld (3!)5 ft.), in a grassy plain.

1504 V. NikdUk UaHnriHki (75 ft.; Rail. IJrstaurant; Orand-
H6tel, Nikoldyevskaya 7, with good cuisine: izvoshtchik from the
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station to the town 50 cop., at night 1 rb.), a district-town in a

tortile neighbourhood, was founded in 1866 and contains 52,000
inhabitants. It is the headquarters of the 1st Siberian Army Corps.

The sportsman will find good shooting in the neighbourhood (musk-

deer, roe-deer, and wild-boar). - - About 20 V. beyond Nikolsk Ussu-
riski the railway traverses a romantic rocky district (Cyfi^yHCKifl

mcKn I on the steep bank of the Zidfun. 1539 V. Razdolnoye (25 ft.).

Beyond (1563 V.) Kad(^zhdinskaya (70 ft.; Rail. Restaurant) are

some coal-pits. The train now skirts the Gidf of Amur, passing

the villa-colonies of Okeanskaya and Sedanka, and finally reach-

ing the station of Vladivostok, on the W. side of the Golden Horn.

1605 V. (1064 M.) VladivoSt6k, Bjia^HBOcroKt. Kaihvay
Restaurant. — Hotels. Hotel-Restaurant (V Allemag7ie (H-feM^UKaa rocxi^-

HHqa; PI. a. B 2), cor. of Kitaiskava and Pekinskaya, R. 2-0. bcd-linon V2»
B. 3/4 rb., dej. (12.30 to 2) 80 cop. to I1/4 rb., D. (7.30 to 9 p.m.) II/2 rb. ; Ver-
sailles (PL b; A, 2), Svyetlauskaya 10, cor. of Koreiskaya, these two well
spoken of: Gra7id-Hotel (Fl. c; A, 3), Aleutskaya, opposite the rail, station;
(Jetitrdlnai/a (PI. d; A, 2), cor. of Svyetlauskaya and Aleutskaya, R. 1V2-4,
D. (12-4 p.m.) 3/4-1 rb.

Kestaurants. Zolotoi Rag or Golden Horn, Svyetlanskaya 15, with
view over the bay, dej. (11-1)3/4-1, D. (12-5) V2-IV4 rh. ; Sh7dn, Svyetlan-
skaya 36; TJnterberger, Svyetlanskaya 35.

Izv6sHTC"HiK from the station to the town 25 cop. (luggage 20 cop.),

per hr. 1 rb.; at night (12-7 a.m.) double fares. Electric Tramway
(8-20 cop.) from the railway station (PL A, B, 3) along the Svyetlanskaya.

Post & Telegraph Office (PL 5; B, 2), Svyetlanskaya.— Consuls.
British, R. Macleod Hodgson; American, J. F. Jewell.- B.eRd Office of the

great commercial and banking house of Kunst & Albers (PL K & A; B, 2),

Svyetlanskaya; agents for the Hongkong & Shanghai Banking Corporation,
the Haml>urg-American Line, the North German Lloj'd, the Pacitic Mail
Steamship Company, and the Occidental & Oriental Steamship Company.
- Imperial Bank (PL 1 ; B, 2), Svyetlanskaya; Russo-Asiatic Bank (PL 7

;

A, 2), Aleutskaya (open 0..S0 to 2). -- Inteimational Sleeping Car Co.. Aleui-
skaya 4 (PL A, 2, .3).

Local time is 63/4 hrs. ahead of St. Petersburg time.

Vladivostdk ('Mistress of the East'; 10 ft.) is the prettily sit-

uated capital of the Maritime Province, the headquarters of the

4th Siberian Army Corps, and a fortitied naval and commercial

harbour. It lies in 43° 7' N. lat. and 131° 54' E. long., on the slopes

of the Coast Range, at the S.W. extremity of a peninsula between

the Arnw' Gulf on the W. and the Ussvri Gv.lf on the E. The

harbour is formed by the bay of the Golden Horn (3ojiot6h pon,),

4 M. long and 2/3 M- wide, on the W. and N. sides of which the town

lies. The town, founded in I860, was a free port from 1865 to

1900. If has about 120,000 inhab., including many soldiers and

some Chinese, Koreans, and Japanese. Living is extremely dear.

The mean annual temperature is about 40° F. (comp. p. 522), and the

climate is unattractive, Sept. being the most agreeable month. The
bay is ice-bound from the middle of Dec. to the beginning of March,

but sea-communication is rendered possible by ice-breakers.

The main street of the town, the SvyetUnskaya (PI. A -I), 2, 3;,
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runs from E. to W. not far from the Golden Horn and is crossed by the

railway. On the S. side of it lie the Municipal Garden (PI. A, B, 2)

and the Museum of the Amnr Exploration Society (PL 3, B 3; open

free on Tues.. Frid., & Sun. 10-4; at other times, on application to

the Director; entr. at Ulitza Petra Velikago 7), containing costumes

and weapons of the Russian Far East; on the N. side is a monument
to Admiral Zavoiko, erected in 1908. Farther to the E. are the

Greek Catholic Uspenski Cathedral (PI. B, 2) and a memorial (1897)

to Admiral G. J. Nevdski (d. 1876), who in 1848 discovered the

Amur estuary. On it are inscribed the words of Nicholas I.:—
Fjrfe past no^HHTt pyccKiii ^jxari), oht> ynce cnycKaTtca He
40Ji^'eHT> ('Where once the Russian flag has been unfurled, it must
never be lowered'}. Here also are a Lutheran Church (PI. 2; B, 2)

and the docks and barracks. A fine view is obtained from the

heights above the Observatory. Also worthy of mention are the

Roman Catholic Church (PI. 6 ; 0, 2) and (in the Pushkinskaya)

the Oriental Institute (BocT()qHBm hhcthtyt'l; PI. 4, B 2), for

the study of E. Asiatic languages, opened in 1899.
About 30 M. to the S.E. of Vladivostok is the island of A.skold, on

which the Manchurian sika deer ('spot deer') is preserved.
Steamers of the Russian Volunteer Fleet (^o6pob6.tii>hlih Ojiot'b)

run via Nagasaki to Odessa in 40-15 days (fare .500 rh., including food);
to Tsurvfia (branch-line to Yokohama & Tokio), twice weekly in 40 hrs.

(fare .87 rb.. including food); to Shanghai, once weekly (fare 81 rb., in-

cluding food). -Japanese steamers (Nippon Yusen Kaisha) ply to Kobe,
Nagasaki, Shanghai, Hong Kong, and otlier ports.

From Vladivostok to Khcdmrovsk on the Amur, see p. 542.

c. Prom Sryetensk to Khabarovsk by Steamer down
the Amur and thence to Vladivostok by Rail^way.
STEAAfEft from Sryetensk to Khabarovsk, 2141 V. (1419 M.). Mail-

steamer of the Amur Steamship Co. (AMypcKoe 66iijecTBO napoxo^cxBa
H ToproBJiH) every tive days from the beginning of May to the end of

Sept. (O.S.), with change of boats at Blagovyesiitchensk (fares 58 rb. 53,
H2 rb. 13 cop.; meals 2V4 rb. per day; luggage 2 rb. 14 cop. per pud); the
voyagf to nlagovye8ht(;hensk takes 5 days (upstream, 8), from that point
to Kliabarovsk we take 3'/i{ days (uj)streara, 5V,i). When the water is

unusually low, passengers are sometimes carried as far as Pokrovskaya
or Blagovyesht'-lx'nsk on barges towed by a tug. The host travelling
seasons are May (0. S.), the tirst half of June, and August. Occasional
snots of considerable beauty are passed, especially on the Siiilka, but
thr voyage, on tin- whole, is very tiresonn^ owing to its length and the
absence of places of any size. The Amur Railway, which was l)egun in

1908 and is eventually to connect Kin/e)tga [\). 535) with Khabarovsk
(p. 541), was opened at the end of 1913 as far as (777 V. or 515 M., in

3« hrs.) Kerak; th«' section from Ki^rak tf» Alexdnti rorskai/a, with a

bran(;h-liiic to BlagovyeshtchcuHk (j). 540), is to be oix'ncd shortly.
Hailwav from Khabarovsk to Viadirostok, 717 V. (475 M.) in 80 hrs.

The Amiir, AMypx, 2750 V. (1825 M.) in length, is formed by the con-
fluence r>f the Shilka and the Argun, and at NikolayevHk, opposite the is-

land of Sakhalin, Hows into the (iulf of Tartary, which connects the S(»a

of Okh/jtsk with the Sea of .Japan. There are no fewer than 120 shoals
(nepeKfiri.j in the course of the stream, its sturgeon, salmon, and other
flBheries arc important. In the forestn on the right or Chinese bank th«
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Siberian tig»'r (Felis tigiis mougolica ; the largest in the world) is found.
On the left bank, between Pokrovskaya and Khabarovsk, are many sta-

nitzas or Cossack settlements, planted here in 1858 and later to protect
the frontier against the Manchurians of the right hank.

Sri/eterfsk\ see p. 585. — The steamer descends the ^hilka
towards the N.E. — 24 V. Lomovskdya, a Cossack stanitza, situ-

ated (like all the rest) on the left bank of the river. The steep

hank consists of limestone and contains many caves.— 109 V. Usi~

Kara, at the mouth of the Kara, on which, about 61/2 M. off, arc

several gold-mines.— 162 V. Gm'hitza (1220 ft.).

373 V. Pokrovskaya, the lirst village in the Territory of the

Amur, is situated 4 V. below the union of the Shilka and the Argun,
which together form the Amwr.

As far as Albazin the river is flanked by high rocky banks

covered with pine-woods. 437 V. Igndshino; on the right bank
is the Hill of Bears (Me^B'fe^Bfl conKa). Beyond Sv(^rbeyevski

the Oldoi joins the Amiir on the left. The Amur now enters a

detlle 15 M. in length. Beyond Orlovski the valley again expands,

and the river contains many attractive islands.

580 V. Albazin, on the site of a fort founded by the Cossack Het-

nian, Khaharov (p. 524), in 1651. This fort was heroically defended
by Tolbuzin against the Chinese in 1686-87, but was destroyed by

the Chinese after the departure of the Russians in 1689.

The banks of the river are continuously hilly, but deciduous

trees become more numerous. Between Albazin and Permikinski the

Amur flows through several channels, and in places attains a width

of two miles. At Olgirfski it contracts to a width of 220 yds.

—

788 V. Tchernydyeva. The Amur turns to the S.E. On the right

bank, 6 M. short of Kuznefzovski, is a natural colonnade formed by

four columnar rocks (KaMeHHtie ctoji6ki). The valley expands.

About 1 M. below Yermdkovski, the Onon flows into the

Amur on the left. At Tzagaydn are the so-called Burning Moun-
tain and the Lama Rock (CKaJia ./laMw), a spot considered holy

by the 31ongolians. Beyond (920 V.) Novo-Voskresenskoye the

stream widens to 2^4 M.; the left bank, consisting of red sandstone,

is over 300 ft. high. About 2 M. short of (998 V.) Kumdrskaya,
on the left bank, opposite the mouth of the Kuindra, is a promon-

tory (Mi>iCT> KopcaKcjBa) crowned by a conspicuous iron cross.

The mountains gradually recede. Beyond Samadon the stream

follows a very circuitous course. Between Bibikovski and Yeka-
terlninskaya it is sometimes 6Y2 ^^' wide.

1212 V. (803 M.) Blagovyeshtchensk, BjiaroB-feK^eHCK-fc.

Hotels. Gj-and-H6teJ, Rossiya, R. 3-7 rb.— Izvosiitchik, per lir. 60 <;op.,

at night (after 11 p.m.) 1 rb. 20 cop. —Branches of the Russo-Asiatic Bank,
the Commercial Bank of Siberia, and Kunnt & Albers (p. 525).

Blagovyeshtchensk, on the left bank of the Amur, at its con-

tiuence with the Zeya (50° 15' N. lat.j, was founded in 1856, and

is the capital of the Amiir Territory. Pop. 76,500. The town was
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bombarded in 1900 by the Boxers, an action which resulted in the

sending of the Orlov punitive expedition to Manchuria. On the

bank of the Amur are a boulevard and a triumphal arch erected in

1891 in commemoration of the visit of the Tzarevitch Nicholas

Alexandrovitch, the present Tzar. The Municipal Museum is open

free on Sun., 1-4.— Amur Railway, see p. 539.

The Amur now runs towards the E. The left bank is bordered

by a steppe-like plain, but the right is hilly.— 1243 Y. Aigfm, on

the right or Manchurian bank, was totally destroyed by the Rus-

sians in 1900 (comp. above). 1371 Y. Poydrkovo. Above (1493 Y.)

Innokeutyevskaya, on the left, is the uiouth of the river Biir&ya.

The country becomes hilly. Beyond PdshkovsM the abrupt moun-
tains of the Little Khingdn trench closely on the Amur, which here

follows a very circuitous course, and contracts to a width of 660 yds.

1633 Y. Radde, prettily situated.

Beyond (1752 Y.) Yekaterino-Nikolskaya the stream again

becomes wider, and flows towards the N.E., as far as Khabarovsk
between low-lying banks. Blagoslovenv oye, a village occupied by

Koreans.— 1888 Y. To the right is the mouth of the Sungari.
— 1916 Y. Mikhdilo-f^emeiiovski. Farther on, we pass a few in-

significant settlements. At Nizhne-Spdsski, on the right, is the

mouth of the Ussuri, which is here ^4 M. in breadth. A column
marks the frontier between Russia and Manchuria.

2141 Y. n419 M.) Khabarovsk, Xa6apoBCK't. . . The Rail-
uMil Station (restaurant) lies 2 M. to the N.E. of the town. -Hotels.
EHplanade ; Centrdlnuiye No intra; Bristol.— lz\()ii\\rv\\iK. from the rail,

station to the town 3/4-I rb., per hr. 1 rh.— Branches of the R ftsso-Asiatic
Bank and of Messrs. Kunst <f- Albers (p. 538).

Khabarovsk (315 ft.) is situated on three terraced hills on

the rocky right bank of the Amur (here 2 M. in width) in 48*^28' N.

latitude. It was founded by Count Muravyev (p. 524) in 1858, and

named after Khaharov (p. 524), the Hetman of the Cossacks. It

is now the capital of the (Tcneral Governnient of the Amur and the

headquarters of the 5th Siberian Army Corps. Pop. 55,000, in-

cluding 4000 Chinese. The mean animal temperature is 33° F. In

the Alex^yevskaya, to the left of the house of the Commandant, is

the interesting Musemn of the Imperial Russian Geographical

Society, open 011 Thurs. & 8un., in summer 10-6, in winter 12-4
(free ou Sun., adm. on Thurs. 15 cop.). Adjoining is the 7\)wu Park^
containing a bronze* statue? of Count Mifravyf^r-Atnyrski (d. 1881),

standing upon a j)edeNtal 33 ft. high, and erected in 1891 from the

designs of Opekushin. On the Artillery Hill is the new palace of
'

the Governor-General. Tin,' Cadet School was completed in 1904.

About ^/\ M. from the statical is a School of Hailway Kngine'ering.

A new bridge is being constructed for the Amur Kail way (p. 539).
From KhaharovHk u HtHuuifr pljcH in .'{ duys ffurcH 2t rli. ir>, I'A rh.

2« cop.) to (940 V. or «23 M.) Sikoluytvsk (ObBhtchtistveuuoye Sobraniv"-:



branches of the Russo-Asiatic Bank and Kunst & Albers, comp. p. 588), a
district-town with 16,500 inhab. on the left bank of the Amur, situated
86 M. from its mouth in the Gulf of Tartary.

From Khabarovsk to Vladivostok, 717 V. (475 M.), Tssuri

Railway in 32 hrs.— The railway runs to the S. along the right

hank of the Ussurl, the total length of which is 850 V. (565 M.).

As far as Yevgenyevka (see below) it traverses a very thinly-

peopled district. The left bank belongs to Manchuria.— Beyond
(64 V.) Vyerino (270 ft.) we cross the Kiyay and farther on the

Khar. Both these streams join the Ussuri on the right.— 121 V.

Vydzeinskaya (235 ft.; Rail. Restaurant). Beyond (142 V.) Koti-

kovo (195 ft.) the banks become hilly and are covered with wood.
We pass many bridges.— Beyond Gedike Razy^zd the railway

reaches its highest point (445 ft.). Beyond (219 V.) Bikin (195 ft.';

Rail. Restaurant) we cross the river of that name. The scenery is

hilly and attractive.— 330 Y. /man (195 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), a

nourishing place with 30,000 inhab., beyond which we cross the Iman.

340 V. Muravyev-Amurski (215 ft.). Shortly before reaching

(389 V.) Ussuri (225 ft.) we ci'oss the Ussuri and enter the steppe-

like Prikhankoiskaya Basin on Lake Khankuy a favourite resort

of duck-hunters in autumn. 424 Y. Shmakovka (245 ft.), with the

Svyato-Troitzki Convent, founded in 1895.

493 Y. Yevgenyevka (315 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), a prettily

situated village with 1000 inhabitants. Yillages and cultivated

fields now become more numerous.— 532 V, Mntchndya (260 ft.),

a village with 1300 inhabitants. We cross the Lefii and then

descend into the valley of the Zuifun,
616 V. Nikolsk Ussurlski (75 ft.; Rail. Restaurant). From

this point to (717 V. or 475 M.) Vladivostok, see pp. 537, 538.

78. From Kharbin to Dairen (Dalny) and
Port Arthur (Ry6jun) via Mukden.
From Khakki> to Kuantchentzi (Ch'ang-ch^un), 222 V. (147 M.),

Chinese Eastern Railway. Express train (through-carriages, with dining
and sleeping cars, from Irkutsk) thrice weekly in 6 hrs. (fares 18 rh. 73,

8 rb. 48 cop.); mail train once daily in 8V2 hrs. (9 rb. 15, 5 rh. 65 cop.).

The time-tables give St. Petersburg time, which is 6 hrs. 26 min. behind
Kharbin time. — From Kuantchektzi to Dairen (Dalny), 4.S6 M., South
Manchuria Railway (headquarters in Dairen); express train with sleep-

ing-car and dining-car (B. 1, dej. IV4, D. IV2 Y^n) thrice weekly in 15 hrs.

(fare 34 yen 45 sen), to Mukden in 6^/4 hrs. (fare I8V2 y^"); 100 kin or

132 lbs. of luggage free. There is also an ordinary train twice daily. The
time-tables show Chinese coast-time, which is 22 rain, behind Kharbin time,
and 6 hrs. 4 min. ahead of St. Petersburg time.

For the transliteration and pronunciation of Chinese names, see p. 549.

1 yen (= 100 sen) = 2^'. Money may be changed at Kuantchentzi.

Kharbin, see p. 536. The Chinese Eastern Railway diverges to

the S. from the line to Vladivostok (p. 537) and traverses the fertile

S.E. part of Manchuria. Beyond (115V.) Tao4ai-r,hao,TixojiSLiiH7Kao
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(225 ft.) we cross the Sungari by a bridge Yg ^- ^oug. 152 Y. Fao-
wiew, floMWHL (615ft.; Eail. Restaurant).— 222 Y. (147M.)Kuan-
tchentzi (KyaHtqenixsti) or Ch'ang-ch'un (760 ft.; Bail. Re-
staurant; Yamato Hotel)^ a town with 130,000 inhab. and an im-

portant trade in soy or soya beans. There are branch-offices of the

Russo-Asiatic Bank and the Yokohama Specie Bank, as well as a

mission-school and infirmary of the Presbyterian Church in Ireland.

A branch-railway (80 M.. in 5V2 hrs.; fare 6 yen) runs hence to the
E. to Kirin (690 ft.), situated on the left bank of the Sungari and sur-

rounded by a wall 1.S ft. high. It has a population of 100,000 and carries

on a trade in tobacco, timber, and soya beans. Here too are a mission-school
and infirmary of the Presbyterian Church in Ireland.

From the Ch'^ang-ch^un station the South Manchuria Railway

ascends to the S., with a range of mountains on the left.— 38 M.
Kuny-chuling (685 ft.); 145 M. THeh-ling (215 ft.; Rail. Restaur-

ant), a commercial town w^ith 30,000 inhab. and a mission-school

of the United Free Church of Scotland.

189 M. Mukden or F§ng-tlen. RaUuay Restaurant. - - Hotels.
Astor House (0. Diedering), in the inner town, R. $3-4, B. $ 1, d^j. (12.30
to 2 p.m.) S VI2, B. (7.30 to 9 p.m.) $ 2, pens. $ 7 (for the dollar, comp.
p. 549); Yamato Hotel, near the station, R. 3V2-5, B. 1, dej. 1^/2, D. l^/^ yen.
— Carriage from the rail, station to the town 1 yen. — Tramway from the
station to the W. city-gate. — Rickshaws (comp. p. 553) and saddle-horses
(not easily procured) can best be ordered at the hotel. — Consulates.
British Consul - General, P. O'BHeu-Butler. American (Jousul-General,
F. D. Fisher. - Vokohama Specie Bank, in the inner town.

Mukden (160 ft.), the old capital of Manchuria, on the right

bank of the Hun-ho (a tributary of the Liao-ho), and 3 M. to the

E. of the station, is surrounded by an earthen wall 11 M. long, and

contains ca. 175,000 inhabitants. It has an important trade in

wheat, soya beans, and furs, a mission-school and hospital of the

Cnited Free Church of Scotland, and a Mission of the Presbyterian

<Jhurch in Ireland. In the S. suburb is a Roman Catholic Cathedral.

A strong wall surrounds the inner town, in which is an Imperial
l\dac.e^ built in 1631 and restored in 1909 (adm. obtainable through
the Consulate, also for the tombs of the emperors mentioned below).

It consists of a group of gaily-coloured, one-storied buildings,

mostly of wood, and separated from each other by courtyards.

To the right of the Great Court is the Throne Room, with the an-

cient carved- wood throne. The Treasury contains olllcial robes,

embroideries, paintings, weai)ons of the KmperorCJh'ien-luiig (1736-

96j, jewels, porcelain, and othei- curiositi(!s. Another building (in-

accessible) contains tlic archives of the formei Manchurian dynasty.

About 3'/.^ M. to the N. of the town, amid pin(; and oak woods,

is the Pel-ling ('North Tomb';, the burial-place of T&i-tsuug
(d. 1643;, father of the first Emperor of the Man(!hnriau dynasty

(adni., see above). We follow tin; dilapidat«'d outer av<'nn(',

Hanked by figures (tf animals, to the l)rightly jiaintcd S. (iatc Uisu-
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ally closed), whence we proceed to the left, round the wall, to the

\V. entrance. Thence we follow the inner avenue, beginning at the

above-mentioned S. Gate, to a building containing a large tortoise

in calcareous marble that bears a stone tablet on which are engraved

the events of T'^ai-tsung's life. We next pass through a tower-gate-

way into the inner court, on a terrace in the middle of which is the

Hall of Ancestors. Beyond this are the so-called Spirit Walls (with

sacrificial utensils) and the inaccessible tumulus or grave-hill, on

which grows a stunted tree (view of the hill from the wall).— About
11 M. to the E. of Mukden, in a picturesque situation near the Hun-
ho, is the Tung-ling ('East Tomb'), the burial-place of T'ai-tsu

(d. 1626), father of the above-mentioned T^ai-tsung. It resembles

the Pei-ling in its arrangement but is much less easily reached.

About 12 M. to the S. of Mukden begins the Battlefield of Mukden,
the scene of the deciding contest of the Russo-Japanese War (Feb. 25th to

March 10th, 1905). The Russian forces, under the supreme command of

General Kuropdtkin, consisted of the 2nd army under Baron Kaulhars
on the right wing, the 3rd army under Baron Bilderliny in the centre,

and the 1st army under General Linevifch on the left wiiig, and num-
bered in all .810,000 men, with 1100 guns. Its strongly fortified position
was 90 M. in length and 12-15 M. in depth. The Japanese army, under
the supreme command of Marshal Oyama, had entrenched itself in a

position immediately opposite the Russians. It included five different

armies: the 5th under General Kawamitra, on the right wing; the 1st

under General Kvrolxi, the 4th under General Nozu, the 2nd under General
Oku, and the reserve, in the centre; and finally the .Srd army, under Gentral
Nogi, on the left wing. At the very outside it numbered 800,000 men, with
892 guns. Its front was 50-60 M. long; its depth 20-80 M. The Japanese
attacked the left wing of the Russians, while at the same time their

Hrd army began to outflank the Russian right wing. Up to March Ist

they obtained no decided advantage, but afterwards the Russians were
gradually forced back. On March 8th the Russians retreated across the
Hun-ho and took up a position on the opposite bank. On the night of

Marcli 8-9th Nozu crossed the frozen river, and l)y penetrating the centre of

the Russian position threatened to invest Mukden. On the following night
the Russians evacuated the town, and their retreat partly degenerated into

a disorderly flight. The loss on the Russian side amounted to upwards of

87,000 men (including 29,000 prisoners), while the Japanese lost 67,000 men.
From Mukden a branch-railway runs to the S.E. to An-tiing (Seoul,

Fusan). To Peking, see R. 79.

We cross the Hun-ho. From (199 M.) Su-chia-tung a branch

-

line runs to (34 M.) Fu-shun (Hotel), with the coal-mines of the

South Manchuria Railway Company (output in 1911, 1,200,000

tons).— The train intersects the W. part of the battlefield of Mukden
(see above), which was occupied by the Srd Russian and 4th Japanese

armies. To the left is the Putilov Hill, with a granite column com-

memorating the Japanese who fell in the battle. A little before

reaching Liao-yang we cross the Tai-tzu-ho.

229 M. Liao-ydng (85 ft. ; Bail. Restaurant), on the left bank

of the Tai-tzu-ho, is one of the oldest towns in Manchuria and pos-

sesses many orchards. Pop. 100,000. The conspicuous pagoda is

a massive stone building in the forjii (jf a cone. So-called Sanishu
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brandy is distilled here. The United Free Church of Scotland has a

Mission and a hospital at Liao-yang.—A branch-line runs to (10 M.)

Ye7i-fai, with a coal-mine.
The Battle of Liao-ydng lasted from Aug. 30th to Sept. 3rd, 1904. The

Russians. 135,000 men in all. had established themselves to the S. of Liao-
yang in two fortified lines, the outer 16 M. in length, the inner 10 M.
The right wing of the Japanese, whose total numbers were about the. same,
forced a passage across the Tai-tzii-ho, whereupon the Russians evacuated
the outer line (Aug. 31st) and, after making an unsuccessful attack on
Sept. 3rd, retired in good order to Mukden. On Sept. 5th the Japanese
occupied Liao-yang. The Russians lost 16,000 men, the Japanese 23,000.

254 M. Tang-kang-izUj with warm sulphur springs. About
10 M. to the E. is the Buddhist convent of Chien-shan, in a pict-

uresque rocky district.— 267 M. Hdi-ch'eng (100 ft.).

287 M. Ta-shih-ch'ido (60 ft.; Rail. Restaurant).
From Ta-shih-chMcio a branch-line runs to the W. to (14 M.) Ying-

k'6u, also known as Niu-chuang or Xewchwang (25 ft.; Astor House,
2 M. from the Japanese railway station, carr. 60-80 sen), a town with
60,000 inhab., on the left bank of the Liao-lio, which is here 490 yds. wide
and enters the Gulf of Liao-tung a little lower down. The chief exports
are beau-cakes and bean-oil. The town contains British (W. J. Clennell),
American (W. P. Kent), and other consuls, branch-offices of the Russo-
Asiatic and Yokohama Specie Banks, and a mission-station and hospital
of the Presbyterian Church in Ireland. — Chinese Railway (station on the
right bank of the Li4o-ho, 2 M. from the Astor House; ferry from the
Astor House, 10 sen) to Kao-peng-tzu (Peking), see p. 550.

The train now enters the S. part of the peninsula of Lino-ttlng,

a mountainous and barren district, the summit of which attains a

height of 2985 feet.— 305 M. Kai-p'ing, with a silk trade; 325 M.
Hsiung-yUeh-cKeng^ with hot springs. At (371 M.) Wa-fang-tien
(Rail. Restaurant) the Japanese, on June 15th, 1904, defeated a

Russian attempt to relieve Port Arthur. Just short of (401 M.)

San-shih-li-jyy begins the Kuan-tung Territory, leased in 1898 by
China to Russia, which parted with its rights in favour of Japan in

1905.— 415 M. Chin-choH. On May 26th, 1904, the Russians under

General St(5ssel were tlirown back from this point on Port Arthur.
— 430 xM. Chou'Shul-tzUj with cement-works. The railway to Port

Arthur diverges here (see p. 546). Our line turns towards the S.

436 M. Dairen or Dalny.. . Hotels. Yamato Hotel (PI. a; B, 2),

to tho N.W. of tl.e station, R. 2V4-I2, H. 1, d6j. (12.80 to 2) IV2, !>• (6-30 to

8..S0) \'Aj^ yen, a new Ijuilding in tli(^ Central Circle (PI. a; C, 8); Rjjoto
Hotd (PI. h; C, 2), to the S.E. of the station, Japanese. -/)mren Vlnh
(PI, C, 2), to the N., n<'ar tlie Nij»i)on Bridge,

Cabs, per driv<! 25-40 Hen; per hr. I'/'i' with two horses 2, per day
fl & 10 yen. - RiCKMHAW

,
pt>r drive 10-:i() sen. - ]Oi.K<"riU(; 'I'uamvvayh (Ist

cl. 5 8«!n) from the rail. Htation or the harbour through th«' town to thf
Wliitc City and the Chin<'8«' Quarter.

GK.NKitAr. Post Offick (FI. 10; C, 2), Kanibu-dori. — Ap^ency of the
HoHf/koiKj <i: Shfinyhui Hanking Corporation^ Yamaj^ata-dori (Pl. I), 2, 3);
Vokohavia Sprcir Hank Cl'l. If); (!. 2), ('cntral Circh*; Rnnxo- Asiatir Bank
(PI. 18; 1>, 2), A^critH for th«' Hanihur^'- Anwrican Line, Arnhold. Kar-
bfrg, A Co.

CoHSULN, British. //. (J. I'arlfJt ; Anirriran, A. W. PontiuK. I'aas-

HAEDKKSRtg RuSHiu. ',\^
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ports for the journey through Siberia (comp. pp. xviii, xix) are obtained
from the Russian consul.

CurRCH Services. E)i(jlish Church (PL 4; C, 3), at 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.;
Hev. H. Hibberd. Presbyterian Church (PI. 11; C, 3), West Circle.

Dairen, a Japanese town of 50,000 inhab., is the chief port of

Manchuria and tlie S.E. terminus of the express line of the South

Manchuria Railway. It lies on the E. coast of the peninsula of

Liao-tung, in 38° 56' N. lat. and 121° 36' E. longitude. The mean
annual temperature is 52° F., rising in July to 92° F. and falling

in January to zero. The toAvn, laid out by the Russian government
at a cost of 20 million rubles, was still unfinished when it was

occupied (May 30th, 1904) by the Japanese, who have since com-

pleted it in a thoroughly modern style. The harbour is shallow

and exposed to E. winds, but is never frozen over; it is pro-

tected by a massive breakwater. The exports include soya beans

and bean-oil. From the Railway Station (PL B, C, 2) the Nippon
Bridge leads S.E. to the town proper, the main streets of which
radiate from five circles. In the Central Circle (PI. C, 3) is the

Civil Administration Office, and in the Higashi-koyen-dori, which
runs hence to the E., are the large Head Offices of the South Man-
churia Railway (PL 14; D, 3). In the West Circle (PL C, 3) is the

Presbyterian Church (PL 11). On the W. side of the town are the

Western Park (PLC, 3,4) and the so-called AVhite City or Electric

Park (PL B, 3), a pleasure-resort. Still farther to the W. is the

Chinese Quarter (PL A, 3). To the N. of the station is the old

Russian official quarter.

About 41/2 ^I- to the S.E. is the sea-bathing place of Lao-hu-tan
or Hokotan (cab there & back 21/2 yen).— Hoshiga-ura (Yamato

Hotel; cab there & back 2^1^ yen), 6 M. to the S.W. of Dairen, is

another sea-bathing place.

From Dairen steamers plj' once weekly to Tsinytau (p. 552), and
twice weekly to Shanghai (2 days; fares, 40 & 25 yen). — Mail steamers
of the Osaka Shosen Kaisha also run to Kobe (42, 24 yen) and Osaka, to

Chevmlpo, and to other ports.

From Dalny to Pout Arthur, 37 M., railway vi^ Chou-shd-tzu

(p. 545) in 172 hi'. (I'^ire 21/4 yen). Just before reaching Port Arthur

we see the so-called 203-Metre Hill to the right (p. 548).

Port Arthur or Ryojun {Yamato Hotel, PL a, Y4 hr's drive

from the station, R. 272-IO, 13. 1, tiffin 17^, D. 1^/4 yen; cab per hr.

50 sen, per day 5 yen; Yokohama Specie Bank), a Japanese naval

and commercial port with 19,000 inhab., lies at the S.E. extremity

of the Liao-tiing peninsula, on the N. and E. sides of a bay of the

Yellow Sea 272 M- in length, and surrounded by rocky hills 655 ft.

high. The harbour, which is never frozen over, is entered by a

<;hann('l 1000 vds. Ion": and 385 vds. broad. The town consists
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of two parts ; to the W. of the railway station is the Neiv Town.,

containing the residence of the Governor-General of the Kuan-
tung territory, the College of Engineering, and the Yamato Hotel.

To the E. of the station are the Old Town and the Chinese Quarter.

The fortress of Port Arthur, constructed by the Chinese viceroy

Li Hung-chang (d. 1901), was captured by the Japanese in 1894
by an attack from the land side. In 1898 it was ceded by China

^^Te^Te^

WjTgnr^^jebcan^eipzi^

J. M. Japanese Monument, M. M. Military Museum, R. M. Russian Monu-
ment. -Old Russian Fortifications: Chi., Chi-kuan-shan ; E. P., East Pan-
lung-slian; Erii., Erli-lun^-slian ; Hs., Hsiao-an-sliu-shan ; I(!li., Icliino-he;

Itz., Itzil-shan; L., Lao-lu-tsui ; N. Tai., North Tai-yan-k'ou; N. Tu.,
North Tun{^-shili-kuan-shaii ; Sil., Silver Hill; Su., Sun^-sliu-shan; S. Tai.,

South Tai-yan-k'on ; T. it., TiMnplc Rcdouht; Ta., Ta aii-tzfi-shan ; Tu.,
'i'un^j-shih-knan-shan ; W. P., West Pan-luiiK-shan.

to Kiissia on a 25 years' lease, and in li)()4 it was recaptured

f)y thr Japanese after an obstinately contested siege, which lasted

five months. The fortilications are b'ft much as they were on the

surrender of th(; town, and are open to visitors. Those on the

sea-side and on the S.E. front are inaccessibh; (iuides at the hotels.

On Foh. Hth, V.Hhl, the UnsHO-.IapancHc War hrj^an with a HUcccHsful
attack of Admiral Toj/o on the lluHsian Ih'ct in the outer roads of Port
Arthur. On April i;Hh an attempt of thi; Russian Heet to reach the o]i<>n
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sea "vvas repulsed, and the Russian flagship ^Petropavlovsk', with Admiral
Makiiror on hoard, was hlown up hy a suhmarine mine. After the hattle
of Chin-chou (p. 515) the unfinished fortress, defended by Geiieral Stossel,
was invested by the Japanese under General Nogi. After several pre-
liminary engagements the attack on the fortress proper was begun on
Aug. 8th. On Aug. 9th the Ta-kn-shaii Hill (665 ft. ; E.) was seized,
and from this point a heavy fire was directed on the Russian fleet,

which was thus forced to leave the shelter of the harbour, and fell a
victim to the Japanese fleet. By Nov. 2nd the besieged Russians had
been driven back to their main line of defence, but the struggle had
cost their assailants dear; thus they lost 15,000 men on Aug. 19th in the
attempt to carry Fo7't Fan-lung-shan (N.E.) by storm. The Japanese
then had recourse to mining operations, but on Nov. 26th they attempted
a second attack on Fort Pan-lung-shan, which was repulsed and cost
them 8-9000 men. After an attack lasting several days, the 203-Metre
Hill (N.W.), the key of the Russian position, was captured on Dec. 5th.

The losses of the Japanese between Nov. 27th and Dec. 5th amounted
to 12,000 men. The brave Russian General Kondrateriko fell on Dec. 15th
in the defence of the North Chi-kuan-shan Fort. On the capture of the
N.E. forts, Erh-lnng-shall and Sung-shu-shan, the Russians evacuated
the N. front. General Stossel offered to surrender on Jan. 1st, 1905, and
a capitulation was signed the following day. The Russians lost about
50,000 men (including 25,000 prisoners), but the capture is said to have
cost the Japanese 60-70,000 men.

To the N., between the New and the Old Town, is the Monu-
ment Hill (Hakugyoku-zan; PI. J. M.), with a monument covering

the remains of 22,000 Japanese soldiers, and a memorial tower

(220 ft. high) erected in 1909. The hill commands a good view of

the town and forts. To the E. of the Old Town, on an entrenched

hill, is the Military Museum (Chinretsu-jyo; PI. M. M. ; open free

daily 8-5, except Mon.), with many reminiscences of the last siege.

Among the most noteworthy are the models of the forts before and

after the capture.— To the N. of the New Town is a temple erected

in 1908 by the Japanese Government to the memory of the fallen

Russians (PL R. M.). Farther to the W. (4 M. to the N.W. of the

New Town) is the steep 203-Metre Hill (Nihyaku-sanko-chi), the

scene of the bloodiest and bravest attack and the most obstinate

resistance of the whole siege; its furrowed sides show the effects

of the heavy fire. The top, commanding a good view of the forts,

town, and harbour, is reached by a zigzag path in 20 minutes.

—

On the N.E. front are the fairly well preserved ruins of Forts

Sung-shu-shan and Erh-lung-shan, which, after a long series of

mining operations, were taken by assault.

79. Prom Mukden to Peking.
522 M. (787 V.), North Chinese Raihcay. Through Express Train once

weekly in 23V2 hrs. (fares $33.65, $ 20.85 c), with dining-car (B. $ V2-I5

dej. or D. $ IV2) and sleeping-car (extra fare $ 5 & $ 2^2)- From Moscow
to Peking once weekly in 10 days (fares 341 rb. 2, 218 rb. 58 cop.); car-

riages changed at Kuantchentzi and Mukden. There are also a Through
Mail Train once a we(;k, in 23V2 brs., and an ordinary train daily, taking
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2 days and stopping for the night at Shan-hai-kuan (fares $ 31.65, $ 19.85 c).

Passengers must take their own provisions to Shan-hai-kuan, beyond
which there is a dining-car to Peking. The carriages are all corridor-

cars and resemble those of the Russian railways. Those of the second
and third class are not used by Europeans. — The free allowance of

luggage is 150 lbs. for first-class passengers. — The names of the stations

are exhibited on posts in both English and Chinese. For Chinese coast-

time, comp. R. 78.

Cliiiiese Language. — The Tkansliteration employed in our text

is that of Sir Thomas Wade (with the addition of pronunciation accents),

which has also been adopted by the South Manchuria and Xorth Chinese
Railways. According to this system the Peking pronunciation is approxi-
mately as follows: « = a in father; ai = ai in aisle; ei = ey in grey;
e = u in fun ; t = ee (but sometimes short, like i in chivalry) ; o = o in

ore; on = ow in cow (nearly); n = oo in too; ii = French u in tu. Of the
consonants, ch. l\ x>^ and t are yjronounced almost like the English j, g,
b, and d; cW, V, _pS and f are aspirated; j = French j in jour. — The
traveller may consult 'Chinese without a Teacher', by Frof. H. A. Giles
(6th ed., 1908), and 'The Chinese Language and How to Learn it' and *The
Pocket Dictionarv of Peking Colloquial', two elementary works by Sir
Walter Hillier.

Numerals. 1, yi-ko {i.e. one piece); 2, Hdng-ko ; 3, sdn-ko ; 4, ssit-ko;

5, wu-ko; G, liii-ko : 7, chH-ko; 8,pd-kn; 9, chiu-ko ; 10, shih-ko; 11, shih-
f/i-ko: 12, shih-erh-ko ; 20, erh-shih; 21, erh-shih-yi ; 30, sdn-shih; 31, sa7i-

shih-yi : 100, yi-pai ; 300, sdn-pai; 1000, yi-cW^ien.

Money (comp. p. 553). One dollar, yi-Vimi-chHen ; $ 2, liang-khiai-
chHen; $ 15, shih-icu-Vucii-cliHen ; S 53, vm-shih-sdn-Vuai-chHen ; $ l^/g,

yi-k^uai-pdn; $2^1-^, liany-Vfiai-pdn; 10 cents, yi-mao-cliHeii ; 20 c., erh-
niao-chHen ; 30 c., sdn-mao-chHen : $ 1.30 c, ?/^-A.''i'/a^-sa?^-??^do. — Change,
hudn-i-hnan ; I want 110 c. (11 ten-cent pieces), yao shih-yi-mao-ch^ien;
I want 10 c. more (comp. p. 554), hdi yao yi-mao-chHen.

Time. To-day, chin-tHeii; to-morrow, ming-tHen : the day after to-

morrow, hou-tHeu; in the morning, fsdo-cliH ; at noon (midday), Hhang-
uni; in the evening, wdn-ahang ; one o'clock, yi-tien-chung ; two o'clock,

lidng-tien-chyng ; 1.30 p.m., yi-tien-jjdn (-chnng) ; 2.30p.m., lidng-tien-pdn

;

come again to-morrow at 2.30, ming-fien mn-tien-pdn-chung hm-lai; this

evening at 7 o'clock, chin-fMeii icdn-sha)ig chH-tien-chzmg.

Rickshaws (p. 553). Rickshaw coolie, la-ch^e-ti; (drive to the) British
Legation, t'la) Yiiig-kuo-fu or waitg Ying-kuo-fu-cli'^il ; (drive) to the hotel,

Claj fdn-tien or u:any fdn-tien-chfl; drive to the N., waiig jHi cfi'ii;

drive to the S., ivang ndn cU^ii; to the E., wang twig ch^ii ; to the W.,
icang hsi ch^ii ; X.E., ti'ing-pei; X.W., hsi-pei; S.E., tung-nan: S.W.,
hsi-)inn; stop, chdii-cho; wait a littlo, teng-i-teng or tdi-i-tci'^rh ; turn
round, hui-chUi ; back to the hotel, liiii fdiitit'n; liom<s Imi-chid.

I5 A Shop. How much? t6 shao-ch'icn; what is the price of this

article? che-ko tinig-hsi viai to sfiao-ch'ien ; too dear, t^ai knei ; not good,
not pretty, pu hdo : thank you, lao-c7iid, lao-rhid (I liave troubled you ; used
<hp«'ciully if one has bought nothing); good-bye, farewell, tsai-chu'u.

L\ A Hotel (fdn-tien). Cold water, lidyig-shvi (pron. shwey); warm
water, jd-nhui; hot water, Vdi-ahui ; soda-water, r/iH-shin; hock, pdi-
chiu; claret, hnng-chiu ; champagne, shdii-pin-clini : beer, jt^i-cfiiu; bottle
of b«ter, yi jt'ing-tzu p'i-chi/i; knife yi-pa tdo-tzU : fork, yi-pa ch^d-tzhi

;

glass, tumbler, jto-li-pci; wine-glass, chia-jH'i.

Railway. Railway station, h/to-rh'f^-chnn ; ticket, ch^i-pUao; rtrst-

rlass, ti-yi-feny tH6-vei.

.MisiKLLANKoirs. Slowly, later, gradually, man-mdn-ti ; (juick, k'uai-
k'udi-ti; come, /at; bring here, nd-fai; take away. nd-chUi ; yes, »hih;
no, pu-nhih or met-go ; 1 do not wish, im ydo; I (lo iH)t unclerstand, pn
tuny; good day, have yon already dined (popular greeting)? vh'ihfnn-la"
mei-y6 ; make way, chieh kitdvy; go away, rh*H jki.

35*
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Mukden, see p. 543. The traiu runs first to the N.W., then to

the S.W. through the district of the Lido-ho and its tributaries,

passing extensive cornfields.— Before reaching (30 M.) Chu-liu-ho
we cross the Lido-ho by a bridge 730 yds. long. At (37 M.) Tlsin-

min-fu (Hsin-min-tHng) there is an Irish Presbyterian Mission
and Hospital. We go on in a S.W. direction.

From (107 M.) Kou-pang-tzu (Kao-peng-tzu) a branch-line

runs to (58 M.; 3-3-V4 hrs.) Ying-k'ou (p. 545).

Between this point and T^dug-shan (p. 551) we have a hilly

region to the right. On this side of (132 M.) T^ai-ling-ho we
cross the river of that name.— 147 M. Chin-chou, 191 M. Ning-
yUan-choiiy two walled towns. To the left, in the Gulf of Liao-
tiingj is seen the island of l^ao-hao-tdo.— Just short of (221 M.)

Sui-chu'fig-hsien (Chung-ho-so) we cross the Chung-ho. Beyond
(249 M.) CUien-so (TsHen-sd) the railway passes through the

Great Wall (p. 567), which goes on for 372 M. more to the S.E.

as far as the Gulf of Liao-tung.

261 M. Shan-hai-kuan (i.e. 'mountain and sea barrier'; Hail-

way Hotel, a little to the AV. of the station, pens. $7 ; Tako-kuan,
Japanese), the night-station for the ordinary trains to and from

Peking, is frequented as a summer-resort.

The line crosses the Shih-ho by a long biidge aud traverses

a mountainous district to (272 M.) T^dng-ho.
A short branch-line runs to Ch.in-wang-td,o (Rest House Hotel;

pop. 5000), a sea-Lathiiig- town and seaport on the Gulf of Liao-tung, with
an ico-free roadstead (landing-stage 610 yds. long), which is used by the
steamers in winter instead of Tientsin.

The railway diverges more and more from the coast.— 283 M-

Pei-tai-ho. The sea-bathing town of the same name (^4 hr. by

litter from the station), with a good hotel and beach, as well as a

(considerable extent of forest, is much frequented by Europeans.

It is the summer-seat of the British and German Legations aud a

health-station for the German troops.— 300 M. CUang-li, a town

so named since the Chin (Kin) dynasty (1189), has a station of

the American Board of Missions and rich orchards.—We cross the

Luan-ho and have (on the right) a pretty view upstream. 322 M.

Ldn-chou, an old town on the right bank of the Ludn-ho, also

possesses orchards.
The Luan-ho rises in the S. part of the Great Khingan Mts. (p. 530),

near the imperial hunting-preserves (W6i-ch*ang). In its middle course
it receives, on the left, the J6-ho or Je-ho ('Warm Water'), on which, amid
heautiful scenery, lies Jehbl or Ch'e/iy-te-fti, the ancient summer-residence
of the Manchu dynasty, with its palaces. Lama temples, gardens, and
deer-parks. Jehol lies to the N.E. of Peking, from which it may he
reached Oii horseback in 5 days; the return-journey is generally made by
boat down the Luan-ho to Lan-chou, taking 2-4 days according to the con-

dition of the water.

Farther on we pass through a pleasant district and reach (331 M
Lei-chuang. — 340 M. Ku-ydh, a small place with coal-mines.
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355 M. T'djig-shan, a town with 40,000 iDhabitants. The rail-

way station lies at the foot of a hill, the slopes of which are dotted

with European villas. It commands a fine view of the barren hills

and pinnacled mountain-ranges, which gradually disappear farther

on. Excellent coal is yielded by the important coal-pits, and there

are also large railway-workshops.

The train now enters the great North Chinese plain, here a well-

watered lowland, the farmhouses and villages of which are situated

on artificial eminences. Many of these were destroyed during the

Boxer Rebellion in 1900. 383 M. Lu-tcii, on the Chdo-lw or Lu-
fai-hoy which is navigable for junks up to this point. Beyond

(388 M.) Hdn-ku we cross the Chao-ho. — 402 M. Pei-fdng, a sea-

port on the Chao-ho, protected by several forts. It was captured

by the united British and French forces in 1860. Beyond this

point we traverse a swampy region.

408 M. Tangku, T^dny-ku {Rail. Restaurant ; Station Hotel

y

pens. $ 6; agency of Carlowitz «& Co. of Tientsin), situated in a

desolate district on the left bank of the muddy yellow Pdi-ho. Its

grayish-yellow clay huts make a very dreary impression, especially

on those arriving by sea. Whenever the water is so low that the

Tientsin steamers have to wait too long outside the bar of the Pai-ho,

the passengers are landed in a steam-pinnace and go on by railway

(porter to the railway station 10 c. for each piece of luggage). Works
are now going on for the improvement of the navigation of the river;

its course has already been considera'bly shortened by four cuttings

between Tientsin and Ta-ku.
A little way down the river lies Ta-ku., the forts of which protected

the mouth of the Pai-ho and were stormed by the Allies on June 17th, 1900.

They have since been razed.

The train now runs to the W. through an almost untilled plain,

sprinkled with funeral mounds. 410 M. Hsin-ho ; 420 M. Chiln-

lian(j'<:1ien(jy with two forts.

435 M. Tientsin. — Two Railway Stations, botii on the left bank
of the Pai-ho: Tientsin East, for the Foreign Colony, and Tientsin Central.
for the Chinese Town and for the railway to Tsinanfu (Tsin^tau; p. 552).

Hotels (carriaj^es in waiting at Tientsin East). A.^tnr House, (lornian,
p-ns. $«-10, tiJhn <\-'.\ p.ni.) $l'/v!, S. («-10 p.m.) SlVa, very fair; Hotel de
laraix, K.$3-(3, H. $ 1, tithn (12-2 p.m.) $ 1'/;., S. (7.;^.0to<) p.m.)$l»/.2, pens.
$6-10; Hot. Imperial; Qi(etn's Hotel. -CosvKv.TiojiKu, KiessHnij.

Ricksha ws: 5-10 c. for short drive in the Concessions; 20 c. per iiour.
•— Caukiaokn ('Tatt'TsaU's Horse Repository'): first hour $ 2, second liour

$1, each additional hf)ur 50 c. — Klectkic Tkamway through tin; Foreign
Colony an«l th** ('hincse Town.

Hanks. I/ongkony & Shaiajhal liankifiy Corporation ; Chartered Hank
of India, Australia, *(• China ; Hanf/ta: dr, Tlndo-Chinr : (icrinajt-Asiatic
Bank; Uhsho- Asiatic Hank; Vokolaima Sjn'rif Hank. HrsiNFss Firms.
H. liloir <t Co., Hall Ar. Holtz, IlirKhrnnnar <& Co., A. H. Jaqncs «fc Co.,
E. Lee, all in Victoria Koad. Hkitihm Post Office (also (ItMinan, French,
Russian, Jaoancso, and Chinese). Chinese Teleijhaimi Adminimtkation,
14 Ruo du Cheinin de Fer. - Steamhiiii' Agkwts. Carlowitz (Flauiburg-
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Amoricun Line), Jlelchers [North G-ermaii liloyd), Jardine, Matheson, <{:

Co. (P. & 0. Line), Btdterfleld d: Sn'i?-e (China Navigation Co.).

Physicians. //?«. I?-frhf, B}'otrn, S- Sha)L\ 51 Meadows Road; Dr. Gordon
O'Xein, 18 Victoria Road; Dr. Peck, Victoria Buildings. -Dentists. Dr.
r. Atwood, 20 Victoria Terrace; Dr. A. W. Davis, 19 Rue de France; Dr.
D. B. Njje. 29 Recreation Road.— Hospitals. Queen Victoria Memoricd
Hoapitnl: Isolation Hospital. Dispensaries. Watson & Co., 1 Victoria
Road; Woollen, Vosy, c^ Co., M Rue de France; Betines & Co., 11 Vic-
toria Road.

Consuls. British, H. E. F/dford, C.M.G., consul-general; United
States, S. E. Knabenshfte. -Churches. All Sai nts {EipiscojiR]), Racecourse
Road; Union Church, Taku Road; Church of St. Louis (Rom. Cath.), in

the French Concession. - English Nevvspapehs. Peking (k Tientsi)i Times:
China Times: China Critic. ~ Cl.vhs. Tientsin Club, Victoria Road:
Pace Club.

Tientsin (proii. T'ieii-ching), the scat of the Provincial Gov-
ernor of Chih-li, is an important seaport, open to foreign nations

since 1860. In 1912 the value of its trade amonnted to 15,611,926 /.

In 1900 the city was besieged by the Boxers and Chinese troops

from June 15th to July 13th, since when it has been occupied by
foreign troops (4500 nien), including three British regiments and

one American. Pop. 800,000 (4000 foreigners). The city lies in the

barren and marshy lowland of the Pdi-hoy 47 M. above its mouth
in the Gulf of Pe-chi-li (Pei-chih-li), and at the point where it is

joined by the Imperial Canal (Yit-ho) and the Lufdi Canal. The
river is crossed by several bridges. Tientsin consists of two sep-

arate towns: Tientsin Settlement^ entirely occupied by Europeans,

on both banks of the river; and Tientsin City, the Chinese town,

situated to the N.W., on the right bank of the Pai-ho. In the Foreign

Colony are the Concessions of the various European powers. In the

British Quarter are the Anglo-Chinese College, with a small museum,
and Gordon Hall, containing memorial brasses to troops of all

nationalities who fell in 1900. There are also memorials in the

Russian Park and in the German Concession. The river is frozen

from Nov. till the end of Feb., during which season the shipping

is diverted to Chin-wang-tao (p. 550).

From Tientsin a Railway runs in 11 hrs. to (255 M.) Tsinanfu or

Chi-nan-fu (Trendel ; Stein; British Consul, J. L. Smith; U. S. Consular
Agent; German-Asiatic Bank), the capital of the province of Shan-tung.
From Tsinanfu the Shan-tuiig Railway runs in 11 hrs. more to (256 M.)
Tsivgtau (see below).

From Tientsin or Tangku (in winter from Chin-wang-tao) a Steamek
of the Hamburg-American Line runs in 22 hrs. to Chefoo or Chih-fii (Beach
Hotel; Astor House Hotel; British Consul, C. C. Kirke; U.S. Consul.

J. H. Arnold), a seaport with 5d,000 inhabitants on the N. coast of the

Shan-tung peninsula, whicli has been open to European trade since 1860.

-From Chefoo the steamer goes on in 22 hrs. to Tsingtau or ChHng-tao
(Green Island; Prinz Heinrich; Strand Hotel: German- Asiatic Bank),
situat(;d on the S.E. cosst of the Bay of Kidutschou (pron. Chiao-chou),

and the capital (since 1898) of the territory leased to Gern)any. Detailed
information will be found in the little guidebook by Behme & Krieger
(Engl, ed., 1910).

From Tientsin East the train runs through a large cemetery to

Tientsin Central, crossing the Lu-t^ai Canal and the city wall.
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A little farther on, to the left, we see the West Arsenal (Hsi-kii).

The train then runs to the N.W. through a barren and featureless

plain to (453 M.) Yang-ts^un.— We then cross the Pai-ho and reach

a somewhat less dreary district. 466 M. Lao-fa or Lo-fd; 4:7 o M.
Ldncj-fany, the extreme point reached by the Seymour Expedition

for the relief of Peking in 1900. —499 M. Hnang-ts'un, at the S.W.

corner of Hdi-tzu, an imperial deer-park surrounded by an earthen

wall 50 M. in length (now disused and in a state of decay). To the

left rise the Hsi-shan or West Mts.— 510 M. Feng-fai, the start-

ing-point of the railway to Kalgan (p. 567).

The wall of Peking now becomes visible on the horizon. We
pass Ma-chia-p^i, the old station for Peking, and reach (517 M.)

Peking Yung-ting-men. The train then turns to the E. and passes

through a breach in the S. wall into the 'Chinese City' (p. 564),

the huge and vast unoccupied spaces of which produce the impres-

sion of an unwalled nomadic settlement. We then run to the W.,

skirting the wall of the 'Tartar City', and enter the terminus.

522 M. Peking-ChHen-men, adjoining the Legation Quarter

(p. 559), which we enter through the 'Water Grate' (PI. D, 4; p. 560).

80. Peking and Environs.
Arrival. Hotel-porters and rickshaws meet the train at tlie Peking

Ch'?e7i-meii Station (PI. D, 4; see above; men = gsite). — Agency of the
International Sleeping Car Co. in the Grand-Hotel des Wagons-Lits (see

below).

Hotels (comp. p. 549), all with restaurants. Grand-Hotel des
WACiONs-LiTs (PI. a; D, 4), Legation Street, on the Canal, with central
lieating and baths, pens. $8-12, B. (8-10 a.m.) $1, tiffin (12.30 to 2 p.m.) $1V2,
S. (8-10 p.m.) $2 (rooms better ordered in advance by telegraph); H6t.
DE Pkkin (PI. c; D, 4), opposite the Italian Legation, with baths, pens.
$5-(5, B. $1, tiffin (12.30 to 2 p.m.) $11/2, S. (7.30 to 9 p.m.) $11/2; Hot. du
NoRD (PI. b; E, 4), to the X. of the Ha-ta-men, pens. $4-6. — Peking Club
(introduction necessary), R. $2^2-

Chinese Restaurants. Among the best of these, in the N.W. part
of the Chinese or Outer City, are Tsui-chHung Lin and Hui-feng T'ang.
European knives and forks are often obtainable.

Conveyances. -The ordinary conveyance is the Rick.ihafc (la-ch'e,

yang-di'e), a small two-wheeled vehicle with springs and movable top,

drawn by one or more coolies (two desirable in bad weather). The fan?

is 10-20 c. per drive, 20-,30 c. per hr. (10-HO c. if the trip is continuous).
In longer trips it is customary to advance about 20 c to the coolies at

the resting places. In the case of any difficulty in indicating the exact
destination, it is customary just to tell the coolie; th«' point of the compass
he is to make for (comp. p. .019). The. Pfking Tattrr.sall lAil. sujjplies

motor-cars (first hour 8 7, each succeeding hr. .So, per day $25), carriages

($1 per hr., with two horK"H $1.20 c., per day S.'* & i^^'Va)? ^"<l saddle-
ponies r.^.S per day, 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.).

Currency (comp. p. hV.)). The usual basis of reckoning is the Mexican
Silver iJollar {$), which is worth about half as much as the United States
dollar {i.e. ca. 2k.). There are also silver coins of 10 and 20 C/cnts (c.).

All these coins are often counterfeited. The Cash is a small (;opper
coin with a hole in the midflle, worth about 1/40 o^ « penny (1000 cash
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i=$l). Sums above S 10 are paid by cheque, in the case of the Chinese
in bullion. — In changing money with the Chinese the traveller should
insist on receiving 110 c. for tlie dollar (comp. p. 549).

Banks. Hongkong c& Shanghai Bankivg Corporation (Hui-fSng),
International Banking Vorjnjration (Hua-chM), German-Asiatic Bank^
Banqite de Vlndo-Chine, Russo-xisiatic Bank, Yokohama Specie Bank,
all in Legation Street (PI. D, 4).

Shops. - General Stokes. Glllard & Co., Kieridff& Co., Cid^ty & Co.,
all in Legation Street; Viccajee & Co., Waniee, both in Ha-ta-men Street.
— Chemists. Betines & Co., Ha-ta-men Street.— Photographers (Chao-
hsiang-p'ii). Camera Craft Co., Hartung, both in Legation Street, near
the Hotel des Wagons-Lits ; Yamamoto, to the N. of the Hotel de Pekin
(p. 553). — Jewellers. Sennet Freres, opposite the American Legation.

—

Saddle Maker. i2eite7'<7, , Legation Street. — Curio Shops (Ku-wan-p'^u),
in Liu-li-ch'ang, Ha-ta-men, and Wang-fu-ching Streets.— Booksellers,
see p. 564; Market beside the Lung-fu-ssu Temple, see p. 562; Cloisonne
Enamel Factory, see p. 564. In the Chinese shops bargaining is ab-
solutely necessary (comp. p. 549).— Newspapers. Peking Daily News;
Peking Gazette; Journal de Pekin.

Post Offices. Chinese, German, French, Russian, and Japanese, all

in the Legation Quarter (p. 559).

Telegraph Offices (PI. D, 4). Chinese Telegraph Administration,
Great Northern Telegrajyh Co. of Copenhagen, Eastei-n Extension of the
Australasian & China Telegraph Co. of London, all in the same building,
which faces the glacis to the N. of the Austro-Huiigarian Legation; per word
to Russia 2 fr. ; Great Britain $ 2.25 c. ; U.S.A. ca. % 2.50 c. ; Australia $ 1.50 c.

Legations, comp. p. 559 and the Plan. British Minister, Sir John
N. Jordan, G.C.I.E.; United States Charge d' Affaires. Hon. Edward T.

Williams.— For the journey through Siberia passports must be vis4 at

the Russian consulate (comp. pp. xviii, xix).

Religious Services. Church of England, in the British Legation
Chapel; Union Church (PL D. E, 3), in the Teng-shih-k^ou. — Roman
Catholic, St. Michel, Legation St.; St. Sauveur (Lazarists), see p. 562.

—

Greek Catholic, at the Russian Church Settlement (E-kuo-kuan ; PI. E, F, 1).

Hospitals. Union Medical College Hospital, facing the Ketteler
Memorial (PL 13; E, 3), St. Michel (French), Legation Street, both of

which receive foreign patients; German Military Hospital (p. 559), with
dispensary.

—

Doctors are attached to most of the Legations.

Peking (120 ft.), Chinese Pei-ching, also called Shun-tHen-fu

as the capital of a district, and popularly known as Ching-tu or

Ching-ch'tng (i.e. capital), the capital of the Chinese Empire, lies in

the great plain of N. China, in lat. 39° 54' N. and long. 116°28' E.

Its total circumference is 21 M., and it contains 700,000 inhab.,

including the Legation guards of the Great Powers and many other

foreigners. The city is divided into five distinct parts, separated by

walls. On the N. are the Manchu or Tartar City (Nei-ch'eng, i.e.

Inner City), the Legation Quarter^ and the Imperial City (Huang-

ch'eng), the last including the Purple or Forbidden City (Tzii-

chin-ch'eng); to the 8. lies the Chinese City (Nan-ch^eng, i.e. 8.

City, or Wai-ch'eng, i.e. Outer City). The Manchu City, the W. part

of which is the fashionable quarter, was originally reserved for

the so-called Bannermen (Ch'i-jen), i.e. the warriors who came to

China along with the Manchu dynasty, while the native population

lived outside the wall. This distinction has, however, vanished

J
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(conip. p. 558). The wall of the Tartar City is 50 ft. high and 40 ft.

wide at the top; that of the Chinese City is 30 ft. high and 15-25 ft.

thick (comp. p. 559).

In spite of the monotony of its grey brick houses, the city has

many picturesque points; the sunset view of the Western Hills from

the city wall is singularly beautiful. The more important streets

are now well-kept; the other streets, however, are extremely dirty,

malodorous (especially in summer), and often practically impassable

after rain. The main business-streets of the Inner or Tartar City

are the Wdng-fu-ching and An-ting-inen Td-chieh (Ta-chieh, main
street; PI. D, 1-4), leading N. from the Legation Quarter to the

An-ting-ni6n, and the Hd-fa-men Td-chieh (PI. E, 1-4), running N.

from the Ha-ta-mgn. The chief streets in the Outer or Chinese City

are the ChSm-men Td-rhieh; PI. C, D, 4-6), running S. from the

ChMen-men to the Yung-ting-men, and the Liu-U-cUdng (see p. 564).

The well-cultivated environs with their numerous water-courses and

canals, their scattered groves and clumps of trees, are often very

attractive.— The Climate is continental but quite healthy owing
to the dryness of the air. In summer the temperature rises to a

maximum of 104° F. in the shade, while in winter it falls to —4° F.

The storms of sand and dust are specially frequent in spring; the

rainy season comes in July and August, The pleasautest part of the

j^ear is autumn (Oct.). Winter has always plenty of sunshine, and

the cold is never unbearable except in a high wind. The visitor

should not drink unboiled water, and in summer he should be on

his guard against diarrhoea.

BLlstory. — The Chinese carry the history of Peking back to

1121 B.C., when Wu-ivong invested his relative Shih with the

principality of Yen, of which Chi was the capital. Chi is said to

have stood pretty much on the site of the present Peking; many
authorities believe, though perhaps wrongly, that the old Mon-
golian wall to the N". of the town (p. 566) is the last remnant of

this city. In 222 B.C. Yen was conquered by Shih-hndng-fi and

made a province of the unified Empire of China. For many cen-

turies thereafter Chi remained simply the chi(;f town of the district.

Under the Han Dynasty (ca. 200 B.C. to 200 A.D.) it received the

name of Yen, and in the time of the T'^ang Dynasig (618-907) it

was known as Yii-chott. At this time it was the seat of a military

governor and lay to the S.W. of the present city. The temple of

Fa-yiian-ssfi (p. 565) lay near its S.E. corner, and the W. i)art of

its enclosing wall passed between the Temple of the White Cloud

and the Temple of Celestial P<;ace (p. 565).

In 9!36 Vu-chou was captured by the Kiian (Chitan) or Llao
Tartars, who dominated a part of N. China down to 1122. ^They
destroye'd the old city and built a new and larger one in its place;

this was first known as Ndn-ohing ('Southern (Japitarj oj- Yn-tn-fii
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and after 1013 as Yin-chlng. k fragment of its N. wall is still

extant near the Temple of the White Cloud (p. 565), and its S.AY.

angle is visible at the hamlet of 0-fang-ying, 1^4 M. to the S.W.
of Peking. In 1122-25 Peking, under the name of Ye7i-shan-fv,

was in the hands of the Sung Dynasty, which ruled over Central

and Southern China. The Sung were driven out by the Chin (Kin)

or Juchen, the ancestors, or at least the kinsmen, of the present

Manchus. These doubled the size of the town by extending it to

the E., and in 1151 made it their residence under the name of

Chilng-tu ('Middle Capital') or Ta-lmng-fu.
In 1215 the city fell into the hands of Jenghiz Khan (p. 536),

whose great-grandson Kubla'i Khan (d. 1294; see below), the first

emperor of the Mongol or Yuan Dynasty, selected it as his resi-

dence in 1264, and in 1267 built a town to the N.E. of it called

Ta-tii ('Great Capital'; Mongol, Khan-halik or 'Town of the

Princes'). On the E., W., and S., its limits corresponded to the

present Tartar city; the N. wall, however, was formed by the old

rampart (T^u-ch'eng, p. 566), so that the Bell and Drum towers

(p. 563) lay in the middle of the town.

Hung-ivu, the founder of the Ming Dynasty, who expelled

the Mongols in 1368, reduced the town to the dimensions of the

present 'Tartar City' and called it Fei-}fing-fu. Under his sou

Yung-l6, who took up his residence here in 1409 and built a

brick wall in place of the earthen ramparts of the Mongols, it

received the name of Pei-ching (Peking, 'North Capital') and the

administrative designation of Shun-fien-fu, which have clung to it

since that time. The 'Chinese City' was not incorporated till 1524,

and its wall was built in 1544. — The Manchtt Dynasty (Ta-
cUing), which conquered the empire in 1644, did not enlarge the

city. The 'golden age' of the Chinese porcelain industry falls in

the reign of the Emperor K^ang-hsi (p. 557).

The beginning of European intercourse with Peking took place

under the Ytian Dynasty. In addition to a number of European

artisans and artists as well as Arabian astronomers, the first Roman
(Jatholic missionaries (Ruysbroek, De Montecorvino, Arnold von

Koln, and others) came in the 13th cent, to Peking, where an

archbishopric was soon founded. Marco Polo (d. 1323), the most

celebrated traveller of the Middle Ages, to whom we owe the first

description of Peking, was for many years the private secretary of

Kublai Khan. Under the Ming Dynasty intercourse with Europ<;

was practically suspended. It was not till 1601 that Matteo Ricci,

the Jesuit, obtained |)ermission from the emperor to establish a

community in Peking. Since that date a Jesuit Mission has

flourished here continuously, with a few short interruptions; its

members obtained an advantageous position at the imperial court

llirough the skilful use of their ample knowledge, and endeavoured
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(not without success) to promote the mutual understanding of China
and Europe. Their best opportunity for this came under the two
most celebrated emperors of the Manchu Dynasty, viz. K^dng-hsi
(1662-1723) and Cltien-lung (1736-95), who, like Kublai Khan,
showed a friendly disposition towards European culture, and en-

trusted the Jesuits with the solution of a number of scientific,

artistic, and technical problems. Remainders of this period exist

in the buildings of the Ytian-ming-ytian (p. 566) and in the shell-

ornamentation of the fagades of some Peking houses. Specimens
of cloisonne enamel with rococo figures of the time of Ch^ien-lung

are still occasionally met w^ith in the shops.

During the war of 1860 the allied British and French troops

occupied Peking on Oct. 13th and destroyed the imperial summer
palace of Yiian-ming-ytian (p. 566). A series of bad harvests and

the economic stress occasioned by the construction of railw^ays

and other foreign enterprises led (in June, 1900) to the outbreak

of the so-called Boxers (I-ho-clriiau), which was directed against

all foreigners. The name 'Boxer' comes from the confusion of the

word 'cVtian', i.e. 'fist', with the name 'I-ho-t^uan', i.e. 'League

of Friends', one of the secret societies which are so common in

China. This rebellion resulted in the assassination of the German
ambassador, Baron von Ketteler (June 20th, 1900) and in the siege

of the Europeans in the Legation Quarter and in the Pei-t^ang.

On Aug. 14th Peking was occupied by the allied forces of the

Great European Powers, the United States, and Japan.— On Feb.

12th, 1912, the Imperial House of the Manchu Dynasty ceased to

rule over China, which thereupon became a Republic with Ytian

Shih-k'ai as temporary President. On April 8th, 1913, the first

Parliament was inaugurated, consisting of a Senate (Ts^an-i-yiian

;

274 members) and a House of Representatives (Ohiing-i-yiian; 596
members). Yuan Shih-k'ai was formally elected first President of

the Republic on Oct. 6th, 1913.

Religion. — China has three main religions: ('onfucianism,

Taoism, and liuddhism, the last in two forms, Foism and Lamaism.
— Confucianism, founded in the 5th cent. B.C. by Confucius
(K'ung-tzu), in close touch with the primitive forms of Chinese
faith, is less a religion than a code of morals regarding the duties

of mankind towards the family, th<; neighbourhood, and (above all)

the state. The cult, though doubtless somewhat alt(;red by Buddhis-
tic and Taoistic influences, is in tlie main of jiriinitive simplicity.

It allows no idols, but represents the J)(;ity and ancestors by iji-

scribed tablets Ix-forj; which worship is perforin«;d with the aid of

prayer. ince*nse, and the sacriliee of animals. Taoism, reaching

back to the mystic \)\\\U)H{)\)\\v.r Jjo o-izu (6th cent. B.('.?), was origin-

ally a form of pantheism, probably influenced by fndia, but it

afterwards degenerated through the adoption of Huddhistiw and
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other Indian ideas into a chaotic polytheism and thaumaturgisni.

Its forms of worship, including the adoration of idols, are all

exactly the same as those of Buddhism. — Buddhism, which reached

China in a very corrupt and polytheistic form, has on its side bor-

rowed much from its two predecessors; in particular it has had to

reconcile itself to the national worship of ancestors. In its purer

form of Foisnij it was recognized as the religion of the State in 67 A.D.

Lamaismj a degenerate and strictly hierarchical form, was intro-

duced from Tibet in the 13th cent, and is practically confined to

N. and N.W. China. The Buddhistic worship consists mainly in

meditation, the repetition of formal prayers (in Lamaism with the

aid of praying- wheels), and in bloodless sacrifices to numerous idols.

Population. Street Life. Dwelling Houses. — The
native population consists of Chinese and Manchus (comp. p. 554).

The two races are distinguished mainly by their physiognomy and

by certain peculiarities in their language. There is also a con-

siderable difi'erence in the dress of the women. The Chinese women
wear a short upper garment, showing wide trousers below; their

hair is bound up in a sort of chignon at the back of the head, and

their feet are compressed in childhood by the use of bandages,

which latter custom, however, is now dying out. The Manchu wo-

men wear long robes, leave the feet of their natural size, and dress

their hair in a sort of wing-like arrangement on the top of the head.

The main thoroughfares traversing the town from S. to N. are

generally very animated, especially in summer. The shops are

usually open towards the street, but of the dwelling-places little

is seen except the walls of house and courtyard. Along the road-

ways, many of which are now metalled, moves a constant stream of

carts, horsemen, mule-trains, camel-caravans, funerals, and wed-

ding-processions. Along the sidewalk, both to the right and to the

left, are the booths and tents of cook-shop keepers, wine-dealers,

and traders of all kinds, between which the stream of pedestrians

and rickshaws winds its way. Story-tellers, jugglers, and pertina-

cious beggars are all in full force; hawkers spread their goods

(mainly of European manufacture) on the ground; and the sellers

of various kinds of edibles call out their wares. The noise lasts till

late in the night, and indeed is often added to after dark by the

letting-off of fireworks at all kinds of entertainments.

The Chinese dwelling is usually in the form of a small enclosure,

consisting of three one-storied houses arranged round a court in

such a way that the main building, opposite the gate of the court,

faces towards the S. The court is often shaded by trees. Behind

the gateway (and sometimes also in front of it) is a wall or wooden

screen as a protection against evil spirits; hence the passers-by

cannot^see into the court. . Each house stands on a massive terrace

of masonry, filled in with a c(jre of compressed earth, and gener-
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ally about l\/2-^ ft. high. The back-wall and the side-walls are

usually windowless, while the four columns of the front wall are

built of masonry only to a height of 3 ft., the upper part consisting

of lattice-work covered inside with silk paper. The door, which

has a very high threshold, is also made mainly of lattice-work and

is always in the middle of the front wall. The interior is divided

by carved wooden partitions into three chambers; these as a rule

have no ceilings of their own, so that the common tent-like roof,

constructed of concrete and hollow tiles, is visible from within.

a. The City.

Before beginning a detailed inspection of the sights, it is desirable

to take a *Drive round the Forbiddei? City (2-21/2 hrs.), which gives
a good general idea of Peking and its street-life. From the Legation
Quarter we proceed to the N. through Thomann Street (PL D, 4) and
its continuation, the Wang-fu-ching Ta-chieh (PI. D, 3, 4), then turn to the
left through the East Gate of Flowers (Tiing-hua-mgn; official name, East
Gate of Peace, Tiing-an-m4n ; PI. D, 3), and enter the Imperial City,
which we traverse up to the inaccessible Purple or Forbidden City (p. 560).

We then >-kirt its E. side to the picturesque N.E. angle, where we turn
to the W. and go past the Coal Hill (r.

; p. 561) and over the Marble Bridge
(p. 561) to the West Gate of Peace (PL B, C, 3). We then return along the
W. and S. sides of the Imperial City back to the Legation Quarter.

A *Walk OS THE Wall, of the Tartar City (also practicable by
rickshaw), either in the evening or the morning, is also well worth while.
From the Ha-ta-m^n (PL E, 4), where we ascend the wall, we may go
either W. to the Ch'ien-men (PL C, D, 4; comp. p. 564), which was re-

erected after its destruction in 1900, or E. to the architecturally interest-

ing corner-tower, and then X. to the Imperial Observatory (p. 562), each
trip taking ^l^-^U hr. The walk to the W. affords a commanding view
over the Legation Quarter and the Chinese Town as well as a magnificent
prospect of the West Mts. (especially beautiful in the glowing light of

sunset). In keeping to the E. we enjoy a beautiful view of the T^ung-
chou Canal and the country to the E. of Peking.

The Legation Quarter (PI. D, 4), in and near which are the

hotels mentioned at p. 553, has since 1900 assumed a more and

more European character. Its cleanliness and quietness olFer a

pleasing contrast to the other parts of the city. On the N., E., and
W. it is protected by a glacis, partly provided with a moat in

front. On the S. side runs the S. wall of the Tartar City, which is

strengthened by blockhouses towards the Ha-ta-men (Ilata Gate)

and the ChM6n-men. The quarter is divided by the Impirlal Canal
(Yii-ho; into an E. and a W. part (walk on the wall, see above).

The main thoroughfare is the --

Lk(}Ati()N Strket, which runs I'roni E. to W. TrcKUjedin;^ from

the Ha-ta-men, we have on the ri^ht the (rrnnan Ofprirs^ Casino,
and on the Irft the Wahlcrsee Barrarlcs (good cantc«m).

In the iSchwattzhoir Stn'ft, which divergcH to the right, is the Ger-
man Military IloxpiUd ([». .'i.M).

F'arthcr f»n. to the left, is the lirhjian fjuiation (PL IL), while
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to the right are the German-Asiatic Bank and the Roman Oatholic

Cathedral of St. Michel.
8o(Umi Stroot, which hero diverges to the left, leads to an approach to

tlie wall of the Tartar City.- To the right is Tlioraaiin Street, running
X., at tirst between the E. wall of the French Legation and the French
Barracks. Farther on, to the left, are the llotisie of Mr. Aglen, Director
of the Maritime Customs, and the Italian Legation (PI. I.). On the right
are the International Clvh and the Aiistro-Hungarian Legation (PI. An.),
with a statue (1000) of Emp. Francis Joseph (by J. Benk).

Farther on in the Legation Street, to the right, is the French
Legation (PI. F.). Opposite, to the left, is the German Legation
(V\. G.), in the garden of which is a marble cross erected to the

memory of the ambassador. Baron von Ketteler (comp. pp. 557,
.")62). Next come, on tlie right, the French and Japanese post offices,

the Spanish Legation (PI. Sp.), and the Yokohama Specie Bank; on

the left are the Hongkong & Shanghai Bank and the Grand-Hotel

des AYagons-Lits (PL a).

[Legation St. is here intei-sected by Canal Street. The left

l)ranch of this leads S. past the German post office to the Water
Gate and the Tientsin Railway Station (PL D, 4; comp. p. 553).

In that part of Canal Street which lies to the N. of Legation Street

are (on the right) the Japanese Legation (PL Ja.) and the Japanese

and Italian Barracks. To the AV. of the; Canal lies the large British

Legation (Ying-kuo-fii ; PL Br.), with its church and beautiful

garden. On a part of the N. wall are marks made by bullets during

the siege of 1900 and the inscription 'Lest we forget'.]

Returning along the Canal to Legation Street, we continue to

follow it to the W. On the right is the Russian Legation (PL R.),

with its chapel; on the left are the Indo-Chinese Bank, the Inter-

national Banking Corporation, the Kusso-Asiatic Bank, the Dutch
Legaiion (PL D.), the American Legation (PL A.), and the Amer-
ican Barracks. Opposite the American Legation are several shops

and the French Hospital of St Michel (PL D, 4); to the S.W. is

the Ch'i^n-men (p. 564).

The Purple or Forbidden City (PL C, D, 3), so named on account

of the purplish colour of its enclosing wall, contains the Imperial

Palace and is open to only a few privileged persons. All that the

ordinary traveller will see are the yellow roofs (yellow being the

imperial colour) of the palaces and temples overtopping the wall.

The present entrance is by the Gate of Celestial Peace (T'ien-

an-mfm; PL C, D,4), on the S., which leads into a park planted with

fir-trees and containing the Temple of the Imperial Ancestors

(T'ai-miao; PL 31) and the Altar of the Tutelary Deities (She-chi-

t'an; PL 1). Visitors proceed straight on and by passing through

the Gate of Majesty (PL 9; C,D, 4) reach the Noonday Gate (Mail-

men; PL C,D, 3), the entrance proper to the Forbidden City. Here
begins a series of halls stretching towards the N., which are chiefly
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used for audiences aud similar occasions, and are separated by

courts and monumental gateways. First conies the Hall of Supreme
Concm'd (T^ai-ho-tien: PL 49). followed by the Hall of E(/ual Con-
cord (Chung-ho-tien ; PL 47). and the Hall of Established, Concm^d
(Pao-ho-tien: PL 48), the last being the seat of the examinations

formerly held under the presidency of the Emperor, for the highest

degree of scholarship, that of the Han-lin or Academicians. The

Palace of Celestial Purify (Ch^ien-chMng-kung ; PL 51) was used for

the audiences held at 5 a.m.. which, however, sometimes took place

in the adjacent Chtin-chi-ch^i. In the Chido-t^ai-hung yverc kept the

imperial seals, the oldest of which is said to date from 240 B.C. To
the N. and on both sides of the above-mentioned buildings are the

palaces of the Emperor, ^he Empress, the imperial children, and so

on.— Outside the wall, to the N., is the so-called Coal Hill (Mei-

shau. officially Ching-shan or Prospect Hill; PL C, I), 3), a tree-clad

mound 215 ft. high, probably thrown up under the Ming Dynasty.

Its five symmetrical terraces are each crowned with a temple, in-

tended to protect the imperial palace from evil influences. The
hill, which is at present (1914) inaccessible, is fo be converted into

a public park. The tree is still preserved on which the last Ming
emperor hanged himself in 1644, in order not to outlive his power.

To the AY. of the above-mentioned buildings is the fovmor Winter
Palace, with gardens and lakes, some of which date back as far as

the Jiichen Dynasty. The Marble Bridge, or Bridge of the Imperial

River (Yu-ho-cViao; PL 18), which is now open to traffic and

connects the E. and W. quarters of the Inner City, divides the

whole into two parts. To the N. is the Pei-hai or 'North Lake'

(PL C, 2, 3), with the artificial island of ChMung-hua-tao ('Island

of Everlasting Flowers'; PL 11), contaiuing a proiuinent dagoba
(Pai-t'a) or memorial tomb. The portion to the 8. of the bridge

now forms the residence of Yiian Shih-k*'4i and is entered on the S.

by the Xeto Flowery Gate (Hsin-hua-men; PL C, 4). The Ndn-
hai or 'South Lake' CPl. C, 3, 4) contains the island-palace (PL 12)

of the Emperor Kuang-hsil (d. 1908). On the W. side of the Chung-
hai or 'Middle Lake' (PL C, 3) is the Palace of the late Fm])r(^ss-

Dowager Tzfi-hsi.

In the Impkkial (.'itv, to the N.E. of the Coal Hill (see above),

lies the University HM. D, 3), formerly the palace of an imperial

princess. From the second court we have a fine view of the (joal

Hill. The Gocenunent Tlnicersity (Ta-hsileh-hsiao), founded in

1902 as the Imperial University (Ta-hsneh-t'ang), and remodelled

in 1910. is attended by 30() students. It is to be transferred to

a new luiilding near th<* Yellow Temj)le (p. 5()5), while th(^ old

building will hi* retained for preparatory training. The University

is managed l»y a I)ir«;ctor-(ieneral and consists of six faculties: the

Philosophical and Philological Faculty (with Chinese professorfl),
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the Faculty of Political Economy (with English professors), the

Faculty of Physical Science (German), the Juristic Faculty (French

and English), the Technical Faculty (American), and the Agricul-

tural Faculty (Japanese); it is planned to add a Medical Faculty to

these. The University also possesses a Library of European and
Chinese books (with a reading-room), and a Xatural Science and

Technical Laboratory and Collection.

Not far from the W. gate of the Imperial City is the Pei-t'ang,
the property of the Roman Catholic Lazarist Mission of Chih-li, with

the Cathedral of St. Saiivetir (PI. 6, C3; consecrated in 1888),

the residence of the Archbishop (Mgr. Jarlin), seminaries, a mon-
astery, and a nunnery. The Pei-t^ang is celebrated for its heroic

defence from Aug. 14th to Aug. 16th, 1900. The tumulus erected

over the graves of the fallen commands a wide panorama.

S.E. Part of the Inner or Tartar City. The Imperial Obse^'-

vatory (Kuan-hsiang-t^ai; Pl.E, 4), easily reached from the Ha-ta-

m^n (PI. E, 4) by the city wall (comp. p. 559), was built in 1279.

Some of the instruments, which were made under supervision of

the Jesuits in 1673, were taken to Germany (Potsdam) in 1900.

—

Adjoining the S. wall of the city is the German Cemetery (PL E, 4).

To the N. of the Observatory, on the site of the Examination Hall,

is the new Parliament Building (PL E, 4), founded in 1911.

Not far off is the Lung-fu-ssu (PL 14; D, E, 3), a Lama temple

built in 1451 and partly destroyed by tire a short time ago. The
vicinity of this temple offers a lively scene on the 9th, 19th, and

29th day of each Chinese month, when a market is held here for

all sorts of utensils, toys, books, flowers, and other ?niscellaneous

articles.

The N. Part of the Inner or Tartar City contains a few of

the chief sights of Peking. We drive up the Ha-ta-men Street

(p. 555), pass through the Eastern Single Arch (Tiing-tan P'ai-lou;

PL 8, E4), the Ketfeler Memmnal (PL 13, E 3; p. 560), erected in

1903 in expiation of the murder of the German ambassador of that

name, and the Four Eastern Arches (Tung-ssu p^ai-lou; PL E, 3),

;ind enter (3 M.) the N. end of the Tartar City.—A little to the N.E.

of the Ketteler Arch is the Wdi-chiao-pi^i (PLE, 3) or Ministry of

Foreign Affairs.

The ^Laraa Temple (Yung-ho-kiing or Lama-miao; PL E, 1),

built before 1722 as the palace of the later Emperor Yung-cheng,

is the largest Lama temple in the city and the dw^elling-place of a

'living Buddha' (huo F6; not accessible to visitors). The gates and

other fine architectural features are well worthy of notice; so, too,

are the Temple of the Great Buddha, with a wooden statue 75 ft.

high, and the Hall of Prayer, where the traveller may have an

'^pportunity of seeing the Lamas at their devotions.
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Opposite, to the W., is the ^Temple ofConfucius ( Win-miao,
Ta-ch'eng-tien or K'^uDg-miao ; PI. D, E, 1), renewed by the Emperor
Ch^'ieii-liing- (p. 557). In the first court are several rows of stone

tablets (some dating from the Ming period), with the names of suc-

cessful graduates. It will be noticed that the name of the reformer

Kang Yu-wei has been chiselled out by imperial order. Under the

entrance-portico of the second court, with its ancient cypresses, are

the celebrated 'stone drums' (shih-ku), the inscriptions on which
date from the early Chou Dynasty (ll-8th cent. B.C.; rubbings

sold at $ 5). Opposite is the Temple of Confucius proper, where
the Emperor, either in person or by deputy, offered incense twice a

year to the manes of the great sage. Opposite the entrance is the

ancestral tablet of Confucius, bearing the inscription: 'Spirit tablet

of the soul of the supremely holy teacher K^uig (Confucius)'. To the

right and left, in double rows, are those of his chief pupils (Mgng-

tzii, etc.). The solemn restfulness of the court and the unadorned

architecture of the Temple Hall are in keeping with the simple dignity

of the primitive Chinese cult.— Adjoining, to the W., is the Old
University (Kuo-tzu-chien), with the Hall of the Classics (Pi-

yung-kiing; PI. D, 1), built by Ch^ien-hing. A marvellous gate

(p'ai-lou) of glazed tiles leads into the marble-paved square court,

in the middle of which, surrounded according to ancient prescrip-

tion by a circular pond, rises the main hall, where the Emperor
used to preside over the examination. Around the court are the

halls containing the sacred writings of Confucianism carved in

stone, and also a marble sun-dial. The beauty and restfulness of

this spot, combined with its incipient decay, make a profound im-

pression on the beholder.

In the middle of the N. quarter of the city rises the so-called

^Drum Tower (Kii-lou ; PI. C, D, 2j, 100 ft. in height, built in

1272. A steep flight of stone steps ascends to the first floor, con-

taining a colossal drum, which is sounded at 8 p.m. and every

hour thereafter during the night. The bell in the Bell Tower is

pealed at the same time. The gallery commands a splendid pan-

orama. To the S. is Peking, resembling a forest extending to the

liorizou, with the roofs of the main buildings rising above tlie trees.

'I'o Iho N. and W. are cultivated liclds, with hills in the background,

in clear weather the Yellow Temple (p. 505) may be descried to

th(; N., and the Summer Palace (Wan-shou-shin; p. 566) and Ytl-

ch'iian-shan (p. 567) to the N.W. — About 110 yds. to the N. rises

the Bell Tower (Chung-lou ; J*l. C, D, 1, 2j, of nearly equal lieight

This was erected by Yung-16 a little to the N.W. of the Bell

Tower of the Y'Uan Dynasty, which markt'd the centre of the old

Mongolian capital, and was renewed by (JhMrn-lung in 1745 after

a fire. The staircase is darker and stei'per than that of the Drum
Tower. At the top is a gigantic bronze bell weighing over 40 tons,
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which is one of the largest bells actually hung (conip. p. 281 ; fine

view).

A visit should also be paid to the Chinese or Outer City (conip.

p. 554), the S. quarter of Poking. The chief entrance from the N.

is the Ch'ten-men ('Front Gate' ; PI. C, D, 4), from which the Cli'ien-

men Td-ckieh (PI. C, D, 4-6), the main thoroughfare, runs towards
the S. between the Temple of Heaven and the Temple of Agriculture,

both of which are surrounded by w^alled parks.

Tlie "Temple of Heaven (T'ien-t'an, i.e. Altar of Heaven;
PI. D, 5, 0) was built by Yung-16 in 1420, and restored by Ch'ien-

lung in 1753. It belongs to the Confucian cult and is dedicated to

the worship of Heaven. The only worshipper w^as the Emperor, in

his capacity as 'Son of Heaven', and his duty was performed thrice

yearly by the offering of sacrilice. The temples and the marble

altars and terraces are all circular in shape on account of the sup-

posed form of the heavens; the buildings are roofed wath blue glazed

tiles. Visitors are admitted to the Great Hall of CJii-nien-tien,

with its throne and balustrades ; to the altar of Yilan-chHu ('Hound

Hill'), to the S. of the temple, where the Emperor performed his

devotions; and to the Chdi-kung or Hall of Abstinence, to the W.,

where the Emperor passed the night before the sacrifice in fasting.

The view looking N. from the altar of Ytian-chMu is highly pic-

turesque owing to the variety of colours, while the massive simpli-

city of the whole produces an impression of great solemnity.—

A

fee of 10-20 c. is given to the guide and to each of the (loorkee[)ers.

Less imposing, though also full of interest, is the Temple of
Agriculture (Hsien-nung-t^an, i.e. Altar of the First Husband-
man; PL C, 5, 6j, which stands to the W. of the Temple of Heaven.

It was built by Chia-ch'ing in the 16th cent, and restored by Ch^ien-

lung, and also belongs to the Confucian cult. Every spring the

Emperor made an annual offering here to the 'Nine Hills', the 'Four

Rivers', the 'Four Seas', and the God of Husbandry. The altars

and temples are rectangular in form and low^er than those of the

Temple of Heaven ; the tiles are dark brown, i.e. the colour of the soil.

Notewoi'thy is the terrace of Chin-he7ig-fdi, with the Held in which

the Enij)eror ploughed eight furrows every year, the princes ten. and

tlie chief officials eighteen. The field, the produce of which was

formei-ly devoted to sao'ificial purposes, is now^ used for experimen-

tal horticulture. The sacrificial vessels and other ceremonial ob-

jects used in this temple and in the Temple of Heaven are now kept

in one of the large halis of the Temple of Agriculture. On festivals

they are occasionally exhibited to the public.— Fees as above.

To the S.W. of the ChMen-men (see above) is the interesting

*Liu-li-ch'dng ('Glazed-tile Yard'; PL C, 4, 5), a street containing

the best shops for books and curios (high prices).

From the I„iu-li-(;h'Hrig a bide-stroot leads N.W. to a munufaeturins
quarter f^formerly the imperial briek-yard), where visitors may inspect
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the making of cloisonne enamel, Chinese and European furniture, carpets,

and the like.— Hard by are the remains of an ancient wall, and near it

a School of Occidental Learniny, excellently managed by Chinese teachers.

In the 8.W. part of the town is the Buddhistic temple of Fd-
yiian-s.sn (PI. B, 5), dating from the time of the T'ang Dynasty

and dedicated to the Goddess of Mercy (Kuan-yin), whose relics

are said to have been dug up at this spot. The park, with a small

dagoba and a pond (generally dry), is interesting.

b. Environs of Peking.

In a picturesque district, 2/3 M. to the W. of the Hsi-pie7i-men

(PL A, 4), is the Taoistic Temple of the White Cloud (Po-ylin-

kuan; PI. A, 4), to the S. of which stands the Temple of Celestial

Peace (TMen-ning-ssu; PI. A, 4), with a beautiful thirteen-storied

pagoda, the oldest in Peking, begun in the 7th cent, and finished

under the T'ang Dynasty.
To the N.W. of the 'Temple of the White Cloud are traces of the

old wall of Y4n-ching (p. 556).

About 2/3 M. to the E. of the ChH-hua-men (PI. F, 3) lies the

Temple of the Eastern Peak (Tiing-yileh-miao ; PI. F, 3), an-

othei' Taoistic building. Along the sides of the second court are a

number of small chapels, containing plastic representations of the

good and evil deities of Taoism, ujid many votive tablets. Especially

interesting is the chapel of i\u) Son-giving Deity, to the left of the

entrance, which is much frequented by women. In the third court

is the Temple of the Wonder-Working Mule; patients seek relief

here by I'ubbing the bronze figure of the sacred animal on thai ])art

of its body in which they themselves are suffering. Thus, owing to

the prevalence of affe(,'tions of the eyes among the Chinese, the eyes

of the mule have had several times to be renewed, and hav<' now
again nearly vanished.

A visit may also be paid to the Yellow Temple outside the

An-ting-mtn (PI. D, 1), reached from Peking by a drive of ^/.2 hr.

towards the N. The route passes near the former T'emple of tlie

Earth (Ti-t'an; PI. E, 1; now barracks), erected by tht) Yiian em-
perors and restored in the 16th cent, under (Jhia-ch'ing. Failhcr

on is the Russian Cemetei'y^ desecjat(!d by the Boxers in liJOU.

The ^Yellow Temple (Jfuang-ssu), belonging to the Lama-
istic cult, was built in H)r)l-i)4 on tin* site of an earlier temple.

It consists of two parts, the Tung-lluang-ssii to the E. and the Ifsi-

lluang-ssu to the W. Tin; most interesting part of the Tirai/-

lluaiuj'Ssu is the main trrnple. on account of tin; beauty of its in

side arehitecture, which is uni(pie among the buildings of Peking.

The aicades and columns, with cajiitai and egg-moulding base;,

clearly indicate Indian influences. [Similar columns are found in the

upper gallery of llw two-sloiied piil.iee in the lIsi-Huaiig-ssn. ^Init
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up because of its dangerous condition; below are Chinese columns.]

In front of the temple is a square with fine old trees. The Hsi-
ITuani/ssu, renewed by Ch'ien-lung in 1771, served as lodgings

Tor tlie subject Mongol princes, who brought their tribute to the

Emperor at the Chinese New Year (Feb. of our calendar). This

ceremony was accompanied by a kind of fair, in which Mongolian
furs and various industrial products could be obtained cheap. Visit-

ors should notice the dagoba erected by Ch'ien-liing over the clothes

of a Teshi-Lama who died at Peking of small-pox, probably the

most beautiful Buddhist monument in Peking. It consists of white

marble and is decorated in alto-relief with scenes from the life of

the last incarnation of the Lama; many of the figures were mutil-

ated by the Japanese in 1900.
A walk of 25 min. from this point brings us to the *T'ii-ch'6ng,

the ancient N. rampart of Mongolian Peking (comp. p. 555), from the top
of which we have a tine prospect of the well-cultivated district, with
its clusters of trees and tombs, and of the distant city-wall of Peking.

About IV2 M. to the N.W. of the Yellow Temple lies the Temple of
fke Great Bell (Ta-ehung-ssu), built in 1785. The bell was cast under
lh»? Ming Emperor Yung-16 (1408-25) and is covered, both outside and in,

with Cliinese and Sanskrit characters.

To THE Summer Palace and the Yu-ch^uan-shan, 6 M. to the

N.W. Carriages and ponies, see p. 553; motor-car to the Summer
Palace, $15 (for 4 hrs.), carr. $672; the traveller must bring hi«

own provisions. The Summer Palace, the summer residence of the

Chinese Court, is at present open to visitors on the 5th, 15th, and

25th of each Chinese month. Cards of admission are obtained

(through the traveller's legation) from the Wai-chiao-pii (p. 562.)

P'rom the Hsi-chih-men (PI. A, 2) a well-paved street leads

N.W. through a pleasant region, with many cemeteries and ham-

lets; the hills are constantly in sight. We first cross the Kalgau

Railway (p. 567), and at the end of the suburb we pass the im-

perial boat-houses. On the left we have a good view of the Indian

Temple of the Five Toivers (Wu-fa-ssH). Beyond the village of

Ildi-tien are the barracks and drill-ground of the Manchu Guards.

Behind lies the *Summer Palace (I-ho-yiian, Park of the Peace-

ful Age, commonly known as Wan-shou-shan), above the walls of

which tower the yellow roofs of the great temple. The Palace (adm.,

see above; fee to official guide, $1 for each person, besides 10 c.

for the opening of each door), constructed by the Emperor K'ang-

hsi (p. 557), consists of a number of pavilions and courts pictur-

esquely grouped round an artificial lake. In the lake is the famous

marble houseboat, with its wooden superstructure. On the artificial

hill called the Hill of Endless Longevity (Wan-shou-shan) are some

pavilions and a temple, reached from the front by a fine flight of

steps; at the sides are grotto-like pathways (good panorama).

—

A little to the N.E. is the so-called Old Summer Palace (Yiiaii-

ming-ytidn; always open), with the interesting ruins of the b;iroque
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buildings (comp. p. 557) erected by the Jesuit missionaries about

the middle of the 18th cent., and destroyed in 1860.

To the W. of the Summer Palace is the Yii-ch^uan-shdn or

Hill of the Jade Spring, the steep outlier of the Hsi-shan or

'Western Hills'. It is covered with beautiful pleasure-grounds,

begun under Liao and completed in the 17th cent, by K^'ang-hsi.

We ascend by a winding, mosaic-paved path, passing several

temples and kiosques, to a Grotto containing Buddhist scenes hewn

in the rock in alto-relief. On the top is the seven-storied Pagoda
(T*'ai-chiin-16u), which affords a panorama of the picturesque barren

mountains, theWan-shou-shau (p. 566), the ruinous Summer Pal-

ace of Yiian-ming-yiiau, and the richly cultivated and well-watered

plain extending, with its monuments and villages, to Peking. The

descent may be made to the Yfi-chHlan or 'Jade Spring', with its

excellent water, and to the charming park with the imperial boat-

house. We return by the same route.

To THE Great Wall, and the Ming Tombs, an excursion of two days.
1st Day. From the railway station at the Hsi-chih-men (PI. A, 2; rick-

shaw in P/4 hr.) we take the early train of the Kalgan Railway (first-

class fare $ 1.80 c.) to (25 M. ; l^U hr.) Nan-k'ou (655 ft. ; CMng-Erh Hotel;
Railway Hotel, Chinese landlord but European equipment and cuisine, well
spoken of, pens. $ 7 ; donkey $ 1 per day, chair $ 5), with large railway work-
shops. We then follow tlie highroad, ascending the valley along the rail-

way, to the (4^2 M.) small fort of C'hil-yung-kudn, witli its beautiful
sculptures and inscriptions. Farther on we ascend the narrow defile to

Pa-ta-ling (2005 ft.), at the head of the pass, where (6 M. from Chii-yung-
kuan) we reach the Great "Wall (Wan-li-ch*ang-ch*eng or 'Wall of Ten
Thousand Miles'). The wall was completed towards the end of the 3rd cent.

B.C. as a protection against the inroads of the Hsiiing-nu or Huns, but
in its present form it probably does not go farther back than the time
of the Ming Dynasty. It is constructed mainly of bricks and is in a ruin-
ous condition. We ascend to the top of the wall at the gateway. [A per-
haps mort' usual way of making this excursion is to take the 'Construction
Train' of the Kalgan Railway to the station of (JMng-lung-chHao. We
return to Nan-k'ou for the night.] 2nd Day. In the morning we proceed
to the N.E. to the (71/2 M.) Ming Tombs (Ming-ling), passing through
an oriKimental gate (p*ai-lou) witli five openings, built of white marble
in 1541. In 10 min. we reach a large red gate, affording a fine view of

the valley, which is surrounded by ])innii(']ed mountain walls and is open
towards the S. only. Farther on is a red pavilion covered with yellow
tiles, containing a stone 'Pfi' or tomb-nionunient 12 ft. in length (insinibed
stone tablet resting on a tortoise, the syinhol of eternity). Passing two
elaborately-worked stone pillars 15 ft. high, we enter the Sacred Wag or

Avenue of Aitimalff, consisting of ;{2 gigantic figures of animals and
rnen, each earvjul from a single hlock of marble (early 15th cent.). We

,
first see four lions, then four rams, four camels, four elephants, four
fabulous monsters, and four horses. Heyond tlien*' cfMnes a series of

military and civil manrhirins. From this jxiint a walk of 1 hr. brings
us to the Tomb <tf the Emperor Vt/ng-16 (p. 551}, known as the Ch'ang-
ling, the finest and largest of the i:'{ Ming tombs (fee to the t'art^takei

^ l-i'''^U)- it is hardly worth while going on to the other tombs. TIk-
tumulus is covered with cypreHHen, oakK, and firs, and is about 1 M. in

cin-nmfereuce. To the S. of it Hch the Temple area, in which, on a ter-

race of whit<' marble, stan<ls the main hall, borne by .S2 columns of teak,
36 ft. in heif^ht. To the left and right of the blocked-up entrance of the
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tomb are vaulted passages, ascending to the terrace, which commands a

splendid panorama. We then return to Nau-k*6u and take the midday
train back to Peking.

To TUE Hsf-LiNG, an excursion of two days; tho traveller must bring
his own provisions (or cook) and bedding. 1st Day. By the early train of

the Peking-Hankow Kailway (station, see PI. 0,4; through-carriage; tirst-

rlass $4^2) "^^'6 reacli Lidng-ku-chiidng in 41/2 hrs. We then proceed on
foot along a beautiful road shaded by trees, and after 1/4 lir. we pass (in a

side-valley on the right) tho tomb of tho Emperor Kuang-hsi'i (d. 1908),

which is now in course of building (visit permitted). Tn 1 hr. we reach
the Hsi-ling ('West Tombs'), the mausoleum of several members of tho
Manchu dynasty. The tombs (adm., 20 c. each) lie amid extensive and
maguiticont pleasure-grounds, framed by the serrated ridges of the neigh-
})Ouring mountains. In T'ai-ling-ch6n ('Market Town by the T'ai-liug') the
traveller can obtain accommodation ($ 1 per day) by sending his card to

the commandant. In the afternoon a visit should be paid to the T'^di-liny

(Tomb of the Emperor Yung-cheng; 172.S-3G) and the Ch^dng-ling (Tomb of

the Emperor Chia-ch'ing; 1796-1821). — 2nd Day. In the morning we make
a short excursion to (I-IV4 hr.) the Mu-ling (Tomb of the Emperor Tao-
kudng; 1821-51), returning to Peking by the midday train (through-carriage).

From Hsi-ling a visit may be paid to the Pass of Tzu-ching-kudn.
In the afternoon we go on foot, or by donkey or mule, to the village of

Hd-Umg-hitd (tolerable inn), whence we walk (there & back in one day),

via the village of P^o-ti-hsid, to the picturesque Pass of T^u-ching-kndn,
with an hotel and a beautiful little temple. This was the scene of the

German engagement of 28-29th Oct., 1900. The ascent of the pass-wall
is rather fatiguing but well repavs the trouble on account of the wide
view, extending W. to tlie Great "^all.

To Jehdl, see p. 550.
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Abash a 450.

Abbas-Tuman 492.

^bdulino 369.

Abo 233.

Adai-Khokh, the 488.

Adish 482.

— , the 488.
— G-lacier 482.

Adier 449.

Adrianovka 535.

Aduir-Su-Bashi, the
487.

Glacier 487.

Pass 486.

Valley 483.

Adzhari 453.

Adzharis-Tzkali 452.

Adzhi-Kabul 472.

Aga 535.

Agarrauish, the 424.

Agdam 472.

Agin 494.

Agui Valley 448.

Ahvenaumaa 238.

Ai, River 370.

Ai Danil 421.

Aigamugi-Don Valley
484.

Aigun 541.

Aijala Sound 219.

Ai-Petri, the 423.

Airivank 496.

Ai-Todor, Cape 420.

Akhal Oasis 510.

Akhaltzikh 492.

Akhmeti 489.

Akh-Su 472.

Pass 486.

Akhtala Ravine 493.
Akhti fDaghestan) 455.
— (Krivan) 472.

Akhtuirka .'J89.

Akiinovka lO.'J.

Akk(!rinari 399.

Aksai i:H).

Akstafa 471.

Aktyubinsk 522.

Aladzha Mts. 493.
-- Tchai (}org«; 493.
Alagir M'.K

liAjBOEKKu's Russia

Alagoz, the 494.

Alai Mts. 520.

^lamut 500.

Aland Islands 238.

Alatau Mts. 520.

Alatuir 364.

Alaverdi 489.

Alazan Valley 489.

Alb at 423.

Albazin 540.

Aldiakho Pass 489.

Alexander Bridge 366.

Alexandersdorf (near
Naltchik) 483.

— (near Tiflis) 471.

Alexandria 181.

Alexandropol 493.

Alexandrov 328.

Alexandrovo 3.

— Gai 434.

Alexandrovsk (Arctic
Ocean) 335.— (Dnieper) 402.

Alexandrovskaya 539.

Alexandrovskoye 532.
— Selo 192.

Aleksandrow 3.

Alexeyevka 432.

Alexeyevko 368.

Alexeyevskoye 324.

Alexin 254.

Alholm 244.

AllenkUll 71.

Alma 412.

Alpani 481.

Altai Mts. 528.

Altchevskoye 429.

Alti-Buyun 455.

Altona 48.

Alupka 421.

Alushta 422.

Ainmat Valley 67.

Arnu-Darva, I{,ivor614.

Amur, Riv(!r 539.

Ananur 475.

Aiiaj)a 448.

Anastasia Convent 413.
Aiiau 511.

Andizlian 521

Angara. River 5:{3. 532.

Angelniemi 238.

Ani 493.

Anianpelto Canal 219.

Anjala 216.

Antrea 208.

Antzen 80.

Apostolovo 402.

Apsheron, Peninsula of
456.

Aragva Valley 475. 476.
Aral, Sea of 506.

Aralskoye More 522.

Araluikh 495.

Arapovo 367.

Ararat, Mt. 495.

Arax 494.

Arcadia 4.

Archangel 334.

Argun, River 539. 540
Ardonskaya 479.

Arensburg 72.

Arkhangelskoye 324.

Arkhipo-Ossipovka
448.

Arkhonskaya 479.

Armavir 453.

Arpa-Tchai Gorge 493.

Arrasch 67.

Artaxata 472.

Artek 421.

Artilleriskaya 46.

Artuik 511.

Artvin 452.

Aruis 522.

Arzamas 364.

^.scheraden 48.

Asgilrda Kasberg 239.

Asha-Balashovskaya
370.

Ashal)Ovo 483.

Ashikhe 537.

Ashuluk 434.

Askania-Nova 403.

Askhal)ad 511.

Askold Island 539.

AsHern 64.

Astapovo 361.

AHtrakliaii 4.35.

Atazhukino 488.

At-JJulakli 472.
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Atchinsk 530.

Atkarsk 432.

Atzkhur 492.^
Augustow 46.

Avasaxa. the 246.

Ayu-Dagh. the 421.

Aian Glacier 485.

Azov. Sea of 406.

Babaiki 360.

Bagdad 492.

Bagrationovskaya 45.

Baidara Gorge 476.

Baidar Gate 416.

Baidari 416.

Baidar-Valley 415.

Baikal, Lake 533.

Bairam-Ali 512.

Bakh-Fandak Pass 486.

Bakhmatch 376.

Bakhtchi Sarai 412.

Baksan Valley 483.

Baksanskoye 483.

Baku 456.

Bakuryani 492.

Baladzhari 456.

BalakhaniOilField467.
Balakhna 350.

Balaklava 410.

Balakovo 432.

Balashov 389.

Baldohn 48.

Balkar 484.

Balkhan Range 510.

Balla-Ishem 510.

Balta (Caucasus) 479.
— (Podolia) 393.

Baltic Port 79.

— Provinces 31.

Bambak Defile 493.

Bami 510.

Bar 372.

Baranovitchi 39.

Barda 472.

Barim 536.

Barkhani 514.

Barmino 351.

Barnaul 528.

Baronsk-Katharinen-
stadt 433.

Barosund 231.

Bart-Kort Arete 477.

Bashkara 487.

Basi 389.

Bassa Pass 486.
Batalpashinsk 453.

Batraki 369.

Batum 461.
Bauske 52.

Bayan 636.

Bazaletskoye Salt Lake
475.

Bazardyuzi, the 456.

Bazhenovo 261.

Bears. Hill of 540.

Belhek Valley 423.

Belek 610.

Belidzhi 456.

Bellevue 66.

Benara 492.

Bender 373.

Bennas 244.

Berditchev 375.

Berdyansk 400.

Berdyaush 370.

Beregovaya 448.

Berendyeyevo 328.

Berezina, River 251. 39.

Bermamuit, the 462.

Beshtau 458.
— . the 460.

Beslan 454.

Betcho 482.
— Pass 486.

Bezingi Glacier 487.
— Pass 484.
— Tubenel 484.

Bezmein 511.

Biala 249.

Bialolgka 24.

Bialowieza 45.

Bialystok 44.

Bibi-Eybat 458.

Bibikovski 540.

Bie . . ., see also Bye . .

.

Bielsk 45.

Biisk 528.

Bikin 542.

Bilderlingshof 63.

Bin-Bash-Khoba 423.

Birkenruhe 68.

Birshtani 36.

Biryusa, River 531.

Birzula 373.

Biser 259.

Biyuk-Lambat 422.
— Syuren 423.
— Tchevke 423.

Biz 479.

Bjorneborg 241.

Black Sea 406.

Blagodat, the 259.

Blagoslovennoye 541.

Blagovyeshtchensk640.
Blauberg, the 68.

Bobrinskaya 386.

Bobrowniki 27.

Bobruisk 39.

Bockenhof 68.

Bogorodsk (Klyazma)
337.

Bogorodsk (Volga) 36J

.

Bogoyavlensk 427.
Bogozlov 330.

Bokhara 514.

Bolderaa 62.

Bolgar 356.

Bologoye 266.

Bomarsund 238.

Borga 229.

Borisoglyebsk 427.

Borisov 250.

Borki 400.

Borodino 254.

Borovitchi 266.

Bortchkha 462.

Boyarka 387.

Borzhom 490.

Borzya 635.

Brahestad 245.

Brest-Kuyavski 4.

— Litovsk 249.

Bromarv 231.

Brovari 377.

Bryansk 376.

Brzesc 4.

Bshedukh 487.

Bug, River (Poland)
29. 44. 249.

— , — (S. Russia) 372.

375. 386. 391.

Bugulma 356.

Buguruslan 369.

Bui 259.

Buinak 500.

Bukhedu 536.

Bulganakski Mud Vol-
cano 427.

Bulgari, Ruins of 355.

Burdzhula, the 488.

Bureya, River 641.

Burlyuk 412.

Buzuluk 368.

Byankino 636.

Byelaya, River 356. 369.

Byelgorod 387.

Byeli-Klyutch 471.

Byelokani 490.

Byelo-Ostrov 193.

Byelovyezh Forest 46.

Byeltzi 373.

Byelukha, the 528.

Carmel 73.

Caspian Depression43^l.
— Sea 462.

Catherine Harbour 335,

Caucasus 437.

Ch . . ., seealsoToh . . ,

Ch'ang-ch'un 543.

Ch'ang-li 550.
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Chef00 552.

Chelm 29.

Ch*eng-te-fu 550.

Chersonese 410.

Chien-shan 545.

Ch'ien-so 550.

Chih-fu 552.

Chi-nan-fu 552.

Chin-chou 545.

Ching-lung-ch'iao 567.

Ch*ing-tao 552.

Chin-wang-tao 550.

Chou-shui-tzu 545.

Christinestad 242.

Christinovka 375.

Ciechocinek 3.

Chu-liu-ho 550.

Chung-ho-so 550.

Chun-liang-ch"^eng 551.

Chti-yuug-kuan 567.

Crimea 403.

Cronstadt 184.

Czerniakow 24.

Czernowitz 373.

Czerwinsk 26.

Czgstochowa 7.

Dadesh-Keliani 481.

Dago, Island of 73.

Dagomuis 448.

Dairen 545.

Dallakau 479.
Dalny 545.

Dargavsk 479.

Darg-Kokh 454.

Daryal Gorge 478.

Davidkovo 322.

Debaltzevo 429.

Debeda-Tchai 493.

Degerby 2.38.

Delet Sound 238.

Delizhan 471.

Demavond, the 506.

Demerdzhi-Uzen Val-
ley 423.

Dengil-Tepe 510.
Derbent 456.

Desna, River 376. 249.
Digorai, Plain of 473.
Divi Hills 389.

Divnogorskaya Platt-
forma 389.

Divo Cliff 424.

Dniep T. Riv«'r401.378.
391. .{77. 251. 39.

Dniester. River 372.373.
-- Liman .'{99.

Dno 257.

Doblen !)(}.

Dobrzyn 27.

Dolgintzevo 402.

Dolinskaya 391.

Domesnas 65.

Don 362.

— , River 430. 361. 428.

Dondangen 65.

Donetz, River 387. 431.
— Coal District 429.

Donguz-Ornn, the 486.— — Pass 486.

Donskaya 429.

Dorochusk 29.

Dorogobuzh 253.

Dorpat 68.

Doutovskaya 483.

I
Drissa 255.

i
Druskveniki 46.

I

Dubbeln 64.

I

Dubienka 29.
! Dubno 374.

!
Dubovka 434.

Dubrovka 192.

Dubrovski 391.

Dnderhof 185.

Duikh-Tau, the 488.
Duitzinshan 536.

Dumala Pass 484.

Diinaburg 40.

Dtlnamiinde 62.

Durben, Lake of 50.

Dushak 511.

Dushet 475.

Dvina, River 31. 47. 60.

255. 257. 40. 55. 249.
Dvinsk 40.

Dwina, River 31.

Dyevdorak Glacier 477.
Dykh-Tau, the 488.
Dzegam 472.

Dzhadzhur 493.
Dzhankoi 403.

Dzhailuik Bashi, the
487.

Dzhanga-Tau, the 488.
Dzhantugan, the 487.
Dzherakhovskoye
Gorge 478.

Dzhimi-Avtzag Pass
479.

Dzhizak 519.

Dzhomat 486.
Dzhubga 449.

Dzhulfu 496.

Dzhutz:i, the 460.

Dzhvaris-Zakdari 473.
Dzinago 485.

Dzivgis 479.

Eckrro Storby 239.
Edf-na Pass 488.

Edinburg 63.

Edwahlen 50.

Eilyari 472.
Eisk 452.

Ekaterin . . ., see Ye-
katerin . . .

Ekenas 231.

Ekholm. Island of 84.

Eklizi-Burun 422.
Ekstenholm 239.
Elbruz, the 485.
Elbusli 424.

Elisabethtal 471.

Elizabet . . ., see Yeli-
zabet . . .

Elisenvaara 211.
Elkhotovo 454.
Elton, Lake 434.
Elwa 68.

Emba 522.

Embach, River 69. 70.

Enonvesi, Lake 214.
Enzeli 499.

Erivau 494.

Ermes 71.

Erstan Fjord 239.
Ertzendyantzi 537.
Essentuki 461.

Etchmiadzin 495.
Etzeri 483.

Eupatoria 406.

Eydtkuhnen 34.

Fadeyevi Hills .851.

Fahna 79.

Falkenau 70.

Fall 79.

Fastov 387.

Fedorovka 402.

Fellin 71.

Feng-t'ai 553.

Feng-t'ien 543.

Feodosiya 425.

Ferghana 520.

Fili 307.

Finland 197.

Fiunby 238.

Fiolente, Cape 410.

Fiskars 232.

Fokino 351.

Foros 416.

Forssa 2.33.

Fotzsala 428.

Frcdoburg 80.

Fredriksberg 280.

FrcdrikHbanin 21(>.

Fricdcritul 189.

Friedriclishof 60.

FriedrictliHstadt 48.

Fryuzcvo 336.

37*
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Fuitnargi Pass -188.

Fu-shuii bi-i.

Gagri 449.

Gainovka 45.

Gaisiugkalns, the 68.

Galatz 374.

Galitch 259.

Gambori 489.

Gamla-Karloby 244.

Ganatchkhir Valley
453.

Gaolintzi 537.

Garni 496.

Gartishari 475.

Gaspra 416.

Gatchina 186.

Gebi 481.

Gedike Razyezd 542.

Gelati 464.

Gelendzhik 449.

Genaldon Valley 478.

489.

Genitchesk 403.

Geok-Tepe 510.

Georgiyevskoye 453.

Gergeti 477.

Gestola, the 488.

Geze-Tau, the 488.

Gimarai-Khokh, the
489.

Girvas Falls 196.

Glazov 259.

Glint, the 81.

Glola 481.

Glubokaya 429.

Glukhovskaya 369.

Gnadenberg 450.

Gniewoszew 30.

Gnivan 375.

Goderski Pass 452.

Godi-Vtzik Pass 488.

Goktcha, Lake 471.

Goldingen 50.

Golendri 375.

Golenki 537.

Golitzuino 255.

Golovinskaya 448.

Golta 393.

Golutvin .866.

Gora Kalvariya 29.

Gorbatchovo .361.

Gorbatov 338.

Gori 465.

Goroblagodatskaya 259.

Gorodetz 350.

Gorodishtchenski Hills
.355.

Gorokhovetz 338.

Gorskaya 194.

Goitohakovo 520.

Goryainovo 402.

Gorvatehevodskava
483.

Gostinopolye 258.

Giafskaya 427.

Grajewo 45.

Granitza 6.

Great Wall 567.

Grebenka 386.

Gremi 489.

Grobin 50.

Grochow 25.

Grodno 45.

Grodzisk 4.

Gross-Eckau 47.

Grozni 455.

Griitershof 47.

Gryazi 427.

Gryazovetz 334
Gud, Mt. 476.

Gudaur 476.

Gudaut 449.

Gudum 500.

Gul Glacier 486.

Gulak-Dukhan 479.

Gumitchi 487.

Gunib 455.

Gurshevi 480.

Gurzuff 421.

Gusino 251.

Gutmanns-Hohle 66.

Gveleti 478.

Gzhatsk 254.

Haapakoski 217.

Haapamaki 242.

Haapavesi, Lake 214.

Hafendamm 62.

Hai-tzu 553.

Halbstadt 403.

Halikko 232.

Halila 204.

Hamadan 500.

Hameenlinna 233.

Hamina 216.

Hango 231.

Han-ku 551.

Hannula 219.

Haparanda 246.

Hapsal 73.

Harbin 537.

Harjiinvatsa 221.

Harry, Island of 73.

Haselau 70.

Hasenpoth 50.

Hattula 233.

Haukivesi, Lake 214.

Haynasch 68.

Heiliger See 68.

Hoiniivesi 214.

Heinola 219.

Helenen dorf 472.

Helsingfors 221.

Herby 8.

Hermannsberg, the 83.

Hermet 72.

Hevai, the 486.

Hiirola 217.

Hiitola 211.

Hingan Loop 536.

Hintzenberg 65.

Hisarek 500.

Hogland, Island of 216.

Homel 39.

Hoshiera-ura 546.

Hosta"448.
Hsi-ling 568.

Hsin-min-fu 550.

Hsin-min-f^ing 550.

Hsi-shan 553.

Hsiung-yiieh-ch*^eng
545.

Huang-ts'^un 553.

Hughesovka 401.

Humppila 233.

Hungerburg 83.

Hun-ho, River 543.

Hiiningsberg, the 64.

Hyvinkaa 221.

Igduir 496.

Ignashino 540.

liktu, the 528.

lisalmi 217.

lisvesi 217.

Ikryanoye 436.

Iletzk 522.

Ilmen 431.

Ilovaiskoye 431.

Ilyinski Hills 357.

Ilyinskoye (Moscow)
324.

— (Siberia) 533.

Iman 54?.

Imatra Falls 209.

Imyanpo 537.

Ingoda, River 534. 535.

Inha 242.

Inkerman 415.

Inkeroinen 216.

Innokentyevskaya 531.

— (Amur) 541.

Inza 367.

Ipar 482.

Ipatiyev Monastery
333.

Iprari 482.

Ipyaglinskaya 472.

Irbit 261.
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Irik Glacier 485.

Irkeshtam 521.

Irkutsk 531.

Irtuish. River 527. 526.

Isadi 351.

Ishim. River 526.

Isker 528.

Iskuria 450.

Issar 420.

Ivangorod 27.

Ivanovka 183.

Ivanovo-Yoznesensk
338.

Izhmorskaya 530.

Izmailovo 320.

J (= 43K) . . . , see

also Dzh . . .

J(=^). . ., seeZh. . .

Jaakkima 211.

Jablonna 25.

Jagel 65.

Jailyk Bashi, the 487.

Jakobsstadt 47.

Jakobstad 244.

Jakoseiiranta 208.

Jamburg 83.

Janga-Tau. the 488.

Janowiec 30.

Jantugan, the 487.

Jassy 373.

Jehol 550.

Jehosaphat, Valley of

414.

Jeppo 244.

Jewe 80.

Jiper Azau Pass 486.
— Pass 486.

Joensuu 212.

Jomat 485.

Julfa 496.

Jutas 244.

Juustila 209.

Jyvilsjarvi, Lake 219.

Jyvaskyla 219.

Kaakhka 511.

Kaarnesaari 212.

Kabardinbkaya 448.

Kabl)ina 70.

Kabul-Sai 522.

Kadnitzi .Sol.

Kagan 5M.
Kaguizniaii 49<'..

KaYnsk Tomski 528.

Kai-p'ing 5i5.

Kaiana 217.

Kakabcti 489.

Kakhabf-ri Valley 452.
I

Kakhi 490.

Kakisalmi 211.

Kal 482.

Kalisch 5.

Kalisz 5.

Kalkis Canal 219.

Kalkuhnen 40.

Kallavesi, Lake 214.

Kalmuitzki Bazaar 435.

Kaltber, the 488.

Kaluga 254.

Kalyazin 348.

Kama, River 354. 355.

259.

Kamarlyu 496.

Kamenetz-Podolski 373.

Kamien 29.

Kamuishet 531.

Kamuishin 434.

Kamuishlov 261.

Kamunta 484.

Kandau 64.

Kangas 245.

Kangasala 242.

Kankas 239.

Kannus 245.

Kansk Yeniseiski 531.

Kao-peng-tzu 550.

Kapandidi 452.

Karabagh Meridian
Mts. 471.

Karabanovka 258.

Karagom Glacier 488.
— Khokh, the 488.

Kara-Kala 496.

Karakanli 496.

Karaklis 493.

Karakulino 355.

Karakum Desert 514.

Karassan 422.

Kara-Su-Tchakho Val-
ley 484.

Karatchev 253.

Karaul 484.

Kara-Uzyak 522.

Karavan-Sarai 471.

Karczowka 7.

Kareli 465.

Karhula 216.

Karis 231.

Kariu-Khokli, the 479.

Karl berg 233.

Karlovka 390.

Karlsbad 64.

Karlsruhe 67.

Kilrnillil 217.

Kami 496.

Karpovka 448.

K arras 459.

Karris 7.S.

Kars 49.^.

Kars-Tchai Gorge 493.

Karthalinian Plain 475.

Karuimskaya 534.

Karuna 238.

Karvio Lock 214.

Kashgar 520.

Kashira 431.

Kasimov 364.

Kasko 242.

Kastelholm 239.

Kastornaya 428.
Katcha 530.
— Valley 413.

Katchikalen 413.

Katchmas 456.

Katharinenfeld 492.

Katti-Kurgan 516.

Katyun-Tau, the 488.
Katunki 350.

Kauhava 244.

Kauttua 242.

Kavkazskaya 453.

Kawershof 70.

Kazakh 471.

Kazaki 362.

Kazalinsk 522.

Kazan 352.

Kazandzhik 510.

Kazatin 375.

Kazbek 477.

Kazbek, Mt. 477.

Kazian 499.

Kazimierz 30.

Kazvin 500.

Kedabek 472.

Kegart 496.

Kegel 79.

Keidani 48.

Koisarinharju, the 242.

Kem 335.

Kemi 246.

Keiumern 64.

Kempele 245.

Kerak 539.

Kerava 221.

Kerbekli 422.

Kerraa Canal 214.
-

, Lake 214.

K(!rmineh 516.

Ker-Ogli 471.

Kershev(;ti 492.

Kort(;li-Y<Miikale 426.

Kexholni 211.

Khabarovsk 511.

Khadzhibeiski Liinan
400.

Khailar 53<).

Khaldan 4 72.

Khandaokhctzi 537.

Khani-Tzkali Valley
492.
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Khanka, Lake 512.

Kharbin 536.

Kharkov 387.

Khartzuisk 400.

Khassara Gorge 480.

Khatchmas 456.

Kheba 452.
Khelade 482.

Kherson 392.

Khertvis 494.

Khidikus 479.

Khingan 536.
— Mts., Great 536.

, Little 541.

Khitzan-Khokh, the
488.

Khodzhalinskaya 472.

Khodzhent 520.

Kholm 29.

Kholmogori 335.

Khortitza, Island of
402.

Khotkovo 325.

Khotuinetz 253.

Khudoelanskaya 531.

Khurkhura 536.

Khutor Mikhailovski
376.

Khvaluinsk 432.

Kielce 6.

Kiev 377.

Andreyevski Hill
383.

Askold's Tomb 382.

Botanical Gardens
385.

Catacombs 381. 382.

Cathedrals

:

Assumption 381.

Epiphany 382.

St. Nicholas 380.

St. Sophia .384.

St. Vladimir .885.

Uspenski 381.

Churches:
Assumption 384.

Desyatinnaya 384.

Lutheran 379.

Raising of theCross
.381.

Redeemer 380.

St. Alexander 379.

St. Andrew 383.

St. Anna .382.

St. Basil .383.

St. Cyril .382.

St. George 384.

St. Nicholas 379.
Three Saints 383.
Trinity 380.

Kiev.
City Hall 379.

Conservatoire 385.

Contracts, House of

382.

Convents

:

Bratski .382.

Lavra 380.

St. Michael 383.

St. Nicholas 380.

Esplanade 380.

Exchange 379.

Golden ""Gate 385.

Gostini Dvor 382.

Khanyenko, Palais
385.

Kreshtchatik 379.

Lavra 380.

Merchants' Club 383.
Metropolitan, Resi-

dence of the 384.

Monuments

:

Alexander II. 379.
Baptismal 382.

Bobrinski 386.

Irene 384.

Khmyelnitzki 384.

Nicholas I. 385.

St. Vladimir 383.

Stolypin 379.

Museum of Art & Ar-
chaeology 380.— of Pedagogy 385.

Nicholas Bridge 382.— Garden 385.

Palace, Imperial 380.
Palais Khanyenko

385.

People's Palace 379.

Polytechnic Institute
386.

Post Office 378. 379.

Public Library 379.

St. NicholasGate 380.

SamsonFountain 382.

Squares:
Alexandrovskaya

382.

Bessarabka 379.

Khmyelnitzki 379.

St. Michael 383.

St. Sophia 384.

Tzarskaya 379.

Streets

:

Alexandrovskaya
379.

Bibikovski Boule-
vard .385.

Bolshaya Vladi-
mirsicaya 384.

Kreshtchatik 379.

Kiev.
Streets

:

Nikolayevski
Spusk 382.

Nikolskaya 380.

Vladimirskaya384

.

Synagogue 385.

Theatre 385.

Theological Acad-
emy ^382.

University 385.

Zoological Garden
385.

Kiiskinkyla 216.

Kikeneiz 416.

Kimito 238.
Kimri 348.

Kinel 368.

Kineshma 350.

Kintegesinde 50.

Kirchholm 48.

Kirikovka 389.

Kirin 543.

Kirjakkala 238.

Kirjavalahti 212.

Kishinev 373.

Kislovodsk 461.

Kitaiski Razvezd 535.
Kitchkas 402^.

Kivatch Falls 196.

Kivertzi 374.

Kizil-Khoba 423.

Kiziltash 424.

Kizuil-Arvat 510.

Klein-Liebental 400.

Klin 268.

Kluitch, the 453.

Klukhor Pass 453.

Klyazma. River 337.

Koban 479.

Kobi 476.

Kobrin 249.

Kodi, Lake 492.

Kodor Pass 489.
— Valley 453.

Kodzha-Sala 414.

Kodzhori 471.

Koi-Su 489.

Kokand 520.

Kokenhusen 47.

Kokkola 244.

Kokos 423.

Kokskar, Island of 84.

Koktebel 424.

Koldokhvara 449.

Kolho 242.

Kolivaara, Mt. 212.

Kolomak 389.

Kolomenskoye 322.

Kolomna 366.
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Kolomyagi 193.

Koloniya 528.

Kolota 488.

Kolpino 261.

Koltzo Grora 462.

Koluszki 8.

Konevits 211.

Konnus 214.

Kononsaari 211.

Konotop 376.

Konskie 8.

Konstantinograd 390.

Konstautinov 349.

Konstantinovka 431.

Kontchezero 196.

Kopet-Dagh, the 510.

Koponishtche 389.

Koren Hermitage 362.

Korennaya Pustuin 362.

Koristovka 391.

Korkeakoski 242.

Korsun 410.

Kortcheva 348.

Korvendskaya 472.

Koshedari 36.

Koshka-Tchokrak 424.

Koshtan-Tau, the 488.
Kosino 321.

Kostroma 332.

Kotcharlinskaya 472.

Kotelnitch 259.

Kotikovo 542.

Kotka 216.

Kotlas 259.

Kotlyarevskaya 453.

Kou-pang-tzu 550.

Kouvola 215.

Kovel 374.

Koverojarvi, Lake 241.

Kovjoki 244.

Kovno 35.

Kovrov 338.

Kozhurla 528.

Kozi 424.

Kozlov 427.

Kozlovka 351.

Kozmodemyansk 351.

Kramartorskaya 429.
Krasnaya Polyana 449.
Krasno 372.

Krasni Kutt 4.31.

Krasnopavlovka 400.

Krasnovodsk 510.

KrasnoyarHk 5.S0.

KraHiiove (Dnieper) 251.
-- (Volga) .S.50.

Krasnoye Selo 185.

Kremenotz 374.

Krementchug 391.

Kroralevo 365.

Kremon 66.

Krestovaya, Mt. 476.

Krestovi Pass 476.

Kreuzburg 47.

Kristinestad 242.

Kritovo 530.

Krivoi-Rog 402.

KriYomuzginskaya 429.

Krivoshtchekovo 528.

Kroptashovo 370.

Krotovka 369.

Kruimno 374.

Kruimskaya 453.

Kruti 376.

Krynkov 391.

Kuantchentzi 543.

Kuan-tung 545.

Kuba 456.

Kuban, River 452. 453.

448. 486.

Kuirtuik-SuYalley 485.

Kuishtuim 261.

Kuiwast 73.

Kulikovo Pole 361.

Kulomzino 261.

Kulp 496.

Kultuk 533.

Kulun, Lake 536.

Kumo-Elf, River 241.

Kunda 80.

Kungur 260.

Kunnyum 484.

Kuntzevo 322.

Kuopio 214.

Kupyansk .889.

Kura, River 473. 474.

465. 490. 471. 492.

Kure-Saare 72.

Kurgan 526.

Kurort Sestroryetzk
194.

Kurovskaya 364.

Kursavka 453.

Kursk 363.

Kurtenhof 48.

Kuru 241.

Kuskovo 321.

Kushka 512.

Ku.snitza 45.

Kustarevka 367.

Kutais 463.

Kutchuk-Lambat 422.
— Uzon 423.

Kutchumovo Goro-
dishtche 528.

Kutno 4.

Kutuzov Spring 42.S.

KuuslO 237.

KuyalnitzkiLiman399.
Ku-yob 5.50.

Kuy(Mig;i 536.

Kuzrniiiki 321.

Kuznetzk 366.

Kuznetzovski 540.

Kvareli 489.

Kvirili 464.

Kvish Glacier 486.

Kyakhta-Maimatchin.
534.

Kymi 216.

Kymijoki, River 218.
Kyminlinna 216.

Kymmene, River 218.

Kyronsalmi 213.

Kyroskoski Falls 241.
Kyttala 241.

Kyurdamir 472.

Kyuren-Dagh, the 510.

Laboda, the 488.

Ladoga, Lake 195.

Ladzhanuri Gorge 481.
Lagodekhi 490.

Laila Pass 482.
— Range 481.

Lahdenpohja 211.

Lahti 218.

Laihia 243.

Lais 70.

Lakhta 194.

Lakra-Tau, Mt. 486.

Lan-chou 550.

Landvarovo 36.

Langelmavesi 242.

Langerwald 52.

Lang-fang 553.

Langinkoski 216.

Lanskaya 193.

Lao-hu-tan 546.

Lappdal 238.

Lappeenranta 208.

Lappi 245.

Lappvesi Sound 238.

Lappvik 231.

Lapua 244.

Lapy 44.

Larga 373.

Lars 478.

Latal 482.

Lati 453.

I^atpari Pass 482.

Latzga, the 487.

Lauritsala 208.

Lavensaari, Island of
84.

Lazarevskoye 448.

LodOsht-Tau, the 486.
Loetz 79.

Legon 50.

Loipzigskaya 'M'.i.

Lekzuir Ghu-ier 487.
Lol).. 12.
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Lempiiala 210.

Lemstrom Canal 238.

Lennewarden 48.

Lentekhi 181.

Lenzher 483.

Leppiivirta 214.

Lepsha 334.

Lermontovski 459.

Levashovo 193.

Lgov 363.

Liang-ku-chuang 568.

Liao-ho, River 550.

Liao-tung. Gulf of 550.

— , Peninsula of 545.

Liao-vang 544.

Libau 49.

Libutino 43.

Lida 39.

Ligat 67.

Ligovo 178.

Likani 491.

Likhava 429.

Likhoslavl 267.

Limans of Odessa 399.

Liminka 245.

Lipetzk 362.

Lisi Nos 194.

Lisitchya Balka 429.

Liski-on-the-Don 428.

Littoinon 232.

Liuksiala 242.

Livadia 419.

Livonian Switzerland
66.

Lodz (Lodz) 5.

Lohja 221.

Loimaa 233.

Lomis-Mta, the 491.

Lomovskaya 540.

Lomza 44.

Lopasnya 359.

Lovisa 218.

Lowicz 4.

Loxten 47.

Lozovaya 400.

Luan-ho, River 550.

Lublin 28.

Ludsen 256.

Luga 43.

Lugansk 428.

Luhde, Forest of 68.

Luikhni 449.
Luiskovo 351.

Lukhovitzi .866.

Lukow 249.

Luninetz 39.

Lusha 49.

Lustdorf 399.

Lu-t'ai 551..

Lutzk 374.

Lyakhva Valley 485.

Lyesnitehestvo 419.

Lyly 242.

Lysa Gora 6.

Lyubertzi 364.

Lyublino-Datchnoye
321.

Lyubotin 389.

Lyutfabad 511.

Lyutzin 256.

Maciejowice 30.

Maharatch 419.

Mahmoud-Sultan 423.

Maikop 453.

Majorenhof 63.

Makaryev Convent 351.

Makhindzhauri 452.

Makilo 231.

Makriali 452.

Makushino 526.

Malaya Vishera 266.

Malkinia 44.

Malm 221.

Malo-Archangel 362.

Maloruito 374.

Malotchnaya Valley
403.

Malo-Yaroslavetz 376.

Maltzov Industrial
Works 376.

Malyovka 361.

Mamison Gorge 480.
— Pass 480.

Mamlyutka 526.

Manamansalo, Island
of 218.

Manchuria 535.

Mandshuriya 535.

Manglis 471.

Mangup-Kaleh 414.

Mankala Rapids 219.

Manturovo 259.

Mjintyluoto 242.

Maradidi 452.

Margan-Tau, the 487.

Margelan 520.

Marie Canal 195.

Mariehamn 238.

Marienburg 47.

Marienfeld 489.

Marionhausen 40.

Marienhof 50.

Mariinsk 530.

Mariupol 401.

Marmuizhi 428.

Martkobi 471.

Mashuk, the 460.

Massandra 418.

Mathildedal 2.38.

Matzesta Falls 449.

Matzostinskiye Springs
449.

Matziyevskaya 535.

Matzyaokhe 537.

Meddum 40.

Mekvena 481.

Meiershof 68.

Mekenzievi-Gori 414.

Melitopol 403.

Melnya 376.

Mendjil 500.

Merefa 400.

Merila 218.

Merimasku 239.

Merrekull 83.

Merv 512.

Meshed-i-Sar 505.

Meshhed 511.

Mestiya 483.
— Pass 486.

Mezen 335.

Miechow 6.

Mikhailovo 465.

Mikhailov Pass 448.

Mikkeli 216.

Milanowek 4.

Milas 424.

Millerovo 428.

Mineralnuiya Vodi 453.

Minghi-Tau, the 485.

Ming Tombs 567.

Minsk 250.

Minusinsk 531.

Minyar 370.

Mis-Khor 416.

Misses-Kosh 484.

Mitau 51.

Mitchin-Tzup, the 489.

Mlawa 26.

Mleti 476.

Mniszew 30.

Modaoshi 537.

Mohilev 257.
— Podolski 372.

Moinakskoye Lake 406.

Moiseklill 71.

Molodetchno 39.

Mologa 349.

Moon, Island of 73.

Moritzholm 64.

Morkvashi 351.

Morshansk 365.

Morysinek 24.

Mosco-w 269.

Agricultural Insti-

tute 323.

Alexander & Marie
Girls' School 306.

Alexander Garden
.801.
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Moscow.
Alexander Hospital

313.
— Institute for Grirls

309.
— Military Academy

304.
— Palace 320.

Alexis Military
School 313.

Annenhof 313.

Archgeological So-
ciety 315.

Archives, Imperial
294.

— of the Foreign
Office 302.

— of the Ministry of

Justice 306.

Arsenal 295.

Arts School 311.

Banks 274.

Baths 274.

Belvedere Palace 288.

Borodino Panorama
313.

Borodinski Bridge
.307.

Botanical Gardens
311.

Byeli Gorod 276.

Cadet Corps 313.

Cafes 271.

Carriages 271.

Cathedrals

:

Annunciation 285.

Archangel 285.

Assumption 282.

Blagovyeshtchen-
ski 285.

Kazan .300.

St. Alexander
Nevski 308.

St. Basil 299.

Uspenski 282.
Vasili Blazhenni

299.

Voznesonski 279.
Catherine Hospital

309.

Chemists 274.

ChurchcH (comp. p.

274):
Armenian 312.

Assumption 312.

English 3(»2.

IhfrianChapf'l 290.

Nativity 309.

Red.Mm'.T 304.

St. I.ouis 810.

St. Michael 818. |

Bakdekir*s RuMsia.

Moscow.
Churches

:

St. Nikita 313.

SS. Peter & Paul
312. 310.

Circus 273.

Civil Governor,
House of the 308.

Clubs 274.

Collections & Mu-
seums ;

Alexander III. 304.

Botkin 313.

Domestic Indus-
tries 302.

Fine Arts 304.

Historical 297.

Industrial Art 310.

Municipal Admin-
istration 311.

Ornithological .809.

Oruzheinava Pa-
lata 289'

Polytechnic 312.

Rumyantzov 302.

Shtchukin,P.I.307.
- . S. I. 304.

Tolstoi .806.

Tretyakov 316.

Tzvetkov 306.

War of 1812, 294.

Zoological 302.

Commercial Aca-
demy 313.

— School .806.

Commissionnaires
273.

Community of Mar-
tha & Mary 319.

Concerts 273.

Consulates 273.

Convents

:

Andronov 314.

Assumption 279.

Bogoyavlenski 300.

Danilovski 319.

Donskoi 319.

Ivanoski 312.

Maidens 307.

Novo-Dyevitchi
.807.

Novospasski 314.

Pokrovski 314.

Rozhdestvenski
310.

St. NirhohiH 300.

Sinioiiov 316.

Sry*'t»'nHki 310.

StruHtnoi 308.

Tchudov 280.

Voznesonski 279.

Moscow.
Convents :

Yuisoko-Petrovski
309.

Za-Ikono-Spasski
300.

Zatchatiyevski
306.

Znamenski 299.

Court of Justice 296.
— of Wards 314.

Dramatic School 310.

Duma 297.

Ecclesiastical Con-
sistory 311.

— Seminary 309.

Exchange 300.

Facets, "Hall of the
288.

Field of the Maidens
306.

Fire Brigade 306.

Foundling Hospital
314.

Frederick William &
Victoria Institute

309.

Gates:
Borovitzkiya 294.

Iberian 296.

Ilyinskiya 300.

Nikolskiya 296.

Red 311.

Redeemer 279.

Spasskiya 279.

Triumphal 308.

Troitzkiya 294.

Vladimir 301.

Voskresenskiya
296.

Gendarme Barracks
309.

Governor-General,
Palace of tlie 308.

Granovitaya Palata
288.

Great Kremlin Pal-
ace 286.

High School, III. 310.

Historical Museum
297.

Hotels 270.

Iberian Chapel 296.

Imperial liank 310.

Ivan Veliki 281.

lzv<.Hht«liiks 271.

Kamcnni liridge 315.

Khoduinskoye Field
323.

Kitai-Gorod270. 290.

Kremlin 278.
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Moscow.
Kremlin Barruoks

294.
— Palace 286.

Krutitzki Barracks
315.

Kutchko Field 310.

Kutiizov Cottage
307.

Kuznetzki Most 309.

Lazarev Institute
312.

Lefortovski Palace
313.

Little Palace 279.

Lizin Pond 315.

Lobnoye Myesto 299.

Manege 301.

Marie Hospital 309.

Markets 277.

Military Hospital
313.

Monuments

:

Alexander II. 280.

Alexander III. 304.

Feodorov 310.

Gogol 306.

Haas 313.

Loraonosov 301.

Minin and Pozhar-
ski 298.

Pirogov 306.

Pushkin 308.

Skobelev 308.

Moskvoryetzki
Bridge 315.

Neskutchni Park 320.

Nicholas Lyceum 306.
— Palace 279.
— School for Girls

314.

Noblesse, Club of the

309.

Nyemetzki Ruinok
313.

Okhotni Ryad 308.

Ophthalmic Hospital
308.

Oruzheinaya Palata
289.

Patriarchs,Residence
of the 295.

Pensions 270.

Petrovski Barracks
309.

— Palace 323.
— Park 323.

Philanthropic So-
ciety 312.

Physicians 274.

Police 273.

Moscow.
Postnikov Arcade

308.

Post Office 272. 311.

Potyeshni Dvoretz
294.

Powder Magazine
315.

Preobrazhenskoye
313.

Pryesnenskiye Ponds
307.

Railway Stations 308.

311. 313.

Red Barracks 313.
— Staircase 284.

Restaurants 270.

Riding School 301.

Romanov House 300.

Rumyantzov Mu-
seum 302.

Senate House 296.

Shauyavski People's
University 308.

Sheremetyev Hospi-
tal 311.

Shops 274.

Smolensk! Ruinok
,307.

Sokolniki Park 312.

Sparrow Hills 320.

Squares

:

Arbatskaya 306.

Bolotnaya 315.

Cathedral 282.

Kaluzhskaya 319.

Konnaya 319..

Krasnaya 296.

Kudrinskaya 307.

Lubyanskaya 310.

Novaya 300.

Rasgulyai 313.

Red 296.

Senate 294.

Staraya 300.

Sukharev 310.

Theatre 309.

Trubnaya 309.

Tzars 279.

Varvarskaya 314.

Yelokhovskaya
313.

Steamers 272.

Streets

:

Arbat 307.

Basmannaya 313.

Dmitrovka 308.309.

Donskaya 319.

Ilyinka 800.

Kaluzhskaya 320.

Karetni Ryad 309.

Moscow.
Streets

:

Kosmo-Damianski
312.

Kruimski Val 319.

Kuznetzki Most
309.

Lubyanka 310.

Marosseika 312.

Mokhovaya 301.

Muitnaya 319.

Myasnitzkaya 311.

Myeshtchanskaya
311.

Neglinni Proyezd
310.

Nikolo-Yamskaya
314.

Nikolskaya 300.

Novinski Boule-
vard 307.

Nyemetzkaya 313.

Petrovka 309.

Petrovski Boule-
vard 309.

Pokrovka 312.

Pokrovskaya 313.

Pretchistenka 306.

Rozhdestvenka
310.

Sadovaya 311.

Smolenskaya 307.

Smolensk! Boule-
vard 307.

Solyanka 314.

Sryetenka 310.

StrastnoiBoul.308.
SubovskiBoul.306.
Teatralni Proyezd

310.

Tretyakovski Pro-
yezd 301.

Tverskaya 308.
— Yamskaya 308.

Tzvyetnoi Boule-
vard 309.

Varvarka 299.

Vozdvizhenka 302.

Yakimanka 319.

Yelokhovskaya
313.

ZemlyanoiVal313.
Sukharev Tower 311.

Surveying School
313.

Synodal Building 295.

— Library 295.
— Printing Office 301.
— Treasury 282.

Technical Academy
813.

i
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Moscow.
Telegraph Office 273.

311.

Telephone Office 310.

Terem 288.

Theatres 273. 309.

Tolstoi, House of

306.

Trading Rows 299.

Tramways 271.

Treasury 289.

Tretyakov Gallery
316.

Triumphal Gate 308.

Tioitzko-Sergiyev-
skaya Lavra, House
of the 300.

Tzar Bell 281.
— Cannon 295.

Unicorn 295.

University, Imperial
301.

— , Shanyavski
People's 306.

— Clinics 306.
— Library 302.

Water Towers 311.

Widows' Home 307.

Zamoskvaryetchye
315.

Zemlyanoi Gorod276.
Zoological Gardens

307.

Moscow Coal Basin 361.

Moskva, River 276. 306.

Mosti 249.

Motovilikha 259.

Motzameti 464.

Mozhaisk 254.

Mozheiki 49.

Mozuir 249.

Mramorskaya 261.

Mshatka 424.

Mtzkhet 474.

Mtzensk 361.

Mudan-kiang 537.

Mugodzharskiya Mts.
522.

MUhlgrahen 62.

MuhoH 218.

MuJHhkino 349.

Muisovaya 5.'i3.

Muitishtchi 326.

Mukd^Ti ."^43.

Mukuzan 489.

Mulakh 482.

Mulkhra Valley 483.

Mulla-Ali, River 500.

Manam^gi, Grosser 80.

— , Kleiner 68.

Muravyev-Amurski

542.

Muravyevo 49.

Murghab 512.

Murino 194.

Murole Canal 241.

Murom 364.

Murtazovo 454.

Mustel 73.

Mustiala 233.

Mustola 209.

Mutchnaya 542.

Muuruvesi 215.

Muzhal 482.

Myllykylii 221.

Myllymaki 242.

Myszkow 7.

Naantali 239.

Nadbrzczie 30.

Nadendal 239.

Nadezhdinskaya 538.

Nadezhdinski Zavod
259.

Nageb Glacier 488.

Nakalakevi 451.

Nakhitchevan 430.
— Erivanski 496.

Nakra Valley 486.

Nalgczow 28.

Naltchik 483.

Namangan 520.

Namokhovani 481.

Nan-k'ou 567.

Narovka 249.

Nargen, Island of 73.

Narova, River 81. 83.

Narva 81.

Nashe 448.

Nasielsk 25.

Niisijarvi, Lake 241.

Natolin 24.

Natzantzara Brook 488.

Natzkhora 475.

Navtlug 471.

Nazran 455.

Nebugskaya 448.

Nenasuitetzki 101.

Ncnskra Valley 486.

Nerekhta 332.

Nero, Lake 329.

Nertchinsk 535.

Nertchinski Zavod 535.

Neudorf 450.

Neuhau8«'n 80.

Neu-Kemin«;rn 64.

Neva, River 99. 192.
— Bay 184.

Nevel 257.

NevinMomui8Hkaya468.

New Bokhara 514.

Newchwang 545.

New Jerusalem, Monas-
tery of 256.

— Margelan 520.
— Merv 512.
— Peterhof 179.

Nicolaieff 391.

Nieborow 4.

Niemen, River 35. 39.

Nieszawa 3.

Nikita 419.

Nikolaistad 243.
Nikolayev 391.

Nikolayevo 492.

Nikolayevsk 541.

Nikolayevskaya Slobo-
da 434.

Nikolayevsk-Uralski
434.

Nikolo-Kozelsk 402.
Nikolskoye 401.
Nikolsk Ussuriski 537.

Ningata 537.

Ning-ytian-chou 550.

Niu-chuang 545.

Nizhne-Spasski 541.
— Udinsk 531.

Nizhni Geinyuk 490.

Nizhni-Novgorod 339
— Tagil 260.
— Tzei 480.

Nizhnyaya Bannovka
434.

Nokia 241.

Nomme 79.

Nonni, River 536.

Norskaya Fabrika 349.

Northern Dvina, River
334. 259.

Novaya Bavariya 389.

Novgorod 262.
— Syeversk 249.

Novi-Afon 4.50.

— Svyet 424.

Novki 338.

Novo-Aloxandriya 27.
— Alexeyevka 403.

Bayazet Mts. 472.

Novodyevitche Hills
357.

Novo-(}«'orgiyev8k 25.

Jerusalimskaya 256.

Mikhailovskaya 448.
- Minsk 248.

Novoniirgorod 386.

Novo-Nikolayevsk 528.

Novorossisk 448.

Novo-Saratov 192.
— Senaki 450.
— Sokolniki 256.
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Novo-Svyontzvani 10.

— T('horkask*i29.
-- Vileisk 10.

— Voskresonskoyo 510.

Novozuihkov 219.

Xowo-Kadomsk 8.

Nowosielitza 873.

Nowy-Dwor 25.

Xuasjiirvi, Lake 217.

Nukha 172.

Nurmes 212.

Nurmis 05.

Nurmo 244.

Nuzal 480.

Nyeman 39.

Nvezhin 376.

Nykarleby 244.

Nyslott 213.

Nystad 239.

Ob, River 528.

Oblovka 432.

Obukhovo 258.

Odenpilh 68.

Odessa 393.

Odinsholm, Island of

73.

Odintzovo 324.

Oesol, Island of 72.

Oger 48.

Oka, River 350. 354.340.

359.362.364.367.431.
Okeanskaya 538.

Oknitza 373.

Olai 52.

Olbia 392.

Old Margelan 520.

— Merv 512.
— Peterhof 182.

— Ryazan 367.

Olgino 399.

Olginskaya 448.

Olginski 540.

Olkhovaya 428.

Olkusz 6.

Olviopol 372.

Omsk 526.

Onega 335.
— Canal 195.

— , Lake 195.

Oni 481.

Onokhoi 584.

On on 5.34.

Ontika 80.

Opuk 125.

Orani 46.

Oranienbaum 182.

Oravais 244.

Orbeli 481.

Orlovski 540.

Oirdalsklint 239.

Oreanda 419.

Orel 361.

Orenburg 368.

Orevi Canal 214.

Orihvesi 242.

Orismala 243.

Orivirta Sound 214.

Orlinnaya Gora 459,

Orsha (Dnieper) 251.
— (Volga) 848.

Or-tzferi Glacier 477.

Oryekhovo 337.

Osh 520.

Osowiec 45.

Ossetinskoye 453.

Ostankino 824.

Ostashkov 255.

Ostrolgka 44.

Ostrov 40.

Ostrovki 192.

Ostrowiec 8.

Otchakov 392.

Otcharovaniya Valley
461.

Otchemtchiri 450.

Otrotch Monastery 268.

Otrozhka 427.

Ottlotschin 8.

Otuzi 424.

Otwock 27.

Oulainen 245.

Oulu 245.

Oulujarvi, Lake 218.

Oulunjoki, River 218.

245.

Ounasvara, the 246.

Oycow 6.

Ozengi Valley 486.

Ozerki 193.

Ozhenin 875.

Ozrokovo 483.

Pabianice 5.

Packerort 79.

Padis Monastery 79.

Paijanne, Lake 219.

Pai-ho, River 551. 552.

Paitchinar 500.

Paloostom, Lake 460.

Pallasovka 4.34.

Pallifer 79.

Pamirs, the 521.

Panelia 242.

Panticapseum 426.

Papendorf 68.

Parch atka .30.

Pargas Sound 238.

Pargolovo 193.

Parnassus, Mt. 193.

Parola 233.

Parthenit 421.

Pashkovski 541.

Passanaur 476.

Pa-ta-ling 567.

Patza 485.

Pauline Monastery 7.

Pavlodar 528.

Pavlograd 400.

Pavlovo 864.
— Posad 387.

Pavlovsk 189.

Pavshino 824.

Pederso 244.

Peipohja 241.

Pci-tai-ho 550.

Pei-t'ang 551.

Peking 553.

American Legation
560.

Bell Tower 568.

British Legation 560.

Chinese City 564.

Classics, Hall of the
563.

Coal Hill 561.

Drum Tower 663.

Forbidden City 660.

Four Eastern Arches
562.

Imperial Canal 559.

Imperial City 561.

Inner City 562.

International Club
560.

Ketteler Memorial
562.

Legation Quarter 569.

Liu-li-ch'^ang 564.

Observatory 562.

Outer City 564.

Parliament 562.

Pei-t'ang 562.

Purple City 660.

St. Sauveur, Cathe-
dral of 662.

Summer Palace 666.

Tartar City 562.

Temples

:

Agriculture 564.

Celestial Peace
665.

Confucius 563.

Earth 665.

Eastern Peak 565.

Fa-yiian-ssu 565.

Five Towers 566.

Great Bell 566.

Heaven 564.

Lung-fu-ssii 562.
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Peking.
Temiiles

:

Lama-miao 562.

Yellow 565.

White Cloud 565.

T*^u-ch*^eng 566.

Univejsity 561.

Wai-chiao-pu 562.

Wan-shou-shau 566.

Winter Palaoe 561.

Yen-ching, Wall of

565.

Yii-ch^iian-shan 567.

Pemar Fjord 238.

Pendikul, the 423.

Penza 365.

Perala 242.

Pererva 322.

Pereval 510.

Perevalovka 357.

Pereyaslav 386.

Pereyaslavl-Zalyeski
328.

Perkalski Springs 460.

Perkjarvi 204.

Perm 259.

Permikinski 540.

Perna 219.

Pernau 71.

Perolahti 219.

Perovsk 522.

Perse Valley 47.

Pesolansalmi Sound214.
Petchersk 258.

Petcherskoye 359.

Petchori 80.

Peterhof 179.

Petres-Tzikhe 491.

Petrikau 8.

Petropavlovsk 626.

Pctrovka 493.

Pc'trovsk 4.55.

Petrovski Zavod 534.

Petrovsko-Razumov-
skoye 323.

Pfjtrozavodsk 195.

Piekslimaki 217.

Pielavesi 217.

Pielisjoki, Lake 212.

Piepenherg 258.

Pietarsaari 244.

Pihlajavr-si, Lake 213.

Pilawa 27.

Pinsk 249.

Piotrk()W 8.

Pisavuori, the 215.

Pitkalahti 217.

Pitzunda 449.

Plcfihtohoyevo, Lake
328.

Pleskau 41.

Plock 26.

Plyaterowo 249.

Plyoss 350.

Podgorodnaya 393.

Podolsk 359.

Podsvilye 249.

Podwoloczyska 372.

Pogranitchnaya 537.

Pogulyanka 40.

Pohjaskorkia, the 216.

Poili 471.

Pojo Bay 231.

Pokrovskaya 540.
— Sloboda 434.

Pokrovskoye-Fili 307.

Poldnevaya 261.

Poletayevo 370.

Polish Switzerland 6.

Polist. River 265.

Pologi 402.

Polotzk 255.

Poltava 389.

Poluikovitchi 258.

Polyesye 249,

Pomoshnaya 386.

Ponevyezh 48.

Ponyemon 36.

Popovo 402.

Pori 241.

Porkhov 267.

Por-Porog Falls 196.

Portse Caspiae 478.

Port Arthur 546.

Porvoo 230.

Poryetchye 254.

Posolskaya 533.

PotchayevskayaUspen-
skaya Lavra 375.

Poti 450.

Potoki 391.

Potsovaara 212.

Povorino 389.

Pradnik Valley 6.

Prikhankoiskaya Basin
542.

Priluki (Poltava) 386.
- (Volga) 348.

Pripet, River 39. 374.

Prishib 402.

Prokhladnaya 453.

Proskuri'iW 372.

Prostkcn 45.

Proval, the 460.

PruHzkow 5.

Pruth, River 374.

pHliadskaya 448.

Pwkov 41.

PuiJoinUki. the 215.

Piii'talovo 40.

Piih.uv 27.

Pulkovo 189.

Puitusk 25.

Punkaharju, the 213.

Punkasalmi 214.

Puruvesi, Lake 213.

Pushkino 325.

Puta 473.

Putchezh 350.

Putrid Sea 403.

Puumala Sound 213.

Pyani Bor 355.

Pyatigorsk 459.

Pyatikhatki 402.

Pyynikki, the 241.

Quidja 238.

Raahe 245.

Rabotki 351.

Raczki 46.

Radde 541.

Radom 7.

Radzivilishki 48.

Radziwillow 375.

Raivola 204.

Ramozki 67.

Ranenburg 432.

Rapnaya-Slavyansk
431.

Raseborg 231.

Rattijarvi 209.

Rauma Sound 239.

Raumo 242.

Rautalanipi 217.

Razdyelnaya (Kherson)
373.

— (St. Petersburg) 194

Razvalka, Mt. 460.

Redant 479.

Red Crag 422.
— Mts. 476.

Rekom 480.

Reneh 505.

Reni 373.

Repetek 514.

Rcsht 499.

Reval 74.

Riesenberg 7t».

Riga 53.

Coast (;3.

Riihiiiiiiki 220.

Rilaks 231.

Ringcn 50.

RingiiiundHbol" 4.S.

Rion 463.
—

, River 481. 492. 450
463.

Rodakovo 129.

R(lfv:iriiiis L':m.
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Roine. Lake 242.

Rokotaii 546.

Roman Kosh, the 422.

Romanov-Boriso-
glyebsk 349.

Romanov Bridge 364.
— Road 422.

Romanovsk 449.

Romasaar 72.

Romershof 48.

Romni 39.

Romodan 386.

Ronneburg 68.

Ropsha 185.

Rositten 40.

Roslavl 253.

Rospuda 46.

Rostov-on-the-Don 430.

Rostovtzevo 519.

Rostov-Yaroslavski
329.

Rovaniemi 246.

Rovno 374.

Rovnoye 434.

Rozhitze 374.

Rtishtchevo 432.

Ruda 249.

Rudnitza 372.

Rudnya-Potchayev-
skaya 375.

Ruibinsk 349.

Ruibnitza 373.

Rujen 71.

Runeberg Hill 214.

Runeberg's Stuga 244.

Runo. Island of 62.

Ruotsalainen, Lake
219.

Ruovesi 241.

Rustemabad 500.

Ruukki 245.

Ruzayevka 367.

Ryazan 366.

Ryazantzevo 328.

Ryazhsk 365.

Ryeshma 350.

Ryetchitza 249.

Ryezhitza 40.

Ryojun 546.

Ryurikovo 2.54.

— GrorodishtchQ 265.

Rzhev 256.

Sadakhlo 492.

Sadon 480.

Sagnitz 68.

Sairaa Canal 209.
— , Lakf; 208.

SS. Cosmas & Damian,
Nunnerv of 422.

St. G-eorge, Convent of

410.

St. George's Cliff 410.

St. Michel 216.

St. Petersburg 88.

Academies:
Arts 169.

Engineering 118.

Michael Artillery
177.

Military Medical
177.

Mining 172.

Nicholas Military
127.

— Naval 172.

Sciences 166.

Theological 131.

Admiralty 107.

— , New 111.

Agricultural Society
128.

Alexander Cadet
Corps 122.

— Column 112.
— Garden 108.
— Lyceum 176.
— Market 123.
— Nevski Monastery

130.
— Park 175.

Alexander III. Mu-
seum 119.

Alexandra Hospital
124.

Anitchkov Bridge
107.

Apothecary Island
176.

Apraxin Market
122.

Araktcheyev Bar-
racks 127.

Archives 117.

Army & Navy Club
126.

Arsenal, New 178.

— , Old 174.

Artillery Headquar-
ters 126.

— School, Constan-
tine 128.

Azov & Don Com-
mercial Bank 103.

Banks 96.

Baths 95.

Bazaar 104.

Botanical Gardens
176.

British Embassy 116.

St. Petersburg. ^
Cadet Corps 122. 169.

176.

Caf6s 90.

Carriage Museum
117.

Carriages 90.

Cathedrals:
Assumption 128.

Holy Trinity 175.

Izmailov 128.

Kazan 104.

Resurrection 127.

St. Andrew 170.

St. Isaac 109.

St. Nicholas 123.

SS. Peter & Paul
173.

St. Sergius 126.

Transfiguration
126.

Trinity 130.

Troitzki 128.

Cattle Yards 128.

Cavalry School 129.

Chemists 96.

Churches (comp.
p. 94):

Annunciation 111

130.

Ascension 123.

Assumption 122.

Birth of John the
Baptist 177.

British & American
Chapel 111.

Dutch 103.

English 111.

Expiation 118.

Finnish 117.

French Reformed
117.

German Reformed
111.

Intercession 124.

Kiev Lavra 172.

Resurrection 118.

124.

Romanov 129.

St. Anne 126.

St. Catharine 104.

105.

St. Demetrius 129.

St. John 124.

St. Pantaleon 125.

SS. Peter & Paul
103.

St. Stanislaus 124.

SS. Simeon & Anna
125.

Samson 178.
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St. Petersburg.
Churches

:

Saviour on the
Water 111.

Suvorov 127.

Transfiguration
176.

Vladimir Virgin
128.

Churchyards 131.

Circus 95.

City Hall 104.

Civil Engineers 128.

Clubs 93.

Collections & Mu-
seums:

Academy of Arts
169.

Agriculture 126.

Alexander III. 119.

Anatomical 177.

Anthropological
166.

Artillery 174.

Asiatic 167.

Botanical 166.

Botkin 172.

Carriages 117.

Coins 166.

Commissariat 124.

Ecclesiastical An-
tiquities 130.

Education 126.

Geological 167.

Glinka 123.

Hermitage 131.

Industrial Art 110.

(Stieglitz)125.

Kushelev Gallery
170.

Kustarni 126.

Lermontov 129.

Manuscripts 125.

Marine 108.

Michael Nikolaye-
yitch 116.

Mining Academy
172.

Xicholas I. 123.
Old St. Petersburg

169.

Peter the Great 166.

Pirogov 177.

PuHhkin 176.

Rubinstein 123.

Russian 119.

Sculpture's H)9.

Semenov Gallery
171.

Sticglitz 125.

Rtroganov 108.

St. Petersburg.
Collections & Mu-

seums:
Suvorov 127.

Technical Societv
126.

Tolstoi 169.

Ways of Communi-
cation 123.

Zoological 167.

Commissionnaires 93.

Concerts 95.

Confectioners 90.

Conservatorium 123.

Consulates 93.

Co-operative Stores
117.

Corps of Pages 122.

Court Singing School
115.

Custom Houses 129.

166.

Derevnya 177.

District Court 126.

Docks 129.

Domains, Admin, of
the Imp. 125.

Dramatic School 107.

Duma, Imperial 126.

— , Municipal 104.

Dvortzovi Bridge 165.

Ecclesiastical Sem-
inary 131.

Embassies 93.

Exchange 165.

Forestry, Institute
of 194.

Fortress of SS. Peter
& Paul 173.

Foundling Hospital
122.

General Staff 115.

Geographical Society
123.

German Embassy
111.

Gostini Dvor 104.

Government Printing
Office 129.

Gutnyev Island 129.

Hermitage 131.

Bronzf's 1.39.'

Drawings 140.

Egyptian & Assy-
rian Antiquities
1.32.

Engravings 140.

Gems & Ornaments
162.

Greek & Roman
Sculpt urf'H 13.S.

St. Petersburg.
Hermitage

:

Kertch Room 134.

Mediaeval & Re-
naissance Collec-
tion 141.

Miniatures 162.

Numismatic Col-
lection 161.

Peacock Cabinet
164.

Picture Gallery
144.

Porcelain 164.

Raphael Gallery
162.

Scythian & Siber-
ian Antiquities
140.

Silver Collection
164.

Silver Work, An-
tique 139.

'

Terracottas 139.

Vases 1.38.

Holy Synod 109.

Horse- Guards, Bar-
racks of the 111.

Horse Races 95.

Hotels 88.

Imperial Bank 122.
— Council 110.

Islands, the 176.

Italian Embassy 111.

Izvoshtchiks 90.

Kalinkin Brewery
129.

Kamenni Island 177.

Krestovski Island
177.

Law School 126.

Librarv. Imperial
i05.

— , University 169.
— of the Academy of

Sciences 166.

Lithuanian Palace
124.

Maneges 109. 119.

Marie Alexandrov-
na's School 128.

Marie Hospital 124.
-- Market 122.

Marsovo Pole 116.

Mausoleum. Grand-
Ducal 174.

M(Mli(!al Institute for
Women 176.

Michael Mani'ge 119.

Mikliailovski Garden
118.
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St. Petershurg.
Military Clinical

Hospital 177.

Military School, Paul
170.

Mining- Engineers,
Institute of 172.

Ministries

:

Agriculture 110.

Finance 115.

Foreign Affairs 115.

Interior 107.

Justice 122.

Public Instruction
107.

War Office 109.

Ways of Communi-
cation 12.S.

Mint 174.

Monuments

:

Alexander I. 112.

Alexander III. 107.

Barclay de Tolly
104.

Botkin 177.

Catherine II. 106.

Fame 129.

Glinka 108. 123.

Gogol 108.

Kruilov 117.

Krusenstern 172.

Kutuzov 104.

Lermontov 108.

Lomonosov 107.

Nicholas I. 110.
— Nikolayevitch

119.

Peter of Oldenburg
124.

Peter the Great
108. 119. 178.

Przhevalski 108.

Pushkin 129.

Rumyantzev 169.

Steregushtchi 175.

Suvorov 116.

Wylie 177.

Zhukovski 108.

Moscow Triumphal
Arch 128.

Mosque 175.

Music 95.

Xarva Triumphal
Arch 129.

Xaval Hospital 177.

Nicholas Bridge 111.
- Riding School 109.

Nobles, Assembly of
the 122.

Xovaya Derevnaya
177.

St. Petersburg.
Novi Peterburg 173.

Novo-Dyevitchi Nun-
nery 128.

Obukhov City Hospi-
tal 128.

Ozone Waterworks
176.

Palaces

:

Anitchkov 107.

Elizabeth Feodoro-
vna 107.

Engineers' 118.

Kamenni 177.

Marble 116.

Marie 110.
— Pavlovna 116.

Michael, New 119.

— , Old 118.

Nicholas Mikhailo-
vitch 116.

— Nikolayevitch
111.

Peter I. 116.

Sheremetyev 125.

Stroganov 103.

Tauride 126.

Winter 112.

Yekaterinhof 129.

Yelagin 177.

Yusupov 124.

Palace Bridge 165.

Patriotic Institute
172.

Pavlovski Barracks
117.

— Institute 125.

Pensions 89.

People's Palace 175.

Peter the Great
Bridge 127.

, House of 175.

, Gardens of 176.

Petrovski Island 177.

Physicians 95.

Pleasure Gardens 95.

Pointe 177.

Police 93.

Polytechnic 194.

Porcelain & Glass
Manufactory 192.

Post Office 93. 111.

Preobrazhenski Bar-
racks 116.

Prisons 124. 178.

Protestant W^omen's
Hospital 129.

Public Entertain-
ments 95.

Pushkin House 115.

Rn recourse 177.

St. Petersburg.
Railway Stations 88.

107. 128. 129. 178.

Restaurants 89.

River Yacht Club 177.

Rostral Columns 166.

Russian Museum 119.

St. Catharine Insti-

tute 124.

St. Petersburg Com-
mercial Bank 103.

Salt Warehouse 126.

Sea Canal 129.

Semenov Gallery 171.

Senate House 109.

Shops 96.

Smolni Convent 127.

Sport 95.

Squares:
Alexandra 106.

Dvortzovaya 112.

Isaac 109.

Marie 110.

Michael 119.

Nicholas 123.

Palace 112.

Peter 108.

Semyonovski 128.

Suvorov 116.

Syennaya 122.

Tchernuishov-
skaya 107.

Theatre 123.

Troitzkaya 128.

Znamenskaya 107.

Stables, Imperial 118.

Staraya Derevnaya
177.

Steamboats 92.

Stieglitz Drawing
School 125.

— Museum 125.

Streets

:

Angliskaya Nabo-
rezhnaya 111.

Dvortzovaya Nabo-
rezhnaya 115.

English Quay 111

Italianskaya 122.

Kamenno-Ostrov-
ski Prosp. 176.

Konno - Gvardeiski
Bulvar 109.

Konyushennaya
117.

Liteini Prospekt
124.

Mikhailovskaya
122.

Millionnaya 117
Morskaya HO.
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St. Petersburg.
Streets :

Nevski Prospekt
103.

Palace Quay 115.

Sadovaya 122.

Vladimir Prospekt
128.

Zabalkanski Pro-
spekt 123. 128.

Zagorodni Pro-
spekt 128.

Stryelka 166. 177.

Summer Grarden 116.

Synaj^ogue 124.

Tauric Garden 127.

Technological Insti-

tute 128.

Telegraph Office 93.

111.

Theatres (comp. p.

94):
Alexandra 106.

Hermitage 115.

Marie 123.

Michael 119.

People's Palace
175.

Summer 177.

Tourist Agencies 96.

Tramways 91.

Troitzki"' Bridge 173.

United States Em-
bassy 126.

University 169.
— Library 169.

Vasili Ostrov 165.

Water Works 127.

Ways of Communi-
cation, Institute of

123.

Wvlio ClinicalHospi-
tal 177,

Xf'iiia Institute 111.

Yokaterinhof 129.

Yflagin Island 177.

Yusupov Gallery 124.
— Garden 123.

Zoological Garden
175.

— Mu8<'um 167.

St. Pt'tt-rsburg Switzer-
land 194.

St.Sabas, Monastery of
255.

8ak, Lak<' 112.

Saki 412.

Sakki VAlh-y 485.

Sakotcbavi 492.

Salavat Pasn 455.

Sail. Lake 73.

Salo 232.
— (Brahestad) 245.

Saltvik 239.

Salynan Pass 487.

Samadon 540.

Samara 357.

Samarkand 516.

Sammatti 221.

Samshvildo 471.

Samtavro 475.

Samtredi 463.

San, River 30.

Sanain 493.

Sandar 492.

Sando 238.

Sandomierz 30.

Sandripsh 448.

Sangatchal 473.

San-shih-li-pu 545.

Sapernaya 258.

Sarai 435.— Gir 369.

Sarakamuish 493.

Saramag 490.

Sarapul 355.

Saratov 433.

Sardar-Bulag 496.

Sarepta 435.

Sari-Agatch 522.

Sarkisalmi 214.

Sarni 39.

Sarov Convent 364.

Saruitch, Cape, 416.

Sasovo 367.

Sassenhof 63.

Satchkheri 464.

Savolovo 348.

Savonliiina 213.

Saxaulskaya 522.

Schaulen 48.

Schildau, Island of 73.

Schlock 64.

SchlUsselburg 192.

Schmetzke 83.

Sebastopol 407.

Sebezh 256.

Sedanka 638.

Sedlovaya Gora 475.

Sefid-rud, River 500.

Sogewold 65,

Seim, River 363. 376.

Seima 338.

Seiniljoki 242.

SolilnpilJl 216.

Selburg 47.

Solenga 533.

Selenginsk 533.

Sclig.-r, Lak.' 255.

Sfin''novHkoy<' 254.

S'MnipalatinHk 528.

Semyonovka 471.

Sengilei 357.

Serakhs 512.

Sergiyevo 325.

Sergiyeskaya Pustuin
178.

Sergiyevskiya Mineral-
nuiya Vodi 369.

Sermaks 195.

Serpukhov 359.

Seskar 84.

Sestroryetzk 194.

Sevanga, Lake 471.

Seven Brothers 476.

Shah-rud, River 500.

Shakh-Dagh, the 456.

Shaksha 370.

Shan-hai-kuan 550.

Shari-Vtzik Pass 488.

Sharopan 464.

Sharva 259.

Shau-Khokh, the 489.

Shav-Nabat 492,

Shekildi-Tau, the 487.

Shemakha 472.

Shepetovka 375.

Sheremetyevka 192.

Shexna, River 258.

Shilka, River 539. 540.

Shimsk 265.

Shio-Mgvinski Convent
465.

Shirak 493.

Shirbudun 516.

Shishko-Cliff, the 423.

Shkara, the 488.
— Glacier 482.

Shmakovka 542.

Shoda, the 481.

Shtavler, the 486.

Shtchekino 361.

Shtchutchi Hills 355.

Shtulu-Vtzik Pass 488.

Shusha 472.

Shuma 423,

Shuvalovo 193.

Shuya 338.

Siberia 523.

Sidikkala 218.

Sieciechow 30.

Siedlce 248.

Sicradz 5.

Si(!vi 245.

Signakh 489.

Signay«^vka 372.

Sigovo 255.

Sinil)ir8k 356.

SimeYz 416.

SimfiTopol 111.

Siniola 215.

SiniHkava 370.
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Sinelnikovo 400.

Sinyavskaya 431.

Sion 477.

Sita 40.

Siuro 241.

Sivash 403.

Siverskiye Khutora
449.

Sjundea 231.

Skalmierzyce 5.

Skarzysko 7.

Skatikom Glacier
484.

Skempe 27.

Skierniewice 4.

Skiftet Sound 238.

Skimeri 482.

Skit 258.

Skobelevo 520.

Skopin 365.

Skuratovo 361.

Skuru 232.

Slaviita 375.

Slavyanka 261.

Slavyansk 431.

Slobodka 373.

Slonim-Albertin 45.

Smilten 68.

Smolensk 251.

Smuishlyayevka 368.

Sofiya 189.

Sogut-Bulakh 471.

Sokhondo 534.

Sokolki 354.

Solitude 63.

Solovetzki Monastery
336.

Sommerpahlen 80.

Songuta Valley 484.

Sopelki 350.

Sorgenfrei 52.

Sormovo 350.

Sorsakoski 217.

Sortavala 211.

Sosnovi 63.

Sosnovka 434.

Sosuika 452.

Sotchi 449.

Sotkamo 212.

Spahren 64.

Spala 8.

Spask (Oka) 367.

Spassk (Volga) 355.

Spilwe, Meadow of 72.

Sryetensk 535.

Stabburags 47.

Stackeln 68.

Staraya Rassa 265.
Stari-Krim i24,
Staritza 267.

Starosiolce 45.

Stavropol (Caucasus)
453.

— (Volga) 357.

Stenden 64.

Stenskar 84.

Stintsee 65.

Stockmannshof 47.

Stolbovaya 359.

Strashni-Okop 492.

Stromma Canal 238.

Stromsdal 215.

Stryelna 178.

Strzemieszyce 7.

Studyonka'250.
Sudak 424.

Stuir-Digor 485.

Suanetia 481.

Suatisi-Khokh, the 488.

Su-chia-tung 544.

Sudzhenka 530.

Sui-chung-hsien 550.

Suiltran-Kol-Bashi, the
483.

Suilva 259.

Suir-Darya, River 521.

Suizran 359.

Sukhinitchi 376.

Sukhoi-Fontan 472.

Sukhona, River 334. 259.

Sukhum-Kale 450.

Sukhum Military Road
453.

Sulin 429.

Sullu-Kol-Bashi, the
487.

Sultan Bent 512.

Sumi 389.

Sund 239.

Sundholm 240.

Sunduir 351.

Sungari, River 537. 541.

543.

Suolahti 242.

Suomi 197.

Suonnejoki 217.

Supsa 463.

Sura, River 351. 365.

Surakhani 458.

Suram Mts. 464.

Surgut 369.

Surop 73.

Sutchminskaya 472.

Suuk-Khoba 423.
— Su 421.

Suurikyla 216.

Suursaari 216.

Suvasvesi, Lake 214.

Suvorovskoye 366.

Suwalki 46.

Suzdal .338.

-
, Lake 193.

Svanetia 481.

Svarta 221.

Svartholm 219.

Sveaborg 229.

Svensksund 216.

Svir, River 195.

Svistun, Mt. 461.

Sviyazhsk 351.

Svondripsh 449.

Svyatogorskaya 431.

Svyatoi Nikolai 480.

Syedletz 248.

Syernuiya Vodi 369.

Syeshtchinskaya 253.

Syevernaya Dvina,
River 334. 259.

Syrjanharju, th.e 219.

Szczakowa 6.

Tabalenetz 41.

Tabistzkhuri,Lake 492.

Tabriz 496.

Taganai, the 370.

Taganash 403.

Taganrog 431.

Taiga 529.

T*ai-ling-ho 550.

Taininskoye 325.

Taipale (Saima Canal)
209.

— (near Varkaus) 214.

Taishet 531.

Ta-ku 551.

Tallduik Pass 521.

Talsen 64.

Taman, Peninsula of

447.

Tamara Castle 478.

Tambov 432.

Tammerfors 240.

Tammerkoski, Rapids
240.

Tammisaari 231.

Tammula, Lake 80.

Tampere 240.

Tanyeyevka 366.

Tana Glacier 488.

T'ang-ho 550.

Tang-kang-tzu 545.

Tangku 551.

T*^ang-shan 551.

Tankhoi 533.

Tao-hao-tao, Island of

550.

Tao-lai-chao 542.

Taps 71.

Tara 527.

Taraktash Valley 424.

Tarkhani 365.

Tarkun 455.
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Ta-shih-ch'iao'545.
Tashkent 521.)

Tataurovo 533.

Tauerkaln 47.

Tauric Peninsula 404.

Tavastehus 232.

Tavolzhanka 432.

Tavshan-Bazar 423.

Tchakva Valley 452.

Tchalainor 536.

Tchalantun 536.

Tchaluikla 434.

Tchani 528.

— , Lake 528.

Tchantehakha 480.

Tchaplino 400.

Tchardzhui 514.

Tcharomte 536.

Tchasovnya 356.

Tchatal-Kaya 415.

TchatuirDagh, the 422.

Tcheboksari 351.

Tchegem 484.

Tchegemski 4&4.

Tcheget-Tau-Tchana,
the 487.

Tchelyabinsk 370.

Tchemakhli 472.

Tcherek Gorge 484.

Tcheremkha 249.

Tchereokha 43.

Tcherepovetz 258.

Teherkassi 386.

Tcherkizovo 320.

Tchernaia Retchka 194.

Tchernigov 376.

Tchernyayeva 540.

Tchernyayevo 519.

Tchervonni-Bor 44.

Tchesma 189.

Tchiaturi 464.

Tchiauri 490.

Tchimgan Ravine 521.

Tchinflatskaya Cossack
Stanitza 535.

Tchingis-Khan 586.
Tf.hiper Pass 486.
- Azau Pass 486.
Tchistopol 354.

Tchita 5.34.

Tehmi 478.

Tchokraskoye Lake
427.

Tcholur 481.

T( horuaya Retchka
Valley 491.

Tchoriii Yar 436.
Tchorokh Valley 462.
T<;hubikh«'vi 483.
Tchubukhli Pass 471.
T<hudovo 262.

Tchudzi 258.'

Tchufut-Kale 414.

Tchukhukskaya 448.

Tchuryuk-Su 412.

Tchusovskaya 259.

Teberda Valley 458.

Teberdinskoye, Lake
453.

Tedzhen 512.
— , River 511.

Teheran 501.

Teisko 241.

Tejen, River 511.

Telav 489.

Telma 531.

Temir-Khan-Shura 455.

Tenginski Posad 448.

Tepe-Kermen 414.

Tepli 488.

Terek, River 478. 453.

Terekdavan Pass 521.

Terijoki 194.

Terskol Glacier 485.

Tervajoki 243.

Tetnuld, the 488.
Tetris-Tzkale 489.

Tetynshi 355.

Teufels-Hohle 66.

Theodosia 425.

Thorensberg 52.

Tib 480.

T^ieh-ling 543.

Tientsin 551.

Tiflis 465.

Tigranocerta 496.

Tikhonova-Pustuin376.
Tikhorvetzkaya 452.

Tikhteiigen, the 487.

Tikhvin 258.

Tiniiryazevo 364.

Timotis-Ubani 491.

Timur 522.

Tioneti 489.

Tiraspol 373.

Tischer 79.

Tkvibuli 464.

Tiuszcz 44.

Tobol, River 627. 626.

Tobolsk 527.

Toijala 233.
Toksovo 194.

Tola 4Hl.

Tolgski Monastery 349.

Tolsburg 80.

Tomaszow 8.

Tomsk 629.

Tonnelnaya 463.

Tootz«;n 4*7.

Toppila 245.

Torbino 26f>.

Torg.'l 71.

Tornea 246.

Toropetz 255.

Torzhok 267.

Tosno 262.

Treyden 67.

Trituznaya 402.

Troekurovo 432.

Troitzk 370.

Troitzko-Sergiyev-
skaya Lavra 325.

Troyanov-Val 373.

Trnsso Gorge 476.

Ts . ., see also Tz . .

Ts'ien-so 550.

Tsinanfu 552.

Tsingtau 552.

Tsitsikar 536.

Tuapse 449.

Tuckum 64.

Tuiber Glacier 487.

Tula 360.

Tumanli-Gel 453.

Tuovilanlahti Bay 215.
Tura, River 261.

Turkestan 506.
— (Town) 522.

Turku 234.

Tushino 324.

Ttitters, Island of 84.

Tver 267.

Tvertza 267.

Two Fathom Roads 462.
Tyko 238.

Tyras 399.

Tyrvaa 241.

Tyuber Glacier 487.
— Pass 487.

Tyumen 261.

Tyumenyevka 435.

Tzagayan 540.

Tzageri 481.

Tzagveri 491.

Tzannor Glacier 487.

Tzarev 4.35.

— Kurgan 357.

Tzaritzuin 434.

Tzaritzuino-Datchnove
322.

Tzarskoye Solo 186.

Tzemi 492.

Tzena Valley 482.

Tzeya (tla-jior 480.
- Valley 480.

Tzikhvarga 488.
Tzilkani 476.

Tzinondali 489.

Tzipa 464.

Tzitzikar 636.

Tzkhciiis-Tzkali 46u.

Tzkhomari 482.

Tzkhra-T'/kharo 492.
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Tzminda-Saineba,
Church of 477.

Tznoris-Tzkali 490.

Tzossi 481.

Tzu-ching-kuan Pass
568.

Tzvyetkovo 387.

Udyelnaya 193.

Udzhari 472.

Udzharma 489.

Udzo 471.

Ufa 369.

Ufalei 261.

Uglitch 348.

Uglovka 266.

Uguir Pass 482.

UkraiDe 389.

Uleaborg 245.

Ullu Olacier 487.

Ullugtchai 521.

Ullukara, the 487.

Ullu-Kam Glacier 485.

Valley 486.
— TauTchana, the487.
— Tcbiran Grlacier 485.

Ulukhanlu 494.

Ulu-Uzen Valley 422.

Uman 375.

Unal 479.

Undariski Hills 355.

Ungeni 373.

Unnukkavesi,Lake 214.

Unzha, River 350. 259.

Uplis-Tzikhe 465.

Ural Mts. 369.

— , River 368. 434. 522.

Uralsk 434.

Urbach 434.

Urukh Valley 485.

Urulga 534.

Urusbievo 483.

Urzhumka 370.

Ushba, the 486.
— Glacier 486.

Ushkul 482.

Uskut 423.

Usmaiteu, Lake 64.

Usolye .357.

Uspenskaya 429.

Uspenski Convent 414.

Uspenskoye 355.

Ussuri, River 541. 542.

Ust-Dvinsk 62.
— Ishim 527.
— Izhora 192.
— Kara 540.

Ustyug Veliki 259.
Utchan-Su Fall 420.
Utch-Kosh Gorge 419.

Utchkulan 486.

Utchtapalar, the 472.

Utzeri 481.

Uusikarlepyy 244.

Uusikaupunki 239.

Uusikirkko 204.

Uusikyla 218.

Uvarovka 254.

Uxktill 48.

Uzboi Valley 510.

Uzlovaya 364.

Vaajasalo, Island of

215.

Vaala 218.

Vagarshapat 495.

Valamo 212.

Valdai 266.
— Hills 266.

Valkeasaari 193.

Vallinkoski Fall 211.

Valuiki 389.

Vanajavesi 233.

Vapnyarka 372.

Vapra Saari 208.

Vardane 448.

Vardo 335.

Varkaus 214.

Varnitza 373.

Vartsala 238.

Vartsila 212.

Varvarino 465.

Vasa 243.

Vasilkov 387.

Vasilsursk 351.

Vasilyev 350.

Vaziani 489.

Vehmersalmi Narrows
214.

Vehoniemenharju, the
242.

Velikaya, River 40. 41.

80.

Velikiye Luki 256.

Velyaminovski Posad
449.

Venta 49.

Verkh-Neivinsk 260.

Verkhne-Udinsk 533.

Verkhni Baskuntchak
434.

— Tzei 480.
— Uslon 355.

Verkhovtzevo 402.

Verkhovye 362.

Verki 39.

Vernadovka 365.

Veshnyaki 364.

Vesijarvi 219.

Vestankslrr 238.

Vetluga, River 259. 351

.

Vi . ., see also Vy . .

Viapori 229.

Viborg 204.

Viipuri 205.

Viitasaari 242.

Villmanstrand 208.

Vilna 36.

Vilppula 241.

Vinnitza 375.

Virdois 241.

Virta, River 217.

Vishnevetz 374.

Vistula, River 26. 29.

4. 7. 12. 25. 27.

Visuvesi 241.

Vitebsk 257.

Viurila 232.

Vladikavkaz 454.

Vladimir-on-the-Klya-
zma 337.

Vladimirovka 435.

Vladislavovka 425.

Vladivostok 538.

Vlakhernskoye 322.

Voigyani 249.

Volga 349.

Volga, River 347. 432.

256. 267. 330. 332.

Volkhov, River 261. 262.

Volkhovo 266.

Volkovuisk 45.

Volnovakha 401.

Vologda 258.

Volokolamsk 256.

Volotovo 265.

Volovo 361.

Volsk 432.

Voluinskoye 322.

Voronezh 427.

Vorota Otcharovaniya
492.

Vorozhba 363.

Vorpost 436.

Voskresensk 366.

Vossowska 8.

Voyeikovo 365.

Voznesensk 386.

Voznesenski Monastery
531.

Voznesenye 195.

Vsekhvsyatskoye 324,

Vuibutino 43.

Vuishni-Volotchok 267.

Vuohijarvi, Lake 216,

Vuokatti, Mt. 217.

Vuoksen, River 210.

Vuoksenniska 208.

Vuolenkoski 219.

Vuonislahti 212.

Vyatka 259.
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Vyatka, River 259. 354.

Vyazma 253.

Vyazovuiya 351.

Vyerni 522.

"Wa-fang-tien 545.

Waggewa 71.

Walk 68.

"Warsaw 9.

Alexander Bridge 22.

— Citadel 22.

— Park 23.

Art Union 15.

Bazaar 15.

Botanic Garden 17.

Charitable Society 14.

Churches

:

All Saints 18.

Archangel Michael
17.

Assumption 18.

Franciscan 22.

Holy Cross 16.

— Ghost 22.

Lutheran 15.

Mary Magdalen 23.

Nativity of the
Virgin 20.

Pauline 22.

Reformed 20.

St. Alexander 17.

— Nevski 14.

St. Anne 14.

St. Anthony 20.

St. Barbara 21.

St. Borromeo 20.

St. Casirair 22.

SS. Florian & Mi-
chael 23.

St. Hyacinth 22.

St. John 21.

St. Joseph 14. 16.

SS. Peter & Paul 21.

Transfiguration 18.

Trinity 19.

Virgin ii.

Vladimir Madonna
2.3.

Wizytek 16.

City Hall 19.

Credit P^oncior 15.

Election Plain 23.

K.xrhange 15.

Finan<;ial Admin-
iHtration 20.

Fort J^iiwicki 22.

FraHfati Park 17.

High School, FirHl 16.

HoHpitalH 21.

Injpcri.il Hank 20.

Warsaw.
Judicial Archives 19.

Krasinskl Garden 19.

Merchants' Resource
20.

Mokotow RaceCourse
18.

Monuments

:

Copernicus 16.

Mickiewicz 14.

Paskevitch 14.

Polish generals 15.

St. Nepomuc 20.

Sigismund III. 13.

Sobieski 17.

Virgin 14. 20.

Museum of Industry
& Commerce 14.

— , Zoological 16.

New Town 22.

Nowe Miasto 22.

Observatory 17.

Old Town 21.

Palaces

:

Archbishop of

Warsaw 18.

Belvedere 18.

Bielany 23.

Blue 20.

Brtlhl 15.

Krasinski 19.

Krouenberg 16.

Lazienki 17.

Ordvnacki 16.

Pac'l8.
pod Blachq, 13.

Prince Primate 18.

Royal 13.

Rz^du Gubernial-
nego 14.

Saxon 14.

Zamoyski 20. 16.

Philharmonic Society
16.

Picture Gallery 19.

Polytechnic School
21.

Poniological Garden
21.

Post Office 16.

Praga 23.

Prison 20.

Provincial Govern-
ment W.

Railway Bridge 22.

liuHsian C^iinetcry 23.

Club 16.

Saxon (lurdrri 1.'').

S«|uar<'K :

Alexanib'r 17.

Hank 20.

Warsaw.
Squares

:

Green 15.

Grzybowski 18.

Krasinski 18.

Market 15.

Palace 13.

Saxon (Saski) 14.

Stare Miasto 21.

Theatre 19.

Zamkowy 13.

Zielony 15.

Stare Miasto 21.

Streets

:

Alej aJerozolimska
21.

— Ujazdowska 17.

Cracow Suburb 14.

16.

Elektoralna 20.

Freta 22.

Krakowskie Przed-
miescie 14. 16.

Leszno 20.

Marszalkowska 21.

Miodowa 18.

Nowy 6wiat 16.

Senatorska 18.

^wigto Janska 21.

Zjazd 14.

Synagogue 20.

Telegraph Office 15.

Theatres 10. 15. 19.

Ujazdowski Park 17.

University 16.

— Library 16.

Vistula Bridge, New
17.

Water Works 21.

Willanow 24.

Wola 23.

Wasalem 79.

Wawer 25.

Wcchma 71.

Wei ssen stein 71.

Welaniiigi, the 80.

Wenden 67.

Wcrdcr Sound 73.

Worro 80.

Wesenberg 80.

White Sea 335. 336.

Wigry 46.

Wilkowyszki \\\.

Willanow 21.

Windau 64.

Wirballen 31.

Wlo«!taw.'k 3.

Wlodiiwa 249.

Wola 23.

W(»lk(»wvHk 45.
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Wolmar 68.

Woloi'zyska 372.

Wurins, Island of 73.

Wiilf, Island of 84.

"\Vyszos;r6d 20.

Xanka 466.

Xenievka 400.

Yablonovi Range 534.

Yaila Mts. 423.

Yakeshi 536.

Yalta 416.

Yalutorovsk 261.

Yal Valley 536.

Yanov 48.

Yaroslavl 330.

Yasinovataya 400.

Yasnaya Polyana 361.

Yaya, River 530.

Yegoryevsk 366.

Yekaterinburg 260.

Yekaterininskaya 540.

Yekaterinodar 452.

Yekaterino-Nikol-
skaya 541.

Yekaterinoslav 401.

Yekaterinovka 359.

Yelabuga 355.

Yelatma 364.

Yelenovka 471.

Yeletz 362.

Yelisavetgrad 392.

Yelisavetinskoye 448.

Yelisavetpol 472.

Yelisu 490.

Yenikale 426.

Yenisei, River 530.

Yeniseisk 530.

Yeuotayevsk 435.

Yen-t'ai 545.

Yermolino 338.

Yermolov Hut 477.
— Stone 478.

Yershov 434.

Yevgenycvka- 542.

Yevlakh 472.

Yevropeiskaya 259.

Ying-k'ou 545.

Ylivieska 245.

Ylojarvi 241.

Yora Valley 489.

Ypaja 233.

Yukki 193.

Yurin 351.

Yuryev 68.
- Polski 328.

Yuryevetz 350.

Yutza, Mt. 460.

Yuz-Bashi-Tchai 500.

Yuzovka 401.

Yxpila 244.

Zabeln 64.

Zq,bkowice 7.

Zaigrayevo 534.

Zaim 373.

Zakatali 490.

Zakroczym 26.

Zaluinan Bashi, the 487.
— Pass 487.

Zamok Tamari 452.

Zanner Glacier 487.

Zapadnaya Dvina 256.

Zaporozhye 402.

Zaraisk 366.

Zaramag 480.

Zasyeka 361.

Zatishye 373.

Zawichost 30.

Zawicrcie 7.

Zdolbunovo 374.

Zehron 64.

Zekarski Pass 492.

Zelazowa-Wola 4.

Zeya, River 540.

Zgierz 6.

Zhabinka 250.

Zhelyeznovodsk 458.

Zhigulev Hills 357.

Zhitkovitchi 249.

Zhitomir 375.

Zhiobin 39.

Zhmerinka 372.

Zholtikov Monastery
268.

Zierau 50.

Zinkog 452.

Zlatopol 372.

Zlatoust 370.

Zmerinka 372.

Znamenka 391.

Zolotonosha 386.

Zuatizi-Khokh, the
488.

Zugdidi 450.

Zuifun, River 538. 542.

Zulfikar Pass 512.

Zvanka 258.

Zvyerevo 429.

Zyrardow 4.
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